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PERTAINING TO

THE LAST THREE HUNDRED YEARS FROM THE LOOSING OUT
OF SATAN.¹

HENRY THE SEVENTH.

When king Henry, by the providence of God, had obtained this triumphant victory and diadem of the realm, first sending for Edward Plantagenet earl of Warwick, son to George duke of Clarence, and committing him to safe custody within the Tower, from Leicester he removed to London; and not long after, according to his oath and promise made before, espoused to him the young lady Elizabeth, heir of the house of York; whereby both the houses of York and Lancaster were conjoined together, to the no little rejoicing of all English hearts, and no less quiet unto the realm, which was A.D. 1485. This king reigned twenty-three years and eight months, and being a prince of great policy, justice, and temperance, kept his realm in good tolerable rule and order. And here, interrupting a little the course of our English matters, we will now (the Lord willing) enter the story above promised, of Maximilian the emperor, and matters of the empire, especially such as pertain to the church.

Maximilian the Emperor.

In the year of our Lord 1486, Frederic waxing aged, and partly also mistrusting the hearts of the Germans, who had complained before of their grievances, and could not be heard; and therefore, doubting that his house, after his decease, should have the less favour among them, for that cause in his lifetime did associate his son Maximilian to be joined emperor with him; with whom he reigned the space of seven years, till the death of the said Frederic his father, who departed A.D. 1493, after he had reigned over the empire fifty-three years.

years, lacking but three years of the reign of Augustus Caesar, unde
whom was the birth of our Lord and Saviour Christ.

A.D. 1486. This Maximilian, as he was a valiant emperor, prudent and
singly learned, so was his reign entangled in many unquiet and diver-
ful wars; first, in the lower countries of Flanders and Brabant, where
said Maximilian was taken captive, but shortly after rescued and
fore. delivered again by his father, A.D. 1487. It was signified be-
how this Maximilian, by the advice of the Burgundians, had to
wife: Mary, the only daughter of Charles duke of Burgundy afore
mentioned, by whom he had two children, Philip and Margaret, A.D. 1477;
which Mary not long after, about A.D. 1482, by a fall from her
horse, fell into an ague, and departed. Other wars, many more, the same
Maximilian also achieved, both in France, in Italy, in Hungary, and
divers besides.

So happy was the education of this emperor in good letters, so
expert he was in tongues and sciences, but especially such was his
dexterity and promptness in the Latin style, that he, imitating the
example of Julius Caesar, did write and comprehend in Latin histories
his own acts and feats done, and that, in such sort, that when he had
given a certain taste of his history to one Picamerus, a learned man,
asking his judgment how his warlike style of Latin did like him, the
said Picamerus did affirm and report of him to John Carion (the
witness and writer of this story), that he did never see nor read in
any German story, a thing more exactly (and that in such haste) done,
as this was of Maximilian. Moreover, as he was learned himself, so
was he a singular patron and advancer of learned students, as may
well appear by the erecting and setting up the university of Witten-
berg. By this emperor many in those days were excited to the
embracing as well of other liberal arts, as also, namely, to the searching
out of old antiquities of histories, whereby divers were then by him
first occasioned in Germany to set their minds, and to exercise their
diligence, in collecting and explicating matters pertaining to the know-
ledge of history, as well of ancient as also of later times, as namely
Cuwpinian, Naucerius, Conrad, Peutinger, Manlius, and others.

Here now it began right well to appear, what great benefit was
broached to the world by the art and faculty of printing, as is before
mentioned. Through the means of which printing, the church and
commonwealth of Christ began now to be replenished with learned
men, as both may appear by this emperor, being so enould himself
with such excellent knowledge of good letters, and also by divers
other famous and worthy wits, who began now in this age exceedingly
to increase and multiply: as Baptista Mantuanus, Augustus Poli-
tianus, Hermolaus Barbarus, Picus Mirandula, and Franciscus his
cousin, Rodolphus Agricola, Pontanus, Philippus, Beroaldus, Mar-
silius Ficinus, Volateranus, Georgius Valla, with infinite others.

Among whom is also to be numbered Weselus Groningensis, other-
wise named Basilius, who was not long after Johannes de Wesalia above
recited; both much about one time, and both great friends together.
This Weselus died A.D. 1489. After that Johannes, doctor of
Wesalia aforesaid, was condemned, this Weselus, being familiar with
him, thought that the inquisitor would come and examine him also,

(1) This Mary was niece to king Edw. IV.
as he himself, in a certain epistle, doth write. He was so notable and so worthy a man, that he was commonly called 'Lux Mundi,' that is, 'The light of the world.'

Concerning his doctrine, first he reprehended the opinion of the papists, as touching repentance, which they divided into three parts, of the which three parts, satisfaction and confession he did disallow. Likewise purgatory, and supererogation of works, and pardons, he did disprove, both at Rome and at Paris. He spake against the pope's indulgences, by the occasion whereof divers of the pope's court, persuaded by him, began to speak more freely against the same matter than he himself had done.

The abuses of masses and praying for the dead he disallowed; and likewise the supremacy of the pope he utterly rejected (as appeareth in a book of his, 'De sacramento penitentiae'), denying utterly that any supreme head or governor ought to be in the world over all other; affirming also and saying many times, that the pope had no authority to do any thing by commandment, but by truth (that is, so far as truth goeth with him, so far his sentence to stand); neither that he ought to prevail by commanding, but only by teaching, so as every true christian may prevail over another. Also, in some place in his writings he denieth not, but that popes and their spiritual prelates, proceeding against Christ's doctrine, be plain antichrists. Such as were infirm, and not able to perform the bond of chastity taken upon them, he said, they might well break their vow.

Also the said Weselus witnesseth, that the forefathers who were before Albert and Thomas, did resist and withstand the pope's indulgences, calling them in their writings plain idolatry, mere fraud and error; adding moreover, that unless the severity of some good divines had withstand these pardons and indulgences of the pope, innumerable errors had overflowed the church.

Amongst the works of Weselus, there is a certain epistle of one written to him, in which the author of the epistle witnesseth, that in his time there was a certain learned man at Paris, called Master Thomas de Curselis, a dean; who, being in the council of Basil, when divers began to advance the power of the pope too far, declared and affirmed to be said to him of Christ, "Quicquid ligaveris super terram, erit ligatum et in caelo," &c., and not "quicquid dixeris esse ligatum," that is, "Whatsoever thou shalt bind upon earth, shall be bound in heaven," but not, "whatsoever thou sayest to be bound:"—as who should say, the pope cannot and doth not bind therefore, because he so saith, except truth and righteousness go also with him: then, he doth so bind indeed. There is a certain book of this man, amongst divers others, which he entituleth, 'De subditis et superioribus,' in which he disputeth greatly against the pope and his prelates; affirming that the pope, unless his faith and doctrine be sound, ought not to be obeyed. He affirmeth also that the pope may err, and when he err eth, men ought by all manner of means to resist him: Item, That great and superfluous riches in the clergy do not profit, but hurt, the church: That the pope doth wickedly distribute the rents of the church, and the churches themselves, to unworthy

(1) Ex lib. D. Wesel de sacramento penitentia.
(2) Not whatsoever is said to be loosed on earth, is loosed in heaven; but whatsoever is loosed in very deed in earth, that is also loosed indeed in heaven.
ministers by simony, for his own profit and gain, whereby it may appear, that he neither careth for God, nor for the health of the church: Item, That the precepts and commandments of the pope and prelates be no otherwise but as the counsels and precepts of physicians, binding no further than they are found to be wholesome, and standing with the truth of the word: Item, That the pope can command no man under pain of deadly sin, except God command him before. He saith, that the keys of the pope and of the prelates be not such wherewith they open the kingdom of heaven, but rather shut it, as the Pharisees did. Concerning vows, he disputeth that such as be foolish and impossible ought to be broken: Item, That hearers ought to discern and judge of the doctrine of their prelates, and not to receive every thing that they say, without due examination. He showeth, moreover, that an opinion, and even an excommunication, is of more force, proceeding from a true, godly, honest, simple, and learned man, than from the pope; as in the council of Constance John Gerson was more regarded than John XXIII., and St. Bernard was antiently more esteemed by the pious than Eugenius III. Also if the pope with his prelates govern and rule naughtily, that the inferiors, be they ever so base, ought to resist him.

Writing moreover of two popes, Pius II. and Sixtus IV., he saith, that Pius II. did claim unto himself all the kingdoms of the whole world, and that Sixtus the pope did dispense with all manner of oaths in causes temporal, not only with such oaths as have been already, but also with all such as shall be made hereafter: which was nothing else but to give liberty and license for men to forswear themselves, and to deceive one another.

This Weselus, being a Frisian born, and now aged in years, on a certain time when a young man called Master Johannes Ostendorpius came to him, said these words: "Well, my child, thou shalt live to that day, when thou shalt see that the doctrine of these new and contentious divines, as Thomas and Bonaventure, with others of the same sort, shall be utterly rejected and exploded by all true christian divines." And this, which Ostendorpius, then being young, heard Weselus to speak, he reported himself to Noviomagus, who wrote the story, having (as he saith) heard it at the mouth of the said Ostendorpius, February 20th, A.D. 1520, in the church of St. Lewin at Deventer.

Philip Melancthon, writing the life of Rodolphus Agricola, saith, that Josquinus Groningensis, an ancient and a godly man, reported that when he was young, he was oftentimes present at the sermons of Rodolphus and Weselus, wherein they many times lamented the darkness of the church, and reprehended the abuses of the mass and of the single life of priests: Item, That they disputed oftentimes of the righteousness of faith, which St. Paul so oftentimes did inculcate, that men be justified by faith, and not by works. The same Josquins also reported, that they did openly reject and disprove the opinion of monks, who say that men be justified by their works: Item, Concerning men's traditions their opinion was that all such were deceived, whosoever attributed unto those traditions any opinion

(1) This Ostendorpius was a man well learned, and canon of the minister of Deventer. Ex Noviomago.

(2) Here it appeareth that this Rodolphus Agricola was of good judgment, though the friars afterwards buried him in a friar's weed.
of God's worship, or that they might not be broken. And thus much
for the story of doctors Wessalia and Weselus.

By this it may be seen and noted, how, by the grace of God and
gift of printing, first came forth learning; by learning came light, to
judge and discern the errors of the pope from the truth of God's
word; as partly by these above said may appear, partly by others
that follow after (by the grace of Christ) shall better be seen.

The burning of Joan Boughton, and Others.

About the very same time and season, when the gospel began thus

to branch and spring in Germany, the host of Christ's church began
also to muster and to multiply likewise here in England, as by these
histories here consequent may appear. For not long after the death
of this Weselus, A.D. 1494, and in the ninth year of the reign of
king Henry VII., the 28th of April, was burned a very old woman
named Joan Boughton, widow, and mother to the lady Young,
which lady was also suspected to be of that opinion which her mother
was. Her mother was fourscore years of age or more, and held eight
of Wickliff's opinions (which opinions my author doth not show) for
which she was burnt in Smithfield the day aforesaid. My author
saith, she was a disciple of Wickliff, whom she accounted for a saint,
and held so fast and firmly eight of his ten opinions, that all the
doctors of London could not turn her from one of them; and when
it was told her that she should be burnt for her obstinacy and false
belief, she set nothing by their menacing words, but defied them: for
she said, she was so beloved of God, and his holy angels, that she
passed not for the fire; and in the midst thereof she cried to God to
take her soul into his holy hands. The night following that she was
burnt, the most part of her ashes were had away by such as had a
love unto the doctrine that she died for.

Shortly after the martyrdom of this godly aged mother, A.D. 1496,
and the 17th of January, being Sunday, two men, the one called
Richard Mildereale, and the other James Sturdy, bare faggots before
the procession of Paul's, and after stood before the preacher in the
time of his sermon. And upon the Sunday following stood other
two men at Paul's cross all the sermon time; the one garnished with
painted and written papers, the other having a faggot on his neck.
After that, in Lent season, upon Passion Sunday, one Hugh Glover
bore a faggot before the procession of Paul's, and after, with a faggot,
stood before the preacher all the sermon, while at Paul's Cross. And,
on the Sunday next following, four men stood, and did their open
penance at Paul's, as is aforesaid, in the sermon time, and many of
their books were burnt before them, at the cross.

Furthermore, the next year following, which was A.D. 1498, in the
beginning of May, the king then being at Canterbury, there was a
priest burnt, who was so strong in his opinion, that all the clerks and
doctors then there being, could not remove him from his faith:
whereof the king being informed, he caused the said priest to be
brought before his presence, who, by his persuasion, caused him to
revoke; and so he was burnt immediately.

In the next year (A.D. 1499), after the beheading of Edward Plan-
Henry VII.
A.D. 1498.
An old man burned.

Savonarola, and Two Friars, Martyrs.

In the same year also (A.D. 1499), fell the martyrdom and burning of Hieronymus Savonarola, a man no less godly in heart, than constant in his profession; who, being a monk in Italy, and singularly well learned, preached sore against the evil life and living of the spirituality, and specially of his own order; complaining sore upon them, as the springs and authors of all mischiefs and wickedness. Whereupon, by the help of certain learned men, he began to seek reformation in his own order. Which thing the pope perceiving, and fearing that the said Hierome, who was now in great reputation amongst all men, should diminish or overthrow his authority, he ordained his vicar or provincial to see reformation of these matters; which vicar with great superstition began to reform things, but the said Hierome did always withstand him; whereupon he was complained of to the pope, and, because that contrary unto the pope's commandment he did withstand his vicar, he was accused. But for all that Hierome left not off preaching, but threatened Italy with the wrath and indignation of God, and prophesied before unto them, that the land should be overthrown for the pride and wickedness of the people, and for the untruth, hypocrisy, and falsehood of the clergy, which God would not leave unrevenged; as afterwards it came to pass, when king Charles came into Italy and to Rome, and so straightly beset pope Alexander, that he was forced to make composition with the king.

Now, forasmuch as the said Hierome would not leave off preaching, he was commanded to appear before the pope, to give account of his new learning (for so then they called the truth of the gospel); but, by means of the manifold perils, he made his excuse that he could not come. Then was he again forbidden by the pope to preach, and his learning pronounced and condemned as pernicious, false, and seditious.

This Hierome, as a man worldly wise, foreseeing the great perils and dangers that might come unto him, for fear, left off preaching. But when the people, who sore hungered and longed for God's word, were instant upon him that he would preach again, he began again to preach A.D. 1496, in the city of Florence; and albeit that many counselled him that he should not so do without the pope's commandment, yet did he not regard it, but went forward freely of his own good will. When the pope and his shavelings heard news of this, they were grievously incensed and inflamed against him, and now again cursed him, as an obstinate and stiffnecked heretic. But for all that, Hierome proceeded in teaching and instructing the people, saying

(1) Ex Fabiano, et alio scripto codice.
that men ought not to regard such curses, which are against the
ture doctrine and the common profit, whereby the people should be
learned and amended, Christ's kingdom enlarged, and the kingdom of
the devil utterly overthrown.

In all his preaching he desired to teach no other thing than the
only pure and simple word of God, making often protestation that all
men should certify him, if they had heard him teach or preach any
thing contrary thereunto; for, upon his own conscience, he knew not
that he had taught any thing but the pure word of God. What his
doctrine was, all men may easily judge by his books that he hath
written.

After this (A.D. 1498) he was taken and brought out of St. Mark's
cloister, and two other friars with him, named Dominic and Silvester,
who favoured his learning, and was carried into prison, where he wrote a
godly meditation upon that most comfortable thirty-first Psalm: "In
te Domine speravi, non confundar in eternum, sed in justitia tua libera
me;" wherein he doth excellently describe and set forth the continual
strife between the flesh and the spirit.

After this the pope's legates came to Florence, and called forth
these three good men, threatening them marvellously; but they con-
tinued still constant. Then came the chief counsellors of the city,
with the pope's commissioners, who had gathered out certain articles
against these men, wherupon they were condemned to death; the
tenor of which articles hereafter ensue.

Articles objected against Hierome and the two Friars.

I. The first article was as touching our free justification through faith in
Christ.
II. That the communion ought to be ministered under both kinds.
III. That the indulgences and pardons of the pope were of no effect.
IV. For preaching against the filthy and wicked living of the cardinals and
spiritualty.
V. For denying the pope's supremacy.
VI. Also, that he had affirmed that the keys were not given unto Peter alone,
but unto the universal church.
VII. Also, that the pope did neither follow the life nor doctrine of Christ;
for that he did attribute more to his own pardons and traditions, than to Christ's
merits; and therefore he was Antichrist.
VIII. Also, that the pope's excommunications are not to he feared, and that
he who doth fear or flee them is excommunicate of God.
IX. Item, that auricular confession is not necessary.
X. Item, that he had moved the citizens to uproar and sedition.
XI. Item, that he had neglected and condemned the pope's citation.
XII. Item, that he had shamefully spoken against, and slandered the pope.
XIII. Item, that he had taken Christ to witness of his naughtiness and
heresy.
XIV. Also, that Italy must be cleansed through God's scourge, for the
manifest wickedness of the princes and clergy.

These and such other like articles were laid unto them and read
before them. Then they demanded of the said Hierome and his
companions, whether they would recant and give over their opinions.
Whereunto they answered, that through God's help they would
steadfastly continue in the manifest truth, and not depart from the
same. Then were they degraded one after another by the bishop of Vaison, and so delivered over to the secular rulers of Florence, with straight commandment to carry them forth, and handle them as obstinate and stiffnecked heretics.

Thus was the worthy witness of Christ, with the other two above-said, first hung up openly in the market-place, and afterward burnt to ashes, and the ashes gathered up, and cast into the river Arno, the 24th of May, A.D. 1499.¹

This man foreshowed many things to come, as the destruction of Florence and Rome, and the renewing of the church; which three things have happened in these times within our remembrance. Also he foreshowed that the Turks and Moors, in the latter days, should be converted unto Christ. He also declared that one, like unto Cyrus, should pass the Alps into Italy, who should subvert and destroy all Italy: whereupon Johannes Franciscus Picus, earl of Miranda, called him a holy prophet, and defended him by his writings against the pope. Many other learned men also defended the innocency of the said Savonarola. Marsilius Ficinus also, in a certain epistle, doth attribute unto him the spirit of prophecy, greatly commending and praising him. In like manner Philippus Comnens, a French historiographer, who had conference with him, witnesseth that he was a holy man, and full of the spirit of prophecy, forasmuch as he had foreshowed unto him so many things which in event had proved true.²

There were besides these, many others, not to be passed over or forgotten: as Philip Norese, an Irishman, professor at Oxford, who albeit he was not burned, yet (as it is said) he was long time vexed and troubled by the religious rout. But would to God, that such as have occupied themselves in writing of histories, and have so diligently committed unto memory all other things done in foreign commonwealths, had bestowed the like diligence and labour in noting and writing those things which pertain unto the affairs of the church; whereby posterity might have had fuller and more perfect understanding and knowledge of them.

This Savonarola above mentioned, suffered under pope Alexander VI., of which pope more leisure and opportunity shall serve hereafter (Christ willing) to treat, after we shall first make a little digression, to treat of certain cases and complaints of the Germans, incident in the mean time, which, as they are not to be overpast in silence, so can they have no place nor time more convenient to be inferred.

[Notes:

¹ Ex Catal. Testim. Illtydii.
² The following lines, inserted in some recent editions, have been introduced since Foxe's death: they are also in a Dutch Martyrology, published at Dort, in 1687. — Eo.

Antonius Flamininus, an Italian, and for piety and learning famous in that age, wrote this epigram upon the death of Hieronymus Savonarola:—

Dum fera flamma tuus, Hieronyme I pascitur artus,
Religio, sancta dilanlata comae,
Flevit et 'O,' dixit, 'crudeles parcite flammae,
Pardite, sunt uto viscera nostra rogo.'

Which may be thus Englished.

Whilst flames unjust, blest saint thy body burn,
Weeping Religion, with diehevel'd hairs,
Cries out and says, 'O spare his sacred urn,
Spare, cruel flames, that are our soul impairs.']
What complaints of the Germans were made and moved unto the emperor Frederic against the pope's oppressions and exactions, mention was made before; where also was declared, how the said Germans at that time were twice put back and forsaken of the emperor, whereby they continued in the same yoke and bondage until the time of Luther. Wherefore it cometh now to hand, and we think it also good here briefly to declare, how the said Germans, in the time of Maximilian the emperor, renewing their complaints again, delivered unto the emperor ten principal grievances, whereby the Germans have been long time oppressed; showing also the remedies against the same, with certain advisements unto the emperor's majesty, how he might withstand and resist the pope's subtleties and crafts: the order and tenor whereof here ensueth.

The Ten principal Grievances, complained of by the Germans.

I. That the bishops of Rome do not think themselves bound to observe bulls, covenants, privileges, and letters, which were granted by their predecessors without all derogation; but by often dispensations, suspensions, and revocations, even at the instance of every vile person, they do contravene the same.

II. That the elections of prelates are oftentimes put back

III. That the elections of their presidents, which the chapters of some churches have obtained at great expense, are withstood: as the churches of Spire and Hasela do well know; whose bull concerning the election of their president is made frustrate, he being yet alive who granted the same.

IV. That benefices, and the greater ecclesiastical dignities, are reserved for cardinals and prothonotaries.

V. That expectative graces [commonly called 'vowsons'] are granted without number, and sometimes many unto one man; whereupon continual contentions do arise, and much money is spent, both that which is laid out for the bulls of those vowsons which never take effect, and also that which is consumed in going to law. Whereupon this proveth hath risen, 'Whosoever will get a vowson from Rome, must have one or two hundred pieces of gold laid up in his chest, which he shall have need of to prosecute the suit withal for the obtaining of the same.

VI. That Annates [or first-fruits] are exacted without delay or mercy, even where bishops have died within a few years, and sometimes more is extorted than ought to be, through new offices and new servants, as by the examples of the churches of Mensa and Strasburg may be seen.

VII. That the rule of churches is given at Rome unto those that are not worthy, who were more fit to feed and keep mules, than to have the rule and governance of men.

VIII. That new indulgences and pardons, with the suspension and revocation of the old, are granted to gather and scrape money together, to the disgust of the laity.

IX. That tenths are exacted, under pretence of making war against the Turks, when no expedition doth follow thereupon.

X. That the causes which might be determined in Germany, where there are both learned and just judges, are indistinctly carried unto the court of Rome; which thing St. Bernard, writing to pope Eugene, seemeth wonderfully to reprove.

The remedy against the said Grievances.

If it shall seem good unto the emperor's majesty, let it be declared unto the bishop of Rome, how grievous and intolerable a thing, it is unto the Germans,

(1) "Indistinctly," without distinction.—Ed.
to suffer continually so great charges and grievances, to pay so great annates for the confirmation of the bishops and archbishops, and especially in such bishoprics, where the Annates, by process of time, are enhanced, and in many, as it is said, doubled. For the archbishop's see of Ments, as it is said, some-
time paid only 10,000 florins; which sum, when one who was chosen there refused to give, and so continued even unto his death, he who was afterwards elected, being desirous of confirmation, fearing to withstand the apostolic see, offered the old sum of 10,000 florins: but, notwithstanding, he could not get his confirmation, except he would pay the other 10,000, which his predecessor before him had not paid.

By this means he was compelled to pay 20,000 florins; which, being enrolled in the register of the chamber, hath been exacted of every archbishop since, until these our days: and not only 20,000, but also 25,000, for their new offices and new servants. At last, the sum drew to 27,000 florins, which James, the archbishop of Ments, was compelled to pay, as his commissary did report. So by this means, in one man's lifetime, there were seven times 25,000 florins paid out of the archbishopric of Ments unto Rome, for the confirmation of the archbishop.

And when the archbishop James had kept this archbishopric scarcely four years, the lord Uriel was elected after him, who was compelled to pay at the least 24,000, or 25,000 florins; whereof a part he borrowed of merchants. But, to satisfy and pay them again, he was forced to exact a subsidy of his poor subjects and husbandmen, whereof some have not yet satisfied and paid the tribute for the bishop's pall, so that by this means our people are not only troubled and brought to extreme poverty, but also are moved unto rebellion, to seek their liberty by what means soever they may, grievously murmuring against the cruelty of the clergy.

The pope also should be admonished, how that, through divers and sundry wars and battles, the lands of Germany lie desolate and waste, and through many mortalities, the number of men is diminished, so that for the scarceness of husbandmen, the fields for the most part lie untilled, the tolls are by divers means diminished, the mines consumed, and the profits daily decay, whereby the archbishops and bishops should pay their annates unto the apostolic see, besides their other necessary and honest charges; insomuch that, not without just cause, James, the archbishop of Ments, being even at the point of death, said, That he did not so much sorrow for his own death, as for that his poor subjects should be again forced to pay a grievous exaction for the pall. Wherefore let the high bishop, as a godly father and lover of his children, and a faithful and prudent pastor, deal more favourably with his children the Germans, lest that persecution happen to rise against the priests of Christ, and that men, following the example of the Bohemians, do swerve from the church of Rome.

At least, let him be more favourable, as often as any archbishop or bishop may happen to rule his church but a few years; as it happened to the bishops of Bamberg, whereof three died within a few years. The like also might happen by other bishoprics, whereof, as Aeneas Sylvius witnesseth, there are in Germany to the number of fifty, besides abbots, whereof a great number are confirmed at Rome.

And admit that in Germany there were greater profits and revenues arising of the ground, mines, and tolls; notwithstanding the emperor and the other princes should lack treasure and munition of war against their enemies, and especially the infidels, and to preserve Germany in peace and quietness, and to minister justice unto every man: for which purpose the council of the chamber, being most holly instructed, and furnished with great cost and charges, doth chiefly serve. Besides that, the emperor hath need of treasure, to suppres- the rebels in the empire, to banish and drive away thieves and murderers, whereof a great number are not ashamed to spoil churches only, and to rob them of their goods, but also to assail the clergy themselves. Finally, our nation and country of Germany hath need of great riches and treasure, not only for the repairing of churches and monasteries, but also for hospitals for children that are laid out in the streets, for widows, for women with child, for orphans, for marriage of the daughters of poor men, that they be not defiled, for such as have need and necessity, for the old and weak, for
A GODLY EXHORTATION TO THE EMPEROR.

An Advertisement unto the Emperor Maximilian, of the subtle Practices of the Pope and Popish Prelates.

Let the emperor's majesty foresee and provide that the begging friars do not preach against his majesty, who are wont to complain gladly unto the apostolic see, fearing to lose their privileges, which I would to God were as well grounded upon Christ, as they are upon profit. Let the emperor's majesty also beware, that the pope do not give commandment unto the electors, to proceed to the election of a new king of Romans, as he did against Frederic II., when the landgrave of Thuringia, and William earl of Holland, were elected by the commandment of the pope. Let the emperor's majesty also fear and take heed of all the prelates of the churches, and especially of the presidents, who by their oath are bound to advertise the pope. Let the emperor's majesty also fear and beware, that the pope do not take away from his subjects their obedience, and provoke the people bordering upon him, to make invasion into the emperor's dominions and archduchy of Austria; which those men, under colour of showing obedience unto the pope's commandment, be ready to do.

Let the emperor's majesty, also, take heed of the apostolic censures, from which the pope will in no case refrain. Finally, let the emperor's majesty diligently foresee and take heed, that the pope do not persuade the people with most subtle arguments, contrary to the Pragmatical sanction, excusing himself, and getting the good will of the simple, alleging that with great costs and charges, he will repair the church of St. Peter in Rome, and build in certain places against the Turks, and recover again the lands and patrimony pertaining unto the church of St. Peter; as he is bound by his office. Therefore let your majesty diligently foresee and deliberate, how, through your most wise and discreet counsel, if need shall require, you will answer to those subtilities of the pope.

A certain godly Exhortation unto the Emperor's Majesty.

Your majesty can do nothing better, nothing more acceptable to God, or more worthy eternal remembrance, than to moderate the great excesses and oppressions of the Germans; to take away all occasion from the laity, to persecute the clergy: also to take away the benefices out of the hands of Curtesans, who can neither preach, nor counsel any man (of which benefices, as Accas Sylvius writeth, some are equal to the bishoprics of Italy); to increase God's honour and worship; and so to bridle the avarice and ungodliness of those Curtesans, whereby your majesty may the better provide for the children of many noble and famous men and citizens in Germany; who, being brought up from their youth in the universities, learning both the Scriptures and other human letters, may, without tiresome vexations and most expensive and improper contests, aspire to the ecclesiastical promotions; who by their counsel and prayers may be helps unto the empire and the church: for it is no small occasion, why the realm of France should so flourish, that it hath so many notable learned men in it. If the emperor would abolish this impiety, and restore Germany unto her ancient liberty, which is now oppressed with grievous tributes, and would make way for learned and honest men unto ecclesiastical promotions; then might he truly and perpetually be called of all men, and in all places, the liberator of Germany, the restorer of liberty, and really the father of his country; and should obtain no less glory thereby unto himself, and profit unto Germany, than if he had by force of arms subdued some province unto them. And so shall Germany render no less thanks unto the said Maximilian, than unto all the rest who have reigned ever since the empire was translated from the Greeks to the Germans.

Hereafter ensue the copy of a certain letter of the emperor Maximilian, given out in manner of a decree or commandment against certain abuses of the clergy: whereunto we have also annexed the answer of Jacobus Selstadiensis unto the emperor's letters.
An Edict of Maximilian the Emperor.

We, according to the example of our dearly beloved father, Frederic III., emperor of Rome, reverencing the chief pastor of the church and all the clergy, have suffered no small revenues of the ecclesiastical dignities to be carried out of our dominion by the prelates and clergy that are absent, whose faults, committed by human frailty, with Constantine our predecessor we would not disdain to hide and cover. But forasmuch as through our liberality the decay of God's honour hath arisen, it is our part (who are elect unto the empire, without any desert) to foresee, that among all other affairs of peace and war the churches do not decay, religion quail not, nor God's true worship be diminished; which we have manifestly experimented and daily do perceive by the insatiable covetousness of some, who are never satisfied in getting of benefices; through whose absence (being resident only upon one) God's honour and worship are diminished, houses decay, churches decrease, the ecclesiastical liberty is hurt, learning and monuments are lost and destroyed, hospitality and alms diminished, and, by their insatiable greediness, such of the clergy, as for their learning and virtue were worthy of benefices, and for their wisdom profitable in commonwealths, are hindered and put back. Wherefore, according to the office and duty of our estate, for the love of the increase of God's honour, we exhort and require, that no man from henceforth, having any canons or vicarage in one city of our empire, shall occupy or possess a prebend in another church of the same city, except he give over the first within a year's space unto some person fit and profitable for the church; neither that he do by unjust quarrels vex or trouble any man in getting of benefices; neither that any man do, to the prejudice of the ordinary patrons, falsely feign himself to be of the emperor's household, who is not so, agreeably to the league and agreement made by the German princes and nation; neither that any man attempt to take away the patronage from any layman, or burden small prebends, still less curacies, with pensions; neither that they do use in getting of benefices and bulls any fraud, deceit, false instruments, corrupt witnesses, and cloaked simony; neither that any man presume to obtain any regress, or other thing contrary to the sacred canons, against right, honesty, equity, and reason, upon pain of the most grievous offence of treason: the which we will, that not only they who go so contrary to God and all honesty, but also all their favourers, who do help, counsel, harbour, or give them any thing, all their messengers and writers, proctors, sureties, and other their friends, shall incur, and receive condign punishment for so great offence and contempt of our commandment.

From Inspruck, &c.

Here enueth the copy of a Letter written unto the emperor Maximilian.

A Letter of Jacobus Selestadiensis, to the Emperor Maximilian, in answer to the Edict.

To our most victorious lord, Maximilian the emperor, Jacobus Selestadiensis,

with most humble commendations:

Most victorious emperor! when I had read your majesty's epistle, and received instructions of your secretary, I prepared myself, with all my whole endeavour, to satisfy your majesty's desire. For even from my youth hitherto, I have applied all my care and study, first for the honour of your majesty, and consequently, for the amplifying of the German nation, and sacred Roman empire. Albeit I know myself far unable to satisfy your desire and purpose, and there are many who can fulfil this matter much better, who have greater learning and experience of these common matters. There be also with other princes, and in the senates of commonwealths, many excellent learned men, who can exornate and beautify Germany, and persuade to reduce all the clergy.
unto a christian discipline, and to a unity and peace of the universal church: wherein, not only your majesty, but also your predecessors, as Charles the Great, and his son Ludovicus Pius, the Othos, Conradus, Frederics, and Henrys, and last of all, Sigismund, have, with all labour and diligence, travailed; being stirred thereunto undoubtedly through the zeal and charity which they bear unto Almighty God, and thankfulness to Christ for his benefits which he hath bestowed upon mankind, and especially for the benefit of his most bitter passion. For Christ became not poor for us, that we should live in all riot and wantonness upon his patrimony, and shew forth our ambition and covetousness; neither did he suffer hunger, that we should glut up ourselves; nor suffered labours, chastity, and grievous torments, that we should live in idleness, wantonness, and all kind of voluptuosness. Neither they who were contributors, and benefactors to churches, enduing the minister thereof with their temporal riches, had any such respect herein, that the clergy should live only in idleness, having all things at their will, without labour. Surely there was another cause, why they in times past did impoverish themselves and theirs, to endow the church: verily, that they might the better attend unto divine service without care of want of living (which they might easily get and gather out of the fields, woods, meadows, and waters), and to the intent that they should liberally give alms unto the poor Christians, widows, orphans, aged and sick persons. For, in the institutions of the canonical profession, which we suppose were written by the commandment of Ludovicus Pius the emperor, and allowed by the council of the bishops, thus it is read; 'The goods of the church, as it is alleged by the fathers, and contained in the chapters before, are the vows of the faithful, the fines of sinners, and patrimony of the poor. For the faithful, through the ferventness of their faith and love of Christ being inflamed, for the cure of their souls, and desire of the heavenly country, enriched holy church with their own goods, that thereby the soldiers of the church might be nourished, churches adorned, the poor refreshed, and captives, according to the opportunity of time, redeemed. Wherefore, such as have the administration of those goods ought diligently to be looked upon, that they do not convert them unto their own proper use, but rather should tend those, to the utmost of their power, in whom Christ is fed and clothed.' Prosper is also of the same mind, affirming that 'holy men did not challenge the church goods to their own use, as their own proper goods, but as things commended unto the poor, to be divided amongst them: for that is to commend that which a man possesseth, not to possess a thing for himself, but for others; neither to covet the church goods with covetousness to have them himself, but to take them with a godly zeal to help others. That which the church hath, is common to all those who have nothing, neither ought they to give any thing of that unto them (saith he) who have of their own; for to give unto them who have enough, is but to cast things away.'

To return now to the order of popes, where we left before, speaking of Innocent VIII. After the said Innocent, next succeeded pope Alexander VI.; in which Alexander, among other horrible things, this is one to be noted: that when Gemæs (Peucer nameth him Demes) brother to Bajazet the great Turk, was committed by the Rhodians to the safe custody, first of pope Innocent, then of Alexander VI., for whose keeping, the pope received every year 40,000 crowns; yet, notwithstanding, when pope Alexander afterwards was compelled to send the said Gemæs to Charles VIII. the French king, for a pledge, because the French king should not procure the great Turk's favour by sending his brother Gemæs to him to be slain, he (pope Alexander), being hired by the Turk, caused the said Gemæs to be poisoned, who, in his journey going toward the French king, died at Terracina. Moreover, it appeareth, that this Alexander, taking displeasure with the aforesaid Charles, the French king, about the winning of

---

1. Ex Ithule.
3. The pope poisoning Gemæs, the Turk's brother
4. The order of popes
Naples, sent to Bajazet, the Turk, to fight against the aforesaid Charles.¹

Munsterus,² declaring the aforesaid history of Gemes something otherwise, first calleth him Zizymus, and saith that he was first committed by the Rhodians to the French king; and when Johannes Huniades, aforementioned, did labour to the French king to have him, thinking by that means to obtain a noble victory against the Turk, as it was not unlike, this Alexander the pope, through his fraudulent flattery, got him of the French king into his own hands, by whose means the said Gemes afterwards was poisoned, as is in manner before expressed.

Unto these poisoned acts of the pope, let us also adjoin his malicious wickedness, with like fury, exercised upon Antonius Mancinellus; which Mancinellus, being a man of excellent learning, because he wrote an eloquent oration against his wicked manners and filthy life, with other vices, he therefore commanded both his hands and his tongue to be cut off, playing much like with him, as Antonius the tyrant once did with Marcus Cicero, for writing against his horrible life. At length, as one poison requireth another, this poisoning pope, as he was sitting with his cardinals and other rich senators of Rome at dinner, his servants unawares brought to him a wrong bottle, whereby he was poisoned, and his cardinals about him.

In the time of this pope Alexander also it happened (which is not to be pretermitted), how that the Angel, which stood in the high top of the pope’s church, was beaten down with a terrible thunder; which thing seemed then to declare the ruin and fall of the popedom. After this pope, next succeeded Pius III. Nov. 19th, 1503; after whom came next Julius II., a man so far passing all others in iniquity, that Weselus, and such others of his own friends, writing of him, are compelled to say of him, “Marti illum quam Christo detiorem fuisse;” that is, That he was more given to war and battle, than to Christ. Concerning the madness of this man, this is most certainly known, that at what time he was going to war, he cast the keys of St. Peter into the river Tiber, saying, that forasmuch as the keys of Peter would not serve him to his purpose, he would take himself to the sword of Paul. Whereupon Philip Melancthon, amongst many others, writing upon the same, maketh this epigram:

"Cum contra Gallos bellum papa Julius esset
Gesturus, sicut fama vetustia docet,
Ingentes Maris turmas contraxit, et urbe
Egressus sevas edidit ore minas;
Iratusque sacras claves in fluamina jecit
Tibridis, hic urbi pons ubi jungit aquas.
Inde manu strictum vagina diripit ensem,
Exclamansque truci talia voce refert:
"Hic gladius Pauli nos nunc defendet ab hoste,
Quandoquidem clavis nil juvat ista Petri."

Whereupon also Gilbert Ducherius maketh this epigram.

"In Gallum, ut fama est, bellum gesturus acerbum,
Aramatam educt Julius urbe manum.

(1) Ex Hieronym. Marci.
(2) Lib. 4. ‘Cosmograph.’
The sense of these epigrams in English, is this:—

When Julius pope against the French
There's plenty in the war,
As fame reports, he gathered up
great troops of men from far;
And to the bridge of Tiber then,
marching as he were wood;
His holy keys he took and cast
them down into the flood.
And afterward into his hand
he took a naked sword,
And shaking it brake forth into
this fierce and warlike word:
'this Sword of Paul,' quoth he, 'shall now
'defend us from our foe;
'Since that this key of Peter doth
'nothing avail thereto.'

Of this Julius it is certainly reported, that partly with his wars, partly with his cursings, within the space of seven years as good as 200,000 Christians were destroyed. First, he besieged Ravenna against the Venetians, then Servia, Imola, Faenza, Forli, Bologna, and other cities, which he got out of princes' hands, not without much bloodshed. The chronicles of John Sleidan make mention, that when this Julius was made pope, he took an oath, promising to have a council within two years. But when he had no leisure thereunto, being occupied with his wars in Italy amongst the Venetians, and with the French king, and in Ferrara, and in other countries, nine of his cardinals departing from him came to Milan, and there appointed a council at the city of Pisa; amongst whom the chief were Bernardine cardinal de la Croix, William cardinal of Palaestrine, Francis cardinal-archbishop of Cosenza, with divers others; unto whom also were adjoined the proctors of Maximilian the emperor, and of Charles the French king. So the council was appointed A.D. 1511, to begin on the kalends of September. The cause why they did so call this council was thus alleged, because the pope had so broken his oath, and all this while he gave no hope to have any council; and also because there were divers other crimes, whereupon they had to accuse him. Their purpose was to remove him out of his seat, the which he had procured through bribes and ambition. Julius, hearing this, giveth out contrary commandment, under great pain, that no man should obey them, and calleth himself another council against the next year, to be begun the nineteenth day of April. The French king, understanding pope Julius to join with the Venetians, and so to take their part against him, convened a council at Turin, in the month of September, in the which council these questions were proposed:

Whether it was lawful for the pope to move war against any prince without cause.

(1) The pope's law giveth leave to kill all that be accused of him.
Whether any prince in defending himself, might invade his adversary, and deny his obedience.

A.D. 1503.

Unto which questions it was answered, that the bishop ought not to invade, and also, that it was lawful for the king to defend himself. Moreover, that the pragmatical sanction was to be observed through the realm of France: neither that any unjust excommunications ought to be feared, if they were found to be unjust. After this, the king sent to Julius the answer of his council, requiring him either to agree to peace, or to appoint a general council some other where, where this matter might be more fully decided. Julius would neither of these, but forthwith accursed Charles the French king, with all his kingdom. At length at Ravenna, in a great war, he was overcome by the French king; and at last, after much slaughter, and great bloodshed, and mortal war, this pope died A.D. 1518, the twenty-first day of February.

The History of the Turks.

If it were not that I fear to overlay this our volume with heaps of foreign histories, who have professed chiefly to treat of Acts and Monuments here done at home, I would adjoin after these popes above rehearsed, some discourse also of the Turks’ story; of their rising and cruel persecution of the saints of God, to the great annoyance and peril of Christendom. Yet, notwithstanding, certain causes there be, which necessarily require the knowledge of their order and doings, and of their wicked proceedings, their cruel tyranny and bloody victories, the ruin and subversion of so many christian churches, with the horrible murders and captivity of infinite Christians, to be made plain and manifest, as well to this our country of England, as also to other nations.

First, For the better explaining of the prophecies of the New Testament, as in St. Paul’s Epistle to the Thessalonians, and also in the Revelation of St. John; which scriptures otherwise, without the opening of these histories, cannot so perfectly be understood: of which scriptures, we mind hereafter (Christ granting) orderly, as the course of matter shall lead us, to make rehearsal.

Another cause is, that we may learn thereby, either with the public church to lament, with our brethren, such a great defection and decay of christian faith, through these wicked Turks; or else may fear thereby our own danger.

The third cause, that we may ponder more deeply with ourselves the scourg of God for our sins, and corrupt doctrine; which, in the sequel hereof, more evidently may appear to our eyes, for our better admonition.

Fourthly: The consideration of this horrible persecution of the Turks rising chiefly by our discord and dissension among ourselves, may reduce us again from our domestical wars, in killing and burning one another, to join together in christian patience and concord.

Fifthly: But chiefly, these great victories of the Turks, and unprosperous speed of our men fighting against them, may admonish and teach us, following the example of the old Israelites, how to seek
for greater strength to encounter with these enemies of Christ, than hitherto we have done. First, we must consider that the whole power of Satan, the prince of this world, goeth with the Turks; which to resist, no strength of man’s army is sufficient, but only the name, spirit, and power of our Lord Jesus the Son of God, going with us in our battles; as among the old Israelites the ark of God’s covenant and promise went with them also fighting against the enemies of God. For so are we taught in the Scripture, that we christian men have no strength but in Christ only. Whether we war against the devil, or against the Turk, it is true that the Scripture saith, “Sine me nihil potestis facere,” that is, “Without me you can do nothing.” Otherwise there is no puissance to stand against the devil, or to conquer the world, “nisi fides nostra,” that is, “our faith only,” to which all the promises of God touching salvation be annexed; beyond which promises we must not go, for the word must be our rule. He that presumeth beyond the promisses in the word expressed, goeth not, but wandereth he cannot tell whither: neither must we appoint God how to save the world, but must take that way which he hath appointed. Let us not set our God to school, nor comprehend his Holy Spirit within our skulls. He that made us without our council, did also redeem us as pleased him. If he be merciful, let us be thankful. And if his mercies surmount our capacity, let us therefore not resist but search his Word, and thereunto apply our will; which if we will do, all our contentions will be soon at a point. Let us therefore search the will of our God in his Word, and if he will his salvation to stand free to all nations, why do we make merchandise thereof? If he have graciously offered his waters to us, without money or money-worth, let us not hedge in the plenteous springs of his grace given us. And finally, if God have determined his own Son only to stand alone, let not us presume to admix with his majesty any of our trumpery. He that bringeth St. George or St. Denis, as patrons, to the field, to fight against the Turk, leaveth Christ, no doubt, at home.

Now how we have fought these many years against the Turk, though stories keep silence, yet the success declareth. We fight against a persecutor, being no less persecutors ourselves. We wrestle against a bloody tyrant, and our hands be as full of blood as his. He killeth Christ’s people with the sword, and we burn them with fire. He, observing the works of the law, seeketh his justice by the same: the like also do we. But neither doth he, nor do we, seek our justification as we should, that is, by faith only in the Son of God.

And what marvel then, our doctrine being as corrupt almost as his, and our conversation worse, if Christ fight not with us, fighting against the Turk? The Turk hath prevailed so mightily, not because Christ is weak, but because Christians be wicked, and their doctrine impure. Our temples stink before God for adultery, being restrained from lawful matrimony. The name of God is in our mouths, but his fear is not in our hearts. We war against the Turk with our works, masses, traditions, and ceremonies: but we fight not against him with Christ, and with the power of his glory; which if we did, the field were won.

---

(1) Gratia venustati estis, gratia redimimini. Easy lit.
(2) Omnes attestes venite ad aquas; emitte abaque argentum et communia. Easy lv.
Wherefore, briefly to conclude, saying my judgment in this behalf, what I suppose. This hope I have, and do believe, that when the church of Christ, with the sacraments thereof, shall be so reformed, that Christ alone shall be received to be our justifier, all other religions, merits, traditions, images, patrons, and advocates set apart, the sword of the Christians, with the strength of Christ, shall soon vanquish the Turks' pride and fury. But of this more largely in the process of this story.

The sixth and last cause, why I think the knowledge of the Turks' history requisite to be considered, is this: because that many there be, who, for that they be further from the Turks, and think therefore themselves to be out of danger, take little care and study what happeneth to their other brethren. Wherefore, to the intent to excite their zeal and prayer to Almighty God, in this so lamentable ruin of Christ's church, I thought it requisite, by order of history, to give this our nation also something to understand, what hath been done in other nations by these cruel Turks, and what detriment hath been, and is like more to happen by them to the church of Christ, except we make our earnest invocation to Almighty God, in the name of his Son, to stop the course of the devil by these Turks, and to stay this defection of Christians falling daily unto them, and to reduce them again to his faith, who are fallen from him: which the Lord Jesus of his grace grant with speed! Amen.

Before we enter into this story of the Turks and Saracens, first let us call to remembrance the prophecy and forewarning of St. Paul writing to the Thessalonians [2 Thess. ii.], in these words: "Be not moved or troubled in your minds, either by preaching or by writing, or by letter from us, as though the day of the Lord were at hand; for the Lord will not come, except there come a defection first, and the wicked person be revealed," &c. Of this defection, sundry minds there be of sundry expositors; some thinking this defection to mean a falling-away from the empire of Rome: some, from the obedience of the pope. But, as St. Paul little passed upon the outward glory of the Roman empire; so less he passed upon the proud obedience of the pope. What St. Paul meant by this defection, the reading of these Turkish stories, and the miserable falling-away of these churches by him before planted, will soon declare.

Another mystery there is in the Revelation [Apocal. xiii.], where the number of the beast is counted six hundred and sixty-six. Whereby may seem, by all evidences, to be signified the first origin and springing of these beastly Saracens, as by the sequel hereof may appear, by the first rising of this devilish sect of Mahomet.

Moreover, another place there is [Apocal. xvi.], where we read, that by pouring out of the vial of God's wrath by the sixth angel, the great flood Euphrates was dried up, to let in the kings of the east; the opening of which prophecy may also more evidently appear, in considering the order and manner of the coming in of these Turks into Europe.

Some also apply to the Turks certain prophecies of Daniel, Ezekiel, and other places of the Old Testament, which here I omit, forasmuch as the prophecies of the Old Testament, if they be taken in their
proper and native sense, after my judgment, do extend no further than to the death of our Saviour, and to the end of the Jews' kingdom. Albeit herein I do not prejudice to any man's opinion, but that every man may abound in his own sense.

As touching the year and time when this pestiferous sect of Mahomet first began, histories do not fully consent, some affirming that it began A.D. 621, and in the tenth year of Heraclius, the emperor of Constantinople; in which mind is Johannes Lucidus. As Munsterius counteth, it was A.D. 622. Martin Luther and John Carion refer it to the eighteenth year of the reign of Heraclius, which is A.D. 630, unto which number the computation of the Beast, signified in the Apocalypse, doth not far disagree, which numbereth the name of the beast, with three Greek letters χ, ζ, σ; which Greek letters, after the supputation of the Grecians, make the number of 666.

In this all writers agree, that this damnable Mahomet was born in the country of Arabia, bordering on the east part of Jewry. His father was a Syrian, or a Persian; his mother was an Ismaelit, which Ismaelites, being a people of Arabia, were called then Hagarenes; which term Mahomet afterwards turned to the name of Saracens. Of this wretched Mahomet, mention was made before, where we showed, how he, making himself the highest prophet of all others, yet denieth not Christ to be a holy prophet, and next to him, and Moses also to be another. Moreover, he denieth not Mary, the mother of Christ, to be a virgin, and to have conceived Christ by the Holy Ghost: affirming further, that Christ in his own person was not crucified, but another called Judas for him. He greatly commendeth also John, the son of Zachary, for a virgin, when he himself permitteth a man to have four wives, and as many concubines as he is able to find; and saith, that whereas Christ and other prophets had the gift given them to work miracles, he was sent by force of sword, to compel men to his religion. The prodigious vanities, lies, and blasphemies contained in this law called Alcoran, are rather to be laughed at, than recited.

It is thought that Sergius, a Nestorian, was a great doer with Mahomet, in contriving of this lying Alcoran; and so it doth well appear by the scope and pretence thereof, which especially tendeth to this end, to take the divinity from the person of Christ, whom he granteth notwithstanding to be a most holy man, and also that he is received up to God, and shall come again to kill Antichrist, &c.

Moreover, this ridiculous Alcoran is so blanched and powdered with such divers mixtures of the Christians, Jews, and the Gentiles' laws, giving such liberty to all wantonness of flesh, setting up circumcision, abstaining from swines' flesh, and judaical lotions, and so much standeth upon father Abraham, that this filthy Alcoran is supposed of some, not to be set out in the days of Mahomet, but that certain Jews had some handling also in this matter, and put it out after his death; and so it seemeth first to take its force about the number of years limited in the Apocalypse, as is aforesaid, where thus it is written: "He that hath intelligence, let him count the number of the beast; for it is the number of a man, and his number is six hundred and sixty-six."

After this devilish Mahomet had thus seduced the people, teaching them that he came not by miracles, but by force of sword to give
his law, and that they who will not obey it, must either be put to
death, or else pay tribute (for so be the words of the Alcoran); and
after that he had gathered strength about him of the Arabians, which
Arabians had then occasion to rebel against the emperor, because
their stipends were not paid them by the officers of the emperor
Heraclius, he began to range with force and violence in the parts of
Syria, bordering near unto him, and first subdued Mecca, then Da-
mascus; and further, increasing in power, he entered into Egypt, and
subdued the same. From thence he turned his power against the
Persians, with whom Cosroes, the king of Persia, encountered with a
puissant army, overthrew the Saracens, and put Mahomet to flight.
Of these Persians came the Turks, who, afterwards joining with the
Saracens, maintained them against the Christians.¹

After the death of this beast, who, as some say, was poisoned in
his house, succeeded Ebecars, or Eubecer, his father-in-law, or, as
Biblinder affirmeth, his son-in-law, who took upon him the govern-
ment of the Saracens, and got the city Gaza, and besieged also
Jerusalem two years. He reigned two years, having for his chief
city Damascus.

After him followed Omar or Ahmer, who conquered a great part
of Syria, and got Egypt.

The third king of the Saracens, after Mahomet, was Othman; then
followed Hali, and after him Muhavia: who, after a siege of
seven years, obtained and got the christian city of Caesarea; also
overcame the Persians, with their king Orimasa, and subdued that
country to his law.

Thus the wicked Saracens, in the space of thirty years, subdued
Arabia, got Palestine, Phœnicia, Syria, Egypt, and Persia, which
came directly to the 666 years prophesied of in the Revelation of
St. John, as is aforesaid. And not long after they proceeded further,
and got Africa, and then Asia, as in the process of their story shall
appear, the Lord willing.

Not long after Heraclius, emperor of Constantinople, succeeded
Constans, his nephew, who, in the thirteenth year of his empire,
fighting unluckily against the Saracens in Lycia, was overthrowned
Muhavia aforesaid, a. d. 655; which Constans, if he were not
prospered by the Lord in his wars, it was no great marvel, consider-
ing that he had slain his brother Theodosius before at home; more-
over, that he lived in incestuous matrimony: also that, being inclined
to certain new sects, he could not abide the contrary teachers, but
slew those who admonished him thereof. The said Constans, going
afterwards to Italy, was also overcome by the Lombards, &c. The
Saracens, after this victory, spoiled also Rhodes.

Although these cursed Saracens, in these their great victories and
conquests, were not without domestical sedition and divisions among
themselves, yet the princes of the Saracens, being called then sultans,
had in their possession the government of Syria, Egypt, Africa, and a
great part of Asia, about the term of four hundred years; till at
length the Saracen king who ruled in Persia, fighting against the
Saracen of Babylon, sought aid of the Turks, to fight with him
against the sultan of Babylon: which Turks, by little and little,

¹ Ex Munster
² Murder commonly prospereth not with the Lord.
surprised upon the sultan of Persia, and, not long after, putting him out of place, usurped the kingdom of Persia; who afterwards went further, as ye shall hear, the Lord willing. And this is the first beginning of the Turks' dominion.

These Turks, after they had thus overcome many countries and provinces, and made their power large and mighty both in Asia and Europe, began to divide their kingdoms and countries amongst themselves. But when they could not agree, but with deadly war contended for the bounds of those kingdoms and dominions, in the mean time four of the principal families, conquering and subduing all the rest, parted the whole empire amongst themselves. And yet they also, not so contented, fell to such cruel hatred, contention, war, and slaughter (no doubt by the just judgment of God against his blasphemous enemies), that there was no end thereof, until the remnant of the ancient Turks was utterly rooted out. For it is evident that there are few now remaining, who are Turks indeed by birth and blood, and that the state of that great empire is not upheld, but by the strength and power of soldiers, who have been Christians, and now are turned to Mahomet's religion; so that even their own natural language is now out of use amongst them, saving in certain families of their nobility and gentry.

These four families above-mentioned, with their captains and armies, about A.D. 1830, went raging throughout all Asia and Europe, and every one of them conquered some part of the countries where they passed.

The causes of these great invasions and victories, were the dissension and discord, falsehood, idleness, inconstancy, greedy avarice, lack of truth and fidelity, among christian men of all states and degrees, both high and low. For, by the wilful defection and backsliding of the Christians, the Turkish power did exceedingly increase, in that many, desiring the licentious life and liberty of war, and allured with the prosperous success of things, forsook the church of God, and made themselves bondslaves to Mahomet, and his devilish sect; both because fleshly liberty is delighting to all men, and partly also because as fortune favoureth, so commonly the wills of men incline. And again, such as be profane and without the fear of God (whereof there is an infinite number in the church in all ages), are wont commonly to judge of religion, according to the success of realms and kingdoms. For many, not only for the variety of opinions, but also for the diversity of events and fortune amongst men, have inquired and do inquire, whether there be any church of God distinct from other nations; what it is, and where it is: especially, forasmuch as the greatest part of men, both in the old time (when the four monarchs flourished in order) were ignorant of this doctrine, which is peculiar to the church alone, and now also the barbarity of Mahomet prevaileth and reigneth in the most part of the world. And how standeth this with man's reason, that a small number, both miserable and also enfeebled and broken with many battles, should be regarded and loved of God; and the others, flourishing in all wealth, prosperity, victories, authority, and power, should be rejected and despised of God, seeing there is no power and authority, but by the ordinance of God? Albeit therefore the power of the Turks hath
been, for these two hundred years, of greater force than any other monarchy of the world besides, yet is there no imperial dignity esteemed in that Turkish tyranny, but amongst those nations only, where the heavenly doctrine of the gospel is preached, and other disciplines necessary for the church of God, and the common life of man maintained and regarded; where the laws of God, and other honest and civil ordinances agreeable to the same, do flourish and reign; where lawful judgment is exercised; where virtue is honoured and rewarded; where sin and wickedness is punished; where honest families are maintained and defended.

These things are not regarded amongst the Turks, the enemies of the Son of God, and all lawful empires, because they dissolve and reject all godly societies, honest discipline, good laws, policies, righteous judgment, the ordinance of marriage, and godly families. For what hath the empire of the Turks been hitherto, but most deadly, cruel, and perpetual war, to work all mischief, destruction, and desolation? to subvert good laws, cities, kingdoms, policies, and to enlarge their cruel power and dominion? the stay and strength whereof is not love and favour, proceeding of virtue and justice, as in lawful and well governed empires; but fear, violence, oppression, swarms and infinite thousands of barbarous and most wicked people, ministers of Satan’s malice and fury: which kind of dominion and tyranny hath been condemned by the voice of God many years ago; the testimonies whereof the Lord would have to remain in the church, lest the godly, being moved with the power and success thereof, should fall away and forsake the Son of God.

Wherefore, let us not seek for any imperial state in that barbarity; but let us be thankful, and acknowledge the great benefit of God, for that he hath reserved to us certain remnants of the Roman empire: and let us call upon him daily, with hearty petitions and groans, and with zeal and love to the house of God, that this Turkish power, joined with the malice of Satan against the Son of God, prevail not against the poor congregations and little remnant of his church, as it hath hitherto done against those strong and noble christian kingdoms and churches, where now we see the Turkish tyranny to reign, and Satan to have taken full possession; whose state was once far better than ours is now, and more like to continue without such horrible overthrows and desolation. Oh that we might foresee a little the great danger that hangeth over our heads! For though the Turk seemeth to be far off, yet do we nourish within our breasts at home, that which may soon cause us to feel his cruel hand and worse, if worse may be: to overrun us; to lay our land waste; to scatter us amongst the infidels, the enemies and blasphemers of the Son of God!

Now, although these four families above-mentioned long continued together in bloody wars and deadly hatred, yet one of them passed the rest in all cruelty and tyranny, and subduing the other three families, took upon him the government alone, and so became the first monarch or emperor that reigned amongst them, called Ottoman; of whom all that reigned after him were called Ottomans: who, succeeding orderly of his line, have occupied the same dominion and

---

(1) Ezek. xxxix.; Apoc. xx.
seat of the Turks, from the year of our Lord 1300, unto this present time, who have been the number of twelve; of the which twelve, in such order as they lived and reigned, I intend (Christ so permitting) severally and compendiously something to treat, briefly abstracting, out of prolix and tedious writers, such specialties, as for us Christians shall be briefly requisite to be known.


This Ottoman was at first of poor estate, and obscure amongst the common sort of men, coming of a base progeny, and of rustical parents; but through his valiantness and activity in war, he got him a great name amongst the Turks. For he, being a man of fierce courage, refusing no labour, and delighting in war, and gathering together by great subtlety a multitude of common soldiers, began to make war, and by conquest and victories to advance himself and his family. First, he began to rob and spoil with a great band of rovers, and afterwards he attempted to set upon all men. Neither did he vex and destroy the Christians only, but set upon his own nation also, and sought all occasion to subdue them wholly unto him; for now the princes and captains of the Turks, inflamed with ambition and desire of rule, began to fall out and contend among themselves, insomuch that they fell to domestical and inward war, with all the power they could.

Ottoman, having this occasion very fit and meet to accomplish that which he long had sought for, gathering unto him all such as he thought to be given to robbing and spoiling, and set all upon mischief, in a short time began to grow in authority, and first set upon certain towns, as he saw opportunity to serve him; of which towns some he took by force, some by yielding; others he spoiled and overthrew, to terrify the rest; thus laying the first foundation of his rising. In the mean time, the discord which was amongst the Christians was no small advantage to this Ottoman, by occasion whereof, he, within ten years’ space, subdued Bithynia, and all the provinces about Pontus: also Natolia, which comprehendeth all the dominion of the Greeks within Asia; Ancyra, a city in Phrygia; Sinope, a city in Galatia; and Sebastia, a city in Cappadocia. And thus still prevailing, he increased in short time to a mighty power, either through the secret judgment of God against that nation, or else because God would have them so far and so cruelly to prevail, for the punishment of the sins of other nations, like as it was prophesied before, that such a kingdom there should be, of Gog and Magog.1

This Ottoman, after he had reigned twenty-eight years, died A.D. 1326, and departed to his Mahomet; leaving behind him three sons, of whom Orchan, being the youngest, killed his two brethren, whilst they were at variance between themselves.

ORCHAN, THE SECOND EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

Orchan, the youngest of the sons of Ottoman, after he had slain his two brethren, took the regiment of the Turks after his father;

(1) Ezek. xxxviii.
who, after he had drawn to him the hearts of the multitude, such as had their dispositions set upon the licentious life of war, converted his power further to enlarge his father’s dominion, winning and subduing Mysia, Lydia, Lycaonia, Phrygia, and Caria: all which countries, being within the compass of Asia, unto the sea-side of the Hellespont, and the sea Euxine, he added to the Turkish empire. Also he won Prussia, which was the metropolitan city of Bithynia, which then he made the chief seat of the Turks’ empire. Besides these, moreover, he conquered Nicea, and got Nicomedia: all which were before christian cities and regions. And yet all this could not make the christian princes in Greece to cease their civil wars, and to join and accord among themselves: such debate and variance was then between Cantacuzen, on the Greeks’ part, and Paleologus, the emperor of Constantinople. By reason of this, the Turks’ aid was sent for out of Asia, to help our Christians one to kill another, and at length to get all those parts of Europe from them both; who, if they had, according to their profession, so well joined in brotherly unity, as they did in cruel hostility dissent, neither had Orchan so prevailed in getting Prusia from the Greeks, nor had the Turks so soon presumed into Europe as afterwards they did. Orchan, after these victories, when he had reigned thirty-four years, was struck, as some say, with a dart in the shoulder, at the siege of Prusa. The opinion of others is, that he, fighting against the Tartars, where he lost a great part of his army, was there also slain himself, A.D. 1360.

AMURATH, THE THIRD EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

The Greek writers do hold that Orchan had two sons, Soliman and Amurath, of which two, first Soliman reigned, albeit not long. After him followed Amurath, who, after that Asia now was subdued by his predecessors, sought by all means and ways how to proceed further, and to invade Europe: to whose ambitious purpose the domestical wars of the Christians gave unprosperous occasion, which occasion is thus declared. Certain discord fell between the princes of Greece (whose captain was Cantacuzen), and Paleologus, emperor of Constantinople: whereupon Paleologus, for that he was not able to make his party good with the Grecians, most unwisely sent for Amurath, to help him, who, being glad to have such an occasion offered, which he so long had sought, sent to aid him 12,000 Turks into Thrace: but first he used all delays he could of crafty policy, to the intent that the Greeks first should waste their strength and power upon themselves, whereby he might be more able afterwards to set upon them, and to accomplish his conceived desire.

The Turks thus being called into Europe by the Christians, whether they, tasting the sweetness of the soil, incensed Amurath, their emperor, to make invasion, or whether Amurath, of his own head, thought good to use the time, in the year of our Lord 1363, he came himself over into Europe with 60,000 Turks, falling upon the Greeks, being wasted and spent with their long wars and battles before. The pretence of the devilish Turk was to aid and assist the emperor Paleologus, whether he would or no, and to subdue such as had fallen from him.
The Christian ships of the Ligurians for money were hired to conduct them over, taking for every soldier a piece of gold. 1

Thus the Turks' army, being conveyed over by the Grecian sea called the Hellespont, first got Callipolis, with other towns and cities bordering about the sea; and there planting themselves, and preparing ships of their own for transporting their munitions out of Asia, advanced their power further into Thrace, and there won Philippiopolis; then got Adrianople, which was not far from Constantinople; and there Amurath made his chief seat. Then began Paleologus, the emperor, at length to bewail his offer and covenant made with Amurath. When the Turks had expugned thus a great part of Thrace, they extended forth their army into Mæsia, which they soon subdued: from thence proceeding and conquering the Bessi and Triballi, they entered into Servia and Bulgariæ, where, joining battle with Lazarus, Despota or prince of Servia, and with other dukes of Dalmatia and Epirus, they won of them the field, and put them to the worse; where Lazarus, being taken and committed to prison, ended his life. This Lazarus had a certain faithful client or servant, who, to revenge his master's death, with a bold courage, although seeing death before his eyes, yet ventured his life so far, that he came to the tyrant and thrust him through with his dagger. This Amurath reigned twenty-three years, and was slain A.D. 1389.

BAJAZET, THE FOURTH EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

The power of the Turks began to increase in Europe, what time Bajazet, the first of that name, after the death of his father, entered the possession of the Turks' kingdom. This Bajazet had two brethren, Soliman and Saucte; which Saucte had his eyes put out by his father, for striving for the kingdom. Soliman was slain by his brother. Thus Bajazet, beginning his kingdom with the murder of his brother, reduced his imperial seat from Frusia, a city of Bithynia, unto Adrianople, intending with himself to subdue both Asia and Europe to his own power. First he set upon the Servians and Bulgarians, thinking to revenge his father's death; where he gave the overthrow to Marcus, the Despota, with all the nobility of the Servians and Bulgarians, and put all those parts under his subjection, unto the confines and borders of the Illyrians. All Thrace, moreover, he brought likewise under his yoke, only Constantinople and Pera excepted. That done, he invaded the residue of Greece, prevailing against the countries of Thessalia, Macedonia, Phociis, and Attica, spoiling and burning as he passed without any resistance; and so, returning with innumerable spoil of the Christians unto Adrianople, he laid siege to Constantinople the space of eight years, and had expugned the same, but that Paleologus, being brought to extremity, was driven to crave aid of the Frenchmen, and of Sigismund the emperor, who, being accompanied with a sufficient power of Frenchmen and Germans, came down to Hungary, and toward Servia, against the Turk. Bajazet, hearing of their coming, raised his siege from Constantinople, and with 60,000 horsemen, came to Nicopolis, where he, encountering with them, overthrew all the Christian army,

(1) Ex Peucer et alia.
and took John, the captain of the French power, prisoner. Sigismund, who before, in the council of Constance, had burned John Huss and Jerome of Prague, hardly escaped by flying. Bajazet, after the victory got, carried away duke John, with five others, in bands, into Prussia, where, before his face, he caused all the other christian prisoners to be cut in pieces. Afterwards the said John, being ransomed with 200,000 crowns, was delivered. Some authors refer this story to the time of Calepine, as followeth hereafter to be seen.

Bajazet, the cruel tyrant, after this victory won, and tyranny showed upon the Christians, returned again to his siege of Constantinople, fully bending himself to conquer and subdue the same; which thing no doubt he had accomplished, but that the providence of God had found such a means, that Tamerlane, king of Parthia, with a hundred thousand horsemen, and swarms of footmen, like a violent flood overrunning Asia, and pressing upon Syria and Sebastia, had taken Orthobules, the son of Bajazet, prisoner, and afterwards slew him, exercising the like cruelty upon his prisoners as Bajazet had done before upon the Christians, insomuch that he spared neither sex nor age of the Turkish multitude; of whom he caused twelve thousand, at one time, to be overridden and trodden down under his horses' feet. By reason of this, Bajazet the tyrant was enforced to raise his siege from Constantinople, and to return his power into Asia; where he, near the hill called Stella, pitched his tents there to encounter with Tamerlane.

The fight between these two was long and great on both sides, which was A.D. 1397, and the second year after the slaughter of our Christians at Nicopolis in Pannonia. But the victory of this battle fell to Tamerlane at length, in which, as Munsterus writeth, were slain 200,000 Turks; among whom Bajazet the tyrant, having his horse slain under him, was taken prisoner, and, to make a spectacle of his wretched fortune, he was bound in golden fetters, and so, being enclosed in an iron grate (whom, before, all Greece could not hold), was led about and showed through all Asia, to be scorned and laughed at; and, moreover, was used instead of a footstool to Tamerlane, or a block, as often as he mounted upon his horse. Some add also, that he was made like a dog to feed under Tamerlane's table. The tyranny of this Bajazet against the Christians, as it was not much unlike to the cruelty of Valerian the Roman emperor above mentioned, so neither was the example of his punishment much discrepant; for, as Sapor, king of the Persians, did then with Valerian, in the time of the eighth persecution of the primitive church, so likewise was Bajazet, this persecutor, worthily handled by Tamerlane, king of the Parthians, as in manner above-said.

Tamerlane, after this conquest, passed with his army into Mesopotamia, Egypt, and all Syria, where he, victoriously subduing the cities and munitions of the Turks, at length also conquered Damascus. In his sieges his manner was, the first day to go all in white attire, the second day in red, the third day in black, signifying thereby mercy the first day, to them that yielded; the second day the sword; the third day fire and ashes. At last, after great victories, and spoils gotten of the Turks, he returned into his country again, and there died, April 1st, A.D. 1405.
Sebastianus Munsterus, writing of this Tamerlane, recordeth that he had in his army 1,200,000 men: and that he overcame the Parthians, Scythians, Iberians, Albanians, Persians, Medes, and conquered all Mesopotamia: and after he had also subdued Armenia, passing over the river Euphrates with 600,000 footmen, and 400,000 horsemen, he invaded all Asia Minor, conquering and subduing from the flood Tanais unto the Nile in Egypt, and was called 'terror orbitis,' the 'terror of the world.' He left behind him two sons, who, falling in discord for their possessions, lost all again that their father got.

In the mean time Bajazet, in the second year of his captivity, died, leaving behind him divers sons, Jesus or Joshua the eldest, Mulsaman, Moses, Celebine or Calepine, Jesus the younger, Mustapha, and Halli, of whom, first Jesus the eldest was overcome and slain of Mulsaman, which Mulsaman afterward was delivered to Moses his brother, and by him was slain likewise; which Moses had also the like end by his brother Calepine, having his neck broken with a bowstring, which was then the usual manner among the Turks in killing their brethren. The same Calepine, sparing only the life of Mustapha his brother, condemned him to perpetual prison. Jesus the younger was baptized, and shortly after departed at Constantinople. In these such discords and divisions among the Turks, what occasions were given to the Christians to have recovered again of the Turks, what they had lost, if they had not been either negligent, or in their own private wars otherwise occupied with themselves!

CALEPINE, THE FIFTH EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

Calepine or Celebine, was the son of Bajazet, and of four brethren the eldest; who being all taken captives by the Parthians, he only escaped and obtained his father's kingdom. This Calepine, encouraged by the sloth and negligence of the princes of Europe, and by the discord of the Greeks among themselves and other nations near about them, long troubled and vexed the Bulgarians, Servians, and Macedonians, even to the time of Sigismund. This Sigismund, seeing now Bajazet to be overcome and taken by Tamerlane, and the power of the Turks weakened in Europe, and having such occasion offered him, as it were from heaven, to destroy and utterly to root out, not only out of Asia, but also all Europe, that barbarous nation, and cruel enemies to the name and religion of Christ, and also to revenge the great slaughter and discomfiture of his army fighting before with Bajazet at Nicopolis, a city in Moesia; with great power made war against Calepine, at Columbetz, a town in Servia, as is also before-mentioned; but as unluckily, and with as little success, as he did before against Bajazet his father: for in that battle were slain of the Christians to the number of twenty thousand, and the rest utterly discomfited, the king himself escaping so hardly, that he entered not again into his kingdom for the space of eighteen months after. Some write that this was done under Bajazet; others refer this battle to Amurath; but, howsoever it was, most pernicious was it to the Christians. He reigned but six years, and died very young, A.D. 1410.

(1) Tanais is the utmost flood in the north side, and the Nile the utmost flood on the south side of Asia.

(2) Ex Seb. Munster Cosmograph, lib. iv.

(3) Some stories record this conflict to be after the time of this Turk.
ORCHAN, AND MOSES HIS UNCLE, THE SIXTH AFTER OTTOMAN.

After the captivity of Bajazet above-mentioned, histories diversely do dissent. The Greek writers, making no mention at all of Calepinc, only make mention of the sons of Bajazet, and of the contention among them, until the time of Mahomet. The Latin stories, writing of the children of Bajazet, and of their succession, do not therein agree; some affirming, that Bajazet had two sons, Orchan, surnamed Calepinc, and Mahomet his brother, who within two years slew the said Calepinc, and entered his dominion. Others attribute to Bajazet more sons; as is above-rehearsed. Some again do give to Bajazet only these two sons, Celebine and Mustapha; and hold that Calepinc or Celebine had two sons; to wit, Orchan and Mahomet: and add, moreover, that the said Orchan, being somewhat young, was slain by his uncle Moses, who governed but two years: for Mahomet, to revenge his brother's death, slew Moses, and invaded his dominion. The Greek stories make no mention at all of Orchan.

MAHOMET, THE SEVENTH EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

This Mahomet, whether he was the son of Bajazet, or else of Calepinc, converted to himself alone the kingdom, or tyranny rather, of the murdering Turks, who afflicted the Christians with sore wars within Europe, especially the country called Wallachia, lying not far from the flood Danube, between Hungary and Thrace. From thence he removed into Asia, where he recovered divers parts in Galatia, Pontus, Cappadocia, and Cilicia, which before Tamerlane had alienated from the Turks. This Mahomet planted his chief imperial seat in Adrianople, not far from Constantinople, within the country of Thrace. In some writers the conflict between Sigismund and the great Turk, wherein the Christians were so discomfited, is referred rather to this Mahomet, than to Calepinc; of which conflict mention is above made in the story of Sigismund. This Mahomet reigned, as some say, fourteen years, and died A.D. 1421: others affirm seventeen years.

AMURATH, THE EIGHTH EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

Amurath, as Philephus saith, was the son of Celebine; as Leonicus Chalcondylas testifieth, of Mahomet. Whose son soever he was, a wretched tyrant he was, and permitted as a scourge of God, to correct the sins of the Christians. In the story of Bajazet mention was made before of Mustapha, his son, who was condemned to perpetual prison by Calepinc, his brother. This Mustapha, escaping out of his brother's prison, was conveyed to the Greeks, where he remained long in custody, till at length they, understanding the purpose of Amurath, set him up with sufficient habiliments and furniture of war, to fight against the said Amurath, his nephew. But, in conclusion, he being not able to make his party good, came into the hands of his enemy, and had his neck broke with a bow-string, after the manner of the Turkish execution.
The Greeks then terrified with this sinister adversity, required truce of the Turk; but, when that would not be granted, they procured unto them Mustapha, the other brother to Amurath, being of the age of thirteen years; who likewise, being armed of the Greeks, got the city of Nice in Bithynia from Amurath, his brother. Albeit it was not long but he was circumvented in the same city, and brought to Amurath; who caused him likewise to taste of the same whip, as the other Mustapha had done before. Amurath, being now out of all fear and doubt of brethren and kinsfolk to rise against him, converted all his power against the Greeks: and first ranging throughout Thrace, where divers cities yielded unto him, which before belonged to the emperor of Constantinople, from thence he set forward to the noble and famous city Thessalonica, being then under the league and protection of the Venetians. This Thessalonica is a city in Greece, bordering upon Macedonia, to the citizens whereof St. Paul writeth, foreshowing unto them, in his second epistle, of a defection to come before the coming of the day of the Lord [2 Thess. ii. ], of which apostasy or defection what the holy apostle doth mean, this story of the Turks may easily declare. After Thessalonica was subdued, Phocis, with all the country about Athens, Boeotia likewise, Aetolia, Acarnania, with all the region beyond Peloponneseus, unto the coast of Corinth (to which St. Paul also wrote two other epistles), were brought in bondage and slavery unto the Turk.

In Epirus, and in that quarter that adjoineth to Macedonia named Albania, reigned then one Johannes Castriotus; who, perceiving himself too weak to match with the Turk’s power, made with the Turk this convention, that he should have Croia, a famous city in Greece, and also gave to him his three sons for hostages: to wit, Constantine, Reposius, and George.

In this George such towardness of noble courage, such vigour of mind and strength of body singularly did appear, that the Turk caused him more freely to be instructed after the Turkish religion and manner in his own court; where he, being traded up, did so shoot up as well in feats of activity, as in strength of body, that he excelled all his equals; insomuch that he was named ‘Scanderbeius,’ which soundeth as much as ‘Alexander Magnus.’

After this Alexander was grown up to mature ripeness of age, and was well trained up in feats of war, he was sent out by the Turk, to war against Caraman of Cilicia, the Turk’s enemy. In that expedition he sped himself most manfully, fighting hand to hand, first with a footman of Scythia, then with a horseman of Persia, being challenged by them both to encounter, first with the one, after with the other; whom he so valiantly overthrew, that he won great renown with the Turk: insomuch that he, trusting to the Turk’s favour, when he heard of the decease of his father, durst ask of the Turk the grant of his father’s dominion to be given unto him; which request although Amurath the Turk did not deny him, yet notwithstanding, perceiving the matter to be dallied out with fair words, he by subtle means and policy slipped out of the Turk’s court, and came to Epirus his own inheritance, where first by forged letters he recovered Croia. The other cities, of their voluntary mind, yielded themselves unto him; who then, gathering unto him the people of Epirus and Mace-
donia (who were not so many in number, as with good willing minds they stuck unto him), so manfully and valiantly behaved himself, that against all the puissance both of Amurath, and also of Mahomet, he maintained his own, repulsed their violence, and put to flight their armies many years together. But, to return again to the course of Amurath’s victories: after he had thus prevailed (as is before signified) against the east parts of Europe and Greece, and had convented thus for the dominion of Epirus, he invaded Illyricum (otherwise called now Sclavonia), containing in it Dalmatia, Croatia, Istria, and Liburnia: which countries after he had spoiled and wasted, he continued his course to Albania and Bosnia; of which regions, when he had subdued a great part, and had led away an innumerable multitude of captives, he moved further to Wallachia and Servia, upon hope to conquer all Pannonia.

There reigned at the same time in Servia, as Despota or prince, one named George, who made great suit to the Turk for truce and peace, promising to give his daughter to marriage; for by the Turk’s law they may marry as many wives as they lust. It was not long after Amurath had married the daughter of George, but he, contrary to his league and promise, made war upon his father-in-law, and expelled him out of his kingdom, taking from him divers cities, as Scopia, Novomonte, Sophia, and all Moesia. George himself fled into Hungary, leaving behind him his son, to defend the town of Sinderonia. Amurath, understanding of the flight of George, his father-in-law, compassed the city of Sinderonia with a strong siege, which when he in few days had expugned, he took his wife’s brother, the son of George, and without all regard of mercy and affinity, after the barbarous tyranny of the Turks, put out his eyes with a bason red hot before them; and, after that, led him about with him in derision, in spite of his cowardly father.1

Servia being thus won and gotten, Amurath, thinking to go further into Hungary, besieged the city called Belgrade, and no doubt had also suppressed the same, had not the providence of God found means, that partly through slaughter of his men, partly for lack of victual and other forage, he was compelled to raise his siege and retire.

In the mean time Johannes Huniades (of whom mention was made before) had got great victories against the Turkish power, and had recovered part of Servia, and all Moldavia; against whom Amurath the Turk, with a mighty army, moved into Pannonia. But Huniades, with the power and aid of Ladislaus, king-of Poland (but especially by the power of the Lord), did soon infringe the puissance of the Turk, and gave him the overthrow, recovering unto the Christians the greatest part of Servia and Bulgaria.

In this battle, Huniades had five sundry conflicts with the Turks on one day, and with five victories put them to the worse, and toward night did so discomfit and overthrow the great captain of Amurath, called the bassa or duke of Anatolia (which is otherwise named Asia Minor), that he slew of the Turks that day to the number of thirty thousand. Amurath, although he was not a little thereat discouraged, yet dissembling his fear with stout countenance, sent for Carambeius, his principal stay and captain, with a new power brought out of Asia to

---

assist him in his wars. This Carembeius, in the Downs of Transylvania, Ladislaus the aforesaid king of Poland (the Lord so working) through the industry of Johannes Huniades so received and with such celerity oppressed him unprovided, that all his stout and sturdy army either was slain downright, or else put to flight and disparked, Carambeius the captain being himself taken prisoner in the same field.

These victories of Huniades struck no little terror to Amurath, insomuch that for distress of mind he was ready to destroy himself; as some do write; but, being confirmed by Helibeus Bassa, his counsellor, he kept himself within the straits of mount Rhodope, who then, hearing that Caraman invaded the same time the country of Bithynia, and Pontus in Asia, was glad to take truce with Ladislaus and Huniades upon such conditions as they listed to make themselves: which conditions were these, that Amurath should depart clearly from all the region of Servia, and should remove from thence all his garrisons, which were placed in the castles and forts of the same; also he should restore George (Despotas, which is to say, prince of Servia) unto his possession, and set his children free, whom he had in captivity, and restore them to their inheritance. Item, that he should make no more claim nor title to the country of Moldavia above mentioned, nor to that part of Bulgaria which he had lost; and that he should desist hereafter from all wrongs and injuries against the Christians. Upon these conditions the Turks being agreed, so was a truce concluded on both parts for ten years, and with solemn oath between them confirmed.

This done, Amurath the tyrant addresseth himself toward Asia, to resist the invasion of Caraman aforesaid; at which time pope Eugene, so soon as he heard the Turk to be returned into Asia, sendeth Julian Cesarini, his cardinal (whose story is before touched) unto Ladislaus the aforesaid king, with full dispensation and absolution to break his oath and league with the Turk: promising, moreover, great hope of aid, if he would go in arms stoutly against the tyrant.

Here by the way is to be noted, that as there is no truth of promise in that pestilent see of Rome, neither was there ever any war prospered, which was taken in hand by the pope's counsel: so was there never any counsel of the pope that brought with it more detriment to Christianity than this. But the pope belike thought, that as he might lawfully break promise with John Huss, and with other Christians, so also he needed not to observe any league or truce taken with the Turk: but it turned much otherwise than the pope's blind brains imagined, as by the sequel is to be seen.¹ For Ladislaus, being thus excited by the unadvised and sinister instigation of pope Eugene, contrary to the truce established a little before, set out with his army from Seledinus, and so proceeding to Wallachia and Bulgaria, came to Varna, a town of Bulgaria, where he fell sick.

It was not long but the Turk, having thereof intelligence, left his wars begun with Caraman in Asia, and with great journeys made

---

¹ Nothing prospereth that is taken in hand by the pope's setting on.
haste into Europe, passing over by the straits near to Callipolis, where all the Italian navy still looking on, and whether of purpose, or whether for cowardliness, would not stir one ear to stop the passage of the Turkish army. When Amurath was come to Adrianople in Thrace, using such celerity as no man looked for, within eight days he was in Bulgaria, and there encamped himself against Ladislaus. The day of battle being set, the armies joined on both sides. Huniades was himself there present, but all the matter was ruled by Julian the cardinal, and the pope’s clergy. The fight continued three days and three nights together, with great courage and much bloodshed on each side; insomuch that the field did stand with lakes of blood. It seemed at first to incline to the Christians, by breaking the first ranks of the Turks; but the priests and prelates who were at the field (who had been more fit to have been in the church), seeing the Turks to begin to fly, unskilfully left their array to pursue the enemy, so that they, leaving the other standings of the Christians naked, gave great advantage to the Turks, with their darts and shot to disturb the Christian ranks, by which occasion Amurath, enclosing the Christians with his army round about, obtained the victory; in which field, Ladislaus, the young king of Poland, having his horse first killed under him, was stricken down and slain. The pope’s bishops, flying to save themselves, fell into the marshes, and were there destroyed, sustaining a dirty death, condign to their filthy falsehood and untruth. Julian the cardinal, who with the pope was the chief doer in breaking the league, in the way was found dead, being full of wounds, and spoiled to his naked skin. Of the rest of the army, that escaped by flying, part were drowned in the marshes, some perished miserably for hunger, some for cold; watching and wandering in the woods. Huniades hardly escaped the danger, by the merciful providence of God being reserved to the further profit and commodity of Christendom.

This John Huniades, the worthy warrior, was born in Wallachia, being earl of Bistritz, of all captains that ever went against the Turks most famous and singular; prudent in wit, discreet in council, expert and politic in war, prompt of hand, circumspect before he attempted, quick in expedition: in whom wanted almost no good property requisite in a warlike captain. Against two most mighty and fierce tyrants, Amurath and Mahomet, through the Lord’s might, he defended all Pannonia, and therefore was called the thunderbolt, and the terror of the Turks. Like as Achilles was unto the Grecians, so was he set up of God to be as a wall or bulwark of all Europe against the cruel Turks and enemies of Christ and of his Christians; neither was there any king or prince that ever achieved such noble victories, either so many in number, or so profitable for the public utility of all Europe, as did he; and that not only in the days of this Amurath, but also of Mahomet his successor, as hereafter remaineth further to be seen. This battle of Amurath against the Christians, at Varna in Bulgaria, was fought A.D. 1444.

Amurath, by reason of this victorious overthrow against the Christians, surprised with no small pride, directed his journey incontinent toward the Grecians, where Castriotus was, otherwise called Scanderbeius. And first, coming to Peloponneseus, and breaking
down the wall about the straits of Corinth, he encountered with the brother of the emperor of Constantinople, whom with his sudden coming he oppressed, with all the Greeks' army, ere they were provided. Paleologus the emperor, after that, did build up the wall again, but, at the Turks' bidding, he was compelled to undo it again; which wall afterwards the Venetians did repair. After the demolition of the wall, Amurath, entering into Peloponnesus, took divers towns and cities, as Sicyon, and Patrae; and moreover made all the parts of Thessalia and Achaia tributaries unto them.

The next year after this battle of Amurath, fought against the Christians at Varna, the Turk, being now about the parts of Greece, purposed to bend all his force and main against the country of Epirus belonging to Georgius Castriotus Scanderbeius. Of this Scanderbeius mention was made before, how he was brought up in the Turk's court, from whence we declared also how subtilely he conveyed himself, and came to the possession of his own patrimony of Epirus; which Epirus, this noble and victorious Scanderbeius (whom the Lord also had raised up the same time with Huniades, to bridle the fury of the Turks) valiantly defended against all the power of Amurath; insomuch that he discomfited and vanquished seven of the most expert bassas or dukes of the Ottoman emperor, one after another, with all their armies of most picked and chosen soldiers, dislodged them from their tents, and expulsed them utterly out of all Epirus. Also when Amurath himself, with his whole puissance, had environed about the city of Croia with cruel siege and ordinance out of measure, yet, notwithstanding, the said Scanderbeius (through the power and blessing of the Lord) beat him out of the field, and repulsed him from the siege.

After this discomfiture, the saying is, that Amurath, to keep his vow made before, after his victory at Varna, gave himself unto a religious order, living a contemplative life with certain other priests, joined unto him, in the forest of Bithynia, renouncing the government of his realm to the hands of Halî, one of the princes; for thou must understand, good reader, that the Turks also be not without their sundry sects of religion, no more than we Christians are without our friars and monks.

In the mean time, while Amurath, this Turkish tyrant, was cloistered up in his monkish religion, Johannes Huniades, in the kingdom of Hungary, and Georgius Castriotus, in Greece, kept a great stir against the Turks. By reason whereof, Amurath was taken again from his monkish vow and profession, and brought again into the field: for first Huniades had rescued the whole country of Hungary, and had propulsed moreover all the might of the Turks far from Servia. And although the peevish practice of George, prince of Servia, had oftentimes disclosed his councils unto the Turks, whereby twice he was brought into danger, yet, notwithstanding, through the Lord's gracious protection, he was preserved and delivered by the said George unto the Hungarians again, and, after that, manfully vanquished the Turks; so that they had no resting-place about those parts of Servia and Bulgaria, so long as he lived.

(1) This Epirus is a country in Greece, bordering near to the parts of Macedonía.
(2) This John Huniades is reported, of twenty battles with the Turk, to lose but two.
On the other side, in Greece, Castriots Scanderbeius so foiled the Turk in defence of his country, Epirus and Macedonia, and kept Amurath so short, that not only he was not able to win any great town in all Epirus; but also coming from Epirus, in the straits he was so entangled by Castriots, that he was forced to give battle: in which battle he was so vanquished, and most part of his army slain, that, for grief and sorrow conceived, he, falling into a raving sickness, was transported out of his pavilion unto Adrianople, and there in fury and madness died, after he had reigned thirty-four years, which was about A.D. 1460.

This Amurath first ordained the order of the Janizaries, who were the men-children of such Christians as he conquered and took captive; whom he forced to renounce the faith of Christ, wherein they were baptized, and brought them up in Mahomet’s law, and exercised them in the same feats of war as he did his own people; and after that they came to man’s estate, he named them Janizaries, that is to say, soldiers of a strange country, and made them to guard his person. They wear on their head, instead of a helmet, a white attire made of the grossest sort of wool, and in so many folds about their head, that it cannot be pierced with a sword. It hangeth down on the back with a tail, and before, on the forehead, it is garnished with gold and silver. They were wont to use bows and lances in the field, but now they use daggers, as our horsemen do.

At the first institution there were but eight thousand in their garrison, but now there be twice so many. This, of all bondage and servitude that the Christians suffer under the Turks, is most intolerable, and greatly to be of all true Christians lamented. For what can godly minds behold more to their grief, than to see their children pulled from the faith of Christ, wherein they were baptized, and by whose blood they should eternally be saved; and to be instructed and nourished with the blasphemous doctrine of Mahomet, and to be professed enemies of Christ, and his church, to make war against Heaven, and to perish everlastingly? And finally, what a lamentable thing is it, to see and behold our own children, born of our own bodies, to become our mortal and cruel enemies, and to cut our throats with their own hands! This servitude of mind is far greater than death itself; which if our princes would well consider, it would cause them the rather to agree, and bend their whole force and power against this cruel enemy.

Mahomet the second, the ninth emperor of the Turks.

Amurath left behind him three sons, Mahomet, born of the daughter of Despota, prince of Servia, being twenty years of age, the second son called Turcines, the third named Calepine. This Turcines being an infant, and but eighteen months old, was strangled at the commandment of the Turk by his servant Moses, himself being there present, and beholding the horrible murder. And when Moses, the executor of the murder, had desired him not to pollute his hands with the blood of his brother, he answered, that it was the manner of all the Ottoman Turks, that all the other brethren being destroyed, none should be left alive but one, to govern the empire: wherefore Moses
was commanded by the tyrant, there presently, and in his sight, to kill the infant. This horrible fact when the mother of the child understood, she cried out, and almost mad for sorrow, cursed the tyrant to his face. But he, to mitigate the rage of the mother, at her request, being desirous to be revenged upon the executor of her son's death, delivered the said Moses bound into her hands; she then, in the presence of the tyrant, thrust him to the heart with a knife, and opening his side, took out his liver, and threw it to the dogs to be devoured.

The third son, called Calepine, who was but six months old, the aforesaid Amurath, his father, commended to the custody of Hali Bassa, one of his nobles, who, to gratify and please the tyrant, betrayed the infant, and brought him unto him, and thereupon he, at the tyrant's commandment, was strangled. Some affirm, that instead of Calepine, another child was offered unto the tyrant, and that Calepine was conveyed to Constantinople, and after the taking of Constantinople was carried to Venice, and then to Rome to pope Calixtus, where he was baptized, and afterwards came into Germany, to Frederic the emperor, and there was honourably entertained, and kept in Austria during his life: where note how the merciful providence of God, whom he list to save, can fetch out of the devil's mouth. And note, moreover, the aforesaid Hali Bassa, the betrayer of the infant, how he escaped not unreveenged. For Mahomet, understanding him to be a man of great substance and riches, through forging of false crimes, with great torments put him to death to have his riches: for this tyrant was given to insatiable avarice. Thus this bloody Mahomet began his regiment with horrible murder, after the example of other cursed tyrants, his predecessors.

Although this Mahomet, notwithstanding that he came of a christian mother, being the daughter of the Despota of Servia, and by her was brought up and instructed from his childhood in the precepts of christian religion and manners, yet he, soon forgetting all, gave himself to Mahomet's religion; and yet so, that he, being addicted to neither religion, became an atheist, believing and worshipping no God at all, but only the goddess of good fortune, irriging and mocking the minds and judgments of men, who believe that God, by his providence, governeth and regardeth the state of human things on earth.

After this Mahomet had heard of the victories and conquests of others his predecessors, and had understanding how Bajazet lay eight years about Constantinople, and could not win it; he, dispraising Bajazet, and disdaining that so long time should be spent about the siege thereof, and yet no victory gotten, bent all his study and device how to subdue the same. But, first, having a privy hatred against the city of Athens, and having his hands lately imbrued with the blood of his brethren, this murdering Mahomet, first of all, taketh his voyage to subvert and destroy the city aforesaid; being a famous school of all good learning and discipline: against which city he did so furiously rage, for the hatred of good letters, that he thought he ought not to suffer the foundation thereof to stand, because that city was a good nurse, and fosterer of good arts and sciences. Wherefore he commanded the city to be rased and utterly subverted; and where-

(1) Note here God's punishment upon the betrayer of innocent blood.
soever any monuments or books could be found, he caused them to be cast into dirty sinks, and the filthiest places of the city, or put to the most vile uses that could be devised, for extirpating and abolishing of all good literature: and if he understood any to lament the case and ruin of that noble place, those he grievously punished and put to death.

Thus the famous and ancient school of Athens being destroyed and overthrown, he returned his army and power into Thrace, where, in all haste, he, gathering his power together both by sea and land, with a mighty multitude compassed the city of Constantinople about, and began to lay his siege against it, A.D. 1453; and in the four and fiftieth day of the said siege it was taken, sacked, and the emperor Constantine slain. As touching the cruelty and fierceness of the Turks in getting of this city, and what slaughter there was of men, women, and children, what calamity and misery were there to be seen, forasmuch as sufficient relation, with a full description thereof, hath been made before, it shall be superfluous now to repeat the same. This only is not to be omitted, touching three principal causes of the overthrow of this city: whereof the first was the filthy avarice of those citizens, who, hiding their treasures in the ground, would not employ the same to the necessary defence of their city. For so I find it in story expressed, that when the Turk, after the taking of the city, had found not so much treasure as he looked for, suspecting with himself (as the truth was) the treasures and riches to be hidden under the ground, he commanded the earth to be dug up, and the foundations of the houses to be searched: where, when he had found treasures incredible, "What," quoth he, "how could it be that this place could ever lack munition and fortification, which did flow and abound with such great riches as here are, and plenty of all things?" The second cause was the absence of the navy of the Venetians, which, if they had been ready in time, might have been a safeguard against the invasion of the enemies. A third cause also may be gathered upon occasion incident in stories, either for that the city of Constantinople, fifteen years before, did yield to the bishop of Rome, as is before to be seen; or else, because, as in some writers it is evident, the images were there received and maintained in their churches, and by the Turks the same time destroyed.

Johannes Ramus, writing of the destruction of this city, amongst other matters maketh relation of the image of the crucifix, being there in the high temple of Sophia; which image the Turk took, and writing this superscription upon the head of it, "Hic est christianorum Deus," i.e. "This is the God of the Christians," gave it to his soldiers to be scorned; and commanding the said image with a trumpet to be carried through all his army, made every man to spit at it most contumeliously. Wherein thou hast, good reader! by the way to note, what occasion of slander and offence we Christians give unto the barbarous infidels by this our ungodly superstition, in having images in our temples, contrary to the express commandment of God in his Word. For if St. Paul, writing to the Corinthians, saith, "We know Christ now no more after the flesh;" how much less then is Christ to be known of us in blind stocks and images set up in our temples,

(1) See Vol. iii. p. 728.—Ed.  (3) Ex Johannes Ramo, lb. 2. rerum Turcicarum.
serving for no other purpose, but for the infidels to laugh both us and our God to scorn, and to provoke God's vengeance? which by the like example, I fear, may also fall upon other cities, where such images and idolatrous superstition are maintained; whereof Godgrant Vienna to take heed betimes, which hath been so long, and yet is, in such great danger of the Turk, and polluted with so many images, and plain idolatry!

In summa, to make the story short, such was the cruelty of these Turks in winning the city, that when Mahomet had given license to the soldiers three days together, to spoil, to kill, and to do whatsoever they listed, there was no corner in all Constantinople which did not either flow with christian blood, or else was not polluted with abominable abusing of maids, wives, and matrons, without all reverence of nature. Of the citizens, some they murdered; some they roasted upon spits; of some they flayed off their skin, hanging them up to consume with famine; into the wounds of others they put salt, the more terribly to torment them; insomuch that one of them contended with another, who could devise most strange kinds of new torments and punishments, exercising such cruelty upon them, that the place where the city was before, seemed now to be no city, but a slaughter-house or shambles of christian men's bodies. Among the dead bodies, the body also of Constantine the emperor was found; whose head being brought to Mahomet, he commanded it to be carried upon a spear through the whole city, for a public spectacle and derision to all the Turkish army. And because he would diminish the number of the captives, which seemed to him to be very great, he never rose from his table, but he put every day some of the nobles to death, no less to fill his cruel mind with blood, than his body was filled with wine; which he used to do so long as any of the nobles of that city were left alive. And of the other sort also, as the stories do credibly report, there passed no day in which he did not orderily slay more than three hundred persons; the residue he gave to his rascal soldiers to kill, and to do with them what they would: where is to be noted, that as Constantine the son of Helena was the first emperor of Constantinople, so Constantine the son also of Helena was the last emperor thereof.

Not far from the said city of Constantinople there was another little city called Pera, and once called Galatia, situated by the seaside; which, hearing of the miserable destruction of Constantinople, and seeing the city flaming with fire, sent certain of their chief men with speed to Mahomet, declaring unto him, that they neither had sent any help to the city of Constantinople, nor yet wrought any detriment to any of his army: wherefore they desired and prayed him, that as they would gladly yield unto him, so he would be favourable unto them and spare them, and not punish the guiltless with the guilty. Mahomet, although he was not ignorant that for fear, rather than of any good will, they submitted themselves, and that they would rather resist him, if they had been able, yet he received for that time the submission of the messengers: but, sending with them his ambassador into the city, he commanded also his army to follow withal, and to enter with him into the city, which although it was greatly suspected and misliked of the citizens, yet they durst not otherwise
do, but suffer them to enter. This being done, the ambassador gave
a sign to the soldiers, every man to do whatsoever he was bidden;
of whom some ran to the walls, some to the temples and churches,
some to the streets and houses of the city, plucking all things down
to the ground, sacking and ranging with no less fury and abominable
filihness, than they had done at Constantinople before, saving only
that they abstained from murder: but the same day letters came
from Mahomet to the ambassador, that he would spare none, but
destroy and murder all that ever were in the city: which message,
because it seemed to the ambassador to be too cruel, forasmuch as
they had yielded themselves, he stayed his hand a little, until night
came. In the mean time, drunken Mahomet, coming something to
himself (whom drunkenness had before overcome), sent his second
letters to revoke the first. Where again is to be noted the merciful
providence of God towards his people in their desired plagues, by
staying the hands, and bridling the fury, many times of their enemies,
when otherwise the case seemed to be past all remedy.

Mahomet thus, being in himself not a little advanced and elevated
by the winning of Constantinople, where he had now made the im-
perial seat of the Turkish dominion, the third year next following, to
adventure more masteries, set out to the siege of Belgrade, a city of
Hungary, lying near to the banks of the Danube, thinking to have
the like success there, as he had in the winning of Constantinople,
albeit, through the Lord's disposing, it fell out much otherwise.
Within the city of Belgrade, the same time of the siege thereof, was
Johannes Huniades, the valiant captain, of whom in divers places
mention hath been made before; who with a sufficient strength of
picked soldiers, albeit in number nothing equal to the Turks' army,
valiantly defended the city with great courage, and no less success.
In this siege great diligence was bestowed, and many of the Turks
slain; among whom also Mahomet himself, being stricken with a
pellet under the left arm, was fain to be carried out of the field for
half dead, and the rest so put to flight, that of the Turks the same
time were destroyed to the number, or not much under the number,
of forty thousand, besides the loss of all their ordinance, which the
Turks, in haste of their flight, were forced to leave behind them.

Hieronymus Zieglerus, writing of the siege of this Belgrade, addeth
moreover, that when Mahomet was at the siege thereof, seeing the
town to be so small and weak of itself, that it could not be won with
all his great multitude, he, staring and faring like a madman, com-
manded all his brazen pieces to be laid, to batter down the walls and
towers of the town; so that the Christians within the walls were
vehemently distressed, for the siege continued both night and day
without intermission. Among the rest of the Christians who de-

fended the town, Hieronymus Zieglerus maketh mention of a certain
Bohemian, much worthy of his condign commendation; who, being
upon the walls, and seeing a Turk with a banner or ensign of the
Turks to be gotten up, by the sight whereof the whole town was in
danger to be conquered and taken, runneth unto the Turk, and
classing him about the middle, speaking to John Capistranus, stand-
ing below, asked him, whether it were any danger of damnation to

him, if he, of his voluntary mind, did cast himself with that dog (so he termed him) down headlong from the wall to be slain with him: what should become of his soul, and whether he might be saved, or not? To whom when the other had answered, that he should be saved without doubt, he eftsoons tumbleth himself with the Turk down off the wall; where, by his death, he saved the same time the life of all the city. Mahomet, being so wounded, and in despair of winning the city, was carried (as ye heard) out of the field, who at length coming again to himself, partly for fear, and partly for shame, was ready to kill himself. And thus was the town of Belgrade at that time rescued, through God's providence, by the means of Johannes Huniades and this good Bohemian.

This siege of Belgrade began A.D. 1456, and endured six-and-forty days, at which siege were numbered of the Turks two hundred thousand, of whom more than forty thousand (as is aforesaid) were slain; where the victory fell to the Christians, through the prosperous success given of God to Johannes Huniades, and Capistranus. This Huniades, not long after the said victory, through the importune labour and travail in defending of the said town, was taken with a sore sickness, and thereof departed; to whose valiant prowess and singular courage, stories do give great laud and commendation.

Mahomet the Turk, after this done in Europe, returned into Asia to war with Usumcassan a Persian, one of the Turks' stock, with whom he had three battles. The first was about the river Euphrates, where the Turk lost ten thousand men, and was put to the worse. In the second field, likewise, he was discomfited. The third battle was at Arsenaga, where, through the terrible noise of the brazen pieces, the Persian horses disturbed the camp, and so was Usumcassan overcome.

From thence the Turk reduced again his power against the Christians, and first subdued unto him Sinope and all Paphlagonia: also the kingdom of Trebisond, which he, besieging both by land and water, won from the Christians, and sent David the king of the same, with his two sons, and Calus his uncle, unto Constantinople, where they were miserably and cruelly put to death, and all the stock of the Comneni, who were of the king's stock, by the Turk were destroyed. This was about A.D. 1461, at which time this mischievous Mahomet was first saluted emperor.

Not long after, he got, from the Greeks, Corinth and Mitylene, conquests of the Turk. not without great slaughter of christian men; insomuch that the whole city of Mitylene was utterly to the ground almost destroyed. The isles also of Lemnos and Lesbos he won from the Venetians; in which island of Lesbos is the city of Mitylene aforesaid.

Not far from this isle of Lesbos and Mitylene, there is a country in Asia, toward the sea-side bordering next to Europe, called Mysia, or of some called Massia, wherein stood the city of Troy. This country Mahomet, coveting to win rather by policy and falsehood, than by doubtful danger of war, secretly sent for the prince thereof, to come to speak with him for certain causes (as he pretended), that would concern the profit and commodity of them both. Which when the king of Mysia either for shame would not, or for fear durst not deny, he came to him, as if to confer upon necessary affairs in
common to them appertaining. Mahomet, when he had brought that to pass which he would, caused the king to be apprehended, and cruelly to be slain, or rather torn in pieces; and so, invading the land of Mysia, he exercised the like tyranny upon his kindred and affinity.

This Mysia by fraud being taken and lost, Mahomet fieth again towards Europe, where he assaulted the island of Euboea, otherwise called Negroponte, making a bridge of a marvellous frame over the sea Euripus, to convey over his army out of Greece, and there laid his siege to the city Chalcis, which, at length, in thirty days he overcame, not without a great slaughter of his army; who, in the siege thereof, is said to have lost forty thousand of the Turks. But the slaughter of the Christians was greater; for when the city was won, the tyrant commanded, most cruelly, none to be spared within the whole city, but to be put to the sword, whosoever was above the age of twenty years. This cruelty was showed by the barbarous tyrant for anger and fury, because such a number of his Turks were slain at the siege thereof, being reckoned (as is said) to be forty thousand. In the fierce siege of this city it is memorable what is in stories recorded, how that the women of that city, seeing the men begin to faint, and the city to lie in present danger, took the matter themselves in hand, and playing the men, went to the walls, and there defended the city with no less trouble to the enemy, than the men had done before; and so for a space continued, as long as any man's strength and diligence could do any good. A great cause of the loss of this city and island, is imputed to the cowardly timidity of the Venetians' navy; who, being there present, and having prosperous wind, yet durst not, or would not adventure upon the Turks' bridge, which if they had done, the island of Euboea, and Chalcis, had not so soon been overmatched by the Turks.

Thus all the east parts of Greece being subdued to the Turkish tyrant, with all Achaia, Attica, Acarnania, and Euboea, shortly after followed also Peloponnesus, brought into like subjection to the Turk. Within Peloponnesus were these provinces contained, Achaia, Messenia, Laconia, Argolica, and Arcadia, &c. The Venetians in this Peloponnesus had great possessions, and had made up the wall again towards the sea-side, near to the straits of Corinth before-mentioned, where, for the more speed of the work, they had thirty thousand workmen to the building thereof: which when it came to the knowledge of the Turk, he burst into the country of Peloponnesus with an army of eighty thousand, and first wasted the regions of the Coroneans, and Methoneans, and making a great slaughter of the Venetians, in short time brought the whole dominion of Peloponnesus under his yoke and tribute.

Long it is, and more lamentable to recite all the victories of this Mahomet, gotten against the Christians both by land and sea; who, after he had overcome the isle of Lesbos, above mentioned, and had cruelly slain Nicholas Catalusius the prince thereof, turning his army towards the sea Pontus Euxinus, got the country of Capha from the Genoese. Before was declared how truce was taken between Georgius Scanderbeius and the Turk, for ten years; which truce

(1) Ex Johanne Rame do rebus Turcis.
being expired, Mahomet leaveth no time unspent, no diligence un-
sought, but maketh all his power to Epirus and Albania, which he,
after long fatigation of siege, at length overcame and subdued; in
the which tract also he won from the Venetians, Scodra, Lysson, and
Dinastrum. Notwithstanding, when Scanderbeius, the valiant cap-
tain, had done against the Turk what in man's strength did lie, yet,
being overmatched with power and multitude, seeing no possibility
to make his party good, he was forced to depart his country as an
exile, and went to Italy; and there, being sent for by the pope's
letters, he openly declared that it was not possible otherwise to resist
the furious rage of the barbarous Turks by the strength of any one
king or prince, unless all Europe, with one consent, should join their
power and force together. And thus Georgius Scanderbeius, a man
of puissant courage, being driven out of his country, continued his
age in exile; whose courage and vehemency are reported to have been
such, that in fighting against the barbarous enemy, for very eagerness
of spirit, his blood was seen to burst out of his lips. It is testi-
fied also of him that being provoked, he neither denied to fight, nor
in his fighting ever turned his back, neither yet was ever wounded,
but only once with a light shaft in his foot, neither ever set against
the Turk with more than six thousand horsemen, and three thousand
footmen; who is said, with his own hand to have slain above 2,000
Turks, whom with such violence he did strike, that many of them he
did cleave asunder from the head to the middle.

Neither yet was the insatiable greediness of that Turkish hell-
hound with all this satisfied, but still he conceived greater things in his
mind, thinking to conquer the whole world; and so, passing forward
towards Europe, he subdued all Illyria, slaying Stephen, the king of
Bosnia, about A.D. 1475. But afterwards Matthias Corvinus, the
son of Huniades aforesaid, recovered again the said kingdom
of Bosnia, with many other cities near unto Croatia and Dalmatia,
and moreover repulsed Mahomet the Turk, in his second siege of
Jaitza, taking his tents and munitions left behind him.

Moreover, the said Mahomet, passing unto Wallachia, set upon
Dracula, the prince thereof; which Dracula, although he had no
greater power of soldiers, yet he so enclosed and environed the
Turk, that he had almost lost his whole army, of whom a great part,
notwithstanding, was destroyed, and many of his ensigns taken. Into
Dalmatia were sent two captains of the Turk, who, fighting against
the provinces of the Venetians, made great spoil and waste about the
regions of Stiria and Carinthia; where also the Venetian power was
discomfited, and Hieronymus Novel, their captain, slain. At length
truce was taken between the Turk and the Venetians upon this con-
dition, that Scodra, Tenaris, and Lemnos should be yielded unto
him, and that they should pay to him yearly, eight thousand ducats,
for the free passage of their merchants.

After this peace concluded with the Venetians, Mahomet himself
saileth over into Asia, sending two of his great captains abroad to
sundry places; of whom, Mesithes was sent against Rhodes with a
mighty navy: the other, called Achiom Bassa, was sent into Italy
to take Rome, and all the west empire. Concerning the viage of
which two captains, this was the event, that Masithes, after his great

Stiria and Carinthia taken by the Turk.

Rhodes besieged.
travail, and bloody siege against the Rhodians, was fain to retire at
length, with great shame and loss. The other captain, Achmet (as
is said), was sent into Italy with a navy of a hundred ships, and fif-
teen thousand men, who, by the way in his sailing, got Leucadia
(which now they call St. Maure), Cephalonia, and Zacynthus, and,
sailing by Favelona, arrived in Apulia; and so, passing along by the
sea-side, spoiled and wasted divers parts by the coast, till at length
he came to Otranto, a city of Calabria in Italy, which after long
siege he overcame and subdued, and brought such a terror into all
Italy, that the pope, forgetting all other things, yet mindful of him-
self, with all haste fled out of Rome. After the city of Otranto
was taken, and the Turks placed in the same, which was A.D.
1480, Matthias Corvinus, Huniades’ son, was sent for by the Italians,
to set upon the said city; unto the rescue whereof, when Acomates
was about to make his return with five and twenty thousand Turks,
in the mean time news came, that Mahomet, the great Turk, was
dead; by reason whereof, the siege brake up, and the city was
delivered to the Italians again, and so was Italy delivered at that
time out of that present peril and danger. This Mahomet won from
the Christians two hundred cities, and twelve kingdoms, and two em-
pires,1 which he joined both together. He died in the year follow-
ing, A.D. 1481.

BAJAZET THE SECOND, THE TENTH EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

Mahomet aforesaid had three sons; of whom Mustapha the eldest,
through voluptuousness and carnal lust, died before his father. The
other two were Bajazet and Demes, otherwise called Zizimus; about
whom great controversy arose amongst the Turks, which of them
should succeed in their father’s kingdom: for neither of them was
present at Constantinople when Mahomet died; Bajazet being in
Cappadocia, and Demes, in Lycaonia. Wherefore, when great dis-
sension was among the nobles for the succession, and great strife and
bloodshed for the matter, the Janizaries, who were the Turk’s guard,
did proclaim Bajazet emperor: others, in the absence of Bajazet the
father, did choose Corchuthus his son. Bajazet the father, coming at
length from Cappadocia, partly through yielding, partly by corrupting
with money, got the wills of the Janizaries, and was made emperor.
Demes, the other brother, being in Lycaonia, more near, although he
made no less speed in his coming, yet was prevented by Bajazet, and
excluded out of Constantinople. Wherefore he, being put back from
all hope of his kingdom, incited by some of his friends, moved war
against his brother; who, being overcome in three battles by Ach-
met, Bajazet’s captain, who had got Otranto before, did fly to the
great master of the Rhodes, leaving in a place called Carve his
mother and two young children, whom Bajazet slew.

This Demes, being with the master of the Rhodes, was desired first
of pope Innocent VIII., then of Charles VIII., the French king, but
especially of Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary, intending by him to
obtain great victory against Bajazet. But, in conclusion, the knights
of the Rhodes sent him to the bishop of Rome, where he being kept,

(1) These two empires were Constantinople and Trapannde.
and afterwards sent to Charles VIII., the French king, for a hostage of pope Alexander VI., was poisoned by the way of Terracina by the said pope Alexander, as is before declared. After his death, Bajazet, to requite the aforesaid Achmet for his good service, put him to the halter, partly misdoubting his power, partly for lucre-sake to have his treasure: whose death redounded to the great profit of the Christians, forasmuch as he was ever an utter enemy to the religion and name of Christ.

Bajazet, thus being confirmed in his tyranny, made his first expedition against Wallachia, where he subdued two great forts, one called Lithostomus, the other called Moncastrum. From thence he removed his power, taking his viage into Asia, thinking to be revenged of the sultan of Egypt, who had succoured and entertained before his brother Demes against him: where he lost two great battles, the one fought at Adena, the other at Tarsus; but especially at the field at Tarsus, the army of the Turk took such a wound, that of a hundred thousand brought into the field, scarce the third part remained unslain. But as touching the Rhodesians, although they were succourers of Demes aforesaid, yet Bajazet (whether for fear, or for subtlety,) abstained to provoke them with war, but rather entreated with them the league of peace; requiring the master of the Rhodes to keep his brother safe under his custody, promising, for his yearly salary, to be paid unto him every year in the month of August, 45,000 ducats.

Thus Bajazet, being overthrown and terrified with evil luck, fighting against the sultan of Egypt, removed from Asia, and directed his army into Europe, where he got Dyrachium near unto Velona, and had a great victory over the christian army in the country of Croatia, where the Illyrians, Pannonians, and Croatians, joining their powers together, encountered with the Turk, and lost the field, about A.D. 1499.

From thence the Turk, leading his army against the Venetians, had with them divers and doubtful conflicts, where the Turk, sometimes put to the worse, and sometimes again prevailing, out of Jadra and divers other cities about Dalmatia, carried away great multitudes of Christians into captivity; which was about A.D. 1504.

Two years after this (A.D. 1506), Bajazet, with 150,000 armed men, entered into Peloponnesus; which although Mahomet had expugned before, yet the Venetians had defended Methone, otherwise called Modon, all this while against the Turks. This Methone the Turk besieged with three armies, having about the walls five hundred great brazen cannons, whereof twenty-two were most violent and hurtful; wherewith he battered the city both day and night. But the citizens who were within the city, committing themselves to God, defended their city as well as they could, rather choosing to die, than to yield to the Turk’s tyranny. But the Turk prevailing, and they not able to withstand the siege, the Christians convented together into a certain house prepared for the purpose, both men, women, and children; where they, setting the house on fire, gave themselves rather to be burned, than to come into the tyrant’s hands. Certain women also, with their children, cast themselves headlong into the sea, by that means to avoid the Turkish captivity. Some writers there be, who affirm that the Methoneans, seeing five great ships of
the Venetians coming with men and victuals toward them, issued down from the walls to the sea-side, to receive them, who were all taken captives, being above the number of a thousand: who all, being tied with long ropes, were brought before the tyrant, and in his sight were cruelly slain, except certain nobles, whom Cheseogles, son-in-law to Bajazet, got to be pardoned, amongst whom was Andreas Gritto.

The city of Coron, and also Pilus, cities in Greece, being terrified with the example of the Methonians, yielded themselves to the power of the Turks. Crissaenum, otherwise called Caput Sancti Galli, was expugned by Cheseogles, by force of guns.

These things thus achieved, although Bajazet went away victor unto Constantinople, yet, notwithstanding, the Venetians, through the help of the kings of France and Spain, had won from the Turk, Cephalonia, an island very commodious for their traffic. Also they had gotten other two islands, Leucas and Neritus, otherwise called Sancta Maura, slaying all the garrison of the Turks. But afterwards, peace being taken between the Venetians and the Turks, by the counsel of Andreas Gritto aforesaid, the Turks so agreed, that Leucas and Neritus, the islands aforesaid, should be rendered unto the Turk, and the Venetians should keep still the possession of Cephalonia.

Unto this league the Turk did the rather condescend, for that he had to maintain war against Ismael Sophus in Asia, king of Persia; which Sophus was stirred up, by God's providence, to war with this Bajazet, whereby the christian churches in Europe might have some breathing-time, and freedom from the Turks' cruel tyranny and bloodshed. This Sophus was a valiant Turk, who, with great power and victories, had overthrown great compass of the east parts of Asia; then passing from Assyria into Media, and returning again into Armenia, he made war against the Albanians, Iberians, and Scythians, and from thence, coming into Asia Minor, encountered with Corchuthus, Bajazet's son, and afterward coming to Bithynia, fought with Caragius Bassa, Bajazet's captain, whom he overcame and put to flight, and afterwards took him alive, and his wife, prisoners. Afterwards he was encountered by Hali Bassa, another captain of the Turks, whom Techelles, one of the said Sophus' captains, meeting in the plain of Galatia, did withstand, and so by the way slew Caragius the captain, and hanged him upon a pole in the sight of Hali Bassa; which Hali Bassa shortly after was slain in war, and his army scattered, and put to flight.

Thus, through the admirable example of God's justice and providence, were these Turks kept occupied, and so came it to pass, that these barbarians, being blasphemous against the Son of God, should thus horribly run on to the destruction one of another, being worthily punished with mutual slaughter and bloodshed, for their impiety and blasphemy against Christ and his religion, whereby, in the mean time, some rest was given to the Christians.

Bajazet, partly by these victories discouraged, partly diseased and languishing of the gout, and partly also broken with age, finding himself unwieldy to the regiment of that tumultuous kingdom, began to have talk with his nobles about the choosing of one to succeed him. The occasion whereof ministered much matter of inward wars amongst the Turks. This Bajazet had in all six sons, whereof three died
before him, and three yet were left alive: to wit, Achmet, Corchuthus, and Selim. Bajazet himself had most mind to Achmet, but the chiefest of his nobles did favour rather Selim; who, through their traitorous incitation, provoked him to stir war against his father: and, notwithstanding that he was overcome in war, yet, through intercession, he was reconciled again to his father, and afterward proclaimed again emperor against his father's will, through the help and favour of the soldiers, entering the first beginning of his kingdom with the murdering of his own father: the story whereof in some authors is thus declared.

After the Janizaries had persuaded with Bajazet, for that he himself was unwieldy, therefore he should do well to constitute some successor, and that he had assigned Achmet to succeed him, the Janizaries being offended with the said Achmet, because he would not enlarge their stipends, and bribe them, compassing about the king's palace with their privy swords, which they had under their garments, with a mighty cry required Selim to be appointed for their emperor. Unto whom when Bajazet had answered, that he had assigned Achmet, they refused him, because he was fat, gross, and unable thereunto; but needs would have Selim, who was stout and warlike, to be made emperor: and withal, they drew out their swords, crying 'Selim,' 'Selim.' Then Bajazet, giving place to their fury, showed himself content to give them Selim; whom the Janizaries receiving, brought him unto the palace: unto whom Bajazet his father, giving place, willed him not to be so hasty and furious in his doings, but to be modest, and take heed what he did, and not to follow his fury, but to give place unto time, which revealeth all things, and think himself to be a man subject to dangers and jeapardies as other men are. And thus speaking, he resigned his imperial throne and seat unto him, and went away all heavy, entering into a certain order of their religion. Whereupon followed great exclamations of the people, saluting Selim as emperor: who then, taking the rule upon him, began with great cruelty to govern, destroying many of his nobles, such as had stood against him, some with poison, some by other cruel means; and advancing his own side, with great honours and promotions.

Not long after Selim was thus settled in his kingdom, Bajazet his father, intending to see and prove how he behaved himself in his government, first entered into his treasure-house, where he found all his riches to be scatterd and gone. Afterwards he came into his armoury, where all the spoils gotten by war were likewise wasted. Then he entered into the jewel-house, where all his plate and gifts sent from kings and princes were kept; which likewise were dispersed and given away. At length he came into the stable, where also he, seeing his principal horses to be lacking, sighing with himself, and crying, 'Vengeance upon him!' prepared himself, with the residue of the treasure which was remaining, to sail over into Natolia, unto his eldest son; and passing by an orchard near to the sea-side, where he had appointed to take ship, in the mean time, whilst the ships were in furnishing, he sat down under a tree, and began to curse his son, and to ask vengeance upon him, for that he had so despised his father, and was become so impious a wretch.
Selim, understanding of his father’s departure, came into the orchard where his father was, seeming to be very heavy, and much lamenting that his father would so privily depart and go away, seeing that he desired not the government of the empire, but was contented only with the title thereof. “O father,” said he, “do not thus privily depart away: do not procure this shame to your son, who so tenderly loveth you. Let me have but the name only, and be you the emperor indeed. The end of your natural life most patiently I shall expect, which I pray God may long continue.” And thus, using many fair and flattering words to his father, he commanded a banquet, with many dainty junks, to be brought unto him, but tempered and infected with poison: which as soon as Bajazet had begun to taste of, and felt the strength of the poison working in his body, he took his last farewell of his son, and going out of the city, accompanied with a great retinue of men, yelling and crying out in the streets, in the middle of his journey fell down, and miserably died, A.D. 1512. Here mayest thou see, good reader! a cursed brood of this Turkish generation, where the father dieth in cursing the son, and the son reigneth by poisoning his father.

SELIM, THE ELEVENTH EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

After this wretched Selim had exercised his barbarous cruelty upon his father, with like impiety he seeketh the destruction of his brethren and their children, first beginning his murder with the five children his nephews, who were the sons of his three brethren before departed. Which done, then remained his other two brethren yet alive, Achmet and Corchuthus, with their children, likewise to be destroyed; of whom the one had three sons, whom their father sent to Selim his brother and their uncle, with fair and gentle words, to entreat him to be good unto their father, offering to him their duty and service in all things, honouring him also as emperor. But cruel Selim commanded forthwith his said nephews to be strangled. The father, hearing of the cruel murder of his sons, leaving house and home, went and hid himself in mountains, where he lived for a space with herbs and wild honey; but, being betrayed by one of his men, he was brought to Selim, and so was strangled.

Christopher Richer, writing of these matters, seemeth something to differ from other stories, and saith, that Selim, after the death of his brother Corchuthus, came to Bursa, where, under the colour of making a great triumph, he ordained a feast for his friends and kinsfolk, whereunto were called especially his nephews; who, then, at the end of the feast, calling his nephews aside (as under the pretence of conferring with him secretly about his necessary affairs), committed them to his servants to be strangled and put to death. All this while Achmet, his other brother, through the help and instruction of his mother, was kept out of the tyrant’s hands, till at length, after great labour and search made how to get him, certain forged letters were cast abroad, wherein was contained, that Achmet, to revenge the great impiety and subdue the tyranny of Selim his brother, should show himself abroad: which if he would do, he should find friends enough to take his part. Achmet, circumvented with these subtle
trains, partly for hope of revengement, partly for desire of the empire, showed himself abroad with such power and strength as he had: who, being set upon incontinent by Selim his brother, was overcome in battle, and falling from his horse, being a man corpulent and gross, and his horse falling upon him, was so overpressed and slain.

Touching the death of this Achmet, Munsterus, somewhat differing from this narration, addeth moreover, and saith, that he was not killed with the fall from his horse, but that sitting all dismayed upon a stone, and seeing no other remedy but death, he desired the captain, taking his rings from his fingers, to deliver the same to his brother, desiring him that he might not be put to any extreme cruelty of death, but that he gently would suffer him to be let blood in the bath, and so to die. But Selim, being not ignorant of this, suborneth privy tormentors, who, binding his hands behind him, with their feet cast him down upon the ground, and so, twisting his neck with a cord, did strangle him. This Achmet had two sons, who, hearing of the death of their father, did fly for succour, the one to Sophus, in Persia, and the other to the sultan, in Egypt.

By means hereof, new occasion of war grew unto Selim, whereby he was kept in Asia, at home, to fight against the Persians and Egyptians: so that, through the Lord's providence, Christendom by that means was delivered from great danger and peril of the Turk's tyranny. For otherwise the Turk was wholly minded, with all his force and puissance, to invade the Christians; being in doubt whether first to begin with Rhodes, or whether to assault Pannonia, or else to set upon Italy, being then at great discord within itself: but this cause occupied the Turk's mind otherwise, and kept him at home; such was then the providence of the Lord, for the safeguard of his people.

Wherefore, forasmuch as the affairs and doings of this Turk were spent for the most part in the Turkish and Heathenish countries, it shall not be greatly necessary to trouble our Christian stories therewith, but only shall suffice to contract them in a brief sum, declaring superficially what unquietness was amongst them there, who could never be quiet, but ever working some mischief either abroad or at home. Amurath, the Turk's nephew aforesaid, after he had obtained aid of Sophus the king of the Persians, first invaded Cappadocia; not long after whom followed Ismael Sophus, the Persian king, by reason whereof, a great battle was fought betwixt the Persians and Selim, in the fields of Armenia Major. In that battle, Ismael Sophus, the Persian king, was hurt on the shoulder with a pellet; and so, being carried out of the field, left the victory to Selim, who, albeit he had an army of 150,000 men, yet he in the same field lost about 80,000 of his Turks: which field was fought A.D. 1514. Selim, after this victory, went to Tauris, the imperial city of the Persians, which he, by yielding, subdued.

In this mean time it happened that one Aladulus, a king of Armenia the greater, was also a helper to Ismael against the Turk; whereupon Selim the Turk, taking great indignation, the next year following, leaving the Persians, fought against the said Aladulus, and in the end overcame him; and afterwards, being found in a cave in a wood, he was taken out and brought to Selim, and so beheaded: whose
head, being first carried about Asia for a triumph, was afterwards sent to the senate of Venice for a terror unto them. The eldest son of Aladulus, escaping the hands of his pursuers, fled into Egypt. This battle thus fought and ended, Selim, after he had divided the kingdom of Aladulus into three provinces, went to Lycaonia, and from thence to Europe, there to defend the city of Samandria, against the Christians in Hungary: but the Hungarians, being soon repressed by Juno Bassa the Turk's captain, great preparation began to be made by the Turks, against the confines of Servia bordering upon Hungary, the terror whereof stirred up Maximilian the emperor, and Ladislaus king of Hungary, and Sigismund king of Poland, to consult together, and conjoin their power for defence of Christendom. But, through new incumbrances incident, the Turk, leaving Europe, made haste again into Asia, to renew again his wars against the Persians, who had made a vow not to give over that war before Ismael was overthrown.

But before he entered that war, first he sent his messengers to the sultan of Egypt, requiring him not to intermeddle in that war: for this sultan before had promised to assist the Persians against the Turk. The name of the sultan who reigned then in Egypt, was Campson, set up by the Mamalukes. These Mamalukes were a certain order among the Egyptians, much like the Janizaries about the Turk, who, being the children of christian men, and after denying Christ, were the chiefest doers in the sultan's court, and, being grown into a great multitude, did degenerate into a Turkish barbarity, or rather became worse than Turks. This Campson, unto the messengers of the Turk gave this answer, that unless he would leave off this war against Ismael, and restore the son of Aladulus, he would not lay down his armour.

Selim being incensed not a little with this insolent answer of the sultan, leaving all other wars aside, with great celerity advanced his power against the sultan; which sultan, partly through the falsehood of his captain Ceierbeius, partly by the suddenness of the Turk's coming, not far from the city of Damascus encountered with the Turk; and there, overthrown from his horse, being a fat and gross body, and falling under his horse, and his horse also falling upon him, was quashed in pieces, and so died, A.D. 1516.

The Mamalukes, of whom more than a thousand in this battle were slain, flying from thence to Memphis, set up Tomoumbelius instead of Campson; whose captain Gazelles was overcome at the city of Gaza, and he afterwards himself driven out of Memphis, where a great part of the Mamalukes were destroyed. Then Tomoumbelius, flying over the flood Nile, renewed his army again; but, in the end, he was discomfited and chased into a marsh, where he was found standing in the water up to the chin; and so, being brought to Selim, he was put to the rack and great torments, to make him confess where Campson's treasures were. But, when he would not declare, he was carried about the town with a halter round his neck, and hanged up upon a high gibbet, for a spectacle to all Egypt; which was A.D. 1517. And thus were the two sultans of Egypt destroyed with the Mamalukes, who there had borne the rule in Egypt the space of two hundred and forty-three years; the progeny of which Mamalukes remaining of the
wars, the Turk commanded, in the prison-gates of Alexandria, to be cut in pieces. Selim from thence triumphing departed to Constantinople, intending to spend the rest of his time in persecuting the Christians. But in that mean space he was stricken with a cancers, sore rotting inward, and died, after he had reigned seven years like a beast, A. D. 1520.

The reign of this Turk was but short in number of years; but in number of his murders and cruel bloodshed it might seem exceeding long, who lived more like a beast than a man; for he never spared any of his friends or kindred. His father first he poisoned, his brother and all his cousins he quelled, leaving none of all his kindred alive. Moreover, his chief and principal captains for small occasions he put to death, as Mustapha, Calogere, Chendeme, Bostang his son-in-law, and Juno Bassa.

It is said moreover, that he intended the poisoning of his own son Solyman, sending unto him a shirt infected with poison, because he seemed something freely to speak against the cruel demeanour of his father: but, by the means of his mother, the gift being suspected was given to another, who was his chamberlain, who, putting on the shirt, was stricken with the poison thereof, and therewithal died.

As touching this Turk Selim, by the way here may be noted, how the secret providence of the Lord kept him occupied with his Turkish wars at home, while the reformation of Christian religion here in Europe, at the same time begun by Martin Luther, might the more quietly take some rooting without disturbance or interruption. For so it appeareth by the computation of time, that in the days of this Selim, Martin Luther first began to write against the pope's indulgences, which was A. D. 1516.

SOLYMAN, THE TWELFTH EMPEROR OF THE TURKS.

Solyman, the only son of Selim, succeeded after his father's death, who, in the first beginning, seemed to some to be simple and sheepish, and not meet for the Turkish government: wherefore certain of his nobles, consulting how to depose him, intended to set up another emperor; in which conspiracy are especially named Caierbeius and Gazelles. This Caierbeius was he that betrayed before Campson the sultan of Egypt to Selim, as is aforesaid; who now also being in consultation with Gazelles and others about this matter, detected them also unto Solyman. Wherefore the said Gazelles and his fellows, being thus detected, were put to death by Solyman: declaring thereby that he was not so sheepish as he was thought of them to be; and as also by his acts afterwards did more appear.

Solyman, after this execution done upon the conspirators, taking his viage into Europe, first besieged Belgrade, which, being a city in Hungary, was the strongest fort of all the Roman empire, and the chief defence at that time of all Christendom; which also, assaulted before time by Mahomet II., was valiantly defended by Johannes Huniades, as is above specified. But here now lacked such a one as Huniades was: for the kingdom of Hungary at that time was under the government of Ludovic, a young king, inexpert and of a simple wit; whom other princes, and especially the covetous churchmen, did
so pill and poll, that they left him nothing but only the bare name and title of his kingdom; whereby he, being unfurnished both of men and money, was unable to match with such an enemy.

Another advantage also the Turks had in besieging Belgrade, for the Christian princes, at that time, were in civil disension and variance amongst themselves; and the pope with his churchmen also were so busy in suppressing Luther, and the gospel then newly springing, that they minded nothing else, except it were to maintain the wealth of their own bellies; which pope, if he had set his care (as his duty was) as much in stirring up princes against the common enemy, as he was bent to deface the gospel, and to persecute the true professors thereof, soon might he have brought to pass, not only that Belgrade might have been defended against the Turk, but also that to be recovered again, which was lost before; and, moreover, he might have stopped the great dangers and perils which now are like to fall upon the religion and church of Christ; which the Lord of his great mercy avert and turn away.

Certes, whatsoever the pope then did, this had been his duty, setting all other things apart, to have had an earnest compassion of so many miserable and lost captives, who were fallen from their faith and religion, unto the misery and slavery of the Turk, and thraldom of the devil, and to have sought all means possible to have reduced them, as lost sheep, into the fold again; which then might soon have been done, if prelates and princes, joining together in christian concord, had loved as well the public glory of Christ, and souls of Christians, as they tendered their own private, worldly, and frivolous quarrels. And admit that the pope had conceived ever so much malice against Luther, his quarrel also being good; yet the public church, standing in such danger as it then did, by the invasion of the Turk, reason would, nature led, religion taught, time required, that a good prelate, forgetting lighter matters, should rather have laid his shoulder to the excluding of so great a danger, as then was imminent both to himself, and the universal church of Christ. But now, his quarrel being unjust, and the cause of Luther being most just and godly, what is to be said or thought of such a prelate, who, forbearing the Turk, whom in a time so dangerous he ought chiefly to have resisted, persecuted the truth which he should specially have maintained? But Christ, of his mercy, stand for his church, and stir up zealous princes and prelates, if not to recover that which is lost, yet at least to retain that little which is left!

Solyman therefore, taking this occasion, and using the commodity of time, while our princes were thus at variance betwixt themselves, without any resistance or interruption brought his army unto Belgrade, A.D. 1521; which city being but slenderly defenced, the Turk, through his underminers, guns, and other engines of war, without great difficulty, and with little loss of his soldiers, soon subdued and overcame.

After this victory, Solyman resting himself a whole year, and casting in his mind how to make all sure behind him, for fear of enemies to come upon his back, thought it expedient for his purpose, if he might obtain the island of Rhodes; for that only remained yet christian, betwixt him and Asia. Wherefore, the next year
following, he brought his navy of four hundred and fifty ships, with three hundred thousand men, to the besieging thereof. This Rhodes was a mighty and strong island, within the Mediterranean sea; the inhabitants whereof, at the first, did manfully resist the Turk, sparing no labour, nor pains for the defence of themselves and all Christendom. But afterwards, being brought to extremity, and pinched with penury, seeing also no aid to come from the Christians, they somewhat began to languish in themselves. The Turks, in the mean time, casting up two great mountains, with strength of hand, two miles off from the city, like rolling trenches carried them before them near unto the city, in the tops whereof they planted their ordnance and artillery, to batter the city. The master of the knights of Rhodes was then one Philippus Villadamus, a Frenchman, in whom no diligence was lacking, that appertained to the defence of the city. The Rhodians, likewise, so valiantly behaved themselves upon the walls, that with their shot all the ditches about the city were filled with the carcasses of dead Turks. Besides this, such a disease of the bloody flux reigned in the Turks’ camp, that thirty thousand of them died thereof; and yet for all this Solyman would not cease from his siege begun: who, at length, by underminers casting down the vaumures and uttermost parts of the city, won ground still more and more upon the Rhodians, and with mortar-pieces so battered the houses, that there was no free place almost standing in all the city. And thus continued the siege for the space of five or six months, and yet all this while came no help unto them from the Christians. Wherefore they, being out of all hope, through the advice of Villadamus, yielded themselves unto the Turk, upon condition that he would spare them with life and goods: which convention the Turk kept with them faithfully and truly.

Thus Solyman, with his great glory, and utter shame to all christian princes, and also ruin of all Christendom, got the noble isle of Rhodes; although not without great loss and detriment of his army, insomuch that at one assault twenty thousand Turks about the walls were slain with fire, sword, stones, and other engines: whereby it may be conjectured what these Rhodians might, or would have done, if succour had come to them from other christian princes, as they looked for. This city was won upon Christmas-day, A.D. 1522.

This conquest of Rhodes obtained, Solyman, the fourth year after, bringeth back his army again into Hungary, where he found none to resist him but only Louis the young king; who, being accompanied with a small army, and nothing able to match with the Turk, yet, of a hasty rashness and vain hope of victory, would needs set upon him; who, if he had staid but a little, had prospered the better, for John, Vaiyode of Transylvania, being a captain well exercised in Turkish wars before, was not far off, coming with a sufficient power of able soldiers. But Paul, the archbishop of Colosse, a Franciscan friar, a man more bold than wise, with his temerity and rashness troubled all their doings; for the whole sum of the army of the Hungarians contained in all but only four and twenty thousand horsemen and footmen, who, at length coming unto the battle, and being compassed about with a great multitude of the Turk’s army, were brought into great distress. The Turks twice shot off their pieces against the christian
THE HISTORY OF THE TURKS.

Solyman, the Turk marvelled at the foolishness of Louis the king, who, with so small an army, would presume to encounter with such a great host of two hundred thousand. This battle in Hungary was fought A.D. 1526.

After the decease of Louis, Ferdinand succeeded in the kingdom, being duke of Austria and king of Hungary. Then Solyman, setting contention betwixt John, Vaiyode of Transylvania, and Ferdinando for the kingdom of Hungary, sped his viage to the city of Buda, which also, in short time, he made to be yielded unto him, upon condition that they should escape with their lives and goods: which condition some say he kept, and some say he did not. Besides Buda, divers places and munitions the said Turk, contrary to his league made before, did spoil and waste; as Waradein, Fünfkirchen, and other forts and munitions more, bordering about the coasts of Hungary.

In the year of our Lord, 1529, Ferdinando, king of Hungary aforesaid, recovered divers holds gotten of the Turk before, and also warring against John the Vaiyode, his enemy, with whom he had variance (as ye heard before), expulsed him out of his kingdom; whereupon John, flying to the Turk, desired his aid. The Turk, glad to take that occasion, with great preparation addressed himself to return into Hungary, where he, recovering again the city of Buda, which Ferdinando had gotten from him a little before, removed his army into Austria, spoiling and destroying by the way all that came to his hands; showing many examples of great cruelty and tyranny most lamentable to hear and understand. For of some he put out their eyes, of some he cut off their hands, of some their ears and noses; and their children he shamefully mutilated. The maidens he corrupted, the matrons had their breasts cut off, and such as were with child were ripped, and their children cast into the fire. And these examples of horrible and barbarous tyranny this wretched Turk perpetrated by the way coming toward Vienna, a noble city in Austria; besides the captives which he took by the way and led into servitude most miserable, amounting to the number of thirty thousand.

Among other holds by the way the Turk came, there was a castle called Altenburg, strongly by nature situated, and by art defended; which castle the Turk, intending not to overpass, because he would make all things sure behind him, began to make his assault, and by
his ordnance against it. The warders and keepers of the castle, so soon as the Turk began to lay siege against them, making no resistance, of a womanly cowardliness sent their messengers to the Turk, to yield themselves ready to do his commandment, and further him with their victual; amongst whom were three hundred Bohemians, who were commanded to follow the host, that the Turk by them might learn what strength was in the city of Vienna; also where the king was, and what was to be done for the winning thereof.

Of whom when the Turk had understanding how all things stood, and how that there were but twenty thousand men in Vienna able to bear armour, and that other cities of Austria would soon yield if that were gotten, and that Vienna was victualled but for two months, and that the king was of late in Bohemia; thus, the Turk of all things being certified, having no doubt in his mind of victory, made speed toward Vienna; and first coming to Nespolis, a city but eight miles distant from Vienna, he required them to yield themselves; who, notwithstanding, withstood them, and repulsed them valiantly. Then the Turks assigned a place for the pitching of their tents, which because it seemed something too little for such a great multitude, they took in more ground, to the compass of seven miles circuit. The multitude of his army, which he there planted, is accounted of some to extend to two hundred and fifty thousand soldiers. The Turks thus being planted, made daily excursions over all the country of Austria, especially about the city of Vienna, wasting and spoiling, with great cruelty and murder, amongst the poor Christians.

Moreover, to make all things more sure towards the preparation of the siege, scouts were sent abroad, and ambushments were laid about the side of the river Danube, to provide that no aid nor victual should be brought to Vienna. So it pleased the providence of the Lord (who disposeth all things), that three days before the coming of the Turk, Frederic the earl Palatine, who was then assigned by the empire to take the charge of Vienna, was come down by the river Danube with 14,000 men, and with a certain troop of horsemen well appointed and picked for the purpose. After the coming of this Frederic, provision also of victual was appointed to follow shortly after by the said river Danube.

In the mean time, they who had the carriage and transporting thereof, hearing how the ways were laid, and all the passages ten miles about Vienna stopped by the Turks, although they knew the city to stand in great need of victual, yet seeing there was no other remedy, rather than it should come to the enemy's hand, thought it best to sink their boats with their carriage; and so they did: whereby albeit the Christians wanted their relief, yet were the Turks disappointed of their prey and purpose. The captains who had the keeping of the city, who were chiefly Frederic the earl Palatine, William Rogendorf, and Nicholas earl of Salm, seeing themselves so straitened contrary to their expectation, although they had great causes to be discouraged, yet calling their courage unto them, they consulted together for the best way to be taken: and seeing that the little city Nespolis, above mentioned, being eight miles distant from them, so valiantly withstood the Turks, that in one day they sustained seven grievous assaults against all the main force of the Turkish
army; by their example and manful standing being the more animated and encouraged, they thought to abide the uttermost before they would give over; and first, plucking down all the suburbs and buildings without the walls, whereby the enemy might have any succour, they willed all the farmers and inhabitants about the city to save themselves, and to bring in their goods within the walls. Such places as were weak within the walls, they made strong. About the towers and munition of the walls they provided rampiers and bulwarks, distant eighty foot one from another, to keep off the shot; and every man had his place and standing awarded to him upon the wall, and his office appointed what to do. But especially that side of the city which lieth to the river Danube, they fortified after the best wise: for that way only now remained for victual to be transported from the Bohemians unto them. Wherefore eight ensigns were assigned to the keeping of the bridge; and in the plain, which was like an island enclosed within the river, a sufficient garrison of horsemen were placed, lying within gunshot of the city; to the intent that if any grain or victual were sent from the Bohemians, they might provide the same safely to be brought into the city.

These things thus being disposed and set in order, lord William Rogendorff, to assay the strength of the Turks, made divers roads out with his horsemen, albeit much against the minds of the Austrians; who, knowing the manner of the Turks, thought it better to suffer them, while either with time they might be overweirded, or for lack of victuals consumed. Among many and sundry skirmishes which the Christians had with the Turks, one especially was to our men unprosperous; in which certain of the horsemen, espying a small troop of the Turks scattering abroad from their company, made out after them; who suddenly and guilefully were enclosed and circumvented by the Turks, before they could recover the gates of the city, and so were all taken alive: of them three were sent by the Turks into the city, to declare to the Viennians what strength they had seen in the camp of their adversaries, and to solicit them to yield their city for fear of punishment which would follow. The residue they reserved to torments and punishment, whom, in the sight of the whole army, and of the Christians (who should tell the same to the citizens), they caused, every man, with four horses, to be drawn to pieces, and so to be dismembered and plucked asunder.

After this done, the barbarous Turk immediately sent his herald to talk with the captains of the city, whether they would yield the city upon honest conditions, or else would abide the arbitrement of war. If they would gently submit themselves, they should have all gentleness to them showed. If they would be stubborn, and stand to their defence, he would also stand to his siege begun, so that he would spare neither man, woman, nor child. To this the captains answered again, That they were contented that Solyman should stand to his siege begun, and do his utmost, what he would, or what he could. As for them, they were at a point to defend themselves and their city as long as they might: that the event and fall of victory was doubtful, and many times so happeneth, that they who begin the war are wearied, sooner than they who be provoked: neither that they were so unmindful either of themselves, or of their
country, but that they did remember well what they are, and what they be called; named to be Germans, who use always first to assay the adversary, what he is able to do, and not rashly to commit themselves into their enemies' hands.

Solyman, not a little disdainful at this answer, first burning and consuming all the villages, houses, and places round about the city; infecting also the springs and fountains which gave water into the city; and so stopping all passages, that no relief should have way unto them, began with angry mood to approach more near to the city, with three great camps, sending them word in scorn and contumely by one of his captives, That if they stood in need of help of soldiers, he would send unto them the three hundred Bohemians (mentioned a little before), to aid them in their defence. To whom the Palatine directed answer again, That they had more soldiers in the city than they needed. As for the Bohemians who had yielded themselves, he might do with them what he would, for Vienna stood in no great need of them.

In the mean time a messenger coming from Ferdinand was privily let in by night into the city, who brought word that they should play the men in keeping out the enemy awhile: for it would not be long, but both Ferdinand and Charles, his brother, with the strength of all Germany, would be ready to rescue them. At this message the hearts of the soldiers began somewhat to be cheered, and to contemn the huge multitude of the adversaries, being so great as they never did behold, nor did ever almost hear of before; the largeness of whose army extended to no less in compass (as is above said) than of seven miles round about the city walls.

Long it were to recite the whole order of this terrible siege, with all the parts and circumstances thereof. Briefly to touch so much as shall suffice for this history, with fewer words than were stripes given at the siege thereof; this is to be judged and confessed, whosoever beholdeth the number and fierceness of the Turks, the absence of king Ferdinand, the lack of provision and victual within the city, the noise of the guns, the violence of the shot, the terror of the sight, and yet no succour sent unto them; that the custody of that city was no man's doing, but the arm only of the Lord God of Hosts, according to the true saying of the Psalm, "Unless the Lord do keep the city, the watchmen watch in vain, which watch to save it: unless the Lord do build the house, the builder strieth in vain which taketh upon him to build it;" experience whereof, in keeping this city, may well appear.

First Solyman, bending his shot and ordnance against the city, beat down to the ground the vaumures, with all the uttermost suburbs of the city; and that in such a short moment of time, that the hearts of the Viennians, a little before refreshed, were now as much appalled again with fear, doubting with themselves, lest the Turk, with the same celerity and violence, would have prevailed against the inward walls, as he did in beating down the outward vaumures. And no doubt the same time the Turk had put the city in great hazard, had not night, coming on, broken off the siege for that day.

In the mean time the citizens laboured all night in repairing and refresh ing the walls, to make all things sure against the next assault.
The next day, early in the morning, the Turks, approaching the city again with a new assault, thinking to scale the walls, were so repulsed and manfully resisted by the Germans, that scarcely any ditches about the walls could be seen, for the bodies of the dead Turks, wherewith they were replenished; so that the Turks were fain to fight standing upon the bodies of them that were slain: by which calamity, the force of the enemy was not a little abated.

It happened the same time, that a company of the Turks being spied out of the city wandering out of order, the captain Rogendorff, with two legions of horsemen issuing out of the city gate called Salmaria, and so passing closely under the hill’s side, did so set upon them, that they slew a great number of them, the rest being driven to take the river; whom with stones and shot likewise they destroyed, and so retired back into the city again. By this victory the captain Rogendorff began to be terrible to the Turks: for in the same skirmish, as after was known, were slain of them so many, that of five thousand three hundred horsemen and footmen, scarce one hundred and forty escaped alive.

Solyman, disclaiming at this repulse, thought to prove another way, and so bringing his power toward the gate called the King’s Gate, there making his trenches and bulwarks, planted his ordnance; with the violence whereof the walls were so battered and shaken, that no man was able there to stand. Wherefore the Turk, seeing two great breaches made in the wall, commanded his soldiers covertly, in the dark smoke of the gunpowder, to press into the city. The like also was done at the Scottish tower, whereby the city was invaded in two sundry places at one time. The Viennians, at first, freshly began to withstand them, new soldiers still coming in the place of them that were slain and hurt; and so this assault continuing more than six hours together, our men began at length to languish and faint not only in strength, but also in courage, whereby the city had been in great danger of losing, had not the two aforesaid captains, Rogendorff in the one place, and the earl of Salm in the other place, manfully encouraged the soldiers to abide the brunt, and to bear out awhile the violence of the Turks; promising that immediately they should have aid from Ferdinand.

In the mean time the Turks came so thick, for greediness of the victory, scaling, climbing, and fighting upon the walls, that had it not been for the press and throng of the great multitude of the Turks, coming so thick that one of them could not fight for another, Vienna that same day had been taken and utterly lost. But, by the policy of the captains giving a sign within the city, as though new soldiers were called for, our men began to be encouraged, and the Turks’ hearts to be discomfited.

When Solyman saw his army the second time repulsed, he began to attempt a new way, purposing, by undermining, to overthrow the city; in which work specially he used the help of the Illyrians, of whom he had a great number in his camp, expert in that kind of feat. These Illyrians, beginning to break the earth at the gate Carinthia, and coming near to the foundations of the tower, which they by strength of hand attempted to break, could not work so closely under the ground, but they were perceived by certain men above, who were
skilful and expert in that kind of matter; who, contrariwise, undermining against them, and filling their trenches as they went with gunpowder, so conveyed their train, that when fire should be set unto it, the violence thereof should burst out by the trenches of the enemies: which done, suddenly the ground beneath made a great shaking, so that the tower did cleave asunder, and all the underminers of the Turks, working in their trenches, were smothered and destroyed, which came to the number (as it was supposed afterwards) of eight thousand persons; insomuch that yet till this day a great number of dead men's skulls are found in the ground.

When Solyman saw that this way also would not serve, and had privy intelligence that the walls about the gates of Stubarium were negligently kept, and that he might have there more easy entrance; secretly he conveyeth about ten garrisons of fresh soldiers, in such sort as the townspeople should not perceive them; who came so suddenly upon them, that they had filled their ditches, and were upon the top of the fortresses and munitions, before our men were aware of them, or could make themselves ready to resist them. For, although there was no lack of soldiers within the city, yet, forasmuch as the whole brunt of the siege did lie especially at the two gates aforesaid, from whence the soldiers who were there warded, could not be well removed; for a shift, the rescuers (who within the city were ready for all sudden adventures) were sent to the walls; by whose coming, those few who kept the enemies off before, being sore hurt and wounded, were succoured and sent to surgery; and thus the said assault continued terrible and doubtful, until (the dark night coming upon them) they could not well know the one from the other. In this backering were counted of the Turks to be slain more than five thousand.

Then the captain Rogendorff, commending the valiant standing of his soldiers, misdoubting with himself (as it happened indeed) that the Turks would not so give over, but would set upon him the next day with a fresh assault, providing with all diligence for the purpose, made up the breaches of the walls, and prepared all things necessary for resistance. The next morning following, which was something dark and misty, the Turks, thinking to prevent our men with their sudden coming, began again busily to bicker upon the top of the walls.

It would require a long tractation here to describe the great distress and danger that the city, those three days following, was in; during all which time there was no rest, no intermission, nor diligence lacking, either in the enemies, fighting against the city, or in our men in defending the same. For the Turks, besides the multitude of the great ordnance, wherewith (as with a great tempest of gun-shot) they never ceased still battering the walls, and beating the munitions of the city, sent also such heaps and multitudes of the Turks to the scaling and climbing of the walls, that scarcely with all the ordnance and shot of the city, either their violence could be broken, or the number of them diminished; till at last, the soldiers of the Turks, perceiving themselves able by no means to prevail, but only to run in danger of life, and to do no good, began to wrangle among themselves, grudging and repining against their dukes and captains, imputing the whole cause only to them, that the city was yet untaken, seeing there was n them neither diligence nor goodwill lacking; and so ceased the siege for that time.
After this, when Solyman had purposed in himself, with his last and strongest siege, to try against the city the uttermost that he was able to do, and had encouraged his soldiers to prepare themselves in most forcible wise thereunto, the soldiers showed themselves much unwilling to return again, from whence they were so often repulsed before; by reason whereof great commotion began to arise in the Turk’s camp. The rumour whereof when it came to Solyman’s ears, he sendeth his grand captain to keep all the soldiers in order and obedience; or, if they would be stubborn, to compel them, whether they would or not, to accomplish his commandment: who, coming to the soldiers, showed to them the great Turk’s message; and, to animate and encourage them, declared that the opportunity of the time present was not to be neglected, neither could they now, without great shame, give over, after so many assaults attempted; who, if they would sustain but one brunt more, the victory were in their own hands. The townsmen, he said, were wasted, and their victuals spent; and the more to enflame their minds, he promised them not only great thanks and reward of their emperor, but also the whole spoil of the city, in recompense of their travail.

But when all this could not stir up the sturdy stomachs of the tired Turks, using compulsion where persuasion would not serve, he appointed a number of horsemen to be set at their backs, whereby to enforce them either to go forward, or, if they be denied, with guns and spears to destroy them. The Turks seeing themselves in such a strait, that whether they went or tarried it was to them like peril, yet would they not set forward, except the captain would take the venture before them; who, warding forward in his array, thus spake unto his fellows, saying: “Do you forsake your faith and allegiance, and betray the emperor of Constantinople unto the Christians, if you will, but I will discharge my duty towards the commonwealth, and my emperor;” and with that word advanced his ensign, making toward the city walls. Whom when others followed, and still more and more pressed after, so it came to pass that whole routs of them were overthrown and slain by our men upon the walls, before it was known what they meant. Others, terrified by their example, gave back and left their array, and wounding themselves by by-ways, and under covert of hills, returned again into their tents; and so came it to pass, that the strength of the enemies daily more and more decreasing, they had less and less hope every day than the other, of obtaining the city. For besides the innumerable slaughter of Turks upon the walls, the townsmen also, watching the foragers and purveyors of the Turks, as they ranged about for victual for the camp, ever as occasion served them did compass them about, and so encountered with them by the way, that of a whole legion scarcely the tenth part returned again to their fellows alive; by means whereof the courage of the enemies began greatly to faint. Whereby such a marvellous alteration happened, that as our men began to receive more hope and courage, so the Turks began still more to droop and to languish with despair; so that at length scarce durst they appear without the bounds where they were intrenched, but only in light skirmishes, when they were provoked by our men to come out and to show themselves.

Solyman, perceiving his soldiers thus daily to go to wrack, of whom
he had lost already more than eighty thousand, and that with long tarrying he could do no good, being also in lack of forage, for that the country about him was wasted, beginneth to consult with his captains and councillors, what remained best to be done; of whom the most part advised him to raise his siege, and betimes to provide for himself: which to do, many causes there were that moved him. First, the loss of his men, who daily were cut from him by great numbers, besides those who lay in his camp wounded, or sick, or famished. Secondly, lack of purveyance. Thirdly, the near approach of winter. But the chiepest cause was, for that he heard Frederic Palatine aforesaid, was coming with a great army at Ratisbon, towards Vienna, and there had done great molestation to a great number of the Turkish foragers, whom by the way he prevented, and so inclosed in the woods, that he slew them: whereof when Solymon had intelligence, thinking it not best to abide the coming of the Palatine, he made haste with bag and baggage to remove his camp, and to retire; and first sending away his carriage before him, he made speed himself with his army to follow shortly after.

The Viennians, when they heard of the removing away of the Turks, although at first they scarcely believed it to be true, being afterwards certified out of doubt both of their removing, and also of the order thereof, how it was in the manner of a flight or chase, were greatly desirous to make out of the city after them. Wherein, albeit the presence of the Palatine with his army, if he had been there present, might have stood them in great stead, yet, notwithstanding, they took the opportunity of the time present, and issuing out of the city, in most speedy wise set after them with their horsemen: and first overpassing the tents (where the Turks had pitched their stations or pavilions) for haste of the way, they made such pursuit after them, that within little time they overtook the rear-ward or latter end of the army, whereof they made such havoc and destruction, that (as the author reporteth) there was never a shot of the pursuers, nor weapon drawn, nor stroke stricken, which lighted in vain; which was no hard thing for our men to do, for, as the Turks in their flight went scattered out of order and array, neither would they in the fore-rank (being so far off from jeopardy) return back to help their fellows, it was easy for our men, without resistance, to come upon their backs as they would. Yet, notwithstanding, in long pursuit, when our men could not see the carriage of the Turks, which was wont in armies to come away behind after the host, and suspects (as truth was) some ambush to be left in privy wait behind them, to come betwixt them and home, they called themselves to retreat, and consulted upon the matter, thinking good, first to send out certain scouts, to espy and bring them word where the enemies lay, and what was the number of them. Whereof when intelligence was given them that the remnant of the Turk's army was remaining in the tents behind, word was sent to their fellows in Vienna to issue out, and to join also with them against the tail of the Turks, who had entrenched themselves within the camp. Others were appointed to follow the chase, lest peradventure the Turks, seeing our men to recule back, might return again upon them and help their fellows. Which things being thus ordered and appointed, in the mean time,
while part of the Viennians were hovering after the main army, the rest encountered with them that were left in the camp, who, seeing themselves overmatched, first defenced their camp with a deep ditch and bulwark, to delay the time, until some help might come to them from the army: secondly, they directed messengers to the Christians, to treat for peace: thirdly, they conveyed their privy letters unto Solyman, for speedy aid and rescue; but all the ways and passages being stopped by the Christians, their letters were intercepted. And so the miserable Turks, being destitute of all hope and succour, seeing no other remedy, made out of their camp, to hazard and prove the uttermost for their defence; but, in conclusion, in their desperate venture they were inclosed about by our men on every side, and there put to the sword and slain, a few only excepted, who, escaping out very hardly by secret passages, shifted after the rest of their fellows, as well as they could. Their carriage, and other furniture left behind them in their tents, was distributed amongst the soldiers; only such things reserved as might serve for the public use and commodity of the city.

Thus, through the merciful protection and benefit of Almighty God, Austria was delivered from the fierce and barbarous hostility of the cruel Turks, notwithstanding that neither Ferdinand the king, nor the emperor his brother, was there present; but only the power of God, through the valiantness of the worthy Germans, defended that city, in defence whereof consisted the safety and deliverance, no doubt, of all these west parts of Christendom: for which, immortal praise and thanks be unto our immortal God in Christ our Lord, according as he hath of us most graciously and worthily deserved. Wherein, by the way, take this for a note, gentle reader! how and after what manner God's blessing goeth with the true reformers of his religion; and so much the more is it to be noted, for that the Turks in so many battles and sieges heretofore, were never so repulsed and foiled, as at this present time in encountering with the protestants, and defenders of sincere religion. This city of Vienna was besieged and delivered, A.D. 1529. The assaults of the Turk against the city are numbered to be twenty, and his repulses as many. The number of his army which he first brought, was 250,000, whereof were reckoned to be slain eighty thousand and above. During the time of his siege he led away, out of the country about, many captives; virgins and matrons he quelled, and cast them out naked; the children he stuck upon stakes.

Solyman, thus put from the hope of the victory of Vienna, after he had breathed himself a while at home, the second year after, which was A.D. 1581, repairing his host, returned again into Hungary, with no less multitude than before; where first he got the town called Guns, being but slantly kept with a small garrison, by reason whereof the townsmen and soldiers, yielding themselves unto the Turks, were constrained to agree upon unreasonable conditions.1

Melchior Soiterus, in his second book, writing 'De bello Pannonico,' touching the aforesaid town of Guns or Gunznium, differeth herein something from Ramus, declaring how this Guns, being a small town in Hungary, and having in it but only a hundred soldiers
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(or, as Wolfgang Drechslerus in his Chronicle reporteth, at the most but two hundred soldiers), under the valiant captain Nicholas Jureschitz defended themselves so manfully and wonderfully, through the notable power of God, against the whole puissance of two hundred thousand Turks, that they, notwithstanding being distressed with lack and penury of purveyance, and suddenly of the Turks invaded, yet with pure courage and promptness of heart sustained the uttermost force and violence of thirteen assaults of that great multitude, for the space of twenty-five days together.

Although the narration of the author may seem to some incredible, yet thus he writeth, That what time the great ordnance and battering pieces of the Turks were planted upon two mountains much higher than the town, whereby they within the town were oppressed both before and behind, insomuch that eight ensigns of the Turks were already within the town; yet by reason of women and children, and other impotent persons, who in the middle of the town were congregated in a house together, such a noise and clamour went up to heaven, praying and crying to God for help, that the Turks within the walls, supposing a new army of fresh soldiers to be sent into the town, for sudden fear voided the town, and leaped down from the walls again (which before they had got), whom no man either pursued or resisted; for never a soldier almost was left on the walls, who was not either slain or else wounded with the Turks' ordnance. At that time, through the Lord's providence, it so happened, that one Ibrahim Bassa, near about the Turk, seeing both the town to be small, and the great destruction of the Turks in the siege thereof, and that the captain in no case would yield, persuaded so the Turk, declaring how the town, being so little, was not worth the loss of so many men, in the winning whereof there was no glory, and if he were repulsed, great dishonour might follow; whereby the Turk being persuaded did follow his counsel, which was this: That Nicholas, the christian captain, being called unto him under pledges and safe-conduct, should receive the town as of his hand and gift, with condition that he should do no violence to his soldiers left behind and wounded, but should procure such means as he could for the re-curing of them. And so he, raising his siege, departed.

Another cause also, which moved him so suddenly to raise his siege, might be for that he heard the Palatine not to be far off in pursuing after him; and therefore, taking his flight by the mountains of the Noricians, he returned with much spoil of christian men's goods unto Constantinople. For so it was provided the same time in Germany, after the council of Augsburg and Ratisbone (at what time the controversy of religion between the protestants and the papists was deferred and set off to the next general council), that Charles V., and Ferdinand his brother, having understanding of the Turk thus ranging in Hungary, should collect of the Germans, Hungarians, Spaniards, and others, an able army of eighty thousand footmen, and thirty thousand horsemen, to repulse the invasions of the Turk. But Solyman, having intelligence of this preparation of the christian power coming toward him, whether for fear, or whether to espy further opportunity of time for his more advantage and our

(1) Ex Melchioris Goiti, lib. ii. de bello Pannonico.
The Turk warreth against the king of Tunis.

Not long after, being the year of our salvation, 1584, Solyman, intending two wars at once, first sent Conradine Barbarossa, the admiral of his navies, into Africa, to war against the king of Tunis; whom then Barbarossa also dispossessed and deprived of his kingdom: but Charles the emperor, the next year following (A.D. 1585), restored the said king again into his kingdom, and delivered in the same voyage twenty thousand captives out of servitude.

The same time the Turk also sent another captain into Hungary, to war against the Vaivode, while he himself, taking his course to Persia, planted his siege against the city Tauris, which he in short space subdued and expugned. Albeit he long enjoyed not the same; for Tahames king of the Persians, suddenly coming upon the Turks unprepared, slew of them twenty thousand, and took his concubines, to the great foil and reproach of the Turk.

Two years after this, which was A.D. 1587, Solyman, who could not be quiet at home, nor rest in peace, returning again out of Asia into Europe with two hundred and seventy ships, great and little, set upon Coreys, another island belonging to the Venetians, which he besieged ten days, wasting and burning the towns and fields as he went, beside the destruction of much people therein, whom partly he slew, partly he led away captives. From thence he sailed to Zacynthus, and to Cythara, another island not far from Coreys, bordering near to the coasts of Epirus and Greece, where he, suddenly by night invading the husbandmen in villages and fields, sleeping and mistrusting no harm, drew them out of their houses and possessions, men and women, besides children, to the number of nine hundred, whom he made his bondalaves; burning moreover their houses, and carrying away all the goods and cattle being without the said city of Zacynthus and Cythara.¹

From thence these hellhounds turned their course to the siege and spoil of Egina, a rich and populous island, lying between Greece and Asia, where first the Eginians did manfully in battle resist them, and were like to have prevailed; but being wearied at length, and oppressed with innumerable thousands of fresh Turks, who still were sent in, to rescue the others who were overcome before, they were compelled to fly into the city of Egina. That city the cruel Turks (or rather devils on earth), with much labour, and violence of their great ordnance fetched out of their ships, subdued and cast down to the ground; the citizens and inhabitants whereof, the Turk, after he had burned their houses, and ransacked their goods, commanded to be slain and killed every one. The women, both noble and unnable, with their infants, were given to the mariners to be abused, and from thence being shipped unto Constantinople, were led away to perpetual misery and slavery; which was A.D. 1587.

In the same journey Solyman also took the isle in the said sea of Aegaeum, called Paros; also the isle adjoining to the same, named Naxos, and made them to him tributaries; the duke whereof was he

(1) Ex Johan. Crispo.
who wrote the story both of these islands aforesaid, and also of the
other islands, called Cyclades; and other dukels. 1

This done, Solyman directed his navy unto Apulia, where he set
on land ten thousand footmen, and two thousand horsemen, who
spoiled, likewise, and wasted those parts, while the emperor, the pope,
and the Venetians, were together in war and dissension. 2 Furthermore, the next year following (A.D. 1538), great attempts began in
Stiria; but, by the resistance of the inhabitants, the force of the
barbarous Turks was repulsed, notwithstanding great spoils of men
and cattle were carried from thence, and the country miserably spoiled.
In that year also, the Turk, turning into Hungary, gave battle unto
the Christians in Savia; where, through the fraudulent falsehood of the
captain Cassianerus (Wolfgangus nameth him Calciarius), being (as
they say) corrupted with money, our men were put to the worse,
A.D. 1538.

After the Turks had invaded the island of Corcyra aforesaid, the
Venetians, with Solyman the Turk, had joined truce for a certain
time, for which they gave the Turk three hundred thousand crowns
with the city of Neapolis, and Maluasia, in the borders of Mac-
donia. But within four or five years, the Turk, to get a new
stipend of the Venetians, brake his league, and invaded their domi-
nions, whereby they were enforced to enter new conditions again
with him.

In the year of our Lord 1540, the restless Turk, making his return
toward Hungary, by the way passing by Dalmatia, lay against the
town called Novum Castellum, being defended by the Spaniards; in
which town, because they refused to yield themselves, all the inhab-
itants and soldiers were put to the sword, and slain every one. This
Novum Castellum, or New Castle, was a strong fort of the Christians,
which being now in the Turk’s power, he had great advantage over
all those quarters of Dalmatia, Stiria, Carinthia, and Hungary. From
thence he proceeded further, keeping his course into Hungary, where
he planted his power against the city of Buda. This Buda was a
principal city in Hungary, about which great contention had been
(as ye heard before) between John the Vaivode and Ferdinand; by
reason whereof the Turk, occasioned by John, came into Hungary
and delivered the city to John. This John, dying not long after,
left behind him a son, whom, being an infant, he committed to the
governance of one Georgius Monachus, who, being left tutor unto
the infant, reduced all Transylvania, Buda, Pest, with other parts
of Hungary, which belonged to the Vaivode before, to the subjec-
tion of the child. Ferdinand, hearing thereof, in a great haste and
anger levied an army to recover his lands in Hungary, and so laid
siege to Buda. Monachus, seeing his party weak, first sent his legate
to Ferdinand, desiring him to talk and confer with him upon matters,
as he pretended, pertaining to the behalf of them both: whereupon,
both the parties being agreed, the place and manner of their conven-
tion was appointed, and also the day and time assigned. Thus the
parties, according to the agreement, convening together with their

(1) Ex Johanne Crespo, Duca Nazi. &c.
(2) Note what hurt cometh by the dissension of christian princes.
(3) Stiria is a country or province nearly adjoining to Austria.
armies, withdrawing a little aside, as they were entered in communication, suddenly among Ferdinand's men happened a dag to be heard, which, by the heat of the day, as is thought, loosing of its own accord, gave a crack; the sound whereof coming to the ears of Monachus, he, supposing the same to have been discharged against him, in great anger drew out his sword, bidding Ferdinand avant with his doubling dissimulation, saying, that he would never any more trust the promises of Christians. And immediately upon the same, he sent to Solyman the Turk for aid against the Christians, promising that he would surrender to him free possession of Hungary, if he would come and vanquish the army of Ferdinand lying about the siege of Buda. The Turk maketh no long tarrying, but taketh the occasion, and with a mighty power flieth into Hungary, and efsoons discharging the host of Ferdinand, and putting them off from the siege of Buda, getteth the city into his own hands, commanding the son of Vaivoda, with his mother, to follow after his camp.

In the history of Johannes Ramus it followeth, that when Solyman the Turk had thus prevailed against the city of Buda aforesaid, and against other parts besides of Hungary, by the assent of the empire, one Joachim, duke of Brandenburg, prince elector, was assigned with a puissant army of chosen soldiers of all nations collected, to recover the city of Buda from the Turk, and to deliver the other parts of Christendom from the fear of the Turk [A.D. 1542]; which Joachim, at his first setting forth, appeared so courageous and valiant, as though he would have conquered the whole world. But this great heat was so slackened in short time by the Turk, that before any great jeopardy was offered unto him, he was glad to be discharged of the viage, and with shame enough returned home again. And would God he had left behind him in the fields no more but his own shame! for the enemies having intelligence before of his cowardly departure, thinking to work some point of mastery or victory before his going, did set upon the right wing of his army (which chiefly consisted of Dutchmen of Low Germany), out of which they took away with them above five hundred strong and valiant soldiers, not killing them, but carrying them away alive: for whom it had been much better to have stood to their weapon, and to have died manfully upon the Turks, than by yielding themselves, to be disgarnished of weapon and armour, and so to be left to the cursed courtesy of the foul Turks. To whom what courtesy was showed, by the sequel did appear. For, after the Turks had led them out of Hungary into their own dominions, after a most horrible and beastly sort they disfigured and mangled them; and so sent them abroad through all Greece, to be witnesses of the Turk's victory. Their kind of punishment was thus: first, they had their right arm thrust through with an iron red hot, whereby they should be unable and unmeet to all labour and warfare: secondly, their heads were shaven to the very sculls, after the manner of our friars and monks, when they are newly shaven: thirdly, they were all most dreadfully mutilated; which wound was so grievous unto them, that the greatest part of them died thereupon; the few that recovered the torment thereof, led a life more bitter and more miserable than death itself. And this kind of cruelty was executed in order upon them all. In much like sort did cruel Pharaoh exercise his tyranny against the
people of God in Egypt; who, to destroy the generation of them, caused all the male children to be drowned in the river. Whereby it is the more to be hoped, that seeing the tyranny of this Turkish Pharaoh is come to such an extremity, the merciful goodness of God will the more shortly send some Moses or other unto us, for our speedy deliverance. This was by the cruel Turks done, A.D. 1542, witnessed by Johannes Ramus, who not only writeth the story, but by the testimony also of his own eyes recordeth the same to be true, beholding with his eyes one of the same number in the city of Vienna, who, having wife and children in Brussels, either for shame or sorrow, had no mind to return home to his own house.1

But to return again to the city of Buda, from whence we have digressed; here is not to be pretermitted what falsehood and what cruelty the Turks used toward the Christians there after their victory. For, after that Solyman the Turk, upon the yielding and submission of the men of Buda, had given to them his promise of safety and life, within a short time the said Turk, picking a quarrel with them for selling oxen unto the Christians, and for bargaining with them, slew all the magistrates of the said city of Buda: like as in all other cities, wheresoever the Christians yielded unto him, he never, or very rarely, kept his promise with them, neither did ever any Christians speed better with the Turk, than they who most constantly did resist him.

And as his promise with the magistrates of Buda was false and wretched, so his cruelty with the soldiers thereof was much more notorious and abominable. For in the expugnation of Buda, amongst the rest who were slain, two cohorts or bands of christian soldiers came alive to his hands. To whom, when he seemed at the first to grant pardon of life, he commanded to put on their armour again, and to dispose themselves in order and battle array, after the warlike manner of the Christians; which when they had accomplished readily, according to his commandment, and he, riding about the ranks of them, had diligently viewed and beheld them a certain space, at length he commanded them to put off their armour again. This done, certain of the tallest and strongest of them he picked out; the residue he commanded, by his soldiers coming behind them with swords, to be cut in pieces and slain. Of the others, whom he had elected and chosen, some he set for marks and butts to be shot at; some he appointed to his two sons, for them to slash with their swords and try their strength, which of them could give the deeper wound, and (as they termed it) the fairer blow, whereby the most blood might follow out of their christian bodies.2

After the winning of Buda, the Turk, purposeing not so to cease before he had subdued and brought under his obedience all Hungary; proceeding further with his army, first, brought under a strong hold of the Christians, named Pestum or Pest, where a great number of christian soldiers partly were slain, partly were led away to more cruel affliction.

Then he came to another castle called Walpo, situate in the confines of Bosnia, Croatia, and Hungary, which fort or castle he besieged three months, while no rescue or aid was sent unto them.

---

1 Ex Johannes Rame de Rebus Turcicis, lib. ii.
2 Ex Epist. Mart. Stella de Successibus Turcarum, &c.
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The castle of Walpo was won.
neither from Ferdinand king of Hungary, nor from any other christian prince or princes: whereupon, at length, the fort was given up to the Turk, but more through the false treachery, or cowardly heart of the soldiers, than of the captain.  Wherein is to be noted an example not unworthy of memory; for when the cowardly soldiers, either for fear or flattery, would needs surrender themselves and the place unto the Turk, contrary to the mind of the captain, who in no case would agree to their yielding, they, thinking to find favour with the Turk, apprehended their captain and gave him to Solyman. But see how the justice of God, sometimes by the hand of the enemy, disposeth the end of things to the rewarding of virtue and punishing of vice. For where they thought to save themselves by the danger of the faithful captain, the event turned clean contrary; so that the Turk was to the captain bountiful and very liberal, and the soldiers, notwithstanding that they had all yielded themselves, yet were all put to death, and commanded piteously to be slain.¹

There is in Hungary another town, bearing the name of the Five Churches², called Quinque Ecclesiæ, which being partly spoiled before, as is above-mentioned, was now, through the loss of Valpo, and by the hugeness of the Turk's army (containing in it two hundred and twenty thousand fighting men) so discouraged and put out of hope and heart, that the bishop and chief nobles of the town, fled before the jeopardy: the rest of the commons, who were partly prevented by the sudden coming of the Turks, partly for poverty could not avoid, sent their messengers to the Turk, to yield and surrender the town, upon promise of life, into his hands; whose promise how firm it stood, the story leaveth it uncertain. This is affirmed, that three days after the yielding of this Quinque Ecclesiæ, never a Turk durst enter the city. A.D. 1543.³

The next fort or hold gotten by the Turks in Hungary, was Soclosia. The town, at the first invasion of the Turks, was won, sacked, and fired. The castle within the town did something hold out for a time; and first requiring truce for fourteen days, to see what aid should be sent unto them; and to deliberate upon the conditions that should be proposed unto them, after the fourteen days expired, they, trusting to the situation and munition of the place, which was very strong, began, for a certain space, stoutly to put back the enemy. But afterwards, seeing their walls to be battered, their foundations to shake (for the Turk had set twelve thousand underminders under the ditches of the castle), and their strength to diminish, and doubting themselves not to be able long to hold out, agreed in like manner to yield themselves, upon condition to escape with life and goods: which condition of saving their goods was the losing of their lives, especially of the richer sort; for the Turks perceiving by that condition that they were of wealth and substance, omitting the inferior or baser sort, fell upon the wealthy men for their riches, and slew them every one. A.D. 1543.⁴ In the which his history, this is also to be noted, that during the time the castle of Soclosia was besieged, the villages and pages round about the same, came of their own accord, submitting and yielding themselves unto the Turk, bringing in, as they were commanded, all kind of victual and forage into the

(1) Ex Joh. Martino Stella de Turcarum in Hungaria successibus, &c.
(2) Flunskirchen; see p. 76.—Ed.
(3) Ibid. et allia.
(4) Ibid.
Turk's camp: which done, Solyman the Turk commanded all the headmen of the pages to appear before him, who humbly obeyed and came. Then the Turk warned them to return again the next day after, every one bringing with him his inferior retinue and household servants; which when they had with like diligence also, according to his commandment, accomplished, the Turk immediately commanded them every one, in the face of his whole army to be slain: and so was this their reward: which reward, the more it declareth the bloody cruelty of the Turk, the more encouragement it may minister to our men the more constantly to withstand him.  

Another strong town there is in Hungary, named Striegnau, distant from Buda aforesaid the space of five Dutch miles, against which the Turks made great preparation of ordnance, and all other instruments of artillery necessary for the siege thereof; which city, in like manner, began also to be compassed and inclosed by the Turks, before it could be sufficiently prepared and garnished by our men, but only that the archbishop of Striegnau privily conveyed unto them two hundred oxen; such was then the negligence of Ferdinand, king of Hungary, who so slenderly looked unto the necessary defence of his towns and cities. Moreover, such was the discord then of christian kings and princes, who in their civil dissension and wars were so occupied and hot in needless quarrels, that they had neither leisure nor remembrance to help in time, there, where true need required: which slender care and cold zeal of the christian rulers, in not tendering the public cause, while they contended in private trifles, hath caused the Turk to come so far as he hath; and yet further is like, unless the mercy of the Lord do help, more than our diligence. One of the chief captains within the city was Martinus Lascanus, a Spaniard.

The Turks, in the beginning of the siege, began first to tempt the citizens, with fair words and accustomed promises, to yield and gently to submit themselves; but they, not ignorant of the Turk's promises, wisely refused, and manfully stood so long asthey could to the defence of their city; now and then skirmishing with them in out-corners, and killing certain numbers of them; sometimes with their shot disturbing their munitions, and breaking the wheels of their guns, &c.

Three special means the Turks use in winning great forts and cities: great multitude of soldiers; great ordnance and mortar pieces; the third is by undermining: all which here, in the siege of this city, lacked not. This siege continued vehement a certain space; in which the Striegauians had borne out four strong assaultas, and slain many thousands of the Turks; till at length the Turks either departing away, or else seeming to depart unto Buda, the people at last being so persuaded and made to believe of some chief rulers of the city (peradventure not the truest men), the citizens, being erected with hope and comfort, and singing Te Deum, as though the city had been free from all danger, suddenly (by whose counsel it is unknown) conveyed themselves all out of the city: three hundred horsemen also passed over the river and departed. The Italians, who were under Franciscus Salamanca, a Spanish captain, hardly could be persuaded by him to abide, who were in all scarce six hundred.

Within three days after, three hundred German soldiers, with two

---

(1) Ex Martino Stella.
ships laden with shot, powder, and artillery, were privily let into the
town, so that of our men in all there were scarce one thousand three
hundred soldiers; who, seeing the small quantity of their number,
burning and casting down the town and suburbs, took them to the
castle; from whence they beat off the Turks valiantly with their
ornaments a good space, and with wildfire destroyed great companies
of them, till at last, seeing their walls to fail them, and the whole
castle to shake by undermining, but especially by the working of a
certain Italian surnamed Presbyter, they gave over. This Italian,
whether for fear or falsehood, secretly, unknown to the rest of the
soldiers, accompanied by two others, conveyed himself down from the
walls, and being brought into the tents of the next captain or basso
of the Turks, there, in the name of all his fellows, convented with the
Turks, to give up to them the castle: whereupon the Turks were bid
to cease the shooting. This Italian, shortly after, with two other
Turks, was sent back to Salamanca, his captain, with the Turk’s mes-
sage. The going out of this Italian being privy to the residue of his
fellows, contrary to the laws and discipline of war, although it seemed
to come of his own head, yet, forasmuch as the other soldiers were not
sure, but rather suspected lest the other Italians, his countrymen,
been in some part of consent therein, and would take his part,
they neither durst offer him any harm for that his doing, nor yet
could well advise with themselves what was best to do, for fear of
privey confederacy, within themselves.

Thus, while Lascanus the chief captain of the Christians aforesaid,
with his fellow-soldiers, were in a maze what to do, or not to do; in
the mean time came one running, who giving a sign both to the Chris-
tians and the Turks to hold their hands and weapons, for that it was
against all law of war to fight after peace and truce taken, our men,
as they were commanded, went into the inward tower. The Turks,
in the mean time, had got into the castle, and occupied all the outer
parts. Then was Salamanca, by the consent of the rest, sent out to
the Turk, who, being stayed there that night, the next morrow the
Turk’s bull or warrant was sent into the castle, permitting free liberty
to the Christians to depart with bag and baggage; who now being
ready to depart, first were commanded by the Turks, compassing them
round about, to cast from them their dags, lances, and battleaxes, into
trench. Then coming to the gate to go out, their swords were taken
from them, looking then for nothing but present death.

At last, when they were come a little further, others were sent to
them to discharge them of their helmets, their targets, cuirasses, and
whatevery piece of harness was about them: whereupon great fear
came upon them, lest some great cruelty should be showed upon them.
Solym, after he had long deliberated with himself, whether to kill
them or not, at last, contrary to all expectation, granted their lives:
but, before they should be dismissed, he first caused them, in derision
of Christianity, to be bated with scorns and mocks throughout all the
Turkish army; and so the next day commanded them, being stript
out of their coats and apparel, to be reduced again into the castle by
companies, setting over them certain Turks with cudgels and bats to
lay upon their backs and sides, causing them to bury the dead car-
cases, and to gather up the rubbish broken down from the castle-walls,
and to scour the ditches. This done, the next day following he demanded of them, by an interpreter, whether they would enter wages with him, and take horse and armour to serve him in his wars; which condition, divers for fear were contented to take, seeing no other remedy to avoid present death. Some, neither by menacing words, nor for any fear of death, could be compelled thereunto; of whom certain, who stood stoutly in refusing thereof, were presently slain, whom I may worthily recite in the number and catalogue of holy martyrs.

Of the aforesaid Christians, part were carried over the river Danube, not without great villany, and contumely most despiteful. For some had their wives taken from them, and carried away; some had their wives abused before their face; and such as made or showed any resistance thereat, had their wives before them cast into the river and drowned; also their infants and young children, being appointed by the Turks to the abominable order of the Janizaries, mentioned before, their parents, not consenting thereunto, were precipitated and thrown into the river, and drowned. All these things are testified by John Martin Stella, in his epistles in print extant, written to his two brethren, William and Michael; which Martin Stella, moreover, addeth and affirmeth this: that he himself, being the same time at Vienna, did see one of the aforesaid wives, who, being held fast by the hair of the head, yet notwithstanding, having her hair plucked off, cast herself into the river Danube, for the singular love to her husband, and so swam to the ship where he was. And thus this miserable company of Germans, Spaniards, and Italians mixed together, macerated with labours, with hunger pined, with watchings, dolors, and sorrow consumed, came at length to Schinda.

When the tidings thereof were noised at Vienna, partly with fear and dread, partly with indignation, all men's hearts were moved and vexed diversely. Some thought them not worthy to be received into their city, showing themselves so dashingly and cowardly. Others thought again, that mercy was to be showed unto them, and commended their fact, for that they, being so few, and unfurnished with aid, neither able to match by any means with such an innumerable multitude of the Turks, kept themselves till better time might serve them. But howsoever the matter was to be thought of, the captains brought the poor remnant of that rueful company unto Possidonium, where the said captains were laid fast, and there kept in durance, to render account of the whole matter, how it was wrought and handled. And thus have ye the lamentable story of Striegau.

The Turk proceeding in his victories, conducted his army next unto Tata, and to the parts lying near about Comaron. This Tata was also a stronghold in Hungary, wherein were placed certain garrisons, partly of the Germans, partly of the Italians. The chieftain of the Italians was one Annibal Tasso, constituted by Philippus Tornelius. This Tasso was a man well expert in prowess of war, but of a filthy corrupt life, and also a foul swearer, and horrible blasphemer of God and his saints. To make the story short, this fort of Tata, before any siege was laid unto it, was yielded and given up to the Turks; upon what conditions, or by whose means, the author showeth not. Thus much he showeth, that the said Annibal, shortly upon the same.
returning into Italy, was commanded by Tornelius aforesaid, to be apprehended and beheaded.

After the Turks had subverted and destroyed the fort of Tata, they turned their power against Alba, surnamed Regalis, for that the kings of Hungary have been always wont there to be crowned and buried. This Alba is a little well-compact city in Hungary, having on the one side a marsh somewhat foggish or fenny, which made the town less assaultable. But, near to the same was a wood, from which the Turks every day, with six hundred carts, brought such matter of wood, and trees, felled for the purpose, into the marsh, that, within less than twelve days, they made it apt and hard to their feet; which the townspeople thought never could be gone upon, but only in the hard frosts of winter. At the first beginning of the siege, there stood, a little without the munitions, in the front of the city, a certain church or monastery, into which the citizens, pretending to maintain and keep against the Turks, had privily conveyed light matter easily to take flame, with powder in secret places thereof, and had hid also fire withal: which done, they (as against their wills being driven back) withdrew themselves within the munitions, waiting the occasion when this fire would take. Thus the Turks having the possession of the church, suddenly the fire coming to the powder, raised up the church, and made a great scatter and slaughter among the barbarous Turks. This was not so soon espied of them within the town, but they issued out upon them in this disturbance, and slew of them a great number. Among whom, divers of their nobles also the same time were slain, and one bassa, a eunuch, who was of great estimation with the Turks. Moreover, in the same skirmish was taken one of those gunners, which the French king is said to have sent to the Turk a little before: which if it be true, let the christian reader judge what is to be thought of those christian princes, who, not only forsaking the common cause of Christ’s church, joined league with the Turk, but also sent him gunners to set forward his wars to the destruction of Christ’s people, and to the shedding of their blood; for whom they know the blood of Christ to be shed. If this be not true, I show mine author; if it be, then let the pope see and mark well, how this title of ‘Christianissimus’ can well agree with such doings.

But to let this matter sleep, although the Turkes, (as ye heard) had won the fen, with their policy and industry, against the city of Alba, yet all this while the Albanes were nothing inferior to their enemies, through the valiant help and courageous endeavour of Octavius Scruzatus, a captain of Milan, by whose prudent counsel and constant standing, the busy enterprises of the Turks did little prevail a long time; till at length, suddenly arose a thick fog or mist upon the city, whereas, round about besides, the sun did shine bright. Some said it came by art magical, but rather it may appear to rise out of the fen or marsh, being so pressed down with men’s feet, and other matter laid upon it.

The Turks using the occasion of this misty darkness, in secret wise approaching the walls, had got up to a certain fortress where the Germans were, before our men could well perceive them; where they pressed in so thick, and in such number, that albeit the christian

(1) Stuhlweissenberg; see the Appendix.—Ed.
soldiers, standing strongly to the defence of their lives, did what
valiant men in cases of such extremity were able to do; yet, being
overmatched by the multitude of the Turks, and the suddenness of
their coming, they gave back, seeking to retire unto the inward walls,
which when their other fellows did see to recule, then was there flying
of all hands, every man striving to get into the city. There was
between the outward walls or vaumures, and inward gate of the city,
a strait or narrow passage, cast up in the manner of a bank or cause-
way, ditched on both sides, which passage or ingress happened at the
same time to be barred and stopped; by reason whereof the poor
soldiers were forced to cast themselves into the ditch, thinking to
swim as well as they could into the city, where many of them, stick-
ing in the mud, were drowned, one pressing upon another: many
were slain of their enemies coming behind them, they having neither
heart nor power to resist. A few, who could swim out, were received
into the city; but the chief captains and warders of the town were
there slain.

The citizens, being destitute of their principal captains and war-
riors, were in great perplexity and doubt among themselves what to
do, some thinking good to yield, some counselling the contrary.
Thus, while the minds of the citizens were distracted in divers and
doubtful sentences, the magistrates, minding to stand to the Turk’s
gentleness, sent out one of their heads unto the Turk, who, in the
name of them all, should surrender to him the city, and become unto
him tributaries, upon condition they might enjoy liberty of life and
goods. This being to them granted, after the Turkish faith and as-
surance; first, the soldiers who were left within the city, putting off
their armour, were discharged and sent away; who, being but only three
hundred left of four ensigns of Italians, and of one thousand Ger-
mans, by the way were laid for by the Tartarians for hope of their
spoil; so that they, scattering asunder one one way, and another
another, to save themselves as well as they could, fled ever one what
way he thought best; of whom, some wandering in woods and
marshes fainted for famine; some were taken and slain by the Hun-
garians: a few, with bare, empty, and withered bodies, more like
ghosts than men, escaped, and came to Vienna. And this befell upon
the soldiers.

Now understand what happened to the yielding citizens. So in the
story it followeth, that when the Turk had entered the town, and had
visited the sepulchre of the kings, for three or four days he pretended
much clemency toward the citizens, as though he came not to oppress
them, but to be revenged of Ferdinand their king, and to deliver
them from the servitude of the Germans. On the fourth day, all the
chief and head men of the city were commanded to appear before the
Turk, in a plain not far from the city, where the condemned persons
before were wont to be executed, as though they should come to
swear unto the Turk. At this commandment of the Turk, when the
citizens in great number, and in their best attire were assembled, the
Turk, contrary to his faith and promise, commanded suddenly a
general slaughter to be made of them all. And this was the end of
the citizens of Alba.

(1) Let good Christians never stand to the Turk’s gentleness.
In the mean time, during the siege of Alba, the Hungarians, meeting sometimes with the horsemens of the Tartarians, who were sent out to stop their victuals from the city, slew of them, at one bickering, three thousand Turks: in which story is also reported and mentioned of mine author, a horrible sight and example of misery, concerning a certain captain (a Christian belike), who, coming unto Vienna, was found to have in his scrip or satchel the half of a young child of two years old, which remained yet un eaten, the other half being eaten before. A.D. 1543.

Next after this, was expugned the castle of Papa by the Turks. Let the castle of 'Papa' now take heed, lest one day it follow after! The like fidelity the Turks also kept with the fort of Visegrade, and the soldiers thereof. This Visegrade is situate in the mid-way between Buda and Striegau; of which fort or castle, the highest tower so mounteth upon the hill, that unless it be for famine or lack of water, they have not to dread any enemy. Notwithstanding so it happened, that the lower piece being won, they in the higher tower abiding four days without drink, were compelled, with liberty granted of life and goods, to yield themselves. But the devilish Turks, keeping no faith nor promise, slew them every one: only Petrus Amandus, the captain of the piece, excepted; who privily was conveyed by the captain of the Turks, out of the slaughter. A.D. 1544.

To these, moreover, may be added the winning of Novum Castellum, in Dalmatia, where he slew all that were within, both soldiers and others, for that they did not yield themselves in time. Thus the Turk, whether they yielded to him or not, never spared the people and flock of Christ.

As the false and cruel Turk was thus raging in Hungary, and intended further to rage without all mercy and pity of the Christians, and might easily then have prevailed and gone whither he would, for that Charles the emperor, and Francis the French king, were at the same time in war and hostility, and also other christian princes; as Henry, duke of Brunswick, against John Frederic, duke of Saxony; also princes and rulers were contending among themselves: behold the gracious providence of our Lord and God toward us, who, seeing the misery, and having pity of his poor Christians, suddenly, as with a snaffle, reined this raging beast, and brought him out of Europe into his own country again, by occasion of the Persians, who were then in great preparation of war against the Turks, and had invaded his dominion; by reason whereof the Turks were kept there occupied, fighting with the Persians a long continuance. Which wars at length being achieved and finished (wherein the said Turk lost great victories, with slaughter of many thousands of his Turks), he was not only provoked by the instigation of certain evil disposed Hungarians, but also occasioned by the discord of christian princes, to return again into Europe, in hope to subdue all the parts thereof unto his dominion. Whereunto when he had leived an army incredible of such a multitude of Turks, as the like hath not lightly been heard of, see again the merciful providence and protection of our God toward his people. As the Turk was thus intending to set forward with his innumerable multitude against the Christians, the hand of the Lord

sent such a pestilence through all the Turk's army and dominion, reaching from Bithynia, and from Thrace to Macedonia, and also to Hungary, that all the Turk's possession seemed almost nothing else, but as a heap of dead corpses, whereby his voyage for that time was stopped, and he almost compelled to seek a new army.

Besides this plague of the Turks aforesaid, which was worse to them than any war, other lets also and domestic calamities, through God's providence, happened unto Solyman, the great rover and robber of the world, which stayed him at home from vexing the Christians; especially touching his eldest son, Mustapha.

This Mustapha being hated, and partly feared of Rustan, the chief councillor about the Turk, and of Rossa, the Turk's concubine and afterwards his wife, was divers times complained of to his father, accused, and at length so brought into suspicion and displeasure of the Turk, by them aforesaid, that, in conclusion, his father caused him to be sent for to his pavilion, where six Turks with visors were appointed to put him to death: who, coming upon him, put, after their manner, a small cord or bow-string full of knots about his neck, and so, throwing him down upon the ground, not suffering him to speak one word to his father, with the twitch thereof throttled and strangled him to death, his father standing in a secret corner by, and beholding the same. Which fact being perpetrated, afterwards, when the Turk would have given to another son of his and of Rossa, called Gianger, the treasures, horse, armour, ornaments, and the province of Mustapha his brother, Gianger, crying out for sorrow of his brother's death: "Fye of thee!" saith he to his father, "thou impious and wretched dog, traitor, murderer; I cannot call thee father. Take the treasures, the horse, and the armour of Mustapha to thyself;" and with that, taking out his dagger, thrust it through his own body. And thus was Solyman murderer and parricide of his own sons: which was in A.D. 1552.

Herein, notwithstanding, is to be noted the singular providence and love of the Lord toward his afflicted Christians. For this Mustapha, as he was courageous and greatly expert and exercised in all practice of war, so had he a cruel heart, maliciously set to shed the blood of Christians: wherefore great cause have we to congratulate, and to give thanks to God, for the happy taking away of this Mustapha. And no less hope also and good comfort we may conceive of our loving Lord hereby ministered unto us, to think that our merciful God, after these sore afflictions of his Christians under these twelve Turks afore recited, now, after this Solyman, intendeth some gracious good work to Christendom, to reduce and release us out of this so long and miserable Turkish captivity, as may be hoped now, by taking away these young imps of this impious generation, before they should come to work their conceived malice against us: the Lord therefore be glorified and praised. Amen!

Moreover, as I was writing hereof, opportunely came to my hands a certain writing out of Germany, certifying us of such news and victory of late achieved against the Turk, as may not a little increase our hope, and comfort us, touching the decay and ruin of the Turk's power and tyranny against us; which news are these: That after the Turkish tyrant had besieged, with an army of 30,000 men, the famous
and strong town and castle of Gyula, in Hungary, lying forty Dutch miles beyond the river Danube, which city had by the space of six weeks sustained many grievous assaults, God, through his great mercy and goodness, so comforted the said town of Gyula, and the poor Christians therein, at their earnest prayers, that the Turk, with all his host, was driven back by the hands of the general, called Karetshum Laslaw, and his valiant company; who not only defended the said town, but also constrained the Turks to retire, to their great shame and confusion, with a great slaughter of the Turkish rabble; for which the everlasting God be praised for ever.

The manner of the overthrow was this: As the aforesaid general did see his advantage, with captain George and other horsemen of the Silesians and Hungarians, they set on the rearward of the Turks, and killed about eight thousand of them, and took also some of their artillery, and followed them so fast, that the Turks were constrained to flee into a marshy ground, and to break the wheels of the rest of their artillery to save themselves; and therewith they got a very rich booty, rescuing besides, and taking from the Turks, a great number of Christian prisoners. Like thanks are also to be given to God, for the prosperous success given to Magotschy, the valiant captain of Erlan, who, making toward the Turks and encountering with the Tartarians, slew of them about eight hundred.

Not long after this it happened, through the like providence of our God, that a Turkish captain called Begen, accompanied with a thousand fresh horsemen, came newly out of Turkey, to go toward the city named Quinque Ecclesiae, or Fünfkirchen, with whom the earl of Serin, by the way, did encounter, and in the night, setting upon him, killed the captain, and took eight camels, and eight mules laden with treasure, and also got two red guidons, with a whole great piece of rich cloth of gold, and with another fair and strange jewel. The horse of this aforesaid Turkish captain was betrapped and decked most richly; the saddle whereof had the pommel and back part covered over with plate of fine Arabic gold, and the rest of the saddle, besides the sitting place, was plated with silver very fair gilded. The seat of the saddle was covered with purple velvet; the trappings and bridle beset with little turquoises and rubies: which horse was sent to Vienna, unto the emperor Maximilian, for a present.

Although the earl would very fain have saved the captain, not knowing what he was, yet the Janizaries, labouring to carry away their captain, so stiffly defended themselves, that the earl, with his company, was constrained to kill both them and their captain. From whom the said earl of Serin, the same time, got fifteen thousand Turkish and Hungarian ducats; which money was brought for the payment of the Turkish soldiers in the aforesaid town of Fünfkirchen. All which be good beginnings of greater goodness to be hoped for hereafter, through the grace of Christ our Lord; especially if our christian rulers and potentates, first, the churchmen and prelates for their parts, then, the civil powers and princes for their parts, withholding their affections a little, will turn their brawls and variance into brotherly concord and agreement; which the Lord of Peace put in their minds to do. Amen! Or otherwise, if it will so

(1) "Guidons," standards.—En
please the Lord that the Turk come further upon us, so as he hath
begun for our punishment and castigation, his grace then give to the
flock of his poor Christians constancy of faith, patience in suffering,
and amendment of life. For so I understand by public fame, although
uncertainly rumoured by the voice of some, that the Turks' power of
late, this present year of our Lord, 1566, hath pierced the parts of
Apulia within Italy, wasting and burning the space of a hundred
miles toward Naples: which if it be certain, it is to be feared, that
the Turk having thus set in his foot, and feeling the sweetness of
Italy, will not so cease before he get in both head and shoulders also,
so far into Italy, that he will display his banners within the walls of
Rome, and do with old Rome the like as Mahomet, his great grand-
father, did with new Rome, the city of Constantinople, and as the
Persians did with Babylon.

The causes why we have so to judge, be divers: first, that the sea
of Rome hath been defended hitherto and maintained with much
blood; and therefore it may seem not incredible, but that it will not
long continue, but be lost with blood again, according to the verdict
of the gospel: "He that striketh with the sword, shall perish with
the sword," &c. Another cause is, the fulfilling of Apocalypse xviii.,
where it is written, "That great Babylon shall fall, and be made an
habitation of devils, and a den of unclean spirits, and a cage of filthy
and unclean birds:" the fall whereof shall be like a mill-stone in the
sea, that is, which shall not rise again. And that this is to come
before the day of judgment, the text of the said chapter doth aperly
declare; where the words do follow, showing, That the kings of the
earth, and the merchants, which had to do with the whorish city,
standing afar off for fear of the heat, and beholding the smoke of the
said city flaming and burning with fire, shall bewail and rue her
destruction and desolation, &c. What city this is, called Great
Babylon, which, like a mill-stone, shall fall and burn, and be made
a habitation of unclean spirits and beasts, let the reader construe.

This is certain and plain, by these her kings and merchants standing
afar off for fear, and beholding her burning, that the destruction of
this city (what city soever it be) shall be seen here on earth before
the coming of the Lord's judgment, as may easily be gathered by
these three circumstances; that is, by the standing, the beholding,
and the bewailing of her merchants; by which merchants and kings
of the earth, peradventure, may be signified the pope, the rich car-
dinals, the great prelates, and the fat doctors, and other obedientiaries
of the Romish see, who, at the coming of the Turks, will not adven-
ture their lives for their church, but will flee the city, no doubt, and
stand afar off from danger. And when they shall see with their
eyes, and hear with their ears, the city of Rome to be set on fire and
consumed by the cruel Turks, the sight thereof shall seem to them
piteous and lamentable, to behold the great and fair city of Rome,
the tall castle of St. Angelo, the pope's mighty see (where they were
wont to fish out such riches, dignities, treasures, and pleasure), so to
burn before their eyes, and to come to such utter desolation, which
shall never be re-edified again, but shall be made a habitation of
devils and unclean spirits; that is, of Turks and heathen sultans, and
barbarous Saracens, &c. This, I say, peradventure, may be the
meaning of that prophetic place of the Apocalypse; not that I have here any thing to pronounce, but only give my guess, what may probably be conjectured. But the end at length will make this, and all other things, more plain and manifest; for mystical prophecies lightly are never so well understood, as when the event of them is past and accomplished.

Another cause, concurring with the causes aforesaid, may be collected out of Paulus Jovius, who, writing of the subversion of Rhodes, which was as ye heard A.D. 1522, upon Christmas day, saith, that it chanced suddenly, the same day, in Rome, that as pope Adrian VI. was entering into the church to his service, suddenly over his head the upper frontier or top of the chapel door, which was of marble, immediately as the pope was entering, fell down, and slew certain of his guard waiting upon him. Whereby peradventure may be meant, that the ruin of Rome was not long after to follow the loss of Rhodes.

The fourth cause I borrow out of Johannes Aventinus, who, in his third book, alleging the names, but not the words of Hildegard, Briget, and other prophetic persona, hath these words; "Si vera sint carmina et vaticinia D. Hildegardae, et Brigitae, Sybillarum Germaniae, et Bardorum fatidicorum, qui ea quae nostro aeo completa vidimus longo ante tempore nobis cecinerunt; Agrippinensis Colonia, nolimus, velimus, Turcarum caput erit," &c.; that is, "If the sayings and prophecies of Hildegard, of Briget, and other prophetic persons, be true, which, being foretold long before, we have seen now in these our days accomplished; the city of Cologne, will we, nill we, must needs be the head city of the Turks." And this I write, not as one pronouncing against the city of Rome what will happen, but as one fearing what may fall: which if it come to pass (as I pray God it may not), then shall the pope well understand, whither his wrong understanding of the Scriptures, and his false flattering glossers upon the same, have brought him.

Wherefore my counsel to the pope, and all his popish maintainers and upholders is, to humble themselves, and to agree with their brethren betimes, letting all contention fall: lest that while the bishop of Rome shall strive to be the highest of all other bishops, it so fall out shortly, that the bishop of Rome shall be found the lowest of all other bishops, or, peradventure, no bishop at all.

Whereupon also another cause may be added, taken out of Hieronymus Savonarola, who prophesieth, that one like unto Cyrus shall come over the Alps, and destroy Italy: whereof see more before.

This Solyman, if he be yet alive, hath now reigned forty-six years, who began the same year in which the emperor Charles V. was crowned, which was A.D. 1520, and so hath continued, by God's permission, for a scourge to the Christians, unto this year now present, 1566. This Solyman, by one of his concubines, had his eldest son, called Mustapha. By another concubine called Rosa, he had four sons, Mahomet, Bajazet, Selim, and Gianger: of which sons, Mustapha and Gianger were slain (as ye heard before) by means of their
own father. And thus much concerning the wretched tyranny of the Turks, out of the authors hereunder written. 1

A NOTICE TOUCHING THE MISERABLE PERSECUTION, SLAUGHTER, AND CAPTIVITY, OF THE CHRISTIANS UNDER THE TURKS.

Hitherto thou hast heard, christian reader! the lamentable persecutions of these latter days, wrought by the Turks against the people and servants of Christ. In the reading whereof, such as sit quietly at home, and be far from jeopardy, may see what misery there is abroad; the knowledge and reading whereof shall not be unprofitable for all Christians earnestly to weigh and consider, for that many there be, who, falsely deceiving themselves, imagine that Christianity is a quiet and restful state of life, full of pleasure and solace in this present world; when indeed it is nothing less, as testified by the mouth of our Saviour himself, who, rightly defining his kingdom, teacheth us, that his kingdom is not of this world; premonishing us also before, that in this world we must look for affliction, but in him we shall have peace. Examples hereof in all parts of this history, through all ages, are plenteous and evident to be seen, whether we turn our eyes to the first ten persecutions in the primitive church, during the first three hundred years after Christ; or whether we consider the latter three hundred years in this last age of the church, wherein the poor flock of Christ hath been so afflicted, oppressed, and devoured, that it is hard to say, whether have been more cruel against the Christians, the infidel emperors of Rome, in the primitive age of the church, or else these barbarous Turks, in these our later times of the church now present.

Thus, from time to time, the church of Christ hath had little or no rest in this earth: what for the heathen emperors on the one side; what for the proud pope on the other side; on the third side, what for the barbarous Turk: for these are, and have been from the beginning, the three principal and capital enemies of the church of Christ, signified in the Apocalypse by “the beast, the false lamb, and the false prophet, from whom went out three foul spirits, like frogs, to gather together all the kings of the earth to the battle of the day of the Lord God Almighty.” [Apoc. xvi.] The cruelty and malice of these three enemies against Christ’s people hath been such, that to judge which of them did most exceed in cruelty of persecution, it is hard to say; but that it may be thought that the bloody and beastly tyranny of the Turks especially, above the rest, incomparably surmounteth all the afflictions and cruel slaughters that ever were seen in any age, or read of in any story: insomuch that there is neither history so perfect, nor writer so diligent, who, writing of the miserable

---

1 The Authors of the Turks’ Stories.

Leouclus Chalcondylus.
Nicolaus Ebonius Epiac. Saguntinus.
Johannes Runicus.
Andreas a Locana.
Wolfgangus Drebelerus.
Johannes Crispus.
Johannes Faber.

Ludovicus Vives.
Bernardus de Brydenbach.
Sabellicus.
Mitylenius Archepisc. Ierapolemus.
Isidorus Rutherus.
Martinus Barletus.
Henricus Penilla de bello Rhodolo.
Melchor Solterus.

Paulus Jovius.
Johan. Martius Stella.
Gaspar Peucerus, &c.
Nicolaus a Moffo Burgundius.
Sebast. Munsterius.
Baptista Egnatius.
Barthol. Peregrinus.
tyranny of the Turks, is able to express or comprehend the horrible 
examples of their unspeakable cruelty and slaughter, exercised by these 
twelve Turkish tyrants upon poor christian men's bodies, within the 
compass of these latter three hundred years. Whereof although no 
sufficient relation can be made, nor number expressed; yet, to give 
to the reader some general guess or view thereof, let us first perpend 
and consider what dominions and empires, how many countries, king-
doms, provinces, cities, towns, strongholds, and forts, these Turks 
have surprised and won from the Christians; in all which victories, 
being so many, this is secondly to be noted, that there is almost no 
place which the Turks ever came to and subdued, where they did not 
either slay all the inhabitants thereof, or led away the most part 
thereof into such captivity and slavery, that they continued not long 
after alive, or else so lived, that death, almost, had been to them 
more tolerable.

Like as in the time of the first persecutions of the Roman empe-
rors, the saying was, that no man could step with his feet in all 
Rome, but should tread upon a martyr; so here may be said, that 
almost there is not a town, city, or village, in all Asia and Greece, 
also in a great part of Europe and Africa, whose streets have not 
flowed with the blood of the Christians, whom the cruel Turks have 
murdered: of whom are to be seen in histories, heaps of soldiers 
slain, of men and women cut in pieces, of children stuck upon poles 
and stakes, whom these detestable Turks most spitefully, and that in 
the sight of their parents, use to gore to death. Some they drag at 
their horse's tails, and famish to death; some they tear in pieces, 
tying their arms and legs to four horses; others they make marks to 
shoot at: upon some they try their swords, how deep they can cut 
and slay, as before ye have read. The aged and feeble they tread 
under their horses; women with child they spare not, but mangle their 
indoors, and cast the infants into the fire, or otherwise destroy 
them. Whether the Christians yield to them, or yield not, all is a 
matter. As in their promises there is no truth, so in their victories 
there is no sense of manhood or mercy in them, but they make 
 havoc of all.¹

So the citizens of Croia, after they had yielded and were all pro-
mised their lives, were all destroyed, and that horribly. In Mysia, 
after the king had given himself to the Turk's hand, having promise 
of life, Mahomet the Turk slew him with his own hands. The 
princes of Rasia had both their eyes put out, with basons red hot set 
before them. Theodosia, otherwise called Capha, was also surren-
dered to the Turk, having the like assurance of life and safety; and 
yet, contrary to the league, the citizens were put to the sword and 
slain. At the winning and yielding of Lesbos, what a number of 
young men and children were put upon sharp stakes and poles, and 
so thrust through! At the winning of the city of Buda, what tyranny 
was showed and exercised against the poor Christians who had yielded 
themselves, and against the two dukes, Christopher Bisserer, and 
Johan Tranbinger, contrary to the promise and hand-writing of 
the Turk, is to be seen in the story of Melchior Soiterus. 'De bello 
Pannonico.'² The like also is to be read in the story of Bernardus de

(1) Ex Marino Barletto de Scod. expugnat. Lib. II. (2) Lib. I. fol. 815.
Breydenbach, who, writing of the taking of Otranto, a city in Apulia, testifieth of the miserable slaughter of the young men there slain, of old men trodden under the horses’ feet, of matrons and virgins abused, of women with child cut and rent a-pieces, of the priests in the churches slain, and of the archbishop of that city, who, being an aged man, and holding the cross in his hands, was cut asunder with a wooden saw, &c. The same Bernard, also, writing of the overthrow of Negropont, otherwise called Chalcis, A.D. 1471, describeth the like terrible slaughter which there was exercised, where the Turk, after his promise given before to the contrary, most cruelly caused all the youth of Italy to be pricked upon sharp stakes; some to be dashed against the hard stones, some to be cut in sunder in the midst, and others with other kinds of torments to be put to death: insomuch, that all the streets and ways of Chalcis did flow with the blood of those who were there slain. In that history the aforesaid writer recordeth one memorable example of maidenly chastity, worthy of all Christians to be noted and commended. The story is told of the preitor’s daughter of that city, who, being the only daughter of her father, and noted to be of an exceeding singular beauty, was saved out of the slaughter, and brought to Mahomet the Turk, to be his concubine. But she, denying to consent to his Turkish appetite and filthiness, was commanded therewith to be slain and murdered, and so died she a martyr, keeping both her faith and her body undaunted unto Christ Jesus her spouse.

The like cruelty also was showed upon those who kept the castle, and afterwards, yielding themselves upon hope of the Turk’s promise, were slain every one. What should I speak of the miserable slaughter of Modon, and the citizens thereof, dwelling in Peloponnesus? who, seeing no other remedy but needs to come into the Turk’s hands, set the barn on fire where they were gathered together, men, women, and children; some women also with child, voluntarily cast themselves into the sea, rather than they would sustain the Turk’s captivity.

Miserable it is to behold, long to recite, incredible to believe, all the cruel parts, and horrible slaughters, wrought by these miscreants against the Christians through all places almost of the world, both in Asia, in Africa, but especially in Europe. Who is able to recite the innumerable societies and companies of the Greeks martyred by the Turk’s sword in Achaia, Attica, Thessalia, Macedonia, Epirus, and all Peloponnesus? besides the island of Rhodes, and other islands and cyclades adjacent in the sea about, numbered to two and fifty; of which, also, Patmos was one, where St. John, being banished, wrote his Revelations. Where did ever the Turks set any foot, but the blood of Christians there, without pity or measure, went to wrack? and what place or province is there almost throughout the world, where the Turks either have not pierced, or are not likely shortly to enter? In Thrace, and through all the coasts of the Danube, in Bulgaria, Dalmatia, in Servia, Transylvania, Bosnia, in Hungary, also in Austria, what havoc hath been made by them of christian men’s bodies, it will rue any christian heart to remember. At the siege of Moldavia, at the winning of Buda, of Pest, of Alba, of Walpo, of
Strigau, Soclesia, Tata, Visseград, Novum Castellum in Dalma- 
matis, Belgrade, Waradein. Quinque Ecclesiae: also at the 
battle of Varna, where Ladislaus, king of Poland, with almost all his 
army, through the rashness of the pope's cardinal, were slain. At the 
winning, moreover, of Xabiacus, Lyssus, Dynastrum: at the siege 
of Guna, and of the faithful town Scorad, where the number of the 
shot against their walls, at the siege thereof, was reckoned to be 
two thousand five hundred and thirty-nine. Likewise at the siege 
of Vienna, where all the christian captives were brought before the 
whole army and slain, and divers drawn in pieces with horses: but 
especially at the winning of Constantinople, above mentioned. Also 
at Croia and Modon, what beastly cruelty was showed, it is un-
spakable. For as in Constantinople, Mahomet, the drunken Turk, 
never rose from dinner, but he caused every day, for his disport, 
three hundred christian captives of the nobles of that city to be slain 
before his face: so, in Modon, after that his captain Omar had 
sent unto him at Constantinople, five hundred prisoners of the 
Christians, the cruel tyrant commanded them all to be cut and 
divided asunder by the middle, and so, being slain, to be thrown out 
into the fields.¹

Leonicus Chalcondyla, writing of the same story, addeth, more-
over, a prodigious narration, if it be true, of a brute ox, which, being 
in the fields, and seeing the carcasses of the dead bodies so cut in two, 
made there a loud noise after the lowering of his kind and nature: and 
afterwards, coming to the quarters of one of the dead bodies lying in 
the field, first took up the one half, and then coming again, took up 
likewise the other half, and so, as he could, joined them both to-
gether. Which being espied by those who saw the doings of the brute 
ox, and marvelling thereat, and word being brought thereof to Ma-
homet, he commanded the quarters again to be brought where they 
were before, to prove whether the beast would come again; who 
failed not (as the author recordeth), but, in like sort as before, taking 
the fragments of the dead corpse, laid them again together. It fol-
loweth more in the author, how that Mahomet, being astonied at the 
strange wonder of the ox, commanded the quarters of the christian 
man's body to be interred, and the ox to be brought to his house, 
and much made of. Some said it was the body of a Venetian; some 
affirmed, that he was an Illyrian; but, whatsoever he was, certain it 
is, that the Turk himself was much more bestial than was the brute 
ox; which, being a beast, showed more sense of humanity to a dead 
man, than one man did to another.²

To this cruelty add, moreover, that besides these five hundred 
Modonians thus destroyed at Constantinople, in the said city of 
Modon, all the townsfolk, also, were slain by the aforesaid captain 
Omar, and, among them, their bishop likewise was put to death.³

John Faber, in his oration made before king Henry VIII., at the 
appointment of king Ferdinand, and declaring therein the miserable 
cruelty of the Turke toward all Christians, as also toward the bishops 
and ministers of the church, testifieth, how that in Mitylene, in

¹ Ex Leonio Chalcondyla de rebus Turcis, lib. x. 
² Ex Leonio Chalcondyla de rebus Turcis, lib. x. 
³ Ex Andr. de Lacuna et ex Wolfg. et alia.
Constantinople, and in Trezunds, what bishops and archbishops, or other ecclesiastical and religious persons the Turks could find, they brought them out of the cities into the fields, there to be slain like oxen and calves. The same Faber also, writing of the battle of Solyman in Hungary, where Louis, the king of Hungary, was overthrown, declareth, that eight bishops in the same field were slain. And moreover, when the archbishop of Striegau, and Paul, the archbishop of Colosse, were found dead, Solyman caused them to be taken up, and to be beheaded and chopped in small pieces. A.D. 1526.

What Christian heart will not pity the incredible slaughter done by the Turks in Euboea, where the said Faber testifieth, that innumerable people were stuck and gored upon stakes, divers were thrust through with a hot iron, children and infants not yet weaned from the mother, were dashed against the stones, and many cut asunder in the midst!

But never did country taste and feel more the bitter and deadly tyranny of the Turks, than did Rascia, called Mosia Inferior, and now Servia, where (as writeth Wolfgangus Dresclerus) the prince of the same country, being sent for under fair pretence of words and promises to come and speak with the Turk, after he was come of his own gentleness, thinking no harm, was apprehended, and wretchedly and falsely put to death, and his skin flayed off, his brother and sister brought to Constantinople for a triumph, and all the nobles of his country (as Faber addeth) had their eyes put out, &c.

Briefly to conclude: By the vehement and furious rage of these cursed caitiffs, it may seem that Satan, the old dragon, for the great hatred he beareth to Christ, hath stirred them up to be the butchers of all Christian people, inflaming their beastly hearts with such malice and cruelty against the name and religion of Christ, that they, degenerating from the nature of men to devils, neither by reason will be ruled, nor by any blood or slaughter satisfied. Like as in the primitive age of the church, and in the time of Dioeclesian and Maximilian, when the devil saw that he could not prevail against the person of Christ, who was risen again, he turned all his fury upon his simple servants, thinking by the Roman emperors utterly to extinguish the name and profession of Christ out from the earth: So in this latter age of the world, Satan, being let loose again, rageth by the Turks, thinking to make no end of murdering and killing, till he have brought, as he intendeth, the whole church of Christ, with all the professors thereof, under foot. But the Lord, I trust, will once send a Constantine, to vanquish proud Maxentius; a Moses, to drown indurate Pharaoh; a Cyrus, to subdue the stout Babylonian.

And thus much hitherto touching our Christian brethren who were slain and destroyed by these blasphemous Turks. Now, forasmuch as besides these aforesaid, many others were plucked away violently from their country, from their wives and children, from liberty, and from all their possessions, into wretched captivity and extreme poverty, it remaineth likewise to treat somewhat, also, concerning the cruel manner of the Turk's handling of the said Christian captives.

And first here is to be noted, that the Turk never cometh into Europe to war against the Christians, but there followeth after his army a great number of brokers or merchants, such as buy men and children to sell again, bringing with them long chains in hope of great escheats: in which chains they link them by fifty and sixty together, such as remain undestroyed with the sword, whom they buy of the spoils of them that rob and spoil the christian countries; which is lawful for any of the Turks’ army to do, so that the tenth of their spoil or prey (whatssoever it be) be reserved to the head Turk; that is, to the great master thief.

Of such as remain for tithe, if they be aged (of whom very few be reserved alive, because little profit cometh of that age), they be sold to the use of husbandry, or keeping of beasts. If they be young men or women, they be sent to certain places, there to be instructed in their language and arts, as shall be most profitable for their advantage; and such are called in their tongue, Sarai. And the first care of the Turks is this: to make them deny the christian religion, and to be circumcised; and, after that, they are appointed, every one as he seemeth most apt, either to the learning of their laws, or else to learn the feats of war. Their first rudiment of war is to handle the bow; first beginning with a weak bow, and so, as they grow in strength, coming to a stronger bow; and if they miss the mark, they are sharply beaten: and their allowance is two pence or three pence a day, till they come and take wages to serve in war. Some are brought up for the purpose to be placed in the number of the wicked Janizaries, that is, the order of the Turk’s champions, which is the most abominable condition of all others. Of these Janizaries, see before.

And if any of the aforesaid young men or children shall appear to excel in any beauty, he is compelled to serve their abominable abomination; and, when age cometh, then they serve instead of eunuchs, to wait upon matrons, or to keep horses and mules, or else to be scullions and drudges in their kitchens.

Such as be young maidens and beautiful, are deputed for concubines. Those who be of mean beauty, serve for matrons to their drudgery work in their houses and chambers, or else are put to spinning, and such other labours; but so, that it is not lawful for them either to profess their christian religion, or ever to hope for any liberty. And thus much of those who fall to the Turk by tithe.

The others, who are bought and sold amongst private subjects, first are allured with fair words and promises to take circumcision; which if they will do, they are more favourably treated: but all hope is taken from them of returning again into their country; which if they attempt, the pain thereof is burning. And if such, coming at length to liberty, will marry, they may; but then their children remain in bond to the lord, for him to sell at his pleasure; and, therefore, such as are wise amongst them will not marry. Those who refuse to be circumcised, are miserably handled; for example whereof, the author (who giveth testimony hereof) doth infer his own experience. Such captives as be expert in any manual art or occupation, can better shift for themselves; but, contrariwise, they who have no handicraft to live upon, are in worse case. And therefore such as have been brought up in learning, or be priests or noblemen, and such others whose
tender education can abide no hardness, are the least reputed, and most of all others neglected of him that hath the sale or keeping of them, for that he seeth less profit to rise of them, than of the others; and, therefore, no cost of raiment is bestowed upon them, but they are carried about barehead and barefoot, both summer and winter, in frost and snow. And if any faint and be sick in the way, there is no resting in any inn, but first he is driven forward with whips, and if that will not serve, he is set peradventure upon some horse; or if his weakness be such that he cannot sit, then is he laid overthwart the horse upon his belly, like a calf; and if he chance to die, they take off his garment, such as he hath, and throw him in a ditch.

In the way moreover, besides the common chain which doth inclose them all, the hands also of every one are manacled, which is, because they should not harm their leaders: for many times it happened, that ten persons had the leading of 500 captives; and, when night came, their feet also were fettered, so that they lodged in no house, but lay upon the ground all night.

The young women had a little more gentleness showed, being carried in panniers in the daytime. But when night came, pity it was to hear the miserable crying out of such as were inclosed within, by reason of the injuries which they suffered by their carriers, insomuch that the young tender age of seven or eight years, as well of the one sex, as of the other, could not save them from the villany of the Turks.

When the morning cometh, they are brought forth to the market for sale, where the buyer, if he be disposed, plucking off their garments, vieweth all the bones and joints of their body; and if he like them, he giveth his price, and carrieth them away into miserable servitude, either to tilling of their ground, or to pasture their cattle, or to some other strange kind of misery, incredible to speak of: insomuch that the author reporteth, that he hath seen himself, certain of such christian captives yoked together like horses and oxen, and to draw the plough. The maid-servants likewise are kept in perpetual toil and work in close places, where neither they come in sight of any man, neither be they permitted to have any talk with their fellow-servants, &c. Such as are committed to keep beasts, lie abroad day and night in the wild fields, without house and harbour, and so, changing their pasture, go from mountain to mountain; of whom also, beside the office of keeping the beasts, other handy labour is expected at spare hours, such as please their masters to put unto them.

Out of this misery there is no way for them to flee, especially for them that are carried into Asia beyond the seas; or if any do attempt so to do, he taketh his time chiefly about harvest, when he may hide himself all the daytime in the corn, or in woods or marshes, and find food; and in the night only he fleeth, and had rather be devoured of wolves and other wild beasts, than to return again to his master. In their fleeing they use to take with them a hatchet and cords, that when they come to the sea side, they may cut down trees, and bind together the ends of them, and so, where the sea of Hellespont is narrowest, about Sestos and Abydos, they take the sea, sitting upon

(1) Ex Bartholo. Georgienses. Peregrino lib. de afflictionibus Christianorum sub Turco.
trees, where, if the wind and tide do serve luckily, they may cut over in four or five hours. But the most part either perish in the floods, or are driven back again upon the coasts of Asia, or else be devoured of wild beasts in the woods, or perish with hunger and famine. If any escape over the sea alive into Europe, by the way they enter into no town, but wander upon the mountains, following only the north star for their guide.

As touching such towns and provinces as are won by the Turk, and wherein the Christians are suffered to live under tribute, first, all the nobility there they kill and make away; the churchmen and clergy hardly they spare. The churches, with the bells and all the furniture thereof, either they cast down, or else they convert to the use of their own blasphemous religion; leaving to the Christians certain old and blind chapels, which when they decay, it is permitted to our men to repair them again for a great sum of money given to the Turk. Neither be they permitted to use any open preaching or ministration, but only in silence and by stealth to frequent together; nor is it lawful for any Christian to bear office within the city or province, or to bear weapon; or to wear any garment like to the Turks. And if any contumely or blasphemy, be it ever so great, be spoken against them, or against Christ, yet must thou bear it, and hold thy peace. Or if thou speak one word against their religion, thou shalt be compelled (whether thou wilt or no) to be circumcised: and then, if thou speak one word against Mahomet, thy punishment is fire and burning. And if it chance a Christian, being on horseback, to meet or pass by a Mussulman, that is, any one of the Turks' religion, he must alight from his horse, and with a lowly look devoutly reverence and adore the Mussulman; or if he do not, he is beaten down from his horse with clubs and staves.

Furthermore, for their tribute they pay the fourth part of their substance and gain to the Turk; besides the ordinary tribute of the Christians, which is to pay for every poll within his family a ducat unto the Turk, which if the parents cannot do, they are compelled to sell their children into bondage. Others being not able to pay, go chained in fetters from door to door begging, to make up their payment, or else must lie in perpetual prison.

And yet notwithstanding, when the Christians have discharged all duties, it remaineth free for the Turks, to take up among the Christians' children whom they best like, and them to circumcise, and to take them away, being young, from the sight of their parents, to far places, to be brought up for the Turks' wars, so that they may not return to them again; but first are taught to forget Christ, and then their parents; so that if they come again amongst them, yet are they not able to know their kinsfolks and parents.

This misery, passing all other miseries, no man is able with tongue to utter, or with words to express. What weeping and tears, with sorrow and lamentation; what groaning, sighs, and deep doleour, doth rend and rend asunder the woeful hearts of the simple parents, at the plucking away of their babes and children? to see their sons and own children, whom they have born and bred up to the service of

(1) If Christians may not go like Turks, why should our gospellers go like papists? The Turks have their fire and faggots as well as our papists.
Christ Jesus the Son of God, now to be drawn away violently from them to the warfare of Satan, and to fight against Christ? to see their babes, born of christian blood, of Christians to be made Turks, and so to be plucked out of their arms, and out of their sight, without hope ever to return to them again? to live perpetually with aliens, barbarous and blasphemous Turks, and so to become of the number of those who are called fatherless and motherless?

Albeit the same children afterwards do greatly degenerate from the faith of Christ, yet very many of them have privity about them the gospel written by St. John, “In principio erat verbum,” &c. which, for a token or remembrance of their christian faith, they carry under their arm-hole, written in Greek and Arabic: who greatly desire, and long look for the revenging sword of the Christians, to come and deliver them out of their dolorous thraldom and captivity, according as the Turks themselves have a prophecy, and greatly stand in fear of the same. Whereof more shall be said, Christ willing, in the chapter following.

And thus have ye heard the lamentable afflictions of our christian brethren under the cruel tyranny and captivity of the Turks, passing all other captivities that ever have been to God’s people, either under Pharaoh in Egypt, or under Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon, or under Antiochus in the time of the Maccabees: under which captivity, if it so please the Lord to have his spouse the church to be nurtured, his good will be done and obeyed! But if this misery come by the negligence and discords of our christian guides and leaders, then have we to pray and cry to our Lord God, either to give better hearts to our guiders and rulers, or else better guides and rulers to his flock.

And these troubles and afflictions of our christian brethren suffered by the Turks, I thought good and profitable for our country people here of England to know, for as much as by the ignorance of these, and such like histories worthy of consideration, I see much inconvenience doth follow: whereby it cometh to pass, that because we Englishmen, being far off from these countries, and little knowing what misery is abroad, are the less moved with zeal and compassion to tender their grievances, and to pray for them, whose troubles we know not. Whereupon also it followeth, that we, not considering the miserable state of others, are the less grateful to God, when any tranquillity by him to us is granted. And if any little cloud of perturbation arise upon us, be it ever so little, as poverty, loss of living, or a little banishment out of our country for the Lord’s cause, we make a great matter thereof, and all because we go no further than our own country, and, only feeling our own cross, do not compare that which we feel, with the great crosses whereunto the churches of Christ commonly in other places abroad are subject. Which if we did rightly understand, and earnestly consider, and ponder in our minds, neither would we so excessively forget ourselves in time of our prosperity given us of God, nor yet so impatiently be troubled, as we are in time of our adversity; and all because either we hear not, or else we ponder not, the terrible crosses which the Lord layeth upon our other brethren abroad in other nations, as by this present story here prefixed may appear.

(1) This is with tears rather than with words to be expressed.
Now consequently remaineth, as I have showed hitherto what tyranny hath been used of the Turks against Christ's people, so to declare likewise, how far this tyranny of the Turks hath extended and spread itself; describing, as in a table, to the christian reader, what lands, countries, and kingdoms, the Turks have won and got from Christendom; to the intent, that when christian princes shall behold the greatness of the Turk's dominions spread almost through all the world, and how little a part of Christianity remaineth behind, they may thereby understand the better, how it is time now for them to bestir them, if ever they think to do any good in God's church. And therefore, to make a compendious draught, as in a brief table, of such countries, kingdoms, and dominions, got from us by the Turks, we will first begin with Asia, describing what tracts, countries, cities, and churches, the Turk hath surprised, and violently plucked away from the society of christian dominions, taking only such as be most principal, and chiefly them that be in Scripture contained, for that it were too long to discourse all and singular such places by name, as the Turk hath under his subjection.

The world being divided commonly into three parts, Asia, Africa, and Europe; Asia is counted to be the greatest in compass, containing as much as both the others, and is divided into two portions, the one called Asia Major; the other called Asia Minor. And although the empire of the Turk extendeth unto them both; yet especially his dominion standeth in the other Asia, which is called Asia Minor, which reacheth from the coasts of Europe unto Armenia Major, beyond the river Euphrates, and comprehendeth these regions and cities following.

THE DIVISION OF ASIA MINOR, CALLED CHERONESUS,

With the particular Countries and Cities belonging to the same.

COUNTRIES.
Pontus and Bithynia.

CITIES.

Chalcedon. Prusa or Bursa. Apamea.

Natolia, or Anatolia, containeth divers countries, with their cities, as followeth:

COUNTRIES.
Mysia Minor. Mysia Major. Ionia. 
Phrygia Minor. Phrygia Major. Caria. 
Troas. Lydia. Doris.

CITIES.
Cnossus. Dardanaum. Alexandria or Troas. 
Parium. Callipolis. Ilium. 

(1) On the 4th of August, 1498, the Great Continent of America was discovered by Columbus; the above observations were made by Fosse, about 1566.—Ed. (8) Acts ii. (9) Ibid. xvi.
(4) Apamea is a city in Bithynia, also another in Mesopotamia, Apamea Cybotus; also a city in Great Phrygia, and another also in Paphlagonia. (10) Acts xvi.
(9) Ibid. ii. (12) I Macc. xv.
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Cities.

Scæpsis
Adramitium
Hierapolis
Pisane
Apollonia
Myrina

Phocæa
Smyrna
Erythrae
Leodicea
Caraure
Thyatira
Philadelphia

Pergamos
Cuna
Ephesus
Sardis
Halicarnassus
Miletus

Cities.

Lycia
Galatia, vel Galatia Græcia
Paphlagonia

Pamphilia
Pisidia
Cappadocia

Armenia Minor
Cilicia
Laconia

Colossæ.
Patara
Pinara
Xanthus
Andricæ
Myra
Ancyra
Gordium
Tharsa
Pessinus

Perga
Attalia
Arpendus
Phaselis
Trapeza
Themiscyra
Comans Pontica
Amaesus vel Eupatoria
Massa vel Cæsarea
Nazzanum

Leandia
Claudiopolis
Juliopolis
Tharsus
Coricus
Solimuntus, vel Trajanopolis
Issus, vel Iasia
Augusta
Iconium
Lystra

Dervia
Antiæchia Pisidiae

Syria comprehended in it divers particular Provinces, with their Cities, as followeth:

Countries.

Syria
Palestine Judæa
Chanaan
Samaria
Galilee.

Phœnicia
Damascene
Cælesyria
Cassiotia
Comagena

Seleucia
Leodicene
Apamene
Idumæa

Cities.

Hierosolyma
Cæsarea
Bethlehem
Emmaus
Jericho
Joppæ
or Japheth
Tyberias.

Accaron
Azotus
Ascalon
Gaza
Bersabee
Antipatris
Assaron

Bethania
Lydda
Nazareth
Capernaum
Cana
Tyrus
Sydon, vel Sichem

Thus far reacheth the compass of Syria.

Asia Minor.

CITIES.

Arabia. Carr, or Charan, where Sarmatia
Arabia Petraea, or Naba- Abraham dwelt. Colchis.
tea. Selucia. Iberia.
Arabia Felix. Mesopotamia. Albania, and Armenia. 12
Arabia Deserta. Babylonia. 13

CITIES.

Sabæa. vel Hur Chalcedseum, which is now called Phasis.
Edessa, which is now called Orpha, and in born. Phasis.
the story of Tobias, where Abraham was Susa.
called Rages. Azara. Artiania.
Orchoe, vel Urchoa, Dioscuria vel Sebastia, Chabala.

And thus far reacheth the compass of Asia Minor, with the countries and provinces to the same pertaining, which being once brought to the knowledge of Christ, are now in a manner all subdued to the Turks.

Islands belonging to Asia Minor.

The islands belonging to the regions of Asia Minor aforesaid, gotten by the Turk, are these.

Thinias, belonging to Bithynia. Possidium to Æolia. Carpathus to Doris
Tenedos to Troas. Samos to Ionia. 16 Rhodus to Lycia. 13
Chios to Lydia. 17 Troygillum. 22 Cyprus. 24
Patmos. 22 Cnidus, to Doris. 31 Paphæa.

(2) Antiochis, apud Orontem, a chief city in Syria, where the disciples of Christ were first named Christians, Acts xi.
(6) Nicopolis, is a city also in Macedonia, mentioned in the epistle of Saint Paul to Titus, chap. iii.
(3) Acts xiii. Seleucia, is a city in Syria. Also another in Pamphylia, another in Cilicia Phœlis, another in Coloso-Syria, and in Mesopotamia another.
(8) Col. ii. In this Laodicea was the council kept, which is called Concilium Laodicæae. There is another Laodicea in Lydia, near to Colosse in Asia Minor. Colos. iv. 13. Laodicea also is the chief city in Phrygia Pacatianæ, near to Galatia. Acts xviii. 1 Tim. vi.
(9) Gal. i. 4. (10) Acts vii.
(11) Psalm liv. 3. (12) Dan. iii. Babylon in Chaldaea, where Nebuchadnessar reigned. It was after destroyed, and translated by Seleucus Nicanor. Another is in Egypt called Alcuras. In the country of Babylon, is also a certain region appointed for philosophers and astronomers, called Chaldea. Jer. i.
(13) Gen. viii. Armenia Major is divided from Armenia Minor by the river Euphrates. This Armenia Major and Minor, this day both under the Turk.
(22) Ibid. xxi. (23) Ibid. xxii.
(24) This Cyprus king Richard I. did once subdue, fighting against the Saracens.
Æneas Sylvius, otherwise pope Pius II., in describing Asia Minor, reciteth a certain fact of a worthy virgin; who at that time the Turks were besieging a certain town in Lesbos, and had cast down a great part of the walls, so that all the townspeople had given over, putting on man's harness, stepped forth into the breach, where not only she kept the Turks from entering in, but also slew of them a great sort. The citizens seeing the rare courage, and good success of the maiden, took to them again their hearts and harness, and so lustily laid about them, that an incredible number of the Turks were slain. The rest being repulsed from the land, reculed into their ships; who being then pursued by a navy of Calias, were worthily discomfited likewise upon the sea. And thus was the isle of Lesbos at that time by a poor virgin, that is by the strong hand of the Lord working in a weak creature, preserved from the Turks.

Beside these regions and countries of Asia Minor above described, Sebastian Munster, in the fifth book of his Cosmography, declareth moreover, that the Turks and Sultans have under their subjection both Arabia, Persia, and also India Exterior, wherein is Calcutta. The which Persia, although it be under the Sophi, who is an enemy to the Turk, yet it is to be thought, that he is a Sultan, one of the Turkish and Mahometan religion. This Persia and India were once seasoned with Christ's gospel, as may appear by the primitive church. And thus have you the parts of Asia described, which in times past being almost all christened, do now serve under the Turk.

AFRICA.

After the description of Asia, let us next consider the parts and countries of Africa. Where, although the greatest part either consisteth in deserts desolate, or is possessed by Prester John, who professeth Christ and his gospel; yet the Turk hath there also no little portion under his dominion, as these:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egypt.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regnum Tunece.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrina.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memphisa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsinœ.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A description of the Countries and Cities in Europe, which were before christened, and now are subdued and subject to the Turk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thracia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samothracia.⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Græcia.⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macedonias.⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thessalia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epyrus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chonia.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thresprotia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Islands bordering about Greece, won likewise by the Turk from the Christians.

CITIES.

Messena.             Torona.             Tegna.
Argos.              Lacedemon, or Sparta.  Epidaurus.
Helice.             Lerna.              Leuctrum.
Methone.            Mycene.             Megalopolis.
Sicyon.             Aegira.

ISLANDS.

Euboea, or Nigropontus. Cyclades. Ithaca.
Salmonia.            Zancynthi, or Zanthus. Corcyra.
Claudia.             Lemnos.            Corica.

CITIES.

Gerestus.             Phaeia.
Pulchi Portus.       Salamis.
Lasea.               Delos.

After the Turk had subdued Thrace and Greece, proceeding further into Europe, he invaded other regions and cities, which also he added to his dominions; as,

COUNTRIES.

Corvacia.         Transylvania, or Septem Austria.
Croatia.          Castra.

CITIES.

Scupi.              Tirista.
Sigindunum, or Singet.  Axium, or Chilia.
Triballorum Oescus.  Labacus, Metropolis.
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CITIES.

Epidaurus, or Ragusium. Tergovistus, or Tervis.
Miles, or Meleda. Huniad.²
Senia, or Segna. Hermenstat.
Enona, or Hona. Cronestat.
Jadra, or Zara. Saltzburg.
Sebenica. Alba Julia, or Wessen-
Stridon, where St. Jerome was born. burge.
Quinque Ecclesiae. Gyula.
Jalizsa, Metropolis of Samandria.
Bulgaria. Columbetz.⁴

Prophecy.
Wallo.
Novigradum.
Varna.³
Buda, or Ofen
Alba regalis.
Belgradum, or Taurinum.
Strigonium.
Varadimum.
Neopolis, Major. et Minor
Pestum.

As I was writing hereof, a certain sound of lamentable news was brought unto us, how the Turk, whom we had hoped before to have been repulsed by the emperor Maximilian out of Christendom, hath now of late, this present year 1566, got the town of Gyula about Transylvania, after they had sustained sixteen of his most forcible assaults, destroying in the same most cruelly many thousands of our Christian brethren, men, women, and children; but because we have no full certainty, we will refer the story thereof to further information.

THE PROPHECIES OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES CONSIDERED,

Touching the coming up, and final Ruin and Destruction, of this wicked Kingdom of the Turks,

WITH THE REVELATIONS AND FORESHOWINGS ALSO OF OTHER AUTHORS CONCERNING THE SAME.

Forasmuch as you have hitherto sufficiently heard, to what quantity and largeness the dominion of the Turks hath increased, and do understand what cruel tyranny these wretched miscreants have and do daily practise most heinously wheresoever they come, against the servants and professors of Christ; it shall not be unprofitable, but rather necessary, and to our great comfort, to consider and examine in the Scriptures, with what prophecies the Holy Spirit of the Lord hath premonished and forewarned us before, of these heavy persecutions to come upon his people by this horrible Antichrist. For as the government and constitution of times, and states of monarchies and policies, fall not to us by blind chance, but be administered and allotted unto us from above; so it is not to be supposed, that such a great alteration and mutation of kingdoms, such a terrible and general persecution of God’s people almost through all Christendom, and such a terror of the whole earth as is now moved and engendered by these Turks, cometh without the knowledge, sufferance, and

---

¹ Epidaurus is a city in Illyria, and also another in Peloponnesus. These regions were in former times called by the name of Illyria or Illyricum, and afterward, by reason of certain Scythians coming thither, they were also called Scavonia. Stephanus, king of Bosnia, and afterward of Rascia and Morva, was by subtle craft allured to come and speak with Mahomet the Turk, who, being come, was taken and his skin flayed off.
² All this tract of Bulgaria, Wallachia, Transylvania, Servia, Rascia, and Moldavia, was wont to be called Dacia; but afterward it was divided into several lands and dominions. Bulgaria was won of Bajazet the Turk from the crown of Hungary, through the unprosperous war of Sigismund, at the field of Neopolis, A.D. 1395. This Sigismund was the burner of John Huss, and the persecutor of his doctrine.
³ Where Johannes Huniades was born.
⁴ At Columbetz, Sigismund lost the field, fighting against the Turks.
⁵ In Varna, a city in Rascia, Ladislau, king of Hungary, fought with the Turk, and was overcome, A.D. 1444. Vide supra.
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Prophecy. determination of the Lord before, for such ends and purposes as his divine wisdom doth best know. For the better evidence and testimony whereof, he hath left in his Scriptures sufficient instruction and declaration, whereby we may plainly see, to our great comfort, how these grievous afflictions and troubles of the church, though they be sharp and heavy unto us, yet they come not by chance or by man's working only, but even as the Lord himself hath appointed it, and doth permit the same.

And first to begin with the time of the Old Testament, let us seriously advise and ponder, not only the scriptures and prophecies therein contained, but also let us consider the whole state, order, and regiment of that people; the church, I mean, of the Israelites. For although the scriptures and prophets of the Old Testament were properly sent to that people, and have their relation properly to things done, or that should be done in that commonwealth, of which prophets John Baptist was the last and made an end, as our Saviour himself witnesseth, saying, the law and prophets be unto the time of John, &c.; yet, notwithstanding, the said people of that Old Testament bear a lively image and resemblance of the universal church which should follow, planted by the Son of God through the whole earth. So that as the prophets of God, speaking to them from the mouth and word of God, prophesied what should come to pass in that people; so, likewise, the whole course and history of those Israelites exemplifiseth and beareth a prophetical image to us, declaring what is to be looked for in the universal church of God dispersed through the world, planted in Christ Jesus his Son, according as Philip Melanchthon, gravely gathering upon the same, testifieth in divers places in his commentary upon the prophet Daniel.

As first the history of godly Abel, slain by wicked Cain, what doth it import or prophesy, but the condition of the people and servants of God, who commonly go to wrack in this world, and are oppressed by the contrary part, which belongeth not to God?

The like may be said also of Isaac and Ishmael; of Jacob and Esau: of whom those two who were the children of promise, and belonged to the election of God, were persecuted in this world by the others who were rejected. Where, moreover, is to be noted concerning Ishmael, that of his stock, after the flesh, came the Saracens, whose sect the Turks do now profess and maintain. And as Ishmael had but twelve sons; so it were to be wished of God, that this Solyman who is the twelfth of the Turkish generation, may be the last. But of this, better occasion shall follow (the Lord willing) hereafter.

Furthermore, of the twelve tribes of Israel, the sacred history so reporteth, that after they had a long season continued together by the space of eight or nine hundred years, at length, for their idolatry and transgression of their forefathers, ten tribes of them were cut off, and dispersed among the Gentiles a hundred and thirty years before the captivity of Babylon; so that but two tribes only remained free, and they also at last, after a hundred and thirty years, were captivated under the Babylonians for a certain time. No otherwise hath it happened with the church of Christ almost in the universal world, of which church the greatest part, both in Asia, in Africa, and almost in

(1) § Kings xvii.
Europe (where the holy apostles so laboured and travailed), we see now to be disparckled among the Turka, and their candelsticks removed: the Lord of his great grace reduce them again, Amen! So that of twelve parts of Christendom, which were once planted in Christ, scarce two parts remain clear; and they, how long they shall so continue, the Lord knoweth. And, albeit through the mercy of the Lord they escape the danger of the Turka, yet have they been so beaten by the pope, that they had been better almost to have been in the Turka's hands.

Again, after the said Israelites returned, being restored by Cyrus, let us consider well their story, the continuance of time, the manner of their regiments, and what afflictions they sustained in the time of the Maccabees; and we shall see a lively representation of these our days expressed in that prophetical people, according as St. Paul, writing of them, showeth how all things happened to them in figures, that is, the actions and doings of that one nation, be as figures and types of greater matters, what shall happen in the latter times of the whole church universally in Christ collected.

So the transmigration and deliverance again of those two tribes, declareth to us the affliction of Christ's church for sin; and yet that God will not utterly reject his people for his Son's sake: as by manifold examples of the church hitherto may well appear.

Again, the continuance of the law first given by Moses, unto the destruction of the said people by Titus, amounteth to one thousand five hundred and sixty-four years; so we, counting the age of the New Testament, and reckoning from the day of our redemption unto this present, be come now to the year 1534, lacking but only three and thirty years of the full number.

Likewise, in counting the years from their deliverance out of captivity to the end of their dissolution, we find five hundred and sixty-four years, during which years, as the church of the Jews was not governed under the authority of kings, but the high priests took all the power and authority to themselves; so we Christians, for the space especially of these latter five hundred and sixty-four years, what have we seen and felt, but only the jurisdiction and domination of the pope and high priests playing the 'Rex' in all countries, and ruling the whole? Whereby, by the count of these years, it is to be thought the day of the Lord's coming not to be far off.

Furthermore, in those latter years of the Jews' kingdom, what troubles and afflictions that people sustained three hundred years together, but chiefly the last hundred and sixty-six years before the coming of Christ, by Antiochus and his fellows, the history of the Maccabees can report; wherein we have also notoriously to understand the miserable vexations and persecutions of christian churches, in these latter ends of the world, by Antichrist; for, by Antiochus, Antichrist no doubt is figured and represented. This Antiochus surnamed Magnus, and Antiochus Epiphanes, his son, came of the stock of Seleucus Nicanor; much like as Mahomet the Turk, and Solyma, came of the stock of Ottoman.

Wherein this is to be noted and pondered, that, like as of the said Seleucus issued twelve Syrian kings one after another, of that gene-

(1) 1 Cor. x. (2) Ex. Phil. Melanet. In Dan. cap. 9.
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The Syrians.

1. Seleucus.................. reigned 33
2. Antiochus Soter............. 19
3. Antiochus Theos, who killed Bernice his mother-in-law, and his young brother.................. 15
4. Seleucus Callinicus, with Antiochus Hierax his brother; which two brethren warred one against the other.................. 20
5. Antiochus Magnus............. 38
6. Seleucus Philopater........... 12
7. Antiochus Epiphanes, or rather Epimanes.................. 9
8. Antiochus Eupater.................. 16
9. Demetrius, brother of Epiphanes, who killed Eupater his cousin.................. 16
10. Demetrius Nicanor, whom Antiochus Sedetes, his brother, expelled from his kingdom.................. 16
11. Antiochus Sedetes. These two last being brethren had two sons.................. 16
12. Antiochus Griputus, and Antiochus Ciricenus. These two, striving together for the kingdom, were both slain, and so, not long after, the kingdom of Syria came to the hands of Tygranes king of Armenia, and so being taken from him came to the Romans in the time of Pompey.................. 16

The Turks.

1. Ottoman.................. reigned 28
2. Orchan: he slew his two brethren.................. 22
3. Amurath: he put out the eyes of Saucas, his own son.................. 23
4. Bajazet: he slew Solyman, his brother.................. 23
5. Calpine: the Greek stories make no mention of this Calpine. The Latin stories say that Calpine and Orchan were both one, and that he was slain by Mahomet his brother.................. 23
6. Orchan, whom Moses his uncle did slay.................. 23
7. Mahomet the First: he slew Mustapha, his brother.................. 14
8. Amurath the Second: he slew Mustapha, his brother.................. 14
9. Mahomet the Second: he slew his two brethren, Turcine, an infant, and Calpine.................. 37
10. Bajazet the Second: he warred against his brother Demes, which Demes was afterwards poisoned by pope Alexander VI.................. 33
11. Selim: he poisoned Bajazet his father, and his two brethren Acomates and Corcuthus, with all their children, his own cousins.................. 7
12. Solyman: he slew Mustapha, his own son, and was also the death of Gianger, his second son.................. 46
These two pestilent families and generations, rising out, doubtless, from the bottomless pit, to plague the people of God, as in number of succession they do not much differ, so in manner of their doings and wicked abominations, they be as near agreeing, being both enemies alike to the people and church of Christ, both murderers and parricides of their own brethren and kindred, both blasphemers of God, and troublest of the whole world. Wherein we have all to learn and note, by the way, the terrible anger of Almighty God against the sin and wickedness of men.

Furthermore, whoso is disposed to consider and cast the course of times, and to mark how things be disposed by the marvellous operation of God's providence, shall find the times also of these two adversaries in much like sort to concur and agree. For, in considering with ourselves both the testaments and churches of God, the first of the Jews, the second of the Christians, look what time the Syrian kings had to rage then in Jerusalem, the same proportion of time hath now the tyranny of the Turks to murder the Christians; so that the one Antichrist may well represent and prefigure the other. For as by the book of Maccabees may appear, Antiochus Epiphanes was about the hundred and ninety-first year before the Passion of our Saviour, and day of our redemption; so now casting the same number from this present year backward, we shall find it to be about the same year and time, when Bajazet, the fourth Turk after Ottoman, began to remove his imperial seat from Bursa in Bithynia to Adrianople in Europe, which is a city of Thrace; in which year and time began all the mischief in Europe, as is to be seen before, and this was A.D. 1875, unto which year, if we add 191, it maketh 1566, according to the prophecy of the Apocalypse, chap. xx., where it is prophesied of Gog and Magog, that they shall compass about the tents of the saints, and the well-beloved city, by which well-beloved city is meant, no doubt, Europe; and this was in the year above said, 1875. Although touching the precise points of years and times, it is not for us greatly to be exquisite therein; but yet where diligence, and studious meditation may help to knowledge, I would not wish negligence to be a pretence to ignorance. And thus much for the times of Antiochus and his fellows.

Now what cruelty this Antiochus exercised against the people of God, it is manifest in the history of the Maccabees; where we read that this Antiochus, in the eighth year of his reign, in his second coming to Jerusalem, first gave forth in commandment, that all the Jews should relinquish the law of Moses, and worship the idol of Jupiter Olympus, which he set up in the temple of Jerusalem. The books of Moses and of the prophets he burned. He set garrisons of soldiers to ward the idol. In the city of Jerusalem he caused the feasts and revels of Bacchus to be kept, full of all filth and wickedness. Old men, women, and virgins, such as would not leave the law of Moses, with cruel torments he murdered. The mothers that would not circumcise their children, he slew. The children that were circumcised, he hanged up by the necks. The temple he spoiled and wasted. The altar of God, and the candlestick of gold, with the other ornaments and furniture of the temple, partly he cast out,
partly he carried away. Contrary to the law of God, he caused them to offer and to eat swine's flesh. Great murder and slaughter he made of the people, causing them either to leave their law, or to lose their lives. Among whom, besides many others, with cruel torments, he put to death a godly mother with her seven sons, sending his cruel proclamations through all the land, that whosoever kept the observances of the sabbath, and other rites of the law, and refused to condescend to his abominations, should be executed: by reason whereof the city of Jerusalem was left void and desolate of all good men, but there were a great number who were contented to follow and obey his idolatrous proceedings, and to flatter with the king, and became enemies unto their brethren. Briefly, no kind of calamity, nor face of misery could be showed in any place, which was not there seen. Of the tyranny of this Antiochus it is historied at large in the book of Maccabees; and Daniel, prophesying before of the same, declareth that the people of the Jews deserved no less for their sins and transgressions.

By consent of all writers, this Antiochus beareth a figure of the great Antichrist, who was to follow in the latter end of the world, and is already come, and worketh what he can against us. Although, as St. John saith, there have been, and be many Antichrists, as parts and members of the body of Antichrist, who are forerunners, yet, to speak of the head and principal Antichrist, and great enemy of Christ's church, he is to come in the latter end of the world, at which time shall be such tribulation as never was seen before; whereby is meant, no doubt, the Turk, prefigured by this Antiochus. By this Anti-

christ I do also mean all such as, following the same doctrine of the Turks, think to be saved by their works and demerits, and not by their faith only in the Son of God, of what title and profession else soever they be; especially if they use the like force and violence for the same, as he doth, &c.

Of the tyranny of this Antiochus aforesaid, and of the tribulations of the church in the latter times, both of the Jews' church, and also of the christian church to come, let us hear and consider the words of Daniel in the nineteenth, and also in his seventh chapter, prophesying of the same as followeth:

"He shall return, and set against the holy covenant; so shall he do: he shall even return, and have intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant. And arms shall stand on his part, and they shall pollute the sanctuary of strength, and shall take away the daily sacrifice, and they shall set up the abominable desolation. And such as wickedly break the covenant, shall flatter with him deceitfully; but the people that do know their God, shall prevail and prosper. And they that understand among the people, shall instruct many; yet they shall fall by sword and by flame, by captivity and by spoil, many days.

"Now when they shall fall, they shall be holpen with a little help, but many shall cleave unto them feignedly. And some of them of understanding shall fall to be tried, and to be purged, and to make them white, till the time be out: for there is a time appointed. And the king shall do what he listeth: he shall exalt himself, and magnify himself against all that is God, and shall speak marvellous things against the God of gods, and shall prosper till the wrath be accomplished; for the determination is made. Neither shall he regard the God of his fathers, nor the desires of women, nor care for any God; for he shall magnify himself above all. But in his place shall he honour the god Mazzim,
and the god whom his fathers knew not, shall he honour with gold, and with silver, and with precious stones and pleasant things.

'Thus shall he do in the hold of Mauzim with a strange god, whom he shall acknowledge; he shall increase his glory, and shall cause them to rule over many, and shall divide the land for gain. And at the end of time shall the king of the south push at him, and the king of the north shall come against him like a whirlwind, with chariots and with horsemen, and with many ships, and he shall enter into the countries, and shall overflow and pass through. He shall enter also into the pleasant land, and many countries shall be overthrown; but these shall escape out of his hand, even Edom and Moab, and the chief of the children of Ammon. He shall stretch forth his hands also upon the countries, and the land of Egypt shall not escape; but he shall have power over the treasures of gold and of silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt, and of the Lybians, and of the black Moors where he shall pass. But the tidings out of the east and the north shall trouble him; therefore he shall go forth with great wrath, to destroy and root out many. And he shall plant the tabernacles of his palace between the seas, in the glorious and holy mountain; yet he shall come to his end, and none shall help him.'

To this place of Daniel above prefixed, might also be added the prophecy of the said Daniel written in the seventh chapter, and much tending to the like effect; where he, treating of his vision of four beasts (which signify the four monarchies), and speaking now of the fourth monarchy, hath these words:

'After this, I saw in the visions by night, and behold the fourth beast was grim and horrible, and marvellous strong. It had great iron teeth; it devoured and brake in pieces, and stamped the residue under its feet; and it was unlike the other beasts that were before it, for it had ten horns. As I considered the horns, behold, there came up among them another little horn, before whom there were three of the first horns plucked away. And behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of a man, and a mouth speaking presumptuous things, and it seemed more stout than the others. Which horn also, when I looked on, made battle with the saints, and prevailed against them; until the Old Aged came, and judgment was given to the saints of the Highest, and till the appointed time was come, that the saints should have the kingdom.'

Thus have ye heard the plain words of Daniel; in which as he doth manifestly describe the coming of Antiochus, the great adversary, toward the latter end of the Jews; so by the same Antiochus is figured also to us the great adversary of Christ, who is the Turk.

Although some there be, notwithstanding, who, with great learning and judgment, do apply this place of Daniel above recited, not to the Turk, but rather to the pope; and that for six or seven special causes herein touched and noted.

The first is this: that the wicked transgressors of the covenant shall join with him deceitfully and hypocritically, who shall pollute the tabernacle of strength, and take away the perpetual sacrifice, and bring in the abomination of desolation.

The second note is, that the prophet declareth, how the learned among the people shall teach many, and that they shall fall upon the sword, into fire and captivity, and shall be banished, whereby they shall be tried, chosen, and made bright and pure, &c.; all which, say they, is not among the Turks to be seen, but only in the pope's church; where the faithful preachers and teachers of the people are slain and burned, and go to wrack, &c.: where, likewise, it followeth, that they shall be holpen against Antichrist, and that many false

(1) Vide Radul. Gualt. de Antichristo.
brother should join unto them dissemblingly, &c. To this they allege, that the Christians have no such help against the Turk, whereunto such false brethren should join themselves, as is and hath been commonly seen among the Christians against the pope, from time to time, almost in all countries; as in Germany, by the Protestants and free cities; in England, in king Henry’s time, by the lord Cromwell, and afterwards by king Edward, and now by queen Elizabeth; in Scotland by the godly nobility; in France, by the queen of Navarre and her son; and also by the prince of Conde and the worthy admiral, and his two brethren, and many others; in Flanders by those whom the regent called beggars; so as was in the time of the Maccabees, against Antiochus.

Thirdly, that the king shall exalt himself above all that hath the name of God, and shall lift up his mouth to speak presumptuously against God.

Fourthly, that he careth not for the desires of women; which may seem to note how the pope’s doctrine shall forbid the honest and lawful marriage in churchmen.

The fifth specialty which they apply to the pope, is that which followeth in the prophet, saying, “Neither shall he regard the God of his fathers, nor any god; but, instead of him, shall set up his god Mauzzim, and shall worship him with silver and gold, and precious stone,” &c., which they do apply to the pope, setting up his god of bread, and worshipping him with glistening golden ornaments, and most solemn service.

Sixthly, it followeth, “and he shall increase them with much glory and riches, and shall divide unto them lands and possessions,” &c.; meaning that the pope, having dominion over treasures of gold and silver, and all precious things of the land, shall endue his cardinals, prelates, his flattering doctors, with friars, monks, and priests, and all such as shall take his part, with great privileges, liberties, revenues, and possessions. And thus, I say, some there be who apply this prophecy of the seventh and eleventh chapters of Daniel, unto the bishop of Rome; whom, although I take to be an extreme persecutor of Christ’s church, yet I judge rather those two chapters of Daniel concerning the little horn in the middle of the ten horns, and the great destroyer of the pleasant land and glorious holy mountain, to mean first Antichrist, and by him, secondly, to mean the great Antichrist, the Turk; who hath now set already the tabernacles of his palace between the seas, according to the prophecies of Daniel, as is above said.

Over and besides these prophecies above alleged, may be added also the prophecy of Ezekiel [chap. xxxix.], speaking of Gog and Magog, which, as it may be applied to the oppression of the Jews under the heathen multitude which stopped the building of the city, and under the Syrian kings, &c.; yet in the same also are expressed the calamities and afflictions of Christ’s church in these latter times, under the Saracens and the Turks, &c.

Proceeding further in this matter, let us come now to the prophecies of the New Testament, and mark the words of St. Paul, writing to the Thessalonians, who then were christened, and now are either Turkish, or under the Turk, which words be these: “Be ye not
suddenly moved in your mind, nor troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as sent from us, as though the day of Christ were at hand. Let no man deceive you by any means, for the Lord will not come before there come a defection, or a departing first, and that wicked man be revealed, the son of perdition, which is an adversary, and is exalted above all power, and that which is called God; so that he shall sit in the temple of God, boasting himself to be God.” &c. Although this defection and departing may have a double understanding, as well of the pope’s sect (which is gone and departed from the free justification by faith only in Christ, through the promise of grace) as of the Turks; yet, leaving a while to speak of the pope, because it appeareth more notoriously in the Turk, we will chiefly apply it to him, in whom so aptly it doth agree, that unless this great defection from faith in so many churches had happened by the Turk, it had been hard to understand the apostle’s mind, which now, by the history of these Turks, is easy and evident to be known, considering what a ruin hath happened to the church of Christ by these miserable Turks; what empires, nations, kingdoms, countries, towns, and cities, be removed from the name and profession of Christ; how many thousands and infinite multitudes of christian men and children, in Asia, in Africa, and in Europe, are carried away from Christ’s church to Mahomet’s religion, some to serve for the Turk’s guard among the Janizaries, some for soldiers, some for miners, some for gunners, to fight and war against the Christians; so that the most part of all the churches, planted once by the apostles, are now degenerated into Turks, only a small handful of Christians reserved yet in these west parts of Europe, of which small residue what shall also become shortly, except Christ himself do help, Christ only himself doth know. How great this defection spoken of by St. Paul hath been, thou mayest see, gentle reader, in the table above described.

Notwithstanding this text of the holy apostle, as I said before, may be verified also with no less reason upon the bishop of Rome, than upon the Turk, both for that he is a man of sin, that is, his seat and city is a great maintainer of wickedness, and also for that he is an adversary, that is, contrary, in all his doings and proceedings, to Christ.

Thirdly, For that he sitteth in the temple of God, and so did not Mahomet.

Fourthly, Because he is an exalter of himself, and sitteth more like a god than a man in Rome, whereof see more in the book set forth in English, called, ‘The Contestations of the Popes.’

Fifthly, For that he seduceth, and hath seduced, by his apostasy, the most part of all Christendom from the doctrine and free promises of God, into a wrong and strange way of salvation, which is, not to be justified freely before God only by our faith in Christ his well-beloved Son (unto which faith the promise of God freely and graciously hath annexed all our salvation only, and to no other thing), but hath taught us to work out our salvation by an infinite number of other things; insomuch that he bindeth the necessity of our salvation also to this, that we must believe, if we will be saved, and receive him to be the vicar of Christ on earth, &c.

(1) Ex Bonifalci extravag.
But to return again to the Turks, among all the prophecies both of the Old Testament and of the New, there is none that painteth out the Antichristian kingdom of the Turks better than doth the Revelation of St. John, whose words let us weigh and consider, who, in Apocalypse ix., where he speaketh of opening the seventh and last seal (which signifieth the last age of the world), and there, writing of the seven trumpets of the seven angels, at the sounding of the sixth angel saith:

'Loose the four angels which are bound in the great river Euphrates. And the four angels were loosed, which were ready both day, and hour, and month, and year, to slay the third part of men. And the number of horsemen were twenty thousand times ten thousand: and I heard the number of them. And thus I saw in a vision horses, and them that sat on them, having fiery habergeons, and of jacinth-stone, and of brimstone, and the heads of the horses were as the heads of lions, and out of their mouths went forth fire, and smoke, and brimstone: of these three plagues was the third part of men killed, that is, of the fire, smoke, and brimstone, which proceeded out of their mouth,' &c.

By the seventh seal, is meant the seventh and last age of the world, which last age of the world is from Christ to the judgment and resurrection of the dead.

By the seventh angels with their seven trumpets, is signified the seven plagues that come in this seventh and last age of the world.

By the sixth trumpet of the sixth angel, is meant the sixth plague coming last and next before the plague of the great judgment day, which sixth plague is here described to come by the east kings, that is, by the Turks, as followeth to be seen.

By loosing the angels who had rule of the great river Euphrates, is signified the letting out of the east kings, that is, the Turks, out of Scythia, Tartary, Persia, and Arabia, by whom the third part of Christendom shall be destroyed, as we see it this day hath come to pass.

It followeth in the prophecy, "Their power shall be in their mouths, and in their tails. For their tails be like serpents, having heads, and with them they hurt," &c.; meaning that these Turks, with the words of their mouths, shall threaten great destruction of fire and sword to them that will not yield unto them; and in the end, when the Christians shall yield unto them, trusting to their promises, they, like serpents, shall deceive them in the end, and kill them; as appeareth by the story of the Turks above past.

The like prophecy also, after the like words and sense, is to be seen and read in Apocalypse xvi., where St. John, treating of seven cups filled with the wrath of the living God, given to the hands of seven angels by one of the four beasts (that is, in the time of one of the four monarchies, which was the monarchy of Rome), speaketh likewise of the sixth angel, who poured his vial of God's wrath upon the great river Euphrates, and the waters thereof dried up, that the way of the kings of the east should be prepared, &c.

By the sixth angel with the sixth vial, is meant, as before, the last plague save one, that shall come upon the Christians. By the kings of the east are meant the Saracens, and twelve Ottoman Turks. By drying up the river Euphrates, is signified the way of these Turks to be prepared by the Lord's appointment, to come out of the east to the
west parts of the world, to molest and afflict the Christians. It followeth more in the text: “And I saw three unclean spirits like frogs, come out of the mouth of the dragon, and out of the mouth of the beast, and out of the mouth of the false prophet, for they are the spirits of devils, doing wonders, to go unto the kings of the whole earth, to assemble and gather them together to the battle, against the day of the great God Omnipotent,” &c. And it followeth shortly after, “And he assembled them together into a place which is called in Hebrew Armageddon, that is, a trap or train of destruction.” And immediately it followeth in the same place, “And the seventh angel poured out his vial in the air, and a mighty voice came from heaven, out of the throne, saying, ‘factum est;’ it is done, or finished,” &c.: whereby it is to be understood, that toward the last consummation of the world, great force shall be seen, and a mighty army of the enemies shall be collected and gathered against the people and saints of the highest, and then cometh the consummation, with ‘factum est,’ &c.

Wherefore it is not for nought that the Holy Spirit of God in the same place, a little before the sixth angel doth pour out his vial, doth exhort all the faithful, saying: “Behold, I come like a thief in the night; blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth his garments, lest he walk naked, and men see his filthiness,” &c.

Nicholas de Lyra, and Paul, bishop of Burgos, and Matthias Dorinke, writing upon Apocalypse xiii. and expounding the mystery of the second beast rising out of the earth, having the horns of a lamb, &c., do apply the same to Mahomet and the Turks, with a solemn declaration made upon the same. Which interpretation of theirs, although in some points it may seem to have some appearance of probability, neither can it be denied but that Mahomet and the Turk be pestilent and wicked enemies of Christ our Lord, and most bitter persecutors of his church; yet, as touching the proper and natural meaning of the apostle in that place, speaking of the false lamb, &c., if we consider well all the circumstances of that beast, and mark the consequence of the text, both of that which goeth before and followeth after, we must needs grant, that Nicholas de Lyra with his fellows, and with all such-like of the pope's school that follow that school, be deceived, and that the description and interpretation of that false horned lamb must necessarily be applied only to the bishop of Rome, and none other; which is to be proved by six principal causes or arguments:

The first is, for that this beast is described to bear the horns of a lamb; by which lamb, no doubt, is meant Christ. By the horns of the lamb is signified the outward show or resemblance of Christ our Saviour; which show or resemblance can have no relation to Mahomet, for that he taketh himself to be above Christ, and Christ, as an excellent prophet of God sitting at his feet. Wherefore seeing Mahomet cometh neither as equal to Christ, nor as vicar under Christ, this prophecy cannot agree in him, but only in him who openly, in plain words, protesteth, that all Christ's lambs and sheep, not singularly, but universally through the whole world, are committed to him as vicar of Christ, and successor of Peter; and that all men must confess the same of necessity, or else they are none of Christ's
Prophecy. sheep, &c. wherein it is easy to see where the pretended horns of the lamb do grow.

The second argument; "And he spake like the dragon," &c. A lamb's horns and the mouth of a dragon do not agree together. And as they do not agree together in nature, so neither can they be found in any one person, either Turk or other (if we will judge truly) so lively, as in the bishop of Rome. When thou hearest him call himself the apostolical bishop, the vicar of Christ, the successor of Peter, the servant of God's servants, &c.; thou seest in him the two horns of a lamb, and wouldst think him to be a lamb indeed, and such a one as would wash your feet for humility; but hear him speak, and you shall find him a dragon. See and read the epistle of pope Martin V., above-mentioned, charging, commanding, and threatening emperors, kings, dukes, princes, marquises, earls, barons, knights, rectors, consuls, proconsuls, with their shires, their counties, and the universities of their kingdoms; provinces, cities, towns, castles, villages, and other places. See the answer of pope Urban II., and his message to king William Rufus. Behold the works and doings of pope Innocent against king John.

Note also the answer of another pope to the king of England, who, for the price of the king's head, would not grant unto him the investing of his bishops. Mark well the words and doings of pope Hildebrand against the emperor Henry IV.; also of pope Alexander II., treasuring upon the neck of Frederic Barbarossa, not like a lamb treading upon a dragon, but like a dragon treading upon a lamb; so that his own verse might be turned upon himself, "Tanquam aspis et basiliscus super ovicum ambulans, et tanquam leo et draco conculcans agnum." Consider moreover the behaviour, manner, condition, and property of almost all the popes who have been these six hundred years, and what dragon or serpent could be more viperous than their own doings and words can speak and give testimony against themselves.

It followeth, moreover, in the same prophecy of the Apocalypse for the third argument. "And he doth all the power of the first beast presently before his face, and causeth the earth, and all the inhabitants therein, to honour the first beast, the stripe of whose deadly wound was cured," &c.

In this prophecy two things are to be noted; first, what the first beast is, whose power the second beast doth execute. Secondly, what this second beast is, which so doth exercise its power in its sight. The first of these beasts described here in the Apocalypse, having seven heads and ten horns, must needs signify the city of Rome, which may easily be proved by two demonstrations. First, by the exposition of the same Apocalypse xvi., where is declared and described the said beast to stand on seven hills, and to contain ten kings, having the whole power of the dragon given; and also the same city to be named 'The whore of Babylon, drunken with the blood of the saints;' all which properties joined together, can agree in no wise but only to the heathen empire of Rome, which city, at that time of writing these prophecies, had the government of the whole world. The second demonstration or evidence may be deduced out of the number
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of the months assigned to this beast [Apoc. xiii.], for so it is written, that this beast had power to make, that is, to work his malice against Christ’s people, forty-two months, which months, counted by sabbaths of years (that is, every month for seven years), make up the just number of those years in which the primitive church was under the terrible persecutions of the heathen emperors of Rome, as is afore specified.

Which thing thus standing, proved and confessed, that the first beast must needs signify the empire and city of Rome; then must it necessarily follow that the second beast, with the lamb’s horns, must signify the bishop and pope of the same city of Rome. The reason hereof is evident and apparent by that which followeth in the prophecy, where it is declared, that the second beast, having two horns of a lamb, received and exercised all the power of the first beast, before or in the sight of the said beast, which cannot be verified either in the Turk or in any other, but only in the pope of Rome, who, as you see, receiveth, usurpeth, and deriveth to himself all the power of that city and monarchy of Rome; insomuch that he saith, that when Constantine or Louis I. yielded unto him the rule and kingdom of that city, he gave him but his own, and that, which of right and duty belonged to him before.

And this authority or power over all the empire of Rome, he worketh not in Asia, nor in Constantinople as the Turk doth, but in the sight of the beast which gave him the power; that is, in the city of Rome itself, which is the first beast here in this prophecy of the Apocalypse described.

Fourthly, It followeth moreover, “And he causeth the earth and all the inhabitants therein, to worship and honour the first beast,” which had a deadly wound, and was cured,” &c. The interpretation of this part, as also of all the other parts of the same chapter, standeth upon the definition of the first beast: for, it being granted, as cannot be denied, that the first beast signifieth the city and empire of Rome, it must consequently follow, that the bishop (whom we call the pope) of the said city of Rome, must be understood by the second beast, forasmuch as neither Turk nor any other, but only the bishop of Rome, hath holden up the estimation and dignity of that city, which began to be in ruin and decay by the Vandals, Goths, Heruli, and Lombards, about A. D. 456; but afterwards by the bishop of Rome, the pristine state and honour of that city revived again, and flourished in as great veneration as ever it did before. And this it is which the Holy Ghost seemeth here to mean of the first beast, saying, “That he had a wound of the sword, and was cured;” for so it followeth.

Fifthly, “And he caused all the inhabitants of the earth to make the image of the beast, which had the stripe of the sword and lived. And it was given to him to give life to the image of the beast, and to make the image thereof to speak, and to cause all them that worshipped not the image of the beast, to be killed; forcing all persons, both little and great, rich and poor, bond and free, to take the mark of the beast in their right hand, or in their foreheads, and that none might buy or sell, but they which had the mark, or the name of the beast, or the number of his name,” &c.

(1) Apoc. xiii.  (2) ἐνίαυτος τοῦ θηρίου. Apoc. xiii.
By giving life to the image of the beast, and making it to speak, is to be presupposed that the beast was at a near point of death, and lay speechless before, insomuch that the city of Rome began to lose and change its name, and was called awhile Odacria, of Odacer, king of the Herulians, who, by dint of sword, surprised the Romans; and yet, notwithstanding, by means of this Roman prelate, the said city of Rome, which was then ready to give up the ghost, so recovered her majesty and strength again, that it is hard to say whether Rome did ever ruffle and rage in her tyranny before, in the time of Nero, Domitian, Dioclesian, and other emperors, more tragically than she hath done under the pope; or whether that Rome had all kings, queens, princes, dukes, lords, and all subjects more under obedience and subjection, when the emperors reigned, or now in the reign of the pope. And therefore it is said not without cause by the Holy Ghost, that it is given to him, "to give life and speech to the image of the beast, causing all them to be slain which will not worship the image of the beast." As for example hereof, who seeth not what numbers and multitudes of Christian men, women, and children in all countries have been put to fire and sword? Stories of all times will declare, what havoc hath been made of Christian blood about the pre-eminence and majority of the see of Rome. What churches and countries, both Greek and Latin, have been excommunicated? what kings have been deposed, and emperors stripped from their imperial seat? and all because they would not stoop and bend to the image of the beast, that is, to the majesty and title of Rome, advanced up so highly now by the bishop thereof, as it was never higher before in the reign of Nero or Dioclesian. Wherefore, taking the first beast to signify the empire of Rome, which cannot be denied, it is plain that the second beast must necessarily be applied to the pope, and not to the Turk, forasmuch as the Turk seeketh nothing less than the advancement of that empire, but rather striveth against it to pluck it down.

The sixth and last argument is grounded upon the number of the name of the beast, expressed by the Holy Ghost in the same prophecy, by the letters Χ, Θ, Ψ, in which letters, although there lieth great darkness and difficulty to be understood, yet certain ancient Fathers who were disciples and hearers of those who heard St. John himself, as Irenæus and others, do expound the said letters, conjecturally, to contain the name of the beast, and to be the name of a man under this word λατεύως: whereas else, no other name lightly of any person, either in Greek or Latin, will agree to the same, save only the foresaid name λατεύως; although some later writers, giving their conjectures upon the same, do find the name of Lateran, in Hebrew letters, to answer to the same number. Some feign other names, as, ἀνέμος or ἐφάνε, made words, which signify nothing, as Diclu, or Lucuelle, by Roman letters, &c. But of all names properly signifying any man, none cometh so near to the number of this mystery (if it go by order of letters) as doth the word λατεύως aforesaid. And thus much by the way and occasion of Nicholas de Lyra, Paul bishop of Burgos, Matthias Dorinke, the author of 'Fortalitium Fidei,' and other

(1) 'Et factet eam occidit qui non adoraverint imaginem bestiae.' Apoc. xiii.
(2) λατεύως. The number of these letters in Greek, maketh the full number of 666.
commentators more, of the same faction; who, writing upon this xiith
chapter of the Apocalypse, and not considering the circumstances
thereof, both are deceived themselves, and deceive many others,
applying that to the Turk, which cannot otherwise be verified, but only
upon the pope, as may appear sufficiently by the premises. Not that
I write this of any mood or malice, either to the city of Rome, or to
the person of the bishop, as being God’s creature; but being occa-
sioned here to treat of the prophecies against the Turks, I would wish
the readers not to be deceived, but rightly to understand the simple
Scriptures according as they lie, to the intent that the true meaning
thereof, being bolted out, it may be better known what prophecies
directly make against these Turks; what otherwise.

In the which prophecies against the Turks, now to proceed, let us
come to Apocalypse xx., wherein the holy Scripture seemeth plainly
and directly to notify the said Turks. The words of the prophecy be
these: “And I saw an angel descending from heaven, having the
key of the bottomless pit, and a great chain in his hand; and he took
the dragon, the old serpent, which is the devil and Satan, and bound
him up for a thousand years, and cast him into the pit, and sealed
him up, that he should not seduce the people any more, till the thou-
sand years were expired: and, after that, he must be let loose for a
little while,” &c. And it followeth after, “And when the thousand
years shall be complete, Satan shall be let out of his dungeon, and
shall go abroad to seduce the people, which are on the four corners of
the land of Gog and Magog, to assemble them to battle; whose num-
ber is like to the sands of the sea. And they went up upon the
latitude or breadth of the earth, and compassed about the tents of the
saints, and the well-beloved cities,” &c.

To the perfect understanding of this prophecy, three things are
necessary to be known. First, what is meant by the binding up and
loosing out of Satan as the old dragon. Secondly, at what time and
year he was first chained up and sealed for a thousand years. Thirdly,
at what year and time these thousand years did end, when he should
be loosed out again for a little season. Which three points being
well examined and marked, the prophecy may easily be understood
directly to be meant of the Turk: albeit analogically, some part
thereof may also be referred, not improperly, unto the pope, as is
above notified.

First, by binding and loosing of Satan seemeth to be meant, the
ceasing and staying of the cruel and horrible persecution of the hear-
then emperors of Rome against the true Christians, as is to be seen in
the ten first persecutions in the primitive church above described in
the former part of these Acts and Monuments; in which most bloody
persecutions Satan the devil then raged without all measure, till the
time it pleased Almighty God to stop this old serpent, and to tie him
shorter. And thus have you to understand what is meant by the
binding up of Satan for a thousand years; whereby is signified, that
the persecution against the Christians, stirred up by the beast (that is,
in the empire of Rome, through the instigation of Satan), shall not
always continu, but shall break up after a certain time, and shall
cease for a thousand years, &c.

Now at what time and year this persecution, that is, the fury and
rage of Satan should cease, is also declared in the Apocalypse before; where, in the xith and xiith chapters, we read, that the beast afore-mentioned shall have power to work his malice and mischief the space of forty-two months, and no more; and then that Satan should be locked up for a thousand years. The computation of which months, being counted by sabbaths of years (after the example of the sixty-nine weeks of Daniel, chapter xi.), it doth bring us to the just year and time, when that terrible persecution in the primitive church should end; and so it did. For, give to every month a sabbath of years, that is, reckon every month for seven years, and that maketh two hundred and ninety-four years, which was the full time between the 18th year of Tiberius (under whom Christ suffered) and the death of Maxentius, the last persecutor of the primitive church in Europe, subdued by Constantine, as may appear by calculating the years, months, and days between the said year of the reign of Tiberius, and the latter end of Maxentius: and so have you the suppuration of the year and time when Satan was first bound up, after he had raged in the primitive church two and forty months; which months, as is said, being counted by sabbaths of years, after the usual manner of the Scripture, amount to two hundred and ninety-four years; and so much was the full time between the passion of our Lord, which was in the 18th year of Tiberius, unto the last year of Maxentius.

And here, by the way, cometh a note to be observed, that forasmuch as by the number of these forty-two months specified in the Apocalypse, the empire of Rome must necessarily be confessed to be the first beast; therefore it must by like necessity follow, the bishop of Rome to be the second beast, with the two horns of the lamb, for that he only hath and doth cause the said empire of Rome to revive and to be magnified, and so doth not the Turk, but rather laboureth to the contrary. Wherefore, let every christian man be wise, and beware betimes how he taketh the mark of the beast, lest peradventure it follow upon him, that he drink of that terrible cup of wrath mentioned in the xivth chapter of the Apocalypse. ¹

Thirdly, it remaineth to be discussed touching the third point in this aforesaid prophecy, that as we have found out (through the help of Christ) the year and time of Satan's binding, so we search out likewise the time and season of his loosing out, which, by the testimony of Scripture, was proved to be a thousand years after his binding up; and so rightly, according to the time appointed, it came to pass. For if we number well by the Scripture the year of his binding up, which was from the passion of our Lord two hundred and ninety-four years, and add thereto a thousand years, it mounteth to one thousand two hundred and ninety-four; which was the very year when Ottoman, the first Turk, began his reign; which was the first spring and wellhead of all these woful calamities that the church of Christ hath felt, both in Asia, Africa, and Europe, almost these three hundred years past. For so we find in chronicles, that the kingdom of the Turks being first divided into four families, A.D. 1280, at length the family of Ottoman prevailed, and there-

¹ "Ec hiatus de vino... Dei." Apo. xiv.
upon came these, whom we now call Turks; which was about the
same time when pope Boniface VIII. was bishop of Rome.

Here by the way, this is again to be noted, that after the decree
of transubstantiation was enacted in the council of Lateran by pope
Innocent III., A.D. 1215, not long after, about A.D. 1260, were stirred
up the power and arms of the Oгуzians, and of Orthogrul, father of
Ottoman, who, about A.D. 1294, began first to vex the Christians
about Pontus and Bithynia; and so beginning his kingdom, A.D.
1800, reigned twenty-eight years, as is afore-mentioned.

Mention was made before of Ezekiel prophesying against Gog,
whose words divers expositors do apply against the Turk, and are
these:

"Thou shalt come from thy place out of the North parts, thou and much
people with thee, all riding upon horses, a great and a mighty army; and thou
shalt come up against my people of Israel as a cloud, to cover the land. Thou
shalt be in the latter days, and I will bring thee upon my land, that the heathen
may know me, when I shall be sanctified in thee, 0 Gog! before their eyes.
Thus saith the Lord God, Art not thou he, of whom I have spoken in the old
time by the hand of my servants the prophets of Israel, that prophesied in those
days and years, that I would bring thee upon them? At the same time also
when Gog shall come against the land of Israel, saith the Lord God, my wrath
shall arise in mine anger; for in mine indignation, and in the fire of my wrath
have I spoken it. Surely at that time there shall be a great shaking in the
land of Israel, so that the fishes of the sea, the fowls of the heaven, the beasts
of the field, and all that move and creep upon the earth, and all the men that
are upon the earth shall tremble at my presence; the mountains shall be over-
thrown; the stars shall fall; and every man shall fall to the ground," &c.

THE PROPHECIES OF METHODIUS, HILDEGARD, AND OTHERS,
CONCERNING THE REIGN AND RUIN OF THE TURKS.

Unto these testimonies above excerpted out of the holy Scriptures,
let us add also the prophetic revelations of Methodius, Hildegard,
Sibylla, and others. This Methodius is thought of some to be the
same Methodius of whom Jerome and Suidas make mention; who
was bishop first of Olympus in Lycia, then of Tyre, and suffered
martyrdom in the last persecution of the primitive church under
Dioclesian; unto whom also Trithemius attributeth the book entitled
'De quatuor novissimis temporibus.' But that cannot be, forasmuch
as said Methodius doth cite and allege the master of sentences,
namely, in his second book and sixth distinction, which master of
sentences followed more than a thousand years after Christ; besides
certain other fabulous matters contained in the same book. Albeit,
because he speaketh there of many things concerning the state of the
church under Antichrist, and the reformation of religion, as seemeth
rightly to come to pass, and more is like to follow, I thought not
to defraud the reader thereof, leaving the credit of the author to his
arbitrement, to esteem and judge of him, as he seeth cause. Among

(1) Ex Leonice Chalcoundia, lib. 1.
(2) The prophecies of Methodius have not been fulfilled; a specimen of the strange effusions of
Hildegard will be seen in vol. II. p. 353. Justin laid great stress upon the few remaining works of the
Sibyls, and some of the Christians of the early church were so prejudiced in their favour that they
gave occasion to Caius to stigmatise them with the same name of "Sibyllitas." The Christian reader
may peruse these prophecies with curiosity, but he will return, with firmer confidence, to that
divers other places of Methodius, prophesying of the latter time, these words do follow:

'After the children of Ishmael had multiplied in their generations to an infinite and innumerable multitude in the desert aforesaid, they came out of the wilderness of Araby, and entered into the habitable land, and fought with the kings of the Gentiles, who were in the land of promise, and the land was filled with them. And after seventy weeks and a half of their power, wherewith they have subdued all the kingdoms of the Gentiles, their heart was exalted; seeing themselves so to have prevailed, and to have conquered all things,' &c.

And afterwards it followeth of the same matter in this sort:

'It shall come to pass that the said seed of Ishmael shall issue out and obtain the whole world, with the regions thereof, in the entering of peace, from the land of Egypt unto Ethiopia; and from the flood Euphrates unto India; and from the river Tigris to the entering of Nabaoth, the kingdom of Jonithus, the son of Noah; and from the North unto Rome and Illyricum, Egypt and Thessalonica and Albania, and so forth to the sea Ponticum, which divideth the said kingdoms from Germany and France; and their yoke shall be double upon the necks of all nations and Gentiles; neither shall there be nation nor kingdom under heaven, which shall be able to stand against them in battle, until the number of eight weeks of years,' &c.

Briefly, as in a gross sum, this shall suffice to admonish the reader touching the meaning and method of the prophecies of Methodius, which Methodius, first describing the long and tedious afflictions of Christ's church, thus maketh mention of the seed of Ishmael:

'The seed of Ishmael, coming out of the parts and deserts of Araby, shall destroy,' saith he, 'and vanquish the whole earth, so that the Christians shall be given of God to the hands of the filthy barbarians, to be slain, polluted, and captived: Persia, Armenia, Cappadocia, Cilicia, Syria, Egypt, the east parts, Asia, Spain, all Greece, France, Germany, Agathonia, Sicily, the Romans also, shall be slain and put to flight; also the islands of the seas shall be brought to desolation and captivity, and put to the sword. Which tribulation of the Christians shall be without mercy or measure; the ransom of gold and silver and other exactions intolerable; but especially the dwellers in Egypt and Syria shall be most in the affliction of those times. And Jerusalem shall be filled with multitudes of people brought thither in captivity, from the four winds which are under heaven; so that beasts also, and fowls, and fish in the water, and the waters of the sea, shall be to them obedient. Cities and towns, which were before full of people, shall be laid waste. Women with child shall be smitten; their children staved; infants taken from their mothers, and cast in the streets, and none shall bury them. The rulers and sages of the people shall be slain, and thrown out to the beasts. Churches shall be spoiled; the priests destroyed; virgins abused, and men compelled to sell their children; and the coming of them shall be chastisement without mercy; and with them shall go these four plagues, captivity, destruction, perdition, and desolation.'

He addeth much more, which for brevity I overpass. "And this affliction," saith he, "shall last eight weeks, or sabbaths of years;" which I take to signify eight hundred years, &c.

Secondly, After these terrible plagues thus described by Methodius upon the Christians, which he saith shall fall upon them for their
wicked abominations recited in the first and second chapters of St. Paul to the Romans; the said Methodius afterward, in this great distress of the Christians, being out of all hope and comfort of relief, declareth and speaketh of a certain king of the Greeks or Romans, who shall restore peace again to the Christians; in which peace they shall re- edify their cities and mansions again, the priests shall be delivered from their grievances, and men at that time shall rest from their tribulations; and then shall the king of the Romans dwell in the city of Jerusalem a week or sabbath, and a half of times, &c.

Thirdly, During the time of this peace the said Methodius saith, that men shall fall into licentious security, and careless life; and then, according to the words of the apostle, saying, “When they shall say, Peace, peace, sudden destruction shall fall upon them:”

‘Then,’ saith he, ‘shall be opened the gates of the North, and the beastly people shall break in, which king Alexander the Great did close up within two mountains, making his prayer unto the Lord God, that he would bind up that bestial and execrable people, lest with their filthy and detestable pollutions they should come out and pollute the Holy Land. Whose intercession being heard, the Lord commanded them to be inclosed within two mountains in the north parts, to the depthness of twelve cubits,’ which signifieth, peradventure, twelve hundred years, ‘so that neither by witchcraft, nor by any means, they could get out, or any that might come unto them, until the time of the Lord appointed, which is,’ saith he, ‘the latter times; and then, according to the prophecy of Ezekiel, in the latter time of the consummation of the world, Gog and Magog, out from the North, shall come forth into the land of Israel, and shall work all this mischief against the Christians, above recited. And then,’ saith Methodius, proceeding in his prophecies, ‘shall the king of the Romans, after he hath reigned in Jerusalem a sabbath of times, and a half,’ that is, saith Methodius, ‘ten years and a half, take the crown from his head,’ and yield it up to the cross in Golgotha, where Christ was crucified, and shall die. And the cross with the crown shall be taken into heaven, which shall not appear again before the coming of the Lord.’

Fourthly, It followeth then, moreover, in the prophecies of Methodius, who declareth that when the week or sabbath and half week of times shall end, and when the king of Romans shall give up his crown in Jerusalem, and die:

‘Then immediately shall Antichrist, the son of perdition, begin to appear, and be born in Jewry, of the tribe of Dan, whereof also came Judas Icarnost; and he shall be born,’ saith Methodius, ‘in Chorazin, and shall be bred in Bethsaida, and shall reign in Capernaum; to which three cities, Christ the Lord gave his third ‘Ves.’ And when great tribulation shall increase and multiply in the days of this Antichrist, and all lordship and dominion shall be destroyed, the Lord shall send his two faithful and dear servants, Enoch and Elias, to reprove and detect the false, seducing, and lying forgeries of this Antichrist, openly before all men; so that the people, seeing themselves falsely beguiled and seduced by this son of perdition, coming out of the temple dissemblingly, to the destruction of many, shall leave and flee from him, and join themselves to the said two holy prophets: which son of perdition and Antichrist, seeing his proceedings so to be reproved, and brought into contempt, in his fury and anger shall kill the two prophets of God. And then shall appear,’ saith Methodius, ‘the sign of the coming of the Son of Man; and he shall come in the clouds of heavenly glory, and shall destroy the enemy with the spirit of his mouth,’ &c.

(1) The reign of christian kings in Jerusalem lasted eighty-eight years. A. D. 1187.
(2) By this resigning up the crown to the crucifix in Golgotha, is signified the ceasing of the Christians in Jerusalem till the coming of Christ. By this tribe of Dan, and the cities Chorazin, Bethsaida, and Capernaum, are signified God’s great maladiction upon Antichrist.
INTERPRETATION OF PROPHECY.

To these prophecies and testimonies of Methodius, what credit is to be given, I leave it to the reader. But if the meaning of his prophecies go by such order of times as is set and disposed in his book, he seemeth to describe unto us four principal states and alterations of times to come.

The first state and alteration is by Mahomet and the Saracens, who be the offspring and sons of Ishmael, coming out of Arabia, in the time of Heraclius, emperor of Constantinople, A.D. 630, who, rebelling against Heraclius, increased and prevailed still more and more against the Christians, both in Asia and Africa, and also in many places in Europe; especially in Spain and Italy.

The second state and alteration he prophesieth to come by the Turk, who, first coming out of the far parts of Scythia, that is, out of the north, first overcame the Saracens, subdued the Persians, and afterwards, joining together with the Saracens, conquered the kingdom of Jerusalem, about A.D. 1187; then subdued Syria and most part of Asia, &c. And these be they whom Methodius seemeth to mean, speaking of the vile and miserable people closed up of the Lord God, at the intercession of Alexander the great captain in the north, between two mountains the deepness of twelve cubits, lest that filthy corrupt nation should pollute the earth with their wickedness: whereby are meant these Turks, who coming out from the uttermost parts of the north, that is, out of Scythia, and the mountains of Caucasus, or else Imaus, were withholden and kept back of Almighty God, for Christ's cause, that they might not harm his church a long space, during the time of twelve hundred years: yea, and then the sins of the Christians so deserving, they were permitted of Almighty God to break out, and to invade the church; who, now joining together with the Saracens, have wrought, and daily do work, all these grievances against our christian brethren, as we see this day is come to pass: and more is like to follow, except the hand of the Lord, which let them out, do pluck them in again.

Moreover, in the mean space, between the reign of the Saracens and the Turks, where Methodius speaketh of the king of Romans, who should restore quietness to the church, and should reign in Jerusalem a sabbath of times, and half a sabbath; thereby seemeth to be understand the viage of christian princes out of the west parts of Europe, under Godfrey of Bouillon, duke of Lorraine, and his two brethren, and many other christian princes, with three hundred thousand footmen, and one hundred thousand horsemen; who, fighting against the Saracens, recovered again from them the city of Jerusalem, A.D. 1099, which city before had been in their possession the term of four hundred and ninety years. After which victory got, first Godfrey, then Baldwin, his brother, and others after them, to the number of nine christian kings, reigned in Jerusalem the space of eighty-eight years; and after that, through the discord of the Christians not agreeing amongst themselves, both Jerusalem and Syria, with other parts of Asia besides, were subdued and won of the Turks, which yet to this day they still keep. And this was A.D. 1187.

(1) Ex Paolo Jovio.
About which year and time (as followeth in Methodius), when the city of Jerusalem shall be won of the Turks, then shall Antichrist begin to be born of the tribe of Dan, of whom came Judas Iscariot, and shall be born in Chorazin, and bred in Bethsaida, and reign in Capernaum: meaning that this Antichrist, or son of perdition, shall be full of God’s malediction, noted by Judas Iscariot, and these three cities, against whom was spoken thrice ‘Vae,’ of the Lord.

And here is moreover to be noted, that Methodius saith, not that Antichrist shall be born among the Saracens or Turks, but among the people of God, and of the tribe of Israel. Whereby is to be collected, that Antichrist shall not come of the Saracens, nor Turks, but shall spring up among the Christians, and, saith Methodius, “shall seem to come out of the temple, to deceive many,” &c. Whereby the pope may seem, rather than the Saracen or the Turk, to be described, forasmuch as the pope, being elected, nourished, and reigning, in the midst of God’s people at Rome, sitteth in the temple, and very place of Christ; and, no doubt, deceiveth many, &c.

And now, to come to the time assigned of Methodius, here is to be added also, that which we read in Antoninus, part 3, that about this said present time, a certain bishop of Florence preached that Antichrist was then coming: but the pope commanded him to keep silence, and to speak no more thereof. Now, why the pope so did, and why he could not abide the preaching of Antichrist, I refer it to those who list to muse more upon the matter. This is certain, that about this time here assigned by Methodius, came Peter the Lombard, Gratian, and pope Innocent III., the first authors and patrons of transubstantiation. At which time also began the first persecution by the church of Rome against the Albigenses or Waldenses, about Toulouse, Bourges, and Avignon, of whom seventeen thousand the same time were slain, by the pope’s crossed soldiers, among whom friar Dominic was then the chiefest doer; about which time also was friar Francis, of which two came the two orders of begging friars: all which began much about one time together, A.D. 1215, which were nearly within twenty years after the kingdom of the Christians was taken of the Turks, according to the prophecy above-said.1

It followeth, moreover, in Methodius, “In his time, all lordship and domination shall cease and give over,” &c.; the verity whereof we see now accomplished in the pope, for, where the pope with his double sword and triple crown doth come, there all secular power must give place; both emperors, kings, and princes must stoop.

So king John yielded up his crown to Pandulph, the pope’s legate, and was in his hands five days, A.D. 1213.

Childeric, the French king, had his crown taken from him, and given to Pepin, A.D. 752.

Henry IV., emperor, was forced to submit himself and his sceptre to pope Hildebrand, A.D. 1077.

Frederic Barbarossa, emperor, in St. Mark’s church in Venice, was fain to lay down his neck under pope Alexander’s feet, A.D. 1177; which Frederic also before was fain to hold the stirrup to pope Adrian, &c.

What should I speak of the ambassador of Venice, named Fran-

---

1 Ex Antonin. part iii. tit. 19, cap. 1.
cisco Dandolo? who, being sent to pope Clement V., was made to
lie under the pope’s table like a dog, and gather up the crumbs;
mentioned in Sabellicus Enn. ix. lib. 7.

Henry VI., being emperor, had his diadem first set on with the
feet of the pope, and afterwards struck off from his head with the
pope’s foot again.

And what shall I speak more hereof, when Charlemagne submit-
ted himself so low as to kiss the feet of pope Leo, A.D. 800?

It followeth then in the prophecy of Methodius:

‘In the tribulation of those days shall be sent from God two special prophets,
Enoch and Elias, to reprove and disclose the fraudulent falsehood of Antichrist;
and many, seeing his delusion, shall forsake him, and follow them: whereat
Antichrist being grieved, shall kill them,’ &c.

We never read yet, in any story, of any such two prophets to be
sent either to the Saracens, or to the Turks: whereas, against the
pope, we read John Huss and Jerome of Prague, two learned martyrs
and prophets of God, to have been sent, and to have reproved and
described the anatomy of Antichrist; and, at last, to have been
burned for their labour. And what prophet can speak more plainly,
either Enoch or Elias, than did Jerome of Prague, prophesying of the
coming of Martin Luther, a hundred years after him? when the
pope and his fellows should answer to God and to him. The time
we see came just. Now let the pope with his fellows see, what
answer they can’t make. It followeth further in Methodius, con-
cluding his prophecy:

‘And then shall appear the coming of the Son of man in the clouds of heaven,
with celestial glory,’ &c.

Wherefore after the burning of these two notable prophets, with
many other thousands burned also since their time by the bishop of
Rome, it is to be thought that the coming of Christ’s judgment in
the clouds, is not far off. “Veni cito Domine.” Amen!

And thus much touching Methodius, of whose prophecies, how
much or how little is to be esteemed, I leave it indifferent unto the
reader. For me it shall suffice simply to have recited his words, as
I find them in his book contained; noting this by the way, that of
this book of Methodius. ‘De novissimis temporibus,’ neither Jerome
in his catalogue, nor Suidas, nor yet Aventinus, in the place where
he treateth purposely of such prophecies, maketh any mention. As
touching Hildegard and Brigit, and others, whom the French call
Bardi, for their songs and prophetical verses, sufficient hath been
alleged, before out of Aventinus:2 who, in his third book of
Chronicles, writing of the testimonies of Hildegard, Brigit, and the
Bardi, seemeth to ground upon them, that the Turks, whether we
will or not, shall have their imperial seat at Cologne; and I pray God
that it come not to pass, that the Turk do give some attempt against
England by the seas, before that he come to Cologne by land.3

Brevity causeth me to cut off many testimonies and revelations of
these above said, or else I could here rehearse the prophetical words

(2) Aventinus lib. xi. Annalium.
(3) Ex Bright’s, lib. iv. c. 67.
of Briget, lib. iv. c. 57, concerning the city and church of Rome, of which she saith thus:

'It must be purged and scourged with three things, to wit, with sharp sword, with fire, and with the plough, and that God will do with that city, as one that removeth plants out of one place unto another: and, finally, that the city of Rome shall sustain the sentence, as if a judge should command the skin to be flayed off, the blood to be drawn from the flesh, and the flesh to be cut in small pieces, and the bones thereof to be broken; so that all the marrow may be squeezed from the same,' &c.

But for brevity I let Briget pass, and will declare something out of Erythrea Sibylla, in her book of prophecies found in St. George's church in Venice; where she, prophesying many things of the birth of Christ under Augustus, and of the birth of John Baptist, and of baptism, of the apostles, of the conversion of the Gentiles, and of Constantine, &c. hath these words:¹

'After the pacable bull shall conclude all the climes of the world under tribute, in those days a heavenly lamb shall come. And the days shall come, when the power of the flowing stream shall be magnified in water, and the lion, the monarch, shall be converted to the lamb, which shall shine to all men, and subvert kingdoms.'

Moreover saith Sibylla:

'In the latter age God shall be humbled, and the divine offspring shall be abased, and deity shall be joined with humanity, the lamb shall lie in hay, and God and man shall be bred up under a maiden's attendance: signs and wonders shall go before amongst the circumcised,' &c. Also, 'An aged woman shall conceive a child, having knowledge of things to come. The world shall marvel at Boötes 'the star,' which shall be a leader to his birth; he having thirty-two feet, and six thumbs, shall choose himself out of fishers and abjects, the number of twelve, and one devil, not with sword, nor with battle,' &c.

Afterwards thus it followeth, moreover, in Sibylla, saying:

'The health of the lamb lying' shall be clothed with a few spoils of the lion. Black shall be turned into red. He shall subdue the city of Æneas, and kings, but in the book of the fisher: In dejection and poverty he shall conquer riches, and shall tread down pride with his own death. In the night he shall rise up, and be changed, he shall live and reign, and all these things shall be consummated, and regeneration or 'new things' be made: at last he shall judge both good and evil,' &c.

And thus much briefly collected out of Sibylla Erythrea, concerning Christ our Lord.

Furthermore, touching the state and course of the church, and of Antichrist, it followeth in the said Sibylla, saying:

'Then shall four winged beasts' rise up in testimony; they shall sound out with trumpets the name of the lamb, sowing righteousness, and the law irreprehensible; against which law the beast shall gainstand, and the abomination and froth of the dragon. But a marvellous star shall rise, having the image of the four beasts, and shall be in a marvellous multitude; it shall bring light to the Greeks, and shall illustrate the world. The lake of the fisher shall bring

(1) Ex Erythrea Sibylla in suo Neasigrapho. I. Imperialis scripto.
(2) The lamb lying, that is, the church, without travail shall be maintained with some living or possessors of the chief rulers.
(3) By these four beasts is meant the four monarchies of the world, that is, the multitude of all the kingdom of the Gentiles, as in the Apocal. By the city of Æneas is meant Rome.
the name of the lamb with power into the city of Æneas, unto the end of the world or time. ‘Then in the city of Æneas the star joined shall loose such were bound of the devil, and thereof he shall rejoice and glory, and glorios shall be his end,’ &c.

After this Sibylla writing, as it seemeth, of Antichrist, importeth these words:

‘And it shall come to pass, that an horrible beast shall come out of the east whose roaring shall be heard to Africa, to the people of Carthage, which hath seven heads, and sceptres innumerable, feet six hundred and sixty-three. He shall gainstand the lamb, to blasphem his testament, increasing the waters of the dragon. The kings and princes of the world he shall burn in intolerable sweat, and they shall not diminish his feet. And then two stars, like to the first star, shall arise against the beast, and shall not prevail, till the abomination shall be come, and the will of the Lord shall be consummated.’

And again, speaking of the same matter, he inferreth these words of the aforesaid two stars above mentioned:

‘And towards the latter days two bright stars shall arise, raising up men lying dead in their sins, being like to the first star, having the face of the four beasts, which shall resist the beast, and the waters of the dragon, testifying [or preaching] the name and law of the lamb, the destruction of abomination and judgment, and shall diminish his waters; but they shall be weakened in the bread of affliction, and they shall rise again in stronger force,’ &c.

And it followeth moreover:

‘And the abomination, then shall truth be revealed, and the lamb shall be known, to whom regions and countries shall submit their necks, and all earthly men shall agree together in one, to come into one fold, and to be ruled under one discipline; and after this shall be but a small time,’ &c.

And shortly after, the said Sibylla speaking of the latter judgment to come, declareth how all the abominations of sins shall come before the Lamb; and that terrible fire shall fall from heaven, which shall consume all earthly things created unto the top of heaven, &c.

And thus much out of Sibylla, touching her prophecies of Christ and Antichrist, according as I found them alleged by a certain catholic Romish writer, in his book entitled ‘Onus Ecclesiae,’ excerpted, as he saith, out of the library of St. George, in the city of Venice.

Philip Melancthon, in his preface upon ‘Bartholomæus Georgienitz Peregrinus,’ writing of the origin and manners of the Turks, allegeth a certain prophecy of Hiltenus, mentioned hereafter, which foresaid that the Turks shoulde bear rule in Italy and in Germany, A.D. 1600.

Now it remaineth, in conclusion of these prophecies of the Turks, something to say of the Turks’ own prophecies, concerning the enduring and ending of their own kingdom, whose prophetic prognostication, being taken out of their own language, and their own books, I thought here to insert, as I find it alleged in the book of the aforesaid Bartholomæus Georgienitz, as followeth:

(1) The six hundred and sixty-three feet do mean the years of his reign.
(2) These two stars seem to mean Huss and Jerome, who being put to death by the pope, their doctrine rose again more strongly than before.
A Turkish Prophecy in the Persian Tongue, of the Reign and Ruin of the Turks.

Patissahomos gheur, Ciaferum memlaeketi alur, keuzul almai alur, Kapzeiller iediy ladegh Gyaur keleci cikmasse, on ikiyladegh onaron beghlig eder: eufi fapar, baghi diker bahesa baglar, ogikezi olur, onichi yldensora Christianon Keleci esichar, ol Turchi gerestine tus chure.

The same in Latin.

Imperator noster veniet, ethnici principis regnum capiet, rubrum quoque ponum capiet, in suam potestatem rediget: quod si septimum usque annum Christianorum gladius non insurrexit, usque ad duodecimum annum eis dominabitur. Domos sedificabit, vinae plantabit, horstos sebipus muniet, liberos procreabit, et post duodecimum annum apparebit Christianorum gladius, qui Turcam quasia versum in fugam aget.

The same in English.

Our emperor shall come; he shall get the kingdom of the Gentiles' prince; also he shall take the red apple, and shall bring it under his subjection: and if the sword of the Christians shall not rise unto the seventh year, he shall have dominion over them unto the twelfth year. He shall build houses, plant vineyards, shall hedge about his orchards, shall procreate children; and after the twelfth year shall appear the sword of the Christians, which shall put the Turk to flight every where.

Those who make declaration of this Turkish prophecy, do expound this twelfth year to signify the twelfth year after the winning of Constantinople; which Constantinople, say they, is meant by the red apple: and after that twelfth year, say they, shall rise the sword of the Christians, &c. And this prophecy, being written and translated out of the Persian tongue, with this exposition upon the same, is to be found in the book of Bartholomaeus Georgienitz. Albeit, concerning the exposition thereof, it seemeth not to be true, which is there spoken of the twelfth year after the winning of Constantinople, being now one hundred years since the winning thereof.

Wherefore it may rather seem probable, that by the seventh and twelfth years of the Turks, this to be the meaning; that if the seventh of the Ottoman Turks do escape the sword of the Christians, they shall continue, build, and plant, &c., until the twelfth Turk, who is this Solyman; and then, after that, shall rise the Christian's sword, which shall put them to flight, and vanquish them in all quarters. And this exposition may seem to accord with the place of Genesis xxv.; wherein is written of Ishmael, that he had twelve sons, and no more: so, that this Solyman, being the twelfth Turk after Ottoman, may (by the grace of Christ) be the last; whom we heard credibly to be reported, at the printing hereof, to be dead. But, howsoever this prophecy is to be taken, it appeareth by their own oracles, that at length they shall be overcome by the Christians.

A Table describing the times and years of the Saracens, Turks, and Tartarians, for the better explaining of the Story above prefixed.

A. D. 632. The kingdom of the Saracens or Arabians, began after the death of Mahomet, the first ringleader of the mischief; which Saracens, reigning in

(1) By the prince of the Gentiles, the Turks do here mean the kingdoms and dominions of the Christians, whom they call Gentiles, because they are not circumcised after their manner.

(2) Solyman died in 1566. The Second Edition of the Acts and Monuments was printed in London in 1570, at which period the above report of Solyman's death arrived.—Ed.
Babylon over Persia and Asia, continued about one hundred and ninety-eight years.

A. D. 667. Jerusalem was taken by the Saracens. These Saracens, after they had subdued Ormida king of Persia, set up to themselves a new kingdom, calling their chief prince Caliph, which signifieth a general lord; and under him Seriphe, that is an under prince; and again, under him their Soldan, who is a ruler or captain; under which soldans all the provinces were divided. And thus ruled they the space above said, of one hundred and ninety-eight years.

A. D. 703. The Egyptians being weary of their subjection under the Romans, called for help of the Saracen caliph; and so, casting off the Romans, submitted themselves to the law of the Saracens, and had also their caliph, and their Babylon called Cairo, where their caliphs continued unto Saraco or Sarcaco, four hundred and forty-seven years.

A. D. 810. Mauginet, or Muchumet, the chief sultan of Persia, being at variance with Imbracoll, the sultan of Babylon, sent for the aid of the Turks out of Scythia; by whom when he had got the victory against the Babylonians, the said Turks shortly after conquered the Persians, and subdued their country within the space of twenty years.

A. D. 830. The Saracens, being expelled out of Asia by the Turks, wandered about Africa, Spain, and Italy, and were in divers places dispersed, and so remain.

A. D. 830. The Turks, after they had expelled the Saracens out of Asia, began to reign in Asia, in Persia, and in Arabia; and there reigned without interruption, till the coming of the Tartarians, the space of one hundred and ninety-two years.

A. D. 1009. The Turks won the city of Jerusalem from the Saracens; which city the sultan of Egypt won again from the Turks shortly after, and possessed the same till the coming of Godfred.

A. D. 1051. The first king of the Turks, called Zacuke, began to reign in Asia, and joined league with the caliph of Egypt, and there reigned till the conquest of Godfred and the Christians the space of forty-six years.

A. D. 1078. Solyman, nephew to Aspasoel, the Turkish king in Asia, otherwise called Tarquinia, subdued Cappadocia, which hath continued now, since, the space of five hundred years.

A. D. 1099. Godfrey of Bouillon, duke of Lorraine, a christian prince, taking his viage into Asia with seven hundred thousand christian soldiers, first got the city of Nice against the sultan of the Turks; then Lyconeia, Silicia, Syria; afterwards Mesopotamia, and Comagena: then Antioch, A. D. 1098, and the next year recovered Jerusalem, being then in the hands of the Saracens, which they, a little before, had won from the Turks, as is aforesaid. After this Godfrey succeeded eight christian kings, who kept the kingdom of Jerusalem and Asia, both from the Turks and Saracens, the space of eighty-eight years.

A. D. 1100. The Georgians, who be a people of Armenia the greater, vanquished the Turks out of the kingdom of Persia, after they had cut their king in pieces: whereby the Turks, flying to Cappadocia, there remained under Solymon, and joined themselves to the soldan of Egypt, and waxed then strong in Asia Minor, called now Turquinia.

A. D. 1170. When Almeric, the seventh king of Jerusalem after Godfrey, had overcome the caliph or sultan of Egypt, the sultan being overcome called for the help of Saraco, the sultan of Syria. This Saraco, after he had expelled the Christians out of Egypt, turned his power against the sultan of Egypt, and vanquishing him, took to himself the kingdom of Egypt: which kingdom he with his posterity did hold till the coming of the Tartarians and the Mamalukes about the space of eighty-eight years.

A. D. 1187. Saladin, the nephew of Saraco the sultan of Egypt, perceiving the dissension among the christian states of Palestine, got Antioch, where he slew Raymundo the prince with his own hands: then he got Tiberias. From thence he went to acre, where he took Guido king of Jerusalem, and the master of the Templars, prisoners; for whose ransom the Turk had Ascalon yielded up to him by the Christians. That done, he subdued Jerusalem, which had been in the hands of the Christians before, the space of eighty-eight years.
A.D. 1189. Frederic the emperor, Philip the French king, and Richard king of England, made their viage into Asia, where Frederic, washing in a river in Cilicia, died. In this viage, at the siege of Acre, Saladine won the field of our men, of whom two thousand were slain in the chase. Achre at length was got by the Christians. King Richard got Cyprus. The two kings fell at strife. Philip retired home without any good doing. King Richard laid siege to Jerusalem, but in vain, and so returning homeward, was taken near to Vienna in Austria, after he had taken truce before with the solemn, upon such condition as pleased him. And this good speed, had the pope's sending out against the Turks.

A.D. 1215. There was another council holden at Rome by pope Innocent III., where was enacted a new article of our faith, for transubstantiation of bread and wine, to be turned into the body and blood of our Saviour. In this council also great excitation was made by the pope, and great preparation was through all Christendom, to set forward for recovery of the Holy Land. A mighty army was collected of dukes, lords, knights, bishops, and prelates, that, if God's blessing had gone with them, they might have gone throughout all Asia and India.

A.D. 1219. The Christians after eighteen months' siege, got a certain town in Egypt, called Damietta, or Eliphopolis, with much ado, but not much to the purpose. For afterwards, as the christian army of the pope's sending went about to besiege the city of Cairo, or Babylon, the sultan, through his subtle train, so entrapped and inclosed them within the danger of the Nile, that they were constrained to render again the city of Damietta, with their prisoners, and all the furniture thereof as they found it, into the sultan's hand; and glad so with their lives to pass forward to Tyre.

A.D. 1221. In the mean time the Egyptian Turk caused the city of Jerusalem to be razed, that it should serve for no use to the Christians. What great thing else was done in that viage, it doth not greatly appear in stories. Albert Frederic II., emperor, was not unfruitfully there occupied; and much more might have done, had it not been for the violence and persecution of the bishop of Rome against him; whereby he was enforced to take truce with the sultan for ten years, and so returned. After which things done, not many years after, at length the last city of all belonging to the Christians, which was Ptolomais, or Acre, was also taken from them by the sultan, so that now the Christians had not one foot left in all Asia.

A.D. 1230. Thus the Christians being driven out of Asia by the sultans and Turks, yet the said Turks and sultans did not long enjoy their victory. For cations the Lord stirred up against them the Tartarians, who, breaking into Asia by the ports of Caspius, subdued divers parts of Asia, namely about Co- mana, Colchis, Iberia, Albania, &c. These Tartarians, as they had got many captives in their wars, so for gain they used them to ship them over customably to Alexandria in Egypt, to be sold; which servants and captives Melechsla, the great sultan, was glad to buy, to serve him in his wars. Which captives and servants after they had continued a certain space in Egypt, and through their valiant service grew in favour and estimation with the said Melechsla, and began more to increase in number and strength; at length they siew him, and took to themselves the name and kingdom of the sultan. And thus ceased the stock of Saracon and Saladine aforesaid, which continued in Egypt about the space, as is said, of one hundred years.

A.D. 1240. After the death of Melechsla, the army of these aforesaid rascals and captives set up to themselves a king of their own company, whom they called Turquemenius: who, to fill up the number of their company, that it should not diminish, devised this order, to get or to buy christian men's children, taken young from their parents, and the mother's lap; whom they used so to bring up, as to make them to deny Christ, and to be circumcised, and instructed in Mahomet's law, and afterwards to be trained in the feats of war; and these were called Mamaluske: among whom this was their order, that none might be advanced to be king but out of their own number, or else chosen by them; neither that any should be made knights or horsemen, but only the children of Christians who should deny Christ before, called Mamalukes. Also it was among them provided, that to this dignity neither Saracens nor Jews should be admitted. Item, that the succession thereof should ne/
descend to the children and offsprings of these Mamalukes. Also that the succession of the crown should not descend to the children of the aforesaid sultans, but should go by voice and election.

The Tartarians with Turquemenus their king, about this time obtained Turquia, that is, Asia Minor, from the Turks, and within two years after, prevailing against the Turks, expelled them from their kingdom; and so continued these Mamalukes reigning over Egypt, and a great part of Asia, till the time of Tomumbeius their last king, who was destroyed and hanged at the gates of Memphis, by Selim the Turk, father to this Solyman, as in his history is declared. These Mamalukes continued the space of two hundred and sixty years.

A. D. 1245. These Tartarians, ranging through the countries of the Georgians, and all Armenia, came as far as Iconium, which was then the imperial city of the Turks.

A. D. 1289. The soldan of Egypt and Babylon got from the Christians Tripolis, Tyre, Sidon, and Berithus in Syria.

A. D. 1291. Lastly, Ptolomais, which also is called Acre, was surprised by the said soldan, rased, and cast down to the ground, and all the Christians therein (who were not many left) were slain. And this was the last city which the Christians had in Asia; so that now the Christians have not one foot (as is said before) left in all Asia. Thus the Egyptian soldans, and the Tartarians, reigned and ranged over the most part of Asia above the Turks, till the reign of Ottoman the great Turk, about the space of eighty years.

And thus have ye the whole discourse of the Turkish story, with their names, countries, towns, dominions; also with their times, continuance, interruptions, and alterations, in order described, and in years distinguished: which, otherwise, in most authors and writers be so confused, that it is hard to know distinctly, what difference is between the Saracens, Turks, Tartarians, the Sultans or Soldans, Mamalukes, or Janizaries; what is their Caliph, their Seripheus, their Sultan, or Bassa; in what times they began, and how long, and in what order of years they reigned. All which, in this present Table, manifestly to thine eye may appear.

Wherein this thou hast moreover, gentle reader! to consider (which is worthy the noting), how the bishop of Rome all this season, from the first beginning of the Turk's reign, hath not ceased from time to time continually calling upon christian princes and subjects to take the cross, and to war against the Turks; whereupon so many great viages have been made to the Holy Land, and so many battles fought against the Turk and Soldan for winning the holy cross; and yet no lucky success hath followed thereof hitherto, nor ever came it prosperous and forward, whatsoever through the exciting of that bishop hath been attempted against that great enemy of the Lord: insomuch that the Christians have lost not only all that they had in Asia, but also are scarce able to defend that little they have in Europe against his violence. What the cause is of this hard luck of the bishop's doings, it is hard for man to define. Let men muse as their mind leadeth, and as the gospel saith, "He that hath eyes to see, let him see." This is certain, that as there hath lacked no care nor diligence in the bishop of Rome, to stir men up to that business; so on the princes' behalf, there hath lacked no courage nor strength of men, no contribution of expenses, no supportation of charges, no furniture or habiliment of war; only the blessing of God seemeth to have lacked! The reason and cause whereof I would it were as easy to be reformed, as it may be quickly construed. For what man, beholding the life of
us Christians, will greatly marvel, why the Lord goeth not with our army to fight against the Turks! And if my verdict might here have place, for me to add my censure, there appeareth to me another cause in this matter, yet greater than this aforesaid: which, to make plain and evident, in full discourse of words, leisure now doth not permit. Briefly to touch what I conceive, my opinion is this, that if the sincere doctrine of christian faith, delivered and left unto us in the word of God, had not been so corrupted in the church of Rome; or, if the bishop of Rome would yet reclaim his impure idolatry and profanations, and admit Christ the Lamb of God to stand alone, without our impure additions, to be our only justification, according to the free promise of God’s grace; I nothing doubt, but the power of this faith, grounding only upon Christ the Son of God, had both framed our lives into a better disposition, and also soon would, or yet will, bring down the pride of that proud Holofernes. But otherwise, if the bishop of Rome will not gently give place to the mild voice of God’s word, I think not contrary, but he shall be compelled at last to give place and room to the Turk, whether he will or not. And yet notwithstanding, when both the Turk and the pope shall do against it what they can, the truth and grace of God’s testament shall fructify and increase by such means as the Lord shall work, which becometh already (praise to the Lord) to come graciously and luckily forward, as in most places.

A Prayer against the Turks.

O eternal Lord God! Father of our Lord Jesus Christ; Creator and disposer of all things; just, gracious, and wise only; in the name and reverence of thy Son Jesus, we prostrate ourselves, desiring thine Omnipotent Majesty to look down upon these afflicted times of thy poor creatures and servants: relieve thy church, increase our faith, and confound our enemies: and as thou hast given thine only-begotten Son unto us, promising with him life to all that shall believe upon his name, so incline the obedience of our faith to thy promises in him, that our hearts may be far off from all other sinful additions and profane inventions, which are beside him, and not in him, grounded upon thy will and promise. And grant, we beseech thee, to thy church, more and more to see how terrible a thing it is, to set up any other means or help of salvation, but only in him whom thou only hast sent and sealed. Reform thy church with perfect doctrine and faithful teachers, that we, seeing our own weakness, may put off ourselves, and put on him, without whom we can do nothing. So shall we stand strong, when nothing standeth in us, but thy Son alone, in whom thou art only pleased. Renew in this thy church again the decayed faith of thy Son Jesus, which may plentifully bring forth in us, not leaves only, but fruits of christian life; and forgive our wretched idolatry, and blind fantasies past, wherewith we have provoke manifold ways thy deserved indignation against us. For our hearts have been full of idols, our temples full of images, our ways full of hypocrisy: thy sacraments profaned, and thy religion turned to superstition: because the lantern of thy word went not before us, therefore we have stumbled. Miserably we have walked hitherto, like sons, not of Sarah, but of Hagar, and therefore these Turkish Hagarenes have risen up against us. Many hard and strait ways we have passed, but the ways of the Lord we have not found. Much cost we have bestowed on bread that assuageth no hunger, but that bread which only feedeth and cometh freely we have not tasted. We have sailed far and near in barsk of our own building, but have not kept within the ark only of thy promise; and therefore these floods have taken us. We have prayed much, but not in thine appointed temple; and therefore we have not been heard. We have ploughed and tilled, but without thy heifer; and therefore this untidy ground of ours bringeth forth so many weeds. We do fish...
space and that all night, but because we fish not on the right side of the boat, in our fishing we catch never a fin. Our buildings be full of good intentions and great devotions, but because the groundwork is not surely laid upon the rock of thy promise [Luke vi. 48], the east wind riseth and shakest them all to shivers. We walk, and have walked along, after the precepts and doctrines of men having a show of wisdom, but not as holding the head [Colos. i. 12], where liest all our strength; and therefore these Philistine Turks have hitherto so prevailed against us. Briefly, all the parts and bones of the body be shaken out of place. Wherefore, we beseech thee, O Lord, put to thy holy hand, and set them in the right joint again; and finally, reduce this same thy mystical body again to its perfect and natural head, which is thine only Son Jesus Christ, and none other: for him only hast thou anointed and appointed; neither is there any other head, that can minister strength and nutriment to this body, but he alone; forasmuch as all other heads be sinful, and are not able to stand in thy sight, but make this body rather worse than better. Only this thy well-beloved and perfect Son is he, in whom only dwelleth all our strength and fulness; him only we confess and acknowledge; for whom and with whom, we beseech thee, O Lord God of hosts, grant to thy church strength and victory against the malicious fury of these Turks, Saracens, Tartarians, against Gog and Magog, and all the malignant rabble of Antichrist, enemies to thy Son Jesus, our Lord and Saviour. Prevent their devices, overthrow their power, and dissolve their kingdom, that the kingdom of thy Son so long oppressed, may recover and flourish over all; and that they who wretchedly be fallen from thee, may happily be reduced again into the fold of thy salvation, through Jesus Christ, our only Mediator and most merciful Advocate. Amen.

In this long digression, wherein sufficiently hath been described the grievous and tedious persecution of the Saracens and Turks against the Christians, thou hast to understand, good reader! and behold, the image of a terrible Antichrist, evidently appearing both by his own doings, and also by the Scriptures, prophesied and declared to us before. Now, in comparing the Turk with the pope, if a question be asked, whether of them is the truer or greater Antichrist, it were easy to see and judge, that the Turk is the more open and manifest enemy against Christ and his church. But, if it be asked whether of them two hath been the more bloody and pernicious adversary to Christ and his members; or whether of them hath consumed and spilt more Christian blood, he with sword, or this with fire and sword together, neither is it a light matter to discern, neither is it my part here to discuss, who do only write the history, and the acts of them both. Wherefore, after the story of the Turks thus finished, now to re-enter again there, where we left off, in describing the domestical troubles and persecutions here at home under the bishop of Rome; after the burning of Bahram in Norfolk above declared.

I signified also of another certain aged man, mentioned in an old written chronicle borrowed of one in the Tower, entitled ‘Polychronicon,’ (although I find not his name in the said chronicle expressed,) who suffered the pains of burning in Smithfield, about the same time, which was A. D. 1500. This aged father, I suppose, is he of whom I find mention made in certain old papers and records of William Cary, citizen (albeit the day of the month doth a little differ), wherein is thus testified, that on the 20th day of July, A. D. 1500, upon the day of St. Margaret, there was an old man burned in Smithfield for a heretic; and the same person, on the 10th day, before he was burned, would have stolen out of the Lollards’ tower, and so falling out of the
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tower, did foully hurt himself; whereupon he was carried in a cart to
his death, as he went to his burning.

In the aforesaid papers of ancient record, is furthermore declared,
how, in the year above prefixed, which was A.D. 1499, in the time of
one Persevel, many were taken for heretics in Kent, and at Paul's
cross they bare the faggots and were abjured; and shortly after, the
same year, there went thirteen Lollards afore the procession in Paul’s;
and there were of them eight women and a young lad, and the lad’s
mother was one of the eight, and all the thirteen bare faggots on their
necks afore the procession.

William Tylsworth, Martyr, burned at Amersham.

Forasmuch as the world is come now to such a morosity and peevish
insensibility in these contentious and cavilling days of ours, that
nothing can be so circumspectly written and storied, but shall lie in
danger of one sycophant or another, who never will credit there, where
they list not to like; neither will they ever like that which seemeth
prejudicial to their faction, or not to serve the humour wherewith
their fantasies be infected: therefore, to stop the mouths of such
carping cavillers with as much possibility as I may, be it known to all
and singular such persons, who, by evidence of truth and witness, will
be satisfied, that in the town of Amersham be yet alive both men and
women, who can and doe bear witness of this that I shall declare. Also
there is of the said company, one named William Page, an aged father
and yet alive, witness to the same. Also another, named Agnes
Wetherly, widow, being about the age of a hundred years, yet living
and witness hereof; that in the days of king Henry VII. A.D. 1506,
in Buckinghamshire, in the diocese of Lincoln (William Smith being
bishop of the same dioce), one William Tylsworth was burned in
Amersham, in a close called Stanlev, about sixty years ago: at which
time one Joan Clerk, being a married woman, who was the only
daughter of the said William Tylsworth, and a faithful woman, was
compelled with her own hands to set fire to her dear father; and at
the same time her husband John Clerk did penance at her father's
burning, and bare a faggot, as did also these:

Robert Bartlet.
Richard Bartlet.
John Bartlet.
Thomas Harding, and his wife.
Henry Harding.
Richard Harding.
Robert Harding.

John Milsent, and his wife.
William White.
John Mumbe, and his wife.
Richard Bennet.
Roger Bennet.
John Fip.

William Grinder.
Thomas Homes.
Yomand Dorman.
William Scrivener.
John Scrivener.
Thomas Chase.
John Cracher.

All these bare faggots, and afterwards were compelled to wear cer-
tain badges, and went abroad to certain towns to do penance; as to
Buckingham, Aylesbury, and other towns besides. And also divers
of these men were afterwards burned in the cheek, as William Page,
who at this present is alive, and likewise did bear a faggot with the
aforesaid. Furthermore, the aforesaid Agnes Wetherly testifieth,
that at the burning of this William Tylsworth, were sixty and above,
that were put to bear faggots for their penance; of whom divers were
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enjoined to bear and wear faggots, at Lincoln, the space of seven years' some at one time, some at another, &c. In which number was also one Robert Bartlet, a rich man, who, for his profession's sake, was put out of his farm and goods, and was condemned to be kept in the monastery of Ashridge, where he wore on his right sleeve a square piece of cloth, the space of seven years together.

It followeth, moreover, in the testimony of the aforesaid, that about the same time of the burning of William Tylsworthy (as the Amersham men do say), or the next day after (as recordeth the aforesaid Agnes) was one father Roberts burned at Buckingham. He was a miler, and dwelled at Missenden; and at his burning there were above twenty persons, that were compelled to bear faggots, and to do such penance as the wicked Pharisees did compel them. After that, by the space of two or three years, were burned at Amersham Thomas Barnard, a husbandman, and James Mordon, a labourer; they two were burned both at one fire, and there was William Littlepage, who is yet alive, compelled to be burned in the right cheek, and father Rogers, and father Rever alias Reive, who after was burned. This father Rogers was in the bishop's prison fourteen weeks together, night and day, where he was so cruelly handled with cold, hunger, and irons, that after his coming out of the said prison, he was so lame in his back, that he could never go upright as long as he lived; as can testify divers honest men that be now living. Also there were thirty more burned in the right cheek, and who bare faggots at the same time. The cause was, that they would talk against superstition and idolatry, and were desirous to hear and read the holy Scriptures. The manner of their burning in the cheek was this: their necks were tied fast to a post or stay, with towels, and their hands holden fast that they might not stir; and so the iron, being hot, was put to their cheeks: and thus bare they the prints and marks of the Lord Jesus about them.

The cruel handling of Thomas Chase of Amersham.

WICKEDLY STRANGLED AND MARTYRED IN THE BISHOP'S PRISON AT WOBNURN, UNDER WILLIAM SMITH, BISHOP OF LINCOLN.

Among these aforesaid, who were so cruelly persecuted for the gospel and word of Christ, one Thomas Chase of Amersham was one of them that was thus cruelly handled: which Thomas Chase by the report of such as did know him, was a man of a godly, sober, and honest behaviour (whose virtuous doings do yet remain in memory), and who could not abide idolatry and superstition, but many times would speak against it. Wherefore the ungodly and wicked did the more hate and despise him, and took him and brought him before the blind bishop, being at that time at Woburn, in the county of Buckingham, and, as it is written in Acts xii., that wicked Herod did vex certain of the congregation, and killed James the brother of John with the sword; and because he saw that it pleased the Jews, &c., he proceeded further, and had this same Thomas Chase before him, asking him many questions touching the Romish religion, with many taunts, checks, and rebukes; but what answer this godly man, Thomas
Chase, made them, it is unknown. Howbeit it is to be supposed that his answer was most zealous and godly in professing Christ’s true religion and gospel, and to the extirpation of idolatry, and superstition, and hypocrisy, for the said Thomas Chase was commanded to be put in the bishop’s prison, called ‘Little Ease,’ in the bishop’s house at Woburn; which prison had not been ministered unto him, had not his answers been sound and upright. There Thomas Chase lay bound most painfully with chains, gyves, manacles, and irons, oftentimes sore pined with hunger, where the bishop’s alms were daily brought unto him by his chaplains; which alms were nothing else but checks, taunts, rebukes and threatenings, floutings and mockings. All which cruelty the godly martyr took most quietly and patiently, remembering and having respect to Christ’s promises [Matt. vii.]: “Blessed are they which suffer persecution for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven;” and as followeth: “Blessed are ye when men revile you and persecute you;” &c.

When the bishop, with his band of shavelings, perceived that by their daily practices of cruelty they could not prevail against him, but rather that he was the more fervent and earnest in professing Christ’s true religion, and that he did tolerate and bear most patiently all their wickedness and cruelty ministered unto him, they imagined how and which way they might put him to death, lest there should be a tumult or an uproar among the people. And as Richard Hun shortly after was hanged or strangled in Lollard’s tower, about A. D. 1514, even so these blood-suppers most cruelly strangled and pressed to death this said Thomas Chase in prison, who most heartily called upon God to receive his spirit; as witnesseth a certain woman that kept him in prison.

After these stinging vipers, being of the wicked brood of Antichrist, had thus most cruelly and impiously murdered this faithful Christian, they were at their wits’ end, and could not tell what shift to make, to cloke their shameful murder withal: at last to blind the ignorant silly people, these bloody butchers most slanderously caused it by their ministers to be bruited abroad, that the aforesaid Thomas Chase had hanged himself in prison; which was a most shameful and abominable lie, for the prison was such, that a man could not stand upright, nor lie at ease, but stooping, as they do report that did know it. And besides that, this man had so many manacles and irons upon him, that he could not well move either hand or foot, as the women did declare that saw him dead; insomuch that they confessed that his blood-bulk was broken, by reason they had so vilely beaten him and bruised him. And yet these holy Catholics had not made an end of their wicked act in this both killing and slandering of this godly martyr; but, to put out the remembrance of him, they caused him to be buried in the wood called Norland Wood, in the highway betwixt Woburn and Little Marlow, to the intent he should not be taken up again to be seen: and thus commonly are innocent men laid up by these clerkly clergymen. But He that is effectually true of himself hath promised, at one time or at another to clear his true servants, not with lies and fables, but by his own true word. “No secret,” saith He, “is so close, but once shall be opened; neither is any thing so hid, that shall not at the last be
Henry VII.
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Known clearly.\textsuperscript{71} Such a sweet Lord is God always to those that are his true servants. Blessed be his holy name, therefore, for ever and ever, Amen!

Thomas Harding being one of this company thus molested and troubled, as is aforesaid, in the town of Amersham, for the truth of the gospel, after his abjuration and penance done, was again sought for, and brought to the fire, in the days of king Henry VIII., and under Dr. Longland then bishop of Lincoln, succeeding after cardinal Wolsey; of whose death and martyrdom we shall likewise record (Christ willing and granting) in order, when we shall come to the time and year of his suffering.

After the martyrdom of these two, I read also of one Thomas Noris, who likewise for the same cause, that is, for the profession of Christ's gospel, was condemned by the bishop, and burnt at Norwich, the last day of March, A. D. 1507.

In the next year following, which was A. D. 1508, in the consistory of London, was convented Elizabeth Sampson, of the parish of Aldermanbury, upon certain articles, and especially for speaking against pilgrimage and adoration of images; as the image of our lady at Wilsdon, at Staines, at Crome, at Walsingham, and the image of St. Saviour of Bermondsey; and against the sacrament of the altar, and for that she had spoken these or like words: That our lady of Wilsdon was but a burnt tailed elf, and a burnt tailed stock; and if she might have holpen men and women who go to her on pilgrimage, she would not have suffered her tail to have been burnt: and what should folk worship our lady of Wilsdon, or our lady of Crome; for the one is but a burnt tailed stock, and the other is but a puppet: and better it were for the people to give their alms at home to poor people, than to go on pilgrimage. Also she called the image of St. Saviour, 'Sim Saviour with kit lips;' and that she said she could make as good bread, as that which the priest occupied; and that it was not the body of Christ, but bread, for that Christ could not be both in heaven and in earth at one time. For these and certain other articles, she was compelled to abjure before Master William Horsey, chancellor, the day and year above written.\textsuperscript{2}

Laurence Ghost, Martyr.

Lamentable it is to remember, and a thing almost infinite to comprehend, the names, times, and persons of all them that have been slain by the rigour of the pope's clergy, for the true maintaining of Christ's cause, and of his sacraments; whose memory being registered in the book of life, albeit it need not the commemoration of our stories, yet for the more confirmation of the church, I thought it not unprofitable the suffering and martyrdom of them to be notified, who innocently have given their blood to be shed in Christ's quarrel.

In the catalogue of whom, next in order, cometh the memorial of Laurence Ghost, who was burned in Salisbury for matter of the sacrament, in the days of king Henry VII. He was of a comely and tall person, and otherwise (as appeareth) not unfriended; for which the bishop and the close were the more loath to burn him, but

\textsuperscript{1} Matt. x.; Luke xlii.  
\textsuperscript{2} Ex Regist. Lond.
kept him in prison the space of two years. This Laurence had a
wife and seven children. Wherefore they, thinking to expugn
and persuade his mind by stirring of his fatherly affection toward his
children, when the time came which they appointed for his burning,
as he was at the stake, they brought before him his wife and his
aforesaid seven children; at the sight whereof, although nature is
commonly wont to work in others, yet in him, religion overcoming
nature made his constancy to remain unmovable; in such sort, as
when his wife began to exhort and desire him to favour himself, he
again desired her to be content, and not to be a block in his way,
for he was in a good course, running toward the mark of his salva
tion: and so, fire being put to him, he finished his life, renouncing
not only wife and children, but also himself, to follow Christ. As
he was in burning, one of the bishop’s men threw a firebrand at his
face; whereas the brother of Laurence, standing by, ran at him with
his dagger, and would have slain him, had he not been otherwise
said.

Testified and witnessed by the credible report of one William
Russell, an aged man dwelling of late in Coleman-street, who was
there present, the same time, at the burning of Laurence, and was
also himself burned in the cheek, and one of the persecuted flock in
those days, whose daughter is yet living. The same is confirmed
also by the testimony of one Richard Webb, servant sometime to
Master Latimer, who, sojourning in the house of the said William
Russell, heard him many times declare the same.

A notable Story of a faithful Woman burned in Chipping-Sudbury.

But amongst all the examples of them, whereof so many have
suffered from time to time for Christ and his truth, I cannot tell if
ever were any martyrdom more notable and admirable, wherein the
plain demonstration of God’s mighty power and judgment hath at
any time been more evident against the persecutors of his flock, than
at the burning of a certain godly woman put to death in Chipping-
Sudbury, about the same time, under the reign of king Henry VII.

The constancy of which blessed woman, as it is glorious for all
ture godly Christians to behold; so again the example of the bishop’s
chancellor, who cruelly condemned the innocent, may offer a ter-
rible spectacle to the eyes of all papistical persecutors to consider,
and to take example; which the living God grant they may. Amen.
The name of the town where she was martyred, was, as is said,
Chipping-Sudbury; the name of the woman is not as yet come to
my knowledge; the name of the chancellor, who condemned her,
was called doctor Whittington; the time of her burning was in the
reign and time of king Henry VII., orderly therefore in this place
and time, to be inserted. Wherein is to be noted moreover the
opportunity of this present history brought to my hands, and that in
such convenient season, as I was drawing toward the end of the
aforesaid king’s reign, so that it may appear to those who behold
the opportunity of things, not to be without God’s holy will and
providence, that this aforesaid example should not lie hid and un-
remembered, but should come to light and knowledge; and that
in such order of placing, according as the due course of our story, hitherto kept, requireth.

A.D. 1508.

After this godly woman and manly martyr of Christ was condemned by the wretched chancellor above named, doctor Whittington, for the graceful profession of the truth, which the papists then called heresy, and the time being now come when she should be brought to the place and pains of her martyrdom, a great concourse of all the multitude, both in the town and country about (as the manner is at such times), was gathered to behold her end. Among whom was also the aforesaid doctor Whittington, the chancellor, there present to see the execution done. Thus this faithful woman, and true servant of God, constantly persisting in the testimony of the truth, committing her cause to the Lord, gave over her life to the fire, refusing no pains nor torments to keep her conscience clear and unreprouvable in the day of the Lord. The sacrifice being ended, the people began to return homeward, coming from the burning of this blessed martyr. It happened in the mean time, that as the catholic executioners were busy in slaying this silly lamb at the town's side, a certain butcher was as busy within the town, slaying a bull; which bull he had fast bound in ropes, ready to knock him on the head. But the butcher (belike not so skilful in his art of killing beasts, as the papists be in murdering Christians), as he was lifting his axe to strike the bull, failed in his stroke, and smote a little too low, or else how he smote, I know not: this is certain, that the bull, although somewhat grieved at the stroke, but yet not stricken down, put his strength to the ropes, and brake loose from the butcher into the street, the very same time as the people were coming in great press from the burning. Who, seeing the bull coming towards them, and supposing him to be wild (as it was no other like), gave way for the beast, every man shifting for himself as well as he might. Thus the people giving back, and making a lane for the bull, he passed through the throng of them, touching neither man nor child, till he came where the chancellor was: against whom the bull, as pricked with a sudden vehemency, ran full butt with his horns; and taking him upon the paunch, gored him through and through; and so killed him immediately: carrying his guts, and trailing them with his horns, all the street over, to the great admiration and wonder of all them that saw it.

Although the carnal sense of man be blind in considering the works of the Lord, imputing, many times, to blind chance the things which properly pertain to God's only praise and providence; yet in this so strange and so evident example, what man can be so dull or ignorant, which seeth not herein a plain miracle of God's mighty power and judgment, both in the punishing of this wretched chancellor, and also in admonishing all other like persecutors, by his example, to fear the Lord, and to abstain from the like cruelty?

Now, for the credit of this story, lest I be said upon mine own head to commit to story things rashly, which I cannot justify, therefore, to stop such cavilling mouths, I will discharge myself with authority, I trust, sufficient, that is, with the witness of him who both was a papist, and also present at the same time at the burning of the woman, whose name was Rowland Webb: which Rowland, dwelling then in Chipping-Sudbury, had a son named Richard Webb, servant
sometime to master Latimer, who also, enduring with him in time of
his trouble six years together, was himself imprisoned and persecuted
for the same cause: unto which Richard Webb, being now aged,
then young, the aforesaid Rowland, his father, to the intent to exhort
him from the sect of heresy (as he then called it), recited to him
many times the burning of this woman, and withal added the story
of the bull aforesaid, which he himself did see and testify. This
Richard Webb is yet living, a witness of his own father's words and
testimony, which I trust may satisfy all indifferent readers, except
only such as think no truth to be believed, but that only which is in
their portues.

Verses touching the same, by Thomas Hatcher.

"Mira legis, quicunque legis, portenta nefandi
Exitus, ut poenas addita poena luat.
Vera legis, Domini cuicunque potentia nota est,
Ut delinquentes ira severa premat.
Sepe fit ut fusa cumuletur sanguine sanguis,
Sepe fit ut penis obruit ira novis.
Omnia sunt Domini dextrae subjecta potenti,
Qui ciet arbitrio bruta hominesque suo.
Carnificia taurus luctando corniger letus
Evitans, fructo fune repente fugit.
Forte viam qua turba frequentis confuxerat ante,
Feminae ut cernat membra perire rogo,
Taurus igit, furtur qua confertissima turba;
Larvs at ex tanta solus et unus erat.
Solus et unus erat, rapidos qui misit in ignes,
Et misere parvum sparsit ovile Dei.
Ex, quasi consulto ferretur, praeterit omnes;
Cornibus hunc tollit, proterit hunc pedibus.
Hic jacet, madido foedatur sanguine corpus,
Eruta perque vias viscera sparsa jacent.
Quis non a Domino, nutu qui temperat orbem,
Cogitavit haec fieri, non repetendo tremat?
Ultio terribiles comitatur justa procellas:
Sera licet, certis passibus illa venit."

And thus much concerning the state of the church; wherein is to
be understood, what storms and persecutions have been raised up in
all quarters against the flock and congregation of Christ, not only by
the Turks, but also at home, within ourselves, by the bishop of Rome
and his retinue. Where also is to be noted, in the days and reign
of this king Henry VII., how mightily the working of God's gospel
hath multiplied and increased, and what great numbers of men and
women have suffered for the same with us in England, as by these
stories above past may be apparent.

Now these things declared, which to the church matters be apper-
taining, consequently it remaineth something to treat of the state,
likewise, of the commonwealth, which commonly doth follow the state
of the church. Where the church is quietly and moderately governed,
and the flock of Christ defended by godly princes in peace and safety,
from devouring and violence of bloody wolves; the success of civil
estate, for the most part, there doth flourish, and the princes long
continue, through God's preservation, in prosperous rest and tru-
quility. Contrariwise, where either the church of Christ through the negligence of princes, or the poor members of Christ, through their setting on, be persecuted and devoured, shortly after ensueth some just recompense of the Lord upon those princes, that either their lives do not long continue, or else they find not that quiet in the commonwealth, which they look for. Examples hereof, as in all other ages be abundant, so in this present time be not lacking, whether we consider the state and condition of other countries far off, or else of our own country near at home.

And here, not to wander in our story farther than to France only, let us a little behold the example of king Charles VIII., who, living in this king's time, died also not long before him. This Charles is commended of Philip de Comines, to be a moderate, valiant, and victorious prince, adorned with many special virtues to a prince appertaining. And yet the same king, because he was slack and remiss in defence of Christ's church, neither did use his authority, nor did take his occasion offered to him of God, to amend and reform the estate of the bishop and clergy of Rome when he might, he was therefore himself punished and cut off of the Lord, as by his story ensuing may right well appear. For so it is of him recorded, that being marvellously excited and provoked, of his own mind (contrary to the counsel of most of his nobles) he took his journey into Italy, neither being furnished with money, nor the season of the year being convenient thereunto. And that this may appear the better to proceed of the Lord's doing, to the intent he would have the church and clergy of Rome reformed by the prince's sword, which so vexed all Christendom at that time, we shall hear what is testified in the Commentaries of the said Philip de Comines, writing in this wise:

"There was in the city of Florence, the same time, a Dominic friar, named Hieronymus Savonarola, of whom mention was made before, a man of a right godly and approved life; who in the said city of Florence preached and prophesied long before, that the French king should come with an army into Italy, being stirred up of God to suppress the tyrants of Italy, and none should withstand him. He should also come to the city of Pisa, and the state of Florence should be altered: all which happened true. He affirmed, moreover, to be signified to him of the Lord, that the ecclesiastical state of the church must be redressed 'per vim armorum,' i.e. 'by the sword or force of arms.' Many things also be prophesied of the Venetians, and of the French king, saying, that the king with some danger and difficulty should pass that journey, yet notwithstanding should overcome it and escape, albeit his strength were never so slender; for God would safely conduct him in that journey, and safely bring him home again. But because he had not done his office, in amending the state of the church, and in defending his people from injury, and from devouring, therefore it should come to pass," saith he, "and that shortly, that some incommodity or detriment should happen to the king: or if he should escape that danger of his sickness and recover health, then if he did resist the cruelty of the wicked, and procure the safety of the poor and miserable, God would show mercy unto him," &c.

And this the said Hierome declared before to Philip de Comines, one of the king's counsellors, who was the writer of the story, and required him to signify the same unto the king; who so did, and he, moreover, himself coming to the presence of the king, declared no less.

(1) Ex Commentarivs Phil. Comini, De Bello Neapolitano, lib. iii.
(2) See page 6 of this volume.—Eo.
All which things as he had foretold, came directly to effect. For the king, being but easily accompanied, with a small power entered into Italy; where first he came to Aosta, then to Genoa, and to Pisa, from thence proceeded to Florence, which also he obtained, displacing there Peter de Medici the duke, who had used great tyranny upon the subjects. From thence he removed toward Rome, where a great part of the city wall, at the coming of the French king, fell down.

Afterward, when the king was entered into the city, and the pope (who then took part with Alphonsus king of Naples against the French king) had immured himself within the Mount of Adrian, the wall of the castle fell down of itself; whereby when the king was both occasioned, and exhorted also by his captains, to invade the pope, and to depose him, and to reform the church of Rome (which he might then easily have done, as it had pleased him); yet all these occasions, offered so opportunely of God, moved not the king to do his duty, and to help the poor church of Christ: wherefore shortly after, returning home into France from Naples, either the same year, or the next year following, he was stricken with a sudden sickness at Amboise, as he was looking on them that played at tennis, and that in the stinkiest place in all the castle, where he fell down and died within twelve hours, according to the forewarning of Hierome, who wrote unto him a little before, both of his son’s death, and of his own, which was about A.D. 1498.4

Like examples we have many here also in this our realm of England. So long as king John kept out of the realm the pope’s authority and power, he continued safe and quiet with his nobles: but as soon as he brought the realm under tribute and submission to that foreign bishop, God stirred up his nobles against him, whereby he had much disquiet and trouble, and soon thereupon decayed.

Of all the kings of England from William the Conqueror to this king Henry VII., were none who either longer continued, or more prosperous flourished, than king Henry II., king Henry III., king Edward I., and king Edward III.; of whom the first, how stout he was in withstanding Thomas Becket and pope Alexander III., is sufficiently before comprehended.

The second, who was son of king John, albeit through the wretchedness of that time his power was not sufficient to repulse the pope’s usurped jurisdiction out of the realm, yet his will was good: at least he so defended and provided for his subjects, that they took no great wrong at the pope’s hands; who reigned one year longer than Augustus Caesar,5 which hath not commonly been seen in any prince.

The third, who was king Edward I., so vigilantly behaved himself for the public commodity and safety of his people, that he defended them from all foreign power and hostility both of the Scots (then our enemies, now our friends), and also from the bishop of Rome, taking part with them against us, as may appear above.” Furthermore of the same king, and of his worthy nobles and house of parliament, how valiantly they stood in denial of the pope’s subsidies, and also how the said king secluded out of his protection the bishops, and

---

(2) Augustus reigned fifty-nine years.
(3) See vol. ii. p. 272. — Es.
especially the archbishop Peckham, for standing with the pope, read before.\(^1\)

A.D. 1509. Now as touching king Edward III., how little he regarded, how princely he with his nobles likewise resisted, the pope’s reservation and provisions, how he bridled the archbishop John Stratford, and rejected the vain authority of the bishop of Rome, both in defence of his subjects, and also in defence of claiming his right title in the realm of France, read before.\(^2\)

Not that I do here affirm or define, as in a general rule, that worldly success and prosperity of life always follow the godly, which we see rather to be given more often to the wicked sort; but, speaking of the duty of princes, I note and observe by examples of histories, that such princes as have most defended the church of Christ committed to their governance, from injury and violence of the bishop of Rome, have not lacked at God’s hand great blessing and felicity: whereas contrariwise, they who either themselves have been persecutors of Christ’s members, or have not shielded them by their protection from foreign tyranny and injuries, have lacked at God’s hand that protection, which the others had, as may appear by king Edward II., Richard III., king Henry IV., king Henry V., king Henry VI., &c., who, because either negligently they have suffered, or cruelly caused, such persecuting laws to be made, and so much christian blood injuriously to be devoured; therefore have they been the less prospered of the Lord, so that either they were deposed, or, if they flourished for a while, yet they did not long continue, almost not half the time of the other kings before named.

And therefore, as the state of the commonwealth doth commonly follow the state of the church, as ye heard before; so it had been to be wished, that this king Henry VII., being otherwise a prudent and temperate prince, had not permitted the intemperate rage of the pope’s clergy so much to have their wills over the poor flock of Christ, as then they had; according as these persecutions above mentioned may appear. Which king Henry VII., albeit he had a sufficient continuance, who had now reigned twenty-four years, yet notwithstanding here cometh the same thing to be noted whereof I spake before, that when the church of Christ beginneth to be injured with violence, and to go to wrack through disorder and negligence, the state of the commonwealth cannot there long endure without some alteration, and stroke of God’s correction. But, howsoever this mark is to be taken, thus lieth the story: that after the burning and vexing of these poor servants of Christ above recited, when the persecution began now to be hot in the church, God called away the king, the same year above mentioned, which was 1509, after he had reigned the term of twenty-four years; who, if he had adjoined a little more pitiful respect, in protecting Christ’s poor members from the fire of the pope’s tyranny, to his other great virtues of singular wisdom, excellent temperance, and moderate frugality; so much had he been comparable with the best of those princes above comprehended, as he had been inferior but to a few: but this defect, which lacked in him, was supplied most luckily (blessed be the Lord!) by his posterity succeeding after him; of whom in the next volumes

\(^1\) See vol. II. p. 609.—Es.  
\(^2\) See vol. II. p. 688.—Ep.  

Death of king Henry VII.
CERTAIN PERSONS PERSECUTED AT COVENTRY.

following (Christ thereunto assisting us), we have to specify more at large.

Among many other things incident in the reign of this king Henry VII., I have overpassed the history of certain godly persons persecuted in the diocese of Coventry and Lichfield, as we find them in the registers of the diocese recorded; here following.

In the year of our Lord 1485, March 9th, amongst divers and sundry other good men in Coventry, these nine hereunder named, were examined before John, bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, in St. Michael's church, upon these articles following in order:

John Blomstone and eight others persecuted at Coventry.

First, John Blomstone was openly and publicly infamed, accused, reported, and appeached as follows:

That he was a very heretic, because he had preached, taught, holden, and affirmed, that the power attributed to St. Peter in the church of God by our Saviour Jesus Christ immediately, did not flit or pass from him, to remain with his successors. The power of Peter sitteth not to his successors.

Item, That there was as much virtue in a herb, as in the image of the Virgin Mary.

Item, That prayer and alms avail not the dead; for incontinent after death, he goeth either to heaven or hell: whereupon he conclude of there is no purgatory.

Item, That it was foolishness to go on pilgrimage to the image of our Lady of Doncaster, Walsingham, or of the Tower of the city of Coventry: for a man might as well worship the blessed Virgin by the fire-side in the kitchen, as in the aforesaid places, and as well might a man worship the blessed Virgin, when he seeth his mother or sister, as in visiting the images; because they be no more but dead stocks and stones.

Item, That he said in English, with a frowning countenance, as it appeared: 'A vengeance on all such horson priests, for they have great envy that a poor man should get his living among them.'

Richard Hegham of the same city was accused, as under:

That he was a very heretic, because he did hold that a christian man being at the point of death, should renounce all his own works good and ill, and submit him to the mercy of God.

Item, That it was fondness to worship the images of our Lady of the Tower, in the aforesaid city, or of other saints; for they are but stocks and stones.

Item, That if the image of our Lady of the Tower were put into the fire, it would make a good fire.

Item, That it were better to deal money unto poor folks, than to offer to the image of Christ and other saints, which are but dead stocks and stones.

Robert Crowther of the same city was accused as follows:

That he was a heretic, because he did hold, that whose receiveth the sacrament of the altar in deadly sin, or out of charity, receiveth nothing but bread and wine.

Item, That neither bishop, nor priests, nor curates of churches, have power in the market of penance to bind and loose.

Item, That pilgrimage to the image of our Lady of the Tower is foolishness: Pilgrimage for it is but a stock or a stone.
John Smith was accused, as under:

A.D. 1509. That he was a very heretic, because he did hold, that every man is bound to know the Lord's Prayer and the Creed in English, if he might; for all these false priests.

Item. That whoso believed as the church then did believe, believed ill: and that a man had need to frequent the schools a good while, ere that he can attain to the knowledge of the true and right faith.

Item. That no priest hath power to assail a man, in the market of penance, from his sins.

Roger Brown of the same city was also accused as follows:

That he was a heretic, because he did hold that no man ought to worship the image of our Lady of Walsingham, nor the blood of Christ at Hales, but rather God Almighty, who would give him whatsoever he would ask.

Item. That he held not up his hands, nor looked up, at the elevation of the eucharist.

Item. That he promised one to show him certain books of heresy, if he would swear that he would not utter them, and if he would credit them.

Item. That he did eat flesh in Lent, and was taken with the manner.

Item. If any man were not shriven in his whole life long, and at the point of death would be confessed, and could not, if he had no more but contrition only, he should pass to joy without purgatory: and if he were confessed of any sin, and were enjoined only to say for penance one Pater-Noster, if he thought he should have any punishment in purgatory for that sin, he would never be confessed for any sin.

Item. Because he said all is lost that is given to priests.

Item. That there was no purgatory, that God would pardon all sins without confession and satisfaction.

Thomas Butler of the same city was likewise openly accused to this effect:

That he was a very heretic, because he did hold that there were but two ways, that is to say, to heaven and to hell.

Item. That no faithful man should abide any pain after the death of Christ, for any sin, because Christ died for our sins.

Item. That there was no purgatory; for every man immediately after death passeth either to heaven or hell.

Item. Whosoever departeth in the faith of Christ and the church, howsoever he hath lived, shall be saved.

Item. That prayers and pilgrimages are nothing worth, and avail not to purchase heaven.

John Falks was accused as follows:

That he was a very heretic, because he did affirm, That it was a foolish thing to offer to the image of our Lady, saying, Her head shall be hoar ere I offer to her: What is it but a block? If it could speak to me, I would give it an halfpenny worth of ale.

Item. That when the priest carrieth to the sick the body of Christ, why carrieth he not also the blood of Christ?

Item. That he did eat cow-milk upon the first Sunday of Lent.

Item. That as concerning the sacrament of penance and absolution, no priest hath power to assail any man from his sins, when he can not make one hair of his head.

Item. That the image of our Lady was but a stone or a block.1

(1) It is heresy, to say a stone is a stone, and a block is a block.
Richard Hilman was accused, as under:

That he was a very heretic, because he did say and maintain, That it was better to part with money to the poor, than to give tithes to priests, or to offer to the images of our Lady; and that it were better to offer to images made by God, than to the images of God painted.

Item, That he had the Lord’s Prayer and the salutation of the angel and the Creed in English, and another book did he see and had, which contained the epistles and gospels in English, and according to them would he live, and thereby believed to be saved.

Item, That no priest speaketh better in the pulpit than that book.

Item, That the sacrament of the altar is but bread, and that the priests make it to blind the people.

Item, That a priest, while he is at mass, is a priest; and after one mass done, till the beginning of another mass, he is no more than a lay-man, and hath no more power than a mere lay-man.

After they were enforced to recant, they were assoiled and put to penance.

In the year of our Lord 1488, the third of April, Margery Goyt, wife of James Goyt of Ashburn, was brought before the aforesaid John bishop of Coventry and Lichfield, and was there accused as follows:

That she said, that that which the priests lift over their heads at mass, was not the true and very body of Christ; for, if it were so, the priests could not break it so lightly into four parts, and swallow it as they do; for the Lord’s body flesh and bones; so hath not that which the priests receive.

Item, That priests buying forty cakes for a halfpenny, and showing them to the people, and saying, that of every of them they make the body of Christ, do nothing but deceive the people and enrich themselves.

Item, Seeing God in the beginning did create and make man, how can it be that man should be able to make God?

This woman also was constrained to recant, and so was she assoiled and did penance.

Thus much I thought good here to insert, touching these aforesaid people of Coventry, especially for this purpose, because our cavilling adversaries be wont to object against us the newness of Christ’s old and ancient religion. To the intent, therefore, they may see this doctrine not to be so new as they report, I wish they would consider both the time and articles here objected against these aforesaid persons, as is above-mentioned.

I should also in the same reign of king Henry VII. have introduced that story of Johannes Picus, earl of Mirandula, the mention of whose name partly is touched before. This Picus, earl of Mirandula, being but a young man, was so excellently witted, and so singularly learned in all sciences, and in all tongues, both Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, Chaldee, and Araby, that coming to Rome booted and spurred, he set up ninety conclusions, to dispute in the same with any in all Christendom, whosoever would come against him; of which conclusions divers were touching the matter of the sacrament, &c. And when none was found in all Rome, nor in Europe, that openly would dispute with him, privily and in corners certain of the pope’s clergy, prelates, lawyers, and friars, by the pope appointed, consulted together to inquire upon his conclusions; whereupon they did articu-
late against him for suspicion of heresy. And thus the unlearned clergy of Rome privily circumvented and entangled this learned earl in their snares of heresy, against whom they durst never openly dispute. He died being of the age of thirty-two years, of such wit and towardness, as is hard to say whether Italy ever bred up a better. In his sickness Charles VIII. the French king, moved with the fame of his learning, came to visit him. The furniture of his books cost him seven thousand florins. A little before his death his mind was to give all away, and to take a cowl, to go about and preach; but the Lord would not permit him. His story requireth a long tractation, which, if place do serve, we will not peradventure forget. With two popes, that is, with pope Innocent, and Alexander VI., he had much vexation.

The names of the Archbishops of Canterbury in this sixth Book contained.

62 John Stafford held the see for . . . . . 8 years. see for . . . . . 0 years.
63 John Kempe . . . . 3 " 67 Henry Dene . . . . 2 "
64 Thomas Bouchier . . 33 " 68 William Warham . . 28 "
65 John Morton . . . . 14 "

A BRIEF NOTE OF ECClesiASTICAL LAWS ORDAINED BY ANCIENT KINGS IN THIS REALM.

Forasmuch as it is, and hath been a persuasion long engendered in the heads of many, that the bishops of Rome be the universal heads of the whole militant church of Christ in earth, and have always so continued from the beginning of the primitive time; and that no prince, king, nor emperor, in his own realm, hath any interest to intermeddle with matters and laws ecclesiastical, but only the said bishops of Rome: to refer and remove that opinion out of the heads of all Englishmen, as a thing most false, and contrary both to histories of time, and examples of ancient kings and governors of this realm, I thought to fill up a little end of paper here left, with some such brief rehearsal of laws devised and appointed by kings and rulers of this land, for the ordering of the church, and causes ecclesiastical; to the intent that all the world may see that the government of Christ's church here in earth under Christ hath not depended only of the pope from ancient time, but hath been rather directed by such kings and princes as God here had placed under him, to govern the people of this realm of England: as followeth here in this present table to be noted.

A BRIEF RECAPITULATION OF ANCIENT ECClesiASTICAL LAWS, BY SUNDRI KINGS OF THIS REALM ORDAINED, FOR GOVERNMENT OF THE CHURCH, BEFORE THE CONQUEST.

Ecclesiastical Laws of King Inas, or Ina.

I. First, king Inas, who reigned in this land A. D. 712, commanded that ministers should frame their conversation of life, according to the form in laws prescribed.

"(1) This Thomas Langton was elected archbishop, but died before he was confirmed."
ANCIENT ECCLESIASTICAL LAWS OF THIS REALM.

II. That infants should be baptized within thirty days.
III. Item, That no man, lay or spiritual, free or bond, should labour on the Sunday.
IV. Item, He established immunity of churches, and sanctuary. Also he took order for the true payment of church duties, and of the first-fruits of all that was sown, to be paid at the day of St. Martin.

Ecclesiastical Laws of King Alured, or Alfred.

I. King Alfred, after he had ordained divers judicial punishments for violating the holy precepts of God commanded by Moses, he also confirmed and enlarged the privilege of sanctuary: he laid double pain upon such as committed offences in the solemnities of certain feasts; also against them that committed sacrilege.
II. He made a law against priests committing murder.
III. Also he made a law against whoredom, adultery, and fornication.
IV. He appointed days of fasting, and ceasing from labour.
V. Item, He set order for making and keeping vows.

Ecclesiastical Laws of King Edward the Elder, and Gythrum the Dane King.

I. First, They agreed upon the sanctuary; they forbade gentility and paganism; they laid punishment upon the clergy committing theft, perjury, or murder, fornication, or any capital crime.
II. They punished priests, that pretermitted their office in pronouncing festival, or fasting days.
III. They made a law against all labour, buying, and selling, upon the sabbath; also for keeping of feasts.
Item, For no execution to be done on the Sunday.
Also against witches and sorcerers, &c.

Ecclesiastical Laws of King Athelstan.

I. King Athelstan, who reigned A.D. 925, commanded that every village of his own should give a monthly corody to a poor person.
II. That fifty Psalms should be sung daily in the church, for the king, &c.
III. He also ordained punishment for witches and sorcerers, &c.

Ecclesiastical Laws of King Edmund.

I. After king Athelstan followed king Edmund about A.D. 941, who established and provided laws against the unchaste living of churchmen.
II. Item, He made laws concerning tithes, with first-fruits of every man’s crop, and alms-money duly to be paid.
III. He enacted, That bishops, of their own proper charges, should repair churches, and should also admonish the king for the furnishing of the same.
IV. For perjury also, and for fighting within the church, he set laws and pains.

Ecclesiastical Laws of King Edgar.

I. King Edgar, who began his reign about A.D. 959, amongst other constitutions ecclesiastical, ordained that the Sunday should be kept holy from Saturday at noon till Monday in the morning.
II. Item, He ordained and decreed concerning liberties and freedoms of the church; for tithes also, and first-fruits of corn, and paying of Peter-pence.
III. Item, For holy days and fasting days.
IV. Item, That assemblies or synods should be kept twice every year, whereat as well the bishop of the diocese should be present, as the civil magistrate.

(1) "Corody," an allowance: "Bona quævia, quæ ad victum, vestitum, cultumque ministraturn et inseruunt." Carpenter, Supplem. ad Ducange. [See Appendix.]
King Ethelred, A.D. 979

A.D. 1509.

King Ethelred also, who succeeded after Edgar and Edward, appointed divers laws for public regiment, whereof we find but few touching matters ecclesiastical; for tithes, lights, feasts, and nothing else, and therefore we pass further, to the laws of Canute.

Ecclesiastical Laws of King Canute.

Canute the Dane, king, began to reign in this land A.D. 1016. The said Canute (as Ethelred had done before) divided his laws into ecclesiastical and temporal.

I. That ecclesiastical persons, being accused of fighting, murder, or any other offence, should purge themselves thereof.

II. That priests should be degraded for perjury, and put in sureties of good behaviour.

III. He prayeth priests, that they will live chastely, and commanded other religious.

IV. He limited the degrees of marriage.

V. Item, he commanded celebration of the Sabbath from Saturday at noon till Monday morning, as Edgar had done before, forbidding markets, hunting, labours, and court-keepings, during the said space.

VI. He ordained each christian man to come to the housel thrice yearly at least; that they might search and inquire after God's law, and his commandments.

VII. That every christian man understand the points of his faith, and that at least he learn perfectly the Lord's prayer and the creed; and that whatsoever cannot, the same shall be excluded from the eucharist, and shall not be received to undertake for others in baptism.

VIII. That bishops and priests should do their duties; that they cry out and warn their flocks when the wolf cometh.

IX. That at the court of every shire the bishop of the diocese shall be present with the sheriff, and that the one shall teach them God's law, and the other man's law; as ye heard in king Edgar's laws before.

Many other laws, both ecclesiastical and temporal, besides these, were enacted by these and other kings here in England, before the Conquest; but these be sufficient to give the understanding reader to consider how the authority of the bishops of Rome, all this while, extended not so far to prescribe laws for government of the church, but that kings and princes of the realm, as they be now, so were then, full governors here under Christ, as well in causes ecclesiastical as temporal, both in directing orders, instituting laws, in calling of synods, and also in conferring bishoprics and benefices, without any leave of the Romish bishops. Thus Odo, Dunstan, Oswold, Ethelwold, Adelmus, and Lanfranc, although they fetched their palls afterward from Rome, yet were they made bishops and archbishops by kings only, and not by popes.

And thus stood the government of this realm of England all the time before the Conquest, till pope Hildebrand, through the setting on of the Saxons, began first to bring the emperor (who was Henry IV.) underfoot. Then followed the subduing of other emperors, kings, and subjects after that; as namely here in England, when Lanfranc, Anselm, and Becket, went to complain of their kings and governors, then brought they the pope's judicial authority first from Rome over this land, both over kings and subjects; which ever since

(1) "Housed," the assentment of the Lord's Supper.—Em.
hath continued, till these latter years. Albeit the said kings of this realm of England, being prudent princes, and seeing right well the ambitious presumption of those Romish bishops, did what they could to shake off the yoke of their supremacy, as appeareth by the laws and acts of their parliaments, both in king Edward III.'s time, king Richard II., and king Henry IV., above in their parliament notes specified; yet, for fear of other foreign princes, and the blind opinion of their subjects, such was then the calamity of that time, that they neither could nor durst compass that which fain they would; till, at last, the time of their iniquity being complete, through the Lord's wonderful working, their pride had a fall, as in the next pages ensuing (the Lord so granting), shall by process of history be declared.

The proud Primacy of Popes described.

IN ORDER OF THEIR RISING UP, BY LITTLE AND LITTLE, FROM FAITHFUL BISHOPS AND MARTYRS, TO BECOME LORDS AND GOVERNORS OVER KING AND KINGDOMS, EXALTING THEMSELVES IN THE TEMPLE OF GOD, ABOVE ALL THAT IS CALLED GOD.

In the history of the primitive church before described hath been, gentle reader! set forth and exhibited the grievous afflictions and sorrowful torments, which, through God's secret sufferance, fell upon the true saints and members of Christ's church in that time, especially upon the good bishops, ministers, and teachers of the flock, of whom some were scourged, some beheaded, some crucified, some burned, some had their eyes put out, some one way, some another, miserably consumed: which days of woeful calamity continued (as is foreshowed) near the space of three hundred years. During that time the dear spouse and elect church of God, being sharply assaulted on every side, had small rest, no joy, nor outward safety in this present world, but, in much bitterness of heart, in continual tears and mourning under the cross, passed over their days, being spoiled, imprisoned, contemned, reviled, famished, tormented; and martyred every where; who neither durst well tarry at home for fear and dread, and much less durst come abroad for the enemies, but only by night, when they assembled as they might, sometimes to sing psalms and hymns together. In all which their dreadful dangers and sorrowful afflictions, notwithstanding, the goodness of the Lord left them not desolate; but the more their outward tribulations did increase, the more their inward consolations did abound: and the further off they seemed from the joys of this life, the more present was the Lord with them, with grace and fortitude to confirm and rejoice their souls: and though their possessions and riches in this world were lost and spoiled, yet were they enriched with heavenly gifts and treasures from above, a hundred-fold. Then was true religion truly felt in heart. Then was Christianity not in outward appearance showed, but in inward affection received, and the true image of the church, not in outward show pretensed, but in her perfect state effectual. Then was the name and fear of God true in heart, not in lips alone dwelling. Faith then was fervent,

(1) 2 Thess. 11.
THE FIRST RISING OF THE BISHOPS OF ROME.

After this long time of trouble it pleased the Lord at length mercifully to look upon the saints and servants of his Son, to release their captivity, to release their misery, and to bind up the old dragon the devil, which so long vexed them; whereby the church began to aspire to some more liberty, and the bishops, who before were as abjects, utterly contemned of emperors, through the providence of God (who disposeth all things in his time after his own will) began now of emperors to be esteemed and had in price. Furthermore, as emperors grew more in devotion, so the bishops more and more were exalted, not only in favour, but also preferred unto honour, insomuch that in short space they became not quarter-masters, but rather half emperors with emperors.

After this, in process of time, as riches and worldly wealth crept into the clergy, and that the devil had poured his venom into the church (as the voice was heard the same time over Constantinople) so true humility began to decay, and pride to set in his foot, till at last they played as the ivy doth with the oak tree, which, first beginning with a goodly green show, embraced him so long, till at length it overgroweth him, and so sucketh all his moisture from him, setting his root fast in his bark, till at last it both stiflet the stock, and killeth the branches, and so cometh to be a nest for owls and all unclean birds. Not untruly, therefore, it was said of Augustine, "Religio peperit divitias, et filia devoravit matrem;" that is, "Religion begat riches, and the daughter hath devoured the mother." The verity whereof notoriously may appear above all others in the church of Rome, and the bishops of the same; for after the church of Rome, through favour of emperors, was endued with lands, donations, possessions, and patrimonies, so that the bishops thereof, feeling the smack of wealth, ease, and prosperity, began to swell in pomp and pride; the more they flourished in this world, the more God's Holy Spirit forsook them; till at last the said bishops, who at the first were poor, creeping low upon the ground, and were persecuted a long time, every man treading upon them in this world; now of persecuted people, began to be persecutors of others, and to tread upon the necks even of emperors, and to bring the heads of kings and princes under their girdle. And not only that, but furthermore, through pride and riches, they were so far gone from all religion, that in the very end they became the great adversary of God (whom we call Antichrist), prophesied of so long before by the Spirit of God to come, sitting in the temple of God, &c., of whom thus we read in the

(1) This refers to an event which is said to have occurred at the period when temporal immunities were bestowed on the church by Constantine: when an angelic voice was heard in the air, saying, "Hodie effusum est venenum in ecclesia sancta Del." See Wicliff, Dialog. lib. iv. ch. 13.—Ed.
(2) Ex lib. Serm. Discipulli.
(3) Look to Tyndale, in his Book of the Practice of Prelates.
epistle of Paul [2 Thess. ii.], where he saith, "We beseech you, brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by our fellowship together in him, that ye be not suddenly moved in your mind, nor troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor letter, as it were from us, as though the day of Christ were at hand. Let no man in any wise deceive you, for that day shall not come except there come a departing first, and that man of sin be revealed, even the son of perdition; that adversary which exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped, so that he shall sit in the temple of God, as God, and set forth himself as he were God," &c.

The Words of St. Paul Expounded.

By which words of St. Paul, we have divers things to understand: First, That the day of the Lord's coming was not then near at hand. Secondly, The apostle, giving us a token before, to know when that day shall approach, biddeth us look for an adversary first to be revealed. Thirdly, To show what adversary this shall be, he expresseth him not to be as a common adversary, such as were then in his time. For although Herod, Annas, and Caiaphas, the high priests and Pharisees, Tertullus, Alexander the coppersmith, Elymas, and Simon Magus, and Nero the emperor, in Paul's time, were great adversaries; yet here he meaneth another besides these, greater than all the rest; not such a one as should be like to priest, king, or emperor; but such as, far exceeding the state of all kings, priests, and emperors, should be the prince of priests, should make kings to stoop, and should tread upon the neck of emperors, and make them to kiss his feet. Moreover, where the apostle saith, that he shall sit in the temple of God; thereby is meant, not the personal sitting of the pope in the city only of Rome, but the authority and jurisdiction of his see exalted in the whole universal church, equal with God himself. For let men give to the pope that which he, in his laws, decrees, and in his pontifical, requireth, and what difference is there between God and the pope? If God set laws and ordinances, so doth he. If God hath his creatures, so hath he. If God require obedience, so doth he. If the breach of God's commandments be punished, much more be his. God hath his religion, the pope also hath his; for God's one religion, he hath a hundred. God hath set up one advocate, he hath a hundred. God hath instituted but a few holy days; for God's one, he hath instituted forty. And if the holy day that God hath appointed be 'simpler,' the feast that the pope appointeth, is 'duplex,' and 'triplex.' Christ is the head of the church; so is the pope. Christ giveth influence to his body; so doth the pope. Christ forgiveth sin; the pope doth no less. Christ expelleth evil spirits by his power; so pretendeth the pope by his holy water. Furthermore, where Christ went barefoot upon the bare ground, he with his golden shoes is carried on men's shoulders; and where Christ was called Sanctus Sanctorun, he is called Sanctorun Sanctissimus. Christ never practised but only the spiritual sword; he claimeth both spiritual and temporal. Christ bought the church; he both buyeth and selleth the church. And if it be necessary to believe Christ to be the Saviour of the world; so it is necessary to believe the pope to be the head of the church. Christ paid tribute unto Caesar; he maketh Caesar pay
tribute unto him. Finally, the crown of Christ was of sharp thorns; the pope hath three crowns of gold upon his head, as far exceeding Christ the Son of God in the glory of this world, as Christ exceeded him in the glory of heaven; the image and pattern of whose intolerable pride and exaltation, according as St. Paul doth describe him in his epistle aforesaid, we have here set forth, not only in these histories to be seen, and by his own facts to be noted, but also in his own words and registers, clemencies, extravagants, and pontificals, expressed, as in order (the Lord willing) shall follow.

THE EXALTATION OF POPES ABOVE KINGS AND EMPERORS, OUT OF HISTORIES.

First, After Italy and the city of Rome were overrun by the Goths and Vandals, so that the seat of the empire was removed to Constantinople, then began John, the patriarch of Constantinople, to put forth himself, and would needs be called universal bishop of the world; but the bishop of Rome in no case would suffer that, and stopped it. After this came the emperor's deputy, and exarch of Ravenna, to rule Italy; but the bishop of Rome, through aid of the king of Lombards, soon quailed him.

Not long after, about A.D. 600, came Phocas the murderer, who slew the emperor of Constantinople, his master Mauritius and his children. By which Phocas the bishops of old Rome aspired first to their pre-eminence, to be counted the head bishops over the whole church; and so, together with the Lombards, began to rule the city of Rome.1 Afterwards, when the Lombards would not yield unto him in accomplishing his ambitious desire, but would needs require of the bishop the said city of Rome; he stirred up Pepin, but first deposed Childeric the king of France, and so thrusting him into an abbey, set up in his place Pepin and his son Charlemagne, to put down the said king of Lombards, called Aistulphus. And so he translated the empire from Constantinople into France, dividing the spoil between him and them; so that the kings of France had all the possessions and lands which before belonged to the empire, and he to receive of them the quiet possession of the city of Rome, with such donations and lordships, which now they challenge unto them under the name of St. Peter's patrimony, which they falsely ascribe to that donation of Constantine the Great.

It followeth then in process of time, after the days of Pepin, Charlemagne, and Louis I. (who had ended these bishops of Rome, called now popes, with large possessions), when the kings of France were not soappliable to their beck to aid and maintain them against the princes of Italy, who began then to pinch the said bishops for their wrongfully usurped goods, they practised with Otho, the third emperor of that name, duke of Saxony, to pass an edict to reduce the empire to the Germans, referring the election thereof to seven princes-electors of Germany, and binding them to choose always some German prince, which was about A.D. 1002; notwithstanding, reserving still in their own hands the negative voice, thinking thereby to enjoy that they had in quietness and security, and so did for a good space.

At length, when some of these German emperors also after Otho

(1) Boniface III. obtained of Phocas to be called universal bishop.
began a little to spurn against the said bishops and popes of Rome, some of them they accursed, some they subdued and brought to the kissing of their feet, some they deposed and placed other in their possessions.

So was Henry IV. by these bishops accursed, the emperor himself forced with his wife and child to wait attendance upon the pope's pleasure three days and three nights in winter, at the gates of Canusium, or Canossa. Besides all this the said pope raised up Rodolph to be emperor against him; who being slain in war, then the said pope Gregory VII., not resting thus, stirred up his own son Henry V. to fight against his own natural father, and to depose him; which Henry V. was also himself afterward accursed and excommunicated, and the Saxons at last set up by the pontiff to fight against him.

After this, the emperors began to be somewhat calmed and more quiet, suffering the popes to reign as they listed, till Frederic I., called Barbarossa, came and began to stir coals against them. Howbeit they hampered both him and his son Henry in such sort, that they brought first the neck of Frederic, in the church of Venice, under their feet, to tread upon; and after that, the pontiff, crowning Henry his son in the church of St. Peter, set his crown on his head with his feet, and with his feet spurned it off again, to make him know that the popes of Rome had power both to crown emperors, and to depose them again; whereof read before.

Then followed Philip, brother to Henry aforesaid, about A.D. 1198, whom also the popes accursed, and set up Othe duke of Saxony. But when the said Othe began to be so saucy, as to dispossess the popes of their cities and lands which they had encroached into their hands, they could not bear that, but incontinent they put him beside the cushion; who was suffered no longer than four years to reign after Philip's death, viz. till about A.D. 1212.

At this time Frederic II., the grandson of Frederic Barbarossa above-mentioned, was but young; whom the bishops of Rome supposing to find more mortified and tamed to their hand, advanced to be emperor after his father. But that fell out much contrary to their expectation; for he, perceiving the immoderate pomp and pride of the Roman bishops, which he could in no case abide, so nettled them and cut their combs, and waxed so stout against them, intending to extirpate their tyranny, and to reduce their pompous riches to the state and condition of the primitive church again, putting some of them to flight, and prisonsome of their cardinals, that of three popes, one after another, he was accursed, circumvented by treason, at last deposed, and after that poisoned; and, at last, forsaken and died.

After this Frederic followed his son Conrad, whom the aforesaid pontiffs for his disobedience soon dispatched, exciting against him in mortal war the Landgrave of Thuringia, whereby he was at length driven into his kingdom of Naples, and there deceased.

This Conrad had a son called Conradine, duke and prince of Suabia. When this Conradine after the decease of his father came to enjoy his kingdom of Naples, the said pontiffs stirred up against him Charles the French king's brother, in such sort, that through

(1) See vol. ii. p. 188.—En.  (3) Ibid. pp. 174.—En.  (5) Ex Aventino.
(2) Ibid. p. 195, 304.—En.  (4) See Appendix.
Supplication of King John to Pope Innocent III.

Crafty conveyance, both Conradine who was descended of the blood of so many emperors, and also Frederic duke of Austria, were both taken, and after much wretched handling in their miserable endurance, unseeming to their state, at length were both brought under the axe by the pope's procurement, and so both beheaded. And thus ended the imperial stock of Frederic I., surnamed Barbarossa.

The like as happened to Frederic the emperor, had almost also fallen upon Philip the French king, by pope Boniface VIII., who, because he could not have his commodities and revenues out of France after his will, sent out his bulls and letters patent to deplace king Philip aforesaid, to possess Albert I. king of Romans in his room.

And thus hitherto of foreign stories. Now touching our country princes here in England, to speak somewhat likewise of them: did not pope Alexander III. presumptuously, taking upon him (where he had nothing to do) to intermeddle with the king's subjects for the death of Becket the rebel? Albeit the king sufficiently cleared himself thereof, yet, notwithstanding, did he not wrongfully bring the said king Henry II. to such penance as it pleased him to enjoin, and also violently constrain him to swear obedience to the see of Rome? The like also was showed before in this story to happen to king John his son; for when the said king, like a valiant prince, had held out the tyranny of those bishops seven years together, were not all the churches in England barred up, and his inheritance with all his dominions given away by pope Innocent III. to Philip II. the French king, and he afterward compelled to submit both himself and to make his whole realm feudatory to the bishops of Rome? And, moreover, was not the king himself driven also to surrender his crown to Pandulph the pope's legate, and so continue as a private person five days, standing at the pope's courtesy, whether to receive it again at his hands or no? And when the nobles of the realm rose afterward against the king for the same, was not he then fain to seek and sue to the aforesaid pope for succour, as by his own letter, hereunder to be seen, taken out of the public rolls, may appear?

And yet, all this notwithstanding (that the said king John did so yield to the pope), he was both pursued by his nobles, and also in the end was poisoned by a subject of the pope's own religion, a monk of Swineshead; as I have sufficiently to prove, not only by William Caxton above in my story alleged, but also have testimony of the most part of chroniclers for the same (a few only excepted), as of Thomas Gray in his French Chronicle; also of another French chronicle in metre; also of Ranulphus Cestrensis: Thomas Rudeburn also doth witness the same; so doth Richard Rede, in 'Novo Chronico

(1) The Supplication of King John to Pope Innocent the Third.

Beverando Domino suo et Patri Sanctissimo Innocentio, Dei gratia summo Pontifici, Johannes, eadem gratia Rex Anglie, &c. Cum comites et barones nobis devolet essent, antequam nos et nostram terram dominio vestro subjiciere cursamus, actu in a speculato robor, sicut publice dicunt, violenter insurgunt. Nos vero, post Deum vos speciemi dominum et patronum habentes, defensionem nostram et totius Regni, quod vestrum est, esse credimus vestre patriarchali commissam, et nos quantum in nobis est curam et solicitudinem ipsam vestram reservamus dominationi, devotius supplicantes quatenus in negotia nostra, qua vestra sunt, consilium et auxilium efficax apponatis, prout melius videritis expedire; iatores praesentiam, &c. Teste melius apud Dow. 13 die Septem. 

ad tempora Henrici VI.; the like also doth the chronicle called 'Eulogium Monachi Cant.' The words of Walter Gisburn, an ancient historiographer, be plain. No less is to be found in Johannes Major, 'De Gestis Scotorum,' lib. iv. cap. 3, fol. 56, where he not only maketh mention of the monk and of the poison, but also of the abbot, of his absolution, and of the three monks every day singing for the said monk's soul. To these I could also annex divers other writers both English and Latin, without name, who witness that king John was poisoned; one beginning thus, "Here beginneth a book in the English tongue, called 'Brute,'" &c. Another beginneth, "Because this book is made to tell what time any thing notable," &c. The third in English beginneth, "The reign of Britain that now is called England," &c. Of Latin books which have no name, one beginneth thus: "Britannia, quae et Anglia dicitur, a Bruto nomen est sortita," &c. Another hath this beginning: "Adam pater generis humani," &c.

Besides this king Henry II., and king John his son, what kings have here reigned in England since their time, until the reign of king Henry VIII.; who, although they were prudent princes, and did what they could in providing against the proud domination of these bishops, yet were forced at length sore against their wills, for fear, to subject themselves, together with their subjects, under their usurped authority, insomuch that some of them (as Matthew Paris writeth of king Henry III.) were fain to stoop and kiss their legate's knee.

The Image of Antichrist, exalting himself in the Temple of God, above all that is named God,

OUT OF HIS OWN DECREES, DECRETALS, EXTRAVAGANTS, PONTIFICALS, ETC., WORD FOR WORD, AS IT IS OUT OF THE SAID BOOKS HEREBE Alleged and quoted.

Forasmuch as it standeth upon necessity of salvation, for every human creature to be subject unto me the pope of Rome, it shall be therefore requisite and necessary for all men that will be saved, to learn and know the dignity of my see and excellency of my domination, as is here set forth according to the truth and very words of mine own laws, in style as followeth: *First, my institution began in the Old Testament, and was consummated and finished in the New, in that my priesthood was prefigured by Aaron; and other bishops under me were prefigured by the sons of Aaron, that were under him; *neither is it to be thought that my church of Rome hath been preferred by any general council, but obtained the primacy only by the voice of the Gospel, and the mouth of the Saviour, *and hath in it neither spot nor wrinkle, nor any such like thing. *Wherefore, as other seats be all inferior to me, and as they cannot absolve me, so have they no power to bind me or to stand against me, no more than the axe hath power to stand or presume above him that heweth with it, or the saw to presume above him that ruleth it. *This is the holy

(a) 2 Thess. ii.
(1) Pope Bonifacius VIII. Extravag. [Commun. lib. i. tit. 8.] de Majord. et Obed. c. 1. 'Unam.'
(2) Distinct. 21. Prohm. 'Decretals.'
(3) Pope Gelasius, dist. 21. c. 9. 'Quamvis.'
(4) Gelasius, ibidem.
(5) Pope Nicholas, dist. 21. c. 4. 'Inferior.'
(6) Pope Lucius, Causa m. q. i. c. 9. 'A recta.'
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and apostolic mother-church of all other churches of Christ; from whose rules it is not meet that any person or persons should decline; but like as the Son of God came to do the will of his Father, so must you do the will of your mother the church, the head whereof is the church of Rome; and if any other person or persons shall err from the said church, either let them be admonished, or else their names taken, to be known who they be, that swerve from the customs of Rome.

Thus then, forasmuch as the holy church of Rome, whereof I am governor, is set up to the whole world for a glass or example, reason would what thing soever the said church determineth, or ordaineth, that to be received of all men for a general and a perpetual rule for ever. Whereupon we see it now verified in this church, that was fore-prophesied by Jeremy, saying, "Behold, I have set thee up over nations and kingdoms, to pluck up and to break down, to build and to plant," &c. Whoso understandeth not the prerogative of this my priesthood, let him look up to the firmament, where he may see two great lights, the sun and the moon, one ruling over the day, the other over the night; so in the firmament of the universal church, God hath set two great dignities, the authority of the pope, and of the emperor; of which two, this our dignity is so much more weighty, as we have the greater charge to give account to God for kings of the earth, and the laws of men.

Wherefore be it known to you emperors, who know it also right well, that you depend upon the judgment of us: we must not be brought and reduced to your will. For, as I said, look what difference there is betwixt the sun and the moon, so great is the power of the pope ruling over the day, that is, over the spirituality, above emperors and kings, ruling over the night; that is, over the laity. Now, seeing then the earth is seven times bigger than the moon, and the sun eight times greater than the earth; it followeth that the pope's dignity fifty-six times doth surmount the estate of the emperors. Upon consideration whereof, I say therefore and pronounce, that Constantine the emperor did wrong, in setting the patriarch of Constantinople at his feet on his left hand. And although the said emperor wrote to me, alleging the words of St. Peter, commanding us to submit ourselves to every human creature, as to kings, dukes, and others for the cause of God, &c. [1 Pet. ii.], yet, in answer again in my decretal, I expounded the mind and the words of St. Peter to pertain to his subjects, and not his successors; willing the said emperor to consider the person of the speaker, and to whom it was spoken. For if the mind of Peter had been there to debate the order of priesthood, and to make us underlings to every human creature, then every Jack might have dominion over prelates; which maketh against the example of Christ, setting up the order of priesthood to bear dominion over kings, according to the saying of Jeremy, "Behold, I have set thee up over kings and nations," &c.

(7) Pope Callixtus, dist. 12. c. 1. 'Non decet.'
(8) Pope Innocentius I. dist. 11. c. 11. 'Qua.'
(9) Pope Stephen, dist. 19. c. 4. 'Emlvero.'
(10) Pope Boniface, V. II. Extravag. [Commun. lib. i. tit. 8.] c. 'Unam sanctam.' Item, pope
Johannes XXII. Extravag. [Commun. lib. i. tit. 1.] cap. 'Super gentes.'
(11) Pope Innocent III. art. de Major. et obed. [In Decretal. Greg. IX. lib. i. tit. 33. c. 6. 'Solitus.'] [14.]
(12) Pope Gelasius, dist. 80. c. 'Duo.'
(13) Ibidem.
(14) Innocentius de Major. et obed. c. 'Solitus.'
(17) Innocentius. Ibid.
And as I feared not then to write this boldly unto Constantine, so now I say to all other emperors, that they, receiving of me their approbation, unction, consecration, and crown imperial, must not disdain to submit their heads under me, and swear unto me their allegiance. 18 For so you read in the decree of pope John, how that princes heretofore have been wont to bow and submit their heads unto bishops, and not to proceed in judgment against the heads of bishops. 19 If this reverence and submission were wont to be given to bishops, how much more ought they to submit their heads to me being superior, not only to kings, but emperors? and that for two causes: first, for my title of succession, that I, pope of Rome, have to the empire, the room standing vacant; also for the fulness of power that Christ, the King of kings and Lord of lords, hath given to me, though unworthy, in the person of Peter; 20 by reason whereof, seeing my power is not of man, but of God, who by his celestial providence hath set me over his whole universal church, master and governor, it belongeth therefore to my office, to look upon every mortal sin of every christian man; 21 whereby all criminal offences, as well of kings as all others, be subject to my censure, 22 in such sort, that in all manner of pleading, if any manner of person at any time, either before the sentence given, or after, shall appeal to me, it shall be lawful for him so to do: 23 neither must kings and princes think it much to submit themselves to my judgment; for so did Valentinian the worthy emperor, so did Theodosius, and also Charlemagne.

Thus you see all must be judged by me, and I of no man. Yea, and though I, pope of Rome, by my negligence or evil demeanour, be found unprofitable or hurtful, either to myself or others; yea, if I should draw with me innumerable souls by heaps to hell, yet may no mortal man be so hardy, so bold, or so presumptuous, to reprove me, 24 or to say to me, "Domine, cur ita facis?" that is, "Sir, why do you so?" 25 For although you read that Balaam was rebuked by his ass, by which ass our subjects, by Balaam we prelates, are signified; yet that ought to be no example to our subjects to rebuke us. 26 And though we read in the scripture, that Peter, who received power of the kingdom, and being chief of the apostles, might, by virtue of his office, control all others, was content to come and give answer before his inferiors, objecting to him his going to the Gentiles; yet other inferiors must not learn by this example to be checkmate with their prelates, because Peter so took it at their hands; showing thereby rather a dispensation of humility, than the power of his office: by which power he might have said to them again in this wise, "It becometh not sheep, nor belongeth to their office, to accuse their shepherd.

For else, why was Dioscorus patriarch of Alexandria condemned and excommunicated at Chalcedon? Not for any cause of his faith, but only for that he durst stand against Pope Leo, and durst excommunicate the bishop of Rome: for who is he that hath authority to accuse the seat of St. Peter? 27 Albeit I am not ignorant what St. Jerome

(18) Pope Clement V. Clementin. [ib. ii. tit. ix.] de jure iurando. c. 'Romani.'
(19) Pope Johannes, dist. 98. c. 'Si imperator,' et Pope Gelasius dist. ced. c. 'Nunquam.'
(20) Pope Clement V. Clementin. [ib. ii. tit. xi.] de iudicato, et de re judicata 'pastoralis.'
(21) Pope Innocent III. [Decretal. Gregor. IX. ib. ii. tit. l. § 13.] De judicato c. 'Novit.'
(22) Ibidem. (23) Pope Marcellus, caus. 2. q. 6. c. 'Ad Romanam.' [See Appendix.]
(23) Innocent. de Novit. lib. (25) Bonifatius Martyr, dist. 40. c. 'Si Papae.'
(25) Greg. I. Causa II. q. 7. [§ 46.] Petrus.' (29) Pope Lucius, dist. 21. c. 9. 'In tantum.'
(29) Hieron. caus. 2. q. 7 c. 35. 'Paulus.' [See Appendix.]
thwaith, that Paul would not have reprehended Peter, unless he had thought himself equal unto him; "yet Jerome must thus be expounded by my interpretation, that this equality betwixt Peter and Paul consisteth not in like office of dignity, but in pureness of conversation: "for who gave Paul his license to preach but Peter? and that by the authority of God, saying, “Separate to me Paul and Barnabas,” &c.

Wherefore, be it known to all men, that my church of Rome is prince and head of all nations; "the mother of the faith; "the foundation cardinal, whereupon all churches do depend, as the door doth depend by the hinges; "the first of all other seats, without all spot or blemish; "lady mistress,” and instructor of all churches; "a glass and a spectacle unto all men, to be followed in all, whatsoever she observeth; "who was never yet found to slide or decline from the path of apostolic tradition, or to be entangled with any newness of heresy; "against which church of Rome whosoever speaketh any evil, is forthwith a heretic, “yea, a very pagan, a witch, and an idolater or infidel; "having fulness of power only in her own hands in ruling; "deciding, absolving, condemning, casting out, or receiving in. "Albeit I deny not but other churches be partakers with her in labouring and carrying: "to which church of Rome it is lawful to appeal for remedy, from the churches.

Although it was otherwise concluded in the general council at Milevis, that no man should appeal over the sea under pain of excommunication, yet my gloss cometh in here with an exception: "Nisi forte Romanam sedem appellaverint,” i.e. “Except the appeal be to the see of Rome;” &c. "by the authority of which church of Rome all synods and decrees of councils stand confirmed, and who hath always full authority in her hands to make new laws and decrements; and to alter statutes, privileges, rights or documents of churches; to separate things joined, and to join things separated, upon right consideration, either in whole or in part, either personally or generally. "Of which church of Rome I am head, as a king is over his judges; "the vicar of St. Peter, "yea, not the vicar of Peter properly, but the vicar of Christ properly, and successor of Peter; "vicar of Jesus Christ, "rector of the universal church, director of the Lord’s universal flock, "chief magistrate of the whole world; "Cephas, i.e. caput, the head and chief of the apostolic church; "universal pope, and diocesan in all places exempt, as well as every bishop is in places not exempt; "most mighty priest; "l ex animata in terris,” i.e. “a living law in the earth,” judged to

(31) Glossa Gratian. Dn.
(32) Glossa in Dist. 11. c. "Quis.
(33) Caus. 2. q. 7. c. "Beatit.
(34) Pope Nicolaus, dist. 22. c. "Omnem.
(35) P. Anaclet, dist. 22. c. "Sacro sancta." [See Appendix.]
(39) P. Nicolaus, dist. 22. c. "Omnem.
(40) P. Leo, caus. 3. q. 6. c. "Modum.
(41) P. Grigor. dist. 81. c. "Si quid.
(42) G. Dist. 20. "Decretales.
(43) Caus. 2. q. 6. c. "Quies.
(44) G. Dist. 20. "Quies."
(45) At. 35. "Quies."
(48) Bulla Donationis, dist. 96. c. "Constant." [See App.]
(49) C. Paschalis, dist. 83. c. "Ego.
(50) C. Clement, V. Clement, c. "Romani.' [See App.]
(55) P. Eadem. [Bib. l. l. c. 111. 6. 6. "Ubi.
(56) P. Hilarius, 25. q. 1. "Null.
(58) P. Bonif. Sext. Decret. [Bib. l. l. c. 111. 6. 6. "Ubi.'
have all laws in the chest of my breast; bearing the room of no pure man; being neither God nor man, but the admiration of the world, and a middle thing betwixt both; having both swords in my power, both of the spiritual and temporal jurisdiction; so far surmounting the authority of the emperor, that I, of mine own power alone, without a council, have authority to depose him, or to transfer his kingdom, and give a new election, as I did to Frederic and divers others. What power then or potestate in all the world is comparable to me, who have authority to bind and loose both in heaven and earth? that is, who have power both of heavenly things, and also of temporal things; to whom emperors and kings be more inferior, than lead is inferior to gold. For do you not see the necks of great kings and princes bend under our knees, yea and think themselves happy and well defended, if they may kiss our hands? Wherefore the sauciness of Honorius the emperor is to be reprehended, and his constitution abolished, who, with his laity, would take upon him to intermeddle, not only with the temporal order, but also with matters ecclesiastical, and election of the pope.

But here perceive some will object the examples and words of Christ, saying, "That his kingdom is not of this world;" and where he, being required to divide betwixt two brethren their heritage, did refuse it. But that ought to be no prejudice to my power; for if Peter, and I in Peter—if we, I say, have power to bind and loose in heaven, how much more then is it to be thought, that we have power on earth to loose and to take away empires, kingdoms, dukedoms, and what else soever mortal men may have, and to give them where we will? And if we have authority over angels, who be the governors of princes, what then may we not do upon their inferiors and servants? And, for that you shall not marvel that I say angels be subject to us, you shall hear what my blessed clerk Antoninus writeth of the matter, saying, That our power, of Peter and me, is greater than the angels in four things: first, in jurisdiction; secondly, in administration of sacraments; thirdly, in knowledge; fourthly, in reward, &c. And again, in 'Bulla Clementis,' do I not there command, in my bull, the angels of paradise, to absolve the soul of man out of purgatory, and to bring it into the glory of paradise?

And now, besides my heavenly power, to speak of mine earthly jurisdiction: Who did first translate the empire from the Greeks to the Almain, but I? And not only in the empire am I emperor, the place being empty, but in all ecclesiastical beneficials have full right and power to give, to translate, and to dispose after my arbitrement. Did not I, Zacharias, put down Childeric the old king of France, and set up Pepin? Did not I, Gregory VII., set up

---

(59) Pope Innocentius III. de trans. [Decretal. Greg. IX. lib. 1. tit. 7.] c. 3. 'Quanto.'
(60) Proem. Clement. Gloss. 'Papa Stupor mundi, &c. Nec Deus es, nec homo, quas neuter est inter utramque.'
(61) P. Bonif. Extrag. de Majovit, et obed. c. 'Unam.' Item, dist. 22. c. 'Omnès.'
Robert Wysard, and make him king of Sicily and duke of Capua? &c. 77 Did not I, the same Gregory, also set up Rodolphus against Henry IV., emperor? 78 And though this Henry was an emperor of most stout courage, who stood sixty-two times in open field against his enemies, 79 yet did not I, Gregory, bring him, 'coram nobis,' and make him stand at my gate three days and three nights, bare-foot and bare-leg, with his wife and child, in the deep of winter, both in frost and snow, entertaining for his absolution; and afterwards did excommunicate him again, so that he was twice excommunicated in my days?

80 Again, did not I, Paschal, after Gregory, set up the son of the said Henry against his father in war, to possess the empire, and to put down his father? and so he did! 81 Item, Did not I, pope Alexander, bring under Henry II., king of England, for the death of Thomas Becket, and cause him to go barefoot to his tomb at Canterbury with bleeding feet? 82 Did not I, Innocent III., cause king John to kneel down at the feet of Pandulph my legate, and offer up his crown to his hands; also to kiss the feet of Stephen Langton bishop of Canterbury, and besides a merced him in a thousand marks by year? 83 Did not I, Urban II., put down earl Hugo in Italy, discharging his subjects from their oath and obedience to him? 84 Did not I, Paschal, excommunicate also his son Henry V., and get out of his hands all his right and title of elections and donations of spiritual promotions? Did not I, Gelasius II., bring the captain Cintius under, unto the kissing of my feet? and after Gelasius, did not I, Calixtus II., quail the aforesaid emperor Henry V., and also bring in subjection Gregory, whom the said emperor had set up against me to be pope, bringing him into Rome upon a camel, his face to the horse's tail, making him to hold the horse's tail in his hand, instead of a bridle? 85 Further, did not I, Innocent II., set up and make Lothaire to be emperor for driving pope Anacletus out of Rome? 86 Did not I, the said Innocent, take the dukedom of Sicily from the empire, and make Roger to be king thereof, whereby afterwards the kingdom became the patrimony of St. Peter? 87 Did not I, Alexander III., suspend all the realm and churches of England for the king's marriage, A. D. 1159?

88 But what do I speak of kings? Did not I, the said Alexander, bring the valiant emperor Frederic I. to Venice, by reason of his son Otho there taken prisoner, and there, in St. Mark's church, make him fall down flat upon the ground, while I set my foot upon his neck, saying the verse of the Psalm. "Super aspidem et basiliscum ambulabis?" &c. 89 Did not I, Adrian pope, an Englishman born, excommunicate William king of Sicily, and refuse his peace which he offered? and had not he overcome me in plain field, I would have shaken him out of his kingdom of Sicily, and dukedom of Apulia! 90 Also did not I, the said Adrian, control and correct the aforesaid

---

(77) Ex Gestis Hildebrandi.
(78) Baptista Egnatius.
(80) Placina, Egnatius, Benno.
(81) Polydore Virgil. Historia Jornaleana de rebus Anglorum.
(82) Chronicum vernaculum.
(83) Pope Urbanus, Caus. 15. 6. 6. 'Furta.'
(84) Pope Paschalis, Curulanus, Placina, Vincentius, Stalla, Antonius, Matthaeus Parisiensis, Pope Gelasius II.; Pope Calixtus II. Plat. de vita pontificem.
(86) Nauclerus.
(87) Pope Alexander III. de sponsal. et matr. [Decret. Greg. IX. lib. iv. t. 1.] c. 11. 'Non est.'
(90) Ex Aventino. [See Appendix.]
Frederick, emperor, for holding the left stirrup of my horse, when he should have held the right? 92 And afterwards, did not I excommunicate and curse him, for that he was so saucy to set his own name in writing before mine? 93, and, although a poor fly afterwards overcame and strangled me, yet I made kings and emperors to stoop! 94 Did not I, Innocent III., deject Philip, brother to Frederick, from the imperial crown, being elected without my leave, and after set him up again? and also set up Otho of Brunswick, and after did excommunicate and also deposed the same four years, setting up the French king to war against him? 95 Then was Frederick II. set up by me, and reigned thirty-seven years; and yet, five years before he died, 96 did not I, Honorius, interdict him, for not restoring certain to their possessions at my request? 97 whom also Gregory IX. did excommunicate twice together, and raised up the Venetians against him; 98 and at length Innocent spoiled him of his empire: after that he caused him to be poisoned, at length to be strangled by one Manfred, and did excommunicate his son Conrad after him, not only depriving him of his right inheritance, but also causing him, with Frederick duke of Austria, to be beheaded! 99 Thus then did I not excommunicate and depose all these emperors in order, Henry IV., Henry V., Frederick I., Philip, Otho IV., Frederick II., and Conrad his son? 99 Did not I interdict king Henry VIII., and all his kingdom of England? 100 and had not his prudence and power prevented my practice, I had displaced him from his kingdom also!

Briefly, who is able to comprehend the greatness of my power and of my seat? 102 for by me only, general councils take their force and confirmation; 103 and the interpretation of the said councils, and of all other causes hard and doubtful, ought to be referred and stand to my determination. 104 By me the works of all writers, whatsoever they be, be either reprobated or allowed: 105 then how much more ought my writings and decrees to be preferred before all others, insomuch that my letters and epistles decretal be equivalent with general councils. 106 And whereas God hath ordained all causes of men to be judged by men, he hath only reserved me, that is, the pope of Rome, without all question of men, unto his own judgment. 107 And therefore, where all other creatures be under their judge, only I, who in earth am the judge of all, can be judged by none, neither of emperor, nor of the whole clergy, nor of kings, nor of the people: 108 for who hath power to judge upon his judge? 109 This judge am I, and that alone, without any other resistance of any council joined to me. For I have power upon councils: councils have no power upon me. But if the council determine amiss, it is in my authority alone to infringe it, or to condemn whom I lust, without any council; 110 and all for the pre-eminence of my prede-
Furthemore, and whereas all other sentences and judgments, both of councils, person, or persons, may and ought to be examined, for that they may be corrupted four ways, by fear, by gifts, by hatred, by favour; only my sentence and judgment must stand, as given out of heaven by the mouth of Peter himself, which no man must break, nor retract; no man must dispute or doubt of. Yea, if my judgment, statute, or yoke, seem scarcely tolerable, yet for remembrance of St. Peter, it must be humbly obeyed. Yea, and moreover, obedience is to be given, not only to such decrees set forth by me in time of my popedom, but also to such as I do foresee and commit to writing before I be pope. And although it be thought by some writers, to be given to all men to err, and to be deceived, yet neither am I a pure man. And again, the sentence of my apostolic seat is always conceived with such moderation, is concocted and digested with such patience and ripeness, and delivered out with such gravity of deliberation, that nothing is thought in it necessary to be altered or retracted. Wherefore it is manifest, and testified by the voice of holy bishops, that the dignity of this my seat is to be revered through the whole world, in that all the faithful submit themselves to it, as to the head of the whole body, whereof it is spoken to me by the prophet, speaking of the ark: "If this be humbled, whither shall you run for succour, and where shall your glory become?"

Seeing then this is so, that holy bishops and scriptures do so witness with me, what shall we say then to such as will take upon them to judge of my doings, to reprehend my proceedings, or to require homage and tribute of me, to whom all others are subject? Against the first sort the Scripture speaketh in Deuteronomy, "Thou oughtest not to put thy scythe into another man's corn:" which thing to attempt against me, what is it but plain sacrilege according to my canonists? who thus define sacrilege to consist in three things: either when a man judgeth of his prince's judgment; or when the holy-day is profaned; or when reverence is not given to laws and canons.

Against the second sort maketh the place of the book of Kings, where we read the ark of God was brought from Gaba to Jerusalem; and, in the way, the ark inclining by reason of the unruly oxen, Ozius the Levite put to his hand to help, and therefore was stricken of the Lord. By this ark is signified the prelates; by the inclination thereof the fall of prelates; who also be signified by the angels that Jacob did see going up and coming down the ladder; also by the prophet, where he saith, "He bowed down the heavens and came down," &c. By Ozius, and by the unruly oxen are meant our subjects.

Then, like as Ozius was stricken for putting his hand to (112) Athanasius Patriarcha. [Causa iv.] q. 3. c. 12. 'Antiquiss.'
(113) Pope Greg. [Causa xl.] q. 3. c. [78] 'Quatuor.' [See Appendix.]
(114) Pope Agatho Dist. 19. c. 5. 'Sic omnes.' (115) Pope Nicholas. [Causa] 9. q. 3. 'Patet.'
(116) Pope Innocent ii. [Causa] 17. q. 4. c. 29. 'Si quis.' (117) Dist. 12. c. 'In memoriam.'
(120) Glossa Extra. De verb. signif. c. 'Ad.' (121) Pope Greg. Caus. 35. q. 9. c. 4. 'Apostoliciem.'
(122) Pope Symmachus. Caus. 3. q. 3. 'Alorum.'
(126) [Causa] 2. q. 7. c. 27. Plerumque. Item glossamus Gratian.
(127) Ibid. (128) Ibid. (129) Ibid.
the ark inclining, no more must subjects rebuke their prelates going awry: 120 albeit, here may be answered again, that all be not prelates who so be called; for it is not the name that maketh a bishop, but his life.

123 Against the third sort, of such as would bring us under the tribute and exactions of secular men, maketh the New Testament, where Peter was bid to give the groat in the fish's mouth, but not the head nor the body of the fish. No more is the head or body of the church subdued to kings, but only that which is in the mouth; that is, the extern things of the church. And yet not they neither; 125 for so we read in the book of Genesis, that Pharaoh, in time of dearth, subdue all the land of the Egyptians; but yet he ministered to the priests, so that he neither took their possessions from them, nor their liberty.

If then the prelates of the church must be neither judged, nor reprehended, nor exacted, how much more ought I to be free from the same, 133 who am the bishop of bishops, and head of prelates? 134 For it is not to be thought that the case betwixt me and other prelates; betwixt my see and other churches, be like; 135 although the whole catholic and apostolic church make one bride-chamber of Christ, yet the catholic and apostolic church of Rome had the pre-eminence given over all others by the mouth of the Lord himself, saying to Peter, "Thou art Peter," &c.

136 Thus a discretion and difference must be had in the church as it was betwixt Aaron and his children; 137 betwixt the seventy-two disciples, and the twelve apostles; betwixt the other apostles and Peter. 138 Wherefore it is to be concluded, that there must be an order and difference of degrees in the church betwixt power superior and inferior; without which order the university of the whole cannot consist. 139 For as amongst the angelical creatures above in heaven there is a difference and inequality of powers and orders, some be angels, some archangels, some cherubim and seraphim: 140 so in the ecclesiastical hierarchy of the church militant on the earth, priests must not be equal with bishops, bishops must not be like in order with archbishops, or with patriarchs or primates, 141 who contain under them three archbishops, as a king containeth three dukes under him; in which number of patriarchs cometh also in, the state of 142 cardinals or principals, so called, because as the door turneth by his hinges, so the universal church ought to be ruled by them. 143 The next and highest order above these is mine, who am pope, differing in power and majority, and honour reverential, from these and all other degrees of men: 144 for the better declaration whereof, my canonists make three kinds of power in earth; 'immediata,' which is mine immediately from God; 'derivata,' which belongeth to other inferior prelates from me; 145 'ministralis,' belonging to emperors and princes to minister for me. For which cause the anointing of princes, and my consecration, do differ: for they are anointed only in the arms or shoulders, and I in
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(120) Ibid. 'His ita.' [Gratianis Gl. § 7.]
(121) Pope Urbanus [Causa] 23. q. 6. c. 22. 'Tributum.'
(125) Iud. 'Quamvis.'
(126) Pope Stephanius. dist. 19. 'Enim vero.'
(127) Pope Gelarius. dist. 21. c. 3. 'Quamvis.'
(128) Dist. 21. 'Decreta.'
(129) Pope Anastasii. dist. 21. c. 2. 'In novo.'
(130) Pope Benedict. Extr. De aut. et urb. papill. c. 'Sancta.'
(131) Pope Gelasiius. dist. 21. c. 3. 'In novo.'
(132) 'Ad hoc.'
(133) Ibid. 'Cum antiqua.'
(134) Ex citate Bollingberi Decad. 9. sermo 3.
(135) De officio Archipresbytri in Glosa.
(136) Ex 2. parte Summe majoris b. Antonini.
(137) Ex 3. parte Summe majoris b. Antonini.
(138) Ex citate Bollingberi Decad. 8. sermo 3.
(140) De officio Archipresbytri in Glosa.
the head, to signify the difference of power betwixt princes and me.

146 This order, therefore, of priests, bishops, archbishops, patriarchs, and others, as a thing most convenient, my church of Rome hath set and instituted through all churches, following therein, not only the example of the angelical army in heaven, but also of the apostles: 147 for amongst them, also, there was not a uniform equality or institution of one degree, 148 but a diversity or distinction of authority and power. Albeit they were all apostles together, yet it was granted notwithstanding to Peter (themselves also agreeing to the same), that he should bear dominion and superiority over all the other apostles; 149 and therefore he had his name given him Cephas, that is, head or beginning of the apostleshood. 144 Whereupon the order of the priesthood first in the New Testament began in Peter, to whom it was said, "Thou art Peter, and upon thee I will build my church; 151 and I will give thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven; and thou being converted confirm thy brethren. 152 I have prayed for thee that thy faith shall not fail." Wherefore seeing such power is given to Peter, 153 and to me in Peter, being his successor, 154 who is he then in all the world that ought not to be subject to my decrees, which have such power in heaven, in hell, in earth, with the quick and also the dead? 155 commanding and granting in my bull of lead, sent to Vienna, unto all such as died in their peregrination to Rome, that the pain of hell should not touch them: and also, that all such as took the holy cross upon them, should every one at his request, not only be delivered himself, but also deliver three or four souls, whomssoever he would, out of purgatory.

156 Again, having such promise and assurance that my faith shall not fail, who then will not believe my doctrine? for did not Christ himself first pray for Peter, that his faith should not fail? 157 Also have I not a sure promise of Paul's own mouth, writing to my church in these words: "God is my witness, whom I serve in my spirit, in the gospel of his Son, that without ceasing I make mention of you always in my prayers?" 158 Wherefore, as I condemn all such worthy, who will not obey my decrees, to be dispossessed of all their honour without restitution; 159 so all they that believe not my doctrine, or who stand against the privilege of the church, especially the church of Rome, I pronounce them heretics; 160 and as the other before is to be called unjust, so this man is to be called a heretic. 161 For why? he goeth against the faith, who goeth against her who is the mother of faith.

162 But here may arise, percase, a doubt or scruple, that if my faith and knowledge stand so sure by the promise of Christ, and by the continual prayer of St. Paul; whether is it true, or is it to be granted, that any other should excel me in knowledge, or interpretation of holy Scripture? 163 for look, whose knowledge is grounded on most
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146 P. Nicolai, Dist. 22. c. 'Omnea.' 147 P. Clement, Dist. 80. c. 'In fliis.' 148 P. Anacletus Dist. 22. c. 'Sacrosancta.' 149 Ibidem. Quid vero Petrus non a Petrea, sed aepos deo vnn aepoAewv ducatur. 150 Dist. 21. c. 'In nova.' (151) Ibid. 153 Dist. 21. c. Decretal. 152 Pope Leo dist. 19. c. 'Ha Dominus.' 154 P. Nicolai in tannum, dist. 22. 155 P. Clemens, in Bullis Vienne in scriptis privilegiorum. (156) Dist. 21. c. 'Decretal.' 157 P. Pope Anacletus, dist. 22. c. 'Sacrosancta.' 158 Pope Damasus [Cæsar] 23. q. 1. c. 13. 'Omnia.' Item Pope Greg. Dist. 19. c. 'Null.' 159 P. Nicolaius, Dist. 22. c. 'Omnea.' (160) Ibid. 151 Ibid. 161 Dist. 20. c. 'Decretal.' (163) Ibid.
reason, his words should seem to be of more authority. Whereunto I answer and grant, that many there be, and have been, more abundantly endued with fuller grace of the Holy Ghost and greater excellency of knowledge; and therefore that the tracts of Augustine, Jerome, and others, ought to be preferred before the constitutions of divers popes. Yet, I say, in determination of causes, because they have not the virtue and height of that authority which is given to me, therefore in expounding of Scriptures, they are to be preferred; but in deciding of matters they stand inferior to my authority: by virtue of which authority, both they themselves be allowed for doctors, and their works approved, and also all other matters be ruled, through the power of the keys, which is given to me immediately of Christ.

Although I deny not but the same keys be also committed to other prelates, as they were to other apostles besides Peter, yet it is one thing to have the keys, another thing to have the use of the keys. Wherefore here is to be noted a distinction of keys, after the mind of my school-doctors; one key which is called 'Clavis ordinis,' having authority to bind and loose, but not over the persons whom they bind and loose; and this authority they take not immediately of Christ, but mediatly by me the vicar of Christ. The other key is called 'Clavis jurisdictionis,' which I the vicar of Christ take immediately of him, having not only authority to bind and loose, but also dominion over them on whom this key is exercised. By the jurisdiction of which key the fulness of my power is so great, that whereas all others are subjects, yea and emperors themselves ought to subdue their executions to me; only I am a subject to no creature, no, not to myself, except I list; in foro paenitentiae to my ghostly father submitting myself as a sinner, but not as pope; so that my papal majesty ever remaineth uniminished; superior to all men, whom all persons ought to obey, and follow, whom no man must judge or accuse of any crime, either of murder, adultery, simony, or such like; no man depose, but I myself. No man can excommunicate me, yea though I communicate with the excommunicated, for no canon bindeth me: whom no man must lie to, for he that lieth to me is a church robber, and who obeyeth not me, is a heretic, and an excommunicated person. For, like as all the Jews were commanded to obey the high priest of the Levitical order, of what state or condition soever they were, so are all Christian men more and less bound to obey me, Christ's lieutenant on earth: concerning the obedience or disobedience of whom ye have in Deut. xvii.; where the common gloss saith, that he who denieth to the high priest 'obedientiam,' lieth under the sentence of condemnation, as much as he that denieth to God his 'omnipotentiama.'

Thus then it appeareth, that the greatness of my priesthood began in Melchisedec, was solemnized in Aaron, continued in the
children of Aaron, perfectationed in Christ, represented in Peter, exalted in the universal jurisdiction, and manifested in Silvester, &c.

So that through this pre-eminence of my priesthood, having all things subject to me, 180 it may seem well verified in me that was spoken of Christ [Psalm viii.], "Omnia subjectisti sub pedibus ejus, oves et boves, et universa pecora campi, volucres caeli, et piscis maris," &c. i.e. "Thou hast subdued all things under his feet, sheep and oxen, and all cattle of the field, the birds of heaven, and fish of the sea," &c.; where it is to be noted, that by oxen, Jews and heretics; by cattle of the field, Pagans be signified. For although as yet they be out of the use of my keys of binding and loosing, yet they be not out of the jurisdiction of my keys, but if they return, I may absolve them. 182 By sheep and all cattle are meant all christian men both great and less, whether they be emperors, princes, prelates, or others. By birds of the air you may understand the angels and potestates of heaven, who be all subject to me, in that I am greater than the angels; and that in four things, as is afore declared; and have power to bind and loose in heaven, 183 and to give heaven to them that fight in my wars. 184 Lastly, by the fishes of the sea are signified the souls departed in pain or in purgatory, as Gregory by his prayer delivered the soul of Trajan out of hell, and I have power to deliver out of purgatory whom I please. 185 Lastly, by the fishes of the sea are signified such as be in purgatory, insomuch that they stand in need and necessity of other men's help, and yet be in their journey "vostores, et de foro pape," that is, passengers and belonging to the court of the pope: therefore they may be relieved out of the storehouse of the church, by the participation of indulgence. And as much as some do object that my pardons cannot extend to them that be departed, for that it was said to Peter, "Whatsoever thou shalt loose upon earth," and therefore seeing they are not upon earth, they cannot be loosed of me: here I answer again by my doctors, that this word "super terram," &c. i.e. "upon the earth," may be referred two manner of ways; first to him that is the looser, so that he who shall loose shall be upon the earth; and so I grant that the pope being dead, can loose no man. Also it may be referred to him that is loosed, so that whosoever is loosed, must be upon the earth, or about the earth; and so the souls in purgatory may be loosed, which albeit they are not upon the earth, yet they are about the earth: at least they be not in heaven.

And because oftentimes one question may rise upon another, and the heads of men now-a-days are curious, a man hearing now that I can deliver out of purgatory will ask here a question, whether I be able also to empty all purgatory at once, or not? To whom my canonist Augustine doth answer by a triple distinction: "Quantum ad absolutam meam jurisdictionem, quantum ad ordinatum executionem, quantum ad divinam acceptationem." First, touching my absolute jurisdiction he saith, I am able to rid out all purgatory together, for as many as be under my jurisdiction, as all be, except only infants unbaptized "in limbo," and men departed only "cum baptismo flaminis," that is, with the baptism of the Spirit, and such as
have no friends to do for them that, where-for pardons be given; these only be excepted. For all others besides, the pope (he saith) hath power to release all purgatory at once, as touching his absolute jurisdiction: albeit Thomas Aquinas (part iv.) denieth the same, forasmuch as Christ himself (he saith) when he came down, did not utterly at once release all purgatory. As touching my ordinary execution they hold, that I may if I will, but I ought not to do it. Thirdly, as concerning the divine acceptation, that is, How God would accept it if I did it, that (they say) is unknown unto them, and to every creature, yes, and to the pope himself.

And to the intent I would all men to see and understand that I lack not more witnesses besides these, if I list to bring them out, you shall hear the whole choir of my divine clergy brought out, with a full voice testifying in my behalf, in their books, tracts, distinctions, titles, glosses, and summaries, as by their own words here followeth. "The pope (say they), being the vicar of Jesu Christ through the whole world, instead of the living God, hath that dominion and lordship which Christ here in earth would not have, although he had it ‘in habitu,’ but gave it to Peter ‘in actu,’ that is, the universal jurisdiction both of spiritual things, and also of temporal: which double jurisdiction was signified by the two swords in the gospel, and also by the offering of the wise men, who offered not only incense, but also gold; to signify not only the spiritual dominion, but also the temporal, to belong to Christ and to his vicar. For, as we read, "The earth is the Lord’s and the fulness thereof;" and as Christ saith, "All power is given to him both in heaven and earth:" so it is to be affirmed inclusive, that the vicar of Christ hath power on things celestial, terrestrial, and infernal; which he took immediately of Christ: all others take it immediately by Peter and the pope. Wherefore such as say that the pope hath dominion only of spiritual things in the world, and not of temporal, may be likened to the counsellors of the king of Syria [1 Kings xx.], who said, "The gods of the mountains be their gods, and therefore they have overcome us; but let us fight against them in the low meadows, and in valleys where they have no power, and so we shall prevail over them." So evil counsellors now-a-days, through their pestiferous, flattery, deceive kings and princes of the earth, saying: "Popes and prelates be
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... gods of mountains, that is, of spiritual things only, but they be not gods of valleys; that is, they have no dominion over temporal things, and therefore let us fight with them in the valleys, that is, in the power of the temporal possessions, and so we shall prevail over them." But let us hear what saith the sentence of God to them. "Because," saith he, "the Syrians say that the god of mountains is their god, and not the god of valleys, therefore I will give all this multitude into your hand, and ye shall know that I am the Lord." What can be more effectually spoken to set forth the majesty of my jurisdiction, which I received immediately of the Lord? of the Lord, I say, and of no man. For, whereas Constantine the emperor gave to Silvester, enduing him with this possession and patrimony; that is so to be expounded and taken not so much for a donation, as to be counted for a restitution made of that which tyrannously was taken from him before.

And again: whereas I have given at sundry times to Ludovicus and other emperors, of my temporal lands and possessions, yet that was done not so much for any recognising of homage to them, as for keeping peace with them: for I owe to emperors no due obedience that they can claim; but they owe to me, as to their superior; and, therefore, for a diversity betwixt their degree and mine, in their consecration they take the unction on their arm, I on the head. And as I am superior to them, so am I superior to all laws, and free from all constitutions; who am able of myself, and by my interpretation, to prefer equity not being written, before the law written; having all laws within the chest of my breast, as is aforesaid. And whatsoever this my see shall enact, approve, or disprove, all men ought to approve or deprive the same, without either judging, disputing, doubting, or retracting.

Such is the privilege given of Christ, in the behalf of Peter, to the church of Rome, 186 that what country soever, kingdom, or province, choosing to themselves bishops and ministers, although they agree with all other Christ's faithful people in the name of Jesus, that is, in faith and charity, believing in the same God, and in Christ, his true Son, and in the Holy Ghost; having also the same creed, the same evangelists and scriptures of the apostles: yet, notwithstanding, unless their bishops and ministers take their origin and ordination from this apostolic seat, they are to be counted not of the church; so that succession of faith only, is not sufficient to make a church, except the ministers take their ordination by them who have their succession from the apostles. So their faith, supremacy, the chair of Peter, keys of heaven, power to bind and loose, all these be inseparable to the church of Rome: so that it is to be presumed, that God always providing, and St. Peter helping the bishopric and diocese of Rome, it shall never fall from the faith.

And likewise it is to be presumed and presupposed that the bishop of that church is always good and holy. Yea, and though he be not always good, or be destitute of his own merits, yet the merits of St. Peter, predecessor of that place, be sufficient for him, who hath bequeathed and left a perpetual dowry of merits, with inheritance of innocency, to his posterity. 187 Yea, though he fall into homicide or
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(187) Hugo, in glossa dist. 40. c. 'Non Not.'
adultery, he may sin, but yet he cannot be accused, but rather excused by the murders of Samson, the thefts of the Hebrews, the adultery of Jacob. And likewise, if any of his clergy should be found embracing a woman, it must be expounded and presupposed that he doth it to bless her.

Furthermore, the pope (say they) hath all the dignities, and all power of all patriarchs. In his primacy, he is Abel; in government, the ark of Noah; in patriarchdom, Abraham; in order, Melchisedec; in dignity, Aaron; in authority, Moses; in seat judicial, Samuel; in zeal, Elias; in meekness, David; in power, Peter; inunction, Christ. My power (they say) is greater than all the saints; for whom I confirm, no man may infringe: I may favour and spare whom I please, to take from one and to give to another. And if I be enemy to any man, all men ought to eschew that person forthwith, and not tarry and look while I bid them so to do.

All the earth is my diocese; and I the ordinary of all men, having the authority of the King of all kings upon subjects. I am in all, and above all, so that God himself, and I the vicar of God, have both one consistory, and I am able to do almost all that God can do, ‘clave non errante!’ Item, It is said of me that I have a heavenly arbitrement, and therefore am able to change the nature of things, ‘substantialia unius applicando alteri,’ and of nothing to make things to be; and of a sentence that is nothing, to make it stand in effect; in all things that I list, my will to stand for reason: for I am able by the law to dispense above the law, and of wrong to make justice, in correcting laws and changing them.

You have heard hitherto sufficiently out of my doctors. Now you shall hear greater things out of mine own decrees. Read there dist. 96. cap. 7. ‘Satis.’ Also Caus. 11. q. 1. cap. 41. ‘Sacerdotibus.’ Also Causa 12. q. 1. cap. 15. ‘Futurum.’ Do not you find there expressed, how Constantine the emperor, sitting in the general council at Nice, called us prelates of the church all ‘gods?’ Again, read my canon decretal, De translat. episc. cap. ‘Quanto.’ Do you not see there manifestly expressed, how not man, but God alone separateth that which the bishop of Rome doth dissolve and separate? Wherefore, if those things that I do, be said to be done not of man, but of God; what can you make me but God? Again, if prelates of the church be called and counted of Constantine for gods, I then, being above all prelates, seem by this reason to be above all gods. Wherefore no marvel, if it be in my power to change time and times, to alter and abrogate laws, to dispense with all things, yea with the precepts of Christ: for, where Christ biddeth Peter put up his sword, and admonished his disciples not to use any outward force in revenging themselves, do not I, Pope Nicholas, writing to the bishops of France, exhort them to draw out their material swords in pursuing their enemies, and recovering their possessions; setting against the precept

(188) Gloss. in caus. 11. q. 3. c. 14. ‘Abat.’
(189) Gloss. in caus. 11. q. 3. ‘Satis.’
(190) Hostiensis in c. ‘Quanto de translat. presb.’
(191) Ex summis casuum fratrum Baptists.
(194) [Causa] 11. q. 11. ‘Sacerdotibus.’
(195) [Causa] 12. q. 1. ‘Futurum.’
(196) Decretal. [Greg. IX.] de Transl. [Lib. i. tit. 6.] c. 4. ‘Quanto.’
(197) Thus you may see it verified, that St. Paul prophesieeth, of the adversary sitting in the temple as God and boasting himself above all that is named God, Ec. 3. Thess. ii.
of Christ, the prophet saying, "Dissolve colligationes impietatis!" &c.

Item, whereas Christ was present himself at the marriage in Cana of Galilee, do not I, pope Martin, in my distinction, inhibit the spiritual clergy to be present at marriage-feasts, and also to marry themselves? Item, where matrimony, by Christ, cannot be loosed but only for whoredom, do not I, pope Gregory junior, writing to Boniface, permit the same to be broken for impotency or inferiority of body? Item, against the express caution of the gospel, do not I, Innocent IV., permit 'vir vi repellere?' Likewise, against the Old Testament, I do dispense in not giving tithes. Item, against the New Testament in swearing, and that in these six causes, Pax et fama, fides, reverentia, cautio damni, defectus veri, poscunt sibi magna caveri; wherein two kinds of oaths are to be noted, whereof some be 'promissoria,' some be 'assertoria,' &c. Item, in vows, and that 'ex toto voto,' whereas other prelates cannot dispense 'ex toto a voto,' I can deliver 'ex toto a voto,' like God himself. Item, in perjury if I absolve, my absolution standeth: where also note, that in all swearing, always the authority of the superior is excepted. Moreover, where Christ biddeth to lend without hope of gain, do not I, pope Martin, give dispensation for the same? and notwithstanding the council of Tours enacted the contrary, yet with two bulls I disannulled that decreement!

What should I speak of murder, making it no murder nor homicide to slay them that be excommunicated? likewise against the law of nature; item, against the apostles: also against the canons of the apostles, I can and do dispense; for where they, in their canon, command a priest for fornication to be deposed, I, through the authority of Silvester, do alter the rigour of that constitution, considering the minds and bodies also of men now to be weaker than they were then.

Briefly, against the universal state of the church I have dispensation, "scilicet quando status ecclesiae non decoloratur;" and for marriage in the second degree of consanguinity and affinity; "in collateralibus aequali linea," that is, betwixt brethren's children, although not 'inaequali linea,' so that the uncle may not marry his niece, unless for an urgent and weighty cause. As for all such contracts betwixt party and party, where matrimony is not yet consummated by carnal connexion, it is but a small matter for me to dispense withal.

In summa: if ye list briefly to hear the whole number of all such cases as properly do appertain to my papal dispensation, which come to the number of one and fifty points, that no man may meddle
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withal but only I myself alone, I will recite them first in Latin, then in English, as they be set forth in my canonical doctors.

Casus Papales LI. apud Fratem Astesanum, sive de Ast. Doctorem solemnem in summa confessionis. Item apud Hostiensem, de offic. legat. reperti et his versibus comprehensi.

Si sit catholicus, Papam non judicat ulla.
Erigit et subdit cathedras; dividit, unit,
I.e. notam terrae sancta. I.e. degradatam, I.e. episcopos et alios.
Mutat vota crucis. Restituit. Eximit. Ad se
Majores causas referuntur. Legitimatque,
I.e. insufficiens.
I.e. intranuit religionem.
Promovet, appellare vetat, prohibet profiteri.
I.e. defunctum regi vacantis regno
Deponit, transfert, suppletque, renunciat illi
Symbolices, juramentum, ecommunicaenerit a Papa factum.
Presul, et exemptus. Simon, juran, anathema,
Sunt Papa quem legat.

Vel proprium, vel legati, vel lax utriusque.
I.e. soletur Papa.
Tum neque participans: etsi quem sponte salutat,
Quem canon damnat, sibi soli quando reservat,
qui irregularem incurrerit.

Solvitur a Papa nec non quem regula damnat.
seclal, addas.
Addas suspensum, causam, cum fertur ad ipsum.
I.e. Addas.
I.e. Pluralium beneficiorum.
Rescriptum, fidei dubium: confert bona plura.
Irritat infectum, legem condit generaliter.
I.e. Imperatorum.
Approbant imperium, firmat, deponit, et ungit.

Concilium generale facit. Sacrat quoque sanctos.
de aliquo facti nihil, de nihilo aliquid.
Ens non esse facit: non ens, fore. Pallia semper
Portat. Concedit, legi non subjacet ulla.
I.e. immediate.

Appellatur ad hunc medio sine, judiciumque
De monacho non monachum facit.

Est pro lege suum. Monachum revocat renuentem.
I.e. incontinent, &c.

Majus adulterio solvit generaliter; arcat
I.e. impedimentum matrimoniale.
Et laxat quiquid sponsis nocet. Ordinat extra
I.e. extra & tempora.

Tempora dando sacram; promotum promovet idem.
Ordinat atque die qua consecratur et ipse.
I.e. suavitate moralium nonsum vacans.

Viventisque locum concedit, jureque privat.
Insignia Episcopalia concedit. I.e. decima animal. I.e. presbytero
concessit insignias uersus.

Insignit. Laico sacra donat; chrisma ministro.
Summa sede sedet, plenusque vicarius extat.
Si sit catholicus Papam non judicat ulla.
Cases Papal, to the number of one and fifty, wherein the Pope only hath power to dispense, and none else besides, except by special license from him.

First: the determination of doubts and questions belonging to faith.a
Translation of a bishop, elect or confirmed: likewise of abbots exempted.b
Deposition of bishops.c
The taking of resignation of bishops.d
Exemptions of bishops, not to be under archbishops.e
Restitution of such as be deposed from their order.f
The judicial definition, or interpretation of his own privileges.g
Changing of bishoprics, or dimission of covents, &c. New correction of bishops’ seats, or institution of new religions.h
Subjection or division of one bishopric under another.i
Dispensation for vowing to go to the Holy Land.j
Dispensation for the vow of chastity, or of religion, or of holy orders,k
Dispensation against a lawful oath, or vow made.l
Dispensation against divers irregularities, as in crimes greater than adultery, and in such as be suspended for simony.m
Dispensation in receiving into orders him that had two wives.n
Dispensing with such as, being within orders, do that which is above their order; as if a deacon should say mass, being not yet priest.p
To receive into orders such as be blemished or maimed in body.q
Dispensation for murder, or for such as willingly cut off any member of man’s body.r
Dispensation to give orders to such as have been under the sentence of the greater curse or excommunication.s
Dispensation for such as being suspended with the greater curse do minister in any holy order.t
Dispensation for such as be unlawfully born to receive orders or benefices.u
Dispensation for pluralities of benefices.v
Dispensation to make a man bishop, before he be thirty years old.w
Dispensation to give orders under age.x
The pope only hath power to make and call a general council.y
The pope only hath power to deprive an ecclesiastical person, and give away his benefice being not vacant.z
The pope alone is able to absolve him that is excommunicated by name.aa
The pope only is able to absolve him, whom his legate doth excommunicate.ab
The pope both judgeth in the causes of them that appeal unto him, and where he judgeth, none may appeal from him.ac
Only he hath authority to make deacon and priest, whom he made subdeacon, either upon Sundays, or upon other feasts.ad
Only the pope, and none else, at all times, and in all places, weareth the pall.ae
The pope only dispenseth with a man, either being not within orders, or being unworthy to be made bishop.af
He only either confirmeth or deposeth the emperor when he is chosen.ag
A man being excommunicated, and his absolution referred to the pope, none may absolve that man but the pope alone.ah
The same hath authority in any election, before it be made, to pronounce it none, when it is made.ai

N. B. See the Appendix. (a) 24. q. 1. ‘Quoties.’ (b) Extr. de transl. c. ‘Inter.’
(c) 3. q. 4. ‘Quamvis.’ (d) 6. q. 3. ‘Dequitque.’ (e) 16. q. 1. ‘Frazer.’
(f) 7. q. 6. ‘Ideo.’ (g) Extr. de rest. ca. ‘cum venis.’ 7. q. 1. ‘tempora.’
(h) 16. q. 1. ‘Felix.’ (i) 16. q. 1. ‘Et tempora.’ (j) Extr. de vox. ‘Ex multa.’
(k) Extr. de statu Monachi c. ‘Cum ad.’ (l) Extr. de juramento c. ‘Venerate.’
(m) Extr. de judicio, c. ‘Et si clericel.’ (n) Extr. de Bigamia, c. ‘nuper.’
(p) Extr. de clericis non ord. ministrante. (q) Extr. de corpore vitiation et dl. 83.
(r) Dist. 60. ‘Miro.’ (s) Extr. de sententia excom. c. ‘cum illorum.’
(t) Ibid. (u) Extr. de sifilo Presbyt. c. ‘Nimia.’ (v) Extr. de Prebend. cap. ‘multa.’
(w) Extr. de elect. c. ‘Cum nobis.’ (x) Extr. de elect. et qualit, ‘generalem.’
(y) Extr. de elect. ‘Cum in distrih.’ (z) Extr. de elect. c. ‘Innocent.’
(a) Dist. 17. ‘Per tot.’ (b) 24. q. 2. ‘Per principale.’
(c) De elect. c. ‘Venerablem.’
(d) Extr. de oficio delegati, c. ‘quarantii.’ (e) 9. q. 3. ‘Allorum.’
(f) Extr. de Temp. ordinand. c. ‘Cum in distrib.’ (g) Extr. de auxi Paul. c. ‘ad honorem.’
(h) Extr. de elect. c. ‘Dudum.’ (i) Extr. de elect. c. ‘Venerablem.’
(j) Extr. de elect. c. ‘Innocent.’
He doth canonize saints, and none else but he.\textsuperscript{mm}

Dispensation to have many dignities and personages in one church, and without charge and cure of soul, belongeth only to the pope.\textsuperscript{nn}

To make that effectual which is of no effect, and contrariwise, belongeth only to the pope.\textsuperscript{oo}

To pluck a monk out of his cloister both against his own will and the abbot's, pertaineth only to the pope.\textsuperscript{pp}

His sentence maketh a law.\textsuperscript{qq}

The same day in which the pope is consecrated, he may give orders.\textsuperscript{rr}

He dispenseth in degrees of consanguinity and affinity.\textsuperscript{ss}

He is able to abolish laws, 'quod utrumque forum;' that is, both civil and canon, where danger is of the soul.\textsuperscript{tt}

It is in his dispensation to give general indulgences to certain places or persons.\textsuperscript{uu}

Item, To legitimate what persons soever he please, as touching spiritualities; in all places, as touching temporalities, as honours, inheritance, &c.\textsuperscript{vv}

To erect new religions, to approve or reprove rules or ordinances, and ceremonies in the church.\textsuperscript{ww}

He is able to dispense with all the precepts and statutes of the church.\textsuperscript{xx}

Item, To dispense and to discharge any subject from the bond of allegiance, or oath made to any manner of person.

No man may accuse him of any crime, unless of heresy; and that neither, except he be incorrigible.

The same is also free from all laws, so that he cannot incur\textsuperscript{aa} into any sentence of excommunication, suspension, irregularity, or into the penalty of any crime, but into the note of crime he may well.\textsuperscript{bb}

Finally he, by his dispensation, may grant, yea, to a simple priest, to minister the sacrament of confirmation to infants; also to give lower orders, and to hallow churches and virgins, &c.\textsuperscript{cc}

These be the cases wherein I only have power to dispense, and no man else; neither bishop, nor metropolitan, nor legate, without a license from me.

After that I now have sufficiently declared my power in earth, in heaven, and in purgatory, how great it is, and what is the fulness thereof, in binding, loosing, commanding, permitting, electing, confirming, depositing, dispensing, doing and undoing, &c. I will entertain now a little of my riches likewise, and great possessions that every man may see, by my wealth and abundance of all things, rents, tithes, tributes, my silks, my purple mitres, crowns, gold, silver, pearls and gems, lands and lordships, how God there prospereth and magnifieth his vicar in the earth. For to me pertaineth first the imperial city of Rome; the palace of Lateran; the kingdom of Sicily is proper to me, Apulia and Capua be mine. Also the kingdom of England and Ireland, be they not, or ought they not to be tributaries to me?\textsuperscript{dd}

To these I adjoin also, besides other provinces and countries both in the Occident and Orient, from the north to the south, these dominions by name: \textsuperscript{ee}

Soriano, Monte Albodo, Rocca de Sintra, the
kingdom of Corsica, Little Mantua, Monselice, Venice, the duchy of Ferrara, Canelli, Canioa,* the duchy of Histris, Dalmatia, the Exarchate of Ravenna, Faenza, Cesena, Castrum Tiberius, Rocca, Milan, Ceperano, Cudel aff,* Imola, Rimini, Centa, Monteforti, Il Monte Olympe, Castrum Exforii,* Ruvo,* Rubo, Urbino, Fossombrone, Il Galli, Senigaglia, Ancona, Gosa,* the duchy of Perugia, Orvieto, Todi, Segno, the duchy of Spoleto, Tiano, Calabria, the duchy of Naples, the duchy of Benevento, Salerno, the promontory of Loreto, Sardinia, the isle of Ansa, the territory of Cutia,* the territory of Prænesta, Silandum, Chiusi, Fondi, Terra Vegeta,* Terra Claudia,* Camerino, Fabriana, Siros, Porto with the island Archis,* Ostia with its ports; the state of Aquino, the state of Lamenti no, Civita Castellana, Fidenza, Farento, Celano, Naples, and Gallipoli, with divers others more,* which Constantine the emperor gave unto me. Not that they were not mine before he did give them;* for in that I took them of him, I took them not as a gift (as is before mentioned), but as a restitution; and in that I rendered them again to Otho, I did it not for any duty to him, but only for peace sake.

What should I speak here of my daily revenues, of my first-fruits, annates, palls, indulgences, bulls, confessionals, indults and rescripts, testaments, dispensations, precedents, prebends, religious houses, and such like, which come to no small mass of money? in so much that, for one pall to the archbishop of Mentz, which was wont to be given for 10,000 florins,* now it is grown to 27,000 florins, which I received of Jacobus the archbishop; besides the fruits of other bishoprics in Germany, coming to the number of fifty: whereby what vantage cometh unto my coffers, it may partly be conjectured.

But what should I speak of Germany,* when the whole world is my diocese, as my canonists do say, and all men are bound to believe;* except they will imagine (as the Manichees do) two beginnings; which is false and heretical? For Moses saith, In the beginning God made heaven and earth, and not in the beginnings.* Wherefore as I began, so I conclude, commanding, declaring, and pronouncing, to stand upon necessity of salvation, for every human creature to be subject to me.

END OF BOOK THE SIXTH.
ACTS AND MONUMENTS.

BOOK VII.

PERTAINING TO

THE LAST THREE HUNDRED YEARS FROM THE LOOSEING OUT
OF SATAN.

HENRY THE EIGHTH.¹

NOTES SUMMARILY COLLECTED AND REPEATED OF THINGS
DONE IN THE TIME OF KING HENRY VII.

As touching the civil state and administration of the common
wealth, and likewise of the state of the church under the reign of
king Henry VII.; how he entered first into possession of the crown;
how the two houses of York and Lancaster were in him conjoined
through marriage with Elizabeth, the eldest daughter to king Edward
IV., by the prudent counsel of John Morton, then bishop of Ely,
after archbishop of Canterbury, and cardinal; how long the said king
reigned, and what persecution was in his time for lack of search and
knowledge of God’s word, both in the diocese of Lincoln under
bishop Smith (who was erector of the house of Brazennose in
Oxford), as also in the diocese of Coventry, and other places more:
and further, what punishment and alteration God commonly sendeth
upon cities and realms public, for neglecting the safety of his flock,
sufficiently in the former book hath been already specified; wherein
many things more amply might have been added, incident in the
reign of this prince, which we have for brevity pretermitted. For
he that studieth to comprehend in story all things which the common
course and use of life may offer to the writer, may sooner find matter
to occupy himself, than to profit others. Otherwise I might have
inferred mention of the seditious tumult of Perkin Warbeck, with
his retinue, A.D. 1494, also of Blackheath field by the blacksmith,
A.D. 1496. I might also have recited the glorious commendation of
George Lily⁴ in his Latin chronicle, testifying of king Henry VII.;
how he sent three solemn orators to pope Julius II., to yield his
obedience to the see of Rome, A.D. 1506; and likewise how pope
Alexander VI., Pius III., and Julius II., sent to the said king

3 Chronicon Regum Angliae; Svo. Basillow, 1561.—Ed.
4
Henry VII., three sundry famous ambassadors, with three swords and three caps of maintenance, electing and admitting him to be the chief defender of the faith: the commendation of which fact, how glorious it is in the eyes of George Lily and Fabian, that I leave to them. This I suppose, that when king Henry sent to pope Julius three orators with obedience, if he had sent him three thousand harquebussiers to furnish his field against the French king fighting at Ravenna, he had pleased pope Julius much better. If George Lily had been disposed to illustrate his story with notes, this had been more worthy the noting, how Ludovic XII., the French king, calling his parliament, moved this question against pope Julius, whether a pope might invade any prince by warlike force without cause, and whether the prince might withdraw his obedience from that pope or not? And it was concluded in the same parliament with the king, against the pope. Also it was concluded the same time (which was in the reign of this king Henry VII.), that the Pragmatical Sanction should be received in full force and effect through all the realm of France.

And forasmuch as we are fallen into the mention of George Lily, this in him is to be found not unworthy noting, how, after the burning of Thomas Noris above mentioned, at the city of Norwich, the same year followed such a fire in Norwich, that the whole city well near was therewith consumed. Like as also after the burning of the aforesaid good aged father in Smithfield the same year, A.D. 1500, we read in the chronicle of Fabian, that a great plague fell upon the city of London, to the great destruction of the inhabitants thereof: wherein again is to be noted, as is aforesaid, that according to the state of the church the disposition of the commonwealth commonly is guided, either to be with adversity afflicted, or else in prosperity to flourish. But after these notes of king Henry VII., now to the story of king Henry VIII.

This king Henry VII., finishing his course in the year aforesaid, which was 1509, had, by Elizabeth his wife abovenamed, four men-children, and of women-children as many; of whom three only survived, to wit, prince Henry, lady Margaret, and lady Mary: of whom, king Henry VIII. succeeded his father: lady Margaret was married to James IV., king of Scots; lady Mary was affianced to Charles king of Castile.

Not long before the death of king Henry, prince Arthur his eldest son had espoused lady Katharine, daughter to Ferdinand, being of the age of fifteen years, and she about the age of seventeen; and shortly after his marriage, within five months he departed at Ludlow, and was buried at Worcester. After his decease, the succession of the crown fell next to king Henry VIII., who, being of the age of eighteen years, entered his reign A.D. 1509, and shortly after married with the aforesaid Katharine, his late brother prince Arthur’s wife, to the end that her dowry, being great, should not be transported out of the land; in which his marriage (being more politic than scripture-like), he was dispensated with by pope Julius, at the request of Ferdinand her father. The reign of this king continued

(1) Ex Masheo, lb. 20. [Edit. Antv. 1540, p. 271.]
(2) Pragmatica Sancto, was a practising or a determination of a certain parliament in France against the bishop of Rome, in defence of certain matters of religion concluded in the council of Basile.
(3) See supra, p. 116.—Ep.
with great nobleness and fame the space of thirty-eight years; during whose time and reign was great alteration of things, as well to the civil state of the realm, as especially to the state ecclesiastical and matters of the church, appertaining. For by him was exiled and abolished out of the realm the usurped power of the bishop of Rome, idolatry and superstition somewhat repressed, images and pilgrimages defaced, abbeys and monasteries pulled down, sects of religion rooted out, Scriptures reduced to the knowledge of the vulgar tongue, and the state of the church and religion redressed. Concerning all which things, in the process of the volumes here following, we will endeavour (Christ willing) particularly and in order to discourse; after that first, we shall comprehend a few matters, which, within the beginning of his reign, are to be noted and collected: where (leaving off to write of Empson and Dudley, who, in the time of king Henry VII., being great doers in executing the penal laws over the people at that time, and purchasing thereby more malice than lands, with that which they had gotten, were, shortly after the entering of this king, beheaded, the one a knight, the other an esquire: leaving also to intermeddle with his wars, triumphs, and other temporal affairs), we mean in these volumes principally to bestow our travail in declaration of matters concerning most chiefly the state of the church and of religion, as well in this church of England, as also of the whole church of Rome.

Herein first cometh to our hands a turbulent tragedy, and a fierce contention, which long before had troubled the church, and now this present year, 1509, was renewed afresh between two certain orders of Begging Friars, to wit, the Dominic Friars and the Franciscans, about the conception of the Virgin Mary, the mother of Christ.

The Franciscans were they who did hold of St. Francis, and followed the rule of his testament, commonly called Grey Friars or Minorites. Their opinion was this, that the Virgin Mary, prevented by the grace of the Holy Ghost, was so sanctified, that she was never subject one moment in her conception to original sin. The Dominic Friars were those, who, holding of Dominic, were commonly called Black Friars, or preaching friars. Their opinion was this: that the Virgin Mary was conceived as all other children of Adam be; so that this privilege only belongeth to Christ, to be conceived without original sin: notwithstanding, the said blessed virgin was sanctified in her mother's womb, and purged from her original sin, so as was John Baptist, Jeremy, or any other privileged person. This frivolous question kindling and engendering between these two sects of friars, burst out into such a flame of parts and sides-taking, that it occupied the heads and wits, schools and universities, almost through the whole church; some holding one part with Scotus, some the other part with Thomas Aquinas. The Minorites holding with Scotus their master, disputed and concluded, that she was conceived without all spot or note of original sin; and thereupon caused the feast and service of the conception of St. Mary the Virgin to be celebrated and solemnized in the church. Contrary, the Dominic friars, taking side with Aquinas, preached, that it was heresy to affirm that the blessed virgin was conceived without the guilt of original sin; and that those who did celebrate the feast of her conception, or said any masses thereof, did sin grievously and mortally.
In the mean time, as this fantasy waxed hot in the church, the one side preaching against the other, came pope Sixtus IV., A.D. 1476, who, joining side with the Minorites or Franciscans, first sent forth his decree by authority apostolic, willing, ordaining, and commanding all men to solemnize this new-found feast of the conception, in holy church for evermore: offering to all men and women, who, devoutly frequenting the church, would hear mass and service from the first even-song of the said feast to the octaves of the same, as many days of pardon as pope Urban IV., and pope Martin V., did grant for hearing the service of Corpus Christi day, &c. And this decree was given and dated at Rome, A.D. 1476.

Moreover the same pope, to the intent that the devotion of the people might be the more encouraged to the celebration of this conception, added a clause more to the Ave Maria, granting great indulgence and release of sins to all such as would invoke the blessed Virgin with the same addition, saying thus: "Ave Maria gratia plena, Dominus tecum, benedicta tu in mulieribus, et benedictus fructus ventris tui, Jesus Christus; et benedicta sit Anna mater tua, de qua, sine macula, tua processit caro virginia. Amen." That is, "Hail! Mary, full of grace, the Lord is with thee; blessed art thou among women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb, Jesus Christ; and blessed is Anna thy mother, of whom thy virgin's flesh hath proceeded without blot of original sin. Amen."

Wherein thou mayest note, gentle reader! for thy learning three things: First, how the pope turneth that improperly into a prayer, which properly was sent of God for a message or tidings. Secondly, how the pope addeth to the words of the Scripture, contrary to the express precept of the Lord. Thirdly, how the pope exempteth Mary the blessed Virgin, not only from the seed of Abraham and Adam, but also from the condition of a mortal creature. For if there were in her no original sin, then she bare not the image of Adam, neither did she descend of that seed, of whose seed evil proceedeth upon all men and women to condemnation; as St. Paul doth teach, Rom. v. Wherefore if she descended of that seed, then the infection of original evil must needs have proceeded unto her. If she descended not thereof, then came she not of the seed of Abraham, nor of the seed of David, &c. Again, seeing that death is the effect and stipend of sin by the doctrine of St. Paul [Rom. vi.], then had her flesh injury by the law, as Christ himself had, to suffer the malediction and punishment of death; and so should she never have died, if original sin had no place in her, &c. But to return unto our story: This constitution of the pope being set forth for the conception of the blessed Virgin, which was A.D. 1476, it was not long after but the said pope Sixtus, perceiving that the Dominic friars with their complices would not conform themselves hereunto, directed forth, by the authority apostolical, a bull in effect as followeth:

The tenor of the Pope's Bull, for the conception of the Virgin to be without original Sin.

Whereas the holy church of Rome hath ordained a special and proper service for the public solemnizing of the feast of the conception of the blessed Virgin

(1) Sunt cum sancta Romana Ecclesia de interemerata, sempèreque virginitat, &c.
ON THE CONCEPTION OF THE VIRGIN MARY.

Mary; certain orders of the Black Friars, in their public sermons to the people in divers places, have not ceased hitherto to preach, and yet daily do, that all those who hold or affirm the said glorious Virgin to have been conceived without original sin, be heretics; and those who celebrate the service of the said her conception, or do hear the sermons of those who do so affirm, do sin grievously: Also, not contented herewith, they do write and set forth books moreover, maintaining their assertions, to the great offence and ruin of godly minds: We, therefore, to prevent and withstand such presumption and perverse assertions as have arisen, and more hereafter may arise, by such opinions and preachings aforesaid, in the minds of the faithful; by the authority apostolical, do condemn and reprove the same; and by the motion, knowledge, and authority aforesaid, decree and ordain, That the preachers of God's word, and all other persons, of what state, degree, order, or condition soever they be, who shall presume to dare affirm, or preach to the people these aforesaid opinions and assertions to be true, or shall read, hold, or maintain any such books for true, having before intelligence hereof, shall incur thereby the sentence of excommunication, from which they shall not be absolved otherwise than by the bishop of Rome; except only in the time of death.

This bull, being dated A.D. 1483, gave no little heart and encouragement to the Grey Friars Franciscan, who defended the pure conception of the holy Virgin against the Black Dominic friars, with their confederates, holding the contrary side; by the vigour of which bull, the grey order had got such a conquest of the black guard of the Dominics, that the said Dominics were compelled at length, for a perpetual memorial of the triumph, both to give to the glorious Virgin every night an anthem in praise of her conception, and also to subscribe unto their doctrine; in which doctrine these, with divers other points, be contained.

I. That blessed Mary the Virgin suffered the griefs and adversities in this life, not for any necessity inflicted for punishment of original sin, but only because she would conform herself to the imitation of Christ. 1

II. That the said Virgin, as she was not obliged to any punishment due for sin, as neither was Christ her Son, so she had no need of remission of sins; but instead thereof had the divine preservation of God's help, keeping her from all sin, which grace only she needed, and also had it.

III. Item, That whereas the body of the Virgin Mary was subject to death, and died; this is to be understood to come not for any penalty due for sin, but either for imitation and conformity unto Christ, or else for the natural constitution of her body, being elemental, as were the bodies of our first parents: who, if they had not tasted of the forbidden fruit, should have been preserved from death, not by nature, but by grace, and strength of other fruits and meats in Paradise: which meats because Mary had not, but did eat our common meats, therefore she died, and not for any necessity of original sin. 2

IV. The universal proposition of St. Paul, which saith, That the Scripture hath concluded all men under sin, is to be understood thus; as speaking of all those who be not exempted by the special privilege of God, as is the blessed Virgin Mary.

V. If justification be taken for reconciliation of him that was unrighteous before, and now is made righteous; then the blessed Virgin is to be taken, not for justified by Christ, but just from her beginning by preservation.

VI. If a Saviour be taken for him who saveth men fallen into perdition and condemnation; so is not Christ the Saviour of Mary, but is her Saviour only in this respect, for sustaining her from not falling into condemnation, &c.

VII. Neither did the Virgin Mary give thanks to God, nor ought so to do, for expiation of her sins, but for her conservation from case of sinning.

(1) Ex Jod. Citoviseo de paritate conceptionis, lib. ii.
(2) Citovise, lib. ii. cap. 2. ["Citovenus," a Frenchman and canon of Chartres. His writings are enumerated in Ant. Fossorini apparatus sacer; Col. Agrup. 1608 : tom. i. p. 960: see also the Autographa Lutheri illorumque ; Brunsvigae 1600, tom. 1. p. 42.—Ed.]
VIII. Neither did she pray to God at any time for remission of her sins, but only for the remission of other men's sins she prayed many times, and counted their sins for hers.

IX. If the blessed Virgin had deceased before the passion of her Son, God would have reposéd her soul not in the place among the patriarchs, or amongst the just, but in the same most pleasant place of Paradise, where Adam and Eve were, before they transgressed.

These were the doting dreams and fantasies of the Franciscans, and of other papists, commonly then holden in the schools, written in their books, preached in their sermons, taught in churches, and set forth in pictures. So that the people were taught nothing else almost in the pulpits all this while, but how the Virgin Mary was conceived immaculate and holy, without original sin, and how they ought to call to her for help, whom they with special terms do call, 'the way of mercy,' 'the mother of grace,' 'the lover of piety,' the comforter of mankind,' 'the continual intercessor for the salvation of the faithful,' and 'an advocate to the King her Son that never ceaseth,' &c. And although the greatest number of the school-doctors were of the contrary faction, as Peter the Lombard, Thomas Aquinas, Bernard, Bonaventure, and others; yet these new papists shifted off their objections with frivolous distinctions and blind evasions, as thus: "Peter the Lombard," they said, "is not received nor holden in the schools as touching this article, but is rejected."

Bernard, although he seemeth to deny the conception of the blessed Virgin to be void of original sin, saying, that she could not be holy when she was not, and lived not: to this they answer, that albeit she was not yet in essence, yet she was holy in her conception, and before conception, in the divine prescience of God, who had chosen and pre-elected her before the worlds, to be the mother of the Lord.

Again; where Bernard doth argue, that she was not without original sin conceived, because she was not conceived by the Holy Ghost: to this they answer, that the Holy Ghost may work two ways in conception; either without company of man, and so was Christ only conceived; or else with company and help of man, and thus was the blessed Virgin conceived.

Bonaventure (say they) was a holy father, but he spake then after the custom and manner of his time, when the solemnity and purity of this conception was not yet decreed nor received by the public consent and authority of the church. Now, seeing the authority of the church of Rome hath established the same, it ought not to be contrariéd, nor can, without dangerous disobedience. In all men's actions diligent respect of time must be had. That which bindeth not at one time, afterwards the same by law being ratified, may bind at another.

Finally, for the number and multitude on the contrary side, thus they answer for themselves, as we now in these our days likewise, in defence of the truth, may well answer against the pope, and all his popish friars, turning their own weapons against themselves. "Mul-
ON THE CONCEPTION OF THE VIRGIN MARY.

"Fortitude," say they, "ought not to move us; victory consisteth not in number and heapes, but in fortitude and hearts of soldiers; yea, rather fortitude and stomach cometh from heaven, and not of man. Judas Maccabees, with a little handful, overthrew the great army of Antiochus. Strong Samson, with a poor ass's bone, slew a thousand Philistines. David had no more but a silly sling, and a few stones, and with these struck down terrible Goliath the giant," &c.

With these and other like reasons the grey Franciscans voided their adversaries, defending the conception of the Virgin Mary to be unblemished, and pure from all contagion of original sin. Contrariwise, the black guard of the Dominic friars, for their parts, were not all mute, but laid lustily from them again, having great authorities, and also the Scripture on their side. But yet the others, having the see apostolical with them, had the better hand, and in fine got the victory triumphantly over the others, to the high exaltation of their order. For pope Sixtus, as I said, by the authority apostolical, after he had decreed the conception-day of the Virgin perpetually to be sanctified, and also, with his terrible bull, had condemned for heretics all those who withheld the same; the Dominic friars, with authority oppressed, were driven to two inconveniences: the one was, to keep silence; the other was, to give place to their adversaries the Franciscans. Albeit, where the mouth durst not speak, yet the heart would work; and though their tongues were tied, yet their goodwill was ready by all means possible to maintain their quarrel and their estimation.

Whereupon it happened the same year, A.D. 1509, after this disension between the Dominic friars and the Franciscans, that certain of the Dominics, thinking by subtle sleight to work in the people's heads that which they durst not achieve with open preaching, devised a certain image of the Virgin so artificially wrought, that the friars, by privy gins, made it to stir, and to make gestures, to lament, to complain, to weep, to groan, and to give answers to them that asked; insomuch that the people therewith were brought in a marvellous persuasion, till at length the fraud being espied, the friars were taken, condemned, and burnt at Berne, in the year above-mentioned.

In the story of John Stumius, this story aforesaid doth partly appear: but in the registers and records of the city of Berne, the order and circumstance thereof is more fully expressed and set forth both in metre and prose, and is thus declared:

In the city of Berne there were certain Dominic friars, to the number chiefly of four principal doers and chieftains of that order, who had inveighed a certain simple poor friar, who had newly planted himself in the cloister; whom the aforesaid friars had so infatuated with sundry superstitions, and feigned apparitions of St. Mary, St. Barbara, and St. Katharine, and with their enchantments, and imprinting, moreover, in him the wounds of St. Francis, that he believed plainly that the Virgin Mary had appeared to him, and had offered

(1) Llb. sod. cap. 13.
(3) Ex Pescaro, Sebastian. Munstero, Carolese, et alia. In the Centuries of John Bale I find their names to be, John Vetser, Francis Ulserus, Stephen Bollshwet, and Henry Bleinseger.

Henry VIII.
A.D. 1509.
story in multitude of soldiers.
him a red host consecrated with the blood also of Christ miraculous; which blessed Virgin also had sent him to the senators of Berne, with instructions, declaring unto them from the mouth of the Virgin, that she was conceived in sin; and that the Franciscan friars were not to be credited, nor suffered in the city, who were not yet reformed from that erroneous opinion of her conception. He added moreover, that they should resort to a certain image there of the Virgin Mary (which image the friars by engines had made to sweat), and should do their worship, and make their oblations to the same, &c.

This feigned device was no sooner forged by the friars, but it was as soon believed of the people; so that a great while the red-coloured host was undoubtedly taken for the true body and blood of Christ, and certain coloured drops thereof sent abroad to divers noble personages and states for a great relic; and that, not without great recompense. Thus the deceived people in great numbers came flocking to the image, and to the red host and coloured blood, with manifold gifts and oblations. In brief, the Dominic friars so had wrought the matter, and had so swept all the fat to their own beards from the order of the Franciscans, that all the alms came to their box. The Franciscans, seeing their estimation to decay, and their kitchen to wax cold, and their paunches to be pinched, not able to abide that contumely, and being not ignorant or unacquainted with such counterfeited doings (for as the proverb saith, "It is ill, halting before a cripple"), espoons espied their crafty juggling, and detected their fraudulent miracles. Whereupon the four chief captains abovenamed were apprehended, and put to the fire, of whom the provincial of that order was one.

And thus much touching the beginning and end of this tumultuous and popish tragedy, wherein evidently it may appear to the reader, how neither these turbulent friars could agree among themselves, and yet in what frivolous trifles they wrangled together. But to let these ridiculous friars pass with their trifling fantasies, most worthy to be derided of all wise men, in the mean time this is to be lamented, to behold the miserable times of the church, in which the devil kept the minds of Christ’s people so attentive, and occupied in such friarly toys, that nothing else almost was taught or heard in the church, but only the commendation and exaltation of the Virgin Mary: but of our justification by faith, of grace, and of the promises of God in Christ, of the strength of the law, of the horror of sin, of difference between the law and the gospel, of the true liberty of conscience, &c., no mention, or very little, was heard. Wherefore in this so blind a time of darkness it was much needful and requisite, that the Lord of his mercy should look upon his church, and send down his gracious reformation, which also he did: for shortly upon the same, through the gracious excitation of God, came Martin Luther, of whom the order of story now requireth that we should, and will entreat (Christ willing), after the story of Richard Hun, and a few other things promised, for the better opening of the story to follow.

Mention was made sufficiently before of the doings of pope Julius, and of his warlike affairs, for which he was condemned, and not unjustly, in the council of Tours in France, A.D. 1510, and yet all this
could not assuage the furious affection of this pope, but the same year he invaded the cities of Modena and Mirandola in Italy, and took them by force of war. This pope Julius not long after, A.D. 1512, refusing peace offered by Maximilian the emperor, was encountered by Louis the French king about Ravenna, upon Easter-day, where he was vanquished, and had of his army slain to the number of sixteen thousand.1 And the year next following, A.D. 1518, this apostolical warrior, who had resigned his keys unto the river Tiber before, made an end together both of his fighting and living, after he had reigned and fought ten years. After whom succeeded next in the see of Rome, pope Leo X.; about the compass of which time great mutations and stirs began to work, as well in states temporal, as especially in the state of the church.

The State and Succession of Princes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Reigned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pope Leo X., in Rome</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles V., emperor of Germany</td>
<td>1519</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis, king of France</td>
<td>1515</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry VIII., king of England</td>
<td>1509</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James V., king of Scotland</td>
<td>1514</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the time of which pope, emperor, and kings of England, France, and Scotland, great alterations, troubles, and turns of religion were wrought in the church, by the mighty operation of God's hand, in Italy, France, Germany, England, and all Europe; such as have not been seen (although much groaned for) many hundred years before: as in further discourse of this history, Christ willing, shall more manifestly appear.

But before we come to these alterations, taking the time as it lieth before us, we will first speak of Richard Hun, and certain other godly minded persons here in England, afflicted for the word of Christ's gospel in great multitudes, as they be found and taken out of the registers of Fitzjames, bishop of London, by the faithful help and industry of R. Carket, citizen of London.

The History of divers good men and women, persecuted for religion in the city and diocese of the bishop of London; briefly extracted out of the registers of Richard Fitzjames.

Amongst and besides the great number of the faithful martyrs and professors of Christ, that constantly, in the strength of the Holy Ghost, gave their lives for the testimony of his truth, I find recorded in the register2 of London, between the years of our Lord 1509 and 1527, the names of divers other persons, both men and women, who, in the fulness of that dark and misty time of ignorance, had also some portion of God's good Spirit, which induced them to the knowledge of his truth and gospel, and were diversely troubled, persecuted, and imprisoned for the same. Notwithstanding by the proud, cruel, and bloody rage of the Catholic seat, and through the weakness and frailty of their own nature (not then fully strengthened in God), it was again

1 Ex Chron. Carion.  2 Ex Registris Fitzjames.
in them for the time suppressed and kept under, as appeareth by their
several abjurations made before Richard Fitzjames, then bishop of
London (in his time a most cruel persecutor of Christ's church), or
else before his vicar-general, deputed for the same. And fomsomuch
as many of the adversaries of God's truth have of late days disdain-
fully and braggingly cried out, and made demands in their public
assemblies, and yet do, asking, Where this our church and religion
was within these fifty or sixty years? I have thought it not altogether
vain, somewhat to stop such lying crakers, both by mentioning their
names, and likewise opening some of the chief and principal matters
for which they were so unmercifully afflicted and molested: thereby
to give to understand, as well the continuance and consent of the true
church of Christ in that age, touching the chief points of our faith
(though not in like perfection of knowledge and constancy in all), as
also by the way something to touch what fond and frivolous matters
the ignorant prelates shamed not in that time of blindness to object
against the poor and simple people, accounting them as heinous and
great offences, yea, such as deserved death both of body and soul.
But lest I should seem too prolix and tedious herein, I will now
briefly proceed with the story, and first begin with their names, which
are these:

A. D. 1510.  
Joan Baker.  
William Potter.  
John Forge.  
Thomas Goodred.  
Thomas Walker, alias  
Talbot.  
Thomas Forge.  
Alice Forge.  
John Forge, their son.  
William Cowper.  
John Calverton.  
John Woodrof.  
A. D. 1511.  
Richard Woolman.  
Roger Hilliar.  
Alice Cowper.  
Thomas Austy.  
Joan Austy.  
Thomas Grant.  
John Garter.  
Christopher Ravins.  
Dyonise Ravins.  
Thomas Vincent.  
Lewis John.  
Joan John.  
A. D. 1512.  
John Webb, alias Baker.  
A. D. 1517.  
John Household.  
Robert Rascal.  
A. D. 1518.  
Elizabeth Stanfard.  
George Browne.  
John Wikes.  
John Southake.  
Richard Butler.  
John Samme.  
A. D. 1521.  
William King.  
Robert Durdant.  
Henry Woolman.  
Edmund Spilman.  
A. D. 1523.  
John Higges, alias  
Noke, alias Johnson.  
A. D. 1526.  
Henry Chambers.  
John Higgins.  
A. D. 1527.  

THE PARTICULAR EXAMINATION OF ALL THOSE ABOVE NAMED
HERE FOLLOWETH.

To these were divers and sundry particular articles (besides the
common and general sort accusomably used in such cases) privately
objected; even such as they were then accused of either by their
curate, or others their neighbours. And because I think it somewhat
superfluous to make any large recital of all and every part of their
several process, I mind therefore briefly only to touch so many of
their articles as may be sufficient to induce the christian reader to
judge the sooner of the rest; being (I assure you) of no greater
importance than these that follow: except that sometimes they were
charged, most slanderously, with horrible and blasphemous lies against
the majesty and truth of God; which as they utterly denied, so do I
now for this present keep secret in silence, as well for brevity's sake,

(1) Ex Regist. R. Fitzjames.
as also somewhat to colour and hide the shameless practices of that lying generation. But to our purpose.

**Joan Baker and thirty-nine others.**

The chief objections against Joan Baker were as follows: That she would not only herself not reverence the crucifix, but had also persuaded a friend of hers, lying at the point of death, not to put any trust or confidence in the crucifix, but in God who is in heaven, who only worketh all the miracles that be done, and not the dead images, which be but stocks and stones; and therefore she was sorry that ever she had gone so often on pilgrimage to St. Saviour and other idols. Also, that she did hold opinion, that the pope had no power to give pardons, and that the lady Young (who was not long before that time burned) died a true martyr of God; and therefore she wished of God, that she herself might do no worse than the said lady Young had done.

Unto William Pottier, besides divers other false and slanderous articles (as that he should deny the benefit and effect of Christ's passion) it was also alleged as under: That he should affirm there were six Gods: the first three were the holy Trinity, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost; the fourth was a priest's concubine being kept in his chamber; the fifth was the Devil; and the sixth, that thing that a man setteth his mind most upon.

The first part of this article he utterly denied, confessing most firmly and truly, the blessed Trinity to be only one God in one unity of Deity. As to the other three he answered, that a priest delighting in his concubine, made her as his God: likewise a wicked person, persisting in his sin without repentance, made the devil his God: and lastly, he granted, that he once, hearing of certain men, who by the singing and chattering of birds would seek to know what things were to come either to themselves or others, said, That those men esteemed their birds as gods; and otherwise he spake not.

Amongst the manifold and several articles objected against Thomas Goodred, Thomas Walker, Thomas Forge, Alice Forge his wife, John Forge their son, John Calverton, John Woodrof, Richard Woolman, and Roger Hilliar (as that they should speak against pilgrimages, praying unto saints, and such like), this principally was propounded: That they all denied the carnal and corporal presence of Christ's body and blood in the sacrament of the altar; and further, had concealed and consented unto their teachers and instructors in that doctrine, and had not, according to the laws of the church, accused and presented them unto the bishop or his ordinary.

Also great and heinous displeasure was conceived against Richard Woolman, for that he termed the church of Paul's a house of thieves, affirming, that the priests and other ecclesiastical persons there were not liberal givers unto the poor (as they ought to be) but rather takings away from them of what they could get.

Likewise as Thomas Austy, Joan Austy his wife, Thomas Grant,
John Garter, Christopher Ravins, Dyonise Ravins his sister, Thomas Vincent, Lewis John, Joan John his wife, and John Webb, were of one fellowship and profession of faith with divers of the last before recited; so were they almost all apprehended about one time, and chiefly burdened with one opinion of the Sacrament: which declareth evidently, that notwithstanding the dark ignorance of those corrupted times, yet God did ever in mercy open the eyes of some to behold the manifest truth, even in those things whereof the papists make now greatest vaunt, and brag of longest continuance.

Furthermore, many of them were charged to have spoken against pilgrimages, and to have read and used certain English books repugning the faith of the Romish church, as the four Evangelists, Wicklif’s Wicket, a Book of the Ten Commandments of Almighty God, the Revelation of St. John, the Epistles of Paul and James, with other like, which those holy ones could never abide. And good cause why: for as darkness could never agree with light, no more can ignorance, the maintainer of that kingdom, with the true knowledge of Christ and his gospel.

It was further particularly objected against Joan John, the wife of Lewis John, that (besides the premises) she learned and maintained, that God commanded no holy days to be kept, but only the Sabbath-day, and therefore she would keep none but it; nor any fasting days, affirming, that to fast from sin, was the true fast. Moreover, that she had despised the pope, his pardons and pilgrimages; insomuch that when any poor body asked an alms of her in the worship of the Lady of Walsingham, she would strait answer in contempt of the pilgrimage, “The Lady of Walsingham help thee:” and if she gave any thing unto him, she would then say, “Take this in the worship of our Lady in heaven, and let the other go.” Which declareth, that for lack of better instruction and knowledge, she yet ignorantly attributed too much honour to the true saints of God departed, though otherwise she did abhor the idolatrous worshipping of the dead images. By which example, as also by many others (for shortness sake at this present omitted), I have just occasion to condemn the wilful subtlety of those, who, in this bright shining light of God’s truth, would yet, under colour of godly remembrance, still maintain the having of images in the church, craftily excusing their idolatrous kneeling and praying unto them, by affirming, that they never worshipped the dead images, but the things that the images did represent. But if that were their only doctrine and cause of having of them, why then would their predecessors so cruelly compel these poor simple people thus openly, in their recantations, to abjure and revoke their speaking against the gross adoration of the outward images only, and not against the thing represented; which many of them (as appeareth partly by this example), in their ignorant simplicity, confessed might be worshipped? Howbeit, God be thanked (who ever in his mercy continue it!) their colourable and hypocritical excuses cannot now take such place in the hearts of the elect of God as they have done heretofore, especially seeing the word of God doth so manifestly forbid as well the worshipping of them, as also the making or having of them for order of religion.
PERSECUTION IN THE DIOCESE OF LONDON.

It was alleged against William Cowper, and Alice Cowper his wife, as follows: That they had spoken against pilgrimages, and worshipping of images; but chiefly the woman, who, having her child, on a time, hurt by falling into a pit or ditch, and being earnestly persuaded by some of her ignorant neighbours to go on pilgrimage to St. Laurence for help for her child, said, That neither St. Laurence, nor any other saint could help her child, and therefore none ought to go on pilgrimage to any image made with man’s hand, but only to Almighty God; for pilgrimages were nothing worth, saving to make the priests rich.

Unto John Houshold, Robert Rascal, and Elizabeth Stamford, as well the article against the sacrament of the altar was objected, as also that they had spoken against praying to saints, and had despised the authority of the bishop of Rome, and others of his clergy. But especially John Houshold was charged to have called them antichrists and fornicators, and the pope himself a strong strumpet, and a common scandal unto the world, who with his pardons had drowned in blindness all christian realms; and that for money.

Also among divers other ordinary articles propounded against George Browne, these were counted very heinous and heretical: First, that he had said, that he knew no cause why the cross should be worshipped, seeing that the same was a hurt and pain unto our Saviour Christ in the time of his passion, and not any ease or pleasure; alleging for example, that if he had had a friend hanged or drowned, he would ever after have loved that gallows or water, by which his friend died, rather worse for that, than better. Another objection was, that he had erroneously, obstinately, and maliciously said (for so are their words), that the church was too rich. This matter, I may tell you, touched somewhat the quick, and therefore no marvel that they counted it erroneous and malicious; for take away their gain, and farewell their religion. They also charged him to have refused holy water to be cast about his chamber, and likewise to have spoken against priests, with other vain matters.

The greatest matter wherewith they burdened John Wikes was, that he had often and of long time kept company with divers persons suspected of heresy (as they termed them), and had received them into his house, and there did suffer and hear them sundry times read erroneous and heretical books, contrary to the faith of the Romish church; and did also himself consent unto their doctrine, and had many times secretly conveyed them from the taking of such as were appointed to apprehend them.

Like as the greatest number of those before-mentioned, so were also John Southake, Richard Butler, John Sam, William King, Robert Durdant, and Henry Woolman, especially charged with speaking words against the real presence of Christ's body in the sacrament of the altar, and also against images, and the rest of the seven sacraments. Howbeit they burdened the last five persons with the reading of certain English heretical books, accounting most blasphemously the gospel of Jesus Christ, written by the four evangelists, to be of
that number, as appeareth evidently by the eighth article objected by
Thomas Bennet, doctor of law, chancellor and vicar-general unto
Richard Fitzjames, then bishop of London, against the said Richard
Butler; the very words of which article, for a more declaration of
truth, I have thought good here to insert, which are these:

'Also we object to you, that divers times, and especially upon a certain night,
about the space of three years last past, in Robert Durdant's house of Iver-court,
near unto Staines, you erroneously and damnably read in a great book of heresy
of the said Robert Durdant's, all that same night, certain chapters of the evan-
gelists in English, containing in them divers erroneous and damnable opinions
and conclusions of heresy, in the presence of the said Robert Durdant, John
Butler, Robert Carder, Jenkin Butler, William King, and divers other suspected
persons of heresy, then being present, and hearing your said erroneous lectures
and opinions.'

To the same effect and purpose tended the tenor of some of the
articles propounded against the other four; whereby (as also by other
like ones before specified) we may easily judge what reverence those,
who yet will be counted the true and only church of Christ, did bear
to the word and gospel of Christ; who shamed not to blaspheme the
same with most horrible titles of erroneous and damnable opinions
and conclusions of heresy. But why should we marvel thereat, seeing
the Holy Ghost, in sundry places of the Scripture, doth declare, that
in the latter days there should come such proud and cursed speakers,
who shall speak lies through hypocrisy, and have their consciences
marked with a hot iron? Let us therefore now thank our heavenly
Father for revealing them unto us; and let us also pray him, that of
his free mercies in his Son Christ Jesus, he would (if it be to his
glory) either turn and mollify all such hearts, or else (for the peace
and quietness of his church) he would, in his righteous judgment,
take them from us.

About this time Richard Fitzjames ended his life, after whose
death Cuthbert Tunstall (afterwards bishop of Durham) succeeded in
the see and bishopric of London; who soon, upon his first entry into
the room, minding to follow rightly the footsteps of his predecessor,
caused Edmund Spilman, priest, Henry Chambers, John Higgins,
and Thomas Eglestone to be apprehended, and so to be examined
upon sundry like articles as before are expressed; and in the end,
either for fear of his cruelty, and the rigour of death, or else through
hope of his flattering promises (such was their weakness), he com-
pelled them to abjure and renounce their true professed faith touching
the holy sacrament of Christ's body and blood; which was, that
Christ's corporal body was not in the sacrament, but in heaven; and
that the sacrament was a figure of his body, and not the body itself.

Moreover, about the same time there were certain articles objected
against John Higges, alias Noke, alias Johnson, by the said bishop's
vicar-general, amongst which were these: First, that he had affirmed,
that it was as lawful for a temporal man to have two wives at once,
as for a priest to have two benefices. Also, that he had in his custody
a copy of the four evangelists in English, and did often read therein;

(1) Of these men see more hereafter in the table following, page 321.
and that he favoured the doctrines and opinions of Martin Luther, openly pronouncing, that Luther had more learning in his little finger, than all the doctors in England in their whole bodies; and that all the priests in the church were blind, and had led the people the wrong way. Likewise it was alleged against him, that he had denied purgatory, and had said, that while he was alive he would do as much for himself as he could, for after his death he thought that prayers and alms-deeds could little help him.

These and such like matters were those wherewith these poor and simple men and women were chiefly charged, and as heinous heretics excommunicated, imprisoned, and at last compelled to recant: and some of them, in utter shame and reproach (besides the ordinary bearing of faggots before the cross in procession, or else at a sermon) were enjoined for a penance, as they termed it, as well to appear once every year before their ordinary, as also to wear the sign of a faggot painted upon their sleeves, or other part of their outward garment; and that, during all their lives, or so often and long as it pleased their ordinary to appoint. By which long, rigorous, and open punishing of them, they meant, as it should seem, utterly to terrify and keep back all others from the true knowledge of Jesus Christ and his gospel. But the Lord be evermore praised, what effect their wicked purposes therein have taken, these our most lightsome days of God's glorious gospel do most joyfully declare.

There were also troubled, besides these, certain others more simple and ignorant, who, having but a very small smack or taste of the truth, did yet at first (as it may seem) gladly consent unto the same; but, being apprehended, they quickly again yielded, and therefore had only assigned them for their penance, the bearing of a little candle before the cross, without any further open abjuring or recanting. Amongst these I find two especially; the one a woman called Ellen Heyer, to whom it was objected, that she had neither confessed herself unto the priest, nor yet received the sacrament of the altar by the space of four years; and notwithstanding, had yearly eaten flesh at Easter, and after, as well as others that had received the same, contrary to the usual manner and conversation of all other Christian people.

The other was a man named Robert Berkeway, who (besides most wicked blasphemies against God which he utterly denied) was charged to have spoken heinous words against the pope's holy and blessed martyr, Thomas Becket, calling him miche1 and thief, for that he wrought by crafts and imaginations.

Thus have I, as briefly as I could, summarily collected the principal articles objected against these weak, infirm, and earthy vessels; not minding hereby to excuse or condemn them in these their fearful falls and dangerous deflections: but, leaving them unto the unmeasurable rich mercies of the Lord, I thought only to make manifest the unsa

(1) "Miche," a thief or pilferer.—Todd's Johnson.—Ep.
and irreligious cases. But now, leaving to say any further herein, I will, by God's grace, go forward with other somewhat more serious matters.

The Death and Martyrdom of William Sweeting, and John Brewster.

In searching and perusing of the register, for the collection of the names and articles before recited, I find that within the compass of the same years there were also some others, who, after they had once showed themselves as frail and inconstant as the rest (being either therewith pricked in conscience, or otherwise zealously overcome with the manifest truth of God's most sacred Word), became yet again as earnest professors of Christ as ever they were before; and for the same profession were the second time apprehended, examined, condemned, and in the end were most cruelly burned. Of this number were William Sweeting, and John Brewster, who were both burned together in Smithfield, the 18th day of October, A.D. 1511.

The chief case of religion alleged against them in their articles, was their faith concerning the sacrament of Christ's body and blood, which, because it differed from the absurd, gross and Capernaistical opinion of the new schoolmen, was counted as most heinous heresy. There were other things besides objected against them, as the reading of certain forbidden books, and accompanying with such persons as were suspected of heresy. But one great and heinous offence counted amongst the rest, was their putting and leaving off the painted faggots, which they were at their first abjuring enjoined to wear as badges during their lives, or so long as it should please their ordinary to appoint, and not to leave them off upon pain of relapse, until they were dispensed withal for the same. The breach of this injunction was esteemed to be of no small weight, and yet the matter well and thoroughly considered, it seemeth by their confessions, they were both thereunto by necessity enforced. For the one, named Sweeting, being for fear of the bishop's cruelty constrained to wander the countries to get his poor living, came at length unto Colchester, where, by the parson of the parish of Mary Magdalen, he was provoked to be the holy water clerk, and in that consideration had that infamous badge first taken away from him. The other (who was Brewster) left off his at the commandment of the comptroller of the earl of Oxford's house, who, hiring the poor man to labour in the earl's household business, would not suffer him, working there, to wear that counterfeit cognizance any longer: so that, as I said, necessity of living seemeth to compel both of them at first to break that injunction. And therefore, if charity had borne as great sway in the hearts of the pope's clergy, as did cruelty, this trifle would not have been so heinously taken, as to be brought against them for an article, and cause of condemnation to death. But where tyranny once taketh place, as well all godly love, as also all human reason and duties, are quite forgotten.

Well, to be short, what for the causes before recited, as also for that they had once already abjured, and yet, as they term it, fell again into relapse, they were both, as you have heard, in the end
burned together in Smithfield; although the same parties, as the register recordeth, did again, before their death, fearfully forsake their former revived constancy, and submitting themselves unto the discipline of the Romish church, craved absolution from their excommunication. Howbeit, because many of the registers' notes and records in such cases may rightly be doubted of, and so called into question, I refer the certain knowledge hereof unto the Lord (who is the trier of all truths), and the external judgment unto the godly and discreet reader: not forgetting yet by the way (if that the report should be true) upon so just an occasion, to charge that catholic clergy, and their wicked laws, with a more shameless tyranny and uncharitable cruelty than before: for if they nothing stay their bloody malice towards such as so willingly submit themselves unto their mercies; what favour may the faithful and constant professors of Christ look for at their hands? I might here also ask of them, how they follow the pitiful and loving admonition (or rather precept) of our Saviour Christ (whose true and only church they so stoutly brag to be), who in Luke xvii. saith, “Though thy brother sin against thee seven times in a day, and seven times in a day turn to thee, saying, It repenteth me; thou shalt forgive him.” But what go I about to allure them unto the following of the rule and counsel of Him, unto whose word and gospel they seem most open and utter enemies? Wherefore not purposing to stay any longer thereupon, I will leave them unto the righteous revengement of the Lord.

Hereunto let us now adjoin the story of one John Browne, a good martyr of the Lord, burnt at Ashford about this fourth year of king Henry VIII., whose story hereunder followeth.

**John Browne, Martyr.**

The occasion of the first trouble of this John Browne, was by a priest sitting in a Gravesend barge. John Browne, being at the same time in the barge, came and sat hard by him; whereupon, after certain communication, the priest asked him; “Dost thou know,” said he, “who I am? thou sittest too near me, thou sittest on my clothes.” “No, sir,” said he, “I know not what you are.” “I tell thee I am a priest.” “What, sir! are you a parson, or vicar, or a lady’s chaplain?” “No,” quoth he again, “I am a soul-priest, I sing for a soul,” saith he. “Do you so, sir?” quoth the other, “that is well done; I pray you sir,” quoth he, “where find you the soul when you go to mass?” “I cannot tell thee,” said the priest. “I pray you, where do you leave it, Sir, when the mass is done?” “I cannot tell thee,” said the priest. “Neither can you tell where you find it when you go to mass, nor where you leave it when the mass is done; how can you then have the soul?” said he. “Go thy ways,” said the priest, “thou art a heretic, and I will be even with thee.” So at the landing, the priest, taking with him Walter More, and William More, two gentlemen, brethren, rode straightways to the archbishop Warham. Hereupon the said John Browne within three days

(1) This John Browne was father to Richard Browne, who was in prison in Canterbury, and should have been burned, with two more besides himself, the next day after the death of queen Mary, but that by the proclaiming of queen Elizabeth they escaped. [See the Appendix.—En.]
after, his wife being church'd the same day, and he bringing in a mess of pottage to the board to his guests, was sent for, and his feet bound under his own horse, and so brought up to Canterbury; neither his wife, nor he, nor any of his, knowing whither he went; nor whither he should: and there continuing from Low-Sunday, till the Friday before Whitsunday (his wife not knowing all this while where he was) he was set in the stocks overnight, and on the morrow went to death, and was burned at Ashford, A.D. 1517. The same night, as he was in the stocks at Ashford, where he and his wife dwelt, his wife then hearing of him, came and sat by him all the night before he should be burned: to whom he, declaring the whole story how he was handled, showed and told, how that he could not set his feet to the ground, for they were burned to the bones; and told her, how by the two bishops, Warham and Fisher, his feet were heated upon the hot coals, and burned to the bones, "to make me," said he, "to deny my Lord, which I will never do; for if I should deny my Lord in this world, he would hereafter deny me." "I pray thee," said he, "therefore, good Elizabeth! continue as thou hast begun, and bring up thy children virtuously, and in the fear of God." And so the next day, on Whitsunday even, this godly martyr was burned. Standing at the stake, this prayer he made, holding up his hands:

'O Lord, I yield me to thy grace,
Grant me mercy for my trespass;
Let never the fiend my soul chase.
Lord, I will bow, and thou shalt beat,
Let never my soul come in hell-heat.'

Into thy hands I commend my spirit; thou hast redeemed me, O Lord of truth.'

And so he ended.²

At the fire one Chilton, the baily-arrant, bade cast in Browne's children also, for they would spring, said he, of his ashes.
This blessed martyr, John Browne, had borne a faggot seven years before, in the days of king Henry VII.

As it is the property of Satan ever to malice the prosperous estate of the saints of God, and true professors of Christ; so ceaseth he not continually to stir up his wicked members to the effectual accomplishing of that which his envious nature so greedily desireth; if not always openly by colour of tyrannical laws, yet, at the leastwise, by some subtle practice of secret murder; which thing doth most plainly appear, not only in a great number of the blessed martyrs of Christ's church, mentioned in this book, but also and especially in the discourse of this lamentable history that now I have in hand, concerning the secret and cruel murdering of Richard Hun, whose story here consequent ensueth, decerped and collected partly out of the registers of London, partly out of a bill exhibited and denounced in the parliament-house.

(1) Chilton of Wye, a baily-arrant, and one Beare of Willesborough, with two of the bishop's servants, set him upon the horse, and so carried him away.
(2) Ex testimonio Aliciae Browne, ejus filiae, culcis mariti nomen diebatur Strat, in parochia St. PauliL.
The Story of Richard Hun, Martyr.

There was in the year of our Lord 1514, one Richard Hun, merchant-tailor, dwelling within the city of London, and freeman of the same, who was esteemed during his life, and worthily reputed, and taken not only for a man of true dealing and good substance, but also for a good catholic man. This Richard Hun had a child at nurse in Middlesex, in the parish of St. Mary Mattifelon, which died; by the occasion whereof one Thomas Dryfield, clerk, being parson of the said parish, sued the said Richard Hun in the spiritual court, for a bearing-sheet, which the said Thomas Dryfield claimed unjustly to have of the said Hun, for a mortuary for Stephen Hun, son of the said Richard Hun; which Stephen being at nurse in the said parish, died, being of the age of five weeks, and not above. Hun answered him again. That forasmuch as the child had no propriety in the sheet, he therefore neither would pay it, nor the other ought to have it. Whereupon the priest, moved with a covetous desire, and loath to lose his pretended right, ascited him to appear in the spiritual court, there to answer the matter: whereupon the said Richard Hun, being troubled in the spiritual court, was forced to seek counsel of the learned in the law of this land, and pursued a writ of praemunire against the said Thomas Dryfield, and others his aiders, counsellors, proctors, and adherents, as by the process thereof is yet to be seen. Which when the rest of the priestly order heard of, greatly disdaining that any layman should so boldly enterprise such a matter against any of them, and fearing also, that if they should now suffer this priest to be condemned at the suit of Hun, there would be thereby ever after a liberty opened unto all others of the laity to do the like with the rest of the clergy in such like cases, they straightways, both to stop this matter, and also to be revenged of him for that he had already done, sought all means they possibly could how to entrap and bring him within the danger of their own cruel laws. And thereupon making secret and diligent inquisition, and seeking all corners they could against him, at length they found a means how to accuse him of heresy unto Richard Fitzjames then bishop of London, and so did; who (desirous to satisfy the revenging and bloody affection of his chaplains), caused him thereupon to be apprehended and committed unto prison within the Lollards’ tower at Paul’s, so that none of his friends might be suffered to come to him. Thus Richard Hun, being clapt in the Lollards’ tower, shortly after, at the earnest instigation of Dr. Horsey, the bishop’s chancellor (a man more ready to prefer the clergy’s cruel tyranny, than the truth of Christ’s gospel), was brought before the bishop at his manor of Fulham, the 2d day of December, in the year before mentioned, where, within his chapel, he examined him upon these articles following, collected against him by the said Horsey and his accomplices:

Articles objected against Richard Hun.

I. That he had read, taught, preached, published, and obstinately defended, against the laws of Almighty God, that tithes, or paying of tithes, was never ordained to be due, saving only by the covetousness of priests.

(1) The strenuous and successful efforts made by the leaders of the Papish party, and the disgraceful exposures which ensued, render the history of Richard Hun one of the most interesting on record.—En.
II. Item, That he had read, taught, preached, published, and obstinately defended, that bishops and priests be the Scribes and Pharisees that did crucify Christ, and damned him to death.

III. Item, That he had read, taught, preached, &c., that bishops and priests be teachers and preachers, but no doers, neither fulfilleurs of the law of God; but catching, ravening, and all things taking, and nothing ministering, neither giving.

IV. Item, Where and when one Joan Baker was detected and abjured of many great heresies (as it appeareth by her abjuration), the said Richard Hun said, published, taught, preached, and obstinately took upon him, saying, that he would defend her and her opinions, if it cost him five hundred marks.

V. Item, afterwards, where and when the said Joan Baker, after her abjuration, was enjoined open penance according to her demerits, the said Richard Hun said, published, taught, and obstinately did defend her, saying, "The bishop of London and his officers have done open wrong to the said Joan Baker, in punishing her for heresy; for her sayings and opinions be according to the laws of God: whereas the bishop and his officers are more worthy to be punished for heresy than she is."

VI. Item, That the said Richard Hun hath in his keeping divers English books prohibited and damned by the law; as the Apocalypse in English, epistles and gospels in English, Wickliff's damnable works, and other books containing infinite errors, in which he hath been a long time accustomed to read, teach, and study daily.

Particular answer unto these several objections in the register I find none, saving that next under them there is written in his name, with a contrary hand, these words following: "As touching these articles, I have not spoken them as they be here laid; howbeit unadvisedly I have spoken words somewhat sounding to the same, for which I am sorry, and ask God mercy, and submit me to my lord's charitable and favourable correction," which they affirm to be written with Hun's own hand; but how likely to truth that is, let the discreet wisdom of the reader indifferently judge by the whole sequel of this process. And further, if it were his own act, what occasion then had they so cruelly to murder him as they did? seeing he had already so willingly confessed his fault, and submitted himself to the charitable and favourable correction of the bishop (for which, even by their own law, in cases of most heinous heresy, he ought to be again received and pardoned); except perhaps they will account horrible murder to be but the bishop's favourable correction. Again, it seems they had very few credible witnesses to prove certainly that this was his answer and hand-writing; for the registrar, or some other for him, appointed to record the same, hath certified it as of hearsay from others, and not of his own proper sight and knowledge, as the words noted in the margin of the book, adjoining to the aforesaid answer, plainly do declare, which are these: "Hoc fuit scriptum manu propra Ricardi Hunne, ut dicitur." Now if he had any sure ground to establish this certificate, I doubt not but he would, instead of "ut dicitur," have registered the names of the assistants at the time of his examination (which he confesseth to be many), as generally they do in all their acts, especially in cases of heresy, as they term it. But how scrupulous those good fellows that spared not so shamelessly to murder him, would be to make a lie of him that was already dead, let, as I said, the indifferent judgment of the godlywise discern.

This examination ended, the bishop sent him back again the same day unto the Lollards' tower; and then, by the appointment of Dr.
Horsey, his chancellor, he was colourably committed from the custody of Charles Joseph the sumner, unto John Spalding the bellringer, a man by whose simplicity in wit (though otherwise wicked) the subtle chancellor thought to bring his devilish pretended homicide the easier to pass; which most cruelly he did, by his ministers subdued, within two nights next then following accomplish, as is plainly proved hereafter, by the diligent inquiry, and final verdict of the coroner of London and his inquest, made by order of the laws in that behalf limited. But when this usual practice of the papists was once accomplished, there wanted then no secret shifts nor worldly wiles for the crafty colouring of this mischief; and therefore the next morning, after they had in the night committed this murder, Spalding (I doubt not but by the counsel of his master chancellor) got himself out of the way into the city, and leaving the keys of the prison with one of his fellows, willed them to deliver them unto the sumner's boy who accustomedly did use to carry Hun his meat and other necessaries that he needed: thinking that the boy, first finding the prisoner dead, and hanged in such sort as they left him, they might by his relation be thought free from any suspicion of this matter. Which thing happened in the beginning almost as they wished; for the boy, the same morning (being the 4th day of December), having the keys delivered to him, accompanied with two other of the bishop's sumners, went about ten o'clock into the prison, to serve the prisoner as he was wont to do; and when they came up, they found him hanged, with his face towards the wall. Whereupon they (astonished at this sight) gave knowledge thereof immediately unto the chancellor, being then in the church, and watching, I suppose, of purpose for such news; who forthwith got unto him certain of his colleagues, and went with them into the prison, to see that which his own wicked conscience knew full well before, as was afterwords plainly proved; although then he made a fair face to the contrary, blazing abroad among the people, by their officers and servants, that Hun had desperately hanged himself. Howbeit the people having good experience as well of the honest life and godly conversation of the man, as also of the devilish malice of his adversaries the priests, judged rather, that by their procurement he was secretly murdered.

Hereof arose great contention; for the bishop of London, on the one side, taking his clergy's part, affirmed stoutly that Hun had hanged himself. The citizens again, on the other side, vehemently suspecting some secret murder, caused the coroner of London, according to law, to choose an inquest, and to take good view of the dead body, and so to try out the truth of the matter; whereby the bishop and his chaplains were then driven to extremity of shifts: and therefore, minding by some subtle show of justice to stop the mouths of the people, they determined that in the meanwhile, as the inquest was occupied about their charge, the bishop should for his part proceed 'ex officio,' in case of heresy against the dead person: supposing,

(1) "Sed justissimus Dei Omnipotens oculis, ubique præsente, rerumque omnium et testis et viníciæ, at fallit nullis potest istasbæ, sibi secus revera voluit tam sacerdósum in virum probum, et innocentem crudelitatem. Nam præterquam quod Carolus ipsecret, scrieris minister, non potuit non ream conscientiam Jullianæ ancillæ sua patefacere, tum præter ancillæ huicius confessionem accessit innumeris multiplex ex varis confecturis existimátio." &c. See the Latin Edition; Baile, 1619, p. 130 — En.
most likely, that if the party were once condemned of heresy, the inquest durst not then but find him guilty of his own death, and so clearly acquit them from all the former suspicion of privy murder. This determination of theirs they did immediately put in practice, in order as followeth:

First, besides the articles before mentioned, which they affirm were objected against him in his life-time, Dr. Hed did now also after his death collect certain others out of the prologue of his English Bible, remaining then in the bishop’s hands, which he diligently perused, not to learn any good thing therein, but to get thereout such matter as he thought might best serve their cursed purpose; as appeareth by the tenor of the articles, which are these:

New Articles commenced against Hun after his Death.

I. First, The said book damneth all holy canons, calling them ceremonies and statutes of sinful men and unכunning, and calleth the pope Satan, and Antichrist.

II. Item, It damneth the pope’s pardons, saying they be but leasings.

III. Item, The said book of Hun saith, that kings and lords, called christian in name, and heathen in conditions, defile the sanctuary of God, bringing clerks full of covetousness, heresy, and malice, to stop God’s law, that it cannot be known, kept, and freely preached.

IV. Item, The said book saith, that lords and prelates pursue full cruelly them that would teach truly and freely the law of God, and cherish them that preach sinful men’s traditions and statutes; by which he meaneth the holy canons of Christ’s church.

V. Item, That poor men and idiots have the truth of the holy Scriptures, more than a thousand prelates, and religious men, and clerks of the school.

VI. Item, That christian kings and lords set up idols in God’s house, and excite the people to idolatry.

VII. Item, That princes, lords, and prelates so doing, be worse than Herod that pursued Christ, and worse than Jews and heathen men that crucified Christ.

VIII. Item, That every man, swearing by our lady, or any other saint or creature, giveth more honour to the saints than to the Holy Trinity; and so he saith they be idolaters.

IX. Item, He saith that saints ought not to be honoured.

X. Item, He damneth adoration, prayer, kneeling, and offering to images, which he calleth stocks and stones.

XI. Item, He saith, that the very body of the Lord is not contained in the sacrament of the altar, but that men receiving it, shall thereby keep in mind that Christ’s flesh was wounded and crucified for us.

XII. Item, He damneth the university of Oxford, with all degrees and faculties in it, as art, civil, canon, and divinity; saying, that they hinder the true way to come to the knowledge of the laws of God and holy Scripture.

XIII. Item, He defendeth the translation of the Bible and the holy Scripture into the English tongue, which is prohibited by the laws of our mother, holy church.

These articles thus collected, as also the others before specified, they caused, for a more show of their pretended justice and innocency, to be openly read the next Sunday following, by the preacher at Paul’s Cross, with this protestation made before.

‘Masters and friends, for certain causes and considerations, I have in commandment to rehearse, show, and publish here unto you, the articles of heresy

(1) Ex Regist. R. Fitzjames, Lond.

(2) A ‘holy mother church’ which cannot abide the word of God to be translated.
upon which Richard Hun was detected and examined; and also other great articles and damnable points and opinions of heresy contained in some of his books, which be come to light and knowledge here ready to be shown."

And therewith he read the articles openly unto the people, concluding with these words:

"And masters, if there be any man desirous to see the specialty of these articles, or doubt whether they be contained in this book or not, for satisfying of his mind let him come to my lord of London, and he shall see it with good will.

"Moreover, here I counsel and admonish, that if there be any persons that of their simpleness have been familiar and acquainted with the said Richard Hun in these articles, or have heard him read upon this book, or any other sounding to heresy, or have any like books themselves, let them come unto my lord of London betwixt this and Candlemas next, and acknowledge their fault, and they shall be charitably treated and dealt withal, so that both their goods and honesty shall be saved: and if they will not come of their own offer, but abide the process of the law, then at their own peril be it, if the rigour of the law be executed against them."

After which open publication and admonition, the bishop at sundry times examined divers of his priests, and other lay-persons, upon the contents of both these articles. Among which examines there was a man-servant and a maid of the said Hun’s, who, although they had of long time dwelt with him, were not able to charge him with any great thing worthy of reprehension, no, not in such points as the bishop chiefly objected against him. But yet the priests (through whose procurement this mischief was first begun) spared no whit stoutly and maliciously to accuse him, some in the contents of the first articles, and some in the second. Wherefore having now, as they thought, sufficient matter against him, they purposed speedily to proceed to his condemnation; and because they would seem to do all things formally, and by prescript order, they first drew out certain short and summary rules, by which the bishop should be directed in this solemn session, which are these:

I. First, Let the bishop sit in his tribunal-seat in our lady’s chapel.
II. Secondly, Let him recite the cause of his coming, and take notaries to him, to enact what shall be there done.

III. Thirdly, Let him declare, how upon Sunday last, at Paul's Cross, he caused to be published a general monition or denunciation, that all factors and maintainers of Richard Hun should come in as by this day, and submit themselves: and let him signify withal, how certain have come in, and have appeared already.

IV. Fourthly, Let him protest and say, that if there remain any yet behind, who have not appeared according to the former monition and denunciation, yet if they will come and appear, and submit themselves, they shall be heard and received with grace and favour.

V. Fifthly, Let the bishop, or some other at his appointment, recite the articles objected against Richard Hun in the time of his life, and then the other articles likewise, which were out of his great book of the Bible extracted.

VI. Sixthly, Let the answers and confessions of the said Richard Hun summarily be recited, with the attestations made to the same articles. Also let his books be exhibited, and then Thomas Brooke, his servant, be called for.

VII. Seventhly, Let it be openly cried at the choir door, that if there be any who will defend the articles, opinions, books, or the memory of the said

(1) Ex Regist. R. Finjames. Lond.
Richard Hun, let them come and appear, and they shall be heard as the law in that behalf shall require.

VIII. Eighthly, Let it be openly cried, as in manner before, for such as be receivers, favourers, defenders, or believers of the said Richard Hun, that all such do appear and submit themselves to the bishop, or else he intendeth to proceed to the excommunication of them in general, according to the exigence of the law in that behalf.

IX. Ninthly, Let the bishop speak to the standers-by, and to those of the clergy who sit with him upon the bench, demanding of them, what their judgment and opinion is touching the premises? and whether they think it convenient and agreeable for him to proceed to the sentence against the said Richard Hun, in this part to be awarded?

X. Tenthly, After their consent and counsel given, let the bishop read out the sentence.

XI. Finally, After the sentence read, let the bishop appoint the publication and denunciation of the aforesaid sentence to be read at Paul's Cross, or elsewhere, as to him shall seem expedient; with a citation likewise generally against all those that be receivers, favourers, and believers of the said Hun, to give to understand why he ought not further to proceed against them, &c.

A Solemn Process of Fitzjames, Bishop of London, Against Hun, Being Dead.

Now according to the tenor of these prescripts and rules, the bishop of London, accompanied with the bishops of Durham and Lincoln and his own suffragan, Dr. John Young, titular bishop of Callipolis, sat in judgment the 16th day of December then next following, within the place by the same appointed; adjoining also unto them, as witnesses of their proceedings, six public notaries, his own register, and about twenty-five doctors, abbots, priors, and priests of name, with a great rabble of other common anointed catholics: where, after a solemn proclamation made, that if there were any that would defend the opinions and books of Richard Hun, they should presently appear and be heard according to law, he commanded all the articles and objections against Hun openly to be read before the assembly: and then, perceiving that none durst appear in his defence, by the advice of his assistants he pronounced the sentence definitive against the dead carcasse, condemning it of heresy; and therewith committed the same unto the secular power, to be by them burned accordingly. This ridiculous decree was as fondly accomplished in Smithfield on the twentieth day of the same month of December (being full sixteen days after they had thus horribly murdered him) to the great grief and disdain of all the people. And because the bishop, in his sentence definitive, useth a more formal and ample order of words than customably is used in others, and also pretendeth full hypocritically in the beginning, as it were by way of induction, divers causes that moved him to proceed against the dead carcasse; I thought good therefore here to adjoin the same, as a final conclusion of their crafty coloured tragedy, the tenor whereof is hereunder written.¹

¹ The sentence definitive against Richard Hun after his death.

In Dei nomine, Amen. Cum nuper (pendente sacra synode, et generali prelaturum et cleric seniorum Cantuariensis convocatione, in ecclesia nostra cathedrali sancti Pauli London, per presbyteros et clericos provinciae Cantuariensis, actualiter fidelem exercitum collectis, quod quidam Richardus Hunne episcopus sanctae Margaritae in Brigg-strete Lond., et super crimine hereticissimo pravitatis notatus et diabolatus exstimatus, reverendissimus in Christo pater et dominus, dominus Willemus missarione divinae Cantuariensis archiepiscopus, toto Angliae principiis, et apostolice sedis legatus, ipsius venerabilis octo et convocantis caput et presidium, ex vehementibus et violentis...(quae contra eundem Richardum Hunne super hereticis pravitatis tum habebat) presuppositionibus contra eundem Richardum debitam fasere inquisitionem cupiens, ut
THE SENTENCE DEFINITIVE AGAINST HUN, AFTER HIS DEATH.

Notwithstanding, after all this tragical and cruel handling of the dead body, and their fair and colourable show of justice, yet the inquest no whit stayed their diligent searching out of the true cause and means of his death. Insomuch that when they had been divers times called both before the king's privy-council (his majesty himself being sometimes present), and also before the chief judges and justices of this realm, and that the matter being by them thoroughly examined, and perceived to be much bolstered and borne withal by the clergy, was again wholly remitted unto their determination and ending; they found by good proof, and sufficient evidence, that Dr. Horsey the chancellor, Charles Joseph the summer, and John Spalding the bell-ringer, had privily and maliciously committed this murder; and therefore indicted them all three as wilful murderers. Howbeit, through the earnest suit of the bishop of London unto cardinal Wolsey (as appeareth by his letters hereafter mentioned), means were found, that at the next sessions of gaol-delivery the king's attorney pronounced the indictment against Dr. Horsey to be false and untrue, and him not to be guilty of the murder; who, being then thereby delivered in body, having yet in himself a guilty conscience, gat him unto Exeter, and durst never after for shame come again unto London.

But now that the truth of all this may seem more manifest and plain unto all men's eyes, here shall follow, word by word, the whole inquiry and verdict of the inquest, exhibited by (al racione harresi hujusmodi memembrum fulisset ad corpori Christi mystico profeum) ipsam ad caput et corpus (id est, Christum, sanctique matrie ecclesiae unitatem et unitatem divinae unitatis); ne idem Richardus inter simplex et devotas Christi fidelium et catholico rum animas coeundam, et zizania heresici seminando, fidelium mentes macularet et incenderit, et sinistras ac perversas assertionibus et opinionibus, a veritate scitam et vera fide Christiana aberrare feceret; ad effectum citandi eum ad comparandum cerum dicto reverendissimo patre et domino archiepiscopo, subebe coeipsicab et suffraganea, ceterisque illius conceptionis sive sacre synonymi praehabat, super prernissam responsionum per quilibet facti et mandavit. Verum idem Richardus apprehendit non potuit. Unde dictus reverendissimus Pater eum tam plum, tam sanctificatum perduere non potuit. Gaudium cum nos Richardus, per missionem divinae Londinensis episcopus, dicti Richardi ordinarius, (qui eum tanquam de heresi suspectum, idem Richardus a multis retroactis temporibus delatus et detectus exstitit) intellexerat, dictum factum assidue et constantemente corruerat et incenderit, ad permissam animorum nostrorum, ipsam corporis nobis vocandum, et super prernissam dilligerent interrogandum et examinandum, omnium faciendo, quod secum constaret lanse sanctae (ut jam dictum est et supera santer affectus, descendamus et prope processum: contra quem obiecta judicialiter et proprie publicavit in Judicium articulus, de et super quibus nobis (ut predictum) delatus, detectus, et notarius fuerat (quoque per venerablem virum magistrum Johanne Dominam hic publicavit jam lectos, pro hoc lectos et inscripsisse habemus et haberimus volumus); habitaque et recepta ad eodem articulis responsionibus et confessionibus satis; deside testes saeque diem et super eadem articulis et alia contra dictum Richardum in debita juris forma; recepsimus, admisimus, et dilligerent examinari fecimus; propeque per nos verbo Del ad crucem dii Paulum, vel nostram eum haereses et errores, in articulis et spectabilibus, ex comprobatione, in jussu et ipsorum detestationem et damnationem publicatissim, atque publice reportatis, populo in magna tumultu in ibidem tunc congregato, noticingavimus et intimationem: Quod isti die contra eundem Richardum, tanquam contra heretics, ad ipsiusque condemnationem et excommunicationem in specie, ad aliquid in hac parte requisita, nec non ad excommunicationem receptatorum, defensorum, autorum, et creditum ipsius in genere, juxta canonicas sanctiones, sanctorum patrum decreta, et ommem juris vigorem et dispositionem, Deo duce, procedere intendebamus; monitionemque sive desunventionem quamquam generalem dedimus et fecimus tunc ibidem, videlicet, quod si qui fuerint ejus receptores, defensores, factores, et credentes, quod ibi hune diem ad nos et sanctae matris ecclesie auro premiorem, et se submitterent; quod si fuerent (de misericordia omnipotentia Dei confal), politica sumus quod ipso de erroribus, procul grata, benigne, et probabile, et hunc sumus solutum et salutem recuperamus, quodque honestatem eorum pro posse servarum in hac parte usque. Alloquin si eis sponte venire non curarent, sed juris ordinantium processum expectarent; scirent nos hoc admissione adversus eos severius, et exsursum, in quantum juris permitterent. Adveniente haec jam die iato, ad premiam et infra scripta facienda, sic ut predictum, per nos predictum, nos Richardus episcopus antedictus, in negotio insoluntiae hereticis praeditatis predicibus legittimis procedente, volentibus hujusmodi negotio sine dubio terminare, saperavit undique, tam ab theologiis, quam juribus, quibus dicitur, et hune venerabilissimi securum et splendidum corporis nobis fecimus congregatis; et visis, auditis, intellectus, ritibus, sic dilligerent et materia deliberatione discusse meritis et circumstantiis
them unto the coroner of London, and so given up and signed with his own hand.

1514.

THE VERDICT OF THE INQUEST.

The fifth and the sixth day of December, in the sixth year of the reign of our sovereign lord king Henry VIII., William Barnwell, coroner of London, the day and year aforesaid, within the ward of Castle-Beynard of London, assembled a quest, whose names afterward do appear, and hath sworn them truly to inquire of the death of one Richard Hun, which lately was found dead in the Lollards' tower within Paul's church of London: Whereupon all we of the inquest together went up into the said tower, where we found the body of the said Hun hanging upon a staple of iron, in a girdle of silk, with fair countenance, his head fair kempt, and his bonnet right sitting upon his head, with his eye and mouth fair closed, without any staring, gaping or frowning, also without any drivelling or spurring in any place of his body: Whereupon by one assent we agreed to take down the dead body of the said Hun, and as soon as we began to heave the body it was loose: whereby, by good advisement, we perceived that the girdle had no knot about the staple, but it was double-cast; and the links of an iron chain, which did hang on the same staple, were laid upon the same girdle whereby he did hang; Also the knot of the girdle that went about his neck, stood under his left ear, which caused his head to lean towards his right shoulder. Notwithstanding there came out of his nostrils two small streams of blood to the quantity of four drops. Save only these four drops of blood, the face, lips, chin, doublet, collar, and shirt of the said Hun were clean from any blood. Also we find that the skin both of his neck and throat, beneath the girdle of silk, was fret and failed away, with that thing which the murderers had broken his neck withal. Also the hands of the said Hun were wrung in the wrists, whereby we perceived that his hands had been bound.

Moreover, we find that within the said prison was no man whereby a man negotii memorari, actique et actissae in sodem productus et dedicta predictorum digeste et matero consilio (cum nullus apparse contradictor seu defensor, qui dieti Richardi opiniones, articulos, et memoriae defendere villi), solum Deum oculis nostris proponentes ad sententiam nostram contra cum, ejus opiniones et libros, receptatorisque, factores, defensores, et credentes, se nobis juxta tenorem et formam mentionis et denunciationis nostrarum predictarum maximine submittentes, nec ad quum sancta matris ecclesiae redire curantes, ille quidam salvaticus pli illi citra mentionem et denunciationem nostrarum predictarum ad nos venerunt, et se submissae, que cum gratis et receperamus, in hac parte ferendum sic duximus procedendum et prosectamentum. Quia per hunc modum duximus, etsi debemus, nonum pervehementem et urgentem pretensionem, et judicia perpeuisa commissam luculentem, et invenimus dictum Richardum Hunne criminis haereticus pravitatis multipliciter incursum, atque hereticum fulse et esse, nonnullasque opiniones et assertiones detestabilres et heresias damnatas, dum in humanis ageret, et vitae carere auras, affirmasset, proposultae, et rectissae, libriisque suszeptae, et de jure damnatas, et nonnullas heresias pestilentes in se continentibus uam fulse, receptisque, admisitque et examinita testamenta ad hoc depositae et super imponentia falsa, pertinacia, et obtit dieti Richardi Hunne: Ideoque, dict Richardus episcopus antedictus, servavit servanda (pro quod ita neglegere postulavit ordo juris), dict Richardi Hunne imponentiam ac finale obstinatia et pertinentia, per evidentia signa testibus legitima, vehementissimam et violenta presumptibus comprobatis, pro jure easrem nos legitiis exitius facta fides, edicto apud crucem divi Pauli, die domini ultimo proximo, ad audendum per nos ferendum sententiam ad honem diem per nos publice facto et propoito: proprietas de hujus venerabili curia (videlicet, reverendorum patrum, dominorum Thomas Dunelmensis, et Wilhelmi Lincoliniensis, ac Johannis Calpeleonis, episcoporum, necnon in sacra theologica, decretorum, et legum doctorum, et cleri, atque proborum et venerabilium virorum, dominii majoris, aedemnorum, et vicecomitum civitatis Londinensis, et populi hie congregatores, et nobis in hac parte assistentium et assentientium sacerdotes, Richardus Hunne dixeratrum heresium librum, dum visum, uatum fulse, ac notarium et pertinentiam imponentem haereticum fulse, ac in haere delato, ac scientiam criminem et metu futurum sententiae, animo pertinacii et imponentiori, corde indurato obdido et delato, presuntissime prestet a jure excommunicatione huysmodi delatores, ipsoque receptores, factores, defensores, et credentes, etiam in genere de jure excommunicato, atque sententiae majoris excommunicationis innobatis et involutio fulse et esse pronunciatus, decernimus, et declaramus: Iacque Richardum Hunne et libros suas hereticos de jure tunc memorem, et hunc visum, auctoritatem et damnationem ac ecclesiis et his criminis huysmodi, condemnamus: diciturque Richardam Hunne (oh premissa), ecclesiasticae cæreber debere sequi sententiam, atque pronunciatur, decernimus, et declaramus, et in foro ecclesiastico quum membro peccatum passimum, cognoscentem et potestatem seculari reliquimum et committimus, justa et secundum canonicas et legittimas sanctiones, consustudinesque laudabiles in regno Angliae ab antiquo usitatetes et observatas, in opprobrium semi-terminum et detentionem criminis nefandissimi predicti, ad aetersaque hujus rei memoriam, ceteriusque hanc deinde ham met turma sententiam, sine finales decreatum, quam sive quod ferimus et promulgamus in his scriptis.

(a) What final obstinacy was in him, when you say before, that by his own hand-writing he submitted himself to the bishop's favourable correction? [See p. 186.—Ep.]
might hang himself, but only a stool; which stool stood upon a bolster of a bed, so tickle, that any man or beast might not touch it so little, but it was ready to fall; whereby we perceived, that it was not possible that Hun might hang himself, the stool so standing. Also all the girdle from the staple to his neck, as well as the part which went about his neck, was too little for his head to come out thereof. Also it was not possible that the soft silken girdle should break his neck or skin beneath the girdle. Also we find in a corner, somewhat beyond the place where he did hang, a great parcel of blood. Also we find upon the left side of Hun’s jacket, from the breast downward, two great streams of blood. Also within the flap of the left side of his jacket we find a great cluster of blood, and the jacket folded down thereupon; which thing the said Hun could never fold nor do after he was hanged: whereby it appeareth plainly to us all, that the neck of Hun was broken, and the great plenty of blood was shed, before he was hanged. Wherefore all we find, by God and all our consciences, that Richard Hun was murdered. Also we acquit the said Richard Hun of his own death.

Also there was an end of a wax-candle, which, as John the bellringer saith, he left in the prison burning with Hun that same Sunday night that Hun was murdered; which wax-candle we found sticking upon the stocks, fair put out, about seven or eight foot from the place where Hun was hanged, which candle, after our opinion, was never put out by him, for many likelihoods which we have perceived.

Also at the going up of master chancellor into the Lollards’ tower, we have good proof that there lay on the stocks a gown, either of murrey,1 or crimson in grain, furred with shanks: whose gown it was we could never prove, neither who bare it away. All we find, that Master William Horsey, chancellor to my lord of London, hath had at his commandment both the rule and guiding of the said prisoner. Moreover, all we find, that the said Master Horsey, chancellor, hath put Charles Joseph out of his office, as the said Charles hath confessed, because he would not deal and use the said prisoner so cruelly, and do to him as the chancellor would have had him to do. Notwithstanding the deliverance of the keys to the chancellor by Charles, on the Saturday night before Hun’s death, and Charles riding out of the town on that Sunday in the morning ensuing, was but a convention made betwixt Charles and the chancellor to colour the murder. For the same Sunday that Charles rode forth, he came again to the town at night, and killed Richard Hun, as in the depositions of Julian Littell, Thomas Chicheley, Thomas Simonedes, and Peter Turner, doth appear.

After colouring of the murder betwixt Charles and the chancellor conspired, the chancellor called to him one John Spalding, bellringer of Paul’s, and delivered to the same bellringer the keys of the Lollards’ tower, giving to the said bellringer a great charge, saying, I charge thee to keep Hun more straitly than he hath been kept, and let him have but one meal a day; moreover, I charge thee let nobody come to him without my license, neither to bring him shirt, cap, kerchief, or any other thing, but that I see it before it come to him. Also before Hun was carried to Fulham, the chancellor commanded to be put upon Hun’s neck a great collar of iron, with a great chain, which is too heavy for any man or beast to wear, and long to endure.

Moreover, it is well proved, that before Hun’s death the said chancellor came up into the said Lollards’ tower, and kneeling down before Hun, held up his hands to him, praying of him forgiveness of all that he had done to him, and must do to him. And on Sunday following the chancellor commanded the penitentiary of Paul’s to go up to him and say a gospel, and make for him holy water, and holy bread, and give it to him, which he did: and also the chancellor commanded that Hun should have his dinner. And the same dinner-time Charles, the boy, was shut in prison with Hun, which was never so before; and after dinner, when the bellringer set out the boy, the bellringer said to the same boy, “Come no more hither with meat for him till to-morrow at noon, for my master chancellor hath commanded that he should have but one meal a day.” And the same night following Richard Hun was murdered, which murder could not have been done without consent and license of the chancellor, and also by the writing and knowledge of John Spalding, bellringer; for there

1) "Murrey," mulberry colour.—Es.
could no man come into the prison but by the keys, being in John the bellringer's keeping. Also, as by my lord of London's book doth appear, John the bellringer is a poor innocent man. Wherefore all we do perceive, that this murder could not be done but by the commandment of the chancellor, and by the witting and knowing of John the bellringer.

Charles Joseph, within the Tower of London, of his own free will, and unconstrained, said, That master chancellor devised, and wrote with his own hand, all such heresies as were laid to Hun's charge; record John God, John True, John Pasmore, Richard Gibson, with many others. Also Charles Joseph saith, That when Richard Hun was slain, John the bellringer bare up the stairs into the Lollards' tower a wax-candle, having the keys of the doors hanging on his arm; and I Charles went next to him, and master chancellor came up last: and when we came up, we found Hun lying on his bed; and then master chancellor said, 'Lay hands on the thief;' and so all we murdered Hun: and then I Charles put the girdle about Hun's neck; and then John bellringer and I Charles did heave up Hun, and master chancellor pulled the girdle over the staple; and so Hun was hanged.

The Deposition of Julian Littell, late servant of Charles Joseph, by her free will, unconstrained, the sixth year of our Sovereign Lord King Henry the Eighth, within the chapel of our Lady of Bethlehem, showed to the Inquest.

First, Julian saith, That the Wednesday at night, after the death of Richard Hun, Charles Joseph her master came home to his supper: then Julian said to him, 'Master, it was told me that ye were in prison.' Charles answered, 'It is merry to turn the penny;' and after supper Charles trussed up a parcel of his goods, and with help of Julian, bare them into Mr. Porter's house to keep: and that done, Charles said to Julian; 'Julian, if thou wilt be sworn to keep my counsel, I will show thee my mind.' Julian answered, 'Yes, if it be neither felony nor treason.' Then Charles took a book out of his purse, and Julian swore to him thereupon. Then said Charles to Julian, 'I have destroyed Richard Hun!' 'Alas, master,' said Julian, 'how he was called an honest man.' Charles answered, 'I put a wire in his nose.' 'Alas,' said Julian, 'now be ye cast away and undone.' Then said Charles, 'Julian, I trust in thee that thou wilt keep my counsel:' And Julian answered, 'Yes, but for God's sake, master, shift for yourself.' And then Charles said, 'I had lever than 100 pound it were not done; but what is done cannot be undone.' Moreover Charles said then to Julian, 'Upon Sunday, when I rode to my cousin Barking's house, I tarried there and made good cheer all day till it was night; and yet before it was midnight I was in London, and had killed Hun. And upon the next day I rode thither again, and was there at dinner, and sent for neighbours, and made good cheer.' Then Julian asked Charles, 'Where set you your horse that night you came to town, and wherfore came you not home?' Charles answered, 'I came not home for fear of bewraying.' And then Julian asked Charles, 'Who was with you at the killing of Hun?' Charles answered, 'I will not tell thee.' And Julian saith that upon the Thursday following Charles tarried all day in his house with great fear: and upon Friday following, early in the morning before day, Charles went forth, as he said, to Paul's; and at this coming in again he was in a great fear, saying hasty, 'Get me my horse:' and with great fear and haste made him ready to ride; and bade Master Porter's lad lead his horse into the field by the backside. And then Charles put into his sleeve his mace, or masor, with other plate borrowed of Master Porter, both gold and silver; but how much I am not sure: and Charles went into the field after his horse, and Julian brought his budget after him. Also upon Friday in Christmas week following, Charles came home late in the night, and brought with him three bakers and a smith of Stratford, and the same night they carried out of Charles's house all his goods by the fieldside to the Bell in Shoreditch, and early in the morning conveyed it with carts to Stratford.

Moreover Julian saith, That the Saturday at night before the death of Hun, Charles came home, and brought with him a gurnard, saying, it was for Hun; and Charles's boy told Julian, that there was also ordained a piece of fresh salmon, which John Belringer had.
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Also Charles said to the said Julian, 'Were not this ungracious trouble, I could bring my lord of London to the doors of heretics in London, both of men and women, that be worth a thousand pounds; but I am afraid that the ungracious midwife shall bewray us all.'

Also Charles said unto Mrs. Porter in likewise and more larger, saying of the best in London: whereeto Mrs. Porter answered, 'The best in London is my lord mayor.' Then Charles said, 'I will not seuse him quite, for that he taketh this matter hot.'

Whereas Charles Joseph saith he lay at Neckhill with a harlot, a man's wife, in Barington's house, the same night, and there abode until the morrow at eleven of the clock; that Richard Hun was murdered; and thereupon brought before the king's council, for his purgation, the foresaid Bawde Barington's wife, and also the foresaid harlot: this purgation we have proved all untrue, as right largely may appear, as well by the deposition of Julian Littel, as of Thomas Chicheley, tailor, Thomas Simondes, stationer, of Robert Johnson and his wife, of John Spalding, Belringer: also of Peter Turner, son-in-law of the foresaid Charles Joseph; who said before to an honest woman, a wax-chandler's wife, that before this day seventh night Hun should have a mischievous death, &c.: and also of John Enderby, barber, to whom John Spalding himself declared these words, That there was ordained for Hun so grievous penance, that when men hear of it, they shall have great marvel thereof, &c.; besides the deposition moreover of Allen Creswell, wax-chandler, and Richard Harsonen, bailiff of the sanctuary town called Godsture, in Essex. Which testimonies and depositions hereafter follow.

* The Deposition of Thomas Chytecheley, Tailor.

The said Thomas sayeth: The same Monday that Richard Hun was found dead, within a quarter of an hour after seven a clock in the morning, he met with Charles Joseph, coming out of Poules at the nether north door, going toward Pater noester row, saying, 'Good morrow, Master Charles!' and the said Charles answered, 'Good morrow!' and turned his back, when he was without the church door, and looked upon the said Chichelay.

* The Deposition of Thomas Simondes, Stationer.

He sayeth, That the same morning that Hun was dead, within a quarter of an hour after seven a clock in the morning, Charles Joseph came before him at his stall, and said, 'Good morrow, goship Simodes!' and the same Simodes said, 'Good morrow' to him again; and the wife of the same Simons was by him; and because of the deadly countenance and hasty going of Charles, the said Thomas bade his wife look whither Charles goeth; and as she could perceive, Charles went into an ale house standing in Pater noester row, by the alley leading into the rode of Northern, or into the alley, whither she could not well tell.

* The Deposition of Robert Johnson and his Wife, dwelling at the Bell, in Shoreditch.

The said Robert sayeth, That Charles Joseph sent his horse to his house upon a holyday, at night, about three weeks before Christmas, by a boy; which horse was all besweat and all bemired: and the said boy said, 'Let my father's horse stand saddled, for I cannot tell whether my father will ride again to night or not;' and the said horse stood saddled all night, and in the morning following, Charles came booted and spurred about eight of the clock, and asked if his horse was saddled? and the servant answered, 'Yea.' And the said Charles leaped upon his horse, and prayed the host to let him out of his back gate, that he might ride out by the field side; which host so did. And, because he was uncertain of the day, we asked him if he heard speak of the death of Hun at that time or not, and he

(1) The depostions of witnesses, distinguished by asterisks, are inserted from the edition of 1553, pp. 393–395. — En.

(2) Where Charles Joseph, set his horse that night that he came to town to murder Richard Hun.
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answered, 'Nay!' But shortly after he did. Nevertheless Peter Turner, Charles's son-in-law, who brought the horse by night into the Bell, Robert Johnson's house, confessed it was the same night before that Hun was found dead in the morning. Moreover the Friday before Hun's death, Peter Turner said to an honest woman, a wax-chandler's wife, dwelling before St. Mary's Spital gate, that before this day seven-night Hun should have a mischievous death. And, the same day at afternoon this Hun was found dead, the said Peter came to the same wife and told her that Hun was hanged; saying, 'What told I you?'

Also James, the chancellor's cook, the Friday before Hun's death, said to five honest men, that Hun should die or Christmas, or else he would die for him. And on the Monday that Hun was found dead, the said James came to the same men and said, 'What told I you? is he not now hanged?' And we of the inquest asked both of Peter Turner, and of James Cook, where they had knowledge that Hun should so shortly die and they said, 'In Master Chancellor's place, by every man.'

* The Deposition of John Spaldyng, Belrynger.

First the said deponent sayeth, That on Saturday the 2d day of December, A.D. 1514, he took the charge of the prison at four of the clock at after noon, by the commandment of Master Chancellor, and so took the keys; whereupon he gave commandment to the deponent, that he should let no manner of person speak with the prisoner, except he had knowledge of them; and so at five of the clock the same day, the said deponent went to the prisoner himself alone, and saw him, and cherished him, where he gave the said deponent a piece of fresh salmon for his wife. And after that, the said deponent sayeth, that he went to Master Commissary's, to supper with his fellow, where he remembered that he had left his knife with the said prisoner; whereupon, by the counsel of Master Commissary, he went to the prisoner and fetched his knife, where befoulk the prisoner saying of his beads, and so the said deponent required his knife of the said prisoner, and the said prisoner delivered the knife to the said deponent gladly; and so he departed for that night.

And after that, on the Sunday next following, the said deponent came to the prisoner at nine o'clock, and asked him what meat he would have to his dinner? and he answered, 'but a morsel,' and so the said deponent departed and went to the chancellor into the quier, and he commanded that he should take the penitentiary up to the prisoner with him, to make him holy water and holy bread, and made the said deponent to depart the prison-house for a while; and after that he brought him his dinner, and locked Charles's boy with him all dinner while, unto the hour of one o'clock, and so let the lad out again, and asked him what he would have to his supper? and he answered, that he had meat enough, and so departed until six of the clock; and then the said deponent brought him a quart of ale. And at that time one William Simpson went with the said deponent to see the prisoner where he was, and saw him, and spake together; and so, from the hour of six aforesaid unto twelve o'clock on the morrow, the said deponent came not there, and when he came there, he met the chancellor, with other doctors, going to see the prisoner where he hanged.

* The Deposition of Peter Turner, Son-in-law of Charles Joseph.

First, he sayeth, That his father-in-law rode out of the town, upon Sunday the 3rd day of December, A.D. 1514, at six o'clock in the morning, wearing a coat of orange tawny, on a horse, colour grizzle, trotting.

He saith the Sunday next before that, one Button's wife gave knowledge to the said deponent, that his father should be arrested by divers sergeants as soon as he could be taken; and thereupon the said deponent gave knowledge to the said father-in-law at the Black Friars at the water side, whereupon he avoided; and the same night, Master Chancellor gave the keys to John Belringer, and gave him charge of the prisoner. And on the said Sunday the said deponent, with John Belringer, served the said prisoner with his dinner at twelve
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And then John Bellinger said to the deponent, that he would not come to him unto the morrow, for my lord had commanded him that the prisoner should have but one meal’s meat of the day. Notwithstanding that, the said John Bellinger, after that he had shut Poules church doors, went to the aforesaid prisoner, with another with him, at seven of the clock at night the said Sunday.

And the said deponent saith, That he came on the Monday, at the hour of eight o’clock in the morning, to seek John, bellinger, and could not find him, and tarried until the high mass of Poules was done, and yet he could not find the said John; and then one William, John Bellinger’s fellow, delivered the keys to the said deponent, and so the said deponent, with two officers of my lord’s, being somers, went to serve the said prisoner, and when they came, the prisoner (they said) was hanged; his face to the wallward. And, upon that, the said deponent immediately gave knowledge to the chancellor, whereupon the chancellor went up with the Master of the Rolls, and Master Subdean, with other doctors unknown, to the number of a dozen, and their servants.

* The Deposition of John Enderby, Barber.

The said John Enderby saith, The Friday before the death of Richard Hun, betwixt eight and nine of the clock in the morning, he met with John Belrynger in Estcheap, and asked of him how Master Hun fared? the said Belrynger answered, saying: There is ordained for him so grievous penance, that when men hear of it, they shall have great marvel thereof.

Witnesses that heard John, bellinger, say these words: John Rutter, scrivener, and William Segar, town-cryer.

Also the said John Enderby saith, The same Monday that Richard Hun was found dead, he met with the said John Bellinger at the conduit in Gracious street, about nine of the clock in the morning. Asking the said Bellinger how Master Hun fared, the said Bellinger answered, saying: he fared well this day in the morning betwixt five and six of the clock; howbeit, I am sorry for him, for there can nobody come to him until I come, for I have the keys of the doors here by my girdle; and showed the keys to the said Enderby.  

The Deposition of Allen Creswell, Waxchandler.

The said Allen saith, That John Grandger, servant with my lord of London, in my lord of London’s kitchen, at such time as the said Allen was sering of Hun’s coffin, that Grandger told to him, that he was present with John Bellinger the same Sunday at night that Richard Hun was found dead on the morrow, when the keepers set him in the stocks; insomuch that the said Hun desired to borrow the keeper’s knife: and the keeper asked him what he would do with his knife; and he answered, ‘I had never kill myself than to be thus entrasted.’ This deposition the said Allen will prove as far forth as any christian man may; saying, that Grandger showed to him these words, of his own free will and mind, without any question or inquiry to him made by the said Allen. Moreover the said Allen saith, that all that evening Grandger was in great fear.

The Deposition of Richard Horsenail, Bailiff of the Sanctuary-Town called Godsture in Essex.

The said Richard saith, That the Friday before Christmas-day last past, one Charles Joseph, sumner to my lord of London, became a sanctuary-man, and the aforesaid Friday he registered his name; the said Charles saying it was for the safeguard of his body, for there be certain men in London so extreme against him for the death of Richard Hun, that he dare not abide in London. Howbeit the said Charles saith, he knowledgeth himself guiltless of Hun’s death; for he delivered the keys to the chancellor by Hun’s life. Also the said bailiff saith, that Charles paid the duty of the said registering, both to him and sir John Studley, vicar.

(1) So it stands in the original.—No.
Copy of the Letter of Richard Fitzjames, then Bishop of London, sent to Cardinal Wolsey.

I beseech your good lordship to stand so good lord unto my poor chancellor now in ward, and indicted by an untrue quest, for the death of Richard Hun, upon the only accusation of Charles Joseph made by pain and durance; that by your intercession it may please the king's grace to have the matter duly and sufficiently examined by indifferent persons of his discreet council, in the presence of the parties, ere there be any more done in the cause: and that upon the innocency of my said chancellor declared, it may further please the king's grace to award a placard unto his attorney, to confess the said indictment to be untrue, when the time shall require it: for assured am I, if my chancellor be tried by any twelve men in London, they be so maliciously set, 'in favorem hereticæ pravitatis,' that they will cast and condemn any clerk, though he were as innocent as Abel. 'Quare si potes beate Pater, adjuva infirmitates nostras, et tibi in perpetuum devinci erimus!' Over this, in most humble wise I beseech you, that I may have the king's gracious favour, whom I never offended willingly; and that by your good means I might speak with his grace and you: and I with all mine shall pray for your prosperous estate long to continue.

Your most humble orator; Richard London.

Lastly, now it remaineth to infer the sentence of the questmen, which followeth in like sort to be seen and expended, after I have first declared the words of the bishop spoken in the parliament-house.

The Words that the Bishop of London spake before the Lords in the Parliament-house.

Memorandum. That the bishop of London said in the parliament-house, that there was a bill brought to the parliament, to make the jury that was charged upon the death of Hun, true men; and said and took upon his conscience, that they were false perjured caitiffs. And said furthermore to all the lords there being, 'For the love of God look upon this matter; for if you do not, I dare not keep mine house for heretics.' and said, that the said Richard Hun hanged himself, and that it was his own deed, and no man's else. And furthermore said, that there came a man to his house, whose wife was appreached of heresy, to speak with him; and he said that he had no mind to speak with the same man: which man spake and reported to the servants of the same bishop, that if his wife would not hold still her opinions, he would cut her throat with his own hands: with other words.

The Sentence of the Inquest, subscribed by the Coroner.

The inquisition intended and taken at the city of London, in the parish of St. Gregory, in the ward of Baynard Castle in London, the sixth day of December, in the sixth year of the reign of king Henry VIII., before Thomas Barnwell, coroner of our sovereign lord the king, within the city of London aforesaid. Also before James Yarford and John Mundey, sheriffs of the said city, upon the sight of the body of Richard Hun, late of London, tailor, who was found hanged in the Lollards' tower; and by the oath and proof of lawful men of the same ward, and of other three wards next adjoining, as it ought to be, after the custom of the city aforesaid, to inquire how, and in what manner-wise the said Richard Hun came unto his death: and upon the oath of John Bernard, Thomas Stert, William Warren, Henry Abraham, John Aborow, John Turner, Robert Allen, William Marier, John Burton, James Page, Thomas Pickhill, William Burton, Robert Bridgewater, Thomas Busted, Gilbert Howell, Richard Gibson, Christopher Crafton, John God, Richard Holt, John Pasmere, Edmund Hudson, John Arunsell, Richard Cooper, John Tyme: who said upon their oaths, that whereas the said Richard Hun, by the commandment of Richard bishop of London, was imprisoned and brought to hold in a prison of the said bishop's, called Lollards' tower, lying in the cathedral church of St. Paul in London, in the parish of St. Gregory, in the ward of Baynard Castle aforesaid;
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William Horsey, of London, clerk, otherwise called William Heresie, chancellor to Richard bishop of London; and one Charles Joseph, late of London, summner, and John Spalding of London, otherwise called John Bellringer, feloniously as felon to our lord the king, with force and arms against the peace of our soveraign lord the king, and dignity of his crown, the 4th day of December, the sixth year of the reign of our soveraign lord aforesaid, of their great malice, at the parish of St. Gregory aforesaid, upon the said Richard Hun made a fray, and feloniously strangled and smothered the same Richard Hun, and also the neck they did break of the said Richard Hun, and there feloniously slew him and murdered him. And also the body of the said Richard Hun, afterward, the same fourth day, year, place, parish, and ward aforesaid, with the proper girdle of the same Richard Hun, of silk, black of colour, of the value of twelve pence, after his death, upon a hook driven into a piece of timber in the wall of the prison aforesaid, made fast, and so hanged him, against the peace of our soveraign lord the king, and the dignity of his crown. And so the said jury have sworn upon the holy evangelists, that the said William Horsey, clerk, Charles Joseph, and John Spalding, of their set malice, then and there feloniously killed and murdered the said Richard Hun in manner and form aforesaid, against the peace of our soveraign lord the king, his crown and dignity.

Subscribed in this manner:

Thomas Barnwell, Coroner of the city of London.

After that the twenty-four had given up their verdict, sealed and signed with the coroner's seal, the cause was then brought into the parliament-house, where the truth was laid so plain before all men's faces, and the fact so notorious, that immediately certain of the bloody murderers were committed to prison, and should no doubt have suffered what they deserved, had not the cardinal, by his authority, practised for his catholic children, at the suit of the bishop of London. Whereupon the chancellor, by the king's pardon, and secret shifting, rather than by God's pardon and his deserving, escaped, and went, as is said, to Exeter, &c. Nevertheless, though justice took no place where favour did save, yet because of the innocent cause of Hun should take no wrong, the parliament became suitors unto the king's majesty, that whereas the goods of the said Hun were confiscate into the king's hands, it would please his grace to make restitution of all the said goods unto the children of the said Hun. Upon which motion, the king, of his gracious disposition, did not only give all the aforesaid goods unto the aforesaid children under his broad seal yet to be seen; but also did send out his warrants (which hereafter shall follow) to those that were the cruel murderers, commanding them, upon his high displeasure, to re-deliver all the said goods, and make restitution for the death of the said Richard Hun; all which goods came to the sum of fifteen hundred pounds sterling, besides his plate and other jewels.

The Tenor of the King's Letter in behalf of Richard Hun.

Trusty and well-beloved I we greet you well. Whereas by the complaint to us made, as well as also in our high court of parliament, on the behalf and part of Roger Whapplot of our city of London, draper, and Margaret his wife, late the daughter of Richard Hun: and whereas you were indicted by our laws, of and for the death of the said Richard Hun, and the said murder cruelly committed by you, like as by our records more at large plainly it doth appear, about the fifth day of December, in the sixth year of our reign; the same we abhor: nevertheless we of our special grace, certain science, and mere motion, pardoned you upon certain considerations. us moving: for the intent that the goods of the said Richard Hun, and the administration of them, were committed to the said
Roger Whaplot. We then supposed and intended your amendment, and restitution to be made by you to the infants, the children of the said Richard Hun; as well for his death, as for his goods, embezled, wasted, and consumed, by your tyranny and cruel act so committed, the same being of no little value; and as hitherto ye have made no recompense, according to our laws, as might stand with equity, justice, right, and good conscience, and for this cause due satisfaction ought to be made by our laws: wherefore we will and exhort, and otherwise charge and command you, by the tenor of these our special letters, that ye satisfy and recompense the said Roger Whaplot, and the said Margaret his wife, according to our laws in this cause, as it may stand with right and good conscience, else otherwise at your further peril; so that they shall have no cause to return unto us, for their further remedy essoons in this behalf, as ye in the same tender to avoid our high displeasure: otherwise that ye upon the sight hereof, set all excuses apart, and repair unto our presence, at which your hither coming you shall be further advertised of our mind.

From our manor, &c.

A DEFENCE OF RICHARD HUN AGAINST SIR THOMAS MORE AND ALANUS COPUS.

I doubt not but by these premises, thou hast, christian reader! sufficiently to understand the whole discourse and story of Richard Hun, from top to toe. First, how he came in trouble for denying the bearing-sheet of his young infant departed; then how he was forced, for succour of himself, to sue a præmunicre; and thereupon what conspiracy of the clergy was wrought against him, what snares were laid, what fetches were practised, and articles devised, to snarl him in the trap of heresy, and so to imprison him. Furthermore, being in prison, how he was secretly murdered; after his murder, hanged; after his hanging, condemned; after his condemnation, burned; and after his burning, lastly, how his death was required by the coroner, and cleared by acquittal of the inquest. Moreover, how the case was brought into parliament, and by parliament the king’s precept obtained for restitution of his goods. The debating of which tragical and tumultuous story, with all the branches and particular evidences of the same, taken out as well of the public acts, as of the bishop’s registers and special records remaining in the custody of Dunstan Whaplot, the son of the daughter of the said Richard Hun, there to be seen, I thought here to unwrap and discover so much the more, for three special purposes:

First, as is requisite, for testimony and witness of truth falsely slandered, of innocency wrongfully condemned, and of the party cruelly oppressed.

The second cause moveth me for sir Thomas More’s Dialogues, wherein he dallieth out the matter, thinking to jest poor simple truth out of countenance.

The third cause which constraineth me, be the Dialogues of Alan Cope; which two, the one in English, the other in Latin, railing and barking against Richard Hun, do double-wise charge him, both to be a heretic, and also a desperate homicide of himself: which as it is false in the one, so it is to be found as untrue in the other, if simple truth, which hath few friends, and many times cometh in crafty handling, might freely come to indifferent hearing. Wherefore, as I have hitherto described the order and manner of his handling, with the circumstances thereof, in plain and naked narration of story,
simply laid out before all men’s faces; so something here to intermit in the defence as well of his oppressed cause, as also in discharge of myself, I will now compendiously answer to both these aforesaid adversaries, stopping, as it were, with one bush two gaps; and the mouths also, if I can, of them both together. And, first, against sir Thomas More, albeit in degree worshipful, in place superior, in wit and learning singular, if his judgment in Christ’s matters had been correspondent to the same, being otherwise a man with many worthy ornaments beautified: yet, being but a man, and one man, I lay and object against the person of him, the persons and censures of twenty four questmen, the deposition of so many jurats, the judgment of the coroner, the approbation of the parliament; and, lastly, the king’s bill assigned for restitution of his goods, with his own broad seal confirmed, &c. And thus much to the person and credit of sir Thomas More.

Now as touching his reasons: whereas he, coming in with a flim-flam of a horse-mill, or a mill-horse (in his own terms I speak), thinketh it probation good enough, because he could not see him taken by the sleeve who murdered Hun: against these reasons unreasonable of his, I allege all the evidences and demonstrations of the history above prefixed, to be considered, and of all indifferent men to be poised.

First, how he was found hanging, with his countenance fair, with his beard and head fair kempt, his bonnet right set on his head, with his eyes and mouth fair closed, without any drivelings or spurging. His body being taken down, was found loose (which by hanging could not be), his neck broken, and the skin thereof beneath the throat, where the girdle went, fretted and faced away; his girdle notwithstanding being of silk, and so double cast about the staple, that the space of the girdle between the staple and his neck, with the residue also that went about his neck, was not sufficient for his head to come out at. His hands, moreover, wrung in the wrists; his face, lips, chin, doublet, and shirt-collar, unstained with any blood: when, notwithstanding, in a manner somewhat beyond the place where he did hang, a great quantity of blood was found. Also, whereas the staple whereon he hanged was so that he could not climb thereto without some mean, there was a stool set up upon the bolster of a bed, so tickle, that with the least touch in the world it was ready to fall: and how was it possible that Hun might hang himself upon that staple, the stool so standing? besides the confession, moreover, of Charles Joseph’s own mouth to Julian Littell, of Robert Johnson, John Spalding the belleranger, Peter Turner, and others. All which testimonies and declarations being so clear and undeniable, may suffice, I trust, any indifferent man to see where the truth of this case doth stand: unless Master More, being a gentleman of Utopia, peradventure after some strange guise of that country, useth to carry his eyes not in his head, but in his affection; not seeing but where he liketh, nor believing but what he listeth.

Finally, where sir Thomas More, speaking of himself, so concludeth, that he, hearing the matter what well might be said, yet could not find contrary, but Hun to be guilty of his own death: so in as many words to answer him again, I, persuing and searching in the story of Richard Hun what may well be searched, cannot but marvel with myself, either with what darkness the eyes of Master More
be dared, not to see what is so plain; or else with what conscience he could resemble that which shame cannot deny. And thus by the way to the Dialogues of sir Thomas More.

Thirdly, touching the Dialogues of Alan Cope, who had rather the bishop’s chancellor and officers to be accounted among thieves and murderers, than Hun to be numbered among the martyrs, I have herein not much to say, because himself saith but little: and if he had said less, unless his ground were better, it had made as little matter. But forasmuch as he, saying not much, sendeth us to seek more in More; so with like brevity again I may send him to William Tindall, to shape him an answer. Yet notwithstanding lest Cope, in saying something, should think Hun’s innocent cause to lack some friends, who will not, or dare not, adventure in defence of truth; somewhat I will answer in this behalf.

And first, touching this murder of Hun not to be his own wilful act, but the deed of others: besides the demonstrations above premised to sir Thomas More, now to Master Cope; if I had no other evidences but only these two, I would require no more; that is, his cap found so straight standing upon his head, and the stool so tottering under his feet. For how is it, I will not say likely; but how is it possible, for a man to hang himself in a silken girdle double cast about a staple, in such shortness, that neither the space of the knot could well compass his head about, and yet have his cap so straight set upon his head as his was?

Again, how is it possible, or can it be imagined, for him to hang himself, climbing up by a stool which had no stay for him to stand upon, but stood so tickle, that if he had touched the same never so little, it must needs have fallen?

But Cope, being something more provident in this matter, seemeth to exceed not altogether so far as doth Master More. For he, understanding the case to be ambiguous and doubtful, so leaveth it in suspense; neither determining that Hun did hang himself, and yet not admitting that he died a martyr, no more than those who are quelled by thieves and murderers in high-way sides. Well, be it so as Cope doth argue, that those who die by the hands of felons and murderers in thievish ways, be no martyrs; yet, notwithstanding this, his own similitude, comparing the bishop’s chancellor and officers to thieves and murderers, doth grant at least that Hun died a true man, although no martyr. Now if the cause be it, and not the pain, that maketh a martyr, in pondering the cause why Hun was slain, we shall find it not altogether like to the cause of those who perish by thieves and robbers. For such commonly, because of their goods, and for some worldly gain to be sought by their death, are made away, and being true men, may peradventure have the reward, although not the name of martyrs: whereas this man’s death being wrought neither for money, nor any such temporal lucre to redound to his oppressors; as it hath another cause, so may it have another name, and deserve to be called by the name of martyrdom. Like as Abel, being slain by wicked Cain, albeit he had no opinion of religion articulated against him, but of spite only and of malice was made away, yet notwithstanding is justly numbered among the martyrs: so what let to the contrary, but

---

(1) ‘Dared,’ confounded: to “dare lords,” to catch them by dazzling them in a peculiar manner. —Todd’s Johnson.—Ed.
that Hun also with him may be reckoned in the same society, seeing the cause wherefore they both did suffer proceedeth together out of one fountain? And what, moreover, if a man should call Naboth (who for holding his right inheritance was slain) a martyr, what great injury should he do either to the name, or cause, of the person, worthy to be carped at? Against Thomas Becket, you know Master Cope, no special article of faith was laid, wherefore he died: and why then do you bestow upon him so devoutly the title of a martyr, for withholding that from the king, which by the law of God, and of the realm, did belong unto him; and cannot suffer Hun to be entitled a martyr, dying in his own right, by the hands of spiritual thieves and homicides, as you yourself do term them? But what do I strain my travail any further to prove Hun a martyr, when Cope's own confession doth import no less, though I said nothing? For, if I should take no more but his own very words, and say, that he was known to be a heretic, as Cope doth affirm, what could I say more, seeing he died for their heresy, to prove him to die a martyr? for to die a heretic with the papists, what is it else (to say truth) but to die with God a martyr?

But howsoever it pleaseth either sir Thomas More to jest, or Alan Cope to scold out the matter, and to style Richard Hun for a known and desperate heretic: yet to all true godly disposed men, Hun may well be known to be a godly and virtuous person, no heretic, but faithful and sound, save that only he seemed rather half a papist; at least no full protestant, for that he resorted daily to mass, and also had his beads in prison with him, after the catholic manner; albeit he was somewhat inclining (as may appear) toward the gospel. And if the name of a martyr be thought too good for him, yet I trust Master Cope will stand so good master to him, to let him at least be a martyr's fellow. But what now if I go further with Master Cope, and name Richard Hun, not only for a martyr, but also commend him for a double martyr? Certes, as I suppose, in so saying, I should affirm nothing less than truth, nor any thing more than may truly be said, and justly proved. But to give and grant this confession unto the adversary, which notwithstanding might be easily proved, let us see now the proofs of Master Cope, how he argueth that Richard Hun is no martyr: “because,” saith he, “true men, being killed in high-ways by thieves and murderers, are not therefore to be counted martyrs.” &c. And was there nothing else in the cause of Hun, but as in true men killed by thieves and murderers? They that are killed by thieves and murderers, are killed for some prey, or money about them: and what prey or profit was in the death of Hun, let us see, to redound to those who oppressed him? If it were the mortuary, or the bearing-cloth, that was a small thing, and not worthy his death. If it were the præmunire, the danger thereof pertained to the priest, and not to them. If they feared lest the example thereof once begun, should afterward redound to the prejudice of the whole church, then was the cause of his death not private but public, tending to the whole church and clergy of Rome: and so is his death not altogether like to the death of those, who, for private respects, are killed by thieves and murderers.

(1) Cope, Dial. 6, p 847. (2) Cope, ibid.
"But he was a heretic," saith Cope. By the same reason that Cope taketh him for a heretic, I take him the more to be accepted for a martyr: for by that way which they call heresy, the living God is served, and by no way better. And if he were a heretic, why then did they not proceed against him as a heretic while he was alive? When they had him at Fulham before them, if they had been sure to entrap him in that snare, why did they not take their advantage, when they might with least jeopardy? why did they not proceed and condemn him for a heretic? why made they such haste to prevent his death before? why did they not tarry the sentence of the law, having the law in their own hands? But belike they perceived that he could not be proved a heretic while he lived, and therefore thought it best to make him away privily, and to stop the præmure, and afterwards to stop the pursuit of his death by making him a heretic. And therefore were articles devised by the chancellor (as is proved before by the witness of Charles Joseph and another) against him, and he condemned for a heretic, and all his favourers also, whosoever durst stir to take his part; and so thereupon was recommitted to the secular power, and burned: wherein they did him double wrong; first, in that they burned him for a heretic, having before submitted himself to their favourable correction, as it appeareth yet in the bishop’s registers by his own hand, as it is there pretended; which was against their own laws. Again, if he had not submitted himself at that time, yet did they him wrong to burn him before they knew him and heard him speak (as Tindall saith) whether he would recant or no. And yet, admit that he was condemned and burned for a heretic, yet to be killed and burned of them for a heretic, that taketh not from him the name of a martyr, but rather giveth him to be a double martyr.

But Cope yet proceeding in his hot choler against Richard Hun, after he had made him first no martyr, and then a heretic, thirdly he now maketh him also a murderer of himself, and saith, that no other man was any part of his death but only his own hands, and that, either for indignation and anger, or for desperation, or for some cause he knoweth not what. And in his Epilogue, to make it probable, he allegeth the example of one, but nameless, who, in queen Mary’s time, in like sort went about to hang himself, had he not been taken in the manner and rescued.

Furthermore, as touching the chancellor he argueth, that there was no cause why he should attempt any such violence against him, both for his age, for his dignity, for his learning, and for the greatness of his own peril which might ensue thereof; who, if he had maligned the man, and had been so disposed to work his destruction, had means otherwise, without danger, to bring that about, having him within his danger convicted and fast tied for heresy. Whereunto I answer, that to all this matter sufficient hath been answered by the story itself of his death, above specified; namely, by the manner of his death, by circumstances of his handling and hanging, by his neck broke, by his body loose, by his skin fretted, by his wrists wrung, by his girdle in such shortness double cast about the staple, by his cap right upon his head, by his hair kempt, by his eyes closed, by the cake of blood found on the floor, by his shirt-collar, doublet, jacket,
and other outward parts of his garments without drop of blood, unspotted; by the stool so standing upon the bolster, by the chancellor's murrey gown, found the day after upon the stocks, the wax candle fair put out: Furthermore, by the verdict of the inquest, by the attestation of the witnesses sworn, by the coroner's judgment, by the assent of the parliament, by the king's letters assigned, and broad seal for restitution of his goods; and finally, by the confession of the parties themselves who murdered him, &c. And yet thinketh Cope to make men such fools, having yet their five wits, to ween yet that Hun did hang himself, after so many demonstrations and evidences to the contrary, as in every part of this story may appear? And though it were, as it was, unlikely and hard for a man to believe, that Dr. Horsey, a man of such age, dignity, and learning, would so much forget himself to attempt such a villany; yet so great is the devil sometimes with man, where God permitteth, that he worketh greater things than this, and more incredible. For who would have thought it likely that Cain would ever have killed Abel, his own natural brother? which was more than for a bishop's chancellor to kill a citizen: yet so he did. And where Cope pretendeth the causes of anger and desperation whereby Hun did hang himself, how is it like, or who ever did hear, a man being in such extremity of desperation, to stand first trimming himself, and kemping his head, before he go to hang himself? No more credit is also to be given to that which followeth in the same Cope, where he saith, that Richard Hun being in prison, was convicted of heresy: by which word convicted, if he mean that Hun was proved a heretic, that is false; for that he, being at Fulham examined upon certain articles, both denied the articles to be true as they were objected; and also if they were true, yet he submitted himself to their favourable correction; and therefore, not standing obstinately in the same, could not be proved a heretic. And if by this term convicted, he mean that he was by sentence cast; so was Hun never cast by any sentence for a heretic, so long as he lived, but after his death, when he could nothing answer for himself. And because this untruth should not go without his fellow, see how he huddeth up one false narration on the neck of another; affirming moreover, that Hun was cast into prison before he entered his suit of presumirne against the priest: which is utterly false and untrue, both disagreeing to other stories, and also refuted by the words of sir Thomas More, his own author; who reporteth, that Hun (in suing his presumirne against the priest), being set upon a glory of victory, made his boasting among his friends, that trusted to have the matter long spoken of, and to be called Hun's case. Whereby it appeareth that Hun was not then in prison clapt up for heresy, but was abroad seeking counsel among the lawyers, and boasting among his friends, as writeth More.1

After this heap of untruths above passed, add yet further another copy of Cope's false dealing; who, seeking all corners and every where how to pick matter against my former history,2chargeth me with arrogancy, as though I took so highly upon me to undo and derogate the king's acts and judgments in the acquittal of Dr. Horsey. If it so pleased the king to acquit Dr. Horsey by his gracious pardon,

(1) Dial. b. 11. (2) The first edition, 1563.—Ed.
I am not against it, neither do I deny but the king so did: neither do I say, nor ever did, but the king, of his supereminent prerogative, may so do: and wherein then do I unrip or loose the king's acts here done and concluded? But if the question be this, Whether Dr. Horsey with his conjurats, did kill Richard Hun or no? then do I say, that the pardon of the king doth not take away the verity of the crime committed, but removeth away the penalty of the law deserved: and so if the lives of them were saved by way of pardon (as Mr. More himself seemeth not to deny), then was it not through their innocency claiming justice, that they escaped, but through petition standing in need of mercy. For what needeth pardon, where justice absolveth? yea, who such pardon, but in so doing must yield himself guilty? for pardon never cometh lightly, either with God or man, except the crime be first confessed. Wherefore if they escaped by justice, as Cope pretendeth, how then doth Master More say, they were saved by pardon? And if they escaped by pardon, how then doth Cope say they were not guilty? And be it admitted, that the sentence of the king's attorney in the king's name did absolve them as unguility, according as the king was then informed by the cardinal and suit of friends; yet afterwards the king, being better informed by the parliament, and the truth better known, detested and abhorred their fact, and yet continued his pardon unto them, as by the king's own acts and his broad seal appeareth, yet remaining in records to be seen.

And as touching my former histories set forth in Latin and in English, which spake first of the foreman of the quest, then of the king's attorney, to be laboured with some gifts or money: 1 as Cope hath yet proved no untruth in my saying, so less can he find any repugnance or disagreeing in the same. For he that speaketh of bribing, first of one person, and then afterwards of another, where both might be bribed together, is not contrary, I think, to himself, but rather doth comprehend that in the one book, which he before leaveth out in the other; and yet no great repugnance either in the one or in the other, seeing that which is said may be verified in both, as it is no other like but in this matter it was. For how is it otherwise likely or possible, but that there must needs be found some privy packing in this matter, seeing after such evidence found and brought in by the coroner's inquest and jury of twenty-four chosen persons, after so many marks and tokens of the murder so clear and demonstrable, and laid forth so plain to the eyes of all the world, that no man could deny, or not see the same; yet through the handling of the aforesaid attorney, and of the foreman of the quest, the murderers were borne out and confessed to be no murderers. If such bolstering out of matters and partiality were then such a rare case in the realm of England, in the time of cardinal Wolsey (who then under the king and in the king's name did what he list), then let it seem untrue what I have written in my former stories. And yet the words of my story, which Cope carpeath at so much, be not mine, but the words of Edward Hall, his

(1) In the first Edition of the Acts and Monuments, London, 1563, page 391, Foxe says, "So upon good evidence Dr. Horsey the chancellor, and Beilinger, with Charles Joseph the somner, were indicted for the murder; but afterwards, by the means of the spirituality and primate, Doctor Horsey caused the king's attorney to confess him, on his arraignment, not to be guilty; and so he escaped and went to Exeter." See the Latin Edition also; page 121. "Beale; 1550. "Illo, largitio corrupit praecune, &c. profugit Exoniæ."—Ep.
own author. Wherefore, if his disposition be so set, that he must needs be a censor of other men’s writings, let him expostulate with Hall, and not with me.

But I trouble the reader too much in this matter of Richard Hun, being of itself so clear, that no indifferent judge can doubt thereof. As for wranglers and quarrellers, they will never be satisfied. Wherefore I return again to the purpose of our story intermitted.

Elizabeth Stamford, and others.

In the table above, containing the names of those who, about this time of Richard Hun, were forced to deny and abjure their professed opinions, mention was made of Elizabeth Stamford, John Houshold, and others, abjuring about A. D. 1517; whose vexation and weakness, although it be pitiful to behold, yet to consider the confession of their doctrine in those ancient days, it is not unprofitable; wherein we have to see the same form of knowledge and doctrine then taught and planted in the hearts of our fore-elders, which is now publicly received, as well touching the Lord’s sacrament of his body, as also other specialties of sincerity. And although they lacked then public authority to maintain the open preaching and teaching of the gospel, which the Lord’s merciful grace hath given us now: yet in secret knowledge and understanding they seemed then little or nothing inferior to these our times of public reformation, as may appear by this confession of Elizabeth Stamford hereunder written; which only may suffice for example, to understand what ripe knowledge of God’s Word was then abroad; although not in churches publicly preached, for danger of the bishops, yet in secret wise taught and received of divers, in number of whom was this Elizabeth Stamford; who, being brought and examined before Fitzjames bishop of London, A. D. 1517, confessed, that she was taught by one Thomas Beele (sometime dwelling at Henley) these words eleven years before:

‘Christ feedeth, and fast nourisheth his church with his own precious body, that is, the bread of life coming down from heaven: this is the worthy Word that is worthily received, and joined unto man, to be in one body with him. Sooth it is, that they be both one, they may not be parted: this is the wisely deeming of the holy Sacrament, Christ’s own body: this is not received by chewing of teeth, but by hearing with ears, and understanding with your soul, and wisely working thereafter. Therefore, saith St. Paul, I fear me amongst us, brethren, that many of us be feeble and sick; therefore I counsel us, brethren, to rise and watch, that the great day of doom come not suddenly upon us, as the thief doth upon the merchant.’

Also the said Beele taught and showed her, that the sacrament of the altar was not the very body of Christ, but very bread: and that the sacrament was the very body of Christ put upon the cross, after a divine and mystical manner. And moreover, that the said Thomas Beele did many times and oft teach her this aforesaid lesson, that she should confess her sins to God, and that the pope’s pardons and indulgences were naught worth, and profited not, and that worshipping of images and pilgrimages is not to be done.

To this Elizabeth Stamford, may also be annexed the doctrine and

confession of Joan Sampson, wife of John Sampson, carpenter, of Aldermanbury in London: against whom, being cited and examined before the bishop of London, certain witnesses were produced: who, upon their oath, being sworn, did detect and denounce the said Joan Sampson in these articles and opinions following:

I. That she being in her labour, what time Joan Sampson her predecessor then being alive, was with her, and after the manner then of women, called much upon the help of the Virgin Mary, she, spitting thereat, was in such sort aggrieved, that the other party was compelled to forsake the house.

II. Also, that she spake against pilgrimage, and the worshipping of the blessed Virgin, and of all saints, affirming that there is none holy but one.

III. Item, Another time, in the hearing of one Margaret Anworth, when she and other women were invoking the blessed Virgin to help in woman's labour, she stood against them, and contumeliously spake against the invocators.

IV. Item, That she, speaking against the pilgrimage of our lady of Woldon (as she was then called) and of St. Saviour at Bermondsey, called the said St. Saviour, St. Sawyer.

V. Item, For having two certain books in English, one bigger, and another lesser, which she committed to one John Anstead a cook; which books in the register be not named.

VI. Item, That the said Joan Sampson, at a supper, in the hearing of certain men, and of a certain widow named Joan White, spake openly in contempt of the sacrament of the altar; saying, that the priests were idolaters who did lift up the bread over their heads, making the people to worship it, and making the people to believe that it was the Lord's body; and that it was better to eat the altar-cloth, if it might be eaten and digested as easily as the other.

Here follow, moreover, the names of divers others who, in the registers, be specified to abjure:


**John Southwick.**

Against this John Southwick last named, it was laid and objected, that when one Rivelay, coming from the church of the Grey Friars in London, had said to his wife (asking where he had been), that he had heard mass, and had seen his Lord God in form of bread and wine over the priest's head, the aforesaid John Southwick there present answered again and said; "Nay, William! thou sawest not thy Lord God, thou sawest but bread, wine, and the chalice." And when the said William answered again in the same words as before, saying, "I trust verily that I saw my Lord God in form of bread and wine, and this I doubt not;" the other replying again, answered and said as before, "Nay, I tell thee thou sawest but only
a figure or sacrament of him, which is in substance bread and wine," &c. This was A.D. 1520, in which he was compelled to abjure.

All these abovementioned, in one key of doctrine and religion, did hold and concord together: against whom were objected five or six special matters; to wit, for speaking against worshipping of saints, against pilgrimage, against invocation of the blessed Virgin, against the sacrament of the Lord’s body, and for having Scripture books in English; which books I find to be especially named, as these; the book of the four evangelists, a book of the epistles of Paul and Peter, the epistle of St. James, a book of the Apocalypse and of Antichrist, of the Ten Commandments, and Wickliff’s Wicket, with other such.

John Stilman, Martyr.

It would ask a long tractation, and tedious, to recite in order the great multitude and number of good men and women, besides these above-rehearsed, who, in those days, recanted and abjured about the beginning of king Henry’s reign and before: among whom, yet notwithstanding, some there were whom the Lord reduced again, and made strong in the profession of his truth, and constant unto death; of which number one was John Stilman by name, who, about Sept. 24, A.D. 1518, was apprehended and brought before Richard Fitzjames then bishop of London, at his manor of Fulham, and by him was there examined and charged, that notwithstanding his former recantation, oath, and abjuration, made about eleven years then past, before Edmund then bishop of Salisbury, as well for speaking against the worshipping, praying, and offering unto images; as also for denying the carnal and corporal presence in the sacrament of Christ’s memorial: yet since that time he had fallen into the same opinions again, and so into the danger of relapse: and further he had highly commended and praised John Wickliff, affirming that he was a saint in heaven, and that his book called The Wicket was good and holy.¹ Soon after his examination he was sent from thence unto the Lollards’ tower at London, and on October 22, then next ensuing, was brought openly into the consistory of Paul’s, and was there judicially examined by Thomas Hed the bishop’s vicar-general, upon the contents of these articles following:

Articles laid against John Stilman.

I. First I object unto you, that you have confessed before my lord of London, and me Dr. Hed, his vicar-general, that about twenty years past, one Stephen Moore of the diocese of Winchester (with whom you abode six or seven years after), did teach you to believe that the going on pilgrimage and worshipping of images, as the lady of Walsingham and others, were not to be used. And also that afterwards one Richard Smart, who was burned at Salisbury about fourteen or fifteen years past, did read unto you Wickliff’s Wicket, and likewise instructed you to believe that the sacrament of the altar was not the body of Christ: all which things you have erroneously believed.

II. Item, You have divers times read the said book called Wickliff’s Wicket, and one other book of the ten commandments, which the said Richard Smart did give you; and at the time of your first apprehension you did hide them in an old oak, and did not reveal them unto the bishop of Salisbury, before whom you were abjured of heresy about eleven years since; where you

¹ Ex Regist. Fitzjames, London.
promised, by oath upon the evangelists, ever after to believe and hold as the christian faith taught and preached, and never to offend again in the said heresies, or any other, upon pain of relapse. And further, you there promised to perform all such penance as the said bishop of Salisbury did enjoin you: who then enjoined you, upon the like pain, not to depart his diocese without his special license.

III. Item, It is evident that you be relapsed, as well by your own confession, as also by your deeds, in that about two years after your abjuration you went into the said place where you had hidden your books; and then taking them away with you, you departed the aforesaid diocese without the license of the bishop, and brought them with you to London; where now, being attached and taken with them upon great suspicion of heresy, you are brought unto the bishop of London: by reason of which your demeanour, you have showed by your impenitent and dissembled conversation, both your errors, and also your unfaithful abjuration and disobedience unto the authority of our mother holy church, in that you performed not the penance: in which behalf you be voluntarily perjured, and also relapsed, in that you departed the said diocese without license.

IV. Item, You be not only (as afore is said) impenitent, disobedient, voluntarily perjured and relapsed, by this your aforesaid heretical demeanour, but also, since your last attachment upon suspicion of heresy, you have maliciously spoken erroneous and damnable words, affirming before my lord of London, your ordinary, and me, judicially sitting at Fulham, that you were sorry that ever you did abjure your said opinions, and had not suffered them manfully for them, for they were, and be, good and true; and therefore you will now abide by them to die for it. And furthermore, you have spoken against our holy father the pope and his authority, damnable saying that he is Antichrist, and not the true successor of Peter, or Christ’s vicar on earth; and that his pardons and indulgences, which he granteth in the sacrament of penance, are naught, and that you will none of them. And likewise that the college of cardinals be limbs of the said Antichrist: and that all other inferior prelates and priests are the synagogue of Satan. And moreover you said, that the doctors of the church have subverted the truth of holy Scripture, expounding it after their own minds, and therefore their works be naught, and they in hell: but that Wickliff is a saint in heaven, and that the book called his Wicket is good, for therein he sheweth the truth. Also you did wish that there were twenty thousand of your opinion, against us scribes and pharisees, to see what you would do for the defence of your faith. All which heresies you did afterwards erroneously affirm before the archbishop of Canterbury, and then said that you would abide by them to die for it, notwithstanding his earnest persuasions to the contrary: and therefore, for these premises you be evidently relapsed, and ought to be committed unto the secular power.

All these articles thus propounded, and his constant persevering in the truth perceived, Dr. Hed, vicar-general, Oct. 25, by his sentence definitive, did condemn him for a relapsed heretic, and so delivered him the same day unto the sheriffs of London, to be openly burned in Smithfield.

Thomas Man, Martyr.

Next to John Stillman abovementioned, followeth in this order of blessed martyrs, the persecution and condemnation of Thomas Man; who, March 29, A.D. 1518, was burned in Smithfield. This Thomas Man had likewise been apprehended for the profession of Christ’s gospel about six years before (Aug. 14, 1511), and being at that time brought before Dr. Smith, bishop of Lincoln, was by him examined upon divers and sundry articles, the effect whereof is this:

The Articles of Thomas Man.

I. First, That he had spoken against auricular confession, and denied the corporal presence of Christ’s body in the sacrament of the altar.
II. Item, That he believed that all holy men of his sect were only priests.

III. Item, That he had affirmed that the Father of heaven was the altar, and the Second Person the sacrament; and that upon the ascension day the sacrament ascended unto the altar, and there abidest still.

IV. Item, That he believed not athing in the sacrament of extreme unction.

V. Item, That he had called certain priests, meanly arrayed, pilled knaves.

VI. Item, That he had said that pulpits were priests' lying stools.

VII. Item, That he had believed that images ought not to be worshipped, and that he neither believed in the crucifix, nor yet would worship it.

VIII. Item, That he had affirmed that he heard say, the word of God and God to be all one, and that he that worthily receiveth the word of God, receiveth God.

IX. Item, That he had said that the popish church was not the church of God, but a synagogue; and that holy men of his sect were the true church of God.

For these and such like matters was he a long time imprisoned, and, at last, through frailty and fear of death, was content to abjure and yield himself unto the judgment of the Romish church, and thereupon was enjoined, not only to make his open recantation, but also from thenceforth to remain as prisoner within the monastery of Osney beside Oxford, and so to bear a faggot before the first cross, at the next general procession within the university. Howbeit not long after, the bishop having need of the poor man's help in his household business, took him out of the said monastery, and placed him within his own house until his business was ended; and then (his turn once served) he appointed Dr. Wilcocks his vicar-general, that in his next judicial session within the priory of Frideswide at Oxford, he should assign him to remain within the said priory, and not to depart thence without license of the prior for the time being, upon pain of relapse: and upon like pain he also enjoined him to wear the sign of a faggot under his uppermost garment, until he were dispensed withal for the same. All which notwithstanding (being belike both sorry for his offence in denying the truth, and also weary of his servile and prison-like bondage), he betook himself how he might best escape their cruel hands; and therefore, after a while, seeing good opportunity offered him, he fled the diocese and jurisdiction of Lincoln, and seeking abroad in other counties for work, thereby to sustain his poor life, he most commonly abode, sometimes in Essex, sometimes in Suffolk; where also he associated and joined himself unto such godly professors of Christ's gospel, as he there could hear of. But within few years after (such is the cruel rage of Satan and his wicked members, who never suffer the godly long to continue untroubled,) he was again accused of relapse by the inquest of the inquisition of London, and thereupon was apprehended and brought before Richard Fitzjames then bishop of London, and, Feb. 9th, 1518, he was examined by Dr. Hed, the bishop's vicar-general, within his palace at London: where the said Hed, judicially assisted by divers of his complices, declared first unto Man, that forasmuch as he was, since his first abjuring, again detected and accused, by certain credible and honest persons, of the same heresies which he had once before recanted: and further (contrary to the order of penance enjoined him by the late bishop of Lincoln), he had departed the priory of St. Frideswide, and the diocese of Lincoln, without leave either of the bishop or prior; and was now also found within the diocese of London, and that with-
Articles objected against Thomas Man.

I. First, That he was of the diocese of London.

II. Item, That he was a christian man, and professed Christ's faith, and the determinations of holy church concerning the seven sacraments, and other articles of the catholic faith.

III. Item, That it was not lawful for any man (especially a layman) erroneously and obstinately to hold, teach, or defend any opinion contrary unto the determinations of the said church; and that the person so doing is a heretic.

IV. Item, That within one of the twelve months of the year of our Lord 1511, he had been detected before the bishop of Lincoln that then was, of divers points of heresy; as that he had affirmed, that the very body and blood of Christ was not in the sacrament of the altar, but material bread and wine, and that he had received it at Easter as holy bread; and likewise had affirmed, that the crucifix and other images in the church were not to be worshipped; and also, that confession made unto a priest was of no effect; with divers other like opinions and heresies.

V. Item, That for these and such like points of heresy he had been abjured in St. Mary's church at Oxford, before Dr. Wilcocks, chancellor unto the said bishop of Lincoln, in the month of October, in the year last above-said, and there did renounce them and all other, promising to fall no more into the like.

VI. Item, That there also he had taken a solemn oath, to do such penance as should be enjoined him by the authority of the said bishop.

VII. Item, That then he was enjoined to abide within the monastery of Osney by Oxford; and also there to bear a faggot before the first cross in the general procession.

VIII. Item, That after a certain time that he had been in the monastery of Osney, the bishop of Lincoln (for certain causes) took him into his own house and service, rescinding his penance for a time.

IX. Item, That afterwards, which was on the 9th of October, 1512, the said bishop's chancellor, judicially sitting in the chapter-house of the priory of St. Frideswide, in Oxford, did enjoin him that he should tarry within the said priory, and not go out of the gates thereof without license of the prior for the time being, until he had other commandment from the bishop; upon pain of relapse: and further, that he should from thenceforth, upon the like pain, wear a sign of a faggot under his uppermost garment.

X. Item, That after his abjuration, and since the premises thus done, he was yet again detected to the bishop of London by open fame, and denounced by worshipful and credible persons, that he had used like false errors and heresies, and had spoken and taught certain conclusions of heresy against the christian faith, and determinations of holy church: and that he had fallen into the like heresies as before his abjuration, both against the sacrament of the altar, against pilgrimages and worshipping of images: and had blasphemed our blessed lady, calling her Mably. 1

XI. Item, That when he wrought with one John Bates, in Stratford Langthorn, in Rogation-week then three years past, and being hidden by the said Bates's wife to go and hear the gospel, he answered and said unto her, 'I will not go there; go you if you list; ye shall have as much need for it, as to put your finger in the fire and to burn it.'

(1) He meant some image or picture of the Virgin, set up in some blind place to be worshipped.
His answer unto these articles was, that as touching the first nine, he granted them in part to be true; confessing to the second, that he was a true Christian, and did profess the true Christian faith: but the contents of the last three he utterly denied to be true; affirming for certain answer unto the eleventh article, that at the time mentioned in the same he did not work in the town of Stratford. Upon which answer, the chancellor called forth two witnesses to be sworn and examined against him, willing him that if he had any just matter against any of them, he should refuse them. But to what purpose this his fair offer and trim show of upright justice served, I cannot see, for, notwithstanding that he charged one of the witnesses with theft and adultery (for that having a wife of his own, he did yet run away with another man's wife and goods), and also alleged that the other was too young to be a sworn witness in case of life and death: yet were they both still retained and allowed by the chancellor, and sworn not to depart away or hide themselves, but to be always ready to justify that which they had to say against the said Thomas Man. And so for that time, as well they as also all the rest were commanded to depart, and the prisoner sent again to his prison.

And here, in the order of the oath ministered unto these witnesses, I find one note, me thinketh, worthy of present remembrance, both for that it is mentioned in this process, and also because it somewhat openeth the foolish, ridiculous, and feigned figurative ceremonies of the papists, who do attribute a spiritual signification unto almost all their doings. The register, discoursing at large the manner of their oath, hath these words: "He caused them to swear upon the holy evangelists, with their three middle fingers stretched out right, and laid upon the book in sign of the Trinity and catholic faith; and the other two (to wit, the thumb and the little finger) put downwards under the book, in token of damnation of body and soul, if they did not depose the truth in the matter." This ceremonial order and exposition of theirs, as it is of their own fond invention, without any ground or example of the Scriptures of God, so mind I to leave it still unto themselves, with other their aspish toys and ridicules, as things worthy to be laughed at; and will now further proceed with the rest of this process which I have in hand.

On the 15th of February, Dr. Hed the chancellor, again judicially sitting in the consistory at Paul's, commanded Thomas Man to be brought before him, and there causing the articles objected against him by the bishop of Lincoln, with his order of abjuration and penance, and also his own articles last propounded, to be first read; he called forth a third witness to be sworn and examined upon the same. But because he would seem to do all things by order of

(1) "Ad sancta Dei evangelia juravit feclt, tribus medio digitis erectis, et super librum positis, in signum Trinitatis, et idem catholicum: et duobus (videlicet pollices et auricularum) suppositis et suppresis, et sub libro positis, in signum damnatione corporis et animae, si non depsereritis veritatem in hae parte."
justice, and nothing against law, he therefore appointed unto the said
Thomas Man certain doctors and advocates of the Arches, as his
counsellors to plead in his behalf; which was even like as if the
lamb should be committed to the defence and protection of the
wolf, or the hare to the hound. For what good help could he look for at
their hands, who were both most wicked haters and abhorers of his
Christian profession, and also stout upholders and maintainers of that
antichristian law, by which he was for the same condemned? And
that full well appeared by the good advice and profitable counsel
which they gave him against his next examinations. For as well
upon the twentieth, and also the twenty-third of the same month of
February, in their several sessions, he seeing his own negations to
their objections to take no place against their sworn witnesses, had no
other thing to allege for himself, but that, through his twenty weeks
of hard imprisonment under the bishop of Lincoln, he was forced to
recant and abjure; which was a poor shift of counsel, God knoweth:
and yet Dr. Haynes being one of his chief assigned advocates, instead
of advice, could, by his subtle questioning, then make him confess,
that certain talk whereof one of the witnesses had accused him, was
spoken about five years before past: which, because it was since his
recantation, was rather an accusation of himself, than an excusing:
and therefore it is easy to judge with how favourable and upright hearts
they took upon them to be his advocates and defenders. The chan-
celloir likewise charged him upon the same twenty-third day, that
since his last imprisonment, he had said unto Robert Cluny the
bishop's summer, and his keeper, that as far forth as he could see or
perceive for his part in this his matter, the laws of the church were
grounded upon Pilate and Caiaphas: which objection he granting to
be true, the chancellor did for that time dismiss the court, until the
first day of March next following. Upon that day (minding to
make quick dispatch) he in few words asked Man, what matter he
had to allege for himself why he should not then (considering the
premises) be pronounced a relapsed heretic, and receive such punish-
ment by the secular power, as to such was due by order of law? But
he, having no other allegations than before, which might take place
with them, was finally condemned as a heretic; and notwithstanding
that, as the register noteth (but how truly, God only knoweth), he
did again forsake his former renewed profession of Christ's gospel,
yielded himself unto the bishop of Rome, requiring to be ab-
solved from his curse of excommunication, and contented to do such
penance as they should enjoin him, he was yet, the 29th of March,
delivered by Dr. Hed to the sheriff of London, to be then presently
burned, with this protestation made before, that he might not consent
to the death of any, and therefore he desired the sheriff that he would
receive this person as relapsed and condemned, and yet to punish him
otherwise than by rigorous rigour. The words to be marked in
their sentence be these:2— "We desire, in the bowels of our Lord
Jesus Christ, that the punishment and execution of due severity, of

(1) The popish chancellor would not seem to consent to his death, but yet could send him to the
shambles to be killed.

(2) "Rogamus attende in viscera tus, ut hujusmodi digne septentr its ultio et execudo
de te et contra te in has parte sunt sitallermoderator, ut non sit rigor rigidus, neque massaestrae
dissoluta, sed ad salutem et salviorem animae tue." &c.
thee and against thee, in this part, may so be moderated, that there
be no rigorous rigour, nor yet no absolute mansuetude, but to the
health and wealth of thy soul,” &c. Wherein these catholic church-
men do well declare, according to the words of Thomas Man before
expressed, that the laws of their church be grounded upon Pilate and
Caiphas. For like as Caiphas, with his court of Pharisees, cried
against Christ unto Pilate: “It is not lawful for us to put any man
to death,” but “if thou let him go, thou art not Caesar’s friend;”
even so they, first condemning the saints of God to death, and then
delivering them unto the secular magistrate to be thereupon exe-
cuted, would yet cover their malignant hearts with the cloak of hyp-
critical holiness and unwillingness to shed blood. But God be
thanked, who bringeth all things to light in his due time, and un-
covereth hypocrisy at last, that she may be seen and known in her
right colours!

Thus Thomas Man, the manly martyr of Jesus Christ, being con-
demned by the unjust sentence of Hed the chancellor, was delivered
to the sheriff of London sitting on horseback in Paternoster-row
before the bishop’s door (A.D. 1518), he protesting to the said
sheriff, that he had no power to put Man to death; and therefore
desiring the sheriff to take him as a relapse and condemned, to see
him punished; “et tamen citra mortem,” that is, “without death,”
as the words stand in the register. The sheriff, receiving neither
articles to be read at his burning, nor any indentures of that his de-
livery, immediately carried him to Smithfield, and there, the same
day in the forenoon, caused him to be “put into God’s angel;” ac-
cording to the words of the said Thomas Man before, saying, that if
he were taken again of the pill’d knave priests, as he called them, he
wist well he should go to the Holy Angel, and then be an angel in
heaven.

In the deposition of one Thomas Risby, weaver, of Stratford-
Langthorn, against the aforesaid martyr Thomas Man, it appeareth
by the registers, that he had been in divers places and countries in
England, and had instructed very many, as at Amersham, at London,
at Billericay, at Chelmsford, at Stratford-Langthorn, at Uxbridge, at
Burnham, at Henley-upon-Thames, in Suffolk and Norfolk, at New-
bury, and divers places more: where he himself testifieth, that as he
went westward, he found a great company of well-disposed persons,
being of the same judgment touching the sacrament of the Lord’s
supper that he was of, and especially at Newbury, where was (as he
confessed) a glorious and sweet society of faithful favourers, who had
continued the space of fifteen years together, till at last, by a certain
lewd person, whom they trusted and made of their counsel, they were
bewrayed; and then many of them, to the number of six or seven
score, were abjured, and three or four of them burnt. From thence
he came then (as he confessed) to the forest of Windsor, where he,
hearing of the brethren who were at Amersham, removed thither,
where he found a godly and a great company, which had continued
in that doctrine and teaching twenty-three years, which was from
this present time seventy years ago. And this congregation of
Buckinghamshire men remained till the time of John Longland,
bishop of Lincoln, whereof we shall (Christ willing) hear more anon.

Against these faithful Christians of Amersham, were great trouble and persecution in the time of William Smith bishop of Lincoln, about A.D. 1507, at which time divers and many were abjured, and it was called 'abjuratio magna,' 'the great abjuration;' and those who were noted of that doctrine and profession, were called by the name of 'known men,' or 'just-fast men,' &c. In this congregation of the faithful brethren, were four principal readers or instructors; whereof one was Tylsworth, called then Dr. Tylsworth, who was burnt at Amersham, mentioned in our history before, by the name of William Tilseley, whom I suppose to be rather called Tylsworth. Another was Thomas Chase, called amongst them Dr. Chase, whom we declared before to be murdered and hanged in the bishop of Lincoln's prison at Woburn, called Little-ease. The third was this Thomas Man, called also Dr. Man, burned as is here mentioned in Smithfield, A.D. 1518, who, as by his own confession, and no less also by his travail appeareth, was God's champion, and suffered much trouble by the priests for the cause and law of God. He confesseth himself in the same register, that he had turned seven hundred people to his religion and doctrine, for which he thanked God. He conveyed also five couples of men and women from Amersham, Uxbridge, Burnham, and Henley-upon-Thames, (where they dwelt), unto Suffolk and Norfolk, that they might be brought (as he then termed it) out of the devil's mouth. The fourth was Robert Cosin; named likewise among them Dr. Cosin.

**Robert Cosin, of Buckingham, Martyr.**

This Robert Cosin seemeth to be the same who in the former part of this history is mentioned, being called by the name of father Robert, and was burnt in Buckingham. Of this Robert Cosin, I find in the registers of Lincoln, that he, with Thomas Man, had instructed and persuaded one Joan Norman, about Amersham, not to go on pilgrimage, nor to worship any images of saints. Also when she had vowed a piece of silver to a saint for the health of her child, they dissuaded her from the same, and said, that she needed not to confess herself to a priest, but that it was sufficient to lift up her hands to heaven. Moreover, they were charged by the bishop, for teaching the said Joan, that she might as well drink on the Sunday before mass, as on any other day. And thus you see the doctrine of these good men, for which they were in those days abjured and condemned to death.

**William Sweeting, alias Clerke, Martyr.**

William Sweeting, otherwise named Clerke, first dwelt with the lady Percy, at Darlington, in the county of Northampton, for a certain space, and from thence went to Boxted, in the county of Essex, where he was the holy-water clerk the space of seven years: after that, he was bailiff and farmer to Mrs. Margery Wood, the term of thirteen years. From Boxted he departed and came to the town of

---

St. Osmothe, where he served the prior of St. Osmothe's, named George Laund, the space of sixteen years and more; where he had so turned the prior by his persuasions, that the said prior of St. Osmothe was afterwards compelled to abjure. This William Sweeting, coming up to London with the aforesaid prior, for suspicion of heresy was committed to the Lollards' tower, under the custody of Charles Joseph, and there, being abjured in the church of St. Paul, was constrained to bear a faggot at Paul's Cross, and at Colchester; and afterwards to wear a faggot upon his coat all his life, which he did two years together upon his left sleeve, till at length the parson of Colchester required him to help him in the service of the church; and so plucked the badge from his sleeve, and there he remained two years, being the holy-water clerk. From thence afterward he departed, and travelling abroad, came to Rederiffe, in the diocese of Winchester, where he was holy-water clerk the space of a year. Then he went to Chelsea, where he was their shepherds, and kept the town beasts; in which town, upon St. Ann's day in the morning, as he went forth with his beasts to the field, the good man was apprehended and brought before the bishop, and his chamber searched for books; this was A.D. 1511.

The crimes whereupon he was examined, were these:

First, For having much conference with one William Man, of Boxted, in a book which was called Matthew.

Item, That he had familiarity, and frequented much the company of James Brewster, who had been before abjured.

Item, That when his wife should go on pilgrimage, he asked of her, what good she would receive by her going on pilgrimage? adding moreover, that as he supposed it was to no purpose nor profit; but rather it were better for her to keep at home, and to attend her business.

Item, That he had learned and received of William Man, that the sacrament of the priests' altar was not the present very body, but bread in substance, received in memorial of Christ.

Item, That he had propounded and affirmed the same doctrine to James Brewster.

Item, Because he had reprehended his wife for worshipping the images in the church, and for setting up candles before them.

And thus have you all the causes and crimes laid against this William Sweeting wherefore he was condemned: who then being asked what cause he had, why he should not be judged for a relapse, said, he had nothing else, but only that he committed himself to the mercy of Almighty God.

James Brewster, of Colchester, Martyr.

With William Sweeting also the same time was examined and condemned, James Brewster, of the parish of St. Nicholas, in Colchester. This James Brewster was a carpenter, dwelling ten years in the town of Colchester; who, being unlettered, could neither read nor write, and was apprehended upon the day of St. James, in one Walker's house, in St. Clement's parish.

About six years before, which was A.D. 1505, he had been abjured by William Warham, archbishop of Canterbury, the see of London.
being then vacant; and after other penance done at Colchester, was enjoined to wear a faggot upon his upper garment during his life, which badge he did bear upon his left shoulder near the space of two years, till the comptroller of the earl of Oxford plucked it away, because he was labouring in the works of the earl.

The crimes whereupon he was examined, and which he confessed, were these:—

First, That he had been five times with William Sweeting in the fields keeping beasts, hearing him read many good things out of a certain book: at which reading also were present at one time Woodroof or Woodbinde, a netmaker, with his wife; also a brother-in-law of William Sweeting; and another time Thomas Goodred, who heard likewise the said William Sweeting read.

Item, Because he used the company and conference of Henry Hart, carpenter, of Westminster, and wrought with him in his science at Westminster.

Item, For having a certain little book of Scripture in English, of an old writing almost worn for age, whose name is not there expressed.

Item, Because he, hearing upon a time one Master Barfield, of Colchester, thus say: ‘He that will not worship the Macroim (1) in heart and thought, shall die in sight,’ he asked afterwards of William Man, what that word Macroim should mean? who told him, that it signified as much as the masing (2) God, to wit, the sacrament of the altar.

Item, That he had much conference with Henry Hart, against oblations and images, and that it was better bestowed money which was given to the poor, than that which was offered in pilgrimage.

Item, For that he had communication and conference with Roger Helliar, and one Walker, a thacker of St. Clements, concerning divers such matters of pilgrimage, offering to images, worshipping of saints, and the sacrament of the altar.

Item, When Thomas Goodred, William Sweeting, and he, in the fields keeping beasts, were talking together of the sacrament of the Lord’s body, and like matters, this James Brewster should thus say: ‘Now the Son of the living God help us:’ unto whom William Sweeting again should answer: ‘Now Almighty God so do.’

And thus have you the causes likewise and crimes laid against James Brewster, upon which he, with William Sweeting, were together examined and condemned. Then being asked, as the Romish manner is, Whether he had any cause why he should not be adjudged for a relapse; he, trusting to find favour and grace in submitting himself, said, that he submitted him to the mercy of Almighty God, and to the favourable goodness of him his Judge. And likewise did William Sweeting submit himself; trusting belike that they should find some favour and relief in this humble subjecting themselves unto their goodness.

But note here the unmerciful and unchristian dealing of these catholic fathers, who, upon their submission, were contented to give out a solemn commission, the tenor whereof was to release and pardon them from the sentence of excommunication, which they had incurred: but immediately after upon the same, the bishop, all this notwithstanding, pronounced upon them the sentence of death and condemnation; whereupon they were both delivered to the secular power, and both together burnt in Smithfield at one fire, the 18th day of October, A.D. 1511.

(1) Macroim in Dan. ii. is an idol, and signifieth as much as forts and munitions.
(2) ‘Masing God,’ i.e. the God of the Mass.—Ed.
(3) Ex. Regist. Lond.
Christopher Shoemaker, of Great Missenden, Martyr.

To these blessed saints before-named, we will also adjoin Christopher Shoemaker; of whom this I find briefly in the register of Sir John Longland; that the said Christopher Shoemaker, a parishioner of Great Missenden, came to the house of John Say, and after other matters of talk, read to him out of a little book the words which Christ spake to his disciples. And thus coming to his house about four times, at every time he read something out of the same book unto him, teaching him not to be deceived in the priests' celebration at mass; and declaring that it was not the same very present body of Christ, as the priests did fancy; but in substance bread, bearing the remembrance of Christ: and taught him moreover, that pilgrimage, worshipping and setting up candles to saints, were all unprofitable. And thus the said John Say, being taught by this Christopher, and also confirmed by John Okenden and Robert Pope, was brought to the knowledge of the same doctrine. Thus much briefly I find in that register concerning Christopher Shoemaker: declaring further, that he was burned at Newbury about this time, which was A.D. 1518. And thus much out of the registers of London.

In turning over the registers and records of Lincoln likewise, and coming to the year of our Lord 1520, and to 1521, I find that as the light of the Gospel began more to appear, and the number of professors to grow, so the vehemency of persecution, and stir of the bishops began also to increase; whereupon ensued great perturbation and grievous affliction in divers and sundry quarters of this realm, especially about Buckinghamshire and Amersham, Uxbridge, Henley, Newbury, in the diocese of London, in Essex, Colchester, Suffolk, and Norfolk, and other parts more. And this was before the name of Luther was heard of in these countries among the people. Wherefore they are much beguiled and misinformed, who condemn this kind of doctrine now received, of novelty; asking, "Where was this church and religion forty years ago, before Luther's time?" To whom it may be answered, that this religion and form of doctrine was planted by the apostles, and taught by true bishops; afterward decayed, and now reformed again. Although it was not received nor admitted of the pope's clergy before Luther's time, neither yet is; yet it was received of others, in whose hearts it pleased the Lord secretly to work; and that of a great number, who both professed and suffered for the same, as in the former times of this history may appear. And if they think this doctrine be so new that it was not heard of before Luther's time, how then came such great persecution before Luther's time here in England? If these were of the same profession which they were of, then was their cruelty unreasonable, so to persecute their own catholic fraternity. And if they were otherwise, how then is this doctrine of the gospel so new, or how are the professors thereof so late started up as they pretend them to be? But this cometh only of ignorance, and for not knowing nor considering well the times and antiquities of the church which have been before us; which if they did, they should see and say, that the church of England hath not lacked great multitudes who tasted and followed
the sweetness of God’s holy word almost in as ample manner, for the number of well-disposed hearts, as now. Although public authority then lacked to maintain the open preaching of the gospel, yet the secret multitude of true professors was not much unequal: certes the fervent zeal of those Christian days seemed much superior to these our days and times; as manifestly may appear by their sitting up all night in reading and hearing; also by their expenses and charges in buying of books in English, of whom some gave five marks, 1 some more, some less, for a book: some gave a load of hay for a few chapters of St. James, or of St. Paul in English. In which rarity of books, and want of teachers, this one thing I greatly marvel and muse at; to note in the registers, and to consider how the word of truth, notwithstanding, did multiply so exceedingly as it did amongst them: wherein is to be seen no doubt the marvellous working of God’s mighty power. For so I find and observe in considering the registers, how one neighbour, resorting and conferring with another, eftsoons with a few words of the first or second talk, did win and turn their minds to that wherein they desired to persuade them, touching the truth of God’s word and his sacraments. To see their travails, their earnest seekings, their burning zeal, their readings, their watchings, their sweet assemblies, their love and concord, their godly living, their faithful demeaning with the faithful, may make us now, in these our days of free profession, to blush for shame.

Four principal points they stood in against the church of Rome: in pilgrimage, in adoration of saints, in reading Scripture-books in English, and in the carnal presence of Christ’s body in the sacrament.

After the great abjuration aforesaid, which was under William Smith, bishop of Lincoln, they were noted and termed among themselves by the name of ‘known-men,’ or ‘just-fast-men,’ as now they are called by the name of Protestants.

As they were simple, and yet not uncircumspect in their doings, so the crafty serpent, being more wily than they, by fraudulent subtlety did so circumvext them, that he caused the wife to detect the husband, the husband the wife, the father the daughter, the daughter the father, the brother to disclose the brother, and neighbour the neighbour. Neither were there any assemblies nor readings kept, but both the persons and also the books were known; neither was any word so closely spoken, nor article mentioned, but it was discovered. So subtilely and sleightly these Catholic prelates did use their inquisitions and examinations, that nothing was done or said among these ‘known-men,’ so covertly, fifteen or twenty years before, but it was brought at length to their intelligence. Such captious interrogatories, so many articles and suspicions they had, such espials and privy scouts they sent abroad, such authority and credit they had with the king, and in the king’s name; such diligence they showed in that behalf, so violently and impudently they abused the book of the peaceable evangelists, wresting men’s consciences upon their oath, swearing them upon the same to detect themselves, their fathers and mothers, and other of their kindred, with their friends and neighbours, and that to death. All which things in the further process of the

1 A mark was anciently valued at thirty shillings, afterwards at thirteen and four pence. — En.
table ensuing (Christ willing), which we have collected out of some part of the registers of Lincoln, shall appear.

For the better declaration whereof, first here is to be premonished by the way, touching the see of Lincoln, that after William Smith succeeded John Longland. This William Smith, although he was somewhat eager and sharp against the poor simple flock of Christ's servants, under whom some were burned, many abjured, a great number molested, as partly hath been afore declared; yet was he nothing so bloody or cruel as was the said Longland, who afterwards succeeded in that diocese; for so I find of him, that in the time of the great abjuration and troublesome affliction of Buckinghamshire men, where-in many were abjured, and certain burned; yet divers he sent quietly home without punishment and penance, bidding them go home and live as good Christian men should do; and many who were enjoined penance before, he did release. This Smith died about A.D. 1515, by whom was built, as is aforesaid, the college of Brazen-nose, in Oxford, built.

Not long after him followed John Longland, a fierce and cruel vexer of the faithful poor servants of Christ; who, to renew again the old sparkles of persecution which were not yet utterly quenched, first began with one or two of those who had been abjured, whom he thought to be most notorious, causing them, by force of their oath, to detect and bewray, not only their own opinions touching points of religion, but also to discover all others of their affinity, who were either suspected or abjured before. And them likewise he put to their oath, most violently constraining them to utter and confess both themselves, and whom else soever they knew: by reason whereof an incredible multitude of men, women, and maidens, were brought forth to examination, and straightly handled; and such as were found in relapse were burned. The rest were so burdened with superstitious and idolatrous penance and injunctions, that either through grief of conscience they shortly died, or else with shame they lived. All which tragical doings and proceedings of the bishop against these 'known' and 'just-fast-men,' in these tables hereunder following (Christ granting) shall appear, both with the accusers, and with the parties themselves accused, and also the crimes objected.

But before we enter into the table, it shall be requisite first to hear the order and copy of his captious and crafty interrogatories, whereby he constrained the simple poor men to accuse and impeach one another: which interrogatories were these in order as followeth.

CAPTIOUS INTERROGATORIES MINISTERED COMMONLY BY THE BISHOP OF LINCOLN, AGAINST THESE EXAMINATES HERE FOLLOWING.

The interrogatories or articles which Longland, bishop of Lincoln, used most commonly to minister to these examinates or 'known-men,' in number were nine, and are these as followeth.

I. First, Whether they or any of them did know, that certain of the parish of Amersham had been convented before William Smith, late bishop of Lincoln, for heresy?
II. Item, Whether they knew that they, so convented before the said bishop, did err in the sacrament of the altar, or in any other sacrament of the church: and if they did, in what sacraments, and in which of them? Also whether they knew that the said parties so convented did confess their errors, and receive penance for the same?

III. Item, Whether they, or any of them, were of the society of those so convented for heresy: and if they were, what fellowship they had with them, and with whom?

IV. Item, Whether they, or any of them, were ever conversant with such a one (naming the person whom they knew suspected, as with Thurstam Littlepage)? And if they were, what conversation they had with him, how long, and when: and whether they knew the said person to have been suspected of heresy?

V. Item, Whether they, or any of them, were ever conversant with him; or with him (naming some other person whom they suspected, as Alexander Mastall) and if they were, how, and how long, and whether they knew the said person to be suspected of heresy?

VI. Item, Whether they or any of them had been beforetime detected of heresy, to the office of the aforesaid William bishop of Lincoln: and if they were, by what person or persons they were detected? or else, whether they only were called by the aforesaid William bishop for heresy?

VII. Item, Whether he or they be noted and holden for heretics; or be reputed and defamed to be of the sect of those who were convented for heresy, and whether he or they be named for a "known-man" amongst them?

VIII. Item, Whether he or they have been ever at any readings of such as have been so convented for heresy?

IX. Item, Whether he or they were ever in any secret communication or conventicle with them? whom or which of them he knew to be named and reputed for a "known-man," or holding against the sacrament of the altar, or other sacraments and articles of faith? and if they knew any such, to declare where and when, and what they were, and who were present the same time?

These articles and interrogatories thus declared, now followeth to be showed a certain brief sum compendiously collected out of the registers of John Longland, bishop of Lincoln, declaring, in order of a table, the names first of those who by oath were constrained against their wills to detect and accuse others. Secondly, The persons that were accused. Thirdly, The crimes to them objected; as in the process of this table shall follow to be seen.

And first; forsasmuch as the bishop perceived that Roger Bennet, William Chedwell, Edmund Dormer, Thomas Harding, Robert Andrew, with such others, were men especially noted to be of that side, therefore, to work his purpose the better, he began with them; producing the same as witnesses, to detect first Robert Bartlet of Amersham, and Richard his brother; understanding that these aforesaid witnesses, because they had been abjured before, durst now do no other, upon pain of relapse, but needs confess whatsoever was put unto them. And therefore, because Robert Bartlet and Richard his brother, being called before the bishop, and sworn upon their oath, would confess nothing against themselves; the bishop, to convict them by witnesses, went first to William Chedwell, lying sore sick in his bed, causing him upon the evangelists to swear, whether he knew the aforesaid Robert and Richard Bartlet to be "knownmen." Which being done, the bishop then called before him Robert Andrew, Roger Bennet, John Hill, Edmund Dormer, John Milsent, Thomas Bernard, Thomas Littlepage, John Dosset (all Amersham men), who, being abjured before, as is said, durst no otherwise do
but confess upon their oath that Robert and Richard Bartlet were 'known-men.' And yet the bishop, not contented with this, caused also their two wives, to wit, Margaret the wife of Robert Bartlet, and Isabel the wife of Richard Bartlet, to depose and give witness against their own natural husbands. Albeit Isabel Bartlet, being somewhat more temperate of her tongue, refused utterly to confess any thing of her husband, and denied her husband's words to be true; till at last, she being convicted of perjury, was constrained to utter the truth, as in the process of this table following, more particularly followeth to be seen.


William Chedwell, sick in his bed; Robert Andrew, Robert Bennet, John Hill, Edmund Dormer, John Milsent, Thomas Bernard, Thomas Littlepage, John Dosset, Margaret Bartlet, Isabel Bartlet: these being before abjured, were now compelled by oath to detect

Robert Bartlet, and Richard Bartlet, his brother.

This Robert Bartlet, and Richard his brother, were detected by these aforesaid accusers to be 'known-men,' that is, to be of the same company and affinity with these jurors, and others who had been abjured before in the time of William Smith, bishop of Lincoln, about A.D. 1508; and that in the house of Thomas Harding they were so noted, by the words of Harding's wife, who, speaking to Robert Bartlet, said, That she was glad that he was converted to grace, and chosen to Almighty God; requiring him never to forsake that he was called to; for if he did, there was no sacrifice left for him. Also the said Harding's wife, speaking to Richard Bartlet coming into her house, said, 'Here cometh a good man, and I hope he will be a good man: but he hath so much mind of buying and selling, and taking of farms, that it putteth his mind from all goodness.' By which words it appeareth, said they, 'that he is a known-man.' Item, That Robert Bartlet, speaking to Harding's wife, said, he had thought to have called William Tylsworth false heretic; but now he was better advised. Item, That they used the lectures and readings of that company.

This Robert Bartlet, and Richard his brother, first being sworn, and yet confessing nothing before the bishop, at last were convicted by witness, as above appeareth, and noted therefore of perjury. Wherefore incurring into greater danger, they were constrained at their next examination to utter themselves, and confess what they had both done and said; that is, that the said Robert had read unto Richard his brother a parcel of Scripture beginning thus: 'James the servant of God, to the twelve kinds,' &c. Item, that he heard William Tylsworth say, that images of saints were but stocks and stones, and dead things; and that he taught the same to his brother Richard, and concealed the words of William Tylsworth. Item, That he partly believed Thomas Mastall, teaching him that the true presence of Christ was not in the sacrament; and

¹ Had we no other evidence but these registers of bishop Longland, we should have abundant testimony to prove that the church of Rome is an enemy to the diffusion of the word of God. Let the reader pursue the nature of the charges preferred against the above honest and well-disposed persons; let the crime be weighed against the punishments inflicted; let the source from whence the persecution arose; the object against which Romish vengeance was principally directed, be respectively, dispassionately, and attentively considered, and it will not now excite surprise, that Jesuitry and Romanism are twin-sisters, league in impious companionship, to quench the spirit of religion, to suppress the word of God, and to subvert the course of pure and undisturbed Christianity.—Ex.
likewise of images and pilgrimages. Item, for receiving the communion at Easter without shrift, &c.

A.D. 1518 to 1521.

Robert Bartlet brought to examination, was caused by his oath to detect these persons:

Richard, his Brother.

The crime whereof Robert Bartlet impeached his brother Richard was this: Because, he said, his brother Richard had been much conversant with Thurstan Littlepage, and had learned of him the counsels and secrets of those men: also that he had learned of him some of the epistle of St. James, thus beginning: 'James the servant of God, to the twelve kinds,' &c.

Isabel Bartlet, his Wife.

The cause wherein Robert Bartlet did detect his wife, was this: That when the bishop's servant was come for her husband, she uttered these words, saying, Alas! he was now an undone man, and she but a dead woman.

Futhermore, the said Robert being demanded of the bishop, whether he knew Isabel his wife to be of the sect of heretics before he married her, said, 'Yea.' Being asked again, if she had not been of that sect, whether then he would have married her? he granted the same likewise.

Agnes Wellis, his Sister.

Futhermore, the said Robert Bartlet detected his own sister, in that he had twice instructed her not to worship images, and also had taught her in the epistle of St. James.

The said Robert Bartlet detected also these to be of the number of 'known men,' for that they resorted many times together, reading and conferring among themselves, and talking against worshipping of images, and pilgrimage. And if any came amongst them that were not of their side, then they would say no more, but keep all silence, &c.

Elizabeth Dean, wife of Richard Dean of West Wycombe, Emme Tylsworth, wife of William Tylsworth, William Grindeyer and his wife, John Scryvener, Alexander Mastal, William Tylsworth, Thurstan Littlepage, and John Bartlet, his brother.

Richard Bartlet, by his oath, was constrained to detect the following person:

Agnes Wellis, wife of John Wellis, his Sister.

This Agnes was detected of her brother in three points; first, for learning the epistle of St. James in English of Thurstan Littlepage; secondly, for not believing the bodily presence in the sacrament; thirdly, for speaking against worshipping of images, and going on pilgrimages.

Also old Father Bartlet, his own Father.

This Richard Bartlet also in his confession said of his father, that he was a better man than he was taken for: for the other day there came a man to him as he was threshing, and said, 'God speed, father Bartlet, ye work sore:' 'Yea,' said he, 'I thresh God Almighty out of the straw!''

Against this Agnes Wellis brought and examined before the bishop, were ministered these interrogatories, which for certain causes I thought here to insert, for our posterity to note and consider; and they are these that follow:

(1) How flagrant must be the idolatry of the popish service at the elevation and adoration of the host, to have provoked a rustic of the sixteenth century to utter such a bitter sarcasm!—Ed.
PERSECUTION IN THE DIOCESE OF LINCOLN,

Articles ministered to Agnes Wells.

I. Whether she knew that certain of the parish of Amersham were converted before William Smith, late bishop of Lincoln, for heresy?

II. Item, Whether she knew that certain of them, so converted before the bishop for heresy, did err in the sacrament of the altar, or in other sacraments, and what errors they were, and wherein?

III. Item, Whether she knew any others to be suspected of the same heresy or sect, beside those of Amersham so converted? Who they were, and how many?

IV. Item, Whether she had been of the same company, or sect, or opinion with them that were converted before the bishop for heresy? And if she were, what company she used, and whose?

V. Item, Whether she was at any time conversant with Thurstan Littlepage? And if she were, how oft she had been in his company, how, what time, in what place, who else were present, for what causes, and whether she knew him to be suspected for heresy?

VI. Item, Whether she knew and had been conversant with Alexander Mastal? And if she were, how, when, in what place, who were present, for what causes, and whether she knew him suspected for heresy?

VII. Item, Whether she was ever detected to the office of William Smith, late bishop of Lincoln, at what time, or since the time that Littlepage and Mastal were converted before the bishop for heresy? And whether she was then called and converted before the bishop for heresy, or not?

VIII. Item, Whether she had been, or is now noted, had, holden, reputed, or defamed to be of the same sect with Thurstan Littlepage, or others convicted of heresy? And whether she be, or hath been nominated for a 'known woman' among them?

IX. Item, Whether she had been present at any time at the readings or conferrings between Thurstan Littlepage and other convicts?

X. Item, Whether Thurstan Littlepage did ever teach her the epistle of St. James, or the epistles of St. Peter or Paul in English? And whether she had repeated ofttimes the epistle of St. James unto the said Thurstan, in the presence of Richard Bartlet her brother?

XI. Item, Whether Richard Bartlet her brother did teach her at any time the epistle of St. James? And if he did, how oft, and in what place?

XII. Item, Whether she had been instructed by Thurstan Littlepage, or by any other in the aforesaid sect, that in the sacrament of the altar was not the true body of Christ, but only the substance of bread?

XIII. Item, Whether she had been instructed by Thurstan Littlepage, or any other, that pilgrimage was not to be used, nor the images of saints to be adored?

XIV. Item, Whether she did credit the said Thurstan Littlepage, or any other, teaching her in the premises? And whether she did believe or expressly consent with them in the aforesaid articles?

XV. Item, Whether Robert Bartlet her brother did ever teach her the epistle of St. James? And if he did, how often, and where?

XVI. Item, Whether the said Robert Bartlet had taught her, that pilgrimage was not to be used, and that images were not to be adored?

XVII. Item, Whether she knew such a law and custom among them, that such as were of that sort did contract matrimony only with themselves, and not with other Christians?

XVIII. Item, Whether she did ever hear Thurstan or any other say, that they only who were of their doctrine were true Christians?

XIX. Item, When she came to receive, and was confessed, whether she did utter and confess her heresies to the priest?

Unto these captious and cruel interrogatory articles ministered against Agnes Wells, she answered negatively almost to all of them, refusing to utter any person unto the bishop. But soon after, being otherwise schooled, I cannot tell how, by the catholics, she was compelled to detect both herself, her brother Robert Bartlet, Thurstan Littlepage, and also Isabel Morwin, wife of John Morwin, &c.
Examination of Isabel Bartlet.

Isabel Bartlet was then brought and examined before the bishop: where she being asked whether she spake these words following to her husband, at the coming of the bishop's man: 'Alas! now are you an undone man, and I but a dead woman?' First, she stood in long denial of the same; and although her husband gave witness against her, yet stood she that her husband said not truth. At last she was compelled to grant those words to be spoken; and then being asked what she meant by them? thus she excused herself, that her husband had been unkind to her a long time, and therefore she desired to depart from him; whereupon now for sorrow she spake these words, &c. which words her husband did excuse something otherwise, saying, that his wife spake those words between the threshold and the hall-door, because of a vehement fear for the loss of her goods.


William Chedwel of Ameraham accused John Stamp, wheeler, of Ameraham; and Alice Harding, wife of Thomas Harding. The crime laid to Alice Harding was this: because when the priest was coming to Richard Bennet to give him the houseel, she went before, and instructed him what he should do.

Roger Bennet, by like compulsion of his oath, was caused to detect these persons:

William Rogers, tiler; William Harding, Roger Harding. These were detected by Roger Bennet, for that they being admonished to appear before the bishop's chancellor at Ameraham, neglected so to do.

John Jennings, servant to James Morden; George, servant of Thomas Tochel; and Thomas Gray, servant of Roger Bennet. These were detected for carrying about certain books in English.

William Smith, wheeler; the wife of John Milsent; the wife of W. Rogers; Ro. Stamp and his wife; also the wife of Robert Bartlet. These good women here named were detected to the bishop by Roger Bennet, for that upon the holidays, when they go and come from the church, they use to resort unto one J. Collingworth's house, and there to keep their conventicle.

The wife of David Lewis, and her father. This woman was charged for speaking these words: That the churchmen in the old time did lead the people as the hen doth lead her chickens; but our priests do now lead the people to the devil.

Thomas Rowland, put likewise to his oath, did detect

Agnes Frank, wife of William Frank, because she turned away her face from the cross, as it was carried about on Easter-day in the morning of the resurrection. Also J. George, J. Gardiner, J. Samme, and James Morden.

John Scrivener, the elder; for carrying about books from one to another.

James Morden, compelled in like manner by his oath, did detect

Thomas Rowland; for these words following: 'If I lie, curse, storm, swear, chide, fight, or threats, then am I worthy to be beat; I pray you, good master of mine, if I offend in any of these nine, amend me with a good scouring.'

James Morden, compelled in like manner by his oath, did detect

Thomas Chase; because he heard him twice recite the epistle of St. James, beginning: 'James, the servant of God, and of our Lord Jesus Christ, to the twelve kinds,' &c. Also for these words: 'It was in the days of Herod, king of the Jews, that there was a priest, Zachary by name, and he came of the sort of Abias, and his wife the daughters of Aaron; both they were just before God, going in all the commandments,' &c.

Also William Norton, and Agnes Ashford, of Chesham. The cause laid to this Agnes was for teaching this James Morden the words following: 'We be the salt of the earth; if it be putresced and vanished away, it is nothing worth.
A city set upon a hill may not be hid. Teen ye not a candle, and put it under a bushel, but set it on a candlestick, that it may give a light to all in the house. So shine your light before men, as they may see your works, and glorify the Father that is in heaven. No tittle nor letter of the law shall pass over till all things be done." And five times went he to the aforesaid Agnes to learn this lesson. Item, That the said Agnes did teach him to say this lesson: 'Jesus, seeing his people, as he went up to a hill, was set, and his disciples came to him; he opened his mouth, and taught them, saying, Blessed be the poor men in spirit, for the kingdom of heaven is theirs. Blessed be mild men, for they shall weld the earth.' And twice he came to her to learn this lesson.¹

And these lessons the said Agnes was bid to recite before six bishops, who straightway enjoined and commanded her, that she should teach those lessons no more to any man, and especially not to her children.²

The aforesaid James Morden detected Richard Ashford, smith; also Agnes Ashford, and Thomas Chase; because these two did exhort him thrice, that he should keep the things they spake of, as secret in his stomach, as a man would keep a thief in prison.

Thomas Tredway of Chesham: also Robert Pope, John Morden, and his wife; because they were heard, in the presence of this James Morden their nephew, to recite the Ten Commandments in their house in English.³

Alice Atkins, because of him she learned the Pater Noster, Ave Maria, and Creed in English, and the five Marvels of St. Austin; also another piece of an English book, beginning, 'Here ensue four things by which a man may know whether he shall be saved,' &c. Also Marian Morden, his own sister, because she did not worship images; and after these little things he intended to teach her of the sacrament. Also he detected W. Africke or Littlegate, John Africke or Littlegate, Emme Harding or Africke, and John Pip, physician.

To this James Morden, with other abjurers, it was enjoined by bishop Smith, for seven years to visit the church of Lincoln twice a year from Amersham. And when divers had got license of the bishop, for length of the journey, to visit the image of our Lady of Missenden for the space of five years, this James Morden, when he could not obtain license so to do, yet notwithstanding, for the tediousness of the way, went with them to the same image; and thereupon was charged for violating the bishop's injunction.

Also because, to get his living, he wrought half a year out of the diocese, when he had been enjoined by the bishop not to go out of the diocese of Buckingham.⁴

This James Morden confessed, that he used his Pater Noster and Creed so much in English, that he had forgotten many words thereof in Latin; and therefore was enjoined by bishop Smith to say it no more in English, but only in Latin; and because he kept not this injunction, he fell therefore into relapse.

Roger Bennet, by like compulsion of his oath, was caused to detect these following to be known persons: William Rogers, tiler, and his wife; W. Harding; Roger Harding; Joan Jenings; George, servant to Thomas Tochel; Thomas Gray, servant of Robert Bennet; Agnes Franke; Joan Collingworth; W. Smith; the wife of John Millsent; Robert Stampe and his wife; the wife of Robert Bartlet; the wife of David Lewis of Henley; John Frier, servant to Master Penn; John Tracher; John Morden's wife; Richard Ashford; W. Littlepage, some time apprentice of John Scrivener; Emme his wife; John Scrivener: also Isabel Morwin, for teaching Copland's wife her errors.

Thomas Halfesker, sworn upon his oath, did detect these persons here following: John Millsent and his wife; Roger Harding and his wife; Thomas Bernard; Thomas Afrike and his wife; W. Rogers; W. Harding and his wife; Katharine Bartlet, the mother of Robert and Richard Bartlet; Thomas Harding and his wife; W. Frank and Agnes his wife: because these, coming to the church, and especially at the elevation-time, would say no prayers, but did sit mum (as he termed it) like beasts. Also Katharine Bartlet, because she, being

(1) Ex Regist. Longland. fol. 11.  (2) Ibid.  (3) Fol. 15.  (4) Fol. 11.
of good health, came but seldom to the church, but feigned herself sick. And because William Frank married Agnes his wife, she being before abjured.

This Halfeaker also detected Robert Pope, because he fled away when the great abjuration was at Amersham; also for having certain English books: Also Emme Afrike, alias Harding; John Afrike; Henry Milner; Herne's wife, now the wife of Waiver; William Tilseworth; Emme Tilseworth, of London; Thomas Tilseworth and his wife; the wife of Robert Tilseworth; William Glasbroke; Christopher Glasbroke, miller; Thomas Grove and Joan his wife; Thomas Man, by Bristol.

Thomas Holmes detected Henry Milner, counted for a great heretic, and earned in the Scripture; John Schepard; the wife of John Schepard of Dorney; the elder daughter of Roger Harding of Amersham; Nicholas Stokley, cooper, and his wife, of Henley; John Clerke; Thomas Willbay of Henley; W. Stokely; Hobs, with his sons, of Hichenden; the wife of John Scrivener, smith, of Woburn; Thomas Clerke the elder; Thomas Clerke the younger; Wigmer, farmer, of Hichenden; Robert Carder, weaver; John Frier, servant to Master Penn; John Morwin and Isabel his wife; Elizabeth Hover, wife of Henry Hover of Little Missenden; Richard White, fuller, of Beaconsfield. Andrew Randal and his wife of Rickmansworth: because they received into their house Thomas Man flying for persecution, and for reading Wickliff's Wicket. Also the father of Andrew Randal.

Also Bennet Ward, fuller. This Bennet Ward was denounced by John Merston, for saying, 'That it booteth no man to pray to our Lady, nor to any saint or angel in heaven, but to God only, for they have no power of man's soul.'

Also the said Thomas Holmes denounced the wife of Bennet Ward and her daughter, for saying that Thomas Pope was the devoutest man that ever came in their house; for he would sit reading in his book to midnight many times.

Also he denounced Thomas Tailor and his wife of Uxbridge; Robert Quicke; Robert Cosine; Thomas Clerke and his wife of Ware; one Geldener about Hertford; John Say and W. Say his son, of Little Missenden; the wife of John Wells of Amersham; Joan Glasbroke, sister to William Glasbroke of Harrow on the Hill; Thomas Susan, wheeler; John a Lee, smith; John Austy, shearmen; John Frier; Edmund Harding; John Heron, carpenter of Hambleton; Henry Miller. Also John Phipps. He was very ripe in the Scripture. Emme wife of Richard Tilseworth. John Phip. He was a reader or rehearser to the other. John Say of Missenden; William Stokely; also Roger Squire, for saying to Holmes, 'This is one of them that make all this business in our town with the bishop; I pray God tear all the bones of him!'

Also Roger Herne, and a certain Tanner.

The said Thomas Holmes also detected John Butler, carpenter; Richard Butler; William King, of Uxbridge: these three sat up all night in the house of Durdant of Iver Court by Staines, reading all the night in a book of Scripture.

Also John Muckyf, weaver, for speaking against holy bread and holy water; and Thomas Man, for saying that Christ was not substantially in the sacrament.

Thomas Stilman, and Jenkin Butler, for receiving an English book given him by Carder his father, who, after his abjuration done before bishop Smith, fell sick and died.

Thomas Holmes also detected these: Richard Vulfsard, of Riselip; one Hackar; Thomas King. Also Joan Cockes, the wife of Robert Wywood, husbandman; for desiring of Durdant her master, that he, being a 'known-man,' would teach her some knowledge of God's law; and desiring the same also of the Butlers

Robert Carver, of Iver, detected these: Nicholas Durdant, of Staines; Davy Durdant, of Ankerwick; the wife of old Durdant; the wife of Nicholas Durdant. These were detected, for that old Durdant of Iver-court, sitting at dinner with his children and their wives, bidding a boy there standing to depart out of the house, that he should not hear and tell, did recite certain places unto them out of the Epistles of St. Paul, and of the Gospels.
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Richard White, father-in-law to Bennet Ward of Beaconsfield. He was detected, by Robert Carder, to be a 'known-man,' because, after the death of bishop Smith, he was heard to say these words; 'My lord that is dead, was a good man, and divers known-men were called before him, and he sent them home again, bidding them that they should live among their neighbours as good christian men should do.' 'And now,' said he, 'there is a new bishop, who is called a blessed man; and if he be as he is named, he will not trouble the servants of God, but will let them be in quiet.'

Marian Morden was forced upon her oath to utter, James Morden, her own brother, for teaching her the Pater Noster, Ave, and Creed in English; and that she should not go on pilgrimage nor should worship saints or images, which she had not done by the space of six years past, following and believing her brother.

James Morden was forced upon his oath to utter, John Littlepage; Henry Littlepage; William Littlepage; Joan Littlepage; Richard Morden, his brother, of Chesham; and Emme his wife: Alice Brown, of Chesham; Radulp Morden his brother, of Chesham, and his wife; John Phips; Elizabeth Hamon.

Thomas Coupland, forced by his oath, detected a canon of Missenden; Thomas Grove, of London; Isabel Morwin; the wife of Norman of Amersham; Thomas Cowper, of Woodrow: also Roger Harding, and W. Grinder; because these two could not say their creed in Latin. Coupland also detected the wife of Robert Stamp of Woodrow.

T. Rowland, T. Coupland, Richard Stephens, and Roger Bennet, were forced by their oath to accuse, Thomas Harding, of Amersham, and Alice Harding his wife, because, after their abjuration in bishop Smith's time, divers 'knownmen,' as they then termed them, who were abjured before, had much resort to their house. Also they accused Agnes Squire, for speaking these words: 'Men do say, I was abjured for heresy; it may well be a napkin for my nose, but I will never be ashamed of it.'

John Sawcoate, upon his oath, did impeach the vicar of Little Missenden; also Thomas Grove, his wife. Grove was detected, for that he did give to Dr. Wilsocks twenty pounds, to excuse him that he might not be brought to open penance.

Also Thomas Holmes, for that he was heard to say these words, after the great abjuration, when he had abjured, that 'the greatest cobs were yet behind;' and Richard Sanders of Amersham, because he ever defended them that were suspected to be 'known-men.' Also because he bought out his penance, and carried his badge in his purse.

Bishop Longland, seeking how to convict John Pip of perjury (who, being charged with an oath, did not answer affirmatively unto such suspicions as were laid unto him by Thomas Holmes and other several accusers), did examine Sybil Africk, his own sister, upon her oath to detect John Pip, her brother, of relapse; but she so answered, that the bishop could take by her no great hold of relapse against him. Wherein is to be noted the singular iniquity and abuse in the church of Rome, which, by virtue of oath, setteeth the sister to procure the brother's blood. The like also was sought of Thomas Africk, his sister's husband; but they had by him no advantage.

Jenkin Butler did impeach John Butler, his own brother, for reading to him in a certain book of the Scripture, and persuading him to hearken to the same; also Robert Carder; Richard Butler, his brother; Henry Vullman, of Uxbridge; Richard Ashford, of Walton (otherwise called Richard Nash, or Richard Tredway); and William King, of Uxbridge.

He did also detect the following: Isabel Trache, wife of John Trache, because she came not to the church oftener on the work-days, being admonished both by the churchwardens, by the graduates of the church, and by Dr. Cook's commissionary, but followed her business at home. Also because she purposed to
set her daughter to Alice Harding, saying, that she could better instruct her than many others. Also, because she cursed the priest after he was gone, who had given to her the eucharist, saying, that he had given to her bitter gall: Also Jenkin Butler did detect Thomas Clement, of Chesham.

William Ameriden did detect Alice Holting, for that she, being great with child, did dine before she went to church to take her rites; saying, that Isabel Trecher did so tell her, that she might dine before she received the sacrament.

Also William Trecher, of Amersham; for keeping Thomas Grove in his house on Easter and Christmas-day, because he would not come to the church.

Joan Norman did impeach Robert Cosine, and Thomas Man; also Alice Harding, for dissuading from pilgrimage, from worshipping of images, and from vowing money to saints for health of her child. Also for saying, that she needed not to confess to a priest, but that it was enough to lift up her hands to heaven. Also for saying, that she might as well drink upon the Sunday before mass, as any other day, &c.

John Scrivener, forced by his oath, did accuse the following persons: Henry Miller, wire-drawer, who from Amersham fled to Chelmsford: that he abjured and did penance in Kent before, and afterwards coming to Amersham, taught them (as he said) many heresies.

John Barret, goldsmith, of London; with Joan Barret, his wife; and Jude, his servant: because he, John Barret, was heard in his own house, before his wife and maid there present, to recite the epistle of St. James, which epistle, with many other things, he had perfectly without book. Also Joan his wife, because she had lent to this John Scrivener the gospel of St. Matthew and Mark, which book he gave to bishop Smith.

The aforesaid John Scrivener was also forced by his oath to accuse the following persons: John Merrywether, his wife, and his son; Durdant by Staines; Old Durdant; Isabel, wife of Thomas Harding; Hartop, of Windsor; Joan Barret, wife of John Barret, of London; Henry Miller; one Stilman, tailor. All these were accused, because at the marriage of Durdant's daughter they assembled together in a barn, and heard a certain epistle of St. Paul read; which reading they well liked, but especially Durdant, and commended the same.

Thomas Rowland, of Amersham. It was objected to Rowland for speaking these words: 'Ah, good Lord! where is all our good communication which was wont to be amongst us when your master was alive?'

Thomas Grove, of London, butcher; William Glasbroke, of Harrow on the Hill; Christopher Glasbroke, of London; William Tilsworth, of London, goldsmith (apprentice sometime to John Barret). These were impeached because they used to resort and confer together of matters of religion in the house of Thomas Man, of Amersham, before the great abjuration.

John Newman was impeached, because he was present in the house of John Barret, at the reading of Scripture.

John Wood, of Henley; William Wood; Lewis, of Henley, a serving-man; Wille, and his son. This Wille was impeached because he taught the gospel of Matthew to John Wood and William Wood, after the great abjuration; and father Robert did teach them St. Paul's epistle, which old father was after that burned at Buckingham.

William Littlepage, forced by his oath, did accuse the following persons: Thurstan Littlepage, and Emme his wife. This Thurstan had taught him the saying of Solomon, that 'wrath raiseth chiding;' had taught him also the Pater Noster and Ave in English. His Creed in English he learnt of his grandmother. He said Thurstan also taught him, Christ not to be corporally in the sacrament.

John Littlepage, his brother, and Alice, wife of Thurstan Littlepage; because the said John was said to have learned the ten commandments in English of Alice, Thurstan's wife, in his father's house. John Frier: because he had taught him, the said William, the Ten Commandments in English.

Also Thomas Grove; Hern's wife; the wife of John Morwin; Richard Bartlet: Robert Bartlet; Thomas Bernard.
Likewise Joan Clerk, of Little Missenden; for saying she never did believe in the sacrament of the altar, nor ever would believe in it. John Horne, of Ambeden.

John Gardiner did appease the following persons: his sister, Agnes Ward; Ward's wife, of Marlow; and Nicholas Stokeley; because that when this Gardiner said, 'God help us, and our Lady, and all the saints of heaven;' then she said, 'What need is it to go to the feet, when we may go to the head?' Also William Stokeley; the wife of William Deane; William Ramsay, of Newbery; John Simon's wife, of Marlow; John Gray, of Marlow; Davy Shirwood; William Shirwood; Raynold Shirwood.

John Sey did detect Christopher Shoemaker; John Okenden; and Robert Accuser. Pope. This Christopher Shoemaker had been burned a little before, at Newbury.

Bishop Longland, seeking matter against Isabel Morwin (of whom he could Accuser take no great advantage by examination), called and caused Elizabeth Copland, her own sister, to testify against her in manner as followeth: First, because in talk together, coming from their father being at the point of death, Isabel said to her sister Elizabeth, that all who die, either pass to hell or heaven: 'Nay,' said the other, 'there is between them purgatory.' Again; when Elizabeth came from the room of rest, Isabel said, that if she knew so much as she had heard, she would go no more on pilgrimage while she lived; for all saints, said she, be in heaven. Then asked Elizabeth, wherefore pilgrimage was ordained by doctors and priests? The other said, for gain and profit. 'Who hath taught you this?' quoth Elizabeth, 'man or woman?' Your curate, I dare say, never learned you so.' 'My curate,' said she, 'will never know so much.' And moreover, Isabel said to Elizabeth her sister, that if she would keep counsel, and not tell her husband, she would say more. And when Elizabeth answered that she would not tell: 'But,' said the other, 'I will have you to swear:' and because she would not swear, the other would not proceed any further.

Alice Brown was forced by her oath to detect John Tracher, of Chesham. Accuser. The cause why this John Tracher was denounced was this: for that he taught her in the gospel this saying of Jesus, 'Blessed be they that hear the word of God, and keep it.' Also because he taught her the eight beatitudes in English. Likewise Emmie Tilesworth, because she refused to detect others by virtue of her oath, and denied such matter as by witness and by the bishop's acts were proved against her; in pain of relapse the bishop enjoined her to make certain figgots of cloth, and to wear the same both before her upper garment and behind so long as she lived.

W. Phip was forced by his oath to detect Thomas Africke, for asking how Accuser his cousin, Widmore Clerk the elder, and John Phip did at Hitchenden? whether they kept the laws of God as they were wont?
Also he detected Roger Parker, deceased; John Phip, for saying that images are not to be worshipped, because they are made and carved with man's hand, and that such ought not to be worshipped; John Gardiner, for that to the said William, this Gardiner said, that all who are burned for this sect are true martyrs. Also John Stulman.

John Butler, by his oath, was forced to detect Thomas Geffrey, first of Uxbridge, then of Ipswich, tailor; for reading and teaching him in the Acts and teachings of the Apostles.

Item, for having a Scripture-book in English; which book the said Geffrey gave to the bishop of London when he was accused.

Item, that the said Geffrey said, that true pilgrimage was, barefoot to go and visit the poor, weak, and sick; for they are the true images of God.
Also he was forced to detect Richard Vulford. This Vulford and Thomas Geffrey told the said John Butler, that the Host consecrated was not the very true body of Christ; in proof whereof they said, that let a mouse be put in the pix with the Host, and the mouse would eat it up. And for more proof they declared unto the said John Butler, that there were two priests in Essex, who put a mouse in the pix to a consecrated Host, and the mouse did eat it: afterward,
the fact of these priests being known, and brought to the bishop, one of the
priests was burned for the same.

The aforesaid John Butler did also detect John Clerke, of Denham, for that
the same Vulford and Geffrey told him and the said John Clerke, that holy
bread and holy water were but a vain-glory of the world; for God never made
them, but they were men's inventions; and that God neither made priests, for
in Christ's time there were no priests. Moreover, that Thomas Geffrey caused
this John Butler divers Sundays to go to London, to hear Dr. Colet.

Also John Butler detected Andrew Fuller, of Uxbridge, because this John
Butler had an old book of Richard Vulford. Also another great book of Andrew
Fuller, for which he paid six shillings and fourpence; and another little book of
Thomas Man, which he brought to the bishop.

Moreover, this Thomas Man was impeached, because he read to this deponent
ten years ago, how Adam and Eve were expelled out of Paradise; and for
speaking against pilgrimage, and worshipping of images, and against the
singing-service used then in churches.—This Thomas Man was burnt and died
a martyr, of whom mention is made before, page 208.

William King. This William King was impeached because he lodged Thomas
Man in his house upon a certain holy day at divine service; unto whom resorted
Richard Vulford, and John Clerke, and this John Butler: to whom the said
Thomas Man declared that pilgrimage was nought, and that images were not
to be worshipped.

The aforesaid John Butler did likewise detect Robert Carder; one Dur-
dant; Richard Butler, his own brother; and William King: to these was laid,
that Thomas Carder brought this John Butler to Durdant's house at Iver-cour-
by Staines, where was Richard Butler his brother, and William King, reading
in a certain English book; at which time Durdant desired them not to tell that
he had any such English book in his house, lest he should be burned for the
same.

Also another time, that he, the aforesaid John Butler, with Richard Butler
his brother, and Robert Carder, went to the house of Richard Ashford or Nash,
to hear the same Ashford read in a certain little book, but which contained
many good things.

Richard Vulman, of London.—This Vulman was detected upon this, for that
he would have read to this John Butler a certain English book, and spake against
pilgrimages and images.

John Butler was also compelled by his oath to detect Henry Vulman and his
wife, of Uxbridge; Rafe Carpenter, of London; a daughter of John Phip; a
daughter of William Phip. This Rafe Carpenter was detected for having certain
books of the Apocalypse in English. Also for that this Carpenter and his wife
did bring him, and the wife of Henry Vulman, to a corner house of Friday-street,
where the good man of the house, having a stump foot, had divers such books,
to the intent they should hear them read.

R. Butler, Jenkin Butler, his own brethren; the mother of Richard Ashford;
and J. Butler his other brother: these were detected, partly for holding against
the sacrament of the altar; partly also because they were reading two hours
together in a certain book of the Acts of the Apostles, in English, at Chesham, in
Ashford's house.

Also the wife of Robert Pope, for having certain books in English, one bound
in boards, and three with parchment coverings, with four other sheets of paper
written in English, containing matter against the Romish religion. Also another
book of the service of the Virgin Mary in English.

John Phip was compelled by his oath to detect Thomas Stilman, for that he
told William Phip, how that he, being in Lollards' tower, did climb up the
steeples where the bells were, and there, cutting the bell-rope, did tie two
of them together, and so by them slipped down into Paul's church-yard, and
escaped.

Thomas Tredway compelled by his oath to detect John Morden, of Ashley-
green, and Richard Ashford, his brother. These were accused and detected,
because John Morden had in his house a book of the Gospels, and other chap-
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... in English, and read three or four times in the same; in which book his brother Ashford also did read once. Item, because John Morden spake against images, and said these words: 'Our Lord Jesus Christ saith in his gospel, Blessed be they that hear the word of God, and keep it,' &c.

Tredway also detected Agnes Ashford, his own mother, for teaching him that he should not worship the images of saints.

Likewise Joan Bernard, being accused by Robert Copland, was sworn by her oath to detect Thomas Bernard her own natural father, for speaking against pilgrimage, against worshipping of saints, and against dirges, and praying for the dead; and for warning his daughter not to utter any of all this to her ghostly father.

The like oath also was forced on Richard Bernard, that he should in like manner detect Thomas Bernard his own natural father, for teaching him not to worship images, nor to believe in the sacrament of the altar, but only in God who is in heaven; and that he should not utter the same to the priest.

The vicar of Iver, and Richard Tailor witness, accused Richard Carder, for defending the cause of Jenkin Butler, and for saying that the bishop did him injury.

Item, for saying, that if he had known the bishop's man would have fetched him so to the bishop, he would have given him warning thereof before.

Item, for saying, that if he should call him, he would confess nothing, although he burned him.

Agnes Carder, wife of Richard Carder, detected Richard Carder, her husband, for saying that he suspected that she was too familiar with the vicar of Iver; and when she answered again, How could he be evil with her, seeing he saith mass every day, and doth confess himself before? Then her husband said, that he could confess himself to a post, or to the altar.

Here note, that the bishop then examining her of that offence, whether she was culpable, and whether she was commonly in the voice of the people defamed with him or no? she confessed it so to be. Whereupon no other penalty or penance for that crime of adultery was enjoined her of the bishop, but only this, that she should frequent the vicar's house no more.

John Clerke, of Denham, forced by his oath to detect Richard Vulford, of Riselip, for speaking against images, pilgrimages, oblations, and against the sacrament of the altar.

Item, When this John Clerke had made a weelee for fish, Richard Vulford coming by asked him, when he had made his weelee, whether the weelee now could turn again, and make him? and he said, No. 'Even so,' quoth he, 'God hath made all priests, as thou hast made the weelee; and how can they turn again, and make God?'

Also John Clerke detected John Butler.

John Mastal detected the daughter of John Phip, of Hichenden, for saying, that she was as well-learned as was the parish priest, in all things except only in saying of mass.

Robert Rowland, William Frank, Thomas Hourne, Thomas Rowland, Joan Frank, John Baker, all detected certain persons, namely Alice Sanders, wife of Richard Sanders, of Amersham, for giving twelve-pence to Thomas Holmes, to buy a certain book in English for her daughter; to whom Thomas Holmes answered again, that a noble would not suffice to buy it. Another time, for giving six-pence to the buying of a certain book in English, which cost five marks. Another time Thomas Hourne coming from Woburn, she asked, What news! and he said, that many were there condemned of heresy, and therefore he would lean to that way no more. Then said she, If he did so, he would gain nothing thereby. Whereby he had no more work with her husband, and after was put from his holy-water clerkship in that town. Another time, for saying to Thomas Rowland these words: 'Ye may see how Thomas Hourne and others, who
laboured to have heretics detected before bishop Smith, are brought now to beggary; you may take example by them."

Joan Franke, William Franke the elder, William Franke the younger, and Alice Tredway detected Joan Collingborne, for saying to one Joan Timberlake and Alice Tredway, ten years ago, that she could never believe pilgrimages to be profitable, nor that saints were to be worshipped; and desired them not to tell their curate: which Alice immediately caused her to be called before the bishop.

William Carder upon his oath was forced to detect Isabel Tracher, his mistress, the wife of William Tracher; for that she being not sick, but in good health, and being rebuked divers times of her husband for the same, yet would not go to the church, but tarried at home, and kept her work, as well holy-day as work-day, the space of three years together.

Isabel Gardiner and John Gardiner were forced by their oath to detect Thomas Rave, of Great Marlow; for speaking against pilgrimages in the company of John and Elizabeth Gardiner, as he was going to our lady of Lincoln for his penance enjoined by bishop Smith; also the same time as he met certain coming from St. John Shorne, for saying they were fools, and calling it idolatry. Also in the same visage, when he saw a certain chapel in decay and ruin, he said, 'Lo, yonder is a fair milk-house down.'

Item, when he came to Lincoln, he misbelieved himself in the chapel, at mass-time, excusing himself afterwards that he did it of necessity. Item, the same time, speaking against the sacrament of the altar, he said, that Christ sitteth in heaven at the right hand of the Father Almighty: and brought forth this para- bolic, saying, that Christ our Lord said these words when he went from his disciples, and ascended to heaven, that once he was in sinner's hands, and would come there no more. Also that when the said Rave came to Wycombe, there to do his penance, he bound his faggot with a silken lace. Also being demanded of Dr. London, whether he had done his penance in coming to our Lady of Lincoln? he answered, That bishop Smith had released him to come to our Lady of Missenden for six years; and three years he came, but whether he came any more, because he did not there register his name, therefore he said he could not prove it.

They likewise detected the wife of Thomas Potter, of Hychenden.

Roger Bennett, forced by his oath to detect the wife of William Tilsedworth, now of Hawkhurst, for not thinking catholicly, that is, after the tradition of Rome, of the sacrament of the altar. Also the wife of Robert Stampe, for not accomplishing her penance enjoined by bishop Smith.

Marian Randal, and John Butler. The latter for having of the said Roger Bennett, a certain book in English, containing a 'Dialogue between a Jew and a Christian.'

Richard Vulford detected these persons: his own wife, deceased; and John Clerke, of Denham; for communing with him against images, pilgrimages, and the sacrament of the altar. Also Thomas Goffrey, of Uxbridge, and his wife departed; for communing against the sacrament of the altar, worshipping of saints, pilgrimages, &c.

Henry Vulum of Uxbridge, for speaking and teaching against the sacrament of the altar eleven years ago, and saying it was but a trifle.

Also the mother of William King, of Uxbridge; William King, Robert Car- der the elder, John Baker, of Uxbridge.

John Scrivener the elder detected Geldener the elder, and his two daughters, for being present and hearkening unto Richard Bennet, reading the epistle of St. James in English. Also Emme, sister of William Tylsworth, martyr; and John Lee, carpenter, of Henley.

Here is to be noted, that in the town of Chesham were two men, one named Robert Hutton, the other John Spark; of which two, the one called the other
heretic, the other called him again thief. Sparke, who called Hutton thief, was
condemned to pay for his slander ten shillings; but Hutton, who called the
other heretic, paid nothing. It happened that the wife of this Sparke not long
after had certain money stolen, for which the said Sparke her husband sent for
the counsel of two friars, who gave him counsel to make two balls of clay, and
to put them in the water, and in the same balls to enclose the names of them
whom he suspected: and so doing, the said Sparke came to his money again.
And this was detected to bishop Longland the same time by Thomas Clement.
But of all this matter there was no inquisition made, nor interrogatories minis-
tered, nor witness produced, nor any sentence given.1

John Groser, being put to his oath, detected Thomas Tykill, Thomas Spence-
er, and his wife; and John Knight. This John Groser was examined whether
he had a book of the Gospels in English; who confessed that he received such a
book of Thomas Tykill, morrow-mass priest in Milk-street, and afterwards lent
the same book to Thomas Spencer, which Thomas Spencer with his wife used
to read upon the same. After that it was lent to John Knight, who at length
delivered the book to the vicar of Rickmansworth.

John Funge was forced by his oath to detect Francis Funge, his brother, and
Thomas Clerke. Francis Funge was examined for speaking these words to his
brother John, which words he had learned of Thomas Clerke: 'If the sacrament
of the altar be very God and man, flesh and blood, in form of bread, as priests
say that it is, then have we many gods; and in heaven there is but one God. And
if there were a hundred housed in one parish, and as many in another, then
there must needs be more than one God. I will not deny but it is a holy thing,
but it is not the body of the Lord that suffered passion for us; for he was once
in man's hands here, and ill entreated, and therefore he will never come in
sinful men's hands again.' Also for speaking these words: 'The pope hath no
authority to give pardon, and to release any man's soul from sin, and so from
pain; it is nothing but blinding of the people to have their money.' Also for
these words, or such like: 'If a man do sow twenty quarters of corn, as wheat,
or barley, or other corn, he ought to deduct his seed, and of the residue to tithe,
or else he hath wrong,' &c.

Francis Funge and Alice his wife were put to their oath to detect Thomas Accuser
Clerke, for speaking against the real presence of Christ in the sacrament, unto
Francis Funge, as before, &c. Also Robert Rave, of Dornney, for saying these
words, that the sacrament of the altar is not the body which was born of the
blessed Virgin Mary. Item, For speaking such words fourteen years past:
That folks were ill occupied, that worshipped any things graven with man's
hand; for that which is graven with man's hand is neither God nor our Ledy,
but made for a remembrance of saints. Nor ought we to worship any thing
but God and our Lady; and not images of saints, which are but stocks and
stones.

Henry Dein, forced by his oath to detect Edmund Hill, of Picne; likewise Accuser
Robert Freeman, parish-priest of Orton by Colebrook, for having and reading
upon a suspected book, which book, when he perceived to be seen in his hand,
lie closed it, and carried it to his chamber.

John Hill, forced by his oath, did detect Thomas Grove and his wife, of Accuser.
Ameraham; also Matild Philby, wife of Edward Philby, of Chalvey; likewise
Joan Gun, of Chesham, because she instructed and taught the said Hill, before
his adjuration, in the Epistle of St. James, and other opinions. Also William
Atkins, of Great Missenden; Richard Murden, of Chesham; Emme Murden,
his wife.

William Gudgame, forced by his oath to detect Joan Gudgame, his own wife, Accuser
for being in the same opinion of the sacrament that he was of; who notwithstanding did swear the same not to be true that her husband said. Also Alice
Nash, or Chapman, of Missenden.

(1) Ex Regist. Longland, fol. 50.
Matild Symonds, and John Symonds her husband, put to their oath, detected one Haggar, of London, for speaking in their house, A.D. 1520, these words:

‘That there should be a battle of priests, and all the priests should be slain, and that the priests should awhile rule; but they should all be destroyed, because they hold against the law of holy church, and for making of false gods; and after that they should be overthrown.’ Item, Another time he said, ‘That men of the church should be put down, and the false gods that they make; and after that, they should know more, and then should be a merry world.’

Accuser.

Thomas Clare, forced by his oath, did detect Christopher, tinker, of Wycombe. The cause of this tinker’s trouble was, for that he coming to this man’s house, and complaining to him of the poverty of the world, had these words: That there was never so misgoverned a people; and that they bare themselves so bold upon pardons and pilgrimages, that they cared not whatsoever they did: and so he departed. And seven days after that, this tinker, coming again, asked him, how his last communication with him did please him; and he said, Well. Then the tinker said, he knew more, and that he could tell him more: and bade him that he should believe in God in heaven; for here be many gods in earth, and there, is but one God; and that he was once here, and was ill dealt with, and would no more come here till the day of doom: and that the sacrament of the altar was a holy thing, but not the flesh and blood of Christ that was born of the Virgin; and charged him not to tell this to his wife, and especially not to his wife’s brother, a priest. Afterwards, as the priest was drying singing-breath, being wet, which his sister had bought, the aforesaid Thomas Clare said, that if every one of these were a god, then were there many gods. To whom the priest answered, That till the holy words were spoken over it, it was of no power, and then it was very God, flesh and blood; saying moreover, that it was not meet for any layman to speak of such things. These words of the priest being after recited to the tinker by the said Clare, then said he, ‘Let every man say what they will, but you shall find it as I show you,’ &c.; ‘and if you will take labour to come to my house, I will show you further proof of it, if you will take heed,’ &c.

Accuser.

Robert Pope, first of Amersham, after of West Hendred, caused by his oath, did detect these following: Thomas Africk, alias Littlepage, and his wife. To these was objected, that they had communication and conference with this Robert Pope in the Gospel of St. Matthew, before the great abjuration, in the town of Amersham.

Thomas Scrivener, father to Thomas Holme’s wife. This Scrivener was detected, for that the said Pope had of him a book of the Epistles in English.

Bennet Ward, of Beaconsfield, and his father, Edmund Dormer. To Ward, this was laid, that the aforesaid Pope had received a book of the Ten Commandments. He had also the Gospels of Matthew and Mark. Of the same Ward he learned his Christ-Cross row: five parts of the eight Beatitudes.

Thomas Harding, and his wife; John Scrivener, and his wife; Thomas Man, and his wife; another Thomas Man, and his wife. These were detected for this, because they had communed and talked with the said Robert Pope oftentimes in books of Scripture, and other matters of religion, concerning pilgrimage, adoration of images, and the sacrament of the Lord’s body.

The same Robert Pope did detect these who follow: Thomas Bernard; Thomas Grove; Thomas Holmes; Robert Rave; William Gudgame, and his wife; Nathaniel, and his wife; William Gray, of East Hendred, miller; Edward Gray and his wife, of East Hendred; Margery Young, widow, of East Hendred; Isabel More, sister to the said Margery, of East Hendred; Richard Nobis, Fowler, and his wife, of East Hendred.

Also Richard Collins, of Ginge, and his wife. This Collins was among them a great reader, and had a book of Wickliff’s Wicket, and a book of Luke, and one of Paul, and a gloss of the Apocalypse.

Robert Pope did also detect William Collins, brother of Richard. Also Thomas Collins, the father of Richard and William. He had a book of Paul, and a book of small epistles. Also,

John Collins, of Beterton; Robert Lyvord, of Steventon; William Lyvord, of Steventon; father Amershaw, of Steventon; one Smart, of Steventon, miller;
Thomas Hall, of Hungerford; John Eden, of Hungerford; John Ludlow, of Hungerford; Thomas New, of Wantage, Thatcher; Joan Taylor and her mother, of Blaham; Humphrey Shoemaker, of Newbury; John Semond, of Newbury, shoemaker; Robert Grydon and his wife, of Newbury, weaver; and John Edmunds, of Burford. This John Edmunds was charged for having a book named "William Thorpe"; also for reading in an English book after a marriage.

Robert Pope did likewise detect the following: Robert Burges and his wife, of Burford; John Colin, of Burford; John Colin and his wife, of Asthall; John Clerke, of Claustfield. This Clerke was heard say, that all the world was as well hallowed as the church or church-yard; and that it was as good to be buried in the field, as in the church or church-yard. Also, William Gun and his wife, of Witney, Tanner; John Baker, of Witney, weaver; John Brabant the elder, of Stanlake; John Brabant the younger, of Stanlake; John Kember, of Hennybankes; Walter Kember, his brother, of Hennybankes; John Rabettes, of Chawley, and Thomas Widmore, of Hichenden; John Phip, and William Phip, for reading a certain treatise upon the Pater Noster in English, which this John Phip did read to him, and to his father.

This aforesaid Robert Pope moreover detected Edward Pope, his own father, of Little Missenden, for hearing the Gospel of Matthew read unto him, and for communicating upon the same with this Robert Pope his son. He detected likewise Edward Pope his brother.

Furthermore, he detected his own wife, who had before abjured under bishop Smith, to continue still in her opinions.

This Robert Pope, being before abjured, did further detect these here following: Thomas Clerke the elder, of Hichenden; Lawrence Herne, of Hichenden; William Halliday, of East Hendred. This Halliday was detected for having in his custody a book of the Acts of the Apostles in English, which the said Robert Pope brought unto him at the taking of Roger Dodd.

William Squire and his brother, of Shaw; Thomas Stephenson and Matild his daughter, of Cheyne. Also Thomas Philip, painter, and Lawrence Tailor, of London; for that these two, being in the house of Richard Colin at Ginge, there did read in an English book the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans; and Laurence did read the first chapter of St. Luke's Gospel.

Andrew Maysey, of Burton. Also the wife of Richard Colin, of Ginge. John Harris's wife; and Alice Colin, wife of Richard Colin. These two, being together at Upton in John Harris's house, did talk of the Apocalypses, and of the Acts of the Apostles, and therefore were suspected, and thus detected. Item, Because John Harris spake against pilgrimage, images, and was heard to talk of seven lean and seven fat oxen.

Robert Colin, of Herford-Wallis, mason; also Thomas Gray, of West Hendred, for receiving certain books of this Robert Pope. Margaret House, wife of William House, of East Ginge, for keeping company, and receiving the doctrine of Alice Colin.

John Nash, of Little Missenden; Henry Etkin and his mother, of Little Missenden; and Richard Dell, of Missenden.

Robert Colin, being sworn upon the evangelists, did detect Richard Colin, of Ginge, first, for that this Richard Colin did read unto the said Robert Colin the Ten Commandments, and after taught him the Epistle of St. James, and another small Epistle of Peter; and, after that, took him the Gospel of St. John in English, and bade him read therein himself. Also for teaching him not to worship images, nor to set up candles, nor to go on pilgrimage. Another crime against Richard Colin was because he taught this Robert, that in all such things wherein he offended God, he should only strive himself to God; and in what things he offended man, he should strive himself to man. Also for teaching him, that the sacrament of the altar is not very God, but a certain figurative thing of Christ in bread; and that the priest hath no power to consecrate the body of Christ. Also, for that the said Richard did teach him, in Wicklow's Wicket, how that a man may not make the body of our Lord, who made us; and how can we then make him again? The Father is unbegotten, and unmade; the Son is only begotten, and not made: and how then can man

(1) Ex Regist. Longland, fol. 71.
make that, which is unmade? said he. And in the same book of Wickliff's Wicket follow the words of Christ thus speaking: 'If my words be heresy, then am I a heretic; and if my words be lessings, then am I a liar,' &c. Also another crime against Richard Colins, for having certain English books, as Wickliff's Wicket, the Gospel of St. John, the Epistles of St. Paul, James, and Peter in English, an Exposition of the Apocalypse, a book of our Lady's Matins in English, a book of Solomon in English, and a book called 'The Prick of Conscience.'

John Edmunds, of Burford, tailor, and John Harris. The crime against John Edmunds, was for having a certain English book of the commandments. The crime against John Harris was, for communing with him of the first chapter of St. John's Gospel: 'In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and God,' &c. Also for communing of a chapter in Matthew, of the eight Beatitudes. Item, Thomas Hall, for counselling him not to go on pilgrimage to saints, because they were idols.

The aforesaid Robert Colins, being sworn upon the Evangelists, did detect also those persons:—Robert Liverd; W. Liverd; one Bruges and Joan his wife; one Harris and his wife; and Richard Collins. All these were detected, for that they, being together in Bruges's house at Burford, were reading together in the book of the exposition of the Apocalypse, and communed concerning the matter of opening the book with seven clasps, &c.

John Ledisall, or Edon, of Hungerford; John Collins, of Burford; John Collins and his wife of Asthall; John Clerke, of Clauflerd. The wife of Richard Collins, of Ginge; Thomas Collins and his wife, of Ginge. This Thomas Collins was charged for having a book of Paul and James in English.

William Collins; Robert Pope, of Henred; one Hakker, of Coleman-street in London. Also Stacy, brickmaker, of Coleman-street, for having the book of the Apocalypse.

Thomas Philip; Laurence Wharfar, of London, for reading the Epistle of St. Peter in English, in the house of Robert Collins, of Asthall.

Joan Collins his own sister, of Asthall; Thomas Collins his cousin, of Asthall; Mistress Bristow, of London; John Collins, son of Richard Collins, of Ginge; Joan Collins, daughter of Richard Collins, of Ginge; Henry Stacy, son of Stacy, of Coleman-street; Thomas Stevenon of Charney, in Berkshire; John Brabant, in Stanlake; and John Baker, weaver, of Witney.

Accuser.

John Collins, of Burford, impeached to the bishop the persons here named: Richard Collins. The words of Richard Collins were these: that the sacrament was not the true body of Christ in flesh and blood; but yet it ought to be reverenced, albeit not so as the true body of Christ:—

Thomas Collins, of Ginge, his own natural father: the crime against Thomas Collins was, that for eight years past this Thomas Collins the father had taught this John his son, in the presence of his mother, the Ten Commandments, and namely, that he should have but one God, and should worship nothing but God alone; and that to worship saints, and go on pilgrimage, was idolatry. Also, that he should not worship the sacrament of the altar as God, for that it was but a token of the Lord's body: which thing so much discontented this John Collins, that he said he would disclose his father's errors, and make him to be burned; but his mother entertained him not so to do.

Robert Collins, of Asthall. The crime against Robert Collins; that this Robert read to him in a certain thick book of Scripture in English.

John Edmunds and his wife. The crime laid to John Edmunds was for that he read to this John the Ten Commandments, and told him that John Baptist said, that one should come after him, whose buckle of his shoe he was not worthy to undo.

Alice, wife of Gunn, of Witney; and John Hakker and his son, of London. This John Hakker, of London, coming to Burford, brought a book speaking of the ten plagues of Pharaoh. Also after that, another book treating of the seven sacraments.

Laurence Tailor, of Shoreditch; Thomas Philip, of London; Philip, servant of Richard Collins; Waunsell, fishmonger, of the Vice; Joan Robert; Burges's wife; John Boyes and his brother; a monk of Burford; Thomas Baker, father to Gunn's wife, of Whatelay; Agnes, daughter of John Edmunds; the mother
of John Boyes, of Sudbury; Edward Red, schoolmaster, of Burford; Robert Hickman, of Lechelade.

Elenor Higges, of Burford. This Elenor was charged, that she should burn the sacrament in an oven

John Thruagh, of the priory of Burford. The mother of Robert Burgis's wife.

Roger Dodds, of Burford, by his oath was compelled to utter the person here named:—Sir John Drury, vicar of Windrish, in Worcestershire. The crime against this Sir John Drury was, for that when Roger Dodds came first to him to be his servant, he sware him upon a book to keep his counsel in all things; and after that he showed him a certain woman in his house, whom he said to be his wife: counselling moreover the said Roger Dodds, upon an Ember day, to sup with bread and cheese; saying, that which goeth into a man's body, defileth not a man's soul; but that which goeth out of the body, defileth both body and soul. Also that the said vicar taught him the A, B, C, to the intent he should have understanding in the Apocalypse, wherein he said, that he should perceive all the falsehood of the world, and all the truth. He said furthermore unto him, when he had been at the Lady of Worcester, and at the blood of Haile, which had cost him eighteen pence, that he had done as an ill husband that had ploughed his land, and sown it, but nothing to the purpose; for he had worshipped man's handy-work, and cast away his money, which had been better given to the poor: for he should worship but one God, and no handy-work of man. Item, When the people would offer candles, where he was vicar, to Mary Magdalen, he would take them away, and say that they were fools that brought them thither.

Also the same Roger Dodds by his oath was compelled to utter these other persons here named:—Elizabeth More, of East Hendred; Robert Pope, of West Hendred; and Henry Miller, of Tucke-by-Ware. This Henry did show to Roger Dodds a certain story of a woman in the Apocalypse, riding upon a red beast. The said Henry was twice abjured.

John Phip, of Hichenden; for reading unto the said Roger Dodds a certain Gospel in English.

William Phip, of Hichenden, and Henry his son. This William had exhorted Roger Dodds that he should worship no images, nor commit idolatry, but worship one God; and told the same Roger, that it was good for a man to be merry and wise, meaning that he should keep close that was told him; for else strict punishment would follow.

Roger Parker, of Hichenden. This Parker said to John Phip, for burning of his books, that he was foul to blame, for they were worth a hundred marks. To whom John answered, that he had rather burn his books, than that his books should burn him.

The wife of Thomas Wademore, daughter of Roger House, of Hichenden; old Wademore's wife, sister to John Phip, of Hichenden. Also John Ledsall, of Hungerford, for reading of the Bible in Robert Burgis's house at Burford, upon Holyrood day, with Colins, Lyvord, Thomas Hall, and others.

Robert Collins and his wife. Also John Collins and his wife, for buying a Bible of Stacy for twenty shillings.

The aforesaid Roger Dodds, by his oath, was also compelled to utter these persons here named: The father of Robert Colins, who had been of this doctrine from a.d. 1480. Also Thomas Baker, of Whateley; Robert Livord; John Sympe, of Steventon; Thomas Reyley, of Burford; John Clemson, servant to the prior of Burford; James Edmunds, of Burford; William Gun, of Witney. To these was laid, that they being in the house of John Harris, of Upton, at the marriage of Joan the wife of Robert Burgis, did read in a book called Nicodemus's Gospel, who made the cloth which our Lord was buried in (as the registers saith), and in that book is the story of the destruction of Jerusalem.

John Baker, weaver, of Witney; the bailiff of Witney; John Hakker; John Brabant and his wife; John Brabant his son, with his wife; John Brabant the younger son, with his wife; Reginald Brabant of Stanlake, for reading in a certain English book of scripture, they being together in John Brabant's house of Stanlake.

Also Henry Phip. The crime and detection against this Henry, was, for that he, being asked of this Dods, a.d. 1515, whether he would go to Wycombe
or not answered, that he was chosen roodman, that is, keeper of the roodloft, saying, that he must go and find a candle before his 'Block Almighty.'

Oliver Smith, of Newline, and his wife; and William Hobbs. This William Hobbs was detected first by Radulph Hobbs his brother, to bishop Smith; but was delivered through the suit of the curate of West Wycombe.

John Edmunds, otherwise called John Ogins, of Burford, did detect Philip Brabant, servant of Richard Collins, for saying that the sacrament of the altar was made in the remembrance of Christ's own body, but it was not the body of Christ.

The Shepherd's Kalendar was also accused and detected, because the same Edmunds said, that he was persuaded by this book, reading these words, That the sacrament was made in the remembrance of Christ.

The book of William Thorpe likewise was much complained of, both by this John Edmunds and divers others.

Richard Collins, of Ginge. This Richard Collins, as he was a great doer among these good men, so was he much complained upon by divers, and also by this Edmunds, for bringing with him a book called 'The King of Reeme' into their company, and that he did read there of a great part unto them, in this Edmund's house of Burford.

Alice Collins, wife of Richard Collins. This Alice likewise was a famous woman among them, and had a good memory, and could recite much of the Scriptures, and other good books; and therefore when any conventicle of these men did meet at Burford, commonly she was sent for, to recite unto them the declaration of the Ten Commandments, and the Epistles of Peter and James.

Joan Collins, daughter of Richard and of Alice Collins. This Joan also, following her father's and mother's steps, was noted, for that she had learned with her father and mother the Ten Commandments, the seven deadly sins, the seven works of mercy, the five wits bodily and ghostly, the eight blessings, and five chapters of St. James's epistle.

John Edmunds also did detect Agnes Edmunds, his own daughter. This Agnes Edmunds was detected by her father, that he brought her to the house of Richard Collins to service, to the intent she might be instructed there in God's law; where she had learned likewise the Ten Commandments, the five wits bodily and ghostly, and the seven deadly sins.

John Edmunds also did detect Alice Gunn, W. Russel, of Coleman-street; one mother Joan; father Joan, of Hungerford; John Taylor, servant of John Harris, of Burford; Thomas Quicke, weaver, of Reading; Philip Brabant, weaver; John Barba, clerk, of Amersham; John Eding, of Hungerford; one Brabant, brother to Philip Brabant, of Stanlake.

Thomas White, and Thomas Clarke, did impeach Robert Butterfield, and William Dorset. The words of William Dorset were these: That pilgrimage was of none effect; and offering candles or other things to saints, stood in no stead, and was but cost lost. Also when his wife was going on pilgrimage, and he asked, 'Whither?' and she said, 'To our Lady of Willesdon:' 'Our lady,' said he, 'is in heaven.'

John Baker, being urged upon his oath, did disclose John Edmunds. This John Edmunds was detected, because that he, talking with the said Baker, of pilgrimage, bade him go offer his money to the image of God. When the other asked what that was, he said, that the image of God was the poor people, blind and lame; and said, that he offended Almighty God in going on pilgrimage.

William Phip, adjured by his oath, did accuse Henry Phip, his own son, for communing with Roger Dods against pilgrimage and adoration of images.

Henry Phip, being examined and adjured by the bishop, was compelled to disclose his own words spoken to Roger Dods, saying to him, that he must light a candle before his 'Block Almighty,' being then roodman. Also he was compelled to accuse Roger Barker, and William Phip, his own father, for talking together against pilgrimage and idolatry.
. John Brabant, the elder son of John Brabant, did nominate the following: John Hakker, and Robert Pope, for reading the holy Scripture in his father's house, and for saying these words: 'Christ made his Maundy,' and said, 'Take this bread, eat it; this is my body: Take this wine, drink it; this is my blood: and priests say by these words, that the sacrament of the altar is the body of Christ.'

John Brabant his father, and his mother, for being present when Hakker was reading the Scripture in their house.

Also Philip Brabant, his uncle. The words of Philip Brabant were these: That it was deadly sin to go on pilgrimage.

Concerning this John Brabant, here is to be noted, the form and effect of the bishop's examination, asking and demanding thus of the said Brabant: Whether he ever heard John Hakker read the holy Scripture, against the determination of the church? By which words, if they mean that it is against the determination of the church to read the holy Scripture, it may thereby appear to be a blind church. And if they mean that the holy Scripture containeth any such thing in it which is against the determination of the church, then it appeareth their church to be contrary unto God, seeing it determineth one thing, and God's Word another.

John Baker did detect Robert Pope, Richard Nobbis, and John Edmunds; for speaking against going on pilgrimage, and against image worship.

John a Lee denounced John a Weedon. When this John a Lee had told the said Weedon, how the bishop had said in his sermon these words; That all who were of the sect of heretics, believed that God was in heaven, but they believed not that the body of Christ on the altar was God. To this he, answering again, said, 'Ye be bold upon that word,' deriding the bishop in so saying.

Also William Dorset, of King's Langley; for saying that images stood for nothing, and that pilgrimage served to spend folks' money, and nothing else.

Joan Steventon denounced Alice Collins, for teaching the said John Steventon, in Lent, the Ten Commandments, thus beginning, 'I am thy Lord God, which led thee out of the land of Egypt, and brought thee out of the house of thraldom: thou shalt have no alien gods before me; neither make to thee any image graven with man's hands, that is in heaven above, neither in the earth beneath,' &c. Item, For teaching her the first chapter of St. John's Gospel: 'In the beginning was the Word,' &c.

Also John Harris, for teaching her the first chapter of Peter.

Sir John, a priest, and also Robert Robinson, detected Master Cotismore, of Brightwell. Also Mistress Cotismore, otherwise called Mistress Dolly, for speaking these words to one John Beinton, her servant: That if she went to her chamber, and prayed there, she should have as much merit as though she went to Walsingham on pilgrimage. Item, When the said Sir John came to her after the death of Master Cotismore his master, requiring her to send one John Stainer, her servant, to our Lady of Walsingham, for Master Cotismore, who in his lifetime, being sick, promised in his own person to visit that place, she would not consent thereto, nor let her servant go. Item, For saying, that when women go to offer to images or saints, they did it to show their new gay gear: that images were but carpenters' chips; and that folks go on pilgrimage more for the green way, than for any devotion.

John Hakker did detect Thomas Vincent, of London, to whom it was objected for giving this Hakker a book of St. Matthew in English. Also Mistress Cotismore, otherwise Dolly, and Richard Collins. The latter for receiving of the said Hakker a book of the Ten Commandments in English. Hakker did also detect the following: Goodwife Bristow, of Wood-street, in London; William Gunn, for receiving of Hakker a book of the ten plagues sent of God to Pharaoh; the

(1) "His Maundy," or Mandy, perhaps "Dies Mandati," thus "Maundy Thursday," the day on which Christ commanded the disciples to eat the Pasover.—Ed.


(3) "Sir," is the translation of "Dominus," a term still applied to those who have taken their bachelor's degree, and hence "Sir" came to be a term for priests who had graduated.—Ed.
wife of Thomas Widmore, of Chichenden; Elizabeth, the daughter of this Hakker, and Robert her husband, otherwise called Fitton of Newbury; William Stokely, of Henley; John Simonds and his wife, of Great Marlow; John Austy of Henley; Thomas Austy, of Henley; Grinder, of Cockham; and John Horon, for having a book of the exposition of the Gospels fairly written in English.

Thomas Grove, and John of Reading, put to their oath, did detect Richard Grace, for speaking these words following: That our blessed lady was the godmother to St. Katharine; and therefore the legend is not true, in saying that Christ did marry with St. Katharine; and bid Adrian put on his vestment, and say the service of matrimony; for so Christ should live in adultery for marrying with his god sister; which thing if he should do, he should be thought not to do well. Item, For saying by the picture of St. Nicholas being newly painted, that he was not worthy to stand in the rood-loft, but that it better beseemed him, to stand in the belfry, &c.

In this table above prefixed, thou hast, gentle reader! to see and understand; first, the number and names of these good men and women, troubled and molested by the church of Rome, and all in one year; of whom few or none were learned, being simple labourers and artificers; but as it pleased the Lord to work in them knowledge and understanding, by reading a few English books, such as they could get in corners: Secondly, What were their opinions we have also described: And thirdly, Herein is to be noted moreover the blind ignorance and uncourteous dealing of the bishops against them, not only in that they, by their violent oath and captious interrogatories, constrained the children to accuse their parents, and parents the children, the husband the wife, and the wife the husband, &c.; but especially in that most wrongfully they so afflicted them, without all good reason or cause, only for the sincere verity of God's Word, and reading of holy Scriptures.

Now it remaineth, that as you have heard their opinions (which principally in number were four), so also we declare their reasons and Scriptures whereupon they grounded; and after that consequently the order and manner of penance to them enjoined by the bishop. And first, against pilgrimage, and against worshipping of images, they used this text of the Apocalypse, chap. ix.

'I saw horses in a vision, and the heads of them as the heads of lions; smoke, fire, and brimstone came out of their mouths. With these three plagues, the third part of men were slain of the smoke, and of the fire, and of the brimstone, that came out of the mouths of them. They that were not slain of these three plagues, were such as worshipped not devils, and images of gold and silver, of brass, of tree, and of stone.'

Also they used and alleged the first commandment, that there is but one God, and that they ought not to worship more gods than one. And as touching the sacrament, and the right doctrine thereof, they had their instruction partly out of Wickliff's Wicket,\(^2\) partly out of The Shepherd's Kalendar; where they read that the sacrament was made in remembrance of Christ, and ought to be received in remembrance of his body, &c. Moreover they alleged and followed the words of

---

\(1\) Ex Regist. Longland, fol. 72.

\(2\) 'Wickliff's Wicket' was reprinted at the university press at Oxford, in 12mo. 1878. edited by Rev. T. F. Panin.—Ed.
Christ spoken at the supper, at what time he, sitting with his disciples, and making with them his Maundy, took bread, and blessed, and brake, and gave to his disciples, and said, “Eat ye this,” reaching forth his arm, and showing the bread in his hand; and then noting his own natural body, and touching the same, and not the bread consecrated, “This is my body, which shall be betrayed for you; do this in remembrance of me.” And he likewise took the wine and bade them drink, saying, “This is my blood which is of the New Testament,” &c.\(^1\)

Item, That Christ our Saviour sitteth on the right hand of the Father, and there shall be unto the day of doom. Wherefore they believed that in the sacrament of the altar was not the very body of Christ.

Item, said one of them, “Men speak much of the sacrament of the altar: but this will I abide by, that upon Shrove Thursday,\(^2\) Christ brake bread unto his disciples, and bade them eat it; saying, it was his flesh and blood. And then he went from them, and suffered passion; and then he rose from death to life, and ascended into heaven, and there sitteth on the right hand of the Father; and there he is to remain unto the day of doom, when he shall judge both quick and dead;” and therefore how he should be here in the form of bread, he said, he could not see.

Such reasons and allegations as these and other such like, taken out of the Scripture, and out of the Shepherd’s Kalendar, Wickliff’s Wicket, and other books they had amongst them. And although there was no learned man with them to ground them in their doctrine, yet they, conferring and communing together among themselves, did convert one another, the Lord’s hand working with them marvellously: so that in short space the number of these ‘known’ or ‘just-fast-men,’ as they were then termed, did exceedingly increase; in such sort that the bishop, seeing the matter almost past his power, was driven to make his complaint to the king, and required his aid for suppression of these men. Whereupon king Henry, being then young, and inexpert in the bloody practices and blind leadings of these apostolical prelates, incensed with his suggestions and cruel complaints, directed down letters to his sheriffs, bailiffs, officers, and subjects, for the aid of the bishop in this behalf; the tenor of which letters here ensueth:

The Copy of the King’s Letter for the aid of John Longland, Bishop of Lincoln, against the Servants of Christ, falsely then called Heretics.

Henry the Eighth, by the grace of God king of England and of France, lord of Ireland, defender of the faith: to all mayors, sheriffs, bailiffs, and constables, and to all other our officers, ministers, and subjects, these our letters hearing or seeing, and to every of them, greeting. Forasmuch as the right reverend father in God, our trusty and right well-beloved counsellor the bishop of Lincoln hath now within his diocese no small number of heretics, as it is thought, to his no little discomfort and heaviness: we therefore, being in will and mind safely to provide for the said right reverend father in God and his officers, that neither they, nor any of them, shall bodily be hurt or damaged by any of the said heretics or their factors, in the executing and ministering of justice unto the said heretics, according to the laws of holy church: do strictly charge and command you, and every of you, as ye tender our high displeasure, to be aiding, helping, and assisting the said right reverend father in God, and his said officers,

\(^1\) Ex Regist. Joh. Longland, Lincoln, fol. 108.
\(^2\) “Shrove Thursday,” Maundy Thursday.—En.
in the executing of justice in the premises, as they or any of them shall require you so to do; not failing to accomplish our commandment and pleasure in the premises, as ye intend to please us, and will answer to the contrary at your uttermost perils.

Given under our signet, at our castle of Windsor, the twentieth day of October, the thirteenth year of our reign. 1521.

The bishop, thus being armed no less with the authority of the king’s letter, than incited with his own fierceness, foreslacked no time, but eftsoons, to accomplish his moody violence upon the poor flock of Christ, called before him, sitting upon his tribunal-seat, both these afore-named persons, and all other in his diocese, who were ever so little noted or suspected to incline towards those opinions; of whom to such as had but newly been taken, and had not before abjured, he enjoined most strait and rigorous penance. The others in whom he could find any relapse, yea, albeit they submitted themselves ever so humbly to his favourable courtesy; and though also, at his request, and for hope of pardon, they had showed themselves great detectors of their brethren, being moreover of him fee’d and fluttered thereunto; yet notwithstanding, contrary to his fair words, and their expectation, he spared not, but read sentence of relapse against them, committing them to the secular arm to be burnt.

And first, as touching those, who being brought to abjuration, were put to their penance; long it were to recite the names of all. Certain I thought to recite here in a catalogue: first reciting the persons; afterwards the rigorous penance to them enjoined.

The Names of those who were abjured in the diocese of Lincoln, A.D. 1521.

John Brabant his son.  Joan Littlepage.  Agnes Wells.
John Brabant the younger son.  John Say.  Marian Marden.

The Towns, Villages, and Countries where these aforesaid Persons did inhabit, are named chiefly to be these.

Amersham.  Asthall.  Claufield.
Missenden the Great.  Ginge.  Dorney.
The books and opinions which these were charged withal, and for which they were abjured, partly are before expressed, partly here follow, in a brief summary to be seen.

A brief Summary of their Opinions.

The opinions of many of these persons were, That he or she never believed in the sacrament of the altar, nor ever would; and that it was not as men did take it.  

For that he was known of his neighbours to be a good fellow, meaning, that he was a known-man.  

For saying, that he would give forty pence on condition that such a one knew as much as he did know.  

Some for saying, that they of Ameraham, who had been abjured before by bishop Smith, were good men, and perfect Christians, and simple folk who could not answer for themselves, and therefore were oppressed by power of the bishop.  

Some, for hiding others in their barns.  

Some, for reading the Scriptures, or treatises of scripture, in English: some, for hearing the same read.  

Some, for defending, some for marrying with, them that had been abjured.  

Some, for saying that matrimony was not a sacrament.  

Some, for saying that worshipping of images was mawmetry; some for calling images carpenters’ chips; some for calling them stocks and stones; some for calling them dead things.  

Some, for saying that money spent upon pilgrimage, served but to maintain thieves and harlots.  

Some, for calling the image in the rood-loft, ‘Block-almighty.’  

Others for saying, that nothing graven with man’s hand was to be worshipped.  

Some, for calling them fools who came from Master John Shorne in pilgrimage.  

Another, for calling his vlear a poll-shorn priest.  

Another, for calling a certain blind chapel, being in ruin, an old fair milk-house.  

Another, for saying that he breathed ‘God Almighty out of the straw.’  

Another for saying, that alms should not be given before they did sweat in a man’s hand.  

Some, for saying, that those who die, pass straight either to heaven or hell.  

Isabel Bartlet was brought before the bishop and abjured, for lamenting her husband, when the bishop’s man came for him; and saying, that he was an undone man, and she a dead woman.  

For saying, that Christ, departing from his disciples into heaven, said that once he was in sinner’s hands, and would come there no more.  

Robert Rave, hearing a certain bell in an uplandish steeple, said, ‘Lo, yonder is a fair bell, an it were to hang about any cow’s neck in this town;’ and therefore, as for other such-like matters more, he was brought ‘coram nobis!’  

Item, For receiving the sacrament at Easter, and doubting whether it was the very body of Christ, and not confessing their doubt to their ghostly father.  

Some for saying, that the pope had no authority to give pardon, or to release man’s soul from sin, and so from pain; and that it was nothing but blinding of the people, and to get their money.

The penance to these parties enjoined by this John Longland, Order of bishop of Lincoln, was almost uniform, and all after one condition.

(1) Ex Regist. fol. 33. (2) fol. 35. (3) fol. 38. (4) fol. 37. (5) fol. 40. (6) fol. 40. (7) fol. 41. (8) fol. 41. (9) fol. 45. (10) fol. 45. (11) fol. 46. (12) fol. 46. (13) fol. 46. (14) fol. 46. (15) fol. 46. (16) fol. 46.
save only that they were severally committed and divided into several
and divers monasteries, there to be kept and found of alms all their
life, except they were otherwise dispensed with by the bishop. As
for example, I have here adjoined the bishop’s letter for one of the
said number, sent to the Abbey of Ensham, there to be kept in per-
petual penance; by which one, an estimation may be taken of the
rest, who were bestowed likewise sundry into sundry abbeys, as to
Osne, to Yrideswide, to Abingdon, to Thame, to Bicester, to Dor-
chester, to Netley, to Asbridge, and divers more. The copy of the
bishop’s letter, sent to the abbot of Ensham, here followeth under
written.

Copy of the Bishop’s Letter to the Abbot of Ensham.

My loving brother, I recommend me heartily unto you: And whereas I have,
according to the law, put this bearer R. T. to perpetual penance within your
monastery of Ensham, there to live as a penitent, and not otherwise; I pray
you, and nevertheless according unto the law command you, to receive him,
and see ye order him there according to his injunctions, which he will show
you, if ye require the same. As for his lodging, he will bring it with him; and
for his meat and drink, he may have such as you give of your alms. And if he
can so order himself by his labour within your house in your business, whereby
he may deserve his meat and drink; so may you order him as ye see con-
venient to his deserts, so that he pass not the precinct of your monastery. And
thus fare you heartily well: From my place, &c.

As touching the residue of the penance and punishment inflicted
on these men, they do little or nothing disagree, but had one order
in them all; the manner and form whereof in the said bishop’s
register doth proceed in condition as followeth:

Penance enjoined under pain of relapse, by John Longland, Bishop
of Lincoln, the 19th day of December, A.D. 1521.\(^1\)

In primis, That every one of them shall, upon a market-day, such as shall
be limited unto them, in the market-time, go thrice about the market at Bur-
ford, and then to stand up upon the highest greece\(^2\) of the cross there, a quarter
of an hour, with a faggot of wood every one of them upon his shoulder, and
every one of them once to bear a faggot of wood upon their shoulders, before
their procession upon a Sunday, which shall be limited unto them at Burford,
from the choir-door going out, to the choir-door going in; and all the high
mass time to hold the same faggot upon their shoulders, kneeling upon the
greece afore the high altar there; and every of them to do likewise in their
own parish church, upon such a Sunday as shall be limited unto them: and
once to bear a faggot at a general procession at Uxbridge, when they shall be
assigned thereto; and once to bear a faggot at the burning of a heretic, when
they shall be admonished thereto.

Also every one of them to fast, bread and ale only, every Friday during their
life; and every Even of Corpus Christi, every one of them to fast bread and
water during their life, unless sickness unseigned let the same.

Also, to be said by them every Sunday, and every Friday, during their life,
one our lady-psalter; and if they forget it one day, to say as much another
day for the same.

Also neither they, nor any of them, shall hide their mark upon their cheek,
neither with hat, cap, hood, kerchief, napkin, or none otherwise; nor shall
suffer their beards to grow past fourteen days; nor ever haunt again together
with any suspected person or persons, unless it be in the open market, fair,
church, or common inn or alehouse, where other people may see their conver-
sation.

\(^1\) Ex Registro, fol. 90.
\(^2\) "Greece," a step.—En.
And all these injunctions they and every of them to fulfil with their penance, and every part of the same, under pain of relapse.

And thus have you the names, with the causes and the penance of those who were at this present time abjured. By this word 'abjured' is meant, that they were constrained by their oath, swearing upon the evangelists, and subscribing with their hand, and a cross to the same, that they did utterly and voluntarily renounce, detest, and forsake, and never should hold hereafter these or any other like opinions, contrary to the determination of the holy mother church of Rome: And further, that they should detest unto their ordinary, whosoever they should see or suspect hereafter to teach, hold, or maintain the same.

THE NAMES OF THEM THAT WERE CONDEMNED FOR RELAPSE, AND COMMITTED UNTO THE SECULAR POWER.

Among these aforenamed persons who thus submitted themselves, and were put to penance, certain there were, who, because they had been abjured before, as is above-mentioned, under bishop Smith, were now condemned for relapse, and had sentence read against them, and so were committed to the secular arm to be burned: whose names here follow: Thomas Bernard, James Morden, Robert Rave, and John Scrivener, martyrs.

Of these mention is made before, both touching their abjuration, and also their martyrdom; unto whom we may adjoin, Joan Norman, and Thomas Holmes.

This Thomas Holmes, albeit he had disclosed and detected many of his brethren, as in the table above is expressed; thinking thereby to please the bishop, and to save himself, and was thought to be a fee'd man of the bishop for the same: yet, notwithstanding, in the said bishop's register appeareth the sentence of relapse and condemnation, written and drawn out against him; and most likely he was also adjudged and executed with the others.

As touching the burning of John Scrivener, here is to be noted, that his children were compelled to set fire unto their father; in like manner as Joan Clerke also, daughter of William Tysworth, was constrained to give fire to the burning of her own natural father, as is above specified.

The example of which cruelty, as it is contrary both to God and nature, so it hath not been seen or heard of in the memory of the heathen.

Where moreover is to be noted, that at the burning of this John Scrivener, one Thomas Dorman, mentioned before, was present, and bare a faggot, at Amersham; whose abjuration was afterwards laid against him, at what time he should depose for recovery of certain lands from the school of Berkhamstead. This Thomas Dorman (as I am credibly informed of certain about Amersham) was then uncle.

(1) See supra, page 219.—En.
(2) Ibid. page 123.—En.
(3) "Thomas Dorman." See supra, p. 123, where he is called "Yomand Dorman;" he was probably Thomas Dorman, yeoman.—En.
(4) This Master Dorman, because he was put to school by his uncle at Berkhamstead to Master Reeve, being a protestant, therefore he, for the same cause, in the first sentence of his preface saith, that he was brought up in Calvin's school.
to this our Dorman, and found him to school at Berkhamstead, under Master Reeve; who now so uncharitably abuseth his pen in writing against the contrary doctrine, and raieth so fiercely against the blood of Christ's slain servants, miscalling them to be a dunghill of stinking martyrs.

Well, howsoever the savour of these good martyrs do scent in the nose of Master Dorman, I doubt not but they give a better odour and sweeter smell in the presence of the Lord: "Pretiosa enim in conspectu Domini mors sanctorum ejus;" "Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints." And therefore, howsoever it shall please Master Dorman with reproachful language to misterm the good martyrs of Christ, or rather Christ in his martyrs; his unseemly usage (more cart-like than clerk-like) is not greatly to be weighed. For, as the danger of his blasphemy hurteth not them that are gone, so the contumely and reproach thereof as well comprehendeth his own kindred, friends, and country, as any others else; and especially redoundeth to himself, and woundeth his own soul, and none else, unto the great provoking of God's wrath against him, unless he be blessed with better grace, by time to repent.

Doctor John Colet, Dean of St. Paul's.

Much about this time, or not past two years before, died Dr. John Colet, of whom mention was made in the table above; to whose sermons these 'known-men,' about Buckinghamshire, had a great mind to resort. After he came from Italy and Paris, he first began to read the epistles of St. Paul openly in Oxford, instead of Scotus and Aquinas. From thence he was called by the king, and made dean of Paul's; where he accustomed much to preach, not without a great auditory, as well of the king's court, as of the citizens and others. His diet was frugal, his life upright; in discipline he was severe, insomuch that his canons, because of their straiter rule, complained that they were made like monks. The honest and honourable state of matrimony he ever preferred before the unclaste singleness of priests. At his dinner commonly was read either some chapter of St. Paul, or of Solomon's Proverbs. He never used to sup. Although the blindness of that time carried him away after the common error of popery, yet in ripeness of judgment he seemed something to incline from the vulgar trade of that age. The religious order of monks and friars he fantasied not; as neither he could greatly favour the barbarous divinity of the school-doctors, as of Scotus, but least of all of Thomas Aquinas: insomuch that when Erasmus, speaking in the praise of Thomas Aquinas, did commend him, that he had read many old authors, and had written many new works, as 'Catena Aurea,' and such like, to prove and to know his judgment; Colet, first supposing that Erasmus had spoken in jest, but after supposing that he meant good faith, bursteth out in great vehemency, saying, "What tell you me," quoth he, "of the commendation of that man, who, except he had been of an arrogant and presumptuous spirit, would not define and discuss all things so boldly and rashly; and also, except he had been rather worldly-minded than heavenly, would never have so polluted Christ's whole

(1) See p. 380.—En.
doctrine with man's profane doctrine, in such sort as he hath done?"

The bishop of London at that time was Fitzjames, of age no less than fourscore; who (bearing long grudge and displeasure against Colet), with other two bishops taking his part, like to himself, entered action of complaint against Colet to the archbishop of Canterbury, being then William Warham. The matter of his complaint was divided into three articles: the first was for speaking against worshipping of images. The second was about hospitality, for that he, treating upon the place of the gospel, "Pacce, pacce, pacce," "Feed, feed, feed;" when he had expounded the two first, for feeding with example of life, and with doctrine; in the third, which the schoolmen do expound for feeding with hospitality, he left out the outward feeding of the belly, and applied it another way. The third crime wherewith they charged him, was for speaking against such as used to preach only by bosom sermons, declaring nothing else to the people, but what they bring in their papers with them; which, because the bishop of London used then much to do for his age, he took it as spoken against him, and therefore bare him this displeasure. The archbishop, more wisely weighing the matter, and being well acquainted with Colet, so took his part against his accusers, that he at that time was rid out of trouble.

William Tyndale, in his book answering Master More, addeth moreover, and testifieth, that the bishop of London would have made the said Colet, dean of Paul's, a heretic, for translating 'Pater Noster' into English, had not the bishop of Canterbury holpen the dean.

But yet the malice of Fitzjames the bishop so ceased not; who, being thus repulsed by the archbishop, practised by another train how to accuse him unto the king. The occasion thus fell. It happened the same time, that the king was in preparation of war against France; whereupon the bishop with his coadjutors, taking occasion upon certain words of Colet, wherein he seemed to prefer peace before any kind of war, were it never so just; accused him therefore in their sermons, and also before the king.

Furthermore it so befell at the same time, that upon Good Friday Dr. Colet, preaching before the king, treated of the victory of Christ, exhorting all Christians to fight under the standard of Christ, against the devil; adding moreover, what a hard thing it was to fight under Christ's banner, and that all they that upon private hatred or ambition took weapon against their enemy (one Christian to slay another), did not fight under the banner of Christ, but rather of Satan: and therefore concluding his matter, he exhorted that christian men, in their wars, would follow Christ their prince and captain, in fighting against their enemies, rather than the examples of Julius or Alexander, &c.

The king, hearing Colet thus speak, and fearing lest by his words the hearts of his soldiers might be withdrawn from his wars which he had then in hand, took him aside and talked with him in secret conference, walking in his garden. Bishop Fitzjames, Bricot, and Standish, who were his enemies, thought now none other, but that Colet must needs be committed to the Tower; and waited for

(1) 'Iniqua pax justissimo bello preferenda.'
his coming out. But the king, with great gentleness entertaining
Dr. Colet, and bidding him familiarly to put on his cap, in long
courteous talk had with him in the garden, much commended him for
his learning and integrity of life; agreeing with him in all points,
but that only he required him (for that the rude soldiers should not
 rashly mistake that which he had said) more plainly to explain his
words and mind in that behalf; which after he did. And so, after
long communication and great promises, the king dismissed Colet
with these words, saying: "Let every man have his doctor as him
liketh, this shall be my doctor;" and so he departed. Hereby none
of his adversaries durst ever trouble him after that time.

Among many other memorable acts left behind him, he erected the
worthy foundation of the school of Paul's (I pray God the fruits of
the school may answer the foundation), for the cherishing up of youth
in good letters, providing a sufficient stipend as well for the master,
as for the usher; whom he willed rather to be appointed out of the
number of married men, than of single priests with their suspected
chastity. The first moderator of this school was William Lily, a
man no less notable for his learning, than was Colet for his founda-
tion. 1 This Colet died the year of our Lord 1519.

Not long before the death of this Colet and Lily, lived William
Grocine and William Letimer, both Englishmen also, and famously
learned. This Grocine, as he began to read in his open lecture, in
the church of St. Paul, the book of Dionysius Areopagita, commonly
called Hierarchia Ecclesiastica (for the reading of the holy Scriptures
in Paul's was not in use), in the first entry of his preface cried out
with great vehemency against them, whosoever they were, who either
denied or stood in doubt of the authority of that book: in the number
of whom he noted Laurence Valla, and divers others of the like
approved judgment and learning. But afterwards the same Grocine,
when he had continued a few weeks in his reading thereof, and did
consider further in him, he utterly altered and recanted his former
sentence, protesting openly, that the aforesaid book, in his judg-
ment, was never written by that author whom we read in the Acts
of the Apostles to be called Dionysius Areopagita. 3

The tractation of these two couples above rehearsed doth occasion
me to adjoin also the remembrance of another couple of like learned
men: the names of whom, not unworthy to be remembered, were
Thomas Linacre, and Richard Pace; which two followed much upon
the time of Colet and William Lily. But of Richard Pace, who was
dean next after the aforesaid John Colet, more convenient place shall
serve us hereafter to speak, coming to the story of cardinal Wolsey.

Moreover, to these two I thought it not out of season, to couple
also some mention of Geoffrey Chaucer and John Gower; who,
although being much discrepant from these in course of years, yet
may seem not unworthy to be matched with these aforesaid persons,
in commendation of their study and learning. Albeit concerning
the full certainty of the time and death of these two, we cannot find;
yet it appeareth in the prologue of Gower's work, entitled "Confessio
Amantis," that he finished it in the sixteenth year of king Richard II.
And in the end of the eighth book of his said treatise, he declareth

that he was both sick and old when he wrote it; whereby it may appear that he lived not long after. Notwithstanding, by certain verses of the said Master Gower, placed in the latter end of Chaucer's works both in Latin and English, it may seem that he was alive at the beginning of the reign of king Henry IV., and also by a book which he wrote to the same king Henry. By his sepulture within the chapel of the church of St. Mary Overy's, which was then a monastery, where he and his wife lie buried, it appeareth by his chain and his garland of laurel, that he was both a knight, and flourishing then in poetry; in which place of his sepulture were made in his grave-stone three books: the first bearing the title, 'Speculum meditantis'; the second, 'Vox clamantis'; the third, 'Confessio amantis.'

Besides these, divers chronicles and other works more he compiled.

Likewise, as touching the time of Chaucer, by his own words in the end of his first book of Troilus and Cressida, it is manifest that he and Gower were both of one time, although it seemeth Gower was a great deal his ancient; both notably learned, as the barbarous rudeness of that time did give; both great friends together, and both in like kind of study together occupied; so endeavouring themselves, and employing their time, that they, excelling many others in study and exercise of good letters, did pass forth their lives here right worshipfully and godly, to the worthy fame and commendation of their name. Chaucer's works be all printed in one volume, and therefore known to all men.

This I marvel to see the idle life of the priests and clergymen of that time, seeing these lay-persons showed themselves in these kinds of liberal studies so industrious and fruitfully occupied. But much more I marvel to consider this, how that the bishops, condemning and abolishing all manner of English books and treatises which might bring the people to any light of knowledge, did yet authorise the works of Chaucer to remain still and to be occupied; who, no doubt, saw into religion as much almost as even we do now, and uttereth in his works no less, and seemeth to be a right Wickleuvian, or else there was never any. And that, all his works almost, if they be thoroughly advised, will testify (albeit it be done in mirth, and covertly); and especially the latter end of his third book of the Testament of Love, for there purely he toucheth the highest matter, that is, the communion. Wherein, except a man be altogether blind, he may espy him at the full: although in the same book (as in all others he useth to do), under shadows covertly, as under a visor, he suborneth truth in such sort, as both privily she may profit the godly-minded, and yet not be espy'd of the crafty adversary. And therefore the bishops, belike, taking his works but for jests and toys, in condemning other books, yet permitted his books to be read.

So it pleased God then to blind the eyes of them, for the more commodity of his people, to the intent that through the reading of these treatises, some fruit might redound thereof to his church; as no doubt it did to many. As also I am partly informed of certain who knew the parties, who to them reported, that by reading of Chaucer's works, they were brought to the true knowledge of religion. And not unlike to be true: for, to omit other parts of his volume, wherof some are more fabulous than others, what tale can be more plainly told than
the Tale of the Ploughman? or what finger can point out more directly the pope with his prelates to be Antichrist, than doth the poor pelican reasoning against the greedy griffon? Under which hypotyposis, or poesy, who is so blind that seeth not by the pelican, the doctrine of Christ and of the Lollards to be defended against the church of Rome? or who is so impudent that can deny that to be true which the pelican there affirmeth, in describing the presumptuous pride of that pretended church? Again, what egg can be more like, or fig, unto another, than the words, properties, and conditions of that ravening griffon resemblance; the true image, that is, the nature and qualities of that which we call the church of Rome, in every point and degree? And therefore no great marvel if that narration was exempted out of the copies of Chaucer’s works; which notwithstanding now is restored again, and is extant for every man to read who is disposed. This Geoffrey Chaucer, being born, as is thought, in Oxfordshire, and dwelling in Woodstock, lieth buried in the church of the minster of St. Peter at Westminster, in an aisle on the south side of the said church, not far from the door leading to the cloister; and upon his grave-stone first were written these two old verses:

“Galfredus Chaucer Vates et fama Poësis
Materna, hac sacra sum tumulatus humo.”

Afterwards, about a. d. 1556, one Master Brickham, bestowing more cost upon his tomb, did add thereunto these verses following:

“Qui fuit Anglorum Vates ter maximus olim,
Galfredus Chaucer conditur hoc tumulo.
Annum si queras Domini, si tempora mortis,
Ecce notae subeunt, quæ tibi cuncta notent.
25 Octob. Anno 1400.”

HERE BEGINNETH THE REFORMATION OF THE CHURCH OF CHRIST,
IN THE TIME OF MARTIN LUTHER.

Although it cannot be sufficiently expressed with tongue or pen of man, into what miserable ruin and desolation the church of Christ was brought in those latter days; yet partly by the reading of these stories afore past, some intelligence may be given to those who have judgment to mark, or eyes to see, in what blindness and darkness the world was drowned, during the space of these four hundred years heretofore and more. By the viewing and considering of which times and histories, thou mayest understand, gentle reader, how the religion of Christ, which only consisteth in spirit and verity, was wholly turned inward observations, ceremonies, and idolatry. So many saints we had, so many gods; so many monasteries, so many pilgrimages; so many churches, so many relics forged and feigned we had: again, so many relics, so many lying miracles we believed. Instead of the only living Lord, we worshipped dead stocks and stones: in place of Christ immortal, we adored mortal bread: instead of his blood, we worshipped the blood of ducks. How the people were led, so that the priests were fed, no care was taken. Instead of God’s Word, man’s word was set up: instead of Christ’s Testament, the pope’s testament, that is, the canon.
law: instead of Paul, the Master of Sentences took place, and almost full possession. The law of God was little read, the use and end thereof was less known; and as the end of the law was unknown, so the difference between the gospel and the law was not understood, the benefit of Christ not considered, the effect of faith not expounded: through the ignorance whereof it cannot be told what infinite errors, sects, and religions crept into the church, overwhelming the world as with a flood of ignorance and seduction. And no marvel: for where the foundation is not well laid, what building can stand and prosper? The foundation of all our Christianity is only this: The promise of God in the blood of Christ his Son, giving and promising life to all that believe in him: giving (saith the Scripture) unto us, and not bargaining or indenting with us: and that freely (saith the Scripture) for Christ's sake; and not conditionally for our merit's sake.

Furthermore, freely (saith the Scripture) by grace, that the promise might be firm and sure; and not by the works that we do, which are always doubtful. By grace (saith the Scripture), through promise to all and upon all that believe; and not by the law, upon them that do deserve. For if it come by deserving, then it is not of grace: if it be not of grace, then it is not of promise: and contrariwise, if it be of grace and promise, then is it not of works, saith St. Paul. Upon this foundation of God's free promise and grace first builded the patriarchs, kings, and prophets: upon this same foundation also Christ the Lord builded his church: upon which foundation the apostles likewise builded the church apostolical or catholic.

This apostolical and catholic foundation so long as the church did retain, so long it continued sincere and sound: which endured a long season after the apostles' time. But after, in process of years, through wealth and negligence crept into the church, as soon as this foundation began to be lost, came in new builders, who would build upon a new foundation a new church more glorious, which we call now the church of Rome; who, not being contented with the old foundation, and the Head-corner-stone, which the Lord by his word had laid, in place thereof laid the groundwork upon the condition and strength of the law and works. Although it is not to be denied, but that the doctrine of God's holy law, and of good works according to the same, is a thing most necessary to be learned, and followed of all men; yet it is not that foundation whereupon our salvation consisteth: neither is that foundation able to bear up the weight of the kingdom of heaven, but is rather the thing which is builded upon the foundation; which foundation is Jesus Christ, according as we are taught of St. Paul, saying; "No man can lay any other foundation beside that which is laid, Christ Jesus," &c.

But this ancient foundation, with the old ancient church of Christ, as I said, hath been now of long time forsaken; and instead thereof, a new church with a new foundation hath been erected and framed, not upon God's promise, and his free grace in Christ Jesus, nor upon free justification by faith, but upon merits and deserts of men's working. And hereof have they planted all these their new devices, so infinite, that they cannot well be numbered; as masses-trencenaries,
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dirges, obsequies, matins, and hours-singing-service, vigils, midnight rising, bare-foot-going, fish-tasting, Lent-fast, ember-fast, stations, rogations, jubilees, advocacy of saints, praying to images, pilgrimage walking, works of supererogation, application of merits, orders, rules, sectors of religion, vows of chastity, wilful poverty, pardons, relations indulgencies, penance, satisfaction, auricular confession, founding of abbey, building of chapels, giving to churches: and who is able to recite all their laborious buildings, falsely framed upon a wrong ground; and all for ignorance of the true foundation, which is the free justification by faith in Christ Jesus the Son of God.

Moreover note, that as this new-found church of Rome was thus deformed in doctrine, so no less was it corrupted in order of life and deep hypocrisy, doing all things only under pretences and dissembled titles. So, under the pretence of Peter's chair, they exercised a majesty above emperors and kings. Under the visor of their vowed chastity, reigned adultery; under the cloak of professed poverty, they possessed the goods of the temporality; under the title of being dead to the world, they not only reigned in the world, but also ruled the world; under the colour of the keys of heaven to hang under their girdle, they brought all the states of the world under their girdle, and crept not only into the purses of men, but also into their consciences. They heard their confessions; they knew their secrets; they dispensed as they were disposed, and loosed what they listed. And finally, when they had brought the whole world under their subjections, yet neither did their pride cease to ascend, nor could their avarice be ever satisfied. And if the example of cardinal Wolsey and other cardinals and popes cannot satisfy thee, I beseech thee, gentle reader! turn over the aforesaid book of 'the Ploughman's Tale' in Chaucer, above-mentioned, where thou shalt understand much more of their demeanour than I have here described.

In these so blind and miserable corrupt days of darkness and ignorance, thou seest, good reader! I doubt not, how necessary it was, and high time, that reformation of the church should come, which now most happily and graciously began to work, through the merciful and no less needful providence of Almighty God; who, although he suffered his church to wander and start aside, through the seduction of pride and prosperity a long time, yet at length it pleased his goodness to respect his people, and to reduce his church into the pristine foundation and frame again, from whence it was piteously before decayed. Hereof I have now consequently to entreat; intending by the grace of Christ to declare how, and by what means this reformation of the church first began, and how it proceeded, increasing by little and little unto this perfection which now we see, and more I trust shall see.

And herein we have first to behold the admirable work of God's wisdom. For as the first decay and ruin of the church before began of rude ignorance, and lack of knowledge in teachers; so, to restore the church again by doctrine and learning, it pleased God to open to man the art of printing, the time whereof was shortly after the burning of Huss and Jerome. Printing, being opened, incontinently ministered unto the church the instruments and tools of learning and

(1) 'Habentem speciem planitiae, sed vim ejus abnegantes.' 2 Tim. IV.
knowledge; which were good books and authors, which before lay hid
and unknown. The science of printing being found, immediately fol-
lowed the grace of God; which stirred up good wits aptly to conceive
the light of knowledge and judgment: by which light darkness began
to be espied, and ignorance to be detected; truth from error, religion
from superstition, to be discerned, as is above more largely discoursed,
where was touched the inventing of printing.¹

Furthermore, after these wits stirred up of God, followed others
besides, increasing daily more and more in science, in tongues, and
perfection of knowledge; who now were able not only to discern in
matters of judgment, but also were so armed and furnished with the
help of good letters, that they did encounter also with the adversary,
sustaining the cause and defence of learning against barbarity; of
verity against error; of true religion against superstition. In number
of whom, amongst many other here unnamed, were Picus and Fran-
ciscus Mirandula, Laurentius Valla, Franciscus Petrarcha, Doctor de
Wesalia, Revelinus, Grocinus, Doctor Colet, Rhenanus, Erasmus, &c.
And here began the first push and assault to be given against the
ignorant and barbarous faction of the pope’s pretensed church; who,
after that by their learned writings and laborious travail, they had
opened a window of light unto the world, and had made, as it were,
a way more ready for others to come after: immediately, according to
God’s gracious appointment, followed Martin Luther, with others
after him; by whose ministry it pleased the Lord to work a more
full reformation of his church, as by their acts and proceedings here-
after shall follow (Christ willing) more amply to be declared.

*And now coming to the time and story of Martin Luther, whom
the Lord did ordain and appoint, *through his great mercy,* to be the
principal organ and minister under him, to reform * and re-edify again
the desolate ruins of his * religion; to subvert the see of the pope; * to
abolish the abuses and pride of Antichrist, which so long had abused and
deceived the simple flock of Christ’s church; * first, before we enter into
the tractation hereof, it shall not be impertinent to the purpose, to
inser such prophecies and forewarnings as were sent before of God, by
diverse and sundry good men, long before the time of Luther, who
fustold and prophesied of this reformation of the church to come.

PROPHECIES GOING BEFORE MARTIN LUTHER. TOUCHING THE
REFORMATION OF THE CHURCH.

And first to begin with the prophecy of John Huss and Jerome, it
is both notable, and also before-mentioned, what the said John Huss,
at the time of his burning, prophesied unto his enemies, saying: That
after ‘a hundred years come and gone, they should give account to
God and to him.’ Here is to be noted, that counting from the year
1415 (in which year John Huss was burned), or from the year 1416,
(when Jerome did suffer), unto the year 1516 (when Martin Luther
began first to write), we shall find the number of a hundred years
expired.

Likewise to this may be adjoined the prophetical vision or dream,
which chanced to the said John Huss, lying in the dungeon of the

¹ See Vol. III. p 718. — En.  (2) Collected with the edition of 1663, p. 400.—En
Friars in Constance, a little before he was burned. His dream, as himself reporteth in his epistles writing to Lord John de Clum, an as I have also before recorded the same, do I now repeat the same again, in like effect of words hereunder written, as he wrote it himself in Latin, the effect of which Latin is this:

'I pray you expound to me the dream which I had this night. I saw the in my church at Bethlehem (whereof I was parson) they desired and laboure to abolish all the images of Christ, and did abolish them. I, the next day following, rose up, and saw many other painters, who painted both the same, and many more images, and more fair, which I was glad to behold. Whereupon the painters, with the great multitude of people, said: Now let the bishops and priests come, and put out these images if they can. At which thing done, much people rejoiced in Bethlehem, and I with them. And rising up, I felt myself to laugh.'

This dream Lord John of Clum first expounded. Then he, in the next epistle after, expounded it himself to this effect:

'Ve the commandment of God standing, that we must observe no dreams, yet notwithstanding, I trust that the life of Christ was painted in Bethlehem by me, through his word, in the hearts of men; which preaching they went about in Bethlehem to destroy, first, in commanding that no preaching should be, neither in the church of Bethlehem, nor in the chapels thereby: secondly, that the church of Bethlehem should be thrown down to the ground. The same life of Christ shall be painted up again by more preachers much better than I, and after a much better sort, so that a great number of people shall rejoice thereat; all such as love the life of Christ: and also I shall rejoice myself, at what time I shall awake, that is, when I shall rise again from the dead.'

Also in his forty-eighth epistle he seemeth to have a like prophetical meaning, where he saith; that he trusted that those things, which he spake then within the house, should afterwards be preached above on the house top, &c.

And because we are here in hand with the prophesies of John Huss, it is not to be omitted what he writeth in a certain treatise, "De Sacerdotum et Monachorum carnaliom abominatione," thus prophesying of the reformation of the church.

Another

'Ve the church cannot be reduced to its former dignity, and reformed, before all things first be made new (the truth whereof appeareth by the temple of Solomon); as well the clergy and priests, as also the people and laity. Or else, except all such as now be addicted to avarice, from the least to the most, be first converted and renewed, as well the people as the clerks and priests, things cannot be reformed. Albeit, as my mind now giveth me, I believe rather the first, that is, that then shall rise a new people, formed after the new man, which is created after God: Of which people, new clerks and priests shall come forth and be taken, who all shall hate covetousness and glory of this life, labouring to a heavenly conversation. Notwithstanding, all these things shall be done and wrought in continuance and order of time, dispensed of God for the same purpose. And this God doth, and will do of his own goodness and mercy, and for the riches of his patience and sufferance, giving time and space of repentance

(1) See vol. iii. p. 506.—Ed.
(3) "Stante mandato Dei," &c.
to them that have long lain in their sins, to amend and flee from the face of the Lord's fury, until at length all shall suffer together, and until both the carnal people, and priests, and clerks, in process and order of time, shall fall away and be consumed, as is the cloth consumed and eaten by the moth,' &c. 1

With this prophecy of John Huss above-mentioned, speaking of the hundred years, accordeth also the testimony of Jerome, his fellow-martyr, in these words: "And I cite you all to answer before the most high and just Judge, after a hundred years.'

This Jerome was burnt a.d. 1416; 2 and Luther began to write, a.d. 1516, which was just a hundred years, according to the right account of Jerome's prophecy.

Philip Melancthon, in his Apology, 3 testifieth of one John Hilton, a monk in Thuringia, who, for speaking against certain abuses of the place and order where he lived, was cast into prison. At length, being weak and feeble through imprisonment, he sent for the warden of the covent, desiring and beseeching him to have some respect of his woful state and pitiful case. The warden rebuking and accusing him for what he had done and spoken; he answered again and said, That he had spoken nothing which might be prejudicial or hurtful to their monastery, or against their religion: but there should come one (and assigned the year 1516), who should utterly subvert all monastery, and they should never be able to resist him, &c. 4

Long it were to induce here all prophecies that be read in histories: certain I mind briefly to touch and pass over. And first to omit the revelations of Briget 5 (whereunto I do not much attribute), who, prophesying of the destruction of Rome, saith:

' Rome shall be scourged and purged with three things—with sword, fire, and the plough. Resembling, moreover, the said church of Rome to a plant removed out of the old place into a new: also to a body condemned by a judge to have the skin flayed off; the blood to be drawn from the flesh; the flesh to be cut out in pieces; and the bones thereof to be broken; and all the marrow to be squeezed out from the same; so that no part thereof remain whole and perfect,' &c.

But to these speculations of Briget I give no great respect, as neither do I to the predictions of Katharine of Sienna. 255

And yet notwithstanding, Antoninus, 4 writing of the same Katharine in his third part, reciteth her words thus (prophesying of the reformation of the church) to friar Reymund her ghostly father:

' By these tribulations (saith she) God after a secret manner unknown to man, shall purge his holy church; and after those things, shall follow such a reformation of the holy church of God, and such a renovation of the holy pastors, that only the cogitation and remembrance thereof maketh my spirit to rejoicing in the Lord. And, as I have oftentimes told you heretofore, the spouse, which is now all deformed and ragged, shall be adorned and decked with most rich and precious ouches 5 and brooches; and all the faithful shall be glad and rejoicing to see themselves so beautified with so holy pastors. Yes, and also the infidels, then allured by the sweet savour of Christ, shall return to the catholic fold, and be converted to the true bishop and shepherd of their souls. Give thanks therefore to God; for after this storm he will give a great calm,' &c.


(2) See vol. iii. p. 222. — Rb.

(3) Cap. 2 of Yotta Monast.

(4) Ex Phil. Melancth. in Apologia, cap. de Monast.

(5) Ex Revel. Briget. i. 4. cap. 17.


(7) "Ouch," a collar of gold formerly worn by women. — Ed.
Of the authority of this prophetess I have not to affirm or adjudge, but rather to hear what the catholic judges will say of this their own saint and prophet. For if they do not credit her spirit of prophecy, why then do they authorize her for a pure saint among the sisters of dear St. Dominic? If they warrant her prophecy, let them say then, When was this glorious reformation of the church ever true or like to be true, if it be not true now, in this marvellous alteration of the church in these our latter days? or when was there any such conversion of christian people in all countries ever heard of, since the apostles’ time, as hath been since the preaching of Martin Luther?

Of Hieronimus Savonarola I wrote before, showing that he prophesied, that one like to Cyrus should pass over the Alps, who should subvert and destroy all Italy: which may well be applied to God’s word, and the gospel of Christ, spreading now abroad since Luther’s time.

Theodoric, bishop of Croatia, lived near about the time when Huss and Jerome were martyred; who, in the end of his prophetical verses, which are extant in print, declareth,

That the see of Rome, which is so horribly polluted with simony and avarice, shall fall, and no more oppress men with tyranny, as it hath done, and that it shall be subverted by its own subjects; and that the church and true piety shall flourish more again, than ever it did before.

Noviomagus testifieth, that he, A.D. 1520, heard Ostendorpia, a canon of Daventer, say, that when he was a young man, doctor Weselus, a Friesian, who was then an old man, told him, that he should live to see this new school divinity of Scotus, Aquinas, and Bonaventure, to be utterly forsaken and exploded of all true Christians.

In a book of Charles Boville, mention is made of a certain vision which one Nicholas, a hermit of Helvetia, had; in which vision he saw the pope’s head crowned with three swords proceeding from his face, and three swords coming toward it. This vision is also printed in the books of Martin Luther, with his preface before it.

Nicholas Medler, being of late superintendent of Brunswick, affirmed and testified,

That he heard and knew a certain priest in his country, that told the priests there, that they laid aside Paul under their desks and pews; but the time would come, when Paul should come abroad, and drive them under the desks and dark stalls, where they should not appear,’ &c.

Matthias Flacius, in the end of his book entitled, ‘De Testibus Veritatis,’ speaketh of one Michael Stifelius:

This Michael, being an old man, told him, that he heard the priests and monks say many times, by the old prophecies, that a violent reformation must needs come amongst them; and also that the said Michael heard Conrad Stifelius his father many times declare the same: who also, for the great hatred he bare against this filthy sect of monks and priests, told to one Peter Pirer, a friend and neighbour of his, that he should live and see the day; and therefore desired him, that when the day came, besides those priests that he should kill for himself, he would kill one priest more for his sake.

(1) This anecdote occurs in the Catalogus Testium Veritatis, drawn up by M. Flacius Ilyricus, and re-edited by Simon Goulart, a.d. 1688; at p. 1934.—Ed.
PROPHECIES AND PROVERBS OF THE CHURCH OF ROME.

This Seifilus thought, belike, that this reformation should be wrought by outward violence, and force of sword; but he was therein deceived; although the adversary useth all forcible means, and violent tyranny, yet the proceeding of the gospel always beginneth with peace and quietness.

In the table of Ameraham men I signified a little before, how one Haggart of London, speaking of this reformation to come, declared, that the priests should make battle, and have the upper hand a while, but shortly they should be vanquished and overthrown for ever.

In the time of pope Alexander VI. and about A.D. 1500, as is before specified, the high angel which stood on the top of the pope's church and castle of St. Angelo, was thrown down with a terrible thunder into the river Tiber: whereby might seem to be declared the ruin and fall of the popedom.

To this may be adjoined, that which in certain chronicles, and in John Bale, is recorded; which saith, that in the year of our Lord 1516 (which was the same year when Martin Luther began), pope Leo X. did create one and thirty cardinals: in which year and day of their creation, there fell a tempest of thunder and lightning in Rome, which so struck the church where the cardinals were made, that it removed the little child Jesus out of the lap of his mother and the keys out of St. Peter's hand: which thing many then did interpret to signify and foreshow the subversion and alteration of the see of Rome.

Hitherto pertaineth also a strange portent and a prodigious token from heaven, A.D. 1505, in which year, under the reign of Maximilian the emperor," there appeared in Germany, upon the vesture of men, as well of priests as laymen; upon women's garments also, and upon their rocks as they were spinning, divers prints and tokens of the nails, of the sponge, of the spear, of the Lord's coat, and of bloody crosses, &c.: all which were seen upon their caps and gowns, as is most certainly testified and recorded by divers, who both did see, and also did write upon the same. Of these the first was Maximilian the emperor, who both had and showed the same to Franciscus Mirandula, who wrote thereupon a book in Latin metre called 'Staurosticon;’ wherein, for the more credit, these verses be contained:

"Non ignota cano, Caesar monstravit, et ipsi

Of this also writeth John Carion, Functius, Philip Melancthon, Flacius, with divers others. These marks and tokens, as they were very strange, so were they diversely expounded of many, some thinking that they portended affliction and persecution of the church to draw near: some, that God by that token did admonish them, or forewarned unto them the true doctrine of their justification, which only is to be sought in the cross and passion of Christ, and in no other thing. This I marvel, that Christianus Masseus, and others of

(3) " Rock;" a distaff.—Ed. (4) See supra, pp. 254, 236, 257, 330.—Ed.
that profession, do leave it out. Belike they saw something in it that made not to their liking. For, whether it signifieth persecution to come upon the Germans, they cannot be evil that suffer and bear the cross with Christ; or whether it signifieth the true doctrine of Christ coming to the Germans, it cannot otherwise be, but that the doctrine of the bishop of Rome must needs be wrong, which is contrary to this which God hath stirred up in Germany.

By these and such-like prophecies, it is evident to understand, the time not to be far off, when God, of his determinate providence, was disposed to reform and to restore his church. And not only by these prophecies the same might well appear, but also, and much rather, by the hearts of the people at that time; whose minds were so incensed and inflamed with hatred against the pomp and pride of Rome, both through all nations, and especially the people of Germany, that it was easy to perceive the time was near at hand, when the pride of popish prelacy would have a fall. Such disdain there was, such contempt and derision began to rise on every side then, against the pope and the court of Rome, that it might soon appear, by the hearts of the people, that God was not disposed to have it long to stand. For neither were their detestable doings so secret, that men did not see them, neither did any man behold them, having any sparkle of godliness, that could abide them. And thereupon grew these proverbs to their derision, in every country, as in Germany it hath been a proverb amongst them.

Proverbs against the corrupt See of Rome:

Was ist nu in der wort furl ein wesen,
Die machen furl den pfaffen niett genesen.

What is this, to see the world now round about,
That for these shaveling priests no man that once may rout?

Quam primum clericus suscipit rasuram, statim intrat in eum diabolus: i.e. As soon as a clerk is shorn into his order, by and by the devil entereth into him.

' In nomine Domini, incipit omne malum:' i.e. 'In the name of God beginneth all evil:' alluding to the pope's bulls, which commonly so begin.

Item, When bulls come from Rome, bind well your purses.
The nearer Rome, the further from Christ.
Item, He that goeth once to Rome, seeth a wicked man:
He that goeth twice, learneth to know him:
He that goeth thrice, bringeth him home with him.
Item, The court of Rome never regardeth the sheep without the wool.
Once were wooden chalices, and golden priests:
Now we have golden chalices, and wooden priests.
Once christian men had blind churches, and light hearts:
Now they have blind hearts, and light churches.
Item, Many are worshipped for saints in heaven, whose souls be burning in hell.1

What should I speak of our English proverb, which so vilely esteemeth the filthy friars, that it compareth them to something which, to save thy reverence, good reader, we mention not.

(1) Ex Aventino.
PROPHECIES AND PROVERBS OF THE CHURCH OF ROME.

In France, Gallus Senonensis writeth four hundred years ago, that amongst them it was an old saying, "Romae solvi Satanam in perniciem totius ecclesiae;" that is, "That Satan was let loose at Rome to destroy the whole church."

Thomas Becket himself, in his time, writing to the college of cardinals, denieth it not but to be a common word both through town and city, "Quod non sit justitia Romae:" that is, "That there is no right at Rome."

To these may be adjoined also the A, B, C, which we find in the margin of a certain old register to be attributed to William Thorpe, whose story we have comprehended before.¹

The A, B, C, against the pride of the Clergy.

A wake, ye ghostly persons, awake, awake,
B outh priest, pope, bishop, and cardinal!
C onsider wisely, what ways ye take,
D angerously being like to have a fall.
E very where the mischief of you all,
F or and near, breaketh out very fast;
G od will needs be revenged at the last.

H ow long have ye the world captivated,
I n sore bondage of men's traditions?
K ing and emperors ye have deprived,
L ewdly usurping their chief possessions:
M uch misery ye make in all regions.
N ow your frauds be almost at their latter cast,
O f God sore to be revenged at the last.

P oor people to oppress ye have no shame,
Q uaking for fear of your double tyranny.
R ightful justice ye have put out of frame,
S eeking the lust of your god, the belly.
T herefore I dare you boldly certify,
V ery little though you be thereof aghast,
Y et God will be revenged at the last.

By these and such-like sayings, which may be collected innumerable, it may soon be seen what hearts and judgments the people had in those days of the Romish clergy; which thing, no doubt, was of God as a secret prophecy, that shortly religion should be restored; according as it came to pass about this present time, when Dr. Martin Luther first began to write; after Picus Mirandula, and Laurentius Valla, and last of all Erasmus of Rotterdam, had somewhat broken the way before, and had shaken the monks' houses. But Luther gave the stroke, and plucked down the foundation, and all by opening one vein, long hid before, wherein lieth the touchstone of all truth and doctrine, as the only principal origin of our salvation, which is, our free justifying by faith only, in Christ the Son of God. The laborious travails, and the whole process, and the constant preachings of this worthy man, because they are sufficiently declared in the history of John Sleidan, I shall the less need to stay long thereupon; but only to run over some principal matters of his life and acts, as they are briefly collected by Philip Melanchthon.

¹ See vol. iii. page 249.—En.
Martin Luther, after he was grown in years, being born at Eisleben in Saxony, A.D. 1483, was set to the university, first of Magdeburg, then of Erfurt. In this university of Erfurt, there was a certain aged man in the convent of the Augustines (who is thought to be Weselus above mentioned) with whom Luther being then of the same order, a friar Augustine, had conference upon divers things, especially touching the article of remission of sins; which article the said aged Father opened unto Luther after this sort; declaring, that we must not generally believe only forgiveness of sins to be, or to belong to Peter, to Paul, to David, or such good men alone; but that God's express commandment is, that every man should particularly believe his sins to be forgiven him in Christ: and further said, that this interpretation was confirmed by the testimony of St. Bernard, and showed him the place, in the sermon of the Annunciation, where it is thus set forth: "But add thou that thou believest this, that by him thy sins are forgiven thee. This is the testimony that the Holy Ghost giveth thee in thy heart, saying, Thy sins are forgiven thee. For this is the opinion of the apostle, that man is freely justified by faith."

By these words Luther was not only strengthened, but was also instructed of the full meaning of St. Paul, who repeateth so many times this sentence, "We are justified by faith." And having read the expositions of many upon this place, he then perceived, as well by the discourse of the old man, as by the comfort he received in his spirit, the vanity of those interpretations, which he had read before, of the schoolmen. And so, by little and little, reading and conferring the sayings and examples of the prophets and apostles, with continual invocation of God, and excitation of faith by force of prayer, he perceived that doctrine most evidently. Then began he to read St. Augustine's books, where he found many comfortable sentences (among others, in the exposition of the Psalms, and especially in the book of the 'Spirit and Letter'), which confirmed this doctrine of faith and consolation in his heart not a little. And yet he laid not aside the sententiaries, as Gabriel and Cameracensis. Also he read the books of Ocham, whose subtlety he preferred above Thomas Aquinas and Scotus. He read also and revolved Gerson: but above all the rest, he perused all over St. Augustine's works with attentive cogitation. And thus continued he his study at Erfurt the space of four years in the convent of the Augustines.

About this time one Staupitius, a famous man, who had ministered his help to farther the erection of a university in Wittenberg, being anxious to promote the study of divinity in this new university; when he had considered the spirit and towardness of Luther, he called him from Erfurt, to place him in Wittenberg, A.D. 1508 and of his age the twenty-sixth. There his towardness appeared in the ordinary exercise both of his disputations in the schools and preaching in churches; where many wise and learned men attentively heard Luther, namely Dr. Mellarstad.
LUTHER'S HAPPY BEGINNINGS.

This Mellerstad would oftentimes say, that Luther was of such a marvellous spirit, and so ingenious, that he gave apparent signification, that he would introduce a more compendious, easy, and familiar manner of teaching, and alter and abolish the order that then was used.

There first he expounded the logic and philosophy of Aristotle, and in the mean while intermitted no whit his study in theology. Three years after he went to Rome, about certain contentions of the monks; and returning the same year, he was graded doctor at the expense of the elector Frederic, duke of Saxony, according to the solemn manner of the schools: for he had heard him preach; well understood the quickness of his spirit; diligently considered the vehemency of his words; and had in singular admiration those profound matters which in his sermons he ripely and exactly explained. This degree Staupitius, against his will, enforced upon him; saying merrily unto him, that God had many things to bring to pass in his church by him. And though these words were spoken merrily, yet it came so to pass anon after; as many predictions or presages (which afterward prove true) are wont to go before great changes.

After this, he began to expound the Epistle to the Romans, and consequently the Psalms: where he showed the difference betwixt the law and the gospel; and also confounded the error that reigning then in the schools and sermons, viz. that men may merit remission of sins by their proper works, and that they be just before God by outward discipline; as the Pharisees taught. Luther diligently reduced the minds of men to the Son of God: as John Baptist demonstrated the Lamb of God that took away the sins of the world; even so Luther, shining in the church as the bright daylight after a long and dark night, expressly showed, that sins are freely remitted for the love of the Son of God, and that we ought faithfully to embrace this bountiful gift: *He also illustrated divers other points of ecclesiastical doctrine.*

These happy beginnings of so good matters, got him great authority, considering his life was correspondent to his profession; and it plainly appeared that his words were no lip-labour, but proceeded from the very heart. This admiration of his holy life much allured the hearts of his auditors: and therefore, when at a later period he wished to innovate certain received ceremonies, respectable men who had known him made little or no objection, but, in respect of the authority he had gained before (as well for that he had revealed many good matters, as that his life was holy), consented with him in his opinions, and agreed with him on those subjects, by which, to their sorrow, they saw the world divided.*

All this while Luther yet altered nothing in the ceremonies, but precisely observed his rule among his fellows. He meddled in no doubtful opinions, but taught this only doctrine, as most principal of all other, to all men, opening and declaring the doctrine of repentance, of remission of sins, of faith, of true comfort to be sought in the cross of Christ. Every man received good taste of this sweet doctrine, and the learned conceived high pleasure to behold Jesus Christ, the prophets and apostles, to come forth into light out of darkness; whereby they

(1 and 2) See Edition 1565, p. 403.—En.
began to understand the difference betwixt the law and the gospel; betwixt the promises of the law, and the promise of the gospel; betwixt spiritual justice, and civil things: which certainly could not have been found in Thomas Aquinas, Scotus, and such-like school-clerks.

It happened, moreover, about this time, that many were provoked by Erasmus's learned works to study the Greek and Latin tongues; who, having thus opened to them a more pleasant sort of learning than before, began to have in contempt the monks' barbarous and sophistical learning; and especially such as were of liberal nature and good disposition. Luther began to study the Greek and Hebrew tongues to this end, that after he had learned the phrase and idiom of the tongues, and drawn the doctrine of the very fountains, he might form a more sound judgment.

As Luther was thus occupied in Germany, which was A.D. 1516, Leo X., who had succeeded after Julius II., was pope of Rome, who, under pretence of war against the Turk, sent a jubilee with his pardons abroad through all Christian realms and dominions, whereby he gathered together innumerable riches and treasure; the gatherers and collectors whereof persuaded the people, that whosoever would give ten shillings, should at his pleasure deliver one soul from the pains of purgatory. For this they held as a general rule, that God would do whatsoever they would have him, according to the saying, "Quicquid soleritis super terram, erit solutum in coelis," &c., i.e. "Whatsoever you shall loose upon earth, the same shall be loosed in heaven; but if it were but one jot less than ten shillings, they preached that it would profit them nothing." This filthy kind of the pope's merchandise, as it spread through all quarters of Christian regions, so it came also to Germany, through the means of a certain Dominic friar named Tetzel, who most impudently caused the pope's indulgences or pardons to be carried and sold about the country. Whereupon Luther, much moved with the blasphemous sermons of this shameless friar, and having his heart earnestly bent with ardent desire to maintain true religion, published certain propositions concerning indulgences, which are to be read in the first tome of his works, and set them openly on the temple that joineth to the castle of Wittenberg, the morrow after the feast of All Saints, a.D. 1517.

This beggarly friar, hoping to obtain the pope's blessing, assembled certain monks and sophisticated divines of his convent, and forthwith commanded them to write something against Luther. And while he would not himself seem to be dumb, he began not only to inveigh in his sermons, but to thunder against Luther; crying, "Luther is a heretic, and worthy to be persecuted with fire." And besides this, he burned openly Luther's propositions, and the sermon which he wrote of indulgences. This rage and furnish fury of this friar enforced Luther to treat more amply of the cause, and to maintain the truth.

And thus rose the beginnings of this controversy; wherein Luther, neither suspecting ne dreaming of any change to be effected in

(1) Ex Christi. Massaso. lib. xx. [Chronicon historie utriusque Testamenti: Antverpiae, 1544. This volume is placed by the church of Rome in the second class of works needing expurgation. See Index lib. protib. et expurgandorum, folio Madr. 1612, p. 132.—Ep.]
the ceremonies, did not utterly reject the indulgences, but required a moderation in them: and therefore they falsely accuse him, who blaze, that he began with plausible matter, whereby he might get praise, to the end that in process of time he might change the state of the commonweal, and purchase authority either for himself or others.

And certes, he was not suborned or stirred up by them of the court (as the duke of Brunswick wrote), insomuch as the duke Frederic was sore offended that such contention and controversy should arise, having regard to the sequel thereof.

And as this good duke Frederic was one, of all the princes of our time, that loved best quietness and common tranquillity, neither was avaricious, but willingly bent to refer all his counsels to the common utility of all the world (as it is easy to be conjectured divers ways), so he neither encouraged nor supported Luther, but often discovered outwardly the heaviness and sorrow which he bare in his heart, fearing greater dissensions. But being a wise prince, and following the counsel of God’s rule, and well deliberating thereupon, he thought with himself, that the glory of God was to be preferred above all things: neither was he ignorant what blasphemy it was, horribly condemned of God, obstinately to repugn the truth. Wherefore he did as a godly prince should do, he obeyed God, committing himself to his holy grace and omnipotent protection. And although Maximilian the emperor, Charles king of Spain, and pope Julius, had given commandment to the said duke Frederic, that he should inhibit Luther from all place and liberty of preaching; yet the duke, considering with himself the preaching and writing of Luther, and weighing diligently the testimonies and places of the Scripture by him alleged, would not withstand the thing which he judged sincere. And yet neither did he this, trusting to his own judgment, but was very anxious and inquisitive to hear the judgment of others, who were both aged and learned; in the number of whom was Erasmus, whom the duke desired to declare to him his opinion touching the matter of Martin Luther; saying and protesting, that he would rather the ground should open and swallow him, than he would bear with any opinions which he knew to be contrary to manifest truth; and therefore he desired him to declare his judgment in the matter to him, freely and friendly.

Erasmus, thus being entreated of the duke, began thus jestingly and merrily to answer the duke’s request, saying, that in Luther were two great faults; first, that he would touch the bellies of monks; the second, that he would touch the pope’s crown: which two matters in no case are to be dealt withal. Then, opening his mind plainly to the duke, thus he said, that Luther did dwell in detecting errors, and that reformation was to be wished, and very necessary in the church: and added moreover, that the effect of his doctrine was true; but only that he wished in him a more temperate moderation and manner of writing and handling. Whereupon duke Frederic shortly after wrote to Luther seriously, exhorting him to temper the vehemency of his style. This was at the city of Cologne, shortly after the coronation of the new emperor, where also Huttenus, Aloysius, (1) Ex Chr. Casp. Peucer Lib. v.
Marianus, Ludovicus Vives, Halonius, with other learned men, were assembled together, waiting upon the emperor.  

Furthermore, the same Erasmus, in the following year, wrote up to the archbishop of Mentz a certain epistle touching the cause of Luther; in which epistle thus he signifieth to the bishop:

‘That many things are in the books of Luther condemned of monks and divines for heretical, which in the books of Bernard and Austin are read for sound and godly. Also, that the world is burdened with men’s institutions, with school doctrines and opinions, and with the tyranny of begging friars; which friars, when they are but the pope’s servants and underlings, yet they have so grown in power and multitude, that they are now terrible, both to the pope himself, and to all princes; who, so long as the pope maketh with them, so long they make him more than God; but if he make any thing against their purpose or commodity, then they weigh his authority no more than a dream or fantasy. Once (said he) it was counted an heresy when a man repugned against the gospels, or articles of the faith. Now he that dissenteth from Thomas Aquinas, is a heretic: whatsoever doth not like them, whatsoever they understand not, that is heresy. To know Greek is heresy; or to speak more finely than they do, that is with them heresy.’

And thus much by the way concerning the judgment of Erasmus.

** Review of Luther’s Conduct and Writings. **

It is also apparent, that Luther promised the cardinal Cajetan to keep silence, provided also that his adversaries would do the like. Whereby we may gather, that at that time he determined not to stir any new debates, but rather coveted the common quietness, and that he was provoked by little and little to other matters, through the provoking of unlearned writers.

Then followed disputations of the difference betwixt divine and human law; of the horrible profanation of the Supper of our Lord, in selling and applying the same for other purposes. Here he was forced to express the cause of the sacrifice, and to declare the use of the sacraments.

Now the godly and faithful Christians, closed in monasteries, understanding images ought to be eschewed, began to abandon that wretched thraldom, in which they were detained. Now Luther, the plainlier to express the doctrine of repentance, of remission of sins, of faith, and of indulgences, he added also to these matters, the difference of divine and human laws, the doctrine of the use of our Lord’s Supper, of baptism, and of vows; and these were his principal conflicts. As touching the question of the Roman bishop’s power, Eckius was the author thereof; and for none other respect, than to inflame the fiery wrath of the pope and princes against Luther. The symbol of the apostles, also of Nice and Athanasius, he conserved in their integrity.

Further, he declareth in divers his works sufficiently what innovation is to be required in the ceremonies and traditions of men; and wherefore they ought to be altered. And what form of doctrine and
administration of the Sacraments he required and approved, it is apparent by the confession which the elector, John duke of Saxony, and prince Philip, landgrave of Hesse, presented to the emperor Charles V., A.D. 1580, in the assembly at Augsburg. It is manifest also by the ceremonies of the church in this city, and the doctrine that is preached in our church, the sum whereof is fully comprised in this confession. I allege this, that the godly may consider not only what errors he hath corrected and reproved, but also they may understand that he comprehended also the whole doctrine necessary for the church; he hath set the ceremonies in their purity, and given examples to the faithful to reform the churches, and it is necessary for posterity to know what Luther hath approved.

I will not here rehearse, who were the first that published both parts of the Supper of our Lord, who first omitted private masses, and where first the monasteries were abandoned: for Luther disputed very little of these before the assembly which was made in the town of Worms, A.D. 1521: he changed not the ceremonies, but in his absence Carolstadt and other altered them. Then Luther returning (after that Carolstadt had devised and done certain things rather to breed muttering than otherwise), manifested by evident testimonies, published abroad touching his opinion, what he approved, and what he disliked.

We know that politic men evermore detested all changes: and we must confess, there ensueth some evil upon dissensions, and yet it is our duty evermore in the church, to advance God’s ordinance above human constitutions. The eternal Father pronounced this voice of his Son: “This is my well beloved Son, hear him!” and manaseth eternal wrath to all blasphemers, that is, such as endeavour to abolish the manifest verity. And therefore Luther did, as behoved a Christian faithfully to do, considering he was an instructor of the church of God. It was his office, I say, to reprehend pernicious errors, which the rabble of epicures most impudently heaped one upon another, and it was expedient his auditors dissented not from his opinion, since he taught purely. Wherefore if alteration be hateful, and many perils grow of dissension, as we certainly see many, whereof we be right sorry, they are partly in fault that spread abroad these errors, and partly they that with devilish disdain presently maintain them. I do not recite this to defend Luther and his auditors, but also that the faithful may consider now, and in time to come, what is the governance of the true church of God, and what it hath always been: how God hath gathered to himself one eternal church, by the voice of the gospel, of this lump of sin, and filthy heap of human corruption; among whom the gospel shineth as a spark in the dark. As in the time of the Pharisees, Zachary, Elizabeth, Mary, and many other, reverenced and observed the true doctrine: so have many gone before us, who purely invoked God, some understanding more clearly than some the doctrine of the gospel. Such one was the old man of whom I wrote, that oftentimes comforted Luther, when his astonyings assailed him; and after a sort declared unto him the doctrine of the faith. And that God may preserve henceforth the light of his gospel, shining in many, let us pray with fervent affection, as Isaiah prayeth for his hearers: “Seal the law in my disciples.” Further, this
advertisement sheweth plain that coloured superstitions are not permanent, but abolished by God: and sith this is the cause of changes, we ought diligently to endeavour, that errors be not taught ne preached in the church.

But I return to Luther. Even as at the beginning he entreated in this matter without any particular affection, so, though he was of a fiery nature and subject to wrath, yet he always remembered his office, and prohibited wars to be attempted, and distinguished wisely offices wherein was any difference, as, the bishop to feed the flock of God; and the magistrates by authority of the sword committed unto them to repress the people subject unto them. Wherefore when Satan contendeth by slanders to dissipate the church of God, and contumeliously to rage against him, and delighteth to do evil, and rejoiceth to behold us wallow in the puddle of error and blindness, smiling at our destruction; he laboureth all he can to inflame and stir up mischievous instruments and seditious spirits to sow sedition; as Munzer and his like. Luther repelled boldly these rages, and not only adorned, but also ratified, the dignity and bands of politic order and civil government. Therefore when I consider in my mind how many worthy men have been in the church, that in this errd, and were abused: I believe assuredly that Luther's heart was not only governed by human diligence, but with a heavenly light; considering how constantly he abode within the limits of his office.

Luther held not only in contempt the seditious doctors of that time, as Munzer and the Anabaptists; but especially these horned bishops of Rome, who arrogantly and impudently by their devised decrees affirmed, that St. Peter had not the charge alone to teach the gospel, but also to govern commonweals, and exercise civil jurisdiction. Moreover he exhorted every man to render unto God that appertained unto God, and to Cæsar that belonged unto Cæsar; and said, that all should serve God with true repentance, knowledge, and maintaining of his true doctrine, invocation, and works wrought with a pure conscience: and as touching civil policy, that every one should obey the magistrates under whom he liveth, in all civil duties and reverences, for God's cause. And such one was Luther. He gave unto God, that belonged unto God; he taught God; he invocated God; and had other virtues necessary for a man that pleaseth God. Further, in politic conversation he constantly avoided all seditious counsels. I judge these virtues to be so excellent ornaments, as greater and more divine cannot be required in this mortal life. And albeit that the virtue of this man is worthy of commendation, and the rather for that he used the gifts of God in all reverence; yet our duty is to render condign thanks unto God, that by him he hath given us the light of the gospel, and to conserve and enlarge the remembrance of his doctrine. I weigh little the slander of the epicures and hypocrites, who scoff and condemn the manifest truth; but I stay wholly hereupon, that the universal church hath consented perpetually to this very doctrine, which is preached in our church, whereunto we must frame our life and devotion conformable. And I believe that this is the doctrine, whereof the Son of God speaketh: "If any love me, he will keep my commandments, and my Father will love him, and we will come to him, and plant our dwelling
with him." I speak of the sum of the doctrine, as it is understood and explained in our churches, by the faithful and learned ministers. For albeit that some one oftentimes expoundeth the same more aptly and elegantly than some other: yet, as touching the effect, the learned and faithful do agree in all points.

Then weighing and perceiving with myself long time the doctrine that hath been of all times, it seemeth unto me that since the apostles there have been four notable alterations after the first purity of the gospel. Origen had his time. Albeit there were some of a sound and sacred opinion, as Methodius, who reproved certain suspected doctrines of Origen, yet he converted the gospel into philosophy in the hearts of many: that is to say, he advanced this persuasion, that the moral discipline of reason deserveth remission of sins, and that this is that justice, whereof is said, "The just shall live of his faith." That age almost lost the whole difference of the law and the gospel, and forgot the words of the apostles; for they understood not the natural signification of these words: Letter, Spirit, Justice, Faith. Now when the propriety of words was lost, which be notes of the very things, it was necessary that other things should be contrived.

Out of this seed sprang the Pelagius' error, which wandered largely abroad: and therefore, albeit the apostles had given unto the church a pure doctrine, as clear and wholesome fountains, yet Origen intermixed the same with some corruption in that part. Then, to correct the errors of that time, or at the least some part of them, God raised St. Austin, who purged in some part the fountains; and I doubt not, if he were judge of dissensions at this day, but he would speak for us, and defend our cause. Certainly, as concerning free remission, justification by faith, the use of the sacraments and indifferent things, he consenteth wholly with us. And, albeit that in some places he expoundeth more eloquently and aptly that he will say than in some, yet if in reading any do carry with them a godly spirit and quick understanding, and all evil judgment ceaseth, they shall soon perceive that he is of our opinion. And whereas our adversaries sometime do cite sentences selected out of his books against us, and with clamour provoke us to the ancient Fathers, they do it not for any affection they bear unto the truth or antiquity, but maliciously to cloak them with the authority of the ancient Fathers, which antiquity never knew of any of these horned beasts and dumb idols, as we have known in these days. Nevertheless it is certain, there were seeds of superstition in the time of the Fathers and ancient doctors; and therefore St. Austin ordained something of vows, although he wrote not thereof so strangely as other: for the best some-times shall be spotted with the blemish of such follies as reign in their age. For as naturally we love our country, so fondly we favour the present fashions, wherein we be trained and educated. And very well alluded Euripides to this effect:

'What customs we in tender youth
By nature's lore receive;
The same we love and like always,
And loathe our lust to leave.'

But would to God, that such as vaunt they follow St. Austin, would
always represent one like opinion and mind, as St. Austin: certainly they would not clip so his sentences, to serve their purpose. And the light restored by St. Austin’s works hath much profited the posterity; for Prosper, Maximus, Hugo, and some other like, that governed studies to St. Bernard’s time, have for the most part imitated the rule of St. Austin. And this while still, the regiment and riches of the bishops increased: and thereof ensued a monstrous regiment; profane and ignorant men governed the church, among the which certain were instructed in sciences and practices of the Roman court, and some other exercised in pleadings.

Then the orders of Dominick and St. Francis’s Friars began; who, beholding the excess and riches of the bishops, and contemning their ungodly manners, determined to live in more modest order, or, as I might say, to enclose them in the prisons of discipline. But first, ignorance increased the superstitions. Then after, when they considered men’s minds wholly addicted to the study of the civil laws (for that pleading at Rome advanced many to great authority, and enriched them), they endeavoured to revoke men to the study of divinity, but they missed of their purpose, and their counsel failed them. Albert, and such like, that were given to Aristotle’s doctrine, began to convert the doctrine of the church into profane philosophy.

And the fourth age not only corrupted the fountains of the gospel, but also gave out poison, that is to say, opinions manifestly approving all idolatries. Thomas Aquinas, Scotus, and their like, have brought in so many labyrinths and false opinions, that the godly and sound sort of divines have always desired a more plain and purer kind of doctrine: neither can we deny without great impudence but it was expedient to alter this kind of doctrine, when it is manifest that such as employed their whole age in this manner of teaching, understood not a great part of their sophisms in their disputations. Further it is plain idolatry confirmed, when they teach the application of sacrifice by work wrought; when they allow the invocation of saints; when they deny that sins be freely remitted by faith; when of ceremonies they make a slaughter of consciences. Finally, there are many other horrible and pernicious devices, that when I think on them, Lord! how I tremble and quake for fear.  

Now to return, and to treat something orderly of the acts and conflicts of Luther with his adversaries. After that Tetzel, the aforesaid friar, with his fellow-monks and friary fellows, had cried out with open mouth against Luther, in maintaining the pope’s indulgences; and that Luther again, in defence of his cause, had set up propositions against the open abuses of the same, marvel it was to see how soon these propositions were sparkled abroad in sundry and far places, and how greedily they were caught up in the hands of divers both far and near. And thus the contention of this matter increasing between them, Luther was compelled to write thereof more largely and fully than otherwise he thought; which was A.D. 1517.

Yet all this while Luther never thought of any alteration to come of any ceremony, much less such a reformation of doctrine and ceremonies as afterwards did follow; but only hearing that he was accused

(1) See the Appendix.—Ed.  (2) Ex Paralip. Abbat. Uruperger; [Argent. 1600, p. 362.—Ed.]
to the bishop of Rome, he did write humbly unto him: in the begin-
ning of which writing he declareth the inordinate outrage of those
his pardon-mongers, who so excessively did pill and poll the simple
people, to the great slander of the church, and shame to his holiness.
And so proceeding, in the end of the said his writing thus he submitteth
himself:

‘Wherefore, most holy father, I offer myself prostrate under the feet of your
holiness, with all that I am, and all that I have. Save me, kill me, call me, re-
call me, approve me, reprove me, as you shall please. Your voice, the voice of
Christ in you speaking, I will acknowledge. If I have deserved death, I shall
be contented to die: for the earth is the Lord’s, and all the fulness thereof, who
is blessed for ever.’ Amen.’

This was A.D. 1518.

After Martin Luther, provoked by Tetzel, had declared his mind
in writing lowly and humbly, and had set up certain propositions to
be disputed; not long after, among other monks and friars, steppeth
up one Silvester de Prierio, a Dominic friar, who first began to publish
abroad a certain impudent and railing dialogue against him. Unto
whom Luther answered again, first alleging the place of the apostle
in 1 Thess. v., that we must “prove all things.” Also the place in
Gal. ii. that “if an angel from heaven do bring any other gospel than
that we have received, he ought to be accursed.” Item, he alleged
the place of Austin unto Jerome, where the said Austin saith, That he
was wont to give this honour only to the books of canonical Scripture,
that whosoever were the writers thereof, he believeth them verily
not to have erred. But as touching all other men’s writings, were
they ever so holy men, or learned, he doth not believe them therefore,
because they so say; but in that respect as they do agree with the
canonical Scripture, which cannot err. Item, he alleged the place of
the canon law;² wherein he proved, that these pardon-sellers, in their
setting forth of the pope’s indulgences, ought to go no further by the
law, than is enjoined them within the letters of their commission.
And in the latter part of his answer, thus Luther writeth to the reader,
“Let opinions remain opinions, so they be not yokes to the Christians.
Let us not make men’s opinions equal with the articles of faith, and
to the decrees of Christ and Paul.” “Moreover, I am ashamed,”
quoth he, “to hear the common saying of these divine school-doctors,
who, holding one thing in the schools, and thinking otherwise in their
own judgment, thus are wont secretly among themselves, and with
their privy friends talking together, to say, ‘Thus do we hold, and
thus would we say, being in the schools: but yet (be it spoken here
amongst us) it cannot be so proved by the holy Scriptures,’ &c.”³

Next after this Silvester, stepped forth Ecklius, and impugned the
conclusions of Luther. Against whom encountered Dr. Andreas Bo-
denstein, archdeacon of Wittenberg, making his apology in defence
of Luther.

Then was Martin Luther cited, the 7th of August, by one Hierome,
bishop of Ascoli, to appear at Rome. About which time Thomas
Cajetan, cardinal, the pope’s legate, was then legate at the city of

(3) Ex Paralip. Abb. Ursperg. [pp. 343, 344.]
Augsburg, who before had been sent down in commission, with certain mandates from pope Leo, unto that city. The university of Wittenberg, understanding of Luther's citation, eftsoons directed up their letters with their public seal, to the pope, in Luther's behalf. Also another letter they sent to Carolus Militius, the pope's chamberlain, being a German born. Furthermore, good Frederic ceased not for his part to solicit the matter with his letters and earnest suit with cardinal Cajetan, that the cause of Luther might be freed from Rome, and removed to Augsburg, in the hearing of the cardinal. Cajetan, at the suit of the duke, wrote unto the pope; from whom he received this answer again, the three and twentieth of the aforesaid month of August.

Substance of the Pope's Charge to his Legate, against Luther.

That he had cited Luther to appear personally before him at Rome, by Hierome, bishop of Ascoli, auditor of the chamber; which bishop diligently had done what was commanded him: but Luther, abusing and contemning the gentleness offered, did not only refuse to come, but also became more bold and stubborn, continuing or rather increasing in his former heresy, as by his writings did appear. Wherefore he would, that the cardinal should cite and call up the said Luther to appear at the city of Augsburg before him; adjoining wishful, the aid of the princes of Germany, and of the emperor, if need required; so that when the said Luther should appear, he should lay hand upon him, and commit him to safe custody: and after, he should be brought up to Rome. And if he perceived him to come to any knowledge or amendment of his fault, he should release him and restore him to the church again; or else he should be interdicted, with all other his adherents, abettors, and maintainers, of whatsoever state or condition they were, whether they were dukes, marquisses, ears, barons, &c. Against all which persons and degrees, he willed him to extend the same curse and malediction (only the person of the emperor excepted); interdicting, by the censure of the church, all such lands, lordships, towns, tenements, and villages, as should minister any harbour to the said Luther, and were not obedient unto the see of Rome. Contrariwise, to all such as showed themselves obedient, he should promise full remission of all their sins.

Likewise the pope directeth other letters also at the same time to duke Frederic, with many grievous words, complaining against Luther.

The cardinal, thus being charged with injunctions from Rome, according to his commission, sendeth with all speed for Luther to appear at Augsburg before him.

About the beginning of October, Martin Luther, yielding his obedience to the church of Rome, came to Augsburg at the cardinal's sending (at the charges of the noble prince elector, and also with his letters of commendation), where he remained three days before he came to his speech; for so it was provided by his friends, that he should not enter talk with the cardinal, before a sufficient warrant or safe-conduct was obtained of the emperor Maximilian. This being obtained, eftsoons he entered, offering himself to the speech of the cardinal, and was there received of the cardinal very gently; who, according to the pope's commandment, propounded unto Martin Luther three things, or, as Sleidan saith, but two: to wit,

I. That he should repent and revoke his errors.
II. That he should promise, from that time forward, to refrain from the same.
LUTHER'S TALK WITH CARDINAL CAJETAN.

III. That he should refrain from all things that might by any means trouble the church.

When Martin Luther required to be informed wherein he had erred, the legate brought forth the extravagant of Clement, which beginneth, 'Unigenitus,' &c., because that he, contrary to that canon, had held and taught in his fifty-eighth proposition, that the merits of Christ are not the treasure of indulgences or pardons. Secondly, the cardinal, contrary to the seventh proposition of Luther, affirmed, that faith is not necessary to him that receiveth the sacrament.

Furthermore, another day, in the presence of four of the emperor's council, having there a notary and witnesses present, Luther protested for himself, and personally, in this manner following:

Protestation of Luther with his Answer and Propositions before the Cardinal.

Imprimis, I Martin Luther, a friar Augustin, protest, that I do reverence and follow the church of Rome in all my sayings and doings, present, past, and to come; and if any thing hath been, or shall be said by me to the contrary, I count it, and will that it be counted and taken, as though it had never been spoken.

But because the cardinal hath required, at the commandment of the pope, three things of me to be observed: First, That I should return again to the knowledge of myself: Secondly, That I should beware of falling into the same again hereafter: Thirdly, That I should promise to abstain from all things which might disquiet the church of God: I protest here this day, that whatsoever I have said, seemeth unto me to be sound, true, and catholic: yet for the further proof thereof, I do offer myself personally, either here or elsewhere, publicly to give a reason of my sayings. And if this please not the legate, I am ready also in writing to answer his objections, if he have any against me; and touching these things, to hear the sentence and judgment of the universities of the empire, Basil, Friburg, and Louvain.

Herto when they had received an answer in writing, they departed.

After this, Luther by and by prepareth an answer to the legate, teaching, that the merits of Christ are not committed unto men: That the pope's voice is to be heard when he speaketh agreeable to the Scriptures: That the pope may err: That he ought to be reprehended. [Acts xv.] Moreover he showed, that in the matter of faith, not only the general council, but also every faithful Christian is above the pope, if he lean to better authority and reason: That the extravagant containeth untruths: That it is an infallible verity, that none is just: That it is necessary, for him that cometh to the receiving of the sacrament, to believe: That faith in the absolution and remission of sins, is necessary: That he ought not, nor might not decline from the verity of the Scripture: That he sought nothing but the light of the truth, &c.

But the cardinal would hear no Scriptures; he disputed without Scriptures; he devised glosses and expositions of his own head; and by distinctions (wherewith the divinity of the Thomists is full), like a very Proteus, he avoided all things. After this, Luther, being

(1) Proteus was a monster noted in poets, which could change himself into all forms and like-dresses.
commanded to come no more into the presence of the legate except he would recant, notwithstanding abode there still, and would not depart. Then the cardinal sent for Johannes Stauptius, vicar of the Augustines, and moved him earnestly to bring Luther to recant of his own accord. Luther tarried the next day also, and nothing was said unto him. The third day moreover he tarried, and delivered up his mind in writing:

Substance of Luther’s answer to the Cardinal.

First, Luther thanked the cardinal for his courtesy and great kindness, which he perceived by the words of Stauptius toward him; and therefore was the more ready to gratify him in whatsoever kind of office he could do him service: confessing moreover, that where he had been somewhat sharp and eager against the pope’s dignity, that was not so much of his own mind, as it was to be ascribed to the importunity of certain who gave him occasion. Notwithstanding, as he acknowledged his excess therein, so he was ready to show more moderation in that behalf hereafter, and also promised to make amends for the same unto the bishop; and that in the pulpit, if he pleased. And as touching the matter of pardons, he promised also to proceed no further in any mention thereof, so that his adversaries likewise were bound to keep silence. But whereas he was pressed to retract his sentence before defended, forasmuch as he had said nothing but with a good conscience, and which was agreeable to the firm testimonies of the Scripture, therefore he humbly desired the determination thereof to be referred to the bishop of Rome; for nothing could be more grateful to him, than to hear the voice of the church speaking, &c.

Who doth not see by this so humble and honest submission of Luther, but that if the bishop of Rome would have been answered with any reason, or contented with sufficient mean, he had never been touched any further of Luther? But the secret purpose of God had a further work herein to do; for the time now was come, when God thought good that pride should have a fall. Thus while the immeasurable desire of that bishop sought more than enough (like to Æsop’s dog coveting to have both the flesh and the shadow), not only he missed what he gaped for, but also lost that which he had.

But to the purpose of our matter again: this writing Luther delivered to the cardinal, the third day after he was commanded out of his sight; which letter or writing the cardinal did little regard. When Luther saw that he would give no answer nor countenance to the letter; yet, notwithstanding, he remained, after that, the fourth day, and nothing was answered. The fifth day likewise was passed with like silence, and nothing done. At length, by the counsel of his friends, and especially because the cardinal had said before, that he had a commandment to imprison Luther and John Stauptius the vicar; after that he had made and set up his appeal where it might be seen and read, he departed; thinking that he had showed such dangerous obedience long enough. Luther, a beholder and a doer of these things, recordeth the same, and showeth the cause why he submitted himself to the church of Rome: declaring also, that even those things which are most truly spoken, yet ought to be maintained and defended with humility and fear. Some things he suppresseth and concealeth, which he supposeth the reader to understand, not without grief and sorrow. At length he protesteth, that he reverenceth and followeth the church of Rome in all things, and that he
setteth himself only against those, who, under the name of the church of Rome, go about to set forth and commend Babylon unto us.

Thus have you heard how Luther, being rejected from the speech and sight of Cajetan the cardinal, after six days' waiting, departed by the advice of his friends, and returned unto Wittenberg; leaving a letter in writing to be given to the cardinal, wherein he declared sufficiently: first his obedience in his coming; the reasons of his doctrine; his submission reasonable to the see of Rome; his long waiting after he was repelled from the cardinal's speech; the charges of the duke; and finally, the cause of his departing. Besides this letter to the cardinal, he left an appellation to the bishop of Rome from the cardinal, which he caused openly to be affixed before his departure.

After Luther was thus departed and returned again into his country, Cajetan writeth to duke Frederic a sharp and a biting letter, in which first he signifieth unto him his gentle entertainment and good will showed to reduce Luther from his error. Secondly, he complaineth of the sudden departing of him, and of Staupitius. Thirdly, he declareth the pernicious danger of Luther's doctrine against the church of Rome. Fourthly, he exhorteth the duke, that he tendereth his own honour and safety, and regardeth the favour of the high bishop, he will send him up to Rome, or expel him out of his dominions, forasmuch as such a pestilence breeding, as that was, could not, neither ought by any means long so to be suffered.

To this letter of the cardinal the duke answereth again at large, purging both Luther and himself; Luther, in that he, following his conscience, grounded upon the word of God, would not revoke that for an error, which could be proved no error. And himself he excuseth thus: that whereas it is required of him to banish him his country, or to send him up to Rome, it would be little honesty for him so to do, and less conscience, unless he knew just cause why he should so do; which if the cardinal would or could declare unto him, there should lack nothing in him which were the part of a Christian prince to do. And therefore he desired him to be a mean unto the bishop of Rome, that innocency and truth be not oppressed before the crime or error be lawfully convicted.

This done, the duke sendeth the letter of the cardinal unto Martin Luther, who answered again to the prince; showing first how he came obediently unto Cajetan with the emperor's warrant, and what talk there was between them: how Cajetan pressed him, against his conscience and manifest truth, to revoke these errors. First, that the merits of Christ's passion were not the treasure of the pope's pardons: secondly, that faith was necessary in receiving the sacraments. Albeit in the first he was content to yield to the cardinal; in the second, because it touched a great part of our salvation, he could not with a safe conscience relent, but desired to be taught by the Scripture, or at least, that the matter might be brought into open disputation in some free place of Germany, where the truth might be discussed and judged of learned men. The cardinal, not pleased with this, in great anger cast out many menacing words, neither would admit him any more to his presence or speech; whereas he yet, notwithstanding, persisting in his obedience to the church of Rome, gave attendance, waiting upon the cardinal's pleasure a sufficient time.
At last when no answer would come, after he had waited the space of five or six days to his great detriment and greater danger, by the persuasion of his friends he departed: whereas if the cardinal were displeased, he had most cause to blame himself. “And now, whereas the cardinal threatneth me,” saith he, “not to let the action fall but that the process thereof shall be pursued at Rome, unless I either come and present myself, or else be banished your dominions; I am not so much grieved for mine own cause, as that you should sustain for my matter any danger or peril. And therefore, seeing there is no place nor country which can keep me from the malice of mine adversaries, I am willing to depart hence, and to forsake my country, whithersoever it shall please the Lord to lead me; thanking God, who hath counted me worthy to suffer thus much for the glory of Christ’s name.”

Here, no doubt, was the cause of Luther in great danger, being now brought to this strait, that both Luther was ready to fly the country, and the duke again was as much afraid to keep him, had not the marvellous providence of God, who had this matter in guiding, here provided a remedy where the power of man did fail, by stirring up the whole university of Wittenberg; who, seeing the cause of truth thus to decline, with a full and general consent addressed their letters unto the prince, in defence of Luther and of his cause; making their humble suit unto him, that he, of his princely honour, would not suffer innocency, and the simplicity of truth so clear as is the Scripture, to be foiled and oppressed by mere violence of certain malignant flatterers about the pope; but that the error first may be showed and convicted, before the party be pronounced guilty.

By the occasion of these letters, the duke began more seriously in his mind to consider the cause of Luther, and to read his works, and also to hearken to his sermons: whereby, through God’s holy working, he grew to knowledge and strength; perceiving in Luther’s quarrel more than he did before. This was about the beginning of December, A.D. 1518.

As this past on, pope Leo, playing the lion at Rome, in the mean time, in the month of November (to establish his seat against this defection which he feared to come), had sent forth new indulgences into Germany, and all quarters abroad, with a new edict, wherein he declared this to be the catholic doctrine of the holy mother-church of Rome, prince of all other churches, that bishops of Rome, who are successors of Peter, and vicars of Christ, have this power and authority given to release and dispense, also to grant indulgences, available both for the living and for the dead lying in the pains of purgatory: and this doctrine he charged to be received of all faithful christian men, under pain of the great curse, and utter separation from all holy church. This popish decree and indulgence, as a new merchandise or ale-stake to get money, being set up in all quarters of Christendom for the holy father’s advantage, came also to be received in Germany about the month of December. Luther, in the mean time, hearing how they went about in Rome to proceed and pronounce against him, provided a certain appellation conceived in due form of law, wherein he appealeth from the pope to the general council.
When pope Leo perceived, that neither his pardons would prosper to his mind, nor that Luther could be brought to Rome; to essay how to come to his purpose by crafty allurements, he sent his chamberlain, Carolus Milititus above-mentioned (who was a German), into Saxony, to duke Frederic, with a golden rose, after the usual ceremony accustomed every year to be presented to him; with secret letters also to certain noblemen of the duke's council, to solicit the pope's cause, and to remove the duke's mind, if it might be, from Luther. But before Milititus approached into Germany, Maximilian the emperor deceased in the month of January, A.D. 1519. At that time two there were who stood for the election; to wit, Francis the French king, and Charles king of Spain, who was also duke of Austria, and duke of Burgundy. To make this matter short, through the means of Frederic prince-elector (who having the offer of the preferment, refused the same), the election fell to Charles, called Charles V., surnamed Prudence: which was about the end of August.

In the month of June before, there was a public disputation ordained at Leipsic, which is a city in Misnia, under the dominion of George duke of Saxony, uncle to duke Frederic. This disputation first began through the occasion of John Eckius, a friar, and Andreas Carolostadt, doctor of Wittenberg. This Eckius had impugned certain propositions or conclusions of Martin Luther, which he had written the year before touching the pope's pardons. Against him Carolostadt wrote in defence of Luther. Eckius again, to answer Carolostadt, set forth an apology, which apology Carolostadt confuted by writing. Upon this began the disputation, with safe-conduct granted by duke George to all and singular persons that would resort to the same. To this disputation came also Martin Luther, with Philip Melanchthon, who, not past a year before, was newly come to Wittenberg; Luther not thinking then to dispute in any matter, because of his appellation above-mentioned, but only to hear what there was said and done.

First, before the entry into the disputation it was agreed, that the acts should be penned by notaries, and after divulged abroad. But Eckius afterwards went back from that, pretending that the penning of the notaries would be a hinderance and a stay unto them, whereby the heat of them in their reasoning should the more languish, and their vehemency abate. But Carolostadt without notaries would not dispute. The sum of their disputations was reduced to certain conclusions; amongst which, came first in question to dispute of free will, which the Greeks call αὐθαυτορροώ: that is, "Whether a man have of himself any election or purpose to do that which is good:" or (to use the terms of the school) "Whether a man of congruence may deserve grace, doing that which in him doth lie?" Herein when the question was to be discussed, what the will of man may do of itself without grace, they, through heat of contention (as the manner is), fell into other by-matters and ambages little or nothing appertaining to that which Carolostadt proposed. Eckius affirmed, that the pure strength to do good is not in man's will, but is given of God to man, to take interest and increase of man again, which first

(1) "Ambages," Idle circumlocutions.—En.
he seemed to deny. Then, being asked of Carolstadt, whether the whole and full good work that is in man proceedeth of God; to this he answered, "the whole good work, but not wholly:" granting, that the will is moved of God; but to consent, to be in man's power. Against this reasoned Carolstadt, alleging certain places of Austin, and especially of St. Paul, who saith, that God worketh in us both to will, and to perform. And this sentence of Carolstadt seemed to overcome. Eckius, for his assertion, inferred certain excerpts out of Bernard, which seemed little to the purpose. And thus was a whole week lost about this contentious and sophistical altercation between Eckius and Carolstadt.

Luther (as was said) came, not thinking at all to dispute; but, having free liberty granted by the duke, and under the pope's authority, was provoked, and forced against his will, to dispute with Eckius. The matter of their controversy was about the authority of the bishop of Rome. Here is first to be admonished, that Luther before had set forth in writing this doctrine: that they that do attribute the preeminency to the church of Rome, have no foundation for them, but out of the pope's decrees, set forth not much past four hundred years heretofore: which decrees he affirmed to be contrary to all ancient histories, above a thousand years past; contrary also to the holy Scriptures, and unto the Nicene council.

Against this assertion Eckius set up a contrary conclusion; saying, that those who hold that the supremacy and pre-eminency of the church of Rome above all other churches was not before the time of pope Silvester I., do err, forasmuch as they that succeeded in the see and faith of Peter, were always received for the successors of Peter, and vicars of Christ on earth. This being the last of all the themes of Eckius, yet thought he chiefly to begin with this against Luther, to bring him into more displeasure with the bishop of Rome; wherein Luther himself much refused to dispute, alleging that matter to be more obious than necessary for that present time, and that also, for the bishop of Rome's sake, he had much rather keep silence in the same. Whereunto, if he must needs be urged, he would the fault should be understood of all men to be where it was: namely, in his adversaries who provoked him thereunto, and not in himself. Eckius again, clearing himself, translateth all the fault unto Luther, who first, in his treatise 'De Indulgentiarum Papae' defended, that before pope Silvester's time the church of Rome had no place of majority or pre-eminence above other churches; and also, before the cardinal Cajetan affirmed, that pope Pelagius wrested many places of the Scripture out of their proper sense unto his own affection and purpose: "Wherefore the fault hereof," said he, "to him rather is to be imputed, who ministered the first occasion."

Thus Luther being egged and constrained to dispute, whether he would or no, the question began to be propounded touching the supremacy of the bishop of Rome; which supremacy Eckius did contend to be founded and grounded upon God's law. Martin Luther, on the other side, denied not the supremacy of the bishop of Rome above other churches, nor denied the same, moreover, to be

(1) Phil. ii. 3.
universal over all churches; but only he affirmed it not to be instituted by God's law. Upon this question the disputation did continue the space of five days; during all which season, Eckius very unhonestly and uncourteously demeaned himself, studying by all means how to bring his adversary into the hatred of the auditors, and into danger of the pope. The reasons of Eckius were these: "Forasmuch as the church, being a civil body, cannot be without a head, therefore, as it standeth with God's law that other civil regiments should not be destitute of their head, so is it by God's law requisite, that the pope should be the head of the universal church of Christ." To this Martin Luther answered, that he confesseth and granteth the church not to be headless, so long as Christ is alive, who is the only head of the church; neither doth the church require any other head beside him, forasmuch as it is a spiritual kingdom, not earthly: and he alleged for him the place of Colossians i. Eckius again produceth certain places out of Jerome and Cyprian, which made very little to prove the primacy of the pope to hold by God's law. As touching the testimony of Bernard, neither was the authority of that author of any great force in this case, nor was the place alleged so greatly to the purpose.

Then came he to the place of St. Matthew, "Tu es Petrus," &c. "Thou art Peter, and upon this Rock will I build my church," &c. To this was answered, that this was a confession of faith, and that Peter there representeth the person of the whole universal church; as Austin doth expound it. Also that Christ in that place meanceth himself to be the Rock, as is manifest to collect, both by his words, and by the order of the sentence, and many other conjectures. Likewise to the place of St. John, "Pascæ oves meas," "Feed my sheep;" which words Eckius alleged to be spoken, properly and peculiarly, to Peter alone. Martin answered, that after these words spoken, equal authority was given to all the apostles, where Christ saith unto them, "Receive ye the Holy Ghost: whose sins soever ye remit, they are remitted," &c. "By these words," saith he, "Christ, assigning to them their office, doth teach what it is to feed; and what he ought to be, that feedeth."

After this, Eckius came to the authority of the council of Constance, alleging this amongst other articles: "De necessitate salutis est, credere Romanum pontificem Òecumenicum esse:" that is, "That it standeth upon necessity of our salvation, to believe, the bishop of Rome to be supreme head of the church;" alleging moreover, that in the same council it was debated and discussed, that the general council could not err. Whereunto Martin Luther again did answer discreetly, saying, that all the articles which John Huss did hold in that council, were not condemned for heretical; with much other matter more. Again, of what authority that council of Constance is to be esteemed, that he left to other men's judgments. "This is most certain," said he, "that no council hath such authority to make new articles of faith." Here Martin Luther began to be cried out of by Eckius and his complices, for diminishing the authority of general councils: although indeed he meant nothing less, but ever laboured to confirm the authority of the same, yet was he called

heretic and schismatic, and one of the Bohemians' faction, with many other terms besides of reproachful contumely. Eckius then granted the authority of the apostles to be equal; and yet not to follow thereby, the authority of all bishops therefore to be equal; "for between apostleship and ministry," said he, "there is great difference."

To conclude, Eckius in no case could abide, that any creature should decline from any word or sentence of the pope's decrees, or the constitutions of the forefathers. To this again Luther answered, grounding himself upon the place in Galatians ii., where St. Paul, speaking of the principal apostles, saith; "And of them which seemed to be great, what they were before, it maketh no matter to me; for God accepteth no man's person. Nevertheless they that were of some reputation did avail nothing at all." &c. Eckius to this said, that as touching the authority of the apostles, they were all chosen of Christ, but were ordained bishops by St. Peter. And whereas Luther brought in the constitution of the decree, which saith; "Ne Romanus pontifex universalis episcopus nominetur," &c. "Yes, let not the bishop of Rome be called universal bishop," &c. to this Eckius answered in this sort: that the bishop of Rome ought not to be called universal bishop; yet he may be called (saith he) bishop of the universal church. And thus much touching the question of the pope's supremacy.

From this matter they entered next to purgatory, wherein Eckius kept no order; for when they should have disputed what power the pope hath in purgatory, Eckius turned the scope of the question, and proved that there is purgatory; and alleged for him the place of Maccabees. Luther, leaning upon the judgment of Jerome, affirmed the book of Maccabees not to be canonical. Eckius again replied, the book of Maccabees to be of no less authority than the gospels. Also he alleged the place, I Cor. iii., "He shall be saved, yet so as it were by fire." Moreover, he inferred the place of Matthew v.: "Agree thou with thine adversary while thou art in the way with him, lest he commit thee to prison; from whence thou shalt not escape till thou hast paid the uttermost farthing," &c. To this he added also the place of the Psalms, "We have passed through the fire and water," &c. How these places be wrested to purgatory, let the reader discern and judge.

Then was inferred the question of indulgences, whereof Eckius seemed to make but a toy, and a matter of nothing, and so passed it over.

At last they came to the question of penance; touching which matter, the reasons of Eckius digressed much from the purpose, which went about to prove, that there be some manner of pains of satisfaction: which thing Luther did never deny. But that for every particular offence such particular penance is exacted of God's justice upon the repentant sinner, as it is in man's power to remit or release, as pleaseth him; such penance neither Luther, nor any other true Christian did admit.

And thus have ye the chief effect of this disputation between

---

(1) Here is good doctrine of Eckius, I trow.
(2) 3 Mac. xii. 49-46.
(3) Psalm lxxvi. 12.
Luther and Eckius at Leipsic, which was in the month of July, A.D. 1519.

About the beginning of the same year, Uldeic Zuenglius came first to Zurich, and there began to teach; who, in the sixteenth article in his book of articles, recordeth, that Luther and he, both at one time, one not knowing nor hearing of another, began to write against the pope’s pardons and indulgences. Albeit, if the time be rightly counted, I suppose we shall find that Luther began a year or two before Zuenglius. Notwithstanding, this doth Sleidan testify, that in this present year, when Sampson a Franciscan came with the pope’s pardons to Zurich, Uldeic Zuenglius did withstand him, and declared his chaffer and pardons to be but a vain seducing of the people to inveigle away their money.¹

The next year, which was 1520, the friars and doctors of Louvain, and also of Cologne, condemned the books of Luther as heretical; against whom Luther again effectually defended himself, and charged them with obstinate violence and malicious impiety. After this, within few days flashed out from Rome the thunderbolt of Pope Leo against the said Luther, notwithstanding he so humbly and obediently before had reverenced both the person of the pope, and recognised the authority of his see, and had also dedicated unto him the book entitled, ‘De Christiana Libertate:’ that is, ‘Of Christian Liberty;’ in which book these two points principally he discusseth and proveth:

I. That a christian man is free, and lord over all things, and subject to none.
II. That a christian man is a diligent underling and servant of all men, and to every man subject.

Moreover, in the same year he set out a defence of all his articles, which the pope’s bull had before condemned.

Another book also he wrote, addressed to the nobility of Germany, in which he impugneth and shaketh the three principal walls of the papists: the first whereof is this:

I. Whereas the papists say, that no temporal or profane magistrate hath any power upon the spirituality, but these have power over the other.
II. Where any place of Scripture, being in controversy, is to be decided, they say, No man may expound the Scripture, or be judge thereof, but only the pope.
III. When any council is brought against them, they say, that no man hath authority to call a council, but only the pope.

Moreover, in the aforesaid book divers other matters he handleth and discourseth: That the pope can stop no free council; also what things ought to be handled in councils; that the pride of the pope is not to be suffered; what money goeth out of Germany yearly to the pope, amounting to the sum of three millions of florins. The true meaning of this verse he expoundeth: “Tu supplex ora, tu protege, tuque labora:” wherein the three estates, with their offices and duties, are described; to wit, the minister, the magistrate, and the subjects. Furthermore, in the said book he proveth and discusseth, that the

¹ Ex Sleid. lib. 1.
emperor is not under the pope; but contrariwise, that the donation of Constantine is not true, but forged: that priests may have wives:
that the voices of the people ought not to be separate from the election of ecclesiastical persons: that interdicting and suspending of matrimony at certain times is brought in by avarice: what is the right use of excommunication: that there ought to be fewer holidays: that liberty ought not be restrained in meats: that wilful poverty and begging ought to be abolished: what damage and inconvenience have grown by the council of Constance; and what misfortunes Sigismund the emperor sustained, for not keeping faith and promise with John Huss and Jerome: that heretics should be convinced not by fire and faggot, but by evidence of Scripture, and God's word: how schools and universities ought to be reformed: what is to be said and judged of the pope's decretals: that the first teaching of children ought to begin with the gospel: Item, he writeth in the same book against excessive apparel among the Germans: also against their excess in spices, &c.

In this year moreover followed, not long after, the coronation of the new emperor Charles V., which was in the month of October, at Aix-la-Chapelle. After which coronation being solemnized, about the month of November pope Leo sent again to duke Frederic two cardinals his legates, of whom one was Hierome Aleander, who, after a few words of high commendation first premised to the duke touching his noble progeny, and other his famous virtues, made two requests unto him in the pope's name: first, that he would cause all books of Luther to be burned; secondly, that he would either see the said Luther there to be executed, or else would make him sure, and send him up to Rome, unto the pope's presence.

These two requests seemed very strange unto the duke; who, answering again to the cardinals, said, that he, being long absent from thence about other public affairs, could not tell what there was done, neither did he communicate with the doings of Luther. Notwithstanding this he heard, that Eckius was a great perturber not only of Luther, but of divers other learned and good men of his university. As for himself, he was always ready to do his duty; first, in sending Luther to Cajetan the cardinal at the city of Augsburg; and afterwards, at the pope's commandment, would have sent him away out of his dominion, had not Miltiatus, the pope's own chamberlain, given contrary counsel to retain him still in his own country, fearing lest he might do more harm in other countries, where he was less known: and so now also was he as ready to do his duty, wheresoever right and equity did so require. But forasmuch as in this cause he saw much hatred and violence showed on the one part, and no error yet convicted on the other part, but that it had rather the approbation of divers well learned and sound men of judgment; and forasmuch as also the cause of Luther was not yet heard before the emperor, therefore he desired the said legates to be a mean to the pope's holiness, that certain learned persons of gravity and upright judgment might be assigned to have the hearing and determination of this matter, and that his error might first be known, before he were made a heretic or his books burned: which being done, when he should see his error by manifest and sound testimonies of Scripture revinced, Luther should
find no favour at his hands. Otherwise he trusted that the pope's holiness would exact no such thing of him, which he might not with equity, and honour of his place and estate, reasonably perform, &c.

Then the cardinals (declaring to the duke again, that they could no otherwise do, but that according to the form of their prescript commission they must proceed), took the books of Luther, and shortly after set fire unto them, and openly burnt them. Luther, hearing this, in like manner called all the multitude of students and learned men in Wittenberg, and there, taking the pope's decrees, and the bull lately sent down against him, openly and solemnly, accompanied with a great number of people following him, set them likewise on fire, and burnt them; which was the 10th of December A.D. 1520.

A little before these things thus passed between the pope and Martin Luther, the emperor had commanded and ordained a sitting or assembly of the states of all the empire to be holden at the city of Worms, against the 6th day of January next ensuing; in which assembly, through the means of duke Frederic, the emperor gave forth, that he would have the cause of Luther there brought before him; and so it was. For at what time the assembly was commenced in the city of Worms, the day and month aforesaid, which was the 6th of January; afterwards, upon the 6th of March following, the emperor, through the instigation of duke Frederic, directed his letters unto Luther; signifying, that forasmuch as he had set abroad certain books, he therefore, by the advice of his peers and princes about him, had ordained to have the cause brought before him in his own bearing; and therefore he granted him license to come, and return home again. And that he might safely and quietly so do, and be thereof assured, he promised unto him, by public faith and credit, in the name of the whole empire, his passport and safe-conduct; as by the instrument which he sent unto him, he might be more fully certified. Wherefore, without all doubt or distrust, he willed him etsoons to make his repair unto him, and to be there present on the twenty-first day after the receipt thereof: and because he should not misdoubt fraud or injury herein, the emperor assured unto him his warrant and promise.

Martin Luther being thus provided for his safe-conduct by the emperor, after he had been first accused at Rome upon Maunday Thursday by the pope's censure, shortly after Easter speedeth his journey toward the emperor at Worms, where the said Luther, appearing before the emperor and all the states of Germany, how constantly he stuck to the truth, and defended himself, and answered his adversaries, and what adversaries he had, here followeth in full history, with the acts and doings which there happened; according as in our former edition partly was before described.

THE ACTS AND DOINGS OF MARTIN LUTHER BEFORE THE EMPEROR, AT THE CITY OF WORMS.

In the year of our salvation 1521, about seventeen days after A.D. 1521 Easter, Martin Luther entered into Worms, being sent for by the emperor Charles V., who, the first year of his empire, made an assembly of princes in the aforesaid city. And whereas Martin Luther had
published three years before, certain propositions to be disputed in the
town of Wittenberg, in Saxony, against the tyranny of the pop
(which, notwithstanding, were torn in pieces, condemned, and burned
by the papists, and yet by no manifest Scriptures, nor probable reason
conceived), the matter began to grow to a tumult and uproar; and
yet Luther maintained all this while openly his cause against the
clergy. Whereupon it seemed good to certain, that Luther should
be called; assigning unto him a herald-at-arms, with a letter of safe-
conduct by the emperor and princes. Being sent for, he came, and
was brought to the knights-of-the-Rhodes' place, where he was
lodged, well entertained, and visited by many earls, barons, knights
of the order, gentlemen, priests, and the commonalty, who frequented
his lodging until night.

To conclude, he came, contrary to the expectation of many, as well
adversaries as others. For albeit he was sent for by the emperor's mes-
senger, and had letters of safe-conduct; yet for that a few days before
his access his books were condemned by public proclamation, it was
much doubted of by many that he would not come: and the rather,
for that his friends deliberated together in a village nigh hand, called
Oppenheim (where Luther was first advertised of these occurrences);
and many persuaded him not to adventure himself to such a present
danger, considering how these beginnings answered not the faith of
promise made. Who, when he had heard their whole persuasion and
advice, answered in this wise: "As touching me, since I am sent for,
I am resolved and certainly determined to enter Worms, in the name
of our Lord Jesus Christ; yes, although I knew there were as many
devils to resist me, as there are tiles to cover the houses in Worms."

The next day after his repair, a gentleman named Ulrick, of
Pappenheim, lieutenant-general of the men-at-arms of the empire,
was commanded by the emperor before dinner to repair to Luther,
and to enjoin him at four o'clock in the afternoon to appear before
the imperial majesty, the princes electors, dukes, and other estates of
the empire, to understand the cause of his sending for: whereunto be
willingly agreed, as his duty was. And after four o'clock, Ulrick of
Pappenheim, and Caspar Sturm, the emperor's herald (who conducted
Martin Luther from Wittenberg to Worms), came for Luther, and
accompanied him through the garden of the knights-of-the-Rhodes'
place, to the earl palatine's palace; and, lest the people that thronged
in should molest him, he was led by secret stairs to the place where
he was appointed to have audience. Yet many, who perceived the
pretence, violently rushed in, and were resisted, albeit in vain: many
ascended the galleries, because they desired to behold Luther.

Thus standing before the emperor, the electors, dukes, earls, and
all the estates of the empire assembled there, he was first advertised
by Ulrick of Pappenheim to keep silence, until such time as he was
required to speak. Then John Eckius above mentioned, who then
was the bishop of Treves' general official, with a loud and intelligible
voice, first in Latin, then in Dutch,1 according to the emperor's com-
mandment, said and proposed this sentence in manner as ensueth, or
like in effect:

(1) "Dutch," that is High Dutch, or German; "Deutsch."—En.
CONSTANCY OF LUTHER TO HIS OPINIONS.

Martin Luther! the sacred and invincible imperial majesty hath enjoined, by the consent of all the estates of the holy empire, that thou shouldst be appealed before the throne of his majesty, to the end I might demand of thee these two points.

First, Whether thou confessest these books here [for he showed a heap of Luther's books written in the Latin and Dutch tongues], and which are in all places dispersed, entituled with thy name, be thine, and thou dost affirm them to be thine, or not?

Secondly, Whether thou wilt recant and revoke them, and all that is contained in them, or rather meanest to stand to what thou hast written?

Then, before Luther prepared to answer, Master Jerome Schurffe, a lawyer of Wittenberg, required that the titles of the books should be read. Forthwith the aforesaid Eckius named certain of the books, and those principally that were imprinted at Basil; among which he nominated his Commentaries upon the Psalter, his book of Good Works, his Commentary upon the Lord's Prayer, and divers others which were not contentious.

After this, Luther answered thus in Latin and in Dutch.

'Two things are proposed unto me by the imperial majesty: First, whether Luther's answer. I will avouch for mine all those books that bear my name. Secondly, whether I will maintain or revoke any thing that hitherto I have devised and published; whereunto I will answer as briefly as I can.

In the first, I can do no other than recognise those books to be mine which lastly were named, and certainly I will never recant any clause thereof. In the second, to declare whether I will wholly defend, or call back any thing comprised in them: forasmuch as there be questions of faith, and the salvation of the soul (and this concerneth the Word of God, which is the greatest and most excellent matter that can be in heaven or earth, and which we ought duly evermore to reverence), this might be accounted in me a rashness of judgment, and even a most dangerous attempt, if I should pronounce any thing before I were better advised; considering I might recite something less than the matter importeth, and more than the truth requireth, if I did not premeditate that which I would speak. The which two things well considered, do set before mine eyes this sentence of our Lord Jesus Christ, wherein it is said, Whosoever shall deny me before men, I will deny him before my Father. I require then for this cause, and humbly beseech the imperial majesty to grant me liberty and leisure to deliberate; so that I may satisfy the interrogation made unto me, without prejudice of the Word of God, and peril of mine own soul.'

Whereupon the princes began to deliberate. This done, Eckius, the prolocutor, pronounced what was their resolution, saying,

'Albeit, Master Luther! thou hast sufficiently understood by the emperor's speech of commandment, the cause of thy appearance here, and therefore dost not deserve to have any further respite given thee to determine; yet the emperor's majesty, of his mere clemency, granteth thee one day to meditate for thine answer, so that to-morrow, at this instant hour, thou shalt repair to exhibit thine opinion, not in writing, but to pronounce the same with lively voice.'

This done, Luther was led to his lodging by the herald. But herein I may not be oblivious, that in the way going to the emperor, and when he was in the assembly of princes, he was exhorted by others to be courageous, and manly to demean himself, and not to fear them that kill the body, but not the soul; but rather to dread Him, that is able to send both body and soul to everlasting fire.

Furthermore, he was encouraged with this sentence; "When thou
art before kings, think not what thou shalt speak, for it shall be given thee in that hour.” Matt. x.

The next day, after four o’clock, the herald came and brought Luther from his lodging to the emperor’s court, where he abode till six o’clock, for that the princes were occupied in grave consultations abiding there, and being environed with a great number of people and almost smothered for the press that was there. Then after, when the princes were set, and Luther entered, Eckius, the official, began to speak in this manner:

‘Yesterday, at this hour, the emperor’s majesty assigned thee to be here to Master Luther; for that thou didst affirm those books that we named yesterday to be thine. Further, to the interrogation by us made, whether thou wouldst approve all that is contained in them, or abolish and make void any part thereof; thou didst require time of deliberation, which was granted, and is now expired; albeit thou oughtest not to have opportunity granted to deliberate, considering it was not unknown to thee wherefore we cited thee. And as concerning the matter of faith, every man ought to be so prepared, that at all times, whencesoever he shall be required, he may give certain and constant reason thereof; and thou especially, being counted a man of such learning, and so long time exercised in theology. Then go to; answer even now to the emperor’s demand, whose bounty thou hast proved in giving thee leisure to deliberate. Wilt thou now amend all thy books which thou hast acknowledged, or revoke any part of them, and submit thyself?’

The official made this interrogation in Latin and in Dutch. Martin Luther answered in Latin and in Dutch in this wise, modestly and lowly, and yet not without some stoutness of stomach, and christian constancy; so that his adversaries would gladly have had his courage more humbled and abased, but yet more earnestly desired his recantation; whereof they were in some good hope, when they heard him desire respite of time to make his answer.

Luther’s Answer to Eckius.

Emperor, and my most magnificent lord, and you most excellent princes, and my most gentle lords! I appear before you here at the hour prescribed unto me yesterday, yielding the obedience which I owe; humbly beseeching, for God’s mercy, your most renowned majesty, and your graces and honours, that ye will minister to me this courtesy, to attend this cause benignly, which is the cause (as I trust) of justice and verity: and if by ignorance I have not given unto every one of you your just titles, or if I have not observed the ceremonies and countenances of the court, offending against them; it may please you to pardon me of your benignities, as one that only hath frequented cloisters, and not courtly civilities. And first, as touching myself, I can affirm or promise no other thing but only this: that I have taught and instructed hitherto, in simplicity of mind, that which I have thought to tend to God’s glory, to the salvation of men’s souls, and to the institution of the faithful Christians in all sincerity and doctrine.  

Now, as concerning the two articles objected by your most excellent majesty, whether I would acknowledge those books which were named, and be published in my name; or whether I would maintain and not revoke them: I have given resolute answer to the first, in which I persevere, and shall persevere for evermore, that these books be mine, and published by me in my name; unless it hath since happened, by some fraudulent misleading of mine enemies, there be any thing foisted into them, or corruptly corrected. For I will acknowledge nothing but what I have written, and that which I have written I will not deny.

Now to answer to the second article; I beseech your most excellent majesty,
and your graces, to vouchsafe to give ear. All my books are not of one sort: there be some in which I have so simply and soundly declared and opened the religion of christian faith, and of good works, that my very enemies are compelled to confess them to be profitable and worthy to be read by all Christians. And truly the pope's bull (how cruel and tyrannous soever it be) judgesth certain of my books inculpable; albeit the same, with severe sentence, thundereth against me, and with monstrous cruelty condemneth my books: which books if I should revoke, I might wortfully be thought to neglect and transgress the office of a true Christian, and to be one alone that repugneth the public confession of all people. There is another sort of my books which containeth invectives against the papacy, and others of the pope's retinue, who have, with their pestiferous doctrine, and pernicious examples, corrupted the whole state of our Christianity: neither can any deny or dissemble this (whereunto universal experience and common complaint of all bear witness), that the consciences of all faithful men be most miserably entrapped, vexed, and cruelly tormented by the pope's laws and doctrines of men; also that the goods and substance of christian people are devoured, especially in this noble and famous country of Germany; and yet, without order, and in most detestable manner, are suffered still to be devoured without all measure, by incredible tyranny: notwithstanding that they themselves have ordained to the contrary in their own proper laws, as in the 9th and 25th distinctions, and in the 1st and 2nd questions; where they themselves have decreed, that all such laws of popes as be repugnant to the doctrine of the gospel, and the opinions of the ancient Fathers, are to be judged erroneous, and reproved. If then I should revoke these, I can do no other but add more force to their tyranny, and open not only windows, but wide gates to their impiety, which is likely to extend more wide, and more licentiously, than ever it durst heretofore. And by the testimony of this my retraction, their incident kingdom shall be made more licentious, and less subject to punishment, intolerable to the common people, and also more confirmed and established; especially if this be bruited, that I, Luther, have done this by the authority of your most excellent majesty, and the sacred Roman empire. O Lord! what a cover or shadow shall I be then, to cloak their naughtiness and tyranny. The rest, or third sort of my books, are such as I have written against certain private and singular persons; to wit, against such as with tooth and nail labour to maintain the Romish tyranny, and to deface the true doctrine and religion which I have taught and professed. As touching these, I plainly confess, I have been more vehement than my religion and profession required. For I make myself no saint, and I dispute 'not of my life, but of the doctrine of Christ. And these I cannot without prejudice call back. For by the presentation it will come to pass, that tyranny and impiety shall reign, supported by my means; and so shall they exercise cruelty against people more violently and ragingly than before. Nevertheless, for that I am a man, and not God, I can none otherwise enterprise to defend my books, than did my very Lord Jesus Christ, defend his doctrine; who, being examined of his learning before Ananas, and having received a buffet of the minister, said, 'If I have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil' [John xviii.]. If the Lord, who was perfect and could not err, refused not to have testimony given against his doctrine, yea of a most vile servant, how much the more then I, that am but vile corruption, and can of myself do nothing but err, ought earnestly to see and require if any will bear witness against my doctrine. Therefore I require, for God's mercy, your most excellent majesty, your graces and right honourable lordships, or whatsoever he be of high or low degree, here to lay in his testimony, to convict my errors, and confute me by the Scriptures, either out of the prophets, or the apostles; and I will be most ready, if I be so instructed, to revoke any manner of error: yea, and will be that first shall consume mine own books and burn them.

I suppose hereby it may appear, that I have perpended and well weighed before the perils and dangers, the divisions and dissensions, which have arisen throughout the whole world by reason of my doctrine, whereof I was vehemently and sharply yesterday admonished: concerning which divisions of men's minds what other men do judge I know not; as touching myself, I conceive no greater delection in any thing, than when I behold discords and dissensions stirred up for the word of God; for such is the course and proceeding of the
gospel: Jesus Christ said, 'I came not to send peace but a sword; I came to set a man at variance with his father.' [Matt. x.]

And further we must think, that our God is marvellous and terrible in his counsels; lest perhaps that which we endeavour with earnest study to achieve and bring to pass (if we begin first with condemning of his word), the same rebound again to a huge sea of evil; and lest the new reign of this young and bounteous prince Charles (in whom, next after God, we all conceiveth singular hope), be lamentably, unfortunately, and miserably begun. I could exemplify this with authorities of the Scriptures more effectually, as by Pharaoh, the king of Babylon, and the kings of Israel, who then most obscured the bright sun of their glory, and procured their own ruin, when by sage counsels they attempted to pacify and establish their governments and realms, and not by God's counsels: for it is he that entrapeth the wily in their wiliness, and subverteth mountains before they be aware. Wherefore it is good, and God's work, to dread the Lord.

I speak not this, supposing that such politic and prudent heads have need of my doctrine and admonition, but because I would not omit to profit my country, and offer my duty or service, that may tend to the advancement of the same. And thus I humbly commend me to your most excellent majesty, and your honourable lordships; beseeching you that I may not incur your displeasures, neither be constrained of you, through the pursuit of my adversaries. I have spoken.

These words pronounced, then Eckius, the emperor's prolocutor, with a stern countenance began and said, that Luther had not answered to any purpose; neither behoved it him to call in question things in time past, concluded and defined by general councils: and therefore they required of him a plain and direct answer, whether he would revoke or no?—Then Luther said:

'Considering your sovereign majesty, and your honours, require a plain answer; this I say and profess as resolutely as I may, without doubting or sophistication, that if I be not convinced by testimonies of the Scriptures, and by probable reasons (for I believe not the pope, neither his general councils, which have erred many times, and have been contrary to themselves), my conscience is so bound and captivated in these Scriptures and the word of God which I have alleged, that I will not, nor may not revoke any manner of thing; considering it is not godly or lawful to do any thing against conscience. Hereupon I stand and rest: I have not what else to say. God have mercy upon me!'

The princes consulted together upon this answer given by Luther; and when they had diligently examined the same, the prolocutor began to repel him thus:

'Martin, thou hast more immodestly answered than beseeemed thy person, and also little to the purpose. Thou dividest thy books into three sorts, in such order as all that thou hast said maketh nothing to the interrogation proposed: and therefore, if thou hast revoked those wherein the greatest part of thine errors is contained, the emperor's majesty, and the noble clemency of others, would have suffered the rest that be sound, to sustain no injury. But thou dost revive, and bringest to light again, all that the general council of Constance hath condemned, which was assembled of all the nation of Germany, and now dost require to be convinced with Scriptures; wherein thou errest greatly. For what availeth it to renew disputations of things so long time past condemned by the church and councils, unless it should be necessary to give a reason to every man of every thing that is concluded? Now were it so, that this should be permitted to every one that gainstandeth the determination of the church and councils, that he may once get this advantage, to be convinced by the Scriptures, we should have nothing certain and established in Christendom. And this is the cause wherefore the emperor's majesty requireth of thee a simple answer; either negative or affirmative, whether thou mindest to defend all thy works as Christian, or no!'
THE EMPEROR'S LETTER TO THE COUNCIL OF WORMS.

Then Luther, turning to the emperor and the nobles, besought them not to force or compel him to yield against his conscience, confirmed with the holy Scriptures, without manifest arguments alleged to the contrary by his adversaries.

'I have declared and rendered,' said he, 'mine answer simply and directly, neither have I any more to say, unless mine adversaries, with true and sufficient probations grounded upon the Scripture, can reduce and resolve my mind, and refel mine errors which they lay to my charge. I am tied, as I said, by the Scriptures; neither may I, or can I, with a safe conscience assent unto them. For, as touching general councils, with whose authority only they press me, I am able to prove, that they have both erred, and have defined many things contrary to themselves. And therefore the authority of them,' he said, 'is not sufficient, for which I should call back those things, the verity whereof standeth so firm and manifest in the holy Scripture, that neither of me it ought to be inquired, neither can he so do without impiety.'

Whereunto the official again answered, denying that any man could prove the councils to have erred. But Luther alleged that he could, and promised to prove it; and now night approaching, the lords arose and departed. And after Luther had taken his leave of the emperor, divers Spaniards scorned and scoffed the good man in the way going toward his lodging, hallooing and whooping after him a long while.

Upon the Friday following, when the princes electors, dukes, and other estates were assembled, the emperor sent to the whole body of the council a certain letter, containing in effect as followeth.

The Emperor's Letter against Luther.

Our predecessors, who truly were christian princes, were obedient to the Romish church, which Martin Luther presently impugneth. And therefore, in as much as he is not determined to call back his errors in any one point, we cannot, without great infamy and stain of honour, degenerate from the examples of our elders, but will maintain the ancient faith, and give aid to the see of Rome. And further, we be resolved to pursue Martin Luther and his adherents by excommunication, and by other means that may be devised, to extinguish his doctrine. Nevertheless we will not violate our faith, which we have promised him, but mean to give order for his safe return to the place whence he came.

CONSULTATION UPON THE EMPEROR'S LETTER.

The princes-electors, dukes, and other estates of the empire, sat and consulted upon this sentence, on Friday all the afternoon, and Saturday the whole day, so that Luther as yet had no answer from the emperor.

During this time, divers princes, earls, barons, knights of the order, gentlemen, priests, monks, with others of the laity and common sort, visited him. All these were present at all hours in the emperor's court, and could not be satisfied with the sight of him. Also there were bills set up, some against Luther, and some, as it seemed, with him. Notwithstanding many supposed, and especially such as well conceived the matter, that this was subtilely done by his enemies, that thereby occasion might be offered to infringe the safe-conduct given him; which the Roman ambassadors with all diligence endeavoured to bring to pass.
The Monday following, before supper, the archbishop of Treves advertised Luther, that on Wednesday next he should appear before him at nine o'clock before dinner, the place to be afterward assigned. On St. George's day, a certain chaplain of the archbishop of Treves, about supper-time, came to Luther by the commandment of the bishop, signifying, that at the hour prescribed he must, the morrow after, appear before his lordship at his own hotel.

The morrow after St. George's day, Luther, obeying the archbishop's commandment, entered his hotel, being accompanied thither by his said chaplain, and one of the emperor's heralds, and such as came in his company out of Saxony to Worms, with other his chief friends.

**SUBSTANCE OF DR. VŒUS'S ORATION TO LUTHER.**

Dr. Vœus, the marquis of Baden's chaplain, began to declare and protest (in the presence of the archbishop of Treves, Joachim marquis of Brandenburg, George duke of Saxony, the bishops of Augsburg and Brandenburg, the earl George, John Bock of Strasburg, Verdeheymer and Peutiger, doctors), as followeth:

That Luther was not called to be conferred with, or to disputation, but only that the princes had procured license of the emperor's majesty, through christian charity, to have liberty granted unto them to exhort Luther benevolently and brotherly.—He said further, that albeit the councils had ordained divers things, yet they had not determined contrary matters. And albeit they had greatly erred, yet their authority was not therefore abused; or at the least not so erred, that it was lawful for every man to impugn their opinions: inferring moreover many things of Zaccheus and the centurion, also of the traditions, and of constitutions, and of ceremonies ordained of men: affirming that all these were established to repress vices, according to the quality of times; and that the church could not be destitute of human constitutions. It is true, said he, that by the fruits the tree may be known; yet of these laws and decrees of men, many good fruits have proceeded; and St. Martin, St. Nicholas, and many other saints have been present at the councils. Moreover, he said that Luther's books would breed a great tumult and incredible troubles; and that he abused the common sort with his book 'of christian liberty,' encouraging them to shake off their yoke, and to confirm in them a disobedience: that the world now was at another stay, when than the believers were all of one heart and soul, and therefore it was requisite and behoefful to have laws. It was to be considered (said he), albeit he had written many good things, and no doubt of a good mind, as 'De triplici Justitia,' and other matters, yet how the devil now, by crafty means, goeth about to bring to pass, that all his works for ever should be condemned. For by these books which he wrote last, men (said he) would judge and esteem him, as the tree is known, not by the blossom, but by the fruit.

Here he added something of the noon devil, and of the spirit coming in the dark, and of the flying arrow. All his oration was exhortatory, full of rhetorical places of honesty, of utility of laws, of the dangers of conscience, and of the common and particular wealth; repeating oft this sentence in the proem, middle, and epilogue of his oration: That this admonition was given him of a singular good will, and great clemency. In the shutting up of his oration he added menacings, saying, that if he would abide in his purposed intent, the emperor would proceed further, and banish him from the empire;

(1) This he spake of Luther's words, who denied any good fruits to come of their laws.
persuading him deliberately to ponder, and to advise these and other things. Martin Luther answered:

The Substance of Luther’s Answer to Vœus.

"Most noble princes, and my most gracious lords! I render most humble thanks for your benignities and singular good wills, whence proceedeth this admonition: for I know myself to be so base, as by no means I can deserve to be admonished of so mighty estates." Then he frankly pronounced that he had not reproved all councils, but only the council of Constance; and for this principal cause, for that the same had condemned the word of God, which appeared in the condemnation of this article proposed by John Huss: 'The church of Christ is the communion of the predestinate.' 'It is evident,' said he, 'that the council of Constance abolished this article, and consequently the article of our faith: I believe the holy church universal.' And further he said, that he was ready to spend life and blood, so he were not compelled to revoke the manifest word of God; for in defence thereof we ought rather to obey God than men: and that in this he could not avoid the scandal or offence of faith; for there be two manner of offences, to wit, of charity, and of faith. The slander of charity consisteth in manner: the offences of faith or doctrine rest in the word of God: and as touching this last, he could escape it in no manner of ways; for it lay not in his power to make Christ not to be a stone of offence. If Christ's sheep were fed with pure pasture of the gospel; if the faith of Christ were sincerely preached, and if there were good ecclesiastical magistrates who duly would execute their office; we should not need, said he, to charge the church with men's traditions. Further, that he knew well we ought to obey the magistrates and higher powers, how unjustly and perversely soever they lived: we ought also to be obedient to their laws and judgment: all which he had taught (said he) in all his works; adding further, that he was ready to obey them in all points, so that they forced him not to deny the word of God.

These words finished, Luther was bid to withdraw, and the princes consulted what answer they might give him. This done, they called him back into the room, where the aforesaid doctor Vœus repeated his former matters, admonishing Luther to submit his writings to the emperor and to the princes' judgment. Luther answered humbly and modestly,

That he could not, neither would, permit that men should say he would shun the judgment of the emperor, princes, and superior powers of the empire. So far was it off that he would refuse to stand to their trial, that he was contented to suffer his writings to be discussed, considered, and judged by the simplest, so that it were done with the authority of the word of God, and the holy Scripture: and that the word of God made so much for him, and was so manifest unto him, that he could not give place, unless they could confound his doctrine by the word of God. This lesson he said he learned of St. Augustine, who writeth, that he gave his honour only to those books which are called canonical; that he believed the same only to be true. As touching other doctors, albeit in holiness and excellency of learning they surpassed, yet he would not credit them further than they agreed with the touchstone of God's word. Further, said he, St. Paul giveth us a lesson, writing to the Thessalonians,1 'Prove all things, follow that is good.' And to the Galatians,2 'Though an angel should descend from heaven, if he preach any other doctrine, let him be accursed,' and therefore not to be believed!

Finally, he meekly besought them not to urge his conscience, captivated in the bands of the word of God and holy Scripture, to deny the same excellent word. And thus he commended his cause and himself to them, and especially to the emperor's majesty, requiring their favour, that he might not be com-

(1) 1 Thess. v. 21. (2) Gal. i. 8.
Is this the end of his talk, Joachim elector, marquis of Brandenburg, demanded if his meaning was this, that he would not yield, unless he were convinced by the Scripture? "Yea truly, right noble lord!" quoth Luther, "or else by ancient and evident reasons." And so the assembly brake up, and the princes repaired to the emperor's court.

After their departure the archbishop of Treves, accompanied with a few of his familiars, namely John Eckius his official, and Cochleus, commanded Luther to repair into his parlour. With Luther was Jerome Scurfde, and Nicholas Ambsdorff, for his assistants. Then the official began to frame an argument, like a sophist and canonist, defending the pope's cause: that for the most part at all times holy Scriptures have engendered errors, as the error of Helvidius the heretic, out of that place in the gospel, where it is expressed, "Joseph knew not his wife till she was delivered of her first child." Further, he went about to overthrow this proposition: that the catholic church is the communion of saints.

Martin Luther and Jerome Scurfde reproved (but modestly) these follies, and other vain and ridiculous matters, which Eckius brought forth, as things not serving to the purpose. Sometime Cochleus would come in with his five eggs, and laboured to persuade Luther to desist from his purpose, and utterly to refrain thenceforth to write or teach; and so they departed.

About evening the archbishop of Treves advertised Luther by Ambsdorff, that the emperor's promise made unto him was prolonged two days, and in the mean season he would confer with him the next day, and for that cause he would send Peutinger, and the doctor of Baden (which was Vœus), the morrow after to him; and he himself would also talk with him.

The morrow after, which was St. Mark's day, Peutinger, and the doctor of Baden, travailed in the forenoon to persuade Luther simply and absolutely to submit the judgment of his writings to the emperor and empire. He answered, he would do it, and submit any thing they would have him, so they grounded it upon authority of holy Scripture; otherwise he would not consent to do any thing: for God said by his prophet (saith he), "Trust ye not in princes, nor in the children of men, in whom there is no health." Also, "Cursed be he that trusteth in man." And seeing that they did urge him more vehemently, he answered; "We ought to yield no more to the judgment of men, than the word of God doth suffer." So they departed, and prayed him to advise for better answer; and said, they would return after dinner. And after dinner they returned, exhorting him as before, but in vain. They prayed him, that at least he would submit his writing to the judgment of the next general council. Luther agreed thereunto, but with this condition, that they themselves should present the articles collected out of his books to be submitted to the council in such sort, as, notwithstanding, the sentence awarded by the council should be authorised by the Scripture, and confirmed with the testimonies of the same.
They then, leaving Luther, departed, and reported to the archbishop of Treves, that he had promised to submit his writings in certain articles to the next council, and in the mean space he would keep silence; which Luther never thought: who neither with admonitions, nor yet menaces, could be induced to deny or submit his books to the judgments of men (he had so fortified his cause with clear and manifest authorities of the Scripture), unless they could prove by sacred Scripture, and apparent reasons to the contrary.

It chanced then by the special grace of God, that the archbishop of Treves sent for Luther, thinking presently to hear him. And when he perceived otherwise than Peutinger and the doctor of Baden had told him, he said that he would for no good, but that he had heard himself speak: for else he was even now going to the emperor, to declare what the doctors had reported.

Then the archbishop entreated Luther, and conferred with him very gently, first removing such as were present, as well of the one side as of the other. In this conference Luther concealed nothing from the archbishop; affirming, that it was dangerous to submit a matter of so great importance to them, who, after they had called him under safe-conduct, attempting him with new commandments, had condemned his opinion and approved the pope’s bull.

Moreover the archbishop, bidding a friend of his drew nigh, required Luther to declare what remedy might be ministered to help this. Luther answered, that there was no better remedy than such as Gamaliel alleged in the 5th chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, as witnesseth St. Luke, saying; “If this counsel, or this work, proceed of men, it shall come to nought: but if it be of God, ye cannot destroy it.” And so he desired that the emperor might be advertised to write the same to the pope, that he knew certainly, if this his enterprise proceeded not of God, it would be abolished within three, yea within two years.

The archbishop inquired of him what he would do, if certain articles were taken out of his books, to be submitted to the general council. Luther answered, “So that they be not those which the council of Constance condemned.” The archbishop said, “I fear they will be the very same: but what then?” Luther replied, “I neither will nor can hold my peace of such, for I am sure by their decrees the word of God was condemned: therefore I will rather lose head and life, than abandon the manifest word of my Lord God.”

Then the archbishop, seeing Luther would in no wise give over the word of God to the judgment of men, gently bade Luther farewell; who at that instant prayed the archbishop to entreat the emperor’s majesty to grant him gracious leave to depart. He answered, he would take order for him, and speedily advertise him of the emperor’s pleasure.

Within a small while after, John Eckius, the archbishop’s official, in the presence of the emperor’s secretary, who had been Maximilian’s chancellor, said unto Luther in his lodging, by the commandment of the emperor: that since he had been admonished diversely by the imperial majesty, the electors, princes, and estates of the empire, and that notwithstanding, he would not return to unity and concord, it remained that the emperor, as advocate of the catholic faith, should
proceed further: and it was the emperor's ordinance, that he should within twenty-one days return boldly under safe-conduct, and be safely guarded to the place whence he came; so that in the mean while he stirred no commotion among the people in his journey, either in conference, or by preaching.

Luther, hearing this, answered very modestly and christianly, "Even as it hath pleased God, so is it come to pass; the name of the Lord be blessed!" He said further, he thanked most humbly the emperor's majesty, and all the princes and estates of the empire, that they had given to him benign and gracious audience, and granted him safe-conduct to come and return. Finally, he said, he desired none other of them, than a reformation according to the sacred word of God, and consenancy of holy Scriptures, which effectually in his heart he desired: otherwise he was prest to suffer all chances for the imperial majesty, as life, and death, goods, fame, and reproach: reserving nothing to himself, but only the word of God, which he would constantly confess to the latter end: humbly recommending himself to the emperor's majesty, and to all the princes and other estates of the sacred empire.

The morrow after, which was April the 26th, after he had taken his leave of such as supported him, and of others, his benevolent friends that oftentimes visited him, and had broken his fast, at ten o'clock he departed from Worms, accompanied with such as repaired thither with him; having space of time limited unto him, as is said, for twenty-one days, and no more. The emperor's herald, Casper Sturm, followed and overtook him at Oppenheim, being commanded by the emperor to conduct him safely home.

The usual Prayer of Martin Luther.


Martin Luther, thus being dismissed by the emperor, according to the promise of his safe-conduct made, as you have heard, departed from Worms towards his country, April the 26th, accompanied by the emperor's herald, and the rest of his company, having only twenty-one days granted to him for his return, and no more. In that mean space of his return he writeth to the emperor, and to other nobles of the empire, repeating briefly to them the whole action and order of things there done, desiring of them their lawful good will and favour; which, as he hath always stood in need of, so now he most earnestly craveth, especially in this, that his cause, which is not his, but the cause of the whole church universal, may be heard with indifference and equity, and may be decided by the rule and authority of holy Scripture: signifying moreover, that whencesoever they shall please to send for him, he shall be ready at their commandment, at any time or place, upon their promise of safety, to appear, &c.

During the time of these doings, the doctors and schoolmen of Paris were not behind on their parts, but, to show their cunning, condemned the books of Luther, extracting out of the same, espe-
cially out of the book ‘De Captivitate Babylonica,’ certain articles touching the sacraments, laws, and decrees of the church, equality of works, vows, contrition, absolution, satisfaction, purgatory, free-will, privileges of holy church, councils, punishment of heretics, philosophy, school-divinity, and other points. Unto whom Philip Melancthon maketh answer, and also Luther himself, albeit pleasantly and jestingly.

It was not long after this, but Charles, the new emperor, to purchase favour with the pope (because he was not yet confirmed in his empire), provideth and directeth out a solemn writ of outlawry against Luther, and all them that took his part; commanding the said Luther, wheresoever he might be gotten, to be apprehended, and his books burned. By which decree, proclaimed against Luther, the emperor procured no small thanks with the pope; insomuch that the pope, ceasing to take part with the French king, joined himself wholly to the emperor. In the mean time duke Frederic, to give some place for the time to the emperor’s proclamation, conveyed Luther a little out of sight secretly, by the help of certain noblemen whom he well knew to be faithful and trusty unto him in that behalf. There Luther, being close and out of company, wrote divers epistles, and certain books also unto his friends; among which he dedicated one to his company of Augustine friars, entitled, ‘De abroganda Missa:’ which friars the same time being encouraged by him, began first to lay down their private masses. Duke Frederic, fearing lest that would breed some great stir or tumult, caused the censure and judgment of the whole university of Wittenberg to be asked in the matter: committing the doing thereof to four; Justus Jonas, Philip Melancthon, Nicholas Ambsdorff, Johannes Dulcius.

The minds of the whole university being searched, it was showed to the duke, that he should do well and godly, by the whole advice of the learned there, to command the use of the mass to be abrogated through his dominion: and though it could not be done without tumult, yet that was no less why the course of true doctrine should be stayed for the multitude, which commonly overcome the better part; neither ought such disturbance to be imputed to the doctrine taught, but to the adversaries, who willingly and wickedly kick against the truth, whereof Christ also giveth us forewarning before. For fear of such tumults therefore, we ought not to surcease from that which we know is to be done, but constantly must go forward in defence of God’s truth, howsoever the world doth esteem us, or rage against it. Thus showed they their judgment to duke Frederic.

It happened moreover about the same year and time, that King Henry also, pretending an occasion to impugn the book ‘De Captivitate Babylonica,’ wrote against Luther. In which book, first, he reproveth Luther’s opinion about the pope’s pardons; secondly, he defendeth the supremacy of the bishop of Rome; thirdly, he laboureth to refell all his doctrine of the sacraments of the church.

This book, albeit it carried the king’s name in the title, yet it was another that ministered the motion, another that framed the style. But whosoever had the labour of this book, the king had the thanks and also the reward; for consequently upon the same, the bishop of Rome gave to the said king Henry, for the style against Luther, the
style and title of 'Defender of the Christian Faith;' and to his successors for ever.¹

Shortly after this, within the compass of the same year, pope Leo, after he had warr'd against the Frenchmen, and had gotten from them, through the emperor's aid, the cities of Parma, Placentia, and Milan, he, sitting at supper, and rejoicing at three great gifts that God had bestowed upon him: first, that he, being banished out of his country, was restored to Florence again with glory; secondly, that he had deserved to be called apostolic; thirdly, that he had driven the Frenchmen out of Italy: After he had spoken these words, he was stricken with sudden fever, and died shortly after, being of the age of forty-seven years: albeit some suspect that he died of poison. Successor to him was pope Adrian VI., schoolmaster some time to Charles the emperor, who lived not much above one year and a half in his papacy; during whose small time these three especial things were incident: a great pestilence in Rome, wherein above a hundred thousand persons were consumed; the loss of Rhodes by the Turk; and the capital war which the said pope Adrian, with the emperor, and the Venetians, and the king of England, did hold against Francis the French king. This pope Adrian was a German born, brought up at Louvain, and as in learning he exceeded the common sort of popes, so in moderation of life and manners he seemed not altogether so intemperate as some other popes have been: and yet, like a right pope, nothing degenerating from his see, he was a mortal enemy against Martin Luther and his partakers. In his time, shortly after the council of Worms was broken up, another meeting or assembly was appointed by the emperor at Nuremberg, of the princes, nobles, and states of Germany, a.d. 1522.

Unto this assembly the said Adrian sent his letters in manner of a brief, with an instruction also unto his legate Cheregatus, to inform him how to proceed, and what causes to allege against Luther, before the princes there assembled. His letters, with the instruction sent, because they are so hypocritically shadowed over with a fair show and

¹ The title of this curious production is 'Assertio Septem Sacramentorum.' A good edition was printed in London in 1685, to which are adjoined Henry VIII.'s epistle to the pope, Mr. John Cheere's preface, and the pope's answer thereunto. As also the pope's bull, by which his holiness was pleased to bestow upon king Henry VIII. (for composing this book) 'that most illustrious, splendid, and most christian title of Defender of the Faith.' Faithfully translated into English by J. W. gent.' A copy of the portion of the bull which conferred the title is subjoined. 'Considering that it is but just, that those who undertake pious labours in defence of the faith of Christ, should be exalted with all praise and honour; and being willing, not only to magnify with confining praise, and approve with our authority, what your majesty has with learning and eloquence writ against Luther; but, also, to honour your majesty with such a title, as shall give all Christians to understand, as well in our times as in succeeding ages, how acceptable and welcome your gift was to us, especially in this juncture of time: We, the true successor of St. Peter, whom Christ, before his ascension, left as his vicar upon earth, and to whom he committed the care of his flock, now dwelling in this holy see, from whom all dignities and titles secure, having with our brethren maturely deliberated on these things, and, with one consent, unanimously decreed to bestow on your majesty this title, viz. Defender of the Faith. And as we have by this title honoured you, we likewise command all Christians, that they name your majesty by this title; and, in their writings to your majesty, that immediately after the word KING, they add DEFENDER OF THE FAITH. Having thus weighed and diligently considered your singular merits, we could not have invented a more congruous name, nor more worthy your majesty, than this worthy and most excellent in this holy see, from whom all dignity and title secure, with your own merit and virtues; nor will you by this title exalt yourself or become proud, but, according to your accustomed prudence, rather more humble in the faith of Christ, and more strong and constant in this holy see, than before you were exalted. And you shall rejoice in our Lord, who is the giver of all good things, for leaving such a perpetual and everliving monument of your glory to posterity, and showing the way to others; that if they also covet to be invested with such a title, they may study to do such actions, and to follow the steps of your most exalted majesty, whom, with all your wife, children, and all who about you are, bless with a bountiful and liberal hand, in the name of Him from whom the power of benediction is given to us, and by whom kings reign and princes govern, and in whose hands are the hearts of kings.' The Bull is dated 'the fifth of the Ides of October,' a.d. 1521.'—En.
colour of painted zeal and religion, and bear resemblance of great truth and care of the church, able to deceive the outward ears of those who are not inwardly in true religion instructed: I thought therefore to give the reader a sight thereof, to the intent that by the experience of them he may learn hereafter, in cases like, to be prudent and circumspect in not believing over rashly the smooth talk or pretended persuasions of men, especially in church-matters, unless they carry with them the simplicity of plain truth; going not upon terms, but grounded upon the word and revealed will of God, with particular demonstrations, proving that by the Scripture which they pretend to persuade. First, the letter of this pope, conceived and directed against Luther, proceedeth to this effect:

Pope Adrian the Sixth, to the Renowned Princes of Germany, and to the Peers of the Roman Empire.

Right honourable brethren, and dear children, greeting and apostolic benediction. After that we were first promoted (through God's divine providence) to the office of the see apostolic, he who hath so advanced us is our witness, how we, both day and night revolving in our minds, did cogitate nothing more than how to satisfy the parts of a good pastor, in attending to the health and cure of the flock, both universally and singularly committed unto us: so that there is no one particular sheep through the whole universal flock so infected, so sick, or so far gone astray, whom our desire is not to recover, to seek out, and to reduce into the Lord's fold again. And chiefly, from the first beginning of our pastoral function, our care hath always been, as well by our messengers, as by our daily letters, how to reclaim the minds of christian princes from the intestine wars and dissensions among themselves to peace and concord; or at least, if they would needs fight, that they would convert their strength and armour against the common enemies of our faith. And to declare this not only in word, but rather in deed, God doth know with what charges and expenses we have burdened ourselves, to extend our subsidy and relief to the soldiers of Rhodes for defence of themselves, and of the christian faith, against the Turkish tyranny, by which they were besieged.

And now, to bend our care from these foreign matters, and to consider our inward troubles at home, we hear, to the great grief of our heart, that Martin Luther, a new raiser-up of old and damnable heresies, first after the fatherly advertisements of the see apostolic; then after the sentence also of condemnation awarded against him, and that by the assent and consent of the best learned, and of sundry universities also; and lastly, after the imperial decrees of our well-beloved son Charles, elect emperor of the Romans, and catholic king of Spain, being divulged through the whole nation of Germany; yet hath neither been by order restrained, nor of himself hath refrained from his madness begun, but daily more and more, forgetting and contemning all christian charity and godliness, ceaseth not to disturb and replenish the world with new books, fraught full of errors, heresies, contumelies and sedition (whether of his own head, or by the help of others), and to infect the country of Germany, and other regions about, with this pestilence; and endeavoureth still to corrupt simple souls and manners of men, with the poison of his pestiferous tongue. And (which is worst of all) hath for his factours and supporters, not of the vulgar sort only, but also divers personages of the nobility; insomuch that they have begun also to invade the goods of priests (which perhaps is the chief ground of this stir begun) contrary to the obedience which they owe to ecclesiastical and temporal persons, and now also at last have grown unto civil war and dissension among themselves. Which thing how unfortunately it falleth out now, at this present season, especially amongst us Christians, you may soon repute with yourselves, and consider. For although the apostle hath told us before, That

(1) If these pastors care any thing for the sheep, it is only for the wool.
(2) Rather a new raiser-up of the old doctrine of the patriarchs, prophets, and apostles.
(3) 1 Cor. xi. 19.
heresies must needs be, that they which be tried may be made manifest, &c., yet was there never time, either so unconvenient to raise up heresies, or so necessary for the repressing thereof when any such are raised, as now: For whereas the devil, the perpetual enemy of mankind, roaring in the shape of a lion, by the power of the Turks doth continually invade the flock of Christ; how can we then resist the violent invasions of him oppressing us without, so long as we nourish at home the same devil, under the colour of a wily dragon, sowing such heresies, discords, and seditions among ourselves? And albeit it were in our power easily to vanquish these foreign adversaries, yet were that but labour lost, serving to no profit, to subdue our enemies without, and at home with heresies and schisms to be divided.

We remember, before the time of our papacy, when we were in Spain, many things we heard then of Luther, and of his perverse doctrine; which rumours and tidings, although of themselves they were grievous to be heard, yet more grievous they were for this, because they proceeded out of that country, where we ourself, after the flesh, took our first beginning. But yet this comfort we had, supposing that either for the iniquity, or else for the foolishness thereof being so manifest, this doctrine would not long hold; reposing thus with ourself, that such pestiferous plants, translated from other countries to Germany, would never grow up to any proof in that ground, which was ever wont to be a weeder out of all heresies and mismality. But now, since this evil tree (whether by God’s judgment correcting the sins of the people, or by the negligence of such as doth have resisted such beginnings) hath so enlarged, and spread its branches so far; you therefore, both princes and people of Germany, must this consider and provide, lest you, who, at the first springing up of this evil, might peradventure be excused, as no doers thereof, now, through this your overmuch sufferance, might be found inexusable, and seem to consent to that which you do not resist.

Here we omit and pass over, what enormity, and more than enormity that is, that such a great and so devout a nation should be by one friar (who, relinquishing the catholic faith and christian religion, which he before professed, playeth the Apostate, and hath lied to God), be now seduced from that way, which first Christ our Redeemer and his blessed apostles have opened unto us; which so many martyrs, so many holy fathers, so many great learned men, and also your own fore-elders, and old ancestors have always hitherto walked in; as though Luther only had all wit and cunning: as though he only now first had received the Holy Ghost (as the heretic Montanus used to boast of himself); or as though the church (from which Christ our Saviour promised himself never to depart) hath erred hitherto always in dark shadows of ignorance and perdition, till now it should be illuminate with new resplendent beams of Luther. All which things there is no doubt but to such as have judgment, will seem ridiculous, but yet may be pernicious to simple and ignorant minds; and to others, who, being weary of all good order, do gave still for new changes, may breed matter and occasion of such mischiefs, as partly yourselves have experience already. And therefore do you not consider, O princes and people of Germany! that these be but prefaces and preambles to those evils and mischiefs which Luther, with the sect of his Lutherans, do intend and purpose hereafter? Do you not see plainly, and perceive with your eyes, that this defending of the verity of the Gospel, first begun by the Lutherans to be pretended, is now manifest to be but an invention to spoil your goods, which they have long intended? or do you think that these sons of iniquity do tend to any other

(44) He meant that the doctrine of John Huss translated into Germany.
(45) Christ and his apostles taught us, that we are saved by faith only in the Son of God: the same doth Luther preach, and the pope deny. Holy martyrs and fathers in the old time, ministered the communion in both kinds to the people, and taught that faith was necessary in receiving the sacraments: the same doth Luther affirm, and the pope deny. The old way of the fathers was this, that they never had any advocates and mediators but Christ alone, and that they never sold the merits of Christ’s Passion for money. In the same way Luther preacheth, whereas the pope hath devised a new way to walk in for money, with a hundred other new devices, new sects, and new ordinances, which the old fathers never knew.
(46) The doctrine of Luther hath been preached in Germany above these forty years; and yet is there never a prince, nor magistrate, nor citizen in Germany, God be praised! who, by the doctrine of Luther, is worse by one half-penny: whereas by the pope, good reckoning hath been made, that Germany hath been worse by three millions of florins by the year. Out of the territory of the bishop of Bamberg, the archbishops, and the other territorial ecclesiastics, is the council of Basel it was openly declared, that nine millions of gold were gathered in the time of pope Martin, and translated to Rome. Now let the princes of Germany consider this. [See
thing, than under the name of liberty to supplant obedience, and so to open a
general license to every man to do what he listeth. And suppose you that
they will any thing regard your commandments, or esteem your laws, who so
contemptuously vilipend the holy canons and decrees of the fathers, yes, and
the most holy councils also (to whose authority the emperor's laws have always
given room and place), and not only vilipend them, but also, with a diabolical
audacity, have not feared to rend them in pieces, and set them on a lighted
fire? They who refuse to render due obedience to priests, to bishops, yes, to
the high bishop of all, and who daily before your own faces make their booties
of church-goods, and of things consecrated to God; think ye that they will
refrain their sacrilegious hands from the spoil of laymen's goods? yes, that
they will not pluck from you whatsoever they can rap or reave? Finally,
to conclude, how can you hope that they will more spare you, or hold their
murthering hands from your throats, who have been so bold to vex, to kill, to
slay the Lord's anointed, who are not to be touched? Nay, think you not con-
trary, but this miserable calamity will at length redound upon you, your goods,
your houses, wives, children, dominions, possessions, and these your temples
which you hallow and reverence; except you provide some speedy remedy
against the same.

Wherefore we exhort your fraternities, nobilities, and devotions of all and
singular in the Lord, and beseech you for christian charity and religion (for
which religion your forefathers oftentimes have given their blood to uphold
and increase the same), and notwithstanding require you also, in virtue of that obe-
dience which all Christians owe to God, and blessed St. Peter, and to his
vicar here in earth, that, setting aside all other quarrels and dissensions among
yourselves, you confer your helping hands every man to quench this public fire,
and endeavour and study, the best way ye can, how to reduce the said Martin
Luther, and all other fators of these tumults and errors, to better conformity
and trade both of life and faith. And if they who be infected shall refuse to
hear your admonitions, yet provide that the other part, which yet remaineth
sound, by the same contagion be not corrupted. He, to whom all secrets of men
are open, doth know how we, both for our nature, and also for our pastoral office,
wheroeto we are called, are much more prone to remit, than to revenge. But
when this pestiferous canker cannot with supple and gentle medicines be
cured, more sharp salves must be proved, and fiery burnings. The putrefied
members must be cut off from the body, lest the sound parts also be infected.
So God did cast down into hell the schismatical brethren Dathan and
Abiram; and him that would not obey the authority of the priest, God com-
manded to be punished with death. So Peter, prince of the apostles, denounced
sudden death to Ananias and Sapphira, who lied unto God. So the old and
godly emperors commanded Jovinian and Priscillian, as heretics, to be beheaded.
So St. Jerome wished Vigilant, as a heretic, to be given to the destruc-
tion of the flesh, that the spirit might be saved in the day of the Lord. So also
did our predecessors in the council of Constance condemn to death John
Huss and his fellow Jerome, who now appeareth to revive again in Luther.


(ad) The preaching of christian liberty of the soul, breaketh no civil order touching the outward
obedience of the body. But the pope would have the souls of men in his bondage, and therefore
he cannot abide this inward liberty of the spirit to be touched, for that were against the pope's
purse and profit, which were a heresy intolerable.

(ae) This is no good consequence: Luther burned the pope's sinking decreals, ergo he will not
still also to burn the books of the civil law.

(af) The persecuting Pagans in the old time, did object to the old fathers of the primitive church,
the blasphemies of Thlesea's supper, of the incest of Oedipus, and the worshipping of an ass's head.
In much like sort doth the pope here lay unto Luther riots, rebellions, and all mischiefs he can
desire; not because they are true, but because he would have the world so to believe.

(eg) Obedience to God, and obedience to St. Peter and his vicar, do not well match together by
the Scripture; for the obedience to the Creator is one, and the obedience to the creature is another.

(aA) Let the pope follow the word of God as Moses did, and be sent of God expressly as Moses was;
and then let Luther be punished as Dathan and Abiram were. Again; if the pope be the successor
of Peter, and have his authority, why then doth not the pope, bearing the keys of Peter, exercise
the power of his spirit upon Luther his great enemy, as Peter did upon Ananias and Sapphira?

(ah) If Jovinian, Priscillian, and Vigilant were proved heretics, they were proved not only by
canons and councils, but by Scripture; so was Luther never.

(aA) Your fathers in the council of Constance did kill the prophets of God, and you make up
their graves. But thanks be unto God, who hath given such light unto the world, to understand
your cruel impiety in killing John Huss, which you thought should never be expunged.
The worthy acts and examples of which forefathers, if you im these doing (seeing otherwise ye cannot) shall imitate, we do not doubt but God’s merciful clemency shall eftsone relieve his church; which, being now sore vexed of infidels, hath her eyes chiefly and principally directed upon you, as being the most puissant and most populous nation that we have in Christendom.

Wherefore, upon the blessing of Almighty God, and of blessed St. Peter, which here we send unto you, take courage unto you, as well against the false dragon, as the strong lion, that both these, that is, as well the inward heresies, as the foreign enemies, by you being overcome, you may purchase to your honours an immortal victory, both here and in the world to come. This we give you to understand, that whatsoever the Lord hath given us to aid you withal, either in money or authority, we will not fail to support you therein, yea, and to bestow our life also in this holy quarrel, and for the health of our sheep to us committed. Other things as touching the matter of Luther, we have committed to his Cheregatus our legate, whom we have directed purposely for the same unto your assembly, whom we wish you to credit, as being our trusty legate.


Given at St. Peter’s at Rome, under the ring of the fisher, the 25th day of November, a. d. 1522, in the first year of our pontificate.

By this letter above prefixed, thou hast, gentle reader! to note and understand, what either wily persuasions or strength of authority could devise against Luther, here not to have lacked. If plausible terms, or glozing sentences, or outward facing and bracing, could have served, where no ground of Scripture is brought, this might seem apparently a pithy epistle. But if a man should require the particulars or the specialties of this doctrine which he here reprehendeth, to be examined and tried by God’s word, there is no substance in it, but only words of office, which may seem well to serve for waste paper. And yet I thought to exhibit the said letter unto thee, to the intent that the more thou seest man’s strength with all his policy bent against Luther, the more thou mayest consider the almighty power of God, in defending the cause of this poor man against so mighty enemies.

Now hear further what instructions the said pope Adrian sent to his legate Cheregatus, how and by what reasons to move and inflame the princes of Germany to the destruction of Luther and his cause. and yet was not able to bring it to pass.

Instructions given by Pope Adrian to Cheregatus his Legate, touching his proceedings in the Diet of Nuremberg, how and by what persuasions to incense the Princes against Luther.

Imprimis, you shall declare to them the great grief of our heart for the prospering of Luther’s sect, to see the innumerable souls, redeemed with Christ’s blood, and committed to our pastoral government, to be turned away from the true faith and religion into perdition by this occasion; and that especially in the nation of Germany, being our native country, which hath been ever heretofore, till these few years past, most faithful and devout in religion: and therefore our desire to be the greater that this pestilence should be stopped betimes, lest the same happen to that country of Germany, which happened of late to

(ili) You have well imitated your forefathers already, in burning so many Lutherans; and yet how have you prospered against the Turkish infidels the space of these forty years? (sm) The false dragon resembleth the pope, and the strong lion the Turk. (sm) The false dragon is here seeth that it is time to beset him.

Bohemia. And as for our part, there shall be no lack to help forward what we may; as likewise we desire them to endeavour themselves to the uttermost of their power, whom these causes ought to move, which here we direct unto you to be declared to them.

First, the honour of God, which, before all other things, ought to bepreferred, whose honour by these heresies is greatly defaced, and his worship not only diminished, but rather wholly corrupted. Also the charity toward our neighbour, by which charity every man is bound to reduce his neighbour out of error; otherwise God will require at their hands all such as by their negligence do perish.

The second cause to move them against Luther, is the infamy of their nation; which, being counted before-time always most christian, now by these sectaries of Luther is evil spoken of in all other quarters.

The third cause is the respect of their own honour, which notoriouely will be distained, if they who most excel in nobility and authority among the Germans, shall not bend all their power to expel these heresies: first, for that they shall appear to degenerate from their progenitors, who, being present at the condemnation of John Huss and other heretics, are said, some of them, with their own hands to have led John Huss to the fire. Secondly, for that they, or the greater part of them, approving with their authority the imperial edict set forth of late in condemnation of Martin Luther, now, except they shall follow the execution of the same, shall be noted inconstant, or may be thought to favour the same; seeing it is manifest, that they may easily exterminate him if they were disposed.

The fourth cause is the injury wrought by Luther to them, their parents, and their progenitors, forasmuch as their fathers, progenitors, and themselves also, have always held the same faith which the Catholic church of Rome hath appointed; contrary to which faith Luther, with his sectaries, now doth hold, saying, that many things are not to be believed which their aforesaid ancestors have held to be of faith. It is manifest therefore, that they be condemned by Luther for infidels and heretics: and so consequently, by Luther's doctrine, all their fore-elders and progenitors who have deceased in this our faith, be in hell; for error in faith importeth damnation.

The fifth cause to move them, is, that they should well advise and consider the end whereunto all these Lutherans do tend; which is, that under the shadow of evangelical liberty, they may abolish all superiority and power. For although, at the first beginning, they pretended only to annul and repress our power ecclesiastical, as being falsely and tyrannously usurped against the gospel; yet, forasmuch as liberty is all their foundation and pretence (by which liberty, the secular power and magistrates cannot bind men by any commandments, be they ever so just or so reasonable, to obey them under pain of mortal sin), it is manifest that their scope is to enfeeble and infringe, as much or more, the secular state also, although covertly they pretend to save it; to the end, that when the secular princes shall believe this their working not to be directed against them, but only against the usurped domination of the church and churchmen, then the laity (which commonly hath been always against men of the church) holding with them, shall suffer the churchmen to be devoured: which done, no doubt but they will afterward practise the like upon the

---

(a) The honour of God consisteth principally in honouring Jesus the Son of God, whom the Father hath sent. Now examine, good reader! whether more extollieth the honour of Christ, the doctrine of Luther, or the doctrine of the pope? Luther sendeth us only to Christ; the pope sendeth us to other patrons and helpers. Luther's doctrine tendeth wholly to the glory of Christ; the pope's doctrine, if it be well weighed, tendeth to the glory of man. Luther cleaveth only to the Scripture: the pope leaneth to the canons and counells of men.

(b) This edict of the emperor above touched, was devised and set out unknown to divers of the princes there, and seemeth chiefly to be brought about by the pope and his flatterers about him. Look more hereof in the story of Biedian. lib. III.

(c) The doctrine of Luther tendeth against the usurped power of the see of Rome; ergo the doctrine of Luther is not magistrates. This consequence is to be denied, for the power of magistrates is of God; and he that resisteth them, resisteth God. So is not the usurped power of the pope.

(d) If the pope doth say, that no precepts of magistrates do oblige under pain of mortal sin, he saith not true; if he say that Luther so teacheth, he believeth Luther; who teacheth all men to be subject unto magistrates; no man more.

(e) Whose considereth the doctrine of Luther, 'De libertate Christiana,' shall find this to be a false slander: for how is it likely that he meaneth any rebellion, who, describing a Christian, calleth him a servant, and an according to all men?
secular princes and potestates, which now they attempt against our ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

The sixth cause to move and persuade them against Luther, in this, for them to consider the fruits which follow that sect: as slanders, offences, disturbance, robberies, murders, seditions, dissensions, which this sect hath stirred, and daily doth stir up through whole Germany: also blasphemies, slanderous words, scoldings, jests, and bitter taunts, which are ever in their mouths; against which, unless that they shall find a present remedy, it is to be feared lest the desolation of God's wrath will fall upon Germany, being so divided; or rather upon the princes of Germany, who, having the sword given of God into their hands for the suppression of malefactors, suffer such enormities among their subjects. 'Cursed is he,' saith the prophet, 'which doth the work of the Lord negligently, and holdeth back his sword from the blood of wicked doers.' Jeremiah xxviii.

The seventh reason is, that the princes should consider how Luther useth the same way of seducing the people of Christ, as hath the venomous viper Mahomet practised in deceiving so many thousands of souls, in permitting to them the liberty of those things which flesh desireth, and afterwards in exempting them from such things as be more shameful in the law; but that Luther a little more temperately handleth the matter, whereby he may deceive more effectually: for Mahomet giveth license to have many wives, and to divorce and marry others at their pleasure. This Luther, to draw unto him the favour of nuns, monks, and priests, such as be lascivious in flesh, preacheth that vows of perpetual continency be unlawful; much less to be obligatory; and therefore permiteth unto them that they may marry; forgetting, by the way, what the apostle writeth of young widows, saying: 'that when they wax wanton against Christ, then will they marry; having condemnation, because they have made void their first faith.' 1 Tim. v. 12.

These and other such like reasons being opened and laid before them, you shall then in our name exhort the aforesaid princes, prelates, and people, to awake and employ their diligence how to gainstand, first, the injury of these Lutherans toward God, and toward his holy religion: secondly, their villany toward the whole nation of the Germans and their princes, and especially the shameful contumely towards their fathers and elders, whom in effect they condemn to hell. In consideration whereof you shall call upon them to remember themselves, and to proceed effectually to the execution of the apostolical sentence, and of the emperor's edict; giving pardon to them that will amend and acknowledge their fault: the others, who obstinately persist in their error, punishing with the rod of district severity, according to the decrees of the canons and laws of the church; that, by their example, such as stand may remain in faith, and they that are fallen may be reduced.

And if any shall object again, that Luther was condemned by the apostolic see before he was heard, and that his cause ought first to have been heard and adjudged before he was convicted, you shall answer, that those things which pertain to faith are to be believed for their own authority, and not to be proved. 'Take away,' saith Ambrose, 'arguments where faith is sought: there thefishers, not the philosophers, must be trusted.' True it is, and we grant no less but that the lawful defence and hearing ought not to be denied in such cases, where the question is of the fact, whether it were done or not; as whether he spake, preached, wrote, or not. But where the matter is of God's law, or in

The cause why the pope doth charge the Lutherans with sedition, did rise upon this: because one Franciscus Sickinus, a valiant man, and a great favourer of Luther, did war against the abbots of Evreux, for withholding two certain persons from judgment, who should have appeared, and by his means did not.

As for slanderous words and bitter taunts, with what face can the pope charge Luther, being himself contemptuous and bitter, as in this his present letter is manifest to be seen; wherein he showeth himself in his own colours what he is.

If the doings and performances of Mahomet be rightly considered, none should be found so aptly to resemble him, as the pope himself. He declineth from the word of God, and setteth up another and false with the pope. He killeth and slauketh the pope. He holdeth salvation by works of the law; so doth the pope; and if Mahomet give liberty of faith, so doth not Luther; but the pope both taketh it, and also dispenseth with the same. Mahomet would not have his religion reasoned upon; no more will the pope. Briefly, as the sect of Mahomet is divided into many sundry sorts of religion, and of religious men; so hath the sect of the pope friars, monks, nuns, hermits, and other swarms of an infinite variety.

Here the pope agreeth rightly with Mahomet, for he will not have his religion reasoned upon, no more will the pope have his.
the cause of the sacraments, there must we always stand to the authority of holy fathers, and of the church. Now all things almost, wherein Luther dissenteth from others, are rebuked before by divers councils; neither ought those things to be called into question, which have been defined before by general councils, and the universal church; but ought to be received by faith: for else he doth injury to the synod of the church, who so bringeth again into controversy things once rightly discussed and settled. Otherwise what certainty can there be amongst men, or what end shall there be of contending and disputing, if it shall be lawful for every lewd and presumptuous person to decline from the things which have been received and ratified by the consent, not of one, nor of a few, but of so many ages, so many wise heads, and of the catholic church, which God never permitted to err in matters unto faith appertaining? And how can it otherwise be chosen, but that all must be full of disturbance, offences, and confusion, unless the things which have been once, yes, many times by right judgment constituted, be observed by all men as inviolable? Wherefore, seeing Luther and his fellows do condemn the councils of holy fathers, do burn the holy canons, do confound all things at their pleasure, and do disquiet the whole world, what remaineth, but that they are to be rejected and exploded, as enemies and perturbers of the public peace?

Further, this you shall say unto them, that we confess ourselves, and deny not, but that God suffereth this persecution to be inflicted upon his church for the sins of men, especially of priests and prelates of the clergy. For certain it is, that the hand of the Lord is not shortened, that he cannot save; but our sins have divided between God and us; and therefore he hideth his face from us that he will not hear us. The Scripture testifieth, that the sins of the people do issue out from the sins of the priests. And therefore, saith Chrysostom, Christ, going about to cure the sick city of Jerusalem, first entered into the temple, to correct the sins of the priests, like a good physician, who first beginneth to cure the disease from the very root. We know that in this holy see there have been many abominable things of long time wrought and practised; as abuses in matters spiritual, and also excesses in life and manners, and all things turned clean contrary. And no marvel if the sickness, first beginning at the head, that is, at the high bishops, have descended afterwards to inferior prelates. All we (that is, prelates of the church) have declared every one after his own way; neither hath there been one that hath done good, no not one. Wherefore need it is, that all we give glory to God, and that we humble our souls to him, considering every one of us from whence he hath fallen; and that every one do judge himself, before he be judged of God with the rod of his fury. For the redress whereof you shall insinuate unto them, and promise in our behalf, that in us shall be lacking no diligence of a better reformation, first beginning with our own court: that like as this contagion first from thence descended into all inferior parts, so reformation and amendment of all that is amiss, from the same place again, shall take its beginning; whereunto they shall find us so much the more ready, for that we see the whole world so desirous of the same. We ourselves, as you know, never sought this dignity, but rather coveted, if we otherwise might, to lead a private life, and in a quiet state to serve God; and also would utterly have refused the same, had not the fear of God, and the manner of our election, and misdoubting of some schism to follow after, have urged us to take it. And thus took we the burden upon us, not for any ambition of dignity, or to enrich our friends and kinsfolks, but only to be obedient to the will of God, and for reformation of the catholic church, and for relief of the poor, and especially for the advancement of learning and learned men, with such other things besides, as appertaineth to the charge of a good bishop and lawful heir of St. Peter. And though all errors, corruptions, and abuses be not straightways amended by us, men ought not thereat to marvel. The sore is great, and far grown, and is

(1) Isaiah ix.
(2) And how then can this be called a holy see, where so many abominable impieties, and manifold excesses, both in spiritual matters, and also in external life, are seen and practised? Such ambition in the prelates; such pride in the pope; such avarice in the court; and, finally, where such corruption is of all things, as you yourselves do here confess, and cannot deny!
(3) True it is, that the sickness hath begun in the head, that is, at the very triple crown; and therefore the sickness being great, and having need of a sharp physician, God hath sent Luther unto the pope (as Erasmus writeth of him), as a meet physician to cure his disease; yet he refuseth to be healed.

The pope promised reformation of his own court, but when beginneth he?
not single, but of manifold maladies together compacted; and therefore to the
curing thereof we must proceed by little and little, first beginning to cure the
greater and the most dangerous, lest, while we intend to amend all, we destroy
all. (mm) \text{All sudden mutations in a commonwealth,\textquoteright{} saith Aristotle, \textquoteleft{}are peril-
ous;\textquoteright{} and \textquoteleft{}He that wringeth too hard, straineth out blood.\textquoteright{} Prov. xxx.}

And whereas in your last letters you wrote, that the princes complain, how
this see hath been, and is, prejudicial to their ordinances and agreements, here-
unto you shall thus answer: that such excesses, which have been done before
our time, ought not to be imputed to us, who always have disdained these dero-
gations; and therefore bid them so assure themselves, that though they had
required no such matter, we of our own accord would have refrained the same;
partly for that it is good, right, and reason, that every one have that which is
due unto him: and partly also that the said noble nation of Germany shall have
by us no hinderance, but furthermore rather, so much as in us shall lie to do
for them.

And as touching the processes which they desired to have removed away a
rota, (nn) and to be referred down to the parties, you shall signify unto them, that
we will gratify them herein as much as honestly we may. But because our
auditors are now presently absent from the city, by reason of the plague, we
cannot be informed as yet touching the quality of those processes. As soon
as they shall return (which we hope will be shortly), we shall do in the prince's
favour what reasonably we may.

Further: whereas we understand, that there be many fresh flourishing wits in
Germany, and many well-learned men, (oo) who are not seen unto, but be rejected
and unlooked to, while in the mean time, through the apostolical provisions,
dignities and promotions are bestowed upon tapsters and dancers, and unfit
persons; we will, therefore, that you inquire out what those learned men are,
and what be their names, to the intent that when any such vacation of benefices
in Germany doth fall, we, of our own voluntary motion, may provide for them
accordingly. For why? we consider how much it is against God's glory, and
against the health and edification of souls, that benefices and dignities of the
church have now so long time been bestowed upon unworthy and unable
persons.

As touching the subsidy for the Hungarians, we send no other information
to you, but that which we gave you at your departure; save only that we will
you to extend your diligence therein, as we also will do the like, in soliciting
the matter with the princes and cities of Italy, that every one may help after
his ability. (ll)

These papish suggestions and instructions of the pope himself
against Luther, I thought, christian reader! to set before thine
eyes, to the intent thou mayest see here (as in a pattern, and go
no further) all the crimes, objections, exclamations, suspicions,
accusations, slander, offensions, contumelies, rebukes, untruths,
cavillations, railings, whatsoever they have devised, or can devise,
invent, articulate, denounce, infer, or surmise, against Luther
and his teaching. They cry, \textquoteleft{}Heresy, heresy!\textquoteright{} but they prove no
heresy. They cry, \textquoteleft{}Councils, councils!\textquoteright{} and yet none transgress
councils more than themselves. If councils go always with Scripture,
then Luther goeth with them: if councils do jar sometimes from the
Scripture, what heresy is in Luther in standing with Scripture against
those councils? And yet neither hath he hitherto spoken against
any councils, save only the council of Constance. They inflame kings
and princes against Luther, and yet they have no just cause where-

(mm) You proceed so by little and little, that nothing at all is seen. Sudden mutations be not for
the pope's purpose; but the Lord promiseth to come suddenly, when he is not looked for.
(nn) \textquoteleft{}Rota\textquoteright{} is some office in the court or chancery of Rome.
(oo) The pope flattereth for advantage. And why then have you abused the church so long with
these apostolical provisions, and yet do not redress the same?
(ll) Ex Orth. Gratian.
fore. They accuse him for teaching liberty. If they mean the liberty of flesh, they accuse him falsely; if they mean the liberty of spirit, they teach wickedly who teach contrary: and yet when they have said all, none live so licentiously as themselves. They pretend the zeal of the church, but under that church lie their own private welfare and belly-cheer. They charge Luther with disobedience, and none are so disobedient to magistrates and civil laws, as they. They lay to his charge oppression and spoiling of laymen's goods; and who spoileth the laymen's livings so much as the pope? For probation hereof, let the pope's accounts be cast, what he raketh out of every christian realm. Briefly, turn only the names of the persons, and instead of Luther's name, place the name of the pope, and the effect of this letter above prefixed shall agree upon none more aptly than upon the pope himself, and his own sectaries.

Now to proceed further in the process of this aforesaid matter, let us see what the princes again for their parts answer to these aforesaid suggestions and instructions of pope Adrian, sent unto them in the diet of Nuremberg, in the cause of Luther: the answer of whom here followeth under-written.

The Answer of the Noble and Reverend Princes, and of the States of the sacred Roman Empire, exhibited to the Pope's Ambassador.

The noble and renowned prince lord Ferdinand, lieutenant to the emperor's majesty, with other reverend peers in Christ, and mighty princes electors, and other states and orders of this present assembly of the Roman empire in Nuremberg convented, have gratefully received, and diligently perused, the letters sent in form of a brief, with the instructions also of that most holy father in Christ and lord, lord Adrian, the high bishop of the holy and universal church of Rome, presented unto them in the cause of Luther's faction. By which aforesaid letters and writings whereas, first, they understand his holiness to have been born, and to have had his native origin and parentage out of this noble nation of Germany, they do not a little rejoice. Of whose egregious virtues and ornaments, both of mind and body, they have heard great fame and commendation, even from his tender years: by reason whereof they are so much the more joyous of his advancement and preferment, by such consent of election, to the high top of the apostolical dignity, and yield to God most hearty thanks for the same: praying also, from the bottom of their hearts, for his excellent clemency, and the perpetual glory of his name, and for health of souls, and incolumity of the universal church, that God will give his holiness long continuance of felicity: having no misdoubt but that by such a full and consenting election of such a pastor of the universal catholic church, great profit and commodity will ensue. Which thing to hope and look for, his holiness openeth to them an evident declaration in his own letters, testifying and protesting what care it is to him both day and night, how to discharge his pastoral function, in studying for the health of the flock to him committed; and especially in converting the minds of christian princes from war to peace. Declaring moreover what subsidy and relief his holiness hath sent to the soldiers of Rhodes, &c. All which things they, perceiving with themselves, conceive exceeding hope and comfort in their minds, thus reposing and trusting that this concord of christian princes will be a great help and stay to the better quieting of things now out of frame; without which neither the state of the commonwealth nor of christian religion, can be rightly redressed, and much less the tyranny of the barbarous Turks repressed.

Wherefore the excellent prince, lord lieutenant to the emperor's majesty, with the other princes electors, and the orders of this present assembly, most heartily do pray, that his holiness will persist in this his purpose and diligence, as he hath virtuously begun, leaving no stone unremoved, how the disagreeing
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The hearts of Christian princes may be reduced to quiet and peace; or if that will not be, yet at least some truce and intermission of domestic dissensions may be obtained for the necessity of the time now present, whereby all Christians may join their powers together, with the help of God, to go against the Turk, and to deliver the people of Christ from his barbarous tyranny and bondage; whereunto both the noble prince lord lieutenant, and other princes of Germany, will put to their helping hands, to the best of their ability.

And whereas by the letters of his holiness, with his instruction also exhibited into them by his legate, they understand that his holiness is afflicted with great sorrow for the prospering of Luther’s sect, whereby innumerable souls committed to his charge are in danger of perdition, and therefore his holiness vehemently desireth some speedy remedy against the same to be provided, with an explication of certain necessary reasons and causes, whereby to move the German princes thereunto; and that they will tender the execution of the apostolic sentence, and also of the emperor’s edict set forth touching the suppression of Luther: To these the lord lieutenant, and other princes and states do answer, that it is to them no less grief and sorrow than to his holiness; and also they do lament as much for these impieties and perils of souls, and inconveniences which grow in the religion of Christ, either by the sect of Luther, or any otherwise. Further, what help or counsel shall lie in them for the extirpating of errors, and decay of souls’ health, what their moderation can do, they are willing and ready to perform; considering how they stand bound and subject, as well to the pope’s holiness, as also to the emperor’s majesty. But why the sentence of the apostolic see, and the emperor’s edict against Luther, hath not been put in execution hitherto, there hath been (said they) causes great and urgent, which have led them thereto: as first, in weighing and considering themselves, that great evils and inconveniences would thereupon ensue. For the greatest part of the people of Germany have always had this persuasion, and now, by reading Luther’s books, are more therein confirmed, that great grievances and inconveniences have come to this nation of Germany by the court of Rome: and therefore, if they should have proceeded with any rigour in executing the pope’s sentence, and the emperor’s edict, the multitude would conceive and suspect in their minds, this to be done for subverting the verity of the gospel, and for supporting and confirming the former abuses and grievances, whereupon great wars and tumults, no doubt, would have ensued: which thing of the princes and states there hath been well perceived by many arguments; for the avoiding whereof, they thought to use more gentle remedies, serving more opportunely for the time.

Again, whereas the reverend lord legate (said they) in the name of the pope’s holiness, hath been instructed to declare unto them, that God suffereth this persecution to rise in the church for the sins of men, and that his holiness doth promise therefore to begin the reformation with his own court, that as the corruption first sprang from thence to the inferior parts, so the redress of all again should first begin with the same: Also, whereas his holiness, of a good and fatherly heart, doth testify in his letters, that he himself did always mislike that the court of Rome should intermeddle so much, and derogate from the concordats of the princes, and that his holiness doth fully purpose in that behalf, during his papacy, never to practise the like, but so to endeavour, that every one, and especially the nation of the Germans, may have their proper due and right, granting especially to the said nation his peculiar favour: who seeth not by these premises, but that this most holy bishop omitteth nothing which a good father, or a devout pastor may or ought to do to his sheep? or who will not be moved hereby to a loving reverence, and to amendment of his defaults, namely, seeing his holiness so intendeth to accomplish the same in deed, which in word he promiseth, according as he hath begun?

And thus undoubtedly both the noble lord lieutenant, and all other princes and states of the empire, well hope that he will, and pray most heartily that he may do, to the glory of our eternal God, to the health of souls, and to the tranquillity of the public state. For unless such abuses and grievances, with certain other articles also, which the secular princes (assigning purposely for the same) shall draw out in writing, shall be faithfully reformed, there is no true peace and concord between the ecclesiastical and secular estates, nor any true expiratation of this tumult and errors in Germany, that can be hoped. For partly by
long wars, partly by reason of other grievances and hinderances, this nation of
Germany hath been so wasted and consumed in money, that scarcely it is able
to sustain itself in private affairs, and necessary upholding of justice within
itself; much less then to minister aid and succour to the kingdom of Hungary,
and to the Croatians, against the Turk. And whereas all the states of the sacred
Roman empire do not doubt, but the pope’s holiness doth right well understand
how the German princes did grant and condescend for the money of Annates to
be levied to the see of Rome for term of certain years, upon condition that
the said money should be converted to maintain war against the Turkish infi-
dels, and for defence of the catholic faith: and whereas the term of these years
is now expired long since, when the said Annates should be gathered, and yet
that money hath not been so bestowed to that use, whereto it was first granted;
therefore if any such necessity should now come, that any public helps or
contributions against the Turk should be demanded of the German people, they
would answer again, Why is not that money of Annates, reserved many years
before to that use, now to be bestowed and applied? and so would they refuse
to receive any more such burdens for that cause to be laid upon them.

Wherefore the said lord lieutenant, and other princes and degrees of the
empire, make earnest petition, that the pope’s holiness will with a fatherly con-
sideration expend the premises, and suecess hereafter to require such Annates,
as are accustomed after the death of bishops and other prelates, or eccle-
siastical persons, to be paid to the court of Rome, and suffer them to remain to
the chamber of the empire, whereby justice and peace may be more commo-
diously administered, the tranquillity of the public state of Germany maintained;
and also, by the same, due helps may be ordained and disposed to other chris-
tian potentates in Germany, against the Turk, which otherwise without the
same is not to be hoped for.

Item, Whereas the pope’s holiness desireth to be informed, what way were
best to take in resisting these errors of the Lutherans: to this the lord lie-
utenant, with other princes and nobles, do answer, that whatsoever help or
counsel they can devise, with willing hearts they will be ready thereunto. See-
ing therefore the state, as well ecclesiastical as temporal, is far out of frame,
and hath so much corrupted its ways: and seeing not only by Luther’s part,
and by his sect, but also by divers other occasions besides, so many errors,
abuses, and corruptions have crept in; very requisite and necessary it is, that
some effectual remedy be provided, as well for redress of the church, as also
for repressing the Turk’s tyranny. Now what more present or effectual remedy
can be had, the lord lieutenant, and other estates and princes do not see, than
this, that the pope’s holiness, by the consent of the emperor’s majesty, do sum-
mon a free christian council in some convenient place of Germany, as at Stras-
bourg, or at Mentz, or at Cologne, or at Metz? and that with as much speed
as conveniently may be, so that the congregating of the said council be not
defered above one year: in which council it may be lawful for every person
that there shall have interest, either temporal or ecclesiastical, freely to speak
and consult, to the glory of God, and health of souls, and the public wealth of
Christendom, without impeachment or restraint; whatsoever oath or other bond
to the contrary notwithstanding: yes, and it shall be every good man’s part
there to speak, not only freely, but to speak that which is true, to the purpose,
and to edifying, and not to pleasing or flattering, but simply and uprightly to
declare his judgment, without all fraud or guile. And as touching by what ways
these errors and tumults of the German people may best be stayed and paci-
ﬁed in the meantime, until the council be set, the aforesaid lord lieutenant, with
the other princes, thereupon have consulted and deliberated; that forasmuch
as Luther, and certain of his fellows, be within the territory and dominion of
the noble duke Frederic, the said lord lieutenant and other states of the empire
shall so labour the matter with the aforesaid prince, duke of Saxony, that
Luther and his followers, shall not write, set forth, or print any thing during
the said mean space; neither do they doubt but that the said noble prince
of Saxony, for his christian piety, and obedience to the Roman empire, as
becometh a prince of such excellent virtue, will effectually condescend to the
same.

(1) Annates is a certain portion of money wont to be paid to the court of Rome, out of the one
year’s fruits, at the vacation of an ecclesiastical living.
Item, That the said lord lieutenant and princes shall labour so with the preachers of Germany, that they shall not in their sermons teach or blow into the people’s ears such matters, whereby the multitude may be moved to rebellion or uproar, or be induced into error; and that they shall preach and teach nothing but the true, pure, sincere, and holy gospel, and approved Scripture, godly, mildly, and christianly, according to the doctrine and exposition of the Scripture; being approved and received of Christ’s church, abstaining from all such things as are better unknown than learned of the people, and which to be subtly searched, or deeply discussed, it is not expedient. Also, that they shall move no contention or disputation among the vulgar sort; but whatsoever hangeth in controversy, the same they shall reserve to the determination of the council to come.

Item, The archbishops, bishops, and other prelates within their dioceses, shall assign godly and learned men, having good judgment in the Scripture, who shall diligently and faithfully attend upon such preachers: and if they shall perceive the said preachers either to have erred, or to have uttered any thing inconveniently, they shall godly, mildly, and modestly advertise and inform them thereof, in such sort that no man shall justly complain the truth of the gospel to be impeached. But if the preachers, continuing still in their stubbornness, shall refuse to be admonished, and will not desist from their lewdness, then shall they be restrained and punished by the ordinances of the place, with punishment for the same convenient.

Furthermore, the said princes and nobles shall provide and undertake, so much as shall be possible, that, from henceforth, during the aforesaid time, no new book shall be printed, especially none of these famous libels, either shall they privily or openly be sold. Also order shall be taken amongst all potentates, that if any shall set out, sell, or print any new work, it shall first be seen and perused of certain godly, learned, and discreet men appointed for the same; so that if it be not admitted and approved by them, it shall not be permitted to be published in print, or to come abroad. Thus, by these means, they hope well, that the tumults, errors, and offences among the people, shall cease; especially if the pope’s holiness himself shall begin with an orderly and due reformation, in the aforesaid grievances above mentioned, and will procure such a free and christian council as hath been said; and so shall the people be well contented and satisfied. Or if the tumult shall not so fully be calmed as they desire, yet the greater part thus will be quieted; for all such as be honest and good men, no doubt, will be in great expectation of that general council, so shortly, and now ready at hand, to come. Finally, as concerning priests who contract matrimony, and religious men leaving their cloisters, whereof intimation was also made by the apostolical legate, the aforesaid princes do consider, that forasmuch as in the civil law there is no penalty for them ordained, they shall be referred to the canonical constitutions, to be punished thereafter accordingly; that is, by the loss of their benefices and privileges, or other condivine censures: and that the said ordinations in no case be stopped or inhibited by the secular powers, from the correction of such: but that they shall add their help and favour to the maintenance of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and shall direct out their public edicts and precepts, that none shall impeach or prohibit the said ordinations in their ecclesiastical castigation, upon such transgressors to be administered.

To conclude; the redoubted prince, the lord lieutenant, and other princes, estates, and orders of the public empire, vehemently and most heartily do pray and beseech, that the pope’s holiness, and the reverend lord his legate will accept and take all the premises to be no otherwise spoken and meant, than of a good, free, sincere, and a christian mind: neither is there any thing that all the aforesaid princes, estates, and nobles, do more wish and desire, than the furtherance and prosperous estate of the holy catholic church of Rome, and of his holiness; to whose wishes, desires, and obedience, they offer and commend themselves most readily and obsequiously, as faithful children.

Thus hast thou, loving reader! the full discourse both of the pope’s

(1) *Famous libels* be such books as rail against the fame of any person, showing no name of the author thereof.

(2) *H. Orbelin. Grat. [vol. i. p. 346, in bis *Vasculius rerum expetend. et sagiendarum. Ed. by Browne, Lond. 1680.—Ed.]*
letter, and of his legate's instructions, with the answer also of the states of Germany to the said letter and instructions to them exhibited in the diet of Nuremberg: in which diet what was concluded, and what order and consultation were taken, first touching the grievances of Germany, which they exhibited to the pope, then concerning a general council to be called in Germany, also for printing, preaching, and for priests' marriage, hath been likewise declared, &c.

The occasion of this matter, moved against priests' marriage, came first by the ministers of Strasburg, who about this time began to take wives, and therefore were cited by the bishop of Strasburg to appear before him at a certain day, as violators of the laws of holy church, the holy fathers, the bishops of Rome, and of the emperor's majesty, to the prejudice both of their own order of priesthood, and the majesty of Almighty God: but they referred their cause to the hearing of the magistrates of the same city; who, being suitors for them unto the bishops, laboured to have the matter either released, or at least to be delayed for a time.

Long it were to recite all the circumstances following upon this diet or assembly of Nuremberg, how their decree was received of some, of some neglected, of divers diversely wrested and expounded. Luther, writing his letters upon the same decree to the princes, thus made his exposition of the meaning thereof: that whereas the preachers were commanded to preach the pure gospel, after the doctrine of the church received, he expounded the meaning thereof to be, not after the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas, or Scotus, or such other late school writers, but after the doctrine of Hilary, Cyprian, and Austin, and other ancient doctors; and yet the doctrine of the said ancestors no further to be received, but as it should agree with the Scripture.

Secondly, As concerning new books not to be sold nor printed, he expounded the meaning thereof to extend no further, but that the text of the Bible, and books of the holy Scripture might be printed notwithstanding, and published to all men.

And for the prohibition of priests' marriage, he writeth to the princes, and desireth them to bear with the weakness of men; declaring that branch of their decree to be very hard, which though it standeth with the pope's law, yet it accordeth not with the gospel, neither conduceth to good manners, nor to honesty of life, &c.

Furthermore, Whereas in the same session of Nuremberg, mention was made before of certain grievances collected to the number of a hundred, and exhibited to the bishop of Rome, it were tedious likewise to insert them all; yet to give some taste of a few, I judge it not unprofitable, to the intent that the world may see and judge, not only what abuses and corruptions, most monstrous and incredible, lay hid under the glorious title of the holy church of Rome, but also may understand, with what hypocrisy and impudence the pope taketh upon him so grievously to complain upon Master Luther and others; when in all the universal church of Christ, there is none so much to be blamed all manner of ways, as he himself, according as by these heinous complaints of the German princes, here following, against the pope's intolerable oppressions and grievances, may right well appear. These grievances being collected by the princes of Germany at

---

(1) Ex Johan. Seldana.
Nuremberg, to the number of a hundred, I wish might be fully and at large set forth to the studious reader, whereby might appear the subtle sleights and intolerable frauds of that pretensed church. But forsaking as it were too long to comprehend the whole, I have thought good to exhibit some part thereof for example, as giving only a certain taste, whereby thou mayest more easily conceive, what to think and esteem of all the residue, which both to me would be tedious to write, and perhaps more grievous to thee to hear.

CERTAIN GRIEVANCES OR OPPRESSIONS OF GERMANY, AGAINST THE COURT OF ROME, COLLECTED AND EXHIBITED BY THE PRINCES, AT THE COUNCIL OF NUREMBERG, TO THE NUMBER OF A HUNDRED, WHEREOF CERTAIN SPECIALTIES HERE FOLLOW.

Forbidding of Marriage in divers degrees, not forbidden by God's Law.

Amongst other burdens and grievances, this is not least to be regarded, that many things are prohibited by men's constitutions, and many things exacted, which are not prohibited or commanded by any precept of God: as the innumerable obstacles of matrimony invented and brought in, whereby men are forbid to marry in cases of kindred, which stand upon divers degrees: as upon affinity, public honesty, spiritual kindred, kindred by law, and kindred in blood, &c.

Forbidding of Meats, not forbidden by God's Law.

And likewise in forbidding the use of meats, which God hath created for man's necessity, and taught by the apostle indifferently to be received with thanksgiving. By these, and many other human constitutions, men are yoked in bondage, until, by money they obtain some dispensation of those laws, at their hands who made them; so that money shall make that lawful for rich men, which is clearly prohibited unto the poor. By these snares of men's laws and constitutions, not only great sums of money are gathered out of Germany, and carried over the Alps, but also great iniquity is sprung up among Christians; many offences and privy hatreds do arise by reason that poor men do see themselves entangled with these snares for no other cause, but for that they do not possess the thorns of the gospel; so that Christ doth often call riches.

Of Times of Marriage restrained, and afterwards released for Money.

The like practice also is to be seen in the times restrained from marriage, by the heads of the church of Rome, from the Septuagesima Sunday, somewhat before lent; when, notwithstanding, both the clergy and the seculars in the meantime will live licentiously, and that openly in the face of all the world. But this interdict proceedeth to this effect: if a man shall presume so to do upon his own liberty, without compounding. But otherwise, if there be any hope of money, then that which was before unlawful, is now made lawful, for every man to do freely. And this is also another drawing net, whereby great sums of money are dragged out of the Germans' purses. Whereupon also hангeth another grievance as great as this; that in suing out a dispensation, the state of the poor and of the rich is not indifferently weighed: for where the rich escapeth many times for little or nought, and goeth clear away, the poor man shall be sure to pay for the shot.

(1) The first edition of the "Centum grav. nat. Germaniae" was published in 4to. at Nuremberg, 1533; see Panzer's Annales Typographici. It is inserted also in Brown's Fasciculus Rerum expostul. de Fugitvarum, tom. 1. p. 524, Lond. 1690; and in Le Fèvre's Monumentum ad Hist. Concilii Tridentini illustrand. collect. Lovanii, 1781.—Ed.
The Grievances of the Germans.

Complaint for selling Remission of Sins for Money.

But especially the burden and grievance of the pope’s indulgences and pardons be most importable: when the bishops of Rome, under pretence of building some church in Rome, or to war against the Turk, do make out their indulgences with their bulls; persuading and promising to the simple people strange and wonderful benefits of remission ‘a poena et culpa,’ that is, from all their sins and punishment due for the same, and that not in this life only, but also after this life, to them that be dead, burning in the fire of purgatory. Through the hope and occasion thereof, true piety is almost extinct in all Germany, while every evil-disposed person promises to himself, for a little money, license and impunity to do what him listeth: whereupon follow fornication, incest, adultery, perjury, homicide, robbing and spoiling, rapine, usury, with a whole flood of all mischiefs, &c.

Complaint against the Immunities of Clergymen.

Item, Whosoever he be that hath received any ecclesiastical orders, great or small, thereby he doth contend to be freed from all punishment of the secular magistrate, how great offence soever he do; neither doth he unadvisedly presume thereupon, but is maintained in that liberty to sin, by the principal estates of the clergy. For it hath often been seen, that whereas by the canonical laws, priests are forbidden to marry, afterwards they diligently labour and go about day and night to attempt and try the chastity of matrons, virgins, and of the wives, daughters, and sisters of the laymen: and through their continual instance and labour, partly with gifts and rewards, and flattering words, partly by their secret confessions (as they call them), as it hath been found by experience, they bring to pass that many virgins and matrons, who otherwise would be honest, have been overcome and moved to sin and wickedness. And it happeneth oftentimes, that they do detain and keep away the wives and daughters from their husbands and fathers, threatening them with fire and sword, that do require them again. Thus, through their raging lust, they heap and gather together innumerable mischiefs and offences. It is to be marvelled at, how licentiously, without punishment, they daily offend in robberies, murder, accusing of innocents, burning, rapine, theft, and counterfeiting of false coin; besides a thousand other kinds of mischiefs, contrary and against all laws both of God and man, not without great offence of others, trusting only upon the freedom and liberty of sin, which they usurp unto themselves by the privilege of their canons. For when they once perceive that it is lawful for them to do what they lust without constraint, then they do not only contemn the civil magistrates, but also their bishops and superiors, whatsoever they either command or forbid them to do.

And moreover, to the intent they may be the more maintained in their mischief and wickedness, contrary to all reason and equity, it is partly forbidden the archbishops and bishops to condemn these malefactors openly, except they be first degraded, which must be done with sumptuousness and pomp: whereby it happeneth very seldom, that those ungodly naughty packs do receive condign punishment. Besides that, the bishops are so bound by their chapters, that they dare not punish any person who hath taken orders, by the canonical laws, be the punishment ever so light or small; by reason whereof, the matter so falleth out, that through this unequal partiality between the laity and the clergy, great hatred, discord, and dissension are sprung and risen up. It is also not a little to be feared, that if the clergy, who are the cause of this grievance, and of other mischiefs (which daily they do proceed to perpetrate), have not like laws, equal judges, and like punishment, their offensive life will move and stir up some great tumults and sedition amongst the common people, not only against the clergy themselves, but also against the superiors and magistrates, for that they leave such notorious offences unpunished.

Wherefore necessity and justice do require, that the said prejudicial privileges of the clergy should be abrogated and taken away, and in their place it be provided, ordained, and decreed, that the clergy, of what order or degree soever they be, shall have like laws, like judgment, and punishment, as the laity have: so that they shall pretend no prerogative or freedom in like offence, more than
the laymen; but that every one of the clergy offending, under the judge where the offence is committed, shall be punished for his fact, according to the measure and quality of his offence, in such like manner as other malefactors are, with the punishment appointed by the common laws of the empire. This thing, without doubt, will please the true ministers of the church, such as are honest and learned, and they will not think their power and authority thereby in any case diminished. By this means it shall be brought to pass, that such as are of the clergy only by name, and otherwise naughty wicked men, through the obedience due unto their magistrates, shall be compelled to live more honestly; and all sedition and privy hatred between them and the laity shall be put away; and finally, thereby the laity shall be more moved and stirred to love and reverence such of the clergy as be of a sound life.

Complaint of Excommunication being abused in the Church of Rome.

Item, at Rome and in other places many Christians are excommunicated by the archbishops, bishops, or by their ecclesiastical judges, for profane causes, through the desire and covetousness of money and lucre. The consciences of men, who are weak in faith, thereby are burdened and brought unto desparation. And finally, for money and lucre, a matter of no importance is made to tend to the destruction both of body and soul, contrary to the law both of God and man; forasmuch as no man ought to be excommunicated but only for heresy, or for some heinous fact perpetrated; nor to be counted as separate from the christian catholic church, as the Scriptures do witness. Therefore the princes, nobles, states, and laity of the sacred empire, desire and require the pope's holiness, that as a faithful Christian and loving father, he will remove the said burden of excommunication, used both in the see of Rome, and also in the sees of all other archbishops and ecclesiastical judges; and finally decree, that no man shall hereafter be excommunicated, but only for a manifest convicted crime of heresy; for it is too wicked a thing, that faithful Christians, for every light offence touching any temporal goods or gain, or for any other worldly matter, but only for obstinacy of heresy, or some great enormity, should be excluded from Almighty God, and the catholic congregation.

Complaint that the Church is burdened with a number of Holidays, which ought to be diminished.

Moreover, the common people are not a little oppressed with the great number of holidays, for that there are now so many holidays, that the husbandmen have scarcely time to gather the fruits of the earth, which they have brought forth with so great labour and travail, being often in danger of hail, rain, and other storms; which fruits notwithstanding, if they were not letted with so many holidays, they would gather and bring home without any loss. Besides that, upon these holidays innumerable offences are committed and done, rather than God honoured or worshipped: which thing is so manifest, that it needeth no witness. For that cause the estates of the sacred empire think it best and most profitable for the christian commonwealth, that this great number of holidays should be diminished; which ought rather to be celebrated in spirit and verity, than with the external worship, and be better kept with abstinence from sin.

The Suspending and Hallowing of Church-yards complained of, as gainful to the Pope, and chargeable to the People.

Furthermore, if it happen that two or more do fight without any weapon in a church-yard, only with their fists, or by the hair, though there be ever so little bloodshed, by and by the clergy have recourse to interdiction, and do not suffer any more christian burials there to be done, before that all the citizens, with great pomp and expenses, do cause it to be consecrated and hallowed again, with no less charge than when, at the first, of a profane place it was hallowed for burial: all which things do redound to the charges and costs of the laity. And though the churches or chapels be ever so little which are so hallowed, yet the suffragans do burden and oppress the simple poor householders, be they
ever so bare or needy, with superfluous expenses, and require moreover gifts of the people, which it is not for their ease to give.

Also the suffragans have invented, that no others but only themselves may baptize bells for the lay-people; whereby the simple people, upon the affirmation of the suffragans, do believe, that such bells so baptized will drive away evil spirits and tempests. Therefore a great number of godfathers are appointed, especially such as are rich, who, at the time of baptizing, holding the rope whereon the bell is tied, the suffragan speaking before them, as is accustomed in the baptizing of young children, they altogether do answer, and give the name to the bell; the bell having a new garment put upon it, as is accustomed to be done unto the Christians. After this they go unto sumptuous banquets, whereunto also the guests are bidden, that thereby they might give the greater reward; and the suffragans, with their chaplains and other ministers, are sumptuously fed. Yet doth not this suffice, but that the suffragan also must have a reward, which they do call a small gift or present; whereby it happeneth oftentimes, that even in small villages a hundred florins are consumed and spent in such christenings: which is not only superstitious, but also contrary unto christian religion, a seducing of the simple people, and mere extortion. Notwithstanding, the bishops, to enrich their suffragans, do suffer these things, and others far worse. Wherefore such wicked and unlawful things ought to be abolished.

Complaint against Officials, and other Ecclesiastical Judges.

The officials also of archbishops for the most part are unlearned and unable men; besides that, men of evil conditions, taking thought for nothing but for money. Also how corruptly they live, and continue in notorious crimes and transgressions, it is daily seen; whereby the laity, whom they ought to correct and punish for their offences, and instruct in christian godliness, are not in any point by them amended, but rather by them encouraged and confirmed in their offences. Besides this, the laity are miserably robbed and spoiled of their goods by these light and vile officials, in whose consciences there is no spark of christian piety and godliness, but only a wicked desire and covetousness; which thing the archbishops and bishops, if they were indeed such as they are called, that is to say, the pastors and shepherds of Christ, without doubt they would no longer suffer or commit Christ's flock to such wicked and offensive pastors to be fed and nourished.

Complaint how the Ecclesiastical Judges do annex certain Special Causes, being Lay Matters, unto their own Jurisdiction, and will by no means release the same, except for Money.

Whever any causes are pleaded in judgment before an ecclesiastical judge, either for defiling of virgins, or for children unlawfully born out of wedlock, or for servants' wages, or any other matters concerning widows, the ecclesiastical judges being called upon by the superiors of the laity who do contend, they will neither defer that judgment, nor by any means will be entreated to remit them to their ordinary jurisdiction.

A Complaint of the Gain that ariseth to the Clergy by false Slanders and Rumours.

It happeneth oftentimes that men and women, through sinister and false reports and slanders, are brought before the official or ecclesiastical judge, as men guilty, and shall not be declared innocent before they have cleared themselves by an oath; which purgation so made, they are restored again to their former estimation. And albeit that the damages and costs ought to be repaid again unto such as be so falsely accused, yet notwithstanding, the innocents themselves are forced to pay two guilders and a quarter, for their letters of absolution. And this is the cause why the officials and other ecclesiastical judges do so greedily follow the action of such unlawful, false, and slanderous accusa-

(1) This question: whether these gospels that christen bells may marry together by the canons law?
tions, challenging the hearing thereof only unto themselves; which thing, no doubt, redoundeth to the great and most singular hurt and detriment of all men: for oftentimes it happeneth that women, falling together into contention through anger, hatred, or some other affection, do speak evil or slander one another, and outrage so much, that the one oftentimes accuseth the other, either of adultery or witchery. Which thing being brought before the official, she who through her anger had so slandered the other, is forced by an oath to excuse and purge herself, that whatsoever injurious or slanderous word she has spoken, came not of any deliberate purpose or intent, but through wrath and displeasure. In like manner the other, who is accused either of adultery or sorcery, is commanded by an oath to declare her innocency, that she is not guilty of those facts. So that it is evident unto all men, that in such cases, whether they be guilty or not guilty, they must swear, if they will keep their good name and fame. Whereby not only the unlawful lure of gain and money is sought, but also wilful perjury forced, and the secular power and judges letted from the punishment thereof, so that, contrary to all reason, offences do remain unpunished.

Complaint against Spiritual Judges taking Secular Causes from the Civil Magistrate, for gain of Money.

Albeit there be many causes so indifferent to both jurisdictions, that they may be pleaded and punished as well by the civil magistrate as ecclesiastical judge, notwithstanding it happeneth oftentimes, that when the civil magistrates would exercise their office and jurisdiction in this behalf, they are forbidden and letted by the ecclesiastical judges, under pain of excommunication. Which thing if it should long continue and be suffered, the ecclesiastical judges would shortly take away all manner of causes from the civil magistrate, and his jurisdiction; which is intolerable, and derogatory both unto the emperor’s majesty, and other states of the empire. And albeit that by the common laws manifest perjuries, adulteries, witchcrafts, and such other like, may indifferently be punished by ecclesiastical or civil judges for the time being, so that prevention in this behalf taketh place; notwithstanding, the ecclesiastical judges go about to usurp unto themselves and their jurisdiction all such manner of causes: which burden and grievance the civil jurisdiction and power ought not to suffer.

Complaint against Ecclesiastical Judges intermeddling with Cases of the Secular Court, but who will not suffer their Cases to be once touched of the others.

Moreover, the ecclesiastical judges say, that in such case it is lawful for them to take profane matters into their hands, if the civil magistrate be found negligent in executing of justice; but contrariwise, they will not suffer that the like order should be kept with them, neither will they permit that in ecclesiastical matters any man may complain unto the civil magistrate for lack of justice, and require the administration of justice at his hand. Albeit they do define all laws generally common, and determine how the canon laws may help and assist the civil, and contrariwise the civil laws the canon.

Complaint against certain Misorders of Cathedral Churches, for using double Punishment for one Offence against the Law.

Forasmuch as it is forbidden both by God’s law and man’s, that any man should be beaten with two rods, that is to say, be punished by two kinds of torments; worthily therefore do all wise men detest and abhor the odious statutes of divers cathedral churches, whereby murderers, both men and women, and other as well light as grievous offenders, have been biterto vexed and tormented: for hitherto it hath been accustomed, that such as were guilty of murder, and such other crimes (which they call cases reserved unto the bishop), after they had made their auricular confession, were compelled (to their great ignominy and shame) to do penance in the sight of all the people; which penance were not so much to be disallowed, bearing some semblance of the
institution of the primitive church, if so be these busy officials (being contented therewith) would not extort more and greater sums of money than were right and lawful, and so punish those offenders with double punishment; wherewithal it is to be marvelling how many be offended and grieved. How wicked a thing this is, and how far it differeth from Christ's institution, we will refer it to every good conscience to judge.

Complaint of Officials for maintaining unlawful Usury.

Furthermore, the officials, being allureth through the greedy and insatiable desire of money, do not only not forbid unlawful usuries and gains of money, but also suffer and maintain the same. Moreover, they, taking a yearly stipend and pension, do suffer the clergy and other religious persons unlawfully to dwell with their concubines and harlots, and to beget children by them. Both which things how great peril, offence, and detriment they do bring both unto body and soul, every man may plainly see (so that it need not be rehearsed), except he will make himself as blind as a mole.

Complaint of Officials permitting unlawful cohabiting with another, when the Husband or Wife is long absent.

Furthermore, where it so happeneth (as it doth oftentimes), that either the good man, or the good wife, by means of war, or some other vow, hath taken in hand some long journey, and so tarryeth longer than serveth the appetite of the other, the official, taking a reward of the other, giveth license to the party to dwell with any other person, not having first regard, or making inquisition whether the husband or wife, being absent, be in health or dead. And because these their doings should not be evil spoken of, they name it a toleration or sufferance; not without great offence to all men, and to the great contempt of holy matrimony.

Complaint of Canons in Cathedral Churches, who have their Bishop sworn unto them before he be chosen.

This is also unlawful and plainly wicked, that the canons of cathedral churches, in whose hand the principal part of ecclesiastical judgments, synods, and censures do consist, and the canons of other collegiate churches, who have power and authority to choose their superior and bishop, will choose none to their bishop, except he bind himself first with an oath, and plainly swear, yes, and oftentimes is bound, by bond and instruments sealed with their seals, to them and their ecclesiastical judges, that in no matter, be it ever so grievous, intolerable, or dishonest, he shall be against them; and if it happen at any time that they do offend, they may do it also without punishment for him.

Complaint against Incorporations or Impropriations, and other pilling of the People by Churchmen.

Many parish churches are subject unto monasteries, and to the parsons of other churches, by means of incorporations (as they call them) or otherwise, which they are bound also, according to the canon laws, to foresee and look unto by themselves; whereas they do put them forth unto others to be governed, reserving for the most part unto themselves the whole stipend of the benefices and tithes; and moreover, aggravate and charge the same with so great pensions, that the hireling priests, and other ministers of the church, cannot have thereupon a decent or competent living. Whereby it cometh to pass, that these hireling priests (for that they must needs have whereupon to live) do with unlawful exactations miserably spoil and devour the poor sheep committed unto them, and consume all their substance. For when the sacraments of the altar and of baptism are to be administered, or when the first, the seventh, the thirty-first, and the year-day must be kept; when auricular confession cometh to be heard, the dead to be buried, or any other ceremony whatsoever about the funeral to be done, they will not do it freely, but extort and exact so much
money as the miserable commonalty is scarce able to disburse: and daily they
do increase and augment these their exactions, driving the simple poverty to
the payment thereof, by threatening them with excommunication, or by other
ways compelling them to be at charge, who otherwise, through poverty, are
not able to maintain obsequies, year-minds, and such other like ceremonies, as
to the funerals of the dead be appertaining.

Buying and Selling of Burials complained of.

It is ordained by the pope's canons, that burial in the church should be
denied only unto those who being known to be manifest and notorious offenders,
have departed this life without receiving the sacrament. But the clergy, not
regarding those decrees, will not suffer such as by chance are drowned, killed,
slain with falls or fire, or otherwise by chance have ended their lives (albeit it
be not evident that they were in deadly sin), to be buried in the churches, until
such time as the wives, children, or friends of those men so dead, do with great
sums of money purchase and buy the burial of them in the church-yard.

Chaste and continent Priests compelled to pay Tribute for Con-
cubines.

Also in many places the bishops and their officials do not only suffer priests
to have concubines, so that they pay certain sums of money, but also compel
continent and chaste priests, who live without concubines, to pay tribute for
concubines, affirming that the bishop hath need of money: which being paid,
it shall be lawful for them either to live chaste, or keep concubines. How
wicked a thing this is, every man doth well understand and know.

These, with many other burdens and grievances besides, to the
number of a hundred, the secular states of Germany delivered to the
pope's legate; having (as they said) many more and more grievous
grievances besides these, which had likewise much need of redress:
but because they would not exceed the limits of reasonable brevity,
they would content themselves (they said) with these aforesaid hun-
dred, reserving the rest to a more apt and more convenient oppor-
tunity; steadfastly trusting and hoping, that when those hundred
grievances already by them declared, should be abolished, the others
would also decay and fall with them. Of these aforesaid grievances
and complaints here is moreover to be noted, that a great part was
offered up before to the emperor at the council of Worms; but
because no redress thereof did follow, therefore the secular states of
Germany thought good to exhibit the same now again, with divers
more annexed thereunto, to Cheregatus, the pope's legate in this
present assembly of Nuremberg, desiring him to present the same to
pope Adrian. This was about A.D. 1525; which being done, the
assembly of Nuremberg brake up for a time, and was prorogued to
the next year following.

In this mean time pope Adrian died. After him succeeded pope
Clement VII., who, the next year following, which was A.D. 1524,
sent down his legate, cardinal Campeius, unto the council of the
German princes assembled again at Nuremberg, about the month of
March, with letters also to duke Frederic, full of many fair petitions
and sharp complaints, &c. But as touching the grievances above-
mentioned, no word nor message at all was sent, either by Campeius,
or by any other. Thus, where any thing was to be complained of
against Luther, either for oppression of the liberty of the gospel, or
for upholding of the pope's dignity, the pope was ever ready with all
diligence to call upon the prince: but where any redress was to be
required for the public wealth of christian people, or touching the
necessary reformation of the church, herein the pope neither giveth
ear nor answer.

And thus, having discourse such matters occur between the
pope and princes of Germany at the synod of Nuremberg, let us
now proceed, returning again to the story of Luther, of whom ye
heard before, how he was kept secret and solitary for a time, by the
advice and conveyance of certain nobles in Saxony, because of the
emperor's edict above mentioned. In the mean time, while Luther
had thus absented himself out of Wittenberg, Andreas Carolostadt,
proceeding more roughly and eagerly in causes of religion, had stirred
up the people to throw down images in the temples, besides other
things more. For this cause Luther, returning again into the city,
greatly disliked the order of their doings, and reproved the rashness
of Carolostadt, declaring that their proceedings herein were not
orderly, but that pictures and images ought first to be thrown out of
the hearts and consciences of men; and that the people ought first
to be taught that we are saved before God, and please him only by
faith; and that images serve to no purpose: this done, and the
people well instructed, there was no danger in images, but they would
fall of their own accord. Not that he repugned to the contrary (he
said), as though he would maintain images to stand or to be suffered,
but that this ought to be done by the magistrate; and not by force,
upon every private man's head, without order and authority.¹

Furthermore Luther, writing of Carolostadt, affirmeth, that he
also joined with the sentence of those, who began then to spread
about certain parts of Saxony, saying, that they were taught of God
that all wickedness being utterly suppressed, and all the wicked doers
slain, a new full perfection of all things must be set up, and the inno-
cent only to enjoy all things, &c.

The cause why Luther so stood against that violent throwing
down of images, and against Carolostadt, seemeth partly to rise of
this, by reason that pope Adrian, in his letters sent to the princes
and states of Germany, doth grievously complain and charge the
sect of Luther for sedition and tumults, and rebellion against magis-
trates, as subverters and destroyers of all order and obedience, as
appeareth by the words of the pope's letter before expressed: therefore
Martin Luther, to stop the mouth of such slanderers, and to prevent
such sinister suspicions, was enforced to take this way as he did; that
is, to proceed as much as he might by order and authority.

Herein are to be noted by the way two special points touching
the doctrine and doings of Martin Luther, especially for all such who
in these our days now, abusing the name and authority of Luther,
think themselves to be good Lutheranas, if they suffer images still to
remain in temples, and admit such things in the church, as them-

¹ Ex Johan. Stefan. lib. ill.
The magistrate did not let them stand. And though he allowed not the ministers to stir up the people by forcible means to promote religion; yet that argument not those magistrates to be good Lutherans, who may and should remove them, and will not.

The second point to be noted is, to consider the cause why Luther did so stand withstanding of images; which cause was time; and not his own judgment: for albeit in judgment he wished them away, yet time so served not thereto unto then, as it serveth now: for then the doctrine of Luther, first beginning to spring; and being but in the blade, was not yet known whereto it tended, nor to what it would grow, but rather was suspected to tend to disobedience and sedition; and therefore the pope, hearing of the doings of Carolustadt in Wittenberg, and of others like, took his ground thereby to charge the sect of Luther with sedition, uprises, and dissolve liberty of life. And this was the cause why Luther (compelled then by necessity of time to save his doctrine from the slander of sedition and tumult being laid to him by the pope, as ye have heard) was so much offended with Carolustadt and others; for their violence used against images. For otherwise, had it not been for the pope's accusations, there is no doubt but Luther would have been as well contented with abolishing of images, and other monuments of popery, as he was at the same time contented to write to the friars Augustine for abrogating of private masses. And therefore as Luther in this doing is to be excused, the circumstances considered; such or the like excuse perhaps will not serve the overmuch curious imitation of certain Lutherans in this present age now; who, considering only the fact of Luther, do not mark the purpose of Luther, neither do weigh the circumstances and time of his doings: being not much unlike to the ridiculous imitators of king Alexander the Great, who thought it not sufficient to follow him in his virtues, but they would also counterfeit him in his stooping, and all other gestures besides. But to these living now in the church, in another age than Luther did, it may seem, after my mind, sufficient to follow the same way after Luther, or to walk with Luther to the kingdom of Christ, though they jump not also in every footstep of his, and keep even the same pace and turnings in all points as he did.

(1) A Roman Catholick bishop, Dr. Miller, in his "Letters to a Prebendary" (seventh edition, London, 1655, pp. 115-116), has favoured us with a series of the coarsest expressions which can be selected from the writings of Luther, to deduce from them that Luther's morality was prostrated, that his sentiments were depraved, and that his motives and actions were the result of pride, bigotry, and ambition. Dr. Miller closes his observations with these words, "There are other passages, in great numbers, too indecent to admit of being translated at all; indeed I almost blush to poll my paper with transcribing some of them into my notes below, in the original Latin." This learned doctor of the popish church shrinks, with wonted modesty, from his own translations of Luther's addressees to his royal antagonist Henry VIII.; but how would his delicacy have been offended had he heard Mr. John Clark, the king's orator, before the Constabulary of Leo X. (in presenting his master's book to that spiritual head of the church), break out into such epithets as these which follow; unless, indeed, they were deemed excusable, as spoken of "an excusable, venous, and pernicious heretic." (See page 1 of Henry the Eighth's own book, entitled "Ance sejorn sacramentorum. Faithfully translated, &c. by T. W. gent. London, 1668." The octave denounces Luther as "this furious monster," with "his stings and poisona, whereby he intends to infect the whole world." Or again, "What so hot and inflamed force of speaking can be invented sufficient to declare the crime of that most filthy villain!? (see page 2.) Or, in reading foremost, how the expression has been jarred with them, "it is not to be dealt with by drawn swords," and "a viper's madness!" How startling to hear these times repeated from the mouth of the most holy father pope Leo, the title of "terrible monster," or to hear him, the head of a church that professes to be no persecutor of Protestants (because about the blood of his own saint, "let up the ravens and let them eat, and let the wolves; and cutting off, with the material sword, the rotten members that infect the mystical body of Christ," [see the pope's bull to king Henry]. And, lastly, how the tender feelings of Dr. Miller have been wounded had he read king Henry's own words, in his "Address to the Reader," animadverting upon Luther as "one raised up, who, by the instigation of the devil, under..."
And contrariwise, of the other sort, much less are they to be com-
manded, who running as much on the contrary string, are so precise,
that because of one small blemish, or for a little stooping of Luther in
the sacrament, therefore they give clean over the reading of Luther,
and fall almost into utter contempt of his books: whereby is declared,
not so much the niceness and curiousness of these our days, as the
hindrance that cometh thereby to the church greatly to be lamented.

For albeit the church of Christ (praised be the Lord) is not unpro-
vided of sufficient plenty of worthy and learned writers, able to
instruct in matters of doctrine; yet in the chief points of our conso-
lation, where the glory of Christ, and the power of his passion, and
strength of faith are to be opened to our conscience; and where the
soul, wrestling for death and life, standeth in need of serious consola-
tion, the same may be said of Martin Luther, among all this other
variety of writers, what St. Cyprian was wont to say of Tertullian, "Da
magistrum;" "Give me my master." And albeit that Luther went a
little awry, and dissented from Zuinglius, in this one matter of the sacra-
ment; yet in all other states of doctrine they did accord, as appeared
in the synod holden at Marburg, by prince Philip, landgrave of
Hesse, which was A.D. 1529, where both Luther and Zuinglius were
present, and, conferring together, agreed in these articles:

1. In the Unity and Trinity of God. 2. In the incarnation of the Word.
3. In the passion and resurrection of Christ. 4. In the article of original sin.
5. In the article of faith in Christ Jesus. 6. That this faith cometh not of
merits, but by the gift of God. 7. That this faith is our righteousness. 8. Touch-
ing the external word. 9. Likewise they agreed in the articles of baptism.
traditions. 14. Of baptism of infants. 15. Lastly, concerning the doctrine of
the Lord's Supper; this they did believe, and hold: first, that both kinds
thereof are to be ministered to the people, according to Christ's institution;
and that the elements are such work for which a man may obtain grace both for
the quick and the dead. Item, that the sacrament (which they call of the altar) is
a true sacrament of the body and blood of the Lord. Item, that the spiritual
manifestation of his body and blood is necessary for every christian man.
And furthermore, that the use of the sacrament tendeth to the same effect as doth
the Word, given and ordained of Almighty God, that thereby infirm consciences
may be stirred to belief by the Holy Ghost, &c.¹

pretext of charity, stimulated with anger and hatred, spurs out the poison of vipers against the
court? Again, how inconsistent with the meekness of Christianity, for the Defender of the Faith
to speak thus of Luther: "Oh, that detestable trumpeter of pride, calumnies, and schisms! what
an intellectual wolf, etc., what a great master of the devil is he?" etc. Every christian mind must
deeply regret the coarse and vulgar expressions used by the orator, the pope, and Luther, in
common with other writers of that age: that such should have been the expressions of Luther
is deeply to be lamented, as the life and conversation of Christians should be characterized of
the religion which they profess; at the same time it will be perceived, that Luther was the more
readily betrayed into errors of this kind in consequence of the bold and uncompromising character
of his mind, a quality as much to be admired by every protestant, as it was dreaded by the
pope: they could not refute his arguments, founded upon Scripture: they dared not injure his
persons, belied, and esteemed by the people. That the tender mercies of the Romish church would
not have spared Luther, unless secured from danger by a more powerful arm, we may gather from
John Clark's oration to the pope, on presenting to the pontiff king Henry's book; who, speaking of
the polteness of doctrine, adds, these words respecting Luther: "Could this despot of the
christian religion expect any better from true Christians, for his extreme wickedness against God?"
And again, king Henry VIII. in his "Address to the Reader," speaking of Luther's repentance,
adds, "if Luther refuses this, it will shortly come to pass, if christian princes do their duty, that
their errors, and himself, if he perseveres therein, may be burned in the fire." Whatever may have been the errors of Luther, they teach us this truth; that weak and unstable
must be that proud and boasting church, which shook from its base to its summit, as Luther
distracted and propagated his scriptural, and also, in those days, strange doctrines. The success
which crowned the labours of this "pious brother" (as king Henry calls him in the last sentence of
his book), we must ascribe to the honour of God and the glory of his grace, who hath "chosen
the foolish things of the world to confound the wise, and the weak things of the world to confound
the things which are mighty; and who hath chosen base things of the world, and things which are
despised, yes, and things which are not, to bring to nought things that are, that no flesh should
play in his presence."—Ea.

In all these sums of doctrine above recited, Luther and Zuinglius did consent and agree; neither were their opinions so different in the matter of the Lord's Supper, but that in the principal points they accorded. For if the question be asked of them both, What is the material substance of the sacrament, which our outward senses do behold and feel? they will both confess bread, and not the accidents only of bread. Further, if the question be asked, whether Christ be there present? they will both confess his true presence to be there; only in the manner of presence they differ. Again, ask, whether the material substance laid before our eyes in the sacrament is to be worshipped? they will both deny it, and judge it idolatry. And likewise for transubstantiation, and the sacrifice of the mass, they both do abhor, and do deny the same: as also that the communion is to be in both kinds administered, they do both assent and grant.

Their only difference is this, concerning the sense and meaning of the words of Christ, "Hoc est corpus meum," "This is my body," &c., which words Luther expoundeth to be taken nakedly and simply as the letter standeth, without trope or figure; and therefore holdeth the body and blood of Christ truly to be in the bread and wine, and so also to be received with the mouth. Ulrichus Zuinglius, with Johannes Ecolampadius, and others, do interpret these words otherwise; as not to be taken literally, but to have a spiritual meaning; and to be expounded by a trope or figure, so that the sense of these words, "This is my body," is thus to be expounded: "This signifies my body and blood." With Luther consented the Saxons; with the side of Zuinglius, went the Helvetians. And as time did grow, so the division of these opinions increased in sides, and spread in farther realms and countries: the one part being called, of Luther, Lutherans; the other having the name of Sacramentaries. Notwithstanding, in this one unity of opinion, both the Lutherans and Sacramentaries do accord and agree, that the bread and wine there present are not transubstantiated into the body and blood of Christ (as it is said), but are a true sacrament of the body and blood.

But hereof sufficient, touching this division between the Lutherans and the Zuinglians, yet is that no cause why either the papists may greatly triumph, or why the protestants should despise Luther: for neither is the doctrine of Luther touching the sacrament so gross, that it maketh much with the papists; nor yet so discrepant from us, that therefore he ought to be exploded. And though a full reconciliation of this difference cannot well be made (as some have gone about to do), yet let us give to Luther a moderate interpretation; and if we will not make things better, yet let us not make them worse than they be, and let us bear, if not with the manner, yet at least with the time of his teaching; and finally, let it not be noted in us, that we should seem to differ more in charity (as Bucer said) than we do in doctrine. But of this more hereafter (Christ willing), when we come to the history of John Frith.

Those who write the lives of saints use to describe and extol their holy life and godly virtues, and also to set forth such miracles as be wrought in them by God; whereof there lacketh no plenty in Martin

Luther, but rather time lacketh to us, and opportunity to tarry upon them, having such haste to other things. Otherwise what a miracle might this seem to be, for one man, and a poor friar, creeping out of a blind cloister, to be set up against the pope, the universal bishop, and God's mighty vicar on earth; to withstand all his cardinals, yea, and to sustain the malice and hatred of almost the whole world being set against him; and to work that against the said pope, cardinals, and church of Rome, which no king nor emperor could ever do, yea, durst ever attempt, nor all the learned men before him could ever compass: which miraculous work of God, I account nothing inferior to the miracle of David overthrowing the great Goliath. Wherefore if miracles do make a saint (after the pope's definition), what lacketh in Martin Luther, but age and time only, to make him a saint? who, standing openly against the pope, cardinals, and prelates of the church, in number so many, in power so terrible, in practice so crafty, having emperors and all the kings of the earth against him; who, teaching and preaching Christ the space of nine and twenty years, could, without touch of all his enemies, so quietly in his own country where he was born, die and sleep in peace. In which Martin Luther, first to stand against the pope was a great miracle; to prevail against the pope, a greater; so to die untouched, may seem greatest of all, especially having so many enemies as he had. Again, neither is it anything less miraculous, to consider what manifold dangers he escaped besides: as when a certain Jew was appointed to come to destroy him by poison, yet was it so the will of God, that Luther had warning thereof before, and the face of the Jew sent to him by picture, whereby he knew him, and avoided the peril.

Another time, as he was sitting in a certain place upon his stool, a great stone there was in the vault over his head where he did sit; which being staid miraculously so long as he was sitting, as soon as he was up, immediately fell upon the place where he sat, able to have crushed him all in pieces, if it had alighted upon him.

And what should I speak of his prayers, which were so ardent unto Christ, that (as Melancthon writeth), those who stood under his window where he stood praying, might see his tears falling and dropping down. Again, with such power he prayed, that he (as himself confesseth) had obtained of the Lord, that so long as he lived, the pope should not prevail in his country; after his death (said he) let them pray who could.

And as touching the marvellous works of the Lord, wrought here by men, if it be true which is credibly reported by the learned, what miracle can be more miraculous, than that which is declared of a young man about Wittenberg, who, being kept bare and needy by his father, was tempted by a way of sorcery to bargain with the devil, or a familiar, as they call him; to yield himself body and soul into the devil's power, upon condition to have his wish satisfied with money. So that upon the same an obligation was made by the young man, written with his own blood, and given to the devil. This case you see how horrible it was, and how damnable. Now hear what followed. Upon the sudden wealth and alteration of this young man, the matter first being noted, began afterwards more and more to be suspected, and at length, after long and great admiration, was brought unto Martin.
Luther to be examined. The young man, whether for shame or fear, long denied to confess, and would disclose nothing; yet God so wrought, being stronger than the devil, that he uttered unto Luther the whole substance of the case, as well touching the money, as the obligation. Luther understanding the matter, and pitying the lamentable state of the man, willed the whole congregation to pray, and he himself ceased not with his prayers to labour; so that the devil was compelled at last to throw in his obligation at the window, and bade him take it again unto him: which narration, if it be so true, as certainly it is of him reported, I see not the contrary, but that this may well seem comparable with the greatest miracle, in Christ's church, that was since the apostles' time.

Furthermore, as he was mighty in his prayers, so in his sermons God gave him such a grace, that when he preached, they who heard him thought every one his own temptation severally to be noted and touched. Whereof, when signification was given unto him by his friends, and he demanded how that could be; "Mine own manifold temptations," said he, "and experiences are the cause thereof." For this thou must understand, good reader! that Luther from his tender years was much beaten and exercised with spiritual conflicts, as Melancthon in describing his life doth testify. Also Hieronymus Wellerus, scholar and disciple of the said Martin Luther, recordeth, that he oftentimes heard Luther his master thus report of himself, that he had been assaulted and vexed with all kinds of temptations, saving only one, which was with covetousness; with this vice he was never, said he, in all his life troubled, nor once tempted.

And hitherto concerning the life of Martin Luther, who, living to the year of his age sixty-three, continued writing and preaching about twenty-nine years. As touching the order of his death, the words of Melancthon be these:

* An Intimation given by Philip Melancthon to his Auditory at Wittenberg, of the Decease of Martin Luther, a.d. 1546.

To the scholars assembled to hear the lecture of the Epistle to the Romans, Philip Melancthon recited publicly, this that followeth, at nine of the clock before noon; advertising he gave this information, by the counsel of other lords, for that the auditors, understanding the express truth (forasmuch as the lords knew certainly, fame would blow slanderous blasts every where whereof the death of Luther), should not credit lying tales and false reports.

'My friends, ye know that we have entered to expound grammatically the Epistle to the Romans, in which is contained the true doctrine of the Son of God, which our Lord, by his singular grace, hath revealed unto us at this present by the reverend father, and our dearly beloved master, Martin Luther. Notwithstanding we have received heavy news, which has so augmented my dotor, that I am in doubt if I may continue henceforth in scholastical profession, and exercise of teaching. The cause wherfore I commemorate this thing is, for that I am so advised by other lords, that ye may understand the true sequel of things, lest yourselves blaze abroad vain tales of this fatal chance, or give credit to other fables, which commonly are accustomed to be spread everywhere.'

Wednesday last past, and the 17th of February, Dr. Martin Luther sickened a little before supper of his accustomed malady, to wit, of the oppression of humour in the orifice or opening of the stomach, whereof I remember I have

seen him oft diseased in this place. This sickness took him after supper, with
which he vehemently contending, required secess into a by-chamber, and there
he rested on his bed two hours, all which time his pains increased; and as
Dr. Jonas was lying in his chamber, Luther awaked, and prayed him to rise,
and to call up Ambrose his children's schoolmaster, to make a fire in another
chamber; into which when he was newly entered, Albert earl of Manseld,
with his wife, and divers others (whose names in these letters for haste were not
expressed), at that instant came into his chamber. Finally, feeling his fatal
hour to approach, before nine of the clock in the morning, on the 18th of
February, he commended himself to God with this devout prayer:

'My heavenly Father, eternal and merciful God! thou hast manifested unto
me thy dear Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, I have taught him; I have known him;
The prayer of Luther
I love him as my life, my health, and my redemption; whom the wicked have
persecuted, maligned, and with injury afflicted. 'Draw my soul to thee.'

After this he said as ensueth, thrice:

'I commend my spirit into thy hands, thou hast redeemed me, O God of
Truth!' 'God so loved the world, that he gave his only Son, that all those that
believe in him should have life everlasting.' (John iii.)

Having repeated oftentimes his prayers, he was called to God, unto whom
so faithfully he commended his spirit; to enjoy, no doubt, the blessed society
of the patriarchs, prophets, and apostles in the kingdom of God the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost: 'Elia,' the conductor and chariot of Israel, is dead,
who hath governed the church in this last age of the world; for, the doctrine
of remission of sins, and of the faith of God, hath not been comprehended by
human wisdom, but God hath manifested the same by this holy man whom we
have seen raised up of God. Let us now love the memory of this man, and
the doctrine that he hath taught; let us learn to be modest and meek; let us
consider the wretched calamities and marvellous changes, that shall follow this
misap and doleful chance. I beseech thee, O Son of God! crucified for us,
and resuscitate Emmanuel, govern, conserve, and defend thy church.

A Prayer after the manner of Luther.

Let us render thanks unto God, the Eternal Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,
who hath pleased, by the ministry of this godly Luther, to purify the evangelical
fountains from papistical infection, and restore sincere doctrine to the church:
which thing we remembering, ought to join our lamentable petitions, with
zealous affection beseeching God to confirm what he hath begun in us, for his
holy name's sake. This is thy voice and promise, O living and just God, eternal
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Creator of all things, and of the church! I
will have compassion on you, for my name's sake. I will do it for myself, yea
even for myself, that I be not blasphemed.' I beseech thee with ardent affec
tion, that for thy glory, and the glory of thy Son Jesus Christ, thou wilt collect
unto thyself in the voice of thy gospel, among us, one perpetual church, and
that for the dear love of thy Son our Lord Jesus Christ, our mediator and interc
essor, thou wilt govern us by thy Holy Ghost; that we unfeignedly may call
unto thee, and serve thee justly. Rule also the studies of thy doctrine, govern
and conserve the policies and discipline of the same, which be the nurses of thy
church and schools. And since thou hast created mankind to acknowledge and
to invocate thee, and that for this respect thou hast revealed thyself by many
clear testimonies, permit not this small number and selected flock (that profess
thy sacred word), to be defaced and overcome. And the rather, for that thy
Son Jesus Christ, ready to fight against death, hath prayed in this manner for
us: 'Father, sanctify them in verity, thy word is verity.' Our prayers we join
with the prayer of this our holy Priest, making our petition with Him, that thy
doctrine may shine among men, and that we may be directed by the same.

We heard Luther evermore pray in this wise, and so praying, his

(1) "Unto the eternal school, and perpetual joys." Edition 1543, p. 416.—Es.
(2) See Edition 1543, p. 416.—Es.
(3) For the following passage in a letter, see Edition 1543, p. 407.—Es.
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innocent ghost peaceably was separated from the earthly corpse when
he had lived almost sixty-three years.

Such as succeeded, have divers monuments of his doctrine and
goodliness. He wrote certain learned works, wherein he comprised
 wholesome and necessary doctrine for men, informing the sincere
minds to repentance, and to declare the fruits of the same, the use
of the sacraments, the difference betwixt the gospel and philosophy,
the dignity of politic order; and, finally, the principal articles of
document profitable to the church. He composed certain works to
reprove, wherein he refuteth divers pernicious errors. He also devised
books of interpretation, in which he wrote many narrations and ex-
positions of the prophets and apostles, and in this kind his very
enemies confess, he excelleth all others whose works are imprinted
and published abroad. Then all Christians and godly minds! conceive
what praise he deserved; but certainly his exposition of the Old and
New Testament, in utility and labour, is equivalent to all his works;
for in the same is so much perspicuity, that it may serve instead of a
commentary, though it be read in the Germain tongue. And yet this
is not a naked exposition, but it containeth very learned annotations
and arguments on every part; which both set forth the sum of
heavenly doctrine, and instruct the reader in the sacred phrase and
manner of speaking in the Scriptures, that the godly minds may
receive firm testimonies of the doctrine, out of the very fountains.
His mind was not to keep us occupied in his works; but to guide
our spirits to the very springs. His will was, we should hear God
speak, and that by his Word true faith and invocation might be
kindled in our minds, that God might be sincerely honoured and
adored, and that many might be made inheritors of everlasting life.

It behoveth us thankfully to accept his good will and great labours,
and to imitate the same as our patron, and by him to learn to adorn
the church, according to our power. For we must refer all our life,
enterprises, and deliberations, to two principal ends: First, to illus-
trate the glory of God; Secondly, to profit the church. As touching
the first, St. Paul saith: "Do all things to the glory of God." And
of the second, it is said in Psalm xxii. "Pray that Jerusalem may
prosper." And there followeth a singular promise added in this
versicle: "Such as love the church, shall prosper and have good
success." Let these heavenly commandments and divine instructions
allure all men to learn the true doctrine of the church, to love the
faithful ministers of the gospel and the true teachers; and to employ
their whole study and diligence to augment the true doctrine, and
maintain concord and unity in the true church.

Frederic prince-elector died long before Luther, A. D. 1525, leaving
no issue behind him, for that he lived a single life, and was never
married: wherfore after him succeeded John Frederic duke of Saxony.

Mention was made a little before of the ministers of Strasburg,
who, because of their marriage, were in trouble, and cited by the
bishop to appear before him, and there to be judged, without the
precinct of the city of Strasburg; whereas there had been a contrary
order taken before between the bishop and the city, that the bishop
should execute no judgment upon any, but under some of the magis-
trates of the said city of Strasburg. Whereupon the senate and
the citizens, taking into their hands the cause of these married mini-
sters, in defence of their own right and liberties, wrote, as is said, to
their bishop of Strasburg, and caused the judgment thereof a while
to be stayed; by reason whereof the matter was brought at length
before cardinal Campeius, legate, sent by pope Clement to the as-
sembly of Nuremberg, A. D. 1524.

The chief doer in this matter was one Thomas Muner, a Franciscan
friar, who had commenced a grievous complaint against the senate and
city of Strasburg, before the aforesaid cardinal Campeius. Wherefore
the senate, to purge themselves, sent their ambassadors, thus clearing
their cause, and answering to their accusation, that they neither had
been nor would be any let to the bishop, but had signified to him
before, by their letters, that whatsoever he could lay against those
married priests, consonant to the law of God, they would be no stay,
but rather a furtherance unto him to proceed in his action. But the
senate herein was not a little grieved that the bishop, contrary to
the order and compact which was taken between him and them, did
call the said ministers out of the liberties of their city; for so it was
between them agreed, that no ecclesiastical person should be adjudged
but under some judge of their own city. But now, contrary to their
said agreement, the bishop called those ministers out of their liberties;
and so the ministers, claiming the right and privilege of the city, were
condemned, their cause being neither heard nor known. And now
if the senate should show themselves any thing more sharp or rigorous
unto those ministers, claiming the right of the city, the people, no
doubt, would not take it well, but haply would rise up in some
commotion against them in the quarrel and defence of their franchises
and liberties.

And where it is objected, that they receive priests and men of the
clergy into the freedom and protection of their city: to this they
answered, that they did nothing herein, but that which was cor-
respondent to the ancient usage and manner of the city before: and
moreover, that it was the bishop's own request and desire made unto
them so to do.

To this the cardinal again, advising well the letters of the bishop,
and the whole order of the matter which was sent unto him, declared
that he right well understood by the letters sent, that the ministers
indeed (as the ambassadors said) were called out from the freedom
and liberties of the city, and yet no order of law was broken therein;
forasmuch as the bishop (said he) had there no less power and author-
ity, than if he were his own vicar delegate; and therefore he desired
them, that they would assist the bishop in punishing the aforesaid
ministers, &c.

After much other talk and reasoning on both parts, wherein the
ambassadors argued in defence of their freedom, that the judgment
should not be transferred out of the city: among other communica-
tion, they inferred moreover, and declared, how in the city of Stras-
burg were many, yea, the most part of the clergy, who lived viciously
and wickedly with their women, whom they kept in their houses, to
the great offence of the people, shame to Christ's church, and perni-
cious example of others; and yet the bishop would never once stir to see any punishing or correction thereof. Wherefore, if the senate (said the ambassadors) should permit the bishop to extend his cruelty and extremity against these married ministers, for not observing the bishop of Rome’s law, and leave the other notorious offenders, who break the law of God, to escape unpunished, doubtless it would redound to their great danger and peril, not only before God, but also among the commons of their city, ready to rise upon them.

To this Campeius answered, What composition or bargain was betwixt the bishop and them, he knew not; but surely the act of the one was manifest, and needed no great trial in law of proving and confessing; and therefore they were sequestered and abandoned from the communion of the church, ipso facto. As for the other sort of them, who keep women, although (said he) it be not well done, yet doth it not excuse the enormity of their marriage. Neither was he ignorant, but that it was the manner of the bishops of Germany, for money, to wink at priests’ lemans; and the same also was evil done indeed. And further, that the time should come when they shall be called to an account for the same; but yet, nevertheless, it is not sufferable that priests therefore should have wives. And if comparison should be made (said he), much greater offence it were, a priest to have a wife, than to have and keep at home many paramours. His reason was this; for they that keep them (said he) as it is naughty which they do, so do they acknowledge their sin: the others persuade themselves that they do well, and so continue still without repentance, or conscience of their fact. All men (said he) cannot be chaste, as John the Baptist was; yet can it not be proved by any example, to be lawful for priests, professing chastity, to leave their single life, and to marry: no, not the Greeks themselves, who in rights be differing from us, do give this liberty to their own priests to marry: wherefore he prayed them to give their aid to the bishop in this behalf.

Whereunto the ambassadors replied again, saying, that if he would first punish the one class of offenders, then might the senate assist him the better in correcting the other: but the cardinal was still instant upon them, that first they should assist their bishop, and then if the bishop would not punish the other crime, he would come thither himself and see it punished accordingly.

This cardinal Campeius, how he was sent by pope Clement VII. to the second assembly or diet of Nuremberg, A.D. 1524, and what was there done by the said cardinal, is before signified. After this council of Nuremberg, immediately followed another sitting at Ratisbon, where were present Ferdinand, Campeius, the cardinal of Salzburg, the two dukes of Bavaria, the bishops of Trent and Ratisbon; also the legates of the bishops of Bamberg, Spires, Strasburg, Augsburg, Constance, Basil, Friburg, Passau, and Brixen. By whom in the said assembly was concluded:

1. Notorious offenders, l. a. in orig. Scotiae et concubines.—En.
2. Ipsa facto, that is, upon the very doing of the act, without any further judgment or trial by the law.
4. Paramour, l. a. in orig. Scotia.—En.
5. Touching the Greek church, this cardinal speaketh untruly.
6. More notorious offenders, l. a. in orig. Stuprum.—En.
Summary of Popish Decrees made at the Council of Ratisbon.

That forasmuch as the emperor, at the request of pope Leo, had condemned, by his public edict set forth at Worms, the doctrine of Luther for erroneous and wicked; and also it was agreed upon in both the assemblies at Nuremberg, that the said edict should be obeyed by all men; they likewise, at the request of cardinal Campeius, do will and command the aforesaid edict to be observed through all their confines and precincts: that the gospel, and all other holy Scriptures, should be taught in churches according to the interpretation of the ancient forefathers: that all they who revive any old heresies before condemned, or teach any new thing contumelious, either against Christ, his blessed Mother, and holy saints, or which may breed any occasion of sedition, are to be punished according to the tenor of the edict aforesaid: That none be admitted to preach without the license of his ordinary: That they who be already admitted, shall be examined how, and what they preach: That the laws which Campeius is about to set forth for reformation of manners, shall be observed: That in the sacraments, in the mass, and all other things, there shall be no innovation, but all things to stand as in fore-time they did: That all they who approach to the Lord's Supper without confession and absolution, or do eat flesh on days forbidden, or who do part out of their order; also priests, deacons, and sub-deacons, that be married, shall be punished: That nothing shall be printed without consent of the magistrature: That no book of Luther or of any Lutheran shall be printed or sold: That they of their jurisdiction, who study in the university of Wittenberg, shall every one repair home within three months after the publishing hereof, or else turn to some other place free from the infection of Luther, under pain of confiscating all their goods, and losing their inheritances: That no benefit, nor other office of teaching, be given to any student of that university. Item, That certain inquisitors fit for the same, be appointed to inquire and examine the premises. Item, Lest it may be said that this faction of Luther taketh its origin from the corrupt life of priests, the said Campeius, with other his assistants in the said convocation of Ratisbon, chargeth and commandeth, that priests live honestly, go in decent apparel, play not the merchants, haunt not the taverns, be not covetous, nor take money for their ministration; such as keep concubines to be removed; the number also of holy days to be diminished, &c.

These things would Campeius have had enacted in a full council, and with the consents of all the empire: but when he could not bring that to pass, by reason that the minds of divers were gone from the pope, he was fain to get the same ratified in this particular conventicle, with the assents of these bishops above rehearsed.

These things thus hitherto discoursed, which fully may be seen in the Commentaries of John Sleidan, it remaineth next after the story of Martin Luther, somewhat to adjoin likewise touching the history of Zuingleus, and of the Helvetians. But before I come to the explication of this story, it shall not be inconvenient, first to give some little touch of the towns, called pages, of these Helvetians, and of their league and confederation first begun amongst them.

The History of the Helvetians, or Switzers.

How They First Recovered Their Liberty, and Afterwards Were Joined in League Together.¹

The Helvetians, whom otherwise we call Switzers, are divided principally into thirteen pages.² The names of which are Tigurini,

---

² These thirteen pages will be better recognised under the following titles; the respective
THE CANTONS OF SWITZERLAND CRUELLY OPPRESSED.

Bernates, Lucernates, Urani, Suicenses, Untervaldii, Zugiani, Glareanti, Basilenses, Solodurii, Friburgii, Scaufusiani, Apecelenses. Furthermore, to these be added seven other pages, albeit not conjoined together with such a full bond as the others be; which be these: Rheti, Lepontii, Seduni, Veragri, Sangalli, Mullusiani, Rotulenses. Of these thirteen confederate pages above recited, these three were the first, to wit, Urani, Suicenses, and Sylvani, or (as some call them) Untervaldii, which joined themselves together.

If credit should be given to old narrations, these three pages or valleys¹ first suffered great servitude and thraldom under cruel rulers or governors; insomuch that the governor of Untervalden required of one of the inhabitants a yoke of his oxen; which when the townsman denied to give him, the ruler sent his servant by force to take his oxen from him. This when the servant was about to do, cometh the poor man’s son, and cutteth off one of his fingers, and upon the same avoided. The governor, hearing this, taketh the poor man and putteth out his eyes.

Another time in the said Untervalden, as the good-man of the house was absent abroad, the governor who had then the rule of the town, entering into the house, commanded the wife to prepare for him a bath, and made other proposals to her; whereunto she being unwilling, deferred the bath as long as she might, till the return of her husband. To whom she then, making her complaint, so moved his mind, that he, with his axe or hatchet which he had in his hand, slew upon the adulterous ruler and slew him.

Another example of like violence is reported of the ruler of Schweiz and Untervalden, who, surprised with like pride and disdain against the poor underlings, caused his cap to be hung up upon a pole, charging and commanding by his servant, all that passed by to do obeisance to his cap; which when one named William Tell refused to do, the tyrant caused his son to be tied, with an apple set upon his head, and the father with a cross-bow, or a like instrument, to shoot at the apple. After long refusing, when the woeful father could not otherwise choose, being by force constrained, but must level at the apple; as God would, he missed the child, and struck the mark. This Tell, being thus compelled by the tyrant to shoot at his son, had brought with him two shafts; thinking that if he had struck the child with one, the other he would have let drive at the tyrant: which being understood, he was apprehended and led to the ruler’s house; but by the way escaping out of the boat between Uri and Brunnen, and passing through the mountains with as much speed as he might, he lay in the way secretly as the ruler should pass, where he discharged his arrow at the tyrant and slew him, A.D. 1307.

And thus were these cruel governors utterly expelled out of these three valleys or pages aforesaid; and after that, such order was taken by the emperor Henry VII., also by the emperor Louis V.,

cantons of Zurich, Bern, Lucerne, Uri, Schwitz, Untervalden, Zug, Glarus, Basle, Soleure, Fribourg, Saffhausern, and Appenzel. The other seven pages, “not conjoined together with such a full bond,” are these: “Rhaetia Pagus,” the extreme south-east districts of Switzerland; “Lepontia Pagus,” the district about the source of the Rhone; “Sedunana Pagus,” the capital of which district, was “Civitas Sedunorum,” mentioned by Caesar, and in the modern Sion; “Veragrum Pagus,” constitutes the district called “Dauphine” before the revolution; “Sangallus Pagus,” St. Gallen; “Mullusianus Pagus,” Mulhausen; “Rotuliana Pagus,” Mulhausen—En.

¹) Note that the pages in Switzerland are for the most part situated in valleys.
duke of Bavaria, that henceforth no judge should be set over them, but only of their own company, and town dwellers.\(^1\)

It followed after this, A.D. 1315, that great contention and war fell between Frederic duke of Austria, and Louis duke of Bavaria, striving and fighting the space of eight years together about the empire. With Louis held the three pages aforesaid; who had divers conflicts with Leopold, brother to the aforesaid Frederic duke of Austria, fighting in his brother's quarrel. As Leopold had reared a mighty army of twenty thousand footmen and horsemen, and was come to Eggée, so to pass over the mountains to subdue the pages; he began to take advice of his council, by what way or passage best he might direct his journey towards the Switzers. Whereupon as they were busy in consulting, there stood a fool by, named Kune de Stocken, who hearing their advice, thought also to shoot his bolt withal, and told them, that their counsel did not like him: "For all you," quoth he, "consult how we should enter into yonder country; but none of you giveth any counsel how to come out again after we be entered." And in conclusion, as the fool said, so they found it true. For when Leopold with his host had entered into the strait and valleys between the rocks and mountains, the Switzers, with their neighbours of Uri and Unterwalden, lying in privy wait, had them at such advantage; and with tumbling down stones from the rocks, and sudden coming upon their backs in blind lanes, did so encumber them, that neither had they convenient standing to fight, nor room almost to fly away; by reason whereof a great part of Leopold's army there, being enclosed about the place called Morgasten, lost their lives, and many in the fight were slain. Leopold, with them that remained, retired and escaped to Thurgau. This battle was fought A.D. 1315, the 16th of November.

After this, the burgheers of these three villages, being continually vexed by Frederic duke of Austria, for that they would not know ledge him for emperor, assembled themselves in the town of Uri, A.D. 1316; and there entered into a mutual league and bond of perpetual society and conjunction, joining and swearing themselves together, as in one body of a common-wealth and public administration. After that came to them the Lucernates; then the Zugians; after them the Zurichers; next to them followed the Berneese; the last almost of all were the Basilians: then followed after, the other seven pages above recited.

And thus have ye the names, the freedom, and confederation of these Switzers, or cantons, or pages of Helvetia, with the occasions and circumstances thereof, briefly expressed. Now to the purpose of our story intended, which is to declare the success of Christ's gospel and true religion received among the Helvetians; also touching the life and doctrine of Zuilius, and order of his death, as here ensueth.

**The Acts and Life of Ulricus Zuilius**: AND THE RECEIVING OF THE GOSPEL IN SWITZERLAND.

In the tractation of Luther's story, mention was made before of Ulricus Zuilius, who first abiding at Glarus, in a place called

\(^1\) Ex Gob. Munster. Cosmog. lib. III.
then our Lord's Hermitage, from thence removed to Zurich about A.D. 1519, and there began to teach, dwelling in the minster, among the canons or priests of that close; using with them the same rites and ceremonies during the space of two or three years, where he continued reading and explaining the Scriptures unto the people with great travail, and no less dexterity. And because pope Leo the same year had renewed his pardons again through all countries (as is above declared), Zuinglius zealously withstood the same, detecting the abuses thereof by the Scriptures, and of other corruptions reigning then in the church; and so continued by the space of two years and more, till at length Hugo bishop of Constance (to whose jurisdiction Zurich then also did belong) hearing thereof, wrote his letter to the senate of the said city of Zurich, complaining grievously of Zuinglius; who also wrote another letter to the college of canons, where Zuinglius was at the same time dwelling, complaining likewise of such new teachers who troubled the church; and exhorted them earnestly to beware, and to take diligent heed to themselves. And forasmuch as both the pope and the emperor's majesty had condemned all such new doctrine by their decrees and edicts, he will them therefore to admit no such new innovations of doctrine, without the common consent of them to whom the same did appertain. Zuinglius hearing thereof, referreth his cause to the judgment and hearing of the senate, not refusing to render to them an account of his faith. And forasmuch as the bishop's letter was read openly in the college, Zuinglius directeth another letter to the bishop again, declaring that the said letter proceeded not from the bishop, and that he was not ignorant who were the authors thereof; desiring him not to follow their sinister counsels, for that truth (said he) is a thing invincible, and cannot be resisted. After the same tenor certain others of the city likewise wrote unto the bishop, desiring him that he would attempt nothing that should be prejudicial to the liberty and free course of the gospel; requiring moreover, that he would bear no longer the filthy and infamous lives of priests, but that he would permit them to have their lawful wives &c. This was A.D. 1522.

Besides this, Zuinglius wrote also another letter to the whole nation of the Helvetians, admonishing them in no case to hinder the passage of sincere doctrine, nor to infer any molestation to priests that were married: for as for the vow and coaction of their single life, it came (saith he) of the devil, and a devilish thing it is. And therefore whereas the said Helvetians had such a right and custom in their towns and places, that when they received any new priest into their churches, they used to premonish him before to take his concubine, lest he should attempt any misuse with their wives and daughters; he exhorted them that they would no less grant unto the priests to take their wives in honest matrimony, than to live with unmarried women against the precept of God.

Thus as Zuinglius continued certain years labouring in the word of the Lord, offence began to arise at this new doctrine, and divers stepped up, namely the Dominic Friars, on the contrary side, to preach and inveigh against him. But he, keeping himself ever within the Scriptures, protested that he would make good by the word of God that which he had taught. Upon this, the magistrates and
The Assembly of Lucerne.

Senex of Zurich sent forth their commandment to all priests and ministers within their dominion, to repair to the city of Zurich, against the 29th of January next ensuing (this was A.D. 1528), there every one to speak freely, and to be heard quietly, touching these controversies of religion, what could be said; directing also their letters to the bishop of Constance, that he would either make his repair thither himself, or else send his deputy. When the day appointed came, the bishop's viceregent, who was John Faber, was also present. The council first declaring the cause of this their frequency and assembly (which was for the dissension newly risen about matters of religion), required that if any there had to object or infer against the doctrine of Zuinglius, he should freely and quietly utter and declare his mind.¹

Zuinglius had disposed his matter before, and contrived all his doctrine in a certain order of places, to the number of sixty-seven articles; which articles he had published also abroad before, to the end that those who were disposed, might resort thither the better prepared to the disputation. When the consil had finished that which he would say, and had exhorted others to begin, Faber, first entering the matter, began to declare the cause of his sending thither, and afterwards would persuade, that this was no place convenient, nor time fit, for the discussing of such matters by disputation, but rather that the cognition and tractation thereof belonged to a general council, which (he said) was already appointed, and now near at hand. Notwithstanding Zuinglius still continued urging and requiring him, that if he had there any thing to say or to dispute, he would openly and freely utter his mind. To this he answered again, that he would confute his doctrine by writing. This done, with a few other words on both sides had to and fro, when no man would appear there to offer any disputation, the assembly brake up, and was discharged: whereupon the senate of Zurich incontinently caused to be proclaimed through all their dominion and territory, that the traditions of men should be displaced and abandoned, and the gospel of Christ purely taught out of the Old and New Testament. A.D. 1528.²

When the gospel had thus begun to take place, and to flourish in Zurich and certain other places of Helvetia, in the following year (A.D. 1524), another assembly of the Helvetians was convened at Lucerne, where this decree was made on the contrary part:

Constitutions decreed in the Assembly of Lucerne.

That no man should deride or contempt the word of God, which had been taught now above a thousand and four hundred years heretofore: nor the mass to be scorned, wherein the body of Christ is consecrated, to the honour of God, and to the comfort both of the quick and the dead.

That those who are able to receive the Lord's body at Easter, shall confess their sins in Lent to the priests, and do all other things, as the use and manner of the church requireth.

That the rights and customs of holy church be kept.

That every one obey his own proper pastor and curate, and receive the sacraments of him, after the manner of holy church, and pay him his yearly duties.

That honour be given to priests.

Item, to abstain from flesh-eating on fasting-days, and in Lent to abstain from eggs and cheese.

(1) Ex Johan. Sleid. Hb. ill. (2) Ibid. [p. 101.—Ed.]
That no opinion of Luther be taught privily or apertly, contrary to the received determination of holy church; and that in taverns and at table no mention be made of Luther, or any new doctrine.

That images and pictures of saints in every place be kept inviolate.

That priests and ministers of the church be not compelled to render account of their doctrine, but only to the magistrate.

That due aid and supportion be provided for them, if any commotion do happen.

That no person deride the relics of the Holy Spirit, or of our Lady, or of St. Anthony.

Finally, That all the laws and decrees set forth by the bishop of Constance, be observed.

These constitutions whosoever shall transgress, let them be presented to the magistrate, and overseers to be set over them that shall so transgress.

After these things concluded thus at Lucerne, the cantons of Helvetias together directed their public letter to the Tigurines, or men of Zurich, to this effect: —

They much lamented and complained of this new-broached doctrine which had set all men together by the ears, through the occasion of certain rash and new-fangled heads which had greatly disturbed both the state of the church, and of the commonwealth, and had scattered the seeds of discord, where before time all things were well in quiet. And although this sore (said they) ought to have been looked to betimes, so that they should not have suffered the glory of Almighty God, and of the blessed Virgin and other saints, so to be dis-honoured, but rather should have bestowed their goods and lives to maintain the same; yet, notwithstanding, they required them now to look upon the matter, which otherwise would bring to them destruction both of body and soul: as for example, they might see the doctrine of Luther, what fruit it brought. The rude and vulgar people now (said they) could not be holden in, but would burst forth to all license and rebellion, as hath appeared by sufficient proofs of late; the like is to be feared also among themselves, and all by the occasion of Zuingleius, and of Leo Juda, who so take upon them to expound the word of God after their own interpretation, opening thereby whole doors and windows to discord and dissension. Albeit of their doctrine they were not certain what they did teach; yet what inconvenience followed upon their doctrine, they had too much experience. For now all fasting was laid down, and all days were alike to eat both flesh and eggs, as well one as another. Priests and religious persons, both men and women, brake their vows, ran out of their order, and fell to marrying; God's service was decayed, singing in the church left, and prayer ceased; priests grew in contempt, religious men were thrust out of their cloisters; confession and penance were neglected, so that men would not stick to presume to receive at the holy altar, without any confession made to the priest before. The holy mass was derided and scorned; our blessed Lady and other saints blasphemed; images plucked down and broken in pieces, neither was there any honour given to the sacraments. To make short, men now were grown unto such a license and liberty, that scarcely the holy host could be safe within the priest's hands, &c.

The disorder of all which things, as it is of no small importance, so it was to them so grievous and lamentable, that they thought it their part to suffer the same no longer. Neither was this the first time (they said), of this their complaining, when in their former assembly they sent unto them before the like admonition, writing to them by certain of the clergy, and craving their aid in the same; which seeing it is so, they did now again earnestly call upon them touching the premises, desiring them to successe from such doings, and to take a better way, continuing in the religion of their old ancestors, who were before them. And if there were any such thing, wherein they were grieved and offended against the bishop of Rome, the cardinals, bishops, or other prelates, either for their ambition in heaping, exchanging, and selling the dignities of the church, or for their oppression in pilling men's purses with their indulgences,

(1) Zuingleius and Leo Juda were preachers at this time in Zurich.
To this effect were the letters of the Helvetians, written to the senate and citizens of Zurich. Whereunto the Zurichers made their answer again on the 21st of March, the same year, in manner as followeth:

Answer of the Tigurines, or men of Zurich, to the five Towns of the Switzers.

First, they declared, how their ministers had laboured and travailed among them, teaching and preaching the word of God unto them the space now of five years; whose doctrine at the first seemed to them very strange and novel, because they had never heard the same before. But that after they understood and perceived the scope of that doctrine only to tend to this: to set forth Christ Jesus unto us, to be the pillar and refuge of all our salvation, who gave his life and blood for our redemption, and who only delivereth us also sinful misers from eternal death, and is the only Advocate of mankind before God; they could no otherwise do, but with ardent affection receive so wholesome and joyful a message.

The holy apostles and faithful Christians, after they had received the gospel of Christ, did not fall out by and by in debate and variance, but lovingly agreed and consented together: and so they trusted (said they) that they should do, if they would likewise receive the word of God, setting aside men's doctrines and traditions dissonant from the same. Whatev'er Luther or any other man doth teach, whether it be right or wrong, it is not for the names of the persons, why the doctrine which they teach, should be either evil or well-judged upon, but only for that it agree with, or disagree from, the rule of God's word: for that were but to go by affection, and were prejudicial to the authority of the word of God, which ought to rule man, and not to be measured by man. And if Christ only be worshipped, and men taught solely to repose their confidence in him, yet neither doth the blessed Virgin, nor any saint, receive any injury thereby; who, when here on earth, received their salvation only by the name of him.

And whereas they charge their ministers with wresting the Scripture after their own interpretation, God had stirred up such light now in the hearts of men, that the most part of their city have the Bible in their hand, and diligently peruse the same; so that their preachers cannot so wind the Scriptures away, but they shall quickly be perceived. Wherefore there is no danger why they should fear any sects or factions in them; but rather such sects are to be objected to those, who, for their gain and dignity, wrest the word of God after their own affections and appetites. And whereas they, and others, have accused them of error, yet was there never man that could prove any error in them; although divers bishops of Constance, of Basil, of Coire, with divers universities besides, also they themselves, have been sundry times desired so to do, yet to this present day neither they, nor ever any other, so did; neither were they, nor any of all the aforesaid bishops, at their last assembly, being requested to come, so gentle to repair unto them, save only those of Schaffhausen and

(1) If the scope of doctrine be well marked, between the papists and the protestants, it will not be hard for any man to judge which is the true doctrine. For the whole end and scope of the pope's doctrine, tendeth to set up the honour and wealth of man, as may appear by the doctrine of supremacy, of confession, of the mass, of the sacrament of the altar, &c.: all which do tend to the magnifying of priests; as purgatory, obsequies, pardons, and such like serve for their profit. Contrariwise, the teaching of the protestants, as well touching justification, original sin, as also the sacraments and invocation, and all other such, tend to the setting up of Christ alone, and to the casting down of man.
St. Gallen. In the which aforesaid assembly of theirs, all such as were then present, considering thoroughly the whole case of the matter, condescended together with them. And if the bishops haply should object again, and say, that the word of God ought not so to be handled of the vulgar people; they answered the same not to stand with equity and reason. For albeit it did belong to the bishops' office, to provide that the sheep should not go astray, and most conveniently it were, that by them they should be reduced into the way again; yet because they will not see to their charge, but leave it undone, referring all things to the fathers and to councils; therefore right and reason it is, that they themselves should hear and learn, not what man doth determine, but what Christ himself doth command in his Scripture. Neither have their ministers given any occasion for this division; but rather it is to be imputed to such as for their own private lucre and preferments, contrary to the word of the Lord, do seduce the people into error; and grievously offending God, do provoke him to plague them with manifold calamities: who, if they would renounce the greediness of their own gain, and would follow the pure doctrine of his word, seeking not the will of man, but what is the will of God, no doubt but they should soon fall to agreement.

As for the eating of flesh and eggs, although it be free to all men, and forbidden to none by Christ; yet they have set forth a law to restrain rash intemperance, and uncharitable offension of others.

And as touching matrimony, God is himself the author thereof, who hath left it free for all men. Also Paul willeth a minister of the church to be the husband of one wife. And seeing that bishops for money permit their priests to have concubines, which is contrary both to God's law and to good example; why then might not they as well obey God in permitting lawful matrimony which he hath ordained, as resist God in forbidding the same? The like is to be said also of women vowing chastity; of whom this they judge and suppose, that such kinds of vows and coacted chastity are not available nor allowed before God: and seeing that chastity is not all men's gift, better it were to marry (after their judgments), than filthy to live in single life.

As for monasteries, and other houses of canons, they were first given for relief only of the poor and needy; whereas now those who inhabit them are wealthy and able to live of their own patrimony, in such sort as many times some of them have so much, as might well suffice a great number; wherefore it seemeth to them not inconvenient, that those goods should be converted again to the use of the poor. Yet, nevertheless, they have used therein such moderation, that they have permitted the inhabitants of those monasteries to enjoy the possession of their goods, during the term of their natural life, lest any should have cause of just complaint.

Ornaments of churches serve nothing to God's service; but this is well agreeing to the will and service of God, that the poor should be succoured. So Christ commanded the young man in the gospel, who was rich, not to hang up his riches in the temple, but to sell them, and distribute them to the needy.

The order of priesthood they do not contemn. Such priests as will truly discharge their duty, and teach soundly, they do magnify. As for the other rabbles, that serve to no public commodity, but rather damnify the commonwealth, if the number of them were diminished by little and little, and their livings put to better use, they doubted not but it were a service well done to God. Now whether the singing and prayers of such priests be available before God, it may be doubted, foreasmuch as many of them understand not what they say, or sing, but only for hire of wages do the same.

As for secret confession, wherein men do detect their sins in the priest's ear, of what virtue this confession is to be esteemed, they leave it in suspense. But that confession whereby repenting sinners do fly to Christ our only intercessor, they account not only to be profitable, but also necessary to all troubled consciences. As for satisfaction, which priests do use, they reckon it but a practice to get money, and the same to be not only erroneous, but also full of impiety. True penance and satisfaction is, for a man to amend his life.

(1) It was the pope's law then, that in Lent no man should eat flesh or eggs, nor any other white meat, whereof it may seem to be verified which St. Paul doth prophesy [1 Tim. iv. 4, 'Is the latter days certain shall depart from the faith, hearkening to the doctrine of devils, forbidding to marry, and to eat,' &c.]
TO THE FIVE TOWNS OF THE SWITZERS.

The orders of monkery, came only by the invention of man, and not by the institution of God.

And as touching the sacraments, such as be of the Lord's institution, them they do not despise, but receive with all reverence; neither do suffer the same to be despised of any person, nor to be abused otherwise than becometh, but to be used rightly, according to the prescript rule of God's word. And so with the like reverence they use the sacrament of the Lord's supper, according as the word prescribeth, not (as many do abuse it), to make of it an oblation and a sacrifice.

And if the messengers sent to them of the clergy, in their letters mentioned, can justly charge them with any hinderance, or any error, they will be ready either to purge themselves, or to satisfy the offence. And if they cannot, then reason would, that those messengers of the clergy should hereafter look better to their own doings, and to their doctrine, and to cease from such untrue slanders and contumelies.

Finally, Whereas they understand by their letters how desirous they are to have the pope's oppressions and exactions, and his usurped power abolished, they are right glad thereof and joyful, supposing that the same can by no means be brought to pass, except the word of God only and simply be received; for otherwise, so long as men's laws and constitutions shall stand in force, there will be no place nor hope of reformation. For, by the preaching of God's word, their estimation and dignity must needs decay, and that they well perceive; and therefore, by all means do provide how to stop the course of the Word: and because they see themselves too weak to bring their purpose about, they fly to the aid of kings and princes. For the necessary remedy whereof, if they shall think good to join their consent, there shall nothing be lacking in their behalf, what they are able either in counsel or goods to do in the matter: declaring moreover, that this should have been seen to long before. Which being so, they prayed and desired them to accept in good part, and diligently to expound, that they did write. As for their own part, they required nothing else than peace, both between them and all men; neither was it ever their intent to stir any thing that should be prejudicial against their league and band agreed upon between them. But in this cause, which concerneth their eternal salvation, they can do no otherwise but as they have done, unless their error by learning might be proved and declared unto them. Wherefore, as they did before, so now they desire again, that if they think this their doctrine to be repugnant to the holy Scripture, they will gently shew and teach them their error; and that, before the end of the month of May next ensuing: for so long they will abide waiting for an answer, as well from them, as from the bishop of Constance, and also from the university of Basle.

And thus much containeth the answer of the Zurichers unto the letter of their other colleagues of Helvetia.

In the mean time, as this passed on, and the month of May, above-mentioned, was now come, the bishop of Constance, with the advice of his council about him, did answer the Zurichers, as he was requested of them to do, in a certain book first written, and afterward printed; wherein he declareth what images and pictures those were, which the profane Jews and Gentiles in the old time did adore, and what images be these, which the church hath from time to time received and admitted; and what difference there is between those idols of the Jews and Gentiles, and these images of the Christians. The conclusion hereof was this; that whereas the Scripture speaketh against images, and willeth them not to be suffered; that is to be understood of such images and idols, as the Jews and idolatrous Gentiles did use: yet nevertheless such images and pictures as the church hath received, are to be used and retained."

From this he entereth next into the discourse of the mass, where

\[ (1) \text{Fr. Johann \textit{Ord. Lib. IV}.} \]
he proveth, by divers and sundry testimonies, both of the pope's canons
and councils, the mass to be a sacrifice and oblation.

This book being thus compiled and written, he sent it unto the
senate of Zurich, about the beginning of June, willing and exhorting
them by no manner of means to suffer their images, or the mass, to
be abrogated; and shortly after he published the said book in print,
and sent it to the priests and canons of the minister of Zurich, re-
quiring them to follow the custom of the church received, and not to
suffer themselves to be persuaded otherwise by any man.

The senate again, answering to the bishop's book, about the middle
of August, did write unto him, declaring first, that they had read
over and over again his book with all diligence: which book, forasmuch
as the bishop had divulged abroad in print, they were therefore
right glad, because the whole world thereby might judge between
them the better. After this, they explained unto him the judgment
and doctrine of their ministers and preachers: and finally, by the
authority and testimonies of the Scripture, convinced his opinion, and
proved the doctrine of his book to be false. But before they sent
their answer to him, about the 18th of June, they commanded all the
images, as well within the city as through their dominion, to be taken
down and burned quietly, and without any tumult. A few months
after, an order was taken in the said city of Zurich, between the
canons of the church and city, for disposing the lands and possessions
of the college.

It would grow to a long discourse, to comprehend all things by
order of circumstance, that happened among the Helvetians upon this
new alteration of religion; but, briefly to contract, and to run over
the chief specialties of the matter, here is first to be noted, that of the
Helvetians who were confederate together in the thirteen cantons,
chiefly six there were, which most displeased and maligned this re-
ligion of the Zurichers: to wit, the cantons of Lucerne, of Uri, of
Schweitz, of Unterwalden, of Zug, and of Friburg; these in no case
could be reconciled. The rest showed themselves more favourable.
But the other, which were their enemies, conceived great grudge and
raised many slanderous reports and false rumours against them, and
laid divers things to their charge: as, first, for refusing to join their
consent to the public league of the other cantons with Francis the
French king; then for dissenting from them in religion; and thirdly,
for refusing to stand to the popish decrees made the year before at
Ratisbon by Ferdinand, archduke of Austria, and certain bishops
above mentioned.¹

They laid moreover to their accusation, for aiding the people of
Waldshut, their neighbours, against the archduke Ferdinand, their
prince; which was false: Also for joining league secretly with other
cities, without their knowledge; which was likewise false: Item, That
they should intend some secret conspiracy against them, and invade
them with war; which was as untrue as the rest. Many other quarrels
besides they pretended against the Zurichers, which were all false and
cavilling slanders; as, that they should teach and preach, that Mary the
mother of Christ had no sons; and that James the younger, the apostle,
did die for us, and not Christ himself. Against these and such other
untruths being mere matters of cavillation and slander, the Zurichers

¹ See page 594.—En.
did fully and amply purge and acquit themselves by writing, and did expostulate vehemently with them, not only for these false and wrongful suspicions, on their parts undeserved, but also for other manifold injuries received and borne at their hands, among which other wrongs and injuries, this was one: that the burgomaster of Thurgau had apprehended a certain preacher, named John Oxline, and led him home as prisoner unto his house; being taken within the precinct and limits of the city of Zurich, contrary to law and order.

Finally, after much discoursing, wherein they in a long letter declared their diligence and fidelity at all times, in keeping their league, and maintaining the liberty and dignity of their country; as touching the cause of religion, if that were all the matter of their offence, they offered themselves willing to hear, and more glad to amend, if any could prove any error in them by the Scripture. Otherwise, if none so could or would prove wherein they did err by the word of God, they could not, they said, alter any thing in the state of that religion wherein their consciences were already staid by the word of God and settled, whatsoever peril or danger should happen to them for the same.

Although here was no cause why these pages or cantons, which were so confederated together in the league of peace, should disagree amongst themselves; yet herein we may see the course and trade of the world, that when difference of religion beginneth a little to break the knot of amity, by and by how friends be turned to foes; what suspicions do arise; what quarrels and grudges do follow; how nothing there liketh men, but every thing is taken to the worst part; small motes are made mountains; virtues made vices, and one vice made a thousand; and all for lack only of a little good-will betwixt party and party. For as love and charity commonly among men either covereth or seeth not the faults of their friends, so hatred and disdain, taking all things to blame, can find nothing in their foes that they can like. And thus did it happen between these good men of Zurich, and these other Switzers above-named.

These letters of the Zurichers to the other cantons were written on the 4th of January 1525, upon the occasion of their apprehending the preacher, John Oxline above-mentioned; and in the month of April next following, the magistrates and senate of the said city of Zurich commanded the mass, with all the ceremonies and appurtenances thereto belonging, to be put down, as well within the city, as without, throughout all their jurisdiction; and instead thereof was placed the Lord’s Supper, the reading of the prophets, prayer, and preaching. Also a law was made against whoredom and adultery. The law was made, law against adultery, and judges were ordained to hear the causes of matrimonies, A.D. 1525.

All this while the gospel was not as yet received in any other page of Helvetia, but only in Zurich. Wherefore the other twelve pages, or towns, appointed among themselves concerning a meeting or a disputatio to be had at Baden: where were present, among other divines, John Faber, Eckius, and Munner above mentioned. The bishops also of Lucerne, Basel, Coire, and Lausanne, sent thither their legates. The conclusions there proceeded were these. That the true body and blood of Christ is in the sacrament: that the mass

(1) Ex Comment. Suid. Lib. iv. [p. 572 and 573—575.—Ed.]
is a sacrifice for the quick and dead: that the blessed Virgin, and
other saints, are to be invoked as mediators and intercessors: that
images ought not to be abolished: that there is a purgatory.

These conclusions or assertions Eckius took upon him stoutly to
defend. Against him reasoned Ecolampadius (who was then chief
preacher at Basil), with certain other more. Zuinglius at that time
was not there present, but by writing confuted the doctrine of Eckius:
declaring withal the causes of his absence; which were for that he
durst not, for fear of his life, commit himself unto the hands of
the people of Lucerne, of Uri, of Schwitz, of Unterwalden, and of Zug,
his enemies; and that he refused not to dispute, but the place only
of the disputation; excusing moreover that he was not permitted of
the senate to come: nevertheless, if they would assign the place of
disputation either at Zurich, or at Bern, or at St. Gallen, thither he
would not refuse to come. Briefly, the conclusion of the disputation
was this, that all should remain in that religion which hitherto they
had kept, and should follow the authority of the council, neither
should admit any other new doctrine within their dominions, &c. This
was in the month of June, A.D. 1526.1

As the time proceeded, and dissension about religion increased, it
followed the next year, A.D. 1527, in the month of December, that
the senate and people of Berne (whose power among all the Switzers
chiefly excelleth), considering how they could not have the acts of
the disputation of Baden communicated unto them, and that the
variance about religion still more and more increased, assigned another
disputation within their own city, and sending forth writings thereof,
called unto the same all the bishops bordering near about them, as
the bishops of Constance, Basil, Sion, Lausanne; warning them
both to come themselves, and to bring their divines with them; or
else to lose all such possessions as they had lying within the bounds of
their precinct. After this they appointed out certain ecclesiastical
persons of their jurisdiction to dispute; prescribing and determining
the whole disputation to be decided only by the authority of the Old
and New Testament. To all that would come thither, they granted
safe-conduct. Also they appointed, that all things there should be
done modestly, without injury and brawling words; and that every
one should have leave to speak his mind freely, and with such delibera-
tion, that every man's saying might be received by the notary,
and penned: with this proviso made before, that whatsoever there
should be agreed upon, the same should be ratified and observed
through all their dominions. And to the intent men might come
thither better prepared beforehand, they propounded in public writing
ten conclusions in the said disputation to be defended of their minis-
ters by the Scriptures; which ministers were, Franciscus Colbus and
Bertholdus Hallerus. The themes or conclusions were these:

I. That the true church, whereof Christ is the head, riseth out of God's
word, and persiseth in the same, and heareth the voice of no other.
II. That the same church maketh no laws without the word of God.
III. That traditions, ordained in the name of the church, do not bind but so
far forth as they be consonant to God's word.

(1) Foxe says here, "the said year above mentioned:;" but the last year mentioned is "1525:" and
the "next year" is presently called "1527:" hence the necessity of the change here made.—Eo.
IV. That Christ only hath made satisfaction for the sins of the world; and therefore if any man say, that there is any other way of salvation, or mean to put away sin, the same denieth Christ.

V. That the body and blood of Christ cannot be received really and corporally, by the testimony of the Scripture.

VI. That the use of the mass, wherein Christ is presented and offered up to his heavenly Father for the quick and the dead, is against the Scripture, and contemnulous to the sacrifice which Christ made for us.

VII. That Christ only is to be invocated, as the Mediator and Advocate of mankind to God the Father.

VIII. That there is no place to be found in the holy Scripture, wherein souls are purged after this life: and therefore all those prayers and ceremonies, yearly dirges and obits, which are bestowed upon the dead; also lamps, tapers, and such other things, profit nothing at all.

IX. That to set up any picture or image to be worshipped, is repugnant to the holy Scripture; and therefore, if any such be erected in churches for that intent, the same ought to be taken down.

X. That matrimony is prohibited to no state or order of men, but, for abusing of fornication, is generally commanded, and permitted to all men by the word of God. And forasmuch as all fornicators are excluded, by the testimony of Scripture, from the communion of the church, therefore this unchaste and filthy single life of priests is most of all inconvenient for the order of priesthood.

When the senate and people of Bern had sent abroad their letters with these themes and conclusions to all the Helvetians, exhorting them both to send their learned men, and to suffer all others to pass safely through their countries; the cantons of Lucerne, Uri, Schwetiz, Unterwalden, Zug, Glarus, Soleure, and of Friburg, answered again by contrary letters, exhorting and requiring them in any case to desist from their purposed enterprise, putting them in remembrance of their league and composition made, and also of the disputation of Baden above-mentioned, of which disputation they were themselves (they said) the first beginners and authors. Saying moreover, that it was not lawful for any nation or province to alter the state of religion, but the same to belong to a general council: wherefore they desired them that they would not attempt any such wicked act, but continue in the religion which their parents and elders had observed. And in fine, thus in the end of their letters they concluded, that they would neither send, nor suffer any of their learned men to come, nor yet grant safe-conduct to any others to pass through their country. 1 To this and such like effect tended the letters of these Switzers above-named.

All which notwithstanding, the lords of Bern, proceeding in their intended purpose, upon the day prescribed (which was the 7th of January), began their disputation. Of all the bishops before signified, who were assigned to come, there was not one present. Nevertheless the cities of Basle, Zurich, Schaffhausen, Appenzel, St. Gallen, and Mulhausen, with the neighbours of Rhettia; also they of Strasbourg, Ulm, Augsburg, Lindau, Constance, and Isny, sent thither their ambassadors.

The above-mentioned doctors of the city of Bern began the disputation; whereas at the same time were present Zuinglius, Ecolumpadius, Bucer, Capito, Blaurer, with others more, who all defended the affirmative of the conclusions propounded. On the contrary side, of those who were the opponents, the chieftain was Conrad Treger, a

friar Augustine; who, to prove his assertion, when he was driven to
shift out of the Scripture to seek help of other doctors, and the mo-
Oderators of the disputaion would not permit the same (being contrary
to the order before appointed), he departed out of the place, and
would dispute no more.

The disputaion endured nineteen days; in the end whereof it
was agreed, by the assent of the most part, that the conclusions there
disputed, were consonant to the truth of God’s word, and should be
ratified not only in the city of Bern, but also proclaimed by the
magistrates in sundry other cities near adjoining: furthermore, that
masses, altars, and images, in all places, should be abolished.

At the city of Constance, certain things began to be altered a
little before; where also, among other things, laws were made against
fornication and adultery, and all suspect or unhonest company;
whereat the canons (as they are called) of the church taking great
grief and displeasure, departed the city. In the said city was then
as a teacher, Ambrose Blaurer, a learned man, and born of a noble
stock, who had been a monk a little before, professor in the monastery
of Alberspach, in the dutchy of Wittenberg, belonging to the domi-
nion of Ferdinand. This Blaurer, by reading of Luther’s works, and
having a good wit, had a little before changed his religion, and also
his coat, returning again home to his friends; and when his abbot
would have had him again, and wrote earnestly to the senate of Con-
stance for him, he declared the whole case of the matter in writing;
propounding withal certain conditions, whereupon he was content (as
he said) to return. But the conditions were such, that the abbot
was rather willing and contented that he should remain still at Con-
stance; and so he did.

After this disputaion thus concluded at Bern (as hath been said),
the images and altars, with ceremonies and masses, were abolished at
Constance.

They of Geneva also, for their parts, were not behind, following
likewise the example of the city of Bern, in extirpating images and
ceremonies; by reason whereof the bishop and clergy there left, and
departed the city in no small anger.

The Bernese, after they had redressed with them the state of re-
ligion, renounced the league made before with the French king;
refusing and forsaking his war stipend, whereby they were bound at
his call to feed his wars; following therein the example of the Züri-
cchers, who before had done the like, and were contented only with
their yearly pension that the king payeth to every page of the Helve-
tians, to keep peace.

The day and year when this reformation from popery to true
Christianity began with them, they caused on a pillar to be engraved
with golden letters, for a perpetual memory to all posterity to come.
This was A. D. 1528.

After the rumour of this disputaion and alteration of Bern was
noised in other cities and places abroad, first the ministers of Stras-
burg, encouraged by this occasion, began likewise to affirm and teach,
that the mass was wicked, and a great blasphemy against God’s holy
name, and therefore was to be abrogated; and instead thereof the
right use of the Lord's Supper to be restored again: which unless they could prove by the manifest testimonies of the Scripture to be true, they would refuse no manner of punishment. On the contrary part, the bishop of Rome's clergy did hold and maintain, that the mass was good and holy; whereupon kindled great contention on both sides: which when the senate and magistrates of the city would have brought to a disputation, and could not, because the priests would not condescend to any reasoning; therefore, seeing they so accused the other, and yet would come to no trial of their cause, the said magistrates commanded them to silence.

The bishop, in the meanwhile, ceased not with his letters and messengers daily to call upon the senate, desiring the senate to persevere in the ancient religion of their elders, and to give no ear to those new teachers; declaring what danger and peril it would bring upon them. The senate again desired him, as they had done oftentimes before, that such things as appertained to the true honour and worship of God might be set forward, and all other things which tended to the contrary, might be removed and taken away; for that properly belonged to his office to see to. But the bishop, still driving them off with delays, pretended to call an assembly for the same, appointing also day and place for the hearing and discussing of those controversies; where indeed nothing was performed at all; but with his letters he did often solicit them to suceed their enterprise, sometimes by way of entreating, sometimes with menacing words terrifying them: and at last, seeing he could nothing by that way prevail, he turned his suit to the assembly of the empire, which was then at Spires collected, entreatyng them to set in a foot, and to help what they could with their authority.

They, ready to satisfy the bishop's request, sent a solemn embassy to the senate and citizens of Strasburg, about December in the year abovesaid, with this request:

The Message from the Council to the City of Strasburg.

They required them not to put down the mass; for it was neither (said they) in the power of the emperor, nor of any other state, to alter the ancient religion received from their forefathers, but either by a general, or by a provincial council; which council if they supposed to be far off, at least that they would take a pause till the next sitting of the empire, which should be with speed: where their requests being propounded and heard, they should have such reasonable answer, as should not miscounsel them. For it was (said they) against all law and reason, for a private magistrate to infringe and dissolve those things, which by general consent of the whole world have been agreed upon; and therefore good reason required, that they should obtain as much at their hands; for else if they should obstinately proceed in this their attempt, so with force and violence to work as they began, it might fortune that the emperor, their supreme magistrate under God, and also Ferdinand his deputy, would not take it well, and so they should be compelled to seek such remedy therein, as they would be sorry to use. Wherefore their request was, and advice also, that they should weigh the matter diligently with themselves and follow good counsel; who, in so doing, should not only gladden the emperor, but also work that which should redound chiefly to their own commendation and safety.

Besides the messengers thus sent from the council of Spires, the bishop also of Hildesheim had been with them a little before, exhorting them in the emperor's name, after like manner. Neither did the
bishop of Strasburg also cease with his messengers and letters daily to labour his friends there, and especially such of the senators as he had to him bound by any fealty, or otherwise by any gifts or friendship; that, so much as in them did lie, they should uphold the mass, and gainstand the contrary proceeding of the others.

The senate of Strasburg, in the meantime, seeing the matter did so long hang in controversy, the space now of two years, and the preachers daily and instantly calling upon them for a reformation, and suit also being made to them of the citizens, assembled their great and full council to the number of three hundred (as in great matters of importance they are accustomed to do), and there with themselves debated the case; declaring on the one side, if they abolished the mass, what danger they should incur by the emperor; on the other side, if they did not, how much they should offend God: and therefore, giving them respite to consult, at the next meeting required them to declare their advice and sentence in the matter. When the day came that every man should say his mind, it so fell out, that the voices and judgments of those who went against the mass, prevailed: whereupon immediately a decree was made, on the 20th of February, A. D. 1529, that the mass should be suspended and laid down, till the time that the adversary part could prove by good Scripture the mass to be a service available and acceptable before God.

This decree being established by the consent of the whole city, the senate eftsoons commanded the same to be proclaimed, and to take full place and effect, as well within the city, as also without, as far as their limits and dominion did extend; and afterwards, by letters, certified their bishop touching the doing thereof. The bishop, hearing this news, as heavy to his heart as lead, did signify to them again, how he received their letters, and how he understood by them the effect and sum of their doings: all which he was enforced to digest with such patience as he could, though they went sore against his stomach, seeing for the present time he could no otherwise choose: hereafter would serve (he said); he would see thereunto, according as his charge and office should require.

Thus how the mass was overthrown in Zurich, in Bern, in Geneva, and in Strasburg, you have heard. Now what followed in Basil, remaineth likewise to understand. In this city of Basil was Æcolampadius, a preacher (as is above signified), by whose diligent labour and travail the gospel began there to take such root, that great dissension there also arose among the citizens about religion, and especially about the mass: whereupon the senate of Basil appointed, that after an open disputation it should be determined by voices, what was to be done therein. This notwithstanding, the papists, still continuing in their former purpose, began more stoutly to inveigh against the other part; and because they were so suffered by the magistrate without punishment, it was therefore doubted by the commons, that they had some privy maintainers among the senators: whereupon certain of the citizens were appointed, in the name of the whole commons, to sue to the senators, and to put them in remembrance of their promise. Their suit and request was this: that those senators who were the aids and supporters of the papists, might be displaced, for that it did
as well tend to the contempt of their former decree made, as also to the public disturbance of the city. But when this could not be obtained of the senate, the commons, on the 8th of February, in the year above said, assembled themselves in the Grey Friars' church, and there, considering with themselves upon the whole matter, repaired again with their suit unto the senate, but not in such humble wise as before; and therewithal gathered themselves in the public places of the city, to fortify the same; albeit as yet without armour. The same evening, the senate sent them word, that at their request they granted, that those senators, though remaining still in office, should not sit in the council at what time any matter of religion should come in talk.

By this answer the commons, gathering that the whole state was ruled by a few, took theretofor grief and displeasure, protesting openly, that they would take counsel by themselves hereafter, what they had to do, not only in cases of religion, but also in other matters of civil government; and forthwith took them to armour, keeping the towers and gates, and other convenient places of the city with watch and ward, in as forcible wise as if the enemy had been at hand.

The next day the senate, requiring respite to deliberate, was contented to commit the matter to them, whom the commons before had sent as suitors unto them; which offer the citizens did not refuse, but with this condition, that those senators who were guilty, should in the mean season follow their plea as private persons, upon their own private costs and charges; and that the others, who defended the public cause for the behoof of their posterity, should be maintained by the public charges of the city. This the senate was glad to grant, with some other like matters of lighter weight, to appease their rage.

It happened the very same day, that certain of the citizens (such as were appointed to go about the city for the viewing of things), came into the high church, where one of them thrusting at a certain image with his staff, et soons it fell down and brake; by the occasion whereof, other images also, in like sort, were served after the same devotion. But when the priests came running to them, who seemed to be greatly offended therewith, they, because they would not pass their commission, staid their hands and departed.

It followed upon this, that when word hereof was brought to the citizens who stood in the market-place, the matter being made worse unto them than it was, they incontinent discharged out three hundred armed men, to rescue their fellows in the church, supposing them to be in danger: who, coming to the church, and not finding their fellows there, and all things quiet, save only a few images broken down, they likewise, lest they should have lost all their labour, threw down all the other idols and images which they found there standing; and so passing through all churches in the city, did there also the like. And when certain of the senate came forth to appease the tumult, the citizens said, "That which you have said about these three years, consulting and advising whether it were best to be done or not, that shall we dispatch in one hour, that from henceforth never more contention shall grow between us for images." And so the senate permitted them free leave, without any more resistance; and twelve senators were displaced from their order, albeit without note of reproach or dishonesty. A decree also the same time was made, that
as well within the city of Basile, as without, throughout all their jurisdiction, the mass, with all idols, should be abandoned: and further, that in all such matters and cases as concerned the glory of God, and the affairs of the public wealth, besides the number of the other senators, two hundred and sixty of the burgesses or citizens should be appointed out of every ward in the city to sit with them in council. These decrees being established, after they had kept watch and ward about the city three days and three nights, every one returned again to his house quiet and joyful, without any blood or stroke given, or anger wreaked, but only upon the images.

On the third day, which was Ash Wednesday (as the pope's ceremonial church doth call it), all the wooden images were distributed among the poor of the city, to serve them for firewood. But when they could not well agree in dividing the prey, but fell to brawling among themselves, it was agreed that the said images should be burnt altogether; so that in nine great heaps all the stocks and idols there the same day were burnt to ashes before the great church door. And thus, by God's ordinance it came to pass, that the same day wherein the pope's priests are wont to show forth all their mourning, and do mark men's foreheads with ashes, in remembrance that they be but ashes, was to the whole city festival and joyful, for turning their images to ashes; and so is observed and celebrated every year still, unto this present day, with all mirth, plays, and pastimes, in remembrance of the same ashes; which day may there be called a right Ash Wednesday of God's own making. The men of Zürich, of Bern, of Soleure, hearing what business was at Basile, sent their ambassadors to be a mean between them; but before the ambassadors came, all was ceased and at quiet.

All this mean space the emperor and the French king were together occupied in wars and strife; which as it turned to the great damage and detriment of the French king, who, in the said wars, was taken prisoner by the emperor, so it happened commodiously and opportunely for the success of the gospel: for else it is to be thought that these Helvetians and other Germans should not have had that leisure and rest to reform religion, and to link themselves in league together, as they did. But thus Almighty God, of his secret wisdom, disposeth times and occasions to serve his will and purpose in all things; albeit Ferdinand the emperor's brother, and deputy in Germany, remitted no time nor diligence to do what he could in resisting the proceedings of the Protestants, as appeared both by the decree set forth at Ratisbon, and also by that at Spires; in which council of Spires Ferdinand, at the same time, which was A.D. 1529, had decreed against the Protestants in effect as followeth.

A decree of the emperor's brother, Ferdinando, against the protestants.

First, That the edict of the emperor made at Worms, should stand in force through all Germany, till the time of the general council which should shortly follow. Also, that those who had already altered their religion, and now could not revoke the same again for fear of sedition, should stay themselves, and attempt no more innovations hereafter, till the time of the general council.

Item, That the doctrine of those who hold the Lord's Supper otherwise than the church doth teach, should not be received, nor the mass should be altered: and there, where the doctrine of religion was altered, there should be no impediment to the contrary, but that those who were disposed to come to mass, might

(1) Ex Farrag. Epist. Eras.
THE CONFESSION OF THE PROTESTANTS.

safely therein use their devotion. Against anabaptists likewise; and that all ministers of the church should be enjoined to use no other interpretation of holy Scripture, but according to the exposition of the church doctors; other matters that were disputable not to be touched. Moreover, that all persons and states should keep peace, so that for religion, neither the one part should suffer molestation to the other, nor receive any confederates under their protection and safeguard; all which decrees they who should transgress, to be outlawed and exiled.

Unto this sitting at Spires, first, the ambassadors of Strasburg were not admitted, but repelled by Ferdinand, because they had rejected the mass; and therefore the said city of Strasburg denied to pay any contribution against the Turk, except they, with other Germans, might be likewise admitted into their counsels. The other princes who were received and not repelled, as the duke of Saxony, and George of Brandenburgh, Ernest and Francis, earls of Lunenburg, and the landgrave of Anhalt, did utterly gainstand the decree, and showed their cause, in a large protestation written why they so did: which done, all such cities as subscribed and consented to the said protestation of the princes, eftsoons conjoined themselves in a common league with them, whereupon they had their name called therefore 'Protestants.'

The names of the cities were these: Argentina or Strasburg, Nuremberg, Ulm, Constance, Reutlingen, Windsheim, Memmingen, Lindau, Kempton, Hailbrun, Isny, Weissenburg, Nordlingen, St. Gallen.

Furthermore, as touching the Helvetians (from whence we have somewhat digressed), how the cities of Bern and Zurich had consented and joined together in reformation of true religion, you heard before. Wherefore the other pages in Helvetia, which were of contrary profession, in like manner confederated themselves in league with Ferdinand: the number and names of which pages especially were five; to wit, the Lucernates, the Urani, the Suitenses, the Untervaldii, and the Tugiani, which was in the year abovesaid; to the intent, that they, conjoining their power together, might overrun the religion of Christ, and the professors of the same: who also, for hatred and despite, hunged up the arms of the aforesaid cities of Zurich and Bern upon the gallows, besides many other injuries and grievances which they wrought against them; for which cause the said cities of Bern and Zurich raised their power, intending to set upon the aforesaid Switzers, as upon their capital enemies. But as they were in the field, ready to encounter one army against the other, through the means of the city of Strasburg and other intercessors, they were parted for that time, and so returned.

As touching the council of Augsburg which followed the next year after the assembly of Spires, A.D. 1530, how the princes and protestants of Germany, in the same council exhibited their confession, and what labour was sought to confute it, and how constantly duke Frederic persisted in defence of his conscience against the threatening words and replications of the emperor; also in what danger the said princes had been, had not the landgrave privily by night slipped out of the city, pertaineth not to this place presently to discourse.

To return therefore unto Zuinglius and the Helvetians, of whom we have here presently to treat, you heard before how the tumult and commotion between the two cities of Zurich and Bern, and the other five cities of the cantons, was pacified by the means of inter-
cession; which peace so continued the space of two years. After that, the old wound, waxing raw again, began to burst out and gather to a head; which was by reason of certain injuries, and opprobrious words and contumelies, which the reformed cities had received of the others; wherefore the Zurichers and the Bernese, stopping all passages and straits, would permit no corn nor victual to pass unto them. This was A.D. 1531. And when great trouble was like to kindle thereby, the French king, with certain other cantons of Switzerland, as those of Glarus, Friburg, Soleure, and other, coming between them, laboured to set them at agreement, drawing out certain conditions of peace between them; which conditions were these: that all contumelies and injuries past should be forgotten: that hereafter neither part should molest the other: that those who were banished for religion, should again be restored: that the five pages might remain without disturbance in their religion, so that none should be restrained amongst them from the reading of the Old and New Testament: that no kind of disquietness should be procured against them of Bern and Zurich: and that either part should confer mutual helps together, one to succour the other, as in times past. But the five-page men would not observe those covenants made, neither would their malicious hearts be brought to any conformity. Wherefore the Bernese and Zurichers, showing and declaring first their cause in public writing, to purge and excuse the necessity of their war, being pressed with so many wrongs, and in manner constrained to take the sword in hand, did, as before, beset the highways and passages, that no furniture or victual, or other forage, could come to the other pages: by reason whereof, when they of the five towns began to be pinched with want and penury, they armed themselves secretly, and set forward in warlike array towards the borders of Zurich, where then waiting a garrison of the Zurich men, to the number of a thousand and more; whereupon word was sent incontinent to the city of Zurich, to succour their men with speed. But their enemies approached so fast, that they could hardly come to rescue them; for when they were come to the top of the hill, whereby they must needs pass, they saw their fellows in great distress in the valley under them. Hereupon they, encouraging themselves, made down the hill with more haste than order, striving who might go fastest; but the nature of the hill was such, that there could but one go down at once: by reason whereof, forasmuch as they could not keep their ranks to join altogether, it followed that they, being but few in number, were discomfited and overmatched of the multitude; which was on the 11th of October in the year aforesaid. Among the number of them that were slain, was also Uldricus Zuinglius, the blessed servant and saint of God. Also Joner, abbot of Cappel, and Schmit, Commendator of Kusmacht, with thirteen other learned and worthy men were slain; being, as is thought, falsely betrayed, and brought into the hands of their enemies.

As touching the cause which moved Zuinglius to go out with his citizens to the war, it is sufficiently declared and excused, both by John Sleidan and especially by Oecolampadius, in his epistle, where

first is to be understood, that it is an old received manner among the Zurich men, that when they go forth in warfare, the chief minister of their church goes with them. Zuinglius also of himself, being (saith Sleidan) a man of a stout and bold courage, considering, if he should remain at home when war should be attempted against his citizens, and if he, who in his sermons did so encourage others, should now faint so cowardly, and tarry behind at home when time of danger came, what shame and disdain might worthily rise to him thereby, thought not to refuse to take such part as his brethren did.

Œcolampadius moreover addeth, that he went not out as a captain of the field, but as a good citizen with his citizens, and as a good shepherd ready to die with his flock. "And which of them all," saith he, "that most cry out against Zuinglius, can show any such noble heart in him, to do the like?" Again, neither did he go out of his own accord, but rather desired not to go; foreseeing belike, what danger thereof would ensue. But the senate, being importunate upon him, would have no nay, urging and enforcing him most instantly to go: among whom were thought to have been some false betayers, saying and objecting to him, that he was a dastard if he refused to accompany his brethren as well in time of danger as in peace. Moreover the said Zuinglius, among other secular arts, had also some skill in such matters of warfare. When he was slain, great cruelty was shown upon the dead corpse: such was their hatred toward him, that their malice could not be satisfied, unless also they should burn his body being dead.

The report goeth, that after his body was cut first in four pieces, and then consumed with fire, three days after his death his friends came to see whether any part of him was remaining, where they found his heart in the ashes whole and unburned; in much like manner as was the heart of Cranmer, archbishop of Canterbury, which also in the ashes was found and taken up unconsumed, as by credible information is testified.

Furthermore, such was then the rage of these five pages against the aforesaid abbot of Capella, that they took him, being slain, and putting out both his eyes, clothed him in a monk's cowl, and set him in the pulpit to preach, railing and jesting upon him in a most despiteful manner.

Ulricus Zuinglius, when he died, was of the age of forty-four years; younger than Martin Luther by four years.

The Bernese, who were purposed the same time to achieve war against the Untervaldians, bordering near unto them, when they heard of this discomfiture of the Zurichers, to comfort them again, desired them to be of good cheer and courage, promising that they would not fail, but come and revenge their quarrel. Again, when the Zurichers had assembled their power together, which was the eighth day after the battle, and had received aid from Schaffhausen, Mulhausen, St. Gallen, and from Basil (the Bernese at this time were nothing hasty), out of the whole number they chose out certain ensigns, who setting forth in the night, lay in the hill beside Menzig, intending when the moon was up, to take the town of Zug, lying

(1) Haeç Œcolampad.
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near at hand, upon the sudden: which when their enemies had perceived, who were encamped not far from them, with all speed and most secret manner they came upon them at rest, the 24th of October, and to put them in more fear, made a wonderful clamorous outcry. So it fell out in conclusion, that many on both parties were slain; and, albeit the five-page men had the upper hand, yet would they of Zurich nothing relent in their religion. At last, through mediation, a peace was concluded, and thus the matter agreed, that the Zuricher, Bernese, and Basilians, should forsake the league which they had lately made with the city of Strasburg and the Landgrave: likewise that the five-page men should give over their league and composition made with Ferdinand: and hereof obligations were made and sealed in the latter end of November.

OECOLAMPADIUS, the preacher of the city of Strasburg above recorded, hearing of the death of Zuinglius his dear friend, took thereat inward grief and sorrow, insomuch that it is thought to have increased his disease; and so he also departed this life, the same year and month of November above mentioned, being of the age of forty-nine years, older than Martin Luther by one year. Although this OECOLAMPADIUS then died, yet his learned and famous Commentaries upon the Prophets, with other worthy works which he left behind him, still live and shall never die.

The next year following, which was A.D. 1532, in the month of August, died also the worthy and memorable prince John Frederic, duke of Saxony, who, for testimony of Christ and of his gospel, sustained such trials, so many brunts, and such vehement conflicts with the emperor, and that especially at the council assembled at Augsburg; that unless the almighty hand of the Lord had sustained him, it had not been possible for him or any prince to have endured so constant and unmovable against so many persuasions and assaults, as he did to the end. After him succeeded John Frederic his son, &c.

And thus have you the history of Zuinglius, and of the church of Switzerland, with their proceedings and troubles, from the first beginning of their reformation of religion, set forth and described. Whereunto we will add one certain epistle of the said Zuinglius, taken out of his other epistles, and so therewith close up his story; which epistle I thought here to record, especially for that in the same, among other matters, profitably is expounded the true meaning of the apostle, writing to the Corinthians concerning how to judge the Lord's body, to the intent that the simple thereby may the better be informed. The words of his letter be these, as follow:

A Letter of Ulrichus Zuinglius to N. his brother in the Lord.¹

Unto your questions propounded to me in your former letters, well-beloved brother! I have sent you here mine answer. First, I am also in the same mind with you, that the Lord's supper is a very thanksgiving; for so the apostle himself meaneth, saying, 'Ye shall show forth the Lord's death;' where the word of showing forth, signifyeth as much as praising or thanksgiving. Wherefore seeing it is a Eucharist, or a thanksgiving, in my judgment no other thing ought to be obtruded on men's consciences, but only with due reverence to give thanks. Nevertheless, this is not to be neglected, that every man do prove and examine

¹ Gratiam et pacem in Domino. Accipe igitur chartis. frat., &c.
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...for so we ought to search and ask our own consciences, what faith we are in Christ Jesus? which if it be sound and sincere, we may approach without stay to this thanksgiving. For he that hath no faith, and yet pretendeth to have, eateth his own judgment; for he lieth to the Holy Ghost. And whereas you suppose, that Paul in this place doth not reprove those who sit at the table eating of meats offered to idols, I dissent from you therein. For Paul, a little before, writeth vehemently against those arrogant persons, who, bragging upon their knowledge, thought they might lawfully eat of such meats offered to idols, sitting and eating at the Lord's table: 'You cannot,' saith he, 'be partakers both of the Lord's table, and the table of devils.' Wherefore St. Paul's meaning is, that every one should try and examine himself what faith he hath. Whereupon it followeth, that he who hath a right faith, must have no part nor fellowship with those things which be given to idols: for he is now a member of another body, that is of Christ; so that he cannot join himself now to be one body with idolaters. And therefore those be they who do not judge or discern the Lord's body, that make no difference between the church of Christ, and the church of idolaters. For they that sit at the Lord's table, eating of idol meats, do make no difference at all between the Lord's supper, and the supper of the devil; who be they whom Paul saith not to judge the body of the Lord, that is, who make no discrepancy, nor give any more regard to Christ's church, than to the church of devils. Whereas if we would judge ourselves, that is, if we would thoroughly search and examine our own consciences as we should, in coming to the table of the Lord, we, finding any faith in us, would never go to the table, nor make thereof the feast, of devils: whereas your judgment herein is not amiss in expounding the word of judging in St. Paul, to signify as much as considering, perceiving, and inquiring.

To your second question, I answer that Jesus took bread, and brake, &c. Also he took the cup, &c. 'Istam verba sunt peculiariter agentis,' non hospitaliter invitantis; 'That is, These words declare the action of one who properly doth a thing; and not the hospitality of one who inviteth another to eat.' Touching your third question, out of the 8th chapter of John, 'Doth this offend you?' herein I do fully agree with you.

As for this word 'Ostren,' which is your fourth question, I understand thereby the time of the great feast or solemnity, which we now keep in remembrance of the great deliverance of God's people from the thraldom of Satan: before from the thraldom of Pharaoh: neither is it greatly material with what word we express the thing, so the thing itself be one, and the analogy and constancy of the Scripture be kept: for both the Scripture calleth Christ the Lamb, and St. Paul calleth him our Easter or Passover. Now your word, 'Wanderfest,' well pleaseth me, for the Passover, or Pesah.

To your fifth interrogation, of Christ's descending into hell; I suppose this particle was inserted into the Creed by the sentence of the fathers, to declare how the fathers, who died in the faith, were redeemed by the death of Christ: For Christ led away captivity, wherewith they were held, with him up into heaven: so that his going down into hell, 'non sicut intelligatur, quasi circumscrip- sed potentialiter,' that is, be not so understood as circumspectively, which is, when a thing is present by circumscription of any one place; but by power, which is by the operation of his Spirit, which is not comprehended in any certainty of place, but without prescription of certain place is diffused every where: so that the article of Christ's descending into hell importeth as much as that his death redeemed those who were in hell. Whereunto St. Peter also seemeth to have respect, where he saith, 'The gospel also was preached to them which were dead;' that is, that they also did feel the good tidings of the gospel, their redemption by the Son of God: and that they who rose again with Christ in the Spirit, be now with him in heaven, who nevertheless in the flesh shall be judged, what time the Son of God and of Man shall come to judge both the quick and the dead. Return to the places of Peter, the one in his first Epistle, the other in the latter; and so be you contented with this present answer raised up in haste. Fare ye heartily well; and comfort my William, the good aged father, by the grace of God which is in you. Command me to John Egenberga.

From Zurich, September 1, A.D. 1527. 3

(1) Ut mori illius eae qui erant apud inferos redimerat.
(2) 1 Pet. 11.
(3) "Fridle Calend. Sept." Epig. p. 122, i.e. August 31.—Eu.
From the first beginning of this whole book and history hitherto, good reader! thou hast heard of many and sundry troubles, and much business in the church of Christ, concerning the reformation of divers abuses and great errors crept into the same, namely in Rome; as appeareth by the doings of them, in divers and sundry places, whereof mention hath been made heretofore in this said history. For what godly man hath there been, within the space of these five hundred years, either virtuously disposed, or excellently learned, who hath not disproved the misordered doings, and corrupt examples of the see and bishop of Rome from time to time, unto the coming of this Luther? wherein this appeareth to me, and may also appear no less to all godly disposed men to be noted, not without great admiration, that seeing this aforesaid Romish bishop hath had great enemies and gain-sayers continually from time to time, both speaking and working, preaching and writing against him, yet, notwithstanding, never any could prevail before the coming of this man. The cause whereof, although it be secretly known unto God, and unknown unto men, yet so far as men by conjectures may suppose, it may thus not unlikely be thought, that whereas other men before him, speaking against the pomp, pride, whoredom, and avarice of the bishop of Rome, charged him only, or most especially, with examples and manners of life; Luther went further with him, charging him not with life, but with his learning; not with doings, but with his doctrine; not picking at the rind, but plucking up the root; not seeking the man, but shaking his seat; yea, and charging him with plain heresy, as prejudicial and resisting plainly against the blood of Christ, contrary to the true sense and direct understanding of the sacred testament of God’s holy word. For whereas the foundation of our faith, grounded upon the holy Scripture, teacheth and leadeth us to be justified only by the worthiness of Christ, and the only price of his blood; the pope, proceeding with a contrary doctrine, teacheth us otherwise to seek our salvation, not by Christ alone, but by the way of men’s merit and deserving by works: whereupon rose divers sorts of orders and religious sects among men, some professing one thing, and some another, and every man seeking his own righteousness, but few seeking the righteousness of him, who is set up of God to be our righteousness, redemption, and justification.

Martin Luther therefore, urging and reducing things to the foundation and touchstone of the Scripture, opened the eyes of many who before were drowned in darkness: whereupon it cannot be expressed what joy, comfort, and consolation came to the hearts of men (some lying in darkness and ignorance, some wallowing in sin, some being in despair, some macerating themselves by works, and some presuming upon their own righteousness), to behold that glorious benefit of the great liberty and free justification set up in Christ Jesus. And briefly to speak, the more glorious the benefit of this doctrine appeared to the world after long ignorance, the greater persecution followed upon the same. And where the elect of God took most occasion of comfort and salvation, thereof the adversaries took most matter of vexation and disturbance, as commonly we see the true word of God to bring with it ever dissension and perturbation; and therefore truly it was said of Christ, that he came not to send peace on earth, but
the sword. And this was the cause why that after the doctrine and preaching of Luther, so great troubles and persecutions followed in all quarters of the world; whereby arose great disquietness amongst the prelates, and many laws and decrees were made to overthrow the same, by cruel handling of many good and Christian men. Thus, while authority, armed with laws and rigour, did strive against simple verity; lamentable it was to hear how many poor men were troubled, and went to wrack, some tossed from place to place, some exiled out of the land for fear, some caused to abjure, some driven to caves in woods, some racked with torment, and some pursued to death with faggot and fire. Of these we have now (Christ willing) in this history following to treat; first beginning with certain that suffered in Germany, and then returning to our own stories and martyrs here in England.

Henry Voés and John Esch, Friars Augustine,

burnt at Brussels, A.D. 1523.

In the year of our Lord 1523, two young men were burnt at Brussels, the one named Henry Voés, being of the age of twenty-four years, and the other John Esch; who before had been of the order of the Augustine friars. They were degraded the first day of July, and spoiled of their friars' weed, at the suit of Egmondanus the pope's inquisitor, and the divines of Louvain; for that they would not retract and deny their doctrine of the gospel, which the papists call Lutheranism. Their examiners were Hochestatus and others, who demanded of them, what they did believe? They said, the books of the Old Testament and the New, wherein were contained the articles of the Creed. Then were they asked, whether they believed the decrees of the councils, and of the fathers? They said, such as were agreeing to the Scripture they believed. After this they proceeded further, asking, whether they thought it any deadly sin to transgress the decrees of the fathers, and of the bishop of Rome? That (said they) is to be attributed only to the precepts of God, to bind the conscience of man, or to loose it. Wherein when they constantly persisted and would not turn, they were condemned and judged to be burned. Then they began to give thanks to God their heavenly Father, who had delivered them through his great goodness from the false and abominable priesthood, and made of them priests of his holy order, receiving them unto him as a sacrifice of sweet odour. Then there was a bill written, which was delivered unto them to read openly before the people, to declare what faith and doctrine they held. The greatest error that they were accused of was, that men ought to trust only in God, forasmuch as men are liars, and deceitful in all their words and deeds, and therefore there ought no trust or affiance to be put in them.

As they were led unto the place of execution, which was the first of July, they went joyfully and merrily, making continual protestation that they died for the glory of God, and the doctrine of the gospel, as true Christians, believing and following the holy church of the Son of God; saying also, that it was the day which they had

(1) Matt. x.
long desired. After they were come to the place where they should be burned, and were despoiled of their garments, they carried a great space in their shirts, and joyfully embraced the stake that they should be bound to, patiently and joyfully enduring whatsoever was done unto them; praising God with "Te Deum laudamus," and singing psalms, and rehearsing the Creed, in testimony of their faith. A certain doctor, beholding their jollity and mirth, said unto Henry, that he should take heed so foolishly to glorify himself. To whom he answered, "God forbid that I should glory in any thing, but only in the cross of my Lord Jesus Christ." Another counselled him to have God before his eyes: unto whom he answered, "I trust that I carry him truly in my heart." One of them, seeing that fire was kindled at his feet, said, "Methinks ye do stew roses under my feet." Finally, the smoke and the flame, mounting up to their faces, choked them.

Henry being demanded amongst other things, whether Luther had seduced him or no: "Yea," said he, "even as Christ seduced his apostles." He said also, that it was contrary to God's law, that the clergy should be exempted from the power and jurisdiction of the magistrate ordained of God; for such as were ordained in office by the bishops, have no power but only to preach the word of God, and to feed their flock therewithal. After their death, their monastery was dissolved at Antwerp; the president whereof, by the papists called Jacob the Lutheran, after divers and sundry troubles and afflictions, was forced to recant at Brussels; but afterwards, his mind being renewed by the Holy Ghost, embracing that again which before he had renounced, he fled unto Luther.

Henry of Zutphen, Monk, a Martyr, at Dithmarsch.

The next year after the burning of those two Christian martyrs at Brussels above mentioned, with like tyranny also was martyred and burned without all order of judgment or just condemnation, about the country of Dithmarsch on the borders of Germany, one Henry Zutphen, monk, a.d. 1524, of whom mention is partly touched in the

(1) Behold how constantly and joyfully these martyrs take their death.

(2) Ex s. Turn. M. Luther, col. 367. "This year, a.d. 1533, Soliman the Great Turk wrote a letter unto the Master of the Rhodes, requiring to have the town given over unto him: the same whereof here ensueth:

Letter of Soliman, the Great Turk, to the Master of the Rhodes.

Soliman Isaccus, king of kings, and lord of lords, by the grace of God most mighty emperor of Constantiople and Trebisond, &c.; unto the reverend father Philippo de Villere filio Adam, grand master of the Rhodes, to his knights, and the commonalty thereof.

Compassion for my afflicted people and your extreme injuries have moved me. Therefore I command you the speedy surrender of the island and citadel of Rhodes, humanely and willingly granting you the favour, to depart with all your riches and substance; or, if ye will, to remain under my dominion, your liberty and your religion not being diminished in any thing, not even in paying of tribute. If ye be wise, prefer amity and peace before most cruel war; for if ye be overcome, there is nothing to be looked for but extreme cruelty, such as the vanquished are wont to receive at the hands of the conquerors; from which neither your own force, nor foreign aid, shall in any case defend you, neither yet your mighty strong walls, which I will utterly subvert. Far ye well: which thing you may do, if ye will before force prefer my friendship, which shall be assured unto you without fraud or guile. I swear by God, the maker of all, by the first historiographers of evangelical histories, and by the twenty-four thousand prophets that came from heaven, and chiefest of them our Mahomet, and by the worshipful spirits of my father and grandfather, and by this my sacred and august imperial head. From our palace at Constantinople.

The same year, in the time of pope Adrian, the island of Rhodes was lost and yieldeth over to Soliman the Turk, to the great hindrance and detriment of all Christendom." From Edition [54], p. 472. The history of the taking of Rhodes will be found supra, p. 53. See Appendix.—Enz.]
commentaries of John Sleidan, lib. iv.; but his history is more amply described of Luther, of Paulus Eberus in his calendar, of Ludovicus Rabus, of Crispinus, and other. This Zutphen had been before with Martin Luther, and afterwards coming to Antwerp, was from thence excluded for the gospel, and so came to Bremen, not to the intent there to preach, but for that he was minded to go to Wittenberg, being driven from Antwerp, as is above said; who, being at Bremen, was there required, by certain godly citizens of Bremen, to make one or two brief exhortations upon the gospel; whereunto, through the earnest love and zeal that was in him, he was easily allured and persuaded. He made his first sermon unto the people the Sunday before St. Martin's day. When the people heard him preach the word of God so sincerely, they desired him again the second time, and were so in love with his doctrine, that the whole parish required him to tarry amongst them to preach the gospel; which thing, for fear of danger, for a time he refused. When the religious rout had understanding hereof, especially the canons, monks, and priests, they went about with all endeavour to oppress him, and thrust out of the city both him, and also the gospel of Christ; for that was their chief seeking: whereupon they went unto the senate, desiring that such a heretic might be banished the town, who, in his doctrine, preached against the catholic church. Upon the complaint of the canons, the senate sent for the wardens and head men of the parish where Henry had preached, who being come together, the senate declared unto them the complaint of the canons and all the other religious men. Whereunto the citizens of Bremen, taking their preacher's part, answered, that they knew no other, but that they had hired a learned and honest man to preach unto them, who should teach them sincerely and truly the word of God. Notwithstanding, if the chapter-house or any other man could bring testimonial or witness, that the preacher had taught any thing which either savoured of heresy, or were repugnant to the word of God, they were ready (they said) with the chapter-house to persecute him: for God forbid that they should maintain a heretic. But if, contrariwise, the canons of the chapter-house, and the other religious men would not declare and show that the preacher, whom they had hired, had taught any error or heresy, but were set only of malice, by violence to drive him away, they might not (said they) by any means suffer the same. Whereupon they desired the senate, with all humble obedience, that they would not require it of them, but grant them equity and justice, saying, that they were minded to assist their preacher always, and to plead his cause.

This answer the senate commanded to be declared to the chapter-house. When the religious sort understood that they could prevail little or nothing with their words, bursting out into a fury, they began to threaten, and therewithal went straight unto the archbishop to certify him how the citizens of Bremen were become heretics, and would no longer obey their religious sort, with many other like things in their complaint, so that it was to be feared, lest the whole city shortly should be seduced.

When the archbishop heard tell of these things, straightway he sent two who were of his counsel, unto Bremen, requiring that Henry
should be sent unto him without delay. When they were demanded why they should have him sent, they answered, because he preached against the holy church. Being again demanded in what points or articles, they had nothing to say. One of these counsellors was the archbishop's suffragan, a naughty pernicious hypocrite, who sought by all means possible to carry away the said Henry captive. Finally, they received this answer of the senators; that forasmuch as the preacher, being hired of the churchwardens, had not hitherto been convicted for a heretic, and that no man had declared any erroneous or heretical article that he had taught, they said they could by no means obtain of the citizens that he should be carried away: whereby they earnestly desired the archbishop, that he would speedily send his learned men unto Bremen to dispute with him; and if he were convinced, they promised that without any delay he should be justly punished and sent away: if not, they would in no wise let him depart. Whereunto the suffragan answered with a great protestation, requiring that he might be delivered into his hands, for the quietness of the whole country; taking God to his witness, that in this behalf he sought for nothing else, but only the commodity of his country. But for all this they could prevail nothing; for the senate continued still in their former mind. Whereupon the suffragan, being moved with anger, departed from Bremen, and would not confirm their children.

When he came unto the archbishop, he declared the answer of the senate, and what he had heard and learned of the priests and monks there. Afterwards, when daily news came that the preacher did still more and more preach, and teach more heinous matter against the religious rout, they attempted another way, suborning great men to admonish the citizens of Bremen into what jeopardy their commonwealth might fall by means of their preacher, preaching contrary to the decree of the pope and emperor. Besides that, they said that he was the prisoner of the lady Margaret; for which cause they had gotten letters of the lady Margaret, requiring to have her prisoner sent unto her again.

All these crafts and subtleties did nothing at all prevail, for the senate of Bremen answered all things without blame. When the archbishop saw this his enterprise also frustrated, he attempted another way, whereby he had certain hope, that both Zutphen, and also the word of God with him, should be wholly oppressed; whereupon they decreed a provincial council, not to be helden at Bremen, as it was accustomed, but at Buxtehade, which place they thought most meet for their purpose. To this council were called all the prelates and learned men of the diocese, to determine what was to be believed, and whereto to trust. Also to the said council was Henry called, notwithstanding that they had already decreed to proceed against him, as against a manifest heretic, albeit he was not yet convicted, nor had pleaded his cause before. Wherefore the rulers of the city, together with the commonalty, detained him at home, foreseeing and suspecting the malice of the council.

Then the said Henry gathered a sum of his doctrine into a few articles, and sent it with his letters unto the archbishop; excusing his
innocency, offering himself to be ready, if he were convicted of any
error by the testimony of the holy Scripture, to recant the same;
notwithstanding earnestly requiring, that his errors might be convicted
by the holy Scriptures, by the testimony whereof he had lutherio
approved his doctrine, and doubted not hereafter to confirm the same:
but this took no place amongst those anointed prelates.

What the determination of their judgment was, it may hereupon
well be gathered, in that shortly after they set up upon the church
porch the bull of pope Leo X., and the decree of the emperor
made at Worms: whereupon Henry Zutphen, contemning their mad-
ness, proceeded daily in preaching the gospel, adding always this pro-
testation, that he was ready willingly to give account touching his
faith and doctrine to every man that would require the same. In the
mean time the holy catholics could not be idle, but sent their
chaplains unto every sermon, to entrap him in his words: but God,
whose footpaths are in the midst of the floods, would have his mar-
vellous power to be seen in them, for he converted many of them;
insomuch that the greater part of those that were sent to hearken, did
openly witness his doctrine to be God’s truth, against which no man
could contend, and such as in all their lives before they had not heard;
insomuch that they, forsaking all impiety, counselled men not to oppose
the word of God, but believe the same, if they would be saved. But
the chief priests, canons, and monks, were so indurate and blinded
with Pharaoh, that they became the worse for these admonitions.
When God saw the time convenient that Henry should confirm with
his blood the verity that he had preached, he sent him among the cruel
murderers appointed for that slaughter, by this occasion as followeth.

It happened A.D. 1524, that this Henry was sent for by letters, by
Nicholas Boyes, parish priest, and other faithful Christians, of the parish
of Meldorf, which is a town in Dithmarsch, to preach the gospel of
Christ unto them, and deliver them out of the bondage of Antichrist,
which in that place had full dominion. These letters being received
upon St. Catharine’s even, calling together six brethren, honest citizens,
he opened the matter unto them, how that he was sent for by them
of Dithmarsch, to preach the gospel; adding moreover, that he was
not only a debtor unto them, but to all others who required his aid:
wherefore he thought good to go unto Dithmarsch, to see what God
would work by him. He required also that they would help him
with their advice, by what means he might best take his journey, that
no man should know of it, that thereby he might not be letted or
stopped; which thing without doubt had come to pass, if his purpose
had been known to the people. Unto whom the citizens answered,
desiring him that he would not depart for a time, forasmuch as the
gospel had not yet taken such deep root in the people, but was as yet
weak, and especially in the villages thereof; and that the perse-
cution was very great: willing him also to have respect unto this, that
he was by them called to the office of preaching; and if they of Dith-
marsch desired a preacher, he should send some other in his place, for
they had before perceived the disposition and untrustiness of them of
Dithmarsch: besides that it was not in their power to give him free
liberty to depart, without the consent of the whole commonalty.

Whereunto Henry made answer in this manner: that albeit he
could not deny but that he had his call by them, yet now there were many godly and learned men at Bremen, whose labour they might use in his absence, in more perfectly learning the gospel. Besides that the papists were for the most part vanquished and overthrown, and their folly known, even unto women and children; adding thereunto that he had now preached the gospel by the space of two years at Bremen, and that they of Dithmarsh lived without a pastor even in the midst of the wolves: wherefore he could not with a safe conscience deny their request. And whereas they alleged that they could not license him without the consent of the whole congregation, that (said he) was but of small effect; forasmuch as he would not utterly forsake them, but determined only to remain with them of Dithmarsh for a month or two, to lay a foundation, and then to return again; desiring them that after his departure they would declare unto the congregation how he was sent for by them of Dithmarsh, to whom he could not say nay: willing them also to excuse his sudden departure, for that he was forced to depart secretly, because of his adversaries privily lying in wait in every place for him; thinking that he should scarcely avoid them that had always gone about to bring him to his death. Finally, they should promise to the congregation in his name, that when he had performed his enterprise, he would straight return again. They, being persuaded with these words, consented unto him, steadfastly hoping that they of Dithmarsh should be converted unto the true faith; which people above all others have always been most given to idolatry.  

Having prepared all things toward his setting forth, on the 28th of November he took his journey, and came to Meldorf, whither he was sent for; where he was joyfully received of the parish priest and other. As soon as he was come thither, albeit he had not yet preached, the devil with his members by and by began to fret and fume for anger. Above all others, one Augustine Tornchorch, prior of the Black Friars, began to fume, who went out of hand unto Master John Schnick his companion, and commissary to the official of Hamburg, to take counsel what was to be done, lest they should lose their kingdom. Finally, it was decreed by them above all things to withstand the beginnings, and that he should not have license to preach; for if by any means it happened that he preached, and the people should hear him, it was to be feared that the wickedness and craft of the priests and monks should be opened; which being made manifest, they knew plainly that it would be but a folly to resist, remembering what had happened lately before in Bremen. This determination had, the prior, the next day early in the morning (for he had not slept well all night for cares), went with great speed unto Heyde, to speak with the eight and forty presidents of the country; unto whom with great complaints he showed how that a seditious fellow, a monk, was come from Bremen, who would seduce all the people of Dithmarsh, as he had done the Bremers. There were, moreover, that did assist this prior, Master Gunter, chancellor of that country, and Peter Nanne, both enemies unto the gospel. These stoutly assisted the prior, persuading the other forty-six, being simple and unlearned men, that

(1) In this rude country of Dithmarsh, Master Rogers, our countryman, was superintendent at the time of the six articles; where he, with great danger of his life, did very much good.
they should obtain great favour and good will of the bishop of Bremen, if they would put this heretic monk to death. When these poor and unlearned men heard these words, they decreed that this monk should be put to death, neither heard, nor seen, much less convicted.

Furthermore, this prior obtained letters from the forty-eight presidents unto the parish priest, commanding him under great penalty, that he should put the monk out of his house, and command him to depart without preaching. With these letters he came speedily to Meldorf, and delivered the letters over night unto the parish priest; trusting that by their threatenings and commandment, the said Henry should be feared from preaching, plainly perceiving how important preaching was to his success.

When Nicholas Boyes, the parish priest, had read over the letters, he marvelled not a little at that proud commandment, for that it had not been heard of before, that the forty-eight presidents should meddle with ecclesiastical matters, for that it had been of long time used, that the ruling thereof should be in the hands of the parishioners; and long time before, it was decreed by the whole province, and customably used, that every church should have free liberty to choose or put out their parish priest or their preacher. These letters the parish priest delivered unto Henry; which when he had diligently looked over, he answered, that forasmuch as he was come, being sent for by the whole congregation, to preach the gospel of Christ, he would satisfy that vocation, because he saw it would be acceptable unto the whole congregation, and that he ought rather to obey the word of God, than man. Also, that if it pleased God that he should lose his life in Dithmarsch, there was as near a way to heaven, as in any other place; for that he doubted nothing at all, that he must once suffer for the gospel’s sake. Upon this courage and boldness, the next day Henry went up into the pulpit, and made a sermon, expounding the place of Paul, which is in Romans i. “Testis est mihi Deus,” &c. that is, “God is my witness;” and the gospel of the day. After the sermon was done, the whole congregation being called together, the prior delivered the letters that were sent by the forty-eight presidents, the tenor whereof was this: that they of Meldorf should be fined with a fine of a thousand guilders, if they suffered the monk to preach; and commanded moreover, that they should send ambassadors unto Heyde with full power and authority. When they heard these letters read, they were much moved, because they were so charged contrary to the custom of the country; forasmuch as every parish had always had authority, according to its own discretion, to choose or put away the preacher. Briefly, they all determined with one voice, to keep Henry for their preacher, and to defend him; for when they had heard the talk of the prior, they were greatly offended therewith.

After dinner Henry preached again, expounding the place of St. Paul, Rom. xv., “Debemus nos qui potentes sumus,” &c. “We ought which are strong,” &c. The next day the citizens of Meldorf sent their messengers unto Heyde, offering to answer in all causes before all men for their preacher, whom they had chosen. Besides that, the messengers declared what christian and godly sermons they
heard him preach. The parish priest also wrote letters by the said legates unto the forty-eight rulers, wherein he excused himself, that it was never his mind, nor the intent of the said Henry, to move sedition, but only sincerely to preach the word of God; and offered himself ready to answer for the said Henry to all men, whencesoever he should be called; most earnestly desiring them not to give credit unto the monks, who, being blinded with hatred and avarice, had fully determined to oppress the truth: saying moreover, that it was against all reason, that a man should be condemned before the truth be tried out and his cause declared; and if, after due inquisition had, he should be convicted, then he should suffer condign punishment. This submission, with the public testimonial, was nothing esteemed or regarded, neither was there any answer given thereunto, but every man repined and murmured thereat. Last of all, one Peter Dethlieves, one of the Seignors, answered, that albeit there were divers dissensions in every place about the christian faith, and that they, as men ignorant, could not redress the same, yet this their sentence should be holden and ratified; which was, that the judgment of determining this dissension should be reserved to the next council, which, by the report of master chancellor, was now in hand to be called and gathered. Also, until all discord and dissension should be appeased, whatsoever was received and believed by their neighbours, he promised in the name of the rest, that they would willingly receive and believe the same. So that if the word of God hath not hitherto been clearly and sincerely preached (as they said) unto the people, and that there be now some who can teach and preach the same more sincerely; it is not their mind or intent to withstand or resist their good doings, but that the presidents would wish this one thing diligently to be taken heed of, that there be no occasion given by any man to move sedition: and in the mean time he commanded all men quietly to give over all matters until Easter next, and by that time it should be made evident, what should be received, and what left undone. With this answer they were all very well contented; and the messengers returned again to Meldorf with great joy and gladness, declaring to the whole congregation what answer was made, conceiving a sure hope that the matter would shortly end well.

Upon St. Nicholas' day this Henry preached twice, first upon the gospel, "Homo quidam nobilis," &c. "A certain nobleman," &c. [Luke xix.] Secondly, upon this text, "Plures facti sunt sacerdotes," &c. "There are many made priests," &c. [Heb. vii.], with such a spirit and grace, that all men had him in admiration, praying God most earnestly, that they might long have such a preacher. Upon the day of the conception of our lady, he also made two sermons upon Matthew i., expounding the book of the generation; wherein he rehearsed the promises made by God unto our forefathers, and under what faith our fathers that then were, had lived; adding also, that all respect of works being set apart, we must be justified by the same faith. All these things were spoken with such boldness of spirit, that all men greatly marvelled at him, giving thanks to God for his great mercy, that had sent them such a preacher; desiring him moreover, that he would tarry with them all Christmas to
preach; for they feared lest he should be sent for to some other place.

In the mean space, the prior and Master John Schnick were not idle; for when the prior perceived that his malicious enterprise took no good success, he adjoined unto him a companion, William, a doctor of the Jacobites, and so went up to Lunden, to the monks Francis-can, or Minors, for help and counsel. For those kinds of friars above all other are best instruct by their hypocrisy to deceive the poor and simple people. These friars straightways sent for certain of the rulers, who had all the rule and authority, and especially Peter Nanne, Peter Schwin, and Nicholas Roden; unto whom they declared, after their accustomed manner, with great complaints, what a heretic monk had preached, and how he had obtained the favour of almost all the simple people; which if they did not speedily provide for, and withstand the beginnings, and put the heretic to death, it would shortly come to pass, that the honour of our lady, and all saints, together with the two abbeys, should utterly come to ruin and decay.

When these simple and ignorant men heard these words, they were greatly moved: whereunto Peter Schwin answered thus, That they had before written unto the parish priest and to Henry what was best to be done: notwithstanding, if they thought good, they would write again. "No," said the prior, "this matter must be attempted another way: for if you write unto the heretic, he will by and by answer you again. And it is to be feared, lest the contagion of his heresy do also infect you, being unlearned men; for if you give him leave to speak, and to answer, there is no hope that you shall overcome him." Wherefore they finally determined to take this Henry by night, and burn him before the people should know it, or he come to his defence to answer. This device pleased all men, but especially the Franciscan friars. Peter Nanne, the prior's chief friend, willing to get the chief praise and thanks of this matter, by the help of Master Gunter did associate unto him certain other rulers of the towns near adjoining, whose names are here not to be hidden, because they so much affected praise and glory. The names of the presidents were these, Peter Nanne, Peter Schwin's son, Henning of Lunden, John Holmes, Laurence Hanneman, Nicholas of West- lingbarhien, Ambrose John of Wackenhusen, Marquardus Kremerus of Henstede, Louis John of Wessing, and Peter Grosse, president of Hemmingsted. All these presidents, and all other that were of counsel to this pretence, assembled together in the parish of Neuen- Kirchen, in the house of Master Gunter, where also the chancellor was consulting together with them how they might burn the said Henry, secretly coming upon him without any judgment or sentence. They concluded, the next day after the conception of our lady to meet at Henning, which is half a mile from Meldorf, with a great band of the peasantry. This determination thus made, they laid scouts in every place, that there should no news of their pretended mischiefs come unto Meldorf; commanding that as soon as it began to wax dark, they should all gather together. There assembled above five hundred of the peasantry, unto whom was declared the cause of their assembly, and also they were instructed what was to be done;
for before, no man knew the cause of the assembly, but only the presidents. When the peasants understood it, they would have returned back again, refusing to do such a detestable and horrible deed. The presidents with most bitter threats kept them in obedience; and to the intent they should be the more courageous, they gave them three barrels of Hamburg beer to drink.

About midnight they came in armour to Meldorf. The Jacobite monks prepared torches for them, that Henry should not slip away suddenly in the dark. They had also with them a false betrayer, named Henning, by whose treason they had perfect knowledge of all things. With great violence they burst into the house of the parish priest, breaking and spoiling all things, as the manner of that drunken people is. If they found either gold or silver, they took it away. When they had spoiled all things, they violently fell upon the parish priest, and with great noise cried out, “Kill the thief,” “Kill the thief.” Some of them took him by the hair of the head, and pulled him out into the dirt, forcing him to go with them as prisoner: others cried out, saying, that the parish priest was not to be meddled withal, for they had no commission to take him. After they had satisfied their lust upon the parish priest, with great rage and fury they ran upon Henry, and drawing him naked out of his bed, bound his hands hard behind him: whom being so bound, they drew to and fro so long, that Peter Nanne, who otherwise was unmerciful and a cruel persecutor of the word of God, willed them that they should let him alone; for that without doubt he would follow of his own mind. Then they committed the guiding of him to John Balco, who rather drew him by violence than led him. When he was brought to Hemingsted, they asked of him how and for what intent he came to Dithmarsch? unto whom he gently declared the whole cause of his coming: but they all in a rage cried out, “Away with him, away with him! for if we hear him talk any longer, it is to be feared that he will make us also heretics.” Then he, being marvellously weary and faint, required to be set on horseback, for his feet were all cut and hurt with the ice, because he was led all night barefoot. When they heard him say so, they mocked and laughed at him, saying, “Must we hire a horse for a heretic? he shall go a-foot whether he will or no.” Because it was night they carried him naked to Heyde. Afterwards they brought him to a certain man’s house named Calden, and bound him there with chains in the stocks. The master of the house, seeing the cruel deed, taking compassion upon Henry, would not suffer it to be done: wherefore he was carried away to the priest’s house, the official’s servant of Hamburg, and shut up in a cupboard, and was kept by the rude people, who all the night mocked and scorned him. Amongst all others, there came unto him Simon of Oldenworden, and Christian, parish priest of Neuen-Kirchen, both alike ignorant and wicked persecutors of the word of God, demanding of him why he had forsaken his holy habit? unto whom he friendly answered by the Scriptures; but those ignorant persons understood nothing that he said. Master Gunter also came unto him, inquiring whether he had rather be sent to the bishop of Bremen, or receive his punishment in Dithmarsch? unto whom Henry answered, “If I have preached any thing contrary to God’s
word, or done any wicked act, it is in their hands to punish me therefor." Gunter answered, "Hark! I pray you, good friends, hark! he desireth to suffer in Dithmarsh." The common people all the night continued in immoderate drinking and swilling.

In the morning, about eight o'clock, they gathered together in the market-place to consult what they should do; where the rustic people, boiling with drink, cried out, "Burn him, burn him! to the fire with the heretic! Without doubt, if we do it, we shall this day obtain great glory and praise, both of God and man; for the longer he liveth, the more he will seduce with his heresy." What need many words? sure he was to die; for they had condemned this good Henry without any judgment (his cause not being heard) to be burned. At last they commanded the crier to proclaim, that every man that was at the taking of him, should be ready in armour to bring him forth to the fire. Amongst all others the friars Franciscan were present, encouraging the drunken, rude people, saying, "Now you go the right way to work." Then they bound the said Henry, hands, feet, and neck, and with great noise brought him forth to the fire. As he passed by, a certain woman, standing in her door, beholding that pitiful sight, wept abundantly; unto whom Henry turning himself, said, "I pray you weep not for me." When he came to the fire, for very weakness he sat down upon the ground. By and by there was present one of the presidents named May, who was evidently known to be corrupted and bribed with money to this purpose: he condemned the said Henry to be burned, pronouncing this sentence upon him:

"Forasmuch as this thief hath wickedly preached against the worship of our blessed Lady, by the commandment and sufferance of our reverend father in Christ, the bishop of Bremen, and my lord, I condemn him here to be burned and consumed with fire." Unto whom Henry answered, "I have done no such thing:" and, lifting up his hands towards heaven, he said, "O Lord! forgive them, for they offend ignorantly, not knowing what they do: thy name, O Almighty God! is holy."

In the meantime a certain woman, the wife of one Junger, sister of Peter Nanne, offered herself to suffer a thousand stripes, and to give them much money, so that they would pacify the matter, and keep him in prison, until he might plead his matter before the whole convocation of the country. When they heard these words, they waxed more mad, and threw the woman down under foot, and trod upon her, and beat the said Henry unmercifully. One of the rustic sort struck him behind on the head with a sharp dagger. John Holmes of Neuen-Kirchen struck him with a mace. Others thrust him in the back, and in the arms. And this was not done once or twice, but as often as he began to speak. Master Gunter cried out, encouraging them, saying, "Go to boldly, good fellows! truly God is present with us."

After this, he brought a Franciscan friar unto Henry, that he should be confessed; whom Henry demanded in this manner: "Brother! when have I done you injury, either by word or deed, or when did I ever provoke you to anger?" "Never," said the friar.

(1) Where the offence is not done to man, confession to man there needeth not.
"What should I then confess unto you," said he, "that you think you might forgive me?" The friar, being moved at these words, departed. The fire, as often as it was kindled, would not burn. Notwithstanding they satisfied their minds upon him, striking and pricking him for two hours with all kind of weapons. The said Henry standing in the mean time in his shirt before all this rude people, at the last they, having gotten a great ladder, bound him hard thereunto, and cast him into the fire. And when he began to pray, and to repeat his Creed, one struck him upon the face with his fist, saying, "Thou shalt first be burnt, and afterward pray and prate as much as thou wilt." Then another, treading upon his breast, bound his neck so hard to a step of the ladder, that the blood gushed out of his mouth and nose. This was done to strangle him withal, for they saw that for all his sore wounds he would not die.

After he was bound to the ladder, he was set upright. Then one, running unto him, set his halbert for the ladder to lean against (for those countrymen use no common hangman, but every man exerciseth the office without difference), but the ladder, slipping away from the point of the halbert, caused that the halbert struck him through the body. Then they cast this good man, ladder and all, upon the wood, which, tumbling down, lighted upon the one side. Then John Holmes ran unto him, and struck him with a mace upon the breast, till he was dead and stirred no more. Afterwards they roasted him upon the coals; for the wood, as often as it was set on fire, would not burn out. And thus this godly preacher finished his martyrdom; which was A. D. 1524.¹

About the same time many other godly persons, and such as feared God, for the testimony of the gospel, were thrown into the river Rhine, and into other rivers, where their bodies afterwards were found, and taken up. Also in the said town of Dithmarsch another faithful saint of God, named John, suffered the like martyrdom. Thus these two blessed and constant martyrs, as two shining lights set up of God, in testimony of his truth, offered up the sacrifice of their confession sealed with their blood, in a sweet savour unto God.

At the town of Halle likewise, another preacher named Master George, for ministering in both kinds, was martyred and slain by a like sort of cut-throats, set up by the monks and friars to murder him, near to the town called Haschenburg.²

At Prague also in Bohemia, another, for changing his monkery into matrimony, did suffer in the like manner.³

Furthermore, in the same year 1524, and the 32d of October, the town of Miltenberg in Germany was taken and ransacked, and divers of the inhabitants were slain, and many imprisoned, for maintaining and keeping with them Carolstadt to be their preacher.⁴

In the same catalogue of holy martyrs likewise is to be placed Gasper Tamber. Also another called George, a scrivener, who both were burned at Vienna in Austria.

² Ex Crip. et Panta. [A fuller title of this latter very scarce work, is this, "Martyrum historia; hoc est maximarum per Europam persecutionum ac sanctorum Del martyrum exterorumque rerum insignium in ecclesia Christi his temporiibus gestarum commentarius; aut. Henricus Pantaleone;" folio, Basileae, 1563.—Ed.]
³ Ex Lud. Rab.
⁴ Ex Rab. et Panta.
The lamentable Martyrdom of John le Clerc, of Meaur, in France.

Meaux is a city in France, ten leagues distant from Paris, where John Clerc was first apprehended and taken, A.D. 1523, for setting up upon the church door a certain bill against the pope’s pardons lately sent thither from Rome, in which bill he named the pope to be Antichrist; for which his punishment was this, that three several days he should be whipped, and afterwards have a mark imprinted on his forehead, as a note of infamy. His mother, being a christian woman, although her husband was an adversary, when she beheld her son thus piteously scourged, and ignominiously deformed in the face, constantly and boldly did encourage her son, crying with a loud voice, “Blessed be Christ! and welcome be his prints and marks!”

After this execution and punishment sustained, the said John departed that town, and went to Rosoy in Brie, and from thence removed to Metz in Lorraine, where he remained a certain space, applying to his vocation, being a wool-carder by his occupation; where he, the day before the people of that city should go out to the suburbs, to worship certain blind idols near by (after an old use and custom amongst them received), being inflamed with the zeal of God, went out of the city to the place where the images were, and brake them all down in pieces. The next morrow after, when the canons, priests, and monks, keeping their old custom, had brought with them the people out of the city to the place of idolatry, to worship as they were wont, they found all their blocks and stocks almighty, lie broken upon the ground; at the sight whereof they, being mightily offended in their minds, set all the city agog, to search out the author thereof, who was not hard to be found; forasmuch as this aforesaid Clerc, besides that he was noted of them to be a man much addicted that way, was also seen somewhat late in the evening before, to come from the same place into the city. Wherefore he, being suspected and examined upon the same, at once confessed the fact, rendering also the cause which moved him so to do. The people hearing this, and being yet not acquainted with that kind of doctrine, were moved marvellously against him, crying out upon him in a great rage. Thus his cause being informed to the judges, wherein he defended the pure doctrine of the Son of God, he was condemned, and led to the place of execution, where he sustained extreme tortments. For first his hand was cut off from his right arm, then his nose with sharp pinchers was violently plucked from his face; after that both his arms and his paps were likewise plucked and drawn with the same instrument. To all them that stood looking on, it was a horror to behold the grievous and doeful sight of his pains: again to behold his patience, or rather the grace of God giving him the gift so to suffer, it was a wonder. Thus quietly and constantly he endured in his torments, pronouncing, or in a manner singing, the verses of Psalm cxv.; “Simulacra eorum sunt argentum et aurum,” &c. “Their images are silver and gold, the work only of man’s hand,” &c. The residue of his life that remained in his rent body, was committed to the fire, and therewith consumed; which was about A.D. 1524.

(1) Ex Pantal. et Crisp.
John Castellane, Doctor of Divinity, a Martyr.

The same year, which was 1524, Master John Castellane, born at Tournay, a doctor of divinity, after that he was called unto the knowledge of God, and became a true preacher of his word, and had preached in France, in a place called Bar le Duc, also at Vergy۱ in Partoisie, at Chalons in Champagne, and in the town of Vic, which is the episcopal seat of the bishop of Metz in Lorraine, after he had laid some foundation of the doctrine of the gospel in the city of Metz, in returning from thence was taken prisoner at Gorze by the cardinal of Lorraine’s servants, by whom he was carried from Gorze to the castle of Nomeny. Whereupon the citizens of Metz took no little displeasure and grievance; who, being grievously offended to have their preacher so to be apprehended and imprisoned, within short space after took certain of the cardinal’s subjects, and kept them prisoners so long, until the abbot of St. Anthony in Viennois, called Theodore de Chaumont, vicar-general as well in causes spiritual as temporal through the jurisdiction of the bishops of Metz, Toul, and Verdun, being furnished with a letter and commission from the see of Rome, came to the said city of Metz; and after divers declarations made to the provost and the other justices and councillors of the city, he so wrought and brought to pass, that immediately the said subjects of the cardinal were set at liberty. But John Castellane was kept still prisoner in the castle of Nomeny, and was most cruelly handled from the 4th day of May, until the 12th day of January; during all which time he persevered constant in the doctrine of the Son of God.۲ Whereupon he was carried from Nomeny to the town and castle of Vic, always persevering constantly in the profession of the same doctrine, so that they did proceed unto the sentence of his degradation, that he might be delivered over unto the secular power, according to the custom and manner. And forasmuch as the form and manner of the sentence and process of degrading is notable, and hath been reported unto us word for word, we have thought good here to annex the same, to declare the horrible blasphemies joined with gross and brutish subtlety, in those high mysteries which the enemies of the truth do use in their process against the children of God; whereby every man, even the most ignorant, may evidently perceive the horrible blindness that these unshamefaced catholics are blinded withal.

The Sentence of Degradation pronounced on Castellane.

Concerning the process inquisitorial, formed and given in form of an accusation against thee, John Castellane, priest, and religious man of the friars Eremites of the order of St. Austin; understanding likewise thy confession which thou hast made of thine own good will, maintaining false and erroneous doctrine; and marking also besides this, the godly admonitions and charitable exhortations which we made unto thee in the city of Metz, which thou, like unto the serpent Aspis, hast refused to hear, and given no ear unto: also considering thine answers made and reiterated unto our interrogatories, by means of thine oath, in which devilishly thou hast hidden and kept back not only the truth, but also, following the example of Cain, hast denied to confess thy sins

(1) “Vitory.” Vitry-le-François.—En.
(2) Whosoever escapes, the Christians are sure to suffer.
and mischievous offence: and finally, hearing the great number of witnesses sworn and examined against thee, their persons and depositions diligently considered, and all other things worthy of consideration being justly examined, the reverend Master Nicolas Savin, doctor of divinity, and inquisitor of the faith, assistant unto us, hath entered process against thee, and given full information thereof; this our purpose and intent being also communicated unto divers masters and doctors both of the civil and canon laws here present, who have subscribed and signed thereunto, whereby it appeareth, that thou, John Castellane, hast oftentimes, and in divers places, openly and manifestly spread abroad and taught many erroneous propositions, full of the heresy of Luther, contrary and against the catholic faith, and the verity of the gospel, and the holy apostolic see; and so assuredly looked back and turned thy face, that thou art found to be a liar before Almighty God: It is ordained by the sacred rules of the canon-law, that such as through the sharp darts of their venomous tongue do pervert the Scriptures, and go about with all their power to corrupt and infect the souls of the faithful, should be punished and corrected with most sharp correction, to the end that others should be afraid to attempt the like, and apply themselves the better to the study of christian concord, through the example set before their eyes, as well of severity, as of clemency. For these causes and others rising upon the said process, by the apostolic authority, and also the authority of our said reverend lord the cardinal, which we do use in this our sentence definitive, which we, sitting in our judgment-seat, declare in these writings, having God only before our eyes, and surely considering, that what measure we do mete unto others, the same shall be measured to us again: we pronounce and declare sententially and definitively, the John Castellane, being here present before us, and judge thee, because of thy deserts, to be excommunicated, with the most great excommunication, and therewithall to be culpable of treason against the divine Majesty, and a mortal enemy of the catholic faith, and verity of the gospel; also to be a manifest heretic, and a follower and partaker of the execrable cruelty of Martin Luther, a stirrer up of old heresies already condemned. And therefore, as thou oughtest to be deposed and deprived of all priestly honour and dignity, of all thy orders, of thy shewing and religious habit, also of thy ecclesiastical benefices, if thou hast any, and from all privilege of clergy: so we here presently do depose, deprive, and separate thee, as a rotten member, from the communion and company of all the faithful: and being so deprived, we judge that thou oughtest to be actually degraded. That done, we leave thee unto the secular powers, committing the degradation and actual execution of this our sentence unto the reverend lord and bishop here present, with the authority and commandment aforesaid.

This sentence being thus ended, with their catholic sermon also, the bishop of Nicopolis, sitting in his pontificalibus in the judgment-seat, being suffragan of Metz, with the clergy, nobles, and people about him, proceeded to the degrading (as they call it) of the said Master John Castellane. Thus the said Master John Castellane being prepared and made ready for his degradacy by the officers of the said bishop, was appareled in his priestly attire, and afterwards brought forth of the chapel by the priests who were thereunto appointed, with all his priestly ornaments upon him; and holding his hands together, he kneeled down before the bishop. Then the officers gave him the chalice in his hands, with wine and water, also the patine and the host; all which things the said bishop who disgraced him took from him, saying, “We take away from thee, or command to be taken from thee, all power to offer sacrifice unto God, and to say mass, as well for the quick as the dead.” Moreover, the bishop scraped the nails of both his hands with a piece of glass, saying, “By

(1) Truly you say, for your measure is death definitive; and therefore look you for the same measure again at God’s hand.
(2) If Luther be to be noted of cruelty, who teacheth all men, and killeth no man, what then is to be noted in the pope, who killeth all God’s children and teacheth none?
(3) “Nicopolis.” See the Appendix.—Ex.
this scraping we take away from thee all power to sacrifice, to consecrate, and to bless, which thou hast received by the anointing of thy hands." Then he took away from him the chesille, saying; "By good right we do despoil thee of this priestly ornament, which signifies charity; for certainly thou hast forsaken the same, and all innocency." Then taking away the stole, he said; "Thou hast villanously rejected and despised the sign of our Lord, which is represented by this stole; wherefore we take it away from thee, and make thee unable to exercise and use the office of priesthood, and all other things appertaining to priesthood."

The degradation of the order of priesthood being thus ended, they proceeded to the order of deacon. Then the ministers gave him the book of the gospels, which the bishop took away, saying: "We take away from thee all power to read the gospels in the church of God, for it appertaineth only to such as are worthy." After this he spoiled him of the dalmatick, which is the vesture that the deacons use, saying, "We deprive thee of this Levitical order; forasmuch as thou hast not fulfilled thy ministry and office." After this the bishop took away the stole from behind his back, saying, "We justly take away from thee the white stole which thou hadst received undefiledly; which also thou oughtest to have borne in the presence of our Lord: and to the end that the people dedicate unto the name of Christ may take by thee example, we prohibit thee any more to exercise or use the office of deaconship." Then they proceeded to the disgracing of subdeaconship, and taking away from him the book of the epistles, and his subdeacon's vesture, deposed him from reading of the epistles in the church of God. And so orderly proceeding unto all the other orders, they disgraced him from the order of Bennet and Collet, from the order of exorcist, from the lectorship, and last of all from the office of door-keeper, taking from him the keys, and commanding him hereafter not to open or shut the revestry, nor to ring any more bells in the church. That done, the bishop went forward to disgrace him from his first tonsure, and taking away his surplice, said unto him, "By the authority of God Almighty, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and by our authority, we take away from thee all clerical habit, and despoil thee of all ornament of religion: also we do depose and degrade thee from all order, benefit, and privilege of the clergy, and as one unworthy of that profession, we commit thee to the servitude and ignominy of the secular state." Then the bishop took the shears, and began to clip his head, saying in this manner: "We cast thee out as an unthankful child of the Lord's heritage, whereunto thou wast called, and take away from thy head the crown, which is the royal sign of priesthood, through thine own wickedness and malice." The bishop also added these words: "That which thou hast sung with thy mouth, thou hast not believed with thy heart, nor accomplished in work; wherefore we take from thee the office of singing in the church of God."

The degrading thus ended, the procurator fiscal of the court and city of Metz required of the notary an instrument or copy of the

(1) "Bennet and Collet," the acolyteship: see Appendix.—En.
A GOOD PASTOR MURDERED FOR THE GOSPEL.

Henry VIII.
A.D. 1525.

degrading. Then the ministers of the bishop turned him out of his clerical habit, and put upon him the apparel of a secular man. That done, forasmuch as he who is degraded, according to the institution of pope Innocent III., ought to be delivered unto the secular court, the bishop that degraded him proceeded no further, but said in this manner: "We pronounce that the secular court shall receive thee into their charge, being thus degraded of all clerical honour and privilege."

This done, the bishop, after a certain manner, entreated the secular judge for him, saying: "My lord judge! we pray you as heartily as we can, for the love of God, and the contemplation of tender pity and mercy, and for the respect of our prayers, that you will not in any point do any thing that shall be hurtful to this miserable man, or tending to his death, or maiming of his body." These things thus done, the secular judge of the town of Vic, confirming the aforesaid sentence, condemned the said Master John Castellane to be burned quick; which death he suffered the 12th of January, A.D. 1525, with such a constancy, that not only a great company of ignorant people were thereby drawn to the knowledge of the verity, but also a great number who had already some taste thereof, were greatly confirmed by that his constant and valiant death.

It would fill another volume, to comprehend the acts and stories of all those who in other countries, at the rising of the gospel, suffered for the same. But praised be the Lord, every region almost hath its own history-writer, who sufficiently hath discharged that part of duty, as every one in matters of his own country is best acquainted: wherefore I shall the less need to overstrain my travails, or to overcharge this volume therewith; only it shall suffice me to collect three or four histories, recorded by Eccolampadius and the rest, to bring it into a brief story, and so return to occupy myself with our own domestical matters here done at home.

The History of a good Pastor, murdered for preaching of the Gospel:
written by John Eccolampadius.

In the year of our Lord 1525, there was a certain good and godly minister, who had committed something in the commotion there raised by the rustic clowns of the country, which, they said that knew him, was but of small importance. He, because he had offended his prince before, not with any fact or crime, but with some word something sharply spoken, was therefore condemned to be hanged.

After sentence was given, there was a gentleman of a cruel heart sent with a certain troop of men to apprehend the said priest, and to hang him; who, coming into his house, saluted him friendly, pretending as though their coming had been to make good cheer: for he was a good housekeeper, and the gentlemen of the country thereabouts used oftentimes to resort unto his house familiarly. This priest made ready for them in short space a very sumptuous banquet, whereof they did eat and drink very cheerfully. After dinner was ended, and that the priest was yet at the table, thinking no hurt, the gentleman said to his servante, 'Take you this priest, our host, and hang him, and that without delay;

(1) Note here these persecutors, how they will seem outwardly to be lambs, but inwardly are ravening wolves.
(2) Pantaloon, pp. 40—42. The History of Johannes Dissius, which is inserted here in some editions, will be found in the place allotted to it by Foxe, in the History of "Martyrs who suffered in Germany," at page 337.—En.
(3) See Pantaloon, p. 44.—En.
for be hath well deserved to be hanged for the great offence he hath committed against his prince.’ The servants were marvellously astonished with his words, and abhorring to do the deed, said unto their master, ‘God forbid that we should commit any such crime, to hang a man that hath treated us so gently; for the meate, which he hath given us, is yet in our stomachs undigested. It were a wicked act for a nobleman to render so great an evil for a good turn, but especially to murder an innocent.’ Briefly, the servants sought no other occasion, but only to give him way to flee, that they might also avoid the execution of that wicked purpose.

As the gentleman and his servants were thus contending, the priest said unto them, ‘I beseech you show no such cruelty upon me; rather lead me away captive unto my prince, where I may purge myself. I am falsely accused, and I trust to pacify his anger which he hath conceived against me. At least remember the hospitality which I have ever showed to you, and all noblemen at all times resorting to my house.’ But principally speaking to the gentleman, he advertised him of the perpetual sting which would follow upon an evil conscience; protesting that he had faithfully and truly taught them the doctrine of the gospel, and that that was the principal cause why he had such evil will: which long time before he had foreseen would come to pass, forasmuch as he had oftentimes in the pulpit reproved sharply and openly the horrible vices of the gentlemen, who maintained their people in their vicious living; and they themselves were given unto blasphemy and drunkenness, whereas they should show example of faith, true religion, and sobriety; but they had oftentimes resisted him, saying, That it was not his part to reprove them, for so much as they were his lords, and might put him to death if they would: that all things which they did were allowable, and that no man ought to gainsay it: also that he went about some things in his sermons, that would come to an evil end.

This good man, whatsoever he could say, could not make his matter seem good; for the gentleman continued in his wicked enterprise, and pricked forth his servants still to accomplish their purpose (for it was resolved by the prince, that he should be put to death); and, turning himself unto the priest, he said, that he could gain nothing by preaching in such sort, but that he should fully determine himself to die, for the prince had given express commandment to hang him, whose favour he would not lose to save his life. At last the servants, after great sorrow and lamentation, bound their host, and hanged him upon a beam in his own house, the gentleman standing by and looking on. This good man, seeing no remedy, spake no other words but only, ‘Jesus, have mercy upon me; Jesus, save me.’

This is the truth of this most cruel act, which a Turk would scarcely have committed against his mortal enemy. Now let every man judge with himself, which of them have the greatest advantage, they who commit the cruelty against the good, or the good men who do suffer the same unjustly. The first sort have a continual gnawing in their conscience, and the others obtain an immortal crown.

The like History of the Death of a certain Minister, named Master Peter Spengler, who was drowned: collected by OEcolampadius.1

[1] Pantaleon, p. 48.—Es
drowned. 'O good God,' said he, 'who would have thought it, that so many learned and holy men have wandered out of the right way, and could have so long time been wrapped in so great errors, or that the holy Scripture could have been so deformed with such horrible abuses.' For he never well understood before (he said) that the gospel was the verity of God, in that order wherein it is written, seeing it containeth so much touching the cross, persecution, and ignominious death; and yet the priests lived in great prosperity, and no man durst maintain any quarrel against them without danger. He also saw that the hour was come that the gospel should be displayed, that persecution was at hand, that the enemies of the truth began now to rage, that the wicked and proud lifted up their heads on high, and feared not to enterprise and take in hand all kind of mischief and wickedness against the faithful; that the bishops, who ought by their virtue and power to defend the word, were more barbarous and cruel than any tyrants had been before. He, thus considering the present estate of the world, put all doubt from his heart, and saw presently before his eyes, that Jesus Christ had taught the truth; seeing so many bodies of the faithful were daily so tormented, beaten, exiled, banished, drowned, and burned. For who can report the great torments, which the innocent have endured these years passed, even by those who call themselves Christians; and for no other cause, but only for the true confession of Jesus Christ? This good pastor, (considering with himself the laws and doctrine of the church of Rome to swerve from the truth of Christ, especially in restraining marriage) to the end that he would not define himself with fornication, married a maid of his, such a one as feared God; by whom afterwards he had many fair children.

About this time the people of the country had raised a great commotion, which in their rage went to monasteries and priests' houses, as if they had taken in hand some pilgrimage, and spared nothing that they could find to eat. That which they could not eat, they either cast under foot, or carried it away with them. One company of this rufous sort lodged themselves in the house of this good priest: for they made no difference between the good and the bad. These roisters took from him all that they could find, leaving nothing behind them, insomuch that they took away the very hose from his legs, for all that he could do: albeit that he gently entreated them, showing that it was theft and a hanging matter that they did, yet they continued still in their madness like beasts.

As they were departing out of the house, the good priest could not refrain himself from weeping, saying unto them, 'I tell you before, these your inordinate doings will redound to some great mischief to yourselves; for what madness is this? What meaneth this rage and tumult, wherein you keep no order or equity, neither have any respect between friend and foe? Who thus stirreth you up? What counsel do you follow, or to what end do you this? Like thieves you spoil whatsoever you can lay hands upon. And think you not but these things which you now rob, raven, and steal, you shall be compelled hereafter to restore again to your great detriment? What sedition did ever come to good end? You pretend the gospel, and have no peace of the gospel either in your mouths or in your hearts. These excesses ye never learned of me, who ever have taught you the true word of God. This your gospel is rather the gospel of the devil, than of God, who vexeth all the world with violence and wrong, spoiling and robbing without regard. The true gospel of Jesus Christ teacheth you to do good unto all men, to avoid dissensions and perjury. This I say unto you, that in these your doings you offend God, and provoke his just vengeance to plague you, who will never suffer these evils to escape unpunished. You find written in the gospel, that which thou wouldest not should be done to thee, do not to others. You offend also all the nobility, and your lawful magistrates, whom you are sworn and bound unto. It is no small matter, I tell you, to raise up sedition, to stir up others, and to disturb the state of the commonwealth: and when this tumult shall be ceased, what then shall your noblemen do? Shall they not rife you as fast, and of your goods make themselves rich? and then shall one of you betray another. These, with such other words, he stood preaching unto them, almost naked; but all this would not prevail with those men, who, after all these gentle admonitions and fair words, departed out of his house, giving him foul language, and calling him 'old dotard.' Amongst all others, one more wicked than the residue said unto him in this manner:

(1) The cross discerneth between true Christians and counterfeit.
'O master curate! we have been long deceived by your selling of masses, by fearing us with purgatory, by your dirges and trentals; and so have we been spoiled; wherefore we do nothing, now, but require again the money which you robbed us of.' And so mocking and scorning him they departed.

After this sedition of the peasants was partly appeased, their armour being laid away, and they taken unto grace; after that also divers of the principals of that conspiracy were taken here and there in the villages, and executed; this good pastor, fearing no such thing, for the true and sincere preaching of the gospel, wherein many took great indignation, was taken in the night by certain soldiers, who bound him hand and foot with a great rope, before his wife and children, and so set him upon a horse, and led him away to Friburg. What grievous sighs, tears, sorrow, and lamentation were there! it would have moved any heart, were it as hard as a flint, to a doleful compassion; especially to see the barbarous and despiteful rebukes, taunts, and extreme cruelty showed by these proud popish soldiers against the innocent priest. Such beastly tyrants the world is never without: of such godly ministers we have had but a few.

The people, hearing this pitiful noise and lamentation in the night, came running out, not the men, but only the women, whom the soldiers willed to go home again, and that their men should come forth and keep the town; but their men durst not appear. Then from Friburg shortly after they conveyed him to Ensisheim.

After they had long kept this man in prison, and that he had endured most terrible torments in all parts of his body, they judged him to death. If you will know the cause that they had to lay to his charge, it was only this, that he had married a wife secretly in his own house, with a few witnesses. Other crimes they had none to object against him; neither that he was a sedicious and wicked man, nor that he had committed any other offence, albeit they had gathered divers wicked persons out of sundry places, to pick out of his sermons the order and manner of his behaviour. When he was led unto the place of execution, he answered gently and quietly unto all them that came to comfort him. But there were divers monks and priests, who troubled him very sorely with their foolish babbling, as he was striving in his spirit against the horror of death, and making his prayer unto Almighty God; seeking nothing else but to turn him away from his hearty and earnest contemplation. But he desired them that they would hold their peace, saying that he had already confessed his sins unto the Lord Jesus, nothing at all doubting that he had received absolution and forgiveness of them all. And I,' said he, 'shall be an acceptable sacrifice unto my Saviour Jesus Christ, for I have done so much for His sake. Now therefore let them who thirst for innocent blood, and shed the same, diligently advise themselves what they do, and know that they offend even Him, unto whom it pertaineth truly to judge the hearts of men; for it is said, Vengeance is mine, and I will punish.' And forasmuch as he was a very lean man, he added this moreover, saying, 'It is all one; for shortly I must have forsaken this skin, which already scarcely hangeth to my bone. I know well that I am a mortal, and a corruptible worm, and have nothing in me but corruption. I have long time desired my latter day, and have made my request that I might be delivered out of this mortal body, to be joined with my Saviour Jesus Christ. I have deserved, through my manifold sins committed against my Saviour Christ, my cross; and my Saviour Christ hath borne the cross, and hath died upon the cross; and for my part I will not glory in any other thing but only in the cross of Jesus Christ.'

There were present by him certain naughty persons who could not endure to hear this godly exhortation, but made a sign unto the hangman to cast him down into the river. After he was thrown down, he moved for a certain space in the water; in such sort that the river whereinto he was cast was red with blood. This was a certain sign and token that innocent blood was that day shed. Those who were there present, beholding that which had happened, were greatly amazed and astonished, considering with themselves what the staining of the water with the blood should signify. Every man returned home pensive and sad, marvelling at the cruel deed that was done that day: notwithstanding (1) Rom. xvi.
no man durst open his mouth to speak one word, because that all things were exercised with such cruelty. This was done in the town of Ensisheim, A.D. 1525.

These things I did understand by one who did behold them with his eyes. The Lord of his great grace be merciful unto us, and forgive us our sins!}

Such was the wickedness then of those days, and yet is still, that whosoever was perceived to favour the gospel, or any thing to dislike the doctrine of the pope's church, he was hated and despited of the rulers, lawyers, and all other papists through the whole country about; but especially of priests, monks, and friars. And though the life of the gospellers were never so sound and upright, yet such was the hatred and malice of the pope's friends against them, that they never ceased to seek all occasions, and devise matters how to bring them to death.

It so happened a little before this present time, that there was a commotion of the rude and rustical people of the country rising in armour inordinately against their rulers, to the great disturbance of the whole country of Germany, and no less to their own destruction; of whom were slain above twenty thousand. At length, when this rebellion was appeased, and all things quiet, such as were the pope's friends, to work their malice against the gospel, took occasion thereby not long after to accuse and entangle such as they knew to be gospellers and protestants. And although the said gospellers were never so inculpable and clear from all rebellion, yet that sufficed not; for causes were made, false witnesses brought, corrupt judges suborned, to condemn the innocent; and many were put to death, their cause being neither heard nor known. By reason hereof a great number of good and innocent Christians were miserably brought to their end and martyrdom; in the number of whom was this poor man also, whose story by Æcolampadius is thus described:

Another History of a certain Man of the Country, wrongfully put to Death; collected by the said John Æcolampadius.

There was (saith he) a certain man of the country, who in my judgment was a good man, and a lover of justice, and a mortal enemy of all the cruel exactions of the gentlemen who oppressed the poor people. This man, after the tumult and commotion of the country was appeased, was grievously vexed and tormented because he had cried 'alarm,' when a great number of horsemen ranged about the country to seek out those who had been the authors of that sedition. This poor man was taken by policy, and so upheld with fair promises, that they made him confess whatsoever they required. He, thinking that they would not have put him to death, was cast into prison, where he was a long time detained, and well cherished, to take away all suspicion from him. But, after he had tarried a long time in prison, they put him to the pinbank, laying divers and many grievous offences to his charge, where they kept him hanging in the trunk of the cord: the space of six hours hanging a great stone fastened at his feet.

The sweat that dropped from his body for very pain and anguish, was almost blood. In this distress he cried out pitifully, but all that could not once move the tormentors' hearts. When all the power and strength in his body began to fail him, with great violence they let him fall down. There this poor man lay even as a stock, not moving any part or member of his body, but a little draw-

(1) Ex Æcolamp. [or rather, Ex Pantaleone, p. 48.—En.]
(2) 'The trunk of the cord' is a certain hanging up by the hands behind, having a weighty stone fastened at their feet.
ing his breath, which was a token that there was some life in him. Here the tormentors were in great doubt what to do with the man (whom they sought by all means to destroy), in what place they might put him, that he should not die of that torment.

Amongst them there was one who brought vinegar and rose water; and rubbing him therewithal, they did somewhat recover him. After they had caused him to eat and drink such as they provided for him, they let him down into a deep dungeon, where he could see neither sun nor moon. All this was done to the intent to put him to more torment, when he had somewhat recovered his strength again. There they let him continue eighteen days, after which time they brought him again to examination, propounding certain articles unto him, which he constantly denied. They devised divers and sundry kinds of torments, to the intent they might, even of force, extort something of this poor man, which might seem worthy of death; yet for all that they were fain to depart without their purpose. The twentieth day after, these tyrants hired a hangman (a man surely worthy of his office), who left no kind of cruelty unpractised; yet did he miss of his purpose also, and was constrained to leave his cruelty, and to pronounce even with his own mouth, that the man was innocent, in that he had so constantly endured so many horrible and grievous torments. Yet these tyrants came again the fourth time, and suborned two witnesses against him; thus concluding, that he was worthy of death, because he had cried ‘alarm’ after the truce was taken, and would have moved a new sedition. The day was appointed when he should suffer, and they brought unto him the hangman and a friar into the prison.

In the mean time this poor man thought with himself, that they would have showed him the like cruelty as they had done the night before. They called him out of the dungeon where they had let him down, certifying him that they had things to tell him for his profit. This they did because he should not die in prison. Then they let down a cord and a staff, but they could not persuade him to sit thereupon, saying, that he would rather choose to die there, than he would endure any more such cruel torments; notwithstanding, if they would promise not to put him any more to the truss of the cord, nor to put him to death, but to bring him before just judges, on that condition he would come out; although he had fully determined never to have removed from thence, but to have ended his life in that dungeon. There were present certain councillors who promised to perform his request, and thereupon he was taken out of the dungeon. As soon as he saw the friar, he cried out with a loud voice, saying, ‘O miserable and wretched man that I am! now am I betrayed and deceived; for my latter hour is at hand. I see well the dream which I have dreamed this night will come to effect, for they do handle me tyrannously, and condemn me not being heard.’ The friar brake him off from his purpose, and pulling a wooden cross out of his sleeve, presented it unto him, declaring that he must be quiet, because they had already given sentence against him, and that he should gain nothing by so much talk. ‘Poor man,’ said the friar, ‘thou hast had good and gentle judges; at the least thou shalt go to God; therefore confess thy sins in my ear, and after thou hast received absolution at my hands, doubt not but this day thou shalt go straight to the kingdom of heaven.’ The poor man answered, ‘Thou wicked friar! get thee away from me, for I have long since bewailed my sins and offences, and that before the face of my Lord Jesus, who hath already forgiven me all that which I have committed against his majesty; wherefore I have no need of thy absolution; which thou thyself dost not understand. This is most certain, that long time since thou shouldst have amended thine own wicked and hypocritical life. I know well enough what thou art; thou playest the ape with me, but thou hast a subtle and a crafty heart, which hath deceived much simple people. If thou hast any comfort or consolation out of the gospel to comfort me withal, let me have it; if not, get thee away from me with thy portures.

The friar was so confused and amazed with these words, that he knew not what to do or say. The hangman, being wiser than the friar, bade him read unto the poor man something of the passion, wherein the poor man would take great pleasure. This foolish friar had no other consolation to comfort his

(1) The promises of the papists are not to be trusted.
THE MARTYRDOM OF WOLFGANGUS SCHUCH.

withal, but to hold the crucifix of wood before him, saying, 'Behold thy Saviour who died for thee; look upon him, and thou shalt be comforted.' Then said the poor man, 'I have another Saviour, this is none of my Saviour; get thou away from me, thou naughty person! with thy marmoset of wood; my Saviour dwelleth in heaven, in whom I trust that he will not deliver my soul to eternal death.' The friar crossed himself, showing the semblance of a man that was very sorry and aggrieved, thinking with himself that this poor man was fallen into desperation. Then was he led forth into the market-place, where according to the custom, openly before all the people, his confession was read with a loud voice; which contained no other thing, but only that the man had been a seditious person, and that in the time of truce he had cried 'Alarm,' even in the night, when all men were at rest.

When he was come to the place where he should suffer, being compassed in with gloves and halberds hired for the purpose, after he had said the Lord's Prayer, the hangman bade him kneel down; but he refused so to do, declaring that he had yet something more to say before the people, thinking that he should not be denied to speak in that place, as he was before the wicked judges. 'Those,' said he, 'who know me, shall be sufficient good witnesses on my behalf, that from my youth upward I have always lived in good name, fame, and honesty, being never before accused for any offence, sedition, or perjury. In an evil time have I happened into these cursed days, when all ways both of God and man are turned topsy turvy. I was adherent to the tumult and sedition of the men of the country, as many others were, who dwell thereabout. But what then? are not there also many gentlemen who followed the peasants' army, and many strong towns which went also with them? I was not the author of any sedition, which always I have mortally hated. I never gave counsel unto any man to move any broil or tumult in any place. We asked counsel of our gentlemen what we should do, when the bands of the peasants were assembled in the fields; but they gave us neither counsel nor comfort. And to speak of myself, I did never understand or know what the articles were that were published, nor was there ever any man that told me wherefore they were published; neither did I know wherefore the bands of the countrymen were risen, nor wherefore every man moved his neighbour to put on armour. Wherefore then have ye taken me as a seditious man, and made me to endure so great torments? He continued a long time declaring his innocence; but, notwithstanding all his excuses and defences, the hangman drew his sword, and at the commandment of the judge, struck off his head, as he had made an end of his prayers. His tongue moved a long time after in his head, by means of the force of the words which he had before spoken.

This good man of the country ended his days, against whom the false judges could find no crime or offence to object, albeit they had diligently sought by witnesses to have information of all his life and living. The Lord grant his Spirit to all those who suffer for his name. '  

The Story and Martyrdom of Wolfgangus Schuch, a German, burnt in Lorraine.

Wolfgangus Schuch, coming to a certain town in Lorraine, bearing the name of St. Hippolyte, and being received in the said town to be their pastor, laboured by all means how to extirpate out of the hearts of the people idolatry, and superstition. This, through the grace of Christ working with him, he in short time had brought prosperously to pass according to his desire; insomuch that the observation of Lent, images, and all idols, with the abomination also of the mass, in the same town was utterly abolished: so reformable God made the hearts of the people there, and such affection they had to their minister. It was not long but the rumour thereof came to the hearing of duke Anthony, prince of Lorraine (under whose dominion they were), through the swift report of the adversaries, falsely belying these Hippolytanes to the duke; as though they, in relinquishing the doctrine (1) Nichi peccavit agnus, sed lupus exurrit. (2) Ex Johan. Ezeolampad. [Pantaleon, pp. 51—54.—Ed.]
and faction of the pope, went about to reject and shake off all authority
and power of princes, and all superior governors. By means of which
sinister report they incensed the prince to such displeasure and indignation,
that he threatened to subvert and utterly to destroy the town
with sword and fire. Wolfgangus, having word of this, wrote unto
the duke his epistle in most humble and obedient wise, in defence both
of his ministry, of his doctrine which he taught, and of the whole cause
of the gospel.

In that epistle first he excused the people to be innocent and blame-
less, and said that those slanderous reporters were rather worthy to be
blamed, and also punished, for their false rumours and forged slanders
raised up against them. After that he opened and explained the cause
and state of the gospel, and of our salvation, consisting only in the free
grace of God, through faith in Christ his Son; comparing also the
same doctrine of the gospel with the confused doctrine of the church
of Rome. That done, thirdly, he proceeded to our obedience, honour
and worship, which first we owe to God and to Christ, next under him
to princes here and potestates, whom God hath placed in his room,
and endowed with authority here in earth; unto whom they offered them-
selves now and at all times prest and most ready to obey, with all
service and duty, &c.

But with this epistle Wolfgangus did nothing prevail, either for
that it was intercepted by the way, or else for that the false accusations
and wicked tongues of the adverse party took more effect to win
credit with the duke, than could the simple defence of verity. Where-
upon Wolfgangus, when he saw no other remedy, rather than the
town should come in any danger for his cause, the good man, of
his own accord came to the city of Nancy (which is the head town
of Lorraine), there to render a confession of his doctrine, and also to
deliver the town of St. Hippolyte out of peril, drawing all the danger
upon himself.

As soon as he was come thither, incontinently hands were laid upon
him, and he laid fast in a strait and stinking prison, where he was
sharply and bitterly handled under custody of the churlish and cruel
keepers. All this notwithstanding, Wolfgangus, continuing in that
prison the space of a whole year, yet would not be moved from his
constancy, neither with the strictness of the prison, nor with the hard-
ness of his keepers, nor yet with compassion for his wife and for his
children, of whom he had about six or seven. Then was he had to
the house of the Grey Friars, to profess there his faith; where he both
wittily and learnedly confuted all those that stood against him.

There was a friar named Bonaventure, provincial of that order, of
face, body, and belly monstrous, but much more gross in blind igno-
rance; a man utterly rude, and a contemner of all civility and honesty;
who, being long confessor to the duke, and of great authority in Lorr-
aine, as he was an enemy to virtue and learning, so was he ever per-
suading the duke to banish out of the court and country of Lorraine
all learned men; neither could he abide any person who seemed to
know more than his elders knew before. The sum of all his divinity
was this, that it was sufficient to salvation only to know the Pater
Noster and Ave Maria. And thus was the duke brought up and
trained, and in nothing else, as the duke himself oftentimes in talk with
his familiars would confess. This Bonaventure, being chief judge and
moderator where Wolfgangus disputed or was examined, had nothing
else in his mouth, but "Thou heretic!" "Judas!" "Beelzebub!" &c.
Wolfgangus, bearing patiently those private injuries which pertained
to himself, proceeded mightily in his disputation, by the Scriptures
confuting or rather confounding his adversaries; who being not other-
wise able to make their party good, yet for very shame, because they
would not seem to do nothing, took his Bible with his notes in the
margin into their monastery, and burned it. At the last disputation
duke Anthony himself was said to be there, altering his apparel because
he would not be known; who, albeit he understood not the speech of
Wolfgangus speaking in Latin, yet perceiving him to be bold and
constant in his doctrine, departing from the disputation, gave sentence
that he should be burned, because he denied the church, and the
sacrament of the mass. Whereupon it followed shortly after that
Wolfgangus was condemned to be burned, who, hearing the sentence
of his condemnation, began to sing the 122d Psalm, "Ictatus sum
in his qua dicta sunt mihi, in domum Domini ibimus," &c.

As he was led to the place of execution, passing by the house of
the Grey Friars, Bonaventure the great Cyclope, sitting at the door,
cried out to him, "Thou heretic! do thy reverence here to God, and
to our Lady, and to his holy saints;" showing to him the idols stand-
ing at the friar's gate: to whom Wolfgangus answered again, "Thou
hypocrite! thou painted wall! the Lord shall destroy thee, and bring
all thy false dissimulation unto light." When they were come to the
place of his martyrdom, first his books before him were thrown into
the fire. Then they asked him, whether he would have his pain
minished or shortened? to whom he said "No," bidding them to do
their will; "for" (said he) "as God hath been with me hitherto, so I
trust now he will not leave me when I shall have most need of him;"
concluding his words thus, that they should put the sentence in exe-
cution: and so beginning to sing the one and fiftieth Psalm, he
entered into the place heaped up with faggots and wood, continuing in
his Psalm, and singing till the smoke and the flame took from him
both voice and life, August 19th, a.D. 1525.

The singular virtue, constancy, and learning of this blessed man,
as it refreshed and greatly edified the hearts of many good men, so it
astonished as much the minds of his adversaries, and wrought to their
confusion. For shortly after his death, the commendator of St. An-
thony of Viennois, who sat as spiritual judge over him, and gave sen-
tence of his condemnation, fell suddenly down and died. Also his
fellow, who was abbot of Clarilocus, and suffragan to the bishop of
Metz, suddenly, at the coming of the duchess of Denmark into the
city of Nancy, stricken with sudden fear at the crack of the guns, fell
down and died, as those who were present and saw it, have made faith-
ful relation of the same.

John Huglein, Martyr, burned at Mersburg.

Of John Huglein, priest, mention is made in the Commentaries of
John Sleidan, in lib. vi., who the next year following, a.D. 1526, was

{(1) 'Clarilocus,' Clair-lez. See Appendix.—Ep. (2) Ex Ludov. Rabe et Pantal. [p 54.]}
burned at Merseburg, the bishop of Constance, for that he did not hold with the bishop of Rome's doctrine in all points.

Moreover, besides other matters in this year occurred, here is also a memorandum to be made to all posterity, that in this present year 1526, unto John Frederic, son and heir to the prince and elector of Saxony, was promised the lady Katherine, the emperor's younger sister in marriage, and writings were made of the same. But when the alteration of religion was sent by God's providence into Saxony, they swerved from their covenants; and Hawnart, who was then the emperor's ambassador in Germany, said plainly that there was no promise to be kept with heretics: wherein they seemed to follow well the footsteps of the council of Constance, as before you have partly heard in the story of John Huss, and of the emperor Sigismund.

George Carpenter of Emerich, Martyr, burned in the Town of Munich in Bavaria.

The eighth day of February, in the year of our salvation 1527, there happened a rare and marvellous example and spectacle in the town of Munich in Bavaria, which was this: A certain man, named George Carpenter of Emerich, was there burnt. When he was fetched out of the prison called Falken-Tower, and led before the council, divers friars and monks followed him, to instruct and teach him; whom he willed to tarry at home, and not to follow him. When he came before the council, his offences were read, contained in four articles.

I. That he did not believe that a priest could forgive a man's sins.

II. That he did not believe that a man could call God out of heaven.

III. That he did not believe that God was in the bread which the priest hangeth over the altar, but that it was the bread of the Lord.

IV. That he did not believe that the very element of the water itself, in baptism, doth give grace.

These four articles he utterly refused to recant. Then came unto him a certain schoolmaster of St. Peter in the town of Munich, saying, "My friend George! dost thou not fear the death and punishment which thou must suffer? If thou wert let go, wouldst thou return to thy wife and children?" Whereunto he answered, "If I were set at liberty, whither should I rather go, than to my wife and well-beloved children?" Then said the schoolmaster, "Revoke your former sentence and opinion, and you shall be set at liberty." Whereunto George answered: "My wife and my children are so dearly beloved unto me, that they cannot be bought from me for all the riches and possessions of the duke of Bavaria; but, for the love of my Lord God, I will willingly forsake them." When he was led to the place of execution, the schoolmaster spake unto him again in the midst of the market-place, saying, "Good George! believe in the sacrament of the altar; do not affirm it to be only a sign." Whereunto he answered, "I believe this sacrament to be a sign of

(1) Ex Comment. Sield. lib. vii. [et Pantaleon. lib. iii. p. 60.—Ed.]
the body of Jesus Christ offered upon the cross for us." Then said the schoolmaster moreover, "What dost thou mean, that thou dost so little esteem baptism, knowing that Christ suffered himself to be baptized in Jordan?" Whereunto he answered, and showed what was the true use of baptism; and what was the end why Christ was baptized in Jordan; and how necessary it was that Christ should die and suffer upon the cross, wherein only standeth our salvation. "The same Christ," said he, "will I confess this day before the whole world; for he is my Saviour, and in him do I believe."

After this came unto him one Master Conrad Scheter, the vicar of the cathedral church of our lady in Munich, a preacher, saying: "George! if thou wilt not believe the sacrament, yet put all thy trust in God, and say, I trust my cause to be good and true; but if I should err, truly I would be sorry and repent;" whereunto George Carpenter answered, "God suffer me not to err, I beseech him." Then said the schoolmaster unto him, "Do not put the matter on that hazard, but choose unto you some good christian brother, Master Conrad or some other, unto whom thou mayest reveal thy heart; not to confess thyself, but to take some godly counsel of him." Whereunto he answered, "Nay, not so, for it would be too long." Then Master Conrad began the Lord's prayer: "Our Father which art in heaven;" whereunto Carpenter answered, "Truly thou art our Father, and no other: this day I trust to be with thee." Then Master Conrad went forward with the prayer, saying: "Hallowed be thy name." Carpenter answered, "O my God, how little is thy name hallowed in this world!" Then said Master Conrad, "Thy kingdom come." Carpenter answered, "Let thy kingdom come this day unto me, that I also may come unto thy kingdom." Then said Conrad, "Thy will be done in earth as it is in heaven." Carpenter answered, "For this cause, O Father! am I now here, that thy will might be fulfilled and not mine." Then said Conrad, "Give us this day our daily bread." Carpenter answered, "The only living bread Jesus Christ shall be my food." Then said Conrad, "And forgive us our trespasses, as we forgive them that trespass against us." Carpenter answered, "With a willing mind do I forgive all men, both my friends and adversaries." Then said Master Conrad, "And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from all evil." Whereunto Carpenter answered, "O my Lord! without doubt thou shalt deliver me; for upon thee only have I laid all my hope." Then he began to rehearse the Belief, saying, "I believe in God the Father Almighty." Carpenter answered, "O my God! in thee alone do I trust; in thee only is all my confidence, and upon no other creature; albeit they have gone about to force me otherwise." In this manner he answered to every word; which answers of his, if they should be described at length, would be too long.

This prayer ended, the schoolmaster said unto him, "Dost thou believe so truly and constantly in thy Lord and God with thy heart, as thou dost cheerfully seem to confess him with thy mouth?" Hereunto he answered; "It were a very hard matter for me, if that I, who am ready here to suffer death, should not believe that with my heart, which I openly profess with my mouth: for I knew before that I must suffer persecution, if I would cleave unto Christ, who saith, Where
thy heart is, there is also thy treasure [Luke xii.]; and whatsoever thing a man doth fix in his heart to love above God, that he maketh his idol." Then said Master Conrad unto him, "George! dost thou think it necessary after thy death, that any man should pray for thee, or say mass for thee?" He answered; "So long as the soul is joined to the body, pray God for me, that he will give me grace and patience, with all humility, to suffer the pains of death with a true christian faith: but when the soul is separate from the body, then have I no more need of your prayers."

When the hangman should bind him to the ladder, he preached much unto the people. Then he was desired by certain christian brethren, that as soon as he was cast into the fire, he should give some sign or token what his faith or belief was. To whom he answered, "This shall be my sign and token; that so long as I can open my mouth, I will not cease to call upon the name of Jesus."

Behold, good reader! what an incredible constancy was in this godly man, such as lightly hath not been seen in any man before. His face and countenance never changed colour, but cheerfully he went unto the fire. "In the midst," saith he, "of the town this day will I confess my God before the whole world." When he was laid upon the ladder, and the hangman put a bag of gunpowder about his neck, he said, "Let it so be, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost!" And when the two hangmen lifted him up upon the ladder, smiling, he bade a certain Christian farewell, requiring forgiveness of him. That done, the hangman thrust him into the fire. He with a loud voice cried out, "Jesus!" "Jesus!" Then the hangman turned him over; and he again for a certain space cried, "Jesus!" "Jesus!" and so joyfully yielded up his spirit.

The History of Leonard Keyser, Martyr, burned at Schardingham.

Here also is not to be passed over the marvellous constancy of Master Leonard Keyser, of the country of Bavaria, who was burned for the gospel. This Keyser was of the town of Rawbe, four miles from Passau, of a famous house. This man, being at his study in Wittenberg, was sent for by his brethren, who certified him, that if ever he would see his father alive, he should come with speed; which thing he did. He was scarcely come thither, when, by the commandment of the bishop of Passau, he was taken by his mother and his brethren. The articles which he was accused of, for which also he was most cruelly put to death, and shed his blood for the testimony of the truth, were these:

That faith only justifieth.
That works are the fruits of faith.
That the mass is no sacrifice or oblation.
Item, For confession, satisfaction, the vow of chastity, purgatory, difference of days, for affirming only two sacraments, and invocation of saints.

He also maintained three kinds of confession.
The first to be of faith, which is always necessary.
The second of charity, which serveth when any man hath offended

(1) Pantal. pp. 61—65.—Ed.
his neighbour, to whom he ought to reconcile himself again, as a man may see by that which is written in Matt. xviii.

The third, which is not to be despised, is to ask counsel of the ancient ministers of the church.

And forasmuch as all this was contrary to the bull of pope Leo, and the emperor's decree made at Worms, sentence was given against him, that he should be degraded, and put into the hands of the secular power. The persecutors who sat in judgment upon him, were the bishop of Passau; the suffragans of Ratisbon and Passau; also Dr. Eckius, being guarded about with armed men. His brethren and kinsfolks made great intercession to have his judgment deferred and put off, that the matter might be more exactly known. Also John Frederic, duke of Saxony, and the earls of Schauenburg and Shunartzen, wrote to the bishop for him, but could not prevail. After the sentence was given, he was carried by a company of harnessed men out of the city again, to Schardingham, the 13th of August; where Christopher Frenkingen, the civil judge, receiving him, had letters sent him from duke William of Bavaria, that forthwith, tarrying for no other judgment, he should be burned alive. Whereupon the good and blessed martyr, early in the morning, being rounded and shaven, and clothed in a short gown, and a black cap set upon his head, all cut and jagged, so was delivered unto the officer. As he was led out of the town to the place where he should suffer, he boldly and hardly spake in the Almain tongue, turning his head first on the one side, and then on the other, saying, "O Lord Jesus! remain with me, sustain and help me, and give me force and power."

Then the wood was made ready to be set on fire, and he began to cry with a loud voice, "O Jesus! I am thine, have mercy upon me, and save me," and therewithal he felt the fire begin sharply under his feet, his hands, and about his head. And because the fire was not great enough, the hangman plucked the body, half burnt, with a long hook, from underneath the wood. Then he made a great hole in the body, through which he thrust a stake, and cast him again into the fire, and so made an end of burning. This was the blessed end of that good man, who suffered for the testimony of the truth on the 16th day of August, A.D. 1527.¹

**Wendelmuta, Widow, Martyr, at the Hague.**

In Holland also the same year, 1527, was martyred and burned a good and virtuous widow, named Wendelmuta, a daughter of Nicholas of Munchenstein. This widow, receiving to her heart the brightness of God's grace by the appearing of the gospel, was therefore apprehended and committed to custody in the castle of Werden; and shortly after was brought from thence to the Hague, the 15th day of November, there to appear at the general sessions of that country; where was present Hochstratus, lord president of the said country, who also sat upon her the 17th day of the aforesaid month. Divers monks were appointed there to talk with her, to the end they might convince her, and win her to recant; but she, constantly persisting in that truth wherein she was planted, would not be removed. Many also of her kindred and other honest women, were suffered to

---

¹ Ex 6. Tomo Operum Lutheri. [Pantaleon, p. 63.—Ed.]
persuaded with her; among whom there was a certain noble matron, who loved and favoured dearly the said widow being in prison. This matron coming and communing with her, in her talk said: "My Wendemuta! why dost thou not keep silence, and think secretly in thine heart these things which thou believest, that thou mayest prolong her three days and life? To whom she answered again: "Ah," said she, "you know not what you say. It is written, With the heart we believe to righteousness, with the tongue we confess salvation," &c. (Rom. x.) And thus she, remaining firm and steadfast in her belief and confession, on the 20th day of November was condemned, by sentence given as against a heretic, to be burned to ashes, and her goods to be confiscated; she taking the sentence of her condemnation mildly and quietly.

After she came to the place where she should be executed, and a monk there had brought out a blind cross, willing her many times to kiss and worship her God; "I worship," said she, "no wooden God, but only that God which is in heaven:" and so, with a merry and joyful countenance, she went to the stake, desiring the executioner to see the stake to be fast, that it fall not. Then taking the powder, and laying it to her breast, she gave her neck willingly to be bound, with an ardent prayer commending herself into the hands of God. When the time came that she should be strangled, modestly she closed her eyes, and bowed down her head as one that would take a sleep: which done, the fire then was put to the wood, and she, being strangled, was burned afterwards to ashes; instead of this life, to get the immortal crown in heaven. A.D. 1527.¹

Peter Flisteden and Adolphus Clarebach, put to death at Cologne.

In the number of these German martyrs, are also to be comprehended Peter Flisteden and Adolphus Clarebach; two men of singular learning, and having ripe knowledge of God's holy word. These two, A.D. 1529 (for that they did dissent from the papists in divers points, and especially touching the Supper of the Lord, and other the pope's traditions and ceremonies), after they had endured imprisonment a year and a half, by the commandment of the archbishop and senate, were put to death and burned in Cologne, not without the great grief and lamentation of many good Christians; all the fault being put upon certain divines, who at that time preached, that the punishment and death of certain wicked persons should pacify the wrath of God, which then plagued Germany grievously with a new and strange kind of disease: for at that season the sweating sickness did mortally rage and reign throughout all Germany.²

A PREFACE TO THE TABLE FOLLOWING.

If thou wilt remember in reading this book of stories, loving reader! it was before mentioned and declared how in the year of grace 1501, certain prodigious marks and prints of the Lord's passion, as the crown, cross, nails, scourges, and spear, were seen in Germany upon the garments of men and women.³ This miraculous ostent, passing the ordinary course of natural causes, as it was sent of God,

¹ Ex Pantal. [p. 65.]
³ Page 337. — Ed.
A TABLE OF MARTYRS WHO SUFFERED IN GERMANY.

no doubt, to foreshow the great and terrible persecution, which afterwards fell in the country of Germany, and other regions besides, for the testimony of Christ; so, if the number and names of all those good men and women, who suffered in the same persecution, with their acts and doings, should be gathered and compiled together, it would ask a long time, and a large volume. Notwithstanding, partly to satisfy the history which we have in hand; partly also to avoid tedious prolixity, I thought briefly to contract the discourse thereof, drawing, as in a compendious table, the names of the persecutors, and of the martyrs who suffered, and the causes thereof, with as much shortness as I may; referring the full tractation of their lives and doings to those writers of their own country, where they are to be read more at large. And to keep an order in the same table, as much as in such a confused heap of matters I may, according to the order and distinction of the countries in which these blessed saints of Christ did suffer; I have divided the order of the table in such sort, as first to begin with them that suffered in Germany, then in France, also in Spain, with other foreign countries more; showing only the names, with the principal matters of them; referring the rest to the further explication of their own story-writers, from whence they be collected: which table being finished, my purpose is, Christ willing, to return to the full history of our own matters, and of the martyrs who suffered here in England.


The Martyrs of Germany.

Of divers who suffered in Germany for the witness of the gospel partly some rehearsal is made before, as of Voes and Esch, of Stephan, John Castellane, Peter Spengler, with a certain godly minister, and another simple man of the country, mentioned in Ecolampadius: also of them in Dithmarsch and Prague, of M. George of Halle, Gasper Tambert, George of Vienna, Wolfgangus Schuch, John Huglein, George Carpenter, Leonard Keyser, Wendelmuta, Peter Flisteden, Adolphus Clarebach, and others. The residue follow in order of this table here to be showed.

Persecutors: Charles the Emperor; also two Servants of a Butcher, who did apprehend one Nicholas at Antwerp, a.d. 1524.

Nicholas of Antwerp, a Martyr.

The curate of Melz, by Antwerp, had used to preach to a great number of people without that town. The emperor, hearing thereof, gave leave to take the uppermost garment of all them that came to hear, and offered thirty gilders, whose would take the priest. Afterwards, when the people were gathered, and the curate not there, this Nicholas stepped up in his place and preached. Wherefore he, being apprehended by these two servants of a butcher, was put in a sack and drowned by the Crane at Antwerp, a.d. 1524.
Persecutors: Margaret, daughter of Maximilian, Princess of Holland, also M. Montane, M. Rosemund, and M. Anchusana, inquisitors; also M. Jodocus Lovering, vicar of Mechlen, A. D. 1524.

Johannes Pistorius, a learned man of Holland, and partly of kin to Erasmus of Rotterdam, a martyr.

The story of Pistorius is largely set forth by Gnatheus. First, he was a priest, then he married; after that he preached, coming from Wittenberg. He spake against the mass and pardons, and against the subtle abuses of priests. He was committed to prison with ten malefactors, whom he did comfort; and to one, being half naked, and in danger of cold, he gave his gown. His father visiting him in prison, did not dissuade him, but bade him be constant. At last he was condemned, and degraded, having a fool’s coat put upon him. His fellow-prisoners at his death sung ‘Te Deum.’ Coming to the stake, he gave his neck willingly to the band, wherewith he was first strangled, and then burned, saying at his death, ‘O death, where is thy victory?’ [1 Cor. xv.]


For saying somewhat against the abbot’s first mass, and against the carrying about relics, through procurement of the abbot he was hanged by Kempen in Suabia.¹

Persecutors: Certain Noblemen, after the commotion of the Countrymen in Germany, A. D. 1525.

A certain Godly Priest, a Martyr.

This priest being commanded to come and give good counsel to sixteen countrymen that should be beheaded, afterwards was bid himself to kneel down to have his head cut off; no cause nor condemnation further being laid against him, but only from mere hatred against the gospel.²

Persecutor: The name of the Persecutor appears not in the Story. George Scherrer, a Martyr, at Radstat, by Salzburg. A. D. 1528.

After this George had instructed the people in knowledge of the gospel in Radstat, ten miles distant from Salzburg, he was accused by his adversaries, and put in prison, where he wrote a confession of his faith, which Matthias Illyricus hath set out with his whole story. He was condemned to be burned alive; but means were made, that first his head should be cut off, and his body afterwards be cast into the fire. Going towards his death, he said, crying aloud, ‘That you may know,’ said he, ‘that I die a true Christian, I will give you a manifest sign;’ and so he did by the power of the Lord: for when his head was taken off from his shoulders, the body, falling upon his belly, so continued the space while one might well eat an egg. After that, softly it turned itself upon the back, and crossed the right foot over the left; at the sight whereof, they that saw it were in a great marvel. The magistrates, who before had appointed to have burned the body after his beheading, seeing this miracle, would not burn it, but buried it with other Christian men’s bodies; and many by that example were moved to believe the gospel. Thus God is able to manifest the truth of his gospel in the midst of persecution, who is to be blessed for ever. Amen.⁴

Persecutor: Balthasar, official.⁵

Henry Fleming at Dornick,⁶ 1555, a Martyr.

This Henry a friar, sometime of Flanders, forsook his habit, and married a wife; who, being offered life of Balthasar, if he would confess his wife to be a harlot, denied so to do, and so was burnt at Dornick.

---

Persecutor: A Popish Priest, and a wicked Murderer.

A good Priest dwelling not far from Basil, 1539, a Martyr.

There was a certain wicked priest, a notorious adulterer, a dicer, and a vile drunkard, given to all wickedness and ungraciousness, without all fear, regarding nothing what mischief he did: moreover, a man fit and ready to serve the affection of the papists at all turns. It chanced that this priest was received and lodged in the house of another priest dwelling not far from Basil, who was a good man, and a sincere favourer of the gospel.

This drunken priest, sitting at supper, was so drunk, that he could not tell what he did, or else feigned himself so drunk on purpose, the better to accomplish his intended mischief. So it followed, that this wretch, after his first sleep, rose out of his bed, and brake all the glass windows in his chamber, threw down the stone, and rent all his host's books that he found. The host, awaking with the noise thereof, came to him, asking him bow he did? whether there were any thieves or enemies that he was in fear of? desiring him to show what he sailed. But as soon as the good host had opened his chamber-door, the wicked cut-throat ran at him with his sword to slay him. The host, after the wound received, fell down and died. Upon this a clamour was made through all the street, and the neighbours coming in, the murderer was taken and bound: and yet all the friends and kinsfolks that the good priest had, could not make that miserable caitiff, that was the murderer, to be executed; the superior powers did so take his part, saying, that he should be sent to his bishop. The townsmen did grievously cry out and complain at the bolstering out such manifest villany: so did also the nobleman, that was the lord of the page, saying, that so many good men and married priests were drowned and beheaded for such small trifles, without any regard had to the bishop; but a murderer might escape unpunished. It was answered to them again, that what the superior powers would do, they had nothing to do withal: the time was otherwise now, than it was in the commotion of the rustic people. The superior power had authority to govern as they would (said they); it was their parts only to obey. And so was he sent bound to the bishop, and shortly after dismissed, having also a greater benefice given him for his worthy act; for he so avoducted himself, that he had slain a Lutheran priest.1

Persecutors: Charles, the Emperor's procurator; Dr. Enchusanus inquisitor; and Latomus.

Twenty-eight Christian Men and Women of Louvain, A.D. 1548, Martyrs.

When certain of the city of Louvain were suspected of Lutheranism, the emperor's procurator came thither from Brussels to make inquisition. After this inquisition made, certain bands of armed men came and beset their houses in the night, where many were taken in their beds, plucked from their wives and children, and divided into divers prisons; through the terror whereof, many citizens revolted from the doctrine of the gospel, and returned again to idolatry. But twenty-eight there were who remained constant in that persecution; unto whom the doctors of Louvain, Enchusanus the inquisitor especially, and Latomus sometimes, with others, came and disputed; thinking no less, but either to confound them, or to convert them. But so strongly the spirit of the Lord wrought with his saints, that the others rather went confounded away themselves.

When no disputation could serve, that which lacked in cunning, they supplied with torments, by enforcing and afflicting them severally every one by himself. Among the rest there was one Paul a priest, about the age of sixty years; whom the rectors of the university, with their colleagues, accompanied with a great number of bills and yales, brought out of prison to the Austin Friars, where, after many foul words of the rector, he was degraded. But, at length, for fear of death, he began to stagger in some points of his confession, and so was had out of Louvain, and condemned to perpetual prison, which was a dark and stinking dungeon; where he was suffered neither to read nor write, nor any man to come at him; commanded only to be fed with bread and water. After

(1) Ex tom. II. Convivialium Sermonum Johan. Gaetli, et ex Pantal. [p. 81.]
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Then was there an old man, and two aged women brought forth: of whom the one was called Antonia, born of an ancient stock in that city. These also were condemned, the man to be beheaded, the two women to be buried quick; which death they received likewise very cheerfully. Certain of the other prisoners who were not condemned to death, were deprived of their goods, commanded in a white sheet to come to the church, and there kneeling, with a taper in their hand, to ask forgiveness: and they that refused so to do, and to abjure the doctrine of Luther, were put to the fire.

Persecutor: The name of the Persecutor appeareth not in the Story.
Master Perseval, a Martyr at Louvain, A.D. 1544.

Not long after this there was one Master Perseval, in the same university of Louvain, singularly well learned, who for repreheeding certain popish superstitions, and something speaking in commendation of the gospel, was thrown into prison. Then being accused of Lutheranism, because he stood to the same, and would not condescend to the pope's erroneous faction, he was adjudged to perpetual prison, there to be fed only with bread and water; which punishment he took patiently for Christ's sake: nevertheless certain citizens, taking compassion of him, sent him wine and beer. But his keepers being charged under a great penalty, durst let nothing come unto him. At last what became of him no man could learn, or understand. Some judge that he was either famished for hunger, or else that he was secretly drowned.

Persecutor: the Drossart, or chief Magistrate in that Country, a great Persecutor.
Justus Imsberg, a Martyr at Brussels, A.D. 1544.

Justus Imsberg, a skinner of Louvain, being suspected of Lutheranism, was found in his house to have the New Testament, and certain sermons of Luther; for which he was committed, and the gaoler commanded that he should speak with none. There were at the same time in the lower prison under him, Giles, Francis Encenas a Spaniard; who secretly, having the doors left open, came to him, and confirmed him in the cause of righteousness. Thus is the providence of the Lord never lacking to his saints in time of necessity. Shortly after came the doctors and masters of Louvain, to examine him of certain articles touching religion, as of the pope's supremacy, sacrifice of the mass, purgatory, and of the sacrament. Whereunto when he had answered plainly and boldly, after the Scriptures, and would in no wise be removed, he was condemned to the fire: but through intercession made to the queen, his burning was pardoned, and he was only beheaded.

Persecutor: The Parson of Brussels.
Giles Tilleman, a Martyr at Brussels, A.D. 1544.

This Giles was born in Brussels, of honest parents. By his occupation he was brought up from his youth to be a cutler. In this occupation he was so expert and cunning, that he waxed thereby rich and wealthy. Coming to the age of thirty, he began to receive the light of the gospel, through the reading of the holy Scripture, and increased therein exceedingly. And as in zeal he was fervent, so was he of nature humane, mild, and pitiful, passing all others in those parts. Whatever he had that necessity could spare, he gave it away to the poor, and only lived by his science. Some he refreshed with his meat; some with clothing; to some he gave his shoes; some he helped with household stuff; to others he ministered wholesome exhortation of good doctrine. One poor woman there was brought to bed, and had no bed to lie in, to whom he brought his own bed, himself contented to lie in the straw.

The said Giles being detected by a priest or parson of Brussels, was taken at Louvain for that religion which the pope doth call heresy; where his adversaries extended great care and diligence to reduce him to their doctrine, and

(1) Ex Fran. Encenas. [ Pantaleon, p. 96.]
(2) Ibid. [See Appendix.]
(3) Giles Tilleman, mentioned immediately after as a martyr: see also infra, p. 639.—En.
(4) Ex Fran. Encenas. [See Appendix.]
to make him abjure. But as he was a man well reasoned, and singularly witted, they went away many times with shame. Thus being detained eight months in prison, he was sent to Brussels to be judged; where he comforted divers who were there in prison (among whom was also Francis Encenas), exhorting them to the constancy of the truth, unto the crown which was prepared for them. At the table he ministered unto them all, being contented himself with a few scraps which they left. In his prayers he was so ardent, kneeling by himself in some secret place, that he seemed to forget himself. Being called many times in his mass, he neither heard nor saw them that stood by him, till he was lifted up by the arms; and then gently he would speak unto them as one waked out of a sweet sleep.

Certain of the Grey Friars sometimes were sent unto him by two and two, to reduce him; but he would always desire them to depart from him, for he was at a point, and when the friars at any time did miscall him, he ever held his peace at such private injuries; insomuch that those blasphemers would say abroad, that he had a dumb devil in him. But when they talked of any religion, then he spared not, but answered them fully by evidences of the Scripture, in such sort that divers times they would depart marveling. At sundry times he might have escaped, the doors being set open, but he would not, for bringing his keeper in all.

At length, about the month of January, he was brought to another prison, to be constrained with torments to confess purgatory, and to utter more of his fellows: but no enforcement could serve. Wherefore, upon the 22d of January, he was condemned to the fire, but privily, contrary to the use of the country; for openly they durst not condemn him for fear of the people, so well was he beloved. When tidings of the sentence came unto him, he gave hearty thanks unto God, that the hour was come when he might glorify the Lord.

As he was brought to the place of burning, where he saw a great heap of wood piled, he required the greater part thereof to be taken away, and to be given to the poor a little (said he) would suffice him. Also seeing a poor man coming by, as he went, that lacked shoes, he gave his shoes unto him; better (said he) so to do, than to have his shoes burnt, and the poor to perish for cold. Standing at the stake, the hangman was ready to strangle him before; but he would not, saying, that there was no such need that his pain should be mitigated; 'For I fear not,' said he, 'the fire; do thou therefore as thou art commanded.' And thus the blessed martyr, lifting up his eyes to heaven in the middle of the flame, died, to the great lamentation of all that stood by. After that time, when the friars of that city would go about for their alms, the people would say, 'It was not meet for them to receive alms with bloody hands. This history you shall find more copiously described in Francis Encenas.'

Great Persecution in Gaunt, and other parts of Flanders, by the Friars and Priests thereof;

As Charles the emperor did lie in Gaunt, the friars and doctors there obtained, that the edict made against the Lutherans, might be read openly twice a year. This being obtained, great persecution followed, so that there was no city nor town in all Flanders, wherein some either were not expelled, or beheaded, or condemned to perpetual prison, or had not their goods confiscated: neither was there any respect for age or sex. At Gaunt especially, many there were of the head men, who, for religion sake, were burned.

Afterwards the emperor coming to Brussels, there was terrible slaughter and persecution of God's people, namely, in Brabant, Hennegow,' and Artois; the horror and cruelty whereof is almost incredible: insomuch that at one time as good as two hundred men and women together were brought out of the country about into the city, of whom some were drowned, some buried quick, some privily made away, others sent to perpetual prison: whereby all the prisons and towers thereabout were replenished with prisoners and captives, and the hands of the hangman tired with slaying and killing; to the great sorrow of all those who knew the gospel, being now compelled either to deny the same, or to confirm it with their blood. The story hereof is at large set forth by Francis

(1) Ex Franc. Encenas. [Fawnalou, p. 101.]  (2) Thld.  (3) 'Hennegow,' Hainault.—Es.
Persecutors: The Franciscan Friars of Gaunt.

Martin Haurblock, Fishmonger at Gaunt, a Martyr, A.D. 1545.

This Martin ever almost to his later age was a man much given to all wickedness and fleshly life, so long as he continued a follower of the pope’s superstition and idolatry. Afterward (as God hath always his calling) through the occasion of a sermon of his parish priest, beginning to taste some workings of grace and repentance of his former life, he went out of Gaunt for the space of three months, seeking the company of godly Christians, such as he heard to use the reading of the Scriptures: by whom he, being more groundedly instructed, returned again to the city of Gaunt, where all his neighbours first began to marvel at the sudden change of this man. The Franciscans, who knew him before so beneficial unto them, now seeing him so altered from their ways and superstition, and seeing him to visit the captives in prison, to comfort them in persecution, and to confirm those in the word of God who went to the fire, conspired against him; whereby he was detected and laid in bands.

After that, with sharp and grievous torments they would have constrained him to utter others of the same religion. To whom thus he answered: that if they could prove by the Scripture that his detecting and accusing of his brethren, whom they would afflict with the like torments, were not against the second table of God’s law, then he would not refuse to prefer the honour of God before the safeguard of his brethren. Then the friars examined him in the sacrament, asking him why he was so earnest to have it in both kinds, ‘seeing,’ said they, ‘it is but a naked sacrament, as you say?’ To whom he answered, that the elements thereof were naked, but the sacrament was not naked, forasmuch as the said elements of bread and wine, being received after the institution of Christ, do now make a sacrament and a mystical representation of the Lord’s body, communicating himself with our souls. And as touching the receiving in both kinds, because it is the institution of the Lord, ‘Who is he,’ said Martin, ‘that dare alter the same?’ Then was he brought before the council of Flanders. The causes laid against him were the sacrament, purgatory, and praying for the dead; for which he was condemned and burned at Gaunt, in Verleplace, all his goods being confiscated. As he stood at the stake, a Franciscan friar said to him, ‘Martin, unless thou dost turn, thou shalt go from this fire to everlasting fire.’ ‘It is not in you,’ said Martin again, ‘to judge.’ For this the friars afterwards were so hated, that many bills and rhymes were set forth in divers places against them.

Persecutors: The Council of Flanders.

Nicholas Van Poule, and John de Buck and his wife; Martyrs at Gaunt, A.D. 1545.

The next day after the burning of Martin aforesaid, which was the 9th of May, these three also were burned for the same causes for which the other was condemned and burned the day before; but only that the woman was buried alive. All of them took their martyrdom joyfully and with much cheerfulness.

Persecutors: the same Council.

Ursula, and Maria, virgins of noble stock, Martyrs at Delden, A.D. 1545.

Delden is a town in Lower Germany, three miles from Deventer, where these two virgins of noble parentage were burned; who, after diligent frequenting of churches and sermons, being instructed in the word of the Lord, defended,

(1) John Opertine, or “Johannes Opertinus,” was the printer of Foxe’s Latin Edition of the Act and Monuments, published at Basle in 1559.—Ed.
(2) Ex Pantaleone [p. 108. His martyrdom took place May 8th.—Ed.]
that seeing the benefit of our salvation cometh only by our faith in Christ, all
the other merchandise of the pope, which he useth to sell to the people for
money, was needless. First Mary, being the younger, was put to the fire;
where she prayed ardently for her enemies, commending her soul to God; at
whose constancy the judges did greatly marvel.

Then they exhorted Ursula to turn, or if she would not, at least that she
should require to be beheaded. To whom she said, that she was guilty of no
error, nor defended anything but what was consonant to the Scripture, in
which she trusted to persevere unto the end. And as touching the kind of
punishment, she said, she feared not the fire, but rather would follow the ex-
ample of her dear sister they went before. This was marvellous, that the execu-
tioners could in no wise consume their bodies with fire, but left them whole,
lying upon the ground white; which certain good Christians privily took up in
the night, and buried. Thus God many times showeth his power in the midst
of tribulations.

Persecutors: The Parson of St. Katharine’s; Dr. Tapert, and
William Clericken, Ruler of Mechelen.

Andreas Thiessen, and Katharine his wife; also Nicholas Thiessen,
and Francis Thiessen, their sons, Martyrs at Mechelen, A.D. 1545.

Andrew Thiessen, citizen of Mechelen, of his wife Katharine had three sons
and a daughter, whom he instructed diligently in the doctrine of the gospel,
and despised the doings of popery: whereby being hated and persecuted by
the friars and priests there, he went into England and there died. Francis and
Nicholas, his two sons, went to Germany to study; and returning again to their
mother, and sister, and younger brother, by diligent instruction brought them
to the right knowledge of God’s gospel. This being not unknown to the parson
there of St. Katharine’s, he called to them Drs. Rupert and Tapert, and other
masters and friars, who taking counsel together with William Clericken, the
head magistrate of the town of Mechelen, agreed that the mother with her four
children should be sent to prison, separated one from another; where great
labour was employed to reclaim them home unto their church, that is, from
light to darkness again. The two younger, to wit, the daughter with the
younger brother, being not yet settled either in years or doctrine, something
inclined to them, and were delivered. The mother, who would not consent,
was condemned to perpetual prison. The other two, Francis and Nicholas,
standing firmly to their confession, defended that the catholic church was not
the church of Rome; that the sacrament was to be administered in both kinds;
that auricular confession was to no purpose; that invocation of saints was to be
left; that there was no purgatory. The friars they called hypocrites, and con-
temned their threatenings. The magistrates, after disputations, fell to torments,
to know of them who was their Master, and what fellows they had. Their
Master, they said, was Christ who bare his cross before. Fellows, they said,
they had innumerable, dispersed in all places. At last they were brought to
the judges: their articles were read, and they condemned to be burned.
Coming to the place of execution, as they began to exhort the people, gags,
or balls of wood, were thrust into their mouths, which they, through vehemency
in speaking, thrust out again, desiring for the Lord’s sake that they might have
leave to speak. And so, singing with a loud voice ‘Credo in unum Deum,’ &c.
they went, and were fastened to the stake, praying for their persecutors; and
exhorting the one the other, they did abide the fire patiently. The one feeling
the flame to come to his beard, ‘Ah!’ said he, ‘what a small pain is this, to be
compared to the glory to come?’ Thus the patient martyrs, committing their
spirits to the hands of God, to the great admiration of the lookers on, through
constancy achieved the crown of martyrdom.

Persecutors: The names of their accusers appear not in the authors.

Marion, wife of Adrian a Tailor, Martyr, at Dornick, A.D. 1545.

In the same persecution against Bruley and his company in Dornick, was
apprehended also one Adrian, and Marion his wife. The cause of their trouble,


(2) Ex Phil. Melanch.
as also of the others, was the emperor’s decree made in the council of Worms against the Lutherans, mentioned before. Adrian, not so strong as a man, for fear gave back from the truth, and was but only beheaded. The wife, stronger than a woman, did withstand their threats, and abide the uttermost; and being inclosed in an iron grate formed in shape of a pasty, was laid in the earth and buried quick, after the usual punishment of that country for women. When the adversaries first told her that her husband had relented, she believed them not; and therefore, as she went to her death, passing by the tower where he was, she called to him to take her leave; but he was gone before.³

Persecutors: The Magistrates of Dornick or Tournay.
Master Peter Bruley, Preacher, a Martyr, at Dornick, A.D. 1545.

Master Peter Bruley was preacher in the French church at Strasburg, who at the earnest request of faithful brethren came down to visit the lower countries about Artois and Dornick, in Flanders; where he most diligently preached the word of God unto the people in houses, the doors standing open. Whereupon when the magistrates of Dornick had shut the gates of the town, and had made search for him three days, he was privily let down the wall in the night by a basket: and as he was let down to the ditch ready to take his way, one of them that let him down, leaning over the wall to bid him farewell, caused unawares a stone to slip out of the wall, which falling upon him brake his leg, by reason whereof he was heard of the watchmen complaining of his wound, and so was taken, giving thanks to God, by whose providence he was there staid to serve the Lord in that place. So long as he remained in prison, he ceased not to supply the part of a diligent preacher, teaching, and confirming all them that came to him in the word of grace. Being in prison, he wrote his own confession and examination, and sent it to the brethren. He wrote also another epistle unto them that were in persecution; another also to all the faithful; also another letter to his wife, the same day that he was burned. He remained in prison four months. His sentence was given by the emperor’s commissioners at Brussels, that he should be burned to ashes, and his ashes thrown into the river. Although the priests and friars made the fire but small, to multiply his pain, yet he the more cheerfully and constantly took his martyrdom, and suffered it. The letters of Duke Frederic, and of the Landgrave, came to entreat for him; but he was burned a little before the letters came.⁴

Persecutors: The Senate of Dornick, and Doctor Hasarde, a Grey Friar.
Peter Miocius, a Silk-weaver, and one Bergiban, Martyrs, at Dornick, A.D. 1545.

The coming of Master Peter Bruley into the country of Flanders, did exceeding much good among the brethren, as appeared by divers other good men, and namely by this Peter Miocius, who was, by his occupation, a silk-weaver. This Peter, before he was called to the gospel, led a wicked life, given to much ungraciousness, and almost to all kinds of vice. But after the taste of the gospel began to work in him, so clean it altered him from that former man, that he excelled all others in godly zeal and virtue. In his first examination he was asked, whether he was one of the scholars of Peter Bruley? He said he was, and that he had received much fruit by his doctrine. ‘Wilt thou then defend his doctrine,’ said they? ‘Yes,’ said he, ‘for that it is consonant both to the Old Testament and to the New.’ And for this he was let down into a deep dungeon under the castle-ditch, full of toads and filthy vermin. Shortly after, the senate, with certain friars, came again to examine him, to see whether they could convert him: to whom he answered and said, that when he before had lived such an ungodly life, they never spake a word against him; but now, for savouring and favouring the word of God, they were so invertebrate against him, that they sought his blood. Among them was one Dr. Hasarde, who asked him if he did not seem to himself more wicked now, than ever he was before? But he,

(1) Ex Pantal. lib. iv. [p. 100.—En.]
(2) Ex Lud. Hab. lib. vi. [apud Pantal. pp. 84—94.—En.]
setting the friar at light, bade him 'Avail mom friar,' saying, that he had to talk with the senate, and not with him. The senate then began to examine him of certain articles of religion. To whom, as he was about to answer boldly and expressly to every point, they interrupting him, bade him say in two words, either yea or nay. 'Then,' said he, 'if ye will not suffer me to answer for myself in matters of such importance, send me to my prison again, among my toads and frogs, which will not interrupt me, while I talk with my Lord and my God.' The boldness of his spirit and courage, as it made some to gnash their teeth, so some it made to wonder, and ministered to some great confirmation.

There was also one Bergiban at the same time in prison, who had been a forward man, and a great doer in the gospel, before the coming down of Bruley; who, being also sought for at the taking of Bruley, and being then not found at home (either by chance not knowing, or else he conveyed himself out of the way for fear), conceived thereof such sorrow in his mind, that afterwards neither his wife nor children, nor any friends else could stay him, but he would needs offer himself to the judges, saying unto the ruler, being asked why he came, 'The magistrates came to seek me,' said he, 'and now I am come to know what they would.' Hereupon the ruler, being sorry for his coming, yet, notwithstanding, committed him to prison, where he remained constant a certain while. But after the commissioners had threatened him with cruel torments, and horror of death, he began by little and little to waver and shrink from the truth. At the fair words of the false friars and priests (to have his punishment changed, and to be beheaded), he was fain to grant unto their biddings and requests; whereupon the adversaries, taking their advantage, came to Miocius, and told him of Bergiban's retraction; willing him to do the like. But he, sturdily persisting in the truth, endured to the fire, where he, having powder put to his breast, was so put to death and dispatched. The friars, hearing the crack of the powder upon his breast, told the people, that the devil came out of him and carried away his soul.

Persecutor: A certain Prince in Germany, about Hungary, or the parts of Pannonia.

A Priest of Germany, a Martyr.

Johannes Gastius writeth of a prince, but doth not name him, who put out the eyes of a certain priest in Germany for no other cause, but for that he said the mass to be no sacrifice, in the sense that many priests do take it. Neither did the cruel prince immediately put him to death, but first kept him in prison a long time, afflicting him with divers torments. Then he was brought forth to be degraded, after a barbarous and tyrannous manner. First, they shaved the crown of his head; then rubbed it hard with salt, that the blood came running down his shoulders. After that they rased and pared the tops of his fingers with cruel pain, that no savour of the holy oil might remain. At last, the patient and godly martyr, four days after, yielded up his life and spirit.

Persecutors: Alphonsus Diazius, a Spaniard; Petrus Malvena, the Pope's Prolocutor at Ratisbon, a Spaniard; the Emperor's Confessor, a Black Friar, a Spaniard; also Marquina.

John Diazius, Spaniard, a Martyr, killed by his own Brother at Neuberg, in Germany, A.D. 1546.

Of this John Diazius, the full process and history is set forth in Latin, wherein the whole circumstance is debated at large, whereof the brief sum is this: John Diazius, a Spaniard born, first being at Paris thirteen years, from thence removed to Geneva, then to Basil, and after to Strasburg: from whence he was sent ambassador with Bucer and others, to the council at Ratisbon, where he, talking with Peter Malvena his countryman, the pope's factor, so declared his religion unto him, that Malvena wrote to the friar, who was the emperor's confessor touching the said John Diazius; at the opening and reading of which letters, one Marquina, another Spaniard, was present. Upon this
it followed, whether by this confessior, or by Marquins, that Alphonsus Dizzius, brother to John Dizzius, who was one of the pope's lawyers in Rome, had know-
ledge given him of his brother John.

When the communication of Ratisbon was dissolved and broken up, John
Dizzius, from Ratisbon, went to the city of Neuberg, within the dominion of
Otto Henry, Palatine, about the expedition of Bucer's book there to be printed.
As John Dizzius was there occupied, it was not long before Alphonsus, his
brother, was come from Rome to Ratisbon, where Malvendus was, bringing with
him a pestilent cut-throat, a notorious ruffian and homicide, belonging to the
city of Rome. Malvendus and Alphonsus, consulting together about the dis-
patch of their devilish purpose, first laboured to hunt out, by the friends of
Dizzius, where Dizzius was; whereof Alphonsus and the homicide having
knowledge by certain of his secret friends, pretending great matters of impor-
tance, came to Neuberg, where Dizzius was printing of Bucer's book; where after
long debating of matters of religion between the two brethren, Alphonsus, see-
ing the heart of his brother John to be so constantly planted on the sure rock of
God's truth, that by no wise he could either be removed from his opinion, or
persuaded to ride in his company (being otherwise counselled by Bucer and his
friends), feigned himself friendly to take his leave of his brother, and to depart:
but shortly after, secretly, with his ruffianly and murderer, he returned again; and
by the way they bought a certain hatchet of a carpenter.

This done, Alphonsus sendeth his man, being disguised, with letters unto his
brother, he himself following after. As John Dizzius in the morning was
risen out of his bed to read the letters, the wretched hangmen, with his hatchet
clove his head unto the brains, leaving the hatchet in his head: and so he, with
Alphonsus, took them to their horses, which stood without the city gate, with
much speed as they might. They of Neuberg, hearing of the horrible act, sent
out certain horsemen, making great journeys after them; who, coming to Augs-
burg, and hearing the murderers to be passed before, were out of hope to over-
take them, and so returned. One in the company more zealous than the rest,
would not return, but pursued them still, and, in the city of Innspruck, caused
them to be stayed, and put in prison. Otto, palatine, hearing of their taking,
writeth to the magistrates of Innspruck for judgment; which magistrates at first
seemed very willing thereunto; but, in conclusion, through the practice of
papists, and crafty lawyers, the sentence judicial was so delayed from day to
day, then from hour to hour, that the emperor's letter came in post-haste,
requiring the matter to be staid, and reserved to his hearing. And thus the
terrible murder of Cain and his fellow was bolstered out by the papists; the
like whereof, from the memory of men, was never heard of since the first
example of Cain, who, for religion, slew his own brother Abel. But although true
judgment in this world be perverted, yet such bloody Cains, with their wilful
murders, shall not escape the hands of Him, who shall judge truly both the
commiters, and the bolsterers also, of all mischiefivous wickedness.1

In the year 1546, Charles the emperor held an armed council at Augsburg,
after his victory gotten in Germany. Here Julius Pflug, Michael Sidonio, and
John Ilebius, going about to concord together the gospel of Christ with the
traditions of the pope, that is, to make a hodge-podge of them both, drew and
framed out a new form of religion, called 'Interim;' whereupon began a new
matter of persecution in Germany. For the emperor proceeded straitly against
them who would not receive his Interim, intending thereby to have wrought
some great mastery against the gospellers; but the Lord disappointed his
purpose.

Among those who withstood this Spanish 'Interim,' besides others, were
also the citizens of Constance; for which three thousand Spaniards, prively
by night, came against the town of Constance, where they killed three of the
watchmen of the town, who, watching in the suburbs, went forth to view the
noise which they heard in the woods. The device of the Spaniards was, in the
morning, when the citizens were at the sermon, suddenly to set upon the
city and take it: so, no doubt, intending to have gone further. But, as the
Lord would, something began to be suspected in the night, by the watchmen
on the suburbs on the other side the water, whereby the council and citizens

(1) Ex Claudio Senareco: [i.e. "Historia vera de morte Jo. Dazlii, quem frater eius Germanus
Alphonsus Dizzius befrate interfect: per A. Senareccum: 8vo. (no place): 1546.—Ed.]
had intelligence to be in readiness. When the morning came, the Spaniards were ready at the gate, to break into the city. But being driven from thence, and their captain Alphonso slain, they went to the bridge which goeth over the Rhine. But being beaten also from thence with shot, and great pieces from the walls, and a great number of them drowned in the river, the Spaniards, breaking down the hinder part of the bridge, because the citizens should not pursue them, recoiled back into the suburbs, and burned them with the dead bodies also that were slain; so that the number of the Spaniards that were killed there could not be known: only a hundred honest citizens were missing.¹

At the same time many godly ministers of the churches in Germany were in great danger, especially such as refused to receive the Interim; of whom some were cast into prison. In this number of prisoners, was Martin Frecitus, superintendent of Ulm, with four other preachers more: also his brother George, for but coming to his house to comfort him. For this cause Musculus at the same time, with other preachers more, went from Augsburg; Brentius from Halle, Blaer from Constance, Bucer from Strasburg.

Persecutor: A Bishop in Hungary.
A godly Priest in Hungary, a Martyr.

In Hungary a certain godly priest preached, that the eating of flesh is not prohibited in the Scripture; for which the cruel bishop, after he had imprisoned him certain weeks, caused him to be brought out, and his body to be tied over with hares, geese, and hens, hanging round about him: and so the beastly bishop made dogs to be set upon him, which cruelly rent and tore whatsoever they could catch. And thus the good minister of Christ, being driven about the city with the barking of dogs, died, and was martyred. The sight thereof as it was lamentable to the godly, so it seemed ridiculous to the wicked. But, within few days after, the impious bishop, by the stroke of God’s just hand, fell sick and became horn-mad, and so raving without sense or wit, miserably died.²

Persecutor: Charles, the Emperor.
John Frederic of Saxony, Elector, A. D. 1547, Martyr.

Among these godly and constant saints of Christ, may well be recounted John Frederic, duke of Saxony; who, when he had recovered again all his dominions (which duke Maurice had taken from him before, being in Suabia with his army), and at last was taken prisoner by the emperor at Alba, the 24th of April, A. D. 1547, yet could never be induced to yield to the emperor in revoking his faith and doctrine of the gospel wherein he stood. For this he was detained from his wife and children, and bereaved of all his goods, and carried about with the emperor for the space of five years. This admirable constancy of the duke was a wonder to all his adversaries. At last, A.D. 1552, through the benefit of Almighty God, he was again set at liberty, and returning home to his wife and children, continued in his religion till the hour of his death.³

Persecutor: Charles the Emperor, and Mary, his Sister.
The Landgrave of Hesse, A. D. 1547, Martyr.

Much like was the case also of Philip, landgrave of Hesse, who likewise, being taken and spoiled by the emperor, continued the space of five years in the cruel custody of the Spaniards; and albeit he had fined unto the emperor, and was promised to be set free out of prison, the emperor and his council, dallying with their promise, expounded his imprisonment not to be perpetual. And though great labour and intercession was made for him, yet all would not help: for when the emperor sent him away, then Mary, the emperor’s sister, took him by the way, finding cavillations against him; whereby he was again committed into the hands of the Spaniards, till at length, through the disposing of God’s mercy,
first the duke of Saxony, and then six days after, the landgrave also, were both freed out of long captivity and sent home.1

Persecutor: Charles the Emperor.

Herman, Archbishop of Cologne, Martyr, A.D. 1547.

With these holy martyrs above recited may also be numbered Herman, archbishop of Cologne, who, a little before the emperor had war against the Protestants, had reformed his church from certain papistical superstitions, using therein the aid and advice of Martin Bucer. Wherefore Charles the emperor sent word to Cologne, that he should be deposed; which he patiently did suffer. In his room was set Adolphus, earl of Sceavenburg.2

Persecutor: The President or Mayor of Dornick.

Master Nicholas Frenchman; also Marion, wife of Augustine, a Barber, Martyrs, A.D. 1549.

Master Nicholas and Barbara his wife; also Augustine, a barber, and Marion his wife, born about Hennegow, after they had been at Geneva a space, came into Germany, thinking that way to pass over into England. By the way, coming to Hennegow, Augustine desired Master Nicholas, because he was learned, to come to Bergen to visit and comfort certain brethren there: which he willingly did. From thence, passing by Dornick (or Tournay) they held on their journey toward England. But in the way Augustine and his wife, being known, were detected to the lieutenant of Dornick, who, in all speedily haste following after them, overtook them four miles beyond Dornick. Augustine (how I cannot tell) escaped that time out of their hands, and could not be found. The soldiers then, laying hands upon Nicholas and the two women, brought them back again unto Dornick. In returning by the way, when Master Nicholas at the table gave thanks, as the manner is of the faithful, the wicked ruler, scorning them, and swearing like a tyrant, said, 'Now let us see, thou lewd heretic, whether thy God can deliver thee out of my hand.' To whom Nicholas, answering again modestly, asked, What had Christ ever offended him, that he with his blasphemous swearing did so tear him in pieces? desiring him, that if he had any thing against Christ, rather he would wreak his anger upon his poor body, and let the Lord alone. Thus they, being bound hands and feet, were brought to Bergen, and there laid in the dungeon. Then duke Aristen, accompanied with a great number of priests and Franciscan friars, and with a doctor, who was their warden, came to talk with them. Nicholas, standing in the midst of them, being asked what he was, and whither he would; answered them perfectly to all their questions: and moreover, so confounded the friars, that they went away ashamed, saying, that he had a devil, and crying, 'To the fire with him, Lutheran!'3

As they continued still looking for the day of their execution, it came to the rulers' minds to ask of Nicholas in what house he was lodged, when he came to Bergia. Nicholas said, He had never been there before; and therefore, being a stranger, he could not tell the name of the house. When Nicholas would confess nothing, duke Aristen came to Barbara, the wife of Nicholas, to know where they were lodged at Bergen, promising many fair words of delivery, if she would tell. She, being a weak and timorous woman, uttered all; by the occasion whereof great persecution followed, and many were apprehended. Where this is to be noted, that shortly even upon the same, the son of the said duke Aristen was slain, and buried the same day when Augustine was burned. To be brief, Nicholas shortly after was brought before the judges, and there condemned to be burned to ashes; at which sentence-giving, Nicholas blessed the Lord, who had counted him worthy to be a witness in the cause of his dear and well-beloved Son. Going to the place of execution he was commanded to speak nothing unto the people, or else he should have a ball of wood thrust into his mouth. Being at the stake, and seeing a great multitude about him, forgetting his silence promised, he cried with a loud voice: 'O Charles, Charles! how long shall thy heart be hardened?' And with that one of the soldiers gave

1 Ex Johan. Seld. lib. xix. xxiv.
2 Ibid. lib. xvii.
3 Berghen, or Mons, was the capital of Hennegow or Hainault.—Ed.
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him a blow. Then said Nicholas again; ‘Ah miserable people! thou art not worthy, to whom the word of God should be preached.’ And thus he spake as they were binding him to the stake. The friars came out with their old song, crying, that he had a devil; to whom Nicholas spake the verse of the Psalm: ‘Depart from me, all ye wicked! for the Lord hath heard the voice of my weeping.’ And thus this holy martyr, patiently taking his death, commended his spirit unto God in the midst of the fire.1

Marion, wife of Augustine, above mentioned, a Martyr, at Bergen in Hennegow, A.D. 1549.

After the martyrdom of this Master Nicholas, Marion, the wife of Augustine, was called for, with whom they had much talk about the manner and state of Geneva, asking her how the sacraments were administered there, and whether she had celebrated there the Lord’s Supper? To whom she answered, that the sacraments there were celebrated after the Lord’s institution, of which she was no celebrator but a partaker. The sentence of her condemnation was this, that she should be interred quick. When she was let down to the grave, kneeling upon her knees, she desired the Lord to help her; and before she should be thrown down, she desired her face might be covered with a napkin or some linen cloth; which being so covered, and the earth thrown upon her face and body, the hangman stamped upon her with his feet, till her breath was past.2

Persecutors: The Watchmen or Soldiers of Beaumont. Augustine, the Husband of Marion, martyred at Beaumont in Hennegow, A.D. 1549.

Ye heard before how Augustine escaped before, at the taking of Nicholas and the two women. After this he gave himself to sell spices, and other pedlary ware, from place to place: who, at length, coming to the town of Beaumont in Hennegow, there was known and detected to the magistrate; whereof he having some intelligence before, left his ware and ran away. And seeing moreover the house beset with harnessed men where he was hosted, he began to be more afraid, and bid himself in a bush: for he was very timorous, and a weak-spirited man. But the hour being come which the Lord had appointed for him, it happened that certain standing upon the town wall, who might well see him go into the thicket or bush, gave knowledge thereof to the soldiers, who followed him to the bush, and took him. Being taken, he was had to Bergen, the head town of Hennegow, where being examined, valiantly standing to the defence of his doctrine, he answered his adversaries with great boldness.

Herein here is to be noted and marvelled to see the work of the Lord, how this man, being before of nature so timorous, now was so strengthened with God’s grace, that he nothing feared the force of all his enemies. Among others, came to him the warden of the Grey Friars, with a long oration, persuading him to relent, or else he should be damned in hell-fire perpetually. To whom Augustine answering again, said, ‘Prove that which you said by the authority of God’s word, that a man may believe you: you say much, but you prove nothing, rather like a doctor of lies than of truth,’ &c. At last, he being there condemned to be burned at Bellimont, was brought to the inn where he should take horse, where was a certain gentleman, a stranger, who, drinking to him in a cup of wine, desired him to have pity upon himself; and if he would not favour his life, yet that he would favour his own soul. To whom said Augustine, after he had thanked him for his good will, ‘What care I have,’ said he, ‘of my soul, you may see by this, that I had rather give my body to be burned, than to do that thing that were against my conscience.’ When he was come to the town of Bellimont, where he should be burned, the same day there was a great burial of the son of duke Arisocatus, who was slain a little before (as is before touched); by the occasion whereof many nobles and gentlemen were there present, who, hearing of this Augustine, came to him and talked with him. When the day came of his martyrdom, the people, being offended at his constancy, cried out to have him drawn at a horse’s tail, to the place of burning: but the Lord would not

1 Ex Lud. Fab. ; Pant. et alia. 2 Ibid. 3 Ibid. 4 God’s goodness in strengthening the weak-hearted. 5 Death and martyrdom of Augustine. 6 Death and martyrdom of Augustine.
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A D. 1524 to 1555.

A certain Woman of Augsburg, who narrowly escaped Martyrdom there; A.D. 1550.

At Augsburg a certain woman there dwelling, seeing a priest to carry the host to a sick person with taper-light (as the manner is), asked him what he meant so to go with candle-light at noon day. For this she was apprehended, and in great danger, had it not been for the earnest suit and prayer of the women of that city, and at the intercession of Mary, the emperor’s sister.

Two Virgins, in the Diocese of Bamberg, Martyrs, A. D. 1551.

In the diocese of Bamberg, two maids were led out to slaughter, which they sustained with patient hearts and cheerful countenances. They had garlands of straw put on their heads; whereupon the one comforted the other, going to their martyrdom, ‘Seeing Christ,’ said she, ‘for us a crown of thorns, why should we stick to bear a crown of straw? no doubt but the Lord will render to us again better than crowns of gold.’ Some said that they were Anabaptists; and it might be (saith Melancthon) that they had some fond opinion admired withal; yet they did hold (saith he) the foundation of the articles of our faith, and they died blessedly, in a good conscience, and knowledge of the Son of God. Few do live without errors. Flatter not yourselves, thinking yourselves so clear that you cannot err.

The Christian City of Magdeburg, A. D. 1551.

When Charles the emperor had almost got all his purpose in Germany, in obtruding his religion of ‘Interim’ into all places, which was received by the most part of all the chief princes and cities; only the city of Magdeburg, continuing in the constancy of their doctrine reformed, refused to admit the same. Wherefore war was raised against them, their city besieged, and great violence used; so that many honest and religious citizens, for the gospel’s cause, sustained great perils and danger of death. At last, when they had manfully and constantly endured such great distress and calamity the space of a whole year, through the blessed providence of Almighty God (who about the same time sent war between the French king and the emperor), honest reconciliation was made between them and the emperor, whereby they were received into favour, and suffered to enjoy their former religion quietly.

Persecutors: James Hesselius, Chamberlain of Gaunt, and the Friars there.

Hostius otherwise called George, martyred at Gaunt, A. D. 1555.

This Hostius, born at Gaunt, was cunning in graving in armour and in steel. He first was in the French church here in England, during the reign of king Edward. After the coming of queen Mary, he went to Norden, in Friesland, with his wife and children. From thence, having business, he came to Gaunt, where (after a certain space that he had there continued, instructing divers of his friends) he heard that there was a Black friar, who used to preach good doctrine to the people: wherefore he, being desirous to hear, came to his sermon; where the friar, contrary to his expectation, preached in defence of transubstantiation. At the hearing of his he heart was so full, that he had much ado to refrain, while the sermon was finished. As soon as the friar was come down, he burst out and charged him with false doctrine, persuading the people, as well as he could be heard, by the Scriptures, that the bread was but a sacrament of the Lord’s body. The friar, not willing to hear him, made signs unto him to depart; also the throng of the people was such, that it carried him out of the

(1) Ex Crisp. et alii.  (2) The names of the persecutors be not expressed in the story.
(5) The names of their persecutors appear not in the story.
doors. He had not gone far, but Hesselius the chamberlain overtook him and carried him to prison. Then were doctors and other friars, as Pistorius, and Bunderius, brought to reason with him of the sacrament, of invocation of saints, and purgatory. He ever stood to the trial only of the Scripture, which they refused. Then was it agreed that he should declare his mind in writing, which he did. He wrote also to his wife at Embden, comforting her, and requiring her to take care of Samuel and Sarah his children. When he was condemned, he was commanded not to speak to the people. Hesselius the officer made great haste to have him dispatched; wherefore he, mildly like a lamb, praying for his enemies, gave himself to be bound, patiently taking what they would do against him: whom first they strangled, and then consumed his body, being dead, with fire. And thus was the martyrdom of Hostius.¹

John Frisius, Abbot in Bavaria, A. D. 1554.

John Sleidan maketh record of one John Frisius, abbot of Newstadt, within the diocese of the bishop of Wurtzburg, in Bavaria; who, being suspected of Lutheranism, was called to account of his faith: and strongly persisting in his assertions, and defending the same by the Scriptures, he was therefore displaced and removed from all his jurisdictions, the five and twentieth of June, A. D. 1554.²

Persecutors: The Bailiff of Hennegow; the Governor of the Town and Castle of Dornick; Peter Deventiere, Lieutenant of the said Bailiff; Philip de Cordis, chief Councillor in Criminal Causes; Nicholas Chambree; Peter Recchelier; James de Clerke; Nicholas of Fernague; Master Hermes, of Wingley, one of the Council for the said Bailiwick.

Bertrand le Blas, martyred at Dornick, A. D. 1555.

The story of Bertrand is lamentable, his torments incredible, the constancy of the martyr admirable. This Bertrand, being a silk-weaver, went to Wesel, for the cause of religion, who being desirous to draw his wife and children from Dornick to Wesel, came thrice from thence to persuade her to go with him thither. When she in no wise could be intreated, he, remaining a few days at home, set his house in order, and desired his wife and brother to pray that God would establish him in his enterprise that he went about. That done, he went upon Christmas-day to the high church of Dornick, where he took the cake out of the priest's hand, as he would have lifted it over his head at mass, and stamped it under his feet, saying that he did it to show the glory of that God, and what little power he hath: with other words more to the people, to persuade them that the cake or fragment of bread, was not Jesus their Saviour. At the sight hereof the people, being struck with a marvellous damp, stood all amazed. At length such a stir thereupon followed, that Bertrand could hardly escape with life.

It was not long but the noise of this was carried to the bailiff of Hennegow, and governor of the castle of Dornick, who lay sick the same time of the gout at Biesme; who, like a madman, cried out, that ever God would or could be so patient, to suffer that contumely, so to be trodden under foot of such a miser adding moreover, that he would revenge his cause in such sort, as it should be an example for ever to all posterity; and forthwith the furious tyrant commanded himself to be carried to the castle of Dornick. Bertrand being brought before him, was asked whether he repented of his fact, or whether he would so do, if it were to be done again? He answered, that if it were a hundred times to be done, he would do it; and if he had a hundred lives, he would give them in that quarrel. Then was he thrice put to the pinbank; and tormented most miserably, to utter his setters-on, which he would never do. Then proceeded they to the sentence, more like tyrants than christian men; by the tenor of which sentence, this was his punishment:

First, he was drawn from the castle of Dornick to the market-place, having a ball of iron put in his mouth. Then he was set upon a stage, where his

¹ Ex Lud. Rab. lib. vi. ² Ex Johan. Seld. lib. xxv.
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His right hand and foot pressed off; his tongue cut out. His burning and martyrdom.

right hand, wherewith he took the host, was crushed and pressed between two hot irons, with sharp iron edges fiery red, till the form and fashion of his hand was mishapen. In like manner they brought other like irons for his right foot, made fire-hot, whereunto of his own accord he put his foot, to suffer as his hand had done before, with marvellous constancy and firmness of mind. That done, they took the ball of iron out of his mouth, and cut off his tongue, who, notwithstanding, with continual crying, ceased not to call upon God; whereby the hearts of the people were greatly moved: whereupon the tormentors thrust the iron ball into his mouth again. From thence they brought him down to the lower stage, he going to the same no less cheerfully and quietly, than if no part of his body had been hurt. There his legs and his hands were bound behind him with an iron chain going about his body, and so he was let down flat upon the fire; whom the aforesaid governor, there standing by and looking on, caused to be let up again, and so down and up again, till at last the whole body was spent to ashes, which he commanded to be cast into the river. When this was done, the chapel where this mass-god was so treated, was locked up, and the board whereupon the priest stood was burnt; the marble stone also whereupon the host did light, was broken in pieces. And, finally, forasmuch as the said Bertrand had received his doctrine at Wesel, commandment was given, that no person out of that country should go to Wesel, or there occupy, under incurring the danger of the emperor's placard.¹

Two hundred Ministers of Bohemia, a.d. 1555.

The same year two hundred ministers and preachers of the gospel were banished out of Bohemia, for preaching against the superstition of the bishop of Rome, and extolling the glory of Christ.²

The Preachers of Locarno.

Locarno is a place between the Alps, yet subject to the Helvetians. When these also had received the gospel, and the five pages of the Helvetians above mentioned were not well-pleased therewith, but would have them punished, and great contention was among the Helvetians about the same, it was concluded at length, that the ministers should be exiled; whom the Zurichers did receive.³

Francis Warlut, and Alexander Dayken, martyred at Dornick, a.d. 1562.

After these two good men, being born in the lower parts of Germany, had been conversant in divers reformed churches in other countries, at last, for conscience' sake, they returned home again to do good in their own country of Dornick, and thereofabout. So upon a time, as the people there resorted to a back field or wood without the city, with a certain preacher, to hear the word of God and to pray, the adversaries, having thereof some intelligence, so pursued them, that they took of them above thirty, of whom these two among the rest were apprehended; and thinking no less but that they should be burned, they began to sing psalms. At length being brought forth, first one, then the other, they were both beheaded; and whereas the judges had intended to quarter their bodies, and to set them up by the high ways, yet was it so provided, God working in the hearts of the people, that they were both committed to sepulture.⁴

Persecutor: the Earl of Lalaine.

Gillot Vivier, James Le Fevre his father-in-law, Michael Le Fevre, son of James; also Anna, wife of Gillot, and daughter of James Le Fevre, martyred at Valenciennes.

These, in the cause of the gospel, suffered at Valenciennes. James Le Fevre, being an old man, said, that although he could not answer of

(1) Ex Crisp. Pastal. et Adriane.
(2) Ex Johan. Siefd. lib. xxv.
(3) Ex Pamphlet. [p. 391.]
(4) Ex Lud. Rab
satisfy them in reasoning, yet he would constantly abide in the truth of the gospel.

Anna his daughter, being with child, was respite. After she was delivered, she followed her husband and father in the like martyrdom!

Michelle de Caignoncule, martyred at Valenciennes, A.D. 1550.

Michelle, widow of James Clerk, of the same place, when she was offered to be married, and to be carried out of the country to some reformed church, refused so to do, but would abide the adventure of her vocation, and so was condemned with Gillot to be burned.¹

Godfride Hamelle, martyred at Dornick, A.D. 1552.

This Godfride, a tailor, was taken and condemned at Dornick, or Tournay. When they had condemned him by the name of a heretic; ‘Nay,’ said he, ‘not a heretic, but an unprofitable servant of Jesus Christ.’ When the hangman went about to strangle him, to diminish his punishment, he refused it, saying, that he would abide the sentence that the judges had given.²

Besides these Germans above specified, a great number there were both in the higher and lower countries of Germany, who were secretly drowned, or buried, or otherwise in prison made away; whose names, although they be not known to us, yet they are registered in the book of life. Furthermore, in the Dutch book of Adrian, divers other be numbered in the catalogue of these German martyrs, who likewise suffered in divers places of the lower country. The names of certain whereof be these.

Divers Martyrs in the Low Countries.

At Bergen, or Mons, in Hennegow, were burnt, A.D. 1555, John Malo, Damian Witrock, Waelrew Calier; buried quick, John Porceau. At Aste also suffered one Julian, A.D. 1541, and Adrian Lopphen, A.D. 1555: at Brussels, A.D. 1559, one Bavdwine beheaded: another called Gilleken Tielman burnt, A.D. 1541.³

Add moreover to the same catalogue of Dutch martyrs, burnt and consumed in the lower countries under the emperor’s dominion, the names of these following. W. Swolle, burnt at Mechelen, A.D. 1529; Nicholas Paul, beheaded at Gaunt; Robert Orgvier, and Joan his wife, with Baudicon and Martin Orgvier, their children, who suffered at Lisle, A.D. 1556; M. Nicholas, burnt at Mons. John Fosceau at Mons; Cornelius Volcart at Bruges, A.D. 1553; Hubert the printer, and Philip Joyner at Bruges, A.D. 1553; a woman buried with thorns under her; Peter le Roux at Bruges, A.D. 1552. At Mechelen suffered Francis and Nicholas Thiis, two brethren, A.D. 1555. At Antwerp were burnt Adrian a painter, and Henry a tailor, A.D. 1555; also Cornelius Halewine, locksmith, and Herman Janson, the same year. Master John Champ, schoolmaster, A.D. 1557; with a number of other besides, who in the said book are to be seen and read.

A.D. 1525, we read also in the French history, of a certain monk, who, because he forsook his abominable order and was married, was burnt at Prague.

A Preacher poisoned at Erfurt, by the Priests of that place.

In the collections of Henry Pantaleon we read also of a certain godly preacher who was poisoned, for preaching the word of truth, by the priests of Erfurt.⁴

And here ceasing with these persecutions in Germany, we will now, Christ willing, proceed further to the French martyrs, comprehending

(1) Ex Crisp. (2) Ibid. (3) Ex Gallicana Hist. et Adrian. (4) Ex Elegia riquadam viri docti in Pantal.
A TABLE OF THOSE WHO SUFFERED IN FRANCE.

in a like table the names and causes of such as in that kingdom suffered for the word of God, and cause of righteousness, as in this brief summary consequently hereunder ensueth.

ANOTHER TABLE, OF THOSE WHO SUFFERED IN FRANCE, FOR THE LIKE WITNESS OF THE GOSPEL.

The French Martyrs.


This James, first being taken by the bishop of Melde, or Meaux, was compelled to recant by Dr. Martial. Afterwards returning again to his confession, he was burnt at Paris, a.d. 1525. 1

Denis de Rieux, at Melde, or Meaux, a.d. 1528.

This Denis 2 was one of those who were first burnt at Meaux, and that for saying, that the mass is a plain denial of the death and passion of Christ. He was always wont to have in his mouth the words of Christ; 'He that denieth me before men, him will I deny before my Father,' and to muse upon the same earnestly. He was burnt with a slow fire, and did abide much torment. 2

Johannes de Cahors, Bachelor of the Civil Law, a.d. 1533.

This John, first for making a sermon or exhortation to his countrymen of Limosin, in France, upon Alhallow's-day, and afterwards, sitting at a feast where it was propounded that every one should bring forth some sentence; for that he brought forth this, 'Christ reign in our hearts;' and did prosecute the same by the Scriptures in much length of words; was thereupon accused, taken, and degraded, and then burned. At his degradation, one of the Black Friars of Paris preached, taking for his theme the words of St. Paul [1 Tim. iv.], 'The Spirit speaketh, that in the latter days, men shall depart from the faith, giving heed to lying spirits and doctrine of error,' &c.; and when in handling that place, either he could not or would not proceed further in the text, John cried out to him to proceed, and read further. The friar stood dumb, and could not speak a word. Then John, taking the text, did prosecute the same, as followeth: 'Teaching false doctrine in hypocrisy, having their conscience marked with a hot iron, forbidding to marry, and to eat meats, created of God to be eaten with thanksgiving,' &c. 3

Bartholomew Mylon, a lame Cripple; John du Bourg, Merchant, the Receiver of Nantz; Henry Poille of Couberon; Catelle, a Schoolmistress; and Steven de la Forge, Merchant, a.d. 1533. Persecuted by the Promoters of Paris.

These five here specified, for certain bills cast abroad and set up, sounding against the abomination of the mass, and other superstitious absurdities of the pope, were condemned and burned in the city of Paris. Henry of Couberon had his tongue bored through, and with an iron wire tied fast to one of his cheeks; likewise with the others was burned as is aforesaid. 4


For the sincere doctrine and confession of Christ's true religion, he was burned at Paris, having but a small fire, and did abide much torment. 5

---

1 Ex Crisp.
2 This Denis, having a wooden cross put into his hands by the friars, with his teeth cast it into the river, which made the friars mad.
3 Ex Crisp. et alia.
4 Ex Crisp. (4) Ibid. (5) Ex Henr. Pant.

This surgeon being detected and accused by the friars, and such as he had cured before of a shameful disorder, was first condemned to be strangled, and then burned: but afterwards, because he would not do homage to a certain idol at the commandment of a friar that came to confess him, his sentence was turned to have his tongue cut off, and so to be burned.  

Peter Gaudet, Knight sometimes of Rhodes, A.D. 1538. Persecuted by a certain Knight of Rhodes, Uncle to this Peter.

This Peter, being at Geneva with his wife, was trained out from thence by his uncle, and put in prison for defence of the gospel; and, after long torments there sustained, was burned.

Quoquillard, Martyr, A.D. 1534.

At Besançon, in the country of Burgundy, this Quoquillard was burned for the confession and testimony of Christ's gospel.

Nicholas, a scrivener, John de Poix, and Stephen Burlet, Martyrs, A.D. 1534.

These three were executed and burned for the like cause of the gospel, in the city of Arras: namely Nicholas, a scrivener, John de Poix, Stephen Burlet.

Mary Becandella, at Fontenay, A.D. 1534. Persecuted by a Grey Friar in the City of Rochelle.

This Mary, being virtuously instructed of her master, where she lived; and being afterwards at a sermon which a friar preached, after the sermon found fault with his doctrine, and refuted the same by the Scriptures; whereat he disdaining, procured her to be burned at Fontenay.

John Cornon, a Martyr, A.D. 1535.

John Cornon was a husbandman of Macon, and unlettered; but one to whom God gave such wisdom, that his judges were amazed; when he was condemned by their sentence and burned.

Martin Gonin, in Dauphiné, A.D. 1536. Persecuted by George Borel, a tailor; by the Procurator of the City of Grenoble in France; and by the Inquisitor.

This Martin, being taken for a spy, in the borders of France towards the Alps, was committed to prison. In his going out, his jailor espied upon him letters of Farelus, and of Peter Viret: wherefore, being examined by the king's procurator, and by the inquisitor, touching his faith, after he had rendered a sufficient reason thereof, he was cast into the river and drowned.

Claude le Peintre, a Goldsmith, at Paris, A.D. 1540. Persecuted by his kinsfolks and friends, and by Morinus an Officer.

Claudius, going about to convert his friends and kinsfolks to his doctrine, was by them committed to Morinus, a chief captain, who condemned him to be burned: but the high parliament of Paris, correcting that sentence, added moreover, that he should have his tongue cut out before, and so be burned.

(1) In France the manner was, that the martyrs coming by any image, as they went to burning, if they would not worship the same, had their tongues cut out.

(2) Ex Crisp.  (3) Ibid.  (4) Ibid.  (5) Ibid.  (6) Ibid.  (7) Ibid.  (8) Ibid.  (9) Ibid.  (10) Ibid.
Stephen Brune, a Husbandman, at Rutiers, A.D. 1540. Persecuted
by Gasper Augerius, the bishop’s renter; and by Domicelli,
Franciscan and inquisitor.

Stephen Brune, after his confession given of his faith, was adjudged to be
burned; which punishment he took so constantly, that it was to them a won-
der. His adversaries commanded after his death to be cried, that none should
make any more mention of him, under pain of heresy.

Pantaleon addeth moreover, that at the place of his burning, called Flammoll,
the wind rose and blew the fire so from him, as he stood exhorting the people,
that he continued there the space of an hour, in a manner not harmed, or scarcely
touched with any flame; so that, all the wood being wasted away, they were
compelled to begin the fire again with new faggots, and vessels of oil, and such
other matter; and yet neither could he with all this be burned, but stood safe.
Then the hangman took a staff, and let drive at his head: to whom the holy
martyr, being yet alive, said, ‘When I am judged to the fire, do ye beat me
with staves like a dog?’ With that the hangman with his pike thrust him
through the belly and the entrails, and so threw him down into the fire, and
burned his body to ashes, throwing away his ashes afterward with the wind.¹

Constantinus, a Citizen of Rouen, martyred with three others,
A.D. 1542.

These four, for defence of the gospel being condemned to be burned, were
put in a dung-cart; who, threat rejoicing, said, that they were reputed here
as excrements of this world, but yet their death was a sweet odour unto God.²

John du Becke, Priest, martyred A.D. 1543.

For the doctrine of the gospel he was degraded, and constantly abode the
torment of fire in the city of Troyes in Champagne.³

Aymond de la Voye, at Bourdeaux, A.D. 1548, persecuted by the
parish priest of the town of St. Faith in Agenois, and by other
priests of the same country; also by Master Riverack and his
servant.

This Aymond preached the gospel at St. Faith’s in Agenois where he was
accused by the parish priest there, and by other priests, to have taught false
doctrine, to the great decay of their gains. Whereupon, when the magistrates
of Bourdeaux had given commandment, and had sent out their apparitor to
apprehend him, he, having intelligence thereof, was willed by his friends to
fly and shift for himself; but he would not, saying, he had rather never have
been born, than so to do. It was the office of a good shepherd (he said) not
to fly in time of peril, but rather to abide the danger, lest the flock be scattered:
or else lest peradventure, in so doing, he should leave some scruple in their
minds, thus to think, that he had fed them with dreams and fables; contrary to
the word of God. Wherefore, beseeching them to move him no more wherein,
he told them, that he feared not to yield up both body and soul in the quarrel
of that truth which he had taught: saying, with St. Paul, that he was ready
not only to be bound for the testimony of Christ, in the city of Bourdeaux, but
also to die. [Acts xxvi.]

To contract the long story hereof to a brief narration, the summer came, and
was in the city three days, during which time Aymond preached three sermons.
The people, in defence of their preacher, flew upon the summer, to deliver him
out of his hands; but Aymond desired them not to stop his martyrdom: see-
ing it was the will of God that he should suffer for him, he would not (said he)
resist. Then the consuls suffered the summer, and so Aymond was carried to
Bourdeaux, where many witnesses, the most part being priests, came in against

¹ Ex Crisp.
² Ibid.
³ Ibid.
him, with M. Riverack also, and his servant; which Riverack had said oftentimes before, that it should cost him a thousand crowns, but he would burn him. Many excursions he made against his false witnesses, but that would not be taken. All their accusation was only for denying purgatory.

About nine months he remained in prison with great misery, bewailing exceeding his former life, albeit there was no man that could charge him outwardly with any crime. Then came down letters, whereupon the judges began to proceed to his condemnation, and he had greater fetters put upon him; which he took for a token of his death shortly to follow. After that, he was examined with torments. One of the head presidents came to him, and shaking him by the beard, bade him tell what fellows he had of his religion. To whom he answered, saying, that he had no other fellows but such as knew and did the will of God his Father, whether they were nobles, merchants, or husbands, or of what degree soever they were. In these torments he endured two or three hours, being but of a weak body, with these words comforting himself: 'This body,' said he, 'once must die, but the spirit shall live: the kingdom of God abideth for ever.' In the time of his tormenting, he swooned. Afterwards, coming to himself again, he said, 'O Lord! O Lord! why hast thou forsaken me?' To whom the president, 'Nay, wicked Lascu eran,' said he, 'thou hast forsaken God.' Then said Aymond, 'Alas, good mustard! why do you thus miserably torment me? O Lord! I beseech thee forgive them; they know not what they do.' 'See,' said the president, 'this clot of blood they pray for us.' Nevertheless so constant was he in his pains, that they could not force him to utter one man's name: saying unto them, that he thought to have found more mercy with men; wherefore he prayed God that he might find mercy with him.

On the next Saturday following, sentence of condemnation was given against him. Then certain friars were appointed to hear his confession, whom he refused, choosing to him one of his own order, the parish priest of St. Christopher's, bidding the friars depart from him, for he would confess his sins to the Lord.

'Do you not see,' said he, 'how I am troubled enough with men; will you yet trouble me more? Others have had my body, will ye also take from me my soul? Away from me, I pray you!' At last, when he could not be suffered to have the parish priest, he took a certain Carmelite, bidding the rest to depart; with whom he, having long talk, at last did convert him to the truth. Shortly after that came unto him the judges, Chasagna and Longa, with other councilors; unto whom the said Aymond began to preach and declare his mind touching the Lord's supper. But Longa, interrupting him, demanded of him thus:

A Judge: 'First declare unto us your mind, what you think of purgatory?'

The Martyr: 'In Scripture all these are one: to purge, to cleanse, and to wash: whereof we read in Isaiah, in the epistles of St. Paul, Heb. ix. and St. Peter, 1 Pet. i.; He hath washed you in his blood. Ye are redeemed, not with gold, but with the blood of Christ, &c. And how often do we read, in the epistles of St. Paul, that we are cleansed by the blood of Christ from our sins,' &c.

Judge: 'These epistles are known to every child.'

The Martyr: 'To every child? Nay, I fear you have scarcely read them yourself.'

A Friar: 'Master Aymond, with one word you may satisfy them, if you will say, that there is a place where the souls are purged after this life.'

The Martyr: 'That I leave for you to say, if you please. What! would ye have me damn my own soul, and to say that which I know not?'

Judge: 'Dost not thou think, that when thou art dead, thou shalt go to purgatory? and he that dieth in venial sin, that he shall pass straight into paradise?'

The Martyr: 'Such trust I have in my God, that the same day when I shall die, I shall enter into paradise.'

Another Judge: 'Where is paradise?'

The Martyr: 'There, where the majesty and glory of God is.'

Judge: 'The canons do make mention of purgatory; and you, in your sermons, have used always much to pray for the poor.'

(1) This friar taketh praying for the poor which be alive, and those that be dead, to be all one.
A TABLE OF THOSE WHO SUFFERED IN FRANCE.

The Martyr: 'I have preached the word of God, and not the canum.
Judge: 'Doest thou believe in the church?

The Martyr: 'I believe, as the church regenerated by the blood of Christ, and founded in his word, hath appointed.'
Judge: 'What church is that?'

The Martyr: 'The church is a Greek word, signifying as much as a congregation or assembly: and so I say, that whosoever do congregate together, to the honour of God, and the amplifying of Christian religion, the Holy Ghost is verily with them.'
Judge: 'By this it should follow, that there be many churches: and where any rustic clowns do congregate together, there must be a church.'

The Martyr: 'It is no absurd thing to say that there be many churches or congregations amongst the Christians: and so spakest St. Paul, To all the churches which are in Galatia, &c. And yet all these congregations make but one church.'
Judge: 'The church wherein thou believest, is it not the same which our creed doth call the holy church?'

The Martyr: 'I believe the same.'
Judge: 'And who should be head of that church?'

The Martyr: 'Jesus Christ.'
Judge: 'And not the pope?'

The Martyr: 'No.'
Judge: 'And what is he then?'

The Martyr: 'A minister, if he be a good man, as other bishops be; of whom St. Paul thus writeth, 1 Cor. iv., Let a man so esteem of us, as ministers and dispensers of the secrets of God,' &c.
Judge: 'What then, dost thou not believe the pope?'

The Martyr: 'I know not what he is.'
Judge: 'Dost thou not believe that he is the successor of Peter?'

The Martyr: 'If he be like to Peter, and be grounded with Peter upon the true rock of Christ Jesus, so I believe his works and ordinances to be good.'

Then the judges, leaving him with the friars, departed from him, counting him as a damned creature. Notwithstanding, Aymond putting his trust in God, was full of comfort, saying with St. Paul, 'Who shall separate me from the love of God? shall the sword, hunger, or nakedness? No, nothing shall pluck me from him: but rather I have pity of you,' said he; and so they departed. Not long after he was brought to the place of execution, singing by the way Psalm cxiw., 'In exitu Israel de Egypto,' &c.; and as he passed by the place where he had before been imprisoned, he called to his prison-fellows, exhorting them to put their confidence in the Lord, and told them that he had spoken for them, and declared their miseries unto the president. He thanked moreover the keeper, and desired him to be good to his poor prisoners. And so, taking his leave of them, and desiring them to pray for him; also giving thanks to the mistress-keeper for her gentleness showed to him, he proceeded forward toward his execution. As he came against the church of St. Andrew, they willing him to ask mercy of God, and of blessed St. Mary, and of St. Justice. 'I ask mercy,' said he, 'of God and his justice, but the Virgin, blessed St. Mary, I never offended, nor did that thing for which I should ask her mercy.' From thence he passed forward to the church of St. Legia, preaching still as he went. Then spake one of the soldiers to the driver or Carter, willing him to drive space, 'for here is preaching,' said he, 'enough.' To whom said Aymond, 'He that is of God, heareth the words of God,' &c. In passing by a certain image of our Lady, great offence was taken against him, because he always called upon Christ Jesus only, and made no mention of her: whereupon he lifted up his voice to God, praying that he would never suffer him to invoke any other, saving him alone. Coming to the place where he should suffer, he was tumbled out of the cart upon the ground, testifying to the magistrates and to the people standing by, that he died for the gospel of Jesus Christ, and for his word. More he would have spoken, but he could not be suffered, by the tumultuous vexing of the officers, crying, 'Dispatch him, dispatch him, let him not speak.' Then he, speaking a few words softly in the ear of a little Carmelite whom he had

(1) 'Piloli, custodite vos a simulacris.' 1 John v.
converted, was bid to step up to the stage; where the people beginning to give a little audience, thus he said; 'O Lord, make haste to help me! tarry not! do not despise the work of thy hands! And you, my brethren! that be students and scholars, I exhort you to study and learn the gospel: for the word of God abideth for ever. Labour to know the will of God; and fear not them that kill the body, but have no power upon your souls.' And after that, 'My flesh, said he, 'repugneth marvellously against the Spirit; but shortly I shall cast it away. My good measures! I beseech ye pray for me. O Lord my God! into thy hands I commend my soul.' As he was off repeating the same, the hangman took and haled him upon the steps in such sort, that he strangled him. And thus that blessed saint gave up his life; whose body afterward was with fire consumed.

Francis Bribard, martyred A.D. 1544.

Francis Bribard was said to be the secretary of the cardinal of Bellay; who being also for the gospel condemned, after his tongue was cut off, did with like constancy sustain the sharpness of burning.1

William Husson, an Apothecary at Rouen, was persecuted by the High Court of Rouen, by a Widow keeping a Victualling-house in the Suburbs of Rouen, and by a Carmelite Friar. A.D. 1544.

William Husson, apothecary, coming from Blois to Rouen, was lodged with a certain widow in the suburbs of the city; who asking her, at what time the council or parliament did rise, she said at ten o'clock. About which time and hour he went to the palace, and there scattered certain books concerning christian doctrine, and the abuse of men's traditions; whereat the council was so moved, that they commanded all the gates of the city to be locked, and diligent search to be made in all inns and hostellaries, to find out the author. Then the widow told of the party who was there, and asked of the rising of the council; and shortly upon the same he took his horse and rode away. Then were posts set out through all quarters, so that the said William was taken by the way riding to Dieppe, and brought again to Rouen; who, being there examined, declared his faith boldly, and how he came of purpose to disperse those books in Rouen, and went to do the like at Dieppe.

The week ensuing he was condemned to be burnt alive. After the sentence given, he was brought in a cart, accompanied with a doctor, a Carmelite friar, before the great church, who putting a torch into his hand required him to do homage to the image of our Lady, which because he refused to do, his tongue was cut out. The friar then, making a sermon, when he spake any thing of the mercies of God, the said William hearkened to him; but when he spake of the merits of saints, and other dreams, he turned away his head.2 The friar looking upon the countenance of Husson, lift up his hand to heaven, saying with great exclamation, that he was damned, and was possessed with a devil. When the friar had ceased his sermon, this godly Husson had his hands and feet bound behind his back, and with a pulley was lifted up into the air; and when the fire was kindled, he was let down into the flame, where the blessed martyr with a smiling and cheerful countenance looked up to heaven, never moving nor stirring till he let down his head, and gave up his spirit. All the people thave present were not a little astonied thereat, and were in divers opinions, some saying that he had a devil, others maintained the contrary, saying. If he had a devil, he should have fallen into despair. This Carmelite friar above said was called Delanda, who afterwards was convicted, and preached the gospel.3

James Cobard, a Schoolmaster, and many others taken at the same time, A.D. 1545. Their Persecutors were Three Popish Priests, and the Duke of Lorraine.

This James, schoolmaster in the city of St. Michael in the dukedom of Lorraine, disputed, with three priests, that the sacrament of baptism,

---

1 Ex Crisp. (2) Custodite vos a simulachris. 1 John v.
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and of the supper did not avail, unless they were received with faith: which was as much as to say, that the mass did profit neither the quick nor dead. For this, and also for his confession, which he being in prison sent of his own accord by his mother unto the judge, he was burned, and most quietly suffered.

Fourteen blessed Martyrs burnt at Meaux, A.D. 1546. Their Persecutors were the Franciscan Friars, the Doctors of Sorbonne, and others.

Peter le Clerc, brother to John le Clerc burnt before, Stephen Mangine, James Bouchbeek, John Brisebar, Henry Butinot, Thomas Honnore, John Baudouin, John Flesch, Peter and John Picquere, John Mateflon, Philip Petit, Michael Caillon, and Francis le Clerc.

These fourteen dwelt at Meaux, a city in France, ten leagues from Paris, where William Briconet, being there bishop, did much good, brought to them the light of the gospel, and reformed the church: who, straitly being examined for the same, relented; but yet these with many other remained constant. Who, after the burning of James Pavanes before-mentioned, and seeing superstition to grow more and more, began to congregate in Mangine's house, and to set up a church to themselves, after the example of the French church in Strasburg. For their minister they chose Peter le Clerc. First they beginning with twenty or thirty, did grow in short time to three or four hundred: whereupon the matter being known to the senate of Paris, the chamber was beset where they were, and they taken; of whom sixty-two men and women were bound and brought to Paris, singing psalms; especially the seventy-ninth psalm. To these it was chiefly objected, that they, being laymen, would minister the sacrament of the body and blood of the Lord. Of these sixty-two, fourteen chiefly did stand fast, who were condemned, and racked to confess more of their fellows: but they uttered none. The rest were scourged and banished the country. These fourteen were sent to sundry monasteries to be converted: but that would not be. Then they, being sent in a cart to Meaux to be burned, by the way, three miles from Paris, a certain weaver called Couberon by chance meeting them, cried to them aloud, bidding them to be of good cheer, and to cleave fast unto the Lord; who also was taken, and bound with them in the cart. Coming to the place of execution, which was before Mangine's house, it was told them, that they who would be confessed, should not have their tongues cut out; the others should: of whom seven there were, who, to save their tongues, confessed; the other seven would not. Of the first was Stephen Mangine, who, having his tongue first cut, notwithstanding spake so that he might be understood, saying thrice, 'The Lord's name be blessed!' As they were burning, the people sung psalms. The priests seeing that, would also sing their songs: 'O salutaris hostia,' and 'Salve Regina,' till the sacrifice of these holy martyrs was finished. Their wives being compelled to see their husbands in torments, were afterwards put in prison; from whence being promised to be let go, if they would say that their husbands were damned, they refused so to say.

Peter Chapot, at Paris, A.D. 1546, apprehended by John Andre, Bookseller, Promoter; and examined by three Sorbonist Doctors, M. Nicolas Clerici, Doctor of Divinity; John Picard, and Nicholas Maillard.

Peter Chapot first was a corrector to a printer in Paris. After he had been at Geneva, to do good to the church of Christ like a good man, he came with books of holy Scripture into France, and dispersed them abroad unto the faithful. This great zeal of his caused him to be apprehended by John Andre, who was the common promoter to Liset the president, and to the Sorbonists.

(1) Ex Crip.
(2) Ex Lud. Bab. lib. vi.
(3) Note how God maketh these adversaries, with their own song, to praise the sacrifice of these holy martyrs against their wills. 'O salutaris hostia,' id est, 'O wholesome sacrifice,' is a song which the priests use in praise of the sacrifice of their mass.
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

This good Chapot being taken and brought before the commissaries, rendered promptly an account of his faith; unto whom he exhibited a supplication, or writing, wherein he learnedly informed the judges to do their office uprightly. Then were three doctors of Sorbon assigned, Nicholas Clerici, John Picard, and Nicholas Maillard, to dispute with him; who when they could find no advantage, but rather shame at his hands, they waxed angry with the judges for letting them dispute with heretics.

This done, the judges consulting together upon his condemnation, could not agree; so that Chapot, as it seemed, might have escaped, had not a wicked person, the reporter of the process, sought and wrought his condemnation; which condemnation was at length concluded thus: that he should be burned quick, only the cutting off of his tongue was pardoned. The doctor appointed to be at his execution was Maillard, with whom he was greatly encumbered; for this friar called upon him still not to speak to the people; but he desired him that he might pray. Then he bade him pray to our Lady, and confess her to be his advocate. He confessed that she was a blessed virgin, and recited the Lord’s Prayer and the Creed, and was about to speak of the mass, but Maillard would not let him, making haste to his execution; and said, unless he would say 'Ave Maria,' he should be burnt quick. Then Chapot prayed, 'O Jesus, son of David! have mercy upon me.' Maillard then bade him say, 'Jesus Maria!' and so he should be strangled. Chapot again excused, that he was so weak, he could not speak. 'Say,' said Maillard, 'Jesus Maria! or else thou shalt be burned quick.' As Chapot was thus striving with the friar, suddenly as it happened, Jesus Maria! escaped out of his mouth, but he, by and by, suppressing himself, 'O God!' said he, 'what have I done? pardon me, O Lord! to thee only have I sinned.' Then Maillard commanded the cord to be plucked about his neck to strangle him; notwithstanding yet he felt something the fire. After all things done, Maillard, all full of anger, went to the council house, called 'La Chambre Ardente,' declaring what an uproar there had almost happened amongst the people; saying that he would complain upon the judges for suffering those heretics to have their tongues. Whereupon immediately a decree was made, that all who were to be burned, unless they recanted at the fire, should have their tongues cut off. Which law diligently afterwards was observed.


After the burning of those fourteen, whose names are described before, this Saintinus (who was a lame cripple) with his wife removed out of Meaux to Montbéliard, where when he had continued a while in safe liberty of religion and saw himself there to do no good, but to be a burden to the church, cast in his mind to return home to Meaux again, and so did. There at last, as he was selling certain small wares in the fair, he was known and apprehended: whereof when information was given, he, being examined, at once confessed all, and more than they were willing to hear. In the time of this inquisition, as they were examining him of certain points of religion, and asked him whether he would stand to what he said, or not? he gave this answer, worthy to be registered in all men's hearts, saying, 'And I ask you again, lord judges! dare you be so bold as to deny, what is so plain and manifest by the open words of the Scripture?' So little regard had he to save his own life, that he desired the judges both at Meaux, and at Paris, for God's sake, that they would rather take care of their own lives and souls, and to consider how much innocent blood they spilled daily, in fighting against Christ Jesus and his gospel.

At last, being brought to Paris, through the means of M. Peter Liset, a great persecutor, for that they of Meaux should take by him no encouragement, there he was detained, and suffered his martyrdom; where no kind of cruelty was lacking, which the innocent martyrs of Christ Jesus were wont to be put unto.

1. To give never so little to the adversaries, is a great matter.
2. Ex Crisp. Hb. vi.

Stephen Pouliot, coming out of Normandy (where he was born) unto Meaux, tarried there not long, but was compelled to fly, and went to a town called La Fere, where he was apprehended and brought to Paris, and there cast into a foul and dark prison, in which he was kept in bands and fetters a long space, where he saw scarcely any light. At length, being called for before the senate, and his sentence given to have his tongue cut out, and to be burned alive, his satchel of books hanging about his neck: 'O Lord,' said he, 'is the world in blindness and darkness still?' for he thought, being in prison so long, that the world had been altered from its old darkness to better knowledge. At last the worthy martyr of Jesus Christ, having his books about his neck, was put into the fire, where he, with much patience, ended this transitory life.  

John English, martyred A.D. 1547.

He was executed and burned at Seis in Burgundy, being condemned by the high court of Paris for confessing the true word of God.

Michael Miquelot, a Tailor, martyred A.D. 1547.

This tailor, being apprehended for the gospel's sake, was judged first, if he would turn, to be beheaded; and if he would not turn, then to be burned alive. Being asked, whether of these two he would choose? he answered, that he trusted, that He who had given him grace not to deny the truth, would also give him patience to abide the fire. He was burned at Warden by Tournay.

Leonard du Pré, martyred A.D. 1547.

This Leonard, going from Dijon to Bar, a town in Burgundy, with two false brethren, and talking with them about religion, was betrayed by them, and afterwards burned.

Seven Martyrs burned at Langres: John Taffignon, and Joan his Wife; Simon Mareschal, and Joan his Wife; William Michaut; James Boulereau; James Bretany. A.D. 1547.

All these seven, being of the city of Langres, for the word and truth of Jesus Christ were committed to the fire, wherein they died with much strength and comfort: but especially Joan, who was Simon's wife, being reserved to the last place, because she was the youngest, confirmed her husband, and all the others with words of singular consolation; declaring to her husband, that they should the same day be married to the Lord Jesus, to live with him for ever.

Four Martyrs burned at Paris: Michael Mareschal, John Camus, Great John Camus, and John Seraphin. A.D. 1547.

These also, the same year, and about the same time, for the like confession of Christ's gospel were condemned by the senate of Paris, and in the same city also with the like cruelty were burned.

Octovian Blondel, a Merchant of Precious Stones at Paris, A.D. 1548, betrayed by his Host, at Lyons; and by Gabriel de Saconnex, precentor.

This Octovian, as he was a great occupier in all fairs and countries of France, and well known both in court and elsewhere, so was he a singular honest man of great integrity, and also a favourer of God's word; who, being at his host's house at Lyons, rebuked the filthy talk and superstitious behaviour, which there he heard and saw. Wherefore the host, bearing to him a grudge, chanced to have certain talk with Gabriel de Saconnex, precentor, concerning the riches, and a sumptuous collar set with rich jewels, of this Octovian.

(1) The name of his persecutors in the story be not expressed.  
(2) Ex Pantal.  
(3) Ex Crisp. et Adrian.  
(5) Ex Pantal. et Crisp.
Thus these two, consulting together, did suborn a certain person to borrow of him a certain sum of crowns, which because Octavian refused to lend, the other caused him to be apprehended for heresy, thinking thereby to make attachment of his goods: but such order was taken by Blondel's friends, that they were frustrated of their purpose. Then Blondel, being examined of his faith, gave a plain and full confession of that doctrine, which he had learned; for which he was committed to prison, where he did much good to the prisoners. For some that were in debt, he paid their creditors and loosed them out. To some he gave meat, to other raiment. At length, through the importune persuasions of his parents and friends, he gave over and changed his confession. Notwithstanding the preceptor, not leaving so, appealed him up to the high court of Paris. There Octavian being asked again touching his faith, which of his two confessions he would stick to, he, being before admonished of his fall, and of the offence given thereby to the faithful, said he would live and die in his first confession, which he defended to be consonant to the verity of God's word. That done, he was condemned to be burned, and so haste was made to his execution, lest his friends in the court might come between, and save his life.¹

Hubert Cheriet, alias Burre, a young man, a Tailor, at Dijon, A.D. 1549.

Hubert, being a young man of the age of nineteen years, was burned for the gospel at Dijon; who, neither by any terrors of death, nor allurements of his parents, could be otherwise persuaded, but constantly to remain in the truth unto death.²

Master Florent Venot, Priest, martyred at Paris, A.D. 1549. Persecuted by Peter Liset, President of the Council of Paris, and other Sorbonists.

This Florent remained in prison in Paris four years and nine days. During that time there was no torment which he did not abide and overcome. Among all other kinds of torments, he was put in a narrow prison or break, so straight, that he could neither stand nor lie, which they call the hose or boot, 'ad Nectar Hippocratis;' because it is straight beneath, and wider above, like to the instrument wherewith apothecaries are wont to make their hypocras. In this he remained seven weeks, where, the tormentors affirm, that no thief or murderer could ever endure fifteen days, but was in danger of life or madness.

At last, when there was a great show in Paris at the king's coming into the city, and divers other martyrs in sundry places of the city were put to death, he, having his tongue cut off, was brought to see the execution of them all; and last of all, in the Place de Maubert, was put into the fire, and burned the 9th of July at afternoon.³

Ann Audcbeart, an Apothecary's Wife and Widow, martyred at Orleans, A.D. 1549.

She, going to Geneva, was taken and brought to Paris, and by the council there adjudged to be burned at Orleans. When the rope was put about her, she called it her wedding-girdle wherewith she should be married to Christ; and as she should be burned upon a Saturday, upon Michaelmas-even; 'Upon a Saturday,' said she, 'I was first married, and upon a Saturday I shall be married again.' And seeing the dung-cart brought, wherein she should be carried, she rejoiced thereat, showing such constancy in her martyrdom as made all the beholders to marvel.⁴

A poor godly Tailor of Paris, dwelling in the street of St. Anthony at Paris, A.D. 1549. Persecuted by Henry II., the French King; apprehended by an Officer of the King's House; examined by Peter Castellane, Bishop of Macon.

Amongst many other godly martyrs that suffered in France, the story of this poor tailor is not the least nor worst to be remembered. His name is not yet
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¹ Ex Crisp. lib. vi. ² Ibid. ³ Ibid. ⁴ Ibid.
A TABLE OF MARTYRS WHO SUFFERED IN FRANCE,

French History.

A.D. 1525 to 1560.

sought out in the French stories for lack of diligence in those writers; more is
the pity. The story is this: Not long after the coronation of Henry II., the
French king, at whose coming into Paris divers good martyrs were there
brought out, and burned for a spectacle, as is above said, a certain poor tailor,
who then dwelt not far from the king’s palace, in the street bearing the name
of St. Anthony, was apprehended by a certain officer in the king’s house, for
that upon a certain holy day he followed his occupation, and did work for his
living. Before he was had to prison, the officer asked him, why he did labour
and work, giving no observation to the holy day.

To whom he answered, that he was a poor man, living only upon his labour;
and as for the day, he knew no other but only the Sunday, wherein he might
not lawfully work for the necessity of his living. Then the officer began to ask
of him many questions; whereunto the poor tailor did so answer, that eftsoons
he was clapped in prison. After that, the officer, coming into the court to show
what good service he had done for the holy church, declared to certain estates,
how he had taken a Lutherman working upon a holy day; showing that he had
such answers of him, that he commanded him to prison. When the rumour
hereof was noised in the king’s chamber, through the motion of those who were
about the king, the poor man was sent for to appear, that the king might have
the hearing of him.

Hereupon the king’s chamber being voided, save only a few of the chiefest
peers remaining about the king, the simple tailor was brought. The king,
sitting in his chair, commanded Peter Castellane, bishop of Macon (a man
very fit for such inquisitions), to question with him. The tailor, being entered,
and nothing appalled at the king’s majesty, after his reverence done unto the
prince, gave thanks to God, that he had so greatly dignified him being such a
wretch, as to bring him where he might testify his truth before such a mighty
prince. Then Castellane, entering talk, began to reason with him touching the
greatest and chiefest matter of religion; whereunto the tailor without fear, or
any halting in his speech, with present audacity, wit, and memory, so answered
for the sincere doctrine and simple truth of God’s gospel, as was both conven-
ient to the purpose, and also to his questions aptly and fittingly correspondent.

Notwithstanding, the nobles there present, with cruel taunts and rebukes,
did what they could to dash him out of countenance. Yet all this terrified not
him, but with boldness of heart, and free liberty of speech, he defended his
cause, or rather the cause of Christ the Lord, neither flattering their persons,
nor fearing their threats; which was to them all a singular admiration, to
behold that simple poor artificer to stand so firm and bold, answering before a
king to those questions propounded against him. Whereat when the king
seemed to muse with himself, as one somewhat amazed, and who might soon
have been induced, at that present, to further knowledge, the egregious bishop
and other courtiers, seeing the king in such a muse, said, he was an obstinate
and stubborn person, confirmed in his own opinion, and therefore was not to
be marvelled at, but to be sent to the judges, and to be punished. And there-
fore, lest he should trouble the ears of the said Henry the king, he was com-
manded again to the hands of the officer, that his cause might be informed:
and so, within few days after, he was condemned, by the high steward of the
king’s house, to be burned alive. And lest any deep consideration of that
excellent fortitude of the poor man might further, peradventure, pierce the king’s
mind, the cardinals and bishops were ever in the king’s ear, telling him, that
these Luthersians were nothing else but such as carry vain smoke in their mouths,
which being put to the fire, would soon vanish. Wherefore the king was ap-
pointed himself to be present at his execution, which was sharp and cruel, before
the church of Mary the Virgin; where it pleased God to give such strength
and courage to his servant, in suffering his martyrdom, that the beholding
thereof did more astonish the king than all the others did before.

Claudius Thierry, martyred at Orleans, A.D. 1549.

The same year, and for the same doctrine of the gospel, one Claudius also
was burned at the said town of Orleans being apprehended by the way coming
from Geneva to his country.

WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

Leonard Galimard, at Paris, A.D. 1549

This Leonard, for the confession likewise of Christ and his gospel, was taken and brought to Paris, and there, by the sentence of the council, was judged to be burnt the same time as Florent Venot, above-mentioned, did suffer at Paris.¹

Mace Moreau, martyred at Troyes, A.D. 1550.

He was burned at Troyes in Champagne (a city in France), remaining constant to the end in the gospel, for which he was apprehended.²

John Godeau, and Gabriel Beraudine, Martyrs, A.D. 1550.

These two were of the church of Geneva. Afterwards for their friendly admonishing a certain priest, who in his sermon had abused the name of God, they were taken at Chambery. Godeau standing to his confession, was burned. Gabriel, though he began a little to shrink for fear of the torments, yet being confirmed by the constant death of Godeau, recovered again, and standing likewise to his confession, first had his tongue cut out; who, notwithstanding, through God's might, did speak so as he might be understood. Thereupon the hangman being accused for not cutting off his tongue rightly, said that he could not stop him of his speech. And so these two, after they had confirmed many in God's truth, gave their life for Christ's gospel.³


His Persecutors were John Andreas, Promoter; Peter Liset, President of the Council of Paris; Maillard and others, Sorbonists; also one Aubertus, a councillor.

This Thomas, a young man of the age of eighteen years, coming from Geneva to Paris, rebuked there a man for swearing; for which cause he, being suspected for a Lutheran, was followed and watched whether he went, and was taken and brought before the council of Paris, and put in prison, where he was racked, and miserably tormented; to the intent he should either change his opinion, or confess others of his profession. His torments and rackings were so sore, through the setting on of Maillard and other Sorbonists, that the sight thereof made Aubert, one of the council, a cruel and vehement enemy against the gospel, to turn his back and weep. The young man, when he had made the tormentors weary with racking, and yet would utter none, at last was had to Maubert Place in Paris, to be burned; where he, being in the fire, was plucked up again upon the gibbet, and asked whether he would turn! to whom he said, that he was in his way towards God, and therefore desired them to let him go. Thus this glorious martyr remaining inextinguishable, glorified the Lord with constant confession of his truth.⁴

Maurice Seccenate, martyred in Provence, A.D. 1551.

He, having interrogations first put to him by the lieutenant of that place, made his answers thereunto, so as no great advantage could be taken thereof. But being greatly compuncted and troubled in his conscience for dissembling the truth, and called afterward before the lord chief judge, he answered so directly, that he was condemned for the same, and burned in Provence.⁵

John Putte, or de Puteo, surnamed Medicus, martyred at Uzez, in Provence, A.D. 1551.

Accused by a Citizen of Uzez.

This Medicus, being a carpenter and unlettered, had a controversy about a certain pit with a citizen of the town of Uzez, where he dwelt. He, to cast in the law, this Medicus from the pit, accused him of heresy, bringing for his
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witnesses those labourers whom Medicus had hired to work in his vineyard: wherefore he, being examined of the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, was condemned and burned at Uzès, in Provence.  

Claude Monier, martyr'd at Lyons, A.D. 1551.

His Persecutors were, the Governor of Lyons, and the Official of the Archdeacon of Lyons.

This man, being well instructed in the knowledge of God's word, for which he was also driven from Auvergne, came to Lyons, and there taught children. Hearing of the lord president's coming to the city, he went to give warning to a certain familiar friend of his, and so conducted him out of the town. In returning again to comfort the man's wife and children, he was taken in his house; and so he, confessing that which he knew to be true, and standing to that which he confessed, after much afflictions in prisons and dungeons, was condemned and burned at Lyons. He was noted to be so gentle and mild of conditions, and constant within, and also learned, that certain of the judges could not forbear weeping at his death.

The said Monier, being in prison, wrote certain letters, but one specially very comfortable to all the faithful, which, the Lord willing, in the end of these histories shall be inserted. He wrote also the questions and interrogatories of the official, with his answers likewise to the same; which summarily we have here contracted, as followeth:

The Official: 'What believe you of the sacrament? Is the body of Christ in the bread, or no?'

The Martyr: 'I worship Jesus Christ in heaven, sitting at the right hand of God the Father.'

Official: 'What say you of purgatory?'

The Martyr: 'Forasmuch as there is no place o. mercy after this life, therefore no need there is of any purgation; but necessary it is that we be purged before we pass hence.'

Official: 'Of the pope what think you?'

The Martyr: 'I say he is a bishop as other bishops are, if he be a true follower of St. Peter.'

Official: 'What say you of vows?'

The Martyr: 'No man can vow to God so much, but the law requireth much more than he can vow.'

Official: 'Are not saints to be invoked?'

The Martyr: 'They cannot pray without faith, and therefore it is in vain to call upon them. And again, God hath appointed his angels about us, to minister in our necessities.'

Official: 'Is it not good to salute the blessed Virgin with Ave Maria?'

The Martyr: 'When she was on this earth she had need of the angels greeting; for then she had need of salvation, as well as others: but now she is so blessed, that no more blessing can be wished unto her.'

Official: 'Are not images to be had?'

The Martyr: 'For that the nature of man is so prone to idolatry, ever occupied and fixed in those things which lie before his eyes, rather than upon those which are not seen; images therefore are not to be set before Christians. You know nothing is to be adored, but that which is not seen with eyes, that is, God alone, who is a Spirit, and him only we must worship, in spirit and truth.'

Official: 'What say you by the canonical or ordinary hours for prayer?'

The Martyr: 'To hours and times, prayer ought not to be tied: but whenever God's Spirit doth move us, or when any necessity driveth us, then ought we to pray.'

Then the Official asked, what he thought of holy oil, salt, with such other
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René Poyet, martyred at Saumur, in France, A.D. 1552.

René Poyet, the son of William Poyet, who was chancellor of France, for the true and sincere profession of the word of God, constantly suffered martyrdom, and was burned in the city of Saumur, A.D. 1552.  

John Joery, and his Servant, a young man, martyred at Toulouse, A.D. 1552.

These two coming from Geneva to the country with certain books, were apprehended by the way, and at length had to Toulouse, where the master was first condemned. The servant being young, was not so prompt to answer them, but sent them to his master saying, that he should answer them. When they were brought to the stake, the young man, first going up, began to weep. The master, fearing lest he would give over, ran to him, and he was comforted, and they began to sing. As they were in the fire, the master, standing upright to the stake, shifted the fire from him to his servant, being more careful for him than for himself; and when he saw him dead, he bowed down into the flame, and so expired.  

Hugh Gravier, a Schoolmaster and Minister, of Cortillon, in the Country of Neuchâtel, martyred at Bourg, A.D. 1552.

At Bourg, in Bresse, a day's journey from Lyons, this Gravier was burned. He, coming from Geneva to Neuchâtel, there was elected to be minister. But first, going to see his wife's friends at Macon, there, as he was coming away out of the town, he was taken upon the bridge, with all his company; and in the end he, willing for the women and the rest of the company to lay the fault to him for bringing them out, was sentenced to be burned, notwithstanding that the lords of Bern sent their heralds to save his life, and also that the official declared him to be an honest man, and to hold nothing, but what was agreeable to the Scriptures.  

Five Students, Martyrs, namely: Martial Alba, Peter Escrivain, Bernard Seguine, Charles le Fevre, Peter Naviheres, at Lyons, A.D. 1553.

Their Persecutors were: Tignac, the Lieutenant of Lyons; Buathier, Official to the Archbishop of Lyons; Mons. de Clepiar, Chamberlain; three Orders of Friars; Judge Melier; Dr. Coombes, a Grey Friar; Judge Vilard; the Primacial Official; and Courtier, a Judge.

These five students, after they had remained in the university of Lausanne, a certain time, consulted amongst themselves, being all Frenchmen, to return home every one to his country, to the intent they might instruct their parents and other their friends in such knowledge as the Lord had given them. So taking their journey from Lausanne, first they came to Geneva, where they remained awhile. From thence they went to Lyons, where they sitting at the table of one that met them by the way, and desired them home to his house, were apprehended and led to prison, where they continued a whole year; that is, from the 1st of May to the 16th of the same month again. As they were learned and well exercised in the Scriptures, so every one of them exhibited severally a learned confession of his faith; and with great dexterity, through the power of the Lord's Spirit, they confounded the friars with whom they disputed; especially Peter Escrivain, and Seguine.

They were examined wunderly of the sacrament of the Lord's body, of

---
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Although they proved their cause by good Scripture, and refuted their adversaries in reasoning, yet right being overcome by might, sentence was given, and they burned in the said town of Lyons. Being set upon the cart, they began to sing psalms. As they passed by the market-place, one of them with a loud voice saluted the people with the words of the last chapter to the Hebrews:

The God of peace, which brought again from death the great Pastor of the sheep in the blood of the eternal testament, &c. Coming to the place, first the two youngest, one after another, went up upon the heap of wood to the stake, and there were fastened, and so after them the rest. Martial Alba, being the eldest, was the last; who likewise being stripped of his clothes, and brought to the stake, desired this petition of the governor, which was that he might go about his fellows tied at the stake, and kiss them: which being granted, he went and kissed every one, saying, 'Farewell, my brother.' Likewise the other four, following the same example, bade each one, 'Farewell, my brother.' With that, fire was commanded to be put unto them. The hangmen had tied a rope about all their necks, thinking first to strangle them; but their faces being smeared with fat and brimstone, the rope was burnt before they were strangled. So the blessed martyrs, in the midst of the fire, spake one to another to be of good cheer, and so departed.¹

Their Examinations briefly touched.

The Friar: 'Thou sayest, friend! in thy confession, that the pope is not supreme head of the church; I will prove the contrary. The pope is successor of St. Peter: ergo, he is supreme head of the church.'

The Martyr: 'I first deny your antecedent.'

Friar: 'The pope sitteth in the place of St. Peter: ergo, he is the successor of St. Peter.'

The Martyr: 'I will grant neither of the two: first, because he who succeeded in the room of Peter, ought to preach and teach as Peter did; which thing the pope doth not. Secondly, although he did so preach as Peter did, he might well follow the example of Peter, yet should he not therefore be the head of the church, but a member only of the same. The head of men and angels, whom God hath appointed, is Christ alone, saith St. Paul.' [Ephes. i.]

Friar: 'Although Christ be the head of the whole church militant and triumphant, yet his vicar here on earth is left to supply his room.'

The Martyr: 'Not so, for the power of his divinity being so great, to fill all things, he needeth no vicar or deputy to supply his absence.'

Friar: 'I will prove, that although Christ be king both of heaven and earth, yet he hath here on earth many vicars under him, to govern his people.'

The Martyr: 'It is one thing to rule in the civil state, another thing to rule spiritually. For in civil regiment we have kings and princes ordained of God by the Scriptures, for the observation of public society: in the spiritual regiment and kingdom of the church it is not so.'

Another Friar: 'Thou sayest St. Peter is not the head of the church; I will prove he is. Our Lord said to Peter, Thou shalt be called Cephas; which Cephas is as much to say in Latin, caput: ergo, Peter is head of the church.'

The Martyr: 'Where find ye that interpretation? St. John, in his first chapter, doth expound it otherwise: Thou shalt be called Cephas, that is as much (saith he) as petrus, or stone.'

Then the judge Vifard, calling for a New Testament, turned to the place, and found it to be so; whereupon the friar was utterly dashed, and stood mute.

Friar: 'Thou sayest in thy confession, that a man hath no free will; I will prove it. It is written in the Gospel [Luke x.], how a man going from Jerusalem to Jericho fell among thieves, and was spoilt, maimed, and left half dead, &c. Thomas Aquinas expoundeth this parable to mean free will, which he saith, is maimed; yet not so, but that some power remaineth in man to work.'

The Martyr: 'This interpretation I do refuse and deny.'

Friar: 'What! thinkest thou thyself better learned than St. Thomas?'

¹ Ex Crisp. et Pantal. &c.
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The Martyr: 'I do arrogate no such learning unto myself. But this I say, this parable is not so to be expounded, but is set forth for example of the Lord, to commend to us charity towards our neighbour, how one should help another.'

Prior: 'Thou sayest in thy confession, that we are justified only by faith, I will prove that we are justified by works. By our works we do merit: ergo, by works we are justified.'

The Martyr: 'I deny the antecedent.'

Prior: 'St. Paul, in the last chapter of Hebrews, saith, Forget not to do good, and to distribute unto others: Talibus enim victimis promeretur Deus; that is, For by such oblations God is merited. We merit God by our works: ergo, we are justified by our works.'

The Martyr: 'The words of St. Paul in that place be otherwise, and are thus to be translated: Talibus enim victimis delectatur Deus; that is, With such sacrifices God is delighted, or is well pleased.'

Vilard, the judge, turned to the book, and found the place even to be so as the prisoner said. Here the friars were marvellously appalled and troubled in their minds: of whom one asked them, What he thought of confession? To whom the martyr answered, that confession is only to be made to God, and that those places which they allege for sacramental confession, out of St. James and other, are to be expounded of brotherly reconciliation between one another, and not of confession in the priest's ear. And here again the friars stood, having nothing to say against it.

A Black Friar: 'Dost thou not believe the body of Christ to be locally and corporally in the sacrament? I will prove the same. Jesus Christ taking bread, and breaking it, and giving it to his disciples, and saying, This is my body: ergo, it is truly his body.'

The Martyr: 'The verb est is not to be taken here substantively in its own proper signification, as showing the nature of a thing in substance, as in philosophy it is wont to be taken; but as showing the property of a thing signified, after the manner and phrase of the Scripture; where one thing is wont to be called by the name of another, so as the sign is called by the name of the thing signified, &c. So is circumcision called by the name of the covenant, and yet is not the covenant; so the lamb hath the name of the passover, yet is not the same; in which two sacraments of the old law, ye see the verb est to be taken, not as showing the substance of being, but the property of being in the thing that is spoken of. And so likewise in the sacrament of the new law.'

Prior: 'The sacraments of the old law and of the new, do differ greatly; for these give grace, so did not the other.'

The Martyr: 'Neither the sacraments of the old, nor of the new law, do give grace, but show Him unto us, who giveth grace indeed. The minister giveth the sacraments, but Jesus Christ giveth grace by the operation of the Holy Ghost: of whom it is said, This is he which baptizeth with the Holy Ghost,' &c.

Prior: 'The fathers of the Old Testament, were they not partakers of the same grace and promises with us?' [John ii.]

The Martyr: 'Yes, for St. Paul saith, that the fathers of the Old Testament did eat the same spiritual meat, and did drink of the same spiritual drink with us.'

Prior: 'Jesus Christ saith [John vi.], Your fathers did eat manna in the desert, and are dead: ergo, they were not partakers of the same grace with us in the New Testament.'

The Martyr: 'Christ here speaketh of those, who did not eat that manna with faith, which was a type and figure of that Bread of Life that came from heaven; and not of them, who did eat the same with faith, as Moses, Aaron, Joshua, Caleb, and such others; who, under the shadows of the Old Testament, did look for Christ to come. For so it is written of Abraham, that he saw the day of Christ, and rejoiced;—not seeing it with his bodily eyes, but with the eyes of his faith.'

Here the doltish doctor was at a stay, having nothing to say, but, 'Hear friend! be not so hot, nor so hasty, tarry a while, tarry a while.' At length, after his tarrying, this came out.

Prior: 'I will prove that they of the Old Testament were not partakers of
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The Martyr: 'St. Paul here proveth, that no man by the law can be justified, but that all men are under the anger and curse of God thereby, forasmuch as no man performeth that which in the law is comprehended; and therefore, we have need every man to run to Christ, to be saved by faith, seeing no man can be saved by the law. For whosoever trusteth to the law, hoping to find justification thereby, and not by Christ only, the same remaineth still under malediction: not because the law is accursed, or the times thereof under curse, but because of the weakness of our nature, which is not able to perform the law.'

Friar: 'St. Paul (Rom. vii.) declareth in the Old Testament to be nothing but anger and threatenings, and in the New Testament to be grace and mercy, in these words where he saith, Wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me from the body of this death? The grace of God, by Jesus Christ.'

The Martyr: 'St. Paul in this place neither meaneth nor speaketh of the difference of times between the Old and the New Testament, but of the conflict between the flesh and the spirit; so that whereas the flesh is ever rebelling against the spirit, yet the spiritual man notwithstanding, through the faith of Christ, hath the victory. Furthermore, the true translation of that place hath not gratia Dei, but gratias ago Deo, per Jesum Christum,' &c.

The sacrament. The Primacial official, seeing the friar almost here at a point, set in, and said, 'Thou lewd heretic, dost thou deny the blessed sacrament?'

The Martyr: 'No, Sir, but I embrace and reverence the sacrament, so as it was instituted by the Lord, and left by his apostles.'

Official: 'Thou deniest the body of Christ to be in the sacrament, and thou callest the sacrament bread.'

The Martyr: 'The Scripture teacheth us to seek the body of Christ in heaven, and not on earth; where we read (Colos. iii.), If ye be risen with Christ, seek not for the things which are upon the earth; but for the things which are in heaven, where Christ is sitting at the right hand of God,' &c. And whereas I affirm the sacrament not to be the body, but bread, speaking of bread remaining in its own substance, herein I do no other but as St. Paul doth, who, likewise, doth call it bread four or five times together.' [1 Cor. xi.]

Friar: 'Jesus Christ said, that he was the bread of life.'

Official: 'Thou naughty heretic! Jesus Christ said that he was a vine, and a door, &c., where he is to be expounded to speak figuratively; but the words of the sacrament are not so to be expounded.'

The Martyr: 'Those testimonies which you allege, make more for me than for you.'

Official: 'What sayest thou, lewd heretic! is the bread of the Lord's supper, and the bread that we eat at home, all one, and is there no difference between them?'

The Martyr: 'In nature and substance there is no difference: in quality and in use there is much difference. For the bread of the Lord's table, though it be of the same nature and substance with the bread that we eat at home, yet when it is applied to be a sacrament, it taketh another quality, and is set before us to seal the promise of our spiritual and eternal life.'

And this was the effect of their examinations.

Petrus Bergier, at Lyons, A.D. 1553.

About the same time when these five students above specified were apprehended, this Bergier also was taken at Lyons, and with them examined, and made also the like confession with them together, and shortly after them suffered the same martyrdom. He had been before an occupier or merchant of wines. He had a wife and children at Geneva, to whom he wrote sweet and comfortable letters. In the dungeon with him was a certain thief and malefactor, who had lain there the space of seven or eight months. This thief, for pain and torment, cried out on God and cursed his parents that begat him, being almost eaten up with lice, miserably handled, and fed with bread such as dogs
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and horses had refused to eat: so it pleased the goodness of Almighty God, that through the teaching and prayers of this Berger, he was brought to repentance of himself and knowledge of God; learning much comfort and patience by the word of the gospel preached unto him. Touching his conversion he wrote a sweet letter to those five students above mentioned, wherein he praiseth God for them, and especially for this Berger; declaring also in the same letter, that the next day after that he had taken hold of the gospel, and framed himself to patience, according to the same, his lice, of which he could pluck out before no less than twenty at once, betwixt his fingers, were now so gone from him, that he had not one. Furthermore, so the aims of good men were extended towards him, that he was fed with white bread, and that which was very good: such is the goodness of the Lord toward them that love and seek his truth.' The name of this convert was John Chambone.\(^1\)

Stephen and Denis Peloquine, Brethren, martyred at Ville-Franche, near Lyons, A.D. 1553.

Stephen Peloquine, brother to this Denis, was taken about two or three years before, with Ann Audebert above mentioned, and also martyred for the testimony of the gospel at the same time, with a small fire. After whom followed Denis Peloquine in the same steps of martyrdom, who was his brother. This Denis had been sometime a monk, and changing his weed took a wife, with whom he lived a certain space at Geneva in godly order and modesty of life. Coming afterward to Ville-Franche, six leagues from Lyons, from thence he was had to Lyons, where he remained in prison ten months. From thence he was reversed to Ville Franche, where he was condemned, degraded, and burned. The articles whereupon he was condemned, were respecting the mass, the sacrament, auricular confession, purgatory, the Virgin Mary, and the pope's supremacy. He suffered on the 11th of September, A.D. 1553. In his martyrdom, such patience and fortitude God gave him, that when he was half burned, yet he never ceased holding up his hands to heaven, and calling upon the Lord; to the great admiration of them that looked on.\(^2\)

Louis de Marsac, and Michael Gerard, his Cousin; also Stephen Gravot, Carpenter: all martyred at Lyons, A.D. 1553. Their Persecutors were, the King's Lieutenant at Lyons, the Official, and the Friars.

At Lyons the same year these three also were apprehended and sacrificed. Louis had been of the order of the Demi-lances, who served the king in his wars: afterwards coming to Geneva, he was trained up in the knowledge and doctrine of the Lord. Upon divers articles he was examined, as the invocation of saints, and of the Virgin Mary; free-will, merits and good works auricular confession, fasting, and the Lord's supper. In his second examination, they inquired of him, and also of the other two, touching vows, the sacraments, the mass, and the vicar of Christ; in all which articles, because his and their judgment dissented from the doctrine of the pope's church, they were condemned. The answers of Marsac to the articles are to be seen at large in the Book of the French Martyrs, set out by John Crispine.

The lieutenant, among other blasphemies, had these words: 'Of the four Evangelists, but two were pure, Matthew and John; the other two, Mark and Luke, were but gatherers out of the others. The epistles of St. Paul, except that the doctors of the church had authorized them, would otherwise esteem them no better than the fables of \(\text{\ae} \text{sop.}\)\(^3\)

Item, the said lieutenant said to M. Cope's maid, speaking somewhat of the law, 'Cursed be the God of that law.'

When the sentence of condemnation was given against these three, they were so glad thereof, that they went out praising God, and singing psalms. This troubled the judges sore, to see them so little to esteem their death: inso-much that the lieutenant caused them to be made to hold their peace; saying,

---
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Matthieu Dimonet, Merchant; martyred at Lyons, A.D. 1558. The Persecutors were the Lieutenant at Lyons, the Primacial Official, Buathier, the Metropolitan Official, and Orry, an Inquisitor.

This merchant first lived a vicious and detestable life, full of much corruption and filthiness. He was also a secret enemy and searcher-out of good men, whom and where they converted together; who, being called notwithstanding, by the grace of God, to the knowledge and favour of his word, shortly after was taken by the lieutenant, and Buathier the official, in his own house at Lyons; and so, after a little examination, was sent to prison. Being examined by the inquisitor and the officials, he refused to yield any answer to them, knowing no authority they had upon him, but only to the lieutenant. His answers were, that he believed all that the holy universal church of Christ did truly believe, and all the articles of the creed. To the article of the holy Catholic church, being bid to add also 'Romanam,' that is, the church of Rome, that he refused. Advocates he knew none, but Christ alone. Purgatory he knew none, but the cross and passion of the Lamb, which purgeth the sins of all the world. True confession, he said, ought to be made not to the priest once a year, but every day to God and to those whom we have offended. The eating of the flesh and blood of Christ he took to be spiritual: and the sacrament of the flesh and blood of Christ to be eaten with the mouth, and that sacrament to be bread and wine under the name and signification of the body and blood of Christ; the mass not to be instituted of Christ, being a thing contrary to his word and will. For the head of the church, he knew none, but only Christ. Being in prison, he had great conflicts with the infirmity of his own flesh, but especially with the temptation of his parents, brethren, and kinsfolks, and the sorrow of his mother: nevertheless the Lord so assisted him, that he endured to the end. At his burning he spake much to the people, and was heard with great attention. He suffered on the 15th of July, A.D. 1558.④

William Neel, an Austin Friar, martyred at Evreux in France, A.D. 1558. His Persecutors were Legoux, the Dean of Illiers; and M. Simon Vigor, the Penitentiary of Evreux.

Henry Pantaleon, and likewise Crispine and Adrian, make mention also of one William Neel, a friar Augustine, who suffered in much like sort the same year, and was burned at Evreux in France. The occasion of his trouble rose first, for the rebuking of the vicious demeanour of the priests there, and of the dean, named Legoux: for which the dean caused him to be sent to Evreux, to the prison of the bishop. The story of this William Neel, with his answers to their articles objected, is to be read more at large in the ninth book of Pantaleon, and others.

Simon Laloe, martyred at Dijon, A.D. 1558. His Persecutor was the Bailiff or Steward of the City of Dijon.

Simon Laloe, a spectacle-maker, coming from Geneva into France for certain business, was laid hand of by the bailiff of Dijon. Three things were demanded

of him: first, where he dwelt? secondly, what was his faith? thirdly, what fellows he knew of his religion? His dwelling (he said) was at Geneva. His religion was such as was then used at Geneva. As for his fellows (he said) he knew none, but only those of the same city of Geneva, where his dwelling was. When they could get of him no other answer but this with all their rackings and torments, they proceeded to his sentence, and pursued the execution of the same, which was on the 21st of November, A.D. 1553. The executioner, who was named James Silvester, seeing the great faith and constancy of that heavenly martyr, was so compunctioned with repentance, and fell in such despair of himself, that they had much ado, with all the promises of the gospel, to recover any comfort in him. At last, through the mercy of Christ, he was comforted, and converted; and so he, with all his family, removed to the church at Geneva.  

Nicholas Nayle, martyred at Paris, A.D. 1558.

This Nicholas, a shoemaker, coming to Paris with certain fardels of books, was there apprehended; who, sturdily persisting in confessing the truth, was tried with sundry torments, to utter what fellows he had besides of his profession, and that so cruelly, that his body was dissolved almost one joint from another; but so constant he was in his silence, that he would express none. As they brought him to the stake, first they put a gag or piece of wood in his mouth, which they bound with cords to the hinder part of his head so hard, that his mouth on both sides gushed out with blood, and disfigured his face monstrously. By the way they passed by an hospital, where they willed him to worship the picture of St. Mary standing at the gate: but he turned his back as well as he could, and would not. For this the blind people were so grieved, that they would have fallen upon him. After he was brought to the fire, they so smeared his body with fat and brimstone, that at the first taking of the fire, all his skin was parched, and the inward parts not touched. With that the cords burst which were about his mouth, whereby his voice was heard in the midst of the flame, praising the Lord; and so the blessed martyr departed.

Peter Serre, martyred near Toulouse, A.D. 1558. His Persecutors were a Woman of Toulouse, the Official of the Archbishop of Toulouse, and the Inquisitor and Chancellor of the Bishop of Conserans.

Peter Serre was first a priest; then, changing his religion, he went to Geneva, and learned the shoemakers' craft, and so lived. Afterwards, upon a singular love, he came to his brother at Toulouse, to the intent to do him good. His brother had a wife, who was not well pleased with his religion and coming. She, in secret counsel, told another woman, one of her neighbours, of this. What doth she, but goeth to the official, and maketh him privy to all. The official, thinking to foreslack no time, taking counsel with his fellows, laid hands upon this Peter, and brought him before the inquisitor; to whom he made such declaration of his faith, that he seemed to reduce the inquisitor to some feeling of conscience, and began to instruct him in the principles of true religion. Notwithstanding, all this helped not, but that he was condemned by the said chancellor to be degraded, and committed to the secular judge. The judge inquiring of what occupation he was, he said, that of late he was a shoemaker: whereby the judge, understanding that he had been of some other faculty before, required what it was. He said he had been of another faculty before, but he was ashamed to utter it, or to remember it, being the worst and vilest science of all others in the whole besides. The judge and the people, supposing that he had been some thief or outpurse, inquired to know what it was; but he for shame and sorrow stopped his mouth, and would not declare it. At last, through their importunate clamour, he was constrained to declare the truth, and said, that he had been a priest! The judge thereupon was so moved, that he condemned him; first, enjoining him in his condemnation to ask the king forgiveness, he then judged him to have his tongue cut out, and so to be burned. From this sentence, he appealed to the parliament of Toulouse:

(1) Ex Crisp. (2) Ibid.
not for that he thought thereby to save his life, but because he was enjoined to ask the king forgiveness, whom he had never offended; also because he was judged to have his tongue cut off; wherewith he would praise his God. Notwithstanding, by the sentence of that parliament, he was likewise condemned to be burned; only he was pardoned the asking forgiveness of the king, and the cutting off of his tongue, so that he would say nothing against their religion.

As he went to burning, he passed by the college of St. Martial, where he was bid to honour the picture of the Virgin standing at the gate; which because he refused, the judge commanded his tongue to be cut off: and so being put to the fire, he stood so quiet, looking up to heaven all the time of burning, as though he had felt nothing; bringing such admiration to the people, that one of the parliament said, that way was not the best, to bring the Lutherans to the fire, for that would do more hurt than good.¹


Stephen le Roy, after he had been at Strasburg a while, returned again into his country, dwelling in a town bearing the name of St. George, not far from Chauffours where he served in the place of a notary, and had under him a clerk named Peter Denoche, who also had been at Geneva, and was there zealous in instructing the ignorant, and rebuking blasphemous swearers, and other offenders. These two were not long together but they were both suspected of Lutheranism, and apprehended by the Provost of the Marches, or the Marshal, and so were carried to Chartres, where, after their constant confession, upon their examination made, they were enclosed in prison, and there sustained long and tedious endurance; during which time, Stephen le Roy made many worthy songs and sonnets in the praise of the Lord, whereby to recreate his spirit in that doleful captivity. At length, when, after long persuasions and fair promises of the bishop and of others, they could not be revoked from the doctrine of their confession, they were condemned. From that condemnation, they appealed to the court of Paris, but the council there, confirming their former sentence, returned them again to Chartres, from whence they came, where they were both executed with cruel punishment of fire.²


Antoine Magne was sent by the five who were in prison at Lyons, above-mentioned, and by others also that were in captivity at Paris, to Geneva, to commend them to their prayers unto God for them; who, after certain business there dispatched, returned again into France, and there, within three hours of his coming, was betrayed and taken by certain priests at Bruges, and there delivered by the said priests unto the official. After a few days the king’s justices took him from the official, and sent him to Paris, where, after great rebukes and torments suffered in the prison, and firmly persisting in the profession of the truth, by their capital sentence he was adjudged to have his tongue cut out, and so was burned at Maulbert-place in Paris.³

William Alençon, Bookseller; also a certain Shearman, at Montpellier, A.D. 1554. Betrayed by false Brethren.

This Alençon did much good in the provinces of France by carrying books. Coming to Montpellier, he was there circumvented by false brethren, detected, and laid in prison. In his faith he was firm and constant, to the end of his martyrdom, being burned the 7th of January, 1554.

There was the same time at Montpellier a certain shearmen or clothworker, who had been long in durance for religion, but at length, for fear and infirmity, he revolted; to whom it was enjoined by the judges to make public recantation, and to be present also at the burning of Alençon aforesaid: at the beholding of whose death and constancy, it pleased God to strike into this man such

¹ Ex Crisp.
² Ex Histor. Gallic. per Crisp.
³ Ex Crisp.
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

Paris Panier, a Lawyer, martyred at Dol, A.D. 1554.

At Dol was beheaded a good and godly lawyer, named Paris Panier, for constant standing to the gospel of Christ, A.D. 1554.²

Peter du Val, Shoemaker, martyred at Nismes, A.D. 1554.

At Nismes in Dauphiné, Peter du Val sustained sore and grievous rackings and torments; wherewith his body being broken, dissolved, and maimed, yet he, notwithstanding, manfully abiding all their extremity, would name and utter none. Then was he had to the fire, and there consumed, A.D. 1554.³

Johannes Filiolus, or Filleul, Carpenter; and Julian le Veille, Point-maker, martyred at Sancerre, A.D. 1554. Their Persecutors were Giles le Pers, Lieutenant for the Marshal of St. André, and Inquisitor for the Province of Bourbon; and also John Bergeronius, another Inquisitor or Counsellor.

These two blessed and constant martyrs, as they were going toward Geneva, with one of their sons and a daughter, were apprehended by Giles le Pers; who, in the way overtaking them, and most wickedly and Judasly pretending great favour to them, and to their religion, which he (as he said) supposed them to be of, with these and many other fair words circumvented and allured them to confess, what was their faith; whither they went with their children; and also why their wives were at Geneva. When they had declared this, the wretched traitor gave a sign to his horsemen, and so were these simple saints of Christ entrapped and brought to the castle of Nevers. Being in prison, they were examined of many things, whereunto they answered uprightly, according to their faith.

First, touching the sacrament, they affirmed the transubstantiation of the bishop of Rome to be against the article of the Creed, which saith that Christ is gone up to heaven, and there sitteth at the right hand of God: and therefore the bread and wine must needs remain in their properties; bearing notwithstanding a sacrament, or a holy sign, of the body and blood of the Lord. For like as by bread and wine the heart of man is comforted, so the body of Christ crucified, and his blood shed, spiritually hath the like operation in the souls of the believers.

For the mass, they said it was a thing most superstitious, and mere idolatry; and if we put any part of salvation therein (they said), it was utterly a robbing of the passion of Christ the Son of God, and that it was not once to be named out of a christian mouth. Also, that those who say that Peter either was pope, or author of the said mass, are far deceived. And as for turning bread into the body of Christ by the words of consecration, it was an error (they said) more of madmen, than any of sadmen: forasmuch as God is neither subject to men, nor to the tongues or exorcisms of men. Purgatory they denied to be any, save only the blood of Jesus Christ.

Furthermore, as they would not bereave the saints of God of their due honour, so neither the saints themselves (said they) will be contented to rob God of his honour only due to him.

As touching confession, their opinion was, that the wounds and causes of conscience belong to no man, but only to God.

After these answers given and written, they were sent to the monastery of St. Peter, there to be disputed with. That done, the matter came to be debated among the judges, what was to be done with them. Some would their goods to be taken by inventory, and them to be banished. But Bergeronius at last caused to be determined, that they should be burned, and first to hear mass.

(1) Ex Crisp.  (2) Ex Pantal.  (3) Ex Crisp.
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From that court they appealed to the court of Paris; but the matter there was nothing amended, where behold the judgment of God. In the mean time, while they were at Paris, the wretched persecutor, Giles le Pers, was suddenly struck mad and died in a frenzy; which made many men to wonder, and especially the martyrs to be more constant.1

At last, the decree of the sentence was read against them.

I. For speaking against the sacrament: which they denied.

II. For speaking against baptism: which also they denied.

III. For speaking contumely against the saints: which they in like manner denied.

After this, the officer, to cause them to recant, threatened them with tortments, which they sustained very extreme, the space from after dinner till three of the clock. When all that would not turn them, he sent to them a friar Dominic, a man captious and sophistical, to press them in disputations: but as he could do no hurt unto them, so could they do no good upon him. When the time of their execution did approach, the officer aforesaid put into their hands, being tied, a wooden cross, which they took with their teeth, and flung away: for which the officer commanded both their tongues to be cut off. Herein appeared another marvellous work of the Lord: for nevertheless that their tongues were taken from them, to the intent they should not speak, yet God gave them utterance, their tongues being cut out, to speak at their death, saying, 'We bid sin, the flesh, the world, and the devil, farewell for ever, with whom we shall never have to do hereafter.' Divers other words they spake besides, which the people did hear and note. At last, when the tormentor came to smear them with brimstone and gunpowder, 'Go to,' said Filileul, 'salt on, salt on the stinking and rotten flesh.' Finally, as the flame came bursting up to their faces, they, persisting constant in the fire, gave up their lives, and finished their martyrdoms.

Denis le Vayre, martyred at Rouen, A.D. 1554. Persecuted by William Langlois, Under-Sheriff, and John Langlois, the King's Procurator.

In the same year suffered, at Rouen, Denis Vayre, who, first leaving his popish priesthood, went to Geneva, where he learned the art of bookbinding, and brought many times books into France. After that, in the reign of king Edward VI., he came to Jersey, and there was minister, and preached. After the death of king Edward, the time not serving him to tarry, thinking to return again to Geneva, he came into Normandy with his books, into a town called Feuillet; where he, going out to hire a cart, William Langlois, with John Langlois his brother, came in and stayed his books, and him also who had the custody of them. Denis, albeit he might have escaped, yet hearing the keeper of his books to be in trouble, came, and presenting himself, was committed; the other was delivered. First, after two months and a half imprisonment, he was charged to be a spy, because he came out of England. Then from that prison he was removed to the bishop's prison, and then to Rouen; where sentence was given, that he should be burned alive, and thrice lifted up, and let down again into the fire. After the sentence given, they threatened him with many terrible tortments, unless he would disclose such as he knew of that side. To whom he answered, that the sounder part of all France, and of the senate, was of that religion: notwithstanding, he would utter no man's name unto them. And as for their tortments (he said) he passed not; for if he were killed with racking, then he should not feel the burning of the fire. When they saw him so little to pass for their tortments, they left that, and proceeded to his burning: and first, they put a cross in his hands, which he would not hold. Then because he, coming by the image of the Virgin Mary, would not adore the same, they cried, 'Cut out his tongue:' and so they cast him into the fire, where he should be thrice taken up; but the flame went so high, that the hangman, being not able to come near him, cried to the people standing by to help, and so did the officers with their staves lay upon the people, to help their tormentors, but never a man would stir. And this was the end and martyrdom of that blessed Denis.2

(1) Note the just vengeance of God upon a wicked persecutor.
(2) Ex Crisp. et Paulat. et allia.
(3) Ex Paulat. 1. 16.
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

There was a rich merchant of Paris, who said in jest to the friars of St. Francis, 'You wear a rope about your bodies, because St. Francis once should have been hanged, and the pope redeemed him upon this condition, that all his life after he should wear a rope.' Upon this the Franciscan friars of Paris caused him to be apprehended, and laid in prison, and so judgment passed upon him that he should be hanged; but he, to save his life, was contented to recant; and so did. The friars, hearing of his recantation, commended him, saying; if he continued so, he should be saved; and so calling upon the officers, caused them to make haste to the gallows, to hang him up while he was yet in a good way (said they) lest he fall again. And so was this merchant, notwithstanding his recantation, hanged for jesting against the friars.¹

To this merchant may also be adjoined the brother of Tamer, who, when he had before professed the truth of the gospel, and afterwards by the counsel and instruction of his brother was removed from the same, fell into desperation and such sorrow of mind, that he hanged himself.²

Thomas Calbergue, a Coverlet-maker, martyred at Tournay, A.D. 1554.

This Thomas had copied out certain spiritual songs out of a book in Geneva, which he brought with him to Tournay, and lent the same to one of his fellows. This book being espied, he was called for by the justice, and examined of the book, which (he said) contained nothing but what was agreeing to the Scripture; and that he would stand by.

Then he was sent to the castle, and after nineteen days was brought to the town-house, and there adjudged to the fire; whereunto he went cheerfully, singing psalms. As he was in the flame, the warden of the friars stood crying, 'Turn, Thomas! Thomas! yet it is time, remember him that came at the last hour.' To whom he cried out of the flame with a loud voice, 'And I trust to be one of that sort;' and so calling upon the name of the Lord, gave up his spirit.³

Add also to this, one Nicholas Paul, beheaded at Gaunt. These two should have been placed among the Dutch martyrs in the table before.

Richard le Fievre, a Goldsmith, martyred at Lyons, A.D. 1554. Persecuted by the Latruculor or Provost-Marshal of Dauphiné; also by the Lieutenant, his Attorney, and a Notary, with divers others.

Le Fievre, a goldsmith, born at Rouen, first being in England, and in London, there received the taste and knowledge of God's word, as in his own epistle he recordeth. Then he went to Geneva, where he remained nine or ten years; and from thence returning to Lyons, he was there apprehended and condemned. Upon this he appealed to the high-court of Paris, through the motion of his friends; where, in the way, as he was led to Paris, he was met by certain whom he knew not, and by them taken from his keepers, and so set at liberty; which was A.D. 1551.

After that, continuing at Geneva about the space of three years, he came upon business to the province of Dauphiné, and there in Grenoble, as he found fault with the grace said in Latin, he was detected and taken in his inn in the night by the provost-marshal, or him who had the examination of malefactors, who committed him to the prison called 'Porte-Troine' for about twelve days. Thence he was sent to the justice, from him to the bishop; who ridding their hands of him, then was he brought to the lieutenant, who sent his attorney with a notary to him in the prison, to examine him of his faith. The whole process of his examinations, with his adversaries and the friars, in his story described, is long; the principal contents come to this effect:

Inquisitor: 'Dost thou believe the church of Rome?'
The Martyr: 'No, I do believe the catholic and universal church.'
Inquisitor: What catholic church is that?'

(1) Ex Pantal. lib. vll. (2) Ex Jo. Manllo in dictis Phil. Melancth. (3) Ex Crisp. lib. iv. (4) This inquisitor was the advocate that the lieutenant sent with the notary.
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The Martyr: 'The congregation or communion of Christians.'

The Martyr: 'What congregation is that, or of whom doth it consist?'

The Martyr: 'It consisteth in the number of God’s elect, whom God hath chosen to be the members of his Son Jesus Christ, of whom he is also the head.'

Inquisitor: 'Where is the congregation, or how is it known?'

The Martyr: 'It is dispersed through the universal world, in divers regions, and is known by the spiritual direction wherewith it is governed, that is to say, both by the word of God, and by the right institution of Christ’s sacraments.'

Inquisitor: 'Do you think the church that is at Geneva, Lausanne, Bern, and such other places, to be a more true church than the holy church of Rome?'

The Martyr: 'Yea, verily, for these have the notes of the true church.'

Inquisitor: 'What difference then make you between those churches and the church of Rome?'

The Martyr: 'Much; for the church of Rome is governed only by traditions of men, and those are ruled only by the word of God.'

Inquisitor: 'Where learned you this doctrine first?'

The Martyr: 'In England; at London.'

Inquisitor: 'How long have you been at Geneva?'

The Martyr: 'About nine or ten years.'

Inquisitor: 'Dost thou not believe the Virgin Mary to be a mediatrix and advocate to God for sinners?'

The Martyr: 'I believe, as in the word of God is testified, that Jesus Christ is the only Mediator and Advocate for all sinners: albeit the Virgin Mary be a blessed woman, yet the office of an advocate belongeth not unto her.'

Inquisitor: 'The saints that be in paradise, have they no power to pray for us?'

The Martyr: 'No, but I judge them to be blessed, and to be contented with the grace and glory which they have; that is, that they be counted the members of the Son of God.'

Inquisitor: 'And what then judge you of those who follow the religion of the church of Rome? think you them to be Christians?'

The Martyr: 'No, for that church is not governed with the Spirit of God, but rather fighteth against the same.'

Inquisitor: 'Do you then esteem all those who separate themselves from the church of Rome to be Christians?'

The Martyr: 'I have not to answer for others, but only for myself. Every man, saith St. Paul, shall bear his own burden.'

And thus the advocate, when he had asked him whether he would put his hand to that he had said, and had obtained the same, departed to dinner.

At the next examination was brought unto him a Franciscan friar, who, first entering with him touching the words that he spoke in his inn, asked him, why grace might not be said in Latin? 'Because,' said he, 'by the word of God, Christians are commanded to pray with heart and with spirit, and with that tongue which is most understood and serveth best to the edification of the hearers.'

Then the friar, bringing forth his 'Benedicite,' 'Agimus tibi gratias,' &c. 'Laus Deo,' 'Pax vivis,' 'Requies defunctis,' &c., began thus to reason:

Priest: 'God understandeth all tongues, and the church of Rome hath prescribed this form of praying, receiving the same from the ancient church and the fathers, who used them to pray in Latin. And if any tongue be to be observed in prayer, one more than another, why is it not as good to pray in the Latin tongue, as to pray in the French?'

The Martyr: 'My meaning is not to exclude any kind of language from prayer, whether it be Latin, Greek, Hebrew, or any other, so that the same be understood, and may edify the hearers.'

Priest: 'When Christ entered the city of Jerusalem, the people cried, lauding him with Hosanna filio David; and yet understood they not what they said, as Jerome writeth.'

(1) Gal. vi.
The Martyr: 'It may be that Jerome so writeth, that they understood not the prophetical meaning, nor the accomplishment of these words upon Christ’s coming; but that they understood the phrase of that speech or language which they spake, speaking in their own language, Jerome doth not deny.'

Then the friar, declaring that he was no fit person to expound the Scriptures being in the Latin tongue, inferred the authorities of councils and doctors, and testimonies of men; which seemed to move the officer not a little, who, then charging him with many things, as with words spoken in contempt of the Virgin Mary and of the saints, also with rebellion against princes and kings, came at last to the matter of the sacrament, and demanded thus:

Inquisitor: 'Dost thou believe the holy host which the priest doth consecrate at the mass or no?'

The Martyr: 'I believe neither the host, nor any such consecration.'

Inquisitor: 'Why? dost thou not believe the holy sacrament of the altar, ordained of Christ Jesus himself?'

The Martyr: 'Touching the sacrament of the Lord’s supper, I believe that whenever we use the same according to the representation of St. Paul, we are refreshed spiritually with the body and blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the true spiritual meat and drink of our souls.'

The friar then inferred the words of St. John’s gospel, saying, 'My flesh is meat indeed,' &c. and said, that the doctors of the church had decided that matter already, and had approved the mass to be a holy memorial of the death and passion of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The Martyr: 'The sacrament of the supper I believe to be ordained of the Lord for a memorial of his death, and for a stirring up of our thanksgiving to him; in which sacrament we have nothing to offer up to him, but do receive with all thanksgiving the benefits offered of God to us most abundantly in Christ Jesus his Son.'

And thus the advocate with the friar, bidding the notary to write the words that he had spoken, departed; who after eight days, being accompanied by the said Franciscan, and other friars of the Dominics, sent for the said Richard le Fevre again to his house, and thus began to inquire:

Inquisitor: 'Dost thou believe any purgatory?'

The Martyr: 'I believe that Christ with his precious blood hath made an end of all purgatory, and purification of our sins.'

Inquisitor: 'And doest thou think then there is no place after this life, where souls of men departed remain till they have made satisfaction for their sins?'

The Martyr: 'No; but I acknowledge one satisfaction once made for the sins of all men, by the blood and sacrifice of Jesus Christ our Lord, which is the propitiation and purgation for the sins of the whole world.'

Friar: 'In Matthew xviii., Christ, speaking by way of a parable or similitude, of a certain cruel servant, who, because he would not forgive his fellow-servant, was cast into prison, saith, “That he shall not come out from thence till he hath paid the uttermost farthing:” by which similitude is signified unto us a certain middle place, which is left for satisfaction to be made after this life for sins.'

The Martyr: 'First, the satisfaction for our sins by the death of Christ is plain and evident in the Scriptures; as in these places: Come to me, all you that labour and are burdened, and I will refresh you. I am the door, he that entereth by me, shall be saved. I am the way, the truth, and life. Blessed be they that die in the Lord, for they rest from their labours. Also to the thief who hanged with the Lord it was said, This day thou shalt be with me in paradise. &c. Secondly; as touching this similitude, it hath no other demonstration but to admonish us of our duty, in showing charity, and forgiving one another; which unless we do, there is no mercy to be looked for at the hands of God.'

Friar: 'If this be true that you say, then it should follow that there is neither purgatory nor any limbus, which were against our Christian faith and the creed, which saith, He descended into hell,' &c.
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Deputy: 'Dost thou not believe there is a limbus?'

The Martyr: 'Neither do I believe there is any such place, nor doth the Scripture make any mention thereof.'

Friar: 'Where were the old fathers then, before the death of Christ?'

The Martyr: 'In life, I say, eternal, which they looked for, being promised before to Adam, Abraham, and the patriarchs, in the seed to come.'

Deputy: 'What, dost thou believe that the pope hath any power?'

The Martyr: 'Yea verily.'

Deputy: 'Dost thou believe that the pope, as the vicar of Jesus Christ, can here bind and loose?'

The Martyr: 'That I do not believe.'

Deputy: 'How then dost thou understand the power of the pope?'

The Martyr: 'I understand the power of the pope so as St. Paul declareth [2 Thess.], saying, that because the world refused to receive the love of the truth unto salvation, therefore God hath given to Satan, and to his ministers, power of illusions and errors, that men should believe lies, and set up to themselves pastors and teachers such as they deserve.'

Friar: 'Christ gave to St. Peter power to bind and loose, whose successor, and vicar of Christ, is the pope, for the government of the church, that it might have one head in the world, as it hath in heaven. And though the pastors do not live according to the word which they preach, yet their doctrine is not therefore to be refused, as Christ teacheth in the 23d of Matthew.'

The Martyr: 'If the pope and his adherents would preach the word purely and sincerely, admixing no other inventions of their own, nor obstructing laws of their own deviseing, I would then embrace their doctrine, howsoever their lives were to the contrary: according as Christ doth tell us of the scribes and pharisees, admonishing us to follow their doctrine, and not their lives. But there is great difference, whether they that take the governance of the church do sit in Moses's chair, which is the seat of truth, or else do sit in the chair of abomination, spoken of by Daniel, and also by St. Paul, where he saith, that the man of perdition shall sit in the temple of God, vaunting himself insolently above all that is called God.'

And as touching the keys of binding and loosing, given to Peter, Christ therein assigned to Peter and other apostles the office of preaching the word of the gospel, which they did also well observe, in preaching nothing else but only the word, in which word is all the power contained of binding and loosing. Neither is it to be granted, the church to have two heads, one in heaven, another in earth; the head whereof is but one, which is Jesus Christ, whom the Father hath appointed to be head alone both in heaven and earth, as St. Paul in many places of his epistles doth teach.'

Friar: 'You have no understanding how to expound the Scriptures, but the old doctors have expounded the Scriptures, and holy councils, whose judgments are to be followed. But what say you to auricular confession?'

The Martyr: 'I know no other confession but that which is to be made to God, and reconciliation towards our neighbour, which Christ and his apostles have commended to us.'

Friar: 'Have you not read in the gospel, how Christ doth bid us to confess to the priest, where he commanded the leper, being made whole, to show himself to the priest?'

The Martyr: 'The true church of the Lord Jesus Christ never observed this strange kind of confession, to carry our sins to the priest's ear. And though the church of Rome hath intruded this manner of confessing, it followeth not thereby that it is to be received. And as touching the leper whom the Lord sent to the priest, he was not sent therefore to whisper his sins in the priest's ear, but only for a testimony of his health received according to the law.

Of the other confession which is to be made to God, we have both the examples and testimonies of the prophet David full in the Psalms, where he saith, that he confessed his sins unto the Lord, and received forgiveness of the same.'

After this, the friar, proceeding further to make comparison between the

(1) Matt. xxiii.
(2) 2 Thess. ii.
(3) Ephes. i.; Colos. i. &c.
(4) See Psalms xxxii., li., and civ.
church of Rome and the church of Geneva, would prove that the pope hath
power to set laws in the church without any express word of God: for so it is
written (said he) that there were many other things besides, which are not
written in this book. Also, where Christ promiseth to his disciples, to send
unto them the Holy Ghost, who should induce them into all truth. Moreover,
such decrees and ordinances as are in the church, were decided (said he) and
appointed by the doctors of the church and by all the councils, directed, no
doubt, by the Holy Ghost. Furthermore he inferred, that the church also of
Geneva had their ordinances and constitutions made without any word of God.
And for example, he brought forth the order of the Psalms and service publicly
observed and appointed upon Wednesday, in the church of Geneva, as though
that day were holier than another.

To this the martyr answered again, declaring that the ordinance of those
public prayers and psalms on Wednesday in the church of Geneva, was not to
bind conscience, or for any superstitious observation, or for any necessity which
either should bind the conscience, or could not be altered at their arbitrament;
but only for an order or commodity for public resort, to hear the word of God,
according as ancient kings and temporal magistrates have used in old time to
do, in congregating the people together; not to put any holiness in the day, or
to bind the conscience to any observation (as the pope maketh his laws), but
only for order’s sake, serving unto commodity.

And as touching that any thing should be left for doctors and councils to be
decided, without the express word of God, that is not so; for that all things
be expressed and prescribed by the word, whatsoever is necessary either for
government of the church, or for the salvation of men; so that there is no need
for doctors of the church, or councils, to decide any thing more than is decided
already.

Paul saith, that he durst utter nothing but what the Lord had wrought by
him. St. John, speaking of the doctrine of Christ Jesus, willeth us to receive
no man, unless he bring with him the same doctrine. St. Paul warneth the
Galatians, not to believe an angel from heaven, bringing another doctrine than
that which they had already received. Christ, calling himself the good shep-
herd, noteth them to be his sheep which hear his voice, and not the voice of
others. And St. Peter admonishing the pastors of the church, forewarns them
to teach only the word of God, without any seeking of lordship or dominion
over the flock. From this moderation how far the form of the pope’s church
doth differ, the tyranny which they use doth well declare.

Prior: ‘In the old church priests and ministers of the church were wont to
assemble together for deciding of such things as pertained to the government
and direction of the church; whereas in Geneva no such thing is used, as I can
prove by this your own testament here in my hands, that you the better may
understand what was then the true use and manner of the church.’

The Martyr: ‘What was the true order and manner that the apostles did
institute in the church of Christ, I would gladly hear; and also would desire you
to consider the same; and when you have well considered it, yet shall you find
the institution and regiment of the church of Geneva not to be without the
public counsel and advisement of the magistrates, elders and ministers of that
church, with such care and diligence as Paul and Silas took in ordering the church
of Thessalonica, Berea, &c., wherein nothing was done without the authority
of God’s word, as appeareth in the 17th chapter of the Acts. As likewise also in
establishing the church of Antioch, when the apostles were together in council
for the same, there was no other law or doctrine followed, but only the word
of God, as may appear by the words of the council, Quod tentatis Deum, jugum
imponere? &c. And albeit the ministers of the church of Rome, and the pope,
were not called to the institution of the aforesaid church of Geneva, yet it
followeth not therefore, that there was no lawful order observed, either in
establishing that church or any other.’

Prior: ‘You were first baptized in the church of the pope, were ye not?’

The Martyr: ‘I grant I was, but yet that nothing hindereth the grace of
God: he may renovate and call to further knowledge whom he pleaseth.’

1 John xxi. 2 Rem. xv. 3 John. Gal. ii. John x. 1 Peter v.
A Councillor: 'I would wish you not to stick to your own wisdom and opinion. You see the churches in Germany, how they dissent one from another: so that if you should not submit your judgment to the authority of the general councils, every day you shall have a new Christianity.'

The Martyr: 'To mine own wisdom I do not stick, nor ever will, but only to that wisdom which is in Christ Jesus, although the world doth count it foolishness. And where ye say, that the churches of Germany dissent among themselves one from another; that is not so, for they accord in one agreement altogether, touching the foundation and principal grounds of christian faith. Neither is there any such fear that every day should rise up a new Christianity, unless the church be balanced with authority of the councils, as you pretend. For so we read in the prophet David, in Psalm xxxiii., and in other places of Scripture, that the councils of the nations and people shall be overthrown and subverted, by the Lord, &c. Wherefore the best is, that we follow the counsel of God and his word, and prefer the authority thereof before all other counsels and judgments of men. And thus doing, I for my part had rather dwell and settle myself in this little Christianity, be it ever so small, than in that populous papality, be it ever so great in multitude.'

And thus was this godly le Fevre commanded again by the deputy to the bishop's prison, and from thence shortly after removed to Lyons, not by the open and beaten way, but by secret and privy journeys, lest perhaps he should be taken from them again, as he was before.

After he was come to Lyons, he was brought before Tignac the judge, and a doctor of Sorbonne, called L'Enfumé, who questioned with him touching sundry articles of religion. But in conclusion, when they neither with arguments could convict him, nor with promises allure him, nor with threatening terrors stir him, either to betray the truth which he knew, or to betray whom he knew not, who took him away before from his keepers, they proceeded at last to the sentence, condemning him first to have his tongue cut out, and then to be burned. All which he received willingly and quietly for righteousness' sake, thus finishing his martyrdom, on the 7th of July, A.D. 1554.

Nicholas du Chesne, martyred at Gray, by Besançon, A.D. 1554. Persecuted by an Inquisitor Monk.

The cause and occasion why this Nicholas came in trouble was, for that he, going from Lausanne (where he abode for his conscience), to fetch his sister, and her husband, and certain other of his friends; as he went from Besançon, toward the town of Gry, did not do homage to a certain cross in the way; where a certain monk, who was an inquisitor, overtook him, and thereby suspected him. He was guided by the same monk, craftily dissembling his religion, to a lodging in Gray; where the justice of the place coming in incontinent took him. Nicholas seeing how he was by the monk, his conductor, betrayed; 'O false traitor!' said he, 'hast thou thus betrayed me?' Then after examination he was condemned. Being carried to the place of martyrdom, by the way he was promised, that if he would kneel down and hear a mass, he should be let go as a passenger. But Nicholas, armed with perseverance, said, he would rather die, than commit such an act: who, calling upon the name of the Lord, took his death patiently.

John Bertrand, a Forester, or Keeper of the Forest of Marchenoir, martyred at Blois, A.D. 1556. Persecutors: The Seigniors or Lords of Estnay and Ciguongnes, dwelling by the town of Marchenoir; and Denis Barbes, councilor of Blois.

For the religion and gospel of Christ this John was apprehended by these persecutors here specified, and led bound to Blois, where he was examined by Denis the councilor, of divers points: as, whether he had spoken at any time against God, against the church, and the he-saints, and the she-saints of para-

(1) Psalm xxxiii.
(2) Ex Crisp.; Pant. et alii.
(3) 'Pervus Christianamentus potior populo popsatu.'
(4) Ex Crisp. ibid. vi. [p. 844.]
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

Peter Rousseau, martyred A.D. 1556. Persecuted by his own Brother-in-law.

Peter Rousseau, coming from Geneva and Lausanne to his country, partly to communicate with certain of his acquaintance in the word of God, partly for other certain affairs, because he required his inheritance of his brother-in-law, was by him betrayed. Then, being constant in his confession which he offered up, he was put to the rack three times, which he suffered constantly with great torments. Afterwards he had his tongue cut off, and a ball of iron put in his mouth. He was drawn upon a hurdle, all broken and maimed, to the fire, where he was lifted up into the air, and let down three times; and when he was half burned, the ball fell from his mouth, and he with a loud voice called on the name of God, saying, 'Jesus Christ, assist me.' And so this blessed martyr gave up his life to God.¹

Arnold Moniere, and John de Cazes, martyred at Bourdeaux, A.D. 1556. The name of his persecutor was Anthony de Lescure, the King’s Attorney.

After that Arnold Moniere was taken and examined of the justice, and so was laid in prison, John de Cazes, resorting to the same town of Bourdeaux, and hearing of him, and being admonished moreover, that if he went to him he should be impeached of heresy, notwithstanding went to comfort him, and so was also imprisoned. After many examinations, sentence was given upon them to be burned. When the time came of their martyrdom, they were drawn through the dirt upon a hurdle to the place, accompanied by a number of bills, gloves, gunners, and trumpeters. Moreover, albeit there was no such cause (they being two simple poor men), yet the magistrates commanded (upon what occasion I know not) all the gates of the city to be shut, and guarded with keepers. When the blessed martyrs were brought and bound to the post, which was before the palace, they, much rejoicing that they were made worthy to suffer for Christ, made confession of their faith, and many earnest exhortations unto the people. But, to stop the hearing of these saints, the trumpeters were commanded to sound, who, during all the time of their suffering, never ceased. The hangman, preparing himself first to strangle Cazes, chanced to fall down from the top of the post to the pavement, and brake his head in such sort as the blood followed in great quantity. Notwithstanding recovering himself, he went to Moniere, and him he strangled, who patiently rendered up his life. Cazes, who was the stronger of them both, being set on fire before the hangman came, suffered the extremity of the fire with great pains, but greater patience; for as his legs were almost half burnt, yet he endured, crying, 'My God! my Father!' and so gave up his life.

And further, to note the work of God that followed when these two mild and

¹ Ex Galil. Hist. per Crisp. lib. vi.  (2) Ex Crisp.
martyred saints were almost consumed in the fire to ashes, suddenly, without matter or cause, such a fear fell upon them at the execution, that the justices and the people, notwithstanding that they had the gates locked for them, and were defended with all manner of weapons about them, not knowing wherefore, took them to their legs, in such haste fleeing away, that they overran one another. The prior of St. Anthony’s fell down, so that a great number went over him. The notary Pontac on his mule, with his red robe, fleeing as the other did, was overthrown with the press in the street called Poetevine, in such sort that he was slain to be carried to Pichon’s house, a widow, and there cried within, ‘Hide me; save my life; I am dead! I see even the like matter as at the last communism! My friends! hide my mule, that no man see her nor know her.’ Briefly, such was the fear which came upon them, that every man shut up his house. After the fear was past, every man asked what the matter was, but none could tell, neither could the enemies of God’s truth perceive, who was he that put them so to flight and fear, without any semblance of any adversary about them. This story is testified, and to be found both in the volume of the French martyrs, printed by John Crispine [lib. vi.], also in the book of Dutch martyrs, written by Adrian.

* Bartholomew Hector, martyred at Turin, A.D. 1556. Persecuted by a gentleman called Perriere; by M. Bartholomew Eme, President; and by M. Augustine d’Eglise, Councillor.

First, this Hector was a traveller about the country, and a seller of books, having his wife and children at Geneva. As he came into the vale of Angrogne, in Piedmont, to get his living with selling of books, he was taken by a certain gentleman, and there arrested and sent to Turin, then examined, and at last condemned. Being condemned, he was threatened, that if he spoke any thing to the people, his tongue should be cut off; nevertheless he ceased nothing to speak. After his prayers made, wherein he prayed for the judges, that God would forgive them, and open their eyes, he was offered his pardon at the stake, if he would convert; which he refused. Then he prepared himself to his death, which he took patiently; whereat many of the people wept, saying, ‘Why doth this man die, who speaketh of nothing but God?’

Philip Cene, and James his fellow, martyred at Dijon, A.D. 1557.

This Philip Cene was an apothecary at Geneva. He was taken at Dijon, and there imprisoned, and in the same town of Dijon he, with one James his companion, was burned. As this Philip went to his death singing psalms, the friar, standing by, stopped his mouth with his hand. The most part of the people wept bitterly, saying, ‘Be of good courage, brethren! be not afraid of this death,’ which when one of the adversary part heard, he said to one of the magistrates, ‘Do you not see how almost the half part of the people is on their side, and doth comfort them?’

Archambaut Seraphon, and M. Nicholas du Rousseau, martyred at Dijon, A.D. 1557.

These two were in prison together with Philip and James above-mentioned, at Dijon. Archambaut, going about with a packet of pedlary-ware to get his living, and coming towards his wife, heard of certain prisoners at Dijon, to whom he wrote, to comfort them with his letters. The next day after, he was searched at Aussone, and letters of certain scholars of Paris found about him. Then he was brought to Dijon, where he, with the other, called M. Nicholas du Rousseau, constantly suffered.

The same Archambaut had been also condemned three years before at Toul, and as he was led to Bourdeaux, he escaped.

(1) *Imptus fugit, et nemo persecuritur.*
(2) Ex Hist. Gal. per. Crisp. lib. vi. [See also Edition 1596, p. 335.—Ed.]
(3) The accusers appear not in the story.
(4) Ex Crisp. lib. vi.
(5) Ex ejus epist. ad uxorem, apud Crisp. lib. vi.
Philbert Hamlin, martyred at Bourdeaux, A.D. 1557. Persecuted
by the King’s Attorney of Saintes.

Philbert Hamlin first was a priest: he then went to Geneva, where he exercised printing, and sent books abroad. After that he was made minister at the town of Allevert, in Saintonge, in which and in other places more he did much good in edifying the people. At last he was apprehended at Saintes, and with him his host a priest, whom he had instructed in the gospel; and after confession made of his faith, he, with the said priest, was carried to Bourdeaux before the president. As he was in prison on a Sunday, a priest came in with all his furniture, to say mass in the prison; whom Philbert, seeing to be revested, came and plucked his garments from his back with such zeal and vehemency, that the mass garments, with the chalice and candlesticks, fell down and were broken; saying, ‘Is it not enough for you to blaspheme God in churches, but you must also pollute the prison with your idolatry?’ The jailor, hearing of this, in his fury laid upon him with his staff, and also complained of him; whereby he was removed to the common prison, and laid in a low pit, laden with great irons, so that his legs were swollen withal; and there he continued eight days. A little before, perceiving the priest his host to decline from the truth, he did what he could to confirm him in the same: but when he knew he had flatly renounced Christ and his word, he said unto him, ‘O unhappy and more than miserable! is it possible for you to be so foolish, as for saving of a few days which you have to live by the course of nature, so to start away, and to deny the truth? Know you therefore, that although you have, by your foolishness, avoided the corporal fire, yet your life shall be never the longer; for you shall die before me, and God shall not give you the grace that it shall be for his cause, and you shall be an example to all apostates. He had no sooner ended his talk, but the priest, going out of prison, was slain by two gentlemen who had a quarrel with him: whereof when Master Philbert had heard, he affirmed that he knew of no such thing before, but spake as it pleased God to guide his tongue. Whereupon immediately he made an exhortation of the providence of God, which by the occasion hereof moved the hearts of many, and converted them unto God.

At last the aforesaid Philbert, after his condemnation, was had to the place of his martyrdom before the palace; and as he was exhorting the people, to the intent his words should not be heard, the trumpets blew without ceasing. And so, being fastened to the post, this holy martyr, praying and exhorting the people, was strangled, and his body with fire consumed on Palm-Sunday eve.¹

Nicholas Sartoire martyrred at Aosta, in Piedmont, A.D. 1557. His Persecutors were Ripet, a Secretary; Anthony Escaux, Bailiff; and the King’s Procurator.

Nicholas Sartoire, of the age of six-and-twenty years, born in Piedmont, came from Chambrey to Aosta in Lent, where a certain warden of the friars in the city of Aosta had preached on Good Friday upon the Passion. The report of which sermon being recited to this Sartoire by one that heard him, Sartoire reprehended the error and blasphemies thereof, which were against the holy Scriptures. Shortly after, the party that told him went to a secretary, named Ripet, who covertly came to entrap Nicholas, demanding him of the friar’s sermon: ‘And did not our preacher,’ said he, ‘preach well?’ ‘No,’ said Nicholas, but he lied falsely.’ Ripet, entering further with him demanded, ‘And do you not believe the body of the Lord to be in the host?’ to whom Nicholas then answered again, ‘That is against our creed, which saith, that he ascended up and sitteth,’ &c. Incontinently Ripet went to the friar and his companions, to cause him to be apprehended. The friends of Nicholas, perceiving the danger, willed him to avoid and save himself, and also accompanied him out of the town about the space of three leagues. Then was great pursuit made after him to all quarters, who at length was taken at the town of St. Remi, at the foot of the mountain of Great St. Bernard, where he was examined before Anthony Escaux, bailiff of the town, and other justices, before whom he answered with great boldness for his faith. Then they brought him to the rack, and when the sergeants

refused to draw the cord, the bailiff himself, and the receiver, with a canon, did rack him with their own hands. Notwithstanding that the lords of Bern wrote for him to the city of Aost, requiring to have their own subject delivered unto them, they hastened the execution, and pronounced sentence that he should be burned; which sentence he received with such constancy, that neither the king's receiver, nor all the other enemies, could divert him from the truth of the gospel, which he manfully maintained while any spirit remained in his body. ¹ ²

George Tardif, with John Caillon of Tours, a Broderer; also Nicholas, a Shoemaker, of Joinville. The first was martyred at Sens; the second at Tours, A.D. 1558; and the third at Joinville, the same year.

The printer of the story of the French martyrs, named Crispine, among other moe maketh also memorial of George Tardif; also of a broderer of Tours, and of Nicholas of Joinville, declaring that all these three were together in prison, and afterwards were dissembled, to suffer in sundry places one from the other; of whom, first, George Tardif was executed in Sens.

The embroderer of Tours, as he was coming with five or six others out of a wood, being at prayer, was taken, and thereupon examined. Before he was examined, he desired the judges that he might pray; which being granted, after his prayer made, wherein he prayed for the judges, for the king, and all estates, and for the necessity of all Christ's saints, he answered for himself with such grace and modesty, that the hearts of many were broken, unto the shedding of tears; seeking (as it seemed) nothing else but his deliverrance. Notwithstanding he at last was sent unto Tours, and there was crowned with martyrdom.

The third, who was Nicholas, being but young of years, and newly come from Geneva to his country for certain money, by means of a lady there dwelling was caused to be apprehended. When he was condemned and set in the cart, his father, coming with a staff, would have beaten him, but the officers not suffering it, would have struck the old man. The son, crying to the officers, desired them to let his father alone, saying, that his father had power over him to do with him what he would. And so going to the place where he should suffer, having a ball of iron put in his mouth, he was brought at length to the fire, in the town of Joinville, where lie patiently took his death and martyrdom, A.D. 1558.

The Congregation of Paris persecuted, to the number of three or four hundred, A.D. 1558; by the Priests of the College of Plessis; the Doctors of Sorbonne; Dr. Democharis; Cenalis, Bishop of Avranches; Martin, the King's Attorney; the Cardinal of Lorraine; Maillard; and lastly, Henry II., the French King.

In 1558, the 4th of September, a company of the faithful, to the number of three or four hundred, were together convened at Paris, in a certain house having before it the college of Plessis, in the street of St. James, and behind it the college of Sorbonne, who there assembled in the beginning of the night, to the intent to communicate together the Lord's supper: but incontinent that was discovered by certain priests of Plessis, who, gathering together such as were of that faction, came to beset the house, and made an outcry, that the watch might come and take them; so that in short time almost all the city of Paris was up in armour, thinking some conspiracy to have been in the city; who then following the noise, and perceiving that they were Luthernans, a great part of them were in extreme rage, furiously seeking to have their blood, and therefore stopped the streets and lanes with carts, and made fires to see that none should escape. The faithful, albeit God had given them leisure to finish their administration and prayers with such quietness as they never had before, seeing the suddenness of the thing, were struck with great fear; who then, being exhorted by the governors of the congregation, fell to prayer. That done, through the counsel of some who knew the cowardly hearts of the multitude, this order was taken, that the men who had weapons should adventure through the press. Only the women and children remained in the house, and a few

¹ Ex Crisp. lib. vi. ² The accusers be not named in the story. ³ Ex Typograph. Crisp. lib. vi.
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

men with them who were less bold than the others, to the number of six or seven score. Where appeared the admirable power of God in them that went out with weapons, who, notwithstanding that the lanes and passages were stopped, and the fires made, did all escape save only one, who was beaten down with stones, and so destroyed. Certain that remained in the house with the women, afterwards leaped into gardens, where they were stayed till the magistrates came. The women who were all gentlewomen, or of great wealth, only six or seven excepted, seeing no other hope, and perceiving the fury of the people, went up to the windows, crying 'Mercy!' and showing their innocent intent, required ordinary justice. Thus as they were inclosed about six or seven hours, at last came Martin the king's attorney, with force of commissaries and sergeants, who, with much ado appeasing the rage of the people, entered into the house; where he, viewing the women and children, and the other furniture there being prepared for that congregation, perceived testimonies sufficient of their innocence, insomuch that in considering thereof, for pity of heart his eyes could not refrain from tears. Notwithstanding, proceeding in his office, he had them all to prison within the little castle. I omit here the furious usage of the people by the way, how spitefully they plucked and haled the women, tore their garments, thrust off their hoods from their heads, and disfigured their faces with dust and dirt. Neither were they better treated in the prison, than they were in the streets; for all the villains and thieves there were let out of their holes and stinking caves, and the poor Christians placed in their room.

Besides these manifold wrongs and oppressions done to these poor innocents, followed then (which was worst of all) the cruel and slanderous reports of the friars and priests, who, in their railing sermons, and other talk, cried out on the Lutherans, persuading the people most falsely, that they assembled together to make a banquet in the night, and there, putting out the candles, they intended to commit most filthy abominations: adding moreover (to make the lie more likely), that certain nuns also and monks were with them. Also that they should conspire against the king, and other like heinous crimes, whatsoever their malice could invent, for defacing of the gospel. With such like malicious misreports and slanders, Satan went about to extinguish the ancient church of Christ in the primitive time, accusing the innocent Christians then of incest, conspiracy, killing of infants, putting out of candles, and filthy whoredom, &c. These sinister rumours and cursed defamations were no sooner given out, but they were as soon received, and spread far, not only to them of the vulgar sort, but also among the estates of the court, and even to the king's ears. The cardinal of Lorraine the same time bare a great sway in the court, who then procured a certain judge of the castle to come in, declaring to the king, that he found there lying on the floor of the aforesaid house, divers couches and pallets, which they intended to use for evil purposes; also much other furniture and preparation appointed for a sumptuous feast or banquet: wherewith the king was mightily inflamed against them, neither was there any one person that durst contrive it.

Here the enemies began highly to triumph, thinking verily that the gospel, with all the friends thereof, was overthrown for ever. On the other side, no less perplexity and lamentation were among the brethren, sorrowing not so much for themselves, as for the imprisonment of their fellows. Albeit they lost not their courage so altogether, but as well as they could, they exhorted one another, considering the great favour and providence of God, in delivering them so wonderfully out of the danger. Some comfort they took unto them, consulting together in this order, that first they should humble themselves to God in their own private families: secondly, to stop the running bruits of their holy assemblies, they should write apologies, one to the king, another to the people: thirdly, that letters of consolation should be written and sent to their brethren in prison.

The first apology was written to the king, and conveyed so secretly into his chamber, that it was found and read openly in the hearing of the king and all his nobles: wherein the Christians learnedly and discreetly both cleared themselves of those reports, and showed the malice of their enemies, especially of Satan, who ever, from the beginning of the church, hath gone, and still doth go about

(1) Mercy here importeth no offence acknowledged, but to be saved from the rage of the people.
to over-turn the right ways of the Lord. Declaring further, by manifold example and continual experience, even from the primitive time, how the nature of the church hath ever been to suffer vexations, and slanderous reports and infamation by the malignant adversaries, &c. And lastly, coming to the king, they craved that their cause might not be condemned, before it had had indifferent hearing, &c.

Nevertheless, this apology to the king served to little purpose; forasmuch as the adversaries incontinent denied all that was written to the king, making him to believe, that all were but excuses pretended; neither was there any person that durst reply again. But the other apology, to the people, did inestimable good, in satisfying the rumours, and defending the true cause of the gospel. Whereupon certain doctors of Sorbonne began to write both against the apology and the persons, of whom one was called Democharis, who, taking for his foundation, without any proof, that they were all heretics, cried out for justice, with bills, glaves, fire and sword.

Another Sorbonist, more bloody than the first, not only exclaimed against them for putting out the candles in their detestable concourses and assemblies, but also accused them as men who maintained that there was no God, and denied the divinity and humanity of Christ, the immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the flesh; and briefly, all the articles of true religion. And thus he charged them without any proof, moving both the king and people, without any form of law, to destroy and cut them in pieces, &c.

The third that wrote against them was Cenalis, bishop of Arranches, who debated the same matter, but with less vehemency than the others, defending impudently, that their assemblies were to maintain whoredom; complaining of the judges because they were no sharper with them, saying, that their softness was the cause why the number of them so much increased. Among other points of his book this one thing he disputed: marvellously pleasantly, touching the signs and marks of the true church; first, presupposing this one thing, which is true, that the true church hath its signs, by which it may be known from the false church: and thereupon (making no mention at all either of preaching, or ministration of sacraments) thus he inferrth: that their church, which was the catholic church, had bells1 by which their assemblies be ordinarily called together; and the other church, which is of the Lutherans, hath claps of harquebusses and pistoles for signs, whereby they (as it is commonly brult) are wont to congregate together. Upon this supposal, as upon a sure foundation, grounding his matter, he vaunted and triumphed as one having gotten a great conquest, and made a long antithesis or comparison, by which he would prove that bells were the marks of the true church. 'The bells,' said he, 'do sound; the harquebusses do crack or thunder. The bells do give a sweet tune and melodious; the signs of the Lutherans do make a foul noise and terrible. The bells do open heaven; the others do open hell. Bells chase away clouds and thunder; the others engender clouds, and counterfeit thunder.' with many other properties more, which he brought out to prove that the church of Rome is the true church, because it hath those bells.

Mark, good reader! the profound reasons and arguments which these great doctors had, either to defend their own church, or to impugn the apologies of the Christians.

Briefly, to finish the residue of this story: as the faithful Christians were thus occupied in writing their apologies, and in comforting their brethren in prison with their letters, the adversaries again with their faction were not idle, but sought all means possible to hasten forward the execution, giving diligent attendance about the prison and other open places, to satisfy their uncharitable desire with the death of those whose religion they hated.

Finally, the 17th day of September, commission was directed out by the king, and certain presidents and councillors appointed to over-

---

(1) Note well the true notes of the pope's holy church
see the expedition of the matter. Whereupon divers of the poor afflicted gospellers were brought forth to their judgment and martyrdom, as anon, Christ willing, you shall hear.

Henry Pantaleon, partly touching this persecution of the Parisians, referreth the time thereof to A. D. 1537, which the French chronicles do assign to the year 1558; and addeth moreover, that the Germans being at the same time in a certain colloquy at Worms, divers learned men resorted thither from Geneva and other quarters, desiring of the princes and protestants there, that they, by their ambassadors sent to the French king, would become suitors unto him for the innocent prisoners, who, for the cause aforesaid, were detained in bands at Paris. By the means of their intercession (saith he) and especially for that the French king was then at war, as God provided, with Philip king of Spain, a great part of the captives were rescued and delivered; albeit certain of the said number were executed before the coming of the German ambassadors, the names and martyrdom of whom hereunder do ensue.²

Nicholas Clinet, martyred at Paris, A. D. 1558. Persecuted by certain Priests of the College of Plessis; and by Dr. Maillard, Sorbonist.

Of this godly company thus brought to judgment and to martyrdom, the first was Nicholas Clinet, of the age of sixty years, who first being a schoolmaster to youth at Saintonge, where he was born, was there pursued, and had his image burned. From thence he came to Paris, where, for his godly conversation, he was made one of the elders or governors of the church. For his age he was suspected of the judges to be a minister, and therefore was set to dispute against the chiefest of the Sorbonists, and especially Maillard, whom he did so confute both in the Scriptures, and also in their own Sorbonical divinity (wherein he had been well exercised and expert), in the presence of the lieutenant-civil, that the said lieutenant confessed that he never heard a man better learned, and of more intelligence.

Taurin Gravelle, a Lawyer, martyred at Paris, A. D. 1558. Persecuted by Dr. Maillard, a Sorbonist.

Taurin Gravelle was first a student of the law at Toulouse: after that he was made an advocate in the court of Paris; lastly, for his godliness, he was ordained an elder to the said congregation, with Clinet above mentioned. This Taurin, having in his hands the keeping of a certain house of one M. Barthomier, his kinsman, and seeing the congregation destitute of a room, received them into the said house. And when he perceived the house to be compassed with enemies, albeit he might have escaped with the rest, yet he would not, but did abide the adventure, to the intent he would answer for the fact, in receiving the said assembly into the house. The constancy of this man was invincible, in sustaining his conflicts with the Sorbonists. With Dr. Maillard, especially, he was of old acquaintance, whom he did know so well, even from his youth upwards, that whencesoever the said doctor would open his mouth to speak against the saints for their nightly assemblies, he again did reproach him with such filthy acts, &c., that neither they who heard could abide it, neither yet could he deny it, being so notorious that almost all the children in the streets did know it; and yet that Sorbonical doctor shamed not to impeach good men of immorality, for their godly assemblies in the night; whose life was as far from all chastity, as were their holy assemblies clear from all impurity. In fine, these two godly elders, in cruel pains of the fire, finished their martyrdom.

(1) Lzb. xi.  
(2) Ex Crisp.; et Pantal. lib. xi.
Philippe de Luns, a Gentlewoman, martyred at Paris, A.D. 1558.

Persecuted by the Lieutenant-Civil; Dr. Maillard, Sorbonist; Mosnier, Lieutenant; evil Neighbours; Bertrand, Lord-Keeper of the Seal, and Cardinal of Sens; and the Marquis of Trane.

Next unto Clinet and Gravelle above said, was brought out Mme. Philippe, gentlewoman, of the age of twenty-three years. She came first from the parts of Gascony with her husband, who was lord of Graveron, unto Paris, there to join herself to the church of God, where her husband also had been a senior or elder; who, in the month of May before, was taken with an ague, and deceased, leaving this Philippe a widow, who nevertheless ceased not to serve the Lord in his church, and also in the house was taken with the said company. Many conflicts she had with the judges and the Sorbonists, especially Maillard; but she always sent him away with the same reproach as the others did before, and bade him, 'Avant wretch!' saying she would not answer one word to such a villain. To the judges her answer was this: that she had learned the faith which she confessed in the word of God, and in the same would live and die. And being demanded whether the body of Christ was in the sacrament:

'How is that possible,' said she, 'to be the body of Christ, to whom all power is given, and which is exalted above all heavens, when we see the mice and rats, apes and monkeys, play with it, and tear it in pieces?' Her petition to them was, that seeing they had taken her sister from her, yet they would let her have a Bible or Testament to comfort herself. Her wicked neighbours, although they could touch her conversation with no part of dishonesty, yet many things they laid to her charge, as that there was much singing of psalms in her house, and that twice or thrice an infinite number of persons were seen to come out of her house. Also when her husband was dying, no priest was called for; neither was it known where he was buried; neither did they ever hear any word of their infant being baptized; for it was baptized in the church of the Lord. Among her other neighbours that came against her, two there were dwelling at St. Germain in the suburbs; between whom, incontinent, arose a strife, wherein one of them struck the other with a knife. The death of this gentlewoman was the more hastened of the lord-keeper of the seal, Bertrand, cardinal of Sens, and his son-in-law, the marquis of Trane, to have the confiscation of her goods.

These three holy martyrs above recited, were condemned on the 27th of September, by the process of the commissioners and the lieutenant-civil: and then being put in a chapel together, certain doctors were sent to them, but their valiant constancy remained unmovable. After that they were had out of their prison, and sent every one in a dung-cart to the place of punishment. Clinet ever cried by the way, protesting, that he said or maintained nothing but the verity of God. And being asked of a doctor, whether he would believe St. Austin, touching certain matters? he said, 'Yes;,' and that he had said nothing but what he would prove by his authority.

The gentlewoman, seeing a priest come to confess her, said, that she had confessed unto God, and had received of him remission: other absolution she found none in Scripture. And when certain councillors did urge her to take in her hands the wooden cross, according to the custom of them that go to their death, alleging how Christ commanded every one to bear his cross, she answered, 'My lords!' said she, 'you make me in very deed to bear my cross, condemning me unjustly, and putting me to death in the quarrel of my Lord Jesus Christ, who willith us to bear our cross, but no such cross as you speak of.'

Gravelle looked with a smiling countenance, and showed a cheerful colour, declaring how little he passed for his condemnation; and being asked of his friends to what death he was condemned, 'I see well,' said he, 'that I am condemned to death, but to what death or torment I regard not.' And coming from the chapel, when he perceived they went about to cut out his tongue, unless he would return, he said, that was not so contained in the arrest, and therefore he was unwilling to grant unto it; but afterwards, perceiving the same so to be agreed by the court, he offered his tongue willingly to be cut, and incontinent spake plainly these words: 'I pray you pray to God for me.'

The gentlewoman also, being required to give her tongue, did likewise, with these words: 'Seeing I do not stick to give my body, shall I stick to give my
tongue? No, no." And so these three, having their tongues cut out, were 
brought to Maulbert-place. The constancy of Gravelle was admirable, casting 
up his sighs and groanings to heaven, declaring thereby his ardent affection by 
praying to God. Clinet was somewhat more sad than the other, by reason of the 
steadfastness of nature and his age. But the gentlewoman yet surmounted 
all the rest in constancy, who neither changed countenance, nor colour, being 
of an excellent beauty. 

After the death of her husband, she used to go in mourning weed, after 
the manner of the country; but the same day, going to her burning, she put on 
her French hood, and decked herself in her best array, as going to a new 
marrige, the same day to be joined to her spouse Jesus Christ. And thus these 
three, with singular constancy, were burned: Gravelle and Clinet were burned 
alive; Philippe, the gentlewoman, was strangled, after she had a little tasted the 
flame with her feet and visage; and so she ended her martyrdom.¹

Nicholas Cene and Peter Gabart, martyred at Paris, A.D. 1558. 
Their Persecutors: the Lieutenant, Dr. Maillard, Councillors, 
and Friars.

Of the same company was also Nicholas Cene, a physician, brother to Philip 
Cene above mentioned and martyred at Dijon, and Peter Gabart; which two, 
about five or six days after the other three before, were brought forth to their 
death, on the 2d of October.

Nicholas Cene was but newly come to Paris the same day, when he was 
advertised of the assembly which then was congregated in the street of St. 
James; and (as he desired nothing more than to hear the word of God) he came 
therewith even as he was, booted, and was also with them apprehended, sustaining 
the cause of God's holy gospel unto death.

The other was Peter Gabart, a solicitor of processes, about the age of thirty 
years, whose constancy did much comfort the prisoners. He was put among a 
great number of scholars in the little castle, whom when he heard to pass the 
time in talking of philosophy, 'Na, na,' said he, 'let us forget these worldly 
matters, and learn how to sustain the heavenly cause of our God, which lies 
here in defence of the kingdom of Jesus Christ our Saviour.' And so he began 
to instruct them how to answer to every point of Christian doctrine as well as if 
he had done no other thing in all his life, but only studied divinity; and yet 
was he but very simply learned. Then was he sent from them apart to another 
prison, full of filthy stench and vermin; where, notwithstanding, he ceased not 
to sing psalms, that the others might well hear him. He had a nephew in 
prison by, being but a child, of whom he asked what he had said to the judges? 
He said, that he was constrained to do reverence to a crucifix, painted. 'O thou 
naughty boy!' said he, 'have not I taught thee the commandments of God? 
Knowest thou not how it is written, Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven 
image,' &c. And so he began to expound to him the commandments; where-
unto he gave good attention.

In their examinations, many questions were propounded by the doctors and 
friars, touching matters both of religion, and also to know of them what gentleman 
and gentlewomen were there present at the ministration of the sacrament: 
whereunto they answered in such sort, as was both sufficient for defence of their 
own cause, and also to save their other brethren from blame, saying that they 
would live and die in what they had said and maintained.

When the time of their execution was come, they perceived that their judges Their 
tongues cut out.

had intended, that if they would relent, they should be strangled; if not, they 
should burn alive, and their tongues be cut from them: which torments being 
content to suffer for our Saviour Jesus Christ, they offered their tongues willingly 
to the hangman to be cut. Gabart began a little to sigh, for that he might no 
more praise the Lord with his tongue; whom then Cene did comfort. Then 
were they drawn out of prison in the dung-cart to the suburbs of St. German: 
whom the people in rage and madness, followed with cruel injuries and blas-
phemies, as though they would have done the execution themselves upon them, 
mange the hangman. The cruelty of their death was such as hath not lightly Cruel;

(1) Ex Crisp. lib. vi.
been seen; for they were holden long in the air over a small fire, and their lower parts burnt off, before the higher parts were much harmed with the fire.

Nevertheless, these blessed saints ceased not in all these torments to turn up their eyes to heaven, and to show forth infinite testimonies of their faith and constancy.

In the same fire also many Testaments and Bibles at the same time were burnt.

Upon the sight of this cruelty, the friends of the other prisoners who remained behind, fearing the tyranny of these judges, presented certain causes of refusal against the said judges, requiring other commissioners to be placed. But the king, being hereof advertised by his solicitor, sent out his letters patent, commanding the said causes of refusal to be frustrated, and willed the former judges to proceed, all other lets and obstacles to the contrary notwithstanding: and that the presidents should have power to choose to them other counsellors, according to their own arbitrement, to supply the place of such as were absent; amongst whom also the said solicitor was received, instead of the king's procurator, to pursue the process. By these letters patent it was decreed, that these stubborn sacramentaries (as they were called) should be judged accordingly, save only that they should not proceed to the execution, before the king were advertised. These letters aforesaid stirred up the fire of this persecution not a little, for the judges at this refusal took great indignation, and were mightily offended for that reproach. Notwithstanding so it pleased God, that a young man, a German, called Albert Hartung, born in the country of Brandenburg, and godson to the late Albert, marquis of Brandenburg, by the king's commandment was delivered, through the importunate suit of the Germans.

Frederick Danville, and Francis Rebexies, martyred at Paris, a.d. 1558.

Persecutors: Two Presidents, twenty-five Councillors, the Lieutenant-Civil, Doctors, Friars, Sorbonists, Benedictine a Jacobite monk, Demochares, and Maillard.

Mention was made above of certain young scholars and students who were in the little castle with Peter Gabart. Of that number of scholars were these two, Frederic Danville, and Francis Rebexies, neither of them being past twenty years of age. How valiantly they behaved themselves in those tender years, sustaining the quarrel of our Lord Jesus Christ, what confession they made, what conflicts they had, disputing with the doctors of Sorbonne, their own letter left in writing do make record; the effect whereof briefly to touch is this: and first touching Frederic Danville.

The lieutenant-civil, who before was half suspected, but now thinking to prove himself a right catholic and to recover his estimation again, came to him, beginning with these words of Scripture, 'Whosoever denieth me before men, him will I deny before my Father,' &c.; that done, he asked him what he thought of the sacrament. To whom Frederic answered that if he should think Christ Jesus to be between the priest's hands after the sacramental words (as they call them) then should he believe a thing contrary to the holy Scripture, and to the creed, which saith, that he sitteth on the right hand of the Father: also to the testimony of the angels who spake both of the ascending of Christ, and of his coming down again. After this he questioned with him touching invocation of saints, purgatory, &c., whereunto he answered so that he rather did astonish the enemies, than satisfy them.

Furthermore, on the 12th of September, the said Frederic again was brought before Benedictus a Jacobite, and his companion a Sorbonist Doctor, called Noster Magister; who thus began to argue with him.

Question: 'Which think you to be the true church, the church of the Protestants, or the church of Paris?'

The Martyr: 'I recognise that to be the true church where the gospel is truly preached, and the sacraments rightly administered, so as they be left by Jesus Christ and his apostles.'

(1) See here, how the whole power of the world was confederate together against the poetically God, according to the prophecy of the second Psalm: 'Antichrist reges terrae et principes concer- nerunt in unum, adversus Dominum,' &c.

(2) Ex Crisp. Lib. vi.

(3) Matt. x.

(4) Acts i.
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

Quest. : ' And think you the church of Geneva is such a one as you speak of?' The Martyr: ' I so judge it to be.'
Bened. : ' And what if I do prove the contrary, will you believe me?' The Martyr: ' Yea, if you shall prove it by the Scripture.' Benef. : ' Or will you believe St. Austin and other holy doctors innumerable?'
The Martyr: ' Yea, so they dissent not from the Scripture and the word of God.'

Bened. : ' By the authority of St. Austin the church is there where is the succession of bishops; whereunto I frame this argument: there is the church, where is the perpetual succession of bishops: in the church of Paris is such succession of bishops: ergo the church of Paris is the true church.'
The Martyr: ' To your major I answer, that if St. Austin mean the succession of such as are true bishops indeed, who truly preach the gospel, and rightly administer the sacraments, such bishops I suppose to be at Geneva, where the gospel is truly preached, and the sacraments are duly administered, and not in the church of Paris. But otherwise, if St. Austin mean the succession of false bishops, such as neither preach nor minister according to God's word, so is the same in no wise to be granted.'
Bened. : ' Calvin is there by his own thrusting in, and only by the choosing of the people.'
The Martyr: ' And that soundeth more for him to be of God's divine election, forasmuch as by him the gospel of God is preached truly, and from this no man shall bring me.'

After this disputation, the 19th of the same month came against him the same Doctor, with two other Sorbonists; who, bringing forth a scroll out of his bosom, pretended that a certain scholar, coming from Geneva, made his confession, wherein was contained, that in receiving of the bread and wine the body and blood of Christ is received really. Whereupon they demanded of him, whether he would receive the same confession.

The Martyr: ' Whatsoever I have said unto you, that will I hold. And as touching this word really, I know right well, that they of Geneva do not take it for any carnal presence, as you do; but their meaning is, to exclude thereby only a vain imagination.'

Doctor: ' I marvel much that you so refuse the word really, and use only spiritually, seeing that Calvin himself doth use the same word really.'
The Martyr: ' Calvin meaneth thereby no other thing but as we do.'
Doctor: ' What say you of confession auricular?'
The Martyr: ' The same that I said before to Monsieur Lieutenant, that is, that I take it for a plantation, not planted by God in his word.'

Doctor: ' The Almaines, in their confession which they sent to our king to be approved, have these words: We do not reject auricular confession; for it is a gospel secret and privy. And also Melancthon, in his Book of Common Places, doth call it Evangelium Secretum.'

Another time the said Frederic was called again before the lords, the 20th of the said month, where they did nothing but demand of him certain questions, as where he was born, and whether he had heard in his country at Oleron, that M. Gerard, the bishop there, did sing mass. ' Yea,' said he. ' And why do not you also,' said they, ' receive the same?' He answered, ' Because he did it, to retain and keep his bishopric.' The martyr, for lack of paper, could proceed herein no further.

The examinations of the aforesaid Francis Rebezies.

Rebezies had three sundry examinations: the first with the lieutenant-civil: the second with the presidents and the councillors: the third with the friars. First, the lieutenant, inquiring of his name, country, and parents, asked whether he

(1) Confessionem auricularum non improba. est enim Evangelium secretum.'

(2) Melancthon, in his Common Places, speaking of the popish confession which consisteth in the enumeration of sin, saith, that it is a shame of conscience, and against the gospel; and otherwise maketh there no mention of 'Evangelium Secretum' no more doth the confession of the Almaines.
was at the communion, whether he received with them the bread and wine, and whether he was a servitor to M. Nicholas Cene, senior of the congregation? Whereunto he said, 'Yea.' Also whether he was a distributor of the tokens, whereby they were let in that came? That he denied.

Then he was brought into the council chamber, before two presidents, and twenty-five councillors; who, after other questions about his country and parents, demanded whether he was taken with them in the house? He answered Yea. What he had to do there? To hear the word of God, and to receive communion with them. Who brought him thither? Himself. Whom there he knew? No man. How he durst, or would enter, knowing no person there? Truth it was (said he) that he knew there two or three. Who were they? M. Gravelle, Clinet, and John Sansot, feigning that name of himself. Whether he knew the preacher? That he denied. Whether he allowed the act there done to be good? Yea. Whether he did not better like to resort unto their beautified temples, to hear mass, or whether he did not take the mass to be a holy thing, and ordained of God? He answered again contrary, believing that it was a great blasphemy against God, and a service set up of the devil. Whether he did not acknowledge purgatory? Yea, that purgatory, which is the death and passion of Christ, which taketh away the sins of the whole world. The death of Christ is the principal (said they), but thou must also believe another. Aias (said he), can we not content ourselves with the simplicity of the gospel, but man always will be putting to something of his own brain: in so many places of the Scripture we see the blood of Jesus Christ to be sufficient, as John i. Apocalypse v. Hebrews ix. Isaiah xlii., where the Lord himself saith, that it is he, who, for his own sake, putteth away our iniquities, &c. As St. Paul also saith, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, &c. And on the contrary, when they objected the words of the parable, Thou shalt not come out, till thou hast paid the last farthing: to this he answered, that the words of that parable had no such relation, but to matters civil; and this word 'until' meaneth there, as much as never.

After that he was charged there by one, for reading the books of Calvin, Bucer, and Bullinger. The president asked, if he were not afraid to be burned as were the others before, and to bring his parents into such diabolism? He answered, that he knew well, that all who would live godly in Christ Jesus, should suffer persecution; and that to him either to live or to die, were advantage in the Lord. And as touching his parents, Christ himself (said he) doth premonish, that whosoever loveth father or mother more than him, is not worthy to be his, &c. "Jesus Maria!" said the president, 'what youth are these now-a-days, who cast themselves so headlong into the fire!" And so was he commanded away.

Thirdly, He was brought before Benedictine the Jacobite, the Master of the doctors of Sorbonne, and another Jacobite whose name he knew not, on the 14th of October; where he, chancing to speak of "the Lord," Benedictine began thus to object as followeth:

Benedictine: 'See how you, and all such as are of your company, simply name the Lord, without putting to the pronoun, our. So may the devils well call the Lord, and tremble before his face.'

The Martyr: 'The devils call the Lord in such sort as the Pharisees did, when they brought the adulteress before him, and called him master; yet neither attended they to his doctrine, nor intended to be his disciples: whose case I trust is nothing like to ours, who know, and confess (as we speak) him to be the true Lord with all our heart, so as true Christians ought to do.'

Bened. : 'I know well you hold the church to be, where the word is truly preached, and the sacraments are sincerely administered, according as they are left by Christ and his apostles.'

The Martyr: 'That do I believe, and in that will I live and die.'

Bened. : 'Do you not believe that whosoever is without that church, cannot obtain remission of his sins?'

The Martyr: 'Whosoever doth separate himself from that church, to make either sect, part, or division, cannot obtain, as you say.'

Churches. Bened. : 'Now let us consider two churches, the one wherein the word is rightly preached, and the sacraments are administered accordingly as they be

(1) Matt. v. (2) 2 Tim. iii. (3) Matt. x.
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.

left unto us: the other, wherein the word and sacraments be used contrarily. Which of these two ought we to believe?

**The Martyr:** 'The first.'

**Bened.** 'Well said. Next is now to speak of the gifts given to the said church: as the power of the keys, and confession for remission of sins after we be confessed to a priest. Also we must believe the seven sacraments in the same church truly administered, as they be here in the churches of Paris, where the sacrament of the altar is administered, and the gospel is truly preached.'

**The Martyr:** 'Sir, now you begin to halt. As for my part, I do not receive in the church more than two sacraments, which be instituted in the same for the whole commonalty of Christians. And as concerning the power of the keys, and your confession, I believe, that for the remission of our sins we ought to go to no other but only to God, as we read 1 John i., If we confess our sins, God is faithful and just to pardon our offences, and he will purge us from all our iniquities, &c. Also in the prophet David, in the 19th and 32d Psalms: I have opened my sin unto thee, &c.

**Bened.** 'Should I not believe that Christ, in the time of his apostles, gave to them power to remit sins?'

**The Martyr:** 'The power that Christ gave to his apostles, if it be well considered, is nothing disagreeing to my saying: and therefore I began to say (which here I confess) that the Lord gave to his apostles to preach the word, and so to remit sins by the same word.'

**Bened.** 'Do you then deny auricular confession?'

**The Martyr:** 'Yea verily I do.'

**Bened.** 'Ought we to pray to saints?'

**The Martyr:** 'I believe not.'

**The Master of the Doctors of Sorbonne:** 'Tell me what I shall ask: Jesus Christ being here upon the earth, Was he not then as well sufficient to hear the whole world, and to be intercessor for all, as he is now?'

**The Martyr:** 'Yes.'

**Doctor:** 'But we find that when he was here on earth, his apostles made intercession for the people: and why may they not do the same as well now also?'

**The Martyr:** 'So long as they were in the world, they exercised their ministry, and prayed one for another, as needing human succours together; but now, being in paradise, all the prayer that they make, is this: that they wish that they who be yet on earth, may attain to their felicity; but to obtain any thing at the Father's hand, we must have our recourse only to his Son.'

**Doctor:** 'If one man have such charge to pray for another, may not he then be called an intercessor?'

**The Martyr:** 'I grant.'

**Doctor:** 'Well then, you say there is but one intercessor: whereupon I infer, that I, being bound to pray for another, need not now to go to Jesus Christ to have him an intercessor, but to God alone, setting Jesus Christ apart; and so ought we verily to believe.'

**The Martyr:** 'You understand not, Sir, that if God do not behold us in the face of his own well-beloved Son, then shall we never be able to stand in his sight: for if he shall look upon us, he can see nothing but sin; and if the heavens be not pure in his eyes, what shall be thought then of man, so abominable and unprofitable, who drinketh iniquity like water, as Job doth say?'

Then Benedictine, seeing his master doctor to have nothing to answer to this, inferred as followeth:

**Bened.** 'Nay, my friend! as touching the great mercy of God, let that stand, and now to speak of ourselves, this we know, that God is not displeased with those who have recourse unto his saints.'

**The Martyr:** 'Sir, we must not do after our own wills, but according to that which God willeth and commandeth: For this is the trust that we have in him, that if we demand any thing after his will, he will hear us.'

**Bened.** 'As no man cometh to the presence of an earthly king, or prince,

---

(1) Note this blasphemous doctrine, which maketh saints equal intercessors with Christ.

(2) 1 John v.
A TABLE OF THOSE WHO SUFFERED IN FRANCE.
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The presence of Christ in the host.

Then they came to speak of adoration, which the said martyr Rebezieis disproved by the Scripture, Acts x. xiii. xiv.; Apocalypse xix. xii., Hebrews x. xii. xiv.: where is to be noted, that whereas the martyr alleged the fourteenth chapter to the Hebrews; the doctors answered, that it was in the eleventh chapter, when the place indeed is neither in the eleventh, nor in the fourteenth, but in the fourteenth chapter of the Acts. So well read were those doctors in their New Testament.

Bened. : 'Touching the mass, what say you? believe you not that when the priest hath consecrated the host, our Lord is there as well, and in as ample sort, as he was, hanging upon the cross?'

The Martyr: 'No, verily; but I believe that Jesus Christ is sitting at the right hand of his Father; as appeareth by Hebrews x., 1 Cor. xv., Colossians iii. And therefore (to make short with you) I hold your mass for none other, but for a false and counterfeited service, set up by Satan, and retained by his ministers, by which you do annihilate the precious blood of Christ, and his oblation once made of his own body; and you know right well that the same is sufficient, and ought not to be reiterated.'

Bened.: 'You deceive yourselves about that 'reiteration,' for we do not reiterate it so as you think; as by example I will show. You see me now in this religious garment; but if I should put upon me a soldier's weed, then should I be disguised, and yet for all that I should remain the same still within my doublet, that I was before in my friar's weed. So is it with the sacrifice: we confess and grant, that Naturaliter, that is, naturally, he was once offered in sacrifice; and also is sitting Naturaliter, that is, naturally, at the right hand of his Father; but Supernaturaliter et subscriptivé, that is, supernaturally, we sacrifice the same without reiteration. Supernaturaliter we sacrifice him; but that sacrifice is only disguised, to wit, he is contained under that curtain and that whiteness which you see.'

The Martyr: 'Sir, this I say, that such a disguised sacrifice is a diabolical sacrifice; and of that I am quite convinced.'

Bened.: 'And how is your belief touching the holy supper?'

The Martyr: 'That if it be administered unto me by the minister, in such usage, as it hath been left of Christ and his apostles preaching also the word purely withal; I believe that, in receiving the material bread and wine, I receive with lively faith the body and blood of Jesus Christ spiritually.

Doctor: 'Say corporally.'

The Martyr: 'No, Sir, for his words be spirit and life; and let this content you.'

Doctor: 'What say you, Is it lawful for a priest to marry?'

The Martyr: 'I believe it to be lawful for him, in such sort as the apostle saith, Whosoever hath not the gift of continency, let him marry; for it is better to marry than to burn. And if this do not content you, further you may read what he writeth of bishops and elders, 1 Timothy iii. and Titus i.'

And thus these doctors, affirming that he denied priesthood, gave him leave to depart, saying, 'God have mercy on you!' 'So be it,' said he.

After this, about the 22d of October, the said Rebezieis and Frederic Danville were brought up to a chamber in the castle to be racked, to the intent they should utter the rest of the congregation; in which chamber they found three counsellors, who thus began with them: 'Lift up thy hand. Thou shalt swear by the passion of Jesus Christ, whose image here thou seest (showing him a great marmoset there painted on paper); whereunto Rebezieis answered, 'Monsieur, I swear to you by the passion of Christ, which is written in my heart.' 'Why dost thou not swear to us,' said the councillors, 'as we say unto thee?' 'Because,' said he, 'it is a great blasphemy against the Lord.' Then the councillors read their depositions, and, first beginning with Rebezieis, said: 'Wilt thou not tell us the truth, what companions thou knowest to be of
this assembly?" Rebezies named, as he did before, Gravel, Clinet (which were already burnt), and John Sanasot. To whom they said, that the court had ordained, that he would give no other answer but so, he should be put to the torture or rack; and so he was commanded to be stripped to his shirt, having a cross put in his hand, and being bid to commend himself to God and the Virgin Mary. But he neither would receive the cross, nor commend himself to the Virgin Mary, saying, that God was able enough to guard him, and to save him out of the lion's mouth; and so, being stretched and stretched in the air, he began to cry, 'Come, Lord! and show thy strength, that man do not prevail,' &c. But they cried, 'Tell truth, Francis! and thou shalt be let down.' Nevertheless he continued still in his invocation and prayer to the Lord, so that they could have no other word but that. And after they had thus long tormented him, the councillors said, 'Wilt thou say nothing else?' 'I have nothing else,' said he, 'to say.' And so they commanded him to be loosed, and be put by the fire-side. Who, being loosed, said to them, 'Do you handle thus the poor servants of God?' And the like was done to Frederic Danville also, his companion (who at the same time was also very sick), of whom they could have no other answer but as of the other. So mightily did God assist and strengthen his servants, as ever he did any else, as by their own letters and confession it doth appear.

These constant and true martyrs of Christ, after they had returned from the torture unto their fellow-prisoners, ceased not to thank and praise the Lord for his assistance. Frederic did sigh oftentimes, and being asked of his fellows, why he so did? he said, it was not for the evil that he had suffered, but for the evils that he knew they should suffer afterwards. 'Notwithstanding,' said he, 'be strong, brethren! and be not afraid, assuring yourselves of the aid of God, who hath succoured us, and also will comfort you.' Rebezies with the rack was so drawn and stretched, that one of his shoulders was higher than the other, and his neck drawn on the one side, so that he could not move himself: and therefore desiring his brethren to lay him upon his bed, there he wrote his confession, which hitherto we have followed. When the night came they rejoiced together, and comforted themselves with meditation of the life to come, and contempt of this world, singing psalms together till it was day. Rebezies cried twice or thrice together, 'Away from me, Satan!' Frederic being in bed with him, asked why he cried, and whether Satan would stop him of his course? Rebezies said, that Satan set before him his parents; but by the grace of God, said he, he shall do nothing against me.

The day next following they were brought once or twice before the councillors, and required to show what fellows they had more of the said assembly: which when they would not declare, the sentence was read against them, that they should be brought in a dung-cart to Malbert place, and there, having a ball in their mouths, be tied each one to his post, and afterwards be strangled; and so be turned into ashes.

Afterwards came the friars and doctors, Demochares, Maillard, and others, to confess them, and offering to them a cross to kiss, which they refused. Then Demochares by force made Rebezies to kiss it whether he would or no, crying to them moreover, that they should believe in the sacrament. 'What,' said Frederic, 'will ye have us to pluck Christ Jesus out from the right hand of his Father?' Demochares said, that so many of their opinion had suffered death before, and yet none of them all ever did any miracles, as the apostles and other holy martyrs did. Frederic asked them, if they required any miracle? 'No,' said they; and so stood mute, save only that Demochares prayed them to consider well what they had said unto them. Maillard also added, that he would gage his soul to be damned, but it was true. Frederic answered, that he knew it was contrary.

At last, being brought to the place of execution, a cross again was offered them, which they refused. Then a priest standing by, bade them believe in the Virgin Mary. 'Let God,' saith they, 'reign alone.' The people standing by, 'Ah mischievous Lutheran!' said they. 'Nay, a true Christian I am,' said he. When they were tied to their stakes, after their prayers made, when they were bid to be dispatched, one of them comforting the other, said, 'Be strong, my brother! be strong: Satan, away from us!' As they were thus exhorting, one

(1) Ex literis Franc. Rebez. in Crisp. lib. vi.
standing by said, 'These Lutherans do call upon Satan.' One John Morel (who afterwards died a martyr), then standing by at liberty, answered, 'I pray you let us hear,' said he, 'what they say, and we shall hear them invoke the name of God.' Whereupon the people listened better unto them, to hearken, as well as they could, what they said: they crying still as much as their mouths being stopped could utter, 'Assist us, O Lord.' And so they, rendering up their spirits to the hands of the Lord, did consummate their valiant martyrdom.¹

After the martyrdom of these two abovesaid, the intention of the judges was to dispatch the rest one after another in like sort, and they had procured already process against twelve or thirteen ready to be judged. But a certain gentlewoman, then prisoner amongst them, had presented causes of exceptions or refusals against them, whereby the cruel rage of the enemies was stayed to the month of July following. In the mean time, as this persecution was spread into other countries, first the faithful cantons of the Switzers perceiving these good men to be afflicted for the same doctrine which they preached in their churches, sent their ambassadors to the king to make supplication for them. The same time also came letters from the county palatine, elector, tending to the same end, to solicit the king for them. The king, standing the same time in great need of the Germans for his wars, was contented at least that they should proceed more gently with them; and so the fire for that time ceased. Most of them were sent to abbeys, where they were kept at the charge of the priors, to be constrained to be present at the service of idolatry, especially the young scholars; of whom some shrunk back, others being more loosely kept, escaped away. The most part were brought before the official to make their confession, and to receive absolution ordinary. Divers made their confession ambiguous and doubtful, &c.²


These two young men were also of the company above specified, and were in prison, where they sustained such cruelty, being almost racked to death, that Almarick could not go when he was called to the court to be judged. And being upon the rack, he rebuked their cruelty, and spake so freely, as though he had felt no grief; and as they said, who came to visit him, he testified unto them, that he felt no dole or so long as he was upon it. Both these died in prison, continuing still firm and constant in the pure confession of Christ's church.³

John Bordel, Matthew Vermeil, Peter Bourdon, André de la Fon, martyred in the Country of Brasil, a.d. 1558. Persecuted by Villegaignon, a French Captain.

Mention is made in the French story of one Villegaignon, lieutenant for the French king, who made a voyage into the land of Brasil with certain French ships, and took an island nearly to the same adjoining, and made therein a fortress. After they had been there a while, Villegaignon (for lack of victuals, as he pretended) sent certain of them away in a ship to the river Plata, towards the pole Antarctic, a thousand miles off.⁴ In this ship were these four here mentioned; who, forswearing their ship by occasion of tempest, were carried back again, and so came to the land of Brasil, and afterwards to their own countrymen. Villegaignon, being much grieved thereat, first charged them with departing without his leave. Moreover, being terrified in his mind with false suspicion and vain dreams, fearing and dreaming lest they had been sent as privy spies by the Brasilians, because they came from them, and had been friendly entertained of them; he began to devise how he might put them to death under some colour of treason: but the cause was religion. For albeit sometime he had been a professor of the gospel, yet afterwards, growing to some dignity, he fell to be an apostate, and cruel persecutor of his fellows. But when no proof or conjecture probable could be found to serve his cruel purpose, he, knowing them to be earnest protestants, drew out certain articles of religion for them to answer, and so entrapping them upon their confession, he laid them in

¹ Ex Crisp. ib. vi. ² Ibid. & ex Pantal. ib. xi. ³ Ibid. ⁴ He sent them far enough them, because they should never return, pretending that he lacked victual, but the cause was religion.
irous and in prison, and secretly, with one executioner and his page, he took one after another, beginning with John Bordel, and first brought him to the top of a rock, and there being half strangled, without any judgment threw him into the sea; and after the like manner, ordered also the rest. Of whom three were thus cruelly murdered and drowned; to wit, John Bordel, Matthew Verneuil, and Peter Bourdon. The fourth, who was André de la Fon, he caused by manifold allurements somewhat to incline to his sayings, and so he escaped the danger; not without great offence taken of a great part of the Frenchmen in that country. 1

Geffery Varagle, martyred at Turin, in Piedmont, A.D. 1558. Persecuted by the King's Lieutenant.

In the same year, 1558, suffered also Geffery Varagle, preacher in the valley of Angrogne, at the town of Turin, in Piedmont, who first was a monk, and said mass the space of seven and twenty years. Afterwards, returning from Basque toward Angrogne to preach, as he had used before to do, sent by the ministers of Geneva and other faithful brethren, he was apprehended in the town of Barges, and brought before the king's lieutenant; where he was questioned with, touching divers articles of religion: as of justification, works of supererogation, free-will, predestination, confession, satisfaction, indulgences, images, purgatory, the pope, &c. Hereunto he answered again in writing, with such learning and reason, alleging against the pope's own distinctions, 2 that as the story reporteth, the court of Turin, marveling at his learning, condemned him more for reproach of shame, than upon true opinion grounded on judgment. When he was brought to the place of execution, the people who stood by and heard him speak, declared openly, that they saw no cause why he should die. A certain old companion of his, a priest, calling him by his name, 'Master Geffery,' desired him to convert from his opinions: to whom he patiently answered again, desiring him, that he would convert from his condition. And thus after he had made his prayer unto God, and had forgiven his executioner, and all his enemies, he was first strangled, and then burned. In the aforesaid story, relation is made moreover, concerning the said Geffery, that at the time of his burning a dove was seen, as was credibly reported of many, flying and fluttering divers times about the fire; testifying, as was thought, the innocency of this holy martyr of the Lord. But the story addeth, that upon such things we must not stay: and so conclude the martyrdom of this blessed man. 3

Benet Romaine, a Mercer or Haberdasher, at Draguignan in Provence, A.D. 1558. Persecuted by Lanteaume Blanc; De Lauris, Councillor and Son-in-law to Miniers, Lord of Opede, the cruel Persecutor; Anthony Ruvet, the Lieutenant; Barbosi, Judge-ordinary of Draguignan; Joachim Portanier, the King's Advocate; Cavali and Cavaliere, Consuls; the Official; Gasper Siguiere, Officer in Draguignan; and also a Friar observant.

The lamentable story of Benet Romaine is described at large among other French martyrs, by John Crispine, printer: the brief recital whereof here followeth. This Benet, having wife and children at Geneva, to get his living used to go about the country with certain mercury ware, having cunning also amongst other things, how to dress corals. As he was coming toward Marseilleilles, and passed by the town of Draguignan, he happened upon one of the like faculty, named Lanteaume Blanc, who, being desirous to have of his corals, and could not agree for the price, also knowing that he was one of Geneva, went to a councillor of the parliament of Aix, being then at Draguignan, whose name was De Lauris, son-in-law to Miniers, lord of Opede, the great persecutor against Merindol, &c. This De Lauris, consulting together with the aforesaid Blanc, and pretending to buy certain of his coral which he saw to be very fair,
A TABLE OF THOSE WHO SUFFERED IN FRANCE,

and knowing also that he had to the worth of three hundred crowns, incontinent after his departing from him, sent to the officer of the town to attach the said Benet, as one being the greatest Lutheran in the world. Thus when he was arrested for the king’s prisoner, Blanc and his fellows, who sought nothing but only the prey, were ready to seize on his goods; and likewise of the other two men whom he hired to bear his merchandise. Then were these three poor men separated asunder, and Romaine examined before the consuls, and the king’s advocate, and other councilors, where he kept his Easter? whether he received at the same Easter? whether he was confessed before, and fasted the Lent? Also he was bid to say his ‘Pater Noster,’ the ‘Creed,’ and ‘Ave Maria,’ which two first he did, but refused to say ‘Ave Maria.’ Then was he asked for worshipping of saints, women-saints and men-saints, and when he heard mass? He said, he would worship none but God alone: mass he heard none these four years, nor ever would. Hereupon he was committed to a stinking and loathsome place, with iron chains upon his legs. De Lauris thus having his will upon the poor man, sent for the lieutenant, named Anthony Revest, told him what he had done, and willed him to see the prisoner. The lieutenant, being angry that he did so usurp upon his office, denied to go with him to the prisoner, excusing the filthy savour of the place. Notwithstanding the same day, the lieutenant with another went to the prison, and caused the said Romaine to come before him, of whom he inquired many things, of his dwelling, of his name and age, his wife and children, of his faculty, and the cause of his coming; also of his religion, and all such points thereto belonging. Unto whom he answered again simply and truly in all respects, as lay in his conscience; and thereunto, being required (because he could not write), he put to his mark. After this confession being thrice made, and his answer taken, certain faithful brethren of that place found means to come to him, and counselled him, that seeing he had sufficiently already made confession of his faith, he would seek means to escape out from his enemies, who sought nothing but his death; and showed unto him what he should say unto the lieutenant. But he refused so to do, being willing there to render account of his faith, and consented to die for the same.

The fame of his constancy being known in the town, judge Barbosi, a man blind and ignorant, and no less deformed, came to see him, and asked, ‘What, do they believe,’ said he, ‘in any God in Geneva?’ Romaine looking upon him, ‘What art thou,’ said he, ‘that so wretchedly dost blaspheme?’ ‘I am,’ said he, ‘the judge-ordinary of this place.’ ‘And who hath put thee,’ said Romaine, ‘such a gross and deformed person, in such an office?’ Thinkest thou that we be infidels, and no Christians? And if the devils themselves do confess a God, suppose you that they of Geneva, do deny their God? No! no! we believe in God, we invoke his name, and repose all our trust in him,’ &c. Barbosi took such grief with this, departing from Romaine, that he ceased not to pursue him to death.

The lieutenant then being urged, and much called upon, and also threatened by this Barbosi and others, prepared to proceed in judgment against him, taking to him such judges and advocates as the order there required. There was at the same time an observant friar, who had there preached all the Lent. He, being very eager and diligent to have the poor Christian burned, and seeing the judges intent about the business, to set the matter forward, said, that he would go and say mass of the Holy Ghost, to illuminate their intents to have the said Romaine condemned and burned alive at a little fire. Moreover, he procured Cavallai and Cavalieri, the consuls, to threaten the lieutenant, that they would complain of him to the high court of parliament, if he would not after that sort condemn Romaine to be burnt. In the mean time the faithful Christians of the said town, fearing lest by his racking danger might happen to the brethren, sent to Romaine again in the prison certain instructions and means how he might be aided, such as should not be against God: but when the lieutenant came, the poor man forgot his instructions; so simple he was, and ignorant of the subtleties of this world.

When the time came that the judges were set, and the process should be read, Barbosi, with others whom the friar had procured, had agreed before, that

(1) Mass, a common instrument for all things, and also to blow the fire.
(2) ‘Fili huicj seculit prudentiis in sua generatione quam filii lucis.’
he should be fired alive, and put to the rack, to disclose his fellows, and also gagged that he might not speak and infect the residue. On the other part, one there was of the advocates (albeit a man wholly superstitious), who, seeing the rage of the others, gave contrary advice, saying, that Romaine should be sent home again, for that he was a town-dweller of Geneva, neither had taught there any kind of doctrine, nor brought any books, or had they any informations against him; and that which he had spoken, was a thing constrained by his oath, forced by the justice. As and touching his opinion, it was no other but as other young men did follow, who were either of the one part, or of the other; and therefore that here remained no more, but only the lieutenant to give his verdict, &c. Thus much being spoken, and also because the lieutenant was before suspected, and the time of dinner drew near, they arose for that time, deferring the matter to another season. The friar-observant in the mean time was not idle, inciting still the consuls and the people, who, at the ringing of a bell being assembled together with the official and the priests in a great rout, came crying to the lieutenant to burn the heretic, or else they would fire him, and all his family; and in semblable wise did the same to the other judges and advocates: the official moreover added, that if it were not better seen to than so, the Lutherans would take such courage, and so shut up their church doors, that no man should enter in. Then, because the lieutenant would not take to him other judges after their minds, in all post-haste the people contributed together, that at their own charge the matter should be pursued at the parliament of Aix, and so compelled the lieutenant to bring the process unto judgment, every man crying, 'To the fire, to the fire, that he may be burned!'

The lieutenant, being not able otherwise to appease the people, promised to bring the matter to the high court of Aix, and so he did. They, hearing the information of the cause, commanded the lieutenant and the other judges to deal no further therein, but to send up the process and the prisoner unto them. This went greatly against the minds of them of Draguignan, who would fain have had him condemned there. Whereupon Barbois was sent out to the parliament of Aix, where he so practised and laboured the matter, that the cause was sent down again to the lieutenant, and he enjoined to take unto him such ancient advocates, as their old order required, and to certify them again within eight days. And so Romaine, by the sentence of those old judges, was condemned to be burned alive, if he turned not; if he did, then to be strangled, and before the execution, to be put upon the rack, to the intent he should disclose the rest of his company; from which sentence Romaine then appealed, saying that he was no heretic. Hereupon he was carried unto Aix, singing the Commandments as he passed by the town of Draguignan: when which the king's advocate did see, looking out of his window, he said unto him, that he was one of them that concluded his death, but desired God to forgive him. Romaine answered again, 'God will judge us all in the last day of judgment.' After he was come to Aix, he was brought before the councillors, before whom he remained no less constant and firm than before. Then was a furnish friar sent, who, being three hours with him, and not able to remove him, came out to the lords, and said that he was damned: by reason whereof, the sentence given before of his condemnation was confirmed, and he sent back again from whence he came.

At this return again from Aix, the consuls of Draguignan sent abroad by return again from Aix to Draguignan. parishes unto the curates, that they should signify to their parishioners the day of his death, to the end that they should come; they also caused to be cried through the town by the sound of a trumpet, that all good Christians should bring wood to the great market-place, to burn the Lutheran. The day being come, which was Saturday, the 16th of May, the poor servant of God was first brought to the rack or torture, where, at his first entry, were brought before him the cords, irons, and weights, to terrify him. Then, said they, he must utter his accomplices, and renounce his religion, or else he should be burned alive. He answered with a constant heart, that he had no other accomplices or companions, neither would he hold any other faith, but that which Jesus Christ did preach by his apostles. Then was he demanded of his fellows taken with him, whether they did hold the faith of Rome, or whether he did ever communicate with them, or did know them in the town, or in the province to
be of his faith! He said, No. Item, What he had to do in that town? He said, To sell his coral. Item, Who gave him counsel to appeal? God, he said, by his Spirit.

Upon this he was put upon the gin or rack, where he, being torn most outrageously, ceased not still to cry unto God, that he would have pity on him for the love of Jesus Christ his Son. Then was he commanded to call to the Virgin Mary, but he would not. Hereupon his torture was renewed again, in such cruel sort, that they thought they had left him for dead; for which they sent him to the barbers, and finding that he could endure no longer, they were afraid lest he had been past, and hastened to bring him to the fire. So, after they had essayed him by priests and friars as much as they could, to make him revolt, they helped the hangman to bear him, all broken and dismembered as he was, unto the heap of wood, where they tied him to a chain of iron which was let down upon the faggots. Romaine, seeing himself to be alone lying upon the wood, began to pray to God; whereas the friars being moved, ran to him again to cause him to say 'Ave Maria:' which when he would not do, they were so furious, that they plundered and tore his beard. In all these anguishs the meek saint of God had recourse still to God in his prayers, beseeching him to give him patience. Then left they him lying as dead; but as soon as they descended down from the wood, he began to pray to God again in such sort as one would have thought that he had felt no hurt. Then another great friar, supposing to do more with him than the rest, came up to the wood unto him, to admonish him. Romaine thought at first, that he had been a faithful Christian, by his gentle speech; but afterwards when he urged him to pray to the Virgin Mary, he desired him to depart, and let him alone in peace. As soon as he was departed, Romaine lifted up his head and his eyes on high, praying God to assist him in his great temptation. Then a certain father, a warden, to bring the people to more hatred, cried out and said, 'He blasphemed! he blasphemed! he speaketh against the blessed Virgin Mary!' Whereat Barbosi cried, 'Stop his mouth, let him be gagged!' The people cried, 'To the fire! let him be burned!' Then the hangman set fire to the straw and little sticks that were about, which incontinent were set on fire. Romaine still remained hanging in the air till he died. When all his nether parts were burnt well near, he was seen to lift up his head to heaven, moving his lips, without any cry: and so this blessed saint rendered his spirit to God.

Of this assembly there were divers judgments and sundry bruits. Some said that if good men had been about him, it had gone better with him, and that those priests and monks who were about him, were whoremasters and infamous. Others said, that he had wrong, and that a hundred of that company there were, who more deserved death than he, especially among those who condemned him. Others went away marvelling, and disputing of his death and doctrine. And thus was the course finished of this valiant and thrice blessed martyr and servant of the Lord Jesus the Son of God.

Francis Civaux martyred at Dijon, a.d. 1558. Persecuted by the
Covent of the Jacobite Friars at Dijon, and a Priest of that Place.

This Francis Civaux was secretary to the French ambassador here in England in queen Mary's time, who afterwards, being desirous to hear the word of God, went to Geneva. Also he was placed to be secretary to the senate or council of Geneva; where he continued about the space of a year. Having then certain business, he came to Dijon.

There was at the same time a priest that preached at Dijon such doctrine, that the said Francis, being worthily offended thereat, came friendly unto the priest, and reasoned with him touching his doctrine, showing by the Scriptures, how and where he had erred. The priest excused himself, that he was not so well instructed to dispute, but he would bring him the next day to a certain learned man, whom he knew there in the town, and desired the said Francis to go with him to breakfast, where he would be glad to hear them two in conference together. Whereunto when Francis had consented, the priest incontinent went
to the Jacobite friars, where the matter was thus contrived, that at the breakfast time Francis, unwares, should be apprehended there.

When the next day came, the priest brought Francis, according to his appointment, to a Jacobite friar, who, pretending much fair friendship unto him, as one glad and desirous of his company, besought him to take a breakfast with him the next morrow, and there they would enter conference together. With this also Francis was content, and to prepare himself the better to that conflict, sat up almost all the night writing with his fellow. The next morrow, as Francis with his fellow were preparing themselves toward the breakfast, the Jacobite in the mean time went to the justice of the town, to admonish him to be ready at the time and place appointed. Thus, as the Jacobite was standing at the justice's door, the companion of Francis, seeing the friar there stand, began to mistrust with himself, and told Francis, willing him to beware of the friar. Moreover, the same night Francis had in his dream, that the said friar should commit him to the justice. But he, either not caring for his dreams, or else not much passing for the danger, committed himself to the hands of God, and went. As they were together disputing in the covert of the Jacobites, Francis, thus betrayed of the priest, was apprehended by the officers, carried to prison, and within seven days after, being Saturday before the nativity of our Lord, was brought to the place of execution, where first he was strangled, and then burned. And as touching the fellow and companion of this Francis above-mentioned, he was also apprehended with him, and put in prison; but because he was but a young novice, and yet not fully confirmed, he recanted, and was delivered.

Peter Arondeau, martyred at Paris, A.D. 1559. His Persecutors were the Priests of Rochelle, Manroy a Priest, the Lieutenant of Rochelle, the Cardinal of Lorraine, and two Presidents, to wit, Magister and St. Andre.

The town of Rochelle, as it is a place of great commodity because of the sea, so was it not inferior to other good towns in France, for nourishing and supporting the holy assemblies of the Lord. Unto this town, about A.D. 1559, resorted one Peter Arondeau, a man of base condition, with a little packet of mercery ware there to sell: who there, being known to join himself to the church and congregation of the faithful, was demanded by certain ministers of Antichrist, whether he would go to hear mass or no? He said, that he had been there too oft to his great grief; and that since the time that the Lord had taken the veil from his eyes, he knew the mass to be abominable, foraged in the shop of the enemy of all mankind. They to whom he thus answered were priests; amongst whom was one named Manroy, who, taking the others there present for witnesses, brought him straight to the lieutenant. The deposition being taken, and information made, it was decreed incontinently, that his body should be attached. And although by one of his friends he was admonished to save himself, and to avoid the danger, yet he ceased not to put himself into his enemy's hands; and so was led prisoner. As he was in prison, many of the faithful came to comfort him, but rather he was able to comfort not only those who came to comfort him, but also the others who were there prisoners with him. The priests left no diligence unsought to stir up the lieutenant, who was of himself too much inflamed in such matters.

Arondeau, after many interrogations, and threatening words, and also fair promises of his pardon, still continued the same man. Then the lieutenant seeing his constancy, condemned him to death. Arondeau, praising God for his grace given, did not a little rejoice that he might suffer in that quarrel, and in token of rejoicing, did sing a psalm, being fully resolved to accept the said condemnation, without any appeal. But his friends, not pleased with his resolution, came to him; and so persuaded with him not to give his life so very cheaply over to his enemies' hands, that he was turned from that, and made his appeal. The appeal being entered, the lieutenant, seeking to gratify the adversaries of the gospel, and especially the cardinal of Lorraine, secretly, by the backside of the town, and out of the highway, conveyed the poor prisoner unto Paris; who,
being brought unto Paris by privy journeys, as is said, was put into prison, committed to the custody of two presidents, to wit, Magister, and St. Andre; by means of whom the sentence of the lieutenant was confirmed, and also put in execution the 15th day of November, in the year above said; on which day the said Arondeau was burned quick at the place called St. John, in Greve, at Paris. The constancy heroic of which God gave him, and wherein he endured victorious unto death, was a miror or glass of patience unto M. Anne du Bourge, councillor in the parliament of Paris, and to divers others then prisoners; and was to them a preparation toward the like death, which shortly after they suffered.

Not long after the happy end of this blessed martyr, the aforesaid Manroy, who was the principal accuser and party against him, was struck with a disease called apoplexia, and thereupon suddenly died.

By this, and many other such like examples, the mighty judgment of God most evidently may appear; who, albeit commonly he doth use to begin his judgment with his own household in this world, yet neither do his adversaries themselves always escape the terrible hand of his justice.

Also the lieutenant who was his condenner, tarried not long after the priest, but he was arrested personally to appear before the king's council, through the procurement of a certain gentleman of Poland, called Anthony de l'Église, against whom the said lieutenant had given false and wrong judgment before; by reason whereof the aforesaid gentleman so instantly did pursue him before the lords of the council, that all the extortions and pollings of the lieutenant were there openly discovered, and so he condemned to pay to the gentleman a thousand French crowns of the sun, within fourteen days, upon pain of double as much. Also he was deposed from his office, and there declared unworthy to exercise any royal office hereafter for ever, with infamy and shame perpetual.

Thomas Moutard, martyred at Valenciennes, A.D. 1559. Persecuted by a Priest of that Town.

In the town of Valenciennes, not far from France, in the same year, which was 1559, in the month of October, suffered Thomas Moutard, who, first being converted from a disordered life to the knowledge of the gospel, is to us a spectacle of God's great gracious mercy towards his elect Christians. This Moutard was attached for certain words spoken to a priest, saying thus: that his God of the host was nothing but an abomination, which abused the people of God. These words were taken first as if spoken in drunkenness; but the next day after, when the same words were repeated to him again, to know whether he would abide by the words there uttered, or no, he said, 'Yes; for it is an abuse,' said he, 'to seek Jesus Christ any where else than in heaven, sitting in the glory and at the right hand of God his Father: and in this he was ready to live and die. His process being made, he was condemned to be burned quick. But, as he was carried from the town-house to the place of punishment, was never seen a man with such constancy to be so assured in heart, and so to rejoice at that great honour which God had called him unto. The hangman hasted as much as was possible, to bind him, and dispatch him. The martyr, in the midst of the flaming fire, lifting up his eyes unto heaven, cried to the Lord that he would have mercy on his soul; and so in great integrity of faith and perseverance, he gave up his life to God.

This Dutch story should have gone before with the Dutch martyrs; but seeing Valenciennes is not far distant from France, it is not much out of order to adjoin the same with the French martyrs; who, at length, shall be joined altogether in the kingdom of Christ: which day the Lord send shortly. Amen!

Thus have we (through the assistance of the Lord) deduced the
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The residue of the French Martyrs.

Anne du Bourg, councillor, at Paris; Andrew Coffier, John Isabeau, John Judet, martyrs at Paris; Geffery Guerin, John Morel, John Barbeville, Peter Chevet, Marin Marie, Margarite Rich, Adrian Daussi, Giles le Court, Philip Parmentier, Marin Rousseau, Peter Milet, John Beffroy: besides the tumult of Amboise, and the Persecution of Vassy; also Austin Marlorat, and Master Mutonis.

The residue of the Dutch Martyrs.

James de Loo, at Lisle in Flanders; John des Buissons, at Antwerp; Peter Petit, John Denys, Simon Guilmim, Simeon Herne, at Lisle in Flanders; John de Lannooy, at Tournay; Andrew Michel, a blind man, at Tournay; Francis Varel, at Tournay; Alexander Dayken, of Braine-le-Chateau; William Cornu, in Hainault; Anthony Caron, of Cambray; Renaudine de Francville. Certain suffered at Tournay: Michel Robillart, of Arras; Nicaise de la Tombe; Roger du Mont.

To the catalogue of French martyrs above rehearsed, the story of Merindol and Cabriers, with the lamentable handling of them, is also to be annexed. But because the tractation thereof is prolix, and cannot well be contracted into a short discourse, therefore we have deferred the same to a more convenient room, after the table here following next of the Spanish and Italian martyrs, where better opportunity shall be given to prosecute more at large that tragical persecution, the Lord so permitting.

A TABLE OF CERTAIN MARTYRS, WHO, FOR THE CAUSE OF RELIGION, SUFFERED IN SPAIN.

The Spanish Martyrs.

Franciscus San Romanus, at Burgos, in Spain. Persecuted by certain Spanish Merchants in Antwerp, and also by the Friars of that City.

In the year 1540 this Francis was sent by certain Spanish merchants of Antwerp to Bremen, to take up money due, to be paid by certain merchants there; where he, being at a sermon, hearing Master Jacobus (prior some time of the Austin Priors of Antwerp) preach, was so touched and drawn, through the marvellous working of God’s Spirit, at the hearing thereof, albeit having no perfect understanding of the Dutch tongue, that not only he understood all that was there said, but also coming to the preacher, and accompanying him home (all his other worldly business set apart), there recited the whole contents of his sermon every word (as they said, who heard the said minister of Bremen preach) in perfect form and order as he had preached. After this little taste and happy beginning, he proceeded further, searching and conferring with learned men, that in short space he was grown to great thoroughness and ripe knowledge in the word of life. The minister, marvelling at the sudden mutation of the man, and also seeing the vehemency of his zeal joined withal, began to exhort him

(1) Touching the story of Merindol, vide infra.
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Francis wrote to the merchants of Antwerp.

Also to the emperor.

Francis betrayed by Spanish merchants.

The faith and confession of San Romanus.

The pope Antichrist.

The pope's crown and the friars' tresses not to be touched.

Francis brought into prison.

how to temper himself with circumspection and discretion, still more and more instructing him in the word and knowledge of the gospel, which he so greedily did receive, as one that could never be satisfied; and so remained he with the minister three days together, committing his worldly business, and the message that he was sent for, unto his fellow who came with him. Thus being inflamed with another desire, he ceased to seek for temporal trifles, seeking rather for such French or Dutch books as he could get to read; and again, read the same so diligently, that partly by the reading thereof, partly by Master Jacobus, and also by Master Maccabeus (who was there the same time), he was able in a short time to judge in the chief articles of our religion; insomuch that he took upon him to write letters unto his countrymen the merchants of Antwerp. In these letters first he gave thanks to God for the knowledge of his holy word which he had received: Secondly, he bewailed the great cruelty and gross blindness of his countrymen; desiring God to open their eyes and ears, to see and understand the word of their salvation: thirdly, he promised shortly to come to them at Antwerp, to confer with them touching the grace of God, which he had received: Fourthly, he declareth to them his purpose in going also to Spain, intending there likewise to impart to his parents and other friends at Burgos, the wholesome doctrine which the Lord had bestowed upon him.

Beside this, he addressed other letters also to Charles the emperor, opening to him the calamities and miserable state of Christ's church; desiring him to tender the quietness thereof: especially that he would reform the miserable corruption of the church of Spain, &c. Over and besides all this, he wrote there a catechism, and divers other treatises, in the Spanish tongue. And all this he did in one month's space.

In the mean time the Spanish merchants of Antwerp, understanding by his letters both his change of religion and also his purpose of coming to Antwerp, sent him letters again, pretending outwardly a fair countenance of much good will, but secretly practising his destruction; for at the day appointed for his coming, certain friars were set ready to receive him, who took him coming down from his horse, rifled his books, and had him into a merchant's house near hand, where they examined him; with whom he again disputed mightily: and when they found him not agreeing to their faith, they bound him hand and foot, crying out upon him, and calling him Lutheran; and burnt his books before his face, threatening to burn him also. At this disputation within the house, divers Spaniards were present, which made the friars more bold. Being demanded to show of what faith and religion he was; 'My faith,' said he, 'is to confess and preach Christ Jesus only, and him crucified, which is the true faith of the universal church of Christ through the whole world; but this faith and doctrine you have corrupted, taking another abominable kind of life, and by your impiety have brought the most part of the world into blindness most miserable.' And to explain his faith to them more expressly, he recited all the articles of the creed.

This done, then the friars asked, whether he believed the bishop of Rome to be Christ's vicar, and head of the church, having all the treasures of the church in his own power, and being able to bind and loose? also to make new articles, and abolish the old, at his own will and arbitrement? Hereunto Francis answered again, that he believed none of all this, but on the contrary did affirm that the pope was Antichrist, born of the devil, being the enemy of Jesus Christ, transferring to himself God's honour; and who moreover, being incited by the devil, turned all things upside down, and corrupted the sincerity of Christ's religion, partly by his false pretences beguiling, partly by his extreme cruelty destroying, the poor flock of Christ, &c. With the like boldness he uttered his mind likewise against the mass and purgatory. The friars could suffer him meanly well to speak, till he came to the pope, and began to speak against his dignity, and their profit; then could they abide no longer, but thundered against him words full of cruelty and terror. As they were burning his books, and began also to cast the New Testament into the fire, Francis, seeing that, began to thunder out against them again. The Spaniards then, supposing him not to be in his right senses, conveyed him into a tower six miles distant from Antwerp, where he was detained in a deep cave or dungeon, with much misery, the space of eight months; in which time of his imprisonment many grave and discreet persons came to visit him, exhorting him that he would
change his opinion, and speak more modestly. Francis answered again, that he maintained no opinion erroneous or heretical; and if he seemed to be somewhat vehement with the friars, that was not to be ascribed to him, so much as to their own importunity; hereafter he would frame himself more temperately. Hereupon the Spaniards, thinking him better come to himself, discharged him out of prison, which was about the time when the emperor was in his council at Ratisbon. A.D. 1541.

San Romanus, being thus freed out of prison, came to Antwerp, where he remained about twenty days. From thence he went to Louvain, unto a certain friend of his, named Francis Dryander (who also afterwards died a martyr), with whom he had much conference about divers matters of religion; who gave him counsel not to alter the state of his vocation, being called to be a merchant, which state he might exercise with a good conscience, and do much good. And as touching religion, his counsel was, that he should say or do nothing for the favour of men, whereby the glory of God should be diminished; but so that he required notwithstanding in the same a sound and right judgment, conformed to the rule of God’s word, lest it might chance to him as it doth to many, who, being carried with an inconsiderate zeal, leave their vocations, and while they think to do good and to edify, destroy and do harm, and cast themselves needlessly into danger. ‘It is God,’ said he, ‘that hath the care of his church, and will stir up faithful ministers for the same; neither doth he care for such as rashly intrude themselves into that function without any calling.’

This advertisement of Dryander, Francis did willingly accept, promising hereafter to moderate himself more considerately. But this promise was shortly broken, as you shall hear; for, passing from Dryander he went to Ratisbon, and there, having time and opportunity convenient to speak to the emperor, he stepped boldly unto him, beseeching him to deliver his country and subjects of Spain from false religion, and to restore again the sincerity of Christ’s doctrine, declaring and protesting, that the princes and protestants of Germany were in the true part, and that the religion of Spain, being drowned in ignorance and blindness, was greatly dissonant from the true and perfect word of God; with many other words pertaining to the same effect. The emperor all this while gave him gentle hearing, signifying that he would consider upon the matter, and so do therein, as he trusted should be for the best. This quiet answer of the emperor ministered to him no little encouragement of better hope; and albeit he might perceive there in the city many examples to the contrary, yet all that discouraged not him, but he went the second, and also the third time, unto the emperor, who quietly again so answered him as before. And yet this our Francis, not satisfied in his mind, sought with a greater ardeny the fourth time to speak to the emperor; but he was repulsed by certain of the Spaniards about the emperor, who, incontinent, without all further hearing or advising in the cause, would have thrown him headlong into the river Danube, had not the emperor stayed them, and willed him to be judged by the laws of the empire. By this commandment of the emperor he was reserved and detained with other malefactors in bonds, till the emperor took his voyage into Africa. Then Francis, with other captives following the court, after the emperor was come into Spain, was there delivered to the inquisitors; by whom he was laid in a dark prison under the ground. Oft and many times he was called for to examination, where he suffered great injuries and contumelies, but ever remained in his conscience firm and unmovable. The articles whereupon he stood, and for which he was condemned, were these:

The Articles of San Romanus.

That life and salvation in the sight of God come to no man by his own strength, works, or merits, but only by the free mercy of God, in the blood and sacrifice of his Son our Mediator.

That the sacrifice of the mass, which the papists do account available, ‘ex opere operato,’ for the remission of sin both to the quick and the dead, is horrible blasphemy.

That auricular confession with the numbering up of sins, also that satisfaction, purgatory, pardons, invocation of saints, and worshipping of images, be mere blasphemy against the living God.
A TABLE OF THOSE WHO SUFFERED IN SPAIN.

Item, That the blood of Christ is profaned and injured in the same aforesaid. After the inquisitors perceived that by no means he could be reclaimed from his assertions, they proceeded at last to the sentence, condemning him to be burned for a heretic. Many other malefactors were brought also with him to the place of execution, but all they were pardoned and dismissed: he only for the gospel, being odious to the whole world, was taken and burned. As he was led to the place of suffering, they put upon him a mitre of paper, painted full of devils, after the Spanish guise.

Furthermore, as he was brought out of the city gate to be burned, there stood a wooden cross by the way, whereunto Francis was required to do homage; which he refused, answering, that the manner of Christians is not to worship wood, and he was (said he) a Christian. Hereupon arose great clamour among the vulgar people, for that he denied to worship the wooden cross. But this was turned incontinent into a miracle. Such was the blind rudeness of that people, that they did impute this to the divine virtue, as given to the cross from heaven, for that it would not suffer itself to be worshipped by a heretic: and immediately, for the opinion of that great miracle, the multitude with their swords did hew it in pieces, every man thinking himself happy who might carry away some chip or fragment of the said cross.

When he was come to the place where he should suffer, the friars were busy about him to have him recant, but he continued ever firm. As he was laid upon the heap of wood, and the fire kindled about him, he began a little at the feeling of the fire to lift up his head toward heaven; which when the inquisitors perceived, hoping that he would recant his doctrine, they caused him to be taken from the fire. But when they perceived nothing less in him, the adversaries, being frustrated of their expectation, willed him to be thrown in again; and so was he immediately dispatched.

After that the martyrdom of this blessed man was thus consummated, the inquisitors proclaimed openly, that he was damned in hell; and that none should pray for him; yes, and that all were heretics, whosoever doubted of his damnation. Nevertheless certain of the emperor’s soldiers gathered of his ashes; also the English ambassador procured a portion of his bones to be brought unto him, knowing right well that he died a martyr. Yet this could not be so secretly done, but it came to the ears of the inquisitors, and of the emperor; wherefore the soldiers, going in great danger of life, were committed to prison. Neither did the ambassador himself escape clear from the danger of the pope’s scourge; for he was upon the same sequestered from the court, and commanded to be absent for a space. And thus much concerning the notable martyrdom of this blessed San Romanus.

Roche, martyred at St. Lucar in Spain, A.D. 1545. Persecuted by an Inquisitor.

Roche was born in Brabant, his father dwelling in Antwerp. By his science he was a carver or graver of images; who as soon as he began first to taste the gospel, he fell from making such images as use to serve for idolatry in temples, and occupied himself in making seals, save only that he kept standing on his stall an image of the Virgin Mary artificially graven, for a sign of his occupation. It happened unhappily, that a certain inquisitor passing by the street, and beholding the carved image, asked of Roche what was the price thereof: which when Roche did set (not willing belike to sell it), the inquisitor bad him scarce half the money. The other answered again, that he could not so live of that bargain. But still the inquisitor urged him to take his offer; to whom Roche again; ‘It shall be yours,’ said he, ‘if you will give me that which my labour and charges stand me in, but of that price I cannot afford it: yet had I rather break it in pieces.’ ‘Hey!’ saith the inquisitor, ‘break it: let me see thee.’ Roche with that took up a chisel, and dashed it upon the face of the image, wherewith the nose or some other part of the face was blemished. The inquisitor, seeing that, cried out as he were mad, and commanded Roche forthwith into prison: to whom Roche cried again, that he might do in his own works what he listed; and if the workmanship of the image were not after his

(1) The inquisitors of Spain take Christ’s office, to judge the quick and the dead.
(2) Ex Franc. Encensa. Hispano, testis oculatis. [Crispin.]
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fantasy, what was that to them? But all this could not help Roche, but within
three days after sentence was given upon him that he should be burned, and so
was he committed to the executioners. As Roche was entering the place there
to be burned, he cried with a loud voice, asking among the multitude which
there stood by, if any man of Flanders were there? It was answered, yea; and
also that there were two ships already fraught, and appointed to sail to Flanders.
Then, said he, 'I would desire some of them to signify to my father dwelling
in Antwerp, that I was burned here in this city, and for this cause which you
all have heard.' And thus, after his prayers made to God, this good man,
being wrongfully condemned, after his godly life made this blessed end,
A.D. 1545.

And lest this so rare and strange example of cruelty should seem to lack
credit, in the fifth book of the History of Pantaleon there is recorded that a
certain Spaniard, coming to Antwerp, made diligent inquisition there amongst
the image-makers, to find out the parents of this Roche, and signified to them
what had happened to their son, as hath been by his said parents and friends
declared; insomuch that it is also testified, that his father, at the hearing of the
said message, for sorrow thereof, died shortly after.

Furthermore, besides these above-recited, and also before their
time, I hear and understand by faithful relation, that divers others
have been in the said country of Spain, whose hearts God had mar-
vellously illuminated, and stirred up, both before, and also since the
coming in of the inquisition, to stand in defence of his gospel, and
who were also persecuted for the same, and are said to have died
in prison; albeit their names as yet are unknown, for the stories of
that country be not yet come to light, but, I trust, shortly shall, as
partly some intelligence I have thereof. In the mean time we will
come now to the inquisition of Spain, speaking something of the
ceremonial pomp and also of the barbarous abuse and cruelty of the
same.

The Form and Manner of the execrable Inquisition of Spain.

The cruel and barbarous inquisition of Spain first began by king
Ferdinand and Isabella his wife, and was instituted against the
Jews, who, after their baptism, maintained again their own cere-
monies: but now it is practised against them that he ever so little
suspected to favour the verity of the Lord. The Spaniards, and
especially the great divines there, do hold that this holy and sacred
inquisition cannot err, and that the holy fathers, the inquisitors, cannot
be deceived.

Three sorts of men most principally be in danger of these inqui-
sitors: they that be greatly rich, for the spoil of their goods: they
that be learned, because they will not have their misdealings and
secret abuses to be espied and detected: they that begin to increase
in honour and dignity, lest they, being in authority, should work
them some shame or dishonour.

The abuse of this inquisition is most execrable. If any word shall
pass out of the mouth of any, which may be taken in evil part; yea,
though no word be spoken, yet if they bear any grudge or evil will
against the party, incontinent they command him to be taken, and
put in a horrible prison, and then find out crimes against him at
leisure, and in the mean time no man living is so hard as once to

(1) Ex Pantal. lib. v.
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open his mouth for him. If the father speak one word for his child, he is also taken and cast into prison as a favourer of heretics: neither is it permitted to any person to enter in to the prisoner; but there he is alone, in a place where he cannot see so much as the ground where he is; and is not suffered either to read or write, but there endureth in darkness palpable, in horrors infinite, in fear miserable, wrestling with the assaults of death.

By this it may be esteemed what trouble and sorrow, what pensive sighs and cogitations they sustain, who are not thoroughly instructed in holy doctrine. Add, moreover, to these distresses and horrors of the prison, the injuries, threats, whippings, and scourgings, irons, tortures, and racks which they endure. Sometimes also they are brought out, and showed forth in some higher place to the people, as a spectacle of rebuke and infamy. And thus are they detained there, some many years, and murdered by long torments, and whole days together treated much more cruelly, out of all comparison, than if they were in the hangman’s hands to be slain at once. During all this time, what is done in the process, no person knoweth, but only the holy fathers and the tormentors, who are sworn to execute the torments. All this is done in secret, and (as great mysteries) pass not the hands of these holy ones. And after all these torments so many years endured in the prison, if any man shall be saved, it must be by guessing; for all the proceedings of the court of that execrable inquisition are open to no man, but all is done in hugger-mugger and in close corners, by ambagies, by covert ways, and secret counsels. The accuser is secret, the crime secret, the witness secret, whatsoever is done is secret, neither is the poor prisoner ever advertised of any thing. If he can guess who accused him, whereof and wherefore, he may be pardoned peradventure of his life: but this is very seldom, and yet he shall not incontinent be set at liberty before he hath long time endured infinite torments; and this is called their ‘Penitence,’ and so is he let go: and yet not so but that he is enjoined, before he pass the inquisitor’s hands, that he shall wear a garment of yellow colours for a note of public infamy to him and his whole race. And if he cannot guess right, showing to the inquisitors by whom he was accused, whereof and wherefore (as is before touched), incontinent the horrible sentence of condemnation is pronounced against him, that he shall be burned for an obstinate heretic. And so yet the sentence is not executed by and by, but after he hath endured imprisonment in some heinous prison.

And thus have ye heard the form of the Spanish inquisition. By the vigour and rigour of this inquisition many good true servants of Jesus Christ have been brought to death, especially in these latter years, since the royal and peaceable reign of this our queen Elizabeth; the names and stories of whom we will partly here recite, according as we have faithful records of such as have come to our hands by writing. The others which be not yet come to our knowledge, we will defer till further intelligence and opportunity, by the Lord’s aid and leave, shall serve hereafter.

(1) Example of the same well appeareth in Roche above-mentioned.
THIRTY CHRISTIAN PRISONERS BROUGHT BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE INQUISITION.

In the year 1559, May 21, in the town of Valladolid, where commonly the council of the inquisition is wont to be kept, the inquisitors had brought together many prisoners both of high and low estate, to the number of thirty; also the coffins of a certain noble woman, with her picture lying upon it, who had been dead long before, there to receive judgment and sentence. To the hearing of which sentence, they had ordained in the said town three mighty Theatres or stages. Upon the first was placed the princess Juana, sister to king Philip, and chief regent of his realms; also prince Don Carlos, king Philip's son, with other princes and states of Spain. Upon another scaffold mounted the archbishop of Seville, prince of the synagoge of the inquisitors, with the council of the inquisition; also other bishops of the land, and the king's council with them. On the third sat the prisoners.

After that the princes and other spiritual judges and councillors were thus set in their places, with a great guard of archers and halberdiers and harnessed soldiers, with four heralds-at-arms also giving their attendance to the same, and the Earl of Buendia bearing the naked sword, all the market-place where the stages were being environed with an infinite multitude of all sorts of the world there standing, and gazing out of windows and houses to hear and see the sentences and judgments of this inquisition; then after all were brought forth, as a spectacle and triumph, the poor servants and witnesses of Jesus Christ, to the number (as is aforesaid) of thirty, clothed with their "Sanbenito," as the Spaniards do call it, which is a manner of vesture of yellow cloth, coming both before them and behind them, spangled with red crosses, and having burning cierges in their hands; also before them was borne a crucifix covered with black linen cloth, in token of mourning. Moreover they that were to receive the sentence of death had mitres of paper upon their heads, which the Spaniards call "Coraces." Thus they being produced, were placed in their order, one above another, according as they were esteemed culpable; so that highest up of all sat doctor Cazalla, an Austin friar, a man notable and singular in knowledge of divinity, preacher sometime to Charles V. emperor, both in higher and lower Germany.

These things thus disposed, then followed a sermon made by a Dominic friar, which endured about an hour. After the sermon finished, the procurator-general, with the archbishop, went to the stage where the princes and nobles stood, to minister a solemn oath unto them upon the crucifix painted in the mass-book; the tenor of which oath was this:

"Your majesties shall swear, that you will favour the holy inquisition, and also give your consent unto the same; and not only that you shall by no manner of way hinder and impeach the same; but also you shall employ the utmost of your help and endeavour hereafter, to see all them to be executed, who shall swear from the church of Rome, and adjoin themselves to the sect of the Lutheran heretics, without all respect of any person or persons, of what estate, degree, quality, or condition soever they be."

(1) See the Appendix. (2) "Cierges; wax-lampas." (3) This Dominic was Master Melchior Cano.
And thus much for the first article of the oath; the second was this, as followeth:
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Item, 'Your majesties shall swear, that you shall constrain all your subjects to submit themselves to the church of Rome, and to have in reverence all the laws and commandments of the same; and also to give your aid against all them, whosoever shall hold of the heresy of the Lutherans, or take any part with them.'

In this sort and manner, when all the princes and states, every one in their degree, had taken their oath, then the archbishop, lifting up his hand, gave them his benediction, saying, "God bless your highnesses, and give you long life!" This solemn pageant thus finished, at last the poor captives and prisoners were called out, the procurator-fiscal, first beginning with Dr. Cazalla, and so proceeding to the other in order, as hereafter, in this table followeth, with their names and their judgments described:

1. Dr. Cazalla, a Friar Augustine, burned. The Persecutors of Dr. Cazalla and the others that follow, were these: The Inquisitors of Spain; the Procurator-fiscal; the Archbishop of Seville, the Bishop of Palencia, and the Bishop of Orense.

Before the procurator-fiscal first was called forth doctor Austin Cazalla. This doctor was a friar of Austin's order, a priest, canon of Salamanca, and preacher sometime to the emperor Charles V., a man well accounted of for his learning; who, for that he was thought to be as the standard-bearer to the gospellers (whom they call Lutherans) and preacher and doctor unto them, therefore being first called for, was brought from his stage nearer to the procurator-fiscal, there to hear the sentence of his condemnation; which was, that he should be degraded, and presently burned, and all his goods confiscate, to the profit and advancement of justice.

2. Francis de Bivero, Priest, and Brother to the aforesaid Cazalla, burned.

The second prisoner, and next to doctor Cazalla that was called, was Francis de Bivero his brother, a priest, and curate of Hormigos in the diocese of Palencia, who received likewise the same sentence of condemnation. And to the intent he should not speak any thing to the prejudice, or against the abuse, of the sacred inquisition, as he before had done both within and without the prison with much boldness; and also because he was much favoured of the people; to the end therefore that no commotion should come by his speaking, his mouth was so stepped and shut up, that he could not speak one word.

3. Donna Beatriz de Bivero, burned.

The third was Donna Beatriz, sister to the other two aforesaid, against whom also was pronounced the like sentence, as upon the brethren before.

4. Juan de Bivero.

The fourth was Juan de Bivero, brother to the same kindred, who was also judged a heretic, and condemned to perpetual prison; and to bear his 'Sanbenito' all his life long, which is an habilitation of dishonour; and all his goods to be confiscate.

5. Donna Constance de Bivero, Sister to the same aforesaid.

Donna Constance de Bivero was the fifth, sister to the others before specified,
widow of Hernan Ortiz, dwelling sometime at Valladolid, who was also condemned with the like sentence with her brother Juan de Bivero.

6. The Coffin with the Dead Corpse of Dame Leonore de Bivero, the Mother of these aforesaid, burned.

The sixth thunderbolt of condemnation was thundered out against a poor coffin, with the dead corpse of dame Leonore de Bivero, mother to these abovenamed, being herself the sixth, and being already dead long before at Valladolid. Above her coffin was her picture laid, which was also condemned with her dead corpse to be burned for a heretic; and yet I never heard of any opinion that this picture did hold, either with or against the church of Rome. This good mother, while she lived, was a worthy maintainer of Christ's gospel, with great integrity of life; and retained divers assemblies of the saints in her house for the preaching of the word of God. In fine, her corpse and image also being brought before the fiscal, was condemned likewise (as the mother with her seven children in the Book of Maccabees) to be burned for a Lutheran heretic, and all her goods to be seized to the behoof of the superior powers, and also her house utterly to be rased and cast down to the ground; and for a memorial of the same, a marble stone was appointed to be set up in place of the said house whereon the said cause of her burning should be engraved.

7. Master Alphonso Perez, Priest, of Palencia, burned.

In the seventh place was condemned Master Alphonso Perez, a priest of Palencia, first to be degraded, and after to be burned as a heretic, and all his goods likewise confiscate and seized, to the behoof of the superiority.

When these seven aforesaid had received their sentence, then the bishop of Palencia, in his Pontificilibus, caused Dr. Cazalla, Francis his brother, and Alphonso Perez, to be appareled and revested in priestly vesture. Which done, he took from them first the chalice out of their hands, and so all their other trinkets in order, according to their accustomed solemnity. And thus they, being degraded, and all their priestly uctions taken from their fingers, also their lips and their crowns raised, so were their yellow habits of Sanbenito put over their shoulders again, with their mitres also of paper upon their heads. This done, Dr. Cazalla began to speak, praying the princes and the lords to give him audience; but that being not granted unto him, he was rudely repulsed, and returned again to his standing. Only thus much he protested clearly and openly, that his faith, for which he was so handled, was not heretical, but consonant to the pure and clear word of God; for which also he was prest and ready to suffer death as a true Christian, and not as a heretic: besides many other worthy sentences of great consolation, which he there uttered in the mean space, while the judges were busy in their sentences against the residue of the martyrs.

8. Don Peter Sarmiento de Roxas, Knight of the Order of Alcantara.

The eighth that was brought before the aforesaid fiscal was Don Peter Sarmiento de Roxas, knight of the order of Alcantara, dwelling at Palencia, and son of the first Marquis de Posa, who was pronounced a heretic, and judged to bear the mark and habit of dishonour all his life, and condemned to perpetual prison, with the loss of his order and of all his goods; to whom moreover it was enjoined, never to wear any more gold, silver, pearls, or any precious stone about him.


Ninthly, after him was called Donna Mencia de Figueroa, wife of the aforesaid Don Peter Sarmiento; who likewise being proclaimed for a heretic, was condemned to the same punishment as her husband was.

(1) This good mother, with her children, burned by Antichrist, resembled the mother with her seven children burned in the Second Book of Maccabees, chap. vii. 1.
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10. Don Louis de Roxas, Son and Heir of the Marquis de Pozz.

Next after her was called and brought forth Don Louis de Roxas, son and heir of the marquis de Pozz; who being also declared a heretic, for the great suit and labour that was made for him, was condemned only to bear his Sanbenito unto the town-house, and his goods to be confiscate.

11. Donna Anne Henrique.

After whom, eleventh in order, followed Donna Anne Henrique, daughter of the Marquis d'Alcanizens, and grand-daughter by her mother's aide to the aforesaid first Marquis de Pozz, and wife to the lord Alphonso de Fonseca Mexia: who in like sort was declared a heretic, and condemned to bear her Sanbenito to the town-house, and her goods to be confiscate.


Christobal de Ocampo, citizen of Zamora, was the twelfth, who, after he was declared a heretic, was judged to be burned, and his goods to be seized.

13. Christobal de Padilla, burned.

The like sentence was also given upon Christobal de Padilla, citizen of Zamora.


The fourteenth was the licentiate Anthony de Herezuelo, a lawyer dwelling at Turo; who, after he was proclaimed heretic and his goods confiscate, was condemned to be burned; and moreover had his mouth stopped, for that he should not speak and make confession of his faith unto the people.


Then was called from her seat, fifteenth in order, Katharine Romain, dwelling in Pedrosa; who, receiving the like sentence, was condemned to be burned, and all her goods confiscate.


The sixteenth was the licentiate Perez de Herrera, born in Penaranda, judge of the court against smugglers at Logrono, whom they condemned to be burned alive, and all his goods likewise confiscate.

17. Katharine de Ortega, burned.

After him succeeded in the next sentence of martyrdom Katharine d'Ortega, dwelling in Valladolid, daughter of Hernand Diaz, fiscal of the royal court of Castile, and widow of captain Loaisa, pronounced with the other to be a heretic; and forsomuch as she was reckoned to be a schoolmistress to the rest, she was judged to be burned, and her goods confiscate.


Eighteenth and nineteenth in order, came Isabel d'Estrada, and Jane Blasquez, both dwelling in Pedrosa; who likewise were condemned to be burned, and all their goods confiscate.


A goldsmith, named Juan Garcia of Valladolid, for entertaining assemblies in his house, and for watching with them, received also with them the like sentence, to lose both life and goods for the gospel's sake.


With these also was joined a Portuguese, named Gonzales Baez, of Lisbo,
22. Donna Juana Silva de Ribera.

After these was called Donna Juana Silva de Ribera, wife to Juan de Bivero, brother to Dr. Cazalla, to whom it was enjoined to bear a mantle all her life, for penance and token of her trespass, and all her goods confiscate.


In like manner was called for Leonore de Cisneros, wife of the aforesaid Anthony Herezuelo, licentiate in the law.

24. Marina de Sajavedra.

Item, Marina de Sajavedra, wife of Juan Cisneros of Soto.

25. Daniel de la Quadra.

Item, Daniel de la Quadra, born at Pedrosa: all which three persons were pronounced heretics, and condemned to do penance in perpetual prison, with their mantles, and confiscation of all their goods.

26. Donna Maria de Roxas.

Donna Maria de Roxas, sister of Elvira de Roxas, the marchioness d’Alcanizas, and daughter of the first marquis de Roxa, because she was in a cloister, and was come of a good house, was therefore judged to bear her mantle to the town-house, and all her goods confiscate.

27. Anthony Dominick.

Anthony Dominick de Pedrosa, being then brought out, was judged and condemned to three years’ penance in prison for his heresy, clothed with the mantle of yellow, and all his goods confiscate.

28. Anthony Wasor, an Englishman.

Last of all was produced Anthony Wasor, who for that he was an Englishman he was judged to bear his mantle of yellow to the town-house in penance for his crime, and incontinent was thrust into a cloister for one year, to the intent he might there be instructed in the Catholic ordinances of the church of Rome, as they be called.

After these sentences being thus pronounced, they that were condemned to be burned, with the coffin of the dead lady and her picture upon the same, were committed to the secular magistrate and their executioners, who were commanded to do their endeavour. Then were they all incontinent taken, and every one set upon an ass, their faces turned backward, and led with a great garrison of armed soldiers unto the place of punishment, which was without the gate of the town, called Del Campo.

When they were come to the place, there were fourteen stakes set up of equal distance one from another; whereunto every one severally being fastened according to the fashion of Spain, they were all first strangled, and then burned and turned to ashes, save only Anthony Herezuelo, who, forsomuch as he had both within and without the prison vehemently detested the pope’s spirituality, therefore he was burned alive, and his mouth stopped from speaking. And thus these faithful Christians, for the verity and pure word of God, were led to
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death as sheep to the shambles; who not only most christianly did comfort one another, but also did so exhort all them there present, that all men marvelled greatly, both to hear their singular constancy, and to see their quiet and peaceable end.

It is reported that, besides these aforesaid, there remained yet behind thirty-seven other prisoners, at the said town of Valladolid, reserved to another tragedy and spectacle of that bloody inquisition.¹

Furthermore, whereas the story of the said inquisition, being set out in the French tongue, doth reckon the number of the martyrs above-mentioned to be thirty, and yet, in particular declaration of them, doth name no more than eight and twenty; here is therefore to be noted, that either this number lacked two of thirty, or else that two of the said company were returned back without judgment into the prison again.

And thus much for this present, touching the proceeding of the church of Spain in their inquisition against the Lutherans; that is, against the true and faithful servants of Jesus Christ. Albeit there be other countries also, besides Spain, subject unto the same inquisition, as Naples and Sicily; in which kingdom of Sicily, I hear it credibly reported, that every third year are brought forth to judgment and execution a certain number, after the like sort of christian martyrs; sometimes twelve, sometimes six; sometimes more, sometimes less. Among them there was one, much about the same year above-mentioned, A.D. 1559, who, coming from Geneva to Sicily, upon zeal to do good, was at last laid hands on; and being condemned the same time to the fire, as he should take his death, was offered there of the hangman to be strangled, having the cord ready about his neck; but he, notwithstanding, refused the same, and said that he would feel the fire. And so endured he, singing with all his might unto the Lord, till he was bereaved both of speech and life, in the midst of the flame: such was the admirable constancy and fortitude of that valiant soldier of Christ, as is witnessed to me by him, who, being there present the same time, did both then see that which he doth testify, and also doth now testify what he then saw.

Now it remaineth further, according to my promise, in like order of a compendious table, to comprehend also such martyrs as suffered for the verity and true testimony of the gospel, in the places and countries of Italy; which table consequently here next ensueth.

A TABLE OF SUCH MARTYRS AS SUFFERED FOR THE TESTIMONY OF THE GOSPEL IN ITALY.

The Italian Martyrs.

N. Encenas, otherwise called Dryander, martyred at Rome, A.D. 1546. Persecuted by certain Popish Spaniards at Rome.

This Encenas, or Dryander, a Spaniard, born at Burgos, was brother to Francisco Encenas, the learned man so oft before mentioned; and was also the teacher or instructor in knowledge of religion to Diasius,² the godly martyr above recorded. He was sent by his superstitious parents, being young, unto Rome; who there, after long continuance, growing up in age and knowledge,

¹ Ex qult. parte Mart. Gall. Impres. p. 474. [The same enumeration appears in the 6th Livr., folio 559, of the 'Histoire des vrais Temoins.' edit. 1570; and in the same work under the title 'Histoire des Martyrs persecute.' See the Appendix.—Ed.

² See p. 387 of this vol.—Ed.
but especially being instructed by the Lord in the truth of his word, after he was known to dislike the pope's doctrine, and the impure doings at Rome, was apprehended and taken by certain of his own countrymen, and some of his own household friends at Rome, at the same time when he was preparing to take his journey to his brother Franciscus Encenas, in Germany. Thus he, being betrayed and taken by his countrymen, was brought before the cardinals, and there committed straight to prison. Afterwards he was brought forth to give testimony of his doctrine, which, in the presence of the cardinals, in the face of all the pope's retinue, he boldly and constantly defended; so that not only the cardinals, but especially the Spaniards being therewith offended, cried out upon him that he should be burned. The cardinals first, before the sentence of death should be given, came to him, offering, if he would take it (after the manner of the Spaniards), the badge of reconciliation, which hath the name of Sambenit's cloth, made in form of a mantle, going both before him and behind him, with signs of the red cross. But Encenas, still constant in the profession of truth, denied to receive any other condition or badge, but only the badge of the Lord, which was to seal the doctrine of his religion with the testimony of his blood. At last the matter was brought to that issue, that the faithful servant and witness of Christ was judged and condemned to the fire; where he, in the sight of the cardinals, and in the face of the apostolic see pretended, gave up his life for the testimony of the gospel.

And forasmuch as mention hath been made both in this story, and many others before, of Franciscus Encenas his brother, here is not to be pretermitted, how the said Franciscus, being a man of notable learning as ever was any in Spain, being in the emperor's court at Brussels, offered unto the emperor Charles V. the New Testament of Christ translated into Spanish. For this he was cast into prison, where he remained in sorrowful captivity and calamity the space of fifteen months, looking for nothing more than present death. At last, through the marvellous providence of Almighty God, on the 1st of February, A.D. 1545, at eight o'clock, after supper, he found the doors of the prison standing open, and he secretly was moved in his mind to take the occasion offered, and to shift for himself; and so, issuing out of the prison, without any hasty pace, but going as leisurely as he could, he escaped from thence, and went straight to Germany.

Fanino, martyred at Ferrara, A.D. 1550. Persecuted by Pope Julius III.

Fanino, born at Faenza, a town in Italy, through the reading of godly books translated into the Italian tongue (having no perfect skill in the Latin), was converted from great blindness, to the wholesome knowledge of Christ and of his word; wherein he took such a sweetness, and so grew up in the meditation of the same, that he was able in short time to instruct others. Neither was there any diligence lacking in him to communicate that abroad which he had received of the Lord: being so in his mind persuaded, that a man, receiving by the Spirit of God the knowledge and illumination of his verity, ought in no case to hide the same in silence, as a candle under a bushel. And therefore, being occupied diligently in that behalf, albeit he used not publicly to preach, but by private conference to teach, he was at length by the pope's clients espied, apprehended, and committed to prison. Albiet he remained not long in prison, for by the earnest persuasions and prayers of his wife, his children, and other friends, he was so overcome, that he gave over, and so was dismissed shortly out of prison. After this, it was not long but he fell into horrible perturbation of mind; insomuch that unless the great mercy of God had kept him up, he had fallen into utter desperation, for slipping from the truth, and preferring the love of his friends and kindred before the service of
Jesus Christ, whom he so earnestly before had professed. This wound went so deep into his heart, that he could in no case be quieted, before he had fully fixed and determined in his mind, to adventure his life more faithfully in the service of the Lord.

Whereupon, being thus inflamed with zeal of spirit, he went about all the country of Romagna, publicly preaching the pure doctrine of the gospel, not without great fruit and effect in places as he went. As he was thus labouring, it so fell out that he was apprehended again, A.D. 1547, in a place called Bagnacavallo, where also he was condemned to be burned; but he said his hour was not yet come, and the same to be but the beginning of his doctrine. And so it was; for shortly after he was removed unto Ferrara, where he was detained two years. At last the inquisitors of the pope's heresies condemned him to death, A.D. 1549; and yet his time being not come, he remained after that to the month of September, A.D. 1550. In the mean time many faithful and good men came to visit him, for which the pope commanded him to be inclosed in straiter custody; wherein he suffered great torments the space of eighteen months, and yet had suffered greater, if the Dominic friars might have got him into their house, as they went about. Thus Fanino, removed from prison to prison, many times changed his place, but never altered his constancy.

At length he was brought into a prison, where were divers great lords, captains, and noble personages there committed, for stirring up commotions and factions (as the country of Italy is full of such), who at first, hearing him speak, began to set him at nought, and deride him, supposing that it was but a melancholy humour that troubled his brain. Whereupon, such as seemed more sagacious amongst them, began to exhort him to leave his opinion, and to live with men as other men do, and not to vex his mind, but to suspend his judgment till the matter were decided in the general council. To whom Fanino again, first giving them thanks for their friendly good wills wherewith they seemed to respect his well-doing, modestly and quietly declared unto them, how the doctrine which he professed, was no humour or opinion of men's brain, but the pure verity of God, founded in his word, and revealed to men in the gospel of Jesus Christ, and especially now in these days restored: which verity he had fully determined in his mind never to deny, to believe the lying fantasies of men. And as in his soul, which was redeemed by the blood of the Son of God, he was free from all bondage; so likewise as touching councils, he looked for no other sentence or authority, he said, but that only which he knew to be declared to us by Christ Jesus in his gospel, which he both preached with his word, and confirmed with his blood, &c. With these and such other words, he so moved their minds, that they were clean altered unto a new kind of life, having him now in admiration, whom they had before in derision, and accounted him for a holy person: to whom he proceeded still to preach the word of grace, declaring and confessing himself to be a miserable sinner; but by the faith of the Lord Jesus, and through the grace only of him, he was fully persuaded and well assured his sins were forgiven: like as all their sins also should be remitted to them through their faith in Christ only, they believing his gospel.

There were others also besides these, who, having used before a more delicate kind of life, could not well away with the sharpness and the hardness of the prison. These also received such comfort by the said Fanino, that not only they were quietly contented, but also rejoiced in this their captivity, by the occasion whereof they had received and learned a better liberty than ever they knew before.

When the imprisonment of this Fanino was known to his parents and kinsfolk, his wife and sister came to him with weeping persuasions, to move him to consider and care for his poor family; to whom he answered again, that his Lord and Master had commanded him, not to deny Him for looking to his family; and that it was enough for them that he had once, for their sakes, fallen into that cowardliness which they knew. Wherefore he desired them to depart in peace, and solicit him no more therein, for his end (he said) he knew to draw near: and so he commanded them unto the Lord.

About the same time died pope Paul III. and after him succeeded Julius III., who then sent letters and commandment that Fanino should be executed; whereof when one of the magistrates' officers brought him word the next day, he rejoiced thereof, and gave the messenger thanks, and began to preach a long
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After that the messenger was thus departed from Fanino, all full of tears and sorrow, the next day following he was removed into the common prison, and delivered to the secular magistrate. Fanino, in all ways, his words, his gestures, and his countenance, declared such constancy of faith, such modesty of manners and tranquillity of mind, that they that before were extreme against him, thinking him rather to have a devil, began now favourably to hearken to him, and to commend him. With such grace and sweetness he talked, ever speaking of the word of God, that divers of the magistrates’ wives, in hearing him, could not abstain from weeping. The executioner also wept himself. One of the public scribes then came to him, and said, that if he would relent from his opinion, the pope’s pleasure was, that he should be saved; but that he refused. This was marvellous, that he, having but small skill in the Latin, yet recited so many and sundry places of the Scripture without book, and that so truly and promptly, as though he had studied nothing else. One, seeing him so judicious and merry going to his death, asked, why he was so merry at his death, seeing Christ himself sweat blood and water before his passion? Christ, said he, sustained in his body all the sorrows and conflicts, with hell and death, due unto us; by whose suffering we are delivered from sorrow and fear of them all. Finally, early in the morning he was brought forth where he should suffer, who, after his prayers most earnestly made unto the Lord, meekly and patiently gave himself to the stake, where, with a cord drawn about his neck, he was secretly strangled of the hangman, in the city of Ferrara, three hours before day, to the intent the people should not see him, nor hear him speak; and after, about dinner-time, his body in the same place was burned. At the burning thereof such a fragrant and odoriferous scent came to all them there present, and so struck their senses, that the sweetness thereof seemed to refresh them no less than his words would have done, if they had heard him speak.

The custom of that city is, that the bones and ashes which be left, should be carried out of the city; but neither the magistrate, nor the bishop, nor his great vicar or chancellor, nor any divine else, would take any charge thereof; every man transferring that burden from themselves, to him who was the cause of his death. Hereby it may appear, what secret judgment and estimation all they bad of that good and blessed man. At last, people took his burned bones, with the cinders, and carried them out of the street of the city.

Dominicus de Basana, martyred at Placentia, A.D. 1550.

The same year that the aforesaid Fanino suffered in Ferrara, Dominicus also suffered in the city of Placentia. This Dominicus was a citizen in Basana, and followed the wars of Charles the emperor in Germany, where he received the first taste of Christ’s gospel, wherein he increased more and more by conferring and reasoning with learned men, so that in a short time he was able to instruct many; and so he did, working and travelling in the church, till at length, in the year 1550, he, coming to the city of Naples, there preached the word, and from thence proceeding to Placentia, preached there likewise unto the people, of true confession, of purgatory, and of pardons. Furthermore, the next day he treated of true faith and good works, how far they are necessary to salvation, promising moreover the next day to speak of Antichrist, and to paint him out in his colours. When the hour came that he should begin his sermon, the magistrate of the city commanded him to come down from the chair in the market.


(2) The name of the persecutor in the story appeareth not.
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The martyrdom of Dominicus de Basana.

Galeazius Trecius, at the City of Lodi, called Laus Pompeia, in Italy, A.D. 1551. Accused by the Bishop of St. Angelo and his Priests.

St. Angelo, is a certain fortress or castle in Italy, within Lombardy, not far from the city called Lodi, belonging also to the same diocese. In this fort of St. Angelo was a house of Augustine friars, unto whom used much to resort a certain friar of the same order, dwelling at Pavia, named Mainard, a man well expert in the study of Scripture, and of a godly conversation. By this Mainard, divers not only of the friars, but also of other townsman, were reduced to the love and knowledge of God's word, and to the detestation of the pope's abuses. Among whom was also this Galeazius, a gentleman of good calling, and wealthy in worldly substance, and very beneficial to the poor, who, first by conference with the friars, and also with his brother-in-law, began to conceive some light in God's truth, and afterwards was confirmed more thoroughly by Cecilius Secundus Curio, who, then being driven by persecution, came from Pavia to the said place of St. Angelo. In process of time, as this Galeazius increased in judgment and zeal in setting forward the wholesome word of God's grace, as a light shining in darkness he could not so lie hid, but at last, A.D. 1551, certain were sent from the beforenamed city of Lodi, to lay hands upon him, who brought him to the bishop's palace; where he was kept in bands, having under him only a pad of straw. Although his wife sent unto him a good feather-bed with sheets to lie in, yet the bishop's chaplains and officers kept it from him, dividing the prey among themselves.

When the time came that he should be examined, he was thrice brought before the commissioners, where he rendered reasons and causes of his faith, answering to their interrogatories with such evidence of Scripture, and constancy of mind, that he was an admiration to them that heard him. Albeit not long after, through the importunate persuasions of his kinsfolk and friends, the other cold gospellers laying many considerations before his eyes, he was brought at length to assent to certain points of the pope's doctrine. But yet the mercy of God, which began with him, so left him not, but brought him again to such repentance and bewailing of his fact, that he became afterwards (according to the example of Peter, and St. Cyprian, and others) doubliwise more valiant in defence of Christ's quarrel; neither did he ever desire any thing more than occasion to be offered to recover again by confession, that which he had lost before by denial; affirming, that he never felt more joy of heart, than at the time of his examinations, where he stood thrice to the constant confession of the truth; and contrary, that he never tasted more sorrow in all his life, than when he slipped afterwards from the same by dissimulation: declaring, moreover, to his brethren, that death was much more sweet unto him, with testimony of the verity, than life with the least denial of truth, and loss of a good conscience. Thus Galeazius, mourning for his fall in prison, after he heard of his friends that nothing was yet so far past, but that he might recover himself again, and that his infirmity was not prejudicial, but rather a furtherance to God's
glory, and an admonition to himself to stand more strongly hereafter, took thereby exceeding comfort; and when they would have left with him a book of the New Testament for his comfort, he refused it, saying, that he had in his heart whatsoever Christ there spake to his disciples: also what happened both to Christ and himself, and to his apostles, for confessing the word of truth. Furthermore, so comfortable was he after that, that they who talked with him, continued all the day without meat or drink, and would also have tarried all the night following, if they might have been suffered.

As Galeazius thus continued in the prison, looking for some occasion again to recover himself from his fall, it followed in short time that the inquisitors and priests repaired to him again in the prison, supposing that he would confirm now that which before he had granted to them; and required him so to do. Galeazius, denying all that he had granted to them before, returned again to the defence of his former doctrine, with much more boldness of spirit confessing Christ, as he did before, and detested images, affirming and proving that God only is to be worshipped, and that in spirit and verity: also that there be no more mediators but Christ alone, and that he only and sufficiently, by his suffering, hath taken away the sins of the whole world; and that all they that depart hence in this faith, are certain of everlasting life; they which do not, are under everlasting damnation, with such other like matter, which was repugnant utterly to the pope's proceedings. With this confession made, as his mind was greatly refreshed, so the adversaries went away as much appalled; who, at last, perceiving that he in no case could be revoked, caused him to be committed to the secular judge to be burn'd.

Thus Galeazius, being brought early in the morning out of prison to the market-place, there was left standing bound to the stake till noon, as a gazing stock for all men to look upon. In the mean time many came about him, exhorting him to recant, and not so to cast away his life, whereas with ten words speaking he might save it. If he passed not for his life, nor for his country where he should live, nor for his goods and possessions, which should be confiscated, yet he should somewhat respect his wife whom he loved so well, and his young children; at least he should consider his own soul. This counsel gave those, who more esteemed the commodities of this present life, than any true soul's health in the life to come. But to conclude, nothing could stir the settled mind of this valiant martyr: wherefore fire was commanded at last to be put to the dry wood about him, wherewith he was shortly consumed, without any noise or crying, saying only these words heard in the middle of the flame, 'Lord Jesu!' This was A.D. 1551, November 24.

Touching the story of this blessed martyr, this by the way is to be given for a memorandum, that a little before this Galeazius should be burn'd, there was a controversy between the mayor of the city and the bishop's clergy, for the expenses of the wood that should go to his burning. He, hearing thereof, sent word to both the parties to agree, for himself, of his own goods, would see the cost of that matter discharged.

Another note, moreover, here is to be added, that while Galeazius was in captivity, certain of the papists, perceiving that Galeazius had great goods and possessions, practised with his wife, under colour to release her husband, that she should lay out a sum of money to be sent to the wife of the chief lord of Milan, called Ferrarus Gonzaga, to the end that she should treat both with her husband, and with the senate, for Galeazius's life, which money when they had thus juggled unto their hands, Galeazius notwithstanding was burn'd; and so was the silly woman robbed and defeated, both of her husband, and also of her money. 1

D. Johannes Mollius, a Grey Friar; also a certain Weaver of Perugia; martyred at Rome, A. D. 1558. Persecuted by the following parties: Cornelius, a Professor of Bologna; Cardinal Campeius, and Cardinal del Campo; also by Bonaventure, General of the Order; six Cardinals; and Pope Julius III.

Johannes Mollius Montilcinus, being but twelve years old, with his brother Augustine, was set by his parents in the house of the Grey Friars, where he in

(1) Ex Celsa.
short time, having a fresh wit, far excelled his fellows in all tongues and liberal sciences. So growing up to the age of eighteen, he was ordained priest, and sang his first mass. After that he was sent to Ferrara to study, where he so profited in the space of six years, that he was assigned by Vigieri, general of that order, to be doctor, and then reader in divinity, who then, with his sophistry, opposed himself as an utter enemy against the gospel. From thence he went to Brescia, and the next year following to Milan, where he read or professed openly. Again, from thence he was taken by Franciscus Sforza, and brought to the university of Pavia, there openly to profess philosophy, where he remained four years. After that he was called to the university of Bologna, by Lorentius Spaltra, general of the order, where he was occupied in 'reading the books of Aristotle 'De Anima.' In the mean time God wrought in his soul such light of his word and of true religion, that he, waxing weary of professing philosophy, began secretly to expound the epistles of St. Paul to the Romans to a few; which being known, his auditors increased so fast, that he was compelled to read openly in the temple. As the number of his audience daily augmented, so the eager fervency of their minds so mightily increased withal, that every man almost came with his pen and ink to write, and great diligence was bestowed how to come betimes to take up the first places, where they might best hear, which was about A.D. 1583. There was the same time at Bologna, one Cornelius, an arrogant babbler, who, envying the doings of Johannes, took upon him, at the request of cardinal Campeius, to expound the said epistle of St. Paul, confuting and disproving the explanation of the said Johannes, and extolling the pope with all his traditions. Contrary, Johannes extolled and commended only Christ and his merits to the people. But the purpose of Cornelius came to small effect. For the auditors who first came unto him, began by little to fall from him; and the concourse of the other man's auditors more and more increased.

When Cornelius perceived this, he persuaded Campeius, that unless he provided that man to be dispatched, the estimation of the church of Rome would thereby greatly decay. But when they could not openly bring their purpose about, secretly this way was devised, that Cornelius and Johannes should come to open disputations; which disputations endured till three o'clock after midnight. At length when neither part could agree, Johannes was bid to return home to his house, who, as he was come down to the lower steps where the place was straitest, so that his friends could not come to rescue him (although by drawing their swords they declared their good wills), was there taken and laid fast in prison. When the day came, such tumult and stir was in the whole city, that Cornelius was driven to hide himself; also Campeius the cardinal, and the bishop there, were both contemned by the students. The next day the bishop of Bologna sent his chancellor to Johannes in the prison, to signify unto him, that either he must recant, or else burn. But he, being of a bold and cheerful spirit, would in no wise be brought to recant. This one thing grieved him, that he should be condemned, his cause not being heard.

In the mean season, Laurentius Spaltra above-mentioned, being general of that order, in most speedy wise posted up to Rome, and there so practised with the cardinalS. Crucis, the proctor in the court of Rome for the Grey Friars, that the pope wrote down his letters to Campeius, that he should deliver the said John out of prison; so that he, notwithstanding, within three months after, should personally appear at Rome. Thus, on the thirtieth day of his imprisonment, he was delivered; who, but for the coming of the pope's letters, had been burned within three days after. Moreover, with the said Mollius, Cornelius was also cited to make his appearance likewise at Rome, and there was detained in prison by the cardinalS. Crucis, till his cause should be decided. The friends of Mollius gave him counsel not to go to Rome, and offered him money to go to Germany; but he would not, saying, that the gospel must also be preached at Rome. After he was come to Rome, and appeared before pope Paul III., humbly he desired, that the cause being so weighty might come in public hearing; but that could not be obtained. Then was he commanded to write his mind in articles, and to bring his proofs; which he diligently performed, entreating of original sin, justification by faith, free-will, purgatory, and other such like; proving the said articles by the authority of the Scripture, and of ancient fathers; and so exhibited the same to the bishop of Rome. Upon
this, certain cardinals and bishops were assigned to have the cause in hearing; who disputed with him three days, and could not refel what he had proved. At last answer was made unto him thus: that it was truth which he affirmed, nevertheless the same was not meet for this present time; for that it could not be taught or published without the detriment of the apostolic see; wherefore he should abstain hereafter from the epistles of St. Paul, and so return again safe to Bologna, and there profess philosophy. Thus as he was returned to Bologna, and all men there were desirous to know of his case, how he sped at Rome, openly in the pulpit he declared all things in order as they were done, and gave God thanks.

Herewith Campeius, being more offended than before, obtained of the pope, that the general of the order should remove the said John Mollius from Bologna, and place him somewhere else. So Mollius from thence was sent to Naples, and there was appointed reader and preacher in the monastery of St. Laurence. But Peter, the viceroy there, not abiding his doctrine, so nearly sought his death, that he had much ado to escape with life; and so departing from thence, he went wandering in Italy, from place to place, preaching Christ wheresover he came. Not long after this, when cardinal Campeius was dead, he was called again unto Bologna, by a goodabbit named De Grassis, a.d. 1543, where he renewed again the reading of St. Paul's epistles after a secret sort, as he did before; but that could not be long undiscovered. Whereupon, by the means of cardinal de Capo, and by Bonaventure the general of the order, he was apprehended the second time in August, and brought to Faenza, and laid there in a filthy and stinking prison, where he continued four years, no man having leave once to come to him. During which time of his incarceration, he wrote a commentary upon the books of Moses; but that labour, by the malignity of the adversaries, was suppressed. At length, through the intercession of the earl of Belcastro, and of the aforesaid good abbot De Grassis, he was again delivered, and sent to Ravenna, where he made his abode a few months with the abbots of St. Vitalis, and there again taught the gospel of Christ as before: and whenever he spoke of the name of Jesus, his eyes dropped tears, for he was fraught with a mighty fervency of God's Holy Spirit.

In process of time, when this abbot was dead, his sureties began to be weary of their bond, and so was he again now the third time reduced into prison by the pope's legates. There were then four men of great authority, who, being stirred up of God, had pity upon him, and bailed him out of prison; of whom, one of the said sureties took the said Mollius home, to instruct his children in the doctrine of religion and good letters. Furthermore, at the fame of this man, such a concourse of people came to see him, that the adversaries began to consult with themselves to kill him, lest his doctrine should disperse further abroad, to the detriment of the church of Rome: whereupon commandment was sent to the pope's legate to lay hands upon him, and to send him up fast bound to Rome, where again, now the fourth time, he was imprisoned in the castle of Rome, and there continued eighteen months, being greatly assaulted, sometimes with threatening promises, sometimes with terrible threats, to give over his opinion: but his building could not be shaken, for it was grounded upon a sure rock. Thus Dr. Mollius, being constant in the defence of Christ's gospel, was brought, with certain other men (who were also apprehended for religion), into the temple of St. Mary, called 'De Minerva,' on the fifth day of September, a.d. 1553; either there to revoke, or to be burned. There sat upon them six cardinals in high seats, besides the judge, before whom preached a Dominical friar, who, cruelly inveighing against the poor prisoners, incensed the cardinals, with all the vehemency he might, to their condemnation. The poor men stood holding a burning taper in their hands, of whom some for fear of death revolted: but this doctor Mollius, with a weaver of Perugia, remained constant. Then Mollius began an earnest sermon in the Italian tongue, wherein he confirmed the articles of the faith by the sacred Scriptures, declaring also that the pope was not the successor of Peter, but Antichrist, and that his sectaries do figure the whore of Babylon. Moreover, he cited them up to the tribunal seat of Christ, and threw away the burning taper from him: whereupon they, being replenished with anger, condemned him with the weaver to

(1) The pope's church cannot abide St. Paul's epistles. Paul's epistles must give place to philosophy.

(2) Pupus Paulus III. died a.d. 1549.—Ed.
the fire, and commanded them to be had away. So were they carried incontinent to the camp or field, called Florianum, where they remained cheerful and constant. First, the weaver was hanged. Mollius then, willing the hangman to execute his office likewise upon him, began to exhort the people to beware of idolatry, and to have no other Saviours but Christ alone; for he only is the mediator between God and man. And so was he also hanged, commending his soul to God, and afterwards laid in the fire and burned. The people having divers judgments upon him, some said he died a heretic, some said he was a good man.¹

Two Monks of the House of St. Austin in Rome, martyred, A.D. 1554, having been impeached by the Senate of Milan.

Furthermore, in the same city of Rome, and about the same time, in the monastery of St. Austin, were found two monks in their cells, with their tongues and their heads cut off, only for rebuking the immoderate and outrageous excess of the cardinals, as witnesseth Manlius. Such was the cruelty then, of the malignant adversaries.²

Francis Gambe, martyred at Como. Persecuted in the Diocese, and by the Senate of Milan, A.D. 1554.

Francis Gambe, born in the city of Brescia, in Lombardy, after he had received the knowledge of the gospel, went to Geneva, to confer about certain necessary affairs with them that were wise and learned in that church, which was about the time when the Lord’s supper was administered there at Pentecost; who there also at the same time did communicate with them. Afterwards, on his return home, as he was passing over the lake of Como, he was taken and brought to Como, and there committed to ward. During the time of his imprisonment, divers and sundry, as well nobles as others, with doctors also, especially priests and monks, resorted unto him, labouring by all manner of means, and most fair promises, to reduce him from his opinions, which seemed to some but fantasies coming of some humour. To some they seemed unorthodox or heretical. But he, constantly disputing with them by the manifest Scriptures, declared the opinions which he defended, not to be any vain speculations or imaginary fantasies of man’s dooting brain, but the pure verity of God, and the evident doctrine of Jesus Christ, expressed in his word, necessary for all men to believe, and also to maintain unto death: and therefore for his part, rather than he would be found false to Christ and his word, he was there ready, not to deny, but to stand to Christ’s gospel, to the effusion of his blood.

Thus when he could in no wise be reclaimed from the doctrine of truth, letters came from the senate of Milan, that he should be executed with death; which execution as they of Como were about to prepare, in the meanwhile came other letters from Geneva, written by the emperor’s ambassador and other nobles of Milan, by which his death was delayed for a time, till at length other letters were sent again from the senate of Milan, requiring execution of the sentence. Nevertheless, through intercession of his friends, one week’s respite more was granted him, to prove whether he might be won again to the pope’s church; that is to say, lost from God. Thus he, being mightily and long, both assailed by friends, and by enemies terrified, yet by no persuasions would be expugned, but gave thanks to God, that he was made worthy to suffer the rebukes of this world and cruel death, for the testimony of his Son; and so went he cheerfully unto his death. Then came certain Franciscan friars to him to hear his confession, which he refused. Also they brought in their hands a cross for him to behold, to keep him from desperation at the feeling of the fire; but his mind, he said, was so replenished with joy and comfort in Christ, that he needed neither their cross nor them. After this, as he was declaring many comfortable things to the people, of the fruition of those heavenly joys above which God hath prepared for his, because he should speak no more to the people, his tongue was bored through; and so being immediately tied to the stake, there he was strangled till he was dead; every man there, who saw his constancy, giving testimony, that he died a good man.³

---

1. [Ex Pant. lib. ix. [A.D. 1553, p. 265.—Ep.]
2. [Ex Joh. Man. in dictis Phil. Melanct.; [spud Pant. 1865.—Ep.]
3. [Ex Epist. jugund. nobiliss. Comensis spud. Pant. lib. x. et Constant.]
WITH THE CAUSES OF THEIR MARTYRDOM.


Pomponius Algerius, born in Capua, a young man of great learning, was a student in the university of Padua, where he, not being able to conceal and keep close the verity of Christ's gospel, which he learned by the heavenly teaching of God's grace, ceased not both by doctrine and example of life, to inform as many as he could in the same doctrine, and to bring them to Christ. For this he was accused of heresy to pope Paul IV., who, sending immediately to the magistrates of Venice, caused him to be apprehended at Padua, and carried to Venice, where he was long detained in prison and bonds, till at last the pope commanded the magistrates there to send him up bound unto Rome, which the Venetians soon accomplished. After he was brought to Rome, manifold persuasions and allurements were essayed to remove this virtuous and blessed young man from his sentence: but when no worldly persuasions could prevail against the operation of God's Spirit in him, then was he adjudged to be burned alive; which death most constantly he sustained, to the great admiration of all that beheld him.

Being in prison at Venice, he wrote an epistle to the afflicted saints; which, for the notable sweetness and most wonderful consolation contained in the same, in showing forth the mighty operation of God's holy power working in his afflicted saints that suffer for his sake, I have thought good and expedient to communicate, as a principal monument amongst all other martyrs' letters, not only with the other letters which shall be inserted hereafter (the Lord willing) in the end of the book, but also in this present place to be read, to the intent that both they that be, or shall be hereafter, in affliction, may take consolation; and also they that yet follow the trade of this present world, in comparing the joys and commodities thereof with these joys here expressed, may learn and consider with themselves, what difference there is between them both, and thereby may learn to dispose themselves in such sort, as may be to their edification, and perpetual felicity of their souls. The copy of the letter, first written in Latin, we have translated into English, the tenor whereof here ensueth.

A Comfortable Letter of Pomponius Algerius, an Italian martyr.\(^1\)

To his most dearly beloved brethren and fellow-servants in Christ, who are departed out of Babylon into Mount Sion; grace, peace, and health, from God our Father, by Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour!

To mitigate your sorrow which you take for me, I cannot but impart unto you some portion of my dejectations and joys, which I feel and find, to the intent you with me may rejoice and sing before the Lord, giving thanks unto him. I shall utter that which no man will believe when I shall declare it. I have found a nest of honey and honey-comb in the entrails of a lion. Who will ever believe what I shall say? or what man will ever think in the deep dark dungeon to find a paradise of pleasure? in the place of sorrow and death, to dwell in tranquility and hope of life? in a cave infernal, to be found joy of soul? and where other men do weep, there to be rejoicing? where others do shake and tremble, there strength and boldness to be plenty? Who will ever think, or who will believe this? in such a woeful state, such dejection? in a place so desolate, such society of good men? in strait bands and cold irons, such rest to be had? All these things the sweet hand of the Lord, my sweet brethren! doth minister unto me. Behold, he that was once far from me, now is present with me; whom once I could scarcely feel, now I see more apparently; whom once I saw afar off, now I behold near at hand; whom once I hungered for, the same now approacheth and reacheth his hand unto me. He doth comfort me, and heapeth me up with gladness; he driveth away all bitterness; he ministereth strength and courage; he heeleth me, refresheth, advanceth, and comforteth me. Oh how

---

\(^1\) For the original see Pantil. pp. 326—327.—Ed.
good is the Lord, who suffereth not his servants to be tempted above their strength! O how easy and sweet is his yoke! Is there any like unto the Highest, who receiveth the afflicted, healeth the wounded, and nourisheth them? Is there any like unto him? Learn, ye wellbeloved! how amiable the Lord is, how meek and merciful he is, who visiteth his servants in temptations, neither disdaineth he to keep company with us in such vile and stinking caves. Will the blind and incredulous world, think you, believe this? or rather will it not say thus:

'No, thou wilt never be able to abide long the burning heat, the cold snow, and the pinching hardness of that place, the manifold miseries, and other grievances innumerable; the rebukes and frowning faces of men, how wilt thou suffer? Dost thou not consider and resolve in thy mind thy pleasant country, the riches of the world, thy kinfolk, the delicate pleasures and honours of this life? dost thou forget the solace of thy sciences, and fruit of all thy labours? Wilt thou thus lose all thy labours which thou hast hitherto sustained? so many nights watched? thy painful toils, and all thy laudable enterprises, wherein thou hast been exercised continually even from thy childhood? Finally, fearest thou not death, which hangeth over thee, and that for no crime committed? Oh what a fool art thou, who for one word speaking mayest save all this, and wilt not! What a rude and unmannerly thing is this, not to be entreated at the instant petitions and desires of such, so many and so mighty, so just, so virtuous, such prudent and gracious senators, and such noble personages,' &c.

But now to answer: Let this blind world hearken to this again, What heat can there be more burning, than that fire which is prepared for thee hereafter? and likewise what snow can be more cold than thy heart which is in darkness, and hath no light? What thing is more hard, and sharp, or crooked, than this present life which here we lead? what thing more odious and hateful than this world here present? And let these worldly men here answer me, What country can we have more sweet than the heavenly country above? what treasures more rich or precious than everlasting life? And who be our kinsmen, but they that hear the word of God? Where be greater riches, or dignities more honourable, than in heaven? And as touching the sciences, let this foolish world consider, be they not ordained to learn to know God, whom unless we do know, all our labours, our night watchings, our studies, and all our enterprises serve to no use or purpose; all is but labour lost.

Furthermore, let the miserable worldly man answer me, What remedy or safe refuge can there be unto him, if he lack God, who is the life and medicine of all men? and how can he be said to fly from death, when he himself is already dead in sin? If Christ be the way, verity, and life, how can there be any life then without Christ? The sultry heat of the prison to me is coldness; the cold winter to me is a fresh spring-time in the Lord. He that feareth not to be burned in the fire, how will he fear the heat of weather? or what careth he for the pinching frost, who burneth with the love of the Lord? The place is sharp and tedious to them that be guilty, but to the innocent and guiltless it is mellifluous. Here droppeth the delectable dew; here floweth the pleasant nectar; here runneth the sweet milk; here is plenty of all good things. And although the place itself be desert and barren, yet to me it seemeth a large walk, and a valley of pleasure; here to me is the better and more noble part of the world. Let the miserable worldling say and confess, if there be any plot, pasture, or meadow so delightful to the mind of man, as here. Here I see kings, princes, cities, and people; here I see wars, where some be overthrown, some be victors; some thrust down, some lifted up. Here is the mount Sion; here I am already in heaven itself; here standeth first Christ Jesus in the front. About him stand the old fathers, prophets, and evangelists, and apostles, and all the servants of God: of whom some do embrace and cherish me, some exhort me, some open the sacraments unto me, some comfort me, others are singing about me. And how then shall I be thought to be alone, among so many, and such as these be? the beholding of whom to me is both solace and example: for here I see some crucified, some slain, some stoned, some cut asunder and quartered, some roasted, some broiled, some put in hot cauldrons, some having their eyes bored through, some their tongues cut out, some their skin plucked over their heads, some their hands and feet chopped off, some put in kilns and furnaces, some cast down headlong and given to the beasts and fowls of the air to feed upon: it would ask a long time if I should recite all!
OF POMPONIUS ALGERIUS, AN ITALIAN MARTYR.

To be short, divers I see with divers and sundry torments excruciate; yet notwithstanding, all living, and all safe. One plaster, one salve cureth all their wounds: which also gives to them strength and life, so that I sustain all these transitory anguishes and small afflictions with a quiet mind, having a greater hope laid up in heaven. Neither do I fear mine adversaries who here persecute me and oppress me: for He that dwelleth in the heaven shall laugh them to scorn, and the Lord shall deride them. I fear not thousands of people who compass me about. The Lord my God shall deliver me, my hope, my supporter, my comforter, who exalteth my head. He shall smite all them that stand up against me without cause, and shall dash the teeth and jaws of sinners asunder; for he only is all blessedness and majesty. The rebukes for Christ’s cause make us jocund; for so it is written, ‘If ye be rebuked and scorned for the name of Christ, happy be you; for the glory and Spirit of God resteth upon you.’ [1 Pet. iv.] Be you therefore certified, that our rebukes which are laid upon us, redound to the shame and harm of the rebukers. In this world there is no mansion firm to me; and therefore I travel up to the New Jerusalem which is in heaven, and which offereth itself unto me without paying any fine or income. Behold, I have entered already on my journey, where my house standeth for me prepared, and where I shall have riches, kinsfolks, delights, honours never failing. As for these earthly things here present, they are transitory shadows, vanishing vapours, and ruinous walls. Briefly, all is but very vanity of vanities, where hope and the substance of eternity to come are wanting; which the merciful goodness of the Lord hath given as companions to accompany me, and to comfort me: and now do the same begin to work and to bring forth fruits in me. I have travailed hitherto, laboured and sweat early and late, watching day and night, and now my travails begin to come to effect. Days and hours have I bestowed upon my studies. Behold, the true countenance of God is sealed upon me; the Lord hath given mirth in my heart; and therefore in the same will I lay me down in peace and rest [Psalm iv.] And who then shall dare to blame this our age consumed, or say that our years be cut off? What man can now caval that these our labours are lost, who have followed and found out the Lord and Maker of this world, and who have changed death for life? My portion is the Lord, saith my soul, and therefore I will seek and wait for him. Now then, if to die in the Lord be not to die, but to live most joyfully, where is this wretched worldly rebel, who blasphemeth us of folly, for giving away our lives to death? O how delectable is this death to me, to taste the Lord’s cup, which is an assured pledge of true salvation! for so hath the Lord himself forewarned us, saying, ‘The same that they have done to me, they will also do unto you.’ Wherefore let the doltish world with its blind worldlings (who in the bright sunshine yet go stumbling in darkness, being as blind as beetles) cease thus unwisely to carp against us for our rash sufferings, as they count it: to whom thus we answer again with the holy apostle, ‘Neither tribulation, nor anguish, nor hunger, nor nakedness, nor jeopardy, nor persecution, nor sword, shall be able ever to separate us from the love of Christ. We are slain all the day long; we are made like sheep ordained to the shambles’ [Rom. viii.] Thus do we resemble Christ our head, who said, that the disciple cannot be above his master, nor the servant above his Lord. The same Lord hath also commanded that every one shall take up his cross and follow him [Luke ix.]. Rejoice, rejoice, my dear brethren and fellow-servants! and be of good comfort, when ye fall into sundry temptations. Let your patience be perfect on all parts; for so is it foreshowed us before, and is written, that they that shall kill you, shall think to do God good service. Therefore afflictions and death be as tokens and sacraments of our election and life to come. Let us then be glad and sing to the Lord, when we, being clear from all just accusation, are persecuted and given to death: for better it is, that we in doing well do suffer, if it so be the will of the Lord, than doing evil [1 Pet. iii.] We have for our example Christ and the prophets, who spake in the name of the Lord, whom the children of iniquity did quell and murder; and now we bless and magnify them that then suffered. Let us be glad and joyous in our innocency and uprightness, The Lord shall reward them that persecute us; let us refer all revengement to him.

I am accused of foolishness, for that I do not shrink from the true doctrine and knowledge of God, and do not rid myself out of these troubles, when with
one word I may. Oh the blindness of man! who seeth not the sun shining, neither remembereth the Lord’s words. Consider therefore what he saith, ‘You are the light of the world. A city builded on the hill cannot be hid; neither do men light a candle, and put it under a bushel, but upon a candlestick, that it may shine and give light to them in the house.’ And in another place he saith, ‘You shall be led before kings and rulers; fear ye not them that kill the body, but Him which killeth both body and soul.’ Whosoever shall confess me before men, him will I also confess before my Father which is in heaven; and he that denieth me before men, him will I also deny before my heavenly Father. Wherefore seeing the words of the Lord be so plain, how, or by what authority will this wise counsellor then approve this his counsel which he doth give? God forbid that I should relinquish the commandments of God, and follow the counsels of men; for it is written, ‘Blessed is the man that hath not gone in the ways of sinners, and hath not stood in the counsels of the ungodly, and hath not sat in the chair of pestilence.’ [Psalm l.] God forbid that I should deny Christ, where I ought to confess him. I will not set more by my life, than by my soul; neither will I exchange the life to come for this world here present. Oh how foolishly speaketh he who argueth me of foolishness!

Neither do I take it to be a thing so uncomely, or unseeming for me, not to obey in this matter the requests of those so honourable, just, prudent, virtuous, and noble senators, whose desires (he saith) were enough to command me: for so are we taught of the apostles, that we ought to obey God before men. After that we have served and done our duty first unto God, then are we bound next to obey the potestates of this world; whom I wish to be perfect before the Lord. They are honourable; but yet are they to be made more perfect in the Lord: they are just; but yet Christ, the seat of justice, is lacking in them: they are wise; but where is in them the beginning of wisdom, that is, the fear of the Lord? they are called virtuous; but yet I wish them more absolute in christian charity: they are good and gracious; but yet I miss in them the foundation of goodness, which is the Lord God, in whom dwelleth all goodness and grace: they are honourable; yet have they not received the Lord of glory, who is our Saviour, most honourable and glorious. ‘Understand ye kings, and learn you that judge the earth. Serve the Lord in fear, and rejoice in him with trembling. Hearken to doctrine, and get knowledge, lest you fall into God’s displeasure, and so perish out of the way of righteousness. Why fret you, why fume you, O gentiles? O you people! why cast you in your brains the cogitations of vanity? You kings of the earth, and you princes, why conspire you so together against Christ, and against his Holy One [Psalm lii.]? ‘How long will you seek after lies, and hate the truth? Turn you to the Lord, and harden not your hearts: for this you must needs confess, that they that persecute the Lord’s servants, do persecute the Lord himself: for so he saith himself: ’Whosoever men shall do to you, I will count it to be done not as unto you, but to myself.’

And now let this carnal politic counsellor and disputer of this world tell, wherein have they to blame me, if in my examinations I have not answered so after their mind and affection as they required of me? seeing it is not ourselves that speak, but the Lord that speaketh in us, as he himself doth foretell, saying, ‘When ye shall be brought before rulers and magistrates, it is not you yourselves that speak, but the Spirit of my Father that shall be in you’ [Matt. x.] Wherefore if the Lord be true and faithful of his word, as it is most certain, then there is no blame in me: for he gave the words that I did speak; and who was I, that could resist his will? If any shall reprehend the things that I said, let him then quarrel with the Lord, whom it pleased to work so in me. And if the Lord be not to be blamed, neither am I herein to be accused, who did that I purposed not, and that I forethought not of. The things which there I did utter and express, if they were otherwise than well, let them show it, and then will I say, that they were my words, and not the Lord’s. But if they were good and approved, and such as cannot but be approved, then must it needs be granted, spite of their teeth, that they proceeded of the Lord; and then who be they that shall accuse me? a people of prudence! or who shall condemn me? just judges? And though they do so, yet nevertheless the word shall not be frustrated, neither shall the gospel be foolish, or therefore decay; but rather the kingdom of God shall the more prosper and flourish unto the Israelites, and shall pass the sooner unto the elect of Christ Jesus: and they
who shall so do, shall prove the grievous judgment of God; neither shall they escape without punishment, that be persecutors and murderers of the just. My well-beloved I lift up your eyes, and consider the counsels of God. He showed unto us of late an image of his plague, which was to our correction: and if we shall not receive him, he will draw out his sword, and strike with sword, pestilence, and famine, the nation that shall rise against Christ.

These things have I written to your comfort. Dear brethren! pray for me. I kiss in my heart, with a holy kiss, my good masters, Sylvius, Pergula, Justus; also Fidel Roche, and him that beareth the name of Lelis, whom I know, although being absent. Item, the lord Syndic of the university, and all other, whose names be written in the book of life. Farewell, all my fellow-servants of God! fare ye well in the Lord, and pray for me continually.

From the delectable orchard of the Leonine prison, the 12th of the Calends of August, A.D. 1555.

It is written of one Thebrotus, that when he had read the book of Plato, 'De Immortalitate Animæ,' he was so moved and persuaded therewith, that he cast himself down headlong from a high wall, to be rid out of this present life. If those heathen philosophers, having no word of God, nor promise of any resurrection and life to come, could so soon be persuaded by reading the works of Plato, to condemn this world and life here present; how much more is it to be required in Christians, instructed with so many evidences and promises of God's most perfect word, that they should learn to cast off the carnal desires and affections of this miserable peregrination; and that for a double respect, not only in seeing, reading, and understanding so many examples of the miseries of this wretched world; but also much more in considering and pondering the heavenly joys and consolations of the other world, remaining for us hereafter in the life to come; for a more full evidence whereof, I thought good to give out this present letter of Algerius above prefixed, for the taste of the same, and a lively testimony for all true Christians to read and consider. Now let us proceed further (the Lord willing) in our table of Italian martyrs.

Johannes Aloysius, martyred at Rome, and Jacobus Bonellus at Messina. Persecuted by Pope Pius IV., A.D. 1559.

Of Johannes Aloysius, we find mention made in a letter of Simon Florellus; which Aloysius was sent down from Geneva to the parts of Calabria, there to be their minister; who afterwards was sent for up to Rome, and there suffered. Jacobus Bonellus was likewise sent from Geneva to the said parts of Calabria, with Aloysius; who also, being sent for up to Rome, was sent down to the city of Messina, and there was martyred, A.D. 1559.

Divers that suffered in the Kingdom of Naples, A.D. 1560.

After pope Julius III. came Marcellus II. After him succeeded pope Paul IV. This Paul being dead, followed pope Pius IV., who, being advanced to that room, began hot persecution in all the territories of the church of Rome against them that were suspected for Lutherans; whereupon ensued great trouble and persecution in the kingdom of Naples, in such cruel sort, that many noble men, with their wives and others, are reported there to be slain.

Eighth-eighth Martyrs in one Day, with one butcherly knife, like Sheep.

Sixteen hundred others also, condemned in Calabria, A.D. 1560.

In Calabria, likewise, at the same time, suffered a blessed number of Christ's well-beloved saints, both old and young, put together in one house, to the number of eighty-eight persons; all which, one after another, were taken out of the house, and so being laid upon the butcher's stall, like the sheep in the shambles, with one bloody knife were all killed in order: a spectacle most tragical for all posterity to remember, and almost incredible to believe. Wherefore, for the more credit of the matter, lest we should seem either light of credit, to believe what is not true, or rashly to commit to pen things without due proof and authority, we have here annexed a piece of an epistle written by Master Simon Florellus, preacher of God's word in the city of Clavenna, among the Rhetiens, unto a certain friend of his named Guilielmus Gratolorus, an Italian, and doctor of physic in the university of Basil. This Gratolorus translated the same into the Latin tongue, and it is to be found in the 11th book of Panteleon, p. 387, the English whereof is as followeth.

The end of a certain Letter of Simon Florellus, written in Italian, concerning a lamentable Slaughter of Eighth-eight Christian Saints in the parts of Calabria.

As concerning news I have nothing to write, but only that I send you a copy of certain letters, imprinted either at Rome or at Venice, concerning the martyrdom or persecution in two several towns of Calabria, eight Italian miles from the city of Cosenza, the one called St. Sixtus, within two miles of Montalto, under the seigniory of the duke of Montalto; the other called Guardia, situate upon the sea-coast, and twelve miles from St. Sixtus: which two towns are utterly destroyed, and eight hundred of the inhabitants there, or, as some write from the city of Rome, no less than a full thousand. He that wrote the letter, was servant to Ascanius Carraciolus. The country and people there I well know, which take their first original of the Waldenses, and are of good doctrine and still better life; for before my departure from Geneva, at their request, we sent them two schoolmasters and two preachers. The last year the two preachers were martyred; the one at Rome, named Johannes Aloysius Pascalis, a citizen of Cunio; the other at Messina, named James Bonell; both of Piedmont. This year the residue of that godly fellowship were martyred in the same place. I trust this good seed sown in Italy, will bring forth good and plentiful fruit.

Now followeth the copy of the letter sent from Montalto, a town, in Calabria, eight miles distant from Cosenza, bearing date the 11th of June, 1560. The writer of this letter, as ye may perceive, was one of them that call themselves Catholics, and followers of the pope. The words of the letter be these, as here follow.

Here followeth the Copy of a Letter sent from Montalto in Calabria, by a Romanist, to a certain Friend of his in Rome, containing News of the Persecution of Christ's People in Calabria, by the new Pope Pius IV., A.D. 1560.

Hitherto, most noble lord! I have certified you, what here daily hath been done about these heretics. Now cometh next to signify unto your lordship the
horrible judgment begun this present day, being the eleventh of June, to be executed very early in the morning against the Lutherans; which when I think upon, I verily quake and tremble. And truly the manner of their putting to death was to be comparable to the slaughter of calves and sheep; for they, being all thrust up in one house together, as in a sheep-fold, the executioner cometh in, and amongst them taketh one, and blindfoldeth him with a muffler about his eyes, and so leadeth him forth to a larger place near adjoining, where he commandeth him to kneel down; which being so done, he cutteth his throat, and leaving him half dead, and taking his butcher's knife and muffler (which the Italians call 'benda,' i.e., all of gore blood, cometh again to the rest, and so leading one after another, he dispatcheth them all, who were to the number of eighty-eight. This spectacle to behold how doleful and horrible it was, I leave to your lordship's judgment; for to write of it, I myself cannot but weep; neither were there any of the beholders there present, who, seeing one to die, could abide to behold the death of another. But ceris so humbly and patiently they went to death, as is almost incredible to believe. Some of them, as they were in dying, affirmed, that they believed even as we do: notwithstanding, the most part of them died with that cursed obstinacy of theirs. All the aged persons went to death more cheerfully; the younger were more timorous. I tremble and shake even to remember how the executioner held his bloody knife between his teeth, with the bloody muffler in his hand, and his arms all in gore-blood up to the elbows, going to the fold, and taking every one of them, one after another, by the hand, and so dispatching them all no otherwise than doth a butcher kill his calves and sheep.

It is moreover appointed (and the carts be come already) that all those so put to death should be quartered, and so be conveyed in the carts to the hithermost parts of Calabria, where they will be hanged upon poles in the highways and other places, even to the confines of the same country. Unless the pope's holiness and the lord viceroy of Naples shall give in commandment to the lord marquis of Buccianus, governor of the said province, to stay his hand, and go no further, he will proceed with the rack and torture, examining all others, and so increase the number in such sort, that he will nigh dispatch them all.

This day it is also determined, that a hundred of the more ancient women should appear to be examined and racked, and after to be put to death, that the mixture may be perfect, for so many men so many women: and thus have you what I can say of this justice. Now is it about two o'clock in the afternoon: shortly, we shall hear what some of them said when they went to execution. There be certain of them so obstinate, that they will not look upon the crucifix, nor be confessed to the priest; and they will be burned alive.

The heretics that be apprehended and condemned, are to the number of sixteen hundred, but as yet no more but these aforesaid eighty-eight are already executed. This people have their original of the valley named Angrogne, near to Savoy, and in Calabria are called Ultramontani. In the Kingdom of Naples, there are four other places of the same people, of whom whether they live well or no, as yet we know not; for they are but simple people, ignorant, without learning, wood-gatherers, and husbandmen: but as I hear, very devout and religious, giving themselves to die for religion's sake.

From Montalto the 11th of June.

And thus much writeth this Romanist.

Here moreover is to be noted, that the aforesaid marquis Buc- cianus above specified, had a son or brother, unto whom the said new pope (Pius IV., belike) is reported to have promised a cardinalship at Rome, if all the Lutherans were extirpated and rooted out in that province. And like enough that the same was the cause of his butcherly persecution and effusion of christian blood, in the said country of Calabria, beyond Naples, in Italy.1

Besides these godly Italian martyrs in this table above contained, many others also have suffered in the same country of Italy, of whom some before have been specified, some peradventure omitted. But

1 For the foregoing letters, see Pantaleon, p. 337.—Ed.
many more there be, whose names we know not; whereof as soon as knowledge may be given unto us, we purpose, God willing, to impart the same, loving reader! unto thee.

Now in the mean time it followeth (according to my promise made before), next after this lamentable slaughter of Calabria, here to insert also the tragical persecution and horrible murder of the faithful flock of Christ, inhabiting in Merindol in France, and in the towns adjacent near unto the same, in the time of Francis I., the French king. The furious cruelty of this miserable persecution, although it cannot be set forth too much at large, yet (because we will not weary too much the reader with the full length thereof) we have so contracted the same, especially the principal effect thereof we have comprehended in such sort, that, as we on the one part have avoided proximity, so on the other we have omitted nothing which might seem unworthy to be forgotten. The story here followeth.

A notable History of the Persecution and Destruction of the People of Merindol and Cabriers, in the Country of Provence:

WHERE NOT A FEW PERSONS, BUT WHOLE VILLAGES AND TOWNSHIPS, WITH THE MOST PART OF ALL THE AFORESAID COUNTRY, BOTH MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN, WERE PUT TO ALL KINDS OF CRUELTY, AND SUFFERED MARTYRDOM FOR THE PROFESSION OF THE GOSPEL.

They that write of the beginning of this people say, that about two hundred years ago, A.D. 1660, they came out of the country of Piedmont to inhabit in Provence, in certain villages destroyed by wars, and other desert places: wherein they used such labour and diligence, that they had abundance of corn, wine, oils, honey, almonds, with other fruits and commodities of the earth, and much cattle. Before they came thither, Merindol was a barren desert, and not inhabited: but these good people (in whom God always had reserved some little seed of piety), being dispersed and separated from the society of men, were compelled to dwell with beasts in that waste and wild desert, which notwithstanding, through the blessing of God, and their great labour and travail, became exceeding fruitful. Notwithstanding, the world in the mean time so detested and abhorred them, and with all shameful rebukes and contumelies railed against them in such despiteful manner, that it seemed they were not worthy that the earth should bear them: for they of a long continuance and custom had refused the bishop of Rome's authority, and observed ever a more perfect kind of doctrine than others, delivered unto them from the father to the son, ever since the year of our Lord 1200.

For this cause they were often accused and complained of to the king, as contemners and despisers of the magistrates, and as rebels: wherefore they were called by divers names, according to the countries and places where they dwelt. In the country about Lyons, they were

(1) 'A notable history,' &c. This appears to be taken from a small French volume, entitled 'Histoire memorable de la persecution et saccagement du peuple de Merindol et Cabriers et autres circonvoisins, appellesVaudois; 8vo. (no place) 1736.' &c. (folio l'ancre de Jean Crespin, 1576) pp. 114—116. It occurs also in Latin, in 'Jo. Camerari historica narratio de fratrum orthodoxorum ecclesiis in Bohemia, Moravia, et Polonia,' &c.; &c. Heidelbergen, 1665; pp. 383, 384.—Eq.

(2) For the original of this people, see vol. ii. page 216.
called the Poor People of Lyons; in the borders of Sarmatia, and Livonia, and other countries towards the north, they were called Lollards; in Flanders and Artois, Turrelupines, from a desert where wolves did haunt. In Dauphiné, with great despite, they were called Chagnards, because they lived in places open to the sun, and without house or harbour. But most commonly they were called Waldois, from Waldo, who first instructed them in the word of God; which name continued until the name of Lutherans came up, which above all others was most hated and abhorred.

Notwithstanding, in all these most spiteful contumelies and slanders, the people dwelling at the foot of the Alps, and also in Merindol and Cabriers, and the quarters thereabouts, always lived so godly, so uprightly, and so justly, that in all their life and conversation there appeared to be in them a great fear of God. That little light of true knowledge which God had given them, they laboured by all means to kindle and increase daily more and more, sparing no charges, whether it were to procure books of the holy Scriptures, or to instruct such as were of the best and most towards wits in learning and godliness; or else to send them into other countries, yea even to the furthest parts of the earth, where they had heard that any light of the gospel began to shine.

For in the year 1530, understanding that the gospel was preached in certain towns of Germany and Switzerland, they sent thither two learned men, that is, Georgius Maurellus, born in Dauphiné, a godly preacher of their own, and whom they had of their own charges brought up in learning, and Petrus Latomus, a Burgundian, to confer with the wise and learned ministers of the churches there in the doctrine of the gospel, and to know the whole form and manner which those churches used in the service and worshipping of God: and particularly to have their advice also upon certain points which they were not resolved in. These two, after great conference had with the chiefest in the church of God, namely with Æcolampadius at Basle; at Strasburg, with Bucer and Capito; and at Bern, with Bartholdus Hallerus, as they were returning through Burgundy homeward, Petrus Latomus was taken at Dijon, and cast into prison; Maurellus escaped, and returned alone to Merindol, with the books and letters which he brought with him from the churches of Germany; and declared to his brethren all the points of his commission, and opened unto them how many and great errors they were in, into which their old ministers, whom they called Barbes (that is to say, unclees), had brought them, leading them from the right way of true religion.

When the people heard this, they were moved with such a zeal to have their churches reformed, that they sent for the most ancient brethren, and the chiefest in knowledge and experience, of all Calabria and Apulia, to consult with them touching the reformation of the church. This matter was so handled, that it stirred up the bishops, priests, and monks, in all Provence, with great rage against them. Amongst others, there was one cruel wretch called John de

1. 'Barbes': these were their ministers for lack of better, until they came to more sincere knowledge: who instructed them most commonly by night abroad in caves and quarries, for fear of persecution.

2. Of these Calabrians, vide infra.
Roma, a monk, who, obtaining a commission to examine those that were suspected to be of the Waldenses or Lutheran profession, forthwith ceased not to afflict the faithful with all kinds of cruelty that he could devise or imagine. Amongst other most horrible torments, this was one which he most delighted in, and most commonly practised: he filled boots with boiling grease, and put them upon their legs, tying them backward to a form, with their legs hanging down over a small fire; and so he examined them. Thus he tormented very many, and in the end most cruelly put them to death.

The first whom he thus tormented were Michelottus Serra and W. Melius, and a number more. Wherefore Francis the French king, being informed of the strange and outrageous cruelty of this bellish monk, sent letters to the high court of Parliament of Provence, that forthwith he should be apprehended, and by form of process and order of law he should be condemned, and advertisement sent unto him with all speed of his condemnation. The monk, being advertised hereof by his friends, conveyed himself to Avignon, where he thought to enjoy the spoilings, which he, like a notorious thief, had gotten by fraud and extortion from the poor Christians: but shortly after, he who had so shamefully spoiled others, was spoiled of all together by his own household servants; whereupon shortly after he fell sick of a most horrible disease, strange and unknown to any physician. So extreme were the pains and torments wherewith he was continually vexed in all his body, that no ointment, no fomentation, nor any thing else, could ease him one minute of an hour: neither was there any man that could tarry near about him, nor yet would any one of his own friends come near to him, so great was the stench that came from him. For this cause he was carried from the Jacobites to a hospital, there to be kept; but the stench and infection so increased, that no man there durst come near him: no, nor he himself was able to abide the horrible stench that issued from his body, full of ulcers and sores, and swarming with vermin, and so rotten, that the flesh fell away from the bones by piecemeal.

While he was in these torments and anguish, he cried out oftentimes in great rage, "Oh who will deliver me? who will kill and rid me out of these intolerable pains, which I know I suffer for the evils and oppressions that I have done to the poor men?" And he himself went about divers times to destroy himself, but he had not the power. In these horrible torments and anguish, and fearful despair, this blasphemer and most cruel homicide most miserably ended his unhappy days and cursed life, as a spectacle to all persecutors, receiving a just reward of his cruelty by the just judgment of God. When he was dead, there was no man that would come near him to bury him; but a young novice, newly come to his order, instead of a more honourable sepulture, caught hold with a hook upon his stinking carrion, and drew him into a hole hard by, which was made for him.

After the death of this cruel monster, the bishop of Aix, by his official Peironet, continued the persecution, and put a great multitude of them in prison, of whom some by force of torments revolted from the truth; the others who continued constant, after he had condemned them of heresy, were put into the hands of the judge ordinary, who at that time was one Meirius, a notable cruel perse-
A DREADFUL PERSECUTION AND DESTRUCTION.

Auctor, who, without any form of process or order of law, put such as the official had pronounced to be heretics to death, with most cruel torments; but shortly after he received a just reward of his cruelty in like manner.

After the death of the good president Cusinetus, the lord of Revest, being chief president of the parliament of Aix, put many of the faithful to death; who afterwards, being put out of his office, returned to his house of Revest, where he was stricken with such a horrible sickness, that, for the fury and madness which he was in, neither his wife, nor any that were about him, durst come near him; and so he, dying in his fury and rage, was justly plagued for his unmerciful and cruel dealing.

After him succeeded Bartholomew Chassanee, likewise a pestilent persecutor, whom God at length struck with a fearful and sudden death. In the time of this tyrant, those of Merindol, in the persons of ten, were cited personally to appear before the king's attorney. But they, hearing that the court had determined to burn them without any further process or order of law, durst not appear at the day appointed. For this cause the court awarded a cruel sentence against Merindol, and condemned all the inhabitants to be burned, both men and women, sparing none, no not the little children and infants; the town to be raised, and their houses beaten down to the ground; also the trees to be cut down, as well olive-trees as all others, and nothing to be left, to the intent it should never be inhabited again, but remain as a desert or wilderness.

This bloody arrest or decree seemed so strange and wonderful, that in every place throughout all Provence there was great reasoning and disputation concerning the same, especially among the advocates, and men of learning and understanding: insomuch that many durst boldly and openly say, that they greatly marvelled how that court of parliament could be so mad, or so bewitched, to give out such an arrest, so manifestly injurious and unjust, and contrary to all right and reason, yea to all sense of humanity; also contrary to the solemn oath which all such as are received to office in courts of parliament are accustomed to make; that is to say, to judge justly and uprightly, according to the law of God, and the just ordinances and laws of the realm, so that God thereby might be honoured, and every man's right regarded, without respect of persons.

Some of the advocates or lawyers, defending the said arrest to be just and right, said, that in the case of Lutheranism the judges are not bound to observe either right or reason, law or ordinance; and that the judges cannot fail or do amiss, whatsoever judgment they do give, so that it tend to the ruin and extirpation of all such as are suspected to be Lutherans.

To this the other lawyers and learned men answered, that upon their sayings it would ensue, that the judges should now altogether follow the same manner and form, in proceeding against the Christians accused to be Lutherans, which the gospel witnesseth that the priests, scribes, and pharisées followed, in pursuing and persecuting, and finally condemning, our Lord Jesus Christ.

By these and such other talks, the said arrest was published throughout the country, and there was no assembly or banquet where it was
not disputed or talked of: and namely, within twelve days after the arrest was given out, there was a great banquet in the town of Aix; at which banquet were present M. Bartholomew Chassanece, president, and many other councillors and other noble personages and men of authority. There were also the archbishop of Aries, and the bishop of Aix, with divers ladies and gentlewomen, amongst whom was one who was commonly reported to be the bishop of Aix’s concubine. They were scarce well sat at the table, but she began thus to talk: “My lord president! will you not execute the arrest which is given out of late against the Lutherans of Merindol?” The president answered nothing, feigning that he heard her not. Then a certain nobleman asked of her, what arrest that was? She recited it in manner and form as it was given out, forgetting nothing, as if she had a long time studied to commit the same to memory: whereunto they that were at the banquet gave diligent ear, without any word speaking, until she had ended her tale.

Then the lord of Alene, a man fearing God, and of great understanding, said unto her, “Gentlewoman! you have learned this tale either of some who would have it so, or else it is given out by some parliament of women.” Then the lord of Senas, an ancient councillor, said unto him; “No, no, my lord of Alene! it is no tale which you have heard this gentlewoman tell; for it is an arrest given out by a whole senate: and you ought not thus to speak, except you would call the court of Provence a parliament of women.” Then the lord of Alene began to excuse himself, with protestation that he would not speak any thing to blemish the authority of that sovereign court; notwithstanding he could not believe all that which the said gentlewoman had told, that is to say, that all the inhabitants of Merindol were condemned to die by the arrest of the said court of parliament of Provence, and especially the women, and little children and infants; and the town to be rased for the fault of ten or twelve persons, who did not appear before the said court at the day appointed. And the lord de Beaujeu also answered, that he believed not the said court to have given out any such arrest; for that (said he) were a thing most unreasonable, and such as the very Turks, and the greatest tyrants in the world would judge to be a thing most detestable: and he said further, that he had known a long time many of Merindol, who seemed unto him to be men of great honesty: and my lord president (said he) can certify us well what is done in this matter, for we ought not to give credit unto women’s tales. Then the gentlewoman who had rehearsed the arrest, stayed not to hear the president’s answer, but suddenly looking upon the bishop of Aix, said, “I should greatly have marvell’d, if there had been none in all this company who would defend these wicked men.” And lifting up her eyes to heaven, in a great womanly chafe and fume, she said, “Would to God that all the Lutherans who are in Provence, yea, and in all France, had horns growing on their foreheads; then we should see a goodly many of horns!” To whom the lord de Beaujeu suddenly answered, saying, “Would to God that all priests’ harlots should chatter like pies!” Then said the gentlewoman, “Ha! my lord de Beaujeu, you ought not so to speak against our holy mother the church, for that there was never

(1) See the Appendix.—Ed
(2) There is no cruelty too cruel for a harlot.
dog that barked against the crucifix, but he waxed mad;" whereas the bishop of Aix laughed, and clapping the gentlewoman on the shoulder, said, "By my holy orders, my minyon! well said; I con you thank. She hath talked well unto you, my lord de Beaujeu: remember well the lesson that she hath given you." Here the lord de Beaujeu, being wholly moved with anger, said, "I care neither for her school nor yours, for it would be long before a man should learn of either of you either any honesty or honour. For if I should say, that the most part of the bishops and priests are abominable adulterers, blind idolaters, deceivers, thieves, seducers, I should not speak against the holy church, but against a heap and flock of wolves, dogs, and filthy swine. In speaking these things I should think a man not to be mad at all, except he be mad for speaking of the truth."

Then the archbishop in a great fury answered, "My lord de Beaujeu, you speak very evil, and you must give account, when time and place serveth, of this your talk, which you have here uttered against the churchmen." "I would," said the lord de Beaujeu, "that it were to do even this present day, and I would bind myself to prove more abuses and naughtiness in priests than I have yet spoken." Then said the president Chassane, "My lord de Beaujeu, let us leave of this talk, and live as our fathers have done, and maintain their honour." Then said he in great anger, "I am no priest's son, to maintain their wickedness and abuse:" and afterward he said, "I am well content to honour all true pastors of the church, and will not blame them that show good example in their doctrine and living; but I demand of you, my lord of Arles! and of you, my lord of Aix! when our Lord Christ Jesus called the priests, deceiving hypocrites, blind seducers, robbers, and thieves, did he them any outrage or wrong?" And they answered, "No; for the most part of them were such men." Then said the lord de Beaujeu, "Even so is it with the bishops and priests whom I have spoken of, for they are such kind of men, or rather worse; and I so abhor their filthy and abominable life, that I dare not speak the one half of that which I know; and therefore in speaking the truth, to cool the babbling of a harlot, I do them no injury."

The Monseigneur de Senas, an ancient councillor, said, "Let us leave off this contentious talk, for we are here assembled and come together to make good cheer." And afterwards he said, "M. de Beauvieu! for the love and amity which I do bear unto you, I will advertise you of three things, which, if you will do, you shall find great ease therein. The first is, that you, neither by word nor deed, aid or assist those that you hear to be Lutherans. Secondly, that you do not meddle openly to reprove ladies and gentlewomen for their pastime and pleasures. Thirdly, that you do never speak against the life and living of priests, how wicked soever it be, according to this saying, 'Do not touch mine anointed.'"

To whom M. de Beaujeu answered, "As touching the first point, I know no Lutherans, neither what is meant by this word Lutheranism, except you do call those Lutherans, who profess the doctrine of the gospel; neither yet will I ever allow any arrest which shall be given out to death against men, whose cause hath not been heard, especially against women and young infants: and I am assured, that

(1) Churchmen, bo they ever so evil, must not be spoken against. 1 Par. [Chron.] xvi.
there is no court of parliament in all France, which will approve or
allow of any such arrest. And whereas you say, that I should not
meddle to reprove ladies and gentlewomen, if I knew any kinswoman
of mine, who would abandon herself unto a priest or clerk, yes, albeit
lie were a cardinal or bishop, I would not do her so much honour as
to rebuke her there-for, but at least I would cut off her nose. And as
touching priests, as I am contented not to meddle with their business,
so likewise I will not that they meddle with mine hereafter, or come
from henceforth within mine house; for as many as I shall find or
take there, I will set their crowns so near their shoulders, that they
shall need no more to wear any hoods about their necks." The like
also said the president Chassanee.

Then the bishop of Aix's sweetheart, who had begun the quarrel,
said, "I shall not be in quiet, except I speak yet one word more unto
M. de Beaujeu." "Do you think," said she unto him, "that all the
cardinals, bishops, abbots, priests, and all those holy religious men,
who go oftentimes to gentlemen's houses, and haunt the castles and
palaces of princes and noblemen, go thither to commit wickedness?
Also you must not think evil of all those ladies and gentlewomen that
go to bishops' houses of devotion, and to reveal those whom they know
to be Lutherans, as it was commanded in the pulpit upon pain of ex-
communication. If so be you will maintain those words, I will not
cease to accuse you of crime, and also of treason both to God and
man; for here be those in this company, who shall make you give an
account thereof." She had not so soon ended her talk, but M. de
Beaujeu said unto her, "Avaunt, O Herodias, thou filthy and impu-
dent harlot! is it thy part to open thy mouth to talk in this company?
Dost thou well understand and know what treason to God and man
meaneth? Is it not sufficient for thee to be as thou art, but thou
must solicit others to shed innocent blood?" With these words
the gentlewoman was somewhat amazed. All men thought that
this talk had been at an end, and every man began to invent some
merry communication, that the former matter should be no more
talked of.

At last the gentlewoman, advising herself, and thinking that she
was too much injured, in that it was said that she went about to shed
innocent blood, brake off all their talk, and with a loud voice said,
"Monsieur de Beaujeu, if I were a man, as I am a woman, I would
offer you the combat, to prove that I am no such manner of woman
as you say I am, that I desire to shed innocent blood. Do you call
the blood of these wicked men of Merindol, innocent blood? True
it is, that I desire and offer with my whole power, that these naughty
packs of Merindol, and such as they are, should be slain and destroyed,
from the greatest even unto the least. And to see the beginning of
this work, I have employed all my credit, and all my friends, and do
spare neither body nor goods to work the ruin and destruction of these
people, and to raise out and to deface their memory from amongst
men. Do you then, Monsieur de Beaujeu, call the slaughter of these
Lutherans the effusion of innocent blood? And say you what you
will, I will not refrain for no man living, to go either by day either by

(1) As Herodias wrought the death of John Baptist, so this woman seeketh the death of the
Merindollans.
night unto the houses of bishops, in all honesty and honour, for the devotion which I bear unto our holy mother the church, and also I will receive into my house all religious men, to consult and devise the means how to put these Lutherans to death." But as Monsieur de Beaujeu took no more regard unto her talk, so likewise all that were at the table displeased her, and were weary of her prating.

Then there was a certain young gentleman, who, merrily jesting, said unto her, "Gentlewoman! it must needs be that these poor people, unto whom you do wish this cruel death, have done you some great displeasure." "Then," said she, "I may well take an oath, that I never knew one of these wretched people, neither (that I wot of) ever saw any of them; and I had rather to meet ten devils than one of those naughty knaves, for their opinions are so detestable, that happy and blessed are they that never heard tell of them." And I was not then well advised at what time by curiosity, I, seeing the bishop of Aix so much troubled and angry that he could neither eat nor drink, did desire him and constrain him to tell me the cause thereof. Then he, perceiving that I would not be well contented if he should not tell me, declared unto me some part of the cause, that is to say, that there were certain heretics, who spake against our holy mother the church, and among other errors they maintained, yea, to death, that all bishops, priests, and pastors, ought to be married, or else they should be basely handled: and hearing this I was marvelously offended, and ever since I did hate them to the death. And also it was enjoined unto me by penance, that I should endeavour with all my power to put these heretics to death." After these frivolous talks, there was great trouble and debate amongst them, and many threatenings, which were too long here to describe.

Then the president Chassancee and the councillors and the gentlemen departed and went their ways, hither and thither. The archbishop of Arles, the bishop of Aix, and divers abbots, priors, and others, assembled themselves together, to consult how this arrest might be executed with all speed, intending to raise a new persecution, greater than that of John de Roma, the Jacobite monk: "for otherwise," said they, "our state and honour is like to decay; we shall be reproofed, condemned, and derided of all men. And if none should thus vaunt and set themselves against us but these peasants, and such like, it were but a small matter; but many doctors of divinity and men of the religious order, divers senators and advocates, many wise and well learned men, also a great part of the nobility (if we may so say), and that of great renown, yea, even of the chiefest peers in all Europe, begin to contemn and despise us, counting us to be no true pastors of the church; so that except we see to this mischief, and provide for remedy betimes, it is greatly to be feared, lest not only we shall be compelled to forsake our dignities, possessions, and livings, which we now wealthy enjoy; but also the church, being spoiled of her pastors and guides, shall hereafter come to miserable ruin, and

(1) The visor of honesty on a harlot's face.
(2) Like mother, like daughter.
(3) Oderunt me gratia. John xv.
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utter desolation.¹ This matter therefore now requireth great diligence and circumspection, and that with all cerlery.

A. D. 1540.

Then the archbishop of Arles, not forgetting his Spanish subtleties and policies gave his advice as followeth:

Against the nobility we must take heed that we attempt nothing rashly, but rather we must seek all the means we can how to please them; for they are our shield, our fortress, and defence. And albeit we know that many of them do both speak and think evil of us, and that they are of these new gospellers, yet may we not reprove them, to exasperate them, in any case; but seeing they are too much bent against us already, we must rather seek how to win them, and to make them our friends again by gifts and presents: and by this policy we shall live in safety under their protection. But if we enterprise any thing against them, sure we are to gain nothing thereby, as we are by experience already sufficiently taught.

The bishop of Aix then answered,—

It is well said, but I can show you a good remedy for this disease: we must go about with all our endeavour, and power, and policy, and all the friends we can make, sparing no charges, but spending goods, wealth, and treasure, to make such a slaughter of the Merindolians and rustic peasants, that none shall be so bold hereafter, whatsoever they be, yea, although they be of the blood royal, once to open their mouths against us or the ecclesiastical state. And to bring this matter to pass, we have no better way than to withdraw ourselves to Avignon, in which city we shall find many bishops, abbots, and other famous men, who will with us employ their whole endeavour to maintain and uphold the majesty of our holy mother the church.⁸

This counsel was well liked of them all. Whereupon the said archbishop of Arles, and the bishop of Aix, went with all speed to Avignon, there to assemble out of hand the bishops and other men of authority and credit, to treat of this matter. In this pestilent conspiracy, the bishop of Aix, a stout champion and a great defender of the traditions of men, taking upon him to be the chief orator, began in a manner as followeth:

An Oration of Cataline, that is, the Oration of the Bishop of Aix, seditious and bloody.

O ye fathers and brethren! ye are not ignorant that a great tempest is raised up against the little bark of Christ Jesus, now in great danger and ready to perish. The storm cometh from the north, wherefrom all these troubles proceed. The seas rage, the waters rush in on every side, the winds blow and beat upon our house, and we, without speedy remedy, are like to sustain shipwreck and loss of all together. For oblations⁴ cease, pilgrimage⁵ and devotion wax cold, charity⁶ is clean gone, our estimation⁷ and authority is debased, our jurisdiction⁸ decayed, and the ordinances⁹ of the church despised. And wherefore are we set and ordained over nations and kingdoms, but to root out and destroy, to subvert and overthrow, whatsoever is against our holy mother the church? Wherefore let us now awake, let us stand stoutly in the right of our own possession, that we may root out from the memory of men for ever, the whole rout of the wicked Lutherans: those foxes (I say) who destroy the vineyard of the Lord; those great whales which go about to drown the little

¹ Note, how the pope’s church is led, not with any conscience of truth, but only with love of livings.
² Cathedral pestilenta.
³ Your oblations be against the Scripture.
⁴ Your pilgrimage is idolatry.
⁵ Your charity is gone indeed, when ye seek so the blood of your brethren.
⁶ Your estimation is Pharisaical.
⁷ Your jurisdiction is tyrannical.
⁸ Your ordinances serve not to Christ’s glory, but your own.
AN ORATION OF BASSINET, TO THE BISHOP OF AIX.

This oration pleased the whole multitude, saving one doctor of divinity, a friar Jacobite, named Bassinet, who then answered again with this oration.

An Oration of Bassinet, in reply to the Bishop of Aix.

This is a weighty matter and of great importance; we must therefore proceed wisely, and in the fear of God, and beware that we do nothing rashly. For if we seek the death and destruction of these poor and miserable people wrongfully, when the king and the nobility shall hear of such a horrible slaughter, we shall be in great danger least they do to us, as we read in the Scriptures was done to the priests of Baal. For my part I must say, and unfeignedly confess, that I have too rashly and lightly signed many processes against those who have been accused of heretical doctrine: but now I do protest before God, who seeth and knoweth the hearts of men, that seeing the lamentable end and effect of mine assignaments, I have had no quietness in my conscience, considering that the secular judges, at the report of the judgment and sentence given by me and other doctors my companions, have condemned all those unto most cruel death, whom we have adjudged to be heretics. And the cause why in conscience I am thus disquieted, is this; that now of late, since I have given myself more diligently to the reading and contemplation of the holy Scriptures, I have perceived that the most part of those articles, which they that are called Lutherans do maintain, are so conformable and agreeing to the Scriptures, that for my part I can no longer gainsay them, except I should even wilfully and maliciously resist and strive against the holy ordinances of God. Albeit hitherto, to maintain the honour of our holy mother the church, and of our holy father the pope, and of our orders, I have consented to the opinions and doings of other doctors, as well through ignorance, as also because I would not seem to attempt anything against the will and pleasure of the prelates and vicars general: but now it seemeth unto me, that we ought not any more to proceed in this matter, as we have done in time past. It will be sufficient to punish them with fines, or to banish them, that shall speak too intemperately and rashly against the constitutions of the church and of the pope; and such as shall be manifestly convicted by the holy Scriptures to be blasphemous or obstinate heretics, to be condemned to death according to the enormity of their crimes or errors, or else to perpetual prison. And this my advice and counsel I desire you to take in good part.

With this counsel of Bassinet all the company were offended, but especially the bishop of Aix, who, lifting up his voice above all the rest, said thus unto him: "O thou man of little faith! whereof art thou in doubt? dost thou repent thee of that thou hast well done? Thou hast told here a tale, that smelleth of faggots and brimstone. Is there any difference, thinkest thou, between heresies and blasphemies spoken and maintained against the holy Scriptures, and opinions holden against our holy mother the church, and contrary to our holy father the pope, a most undoubted and true God on earth?"

(1) The day shall come when men shall think they do a good service to God, in putting you to death. John xvi.
"Art thou a master in Israel, and knowest not these things?" Then said the archbishop of Arles, "Coud any man entreat better of the little bark of Christ Jesus, than my lord of Aix hath done?" Then stood up Bassinet again, and made this oration:

Another Oration of Bassinet.

It is true that my lord, the bishop of Aix, hath very well set out the manners and state of the clergy, and hath aptly reproved the vices and heresies of this present time: and therefore, as soon as mention was made of the ship of Christ Jesus, it came into my mind first of all, of the high bishop of Jerusalem, the priests, the doctors of the law, the scribes and pharisees, who sometime had the governance of this ship, being ordained pastors in the church of God: but when they forsook the law of God, and served him with men's inventions and traditions, he destroyed those hypocrites in his great indignation; and having compassion and pity upon the people that were like sheep without a shepherd, he sent diligent shepherds to fish for men, faithful workmen into his harvest, and labourers into his vineyard, who shall all bring forth true fruits in their season. Secondly, considering the purpose and intent of the reverend lord bishop of Aix, I called to mind the saying of the apostle [1 Tim. iv.], that in the latter day some shall fall away from the faith, following after deceitful spirits, and the doctrine of devils. And the apostle giveth a mark whereby a man shall know them. Likewise our Lord Jesus Christ saith [Matt. vii.], that the false prophets shall come clothed in sheep-skins, but inwardly they are ravening wolves, and by their fruits they shall be known. By these two, and divers other places, it is easy to understand, who are they that go about to drown this little bark of Christ. Are they not those who fill the same with filthy and unclean things, with mire and dirt, with puddle and stinking water? are they not those who have forsaken Jesus Christ, the fountain of living water, and have digged unto themselves pits or cisterns which will hold no water? Truly even those they are, who vaunt themselves to be the salt of earth, and yet have no savour at all; who call themselves pastors, and yet are much less than true pastors, for they minister not unto the sheep the true pasture and feeding, neither divide and distribute the true bread of the word of life. And (if I may be bold to speak it) would it not be at this present as great a wonder to hear a bishop preach, as to see an as fly? Are not they accused of God, who glory and vaunt themselves to have the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and neither enter in themselves, nor suffer them that would enter, to come in? They may be known right well by their fruits; for they have forsaken faith, judgment, and mercy; and there is no honest, clean, or undefiled thing in them but their habit, their rochet, and their suportile, and such things. Outwardly they are exceeding neat and trim, but within they are full of all abomination, rapine, gluttony, filthy lust, and all manner of uncleanness; they are like painted sepulchres, which outwardly appear beautiful and fair, but within they are full of filth and corruption. A man shall know (I say) these ravening wolves by their fruits, who devour the quick and the dead under the pretense of long prayer. And forasmuch as I am enforced to give place to the truth, and that you call me a master in Israel, I will not be afraid to prove by the holy Scriptures, that your great pilot and patron the pope, and the bishops the mariners, and such others, who impudently forsake the ship of Christ Jesus, to embark themselves in pinnaces and brigantines, are pirates and robbers of the sea, false prophets, deceivers, and not true pastors of the church of Jesus Christ.

When Dr. Bassinet had thus freely and boldly uttered his mind, the whole multitude began to gather about him, and spitefully railed at him; but the bishop of Aix, above others, raging and crying out as he had been mad, "Get thee out," said he, "from amongst us, thou wicked apostate! thou art not worthy to be in this company. We have burned daily a great many who have not so well deserved it, as thou hast. We may now perceive, that there is none more steadfast and fervent in the faith than the doctors of the canon law;...
and therefore it were necessary to be decreed in the next general council, that none should have to do in matters of religion but they alone: for these knaves, and beggarly monks and friars, will bring all to nought.” Then the other doctors of the same order boldly reproved the bishop of Aix for the injury he had done unto them. After this there arose a great dissension amongst them, insomuch that there was nothing at that time determined. After dinner all these reverend prelates assembled together again, but they suffered neither friar nor monk to be amongst them, except he were an abbot. In this assembly they made a general composition, confirmed with an oath, that every man should endeavour himself that the said arrest of Merindol should be executed with all expedition, every man offering to furnish out men of war, according to his ability. The charge thereof was given to the bishop of Aix, and to the president of the canons, to solicit the matter, and to persuade by all means possible the presidents and councilors of the said court of parliament, without fear or doubt, to execute the said arrest with drums, ensigns displayed, artillery, and all kind of furniture of war.

This conspiracy being concluded and determined, the bishop of Aix departed incontinent from Avignon, to go unto Aix, to perform the charge which was given to him. Notwithstanding they desired him to be, the next day after the council was held, at a banquet which should be made at the house of the bishop of Rieux. To this banquet such as were known to be the fairest and most beautiful women in all Avignon were called, to refresh and solace these good prelates, after the great pains and travail which they had taken for our holy mother the church. After they had dined, they fell to dancing, playing at dice, and such other pastimes as are commonly wont to be frequented at the banquets and feasts of these holy prelates. After this they walked abroad to solace themselves, and to pass the time till supper.

As they passed through the streets, every one leading his minion upon his arm, they saw a man who sold base images and pictures, with filthy rhymes and ballads annexed to the same, to move and stir up the people to whoredom and knavery. All these goodly pictures were bought up by the bishops, which were as many as a mule could well carry; 1 and if there were any obscure sentence, or hard to understand in those rhymes or ballads, the same these learned prelates did readily expound, and laughed pleasantly thereat. In the same place, as they walked along, there was a foreign bookseller, who had set out to sale certain Bibles in French and Latin, with divers other books; which when the prelates beheld, they were greatly moved thereat, and said unto him, “Darest thou be so hardy to set out such merchandise to sell here in this town? dost thou not know that such books are forbidden?” The bookseller answered, “Is not the holy Bible as good as these goodly pictures, which you have bought for these gentlewomen?” He had scarce spoken these words, but the bishop of Aix said, “I renounce my part of paradise, if this fellow be not a Lutheran!” “Let him be taken,” said he, “and examined what he is.” And incontinent the bookseller was taken and carried unto prison, and spitefully handled; for a company of knaves and

(1) *Ex fructibus eorum cognoscentis esse.*
THE HISTORY OF MERINDOL AND CARRIERS.

ruffians, who waited upon the prelates, began to cry out, "A
Lutheran! a Lutheran!" "To the fire with him! to the fire with
him!" And one gave him a blow with his fist, another pulled him by
the hair, and others by the beard, in such sort that the poor man was
all imbrued with blood before he came to prison.

The morrow after he was brought before the judges in the presence
of the bishops, where he was examined in this form as followeth:
"Hast thou not set forth to sale the Bible and the New Testament
in French?" The prisoner answered, that he had so done. And
being demanded, whether he understood or knew not, that it was
forbidden throughout all Christendom to print or sell the Bible in
any other language than in Latin? he answered, that he knew the
contrary, and that he had sold many Bibles in the French tongue,
with the emperor’s privilege, and many others printed at Lyons; also
New Testaments imprinted by the king’s privilege. Furthermore,
he said, that he knew no nation throughout all Christendom, which
had not the holy Scriptures in their vulgar tongue: and afterwards,
with a bold courage, thus he spake unto them:

O you inhabitants of Avignon! are you alone in all Christendom those men
who do despise and abhor the Testament of the heavenly Father? Will ye forbid
and hide that which Jesus Christ hath commanded to be revealed and pub-
lished? Do you not know that our Lord Jesus Christ gave power unto his
apostles to speak all manner of tongues, to this end, that his holy gospel should
be taught unto all creatures in every language? And why do you not forbid
those books and pictures, which are full of filthiness and abomination to move
and stir up the people to crimes and to uncleanness, and to provoke God’s venge-
ance and great indignation upon you all? What greater blasphemy can
there be, than to forbid God’s most holy books, which he ordained to in-
struct the ignorant, and to reduce and bring again into the way such as are gone
astray? What cruelty is this, to take away from the poor silly souls their
nourishment and sustenance? But, my lords! you shall give a heavy account,
who call sweet sour, and sour sweet, who maintain abominable and detestable
books and pictures, and reject that which is holy.

Then the bishop of Aix and the other bishops began to rage, and
gnash their teeth against this poor prisoner. "What need you," said they, "any more examination? let him be sent straight unto the
fire, without any more words." But the judge Laberius and certain
others were not of that mind, neither found they sufficient cause why
to put him to death; but went about to have him put to his fine,
and to make him confess and acknowledge the bishop of Aix, and
others his companions, to be the true pastors of the church. But the
bookseller answered, that he could not do it with a good conscience,
forasmuch as he did see before his eyes, that these bishops main-
tained filthy books and abominable pictures, rejecting and refusing
the holy books of God; and therefore he judged them rather to be
the priests of Bacchus and Venus, than the true pastors of the church
of Christ. Hereupon he was immediately condemned to be burned,
and the sentence was executed the very same day; and for a sign or
token of the cause of his condemnation, he carried two Bibles hanging
about his neck, the one before, and the other behind him: but this
poor man had also the word of God in his heart, and in his mouth,
and ceased not continually by the way, until he came to the place of
execution, to exhort and admonish the people to read the holy Scrip-
tures; insomuch that divers were thereby moved to seek after the truth. The prelates, seeing a great dissension among the people of Avignon, and that many murmured and grudged against them for the death of this good man, and also for the dishonour which they had done unto the holy Testament of God, minding to put the people in fear, proceeded the next day to make a proclamation by the sound of a trumpet throughout the town of Venasque and the whole Venaisin, that all such as had any books in the French tongue, intreating upon the holy Scriptures, should bring them forth, and deliver them into the hands of the commissioners appointed for that purpose: contrariwise they who had any such books found about them, should be put to death.

Then, after these prelates had taken advice to raise great persecution in the Venaisin, the bishop of Aix returned to prosecute the execution of the arrest against Merindol, travelling earnestly with the president Chassanee to that effect; declaring unto him the good-will of the prelates in Avignon and Provence, and the great affection they bare both to him and his, with many fair promises if he would put the arrest in execution. The president answered him, that it was no small matter to put the arrest of Merindol in execution; also that the said arrest was given out more to keep the Lutherans in fear, who were in great numbers in Provence, than to execute it in effect, as it was contained in the said arrest. Moreover, he said, that the arrest of Merindol was not definitive, and that the laws and statutes of the realm did not permit the execution thereof without further process. Then said the bishop, "If there be either law or statute which do hinder or let you, we carry in our sleeves to dispense therewith." The president answered, "It were a great sin to shed the innocent blood." Then said the bishop, "The blood of them of Merindol be upon us, and upon our successors." Then said the president, "I am very well assured that if the arrest of Merindol be put in execution, the king will not be well pleased to have such destruction made of his subjects." Then said the bishop, "Although the king at first do think it evil done, we will so bring it to pass, that within a short space he shall think it well done; for we have the cardinals on our side, and especially the most reverend cardinal of Tournon, who will take upon him the defence of our cause; and we can do him no greater pleasure, than utterly to root out these Lutherans: so that if we have any need of his counsel or aid, we shall be well assured of him. And is he the principal, the most excellent and prudent adversary of these Lutherans, that is in all Christendom?"

By this and such other like talk the bishop of Aix persuaded the president and councillors of the court of parliament, to put the said arrest in execution, and by this means, through the authority of the said court, the drum was sounded through all Provence, the captains were prepared with their ensigns displayed, and a great number of footmen and horsemen began to set forward, and marched out of the city of Aix in order of battle, well horsed and furnished, against Merindol, to execute the arrest. The inhabitants of Merindol, being advertised hereof, and seeing nothing but present death to be at hand, with great lamentation commended themselves and their cause unto

(1) Matt. xxvii. 25.
God by prayer, making themselves ready to be murdered and slain, as sheep led unto the butchery.

Whilst they were in this grievous distress, piteously mourning and lamenting together, the father with the son, the daughter with the mother, the wife with the husband, suddenly there was news brought unto them, that the army was retired, and no man knew at that time how, or by what means; yet notwithstanding afterwards it was known, that the lord of Alenc, a wise man, and learned in the Scriptures, and in the civil law, being moved with great zeal and love of justice, declared unto the president Chassanean, that he ought not so to proceed against the inhabitants of Merindol by way of force of arms, contrary to all form and order of justice, without judgment or condemnation, or without making any difference between the guilty and the not guilty. And furthermore he said:

I desire you, my lord president! call to remembrance the counsel which you have written in your book entitled Catalogus Glorii Mundi, in which book you have treated of and brought forth the processes which were holden against the rats, by the officers of the court and jurisdiction of the bishop of Autun. For as it happened, there was almost throughout all the bailiwick of Laamassis a great number of rats, that they destroyed and devoured all the corn of the country: whereupon they took counsel to send unto the bishop of Autun's official, to have the rats excommunicated. Whereupon it was ordained and decreed by the said official, after he had heard the plaintiff of the procurator-fiscal, that before he would proceed to excommunication, they should have admonition and warning according to the order of justice. For this cause it was ordained, that by the sound of a trumpet, and open proclamation made throughout all the streets of the town of Autun, the rats should be cited to appear within three days; and if they did not appear, then to proceed against them. The three days were passed, and the procurator came into the court against the rats, and for lack of appearance obtained default, by virtue whereof he required that they would proceed to the excommunication; whereupon it was judicially acknowledged that the said rats, being absent, should have their advocate appointed them to hear their defence, forasmuch as the question was for the whole destruction and banishing of the said rats. And you, my lord president! being at that time the king's advocate at Autun, were then chosen to be the advocate to defend the rats; and having taken the charge upon you in pleading the matter, it was by you there declared, that the citation was of no effect, for certain causes and reasons by you there alleged. Then it was decreed, that the said rats should be once again cited throughout the parishes where they were. Then after the citations were duly served, the procurator came again into the court as before; and there it was alleged by you, my lord president! how that the term of appearance given unto the rats was too short, and that there were so many cats in every town and village which they should pass through, that they had just cause to be absent.

Wherefore, my lord president! you ought not so lightly to proceed against these poor men, but you ought to look upon the holy Scriptures, and there you shall find how you ought to proceed in this matter. And you, my lord! have alleged many places of the Scripture concerning the same, as appeareth more at large in your said book; and by this plea of a matter which seemeth to be but of small importance, you have obtained great fame and honour, for the upright declaration of the manner and form how judges ought gravely to proceed in criminal causes. Then, my lord president! how that you who have taught others, will you not also learn by your own books? which will manifestly condemn you, if you proceed any further to the destruction of these poor men of Merindol: for are they not christian men, and ought you not as well to minister right and justice unto them, as you have done to the rats?

By these and such like demonstrations the president was persuaded, and immediately called back his commission which he had given
eat, and caused the army to retire, which was already come near unto Merindol, even within a mile and a half.

Then the Merindolians, understanding that the army was retired, gave thanks unto God, comforting one another, with admonition and exhortation always to have the fear of God before their eyes, to be obedient unto his holy commandments, subject to his most holy will, and every man to submit himself unto his providence; patiently attending and looking for the hope of the blessed, that is to say, the true life, and the everlasting riches, having always before their eyes, for example, our Lord Jesus Christ, the very Son of God, who hath entered into his glory by many tribulations. Thus the Merindolians prepared themselves to endure and abide all the afflictions that it should please God to lay upon them; and such was their answer to all those that either pitied them, or else sought their destruction: whereupon theruit and noise was so great, as well of the arrest, as of the enterprise of the execution, and also of the patience and constancy of the Merindolians, that it was not hidden or kept secret from King Francis I., a king of noble courage and great judgment; who gave commandment unto the noble and virtuous lord, M. de Langeay, who then was his lieutenant in Turin, a city in Piedmont, that he should diligently inquire and search out the truth of all this matter. Whereupon the said M. de Langeay sent unto Provence two men of fame and estimation, giving them in charge to bring unto him the copy of the arrest, and diligently to inquire out all that followed and ensued thereupon; and likewise to make diligent inquisition of the life and manners of the said Merindolians and others, who were persecuted in the country of Provence.

These deputies brought the copy of the arrest, and of all that happened thereupon, unto the said M. de Langeay, declaring unto him the great injuries, pollings, extortions, exactions, tyrannies, and cruelties, which the judges, as well secular as ecclesiastical, used against them of Merindol, and others. As touching the behaviour and disposition of those who were persecuted, they reported, that the most part of the men of Provence affirmed them to be men given to great labour and travail; and that about two hundred years past (as it is reported) they came out of the country of Piedmont to dwell in Provence, and took to tillage, and to inhabit many hamlets and villages destroyed by the wars, and other desert and waste places; these they had so well occupied, that now there was great store of wines, oils, honey, and cattle, wherewith strangers were greatly relieved and holpen. Besides that, before they came into the country to dwell, the place of Merindol was taxed but at four crowns, which before the last destruction paid yearly unto the lord, for taxes and tallages, above three hundred and fifty crowns, beside other charges.

The like was also reported of Lormarin, and divers other places of Provence; whereas there was nothing but robbery before they came to inhabit there, so that none could pass that way but in great danger. Moreover, they of the country of Provence affirmed, that the inhabitants of Merindol, and the others that were persecuted, were peaceable and quiet people, beloved of all their neighbours, men of good behaviour, constant in keeping their promise, and paying their debts without traversing or pleading of the law: that they were also chari-
table men, giving alms, relieving the poor, and that they suffered none amongst them to lack, or be in necessity. Also they gave alms to strangers, and to the poor passengers, harbouring, nourishing and helping them in all their necessities, according to their power. Moreover, that they were known by this, throughout all the country of Provence, that they would not swear, nor name the devil, nor easily be brought to take an oath, except it were in judgment, nor making some solemn covenant. They were also known by this, that they could never be moved nor provoked to talk of any dishonest matters; but in what company soever they came, where they heard any wanton talk, swearing, or blasphemy, to the dishonour of God, they straightway departed out of that company. Also they said, that they never saw them go to their business, but first they made their prayers. The said people of Provence furthermore affirmed, that when they came to any fairs or markets, or came to their cities by any occasion, they never in a manner were seen in their churches; and if they were, when they prayed they turned away their faces from the images, and neither offered candles to them, nor kissed their feet; neither would they worship the relics of saints, nor once look upon them. And moreover, if they passed by any cross or image of the crucifix, or any other saint by the way, as they went, they would do no reverence unto them. Also the priests did testify, that they never caused them to say any masses, neither dirigés, 'Libera me' or 'De profundis,' neither would they take any holy water; and if it were carried home unto their houses, they would not say once 'Gramercy,' yea they seemed utterly to abhor it. To go on pilgrimage, to make any vows to saints, to buy pardons or remission of sins with money, yea, though it might be gotten for a halfpenny, they thought it not lawful. Likewise when it thundered or lightened, they would not cross themselves, but casting up their eyes to heaven fetch deep sighs; and some of them would kneel down and pray, without blessing themselves with the sign of the cross, or taking of holy water. Also they were never seen to offer, or cast into the bason any thing for the maintenance of lights, brotherhoods, churches, or to give any offering either for the quick or the dead. But if any were in affliction or poverty, those they relieved gladly, and thought nothing too much.

This was the whole tenor of the report made unto Monsieur de Langeay, touching the life and behaviour of the inhabitants of Merindol, and the other who were persecuted: he was also informed as touching the arrest, and that which ensued thereupon. Of all those things the said Monsieur de Langeay, according to the charge that was given him, advertised the king, who, understanding these things, as a good prince moved with mercy and pity, sent letters of grace and pardon, not only for those who were condemned for lack of appearance, but also for all the rest of the country of Provence, who were accused and suspected in like case; expressly charging and commanding the said parliament, that they should not hereafter proceed so rigorously as they had done before against this people; but if there were any that could be found or proved by sufficient information to have swerved from the christian religion, that then he should have good demonstration made unto him by the word of God, both out of the Old and of the New Testament: and so, by the sword of the word applied
with gentleness he should be reduced again unto the church of Christ. Declaring also, that the king’s pleasure was, that all such as should be convict of heresy in manner aforesaid, should abjure; forbidding also all manner of persons, of what estate or condition soever they were, to attempt any thing against them of Merindol, or other that were persecuted, by any other manner of means, or to molest or trouble them in person or goods: revoking and disannulling all manner of sentences and condemnations of what judges soever they were, and commanding to set at liberty all prisoners who either were accused or suspected of Lutheranism.

By virtue of these letters they were now permitted to declare their cause, and to say what they could in defence thereof; whereupon they made a confession of their faith, the effect whereof you shall see in the end of the story. This confession was presented first to the court of parliament; and afterwards being declared more at large, with articles also annexed thereunto, it was delivered to the bishop of Cavaillon, who required the same. Also to cardinal Sadolet, bishop of Carpentras, with the like articles, and also a supplication to this effect:

Supplication of the Inhabitants of Cabriers.

The inhabitants of Cabriers, in the country of the Venaisain, most humbly desired him, that he would vouchsafe to receive and read the confession and declaration of their faith and doctrine, in which they, and also their fathers before them, had been of a long time instructed and taught, which they were persuaded to be agreeable to the doctrine contained in the Old and New Testament. And because he was learned in the holy Scriptures, they desired him that he would mark such articles as he thought to be against the Scriptures; and if he should make it to appear unto them, that there was any thing contrary to the same, they would not only submit themselves to abjuration, but also to suffer such punishment as should be adjudged unto them, even to the loss, not only of all that they had, but also of their lives. And moreover, if there were any judge in all the country of the Venaisain, who by good and sufficient information should be able to charge them that they had held any erroneous doctrine, or maintained any other religion than was contained in the articles of their Confession, they desired him that he would communicate the same unto them; and with all obedience they offered themselves to whatsoever should be thought just and reasonable.

Upon this request cardinal Sadolet answered by his letters written by his secretary, and signed with his own hand, the tenor whereof here ensueth.

The Answer of Cardinal Sadolet.

I have seen your request, and have read the articles of your Confession, wherein there is much matter contained; and do not understand that you are accused for any other doctrine, but for the very same which you have confessed. It is most true, that many have reported divers things of you worthy of reproof, which, after diligent inquiry made, we have found to be nothing else but false reports and slanders. As touching the rest of your articles, it seemeth unto me, that there are many words therein which might well be changed without prejudice unto your Confession; and likewise it seemeth to me, that it is not necessary that you should speak so manifestly against the pastors of the church. For my part, I desire your welfare, and would be sorry that you should be so

(1) The most godly and christian Confession you shall find more largely set out in Henry Pantaleon, and also in the French story, treating of the destruction of Merindol and Cabriers; also touching their faith and confession you shall partly see hereafter.
About this time, which was A.D. 1542, the vice-legate of Avignon assembled a great number of men of war, at the suit of the bishop of Cavaillon, to destroy Cabrières. When the army was come within a mile of Cabrières, the cardinal Sadolet went with speed to the vice-legate, and showed him the request of the inhabitants of Cabrières, with the articles of their Confession, and the offers that they made; so that for that present the army retired, without any hurt or damage done unto the inhabitants of Cabrières. After this, the cardinal Sadolet went unto Rome; but before his departure he sent for divers of Cabrières, and certain farmers of his own, whom he knew to be of the number of those who were called Lutherans, and told them that he would have them in remembrance as soon as he came to Rome, and communicate their articles and confession unto the cardinals, trusting to find a mean to have some good reformation, that God should be thereby glorified, and all Christendom brought to unity and concord; at least, nothing at all doubting but that the foulest abuses should be corrected and amended: advertising them in the mean time to be wise and circumspect, to watch and pray, for that they had many enemies. With this oration of cardinal Sadolet, they of Cabrières were greatly comforted, trusting that at the suit of cardinal Sadolet they should have answer of their confession: but at his return, they understood that he found all things so corrupt at Rome, that there was no hope of any reformation there to be had, but rather mortal war against all such as would not live according to the ordinances of the church of Rome. Likewise said the treasurer of Carpentras, who albeit he payed out money to furnish soldiers that were hired for the destruction of Cabrières, notwithstanding he did aid them secretly all that he might. Howbeit he could not do it so secretly, but that it came to the knowledge of the legate; whereupon he was constrained to withdraw himself.

On the other part, the bishops of Aix and Cavaillon pursued still the execution of the arrest of Merindol. Then it was ordained by the court of parliament, that, according to the king’s letters, John Durand, councillor of the court of parliament, with a secretary, and the bishop of Cavaillon, with a doctor of divinity, should go unto Merindol, and there declare unto the inhabitants the errors and heresies which they knew to be contained in their confession, and make them apparent by good and sufficient information; and having so convicted them by the word of God, they should make them to renounce and abjure the said heresies: and if the Merindolians did refuse to abjure, then they should make relation thereof, that the court might appoint how they should further proceed. After this decree was made, the bishop of Cavaillon would not tarry until the time which was appointed by the court for the execution of this matter; but he himself, with a doctor of divinity, came to Merindol, to make them to abjure. Unto whom the Merindolians answered, that he enterprised against the authority of the parliament, and that
it was against his commission so to do. Notwithstanding he was very earnest with them that they should abjure, and promised them, if they would so do, to take them under his wings and protection, even as the hen doth her chickens, and that they should be no more robbed or spoiled. Then they required that he would declare unto them what they should abjure. The bishop answered, that the matter needed no disputation, and that he required but only a general abjuration of all errors, which would be no damage or prejudice to them; for he himself would not stick to make the like abjuration. The Merindolians answered him again, that they would do nothing contrary to the decree and ordinance of the court, or the king’s letters, wherein he commanded that first the errors should be declared unto them, whereof they were accused: wherefore they were resolved to understand what those errors and heresies were, that being informed thereof by the word of God, they might satisfy the king’s letters; otherwise it were but hypocrisy and dissimulation to do as he required them. And if he could make it to appear unto them by good and sufficient information, that they had holden any errors and heresies, or should be convicted thereupon by the word of God, they would willingly abjure; or if in their Confession there were any word contrary to the Scriptures, they would revoke the same. Contrariwise, if it were not made manifest unto them, that they had holden any heresies, but that they had always lived according to the doctrine of the gospel, and that their Confession was grounded upon the same, then they ought by no means to move or constrain them to abjure any errors which they held not; and that it were plainly against all equity and justice so to do.

Then the bishop of Cavaillon was marvellously angry, and would hear no word spoken of any demonstration to be made by the word of God, but, in a fury, cursed, and gave to the devil, him that first invented that means. Then the doctor of divinity, whom the bishop brought thither, demanded what articles they were, that were presented by the inhabitants of Merindol, for the bishop of Cavaillon had not yet showed them unto him. Then the bishop of Cavaillon delivered the doctor the Confession, which, after he had read, the bishop of Cavaillon said, “What! will you any more witness or declaration? this is full of heresy.” Then they of Merindol demanded, “In what point?” whereupon the bishop knew not what to answer. Then the doctor demanded to have time to look upon the articles of the Confession, and to consider whether they were against the Scriptures or no. Thus the bishop departed, being very sorely grieved that he could not bring his purpose to pass.

After eight days the bishop sent for this doctor, to understand how he might order himself to make their heresies appear which were in the said Confession: whereunto the doctor answered, that he was never so much abashed: for when he had behelden the articles of the Confession, and the authorities of the Scriptures that were there alleged for the confirmation thereof, he had found that those articles were wholly agreeable and according to the holy Scriptures; and that he had not learned so much in the Scriptures all the days of his life, as

(1) The bishops condemn the Merindolians for heresy, and yet can show no heresies in them by the word of God.
he had in those eight days, in looking upon those articles, and the
authorities therein alleged.

Shortly after the bishop of Cavaillon came unto Merindol, and
calling before him the children both great and small, gave them
money, and commanded them with fair words to learn the Pater
Noster and the Creed in Latin. The most part of them answered,
that they knew the Pater Noster and the Creed already in Latin, but
they could give no reason of that which they spake, but only in the
vulgar tongue. The bishop answered, that it was not necessary they
should be so cunning, but that it was sufficient that they knew it in
Latin; and that it was not requisite for their salvation, to understand
or to expound the articles of their faith; for there were many bishops,
curates, yes, and doctors of divinity, whom it would trouble to ex-
point the Pater Noster and the Creed. Here the bailiff of Merindol,
named Andrew Maynard, asked, to what purpose it would serve
to say the Pater Noster and the Creed, and not to understand the
same? for in so doing they should but mock and deride God. Then
said the bishop unto him, “Do you understand what is signified by
these words, ‘I believe in God?’” The bailiff answered, “I should
think myself very miserable, if I did not understand it;” and then
he began orderly to give an account of his faith. Then said the
bishop, “I would not have thought there had been such great doctors
in Merindol.” The bailiff answered, “The least of the inhabi-
tants of Merindol can do it yet more readily than I; but I
pray you, question with one or two of these young children, that
you may understand whether they be well taught or no.” But the
bishop either knew not how to question with them, or at least he
would not.

Then one, named Pieron Roy, said, “Sir! one of these children
may question with another, if you think it so good;” and the bishop
was contented. Then one of the children began to question with
his fellows with such grace and gravity, as if he had been a school-
master; and the children one after another answered so unto the
purpose, that it was marvellous to hear: for it was done in the
presence of many, among whom there were four religious men, who
came lately out of Paris, of whom one said unto the bishop, I must
needs confess that I have often been at the common schools of Sor-
bonne in Paris, where I have heard the disputations of the divines; but
yet I never learned so much as I have done by hearing these young
children.” Then said William Armant, “Did you never read that
which is written in Matthew xi., where it is said, ‘O Father! Lord
of heaven and earth! I render thanks unto thee, that thou hast
hidden these things from the sage and wise men of the world, and
hast revealed them unto young infants: but behold, O Father! such
was thy good will and pleasure.” Then every man marvelled at the
ready and witty answers of the children of Merindol.

When the bishop saw he could not thus prevail, he tried another
way, and went about, by fair and flattering words, to bring his purpose
to pass. Wherefore, causing the strangers to go apart, he said that
he now perceived they were not so evil as many thought them to be:
notwithstanding, for the contention of them that were their perse-
cutors, it was necessary that they should make some small abjuration,
which only the bailiff, with two officers, might make generally in his presence, in the name of all the rest, without any notary to record the same in writing; and in so doing they should be loved and favoured of all men, and even of those who now persecuted them: and that they should sustain no infamy thereby, for there should be no report thereof made, but only to the pope, and to the high court of parliament of Provence: and also if any man, at any time to come, would turn the same to their reproach, or allege it against them to their hurt or damage, they might utterly deny it, and say they made no abjuration at all, because there were no records made thereof, or witnesses to prove the same. For this purpose he desired them to talk together, to the end there might be an end made in this matter without any further business.

The bailiff, and the two officers, with divers other ancients of the town, answered, that they were fully resolved not to consent to any abjuration, howsoever it were to be done; except (which was always their exception) they could make it appear unto them by the word of God, that they had holden or maintained any heresy; marvelling much that he would go about to persuade them to lie to God and to the world. And albeit that all men by nature are liars, yet they had learned by the word of God, that they ought diligently to take heed of lying in any matter, were it ever so small. Also, that they ought diligently to take heed that their children did not accustom or use themselves to lie, and therefore punished them sharply, when they took them with any lie, even as if they had committed any robbery; for “the devil is a liar, and the father of lies.” Here the bishop rose up in great anger and indignation, and so departed.

Within a while after the bishop of Aix solicited Master John Durand, councillor of the court of the parliament of Provence, to execute the commission which was given him; that is, to go unto the place of Merindol, together with the secretary of the said court, and there, in the presence of the bishop of Cavaillon, accompanied with a doctor of divinity, to declare the errors and heresies which the bishops pretended the inhabitants of Merindol to be infected and entangled withal; and, according to their duty, to make it appear by the word of God; and so they being convicted, to make them abjure and renounce the said heresies. Whereupon the said councillor Durand certified the day that he would be present at Merindol, to the end and purpose that none of the inhabitants should be absent.

At the day appointed, the said councillor Durand, the bishop of Cavaillon, a doctor of divinity, and a secretary, came unto Merindol, where were also present divers gentlemen, and men of understanding of all sorts, to see this commission executed. Then they of Merindol were advertised that they should not appear all at once, but that they should keep themselves apart, and appear as they should be called, in such order and number as should be appointed unto them. After that, Durand, the bishop of Cavaillon, the doctor of divinity, and the secretary, were set in place where justice was accustomed to be kept, there were called forth Andrew Maynard, the bailiff of Merindol; Jenon Romaine, and Micheline Maynard, syndics; John Cabrie, and

(1) Syudicus is a Greek word, and signifies an advocate or patron, or deputy sent to plead our cause.
THE HISTORY OF MERINDOL AND CARRIERS.

Provence. John Palenc, ancients of Merindol; and John Bruneral, under-bailiff. A.D. 1542. After they had presented themselves with all due reverence, the councillor Durand spake thus unto them:

The Words of Durand to the Merindolians.

You are not ignorant, that by the arrest given out by the high court of Provence, you were all condemned to be burned, both men, women, and children; your houses also to be beaten down, and your town to be rased and made desolate, &c., as is more largely contained in the said arrest. Notwithstanding, it hath pleased the king, our most gracious prince, to send his letters unto the said court, commanding that the said arrest should not so rigorously proceed against you: but that if it could by sufficient information be proved, that you, or any of you, had swerved from the true religion, demonstration should be made thereof unto you by the word of God, whereby you might be reduced again to the flock of Christ. Wherefore it was determined in the said court of parliament that the bishop of Cavaillon, with a doctor of divinity, should in my presence declare unto you the errors and heresies wherewith they say you are infected; and after good demonstration made by the word of God, you should publicly and solemnly renounce and abjure the said heresies; and in so doing, should obtain the grace and pardon contained in the king's letters: wherefore show yourselves this day, that you be obedient unto God, the king, and the magistrates.

When he had thus spoken, "What answer you," said he, "to that which I have propounded?"

Then Andrew Maynard, the bailiff, desired that they would grant them an advocate to answer according to the instructions which they would give him, forasmuch as they were men unlearned, and knew not how to answer as in such a case was requisite. The councillor answered, that he would hear their answer neither by advocate nor by writing, but would hear them answer in their own persons: notwithstanding he would give them leave to go apart, and talk together, but not to ask any counsel, but only among themselves; and then to answer one after another. Upon this determination, the bailiff and the two syndics, with other two ancient men, talked together awhile, and determined that the two syndics should speak first, and after them the bailiff, then the two ancient men; every man according as God should give him grace: and by and by they presented themselves; whereat the councillor Durand was greatly abashed, to see that they had decreed and determined so speedily. Then Michelin Maynard began to answer, desiring the councillor and the bishop, with the other assistants, to pardon him, if he answered over rudely, having regard that they were poor, rude, and ignorant men. His answer here followeth.

The Answer of one of the Merindolians to Durand.

We are greatly bound to give God thanks, that besides his other benefits bestowed upon us, he hath now delivered us from these great assaults, and that he hath pleased him to touch the heart of our noble king, that our cause might be treated with justice, and not with violence. In like manner are we also bound to pray for our noble king, who, following the example of Samuel and Daniel, hath not disdained to look upon the cause of his poor subjects. Also we render thanks unto the lords of the parliament, in that he hath pleased them to minister justice according to the king's commandment. Finally, we thank you, my lord Durand, commissioner in this present cause, that he hath pleased you, in so few words, to declare unto us the manner and order how we ought to proceed. And for my part, I greatly desire to understand and know the heresies and
errors whereof I am accused; and where they shall make it appear unto me that I have holden any errors or heresies, I am contented to amend the same, as it shall be ordained and provided by you.

After him answered Jenon Romaine, the other syndic, a very ancient father, approving all that which his fellow before had said, giving God thanks that in his time, even in his latter days, he had seen and heard such good news, that the cause of religion should be decided and debated by the holy Scriptures, and that he had often heard ancient men say, that they could never obtain of the judges, in all their persecution, to have their cause debated in such sort.

Then Andrew Maynard the bailiff answered, saying, that God had given to these two syndics the grace to answer so well, that it was not necessary for him to say or add any more thereunto: notwithstanding it seemed good that their answers were put in writing, which was not done by the secretary, who had done nothing else but mock and jeer at all that had been said: wherefore he required the commissioner to look unto the matter.

Then the commissioner was very angry, and sharply rebuked his secretary, commanding him to sit nearer and to write their answers word for word; and he himself, with a singular memory, repeated their answers, and oftentimes asked if it were not so. The said answers being thus put in writing, the commissioner asked the bailiff if he had any more to answer, saying, that he had done him great pleasure to show him his secretary’s fault, willing him to speak boldly, what he thought good for the defence of their cause. Then the bailiff said, “Forasmuch as it hath pleased you to give me audience and liberty to speak my mind freely, I say moreover, that it seemeth unto me, that there is no due form of process in this judgment; for there is no party here that doth accuse us. If we had an accuser present, who, according to the rule of the Scripture, either should prove by good demonstration out of the Old and New Testament that we be accused, or, if he were not able, should suffer punishment due unto such as are heretics, I think he would be as greatly troubled to maintain his accusations, as we to answer unto the same.”

After the bailiff had made this answer, John Palenc, one of the ancients of Merindol, said, that he approved all that had been said by the syndics, and that he was able to say no more than what had been said by them before. The commissioner said unto him: “You are, I see, a very ancient man, and you have not lived so long, but that you have something to answer for your part in defence of your cause.” And the said Palenc answered, “Seeing it is your pleasure that I should say something, it seemeth unto me impossible that (say what we can) we should have either victory or advantage; for our judges be our enemies.”

Then John Bruneral, under-bailiff of Merindol, answered thus:

That he would very fain know the authority of the councillor Durand, the under-bailiff of Merindol, and of the said councillor, how they had authority of the high court to make them abjure their errors, which should be found by good and sufficient information, and to give answer them (so doing) the pardon contained in the king’s letters, and quit them of all punishment and condemnation. But the said commissioner did not give them to understand, that if it could not be found, by good and sufficient in-
form, that they were in error, he had any power or authority to quit and absolve them of the said sentence and condemnation: wherefore it seemed that it should be more advantage for the said Merindolians, if it should appear that they were heretics, than to be found to live according to the doctrine of the gospel. For this cause he required, that it would please the said commissioner to make declaration thereof; concluding, that if it did not appear, by good and sufficient information against them, that they had swerved from the faith, or if there were no accuser that would come forth against them, they ought to be fully absolved, without being any more troubled, either in body or goods.

These things were thus in debating from seven of the clock in the morning until eleven. Then the commissioner dismissed them till after dinner. At one o'clock in the afternoon, they were called for again, and demanded whether they would say any thing else touching that which was propounded in the morning by the said commissioner. They answered, "No." Then said the commissioner, "What do you conclude for your defence?" the two syndics answered, "We conclude, that it would please you to declare unto us the errors and heresies whereof we are accused." Then the commissioner asked the bishop of Cavaillon, what informations he had against them. The bishop spake unto him in his ear, and would not answer aloud. This talk in the ear continued almost half an hour, that the commissioner and all others that stood thereby, were weary thereof. In the end, the commissioner said unto them, that the bishop of Cavaillon had told him, that it was not needful to make it apparent by information, for such was the common report. Hereunto they answered, that they required that the causes and reasons alleged by the bishop of Cavaillon against them, should be put in writing. The bishop was earnest to the contrary, and would have nothing that either he said or alleged, to be put in writing. Then John Bruneral required the commissioner that at least he would put in writing, that the bishop would speak nothing against them that they could understand; and that he would not speak before the commissioner but only in his ear. The bishop, on the contrary part, insisted that he would not be named in the process. There was great disputation upon this matter, and it continued long.

Then the commissioner asked the Merindolians if they had the articles of their Confession,¹ which they had presented to the high court of parliament. Then they required that their confession might be read, that by the reading thereof, they might understand whether it were the doctrine which they held, and the Confession which they had presented, or no. Then the Confession was read publicly before them, which they did allow and acknowledge to be theirs. This done, the commissioner asked the doctor, if he did find in the said confession any heretical opinions, whereof he could make demonstration by the word of God, either out of the Old or New Testament. Then spake the doctor in Latin a good while. After he had made an end, Andrew Maynard, the bailiff, desired the commissioner, according as he had propounded, to make the errors and heresies that they were accused of apparent unto them by good information, or at least to mark those articles of their confession, which the bishop and the doctor pretended to be heretical; requiring him also to put in register the refusal as well of the bishop as of the doctor, of whom the one spake in his ear, and the other in Latin, so that they of

¹ What were the articles and doctrine of their Confession, read field. lib. x.
Merindol could not understand one word. Then the commissioner promised them to put in writing all that should make for their cause. And moreover he said, that it was not needful to call the rest of the Merindolians, if there were no more to be said to them, than had been said to those who were already called. And this is the sum of all that was done in the afternoon.

Many who came thither to hear these disputations, supposing they should have heard some goodly demonstrations, were greatly abashed to see the bishop and the doctor so confounded; which thing afterwards turned to the great benefit of many, for hereby they were moved to require copies of the confession of their faith, by means whereof they were converted and embraced the truth; and especially three doctors, who went about divers times to dissuade the Merindolians from their faith, whose ministry God afterwards used in the preaching of his gospel. One of them was Dr. Combaudi, prior of St. Maximin, afterwards a preacher in the territory of the lords of Bern; another was Dr. Somati, who was also a preacher in the Bailiwick of Thonon: the other was Dr. Heraudi, pastor and minister in the country of Neuchâtel.

After this, the inhabitants of Merindol were in rest and quietness for a space, insomuch that every man feared to go about to trouble them, seeing those who persecuted them did receive nothing but shame and confusion; as it did manifestly appear, not only by the sudden death of the president Chassanea, but also of many others of the chiefest councillors of the parliament of Provence; whose horrible end terrified many, but especially the strange and fearful example of that bloody tyrant John de Roma, set out as a spectacle to all persecutors; whereof we have spoken before.

Thus the Lord, repressing the rage of the adversaries for a time, stayed the violence and execution of that cruel sentence or arrest given out by the parliament of Provence against the Merindolians, until John Minerius, an exceeding bloody tyrant, began a new persecution. This Minerius, being lord of Opede near to Merindol, first began to vex the poor Christians by pilling and polluting, by oppression and extortion, getting from them what he could to enlarge his seigniory or lordship, which before was very base. For this cause he put five or six of his own tenants into a cistern under ground, and closing it up, there he kept them till they died for hunger, pretending that they were Lutherans and Waldois, to have their goods and possessions. By this and such other practices, this wretch was advanced in short space to great wealth and dignity; and so at length became not only the chief president of the high court of parliament, but also the king's lieutenant-general in the country of Provence, in the absence of the lord of Grignan, then being at the Council of Worms in Germany. Now therefore, seeing no opportunity to be lacking to accomplish his devilish enterprise, he employed all his power, riches, and authority, not only to confirm and to revive that cruel arrest given out before by the court of parliament, but also, as a right minister of Satan, he exceedingly increased the cruelty thereof, which was already so great, that it seemed there could nothing more be added thereunto. And to bring this mischief to pass, he forged a most impudent lie, giving the king to understand, that they of Merindol and all the
country near about, to the number of twelve or fifteen thousand, were in the field in armour, with their ensigns displayed, intending to take the town of Marseilles, and make it one of the cantons of the Switzers. And to stay this enterprise, he said it was necessary to execute the arrest 'manu militari:' and by this means he obtained the king's letters patent, through the help of the cardinal of Tournon, commanding the sentence to be executed against the Merindolians, notwithstanding the king had before revoked the said sentence, and given strict commandment that it should in no wise be executed; as is before-mentioned.

After this he gathered all the king's army, which was then in Provence ready to go against the Englishmen, and took up all besides, that were able to bear armour, in the chiefest towns of Provence, and joined them with the army which the pope's legate had levied for that purpose in Avignon, and all the country of the Venaissin, and employed the same to the destruction of Merindol, Cabriers, and other towns and villages to the number of two and twenty, giving commission to his soldiers to spoil,ransack, burn, and to destroy all together, and to kill man, woman, and child without all mercy, sparing none: no otherwise than the infidels and cruel Turks have dealt with the Christians, as before in the story of the Turks you may read. For as the papists and Turks are alike in their religion; so are the said papists like, or rather exceed them in all kinds of cruelty that can be devised. But this arch-tyrant, before he came to Merindol, ransacked and burnt certain towns, namely La Roque, St. Stephens, Ville Laure, Loumarin, La Mothe, Cabriette, St. Martin, Pupin, and other places mo beyond Mount Lebron, notwithstanding that the arrest extended but only to Merindol, where the most of the poor inhabitants were slain and murdered without any resistance; women and maidens ravished; women with child, and little infants born and to be born, were also most cruelly murdered; the paps of many women cut off, who gave suck to their children, who, looking for suck at their mother's breast, being dead before, died also for hunger. There was never such cruelty and tyranny seen before.

The Merindolians, seeing all on a flaming fire round about them, left their houses, and fled into the woods, and remained all that night at the village Sanfelaise, and thereabouts, in wonderful fear and perplexity; for the bishop of Cavillon, deputy to the bishop of Rome's legate, had appointed certain captains to go and slay them. The next day they went a little further, hiding themselves in woods, for there was danger on every side; and Minierius had commanded, under pain of death, that no man should aid them by any means, but that they should be slain without pity or mercy, wheresoever they were found. The same proclamation was of force also in the bishop of Rome's dominions thereby; and it was said, that the bishops of that country did find a great part of the army. Wherefore they went a tedious and painful journey, carrying their children upon their shoulders, and in their arms, and in their swaddling-clothes; and many of them also being great with child, were constrained so to do. And when they were come to the place appointed, thither were already resorted a great number who had lost their goods, and saved themselves by flight.
LAMENTABLE DESTRUCTION OF MERINDOL.

Not long after it was showed them how that Minerius was coming with all his power to give the charge upon them. This was in the evening, and because they should go through rough and cumbersome places, and hard to pass by, they all thought it most expedient for their safeguard, to leave behind them all the women and children, with a few others, and among them also certain ministers of the church: the residue were appointed to go to the town of Mussi. And this did they, upon hope that the enemy would show mercy to the multitude of women and children being destitute of all succour. No tongue can express what sorrow, what tears, what sighing, what lamentation there was at that woeful departing, when they were compelled to be thus separated asunder, the husband from his dear wife, the father from his sweet babes and tender infants, the one never like to see the other again alive. Notwithstanding, after the ministers had ended their ordinary sermons, with evening-prayers and exhortations, the men departed that night, to avoid a greater inconvenience.

When they had gone all the night long, and had passed over the great hill of Lebron, they might see many villages and farms set on fire. Minerius, in the mean time, had divided his army into two parts, marching himself with the one towards the town of Merindol; and having knowledge by espial whither the Merindolians were fled, he senteth the other part to set upon them, and to show their accustomed cruelty upon them. Yet before they came to the place where they were, some of Minerius' army, either of good will, or moved with pity,privily conveyed themselves away, and came unto them, to give them warning that their enemies were coming: and one of them, from the top of a high rock, where he thought that the Merindolians were underneath, cast down two stones, and afterwards, although he could not see them, he called unto them that they should immediately fly from thence. But the enemies suddenly came upon them, and finding them all assembled together at prayers, spoiled them of all that they had, pulling off their garments from their backs: some they abused, some they whipped and scourged, and some they sold away like cattle, practising what cruelty and villany soever they could devise against them. The women were in number about five hundred.

In the mean time Minerius came to Merindol, where he found none but a young man named Maurice Blanc, who had yielded himself unto a soldier, promising him for his ransom two French crowns. Minerius would have had him away by force, but it was answered that the soldier ought not to lose his prisoner. Minerius therefore, paying the two crowns himself, took the young man, and caused him to be tied unto an olive-tree, and shot through with harquebussers, and most cruelly martyred. Many gentlemen who accompanied Minerius against their wills, seeing this cruel spectacle, were moved with great compassion, and could not forbear tears; for albeit this young man was not yet very well instructed, neither had before dwelt at Merindol, yet in all his torments, having always his eyes lifted up to heaven, with a loud voice he ceased not still to call upon God; and the last words that he spake were these: "Lord God! these men take away my life full of misery, but thou wilt give unto me life..."
everlasting by thy Son Jesus Christ, to whom be glory." So was Merindol, without any resistance, valiantly taken, ransacked, burned, rased, and laid even with the ground. And albeit there was no man to resist, yet this valiant captain of Opede, armed from top to toe, trembled for fear, and was seen to change his colour very much.

When he had destroyed Merindol, he laid siege to Cabrières, and battered it with his ordinance; but when he could not win it by force, he, with the lord of the town, and Poulin his chief captain, persuaded the inhabitants to open their gates, solemnly promising, that if they would so do, they would lay down their armour, and also that their cause should be heard in judgment with all equity and justice, and no violence or injury should be showed against them. Upon this they opened their gates, and let in Minerius, with his captains, and all his army. But the tyrant, when he was once entered, falsified his promise, and raged like a beast. For first of all he picked out about thirty men, causing them to be bound, and carried into a meadow near to the town, and there to be miserably cut and hewn in pieces by his soldiers.

Then, because he would leave no kind of cruelty unattempted, he also exercised his fury and outrage upon poor silly women, and caused forty of them to be taken, of whom divers were great with child, and put them into a barn full of straw and hay, and caused it to be set on fire at four corners; and when the silly women, running to the great window where the hay is wont to be cast into the barn, would have leaped out, they were kept in with pikes and halberds. Then there was a soldier, who moved with pity at the crying out and lamentation of the women, opened a door to let them out; but as they were coming out, the tyrant caused them to be slain and cut in pieces, and the children yet unborn they trod under their feet. Many were fled into the wine-cellar of the castle, and many hid themselves in caves, whereof some were carried into the meadow, and there, stripped naked, were slain: others were bound two and two together, and carried into the hall of the castle, where they were slain by the captains, rejoicing in their bloody butchery and horrible slaughter.

That done, this tyrant, more cruel than ever was Herod, commanded Captain John de Gay, with a band of ruffians, to go into the church (where was a great number of women, children, and young infants) to kill all that he found there; which the captain refused at first to do, saying, that were a cruelty unused among men of war: whereas Minerius being displeased among men of war: whence Minerius being displeased, charged him, upon pain of rebellion and disobedience to the king, to do as he commanded him. The captain, fearing what might ensue, entered with his men, and destroyed them all, sparing neither young nor old.

In the meanwhile certain soldiers went to ransack the houses for the spoil, where they found many poor men that had there hidden themselves in cellars, and other privy places, flying upon them, and crying out, "Kill! kill!" The other soldiers that were without the town, killed all that they could meet with. The number of those that were so unmercifully murdered, was about a thousand persons, men,
women, and children. The infants that escaped their fury, were baptized again by their enemies.

In token of this jolly victory, the pope's officers caused a pillar to be erected in the said place of Cabrières, on the which was engraven the year and the day of the taking and sacking of this town, by John Minerius, lord of Opede, and chief president of the parliament of Provence; for a memorial for ever of that barbarous cruelty, the like whereof was never yet heard of. Hereupon we, with all our posterity, have to understand what be the reasons and arguments wherein with the Antichrist of Rome is wont to uphold the impious seat of his abomination; who now is come to such excess and profundity of all kinds of iniquity, that all justice, equity, and verity being set aside, he seeketh the defence of his cause by no other thing but only by force and violence, terror and oppression, and shedding of blood.

In the meanwhile the inhabitants of Merindol, and other places thereabout, were among the mountains and rocks, in great necessity of victuals, and much affliction; who had procured certain men who were in some favour and authority with Minerius, to make request for them unto him, that they might depart safely whither it should please God to lead them, with their wives and children, although they had no more but their shirts to cover them. Whereunto Minerius made this answer: "I know what I have to do; not one of them shall escape my hands; I will send them to dwell in hell among the devils."

After this there was a power sent unto la Coste, which likewise they overcame, and committed there great slaughter. Many of the inhabitants fled away and ran into an orchard, where the soldiers ravished the women and maidens; and when they had kept them there inclosed a day and a night, they handled them so cruelly, that the women with child and the younger maidens died shortly after. It were impossible to comprehend all the lamentable and sorrowful examples of this cruel persecution against the Merindolians, and their fellows, insomuch that no kind of cruel tyranny was unpractised; for they that escaped by woods, and went wandering by mountains, were taken and set in galleys, or else were slain outright.

Many who did hide themselves in rocks and dark caves, some were famished with hunger, some were smothered with fire and smoke put unto them: all which may more fully be understood by the records of the court, and by the pleas between them and their adversaries in the high consistory of the court of Paris, where all the doors being set open, and in the public hearing of the people, the cause of this trouble and persecution was shortly after solemnly debated between two great lawyers; the one called Aubrius, who accused Minerius the president, committed to prison; and the other called Robert, the defendant who was against him. The cause why this matter of Merindol was brought in plea and judgment to be decided by the law was this:

Henry II., French king, who newly succeeded Francis his father above-mentioned, considering how this cruel and infamous persecution against his own subjects and people was greatly disliked of other princes, and also objected both against him and his father as a note of shameful tyranny by the emperor himself, Charles V., and that in the public council of all the states in Germany, for so murdering

(1) Antichrist, here playeth the devil.
and spoiling his own natural subjects, without all reason and mercy: he therefore, to the intent to purge and clear himself thereof, caused the said matter to be brought into the court, and there to be decided by order of justice, A.D. 1547.

This cause, after it was pleaded to and fro in public audience, no less than fifty times, and yet in the end could not be determined, so brake off and was passed over; and at length Minerius, being loosed out of prison, was restored to his liberty and possessions again, upon this condition and promise made unto Charles the cardinal of Lorraine, that he should banish and expel these new Christians (terming so the true professors of the gospel) out of all Provence.

Thus Minerius being restored, returned again into Provence, where he began again to attempt greater tyranny than before. Neither did his raging fury cease to proceed, before the just judgment of God, lighting upon him, brought him by a horrible disease unto the torments of death, which he most justly had deserved. For he, being struck with a strange kind of bleeding in manner of a bloody flux, and not being able to obtain other relief, thus by little and little his entrails within him rotted: and when no remedy could be found for this terrible disease, and his entrails now began to be eaten of worms, a certain famous surgeon, named La Motte, who dwelt at Arles, a man no less godly than expert in his science, was called for, who, after he had cured him of this difficulty of relieving himself, and therefore was in great estimation with him; before he would proceed further to search the other parts of his putrefied body, and to search out the inward cause of his malady, he desired that they that were present in the chamber with Minerius, would depart a little aside. This being done, he began to exhort Minerius with earnest words, saying how the time now required that he should ask forgiveness of God by Christ, for his enormous crimes and cruelty, in shedding so much innocent blood; and declared the same to be the cause of this so strange profusion of blood coming from him.

These words being heard so pierced the impure conscience of this miserable wretch, that he was therewith more troubled than with the agony of his disease; insomuch that he cried out to lay hand upon the surgeon as a heretic. La Motte hearing this, eftsoons conveyed himself out of sight, and returned again to Arles. Notwithstanding it was not long but he was sent for again, being entreated by his friends, and promised most firmly, that his coming should be without any peril or danger: and so with much ado, he returned again to Minerius, what time all now was past remedy. And so Minerius, raging and casting out most horrible and blaspheming words, and feeling a fire which burnt him from the navel upwards, with extreme stench of the lower parts, finished his wretched life. Whereby we have notoriously to understand, that God, through his mighty arm, at length confoundeth such persecutors of his innocent and faithful servants, and bringeth them to nought; to whom be praise and glory for ever!

Moreover, besides this justice of God showed upon Minerius, here also is not to be forgotten that which followed likewise upon certain of the others who were the chief doers in this persecution under Minerius aforesaid; namely, Louis de Vaune, brother-in-law to the said
president, and also the brother and the son-in-law to Peter Durant, master-butcher in the town of Aix; which three did slay one another, upon a certain strife that fell among them. And upon the same day the judge of Aix, who accompanied Minerius in the same persecution, as he returned homeward, going over the river Durance, was drowned.  

NOTES UPON THE HISTORY OF MERINDOL, ABOVE EXCITED.

Thus hast thou heard, loving reader! the terrible troubles and slaughters committed by the bishops and cardinals, against these faithful men of Merindol, which, for the heinous tyranny, and for example of the fact most unmerciful, may be comparable with many of the first persecutions in the primitive church, done either by Decius, or Diocletian.

Now, touching the said story and people of Merindol, briefly by the way is to be noted, that this was not the first time that these men of this country were vexed; neither was it of late years that the doctrine and profession of them began. For (as by the course of time, and by ancient records it may appear) these inhabitants of Provence, and other coasts bordering about the confines of France and Piedmont, had their continuance of ancient time, and received their doctrine first from the Waldenses, or Albigenses, who were (as some say) about a.d. 1170; or (as others do reckon) about a.d. 1216, whereof thou hast, gentle reader! sufficiently to understand, reading before.  

These Waldenses, otherwise called Pauperes de Lugduno, beginning of one Peter Waldo, citizen of Lyons, as is before showed, by violence of persecution being driven out of Lyons, were dispersed abroad in divers countries, of whom some fled to Marseilles, some to Germany, some to Sarmatia, Livonia, Bohemia, Calabria, and Apulia. Divers stayed to the countries of France, especially about Provence and Piedmont, of whom came these Merindolians above-mentioned, and the Angrognians, with others, of whom now it followeth likewise (God willing) to discourse. They that were in the country of Toulouse, of the place where they frequented, were called Albii, or Albigenses. Against these Albigenses, friar Dominic was a great doer, labouring and preaching against them ten years together; and caused many of them to be burned, for which he was highly accepted and rewarded in the apostolical court, and at length, by pope Honorius III., was made patriarch of the black guard of the Dominic Friars.  

These Albigenses, against the pope of Rome, had set up to themselves a bishop of their own, named Bartholomæus, remaining about the coasts of Croatia and Dalmatia, as appeareth by a letter of one of the pope’s cardinals above specified. For this cause the see of Rome took great indignation against the said Albigenses, and caused all their faithful catholics, and the obedientiaries to their church, to rise up in armour, and to take the sign of the holy cross upon them, to fight against them, a.d. 1206; by reason whereof great multitudes of them were pitifully murdered, not only of them about Toulouse and Avignon in France (as is afore to be seen), but also in all quarters, miserable slaughters and burnings of them long continued,

(2) See vol. ii. p. 86.—Es.  
(3) Ex Antonii, part iii. titul. 19. capitulo 1.  
(4) See vol. ii. p. 186 in the note.—Eo.
from the reign of Frederic II., emperor, almost to this present time, through the instigation of the Roman popes.

Paulus Æmilius, the French chronicler, in his sixth book, writing of these Pauperes de Lugduno, and Humiliati, and dividing these two orders from the Albigenese, reporteth that the two former orders were rejected by the pope Lucius III., and in their place two other orders were approved, to wit, the order of the Dominic Friars, and that of the Franciscans: which seemed not to be true, forasmuch as this pope Lucius was twenty years before Innocent III.; and yet not in the time of pope Innocent was the order of the Dominic Friars approved, but in the time of pope Honorius III., who was forty years after pope Lucius. Again, Bernard of Lutzenberg, in his Catalogus Haereticorum, affirmeth, that these Pauperes de Lugduno, or Waldenses, began first a.d. 1218; which if it be true, then must the other report of Æmilius be false, writing that the sect of Pauperes de Lugduno, was refused by pope Lucius III., who was long before this, a.d. 1181.

Amongst other authors who write of those Waldenses, John Sleidan, treating of their continuance and doctrine, thus writeth of them.

"There be," saith he, "in the French province, a people called Waldois. These, of an ancient trade and custom among them, do not acknowledge the bishop of Rome, and ever have used a manner of doctrine somewhat more pure than the rest; but especially since the coming of Luther, they have increased in more knowledge and perfection of judgment: wherefore they have been oftentimes complained of to the king, as though they contemned the magistrate, and would move rebellion, with other such matter falsely surmised against them, more of despite and malice, than of any just cause of truth. There be of them certain towns and villages, among which Merindol is one. Against these Merindoliens sentence was given five years past, at Aix, being the high tribunal-seat or judgment-place of Provence, that all should be destroyed without respect of age or person, in such sort as that the houses being plucked down, the village should be made plain, even with the ground; the trees also should be cut down, and the place altogether made desolate and desert. Albeit, though it were thus pronounced, yet was it not then put in execution, by means of certain that persuaded the king to the contrary, namely, one William Belay, who was at the same time the king's lieutenant in Piedmont. But at last, on the 12th of April, a.d. 1545, John Minerius, president of the council of Aix, calling the senate, read the king's letters, commanding them to execute the sentence given, &c. Moreover, concerning the confession and the doctrine of the said Merindoliens, received of ancient time from their forefathers the Waldenses, thus it followeth in the said book and place of John Sleidan."

At last, saith Sleidan (after he had described what great cruelty was showed against them) when the report thereof was bruited in Germany, it offended the minds of many; and indeed the Switzers, who were then of a contrary religion

(1) See the story of Sleidan, lb. xvi.
(2) This Confession, worthy of perpetual memory, you shall see more largely set out in Henry Pantaleon, writing of the destruction of Cabiriens and Merindol, and also in the French story of Johan. Sleid. lb. xvi. (3) See the Appendix.—Ed.
to the pope, entreated the king, that he would show mercy to such as were fled.

Whereunto the said king Francis made answer in this wise; pretending that he had just cause to do as he did: inferring moreover, that they ought not to be careful what he did within his dominions, or how he punished his offenders, more than he was about their affairs, &c. Thus hard was the king against them, notwithstanding (saith Sleidan), that he, the year before, had received from the said his subjects of Merindol, a confession of their faith and doctrine.

The articles thereof were, that they, according to the christian faith, confessed first, God the Father, creator of all things; the Son, the only mediator and advocate of mankind: the Holy Spirit, the comforter and instructor of all truth.

They confessed also the church, which they acknowledged to be the fellowship of God's elect, whereof Jesus Christ is head. The ministers also of the church they did allow, wishing that such as did not their duty should be removed.

And as touching magistrates, they granted likewise the same to be ordained of God to defend the good, and to punish the transgressors. And how they owe to him, not love only, but also tribute and custom, and no man herein to be excepted, even by the example of Christ, who paid tribute himself, &c.

Likewise of baptism, they confessed the same to be a visible and an outward sign, that representeth us to the renewing of the spirit, and mortification of the members.

Furthermore, as touching the Lord's supper, they said and confessed the same to be a thanksgiving, and a memorial of the benefit received through Christ.

Matrimony they affirmed to be holy; and instituted of God, and to be inhibited to no man.

That good works are to be observed and exercised of all men, as holy Scripture teacheth.

That false doctrine, which leadeth men away from the true worship of God, ought to be eschewed.

Briefly and finally, the order and rule of their faith they confessed to be the Old and New Testament; protesting that they believed all such things as are contained in the apostolic creed: desiring moreover the king to give credit to this their declaration of their faith; so that whatsoever was informed to him to the contrary, was not true, and that they would well prove, if they might be heard.

And thus much concerning the doctrine and confession of the Merindolians out of Sleidan, and also concerning their descent and offspring from the Waldenses.

The History of the Persecutions and Wars against the People called Waldenses or Waldois,

IN THE VALLEYS OF ANGROGNE, LUCERNE, ST. MARTIN, PEROUSE AND OTHERS, IN THE COUNTRY OF PIEDMONT,

FROM A.D. 1555, to A.D. 1561.

The Martyrs of the Valley of Angrogne, the Martyrs of the Valley of Lucerne, the Martyrs of St. Martin, the Martyrs of Peroue and others. Persecuted by the Parliament of Turin; the President of St. Julian; Jacomet, a Monk and Inquisitor; Monsieur de la Trinity; the Gentlemen of the Valleys; Charles Truchet, Boniface Truchet; the Collateral of Corbis; the Collateral de Ecclesia; the Duke of Savoy; Monks of Pignerol; and by many others more, Enemies of God, and Ministers of Satan.

To proceed now further in the persecution of these Waldois, or Waldenses, you have heard hitherto, first how they, dividing themselves into divers countries, some fled to Provence and to Toulouse,
of whom sufficient hath been said. Some went to Piedmont, and
the valley of Angroigne, of whom it followeth now to treat, God
willing.

Thus these good men, by long persecution, being driven from
place to place, were grievously in all places afflicted, but yet could
never be utterly destroyed, nor yet compelled to yield to the super-
stitious and false religion of the church of Rome: but ever abstained
from their corruption and idolatry, as much as was possible, and gave
themselves to the word of God, as a rule both truly to serve him,
and to direct their lives accordingly.

They had many books of the Old and New Testament translated
into their language. Their ministers instructed them secretly, to
avoid the fury of their enemies who could not abide the light; albeit
they did not instruct them with such purity as was requisite. They
lived in great simplicity, and with the sweat of their brows. They
were quiet and peaceable among their neighbours, abstaining from
blasphemy, and from profaning of the name of God by oaths, and
such other impiety; also from lewd games, dancing, filthy songs, and
other vices and dissolute life, and conformed their life wholly to the
rule of God's word. Their principal care was always, that God might
be rightly served, and his word truly preached; insomuch that in our
time, when it pleased God to set forth the light of his gospel more
clearly, they never spared any thing to establish the true and pure
ministry of the word of God and his sacraments. This was the cause
that Satan with his ministers did so persecute them of late more
cruefly than ever he did before, as manifestly appeareth by the bloody
and horrible persecutions which have been, not only in Provence,
against those of Merindol and Cabriers, also against them of Prague
and Calabria (as the histories afore written do sufficiently declare),
but also against them in the country of Piedmont, remaining in the
valley of Angroigne, and of Lucerne, and also in the valley of St.
Martin and Perouse, in the said country of Piedmont. This people
of a long time were persecuted by the papists, and especially within
these few years they have been vexed in such sort, and so diversely,
that it seemeth almost incredible: and yet hath God always miracu-
ously delivered them, as hereafter shall ensue.

Albeit the people of Angroigne had before this time certain to
preach the word of God, and minister the sacraments unto them pri-
vately; yet in the year of our Lord 1555, in the beginning of the
month of August, the gospel was openly preached in Angroigne. The
ministers and the people intended at first to keep themselves still as
secret as they might; but there was such concourse of people from
all parts, that they were compelled to preach openly abroad. For
this cause they built them a church in the midst of Angroigne, where
assemblies were made, and sermons preached. It happened about
that time, that one John Martin, of Brigueiras, a mile from Angroigne,
who vaunted every where, that he would slit the minister's nose of
Angroigne, was assaulted by a wolf which bit off his nose, so that he
died thereof mad. This was commonly known to all the towns
thereabout.

At this season the French king held these aforesaid valleys, and
they were under the jurisdiction of the parliament of Turin. At
the end of the December following, news was brought, that it was ordained by the said parliament, that certain horsemen and footmen should be sent to spoil and destroy Angrogne. Hereupon some who pretended great friendship to this people, counselled them not to go forward with their enterprise, but to forbear for a while, and to wait for better opportunity. But they, notwithstanding, calling upon God, determined with one accord constantly to persist in their religion, and in hope and silence to abide the good pleasure of God: so that this enterprise against Angrogne was soon dashed. The same time they began also openly to preach in Lucerne.

In the month of March, A.D. 1556, the ministers of the valley of St. Martin preached openly. At that time certain gentlemen of the valley of St. Martin took a good man named Bartholomew, a book-binder, prisoner, as he passed by the said valley, who was sent by and by to Turin; and there, with a marvellous constancy, after he had made a good confession of his faith, he suffered death; insomuch that divers of the parliament were astonished and appalled at his constancy. Yet they of the said parliament, being sore incensed against the Waldois, sent one, named the president of St. Julian, associating unto him one called De Ecclesia and others, to hinder their enterprise. These coming first to the valley of Perouse, where as yet no preachers were, but they were accustomed to resort to the sermons of Angrogne, very much troubled and feared the poor people there.

From thence they went to the valley of St. Martin, and remained there a good while, tormenting the poor people, and threatening their utter ruin and destruction. After that they came to Lucerne, troubling and vexing the people there in like manner. From thence they went to Angrogne, accompanied by many gentlemen, and a great rabble of priests of the said country: but by the way, the president inquired for one dwelling at St. Jean, near to Angrogne, and examined him, whether he had not baptized his child at Angrogne, and wherefore he had so done? The poor simple man answered, that he had baptized his child at Angrogne, because baptism was there administered according to the institution of Christ. Then the president, in a great rage, commanded him in the king’s name to baptize his child again, or else he should be burnt. The poor man desired the president that he might be suffered to make his prayer to God, before he should make answer thereunto: which after he had done in the hall, before all the company there present, he required the president that he would write, and sign the same with his own hand, that he would discharge him before God of the danger of that offence, if he should baptized his child again, and that he would take the peril upon him and his. The president, hearing this, was so confounded, that he spake not one word a good while after. Then said he, in a great fury, “Away, thou villain! out of my sight:” and after that he was never called again any more.

After they were come to Angrogne, the president, having visited the two temples, caused a monk to preach in the one, the people being there assembled; who pretended nothing else, but only to exhort them to return to the obedience of the see of Rome. The monk, with the president, and all his whole retinue, kneeled down

---

(1) Note here how the papists play the Anabaptists.
twice, and called upon the Virgin Mary; but the ministers and all
the people stood still, and would not kneel, making no sign or token
of reverence. As soon as the monk had ended his sermon, the people
requested instantly, that their minister might also be suffered to
preach, affirming that the said monk had spoken many things which
were not according to the word of God: but the president would
not grant their request. After that, the said president admonished
them, in the name of the king and the parliament of Turin, that they
should return to the obedience of the pope, upon pain of loss of
goods and life, and utter destruction of their town. And withal he
recited unto them the piteous discontent of their brethren and
friends, which had been done before in Merindol and Cabriers, and
other places in the country of Provence. The ministers and the
people answered, that they were determined to live according to the
word of God, and that they would obey the king and all their supe-
riors in all things, so that God thereby were not displeased: and
furthermore, if it were showed unto them by the word of God, that
they erred in any point of religion, they were ready to receive cor-
rection, and to be reformed. This talk endured about six hours
together, even until night. In the end, the president said there
should be a disputation appointed for those matters, whereunto the
people gladly agreed; but, after that, there was no more mention
made thereof.

Here he remained fourteen days, daily practising new devices to
vex and torment them with new proclamations, now calling to him
the syndics and head officers, now severally, and now altogether,
that so, for fear, he might make them relent: causing also assemblies
to be made in every parish by such as he appointed, thinking thereby
to divide the people. Notwithstanding he nothing prevailed with all
that he could do; but still they continued constant: insomuch that,
with one accord, they presented a brief confession of their faith, with
an answer to certain interrogatories made by the president, in which
they confessed as followeth:

Substance of the Articles and Confession of the Angrognians, exhi-
bited to the President.

That the religion wherein both they and their elders had been long instructed
and brought up, was the same which is contained both in the Old and New
Testament, which is also briefly comprised in the twelve articles of the christian
belief.

Also, that they acknowledged the sacraments instituted by Christ, whereby
he distributeth abundantly his graces and great benefits, his heavenly riches
and treasures to all those who receive the same with a true and lively faith.

Furthermore, that they received the creeds of the four general councils; that
is to say, of Nice, Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon, and also the creed of
Athanasia, wherein the mystery of the christian faith and religion is plainly
and largely set out.

Item, The ten commandments expressed in Exodus xx., and Deuteronomy v.,
in which the rule of a godly and holy life, and also the true service which God
requireth of us, are briefly comprised: and therefore, following this article, they
suffered not by any means (said they) any gross iniquities to reign among them;
as unlawful swearing, perjury, blasphemy, cursing, slander, dissension,
deceit, wrong dealing; usury, glutony, drunkenness, whoredom, theft, murder;

(1) The 'syndics' were as sheriffs, counsellors, or advocates.
sorcery, witchcraft, or such like; but wholly endeavoured themselves to live in the fear of God, and according to his holy will.

Moreover they acknowledged the superior powers, as princes and magistrates, to be ordained of God; and that whosoever resisteth the same, resisteth the ordinance of God; and therefore humbly submitted themselves to their superiors with all obedience, so that they commanded nothing against God.

Finally, they protested, that they would in no point be stubborn, but if that their forefathers or they had erred in any one jot concerning true religion, the same being proved by the word of God, they would willingly yield and be reformed.

Their Interrogatories.

Their interrogatories were concerning the mass, auricular confession, baptism, marriage, and burials, according to the institution of the church of Rome.

Their Answers to the Interrogatories.

To the first they answered, that they received the Lord's supper, as it was by him instituted, and celebrated by his apostles; but as touching the mass, except the same might be proved by the word of God, they would not receive it.

To the second, touching auricular confession, they said, that for their part they confessed themselves daily unto God, acknowledging themselves before him to be miserable sinners, desiring of him pardon and forgiveness of their sins, as Christ instructed his, in the prayer which he taught them; 'Lord! forgive us our sins.' And as St. John saith; 'If we confess our sins to God, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.' And according to that which God himself saith by his prophet; 'O Israel! if thou return, return unto me.' And again, 'O Israel! it is I, it is I which forgiveth thee thy sins.' So that, seeing they ought to return to God alone, and it is he only who forgiveth sins, therefore they were bound to confess themselves to God only, and to no other. Also it appeareth, that David, in his Psalms, and the prophets, and other faithful servants of God, have confessed themselves both generally and particularly unto God alone: yet if the contrary might be proved by the word of God, they would (said they) with all humbleness receive the same.

Thirdly, As touching baptism, they acknowledged and received that holy institution of Christ, and administered the same with all simplicity, as he ordained it in his holy gospel, without any changing, adding, or diminishing in any point; and that all this they did in their mother-tongue, according to the rule of St. Paul, who willeth that in the church every thing be done in the mother-tongue, for the edification of our neighbour: but as for their conjunctions, oiling, and salting, except the same might be proved by the sacred Scripture, they would not receive them.

Fourthly, As touching burials they answered, that they knew there was a difference between the bodies of the true Christians and the infidels, forasmuch as the first are the members of Jesus Christ, temples of the Holy Ghost, and partakers of the glorious resurrection of the dead; and therefore they were accustomed to follow their dead to the grave reverently, with a sufficient company, and exhortation out of the word of God; as well to comfort the parents and friends of the dead, as also to admonish all men diligently to prepare themselves to die. But as for the using of candles or lights, prayers for the dead, and ringing of bells, except the same might be proved to be necessary by the word of God, and that God is not offended therewith, they would not receive them.

Fifthly, As touching obedience to men's traditions, they received and allowed all those ordinances which (as St. Paul saith) serve for order, decency, and reverence of the ministry. But as for other ceremonies which have been brought into the church of God, either as a part of his divine service, or to merit remission of sins, or else to bind men's consciences, because they are repugnant to the word of God, they could by no means receive them.

And whereas the commissioners affirmed the said traditions to have been ordained by councils: first they answered, that the greatest part of them were not ordained by councils: secondly, that councils were not to be preferred above the word of God, which saith, 'If any man, yea or angel from heaven, (1) 1 John i. 3) Jer. i. 5) Isa. xxxiii. (4) 1 Cor. xiv.
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should preach unto you otherwise than that which hath been received of the Lord Jesus, let him be accursed. 1 And therefore (said they) if councils have ordained any thing dissenting from the word of God, they would not receive it.

Finally they said, that the councils had made divers notable decrees concerning the election of bishops and ministers of the church; concerning ecclesiastical discipline, as well of the clergy as of the people; also concerning the distribution of the goods and possessions of the church; and further that all pastors who were either whoremongers, drunkards, or offensive in any case, should be put from their office. Moreover, that whosoever should be present at the mass of a priest who was a whoremonger, should be excommunicated: and many other such things, which were not in any point observed. And that they omitted to speak of many other things which were ordained by divers councils, very superstitious, and contrary to the holy commandments of God, as they would be ready to prove (said they) if they should have occasion and opportunity thereunto.

Wherefore they required the commissioners, that a disputation might be had (as by the said president was pretended) publicly, and in their presence; and then, if it might be proved by the word of God, that they erred either in doctrine, or in conversation and manner of living, they were content with all humbleness to be corrected and reformed, as they had before said: beseeching them to consider also that their religion had been observed and kept from their ancestors, until their time, many hundred years together: and yet, for their parts, being convicted by the infallible word of God, they would not obstinately stand to the defence thereof: saying moreover, that they, together with the said lords deputies, all confessed one God, one Saviour, one Holy Ghost, one law, one baptism, one hope in heaven; and in sum, they affirmed that their faith and religion were firmly founded and grounded upon the pure word of God, whereof it is said, that blessed are they which hear the same, and keep it.

To be short, seeing it is permitted to the Turks, Saracens, and Jews (who are mortal enemies to our Saviour Christ), to dwell peaceably in the fairest cities of Christendom; by good reason they should be suffered to live in the desolate mountains and valleys, having their whole religion founded upon the holy gospel, and worshipping the Lord Jesus; and therefore they most humbly besought them to have pity and compassion upon them, and to suffer them to live quietly in their deserts; protesting that they and theirs would live in all fear and reverence of God, with all due subjection and obedience to their lord and prince, and to his lieutenants and officers.

The president, and the rest of the commissioners, perceiving that they laboured in vain, returned to Turin with the notes of their proceedings; which immediately were sent unto the king's court, and there the matter remained one year before there was any answer made thereunto. During that time the Waldensians lived in great quietness, as God of his infinite goodness is wont to give some comfort and refreshing to his poor servants, after long troubles and afflictions. The number of the faithful so augmented, that throughout the valleys God's word was purely preached, and his sacraments duly administered, and no mass was sung in Angrogne, nor in divers other places. The year after, the president of St. Julian, with his associates, returned to Pignerol, and sent for thither the chief rulers of Angrogne, and of the valley of Lucerne, that is, for six of Angrogne, and for two of every parish besides, and showed unto them, how that their Confession, which the last year they had presented, by a decree made by the parliament of Turin was sent to the king's court, and there diligently examined by learned men, and condemned as heretical. Therefore the king willed and commanded them to return to the obedience of the church of Rome, upon pain

(I) Gal. 1.
of loss both of goods and life: enjoining them, moreover, to give him a direct answer within three days. From thence he went to Lucerne, and caused the householders, with great threatenings, to assemble themselves before certain by him appointed: but they, with one assent, persisted in their former confession; and lest they should seem stubborn in the defence of any erroneous doctrine, they desired that their confession might be sent to all the universities of Christendom, and if the same in any part by the word of God were disproved, it should immediately be amended: but contrariwise, if that were not done, that then they should no more be disquieted.

The president, not contented with this, the next morning sent for six of Angrogne, by him named, and for two out of every other parish, whom he and the gentlemen of the country threatened very sore, and warned twelve of the chief of Angrogne, and certain of the other parishes, to appear personally at the parliament of Turin, and to bring before the judges of the said parliament their ministers and schoolmasters, thinking, if they were once banished the country, that then their enterprise might soon be brought to an end. To this it was answered, that they could not, nor ought to obey such a commandment.

A little while after proclamation was made in every place, that no man should receive any preacher coming from Geneva, but only such as were appointed by the archbishop of Turin, and others his officers, upon pain of confiscation of their goods, and loss of their lives; and that every one should observe the ceremonies, rites, and religion, used in the church of Rome. Furthermore, that if any of the afore-said preachers of Geneva came into those quarters, they should immediately be apprehended, and by no means their abode there by any one should be concealed, upon the pain aforesaid. And furthermore, the names of those who should disclose any one of them should be kept secret; and also, for their accusation, they should have the third part of the goods confiscated, with a full pardon, if that the said accusers were any of those who privily did keep or maintain the said ministers; and that they, and all others who would return to their mother the church, might freely and safely come and recant before the said commissioners.

At the same season the princes of Germany, and certain of the Switzers, sent unto the French king, desiring him to have pity on the aforesaid churches; and from that time, until three years after, the people of the said valleys were not molested by any of the king's officers, but yet they were sore vexed by the monks of Pignerol, and the gentlemen of the valley of St. Martin.

About that time a minister of Angrogne, named Geffrey Varialla, born in Piedmont, a virtuous and learned man, and fearing God, went to visit certain churches in those quarters where he was born, and coming homeward, was taken at Barga, and from thence led to Turin, where, after he had made a good confession of his faith, to the confirmation of many, and to the terror of his adversaries, he most constantly suffered.

A few days after, a minister of the valley of Lucerne, returning to Geneva, was taken prisoner at Susa, and soon after sent to Turin, and with an invincible constancy made his confession before those of the
parliament, and in the end was condemned to be burnt. The hang- 
man, at the time of execution, feigned himself to be sick, and so 
conveyed himself away; and so likewise another served them, being 
appointed by the aforesaid court to execute the poor minister. It is 
credibly reported that the hangman who executed certain Germans 
a little before, would by no means do this execution: whereupon 
the minister was sent to prison again, where after long and painful 
endurance, seeing the prison door open, he escaped, and returned to 
his cure.

A.D. 1559.

Now four years being past, in such manner as we have hitherto 
touched in this story, in the year following, which was A.D. 1559, 
there was a peace concluded between the French king and the king 
of Spain; whereupon the country of Piedmont (certain towns ex- 
cepted) was restored to the duke of Savoy, under whose regimen 
the aforesaid churches, and all other faithful people in Piedmont, 
continued in great quietness, and were not molested; and the duke 
himself was content to suffer them to live in their religion, knowing 
that he had no subjects more faithful and obedient than they were. 
But Satan, hating all quietness, by his ministers stirred the duke 
against the said churches of Piedmont, his own natural subjects. 
For the pope and the cardinals, seeing the good inclination of the 
duke towards this people, incensed him to do that, which otherwise he 
would not. The pope's legate also, who then followed the court, 
and others that favoured the church of Rome, laboured by all means 
to persuade the duke, that he ought to banish the said Waldos, who 
maintained not the pope's religion; alleging, that he could not suffer 
such a people to dwell within his dominion, without prejudice and 
dishonour to the apostolic see; also that they were a rebellious people 
against the holy ordinances and decrees of their holy mother the 
church; and briefly, that he might no longer suffer the said people, 
being so disobedient and stubborn against the holy father, if he would 
indeed show himself a loving and obedient son.

Such devilish instigations were the cause of these horrible and 
furious persecutions, wherewith these poor people of the valleys, and 
the country of Piedmont, were so long vexed. And because they 
foresaw the great calamities which they were like to suffer, to find 
some remedy for the same (if it were possible), all the said churches 
of Piedmont with one common consent wrote to the duke, declaring 
in effect, that the only cause why they were so hated, and for which 
he was by their enemies so sorely incensed against them, was their 
religion, which was no new or light opinion, but that wherein they 
and their ancestors had long continued, being wholly grounded upon 
the infallible word of God, contained in the Old and New Testament. 
Notwithstanding, if it might be proved, by the same word, that they 
held any false or erroneous doctrine, they would submit themselves to 
be reformed with all obedience.

But it is not certain whether this advertisement was delivered unto 
the duke or no; for it was said that he would not hear of that religion. 
But, howsoever it was, in the month of March following, there was 
a great persecution raised against the poor Christians who were at 
Carignano; amongst whom there were certain godly persons taken, 
and burnt within four days after; that is to say, one named Mathurine,
and his wife, and John de Carignano, dwelling in the valley of Lucerne, taken prisoner as he went to the market at Pignerol. The woman died with great constancy. The good man, John de Carignano, had been in prison divers times before for religion, and was always delivered by God’s singular grace and providence. But seeing himself taken this last time, incontinent he said, he knew that God had now called him. Both by the way as he went, and in prison, and also at his death, he showed an invincible constancy and marvellous virtue, as well by the pure confession which he made touching the doctrine of salvation, as also in suffering with patience the horrible torments which he endured, both in prison, and also at his death. Many at that time fled away: others being afraid of that great cruelty, and fearing also man more than God, looking rather to the earth than to heaven, consented to return to the obedience of the church of Rome.

Within few days after, these churches of the said Waldois, that is to say De l’Arche, Merone, Meane, and Suse, were wonderfully assaulted. To recite all the outrage, cruelty, and villany that was there committed, it were too long: for brevity’s sake we will recite only certain of the principal and best known. The churches of Meane and Suse suffered great affliction. Their minister was taken amongst others. Many fled away, and their houses and goods were ransacked and spoiled. The minister was a good and faithful servant of God, and endued with excellent gifts and graces, who, in the end, was put to most shameful and cruel death. The great patience which he showed in the midst of the fire greatly astonished the adversaries. Likewise the churches of De l’Arche and Merone were marvellously tormented and afflicted; for some were taken and sent to the galleys, others consented and yielded to the adversaries, and a great number of them fled away. It is certainly known, that those who yielded to the adversaries, were more cruelly handled than the others who continued constant in the truth; whereby God declareth how greatly he detesteth all such as play the apostate, and shrink from the truth.

But for the better understanding of the beginning of this horrible persecution against the Waldois, here note, that first of all the proclamations were made in every place, that none should resort to the sermons of the Lutherans, but should live after the custom of the church of Rome; upon pain of forfeiture of their goods, and to be condemned to the galleys for ever, or lose their lives. Three of the most cruel persons that could be found, were appointed to execute this commission. The first was one Thomas Jacomel, a Jacobite monk, and inquisitor of the Romish faith; a man worthy for such an office, for he was an apostate, and had renounced the known truth, and persecuted mortally and maliciously the poor Christians, against his own conscience, and of set purpose, as his books do sufficiently witness. He was also a whoremonger, and given over to all other villanies and filthy living: in the grosset vices he surpassed all his fellows. Briefly, he was nothing else but a mis-sapened monster both against God and nature. Moreover, he so afflicted and tormented the poor captives of the said Waldois, by spoiling, robbery, and extortion, that he deserved not only to be hanged, but to be broken upon the wheel.
hundred times, and to suffer as many cruel deaths, if it were possible; so great, so many, and so horrible, were the crimes that he had committed.

The second was the collateral Corbis, who, in the examination of the prisoners, was very rigorous and cruel; for he only demanded of them whether they would go to the mass, or be burnt within three days? and in very deed executed his sayings. But it is certainly reported that seeing the constancy, and hearing the confession of the poor martyrs, and feeling a remorse, and being tormented in conscience, he protested that he would never meddle any more.

The third was the provost de la Justice, a cruel and crafty wretch, accustomed to apprehend the poor Christians either by night, or early in the morning, or in the highway going to the market, and was commonly lodged in the valley of Lucerne, or thereabouts. Thus the poor people were always as the silly sheep in the wolf’s jaws, or as the sheep which are led unto the slaughter-house.

At that season one named Charles de Comptes, of the valley of Lucerne, and one of the lords of Angrogne, wrote to the said commissioners, to use some lenity towards them of the valley of Lucerne; by reason whereof they were a while more gently treated than the rest. At that season the monks of Pignierol, and their associates, tormented grievously the churches near about them. They took the poor Christians as they passed by the way, and kept them prisoners within their abbey; and having assembled a company of ruffians, they sent them to spoil those of the said churches, and to take prisoners men, women, and children; and some they so tormented, that they were compelled to swear to return to the mass; some also they sent to the galleys, and others they burnt cruelly. They that escaped were afterwards so sick, that they seemed to have been poisoned. The same year there were two great earthquakes in Piedmont, and also many great tempests and horrible thunders.

The gentlemen of the valley of St. Martin treated their tenants very cruelly, threatening them, and commanding them to return unto the mass; also spoiling them of their goods, imprisoning them, and vexing them by all the means they could. But above all the others there were two especially, that is to say, Charles Truchet, and Boniface his brother, who, on the 2d of April, before day, with a company of ruffians, spoiled a village of their own subjects, named Rieuclaret; which as soon as the inhabitants of the said village perceived, they fled into the mountain covered with snow, naked and without victuals, and there remained until the third night after. In the morning, certain of his retinue took a minister of the said valley prisoner, who was come out of Calabria, and was going to visit the poor people of Rieuclaret, and led him prisoner to the abbey, where, soon after, he was burnt, with one other of the valley of St. Martin.

The third night after, they of Pragela, having pity upon the poor people of Rieuclaret, sent about four hundred to discomfit the company of the Truchets, and to restore those who were fled to their houses. They were furiously assaulted by the shot of their enemies, who, notwithstanding, in the end were put to flight, and but one of the four hundred hurt.

About the year before, the said Truchet, being accompanied by
a company of ruffians, arrested prisoner the minister of Riuclaret as
he was at his sermon. But the people were so moved by his out-
rageous dealing, and especially the women, that they had almost
strangled the said Truchet; and the rest of them were so canvassed
that they had no list to come there again any more. By reason
of this he so vexed them by processes, that they were compelled to
agree with him, and to pay him sixteen hundred crowns.

Soon after, the lords of the said valley took another minister of the
same valley, as he was going to preach in a parish a mile from his
house; but the people perceiving that, speedily pursued him and took
him. The enemies, seeing that they were not able to lead him away,
wounded him so sore, that they left him for dead; whereupon, they
so persecuted the poor people, that they were almost destroyed.

Here is not to be forgotten, that the same night, in which the com-
pany of Truchet was discomfited, was so stormy and terrible, and the
gentlemen of that country were so terrified, that they thought they
should have been all destroyed; wherefore they used more gentleness
towards the people than before, except Charles Truchet and his bro-
ther, who went to the duke, and made grievous complaints against the
Waldois, not only for that which was done and past, but also they
persuaded the duke, that they went about to build three fortresses in
the mountains, and also intended to maintain certain garrisons of
strangers, charging them further with divers other crimes, of which
they were in no point guilty. The duke, being moved by these false
surmisés, gave in charge to the said accusers, that the fortress of
the valley of St. Martin, which about twenty years before was raised
by the Frenchmen, should be built again, and that therein should be
placed a perpetual garrison, and that the people should make so plain
and wide the rugged ways, that horsemen might easily pass; with
divers such other things. And all this to be done at the costs and
charges of those that would not submit themselves to the obedience
of the Roman church.

This commission being sealed, the gentlemen caused the fortress to
be built again, and put therein a garrison, and proclaimed the com-
misson. The poor people being thereby amazed, withstood the
commissioners, and sent certain to the duke; and immediately after
the commissioners returned to the duke's court, being at Nice, to in-
flame his anger more against them. But God soon prevented this
mischief; for the Truchets, being at Nice, went to sea with divers
noblemen, and immediately were taken prisoners by the Turks, put
into the galleys, sore beaten with ropes, and so cruelly handled, that it
was commonly reported that they were dead; and long time after,
denying their nobility, they were sent home, having paid four hundred
crowns for their ransom. Some say, that the duke himself was almost
taken; but it is sure that he fell sick soon after. In the month of
April next following, the lord of Ranconis was present at a sermon, in
a place near unto Angrogne. The sermon being ended, he talked
with the ministers; and having discoursed as well of the duke's sick-
ness, as also of his clemency and gentleness, he declared to them, that
the persecution proceeded not from him, and that he meant not that
the commission should have been so rigorously executed. After that
he demanded of them, what way they thought best to appease the
duke's wrath. They answered, that the people ought not to be
moved to seek how to please and appease the duke by any means
which might displease God; but the best way they knew, was the
same wherewith the ancient servants of God used to appease the pagan
princes and emperors, in the time of the great persecutions of the
church; that is to say, to give out and present unto them in writing
the confession of their faith, and defence of the religion which they
professed; trusting that, forasmuch as the fury of divers profane and
ethnic emperors and princes hath been heretofore appeased by such
means, the duke, being endued with such singular virtues as they said
he was, would also be pacified by the like means. And for that
cause the poor people had before sent a supplication, with a confes-
sion of their faith, unto the duke, but they were not certain whether he
had received it or no; wherefore they desired him to present the
same unto the said duke himself: whereunto he agreed, and promised
so to do. Hereupon they sent three supplications, one to the duke, the
second to the duchess, and the third to the duke's council; wherein
they briefly declared what their religion was, and the points thereof,
which they and their ancestors had of a long time observed, being
wholly grounded upon the pure word of God; and if by the same
word it should be proved that they were in error, they would not be
obstinate, but gladly be reformed, and embrace the truth. After
this the persecution seemed to be somewhat assuaged for a little
while.

In the end of June next following, the lord of Ranconis and the
lord of Trinity, came to Angroigne, there to qualify (as they said)
the sore persecution, and caused the chief rulers and ministers to
assemble together, propounding divers points of religion concerning
doctrine, the calling of ministers, the mass, and obedience towards
princes and rulers: and, furthermore, they declared unto them, that
their confession was sent unto Rome by the duke, and daily they
looked for an answer. To all these points the ministers answered.
After this they demanded of the chief rulers, whether if the duke
would cause mass to be sung in their parishes, they would withstand
the same or no? They answered simply, that they would not. Then
they demanded of them, whether if the duke would appoint them
preachers, they would receive them? They answered, that if they
preached the word of God purely, they would hear them. Thirdly,
Whether they were content that in the mean time their ministers
should cease; and if they that should be sent, preached not the word
of God sincerely, then their ministers to preach again? if they would
agree to this, they were promised that the persecution should cease,
and that the prisoners should be restored again. To this question,
after they had conferred with the people, they answered, that
they could by no means suffer that their ministers should forbear
preaching.

The two lords, not contented with this answer, commanded in the
duke's name, that all the ministers who were strangers should, out
of hand, be banished the country; saying, that the duke would not
suffer them to dwell within his dominion, for that they were his
enemies: demanding also, whether they would foster and maintain
the prince's enemies within his own land, against his own decree and
express commandment? To this, answer was made by the chief rulers, that they could by no means banish them, unless they were before convicted of some heresy or other crime: for their part they had always found them to be men of pure and sound doctrine, and also of godly life and conversation.

This done, immediately proclamations were made, and the persecution began on every side to be more furious than it was before. Amongst others, the monks of Pignerol at that time were most cruel; for they sent out a company of hired ruffians, who daily spoiled and ransacked houses, and all that they could lay hands on; and took men, women, and children, and led them captives to the abbey, where they were most spitefully afflicted and tormented. At the same time they sent also a band of the said ruffians by night to the house of the minister of St. Germain, in the valley of Perouse; being led thither by a traitor that knew the house, and had used to haunt thither secretly, who knocking at the door, the minister, knowing his voice, came forth immediately, and perceiving himself to be betrayed, fled: but he was soon taken and sore wounded, and yet notwithstanding they pricked him behind with their halberds to make him hasten his pace. At that time also many they slew, many they hurt, and many also they brought to the abbey, and there kept them in prison, and cruelly handled them. The good minister endured a sore imprisonment, and after that a most terrible kind of death, with a wonderful constancy; for they roasted him by a small fire; and when half his body was burnt, he confessed and called upon the Lord Jesus with a loud voice.

The inquisitor Jacomel, with his monks, and the collaterals, amongst others, showed one practice of most barbarous cruelty against this poor man; who, when he should be burnt, caused two poor women of St. Germain (whom they kept in prison), to carry faggots to the fire, and to speak these words unto their pastor: "Take this, thou wicked heretic! in recompense of thy naughty doctrine, which thou hast taught us." To whom the good minister answered: "Ah, good women! I have taught you well, but you have learned ill." To be brief, they so afflicted and tormented those poor people of St. Germain, and the places thereabout, that after they were spoiled of their goods and driven from their houses, they were compelled to flee into the mountain to save their lives. So great was the spoil of these poor people, that many who before had been men of much wealth, and with their riches had ministered great succour and comfort to others, were now brought to such misery, that they were compelled to crave succour and relief of others.

Now, forasmuch as the said monks, with their troops of ruffians (who were counted to be in number about three hundred), made such spoil and havoc in all the country, that no man could there live in safety, it was demanded of the ministers, whether it was lawful to defend themselves against the insolence and furious rage of the said ruffians? The ministers answered, that it was lawful, warning them in any case, to take heed of bloodshed. This question being once solved, they of the valley of Lucerne and of Angrogne sent certain men to those of St. Germain, to aid them against the supporters of these monks.
In the month of June, the harvest being then in Piedmont, divers of the Waldois were gone into the country to reap and to make provision for corn, for very little growth upon their mountains, who were all taken prisoners at sundry times and places, not one knowing of another; but yet God so wrought, that they all escaped out of prison, as it were by a miracle: whereat the adversaries were marvellously astonished. At the same time there were certain others also, who had sustained long imprisonment, looking for nothing else but death; and yet they, after a wonderful sort, by God’s merciful providence, were likewise delivered.

In the month of July, they of Angrogne, being in a morning at harvest upon the hill side of St. Germain, perceived a company of soldiers spoiling them of St. Germain; and doubting lest they should go to Angrogne, they made an outcry. Then the people of Angrogne assembled together upon the mountain, and some ran to St. Germain over the hill, and some by the valley. They that went by the valley, met with the spoilers coming from St. Germain, loaden with spoil which they had gotten, and being but fifty, set upon the others, amounting to the number of one hundred and twenty men well appointed, and gave them soon the overthrow. The passage over the bridge being stopped, the enemies were fain to take the river Cluson, where divers were sore hurt, many were drowned, and some escaped very hardly; and such a slaughter was made of them, that the river was died with the blood of them that were wounded and slain: but none of the Angrognians were once hurt. If the said river had been as great as it was wont commonly to be, there had not one man escaped alive. The noise of the harquebusses was great, and within less than one hour’s space, there were three or four hundred of the Waldois gathered together upon the river; and at the same time they had purposed to fetch away their prisoners who were in the abbey, but they would not do it without the counsel of their ministers, and so deferred the matter until the next day: but their ministers counselled them not to enterprise any such thing, but to refrain themselves, and so they did. Albeit they doubted not, but if they had gone incontinent after that discomfiture unto the abbey, they might have found all open and easily have entered; for the monks were so sore afraid, that they fled suddenly to Pignerol, to save their relics and images, which they carried thither. The rest of the country about were wonderfully afraid, and rang the bells everywhere. The greater part of them fled, doubting lest the poor Waldois would have revenged the wrongs and outrages done to them.

The next day following, the commander of St. Anthony de Fossano came to Angrogne, accompanied with divers gentlemen, saying, that he was sent by the duke: and having assembled the chief rulers and ministers of Angrogne, and of the valley of Lucerne, after he had declared unto them the cause of his coming, he read their supplication directed to the duke, which contained their confession, demanding of them, if it were the same which they had sent to the duke? They answered, Yea. Then he began to dispute, being sent, as he said, to inform them of their errors, not doubting but they would amend according to their promise. Then he entered into a disputation of the mass, in a great heat, deriving the same from the
Hebrew word 'Massa,' which signified (as he supposed) consecration, and showed that this word 'Massa,' might be found in ancient writers. The ministers answered, that he ill applied the Hebrew word; and further, that they disputed not of the word 'Massa,' but of that which is signified by the same, which he ought first to prove by the word of God. Briefly, that he could not prove, either by the word of God, or the ancient fathers, their private mass, their sacrifice expiatory or propitiatory, their transubstantiation, their adoration, their application of the same for the quick and the dead, and such other matters which are principal parts of the said mass. The commander, having here nothing to reply, fell into a marvellous choler, railing and raging as if he had been stark mad, and told them that he was not come to dispute, but to banish their ministers, and to place others in their rooms, by the duke's commandment; which he could not, unless their ministers were first driven out of the country.

From thence he went to the abbey of Pignerol, where he and Jacomet caused a number of the poor inhabitants of Campiglon, and of Fenil, who be of the valley of Lucerne, to be taken prisoners, spoiling them of their goods, driving away their cattle, and forcing them to swear and forswear; and in the end ransomed them for great sums of money. About that time a gentleman of Campiglon agreed with those who were fled, for thirty crowns to be paid unto him out of hand, that he would warrant them from any further vexation or trouble, so that they remained quiet at home. But when he had received the money, he caused the commander of Fossano with his men to come by night to his house, and then sent for the poor men, thinking traiterously to have delivered them into the hands of their mortal enemy, following therein the decrees of the Council of Constance, which is, that no promise is to be kept with heretics. But God, knowing how to succour his in their necessity, prevented this danger; for one of them had intelligence of the commander's coming, and so they all fled. Thereupon they wrote to the lord of Ranconis, declaring unto him the proceedings of the commander, and that he neither would nor could, show or prove any thing by the word of God, as he had promised, but threatened them with great wrongs and injuries, and would not suffer their ministers to reply, or say any thing for the defence of their cause: and therefore they desired him to signify the same to the duke's grace, to the end that he should not be offended, if they persisted still in their religion, seeing it was not proved unto them, by any reason taken out of the Scripture, that they erred.

After this, there were many commandments and injunctions given out through all the country, to banish these poor Waldois, with the doctrine of the gospel, if it were possible, out of the mountains and valleys of Piedmont: but the poor people still desired, that, according to that which they had so often before protested by word and writing, they might be suffered to serve God purely, according to the rule prescribed in his word; simply obeying their Lord and prince always, and in all things. Notwithstanding they were still vexed and tormented with all the cruelty that could be devised, as partly it is already declared; but much more you shall perceive by that which followeth.
In the end of the October next following, the rumour went that an army was levying to destroy them; and in very deed there were certain bands levied, ready to march at an hour's warning. Furthermore, those malefactors who heretofore were fled or banished for any offence or crime committed, were called home again, and pardoned of all together, so that they would take them to their weapons, and go to destroy the Waldois. The ministers and chief rulers of the valleys of Lucerne and Angrogne thereupon assembled together oftentimes, to take advice what, in such an extremity, were best to do. In the end they determined, that for certain days following there should be kept a general fast, and the Sunday after, a communion. Also that they should not defend themselves by force of arms, but that every one should withdraw himself into the high mountains, and every one to carry away such goods as he was able to bear; and if their enemies pursued them thither, then to take such advice and counsel as it pleased God to give them. This article of not defending themselves seemed very strange to the people, being driven to such an extremity, and the cause being so just: but yet every one began to carry their goods and victuals into the mountains; and for the space of eight days all the ways were filled with comers and goers to the mountains, like unto ants in summer which provide for winter. All this did they in this great perplexity and danger with a wonderful courage and cheerfulness, praising God, and singing psalms, and every one comforting another. Briefly, they went with such joy and alacrity, that you should not have seen any who grudged to leave their houses and fair possessions, but were wholly determined patiently to abide the good pleasure of God, and also to die if he had so appointed.

A few days after, certain other ministers, hearing what they of Angrogne and Lucerne had concluded, wrote unto them, that this resolution seemed very strange to some, that they ought not to defend themselves against the violence of their enemies, alleging many reasons, that in such extremity and necessity it was lawful for them so to do, especially the quarrel being so just; that is, for the defence of true religion, and for the preservation of their own lives, and the lives of their wives and children; knowing that it was the pope and his ministers who were the cause of all these troubles and cruel wars, and not the duke, who was stirred up thereunto only by their instigations: wherefore they might well and with good conscience withstand such furious and outrageous violence. For the proof hereof they also alleged certain examples.

During this season the lord of Angrogne, named Charles de Comptes, of Lucerne, laboured earnestly, by all means possible, to cause them of Angrogne to consent to the duke's pleasure, and solicited them to send away their ministers, promising that he would cause a mass to be sung at Angrogne, and that the people should not be compelled to be present thereat; hoping that by that means the duke's wrath would be appeased. The chief of Angrogne thereupon were assembled and made this answer: that if the duke would permit them to choose other ministers, they were content to send away their foreign ministers and strangers; but as touching the mass, his highness might well cause it to be sung in their parishes; but they, for
THE TOWN OF ANGROGNE ATTACKED.

On the 25th of October the said lord of Angrogne went from Lucerne to Mondovi, where he was then governor for the duke, and sent for the chief rulers of Angrogne at several times, declaring unto them the great perils and dangers wherewith they were environed, the army being already at hand; yet promising them, if they would submit themselves unto him, he would send immediately to stay the army. They of Angrogne answered, that they all determined to stand to that which they, two days before in their assembly, had put in writing. With this answer he seemed at that time to be content. The next day the rumour was, that they of Angrogne had submitted themselves to the duke. On the morrow, which was Sunday, you should have seen nothing but weeping and mourning in Angrogne. The sermon being ended, the rulers were called before the ministers and the people, who affirmed, that they wholly cleaved unto their former writing; and they sent secretly to the notary for the copy of that which was passed in the council-house at their last assembly before the lord de Comptes, in which was comprised, that Angrogne had wholly submitted herself to the good pleasure of the duke. The people, hearing that, were sore astonished, and protested rather to die than obey the same. And thereupon it was agreed, that at that very instant (albeit it were very late) certain should be sent to the lord of Angrogne to signify unto him, that the determination of the council was falsified, and that it might please him the next morning to come to Angrogne, to hear the voices of the people; not only of the men, but also of the women and children. But he himself went not thither, having intelligence of the uproar, but sent thither the judge of that place. Then that which had been falsified was duly corrected; the judge laying all the blame upon the notary.

During this time the adversaries cried out through all the country of Piedmont, “To the fire with them!” “To the fire with them!” The Thursday after, Angrogne, by proclamations and writings set up in every place, was exposed to fire and sword. On Friday after being the 1st of November, the army approached to the borders of the valley of Lucerne, and certain horsemen came to a place called St. Jean, a little beneath Angrogne. Then the people retired into the mountains. Certain of St. Jean, perceiving that the horsemen not only spoiled their goods, but also took their fellows prisoners, set upon them. It is not certain what number of the enemies were there slain; but suddenly they retired to Bubbiana, where their camp then was, and not one of them of St. Jean were slain or hurt. It happened at the same time, that two of the aforesaid horsemen, being sore amazed, galloped before the rest towards the army, being ready to march towards Angrogne, crying, “They come!” “They come!” at whose cry the whole army were so astonished, that every man fled his way, and they were all so scattered, that the captains that day were not able to bring them in order again, and yet no creature followed them.1

On the Saturday, in the morning, the army mustered in the meadow-ground of St. Jean, near to Angrogne. They of Angrogne had

---

1 Sennacherib fleeth from the face of Israel.
sent certain to keep the passages, and stop the army that they should not enter, if it were possible. In the mean season the people retired to the meadow of Toure, and little thought of the coming of the army so soon, or that they would have made such a sudden assault: for they were yet carrying of victuals and other stuff, so that few of them kept the passages. Now those who kept the straits, perceiving that their enemies prepared themselves to fight, fell down upon their knees, and made their prayers unto God, that it would please him to take pity upon them, and not to look upon their sins, but to the cause which they maintained; to turn the hearts of their enemies, and so to work, that there might be no effusion of blood; and if it were his will to take them, with their wives and infants, out of this world, that he would then mercifully receive them into his kingdom. In this sort most fervent prayers were made by all those that kept the passages, with exhortation that they should all together cry unto God, and crave his succour and assistance in this great distress. All this the lord of Trinity and the army did well perceive.

Their prayers thus ended, suddenly they perceived their enemies coming towards them through the vines, to win the top of the mountain of Angrogne. In the mean time the prior of St. Jean, and Jacomel, were within the temple of Angrogne, and communed with the rulers touching an agreement. These were sent thither by the lord of Trinity to keep the people occupied. To be short, the combat began in divers places, and endured for a long space in the passages of Angrogne. The poor Waldois, being but few in number, and some of them having but slings and cross-bows, were sore pressed with the multitude of their enemies. At length they retired to the top of the mountain, where they defended themselves until night.

When they had found a place where they might withstand their enemies still pursuing them, they turned themselves, and slew divers of them, and hurt many. When the evening came, the enemies rested, and were about to encamp themselves, there to sup and lodge all night; which thing when the Angrogians perceived, they fell to prayer, desiring God to assist and succour them, but the enemies flouted them and laughed them to scorn. Then the poor people devised to send a drum into a little valley hard by; and as they were making their prayers unto God, and the drum sounded in the valley, the lord of Trinity caused his soldiers, who were about to encamp themselves, to remove thence; which was a great advantage unto the poor people, who now were sore wearied with travail, all wet with sweating, and very thirsty: and in great peril, if God had not given them some little breathing time. Many of the enemies that day were slain, and many hurt, of whom very few escaped; insomuch that they reported that the shot was poisoned, which this poor simple people never used to do in all these wars. Of the Angrogians that day there were but three slain, and one hurt, who afterwards was well healed again. This combat gave great courage to the Waldois, and sore astonished the adversaries. The same time the army retiring, burnt many houses, and made great spoil as they went, destroying also the wines which were in the presses.

The said lord of Trinity with his army encamped in a village beyond

(1) Behold the policy of this poor people!
Tour, in the valley of Lucerne, at the foot of the hill, between An-
grogne and the other towns of the valley of Lucerne, that professed the
gospel. They of the said village were always sore against the Wa-
dois, and haters of true religion, and were glad of this outrage and
violence done against the professors thereof: but they had their just
plague; for they were all destroyed. After this the said lord of
Trinity caused the fortress to be built again, which the Frenchmen had rased,
and placed there a garrison, and after sent another to the
fort of Villars, which is in the valley of Lucerne; and another he sent
to the fortress of Perouse, and a fourth garrison he placed in the
castle of St. Martin. They of Angrogne (seeing themselves to be
now, as it were, in a sea of troubles), after they had recommended
themselves unto God by prayer, and committed their cause unto him,
sent to them of Perouse, St. Martin, and of Pragela, for aid and succour;
who sent them all the help they were able.

The next day following there came letters to Angrogne from the lord of
Trinity, the effect whereof was this:

Crafty Message of the Lord of Trinity to the Angrognians.

That he was sorry for that which was done the day before, and that he came
not thither to make war against them, but only to view if it were a place con-
venient to build a fort therein to serve the duke. Furthermore, that his soldiers,
seeing the people assembled, as it were, to defy them, upon that occasion only
were stirred up to give assault, and to set upon them. Also that he was sorry
that such spoil was made of their goods, and such hurt done by fire. But if
they would show themselves obedient to the duke, he had good hope that all
should be well, and trusted some good agreement should be made.

The Answer of the Angrognians.

The Angrognians answered thus:

That they were marvellously aggrieved to be so assaulted, spoiled and tor-
mented, by the subjects of their liege and natural prince; and as they had
oftentimes before offered themselves to be more faithful and obedient to their
sovereign prince the duke, than any of all his subjects besides, so yet they still
offered the same obedience. Also they most humbly besought him, not to think
it strange if they, being constrained by such extreme necessity, defended them-
selves. Finally, as touching their religion, they affirmed, that it was the pure
word of God, even as it was preached by the prophets and apostles, and the
same which their predecessors had observed for certain hundred years past.
Moreover, that the cause was not concerning the goods of the world, but the
honour and glory of God, the salvation or destruction of the souls both of them
and theirs: and therefore it were much better for them to die all together,
than to forsake their religion. And yet, if it might be proved unto them by
good demonstration out of the word of God (not by force of arms, by blood and
fire), that they were in error, they would then yield themselves with all obedi-
ence; most humbly beseeching him, and all other the lords of the country of
Piedmont, to be their intercessors and advocates to the duke in his behalf.

On Monday, being the 4th of November, the lord of Trinity sent
his army to Villars and Tailleret. The lesser company ascended
wards Villars. The people, seeing their enemies approaching, afer
they had called upon God with fervent prayer, strongly defended
themselves, and slew many: many also were hurt, and the rest fled.
The other company ascended towards Tailleret. And although
they of that place were but few in number, and that part of the
army was the greater, yet, making their prayers unto God, and
commending their cause unto him, they defended themselves likewise
valiantly.

In the mean season they of Villars, being emboldened by their late
victory, came to assist their neighbours, and being assembled together,
youngly pursued their enemies, and put them to flight. In
this pursuit it chanced (which here is not to be forgotten) that this
poor people, by an ambush of their enemies which came another way,
were suddenly inclosed on every side, and like to be destroyed; but
yet they all escaped, and not one of them was slain, only three were
hurt, who were soon cured again. On the enemy’s side there were
so many slain, that they were laid together by whole cart-loads. This
was the reward of those who were so desirous to shed innocent blood.
The same day the inhabitants of Sansan, near to Roccapiata, assem-
bled in great numbers together, and went to a rich man’s house of
Roccapiata, and spoiled all that he had. Certain of Roccapiata, in
number not exceeding seventeen, understanding this, set upon them,
and soon put them to flight, took away their drum, and forced them
to leave their booty behind them.

After the lord of Trinity had received the letters of the Angrog-
nians, he sent unto them his secretary, named Christopher Gasteu
(who said himself, that he favoured the verity of the gospel), accom-
pained with a gentleman of the said valley, whose charge was to cause
the chief rulers to send certain to commune with the said lord of Tri-
inity, saying, that he had good tidings to declare unto them; and
moreover, that he would deliver them a safe-conduct to come and go.
Whereupon they sent four unto him, whom he treated very courte-
siously, and rehearsed unto them, how the duke, at his departure from
the court, told him, that although the pope, the princes, and the cities
of Italy, yea, his own council, were fully resolved, that of necessity
they of the said religion should be destroyed, yet notwithstanding,
God otherwise put it in his mind, and that he had taken counsel of
God what he should do in this matter; that is, that he would use
them gently. Furthermore, he declared unto them, that the duchess
did bear them good affection, and favoured them very much, and that
she had commended their cause unto the duke, persuading with him to
have regard to that poor people; and that their religion was ancient
and old; with many such other things. Moreover, they had (said
he) great friends in the duke’s court, not doubting but if they would
send certain to the court with a supplication, they should obtain more
than they themselves would require; and he, for his part, would employ
himself in their affairs to the utmost of his power: and so he pro-
mised that he would retire himself with his army. This he seemed to
speak unfeignedly. The people, desiring but to live peaceably in their
religion, and under the obedience of their lawful prince, were content
to follow his counsel.

About this season they of Angrogne perceived that a part of the
army ascended the hill of Tailleret (which is the half way between An-
grogne and those of the valley of Lucerne), and the other party had
already gotten a way which led to the meadow of Tour, by which
they of Angrogne might easily have been inclosed. Therefore they
sent certain immediately to keep the way, who soon after encountered
with their enemies and obtained the victory, pursuing and chasing
them to their camp, not without great loss of their men. The number of their enemies slain, was not known; for their custom was immediately to carry away those who were slain. Not one of Angrogne perished that day, nor yet was hurt. It was feared that this combat would have hindered the agreement; but the lord of Trinity could well dissemble the matter, and excused that day's journey, putting the fault upon them of Tailleret, whom he charged to have slain certain of his men in the highway, and, amongst others, his barber.

On Saturday following, being the 9th of November, the said lord of Trinity sent again for them of Angrogne, to consult with them touching the agreement, using the like communication as before; and added thereunto, that in token of true obedience they should carry their armour into two of the houses of the chief rulers, not fearing but it should be safe; for it should remain in their own keeping, and, if need were, they should receive it again. Also, that he on Sunday (which was the next day), would cause a mass to be sung within the temple of St. Laurence, in Angrogne, accompanied with a very few; and thereby the duke's wrath would be assuaged.

The next morning he went into the temple (whereat they were sore grieved, albeit they could not withstand him), his army marching afore him; and having caused a mass to be sung, he desired to see the meadow of Tour, so much spoken of, that thereof he might make a true report unto the duke; and thither the rulers, with a great troop of his own men, went: the residue of his company remained behind, who spoiled certain houses, and seized the armour which they had delivered up before: but they found no great store, for the people had taken away the greatest part thereof. The said lord being entered into the meadow of Tour, the people began to make a commotion; whereof he, having intelligence, returned immediately. All that day he showed himself very courteous to all whom he met.

The people in the mean time perceived themselves to be in great danger, and were sore moved at the sight of the army, the spoil of the soldiers, and the taking away of their armour; but especially because the said lord of Trinity had viewed the meadow of Tour, foreseeing his traitorous meaning and purpose.1 A few days after, the said lord of Trinity sent his secretary, Gastaut, to Angrogne, to talk with them concerning the agreement, and to make a full resolution thereof; which was read in the assembly by the secretary. The sum thereof was this: that the people of Angrogne submitted themselves to render all honour and reverence to God, according to his holy word, and all due obedience to the duke their sovereign prince, to whom they should send certain men to demand pardon of him, concerning their bearing armour in their extreme necessity, and humbly to beseech him that he would suffer them to live peaceably in their religion, which was according to the word of God, not compelling them to do any thing against their conscience; as it appeareth more amply in the supplication, which, after this, the Angrognians made, and caused to be read before the secretary in the open assembly, and which here ensueth.

(1) Behold the double dealing and disimulation of the papists to bring their wicked purposes to pass.
The Supplication of the Angrognians to the Duke of Savoy.

A.D. 1555 to 1561.

To the most excellent and worthy prince, the duke of Savoy &c. our sovereign lord and natural prince.

Most noble and renowned prince! we have sent certain of our men unto your highness, to give testimony of our humble, hearty, and unfeigned obedience unto the same, and with all submission desire pardon, touching the bearing of armour by certain of our people in their extreme necessity, and for all other our trespasses, for which your sovereign grace might conceive any offence against us.

Secondly, To desire in most humble wise your said highness, in the name of our Lord Jesus, that it would please the same, to suffer us to live with freedom of conscience in our religion, which also is the religion of our ancestors, observed for certain hundred years past: and we are persuaded, that it is the pure gospel of our Lord Jesus, the only verity, the word of life and salvation, which we profess. Also, that it may please your most gracious clemency not to take in ill part, if we, fearing to offend and displease God, cannot consent unto certain traditions and ordinances of the church of Rome; and herein to have pity upon our poor souls, and the souls of our children, to the end that your highness be not in any wise charged in the just judgment of God for the same, where all men must appear to answer for their doings.

On our part, we protest that we will seek nothing but to be the true servants of God, to serve him according to his holy word; and also to be true and loyal subjects to your highness, and more obedient than any others, being always ready to give our goods, our bodies, our lives, and the lives of our children, for your noble grace, as also our religion teacheth us to do: only we desire that our souls may be left at liberty, to serve God according to his holy word.

And we, your poor humble subjects, shall most heartily pray our God and Father for the good and long prosperity of your highness, for the most virtuous lady your wife, and for the noble house of Savoy.

To this supplication they of St. Jean, of Roccapia, of St. Barthlemy, and of Perouse, with those of the valley of Lucerne, did agree. For it was concluded, that the agreement made should extend to all the confederates of the same religion. While they were treating of this agreement, the lord of Trinity vexed cruelly them of Talieret, under this pretence, because they had not presented themselves to treat of this agreement. He tormented them after this sort: first he commanded that all their armour should be brought before him, and then they, on their knees, should ask him pardon, because they came not to treat of the agreement with the rest; which notwithstanding the most part of them did. Then he commanded them to attend upon him, to enrol all the names of those who would be of the aforesaid agreement.

Hereupon, the next morning, the chief of the householders went to the village named Bouvets, the place appointed thereunto, and when they had heard a sermon, and called upon God, they began to write their names. The enrolling of their names not being fully ended, word was brought that the soldiers had gotten the top of the mountain, and had taken all the passages; whereat they of Talieret were sore amazed, and ran with all speed to defend their wives and children. Some they saved: the most part with their goods, were in their enemies’ hands already. At this time, with sacking, spoiling, and burning, they did much mischief.

After this the lord of Trinity sent word to them that were fled, that if they would return, he would receive them to mercy. The poor people for the most part, trusting to his promise, returned to Bouvets,
and yet the next morning the soldiers came thither to apprehend them and their ministers, and beset the place on every side. Such as were swift of foot, and could shift best, escaped, but very hardly: the rest were all hurt or taken, and yet they all escaped by a marvellous means; for it happened that there was an old man who could not run fast, to whom one of the soldiers came with a naked sword in his hand to have slain him. The old man, seeing the imminent danger, caught the soldier by the legs, overthrew him, and drew him by the heels down the hill.

The soldier cried out, “Help! help! this villain will kill me.” His fellows, hearing him cry, made haste to rescue him; but in the mean time the old man escaped. The rest, seeing what the old man had done, took heart, by grace, and albeit their armour and weapons were taken from them, yet with stones and slings they so beat and discomfited their enemies, that for that present time they carried no prisoners away.

The day following, the soldiers, returning to the said Tailleret, robbed, spoiled, and carried away all that they could find, and so continued three days together; which was very easy for them to do, because the poor men, fearing lest they should be charged with violating the agreement, made no resistance, but retired towards Villars.

The fourth day the said lord of Trinity, to torment the poor Taillerets yet more cruelly, sent his army again, before day, to the mountain, and into the same place, and because the people of the said village were retired towards Villars, and scattered about the borders thereof in the high mountains, the soldiers, not yet satisfied with spoiling and sacking the rest that they found in the said Tailleret, ranging about the confines thereof, ravened and made havoc on every side of whatsoever they could lay hands on, taking prisoners both men and women, who were laden with carriage.

The poor prisoners were cruelly handled. Amongst others there was one, whose ear a soldier of Mondovia, in a raging fury, bit clean off, with these words, “I will carry,” said he, “the flesh of these wicked heretics with me into my country.” They of Villars also complained of the great cruelty that was showed unto them, during the time of the agreement.

When the lord of Trinity understood this, to make a show that he was offended therewith, he came to his soldiers, who were so weary that they could scarcely go (not with fighting, but because they were so heavily laden with spoil, that they were not able to carry it), and pretending to be in great choler, some he beat; some things also of a small value he caused to be restored, but all the rest was kept back and carried away. The same day, two women, the mother and the daughter, were found in a cave in the mountain, wounded to death by the soldiers, and who died immediately after. So likewise a blind man, a hundred years of age, who was fled into a cave with his son’s daughter, being eighteen years old, who fed him, was slain by the enemies; and as they would have ill-used the maiden, she escaped from them, and fell from the top of the mountain, and died.

At that time also a great company of women of Tailleret and Villars were taken as they fled, with their goods, and brought to the camp, and sent away empty. There was at the same time a certain
soldier, who promised the lord of Trinity to find out the minister of Tailleret, and to deliver him into his own hands. And to bring his purpose to pass, he never ceased until he had found him; and after that he pursued him a long time. But as he was pursuing and chasing him, certain, at unawares coming out of the mountain, rescued the poor minister, and killed the soldier with stones.

But this especially is to be noted, that during these troubles divers of the papists had sent their daughters into the mountains unto the Waldois to be kept, fearing lest they should have been ill-used by the soldiers, being wholly given over as to all cruelty and ravine, so to all villany and abomination; by whom they were before threatened to be so abused.

All this being done, the said lord of Trinity caused the head-officers and chiefest of the people to assemble together, and declared unto them, that the maintaining of the army was a great charge to the duke, and that it was meet that they should bear the one half of the charges. For this cause he demanded of them twenty thousand crowns; but, by means of the secretary Gastaut, who was promised a hundred crowns for his wine (that is to say, for a bribe), four thousand of those twenty were abated, so that they granted unto him sixteen thousand, of which sum the duke released the one half. Then the lord of Trinity pressed this poor people to deliver the eight thousand out of hand, to pay the soldiers their wages (as he said), and so to withdraw his army. The year before, corn was exceeding dear, for a sack was commonly sold for six crowns, yea, and some for eight crowns; and also they had very little corn growing upon their mountains: wherefore they were now very bare of money. But they, being in this perplexity, and desiring nothing more than to live in peace and quietness, went about to sell their cattle to pay this money: but the lord of Trinity had given out a commandment, that none should buy any cattle of the Waldois without his license. Then license was given out to certain to buy great store of cattle, and that for a small price: and the common bruit was, that he had part of the gain. When the money was paid, yet the army notwithstanding retired not.

After this the lord of Trinity commanded the Waldois to surrender up all their armour, to furnish the duke’s forts, otherwise he threatened to send his soldiers among them, and indeed he constrained many so to do. Then he demanded, moreover, the eight thousand crowns, which the duke had remitted, and constrained them to promise the payment thereof. After that he commanded that the ministers should be sent away, until the matter were determined before the duke; otherwise he would send his soldiers to dislodge them out of hand: whereupon, with one common assent and accord, they determined that their ministers should withdraw themselves for a space, until the army were retired; which was not done without marvellous sighs, and lamentation, and tears. At that season there fell such abundance of snow, that the like had not been seen of a long time before; so that the people were constrained to make a way, with great travail and pain, through the top of the mountain of St. Martin, for their ministers to pass. Now thought the lord of Trinity so to have inclosed them (he keeping the plain, and the mountains being covered so thick with snow), that by no means they should have escaped his hands.
But the people caused them to pass the top of the mountain, and at their departure there flocked out of every quarter great multitudes to the village of Bobi, and came together in a secret place there, called Le Puis, not without great grief and sorrow; for they found them altogether in tears and mourning, that their ministers should be so taken from them, and they now left as lambs amongst wolves.

The army was advertised that the ministers were assembled together, and incontinent a great troop of harquebusiers were at hand, which sought them even to the very top of the mountain, insomuch that if they had remained there but one hour longer, they had been all taken. From that time, for certain days after, they did nothing but range about in all places, seeking for the ministers; and there was no house, chamber, cave, nor secret corner, into which they did not enter, under pretence to seek for the ministers. There was neither chest, nor any thing else so strong, but they brake it open, saying that the ministers were hidden therein, and by that means they took, spoiled, and carried away whatsoever they would.

The lord of Trinity promised oftentimes, that although it were forbidden to all the ministers to preach, yet the minister of Angrogne should be excepted; and, furthermore, sent the said minister word, that if he would demand any thing of the duke, it should be granted him: whereupon the said minister made this request, that the poor people might live peaceably in their religion. A while after, he sent for the same minister to confer with him privately upon certain points of religion. The minister went unto him, having thereto the consent of the people. The lord of Trinity propounded unto him three points: the first, concerning the supremacy of the pope; the second, concerning transubstantiation. Of these two points the minister then immediately declared his opinion, and he seemed to agree thereto, and required him to put the same in writing. The last (which was his whole drift) was to persuade the minister to go to the duke's court, and there he to defend the cause of the people, alleging certain reasons to persuade him so to do: whereunto the minister answered, that he was bound to God and his church, and if it seemed convenient to the ministers and people that he should go, he would be content to do the same; and thereof he promised to send him answer immediately, with which answer he seemed to be contented.

Shortly after the aforesaid lord, not tarrying for an answer, sent his army to the temple of St. Laurence, in Angrogne, pretending to sing a mass there, and suddenly the soldiers besieged the minister's house. The minister, being warned thereof, essayed to escape. The soldiers attempted nothing by force, but used gentle persuasions to the contrary, for there were not yet many of them. But the minister pushed on further, and the soldiers followed him half a mile, but fearing the people, durst go no further. The minister withdrew himself into the rocks upon the mountain, accompanied by five others. The army was by and by at his heels, and sought a good while in the houses and cottages on every side, cruelly handling the people whom they took, to make them confess where their minister was; spoiling their houses, taking some prisoners, and beating others: but yet they could not

(1) Mark here the fair pretence and traitorous meaning of the lord of Trinity, who by and by after seeketh the death of this good minister.
learn of them where their minister was. At length they espied him among the rocks, where they thought to have inclosed him; and so they pursued him in the rocks all covered with snow, until it was night, and could not take him. Then they returned and spoiled his house, and diligently searched out all his books and writings, and carried them to the lord of Trinity in a sack, who caused them all to be burned in his presence, supposing (as it well appeared) that the letters which he had sent to Angrogne, touching the agreement, should be with the rest burnt: for he did not the like in the other ministers' houses. That day they spoiled forty houses in Angrogne, broke their mills, and carried away all the corn and meal that they found.

About midnight the soldiers returned with torch-light to the minister's house to seek him, and searched every corner. The next morning commandment was given to the rulers of Angrogne, that within twenty-four hours they should deliver their minister, or else Angrogne should be put to the fire and sword. The rulers answered, that they could not so do, for they knew not where he was, and the soldiers had chased him over the mountain. After certain days, when the soldiers had burned houses, spoiled the people, broken their mills, and done what mischief they could, the army retired. Notwithstanding the lord of Trinity left garrisons in the aforesaid fortresses, but all at the cost and charges of the Waldois; which garrisons, not contented with their wages, spoiled continually. On one night five soldiers went with torches to a rich man's house of Angrogne, and spoiled the same. The good man of the house hardly escaped with life by the top of the house; for there were twelve pellets shot off at him, whereof one touched his face, and struck his hat from his head, without any further hurt.

The rulers of Angrogne, who were gone to the fortress to carry thither victuals and money, were by the soldiers retained, and, in despite of them and the people, they caused a mass to be sung before them, and forced them to be present at it; and because they would not kneel down to it, they were beaten almost to death. One of the rulers was sent again for more money; the other with great peril of his life leaped over the walls, and though pursued to Angrogne, escaped.

Certain days after, a certain company of soldiers came into the midst of Angrogne, as though they would have passed through, and called for meat and drink. The poor men brought what they had unto them in a close court. When they had eaten and drunken, they caused the women to leave, and then bound fourteen of those who had brought them victuals, by two and two together, and led them away. Their wives and children perceiving this, so fiercely pursued them with stones, that they were fain to let go ten of their prisoners for haste, and had much ado to save themselves. The other four they led away to the fortress, of whom two were ransomed: the other two were hanged up by the feet and hands; and having tormented them almost to death, they released them for a great sum of money. Of these one died the next night; the other lay sick without hope of life a long time after, and his flesh fell from his

(1) Note how God did bless his servants standing in their own defense.
hands and his feet, and thereof he became lame; and after that his fingers fell off also.

In like manner did the other garrisons treat the villages adjoining unto them.

The garrison of Tour and that of Villars, being assembled together at night, went to Tailleret, to the place called Bouveta, and breaking in at the windows and tops of the houses, breaking open the doors, sacking and spoiling all that they could lay hands on, took also fourteen prisoners, and bound them two and two together by the arms, and so led them to the fortress of Tour; but two that escaped, whilst the soldiers were taking others, set upon them that led the prisoners, and so valiantly assaulted and beat them with stones, that they forced them to let go twelve of the prisoners, who, tumbling and rolling themselves down the mountain, having their hands bound behind their backs, and fastened two and two together by the arms, were contented rather so to die, than to be carried to the fortress; and yet in the end they escaped.1 The other two who were led to the fortress, were cruelly tormented, and in the end the captain strangled with his own hands one of them, who was very young, and but a child: the other, who was about threescore years of age, whose name was Odul Gemet, suffered a strange and cruel death; for when they had bound him, they took a kind of beasts which live in horse manure, called in French 'escarbotz,' and put them unto his navel, covering them with a dish: they within short space pierced into his belly, and killed him. These, and the like more than barbarous cruelties, have been revealed by the soldiers themselves.

The poor Waldois were yet in great captivity and distress, but especially because they had not the preaching of God's word amongst them, as they were wont to have; and therefore taking to them a good courage, they determined to begin preaching again, albeit secretly, for two principal causes: the one, for fear of moving the duke, and hindering the voyage of their messengers, having yet some hope of good success; the other, that no occasion might be given to the soldiers for further trouble and outrage; for that was it which they especially desired.2 Also they of Angrogne were fully determined, as soon as their messengers were returned from the duke, to preach openly, what news soever they brought, were they good or evil; and furthermore, not to be contributaries to the finding of the garrison, neither yet to suffer the same to enter into Angrogne.

The messengers who were sent to the duke, being at Vercelli, were there detained six weeks, and all that while were cruelly handled by the popish doctors, and were constrained by force and violence to promise to return to the mass. Furthermore, they would have constrained them to promise the same in the behalf of the rest, but they would not. After they were presented to the duke, the secretary Gastaut took the supplication of the Waldois out of the messengers' hands, and delivered another. After they had presented themselves to the duke, and asked pardon for bearing of armour, they were constrained also to crave pardon of the pope's legate; which at the beginning they would in no case do. Now when these messengers

1. Note again how God blesseth his people, standing to their defence against the bloody popists.
2. 'Be wise like serpents.'
were returned, bringing this woeful news, and the people understood
that there was a new commandment given out, that they should return
to the mass; also that the popish preachers were appointed, and ready
to come unto them, and they commanded to go to fetch them and
terertain them accordingly; there was wonderful lamentation, weep-
ing, and mourning, for this great calamity.

Hereupon, they of the valley of Lucerne and of Bobi, being
assembled together, by one assent sent two ministers, with certain
others of the people, to the churches of Pragela (which be in the
country of Dauphiné), to signify unto them the piteous state of the
poor churches of the valleys of Piedmont, to have their counsel and
advice how to prevent the great dangers at hand, if it were possible.
For this cause they fell all to prayer, and after they had long called
upon God, desiring his grace, and the spirit of discretion and counsel,
well to consider of those weighty and urgent affairs wherewith they
were oppressed; in the end it was concluded, that all the people
dwelling in the said valleys and mountains of Piedmont, and those of
Dauphiné, should join in a league together. Whereupon they all
promised, by God’s grace and assistance, to maintain the pure preach-
ing of the gospel, and the administration of the holy sacraments; the
one to aid and assist the other; and to render all obedience to their
superiors, so far as they were commanded by the word of God.
Moreover, that it should be lawful for none of the said valleys to
promise or conclude any thing touching the estate of religion, with-
out the consent of the rest of the valleys. And for more sure con-
firmation of the said league, certain of the ministers and elders of the
churches of Dauphiné were sent to the valley of Lucerne, to under-
stand if they would give their consent hereunto, and ratify the same.

These messengers, the ministers and others of Dauphiné, being arrived
in the evening at the village of Bobi, and the people being there as-
sembled, word was brought that the next day every householder should
appear in the council-house, to know whether they would return to
the mass or no: and that they that would receive the mass, should
quietly enjoy their houses; and they that would not, should be
delivered to the justices, and condemned to be burned, or sent to
the galleys. Wherefore the people were brought to this extremity,
either to die or flee, or else to renounce God. To flee seemed to
them best, if the great snow had not hindered them; wherefore
seeing themselves in such distress, they most gladly consented to
the league. After this they exhorted one another, saying, “Fors-
much as we shall be all called for to-morrow, to renounce and forsake
our God, and revolt again to idolatry, let us now make solemn pro-
testation, that we will utterly forsake the false religion of the pope,
and that we will live and die in the maintenance and confession of
God’s holy word. Let us all go to-morrow into the temple, to hear
the word of God, and after let us cast down to the ground all the
idols and altars.” To this every man agreed, saying, “Let us so do;
yea, and that very same hour in which they have appointed us to be
at the council-house!”

The next day after, they assembled themselves in the church of
Bobi, and as soon as they came into the temple, without any further
delay, they beat down the images, and cast down the altars. After
the sermon, they went to Villars to do the like there. By the way they encountered with a band of soldiers, who were going to spoil a village named Le Val Guichard, and to take the poor inhabitants prisoners. The soldiers, seeing them so ill appointed, mocked them, and discharged their hand-guns upon them, thinking at the first brunt to have put them to flight: but they valiantly defended themselves, and with stones chased them even to the fortress. When they came to Villars, they beat down their images and altars, and afterwards besieged the fortress, and demanded the prisoners which were there detained.

The same day, the judge of Lucerne, called Podesta, went to the council-house, to enrol the names of those who would return to the mass; but seeing what was done, he was sore afraid, and desired the people to suffer him to return quietly; which they willingly granted unto him. Divers gentlemen also of the valley came thither with the judge, to make their poor tenants to forsake God; but seeing the tumult, they were fain to flee into the castle, where they and the garrison were besieged ten days together, not without great danger of their lives. The second day of the siege, the captain of Tour went with a company of soldiers, thinking to raise the siege; but they were, by those that kept the passages, either slain or discomfited. As much was done the third day. The fourth day he returned with three bands, and with the garrison of Tour, which caused a furious combat, wherein many of the enemies were slain, and a great number hurt; and yet of those that besieged the fort, there was not one man hurt.

In the time of this siege they attempted divers means to take the said fortress, but without ordinance it was impossible so to do; wherefore they were now past all hope of winning it. Moreover, the lord of Trinity, returning with his army, was come to the valley of Lucerne, and the next day after might easily have raised the siege. Wherefore when the garrison (not knowing that the lord of Trinity was so near) desired that they might depart with bag and baggage, they granted their request. In this siege half of the soldiers were slain, and many were hurt, as well with harquebusses as with stones. During this siege, the soldiers for lack of water were constrained to make their bread with wine, which tormented their stomachs, and caused great diseases. Here is not to be forgotten, that the soldiers, who a while before did so cruelly persecute the poor ministers, seeking by all means possible to destroy them, were now fain to pray them to save their lives, and to promise them that they should have no hurt, and also to conduct them safely into a sure place: neither would they depart until they had promised them so to do; which the ministers did promise, and also perform very willingly. Then the soldiers, seeing themselves much beholden to the ministers so gently dealing with them, gave them great thanks, and promised them in recompense thereof all the pleasure that they could show them. The same night the fortress was rased.

On the 2d of February, the lord of Trinity encamped at Lucerne,

---

(1) God giveth victory to his servants.
(2) Note how the ministers of the gospel promise to their enemies and perform, doing good for evil.
and placed a garrison in the priory of St. Jean, a village of the Waldenses between Lucerne and Angogne. The next day, in the morning, the said lord of Trinity sent word unto them of Angogne, that if they would not take part with the rest, they should be gently handled. All the week before, they were solicited by him to consent to the same, but they would give no answer. The same day they of Angogne, and the rest of the valleys, fully agreed and determined to defend their religion by force, and that the one should aid the other, and no agreement to be made by any one without the consent of the rest: About noon the lord of Trinity marched with his army by St. Jean, to enter into the borders of Angogne by a place called La Sommeillette, where they had fought before. The people had made certain bulwarks of earth and stone not past three foot high, where they defended themselves valiantly against their enemies, who assailed them divers ways. When the enemies were so weary that they could fight no longer, they put fresh soldiers into their places; so that the combat endured until night, and all that day the army could not enter into the borders of Angogne. Many of the enemies were slain, and a great number hurt; and but two of Angogne slain, of whom one was slain by his own folly, because he was too greedy upon the spoil. The army, being now well beaten and tired, rested a while, to make themselves stronger for a further mischief.

The Friday following, which was the 7th of February, at break of day, the army marched towards Angogne by five several places. The people of Angogne were not yet assembled, and there were none to resist, but only a few who kept the watch; who, seeing their enemies coming upon them in so many places, and perceiving that they went about to inclose them, after they had valiantly fought for a space, recoiled by little and little to a high place called La Casse, where the combat was renewed with greater fierceness than before. But the lord of Trinity, seeing the loss of his men, and above all, that one of great credit and authority in the duke’s court was wounded to death, blew a retreat, and descended to Angogne (the people being fled to the meadow of Tourn), and there spoiled and burnt all the wines, victuals, and the rest of the goods that he could find; so that in a short space he had burned about a thousand houses of Angogne.

And here is not to be forgotten, that they oftentimes set fire upon the two temples of Angogne, where the word of God was preached, but they could never burn them. So did they also to the minister’s house, which notwithstanding remained whole, the houses round about being all consumed with fire. This day none of Angogne were slain or hurt, saving only one that was hurt in his thigh.

There were in all Angogne but two, that were enemies to the word of God, who that same day were slain by the soldiers, not in the combat, but for their riches which they had about them, as they were running away.¹ One of them was a very covetous wretch, and had great store of gold and silver, and would spend nothing, either to help himself, or succour others, no not his poor parents. All this was spoiled by the soldiers, with a hundred or two hundred crowns besides, which he had about him. Besides these two, there was not one of Angogne slain that day. All the rest of the people retired to the

¹ Note again the secret work of God.
meadow of Tour, the situation whereof we will here declare, for the better understanding of that which followeth.

Tour is a little valley upon the borders of Angrogne, environed about with mountains, two miles in length, but very narrow. On both sides, and in the midst thereof, there are about two hundred small houses and cottages; also meadows, pastures for cattle, ground for tillage, trees, and goodly fountains. On the south-side and the north the mountains are so high, that no man can that way approach unto the said valley. On the other coasts a man may enter by seven or eight ways. This place is not more than two miles from Angrogne; the way thither is very narrow, and ill to pass by, because of the hills which be on both sides. There is also a river hard by, but very small; but the banks thereof be very high in many places. The people had carried thither very few victuals, partly because the way was so ill, and also through the sudden return of the army.

In the mean time the lord of Trinity, after he had now twice assaulted Angrogne, sent certain to burn Ross, and to discover the ways which led to the valley of Lucerne; but the soldiers were driven back four days together by those who kept the passages: whereupon he sent his whole army, whom they valiantly withstood from the morning till night. Then they of Lucerne sent new aid. During this combat, an ambushment of soldiers descended from the top of the mountain, by a place so hard to pass by, that no man would have suspected it. The poor people, seeing themselves so environed by their enemies, saved themselves, some running through the midst of their enemies, and others into the rocks.

The enemies, being entered into Ross, consumed all with fire and sword. The residue of the people fled by the secret way leading to the valley of Lucerne, and wandered all that night upon the mountains full of snow, loaded with their stuff, carrying their little infants in their arms, and leading the others by the hands, with great pain and travail. When they of the valley saw them, they ran unto them, praising God for their deliverance, for they thought they had been all slain. Albeit this poor people were here in such great extremity, yet they were joyful, and comforted themselves, without any lamentation or mourning, except the little poor infants that cried out for cold.

A few days after, the lord of Trinity entered into the valley of Lucerne by three several ways; that is to say, by Rossa, by the plain, and by the sides of Tailleret. They that kept the passages, at first resisted their enemies valiantly, but perceiving that they were assailed on every side, they retired to Villars, and there defended themselves awhile: but because they saw that their enemies had already passed the plain, and gotten above Villars towards Bobi, they gave over, and left Villars, and fled into the mountains. The soldiers, being entered, burned their houses, and slew all that they could find. The poor people who were fled into the mountains, seeing the village on fire, praised God, and gave him thanks, who had made them worthy to suffer for his name and for his cause; and also they were glad to see the village on fire, lest their enemies should encamp there themselves. Then the soldiers, in great rage, mounted the hills on every side, pursuing the poor people in great fury; but a few of them, after
they had ardently called upon God, took courage, and beat back their enemies to Villars. This done, the army retired.

In a few days after, the meadow of Tour was assaulted by three several ways on the east side. The combat endured a long season, where divers of the enemies were hurt, and many slain: but none of this poor people were slain that day, only two were hurt, who were soon healed again. But to declare the conflicts, assaults, skirmishes, and alarms, which were at Angrogne and other places therabouts, it were too long: for brevity's sake it shall be sufficient to touch the principal, and those which are most worthy of memory.

On Saturday, which was the 14th day of February, the people who were in the uppermost part of the meadow of Tour, perceived that a company of soldiers had ascended up the hill to Angrogne, and were burning the rest of the houses there. They doubted that it was a policy of their enemies to draw them thither, and in the mean time to set on them behind, and so to win the meadow of Tour from them. Therefore they sent only six harquebussiers against those soldiers, who, having the higher ground, and not being espied of their enemies, discharged all their guns together; whereupon incontinent the soldiers fled, albeit no man pursued them. Whether they fled of policy, or for fear, it was not known.

Shortly after, they of the ward of the meadow of Tour, who were on the watch on the top of the mountain (because every morning a sermon was made there, whereunto the people resorted, and they might see afar off round about them), espied a troop of soldiers marching on that side of the hill which is between the east and the north, and soon after that, they discovered another company, which marched on the north side towards the said troop. The first had ascended an hour before the other, and fought on the top of the mountain called Melese, but they were soon discomfited; and because they could not run fast by means of the deep snow, and the difficulty of the ways, in fleeing they fell often down upon the ground. Whilst they that pursued them were earnest in the chase, and had taken from them their drum, behold there came certain unto them, crying out that the other troop was entered into the meadow of Tour, by means whereof they gave over the chase; or else not one of their enemies had escaped, as they that were there reported for a truth. Not one of Angrogne was slain or hurt.

The other troop, that came by the north side, took a high hill in the top of the mountain, which seemed to be almost inaccessible, by reason of the snow and ice which were there. The chiefest of this company were Ludovic of Monteil (who had been before master of the camp in the king's wars), and Charles Truchet. When they were come to the top of the hill, they caused seven soldiers to go down the hill, and to view the way, and to see whether the troop might descend that way or no. These seven went down almost to the houses. They sent also others to occupy the rest of the high places which were near to the foot of the hill and the rocks. In the mean time the ministers, and the people who were in the midst of the valley of the meadow, saw all this, and were much discouraged therewith: wherefore they fell to prayer, and called upon God

(1) 'The wicked fleeth when no man pursueth him.'
ardently, not without great sighs, and lamentation, and tears, even until night.

The seven spies who came down to discover the ways, cried unto their captain Truchet, "Come down! come down!" "Seignor Charles! this day Angrogne shall be taken." The others cried to them again, "Ascend! ascend, and return! or else you shall be slain every one of you!" Immediately issued out five against these spies, and took certain, and chased the rest. The first of the five who set upon them, cast two of them down upon the ground with a fork of fire. Soon after, eight of Angrogne issued out against the whole troop. It was wonderful to see them go with such courage and boldness, to assail such a multitude, and it seemed that they should have been all destroyed and hewn in pieces. The first of the eight went a good way before the others, to discover the enemies, and carried a great staff, which they call a rancon, and is somewhat bigger than a halfbear - the others followed by two and two together, with harquebusses. These eight went from rock to rock, from hill to hill, about the mountain, and chased their enemies valiantly. Then came twelve others, who, joining with the rest, fought with a wonderful courage, and made great slaughter of their enemies. Soon after there came from the valley of Lucerne a hundred harquebussiers, with one of their ministers, according to their manner, who were wont to send out a minister withal, as well for prayer and exhortation, as to keep the people in order, that they exceeded not measure, as it came to pass that day.

At length they saw them also coming, who returned from the discomfiture of the former troop, making a great noise, and having a drum sounding before them which they had taken from their enemies; who joined with them of the valley of Lucerne, and having made their earnest prayer unto God, immediately they came to succour the others that now were encountering valiantly with their enemies. Then the enemies, seeing such a company marching against them with such courage and boldness, after the others had once called upon God, their hearts were so taken from them, that suddenly they fled, and as soon as the others began to pray, they began also to flee; but because they could not well save themselves by running away, they turned back twice, and fought, and some in the meantime fled.

He that carried the rancon, and discovered the enemies, was but a very young and a simple man, and was esteemed to be one that could do nothing but (as they say in their language) handle ‘la sappe,’ that is to say, a hatchet, and kept cattle: and yet he, with those that followed, so discomfited the enemies, that it was wonderful to behold. He brake his great rancon with laying load upon them; and after that he brake also four of their own swords in pursuing them. There was a boy of eighteen years of age, and of small stature, who alone slew the lord of Monteil, master of the camp (as is said) to the king; wherewith the enemies were marvellously astonished and discouraged. Another simple man, who, a man would have thought, durst not once have looked Charles Truchet in the face (because he was a very big man, strong and puissant, and one of the chiefest captains of the whole army), threw down the said Truchet with the stroke of a stone. Then a young man leaped upon him, and slew him with his own sword, which was four fingers broad, and cleft his head in pieces.
This Truchet was one of the principal authors of this war, and one
of the chiefest enemies of true religion, and of the poor Waldois, that
could then be found. It was said also, that he vaunted and promised
before to the said lord of Trinity, that he would deliver into his hands
the meadow of Tour: but God soon brought his proud brag to
nought; and for his spoiling, pillage, and pollage of the poor people,
he lay spoiled and naked like a beast in the wildest mountain of An-
grogne. Two of the chiefest among them offered to pay a great sum
of crowns for their ransom, but they could not be heard. They were
pursued more than a mile, and were so discomfited, that they fled
without any resistance; and if the night had not let them, they had
pursued them further.

The minister, when he saw the great effusion of blood, and the
enemies to flee, cried to the people, saying, that it was enough, and
exhorted them to give thanks unto God. They that heard him,
obeyed, and fell to prayer; but they that were further off, and heard
him not, chased their enemies till dark night, insomuch that if the
rest had done the like, very few of their enemies had escaped. That
day they spoiled their enemies of a great part of their armour
and munition. So God restored in this combat, and in others, to the
poor Waldois, the armour which the lord of Trinity had taken from
them before. Thanks were given to God in every place; and every
man cried, "Who is he that seeth not that God fighteth for us?"
This victory gave great courage to the poor Waldois, and greatly
astonished the enemies.

On the 18th of February, the lord of Trinity, not satisfied with
burning and destroying the greatest part of Villars, returned to burn
all the little villages round about, which pertain to the same, and
especially to pursue the poor people, who were fled up into the
mountains; and dividing his army into three parts, he entered by
three several ways above mentioned. The two first companies joined
together between Villars and Bobi, having a great company of horse-
men. From thence they went to seek the people who were in the
mountain of Combe, by such a way as they did not suspect, and
where there were no warders to defend the place. Notwithstanding,
the warders who were next, seeing their enemies ascending that way,
speedily ran before them; and calling upon God for his aid and
succour, they set themselves against their enemies: and albeit they
were but thirty in number, yet they valiantly beat them back twice,
coming out of their bulwarks, that is to say, certain houses which at
that time served them for that purpose, albeit they were not made for
that use. Many of the enemies were slain at those two combats, and
not one of the other side. The lord of Trinity, seeing his men so
fiercely driven back, sent out the greatest part of his army, which
were esteemed to be fifteen hundred men. There came also about
a hundred to succour the warders. The combat was very cruel and
fierce. At length the poor people were assaulted so vehemently, that
they were fain to forsake their bulwarks, losing two of their men.
Then the enemies thought all to be theirs, and blew their trumpets,
triumphing that they had put the people to flight. But the people,
retiring not past a stone's cast, took courage, and crying altogether

(1) The cruelty of this wretched Truchet against this poor people appeareth before in this story.
to the Lord for succour, they turned themselves to the face of their enemies, and with great force and power hurled stones at them with their slings.

After this the enemies rested themselves awhile, and by and by after they gave a furious assault; but yet they were again mightily resisted. Yet once again the enemies rested, and in the mean time the people fell to prayer, calling upon God altogether, with their faces lifted up towards heaven; which frayed the enemies more than any thing else. After this, they gave yet another great assault, but God by the hands of a few drove them back. Yea God here showed his great power, even in the little children also, who, fervently calling upon God, threw stones at their enemies, and gave courage also unto the men. So did also the women, and the vulgar sort; that is to say, those who were meet for no feats of war, remaining upon the mountain, and beholding these furious combats, kneeing upon the ground, and having their faces lifted up towards heaven, with tears and groanings they cried, “Lord, help us!” who heard their prayers.

After these three assaults were given, there came one unto them crying, “Be of good courage! God hath sent those of Angrogne to succour us.” He meant, that they of Angrogne were fighting for them in another place, that is to say, towards Tailleret, where the third part of the army was. The people perceiving that they of Angrogne were come to that place to succour them, began to cry, “Blessed be God, who hath sent us succour: they of Angrogne be here to succour us!” The enemies hearing this, were astonished, and suddenly blew a retreat, and retired into the plain.

The troop that were gone towards Tailleret, divided themselves into three companies. The first marched by the side of the mountain, burning many houses, and joined with the main army. The second company, which was of seven score, marched higher, thinking to take the people at unawares; but they were by seven men strongly resisted and driven back. The third company attained the top of the mountain, thinking to inclose the people; but as God would, they of Angrogne, who came to succour them, encountered with them, and with great force put them to flight.

They of Villars, of whom mention is made before, after they had refreshed themselves with a little bread and wine (for the most part of them had eaten nothing all that day), chased their enemies till it was almost night, so fiercely, that the master of the camp was fain to send to the lord of Trinity (who was at Tour) for succour, or else all would have been lost; which he did; and immediately he rode with all speed to Lucerne to save himself, hearing the alarm which was given at St. Jean by those of Angrogne, and fearing lest the way should have been stopped. The army retired with great difficulty (notwithstanding the new aid which was sent them), and with great loss of their men. One of their captains confessed since, that if they had been pursued any further, they had fled all that night long. Since that time they never returned again into the valley of Lucerne.

On Monday, being the 17th of March next following, the lord of Trinity, to be revenged on those of the meadow of Tour, assembled all the force that he could make with the gentlemen of the country;
insomuch that whereas before, his army was commonly but four thousand, it was now between six and seven thousand: and secretly, in the night season, he encamped with part of his army in the midst of Angrogne, from whence the poor inhabitants were fled before. The next morning, after the sermon and prayers were ended, they perceived the other part of the army to be encamped at the foot of the mountain of Angrogne on the east side. Soon after they perceived how both parts of the army coasted the hill's side, the one towards the other, being such a multitude, so glittering in their harness, and marching in such array, that the poor people at first were astonished thereat. Notwithstanding, the assembly fell down upon their knees three or four times, crying, "Help us, O Lord!" beseeching him to have regard to the glory of his holy name, to stay the effusion of blood, if it were his good pleasure, and to turn the hearts of their enemies to the truth of his holy gospel. These two parts of the army joined together near to the bulwarks of the meadow of Tour, and gave the assault in three several places. One of the bands mounted secretly by the rocks, thinking to have inclosed the people in their bulwarks. But as soon as they that kept the bulwark below had espied them, they forsook the place, and marched straight towards them; and as they marched, they met with the aid which was sent unto them, very luckily, from the valley of Lucerne, and coming as it were from heaven; who joining together, soon discomfited their enemies with stones and harquebusses. They pursued them fiercely into the rocks; and vexed them wonderfully, because the rocks are so steep that no man can ascend or descend without great pain and difficulty. The captain of this band was named Bastian, of Virgile, a man very expert in the affairs of war. At his going out of his lodging, he threatened that he would do great and terrible things that day. His hostess hearing that, said unto him, "Monsieur! if our religion be better than theirs, you shall have the victory; but if theirs be better than ours, you shall not prevail." Shortly after the captain was brought again into his inn, so wounded and so feeble, that he was not likely to live. Then said his hostess unto him, "Monsieur! it is now well seen, that their religion is better than ours."

There was also another band that kept the top of the hill, to assault the bulwarks from thence. The middlemost bulwark was then assaulted, in which were very few to defend the same; who, seeing the number of their enemies, retired back, leaving therein five only to defend it. There was a huge rock not far from the aforesaid bulwark, behind which a great number of the enemies were hid; and anon there issued out two ensigns, assuring themselves to win the bulwark; but immediately one of their ensign-bearers was wounded to death, whereupon many recoiled back; the other set up his ensign upon the bulwark. They that were within, had neither halberd, nor any other long weapon, but only one pike, and the same without any iron; which one of the five took, and threw down the ensign, and manfully beat back the scalers, and threw them down to the ground. Divers of the enemies were entered into the bulwark by a door below, and slew one of the five who kept the middle part of the bulwark. The other four looked to be destroyed out of hand. Then
one of the four chased away those who had entered below, with
stones; and the other three, leaving their hand-guns, defended them-
selves likewise with great stones: and perceiving the band which was
on the rocks to flee, they took courage, and withstood their enemies
valiantly, till their companions were returned from the chase.

In the mean time the bulwark which was upon the side of the
mountain, was furiously assailed by the one half of the army. Those
that were within, suffered their enemies to approach near to the bul-
wark, without any gunshot or other defence; whereas the enemies
much marvelled: but when they were even at hand, they fell upon
them, some with throwing of stones, some with rolling down mighty
stones, and some with harquebusses. There was a huge stone rolled
down, which passed throughout the whole army, and slew divers.
The soldiers at that time had won a little cottage near to the said
bulwark, which did much hurt to the poor men; but among them
one devised to roll down a great huge stone against the cottage, which
so shook it, and amazed the soldiers, that they thought they had
been all destroyed; and incontinent they fled, and never would enter
into it again.

Then the soldiers made certain fences of wood, five feet long,
three feet broad, and of the thickness of three boards: but they were
so sore vexed with the shot of the harquebusses, that they were fain
to lay all those fences aside. The miners also made others of earth
for the soldiers. But all these policies of the enemies availed them
nothing; for the slaughter was so great, that in divers places you
might have seen three lying dead, one upon another. God so wrought
with the poor Christians, that the shot of these two harquebusses slew four
men. It was said for a certainty, that the shot of a harquebuss came
so near the lord of Trinity's head, that it brake a wand which he bare
in his hand, and made him to retire six-score paces backward; and
seeing his soldiers in such great numbers murdered and wounded on
every side, he wept bitterly. Then he retired the rest of his army.
That day he thought assuredly to have entered into the meadow of
Tour. Moreover, he was determined, if that day's journey had not
succeeded, to encamp thereby, and the next morning very early to
renew the assault. Many gentlemen and others came thither to
see the discomfiture of the poor Waldois; and likewise those of
the plain looked for nothing, but to hear the piteous ruin and
desolation of this poor people. But God disposed it otherwise,
for the lord of Trinity had much ado to save himself and his; and
seeing the mishakes which they intended to do unto others were
fallen now upon their own heads, they were wonderfully astonished.
They of the plain also, when they saw the number of the dead
bodies and the wounded to be so great (for from noon until the
evening they ceased not to carry them away), were likewise exceed-
ingly dismayed. Albeit they carried not all away; for there were
many that lay near to the bulwarks, whom the people covered with
winding-sheets the next morning. The soldiers themselves confessed
to them of the meadow of Tour, that if they had pursued them, they
had been all slain, they were so tired, and clean out of heart.

(1) Behold the artillery of this simple people, and with what weapons they fought,
Many marvelled why the people did not follow the army, but especially the soldiers, seeing the great discomfort which they had done, and that they had gotten such advantage of them already: but this was done for two causes; the one was, because they had already determined not to follow the army being once retired, to avoid the effusion of blood, meaning only to defend themselves; the other cause was, for that they were weary, and had spent all their munition: for many of them had shot off about thirty times, and none of them under twenty, spending great store both of pellets and hail shot. The rest of the army retired, crying with a loud voice, “God fighteth for them, and we do them wrong!”

The next day one of the principal captains of the army surrendered his charge to the lord of Trinity, saying unto him, that he would never fight against this people any more; and upon that he departed. It is a marvellous thing, and worthy of perpetual memory, that in that combat there were but two of the Waldois slain, and two hurt. Through the whole country of Piedmont, every man said, “God fighteth for them.” One of the captains confessed, that he had been at many fierce assaults and combats, and sundry battles well fought, but yet he never saw soldiers so faint-hearted and amazed; yes, the soldiers themselves told him, they were so astonished, that they could not strike. Moreover, they said, that this people never shot, but they hurt or killed some of the soldiers. Some others said, that the ministers by their prayers conjured and bewitched them, that they could not fight. And indeed wonderful is it, and marvellous are the judgments of God, that notwithstanding so many combats and conflicts, such great assaults and adventures, so much and such terrible shot, continually made against this poor people, yet all in a manner came to no effect, so mightily God’s holy power wrought for his people: insomuch that for all the said combats, skirmishes, and so many conflicts of all the Angrognians, there were but nine only that miscarried, and the whole number of those that were slain were but only fourteen persons. Here also is to be noted, not without great admiration, how few there were, and those also but poor silly shepherds and neathers, to encounter with such a mighty power of so strong and brave soldiers coming against them with weapons and armour, being so well furnished and appointed with munition, as they were in all points accordingly; and the other on the contrary side being unarmed, and unprovided of all habiliment of war, having for their defence for the most part nothing else but slings and stones, and a few harquebusses.

On the 19th of March there was a hot skirmish at Angroagne; for three companies of soldiers went to Angroagne, to burn and spoil all that remained, and to destroy the wines which were hidden in the ground. Here, amongst themselves, they mocked and flouted the poor people, saying, “These Lutheran Waldois are valiant fellows behind their bulwarks; but if they had been in the plain field, they had been well canvassed.” After this it chanced that thirty of the Waldois went and assailed these aforesaid companies in the plain field. They fought a long season, and that so near, that some of them fought hand to hand. In this conflict one of those of Angroagne, wrestled with a captain of the enemies, strong and mighty, and cast
him down upon the ground. Many of the soldiers were slain, and
many hurt; but of the Angrogians there was but one slain, and
another hurt a little, who notwithstanding gave not over to fight
manfully. Then the soldiers, seeing the loss of their men, retired
suddenly.

After that, the lord of Trinity sent two gentlemen of the valley of
Lucerne to them of Angrogne, to feel them if they would come to
any agreement. To whom answer was made, that they would stand
to their first answer. From that time he sent very often to treat of
the agreement; but what his meaning was, it might well appear; for
when the poor people hoped for some agreement, they were most
furiously assaulted. Upon this, there was a day assigned in the
valley of Lucerne, to confer touching the agreement with certain men
pertaining to the lord of Ranconis, and the safe conduct was promised
and granted.

The night before the ministers and rulers of Angrogne should take
their journey, they perceived a company of soldiers going up a hill
by which they of Angrogne should pass, and hid them in houses on
the way-side, thinking to take at unawares them of Angrogne, that
were sent to treat of the agreement. But they, having intelligence of
this conspiracy, watched and warded. It was an easy matter, as
divers thought, that night to have taken the lord of Trinity, and to
have spoiled his whole camp; but they of Angrogne and Lucerne
would not execute this enterprise, lest thereby they should offend
God, and pass the bounds of their vocation, taking upon them no
more but to defend themselves.

At that time a pitiful case happened in the meadow of Tour. The
lord of Ranconis, seeming to be sorry for this war, sent into the
meadow of Tour an honest man of Briqueras, named Francis of
Gilles, to take advice what means were best to further the agreement;
who, having consulted with the ministers and rulers, returned home-
ward that day according to his master’s commandment, and having
sent back one who conducted him, was murdered soon after at the
foot of Angrogne, by two of Angrogne who otherwise seemed to be
honest, and of good parentage. Soon after, one of the two, who had
committed this fact, entered into the meadow of Tour and was
immediately apprehended and bound. He confessed the fact without
any further delay. Immediately the other also was taken.

The Waldois were marvellously troubled and aggrieved with this
fact, and wrote to the lord of Ranconis, declaring unto him the whole
circumstance of the fact, and that they had the offenders in ward, and
that if it would please him to send certain to examine the matter, they,
for their part, would so execute justice in the punishment of them,
that their innocence to all men should appear. The lord of Ranconis
wrote unto them that they should deliver unto him the offenders, and
that he would do such justice upon them as the case required. To
this they of Angrogne answered, that upon three conditions they
should be delivered according to his request: first, that the pri-
soners should be compelled to do nothing against their consciences;
and as touching religion, nothing should be spoken unto them, but

(1) Behold how this traitorous Trinity, whilst he pretendeth an agreement, goeth about to
destroy these poor men! (2) ‘Ranonis,’ or Raconis, probably Raconsig.—Ed.
out of the word of God: secondly, that speedy and sharp justice should be executed upon them; and that hereafter this should be no prejudice to the liberties and privileges of the people of Angrogne: the third, that the execution of them should be upon the borders of Angrogne, for an example to all others. This being accorded with one assent (yea without contradiction of their parents), they sent them prisoners, accompanied with sixty gunners, to the confines of Lucerne, and there delivered them into the hands of the lord of Ranconis. This redounded to the great commendation of them of Angrogne.

After this, the lord of Trinity, having left certain garrisons about Angrogne, and the valley of Lucerne, went to Perouse near to the valley of St. Martin, to succour the garrison there, being in great danger, and there remained a month. During which time, they of Angrogne, and the valley of Lucerne, lived in more quietness than before; but yet they were much afflicted, by reason of the scarcity of victuals which sore pressed them, and namely those of the meadow of Tour, for they were spoiled of their victuals. This poor people lived on milk and herbs, having very little bread: but afterwards, when they were even like to be famished, God of his goodness sent them better succour, both of corn and bread, than they had before. The enemies thought to have taken the meadow of Tour by famine; for they took away the victuals that were to be had in all places round about. Every household was suffered to have no more than should sustain them that day, and that also was very little; to the end that they should not succour this poor people.

After that, the lord of Trinity, being returned from Perouse to Lucerne, sent certain to treat of an agreement, and required to commune with some of the people. Then they began to consult and devise, by all means, how they might come to some good agreement. But on Monday, being the 17th of April, by break of day, he sent certain bands of Spaniards, which he had there, with the garrison of Tour, to the mountain of Taillert, by the way which leadeth to the meadow of Tour, on the south side: they murdered men, women, and children of Taillert, whom they found in their beds. Then they marched on along upon the mountain, towards the meadow of Tour. Anon after, the people perceived two other companies of soldiers, marching by Angrogne by two several ways, to assault the meadow of Tour. In the morning, as soon as they rose, they blew their horns, for they saw the Spaniards already entered. When they had made their prayers, every man ran to meet the enemies; some on the east side, and the others on the south. They that first resisted the Spaniards (who were already past the bulwarks), were in the beginning but twelve gunners, and a few others, whom they caused to go up to the hill, and roll down great stones. These twelve, having found a fit place for their purpose to stay the Spaniards, began to shoot off their harquebusses at them. The Spaniards, seeing themselves so sore assaulted both above and beneath, and the place so narrow and so strait, recoiled back, and retired as fast as they could by the same way by which they came. If they had tarried a little longer, they had

(1) Note how this bloody wretch, pretending agreement, peace, and quietness, immediately seeketh the destruction of this poor people.
been enclosed between the two mountains; which place was so strait, that they could not have escaped. The people chased them unto their camp, which was at Tour. As they fled, they found often some forts, where they did resist for a little while, but they were always beaten out. In this combat, God gave victory to the poor Waldois, with great slaughter of the Spaniards, where also very many of them were sore hurt and wounded.

The said lord of Trinity sent unto the Spaniards, that they should not faint and give over, but stick to it like men, and he would shortly send them succour: but they would not. Those of the valley of Lucerne, hearing of this conflict, came in the mean time to help their neighbours. Amongst others, there was one slain in that battle, for whom the lord of Trinity much lamented, saying, that he would rather have lost a whole band than that man. The other two companies which marched by Angrogne, perceiving the Spaniards to be so beaten and put to flight, and seeing also those of the meadow of Tour coming to encounter with them, retired in haste. Upon that the lord of Trinity went to Cavors, three miles from Lucerne, being in a great perplexity; and as he was about to send succour to the Spaniards, he heard the sound of a drum above Lucerne, and suspected that there was an army of the Waldois coming against him. Upon this, divers of the soldiers fled away by the plain, crying that all was lost. It was certainly reported, that if the Waldois had pursued the army, as they might easily have done, the camp had that day been chased out of Lucerne. The poor people lacked no courage so to do; for albeit they had neither eaten nor drunk all the day before, and had so sore travailed and fought, yet they said, that if they had but a little refreshed themselves with a morsel of bread, and a glass of wine, they durst take upon them to enter into the camp of their enemies.

Within a few days after, they of Angrogne were advertised by the lord of Trinity's letters, that he fully determined to cut down their trees and vines, and destroy their corn being on the ground; and furthermore, that two forts should be built at Angrogne. The day was assigned, and horsemen appointed, with all speed to execute this mischievous enterprise. The poor people thought that they should be assailed as sore as ever they were, and fight as hard as ever they did before. But God prevented this cruel attempt; for the night before this should be executed, the lord of Trinity received certain letters from the duke, which stayed this enterprise. They of the meadow of Tour being advertised that the lord of Trinity did now intend to send ordnance to beat down the bulwarks which were made of stones, they made a bulwark of earth, which was in compass about five hundred paces, which they might easily see from Lucerne. They of the meadow of Tour told the lord of Trinity's men, that if they brought any artillery, they should not so soon carry it away again; and shortly the ordinance was sent back again.

About this season, the chief rulers and ministers of the Waldois, requested earnestly the lord of Rancosini to present a supplication which they had made to the duchess of Savoy: for they had intelligence, that she was sore offended that her subjects were so cruelly handled. In this supplication they declared the equity of their cause, protesting all due obedience to the duke their sovereign lord, and if it might be
proved by the pure word of God that they held any error, they would, with all humble submission, receive correction, and be reformed, humbly beseeching her grace to appease the displeasure which the duke had conceived against them, by the untrue surmises of their adversaries; and if there were any thing wherein they had offended him, they most humbly craved his gracious pardon.

About this time the lord of Trinity, by sickness, was in great danger of his life. Soon after the supplication was delivered, the duchess sent an answer to the Waldois, by the said lord of Ranconis. The effect thereof was, that she had obtained of the duke's grace all that they demanded in their supplication, upon such conditions as the said lord of Ranconis would propound unto them. But when they understood that the said conditions were very rigorous, they sent another supplication unto the duchess, wherein they humbly besought her grace to be a mean that the said conditions and articles might be moderated; which articles here follow.

Conditions and Articles proposed to the Waldois.

First, That they should banish their ministers.
Secondly, That they should receive the mass, and other ceremonies of the Romish church.
Thirdly, That they should pay a ransom to the soldiers for certain of their men whom they had taken.
Fourthly, That they should assemble and preach no more as they were wont to do.
Fifthly, That the duke should make fortresses at his pleasure, in all that country, with other like things.

The Supplication of the Waldois to the Duchess of Savoy.

The people made humble request in this their last supplication, that it would please the said duchess to give the duke her husband to understand, how that these conditions were strange and rigorous. And as for their parts, although they had good trial of their ministers, that they were good men and fearing God, of sound doctrine, of good life, and honest conversation; yet nevertheless they were contended so to do, if he would give leave to some of them to remain: requesting this, that it might be permitted unto them to choose some other good ministers in their places, before they departed, lest their churches should remain without pastors.

Concerning the mass, and other ceremonies of the church of Rome, if the duke should cause them to be ministered in their parishes, they neither would nor could withstand the same, and for their part, they would do no injury or violence to those that should minister them, or be present thereat: notwithstanding they besought him, that they might not be constrained to be present themselves at the ministration thereof; nor to pay any thing to the maintenance of the same, neither to yield either favour or consent thereunto.

As touching the ransom which was demanded of them for their prisoners, considering the extreme poverty that they were in, and the great calamities and damages which they had suffered, it was to them a thing impossible. Yes, if his highness were truly informed what loss they had sustained, by burning, spoiling, and sacking of their houses and goods, without all mercy or pity, he would not only not require of them any such thing; but, as a gracious and merciful prince, he would succour and support them, that they might be able to maintain their poor families, whom they nourished (as they were bound to do) to the service of God, and of their said lord and prince; and therefore they desired that it might please him, that their poor brethren remaining in captivity and prison, and such as were sent to the galleys for the profession of their religion, might speedily be delivered and set at liberty.
As for their assemblies and preachings, they were contented that they should be kept only amongst themselves, in their accustomed places, and in other valleys aforesaid, where any assembly of the faithful should be, who were desirous to hear the preaching of the gospel.

Touching the fortresses, forasmuch as by those which were already made, they had suffered great molestations and troubles, as well concerning their goods, as also their religion, they were assured, that if he should build up new forts, they should never be able to abide the troubles, miseries, and calamities, that would follow thereupon: and therefore they most humbly desired the said duchess to be so good and gracious unto them, as to obtain of the duke that he would accept their persons in the stead of forts; and that, seeing those places were by nature and of themselves strong and well fortified, it might please their said lord the duke to receive them into his protection and safeguard; and by the grace and assistance of God they would serve him themselves for such walls and forts, that he should not need to build any other. And because many of those who dwelt near about them had robbed and spoiled them, not only of their household goods and such other things, but also driven away their cattle, that it might please him to give them leave to recover the said goods by way of justice, and to buy again that which the soldiers had sold, and that for the same price for which it was sold.

Briefly, they also besought their said lord, that it might please him to be so gracious unto them, as to grant them a confirmation of all their franchises, immunities, and privileges, as well general as particular, given unto them as well by him as by his predecessors; and likewise of those, who, as well as their ancestors, had bought of their lords, and to receive them, as his most humble and obedient subjects, into his protection and safeguard.

And because in time past, instead of good and speedy justice, all iniquity was committed by those that had the administration of justice in their valleys, and forasmuch as their purses were emptied and punished rather than the malefactors; that it might please him to give order that such justice might be done amongst them, whereby the wicked might be punished with all severity, and the innocent defended and maintained in their right.

Finally, forasmuch as divers of this poor people (being astonished at the coming of the army, and fearing lest they should not only be spoiled of all their goods, but also they with their wives and children be utterly destroyed) made promise, against their consciences, to live according to the traditions of the church of Rome; they were marvellously troubled and tormented in spirit, and did nothing but languish in that distress. Wherefore they humbly besought the said duchess to take pity upon them, and to obtain that they might not be compelled to do any thing against their conscience; and moreover, that it might please the duke to permit them to live in liberty and freedom of conscience: also, that all their poor brethren, banished for the cause of religion, might return home to their houses; and that all confinements and penalties made against them, might be abolished. And for their part, they promised to give all due reverence and honour to God and his holy word, and to be true and faithful subjects unto their lord and prince; yes, more than any other. Underneath the said supplication there was written:

Your faithful and humble subjects, the poor afflicted of the valleys of Lucerne, Angrogne, St. Martin, and Perouse, and, generally, all the people of the Waldois, who inhabit the country of Piedmont.

After this supplication was viewed and read by the said duchess, she so persuaded with the duke, that answer was made with these conditions, declared in these articles following:

Conclusions and Articles lastly agreed upon between the Right Honourable Lord of Ranconis, on the part of the Duke's Highness, and them of the Valleys of Piedmont, called the Waldois.

That there shall shortly be made letters patent by the duke's highness, by Pardo, which it may appear that he hath forgiven and pardoned them of the valleys of...
Angroigne, Bobi, Villars, Valquichard, Roras, Tailleret, La Rua de Bonet (bordering upon Tour), St. Martin, Perouse, Roccapia, St. Barthilimi, and all such as have aided them; of all such faults as they have committed, as well in bearing armour against his highness, as against the lords and certain other gentlemen whom he retained and kept in his protection and safeguard.

That it shall be lawful for them of Angroigne, Bobi, Villars, Valquichard, Roras, members of the valley of Lucerne, and for them of Rodoret, Marcele, Maneille, and Salsa (members of the valley of St. Martin), to have their congregations, sermons, and other ministries of their religion in places accustomed. That it shall be lawful for them of Villars (members of the valley of Lucerne) to have the same, but that only until the time that his highness doth build a fort in the same place. But whilst the said fort is in building, it shall not be lawful to have their preaching and assemblies within the said precinct of the place, but it shall be lawful for them to build a place for that purpose near at hand, where they shall think good, on that side towards Bobi. Nevertheless it shall be permitted to their ministers to come within the precinct aforesaid, to visit the sick, and exercise other things necessary to their religion, so that they preach not, nor make any assembly there.

It shall also be permitted to them of Tailleret, and La Rua de Bonet, bordering upon Tour, to have their sermons and assemblies in places accustomed, so that they enter not for that purpose into the rest of the confines of Tour.

That it shall not be lawful for the said members of the valleys of Lucerne and St. Martin, to come to the rest of their borders, nor to any other of his highness's dominions; nor to have their preachings, assemblies, or disputations, out of their own borders, having liberty to have them therein. And if they be examined of their faith, it shall be lawful for them to answer without danger of punishment in body or goods.

The like shall be lawful for them of the parish of Perouse, who at this present are fled because of the said religion, and were wont to have their assemblies and preachings, and other ministries according to their religion, at the place called Le Puis; so that they come not to other places and borders of the said parish.

It shall be permitted to them of the parish of Pinachia, of the valley of Perouse, who at this present be fled because of the said religion, and were wont to go to sermons and assemblies, and other ministries of that religion, to have the like, only at the place called Le Grandcoubion.

It shall be permitted to them of the parish of St. Germain, of the valley of Perouse, and to them of Roccapia, who at this present are fled because of the said religion, and continue in the same, to have one only minister, who may the one day preach at St. Germain, at the place called l'Adonvilleux, and the other day at Roccapia, at the place called Vandini only.

It shall be permitted to all them of the towns and villages of the said valleys, who at this present are fled, and continue in the said religion, notwithstanding any promise or abjuration made before this war against the said religion, to repair and return to their houses with their households, and to live according to the same, going and coming to the sermons and assemblies which shall be made by their ministers in the places above specified, so that they obey that which is above-said.

And because many of the said towns and villages dwell out of the precinct of the preaching, having need to be visited, and of other things according to their said religion, their ministers, who dwell within the precinct, shall be suffered, without prejudice, to visit and duly aid them of such ministries as shall be necessary for them, so that they make no sermons nor assemblies.

By especial grace it shall be permitted to all them of the valley of Meane, and of St. Barthilimi, neighbours to Roccapia, and who are fled and continue in the said religion, peaceably to enjoy the grace and liberties granted in the next article before, so that they observe all which they before promise to observe.

The goods already seized as forfeited, shall be restored to all the inhabitants of the said valleys, and to all that are fled and continue in the said religion, as well them of the said valleys, as to those of Roccapia, St. Barthilimi, and of Meane; so that they be not seized for any other cause than for the said religion, and for the war present and lately passed.
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It shall be lawful for them aforesaid to recover by way of justice, of their neighbours, their movable goods and cattle, so it be not of soldiers; and that which hath been sold, they shall also recover by way of justice, so that they restore the price for which it hath been sold. Their neighbours shall have the like against them.

All their franchises, freedoms, and privileges, as well general as particular, granted as well by his highness's predecessors, as by himself, and obtained of other inferior lords, whereof they shall make proof by public writing, shall be confirmed unto them.

The said valleys shall be provided for, to have good justice ministered unto them, whereby they may know they are kept in safeguard by his highness, as well as all his other subjects.

The inhabitants of the said valleys, shall make a roll of the names and surnames of all those of the said valleys, who are fled for religion, as well such as have adjured as others, to the end they may be restored and maintained in their goods and households, and enjoy such grace and benefits as their prince and lord hath bestowed on them.

And inasmuch as it is known to every man, that the prince may build fortresses in his country, where it shall please him, without contradiction, nevertheless, to take all suspicion out of the minds of the aforesaid Waldois, it is declared, that if at any time hereafter his highness shall make a fort at Villars, the inhabitants of the said place shall not be constrained to bear the charges, but only as they shall think good lovingly to aid their prince: which fort being builded (by God's aid), a governor and captain shall therein be appointed, who shall attempt nothing but the service of his highness, without offence of the inhabitants, either in their goods or consciences.

It shall be lawful for them, before the discharging of their ministers, such as it shall please his highness to have discharged, to choose and call others in their steads; so that they choose not M. Martin de Prægel, nor change from one place to another of the said valleys, any of them to be discharged.

The mass, and other service after the usage of Rome, shall be kept in all the parishes of the said valleys, where the sermons, assemblies, and other ministries of their religion are made; but none shall be compelled to be present thereat, nor to minister aid or favour to such as shall use that service.

All the expenses and charges borne by his highness in this war, shall be forgiven and released to them for ever; also the eight thousand crowns wherein the inhabitants of the said valleys were behind, as part of sixteen thousand crowns which they had promised in the war passed; and his highness will command that the writings for that cause made, shall be annulled and cancelled.

All the prisoners shall be rendered and restored, who shall be found to be in the hands of the soldiers, paying ransom reasonable, according to their goods, as they shall be seized; and those that shall be adjudged to be wrongfully taken, shall be released without ransom.

Likewise all they of the said valleys, who for religion, and not for other causes, are detained in the galleys, shall be released without ransom.

Finally, it shall be lawful for all them of the said valleys, them of Meane, Roccapia, and St. Bartholomew, of what degree, estate, or condition soever they be (except ministers), to accompany and dwell, and to be in daily conversation with the rest of his highness's subjects; and to marry, go, and come in all places of his highness's country; to sell and buy, and use all trades of merchandize, in all places in his highness's country (as before is said), so that they preach not, nor make any assemblies or disputations, as we have before said: and that those who be of the limits dwell not out of them; and those who be of the towns and villages of the said valleys, dwell not out of them, nor of their borders: and in so doing they shall not be molested by any means, and shall not be offended nor troubled in body or goods, but shall remain under the protection and safeguard of his highness.

Furthermore, his highness shall give order to stay all troubles, inconveniences, secret conspiracies of wicked persons, after such sort that they shall remain quietly in their religion. For observation whereof, George Monastier, one of the elders of Angrogue; Constantian Dialestini, otherwise called Rembaldo, one of the elders of Villars; Pirrone Arduino, sent from the commonalty of Bobi; Michael Raymumdet, sent from the commonalty of Taillet, and of

M. Martin de Prægel, minister of the Waldois.

Mass set up, but not compelled to come to it.

Prisoners restored by ransom.

Liberty or traffic granted.

The elders of the valleys of Piedmont.
THE HISTORY OF THE WALDENSES OR WALDOIS.

La Rua de Bovet, bordering upon Tour; John Malenote, sent from certain persons of St. Jean; Peter Paschal, sent from the commonalty of the valley of St. Martin; Thomas Roman of St. Germain, sent from the commonalty of the same place, and of all the valley of Perouse, promise for them and their commonalties severally, that the contents of these conclusions aforesaid shall be inviolately kept; and for breach thereof do submit themselves to such punishment as shall please his highness; promising likewise to cause the chief of the families of the commonalties to allow and confirm the said promise.

The honourable lord of Ranconis doth promise, that the duke's highness shall confirm and allow the aforesaid conclusions to them, both generally and particularly, at the intercession and special favour of the noble lady the princess.

In testimony hereof, the aforesaid lord of Ranconis hath confirmed these present conclusions with his own hand; and the ministers have likewise subscribed, in the name of all the said valleys; and they that can write, in the name of all their commonalties.

At Cavor, the 5th day of June, 1561.

Philip of Savoy.
Francis Valla, Minister of Villars.
Claudius Bergius, Minister of Tailleret.
Georgius Monasterius.
Michael Raymundet.

This accord being thus made and passed, by means of the duchess of Savoy, the poor Waldois have been in quiet until this present; and God, of his infinite goodness, having delivered them out of so many troubles and conflicts, hath set them at liberty to serve him purely, and with quietness of conscience.

Wherefore there is none at this present (except he be altogether blind or senseless), but seeth and well perceiveth, that God would make it known by experience to these poor Waldois, and all other faithful people, that all things turn to the best to them that love and fear him: for by all these afflictions which they suffered (as is before rehearsed), this good heavenly Father hath brought them to repentance and amendment of life; he hath effectually taught them to have recourse to his fatherly mercy, and to embrace Jesus Christ for their only Saviour and Redeemer.

Furthermore, he hath taught them to tame the desires and lusts of the flesh, to withdraw their hearts from the world, and lift them up to heaven; and to be always in a readiness to come to him, as unto their most loving and pitiful Father. To be short, he hath sent them to the school of his children, to the end they should profit in patience and hope; to make them to mourn, weep, and cry unto him. And above all, he hath made them so often to prove his succours in the time of need, to see them before their eyes, to feel and touch them with their hands (as a man would say) after such sort, that they have had good occasion, and all the faithful with them, never to distrust so good a Father, and one so careful for the health of his children; but to assure themselves they shall never be confounded, what thing soever happen.

And yet to see this more manifestly, and that every man may take profit thereof, it shall be good to understand what this poor people did, whilst they were in these combats and conflicts. As soon as they saw the army of their enemies approach, they cried all together for aid and succour to the Lord; and before they began to defend themselves, they fell to prayer, and in fighting lifted up
their hearts, and sighed to the Lord. As long as the enemies were at rest, every one of these poor people on their knees called upon God. When the combat was ended, they gave him thanks for the comfort and succour which they had felt. In the mean time the rest of the people, with their ministers, made their hearty prayer unto God, with sighs and tears, and that from the morning until the evening. When night was come, they assembled again together: they that had fought, rehearsed the wonderful aid and succour which God had sent them, and so all together rendered thanks unto him for his fatherly goodness. Always he changed their sorrow into joy. In the morning trouble and affliction appeared before them, with great terror on all sides; but by the evening they were delivered, and had great cause of rejoicing and comfort.

This poor people had two terrible enemies, war and famine, which kept them under in such sort, that a man would have thought they had been utterly lost and destroyed: but God, of his endless mercy, delivered them from such dangers, and restored them to their houses, where they remained afterwards in peace and quietness; and all they that had declared themselves to be their open enemies, were brought to confusion, as well those who sought to get their goods, as those who only desired to shed their blood; for proof whereof, the only example of two gentlemen of the valley of Lucerne shall suffice. These not only moved cruel war against their poor tenants and others, but most shamefully spoiled them, and took intolerable fines of all those that disobeyed their edicts to keep a good conscience.

Besides this, they went about to seize all their goods as forfeited, waiting to have the whole forfeiture thereof themselves. And for this cause they did not only incense the duke with false reports, and with grievous complaints and accusations against these poor Waldois, but also pursued the same so long, and with such charges, that they were fain to sell their inheritance, in hope to bring their purpose to pass, and to enjoy that goodly prey, which they thought could not escape their hands. But in the end, for their reward, they got nothing but shame and confusion.

And as for the monks and priests, who by such means thought to advance themselves, and to bring their trumpery into estimation, they have lost the little rule which they had over that people, and are confounded, and their religion brought to disdain. Thus God beateth down those who exalt themselves above measure, and maketh his adversaries to fall into the pits which they themselves have made. Let us pray unto him therefore, that it would please him likewise to stretch out his puissant arm at this day to maintain his poor church now afflicted, and to confound all the devices of Satan and his members, to the advancement of his glory and kingdom.

THE CONCLUSION OF THE STORY OF MERINDOL AND CABRIERS.

And thus hast thou, Christian reader! for thy erudition and comfort, the story and doings discoursed concerning these two countries, both of Provence and also of Piedmont, the one being subject to the
dominion of France, the other belonging to the duke of Savoy; in which two aforesaid regions and countries, how long the gospel of Christ hath continued (even from the time of the first Waldenses), the history itself declareth.

Furthermore, what injuries and wrongs have been done against them for the gospel's sake, what rigour and cruelty hath been showed of the adversary part: again, for their part, what patience in their suffering, what constancy in their doctrine, what truth in their words, and simplicity in their deeds, what obedience towards their magistrates, and faith towards God they have used: and finally, how miraculously and mightily God hath fought for his people, and confounded the enemies, the said history may give thee full knowledge and experience.

Herein this thou hast moreover, for thy more learning, to note and consider with thyself, besides many other memorable things in this story contained, how unwilling this people were at first, and what remorse of conscience they had for their obedience towards their magistrates, to lift up any hand or finger for their own defence. And therefore many of them being slain and cruelly murdered, as willingly offering their throats without any resistance to the cruel hands of their enemies, the rest were compelled to flee into the mountains, being spoiled of house, victual, and weapon, only to save their poor lives with fleeing (which otherwise they would not with resisting) into rocks and caves, thinking there rather to perish by famine, than to use that defence for themselves, which nature giveth to every brute beast to help itself, as it may, against violence and injury. Yet these poor Waldois, refusing all resistance, and laying down their own weapons, for obedience sake, yea, not lifting up their own hands to defend their own heads, only used the poor shift of fleeing from their enemies, till at length the rage of those bloody persecutors, satisfied with no blood, nor contented with any reason, ceased not still most furiously to infest them, yea, to take also the mountains from them, who had taken from them their houses before; neither yet permitting them to live with the wild beasts in the desert, who could not live in their towns at home; till at length, by extreme necessity, the providence of God so working with them, they were compelled to turn their faces, and to take those weapons which the ground gave into their hands. And with these stones so marvellously the God of hosts wrought for his people, that they beat, vanquished, and overthrew their adversaries; they confounded their pride, they abated their malice, and at last stayed the intolerable rage of their persecution.

So mercifully and victoriously the Lord God Omnipotent fought with his people, or rather for his people (they but turning almost their faces to their enemies), no otherwise than he fought in times past with Joshua against the heathen, with the Israelites against the Philistines, with the Maccabees against Antiochus and the Syrians.

This history, carrying with it a true narration of things done in the said country of Piedmont, and written as it seemeth by certain of the ministers who were at the doing thereof, with the like faith and simplicity we have collected, partly out of the Italian, and partly out of the French tongue: for in both languages it is written, although in the French tongue it is much more largely discoursed, which book most principally herein we have followed; the title whereof thus
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beginneth, 'Histoire des Persecutiones et Guerres faites contre le peuple appelle Vaudoys,' &c.

Now that we have finished these foreign histories, concerning such matters as have been passed in other realms and nations of Germany, Italy, Spain, France, and Savoy; consequently it remaineth, after this digression, to return and reduce our story again to our own country matters here done and passed at home, after that first we shall have added one foreign story more concerning the martyrdom of a christian Jew, who suffered about these years in Constantinople, among the Turks, in this wise as followeth:

THE STORY OF A CHRISTIAN JEW MARTYRED BY THE TURKS
AT CONSTANTINOPLE, A.D. 1528.

To these foreign martyrs aforesaid we will adjoin the history of a certain Jew, who, A.D. 1528, dwelling in the city of Constantinople, and there receiving the sacrament of baptism, was converted, and became a good Christian. When the Turks understood hereof, they were vehemently exasperated against him, that he, forsaking his Jewishness, should be regenerated to the faith of Christ: and fearing lest his conversion should be a detriment to their Mahometical law, they sought means how to put him to death, which in a short time after they accomplished; and, for the greater infamy to be done to the man, they cast his dead corpse into the streets, commanding that no man should be so hardy as to bury the same.

Herein the marvellous glory and power of Christ appeared; for the dead corpse, lying so by the space of nine days in the midst of the streets, retained so its native colour, and was so fresh, without any kind of filthiness or corruption, and also not without a certain pleasant and delectable scent or odour, as if it had been lately slain, or rather not slain at all. This when the Turks beheld, they were thereat marvellously astonished; and being greatly afraid, they themselves took it up, and carried it to a place near, without the town, and buried it.

THE CONCLUSION.

Having thus comprehended the troubles and persecutions of such godly saints, and blessed martyrs, who have suffered in other foreign nations above mentioned, here now ending with them, and beginning the eighth book, we are (God willing) to return again to our own matters, and to prosecute such acts and records, as to our own country of England do appertain; in the process whereof, among many other things may appear the marvellous work of God's power and mercy in suppressing and banishing out of this realm, the long usurped supremacy of the pope; also in subverting and overthrowing the houses of monks and friars, with divers other matters appertaining to the reformation of Christ's true church and religion. All which things as they have been long wished, and greatly groaned for in times past by many godly learned men, so much more ought we now to rejoice and give God thanks, seeing these days of reformation which God hath given us. If John Huss, or good Jerome of Prague, or John Wickliff before them both, or William Brute, Thorpe, Swin-
derby, or the Lord Cobham; if Zisca with all the company of the Bohemians; if the earl Reimond, with all the Toulousians; if the Waldois, or the Albigenses, with infinite others, had either been in these our times now, or else had seen then this ruin of the pope, and revealing of Antichrist, which the Lord now hath dispensed unto us, what joy and triumph would they have made! Wherefore now, beholding that thing which they so long time have wished for, let us not think the benefit to be small, but render therefore most humble thanks to the Lord our God, who by his mighty power, and the brightness of his word, hath revealed this great enemy of his so manifestly to the eyes of all men, who before was hid in the church so colourably, that almost few Christians could espy him. For who would ever have judged or suspected in his mind, that the bishop of Rome (commonly received, and believed almost of all men, to be the vicar and vicegerent of Christ here in earth) was Antichrist, and the great adversary of God, whom St. Paul so expressly prophesieth of, in these latter days to be revealed by the brightness of the Lord's coming, as all men now, for the most part, may see it is come to pass? Wherefore to the Lord, and Father of lights, who revealeth all things in his due time, be praise and glory for ever. Amen.

END OF BOOK THE SEVENTH.
SEVEN GODLY MARTYRS BURNED AT COVENTRY.
ACTS AND MONUMENTS.

BOOK VIII.
PERTAINING TO
THE LAST THREE HUNDRED YEARS FROM THE LOOSING OUT
OF SATAN.

CONTINUING THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH MATTERS APPERTAINING TO BOTH STATES, AS WELL ECCLESIASTICAL, AS
CIVIL AND TEMPORAL.¹

The History of Seven Godly Martyrs burnt at Coventry.

Mistress Smith, Widow; Robert Hatchets, a Shoemaker; Archer,
a Shoemaker; Hawkins, a Shoemaker; Thomas Bond, a Shoemaker;
Wrigsham, a Glover; Landsdale, a Hosier, martyred at Coventry, A.D. 1519. Their Persecutors: Simon Morton, the
Bishop's Sumner; also the Bishop of Coventry, and Friar Stafford,
Warden of the Grey Friars.

The principal cause of the apprehension of these persons, was for teaching
their children and family the Lord's Prayer and Ten Commandments in English,
for which they were, upon Ash Wednesday, taken and put in prison, some in
places under ground, some in chambers and other places about, till Friday
following.

Then they were sent to a monastery called Mackstock Abbey, six miles from
Coventry; during which time their children were sent for to the Grey-Friars in
Coventry, before the warden of the said friars, called friar Stafford; who straitly
examining them of their belief, and what heresies their fathers had taught them,
charged them, upon pain of suffering such death as their fathers should, in no
wise to meddle any more with the Lord's Prayer, the Creed, and Command-
ments in English.

This done, upon Palm Sunday the fathers of these children were brought back
again to Coventry, and there, the week next before Easter (because most of them
had borne faggots in the same city before), were condemned for relapse to be
burned.

Only Mistress Smith was dismissed for that present, and sent away. And
because it was in the evening, being somewhat dark, as she should go home, the
aforesaid Simon Morton, the sumner, offered himself to go bome with her. Now
as he was leading her by the arm, and heard the rattling of a scroll within her
sleeve; 'Yes,' saith he, 'what have ye here?' And so took it from her, and
opened that it was the Lord's Prayer, the Articles of the Faith, and the Ten
Commandments in English. When the wretched sumner understood this;
'Ah sirrah!' said he, 'Come, as good now as another time;' and so brought
her back again to the bishop, where she was immediately condemned, and so
burned with the six men before named, the 4th of April, in a place thereby,
called The Little Park, A.D. 1519.

In the same number of these countrymen above rehearsed was also Robert Silkeb, who at the apprehension of these, as is above recited, fled away, and for that time escaped. But about two years after he was taken again, and brought to the said city of Coventry, where he was also burned the morrow after he came thither, which was about the 13th of January, A.D. 1521.

Thus, when these were dispatched, immediately the sheriffs went to their houses, and took all their goods and cattle to their own use, not leaving their wives and children any parcel thereof, to help themselves wherewithal. And forasmuch as the people began to grudge somewhat at the cruelty showed, and at the unjust death of these innocent martyrs, the bishop, with his officers and priests, caused it to be noised abroad by their tenants, servants, and farmers, that they were not burned for having the Lord’s Prayer and the Commandments in English, but because they did eat flesh on Fridays and other fast days; which could not be proved either before their death or after, nor yet was any such matter greatly objected to them in their examinations. The witnesses of this history be yet alive, who both saw them and knew them; of whom one is by name mother Hall, dwelling now in Baginton, two miles from Coventry: by whom also this is testified of them, that they, above all others in Coventry, pretended most show of worship and devotion at the holding up of the sacrament; whether to colour the matter, or no, it is not known. This is certain, that in godliness of life they differed from all the rest of the city; neither in their occupying would they use any oath, nor could abide it in them that occupied with them.

Patrick Hamelton martyred at St. Andrew’s in Scotland, A.D. 1527.

His Persecutors were James Beton, Archbishop of St. Andrews; Master Hugh Spens, Dean of Divinity in the University of St. Andrew; Master John Weddel, Rector of the University; James Simpson, Official; Thomas Ramsay, Canon, and Dean of the Abbey of St. Andrew; Allane Meldrum, Canon; John Greson, Principal of the Black Friars; John Dillidaff, Warden of the Grey Friars; Martin Balbur, Lawyer; John Spens, Lawyer; Alexander Yong, Bachelor of Divinity, Canon; John Annaud, Canon; Friar Alexander Campbel, Prior of the Black Friars, &c.

(1) Note how these martyrs, holding with the popish sacraments, yet were burned by the papists for only a few Scriptures in English.

(2) and (3) See Edition 1653, page 460. — Ed.
THE ARTICLES OBJECTED AGAINST HAMELTON.

The ingenion wit of this learned Patrick, increasing daily more and more in knowledge, and inflamed with godliness, at length he began to resolve with himself touching his return into his country, being desirous to impart unto his countrymen some fruit of understanding which he had received abroad. Whereupon, persisting in his godly purpose, he took one of the three whom he brought out of Scotland, and so returned home without any longer delay; where he, not sustaining the miserable ignorance and blindness of that people, after he had valiantly taught and preached the truth, and refelled their abuses, was first accused of heresy, and afterwards, constantly and stoutly sustaining the quarrel of God's gospel against the high priest and archbishop of St. Andrew's, named James Beaton, was cited to appear before him and his college of priests, on the 1st of March, A.D. 1527. But he, being not only forward in knowledge, but also ardent in spirit, not tarrying for the hour appointed, prevented the time, and came very early in the morning before he was looked for; and there mightily disputing against them, when he could not by the Scriptures be convicted, by force he was oppressed. And so the sentence of condemnation being given against him, the same day after dinner, in all the hot haste, he was had away to the fire, and there burned (the king being yet but a child):-which thing made the bishops more bold. And thus was this noble Hamelton, the blessed servant of God, without all just cause, made away by cruel adversaries, yet not without great fruit to the church of Christ; for the grave testimony of his blood left the verity and truth of God more fixed and confirmed in the hearts of many, than ever could after be plucked away: insomuch that divers afterwards, standing in his quarrel, sustained also the like martyrdom, as hereafter (Christ willing) shall appear, as place and time shall require.

In the mean season we think good to express here his articles, and order of his process, as we received them from Scotland, out of the registers.

The Articles and Opinions objected against Master Patrick Hamelton, by James Beaton, Archbishop of St. Andrews.

That man hath no free-will.
That there is no purgatory.
That the holy patriarchs were in heaven before Christ's passion.
That the pope hath no power to loose and bind; and that no pope had that power after St. Peter.
That the pope is Antichrist, and that every priest hath the power that the pope hath.
That Master Patrick Hamelton was a bishop.
That it is not necessary to obtain any bulls from any bishop.
That the vow of the pope's religion is a vow of wickedness.
That the pope's laws be of no strength.
That all Christians, worthy to be called Christians, do know that they be in the state of grace.
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That none be saved, but they are before predestinated.
Whosoever is in deadly sin, is unfaithful.
That God is the cause of sin, in this sense, that is, that he withdraweth his grace from men, whereby they sin.
That it is devilish doctrine, to enjoin to any sinner actual penance for sin.
That the said Master Patrick himself doubteth whether all children, departing incontinent after their baptism, are saved or condemned.
That auricular confession is not necessary to salvation.

These articles above written were given in, and laid against Master Hamelton, and inserted in their registers, for which also he was condemned, by them that hated him, to death. But other learned men, who communed and reasoned with him, do testify, that these articles following were the very articles, for which he suffered.

I. Man hath no free-will.
II. A man is only justified by faith in Christ.
III. A man so long as he liveth, is not without sin.
IV. He is not worthy to be called a Christian, who believeth not that he is in grace.
V. A good man doth good works: good works do not make a good man.
VI. An evil man bringeth forth evil works: evil works, being faithfully repented, do not make an evil man.
VII. Faith, hope, and charity be so linked together, that one of them cannot be without another in one man, in this life.

And as touching the other articles whereupon the doctors gave their judgments, as divers do report, he was not accused of them before the bishop; albeit in private disputation he affirmed and defended the most of them. Here followeth the sentence pronounced against him.

The Sentence against Patrick Hamelton.

Christi nomine invocato: We James, by the mercy of God archbishop of St. Andrews, primate of Scotland, with the counsel, decree, and authority of the most reverend fathers in God, and lords, abbots, doctors of theology, professors of the holy Scripture, and masters of the university, assisting us for the time, sitting in judgment within our metropolitan church of St. Andrew, in the cause of heretical pravity, against Master Patrick Hamelton, abbot or pensionary of Fernie, being summoned to appear before us, to answer to certain articles affirmed, taught, and preached by him, and so appearing before us, and accused, the merits of the cause being ripely weighed, discussed, and understood by faithful inquisition made in Lent last past: we have found the same Master Patrick many ways inflamed with heresy, disputing, holding, and maintaining divers heresies of Martin Luther, and his followers, repugnant to our faith, and which are already condemned by general councils, and most famous universities.

And he being under the same inflamy, we decreeting before that he should be summoned and accused upon the premises, he, of evil mind (as may be presumed), passed forth of the realm to other parts, suspected and noted of heresy. And being lately returned, not being admitted, but of his own head, without license or privilege, hath presumed to preach wicked heresy.

We have found also, that he hath affirmed, published, and taught divers opinions of Luther, and wicked heresies, after that he was summoned to appear before us, and our council: that man hath no free will: that man is in sin so long as he liveth: that children, incontinent after their baptism, are sinners: that all Christians that be worthy to be called Christians, do know that they are in grace: that no man is justified by works, but by faith only: that good works make not a good man, but a good man doth make good works: that faith, hope,
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Wolves in lamb’s skins.

All these premises being considered, we having God and the integrity of our faith before our eyes, and following the counsel and advice of the professors of the holy Scripture, men of laws, and other assisting us for the time, do pronounce, determine, and declare the said Master Patrick Hamilton, for his affirming, confessing, and maintaining of the aforesaid heresies, and his pertinacity (they being condemned already by the church, general councils, and most famous universities), to be a heretic, and to have an evil opinion of the faith; and therefore to be condemned and punished, like as we condemn, and define him to be punished, by this our sentence definitive; depriving and sentencing him to be deprived of all dignities, honours, orders, offices, and benefices of the church; and therefore do judge and pronounce him to be delivered over unto the secular power, to be punished, and his goods to be confiscated.

This our sentence definitive was given and read at our metropolitan church of St. Andrew, the last day of the month of February A.D. 1527, there being present the most reverend fathers in Christ, and lords, Gawand, bishop of Glasgow; George, bishop of Dunkeld; John, bishop of Brechyn; William, bishop of Dunblane; Patrick, prior of St. Andrews; David, abbot of Abirbrothoke; George, abbot of Dunfermline; Alexander, abbot of Caunbushinet; Henry, abbot of Lendor; John, prior of Peterwene; the dean and subdean of Glasgow; Master Hugh Spens, Thomas Ramsay, Allane Meldrum, &c.

In the presence of the clergy and the people, &c.

After the condemnation and martyrdom of this true saint of God were dispatched by the bishops and doctors of Scotland, the rulers and doctors of the university of Louvain, hearing thereof, received such joy and consolation at the shedding of that innocent blood, that for the abundance of heart they could not stay their pen to utter condition thanks; applauding and triumphing, in their letters sent to the aforesaid bishop of St. Andrews and doctors of Scotland, at the worthy and famous deservings of their achieved enterprise in that behalf: as by the tenor of their said letter may appear, which here followeth.

The copy of a Letter congratulatory, sent from the Doctors of Louvain to the Archbishop of St. Andrews and Doctors of Scotland, commending them for the death of Master Patrick Hamelton.

Your excellent virtue, most honourable bishop, hath so deserved, that albeit we be far distant both by sea and land, without conjunction of familiarity, yet we desire with all our hearts to thank you for your worthy deed, by whose works that true faith, which not long ago was tainted with heresy, not only remaineth unhurt, but also is more confirmed. For (as our dear friend Master Alexander Galoway, canon of Aberdeen, hath showed us) the presumption of the wicked heretic, Patrick Hamelton, which is expressed in this your example, in that you have cut him off, when there was no hope of amendment, &c.

This thing as it is thought commendable to us, so the manner of the proceeding was no less pleasant, that the matter was performed by so great consent of so many states, as of the clergy, nobility, and vulgar people; not rashly, but most prudently, the order of law being in all points observed. We have seen the sentence which ye pronounced, and always do approve the same, not doubting but that the articles which be inserted are erroneous: so that whosoever will defend for a truth any one of the same, with pertinacity, should be esteemed an enemy to the faith, and an adversary to the holy Scripture. And albeit one or two of them appear to be without error, to them that will consider only

---

(1) Note here that these articles agree not with the articles in the register before-mentioned.
(2) If ye could show to what place of the Scripture, we would gladly hear you.
the bare words; as for example, 'Good works make not a good man, but a
good man worketh good works'; yet there is no doubt but they contain a
Lutheran sense, which in a manner they signify; to wit, that works done after
faith and justification, make not a man the better, nor are worthy of any reward
before God. Believe not that this example shall have place only among you,
for there shall be those among extern nations who shall imitate the same, &c.

Certainly ye have given us great courage, so that now we acknowledge your
university, which was founded according to the example of our university of
Louvain, to be equal to ours, or else above; and would God occasion were
offered of testifying our minds toward you. In the mean time let us labour
with one consent, that the ravening wolves may be expelled from the sheepfold
of Christ, while we have time. Let us study to preach to the people more
learnedly hereafter, and more wisely. Let us have inquisitors and espiers of
books, containing that doctrine, especially that are brought in from far countries,
whether by apostate monks, or by merchants, the most suspected kind of men
in these days. It is said that since Scotland first embraced the christian faith,
it was never defiled with any heresy. 1 Persevere therefore, being moved thereunto
by the example of England, your next neighbour, which in this most
troubous time is not changed, partly by the working of the bishops, among
whom Roffenasis 2 hath showed himself an evangelical Phoenix, and partly of the
king, declaring himself to be another Matthias 3 of the new law, pretermitting
nothing that may defend the law of his realm; which, if your most renowned
king of Scotland will follow, he shall purchase to himself eternal glory. Further,
as touching the condign commendation due for your part, most reverend
bishop! in this behalf, it shall not be the least part of your praise, that these
heresies have been extinct some time in Scotland, you being prime of Scotland,
and principal author thereof: albeit that they also who have assisted you, are
not to be defrauded of their deserved praise; as the reverend bishop of Glas-
gow, of whose erudition we have here given us partly to understand, and also
the reverend bishop of Aberdeen, a stout defender of the faith, together with
the rest of the prelates, abbots, priors, and professors of holy Scripture. Let
your reverend fatherhood take this little testificate of our duty towards you in
good part, whom we wish long and happily well to fare in Christ.

From Louvain, the year 1528, April 21.

By the masters and professors of theology in the university of Louvain,
Yours to command.

In this epistle of the Louvanian doctors, I shall not need, gentle
reader! to note unto thee, what a pernicious thing in a common-
wealth is blind ignorance, when it falleth into cruel hearts; which
may well be compared to a sword, put into the hands of one that is
both blind and mad. For as the blind man, having no sense to see
and judge, knoweth not whom he striketh; so the madman, being
cruel and furious, hath no compassion in sparing any. Whereupon
it happeneth many times with these men, as it did with the blind
furious pharisceans, that as they, having the sword of authority in their
hands, instead of malefactors and false prophets, slew the true
prophets of God, and at last crucified the King of glory; so these,
catholic Louvianians, and followers of their Messias of Rome, take in
their hands the sword of jurisdiction; who, neither seeing what to
spare, nor caring whom to smite, under the style and pretence of
heretics, murder and blaspheme, without mercy, the true preachers
of the gospel, and the holy anointed of the Lord.

But to return to the matter again of Master Hamelton; here is

1 The university of St. Andrews was founded about the year of our Lord 1516, in the reign of
king James the First, who brought into Scotland out of other countries two doctors of divinity, and
eight doctors of decrees, with divers other.—Hest. Boet. xvi. c. 17.
2 He meanteth Fisher bishop of Rochester, who wrote against Gerson and Luther, and
at length was beheaded for treason.
3 King Henry VIII. is here a Matthias, when he maketh with you; but when he put down the
pope and his abbeys, then ye make him a heretic.
moreover to be observed, as a note worthy of memory, that in the year of our Lord 1564, in which year this present history was collected in Scotland, there were certain faithful men of credit then alive, who, being present the same time when Master Patrick Hamilton was in the fire, heard him to cite and appeal the Black Friar called Campbel, that accused him, to appear before the high God, as general Judge of all men, to answer to the innocency of his death, and whether his accusation was just or not, between that and a certain day of the next month, which he there named. Moreover, by the same witness it is testified, that the said friar died immediately before the said day came, without remorse of conscience that he had persecuted the innocent; by the example whereof divers of the people the same time much mused, and firmly believed the doctrine of the aforesaid Master Hamilton to be good and just.

Hereunto I thought good to adjoin a certain godly and profitable treatise of the said Master Patrick Hamilton, written first by him in Latin, and afterwards translated by John Frith into English; which he names ‘Patrick’s Places;’ not unprofitable, in my mind, to be seen and read of all men, for the pure and comfortable doctrine contained in the same, as not only by the treatise itself may appear, but also by the preface of the said John Frith, prefixed before, which also I thought not inconvenient to insert with the same, as here followeth.

A brief Treatise of Master Patrick Hamilton, called ‘Patrick’s Places.’

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY JOHN FRITH, WITH THE EPISTLE OF THE SAID FRITH PREFIXED BEFORE THE SAME, AS FOWLETHE.

John Frith unto the Christian Reader.

Blessed be God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who in these last days and perilous times hath stirred up in all countries witnesses unto his Son, to testify the truth unto the unfaithful, to save at least some from the snares of Antichrist, which lead to perdition, as ye may here perceive by that excellent and well learned young man, Patrick Hamilton, born in Scotland of a noble progeny: who, to testify the truth, sought all means, and took upon him priesthood (even as Paul circumcised Timothy, to win the weak Jews), that he might be admitted to preach the pure word of God. Notwithstanding, as soon as the chamberlain and other bishops of Scotland had perceived that the light began to shine, which disclosed their falsehood which they conveyed in darkness, they laid hands on him, and because he would not deny his Saviour Christ at their instance, they burnt him to ashes. Nevertheless, God of his bounteous mercy (to publish to the whole world what a man these monsters have murdered), hath reserved a little treatise, made by this Patrick, which if ye list, ye may call Patrick’s Places: for it treateth exactly of certain common places, which known, ye have the pith of all divinity. This treatise I have turned into the English tongue, to the profit of my nation: to whom I beseech God to give light, that they may espy the deceitful paths of perdition, and return to the right way, which leadeth to life everlasting, Amen.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE LAW.

The law is a doctrine that biddeth good, and forbiddeth evil, as the com-
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The Ten Commandments of God.

I. Thou shalt worship but one God.
II. Thou shalt make thee no image to worship it.
III. Thou shalt not swear by his name in vain.
IV. Hold the Sabbath day holy.
V. Honour thy father and thy mother.
VI. Thou shalt not kill.
VII. Thou shalt not commit adultery.
VIII. Thou shalt not steal.
IX. Thou shalt not bear false witness.
X. Thou shalt not desire that belongeth to thy neighbour.

All these commandments are briefly comprised in these two heremades ensuing: ‘Love thy Lord God with all thine heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy mind: this is the first, and great commandment. The second is like unto this, that is, Love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.’

CERTAIN GENERAL PROPOSITIONS PROVED BY THE Scripture.

The First Proposition.

‘He that loveth God loveth his neighbour.’

This proposition is proved by 1 John iv.: ‘If a man say, I love God, and yet hateth his brother, he is a liar. He that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen?’

The Second Proposition.

‘He that loveth his neighbour as himself, keepeth all the commandments of God.’

This proposition is proved: ‘Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, even so do to them: for this is the law and the prophets.’ ‘He that loveth his neighbour, fulfilleth the law. Thou shalt not commit adultery: thou shalt not kill: thou shalt not steal: thou shalt not bear false witness: thou shalt not desire,’ &c. ‘And if there be any other commandment, all are comprehended in this saying, Love thy neighbour as thyself.’ ‘All the law is fulfilled in one word, that is, Love thy neighbour as thyself.’

Argument.

Major. Bar- He that loveth his neighbour, keepeth all the commandments of God.
Minor. ba- He that loveth God, loveth his neighbour.
Conclusion. ra. Ergo, he that loveth God, keepeth all the commandments of God.

The Third Proposition.

‘He that hath faith, loveth God.’

‘My Father loveth you, because you love me, and believe that I come of God.’

Argument.

Major. Bar- He that keepeth the commandments of God, hath the love of God.
Minor. ba- He that hath faith, keepeth the commandments of God.
Conclusion. ra. Ergo, he that hath faith, loveth God.

The Fourth Proposition.

‘He that keepeth one commandment of God, keepeth them all.’

This proposition is confirmed: ‘It is impossible for a man without faith to please God;’ that is, to keep any one of God’s commandments, as he should do. Then whosoever keepeth any one commandment, hath faith.
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Argument.

Barbara. He that hath faith keepeth all the commandments of God.
He that keepeth any one commandment of God, hath faith.
Ergo, he that keepeth one commandment, keepeth them all.

The Fifth Proposition.

'He that keepeth not all the commandments of God, keepeth not one of them.'

Argument.

He that keepeth one commandment of God, keepeth all.
Ergo, he that keepeth not all the commandments of God, keepeth not one of them.

The Sixth Proposition.

'It is not in our power to keep any one of the commandments of God.'

Argument.

Barbara. It is impossible to keep any of the commandments of God, without grace.
Roma. It is not in our power to have grace.
Co. Ergo, it is not in our power to keep any of the commandments of God.

And even so may you reason concerning the Holy Ghost and faith, forasmuch as neither without them we are able to keep any of the commandments of God, nor yet be they in our power to have: 'Non est volentis neque currentis,' &c.

The Seventh Proposition.

'The law was given us to show our sin.'

'By the law cometh the knowledge of sin.' 'I knew not what sin meant, but through the law; for I had not known what lust had meant, except the law had said, Thou shalt not lust. Without the law sin was dead, that is, it moved me not, neither wist I that it was sin, which notwithstanding was sin, and forbidden by the law.'

The Eighth Proposition.

The law biddeth us do that thing which is impossible for us.

Argument.

De— The keeping of the commandments is to us impossible.
Rerti— The law commandeth us the keeping of the commandments.
i— Ergo, the law commandeth unto us what is impossible.

Objection: But thou wilt say, 'Wherefore doth God bid us do what is impossible for us?'

Answer: I answer, to make thee know that thou art but evil, and that there is no remedy to save thee in thine own hand; and thou mayest seek remedy at some other; for the law doth nothing else but command thee.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE GOSPEL.

The Gospel is as much as to say, in our tongue, good tidings; like as these be hereunder following, and such others. Luke ii.
Christ is the Saviour of the world. John iv.
Christ is the Saviour. Luke ii.
Christ died for us. Rom. v.
Christ died for our sins. Rom. iv.
Christ bought us with his blood. 1 Pet. ii.
Christ washed us with his blood. Apoc. i.
Christ offered himself for us. Gal. i.
Christ bare our sins on his back. Isa. liii.
Christ came into this world to save sinners. 1 Tim. i.

Christ came into this world to take away our sins. 1 John iii.
Christ was the price that was given for us and our sins. 1 Tim. ii.
Christ was made debtor for us. Rom. viii.
Christ hath paid our debt, for he died for us. Col. ii.
Christ made satisfaction for us and our sins. 1 Cor. vii.
Christ is our righteousness. 1 Cor. i.
Christ is our sanctification. 1 Cor. i.
Christ is our redemption. Eph. ii.
Christ is our peace. Rom. v.
Christ hath pacified the Father of heaven for us. 1 Cor. iii.
Christ is ours and all his. Col. ii.
Christ hath delivered us from the law, from the devil, and from hell. 1 John i.

The Father of heaven hath forgiven us our sins, for Christ's sake.
(Or any such other, like to the same, which declare unto us the mercy of God.)


The law showeth us our sin. Rom. iii.
The gospel showeth us remedy for it. John i.
The law showeth us our condemnation. Rom. vii.
The gospel showeth us our redemption. Col. i.
The law is the word of irre. Rom. iv.
The gospel is the word of grace. Acts xx.
The law is the word of despair. Deut. xxvii.
The gospel is the word of comfort. Luke ii.
The law is the word of unrest. Rom. vii.
The gospel is the word of peace. Eph. vi.

A Disputation between the Law and the Gospel; where is shown the difference or contrariety between them both.

The law saith, 'Pay thy debt.'
The gospel saith, 'Christ hath paid it.'
The law saith, 'Thou art a sinner; despair, and thou shalt be damned.'
The gospel saith, 'Thy sins are forgiven thee, be of good comfort, thou shalt be saved.'
The law saith, 'Make amends for thy sins.'
The gospel saith, 'Christ hath made it for thee.'
The law saith, 'The Father of heaven is angry with thee.'
The gospel saith, 'Christ hath pacified him with his blood.'
The law saith, 'Where is thy righteousness, goodness, and satisfaction?'
The gospel saith, 'Christ is thy righteousness, thy goodness, thy satisfaction.'
The law saith, 'Thou art bound and obliged to me, to the devil, and to hell.'
The gospel saith, 'Christ hath delivered thee from them all.'

THE DOCTRINE OF FAITH.

Faith is to believe God, like as Abraham believed God, and it was imputed unto him for righteousness.

To believe God, is to believe his word, and to account it true, that he saith. He that believeth not God's word, believeth not God himself.

He that believeth not God's word, counteth him false and a liar, and believeth not that he may and will fulfill his word; and so he denieth both the might of God, and God himself.

The Ninth Proposition.

'Faith is the gift of God.'

Argument.

Major. Dae - Every good thing is the gift of God.
Minor. ri- Faith is good.
Conclusion. i. Ergo, faith is the gift of God.
The Tenth Proposition.

Faith is not in our power.

**Argument.**

De- The gift of God is not in our power.

ri- Faith is the gift of God.

i. Ergo, faith is not in our power.

The Eleventh Proposition.

He that lacketh faith, cannot please God.

'Without faith it is impossible to please God;'1 'all that cometh not of faith is sin; for without faith can no man please God.'2

**Induction.**

He that lacketh faith, trusteth not God: he that trusteth not God, trusteth not his word: he that trusteth not his word, holdeth him false and a liar: he that holdeth him false and a liar, believeth not that he may do that he promiseth, and so denieth he that he is God.

Ergo, 'a primo ad ultimum, he that lacketh faith cannot please God.

If it were possible for any man to do all the good deeds that ever were done either by men or angels, yet being in this case, it is impossible for him to please God.

The Twelfth Proposition.

All that is done in faith, pleaseth God.
Right is the word of God, and all his works in faith.3

Lord, thine eyes look to faith: that is as much as to say, Lord, thou delightest in faith.4

The Thirteenth Proposition.

He that hath faith is just and good.

**Argument.**

De- He that is a good tree, bringing forth good fruit, is just and good.

ri- He that hath faith, is a good tree bringing forth good fruit.

i. Ergo, he that hath faith, is just and good.

The Fourteenth Proposition.

He that hath faith, and believeth God, cannot displease him.

**Induction.**

He that hath faith, believeth God; he that believeth God, believeth his word; he that believeth his word, wotteth well that he is true and faithful, and may not lie, knowing that he both may, and will, fulfil his word.

Ergo, 'a primo ad ultimum,' he that hath faith cannot displease God, neither can any man do a greater honour to God, than to count him true.

**Objection.**

Thou wilt then say, that theft, murder, adultery, and all vices please God

**Answer.**

Nay verily, for they cannot be done in faith; for 'a good tree beareth good fruit.'5

The Fifteenth Proposition.

Faith is a certainty or assuredness.
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"Faith is a sure confidence of things which are hoped for, and certainty of things which are not seen." 1

"The same Spirit certifieth our spirit, that we are the children of God." 2

Moreover, he that hath faith, wotteth well that God will fulfil his word: where- by it appeareth, that faith is a certainty or assuredness.

A man is justified by Faith

"Abraham believed God, and it was imputed unto him for righteousness." 3

"We suppose therefore, that a man is justified by faith, without the deeds of the law." 4

"He that worketh not, but believeth on him that justifieth the wicked, his faith is counted to him for righteousness." 5

"The just man liveth by his faith." 6

"We wot that a man is not justified by the deeds of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ; and we believe in Jesus Christ, that we may be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the deeds of the law." 7

What is the Faith of Christ?

The faith of Christ is to believe in him; that is, to believe his word, and believe that he will help thee in all thy need, and deliver thee from all evil.

Thou wilt ask me, 'What word?' I answer, 'The gospel.'

'He that believeth in Christ shall be saved.' Mark xvi.

'He that believeth the Son hath everlasting life.' John iii.

'Verily I say unto you, he that believeth in me, hath everlasting life.' John vi.

'This I write unto you, that you believe on the Son of God, that ye may know how that ye have eternal life.' 1 John v.

'Thomas! because thou hast seen me, therefore hast thou believed: happy are they which have not seen, and yet have believed in me.' John xxi.

'All the prophets to him bear witness, that whosoever believeth in him shall have remission of their sins.' Acts x.

'What must I do that I may be saved?' The apostles answered, 'Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved.' Acts xvi.

'If thou dost acknowledge with thy mouth that Jesus is the Lord, and believe with thine heart that God raised him from death, thou shalt be safe.' Rom. x.

'He that believeth not in Christ shall be condemned. He that believeth not the Son shall never see life, but the ire of God bideth upon him.' John iii.

'The Holy Ghost shall reprove the world of sin, because they believe not in me.' John xvi.

They that believe in Jesu Christ are the sons of God. 'Ye are all the sons of God, because ye believe in Jesus Christ.' I John iii.

'He that believeth that Christ is the Son of God, is safe.' John i.

'Peter said, Thou art Christ the Son of the living God! Jesus answered and said unto him, Happy art thou, Simon, the son of Jonas, for flesh and blood hath not opened to thee that, but my Father that is in heaven.' Matt. xvi.

'Ve have believed, and know that thou art Christ the Son of the living God.' 'I believe that thou art Christ the Son of God, which should come into the world.' John xi.

'These things are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is Christ the Son of God, and that ye, in believing, might have life.' John xx.

'I believe that Jesus is the Son of God.' Acts viii.

The Sixteenth Proposition.

"He that believeth the gospel, believeth God."

**Argument.**

| Major. | Da. | The gospel is God's word. |
| Minor. | ri- | He that believeth God's word, believeth God. |
| Concl. | t. | Ergo, he that believeth the gospel, believeth God. |
| To believe the gospel is this: that Christ is the Saviour of the world." | John vi.
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Christ is our Saviour. Luke ii.
Christ washed us with his blood. Apoc. i.
Christ offered himself for us. Heb. ix.
Christ bare our sins on his own back, &c. 1 Pet. ii.

The Seventeenth Proposition.

‘He that believeth not the gospel believeth not God.’

Argument.

Fe-
ri-
o.

He that believeth not God’s word, believeth not God himself.
The gospel is God’s word.
Ergo, he that believeth not the gospel, believeth not God himself; and consequently, he that believeth not those things above written, and such others, believeth not God.

The Eighteenth Proposition.

He that believeth the gospel, shall be safe.

‘Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel unto every creature: he that believeth and is baptized, shall be saved; but he that believeth not, shall be condemned.’ Mark xvi.

A Comparison between Faith and Incredulity.

Faith is the root of all good: incredulity is the root of all evil.
Faith maketh God and man good friends: incredulity maketh them foes.
Faith bringeth God and man together: incredulity sundereth them.
All that faith doth, pleaseth God: all that incredulity doth, displeaseth God.
Faith only maketh a man good and righteous: incredulity only maketh him unjust and evil.
Faith maketh a man a member of Christ: incredulity maketh him a member of the devil.
Faith maketh a man the inheritor of heaven: incredulity maketh him inheritor of hell.
Faith maketh a man the servant of God: incredulity maketh him the servant of the devil.
Faith showeth us God to be a sweet father: incredulity showeth him a terrible judge.
Faith holdeth stiff by the word of God: incredulity waveth here and there.
Faith counteth and holdeth God to be true: incredulity holdeth him false and a liar.
Faith knoweth God: incredulity knoweth him not.
Faith loveth both God and his neighbour: incredulity loveth neither of them.
Faith only saveth us: incredulity only condemneth us.
Faith extolleth God and his deeds: incredulity extolleth herself and her own deeds.

OF HOPE.

Hope is a trusty looking after the thing that is promised us to come, as we what hope after the everlasting joy, which Christ hath promised unto all that believe hope is in him.

We should put our hope and trust in God alone, and in no other thing.

‘It is good to trust in God and not in man.’ Psalm cxviii.
‘He that trusteth in his own heart is a fool.’ Prov. xxviii.
‘It is good to trust in God, and not in princes.’ Psalm cxviii.
‘They shall be like unto the images which they make, and all that trust in them.’ Psalm cxv.
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‘He that trusteth in his own thoughts doth ungodly.’ Prov. xii.
‘Cursed is he that trusteth in man.’ Jer. xvii.
‘Bid the rich men of this world, that they trust not in their unstable riches, but that they trust in the living God.’ 1 Tim. vi.
‘It is hard for them that trust in money, to enter into the kingdom of heaven.’ Moreover we should trust in him only, that may help us: God only may help us, therefore we should trust in him only.
‘Well are they that trust in God, and woe to them that trust not in him.’
‘Well is that man that trusteth in God, for God shall be his trust.’
‘He that trusteth in him, shall understand the verity.’ Wis. iii.
‘They shall rejoice that trust in thee; they shall ever be glad, and thou wilt defend them.’ Psalm v.

OF CHARITY.

Charity is the love of thy neighbour. The rule of charity is this: Do as thou wouldst be done to: for Christ holdeth all alike, the rich, the poor, the friend and the foe, the thankful and unthankful, the kinsman and stranger.

A Comparison between Faith, Hope, and Charity.

Faith cometh of the word of God; hope cometh of faith; and charity springeth of them both.
Faith believeth the word; hope trusteth after that which is promised by the word; charity doth good unto her neighbour, through the love that she hath to God, and gladness that is within herself.
Faith looketh to God and his word; hope looketh unto his gift and reward; charity looketh on her neighbour’s profit.
Faith receiveth God; hope receiveth his reward; charity loveth her neighbour with a glad heart, and that without any respect of reward.
Faith pertaineth to God only; hope to his reward; and charity to her neighbour.

THE DOCTRINE OF WORKS.

No manner of Works make us righteous.

‘We believe that a man shall be justified without works.’ Rom. iii.
‘No man is justified by the deeds of the law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ; and we believe in Jesus Christ, that we may be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the deeds of the law; for if righteousness come by the law, then died Christ in vain.’ Gal. ii.
‘That no man is justified by the law is manifest; for a righteous man liveth by his faith, but the law is not of faith.’ Acts xvii.

Moreover, since Christ the maker of heaven and earth, and all that is therein, behoved to die for us, we are compelled to grant that we were so far drowned and sunken in sin, that neither our deeds, nor all the treasures that ever God made or might make, could have holpen us out of them: therefore no deeds or works may make us righteous.

No Works make us unrighteous.

‘If any evil works make us unrighteous, then the contrary works should make us righteous. But it is proved that no works can make us righteous: therefore no works make us unrighteous.

Works make us neither good nor evil.

It is proved that works neither make us righteous nor unrighteous: therefore no works make us either good or evil. For righteous and good are one thing, and unrighteous and evil likewise one.

Good works make not a good man, nor evil works an evil man: but a good man bringeth forth good works, and an evil man evil works.

Good fruit maketh not the tree good, nor evil fruit the tree evil: but a good tree beareth good fruit, and an evil tree evil fruit.

A good man cannot do evil works, nor an evil man good works: for a good tree cannot bear evil fruit, nor an evil tree good fruit.

A man is good ere he do good works, and evil ere he do evil works: for the tree is good, ere it bear good fruit, and evil, ere it bear evil fruit.

Every man, and the works of man, are either good or evil.

Every tree, and the fruits thereof, are either good or evil. 'Either make ye the tree good, and the fruit good also, or else make the tree evil, and the fruit of it likewise evil.' Matt. xii.

A good man is known by his works: for a good man doth good works, and an evil man evil works. 'Ye shall know them by their fruit; for a good tree beareth good fruit, and an evil tree evil fruit.' A man is likened to the tree, and his works to the fruit of the tree.

'Beware of the false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves: ye shall know them by their fruits.' Luke vii.

None of our Works either save us or condemn us.

'If works make us neither righteous nor unrighteous, then thou wilt say, 'it maketh no matter what we do.' I answer, If thou do evil, it is a sure argument that thou art evil, and wantest faith. If thou do good, it is an argument that thou art good, and hast faith; for a good tree beareth good fruit, and an evil tree evil fruit. Yet good fruit makes not the tree good, nor evil fruit the tree evil; so that man is good ere he do good deeds, and evil ere he do evil deeds.

The man is the tree, his works are the fruit.

Faith maketh the good tree, and incredulity the evil tree: such a tree, such fruit; such a man, such works. For all things that are done in faith, please God, and are good works; and all that are done without faith, displease God, and are evil works.

Whosoever believeth or thinketh to be saved by his works, denieth that Christ is his Saviour, that Christ died for him, and that all things pertain to Christ. For how is he thy Saviour, if thou mightest save thyself by thy works, or were thou to die for thee, if any works might have saved thee?

What is this to say, 'Christ died for thee'? Verily that thou shouldst have died perpetually; and Christ, to deliver thee from death, died for thee, and changed thy perpetual death into his own death; for thou madest the fault, and he suffered the pain; and that, for the love he had to thee before thou wast born, when thou hadst done neither good nor evil.

Now, seeing he hath paid thy debt, thou needest not, neither canst thou pay it; but shouldst be damned if his blood were not. But since he was punished for thee, thou shalt not be punished.

Finally, He hath delivered thee from thy condemnation and all evil, and desirèst nought of thee, but that thou wilt acknowledge what he hath done for thee, and bear it in mind; and that thou wouldest help others for his sake, both in word and deed, even as he hath holpen thee for nought, and without reward.

O how ready would we be to help others, if we knew his goodness and gentleness towards us; he is a good and a gentle Lord, for he doth all for nought. Let us, I beseech you therefore, follow his footsteps, whom all the world ought to praise and worship. Amen!

He that thinketh to be saved by his Works calleth himself Christ.

For he calleth himself the Saviour; which pertaineth to Christ only.

What is a Saviour, but he that saveth? and he saith, I saved myself; which is as much to say as, 'I am Christ;' for Christ only is the Saviour of the world.

We should do no good Works for the intent to get the Inheritance of Heaven, or Remission of Sin.

For whosoever believeth to get the inheritance of heaven, or remission of sin, through works, he believeth not to get the same for Christ's sake; and
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Remission but in Christ.

Thou wilt say, 'Shall we then do no good deeds?'

I say not so, but I say we should do no good works to the intent to get the inheritance of heaven, or remission of sin: For if we believe to get the inheritance of heaven through good works, then we believe not to get it through the promise of God: or if we think to get remission of our sins by our deeds, then we believe not that they are forgiven us, and so we count God a liar.

For God saith, 'Thou shalt have the inheritance of heaven for my Son's sake; thy sins are forgiven thee for my Son's sake;' and you say it is not so, 'But I will win it through my works.'

Thus you see I condemn not good deeds, but I condemn the false trust in any works; for all the works wherein a man putteth any confidence, are therewith poisoned, and become evil. Wherefore thou must do good works, but beware thou do them not to deserve any good through them; for if thou do, thou receivest the good not as the gifts of God, but as debt to thee, and makest thyself fellow with God, because thou wilt take nothing of him for nought. And what needeth he any thing of thine, who giveth all things, and is not the poorer? Therefore do nothing to him, but take of him, for he is a gentle Lord; and with a gladder will giveth us all that we need, than we can take it of him: if then we want aught, let us blame ourselves.

Press not therefore to the inheritance of heaven through presumption of thy good works; for if thou do, thou countest thyself holy, and equal to God, because thou wilt take nothing of him for nought; and so shalt thou fall as Lucifer fell for his pride.

The law and the gospel, how they are to be joined, and how to be separated.

Grace free, Promise simple, Faith alone.

Particularly.

The body of Christ is the efficient cause of our redemption in general.

Certain brief Notes or Declarations upon the aforesaid Places of Master Patrick.

This little treatise of Master Patrick's Places, albeit in quantity it be short, yet in effect it comprehendeth matter able to fill large volumes, declaring to us the true doctrine of the law, of the gospel, of faith, and of works, with the nature and properties, and also the difference of the same: which difference is thus to be understood: that in the cause of salvation, and in the office of justifying, these are to be removed and separated amunder, the law from the gospel, and faith from works: otherwise, in the person that is justified, and also in order of doctrine, they ought commonly to go necessarily together.

Therefore, whereasover any question or doubt ariseth of salvation, or our justifying before God, there the law and all good works must be utterly excluded and stand apart, that grace may appear free, the promise simple, and that faith may stand alone; which faith alone, without law or works, worketh to every man particularly his salvation, through mere promise, and the free grace of God. This word 'particularly,' I add, for the particular certifying of every man's heart, privately and peculiarly, that believeth in Christ. For as the body of Christ is the cause efficient of the redemption of the whole world in general; so is faith the instrumental cause, by which every man applieth the said body of Christ particularly to his own salvation. So that in the action and office of justification, both law and works here be utterly secluded and exempted, as things having nothing to do in this behalf. The reason is this, for seeing that all our redemption universally springeth only from the body of the Son of God crucified, then is there nothing that can stand us in stead, but that only wherewith this body of Christ is apprehended. Now, forasmuch as neither the
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law nor works, but faith only, is the thing which apprehendeth the body and
death of Christ, therefore faith only is that matter which justifieth every soul
before God, through the strength of that object which it doth apprehend. For
the only object of our faith is the body of Christ, like as the brazen serpent was
the only object of the eyes of the Israelites looking, and not of their hands'
working: by the strength of which object, through the promise of God, imme-
diately proceeded health to the beholders. So the body of Christ, being the
object of our faith, striketh righteousness to our souls, not through working, but
believing only.

Thus you see how faith, being the only eye of our soul, standeth alone with
her object in case of justifying; but yet, nevertheless, in the body she standeth
not alone: for besides the eye, there be also hands to work, feet to walk, ears
to hear, and other members more, every one convenient for the service of the
body, and yet there is none of them all that can see, but only the eye. So in
a christian man's life, and in order of doctrine, there is the law, there is repen-
tance, there is hope, charity, and deeds of charity; all which, in life and in
doctrine, are joined, and necessarily do concur together: and yet, in the action
of justifying, there is nothing else in man, that hath any part or place, but only
faith apprehending the object, which is the body of Christ Jesus for us cruci-
fied, in whom consisteth all the worthiness and fulness of our salvation, by
faith; that is, by our apprehending and receiving of him: according as it is
written in John 1., 'Whosoever received him, he gave them power to be made
the sons of God, even all such as believed in his name,' &c. Also in Isaiah liii.,
'This just servant of mine, in the knowledge of him shall justify many,' &c.

Argument.

Da- Apprehending and receiving of Christ only maketh us justified before
      God.¹
	ti- Christ only is apprehended and received by faith.
	st. Ergo, faith only maketh us justified before God.

Argument.

Ba- Justification cometh only by apprehending and receiving of Christ.⁸
      ro- The law and works do nothing pertain to the apprehending of Christ.
      co. Ergo, the law and works pertain nothing to justification.

Argument.

Ce- Nothing which is unjust of itself, can justify us before God, or help any
      thing to our justifying.
	sa- Every work we do, is unjust before God.⁹
	re. Ergo, no work that we do, can justify us before God, or help any thing
to our justifying.

Argument.

Ca- If works could any thing further our justification, then should our works
      something profit us before God.
	me- No works, do the best we can, do profit us before God.⁴
	stres. Ergo, no works that we do, can any thing further our justification.

Argument.

Ba- All that we can do with God, is only by Christ.⁸
      ro- Our works and merits be not Christ, neither any part of him.
      co. Ergo, our works and merits can do nothing with God.

(1) 'As many as received him, to them he gave power,' &c. John i.
(2) 'And be, by the knowledge of him, shall justify many,' &c. Isa. liii.
(3) 'All our righteousness is as filthy clouts.' Isa. lxiv.
(4) 'When ye have done all that is commanded you, say, We are unprofitable servants.' Luke xiv.
(5) 'Without me ye can do nothing.' John xv.
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Argument.

That which is the cause of condemnation, cannot be the cause of justification.

The law is the cause of condemnation.¹

Ergo, it is not the cause of justification.

A Consequent.

We are quit and delivered from the law.²

Ergo, we are not quit and delivered by the law.

Forsasmuch therefore as the truth of the Scripture, in express words, hath thus included our salvation in faith only, we are enforced necessarily to exclude all other causes and means in our justification, and to make this difference between the law and the gospel, between faith and works; affirming, with Scripture and the word of God, that the law condemneth us, our works do not avail us, and that faith in Christ only justifieth us. And this difference and distinction ought diligently to be learned and retained of all Christians; especially in conflict of conscience between the law and the gospel, faith and works, grace and merits, promise and condition, God's free-election and man's free-will: so that the light of the free grace of God in our salvation may appear to all consciences, to the immortal glory of God's holy name. Amen.

The Order and Difference of Places.

Antithesis.
The Gospel and the Law; Faith and Works;
Grace and Merits; Promise and Condition;
God's Free-Election and Man's Free-Will.

The difference and repugnance of these aforesaid 'Places' being well noted and expounded, it shall give no small light to every faithful Christian, both to understand the Scriptures, to judge in cases of conscience, and to reconcile such places in the Old and New Testament as else may seem to repugn; according to the rule of St. Augustine, saying, 'Distingue temporas, et conciliahis Scripturas,' &c. 'Make distinction of times, and thou shalt reconcile the Scriptures,' &c. Contrariwise, where men be not perfectly in these places instructed to discern between the law and the gospel, between faith and works, &c., so long they can never rightly establish their minds in the free promises of God's grace, but walk confusedly, without order, in all matters of religion; example whereof we have too much in the Romish church, which, confounding these places together without distinction, following no method, hath perverted the true order of christian doctrine, and hath obscured the sweet comfort and benefit of the gospel of Christ, not knowing what the true use of the law, nor of the gospel, meaneth.

In the Doctrine of the Law three things to be noted.

In the law therefore, three things are to be considered. First, what is the true rigour and strength of the law, which is, to require full and perfect obedience of the whole man, not only to restrain his outward actions, but also his inward motions and inclinations of will and affection, from the appetite of sin: and therefore saith St. Paul, 'The law is spiritual, but I am carnal,' &c. Whereupon riseth this proposition, That it is not in our nature and power to fulfil the law. Item, the law commandeth that which is to us impossible, &c.

Second, the second thing to be noted in the doctrine of the law, is, to consider the time and place of the law, what they be, and how far they extend. For, as the surging seas have their banks and bars to keep them in, so the law hath its times and limits, which it ought not to pass. If Christ had not come and suffered, the time and dominion of the law had been everlasting: but now, seeing Christ hath come, and hath died in his righteous flesh, the power of the law against our sinful flesh doth cease. 'For the end of the law is Christ;'⁴

---

¹ 1 John vii.
² 1 John vii.
³ Rom. vii.
⁴ Rom. x.
that is, the death of Christ's body is the death of the law to all that believe in him: so that whatsoever repent of their sins, and flee to the death and passion of Christ, the condemnation and time of the law to them are expired. Wherefore this is to be understood as a perpetual rule in the Scripture, that the law with all its sentences and judgments, whosoever they are written, either in the Old Testament or in the New, doth ever include a privy exception of repentance and belief in Christ, to which always it giveth place, having there its end; and can proceed no further: according as St. Paul doth say, 'The law is our schoolmaster until Christ, that we might be justified by faith.'

Moreover, as the law hath its time how long to reign, so also it hath its proper place, where to reign. By the reign of the law here is meant the condemnation of the law: for as the time of the law ceaseth, when the faith of Christ, in a true repenting heart, beginneth, so hath the law no place in such as be good and faithful; that is, in sinners repenting and amending, but only in them that be evil and wicked. Evil men here I call such as walking in sinful flesh, are not yet driven by earnest repentance to flee to Christ for succour. And therefore saith St. Paul, 'To the just man there is no law set, but to the unjust and disobedient.'

Therefore this man here is meant, not he who never had disease, but he who, knowing his disease, seeketh out the physician; and, being cured, keepeth himself in health, as much as he may, from any more surfeit. Notwithstanding he shall never so keep himself, but that his health (that is, his new obedience) shall always remain frail and imperfect, and shall continually need the physician. Where, by these, these three things are to be noted: first, the sickness itself; secondly, the knowing of the sickness: thirdly, the physician. The sickness is sin, the knowing of the sickness is repentance, which the law worketh: the physician is Christ. And therefore, although in remission of our sins repentance is joined with faith, yet it is not the dignity or worthiness of repentance, that causeth remission of sins, but only the worthiness of Christ, whom faith only apprehendeth: no more than the feeling of the disease is the cause of health, but only the physician. For else, when a man is cast and condemned by the law, it is not repentance that can save or deserve life, but if his pardon come, then is it the grace of the prince, and not his repentance that saveth.

The third point to be considered in the doctrine of the law, is this: that we mark well the end and purpose why the law is given, which is, not to bring us to salvation, nor to work God's favour, nor to make us good; but rather to declare and convict our wickedness, and to make us feel the danger thereof, to this end and purpose, that we, seeing our condemnation, and being in ourselves confounded, may be driven thereby to have our refuge in Christ the Son of God, and to submit ourselves to him, in whom only is to be found our remedy, and in none other. And this end of the law ought discreetly to be pondered by all Christians: otherwise they that consider not this end and purpose of the law, fall into manifold errors and inconveniences. First, they pervert all order of doctrine: secondly, they seek that in the law which the law cannot give: thirdly, they are not able to comfort themselves, nor others: fourthly, they keep men's souls in an uncertain doubt and dubitation of their salvation: fifthly, they obscure the light of God's grace: sixthly, they are unknd to God's benefits: seventhly, they are injurious to Christ's passion, and enemies to his cross: eighthly, they stop christian liberty: ninthly, they bereave the church, the spouse of Christ, of her due comfort, as taking away the sun out of the world: tenthly, in all their doings they shoot at a wrong mark; for where Christ only is set up to be apprehended by our faith, and so freely to justify us, they, leaving this justification by faith, set up other marks, partly of the law, partly of their own devising, for men to shoot at. And here come in the manifest and manifold absurdities of the bishop of Rome's doctrine, which (the Lord willing) we will rehearse, as in a catalogue here following.

Errors and Absurdities of the Papists, touching the Doctrine of the Law and of the Gospel.

I. They erroneously conceive opinion of salvation in the law, which only is to be sought in the faith of Christ, and in no other.

(1) Gal. iii. (2) 'Justus non est lex positus, sed injustus, et inobsequientibus.' 1 Tim. i.
II. They erroneously do seek God’s favour by works of the law; not knowing that the law, in this our corrupt nature, worketh only the anger of God.  
III. They err also in this, that whereas the office of the law is diverse from, and contrary to the gospel, they, without any difference, confound the one with the other, making the gospel to be a law, and Christ to be a Moses.  
IV. They err in dividing the law unskilfully into three parts: into the law natural, the law moral, and the law evangelical.  
V. They err again in dividing the law evangelical into precepts and counsels, making the precepts to serve for all men, the counsels only to serve for them that be perfect.  
VI. The chief substance of all their teaching and preaching resteth upon the works of the law, as may appear by their religion, which wholly consisteth in men’s merits, traditions, laws, canons, decrees, and ceremonies.  
VII. In the doctrines of salvation, remission, and justification, either they admix the law equally with the gospel, or else, clean secluding the gospel, they teach and preach the law, so that little mention is made of the faith of Christ, or none at all.  
VIII. They err, in thinking that the law of God requireth nothing in us under pain of damnation, but only our obedience in external actions: as for the inward affections and concupiscence, they esteem them but light matters.  
IX. They, not knowing the true nature and strength of the law, do erroneously imagine that it is in man’s power to fulfil it.  
X. They err in thinking it not only to be in man’s power to keep the law of God, but also to perform more perfect works than be in God’s law commanded; and these they call the works of perfection. And hereof rise the works of supererogation, of satisfaction, of congruity and condignity, to store up the treasure-house of the pope’s church, to be sold out to the people for money.  
XI. They err in saying, that the state monastical is more perfect for keeping the counsels of the gospel, than other states be in keeping the law of the gospel.  
XII. The counsels of the gospel they call the vows of their religious men, as profound humility, perfect chastity, and wilful poverty.  
XIII. They err abominably, in equalizing their laws and constitutions with God’s law; and in saying, that man’s law bindeth, under pain of damnation, no less than God’s law.  
XIV. They err sinfully, in punishing the transgressors of their laws more sharply than the transgressors of the law of God; as appeareth by their inquisitions, and their canon-law, &c.  
XV. Finally they err most horribly in this, that where the free promise of God ascribeth our salvation only to our faith in Christ, excluding works; they, on the contrary, ascribe salvation only, or principally, to works and merits, excluding faith: whereupon ariseth the application of the sacrifice of the mass, ‘ex opere operato,’ for the quick and dead, application of the merits of Christ’s passion in bulls, application of the merits of all religious orders, and such others above specified more at large in the former part of this history.

Here follow three Cautions to be observed and avoided in the true understanding of the Law.

The first caution: that we, through the misunderstanding of the Scriptures, do not take the law for the gospel, nor the gospel for the law; but skilfully dis-

---

(1) Rom. iii.  
(2) This article repugneth against this place of John i. ‘The law is given by Moses: grace and verity by Jesus Christ.’  
(3) What is the whole service of God in the pope’s church, but only a heap of ceremonies?  
(4) This article repugneth against this Scripture, ‘Go and preach the gospel to every creature. He that believeth, &c. But they preach as though Christ had said, ‘Go and preach the law to every creature.’  
(5) This article is contrary to the place Rom. viii., ‘That which the law could not perform in the behalf of our weak flesh,’ &c.  
(6) This article repugneth against the place, Gal. ii., ‘For if righteousness come by the law, then Christ died in vain.’  
(7) This article savoureth of the pride of the pharisees, who said, ‘I am not like this publican.’  
(8) This article repugneth against this place, ‘They bind heavy burdens and grievous to bear, and lay them on men’s shoulders,’ Matt. xxiii.  
(9) ‘Woe to you, scribes and pharisees! which for the doctrines of men, transgress the commandments of God.’
cern and distinguish the voice of the one, from the voice of the other. Many there be, who, reading the book of the New Testament, do take and understand whatsoever they see contained in the said book, to be only and merely the voice of the gospel: and contrariwise, whatsoever is contained in the compass of the Old Testament (that is, within the law, histories, psalms, and prophets), to be only and merely the word and voice of the law. Wherein many are deceived; for the preaching of the law, and the preaching of the gospel, are mixed together in both the Testaments, as well the Old as the New; neither is the order of these two doctrines to be distinguished by hooks and leaves, but by the diversity of God’s Spirit speaking unto us. For sometimes in the Old Testament God doth comfort, as he comforted Adam, with the voice of the gospel: sometimes also in the New Testament he doth threaten and terrify, as when Christ threatened the Pharisees. In some places again, Moses and the prophets play the Evangelists; insomuch that Jerome doubteth whether he should call Isaiah a prophet or an evangelist. In some places likewise Christ and the apostles supply the part of Moses; and as Christ himself, until his death, was under the law (which law he came not to break, but to fulfill), so his sermons made to the Jews, run all, for the most part, upon the perfect doctrine and works of the law, showing and teaching what we ought to do by the right law of justice, and what danger ensueth in not performing the same: all which places, though they be contained in the book of the New Testament, yet are they to be referred to the doctrine of the law, ever having in them included a privy exception of repentance and faith in Christ Jesus. As for example, where Christ thus preacheth, ‘Blessed be they that be pure of heart, for they shall see God,’ &¢. Again, ‘Except ye be made like these children, ye shall not enter,’ &¢. Item. But he that doth the will of my Father, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven,’ &¢. Item. The parable of the unkind servant, justly cast into prison for not forgiving his fellow, &¢. The casting of the rich glutton into hell, &¢. He that denieth me here before men, I will deny him before my Father, &¢. with such other places of like condition. All these, I say, pertaining to the doctrine of the law, do ever include in them a secret exception of earnest repentance, and faith in Christ’s precious blood. For else, Peter denied, and yet repented. Many publicans and sinners were unkind, unmerciful, and hard-hearted to their fellow-servants; and yet many of them repented, and by faith were saved, &¢. The grace of Christ Jesus work in us earnest repentance, and faith in him unfeigned. Amen!

Briefly, to know when the law speaketh, and when the gospel speaketh, and to discern the voice of the one from the voice of the other, this may serve for a note, that when there is any moral work commanded to be done, either for eschewing of punishment, or upon promise of any reward temporal or eternal, or else when any promise is made with condition of any work commanded in the law, there is to be understood the voice of the law. Contrary, where the promise of life and salvation is offered unto us freely, without all our merits, and simply, without any condition annexed of any law, either natural, ceremonial, or moral: all those places, whether they be read in the Old Testament, or in the New, are to be referred to the voice and doctrine of the gospel. And this promise of God, freely made to us by the merits of Jesus Christ, so long before prophesied to us in the Old Testament, and afterwards exhibited in the New Testament, and now requiring nothing but our faith in the Son of God, is called properly the voice of the gospel, and differeth from the voice of the law in this, that it hath no condition joined to our meriting, but only respecteth the merits of Christ the Son of God; by whose faith only we are promised of God to be saved and justified: according as we read in Rom. iii. ‘The righteousness of God cometh by faith of Jesus Christ, in all, and upon all, that do believe,’ &¢.

The second caution or danger to be avoided is, that we now, knowing how to discern rightly between the law and the gospel, and having intelligence not to mistake the one for the other, must take heed again that we break not the order between these two, taking and applying the law, where the gospel is to be applied, either to ourselves or towards others. For albeit the law and the gospel many times are to be joined together in order of doctrine, yet the case may fall sometimes, that the gospel must be utterly sequestered from the gospel: as when
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any person or persons do feel themselves, with the majesty of the law and judgment of God, so terrified and oppressed, and with the burden of their sins overweighed and thrown down into utter discomfort, and almost even to the pit of hell; as happeneth many times to soft and timorous consciences of God's good servants. When such mortified hearts do hear, either in preaching or in reading, any such example or place of the Scripture which pertained to the law, let them think the same nothing to belong to them, no more than a mourning weed belongeth to a marriage-feast: and therefore, removing utterly out of their minds all cogitation of the law, of fear, of judgment, and condemnation, let them only set before their eyes the gospel, the sweet comforts of God's promise, free forgiveness of sins in Christ, grace, redemption, liberty, rejoicing, psalms, thanksgiving; and a paradise of spiritual joicundity, and nothing else; thinking thus with themselves, that the law hath done his office in them already, and now must needs give place to his better, that is, must needs give room to Christ the Son of God, who is the lord and master, the fullfiller, and also the finisher of the law; for the end of the law, is Christ. 

The third danger to be avoided is, that we do not use or apply on the contrary side, the gospel instead of the law. For as the other before, was even as much as to put on a mourning gown in the feast of a marriage, so is this but even to cast pearls before swine; wherein is a great abuse among many. For commonly it is seen that these worldly epicures and secure Mammonists, to whom the doctrine of the law doth properly appertain, do receive and apply to themselves most principally the sweet promises of the gospel: and, contrariwise, the other contrite and bruised hearts, to whom belong only the joyful tidings of the gospel, and not the law, for the most part receive and retain to themselves the terrible voice and sentences of the law. Hereby it cometh to pass that many do rejoice where they should mourn; and on the other side, many do fear and mourn where they need not: wherefore, to conclude, in private use of life, let every person discreetly discern between the law and the gospel, and aptly apply to himself that which he seeth convenient.

And again, in public order of doctrine, let every discreet preacher put a difference between the broken heart of the mourning sinner, and the unrepentant worldling, and so conjoin both the law with the gospel, and the gospel with the law, that in throwing down the wicked, ever he spare the weak-hearted; and again, so spare the weak, that he do not encourage the ungodly.

And thus much concerning the conjunction and difference between the law and the gospel, upon the occasion of Mr. Patrick's Places.

Henry Forest, martyred at St. Andrews, in Scotland. Persecuted by James Beton, Archbishop of St. Andrews; and by Friar Walter Laing, betrayer of the Confession of this Henry Forest.

Within a few years after the martyrdom of Master Patrick Hamelton, one Henry Forest, a young man born in Linlithgowa, who, a little before, had received the orders of Benet and Collet (as they term them), affirmed and said, that Master Patrick Hamelton died a martyr; and that his articles were true. For this he was apprehended, and put in prison by James Beton, archbishop of St. Andrew's, who, shortly after, caused a certain friar, named Walter Laing, to hear his confession: to whom when Henry Forest in secret confession had declared his conscience, how he thought Master Patrick to be a good man, and wrongfully to be put to death, and that his articles were true, and not heretical, the friar came and uttered to the bishop the confession that he had heard, which before was not thoroughly known. Hereupon it followed, that his confession being brought as sufficient probation against him, he was therefore convened before the council of the clergy and doctors, and there concluded to be a heretic, equal in iniquity with Master Patrick Hamelton, and there decreed to be given to the secular judges, to suffer death.

When the day came for his death, and that he should first be degraded, he was brought before the clergy in a green place, being between the castle of St. (1) Rom. x.
Andrew and another place called Monymaill. As soon as he entered in at the door, and saw the faces of the clergy, perceiving whereunto they tended, he cried with a loud voice, saying, 'Fie on falsehood! Fie on false friars, revealers of confession! After this day let no man ever trust any false friars, contemners of God's word, and deceivers of men!' And so they proceeding to degrade him of his small orders of Benet and Collet, he said with a loud voice, 'Take from me not only your own orders, but also your own baptism!' meaning thereby whatsoever is besides that which Christ himself instituted, whereof there is a great rabblement in baptism. Then, after his degradation, they condemned him as a heretic equal with Master Patrick aforesaid. And so he suffered death for his faithful testimony of the truth of Christ and of his gospel, at the north church-stile of the abbey church of St. Andrew, to the intent that all the people of Forfar might see the fire, and so might be the more feared from falling into the like doctrine which they term by the name of heresy.¹

James Hamelton, Brother to Master Patrick; Katharine Hamelton; a Wife of Leith; David Stratton, and Master Norman Gurley the two last burned. Persecuted by James Hay, Bishop of Ross, Commissioner of King James the Fifth; by Beton, Archbishop of St. Andrews; and by Master John Spens, Lawyer.

Within a year after the martyrdom of Henry Forest, or thereabout, was called James Hamelton, of Linlithgow; his sister Katharine Hamelton, the spouse of the captain of Dunbar; also another honest woman of Leith; David Stratton, of the house of Lawristone; and Master Norman Gurley. These were called to the abbey church of Holyrood House in Edinburgh, by James Hay, bishop of Ross, commissioner to James Beton, archbishop, in presence of king James the Fifth of that name; who, upon the day of their accusation, was altogether clad in red apparel. James Hamelton was accused as one that maintained the opinion of Master Patrick his brother; to whom the king gave counsel to depart, and not to appear: for in case he appeared, he could not help him; because the bishops had persuaded the king, that the cause of heresy did in no wise appertain unto him. And so Hamelton fled, and was condemned as a heretic, and all his goods and lands confiscated and disposed unto others.

Katharine Hamelton, his sister, appeared upon the scaffold, and being accused of a horrible heresy, to wit, that her own works could not save her, she granted the same; and after a long reasoning between her and Master John Spens, the lawyer, she concluded in this manner, 'Work here, work there; what kind of working is all this? I know perfectly, that no kind of works can save me, but only the works of Christ my Lord and Saviour.' The king, hearing these words, turned him about and laughed, and called her unto him, and caused her to recant, because she was his aunt; and she escaped.

The woman of Leith was detected herof, that when the midwife, in time of her labour, bade her say, 'Our lady help me!' she cried, 'Christ help me! Christ help me, in whose help I trust!' She also was caused to recant, and so escaped without confiscation of her goods, because she was married.

Master Norman Gurley, for that he said there was no such thing as purgatory, and that the pope was not a bishop but Antichrist, and had no jurisdiction in Scotland.

Also David Stratton, for that he said, there was no purgatory, but the passion of Christ, and the tribulations of this world. And because, when Master Robert Lawson, vicar of Eglesgig, asked his tithe-fish of him, he did cast them to him out of the boat, so that some of them fell into the sea; therefore he accused him, as one that should have said, that no tithes should be paid. These two, because, after great solicitation made by the king, they refused to abjure and recant, were therefore condemned by the bishop of Ross as heretics, and were burned upon the green side, between Leith and Edinburgh, to the intent that the inha-(1) Ex Scripto Testimonii Scotoruni.
Henry Fill.

A.D. 1530.

And thus much touching those martyrs of Scotland that suffered under James Beton, archbishop of St. Andrew's; after whom succeeded David Beton, in the same archbishopric, under whom divers others were also martyred; as hereafter (God willing) in their order shall appear.

Thomas Harding, an aged Father, dwelling at Chesham in Buckinghamshire, burned A.D. 1532. Persecuted by John Longland, Bishop of Lincoln, and by Rowland, Vicar of Great Wycombe, the Bishop's Chaplain.

Thomas Harding, dwelling at Chesham, in the county of Buckingham, with Alice his wife, was first abjured by William Smith, bishop of Lincoln, a.d. 1506, with divers others, who, the same time, for speaking against idolatry and superstition, were taken and compelled, some to bear faggots, some were burned in the cheeks with hot irons, some condemned to perpetual prison, some thrust into monasteries, and spoiled clean of all their goods, some compelled to make pilgrimage to the great block, otherwise called our Lady of Lincoln, some to Walsingham, some to St. Romulid of Buckingham, some to the rood of Wendover, some to St. John Shorne, &c. of whom mention is made in the table before.

Of this Thomas Harding much rehearsal hath been made before. First, this Thomas Harding, with Alice his wife, being abjured and enjoined penance, with divers others, by William Smith, bishop of Lincoln; afterwards, by the said bishop was released again, A.D. 1515, of all such penance as was enjoined him and his wife at their abjuration, except these three articles following; and were discharged of their badges or signs of their faggots, &c. Only this penance following the bishop continued 'sub poena relapsus':

First, That neither of them during their life, should dwell out of the parish of Amersham.

Item, That both of them, during their lives, should fast bread and ale every Corpus Christi even. 2

Item, That both of them should during their lives, upon Corpus Christi day, every year go on pilgrimage to Ashridge, and there make their offerings, as other people did; but not to do penance. Also they were licensed by the said bishop to do their pilgrimage at Ashridge on Corpus Christi even, or Corpus Christi day, or some other, upon any cause reasonable.

This penance, being to them enjoined, A.D. 1515, they observed till the year 1522, save that in the last year only, the aforesaid Alice, his wife, omitted her pilgrimage, going to Ashridge upon Corpus Christi day. Also the said Thomas Harding, being put to his oath to detect others, because he, contrary to his oath, dissembled, and did not disclose them, was therefore enjoined, in penance for his perjury, to bear upon his right sleeve, both before and behind, a badge or patch of green cloth, or silk, embroidered like a faggot, during his whole life, unless he should be otherwise dispensed withal. And thus continued he from the year 1522, until the year 1532.

At last the said Harding, in the year aforesaid (1532), about the Easter holidays, when the other people went to the church to commit their wonted idolatry, took his way into the woods, there solitarily to worship the true living God, in spirit and in truth; where, as he was occupied in a book of English prayers, leaning or sitting upon a sille by the wood's side, it chanced that one did espy him where he was, and came in great haste to the officers of the town, declaring, that he had seen Harding in the woods looking on a book: whereupon immediately a rude rabble of them, like mad men, ran desperately to his house to search for books, and in searching went so nigh, that under the boards of his floor they found certain English books of holy Scripture. Hereupon this godly father

(1) Ex Scripto Testimonio Scotorum.

(2) It was happy that they were not put to taste bread and water.
with his books, was brought before John Longland, bishop of Lincoln, then lying at Woburn; who, with his chaplains, calling father Harding to examination, began to reason with him, proceeding rather with checks and rebukes, than with any sound arguments. Thomas Harding, seeing their folly and rude behaviour, gave them but few words, but fixing his trust and care in the Lord, did let them say what they would. Thus at last they sent him to the bishop’s prison, called Little-ease, where he did lie with hunger and pain enough for a certain space, till at length the bishop, sitting in his tribunal-seat like a potentate, condemned him for relapse to be burned to ashes, committing the charge and oversight of his martyrdom to Rowland Messenger, vicar of Great Wycombe. This Rowland, at the day appointed, with a rabble of others like to himself, brought father Harding to Chesham again; where, the next day after his return, the said Rowland made a sermon in Chesham church, causing Thomas Harding to stand before him all the preaching time; which sermon was nothing else, but the maintaining of the jurisdiction of the bishop of Rome, and the state of his apostolical see, with the idolatry, fantasies, and traditions belonging unto the same. When the sermon was ended, Rowland took him up to the high altar, and asked, whether he believed that in the bread, after the consecration, there remained any other substance than the substance of Christ’s natural body, born of the Virgin Mary? To this Thomas Harding answered, ‘The articles of our belief do teach us, that our Saviour Christ was born of the Virgin Mary, and that he suffered death under Pilate, and rose from death the third day; that he then ascended into heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of God, in the glory of his Father.’

Then was he brought into a man’s house in the town, where he remained all night in prayer and godly meditations. So the next morning came the aforesaid Rowland again, about ten o’clock, with a company of bills and staves, to lead this godly father to his burning; whom a great number both of men and women did follow, of whom many bewailed his death, and contrary, the wicked rejoiced thereof. He was brought forth, having thrust into his hands a little cross of wood, but no idol upon it. Then he was chained unto the stake, and desiring the people to pray for him, and forgiving all his enemies and persecutors, he commended his spirit to God, and took his death most patiently and quietly, lifting up his hands to heaven, saying, ‘Jesus, receive my spirit.’ When they had set fire on him, there was one that threw a billet at him, and dashed out his brains: for what purpose he so did, it is not known, but, as it was supposed, that he might have forty days of pardon, as the proclamation was made at the burning of William Tyalworth above mentioned; where proclamation was made the same time, that whosoever did bring a faggot or a stake to the burning of a heretic, should have forty days of pardon: whereby many ignorant people caused many of their children to bear billets and faggots to their burning.

In fine, when the sacrifice and burnt-offering of this godly martyr was finished, and he burnt to ashes, in the dell, going to Botley, at the north end of the town of Chesham, Rowland, their ruler of the roast, commanding silence, and thinking to send the people away with an ‘Ite, missa est,’ with a loud voice said to the people these words, not advising belike, what his tongue did speak, ‘Good people! when ye come home, do not say that you have been at the burning of a heretic, but of a good true christian man;’ and so they departed to dinner, Rowland, with the rabble of other priests, much rejoicing at the burning of this good man. After dinner they went to church to evensong, because it was Corpus Christi even, where they fell to singing and chanting, with ringing, and piping of the organs. Well was he that could reach the highest note, so much did they rejoice at this good man’s burning. He should have been burned on the Ascension even, but the matter was deferred unto the even of Corpus Christi, because they would honour their ‘bready Messias’ with a bloody sacrifice. Thus Thomas Harding was consumed to ashes, he being of the age of sixty years and above.

I find in the records of Lincoln, about the same time, and in the same county of Buckinghamshire, in which the aforesaid Thomas

(1) Ex Testimon. Scrip. civitam Anarabemensium.
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Mistress Alice Dolly, accused by Elizabeth Wighthill, her own servant, and by Dr. London.

Elizabeth Wighthill, being brought before Dr. London in the personage at Staunton Harecourt, and there put to her oath, deposed against Mistress Alice Dolly, her mistress, that the said Mistress Dolly, speaking of John Hacker, of Coleman-street, in London, water-bearer, said, that he was very expert in the gospels, and all other things belonging to divine service, and could express and declare them, and the Paternoster in English, as well as any priest, and it would do one good to hear him; saying moreover, that she would in no case that this were known, for hurting the poor man: commanding moreover the said Elizabeth, that she should tell no man hereof; affirming at that same time, that the aforesaid Hacker could tell by divers prophecies, what should happen in the realm.

Over and besides, the aforesaid Elizabeth deposed, that the said Mistress Dolly, her mistress, showed unto her, that she had a book which held against pilgrimages; and after that, she caused Sir John Booth, parson of Britwic, to read upon a book which he called 'Legenda Aurea;' and one saint's life he read, which did speak against pilgrimages. And after that was read, her mistress said unto her, 'Lo, daughter! now ye may hear, as I told you, what this book speaketh against pilgrimages.'

Furthermore, it was deposed against Mistress Dolly, by the said Elizabeth, that she, being at sir William Barenten's place, and seeing there in the closet images new gilded, said to the said Elizabeth, 'Look, here be my lady Barenten's gods:' to whom the said Elizabeth answered again, that they were set for remembrance of good saints. Then said she, 'If I were in a house where no images were, I could remember to pray unto saints as well as if I did see the images.' 'Nay,' said the other, 'images do provoke devotion.' Then said her mistress, 'Ye should not worship that thing that hath ears and cannot hear, and hath eyes and cannot see, and hath mouth and cannot speak, and hath hands and cannot feel.'

Item, The said mistress Dolly was reported by the said party to have a book containing the twelve articles of the creed, covered with boards and red covering. Also another black book, which she set most price by, which book she kept ever in her chamber, or in her coffer, with divers other books. And this was about A.D. 1520.¹

Note here, good reader! in this time, which was above forty-six years ago, what good matter here was, to accuse and molest good women.

Roger Hackman, accused at North Stoke, in Oxfordshire, A.D. 1525.

Persecuted by William Smith of North Stoke, in Oxfordshire; and by Thomas Ferrar.

Against this Roger Hackman it was laid, by depositions brought in, that he, sitting at the church aisle at North Stoke, said these words, 'I will never look to be saved for any good deed that ever I did, neither for any that ever I will do, unless I may have my salvation by petition, as an outlaw shall have his pardon of the king; and said, that if he might not have his salvation so, he thought he should be lost.²

Robert West, Priest of St. Andrew Undershaft, accused at London, A.D. 1529. Persecuted by Dr. Wharton, Chancellor to Tonstal, Bishop of London.

Against this Robert West, priest, it was objected, that he had commended Martin Luther, and thought that he had done well in many things, as in having a wife and children, &c.

¹ Ex Regist. Lincoln.
² ibid.
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John Ryburn, accused at Roshborough, A.D. 1580. Persecuted by Doctor Morgan.

It was testified against John Ryburn, by his sister Elizabeth Ryburn, being put to her oath, that she, coming to him upon the Assumption even, found him at supper with butter and eggs, and being bid to sit down and eat with him, she answered, that it was no convenient time then to eat; to whom he said again, that God never made such fasting days; 'but you,' quoth he, 'are so far in limbo patrum, that you can never turn again.' And in further communication, when she said that she would go on pilgrimage to the holy cross at Wendover, he said again, that she did wrong, 'for there is never a step,' said he, 'that you set, in going on pilgrimage, but you go to the devil: and you go to the church to worship what the priest doth hold above his head, which is but bread; and if you cast it to the mouse it will eat it:' and further he said, that he would never believe that the priest hath power to make his Lord.

Item, It was testified by another sister, named Alice Ryburn, that she, being with her brother in a close called Brimmer's Close, heard him say these words, 'That a time shall come, when no elevation shall be made.' Whereunto she answering again, asked, 'And what service shall we have then?' He said, 'That service that we have now.' Furthermore, the said John Ryburn was accused upon these words, for saying that the service of the church was nought, because it was not in English: 'For,' said he, 'if we had our Paternoster in English, we would say it nine times against once now,' &c.

Note here, out of the records of the register, that in this examination of John Ryburn, first his two sisters, then his own wife, and at last his own father, were called before John Longland, bishop of Lincoln, and compelled by oath to depose against him.


John Eaton, and Cecily his wife, of the parish of Speen, were detected by Richard Ryburn, that they were marked of certain in the parish on the Sunday then last past, in the sacring time, to hold down their heads, and that they would not look upon the sacrament.

Item, In the feast of the exaltation of the holy cross, when the bells did ring solemnly, between matins and high mass, for saying, in a butcher's house, 'What a clamping of bells is here!'

Item, The said John Ryburn was detected by Richard his father, for saying these words, 'The priests do wrong, for they should say their service in English, that every man may know it.'

Item, For these words, speaking to one of his sisters, 'The sacrament of the altar is not as they take it to be: but if it be, as I trust, we shall see none of phæcy them holden up, one of these days, over the priest's head,' &c.

Item, For saying that the blood of our Lord Jesus Christ hath made satisfaction for all ill deeds that were done, or should be done; and therefore it was no need to go on pilgrimage. It was also laid to his charge, and confessed by himself, that he had the gospels of Jesus in English, and that he was present in the house of John Taylor, when one John Simons read to them a lecture out of the gospel of the passion of Christ, the space of two hours.

Item, For saying that images were but idols, and that it was idolatry to pray to them.

For saying moreover, that at sacring time he kneeled down, but he had no devotion, nor believed in the sacrament.

(1) Ex Regist. Lincoln  
(2) Ex Regist. Lincoln, fol. 300.
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Item, That the pope's authority and pardon cannot help man's soul, and it was but casting away money, that is given for pardon; for if we ask pardon of our Lord Jesus Christ, he will give us pardon every day.

Thomas Lound, priest, who had been with Luther two years, being afterwards cast into the Fleet at London, was a great instructor of this John Ryburn.

John Simonds accused.

It was laid against John Simonds, for saying that men do walk all day in purgatory in this world, and when they depart out of this world, there are but two ways, either to hell or to heaven.

Item, He said, that priests should have wives.

It was reported by the confession of the said John Simonds, that he had converted to his doctrine eight priests, and had holpen two or three friars out of their orders.1

William Wingrave, Thomas Hawks of Hichenden, Robert Hawes, of West Wycombe, John Taylor, John Hawks, Thomas Hern of Cobshill, Nicholas Field, Richard Dean, Thomas Clerk the Younger, William Hawks of Chesham; accused A.D. 1530.

Persecuted by John Longland, Bishop of Lincoln.

These persons with others were examined, excommunicated, and abjured, for being together in John Taylor's house at Hichenden, and there hearing Nicholas Field, of London, read a parcel of Scripture in English unto them, who there expounded to them many things; as that they that went on pilgrimage were accused: that it booted not to pray to images, for they were but stocks made of wood, and could not help a man: that God Almighty biddeth us work as well one day as another, saving the Sunday; for six days he wrought, and the seventh day he rested: that they needed not to fast so many fasting days, except the ember days; for he was beyond the sea in Almany, and there they used not so to fast, nor to make such holy days.

Item, That offerings do no good, for they have them, that have no need thereof. And when it was answered again by one, that they maintained God's service: 'Nay,' said Nicholas, 'they maintain great houses, as abbeys and others.'

Item, That men should say their Paternoster, and Ave Maria in English, with the Creed; and declared the same in English.

Item, That the sacrament of the altar, was not, as it was pretended, the flesh, blood, and bone of Christ; but a sacrament, that is, a typical signification of his holy body: 1

To William Wingrave moreover it was objected, that he should say, that there was no purgatory: and if there were any purgatory, and every mass that is said should deliver a soul out of purgatory, there should be never a soul there; for there be more masses said in a day, than there be bodies buried in a month.2

Simon Wisdom, of Burford. Persecuted by John Longland, Bishop of Lincoln.

Simon Wisdom, of Burford, was charged in judgment, for having three books in English, one was the gospels in English, another was the psalter, the third was the Sum of the Holy Scripture in English.

James Algar, or Ayger, accused A.D. 1580. Persecuted by Dr. Prin, Commissary to the Bishop of Lincoln.

It was articulated and objected to James Algar, first, that he, speaking to a certain doctor of divinity, named Aglonby, said, that every true christian man, living after the laws of God, and observing his commandments, is a priest as well as he, &c.

Item, That he said that he would not have his executors to deal any penny for his soul after his death, for he would do it with his own hands while he was

(1) Ex Regist. Longland.
(2) Ex eod. Regist. fol. 212.
alive; and that his conscience gave him, that the soul, as soon as it departed out of the body, goeth straight either to heaven or to hell.

Item, When Dr. Aglonby aforesaid had alleged to him the place in St. Matthew [chap. xvi.] 'Thou art Peter,' &c., he answered him again with that which followeth in the gospel after, 'Get thee after me Satan,' &c.

Item, The said James, hearing of a certain church to be robbed, said openly, it made no great matter, for the church had enough already.

John French, of Long Witham. Persecuted there A.D. 1530.

Against John French likewise these three articles were objected.

First, that he believed not the body of Christ, flesh, blood, and bone, to be in the sacrament. Secondly, that he was not confessed to any priest of long time. Thirdly, that priests had not power to absolve from sins, &c.: for which he likewise, with the others was troubled, and at length compelled also with them to kneel down, and to ask a blessing of his holy catholic father and mother of Rome.

*Here followeth a brief table or catalogue, containing the names of all such as were forced to abjure in Henry's days, after the first beginning of Luther.

John Hacker, alias Richardson. Johann Pica or Colchester.

Sebastian Harris priest of Kentington.

Richard Foster of London.

Thomas Topley a frier of Clare.

William Gardiner frier-Augustine of Clare.

Sir Richard Foxe, parish priest of Bumpsted.

John Tybault.

John Cranforde of Bumpsted.

Edmond Tybault of Borrowcedle.

Alis shypwright of Bumpsted.

Robert beast.

Robert Wigg of London.

William Bull of London.

George Couper of London.

John Toy, of the parish of St. Faith's in London.

Harry Railland of Colchester.

Richard Chapman of Witham.

Robert faire of Basted.

Abraham Water of Colchester.

Christopher Raven tailor of Witham.

William Russel tailor of London.

John Smyth of Basted.

Thomas Bowgas of Colchester.

Dorotie Long of Colchester.

Rose Bate of Colchester.

William butcher of Basted.

Robert Hemsted.

Thomas Hemsted of Basted.

John Turk.

John Stirling.

Denby widow of Colchester.

Nicolas White of Rye.

Richard Kitchen curate of Ligh.

William Wigen, priest.

William Halie parish clerk of Totnaim.

Paul Luther warden of the Grey Friars in Ware.

William Barlo priest.

William Bromfeld, alias Rackeldene, monk of Berye.

William Woosley priest and eremite.

John Stacie Tyler.

Thomas Geoffray tailor of London.

Thomas Philips, pointer of London.

William Curson alias Fele.

Humphrey Mummouth draper of London, whose story for the notableness thereof shall be partly recited.

Lawrence Swarfe tailor of London.

William Russel tailor of London.

Thomas Foxe and Dorothy his wife.

Lawrence Maxwel bricklayer of London, who was twise imprisoned: First for charging a priest with a lie, that preached at Paul's cross 'that the blood of Christ was not sufficient for man's redemption without works.' The second time he was again imprisoned with his other brethren. When Barnes was burned, and about two years after, at the coming in of Queen Anne a Cleve, he with his brethren were pardoned by a general pardon.

Robert Goldstone glasier.

Laurence Staple.

John Periman Skinner.

Henry Thompson Tailor, for his penance condemned to perpetual prison.

Jasper Wetesel of Cullen.

Sir Robert Cooper priest.

Henry Faldone.

Thomas Row of Baromsted.

Robert Man of Much Cornard.

William Waltam of Colchester.

Grace Palmer of St. Oseye.

Philip Brasier of Bochsted.

Henry Fersted of Colchester.

George Bull of Much Hadham.

John Hammond of Colchester.

(1) See Edition 1568, p. 418; also Strype's Ecclesiastical Memorials, lib. i. chaps. 7, 8.—Ed.
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John Hewes of London.
Thomas Potmar of London.
Simon Smith master of art.
Thomas Patmer of Much Hadham.
William Nelson priest.
Thomas Eve cleric of Much Hadham.
Robert Hudson.
James Benham a knight's son of Gloucestershire.
Edward Hewet.
Water Kirrie.
Michael Lobley, servant to maister Pepwell.
Margaret Bowegrace.
Thomas Matthew of Colchester.
John Wylie senior.
Edward Wentworth alias Painter.
John Tirrell of Bilerica in Essex tailor.
William Lancaster tailor.
John Medwell a scrivener's servant.
Andrew Hewet tailor of Feversam.
John Woodcocke.
John Fowrd of Dedham.

John Alun of Colchester.
Henry Golder shoemaker.
James Locke of Elmested.
Thomas Decres and John Costes.
Hugh Morria, detected, cited, and after excommunicated, for lack of appearing at Windsor.

UNCERTAIN YEARS.

Robert West parson of St. Andrews.
Roger Waploode.
Seger Nicholson.
Thomas Gerarde priest.
Galfride Lome.
John Petit, alias Petye.
William Smith.
Christopher Fulman.
John George of Cressing.
John Whyby the younger of Dedham.
John Morris.
William Blackman of Colchester.
John Harriedance.
John Cole of Boxted.

After all these whose years we have expressed, there were also divers others of whom, although we have no certain time or year expressed, yet because we find them in the fragments of old registers, we thought not good to omit or leave them out.

John Coygnes, alias Lyveland, was detected for contemning the sacrament of the altar, and for that he did not receive at Easter; and died at St. Martynes.

Robert Warde, shoemaker, of St. Bride's parish in Fleet-street, taken at Isleworth, and detected by three witnesses of the same town, for holding opinions against the sacrament of the altar; and died in the counter in Bread-street.

Friar Ward, otherwise called Matthew Ward, merchant-venturer, committed to the counter at Bread-street, for that he, being priest, contracted matrimony, was married, and kept company with his wife; and for suspicion that he was a sacramentary (as they called them), a desizer of auricular confession and private masses, a defender that the communion ought to be ministered unto the lay people under both kinds; and for upholding that priests ought to have wives.

Herman Peterson and James Gosson tailors, Dutchmen, were committed to prison in the counter in Bread-street; for that the said James was neither confessed in Lent, nor received at Easter, which he said came through the counsel of Herman, who counselled him, rather to give three or four pence in alms to poor men, than to be housled or shriven.

Thomas Lancaster, priest; imprisoned in the counter in the Poultry, for bringing in certain prohibited books.

John Wyllock, Scottish friar, committed to the Fleet for preaching against confession; against holy water; against praying to saints; and against purgatory; that priests might have wives, and that the priests ought not to pray for souls departed.

John goodale, prisoner also in the Fleet.

Nicholas South, committed to prison at Newgate, detected by two witnesses, that he was not shriven in Lent nor received at Easter.

Thus, gentle reader, we have briefly drawn out unto you, as we could collect and gather them out of the registers, the most part of the names of all such as have been forced to abide and by the bishop recanted, during the time of the reign of the most famous and worthy king Henry VIII.; of which number some died in several prisons,
and of other some were put into the monastery of St. Bartholomew, some were forced to bear faggots embroidered upon their sleeves, by the space of seven years after; the same whereby we have to show, with other sundry most shameful and cruel punishments; and many were delivered by general pardon. Desiring you to hold us excused, that we have not here declared their several causes with their abjurations and sundry kinds of penance and punishment; which, in this place, for avoiding of prolixity we have omitted, and partly for that their causes were nothing at all discrepant from such as were at the same time burned. Albeit, they had not like force and constancy to persevere in the truth; the great number of whom, with their articles, examinations, process, and condemnations, because they are matters of more weight and effect, have moved me with the more haste and speed to pass over these aforesaid in such sort, and so to come unto their histories.*

For why stand I here numbering the sand? for if all the register books were sought, it would be an infinite thing to recite all them that through all the other dioceses of the realm in these days, before and since, were troubled and pursued for these and such like matters. But these I thought for example's sake here to specify, that it might appear what doctrine it is, and long hath been in the church, for which the prelates and clergy of Rome have judged men heretics, and so wrongfully have molested poor simple Christians.

Now, passing from the abjurations of those poor men, we will something speak (God willing) of the life and doings of the contrary part, who were their persecutors, and chief rulers then of the church, to the intent that by those rulers it may better be discerned and judged, what manner of church that was, which then so persecuted the true doctrine of Christ, and members of his church.

A brief Discourse concerning the Story and Life of Thomas Wolsey, late Cardinal of York, by way of digression;

WHEREIN IS TO BE SEEN AND NOTED THE EXPRESS IMAGE OF THE PROUD, VAIN-GLORIOUS CHURCH OF ROME, HOW FAR IT DIFFERETH FROM THE TRUE CHURCH OF CHRIST JESUS.

Although it be not greatly pertinent unto this our history, nor greatly requisite, in these so weighty matters, treating of Christ's holy martyrs, to discourse much of Thomas Wolsey, cardinal of York; notwithstanding, forasmuch as there be many, who, being carried away with a wrong opinion and estimation of that false glittering church of Rome, do think that holiness to be in it, which indeed is not: to the intent therefore, that the vain pomp and pride of that ambitious church, so far differing from all pure Christianity and godliness, more notoriously may appear to all men, and partly also to refresh the reader with some variety of matter, I thought compendiously to express the ridiculous and pompous qualities and demeanour of this aforesaid Thomas Wolsey, cardinal and legate of Rome, in whom alone the image and life of all other such-like followers and professors of the same church may be seen and observed. For like as the Lacedemonians, in times past, were accustomed to show and
demonstrate drunken men unto their children, to behold and look upon, that through the foulness of that vice, they might inflame them the more to the study and desire of sobriety; even so it shall not be hurtful sometimes to set forth the examples which are not honest, that others might thereby gather the instructions of better and more upright dealing.

Wherefore thou shalt note here, good reader! in this history, with all judgment, the great difference of life and christian conversation between this church and the other true humble martyrs and servants of God, whom they have and do yet persecute. And first, to begin with the first meeting and coming in of this cardinal, and his fellow-cardinal, Campeius, to England; it was about the time when pope Leo, intending to make war against the Turkas, sent three legates together from Rome, whereof one went into Germany, another into France; Laurentius Campeius was appointed to come into England. When he was come to Calais, and that the cardinal of York had understanding thereof, he sent certain bishops and doctors, with as much speed as he could, to meet the legate, and to show him, that if he would have his embassage take effect, he should send in post to Rome, to have the said cardinal of York made legate, and to be joined with him in commission: which thing he much affected, misdubting lest his authority thereby might perhaps be diminished through the coming of the legate, and therefore required to be joined with him in like degree of the embassage. Campeius, being a man light of belief, and suspecting no such matter, gave credit unto his words, and sent unto Rome with such speed, that within thirty days after, the bull was brought to Calais, wherein they were both equally joined in commission; during which time the cardinal of York sent to the legate at Calais, red cloth to clothe his servants withal, who at their coming to Calais were but meanly appareled.1

When all things were ready, Campeius passed the seas and landed at Dover, and so kept on his journey toward London. At every good town as they passed, he was received with procession, accompanied by all the lords and gentlemen of Kent. And when he came to Blackheath, there met him the duke of Norfolk, with a great number of prelates, knights, and gentlemen, all richly appareled; and in the way he was brought into a rich tent of cloth of gold, where he shifted himself into a cardinal’s robe, furred with ermines; and so took his mule, riding toward London. Now mark the great humility in this church of the pope, and compare the same with the other church of the martyrs, and see which of them is more gospel-like.

This Campeius had eight mules of his own, laden with divers fardels and other preparation. The cardinal of York, thinking them not sufficient for his state, the night before he came to London, sent him twelve mules more (with empty coffers), covered with red, to furnish his carriage withal. The next day these twenty mules were led through the city, as though they had been laden with treasures, apparel, and other necessaries, to the great admiration of all men, that they should receive a legate as it were a god, with such and so great treasure and riches; for so the common people do always judge and esteem the majesty of the clergy, by no other thing than by their
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1. Note the state and pride of the pope’s clergy.
His great pride and ambition.

outward shows and pomp. But in the midst of this great admiration, there happened a ridiculous spectacle, to the great derision of their pride and ambition: for as the mules passed through Cheapside, and the people were pressing about them to behold and gaze (as the manner is), it happened that one of the mules, breaking his collar that he was led in, ran upon the other mules, whereby it happened, that they, so running together, and their girths being loosed, overthrew divers of their burdens; and so there appeared the cardinal’s gay treasure, not without great laughter and scorn of many, especially of boys and girls, whereof some gathered up pieces of meat, some pieces of bread and roasted eggs; some found horse-shoes and old boots, with such other baggage, crying out, “Behold! here is my lord cardinal’s treasure.” The muleteers, being therewithal greatly ashamed, gathered together their treasure again as well as they could, and went forward.

About three o’clock in the afternoon, July 29th, the cardinal himself was brought through the city, with great pomp and solemnity, unto Paul’s church, where, when he had blessed all men with the bishop’s blessing, as the manner is, he was guided forth unto the cardinal of York’s house, where he was received by the said cardinal, and by him on the next day, being Sunday, was conducted unto the king, to fulfil his embassage against the Turk, who might have destroyed all Hungary in the mean time, while they were studying with what solemnity to furnish out their embassage.1

When the cardinal of York was thus a legate, he set up a court, and called it the court of the legate, and proved testaments, and heard causes, to the great hinderance of all the bishops of the realm. He visited bishops, and all the clergy, exempt and not exempt; and, under colour of reformation, he got much treasure, and nothing was reformed, but came to more mischief; for, by example of his pride, priests and all spiritual persons waxed so proud, that they wore velvet and silk, both in gowns, jackets, doublets, and shoes; kept open lechery; and so highly bore themselves, by reason of his authorities and faculties, that no man durst once reprove anything in them, for fear to be called heretic, and then they would make him smoke, or bear a faggot: and the cardinal himself was so elated, that he thought himself equal with the king; and when he had said mass, he made dukes and earls to serve him of wine with a say taken, and to hold the bason at the lavatories.

Furthermore, when he was sent ambassador to the emperor at Brussels, he had over with him the great seal of England; and was served with his servitors kneeling on their knees; and many noblemen of England waiting upon him, to the great admiration of all the Germans that beheld it: such was his monstrous pomp and pride.2

This glorious cardinal, in his tragical doings, did exceed so far all measure of a good subject, that he became more like a prince than a priest; for although the king bare the sword, yet he bare the stroke, making (in a manner) the whole realm to bend at his beck, and to dance after his pipe. Such practices and fetches he had, that when he had well stored his own coffers, first he fetched the greatest part of the king’s treasure out of the realm, in twelve great barrels full of
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3 The climbing of cardinal Wolsey.
gold and silver, to serve the pope's wars; and as his avaricious mind
was never satisfied with getting, so his restless head was so busy,
ruffling in public matters, that he never ceased before he had set
both England, France, Flanders, Spain, and Italy, together by the
cars.

Thus this legate, well following the steps of his master the pope,
and both of them well declaring the nature of their religion, under
the pretence of the church, practised great hypocrisy; and under
the authority of the king he used great extortion, with excessive taxes and
loans, and valuation of every man's substance, so pilling the commons
and merchants, that every man complained, but no redress was had.
Neither yet were the churchmen altogether free from the pill-axe and
poll-axe, from the pilling and polling, I mean, of this cardinal, who,
under his power legantinie, gave by prevenitions all benfices belonging
to spiritual persons; by which, hard it is to say, whether he pur-
chased to himself more riches or hatred of the spirituality. So far his
license stretched, that he had power to suppress divers abbeys,
priories, and monasteries; and so he did, taking from them all their
goods, moveables and unmovable, except it were a little pension, left
only to the heads of certain houses. By the said power legantinie he
kept also general visitations through the realm, sending doctor John
Alein, his chaplain, riding in his gown of velvet, and with a great
train, to visit all religious houses; whereat the friars observant much
grudged, and would in no wise descend thereunto: wherefore they
were openly accused at Paul's cross, by friar Forest,¹ one of the
same order; so that the cardinal at length prevailed both against
them and all others. Against whom great disdain arose among the
people, perceiving how, by visitations, making of abbots, probates of
testaments, granting of faculties, licenses, and other pollings in his
courts legantinie, he had made his treasure equal with the king's, and
yet every year he sent great sums to Rome. And this was their
daily talk against the cardinal.²

Besides many other matters and grievances which stirred the hearts
of the commons against the cardinal, this was one which much pinched
them, for that the said cardinal had sent out certain straight commis-
sions in the king's name, that every man should pay the sixth part of
his goods. Whereupon there followed great muttering amongst the
commons; in such sort, that it had almost grown to some riotous
commotion or tumult, especially in the parts of Suffolk, had not the
dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk, with wisdom and gentleness, stepped
in and appeased the same.³

Another thing that rubbed the stomachs of many, or rather which
moved them to laugh at the cardinal, was this; to see his insolent pre-
sumption, so highly to take upon him, as the king's chief counciilor,
to set a reformation in the order of the king's household, making and
establishing new ordinances in the same. He likewise made new
officers in the house of the duke of Richmond, which was then newly
begun. In like manner he ordained a council, and established an-
other household for the lady Mary, then being princess; so that all
things were done by his consent, and by none other. All this, with

¹ Friar Forest, vide infra.
² Ex Hallo. an. 17. Reg. Henric. VIII.
³ Ex Hallo. an. 19 Reg. Henric. VIII.
much more, took he upon him, making the king believe, that all should be to his honour, and that he needed not to take any pains; insomuch that the charge of all things was committed unto him: whereat many men smiled, to see his great folly and presumption.

At this time, the cardinal gave the king the lease of the manor of Hampton Court, which he had of the lord of St. John's, and on which he had done great cost. Therefore the king again, of his gentle nature, licensed him to lie in his manor of Richmond; and so he lay there certain times. But when the common people, and especially such as were king Henry the Seventh's servants, saw the cardinal keep house in the royal manor of Richmond, which king Henry VII. so much esteemed, it was a marvel to hear how they grudged, saying, “See, a butcher's dog lies in the manor of Richmond!” These, with many other opprobrious words, were spoken against the cardinal, whose pride was so high, that he regarded nothing: yet was he hated of all men.

And now, to express some part of the ruffling practices and busy intermeddlings of this cardinal in princes' wars, first, here is to be noted, that after long wars between England and France, 1524 (in which wars king Henry, taking the emperor's part against Francis, the French king, had engaged with his money the duke of Bourbon, and a great part of the emperor's army, to invade and disturb certain parts of France), it happened that the French king, coming with his army towards Milan at the siege of Pavia, was there taken by the duke of Bourbon, and the viceroy of Naples, and so led prisoner into Spain.

Here-note by the way, that all this while the cardinal held with the emperor, hoping by him to be made pope; but when that would not be, he went clean from the emperor to the French king, as the Lord willing, you shall hear.

After this victory gotten, and the French king being taken prisoner, who remained in custody about a year and a half; at length, through great labour and solicitation, as well of others as especially of the cardinal and king Henry, an order was taken, and conditions propounded, between the French king and the emperor; among which other divers conditions it was agreed, that they should resist the Turks, and oppress the Lutherans; and so was the king set at liberty, leaving behind him his two eldest sons for pledges. But shortly after he revoked his oath, being absolved by the bishop of Rome, and said that he was forced to swear, or else he should never have been delivered. This was A. d. 1526.

Pope Clement VII. seeing the French king restored to liberty, and misdoubting the puissance and domination of the emperor in Italy, so near under his nose, absolved the French king from his oath; also joined together a confederacy of Venetians and other princes against the emperor, bearing great hatred against all them that any thing favoured the emperor's part, especially the family of Colonna in Rome, which family was then imperial; and therefore, to show his hatred against them, he said to Pompey, cardinal of the same family, in threatening words, that he would take away his cardinal's hat: to whom it was answered again by the cardinal, that if he so did, he would put on a helmet to overthrow the pope's triple.
crown: whereby it may appear here by the way, what holiness and virtue lie in the pope and cardinals of that catholic see of Rome.

Thus the false pope, under the lying title of holiness, was the father of much mischief and of great wars, which after ensued; for the duke of Bourbon, and others of the emperor's captains, having intelligence of the pope's purpose and confederacy, gathered their army together, and after much bloodshed and fighting about Milan, Hauw, and Cremona, at length they approached and bent their siege against Rome, and after three sharp assaults, obtained the city, with the whole spoil thereof: where also they besieged the aforesaid pope with his cardinals, in the mount of Adrian, and took him prisoner, A.D. 1527. As touching the cause of the besieging of Rome, now you have heard: for the manner of the taking of Rome, and of the pope, the order thereof is thus described in Hall and others.

The Sacking of Rome, and taking of Pope Clement.¹

The emperor's army, departing from Florence to the city of Sienna, where they lost their ordnance, took counsel there to go to Rome, and so much they travelled by night and day, commonly passing forty miles day and night (their good will was such), that on the fourth day of May, with banners displayed, they came before the city of Rome, the same day being Saturday; and on Sunday, the Romans made bulwarks, ramparts, and other defences, and laid ordnance on the walls, and shot at them without fiercely.²

The duke of Bourbon determined that it was not best to lie still without, and be slain with ordnance, considering that they were ill armed and unprovided with storming engines; wherefore he determined to take the chance, and to give the assault, and so manfully they approached the walls between the Burgo Novo and old Rome. But the Romans valiantly defended them with hand-guns, pikes, stones, and other weapons, so that the enemies were fain to retreat. Then the Romans were glad, and set many fair banners on their towers and bulwarks, and made great shouts; which the duke of Bourbon seeing, he cried to a new assault. Then the drums slades struck, and every man with a ladder mounted; and at first encounter again the Romans put them a little back; which the duke of Bourbon perceiving, cried "God and the emperor!" Then every man manfully set on. There was a sore fight, many an arrow shot, and many a man fell; but at last the emperor's men got the wall: and between every assault fell a mist, so that they within could not see what part they without would assail; which was profitable to the emperor's party. At the three assaults were slain two hundred Switzers of the pope's guard. In this last assault was the duke of Bourbon struck in the thigh with a hand-gun, of which he shortly after died in a chapel of St. Sixt, whither his soldiers had brought him; and this chance notwithstanding, the army entered into Rome, and took the pope's palace, and set up the emperor's arms.

Pope Clement had passed so little on the emperor's army, that he had gone to St. Peter's church to hear mass: for he had

² Ex Paralip. Abba. Urag.
accursed them on the Friday before, and in his curse he called the Almains, Lutherans; and the Spaniards, Marrani or Moors: and he utterly disdained his enemies, until suddenly the Almains entered into the church, and slew his guard and divers other. He, seeing that, fled in all haste by a privy way to the castle of St. Angelo; and all they that followed him that way, and could not enter, were slain, and if he in that fury had been taken, he had been slain. The cardinals and other prelates fled likewise to the castle of St. Angelo, over the bridge, where many of the common people were overpressed and trodden down, as they gave way to the cardinals and other estates, that passed toward the castle for succour.

The cardinals de Sienna, Cesarini, de Todi, Jacobace, and de Valle, tarried so long, that they could not get to the castle for the multitude of people; wherefore they were compelled to take another house, called the palace of St. George, where they kept themselves for awhile as secretly as they might. You must understand, through the city of Rome runneth a famous river called Tiber, and on the one side of the river standeth the Borough of St. Angelo; and the other side is called Burgo Novo, or the New Borough. There is a bridge called the bridge of Sixtus, which lieth directly before the castle. At the end of this bridge was a wonderful strong bulwark, well ordnanced and well manned. The emperor's men, seeing that they could do nothing either to the pope, or to that part of the city, but by the bridge, determined to assault the bulwark; and so, as men without fear, came on the bridge, and the Romans so well defended themselves, that they slew almost four thousand men. Seeing this, the prince of Orange, and the marquis of Guasto, with all speed gave the assault, and notwithstanding that the Romans shot great ordinance, hand-guns, quarelts, and all that might be shot; yet the imperial persons never shrank, but manfully entered the bulwark, and slew and threw down out of the loops all the Romans that they found, and after rased the bulwark to the ground. The pope was in the castle of St. Angelo, and beheld this fight; and with him were four-and-twenty cardinals, of whom one, called the cardinal 'Sanctorum Quatuor,' or the cardinal of 'Pouch,' was slain, and with him were one thousand prelates and priests, five hundred gentlemen, and five hundred soldiers: wherefore immediately the captains determined to lay siege to the castle of St. Angelo, lest they within might issue out, and turn them to damage; wherefore suddenly a siege was planted round about the castle. In the mean season, the soldiers fell to spoil. Never was Rome so pillaged, either by the Goths or Vandals; for the soldiers were not content with the spoil of the citizens, but they robbed the churches, brake up the houses of close religious persons, and overthrew the cloisters, and spoiled virgins, and maltreated married women. Men were tormented if they had not to give to every new asker or demander: some were strangled, some were punished by dreadful mutilation, to cause them to confess their treasure. This woodness continued a great while, and some men might think that when they had gotten so much, then they would cease and be quiet, but that was not so, for they played continually at dice, some five hundred, some a thousand ducats at a cast; and he that came to play
laden with plate, went away almost naked, and then fell to rousing again. Many of the citizens, who could not patiently suffer that vexation, drowned themselves in the Tibur. The soldiers daily, that lay at the siege, made jests of the pope. Sometimes they had one riding like the pope, with a base woman behind him; sometimes he blessed, and sometimes he cursed, and sometimes they would with one voice call him Antichrist: and they went about to undermine the castle, and to have thrown it down on the pope's head; but the water that environeth the castle disappointed their purpose.

In this season the duke of Urbino, with fifteen thousand men, came to aid the pope; but hearing that Rome was taken, he tarried forty miles from Rome, till he heard other word. The marquis of Saluzzo, and sir Frederic de Bozolo, with fifteen thousand footmen, and a thousand horsemen, were at Viterbo the 10th day of May, where they, hearing that the city of Rome was taken, also tarried. The cardinal of Colonna came with an army of Neapolitans to help the emperor's men, but when he saw the cruelty of the soldiers, he did little to help them, but he hated them much.

The bishop of Rome was thus besieged till the eighth of the ids of June; at which day he yielded himself for necessity, and penury of all things in the castle; and then he was restored to give graces, and grant bulls as he did before; but he tarried still in the castle of St. Angelo, and had a great number of Almains and Spaniards to keep him; but the Spaniards bare most rule in the castle, for no man entered, nor came out of the castle but by them. When the month of July came, corn began to fail in Rome, and the pestilence began to wax strong; wherefore the great army removed to a place called Narni, forty miles from Rome, leaving behind them such as kept the bishop of Rome.

When they were departed, the Spaniards never were contented till they had gotten the Almains out of the castle of St. Angelo, and so they had the whole custody of the pope. And thus much for the sack of Rome.1

When the cardinal here in England heard how his father of Rome was taken prisoner, he began to stir coals, and hearing of his captivity, he laboured with the king all that he might, to stir him up to fight with the said pope against the emperor, and to be a defender of the church; which if he would do, the cardinal persuaded him that he should receive great reward at God's hand. To whom the king answered again, and said in this manner: "My lord! I more lament this evil chance, than my tongue can tell; but whereas you say I am the defender of the faith, I assure you that this war between the emperor and the pope is not for the faith, but for temporal possessions and dominions. And now, since pope Clement is taken by men of war, what should I do? neither my person nor my people can rescue him; but if my treasure may help him, take that which seemeth to you most convenient."

Thus the cardinal, when he could not obtain at the king's hands what he would, in stirring him up to mortal war, made out of the king's treasure twelve score thousand pounds, which he carried over the sea with him. After this, the cardinal sent his commission as
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Iegate to all the bishops, commanding fastings and solemn processes to be had, wherein they did sing the Litany after this sort; "Sancta Maria! ora pro Clemente papa; Sanete Petre, ora pro Clemente papa;" and so forth all the Litany.

This cardinal, passing the seas with the aforesaid sums of money, departed out of Calais, accompanied by Cuthbert Tonstal bishop of London, the lord Sandes the king’s chamberlain, the earl of Derby, sir Henry Guildford, and sir Thomas More, with many other knights and squires, to the number of twelve hundred horse; having in his carriage fourscore waggons, and three score mules and sumpter horses.

It were long to discourse in this place the manifold abuses and treasons which he practised when he came to the French court at Amiens, converting the great sums of money, which, you heard before, he had obtained of the king for the relief and ransom of pope Clement (who at that time was prisoner in the emperor’s army), and bestowing the same in the hiring of soldiers, and furnishing out the French king’s army; appointing also certain English captains, in the king of England’s name, to go against the emperor, to rescue the pope; all which army was paid with the king of England’s money.

Besides that, he privily, by his letters, caused Clarence king at arms, to join with the French herald, and openly to defy the emperor; whereby there began great displeasure to arise between the emperor and the king, but that the emperor, of his politic nature, would take no occasion of displeasure against the king of England.

Now again he uttered another of his practices; for, upon the said defiance, the cardinal, surmising and whispering in the king’s ear that the emperor had evil treated and imprisoned the king’s ambassadors in Spain, caused Hugo de Mendoza, the emperor’s ambassador in England, to be attached, and put in safe keeping, and his house with all his goods to be seized. This so remained, until manifest letters came of the gentle entreaty of the king’s ambassadors in Spain; and then he was again set at liberty. When the ambassador complained hereof to the cardinal, he laid all the fault upon Clarence; saying also, that Clarence had defied the emperor, without the king’s knowledge, at the request of the herald of France: wherefore at his return he should lose his head at Calais. Of this, Clarence, being advertised by the captain of Bayonne, in his return took shipping at Boulogne, and so privily came into England; and by means of certain of his friends of the king’s privy-chamber, he was brought into the king’s presence, before the cardinal knew of it; where he showed unto the king the cardinal’s letters of commission, and declared the whole order and circumstance of their gentle entreaty: When the king heard the whole circumstance thereof, and had a while mused thereupon, he said, “O Lord Jesus! he that I trusted most, told me all these things contrary. Well, Clarence! I will no more be so light of credence hereafter; for now I see well, that I have been made believe the thing that was never done;” and from that time forward the king never put any more confidence or trust in the cardinal.

The cause why the cardinal should bear the emperor all this malice

(1) A newly-found Litany of the lord cardinal’s making.
and grudge, after some writers, appeareth to be this: At what time pope Clement was taken prisoner (as is before said), the cardinal wrote unto the emperor, that he should make him pope. But when he had received an answer that pleased him not, he waxed furious mad, and sought all means to displease the emperor, writing very sharply unto him many menacing letters, that if he would not make him pope, he would make such a ruffling betwixt christian princes, as was not this hundred years before, to make the emperor repent; yea though it should cost the whole realm of England.

Hereunto the emperor made answer in a little book, imprinted both in Spanish and Dutch, answering unto many menacings of the cardinal, and divers of his articles; but especially to that his ruffling threat, wherein he menaced him, that if he would not make him pope, he would set such a ruffling betwixt christian princes as was not this hundred years, though it should cost the whole realm of England: whereunto the emperor, answering again, biddeth him look well about him, lest through his doings and attempts he might bring the matter in that case, that it should cost him the realm of England indeed.

You have heard before, how that when pope Clement was prisoner in the emperor's army, the cardinal required the king, because he did bear the title of 'Defender of the Faith,' that he would rescue the pope: also what the king's answer was thereunto, and what sums of money he had obtained of the king. Now, because you shall not also be ignorant, by what means, and upon what occasion this title of 'Defender of the Faith' was given unto the king, we think it good somewhat to say in this place. When Martin Luther had uttered the abomination of the pope and his clergy, and divers books were come into England, our cardinal here, thinking to find a remedy for that, sent immediately unto Rome for this title of Defender of the Faith: which afterwards the vicar of Croydon preached, that the king's grace would not lose it for all London and twenty miles about it. Neither is it any marvel, for it cost more than London and forty miles about it, considering the great sums which you have heard the cardinal obtained of the king for the pope's relief, besides the effusion of much innocent blood.

When this glorious title was come from Rome, the cardinal brought it unto the king's grace at Greenwich; and though the king had it already, and had read it, yet against the morning were all the lords and gentlemen that could in so short space be gathered, sent for, to come and receive it with honour. In the morning the cardinal got him through the backside, unto the Friars observant, and part of the gentlemen went round about, and welcomed him from Rome; part met him half way, and some at the court gate. The king himself met him in the hall, and brought him up into a great chamber, where was a seat prepared on high for the king and the cardinal to sit on, while the bull was read; which pomp all men of wisdom and understanding laughed to scorn.

This done, the king went to his chapel to hear mass, accompanied by many nobles of his realm, and ambassadors of sundry princes. The cardinal being revested to sing mass, the earl of Essex brought the bason of water, the duke of Suffolk gave the assay, and the duke of Norfolk held the towel; and so he proceeded to mass.
mass was done, the bull was again published, the trumpets blew, the shawms and sackbuts played in honour of the king's new style. Then the king went to dinner, in the midst whereof the king of heralds and his company began the largess, crying, "Henricus, Dei Gratia, Rex Anglie et Francie, Defensor Fidei, et Dominus Hibernie." Thus were all things ended with great solemnity.

Not much unlike to this was the receiving of the cardinal's hat, which when a ruffian had brought unto him to Westminster under his cloak, he clothed the messenger in rich array, and sent him back again to Dover; appointing the bishop of Canterbury to meet him and then another company of the lords and gentlemen, I wot not how often before it came to Westminster; where it was set upon a cupboard, and tapes round about it, so that the greatest duke in the land must make courtesy thereunto, and to his empty seat, he being away.

And forasmuch as we are in hand with the acts and doings of cardinal Wolsey, among many other things which of purpose we overpass, this is not to be exempted out of memory, touching his uncourteous, or rather churlish handling of Richard Pacy, dean of Paul's. This Pacy, being the king's secretary for the Latin tongue, was of such ripeness of wit, of learning and eloquence, also in foreign languages so expert, that for the one he was thought most meet to succeed after John Colet, in the deanery of Paul's; besides which he was also preferred to the deanship of Exeter. For the other he was sent in the king's affairs ambassador to Venice; which function there he so discharged, that it is hard to say whether he procured more commendation or admiration among the Venetians, both for dexterity of his wit, and especially for his singular promptness in the Italian tongue, wherein he seemed nothing inferior, either to Peter Vanne here in England, the king's secretary for the Italian tongue, or yet to any others, who were the best in that tongue in all Venice. For opinion and fame of learning, he was so notoriously accepted, not only here in England with Linacre, Grocine, More, and others, but also known and reported abroad in such sort, that in all the great heap of Erasmus's Epistles, he wrote almost to none so many, as he wrote to this Richard Pacy.

As the said Pacy was resident ambassador at Venice, the king, having war the same time with Francis the French king (as is afore rehearsed) through the conducting of the duke of Bourbon, whom he then charged with his expenses, sent commandment to Pacy to give attendance to the duke of Bourbon, concerning the receipt of that money, and other necessities and expolits to that expedition appertaining. In the mean while, as the French king with his army, and the duke of Bourbon were approaching in battle together, near about the city of Pavia, it so happened (some think through the crafty pecking of the cardinal) that the king's money was not so ready as it was looked for: by reason whereof the duke of Bourbon, perceiving his soldiers about to shrink from him to the French king for lack of payment, called to him the ambassador, complaining unto him, how the king of England had deceived him, and broken promise with him, to his great dishonour and utter undoing, &c. Pacy then, being
sure of the king’s will, and suspecting the crafty fetch of the cardinal, desired the duke not to take discomfort, nor any diffidence of the king’s assured promise, excusing the delay of the money as well as he could, by interception, or other causes by the way incident, rather than for any lack of fidelity on the king’s behalf: adding, moreover, that if it would please him happily to proceed, as he had courageously begun, he should not stay for the king’s money. So sure he was of the king’s mind therein, that he would supply the lack of that payment upon his own credit, among his friends at Venice: and so he did; whereupon the soldiers being sufficiently satisfied with payment of their wages, proceeded forth with the duke unto the battle. In that battle the aforesaid French king, the same time, before the city of Pavia, was taken prisoner, as is before declared. This being eftsoons known to the king of England, Pacy had both con dign thanks for his faithful service, and also his money repaid again with the uttermost, as he well deserved. But as the laud and the renowned praise of men for their worthy prowess, commonly in this world never go unaccompanied with some privy canker of envy and disdain following after, so the singular industry of Pacy, as it won much commendation with many, so it could not avoid the secret sting of some serpents. For the conceived hatred of this cardinal so kindled against him, that he never ceased, till first he brought him out of the king’s favour, and at last also out of his perfect wits.

The occasion how he fell beside himself was this, for that the cardinal, after the death of pope Adrian, hoping no less but that he should have been advanced unto the papacy, and yet missing thereof, supposed with himself the fault chiefly to rest in Pacy’s negligence, by whose great wit and learning, and earnest means and suit, he thought easily he might have achieved and compassed the triple crown. Wherefore, he, seeing it otherwise come to pass, and inflamed against Pacy for the same, wrought such ways and means, that by the space almost of two years, Pacy, continuing at Venice, had neither writing from the king, nor his council, what he should do; nor yet any manner of allowance for his diet, although he wrote and sent letters for the same to England very often: for the cardinal had altogether incensed the king against him. Whereupon the said Pacy took such an inward thought and conceit, that his wits began to fail him; he being notwithstanding in sure favour among the senators of Venice, that neither for gold nor silver he could there have lacked. By some it was reported that the Venetian legate here in England, coming to the cardinal, required if he would command any thing to the English ambassador at Venice? To whom he should answer again in high words, saying, “Paceus decept regem.” These words coming to Pacy’s ears, so deeply pierced his stomach, that he fell quite beside himself. I heard it moreover of another thus testified, who had a brother at the same time dwelling with Pacy: that the cardinal, about the returning of Pacy from Venice, sent him a letter so powdered (with what spices I cannot tell), that at the reading thereof Pacy, being then in the fields, fell suddenly in such a mighty running for the space of two miles, that his servants had much ado to take him, and bring him home.

This piteous case of Pacy was not a little lamented by the whole
senate and chief learned men in Venice; insomuch that the king was not only certified thereof by Thomas Lupset (who then was chief man about Pacy, and his secretary for that embassage), but also the said senate of Venice wrote in such sharp and vehement wise unto their ambassador, then being in England, that he should signify unto the king, touching Pacy’s case, that thereby the king, knowing the truth, and the whole circumstance of the matter, was not a little sorrowful therefore. Hereupon Pacy was forthwith sent for home, and when he came to England, he was commanded by the king to be specially well tended, and to lack no keeping: insomuch that within a small process of time he was pretty well come again to his wits, and began to study the Hebrew tongue with Wakefield; so that (the cardinal then being absent) such ways were found by his friends, that he was brought to the king, lying then at Richmond, where he and the king secretly communed together by the space of two hours and more, not without great rejoicing to the king, as it was perceived, to see him so well amended, and returned to himself again; giving likewise strait charge and commandment, that he should lack nothing. The cardinal being then not present, when he heard of this, fearing lest he had disclosed somewhat to the king, which he would not have known, and doubting that the king should cast his favour again unto Pacy, began within a while after to quarrel, and pick matters, and to lay certain things to Pacy’s charge; whereas he rather should have cleared himself of those things which Pacy laid unto him before the king, which was contrary to all good form and order of justice. For where the king had willed the cardinal to purge himself of those things which Pacy had rightly charged him withal, he, sitting in judgment, with the duke of Norfolk, and other states of the realm, not as a defendant, but as a judge in his own cause, so bare out himself and weighed down Pacy, that Pacy was commanded to the Tower of London as prisoner, where he continued by the space of two years, or thereabouts, and afterwards, by the king’s commandment, was discharged. But he, being there prisoner, was therewith so deadly wounded and stricken, that he fell worse from his wits than ever he was before, being in such a frenzy or lunacy, that to his dying day he never came perfectly to himself again. Notwithstanding this in him was no perpetual frenzy, but came by fits; and when the fit was past, he could look on his book, and reason and talk handsomely, but that now and then he showed his disease. And thus much between the cardinal and Pacy.

By this story of Pacy, and also by other passages above-mentioned, ye may partly conceive how greedy this cardinal was to be made pope. Touching which matter here by the way something to treat, first it is to be understood, that forasmuch as Pacy either would not, or could not, serve the cardinal’s purpose herein, he thought to accomplish his desire by other means, and namely by Stephen Gardiner, who was then shortly after sent ambassador to Rome by the king and the cardinal, in the time of pope Clement VII.; and that for two special causes, one was about the divorcement, the other for promoting the cardinal to be pope. As touching the divorcement we will speak (the Lord willing) hereafter. In the mean time, as con-
concerning the advancement of the cardinal, great labour was made, as in letters may appear, sent from the cardinal to the said Stephen Gardiner; in which letters he did solicit the said Gardiner, by all means, to pursue the suit, willing him to stick for no cost, so far as six or seven thousand pounds would stretch; for more, he said, he would not give for the triple crown. Mark here, Christian reader! what a holy catholic church this is, which rather may be called a bourse, or mart of merchants, 'ne quid dicam durius,' than any true form of a church.

Many both of his, and also of the king's letters, I could here insert; but, for growing of the volume, I let them pass. One, for example's sake, sent by the cardinal to Gardiner, another also from the king to the said Gardiner, shall at this time suffice concerning this matter. And first the copy of the cardinal's ambitious letter here in form followeth.

The Copy of an ambitious Letter written by Thomas Wolsey, Cardinal of York, unto Stephen Gardiner, one of King Henry's Orators in the Court of Rome, for the procuring of the Papal dignity to the said Cardinal.

Master Stephen, albeit ye shall be sufficiently, with your colleagues, by such instructions as be given to Monsieur Vincent, informed of the king's mind and mine, concerning my advancement unto the dignity papal, not doubting but that for the singular devotion which you bear towards the king and his affairs, both general and particular, and perfect love which ye have toward me, ye will omit nothing that may be excogitated to serve and conducive to that purpose; yet I thought convenient, for the more fervent expression of my mind in that behalf, to write unto you (as to the person whom I do most entirely trust, and by whom this thing shall be most pithily set forth) these few words following of mine own hand. I doubt not but ye do profoundly consider, as well the state wherein the church and all Christendom doth now stand, as also the state of this realm, and of the king's secret matter; which if it should be brought to pass by any other means than by the authority of the church, I account this prince and realm utterly undone. Wherefore it is expedient to have such a one to be pope and common father of all princes, as may, can, and will, give remedy to the premises. And albeit I account myself much unable, and that it shall be now incommmodious in this mine age to be the said common father; yet when all things be well pondered, &c. the qualities of all the cardinals well considered, 'abdit verbum jactantie,' there shall be none found that can and will set remedy in the aforesaid things, but only the cardinal of York, whose good will and seal is not to you of all men unknown. And were it not for the re-integration of the state of the church and see apostolic to the pristine dignity, and for the conducting of peace amongst christian princes, and especially to relieve this prince and realm from the calamities that the same be now in, all the riches or honour of the world should not cause me, 'nec ad aspirare, sed ne consentire,' to accept the said dignity, although the same with all commodities were offered unto me.6

Nevertheless, conforming myself to the necessity of the time, and the will and pleasure of these two princes, I am content to appone all my wit and study, and to set forth all means and ways, 'ut benefaciam rebus Christianitatis,' for the attaining of the said dignity; for the achieving and attaining whereof, forasmuch as thereupon dependeth the health and wealth, not only of these two princes and their realms, but of all Christendom, nothing is to be omitted that may conduce to the said end and purpose. Wherefore, Master Stephen, since

(1) Of feigned hypocrisy I
(2) Belike the cardinal here lacketh good neighbours, seeing he is compelled to praise himself.
(3) You may long say so, before we will believe you.
you be so plainly advertised of my mind and intent, I shall pray you to extend omnes nervos ingenii tui, ut ipsis res ad effectum produci possit; nullis parendo saltibus, pollicitationibus, sive laboribus: ipsa ut hominum videtias ingenii et affectiones, sive ad privata, sive ad publica, sic accommodes actiones tuas. Non deest tibi et collegis tuae amplissima potestas; nullis terminis aut conditionibus, limitata seu restricta; et quicquid feceris, scito omnia apud hunc regem et me esse gratia et tue. Nam omnia (ut pauca absolvam) in tuo ingenio et side repousumus. Nihil superest aliud scribendum, nisi quod supplex orem, ut omnes actiones tuas secundet Deus optimus maximusque, et, ex corde, vale.
Ex sedibus meis Westmonast. vii. Febr.
Tuae salutis et amplitudinis cupidissimam,
T. Ebor.

After this letter of the cardinal, consequently here ensueth another letter of the king, to the aforesaid Stephen Gardiner, and other his orators at Rome; containing such instructions and documents as they should practise with the cardinals of Rome, in canvassing for the said Thomas Wolsey, cardinal of York, to be elected pope, if pope Clement were dead; or, if he were not dead, yet at least to instruct them what to do, when he should die.

The contents of the letter, albeit they include no great matter worthy our knowledge, nor greatly necessary for our story, yet for the ridiculous manner of the handling, and curious secretaryship thereof, full of glorious affectation, I thought it not here unmeet for the studies and appetites of some, to exemplify the same, or at least to make the reader some pastime by the way, in beholding the glorious style of this vain-glorious cardinal, being suit-like to his glorious life.

The copy of the letter bearing the name of the king, but indeed savouring altogether of the cardinal’s device and swelling vein, doth thus proceed in form and style as followeth.

Instructions sent by the King’s Highness, to his trusty Councillors and Servants, Master Stephen Gardiner, Doctor of both Laws; Sir Francis Brian, Sir Gregory de Cassalis, Knights; and Mr. Peter Vann, the King’s Secretary for the Italian Tongue; his Ambassadors in the Court of Rome, for the Election of the Cardinal of York to the Papacy, if Pope Clement were dead. 1

First, whereas a good season since the decease of Master Stephen Gardiner, an ambassador towards the court of Rome, the king’s highness, by sundry ways, hath been advertised of the death of our holy father the pope Clement of that name the Seventh, whose soul Jesu pardon! by means whereof the charge herebefore committed by his grace unto his orators, to have been now executed with the said late pope, cannot at his hands take effect; his highness, pondering and profusely considering the present state of Christendom, miserably and piteously afflicted with the intestine wars, dissensions, and discord, reigning amongst the princes of the same, and how the dignity of the see apostolic, by such trouble and persecution as hath been inferred thereunto these years passed, is not a little diminished and impaired, and like to come to a total ruin; if, by the help and assistance of good and virtuous princes, the ambition of those which study the extermination thereof be not in time repressed: considering furthermore, that as well to conduces to the rest and tranquillity in Christendom, as to restore, repair, and re-integrate the state, authority, and reputation of the said see apostolic, nothing is more requisite and necessary, than that such a head and

(1) Mark the style, and you shall see that it is all one with the cardinal’s former letter, which, he saith, he wrote with his own hand.
common father be now at this time of vacation of the dignity papal, provided and elected to succeed in the same, as both may, can, and will, purvey to the restoration of the said see, and that hath, and may have the assistance of such virtuous and puissant princes as tender the defence, maintenance and increase of the dignity aforesaid; and that may meet with the inordinate ambition of the emperor, who nothing more studieth, than for his own exaltation to suppress the church and see apostolic: remembering also the high importance of the king's great and weighty cause of marriage, committed to the charge of the said orators, and how manifold dangers, and irreparable damages depend upon the tract, delay, or disappointment thereof, which by no way or mean can be conducted to the king's purpose and desire by the authority of the church, but only by special, assured, and perfect favour of the head of the same church: his highness also being as loth as any living prince or person may be, to recur unto other refuge, succour or remedy in the said cause, than to the authority of the see apostolic, if his grace may there find the favour and benignity that to his merits towards the same be correspondent; of which favour his highness should be clearly deprived and frustrate, in case the election of the future pope should pass upon any person, of whom his grace were not perfectly assured: his highness for the respects and considerations before specified, perceiving his good brother and perpetual ally the French king, in the said intention, to be united, knit, and, in all actions and doings of importance, assuredly combined, unto his grace, proceeding together in one will, mind, purpose, and conformity, hath by good and mature deliberation, studied, devised, and excogitated with himself, who were and might be the most able, meet, and convenient person, having the qualities before specified, to be advanced at this time unto the said dignity papal.

And finally, when his grace hath well revolved with himself all the respects and considerations aforesaid, noting also all things meet to be regarded in every of the cardinals of the church of Rome, both present now in the court there, and absent from the same; it cannot be found that there is any person sufficiently furnished with the requisites before specified, but only the most reverend father in God, and his most trusty councillor, the lord legate, cardinal, archbishop of York, primates and chancellor of this realm: who, being well known to have as fervent a zeal, study, mind, and desire, to the universal weal, repose, and tranquillity of Christendom, to the re-integration and restoration of the dignity, authority, reputation, and rights of the church and see apostolic, to the surety, weal, and exaltation of the king's highness, the French king and other their confederates; and, finally, to the perfection of the king's said great and weighty cause, whereupon dependeth the surety of his royal person, succession, realm, people, and dominions, as any person living can or may have: and that the said most reverend father, who hath the fast assured favour herein of the French king (who of his own mere motion, hath frankly and liberally offered unto him, all that by himself, his friends, his power, his agents, or otherwise, he may or can possibly do for his advancement to the said dignity papal), is the person who for his singular virtue; his entire devotion to peace and restoration of the said see; the excellency of his wisdom, learning, and experience; the magnanimity in his actions and doings; the dignity wherein he is already constituted; the promotions which he hath attained; the substance that he is of; his reputation, his conduct, his diligence, his dexterity, his discretion, his policy; and, finally, the notable and high favour that the king's highness, and the said French king bear unto him: is only he, that being called unto the said dignity papal, may, can, and will, meet with the inordinate ambition of the said emperor, and consequently with establishment of tranquillity amongst christian princes; and is, by the assistance of his friends, meet, convenient and able to succour, relieve, and clearly to repair, the piteous jacture and decay, that the church and see apostolic hath so long suffered, and to defend the same from the eminent danger now apparent to ensue if the said emperor, who (as the king's highness is ascertained) determined in the beginning of January now passed to take his journey towards Rome, should upon this vacation of the said see (chanced, as it is upon many evident presumptions to be thought, by

(1) He meaneth the matrimony between king Henry VIII. and queen Katherine, his brother Arthur's wife, whether it was lawful or no.

(2) Note this cause, the cardinal is most meet to be pope, because he can bestcke the emperor.
some detestable act committed for the said late pope's destruction, now by
force, violence, cautel, blandishing, promises, or otherwise, have the election
to proceed at his will, favour, and devotion; whereby, having a pope at his
arbitre, 1 either he should not fail to usurp and take upon him the rights, pro-
vents, and patrimony of the church, using him as his chaplains and vassals, or else
by little and little utterly to exclude and extinguish him and his authority.
For this cause, if ever it were expedient that good christian princes look to
the tuition, maintenance, defence, and continuance of Christ's church, faith,
and religion, now is it the time, above all others, to provide and beware by all
ways possible; lest the same neglected, forgotten, and not in time relieved, be
brought unto extreme ruin. 2 And therefore the king's highness, having
singular and special trust and confidence in the wisdoms, discretions, fidelities,
diligences and circumspections of his said orators (to whom no part of the pre-
mises is unknown, nor how necessary and in any wise expedient it shall be,
for the perfection of the king's said great and weighty matter to them com-
mitted, to have the said lord legate of York and none other, advanced to the
said dignity papal) willeth, desireth, ordaineth, and expressly chargeth and
commandeth his said orators, and every of them, no less to employ, endeavour,
and determine themselves, to solicit, set forth, further, promote, labour, and
conduceth, the advancement of the said lord legate of York to that dignity, than
they would that thing which the king's highness most highly, next God and his
soul, with all earnestness and fervent mind doth, above all other things, covet
and desire; and also no less than they would the speedy obtaining and perfect-
on of all such things, touching the king's said weighty matter committed to
their charges: the making or marring whereof, the said late pope being now
deceased, consisteth only in the advancement of the said lord legate of York
to the dignity papal.
For (as the king's said ambassadors may, by their wisdom, well think and
consider) the same must of necessity come, and fortune either to one that is an
assured friend to his grace and the French king; or to one that is a manifest
enemy to them, favouring the emperor's part; or to one indifferent and mean
between both. And if it should chance upon a manifest enemy, it is evident
that the king's desire at his hand were merely impossible to be had, and never
were to be attained that way. If it should come to one being indifferent and
mean between both, it is more than notorious that his grace, at the least, should
be contained with fair words and promises; and yet such respect should be had
to the emperor, that finally, under hope of obtaining something, there should be
no more, but tract and delay, and finally, no manner of fruit nor effect:
whereof experience hath already been seen in one that had cause to be more
friendly to the king, than indifferent or mean between both, and yet how long
the matter hath depended, is to the king's said ambassadors well known; so
that of necessity this thing must be conducted to one that is an assured
friend. Then, noting substantially the things necessary to concur in such a
friend, both for the weal of Christendom, the relief of the church, the firm
adhering to the king's highness and the French king, with other their con-
derates, and the perfect conducing of the king's great matter, which suffere
not tract, delay, or negative, it shall be found that there is none other for this
purpose, but only the said lord legate of York.
The king's said ambassadors shall therefore plant the foundation of all their
study, labour, and solicitation, only to that purpose. And for the better intro-
duction of the ways and means, how this thing shall be solicited; they shall
receive herewith a schedule, wherein is mentioned and noted by name, how
many, and what cardinals of likelihood, shall be present at the election, and how
many and which of the others shall be absent. Semblably, how many of them
that be like to be present, may be thought to be friends to the king's highness,
and the French king, whose names in the said schedule be noted with A, 3 and
how many are thought to be imperial, whose names be noted with B. 4 In the
same schedule be also set out the number and names of those that be thought

1 That is, after his own desire.
2 If his usurped authority were clean extinct, the faith and religion of Christ should stand
and flourish much better.
3 A signifies the cardinals of the king's, and the French king's side.
4 B signifies the cardinals of the emperor's side. But here is never a C, to signify any cardinals on Christ's side.
to be neutral or indifferent, marked with N, and furthermore, they be first mentioned therein, who be thought most likely to aspire to that dignity.

Herein be many things well to be regarded: first, the number of the cardinals that are like to be present, which (as is thought here) shall not exceed nine and thirty: secondly, that to have election to the king's purpose, it shall be requisite to have two parts of the three of the said number, which two parts must be twenty-six. Then is it to be noted, that they who be thought to be friends to the king's highness and the French king, be in number twenty: so that if they may be made sure to the king's devotion, there shall lack but six of the number, which shall suffice to make the election: which number the king's said ambassadors shall move, win, and attain, either of them that be thought to be indifferent, or some others.

As though the pope's election had any thing to do with the Holy Ghost!

In the conducting hereof two ways be specially to be remembered. One is, if the cardinals present, having God and the Holy Ghost before them, shall be minded (as to their duty appertaineth) to have respect to the present calamity of the church and all Christendom, intending the relief, succour, and restoration of the same, and to preserve themselves, and the dignity of the see apostolic; then, looking profoundly upon the state of the things, they cannot fail facily of themselves to find and perceive, that to conduce their purpose there is only the said lord legate of York. And in this case it is verily to be thought, that very reason itself, and their own conscience shall lead them, like virtuous fathers, to have their principal respect hereunto; and (particular affections set apart) to accord and agree without difficulty to that which so manifestly is known to be the thing above all other expedient. Nevertheless, because percase human frailty suffereth not all things to be pondered, trutinate, and weighed in just balance, but that (as we be men) errors may run; unless then remedy be provided, it appertaineth, in matter of so high importance, to the comfort and relief of all Christendom, to succour the infirmity that may chance, not for corruption, or to any perverse, unlawful, or evil intent, but rather to help to the lacks and defaults, which, by such frailty, might else take place: and therefore expedient it shall be, that the king's said orators, to so notable a purpose, when they shall perceive the consideration and respect whereunto reason leadeth to be in any part to be sided or supplied, do the same with policitations of promotions, spiritual offices, dignities, rewards of money, or other things, such as to them shall seem meet to the purpose: inculcating into the minds of such persons as shall be requisite, first what things the said lord legate of York shall leave, if he should be advanced to the said dignity; which be such as, the establishment of his state considered, be far more to his commodity (if he should regard his private weal) than to enter into this dangerous storm, and troublesome tempest, for the relief of the church and all Christendom; whereunto (his said private weal set apart) he is totally devoted and dedicate, to the exposition of his body, blood, and life; glad and ready, with the sacrifice thereof to do service to God, his church, his faith and religion: which said promotions, the king's highness, finding cause given unto him by the gratitude and conformity of his friends, will not fail to bestow to their benefit, besides large rewards, to have this so virtuous an act brought to perfection. For policitation whereof, the king's said ambassadors be furnished at this time with ample commission, as by the same they shall perceive; the effect whereof they shall execute without exception, as by their wisdoms shall be thought convenient; so always as it be done with such circumspection, as that there may be appearance of good fruit to ensue. And semblably they be furnished with letters, as well to the college of cardinals in general, as to them all that be like to be present in particular, which they shall now deliver, to the best furtherance and advancement of their purpose, not sparing to declare unto them the liberality of the said lord legate of York; the substance that he is of; the assured assistance that he shall have of these princes and their confederates, whereby he shall be able above any other that they can devise, to reward, promote, advance, and recompense his friends to the uttermost: assuring them that these two princes will not fail also highly, and in the best sort, to consider

(1) He might as well have said 'easily,' as 'facily,' if it had pleased him, but our gross terms are too low for this high prelate, as here commonly you may see.

(2) Yes, Sir! now ye speak to the purpose. Now we begin to feel you, when ye bring your tribes and rewards of money.
their gratitudes, with any thing that they may excogitate to their profits and promotions, or any of their friends. So that by this mean, and with such good politcitations, grounded upon a lawful, honourable, and just cause (and not upon any corrupt or induc intent, to conduc things to sinister purpose), the king's said orators, by their good policies, shall attain the perfect and sure good will of a great many of them; and, by that way, shall, with good dexterity, combine and knit those who will adhere hereunto, in a perfect fastness, and in an indissoluble knot, firmly to stick and hold together, without variation or declining from their purpose, for any persuasion, practice, or mean, that can be made to the contrary. Which thing surely to be provided, and such a knot of twenty, eighteen, or at the least (if it may be) of sixteen cardinals to be had, is in any wise expedient. For they, persisting in their determination, shall not fail to impeach, that no adverse part can have a full number to make a due and lawful election. And yet they, being found in a constantness to this good purpose, shall, by little and little, allure and bring other unto them, so as the residue, perceiving so great a towardness, and fearing a sufficient number to accede without them, and thereby the election to pass against their wills, shall perceive the more prone and ready to come unto that party: whereunto nothing should of reason sooner move them, than the very respect to the infinite goodness, that thereby to themselves in particular, and the universal church and religion in general, is apparent to ensue.

Nevertheless, if, leaving the direct way, they will be abused with any other incantations, or for private ambition persist in contending for themselves, then is it evident, they search nothing more than the ruin of the see apostolic; in which case other ways it is to be devised, and their undue demeanor to be remedied and resisted. For this cause, and to be sure in all events, the king's said orators shall, by their wisdons, find the means to have some fast and sure persons in the conclave, such as may not only practise and set forth things there to the purpose, but also give such knowledge outward, as the king's said orators may thereby the better know how to order their proceedings. And amongst others it is thought that Monsieur de Vaulx, one of the French ambassadors (whom the French king hath commanded expressly to further this matter by all the means to him possible), should be one to enter the said conclave, not as an ambassador, but as the minister of some cardinal, friend of the French king. And semblably Sir Gregory de Cassalis, who for his wisdom, conduct, language, acquaintance, and other good qualities, may do excellent good in that behalf.

And in this matter it is to be considered, that since this election in the person of the said lord legate of York, by one way or other, suffereth no negative, albeit the king's highness trusteth that the same shall have its course directly; yet, if for lack of grace or intendment, there should be any despair thereof, other ways be to be provided. And for that cause to shew the said orators secretly, there is a protestation passed by the cardinals being in England and in France, according to a copy which the said orators shall receive herewith, which is and shall be kept secret, unless then, by the induc proceeding used in the election, the same shall need to be published. So that the king's said orators, now advertised thereof, shall note for a special ground, that if it shall appear that the election cannot be had in the person of the said lord legate of York; the band and number, unite and knit together to the king's devotion, in finding none other remedy, must be instructed beforehand in that case to persist in their determination; and when time shall be, by reason of such despair, to protest, grounding the same their protestation upon such respects, as cannot lack to be introduced for the avoiding of the extreme danger, by the pertinacity and wilfulness of the adverse cardinals, eminent to the ruin of the church, and of all Christendom. Which protestation may beforehand be conched and devised by the said Master Stephen Gardiner, and by the policy of the said Monsieur de Vaulx, and Sir Gregory, be set forth in time convenient: and thereupon the cardinals of the king's, and the French king's adherents, to depart the conclave; whereby, reapiring to some other sure place, they, with the residue of the cardinals absent, may proceed to such an election as may be to God's pleasure, the weal of his church and faith, and of all Christen-

(1) Thou must imagine here, good reader! to be no corruption, but honourable politcication.
(2) To accede, that is, to come.
(3) That is, not due.
dom: any election that thus, by pertinacity, may ensue at Rome notwithstanding.

And to the intent the cardinals may be the better animated to finish the said election to the king's desire, the king's said orators shall, as they see good, offer them a presidio of two or three thousand men, to be in the city of Rome for the time of the same election; which if they will accept, the said orators shall see furnished, taking money by exchange and otherwise, for their entertainment, as shall be requisite. Which money, or any other that they shall take for conducting this the king's purpose, shall be truly repaid, with impense, and all requites that they shall assign. And semblably, lest terrors or dread of the imperials in Naples should induce the cardinals to any error, the French king hath ordained, that signor Renazio shall lie in a presidio between the agny of Naples and the city of Rome. Like as the viscount of Turin is also commanded to lie on the other side, and, semblibly, the Venetians. So that by those means not only they shall be out of all fear of the imperials, but also, in the more devotion of these two princes: which shall much confer to the king's purpose, and embolden the cardinal's favouring the desire of these two princes, both to persist in their deliberation, and also, in time of extreme despair, to protest and depart, as is aforesaid.

And because nothing should withdraw the minds of the cardinals from this purpose, who percase might think that the said lord legate of York, being elected, would not repair to the court of Rome, but demore in Avignon, or some other place out of Italy, the king's said ambassadors shall remove all such suspicions, by two evident arguments and reasons. One is, that the said cardinal of York, advanced to that dignity, must thereby leave all other his promotions, and consequently should be dispossessed of any habitation, place, or convenient living, if, remaining in another strange country, he should defer to come unto Rome, where should be the place of his see and entire living. Wherefore it were far from reason to think that he, which hitherto for his estate had lived in such abundance, should be so pusillanim for this promotion to bring himself into condign penury and poverty, or to live in place private, to the hinderance of his honour, profit, or reputation. Secondly, the thing principally moving him to be contented, at these princes' requests, to change his state present, is the fervent zeal he hath to expose his study, travail, labour, substance, wit, body, blood, and life, in the quarrel of God's church, faith, and of Christendom, which is too high an exception and a ground to be taken to remain and lie in a corner or private place; but that rather than he would suffer so high an exception to be found in him, he would expose all that he might do: who, having the assistance of these two princes, should not fail (God willing) to pass directly to his see, with honour and comfort unto all Italy, and the discouragement of the party that would be adverse thereunto. And therefore the cardinals should not need to fear any such thing, but might be well assured to have his presence there to their comfort, in all celerity and diligence possible.

Furthermore, to the intent the king's said ambassadors may have all the friends that may be to this purpose, expedient it shall be, that they, with the Venetians, the Florentines, the duke of Ferrara, and other whom they shall think good to win unto their party, use the ways that may best conduce thereunto. And amongst other, forasmuch as they which depended upon the cardinal de Medici shall doubt in this case to be reject, the king's said orators shall inculke unto them the singular devotion and special favour that the said lord legate of York hath always borne unto their family; assuring them that he will take them in no further distance of entire love, than they were with pope Leo, Clement, or any other. And semblably, they shall put the Florentines in comfort of the exclusion of the governance of the said family De Medici in Florence, and of their enjoying of their liberty: likewise putting the cardinals in perfect hope of recovery of the patrimonies of the church; to contain the Venetians in good trust of a reasonable way to be taken for Servia and Ravenna, to their contentment; and also to show the duke of Ferrara, how the said lord legate was the mean of the conjunction of him in league with the French king, with assured promise of his continuance in as much love and favour as he may bear unto him, in all his causes and affairs. And thus, having those folk

(1) Search here thy dictionaries, good reader! for this eloquence passeth my intelligence.
(2) 'Demorari,' that is to say, 'tarry.'
(3) 'Pusillanime. I.e. Pustule animo: 'that is, 'weak hearted.'
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Is not here a holy election, meet for such a holy seat? — Slides against the emperor.

to their friends, whose orators shall have the uttermost custody of the conclave, and the king's ambassadors and the French ambassadors being in the interior parts thereof, they being so amply instructed and furnished, shall not fail (God willing) by one or other of the said two ways, and especially by the direct election of Rome, if it be possible, or at the least, by the way of the said protestation and departure of the cardinals, to conduct the king's purpose in the said election to the desired end. In the doing whereof, albeit there is no doubt but that the French orators will join with them sincerely, to the perfection of the premises in omnium eventum, it shall be well done, that the king's said orators have a substantial and politic regard to the proceedings of the same French orators; lest that if percase they should find any despair in the election to pass in the person of the said lord legate of York, they, making some other cardinals to their side for the advancement of any of them to the said dignity, should be the more strange, alien, or peradventure refuse to come unto the said protestation and departure out of the conclave: which is the only remedy and refuge (the cardinals persisting in their wilfulness) to interrupt, disappoint, infringe and make void their other election.

One other thing there is to be well noted by the said ambassadors, and by them to be inculcated in the minds of the cardinals, that if any manner of difficulty shall be made by the imperials to condescend unto this election upon the said lord legate of York: and that they of the emperor's part would refuse all ways of good order and reason, proceeding to any election without the consent of the residue that would protest, they may be sure that under their sinister and indue way they should have no prince or potentate adherent, but only the emperor and his brother: and that the other part should have the rest of all Christendom, that is to say, the king's highness, the French king, the king of Hungary, Poland, Scotland, and Denmark, with the Venetian, the dukes of Ferrara, Milan, the Florentines, and the rest of all Italy, besides the merchants of the Almain or Han, and other leagues being in the dominion of the said king of Poland: and over, that the king of Portugal, who is lust and sorry to see the emperor come to so great a height as he aspireth unto. So that, having these mighty and noble puissances to their assistance and the corroboration of their act, it is facile to think the other could be of no validity, nor have or take any manner of place; which is no small whereupon the said cardinals may be the better animate to the king's, and the French king's devotion, and therefore it is better to be imprinted in their minds accordingly.

Finally, if the king's said orators, endeavouring themselves to the conducting of the said election in the person of the said lord legate of York, should at the last find, that there were none other difficulty, but only that the election in his person being totally desperate, the same were conducible to the cardinal Campeius; then, rather than all should fail, if the other could by no means be brought to pass, the king's pleasure is, that being assured it may, the other lacking, be conducted to the same cardinal Campeius, they take such way as in that case the protestation be suborne: and, for the last refuge, if the other may not be, the election at the least to pass in the person of the said cardinal Campeius, whereof there is no appearance, considering that the respects, for the which the said lord legate of York should, by the king's, and the French king's means, be brought hereunto, do for the greatest part fail and cease by the election of any other than himself, which is in this case to be remembered accordingly.

Thus be the king's said orators instructed, as far as men's reason can here devise, what is to be done for conducing the king's purpose to effect, knowing well of what importance the thing is, and what consequences depend upon it; namely, for the perfection of the king's high and weighty matter, which, otherwise than by election of the said lord legate of York, hath no manner of way to be conducted by authority of the see apostolic. There resteth no more but that they who well know the same great matter, do suffer no nay nor repulse; but by the election of the person of the said lord legate, do employ the uttermost that in their hearts, powers, wits, bodies, and minds may be, to the perfection thereof: whereby they shall do the greatest service that can be for this time exccogitate to do, unto their prince, deserve immortal laud, thanks, and praise, and be sure to consecrate thereby such reward, as shall be to their comforts, rejoice, and honour, besides manifold other notable goodnesse, whereof they shall be

(1) By this one election, note the common order of Rome in canvassing for the popedom.
the procurers and solicitors, to their merit perpetual. All which they may be
sure shall be considered accordingly.

Out of the original, subscribed by king Henry the Eighth’s own hand.

In these so great labours, pursuits, and travails of the king and of
the cardinal, as in these their instructions above inserted may
appear, thou hast for thine instruction, loving reader, to note and
learn, how man purposeth one thing, and how God disposeth another.
For the king’s purpose was to have the cardinal and legate of York
placed in the see papal, thinking by that means, if this cardinal had
been pope, the cause of his divorce more easily might be compassed,
which, otherwise, he thought impossible to contrive. But God Om-
nipotent, who only is director of all affairs, brought it otherwise to
pass, not as the king devised, but after his own wisdom; so that
both the divorcement was concluded, and yet neither cardinal
Wolsey made pope, nor yet pope Clement was dead. Yea, so he
ruled the matter, that notwithstanding pope Clement was alive, yet
both the divorce proceeded, and also the pope’s authority was thereby
utterly extinct and abolished out of this realm of England, to the
singular admiration of God’s wondrous works, and perpetual praise
to his merciful goodness: of which divorcement, and suppressing of
the pope’s authority, we have likewise to make declaration: but first,
as we have begun with the cardinal of York, so we will make an end
of him. That done, we will (God willing) address ourselves to other
matters of more importance.

As the ambassadors were thus travelling in Rome to promote the
cardinal to be pope, although the pope was not yet dead, in the
mean time the cardinal played the popish persecutor here at home.
For first, sitting in his pontificalibus in the cathedral church of
Paul’s, under his cloth of estate of rich cloth of gold, he caused friar
Barnes, an Augustin friar, to bear a faggot, for certain points which
he called heresy. Also he caused at the same time two merchants of
the Stilyard likewise to bear faggots for eating flesh on a Friday; at
which time the bishop of Rochester made a sermon in reproof of
Martin Luther, who had before written against the power of the
bishop of Rome. This bishop in his sermon spake so much of the
honour of the pope and his cardinals, and of their dignity and pre-
eminence, that he forgot to speak of the gospel which he took in hand
to declare; which was about A.D. 1526.

After this, the said cardinal likewise, A.D. 1528, and in the month
of November, sitting at Westminster as legate, called before him
the whole clergy, and there promised that all abuses of the church
should be amended; but there nothing else was done, save only he
causeth to be abjured. Arthur, Bilney, Geffery Lome, and Garret, for
speaking against the pope’s authority and his pompous pride: of
whom more shall be said (the Lord assisting us) hereafter. And
this was A.D. 1528.

The year next following, which was A.D. 1529, began the question
of the king’s marriage to be revived; 1 whereupon cardinal Campeius
was sent again into England from Rome, for the hearing and debating

1 The cause of the king’s marriage with his brother’s wife, was dangerous to the pope for this:
if it were unlawful, then the dispensation of pope Julius was void: if it were lawful, then the
judgments of so many universities were false.
of the matter: who then, with cardinal Wolsey, consulting with the
King, although at first he seemed with his fellow-cardinal to incline
unto the king's disposition, yet afterwards, perceiving the sequel of
the case, whither it tended, so far as periladventure might be the occa-
sion of a blot to the court of Rome, and might shake perhaps the
chair of the pope's omnipotent authority, as well in other like cases,
if this case were thoroughly decided by learning and truth of God's
word: he therefore, slipping his neck out of the collar, craftily shifted
himself out of the realm before the day came appointed for determi-
nation, leaving his subtle fellow behind him, to weigh with the king
in the mean time, while the matter might be brought up to the court
of Rome. The king, thus seeing himself disappointed, foded with
false promises, and craftily doubled withal by the cardinals, and at
last, after so many delays and long expectation, nothing to be con-
cluded, was so aggrieved in his mind with them, but especially with
cardinal Wolsey, whom he had before so highly exalted, and pro-
moted to so many great dignities, as to the archbishopric of York, the
bishopric of Winchester, of Durham, the abbey of St. Alban's;
besides the chancellorship of England, and many other high rooms
and preferments in the realm; which caused him clearly to cast him
out of his favour, so that after that time he never came more to
the king's presence.  

Then followed first a council of the nobles, called the 1st of
October; during which council all the lords and other the king's
council, agreeing together, resorted to Windsor to the king, and
there informed the king, that almost all things which he had done,
by his power legantine, were in the case of Praemunire, and Pro-
vision; and that the cardinal had forfeited all his lands, tenements,
goods and chattels to the king: wherefore the king, willing to order
him according to the order of his laws, caused his attorney, Christopher
Hales, to sue out a writ of Praemunire against him, in the which
he licensed him to make an attorney.

And further, on the 17th of October, he sent the two dukes of
Norfolk and Suffolk to his place at Westminster, to fetch away the
great seal of England; which he was loth to deliver, if there had
been any remedy; but in conclusion, he delivered it to the two
dukes, who delivered the same to Dr. Taylor, master of the rolls,
to carry it to the king; which he so did the next day.

Besides this, the king sent Sir William Fitzwilliams, knight of
the garter, and treasurer of his house, and Dr. Stephen Gardiner,
newly made secretary, to see that no goods should be embezzled out
of his house; and further ordained, that the cardinal should remove
to Esher beside Kingston, there to tarry the king's pleasure, and to
have all things delivered unto him which were necessary for him, but
not after his old pompous and superfluous fashion; for all his goods
were seized to the king's use. When the seal was thus taken from
the cardinal, the dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk, with many ears,
bishops, and barons, came unto the Star-Chamber, the 19th of October;
where the duke of Norfolk declared, that the king's highness, for
diverse and sundry offences, had taken from him his great seal, and
deposed him from all offices; and lest men might complain for lack of

(1) Ex Hailo.
justice, he had appointed him and the duke of Suffolk, with the assent of the other lords, to sit in the Star-Chamber, to hear and determine causes indifferently; and that of all things the king's pleasure and commandment was, that they should keep their hands close from any rewards-taking, or maintenance: and so that week they sat in the Star-Chamber, and determined causes.

A few days after, in the same month, the cardinal removed out of his house called York-place, with one Cross, saying, that he would he had never borne more; meaning by that his cross which he bare as legate, which degree-taking was his confusion, as you see openly; and so he took his barge, and went to Putney by water, and there took his horse and rode to Esher, where he remained till Lent after.

During that time, he, being called on for an answer in the King's Bench to the Præmunire, for giving benefices by prevention, in disturbance of men's inheritance, and divers other open causes in the Præmunire, according to the king's license, constituted John Scute and Edmond Jenney, apprentices of the law, his attorneys, who, by his own warrant, signed with his own hand, confessed all things concerning the said suit, for they were too open to be cloaked or hidden; and so judgment was given, that he should forfeit all his lands, tenements, goods, and chattels, and should be out of the king's protection: but for all that, the king sent him a sufficient protection, and of his gentleness left to him the bishoprics of York and Winchester, and gave to him plate and stuff convenient for his degree; and the bishopric of Durham he gave to Dr. Tonstal, bishop of London, and the abbey of St. Alban's he gave to the prior of Norwich: and to London he promoted Dr. John Stokesley, then ambassador to the universities for the marriage, as you heard before. For all this kindness showed to the cardinal, yet still he maligned against the king, as you shall hereafter perceive: but first we will proceed in the course of these matters, as they passed in order.

That same year, which was A.D. 1529, was summoned a general parliament, to be held at Westminster in the month of November. In the which year, about the 23d day of October, the king came to his manor of Greenwich, and there much consulted with his council for a meet man to be his chancellor, so that in no wise he were no man of the spirituality; and so, after long debate, the king resolved himself upon sir Thomas More, knight, chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, a man well learned in the tongues, and also in the common law; whose wit was fine, and full of imaginations; by reason whereof he was a little too much given to mocking, more than became the person of Master More. And then on the Sunday, the 24th day of the same month, the king made him his chancellor; and delivered him the great seal; which lord chancellor the next morrow after was led into the chancery by the two dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk, and there sworn, and then the mace was borne before him.

Of this fall of the cardinal, and of the placing of sir Thomas More in the chancellorship, Erasmus, in an epistle to John Vergera, thus writeth:

"The cardinal of York hath so offended the king's mind, that he, being turned out of his goods and all his dignities, is committed, not to prison, but to a certain lordship of his, with thirty servants or keepers to give attendance upon
GRIEVANCES OBJECTED AGAINST THE CLERGY.

Many and sundry complaints are commenced against him, so that he is not like to escape with his life. Such is the dalliance of fortune, of a schoolmaster to be made a king: for so he reigned, more like a king than the king himself. He was dowered of all men; he was loved but of a few, almost of none. A little before he was apprehended, he caused Richard Pacy to be cast into the Tower: also he threatened my lord archbishop of Canterbury. Solomon saith, that before the fall of man his spirit shall be elevated. The archbishop of Canterbury was called or restored to be chosen lord chancellor, which is the chiefest office in all that realm; but he excused himself by his age, as being not able to wield such a function: wherefore the said office was bestowed upon Thomas More, no less to the rejoicing of many, than that the other was displaced from it. These news my servant brought me out of England, &c."

You heard before how a council of the nobles was appointed by the king in the month of October, to assemble in the Star-Chamber, about the cardinal's matter; and also how a parliament was summoned to begin in the month of November, in the year aforesaid, A.D. 1529. At the beginning of that parliament, after Master More, the new chancellor, had finished his oration, the commons were commanded to choose a speaker, who was Thomas Audley, esquire, and attorney to the duchy of Lancaster. Thus the parliament, being begun the sixth day of the aforesaid month of November, at Westminster, where the king with all the lords were set in the parliament chamber, the commons, after they had presented their speaker, assembling in the nether house, began to commune of their griefs, wherewith the spirituality had before-time grievously oppressed them, contrary both to all right, and to the law of the realm; and especially were sore moved with these six great causes:

Grievances objected against the Clergy of England.

I. The first, for the excessive fines which the ordinaries took for probates of testaments, insomuch that sir Henry Guildford, knight of the garter, and comptroller of the king's house, declared in the open parliament, of his fidelity, that he and others being executors to sir William Compton, knight, paid for the probate of his will, to the cardinal and the archbishop of Canterbury, a thousand marks sterling. After this declaration, were showed so many extortions done by ordinaries for probates of wills, that it were too much to rehearse.

II. The second cause was, the great polling and extreme exaction which the spiritual men used, in taking of corpses, presents, or mortuaries: for the children of the dead should all die for hunger and go a-begging, rather than they would of charity give to them the silly cow which the dead man owed, if he had but only one; such was the charity of them!

III. The third cause was, that priests, being surveyors, stewards, and officers to bishops, abbots, and other spiritual heads, had and occupied farms, granges, and graving, in every country, so that the poor husbandmen could have nothing but of them; and yet, for that, they should pay dearly.

IV. The fourth cause was, that abbots, priors, and spiritual men, kept tannerhouses, and bought and sold wool, cloth, and all manner of merchandise, as other temporal merchants did.

V. The fifth cause was, because the spiritual persons, promoted to great benefices, and having their livings of their flock, were lying in the courts of lords' houses, and took all of their parishioners, and nothing spent on them at all: so that for lack of residence, both the poor of the parish lacked refreshing, and universally all the parishioners lacked preaching and true instructions of God's word, to the great peril of their souls.

VI. The sixth cause was, because one priest, being little learned, had ten or

(1) By the archbishop he meaneth William Warham.
twelve benefices, and was resident on none, and many well-learned scholars in the university, who were able to preach and teach, had neither benefice nor exhibition.

These things before this time might in no wise be touched, nor yet talked of by any man, except he would be made a heretic, or lose all that he had: for the bishops were chancellors, and had all the rule about the king, so that no man durst once presume to attempt any thing contrary to their profit or commodity.

But now, when God had illumined the eyes of the king, and the time so served that men more boldly durst express with voice, such grudges as they had long conceived in their heart against the clergy, the burgesses of the parliament appointed certain of the commons' house, men learned in the law, to draw one bill of the probates of testaments; another for mortuaries; and the third for non-residence, pluralities, and taking farms by spiritual men.

And first, to the bill of mortuaries being drawn, and being also passed the commons' house, and sent up to the higher, the spiritual lords showed a fair face, saying, that assuredly priests and curates took more than they should, and therefore it were well done to take some reasonable order. Thus they spake, because it touched them but little.

After this, within two days, was sent up the second bill, concerning probates of testaments; which bill, because it touched their profit somewhat near, both the archbishop of Canterbury, and all other bishops in general, began to frown and grunt, insomuch that Dr. John Fisher, bishop of Rochester, standing up in the parliament chamber, openly protested, that such bills were sent up from the commons' house, tending to no other thing, but to the destruction of the church; which church being down, the glory then of the whole kingdom (said he) must needs fall: desiring therefore the lords, for God's sake, to take example by the kingdom of Bohemia. For as it was then with the people there, so now what say the commons here, but "Down with the church?" And all this (said he) seemeth to be only for lack of faith. When these words were reported to the commons of the lower house (what the bishop had said, in noting all their doings to be for lack of faith), they took the matter grievously, so to be esteemed of the bishop for no better than heretics; understanding, moreover, how that he, by those slanderous words, went about to persuade the lords temporal against them, and so to overthrow the two bills by them passed before, as ye have heard.

Whereupon, after long debate, it was at length agreed by the said commons, that Thomas Audley, their speaker, with thirty of the chief of that house, should be sent to the king, being then in his palace at Westminster, before called York-place; where they eloquently declared, what a dishonour to the king and the realm it was, to say that those who were elected for the wisest men of all the shires, cities, and boroughs, within the realm of England, should be declared in so noble and open presence, to lack faith, which was equivalent to say that they were infidels, and no Christians; as ill as Turks or Saracens: so that what pain or study soever they took for the commonwealth, or what acts or laws soever they made or established, should be taken as laws made by paynims and heathen people,
and not worthy to be kept by christian men: wherefore they most humbly besought the king's highness to call the said bishop before him, and to cause him to speak more discreetly of such a number as were in the commons' house.

The king, not being well-contented with the saying of the bishop, yet gently answered the speaker, and sent them away; and immediately sent for the archbishop of Canterbury, and six other bishops, and Rochester also, signifying unto them the grudge of the commons. The bishop of Rochester, excusing himself, answered, that he, in so saying, meant only the doings of the Bohemians to be for lack of faith, and not the doings of them that were in the commons’ house: which saying was confirmed by the bishops there present, who had him in great reputation. And so by that only saying the king accepted his excuse, and therefore sent word to the commons, by sir William Fitzwilliams, knight, treasurer of his household: which blind excuse pleased the commons nothing at all.

After this, divers assemblies were kept between certain of the lords, and certain of the commons, for the bills of the probates of testaments, and mortuaries. The temporality laid to the spiritualty their own laws and constitutions; and the spiritualty sore defended them by prescription and usage: to whom it was thus answered by a gentleman of Gray's Inn; "The usage hath ever been of thieves, to rob on Shooter's Hill: ergo, is it lawful?" With this answer the spiritual men were so offended, because their doings were called robberies; but the temporal men stood still by their sayings, insomuch that the said gentleman said to the archbishop of Canterbury, that both the exaction of probates of testaments, and the taking of mortuaries, as they were used, were open robbery and theft. After long disputation, the temporal lords began to lean to the commons; but, for all that, the bills remained unconsidered awhile.

It followeth shortly after in the parliament, that a bill was assented to by the lords of the higher house, and sent down to the commons in the lower house, and by them also with much labour agreed unto, of whom the most part were the king's servants. In that bill it was required and concluded, that the king should be released of all such loan of money which he had borrowed of his subjects in the fifteenth year of his reign. The passing of this bill went sore against the stomachs of the poor commons; for many rested upon it, counting and passing it over, one to another, for good debt, as if it had been ready money in their purses. Wherefore the king, to gratify them again, granted to them a general pardon of all offences, only certain great offences and debts excepted. Also he aided them for the redress of their griefs against the spiritualty, and caused two new bills to be made indifferently, both for the probates of the testaments, and mortuaries; which bills were so reasonable, that the spiritual lords assented to them all, though they were sore against their minds: and especially the probates of testaments sore displeased the bishops, and the mortuaries sore displeased the parsons and vicars.

After these acts thus agreed, the commons made another act for pluralities of benefices, non-residence, buying and selling, and taking of farms by spiritual persons; which act so displeased the spiritualty,

(1) Long use maketh not evil things lawful.
that the priests railed on the commons of the lower house, and
called them heretics and schismatics: for which divers priests were
punished.
This act was sore debated above, in the parliament chamber, and
the lords spiritual would in no wise consent. Wherefore the king,
perceiving the grudge of his commons, caused eight lords and eight
of his commons to meet in the Star-Chamber at an afternoon, and
there was sore debating of the cause, insomuch that the temporal
lords of the upper house, who were there, took part with the commons
against the spiritual lords, and by force of reason caused them to
assent to the bill, with a little qualifying: which bill the next day
was wholly agreed to in the lords' house, to the great rejoicing of the
lay-people, and to the great displeasure of the spiritual persons.

And thus much concerning these bills against the clergy, by the
way: now to return to the cardinal again. During the time of the
said parliament, there was brought down to the commons the book
of articles which the lords had put up to the king against the cardinal.
The chief articles were these.

Articles objected against Cardinal Wolsey.

I. First, That he, without the king's assent, had procured himself to be
legate, by reason whereof he took away the right of all bishops and spiritual
persons.

II. In all writings that he wrote to Rome, or to any other prince, he wrote
'Ego et rex meus,' 'I and my king,' as who would say, that the king were his
servant.

III. That he slandered the church of England to the court of Rome: for his
suggestion to be legate, was to reform the church of England, which (as he
wrote) was 'facta in reprobum sensum.'

IV. He, without the king's assent, carried the king's great seal with him into
Flanders, when he was sent ambassador to the emperor.

V. Without the king's consent, he sent commission to sir Gregory de Caus-
lis, knight, to conclude a league between the king and the duke of Ferrara.

VI. That he, having a French disorder, presumed to come and breathe on
the king.

VII. That he caused the cardinal's hat to be put on the king's coin.

VIII. That he had sent innumerable substance to Rome, for the obtaining
of his dignities, to the great impoverishment of the realm: with many other
things which are touched more at large in chronicles.

These articles, with many more, being read in the commons' house,
were confessed by the cardinal, and signed with his hand. Also
there was showed another writing, sealed with his seal, by which he
gave to the king all his movables and unmovables.

You have heard hitherto declared, how the cardinal was attained
in the Præmunire, and how he was put out of the office of the chan-
cellor, and lay at Esher. The next year after, which was A.D. 1530,
in the Lent season, the king, by the advice of his council, licensed
him to go into his diocese of York, and gave him commandment to
keep him within his diocese, and not to return southward, without
the king's special license in writing.

So he made great provision to go northward, and appareled his
servants newly, and bought many costly things for his household.
But divers of his servants at this time departed from him to the king’s service, and especially Thomas Cromwell, one of his chief council, and chief doer for him in the suppression of abbeys. After all things necessary for his journey were prepared, he took his journey northwards, till he came to Southwell, which was in his diocese, and there he continued thenceforth, ever grudging at his fall, as you shall hear hereafter: but the lands which he had given to his colleges in Oxford and Ipswich, were now come to the king’s hands, by his attainder in the Prebunire; and yet the king, of his gentleness, and for favour that he bare to good learning, erected again the college in Oxford; and whereas it was named the Cardinal’s College, he called it the King’s College; and endowed it with fair possessions, and ordained new statutes and ordinances; and because the college of Ipswich was thought to be nothing profitable, therefore he left that dissolved.

Notwithstanding that the cardinal of York was thus attained in the Prebunire (as is above mentioned), yet the king, being good unto him, had granted him the bishoprics of York and Winchester, with great plenty of substance, and had licensed him to lie in his diocese of York, where he so continued for a space quiet. But after in that same year, which was 1530, he being in his diocese wrote to the court of Rome, and to divers other princes, letters in reproach of the king, and in as much as in him lay he stirred them to revenge his cause against the king and his realm: insomuch that divers opprobrious words against the king were spoken to Doctor Edward Keerne, the king’s orator at Rome; and it was said to him, that, for the cardinal’s sake, the king should have the worse speed in the suit of his matrimony. The cardinal, also, would speak fair to the people, to win their hearts, and declared ever that he was unjustly and untruly ordered; which fair speaking made many men believe that he said true: and to gentlemen he gave great gifts to allure them unto him. And, to be had in more reputation among the people, he determined to be enthroned or enthronised at York with all the pomp that might be; and caused a throne to be erected in the cathedral church, in such a height and fashion, as was never seen; and sent to all the lords, abbots, priors, knights, esquires, and gentlemen of his diocese, to be at his manor of Cawood on the 6th of November, and so to bring him to York with all manner of pomp and solemnity.

The king, who knew his doings and privy conveyance, all this time dissembled the matter, to see what he would do at length, till that he (seeing his proud heart so highly exalted, that he would be so triumphantly enthroned, without making the king privy, yea, and in a manner in disdain of the king) thought it not meet nor convenient to suffer him any longer to continue in his malicious and proud purposes and attempts: wherefore he directed his letters to the earl of Northumberland, willing him with all diligence to arrest the cardinal, and to deliver him to the earl of Shrewsbury, great steward of the king’s household. When the earl had seen the letters, he with a convenient number came to the manor of Cawood on the 4th of November; and when he was brought to the cardinal in his chamber, he said to him, “My lord! I pray you take patience, for here I arrest you.” “Arrest me?” said the cardinal: “Yea,” said the
earl, "I have a commandment so to do." "You have no such power," said the cardinal, "for I am both a cardinal, and a legate de latere, and a peer of the college of Rome, and ought not to be arrested by any temporal power; for I am not subject to that power: wherefore if you arrest me, I will withstand it." "Well," said the earl, "here is the king's commission (which he showed him), and therefore I charge you to obey." The cardinal somewhat remembered himself, and said: "Well, my lord! I am content to obey; but although that I, by negligence, fell into the punishment of the Præmunire, and lost by the law all my lands and goods, yet my person was in the king's protection, and I was pardoned that offence; wherefore I marvel why I should now be arrested, and especially considering that I am a member of the see apostolic, on whom no temporal man ought to lay violent hands. Well, I see the king lacketh good counsel." "Well," said the earl, "when I was sworn warden of the Marches, you yourself told me that I might with my staff arrest all men under the degree of a king; and now I am stronger, for I have a commission so to do, which you have seen." The cardinal at length obeyed, and was kept in a privy chamber, and his goods seized, and his officers discharged; and his physician, called Doctor Augustine, was likewise arrested, and brought to the Tower by sir Walter Welsh, one of the king's chamber. On the 6th of November he was conveyed from Cawood to Sheffield Castle, and there delivered to the earl of Shrewsbury's keeping, till the king's pleasure were known. Of this attachment there was much communing among the common people, whereof many were glad; for he was not in the favour of the commonalty.

When the cardinal was thus arrested, the king sent sir William Kingston, knight, captain of the guard, and constable of the Tower of London, with certain yeomen of the guard, to Sheffield, to fetch the cardinal to the tower. When the cardinal saw the captain of the guard, he was sore astonished, and shortly became sick; for then he perceived some great trouble towards him, and for that cause, men said, that he willingly took so much quantity of a strong purgation, that his nature was not able to bear it. Also the matter that came from him was so black, that the staining thereof could not be gotten out of his blankets by any means. But sir William Kingston comforted him, and by easy journeys brought him to the abbey of Leicester on the 27th of November; where, for very feebleness of nature, caused by purgations and vomits, he died the second night following, and in the same abbey lieth buried.

It is testified by one, yet being alive, in whose arms the said cardinal died, that his body, being dead, was black as pitch; also was so heavy, that six could scarce bear it. Furthermore, it did so stink above the ground, that they were constrained to hasten the burial thereof in the night season, before it was day. At that burial, such a tempest with such a stench there arose, that all the torches went out; and so he was thrown into the tomb, and there was laid.

By the ambitious pride and excessive worldly wealth of this one cardinal, all men may easily understand and judge what the state and condition of all the rest of the same order (whom we call spiritual men) was in those days, as well in all other places of Christendom,
The troubles of Humphrey Mummuth, Alderman.

as especially here in England, where the princely possessions and
great pride of the clergy did not only far pass and exceed the com-
mon measure and order of subjects, but also surmounted over kings
and princes, and all other estates, as may well appear by his doings
and order of his story, above described.

Amongst other acts of the aforesaid cardinal, this is not to be for-
gotten, that he founded a new college in Oxford, for the furniture
whereof he had gathered together all the best learned he could
hear of; amongst which number were these: Clarke, Tyndale, Sommer,
Firth, and Tavener, with others. These, holding an assembly to-
gether in the college, were accounted to be heretics (as they called
them), and thereupon were cast into a prison of the college, where
salt-fish lay, through the stink whereof the most part of them were
infected; and the said Clark, being a tender young man, and the most
singular in learning amongst them all, died in the same prison; and
others in other places in the town also, of the same infection deceased.

And thus, having detained the reader enough, or rather too much,
with this vain-glorious cardinal, now we will reduce our story again
to other more fruitful matter, and, as the order of time requireth, we
will first begin with Master Humphrey Mummuth, a virtuous and
good alderman of London, who in the time of the said cardinal was
troubled, as in the story here followeth.

The trouble of Humphrey Mummuth, Alderman of London.

Master Humphrey Mummuth was a right godly and sincere alder-
man of London, who, in the days of Cardinal Wolsey, was troubled
and put into the Tower, for the gospel of Christ, and for maintaining
them that favoured the same.

Stokesley, then bishop of London, ministered articles unto him, to
the number of four and twenty: as for adhering to Luther and his
opinions; for having and reading heretical books and treatises; for
giving exhibition to William Tyndale, Roy, and such others; for
helping them over the sea to Luther; for administering privy help
to translate, as well the Testament, as other books into English; for
eating flesh in Lent; for affirming faith only to justify; for dero-
gating from men’s constitutions; for not praying to saints, not
allowing pilgrimage, auricular confession, the pope’s pardons: briefly,
for being an advancer of all Martin Luther’s opinions, &c.

He, being of these articles examined, and cast into the Tower, at
last was compelled to make his suit or purgation, writing to the
aforesaid cardinal, then lord chancellor, and the whole council, out of
the Tower; in the contents whereof he answered to the criminous
accusation of them that charged him with certain books received from
beyond the sea; also for his acquaintance with Master Tyndale.
Whereupon he said, that he denied not but that, four years then
past, he had heard the said Tyndale preach two or three sermons at
St. Dunstan’s in the West; and afterwards, meeting with the said
Tyndale, had certain communication with him concerning his living;
who then told him that he had none at all, but trusted to be in the
bishop of London’s service: for then he laboured to be his chaplain.
But, being refused of the bishop, he so came again to the said
Mummuth, this examinee, and besought him to help him: who the
same time took him into his house for half a year; where the said Tyndale lived (as he said) like a good priest, studying both night and day. He would eat but sodden meat by his good will, nor drink but small single beer. He was never seen in that house to wear linen about him, all the space of his being there. Whereupon the said Mumuth had the better liking of him, so that he promised him ten pounds (as he then said) for his father's and mother's souls, and all Christian souls; which money afterwards he sent him over to Hamburgh, according to his promise. And yet not to him alone he gave this exhibition, but to divers others likewise, who were no heretics: as to Dr. Royston, the bishop of London's chaplain, he exhibited forty or fifty pounds; to Dr. Wodiall, provincial of the Friars Augustine, as much or more; to Dr. Watson, the king's chaplain; also to other scholars, and divers priests: besides other charges bestowed upon religious houses, as upon the nunnery of Denny, above fifty pounds sterling bestowed, &c.

And as touching his books, as 'Enchiridion,' the 'Pater Noster,' 'De Libertate Christiana,' and an English Testament: of which, some William Tyndale left with him; some he sent unto him; some were brought into his house, by whom he could not tell: these books (he said) did lie open in his house, the space of two years together, he suspecting no harm to be in them. And moreover the same books being desired by sundry persons, as by the abbess of Denny, by a friar of Greenwich, and by the father confessor of Sion, he let them have them, and yet never heard friar, priest, or lay-man, find any fault with the said books. Likewise to Dr. Watson, to Dr. Stockhouse, and to Master Martin, parson of Totingbecke, he committed the perusing of the books of 'Pater Noster,' and 'De Libertate Christiana,' who found no great fault in them; but only in the book 'De Libertate Christiana,' they said, there were things somewhat hard, except the reader were wise.

Thus he, excusing himself, and moreover complaining of the loss of his credit by his imprisonment in the Tower, and of the detriments of his occupying, who was wont yearly to ship over five hundred cloths to strangers, and set many clothers a work in Suffolk, and in other places, of whom he bought all their cloths, who were now almost all undone; by this reason at length he was set at liberty, being forced to abjure, and after was made knight by the king, and sheriff of London.

Of this Humphrey Mumuth we read of a notable example of Christian patience, in the sermons of Master Latimer, which the said Latimer heard in Cambridge from master George Stafford, reader of the divinity lecture in that university; who, expounding the place of St. Paul to the Romans, that we shall overcome our enemy with well doing, and so heap hot coals upon his head, &c., brought in an example, saying, that he knew in London a great rich merchant (meaning this Humphrey Mumuth) who had a very poor neighbour; yet for all his poverty, he loved him very well, and lent him money at his need, and let him come to his table whensoever he would. It was even at that time when Dr. Colet was in trouble, and should have been burned, if God had not turned the king's heart to the contrary. Now the rich man began to be a Scripture-man; he began to smell the gospel. The poor man was a papist still.
It chanced on a time, when the rich man talked of the gospel, sitting at his table, where he reproved popery, and such kind of things; the poor man, being there present, took a great displeasure against the rich man, insomuch that he would come no more to his house; he would borrow no more money of him, as he was wont to do before times, yes, and conceived such hatred and malice against him, that he went and accused him before the bishops. Now the rich man, not knowing of any such displeasure, offered many times to talk with him, and to set him at quiet. It would not be. The poor man had such a stomach, that he would not vouchsafe to speak with him. If he met the rich man in the street, he would go out of his way. One time it happened that he met him so in a narrow street, that he could not avoid, but come near him: yet for all that, this poor man (I say) had such a stomach against the rich man, that he was minded to go forward, and not to speak with him. The rich man, perceiving that, caught him by the hand, and asked him, saying, “Neighbour! what is come into your heart to take such displeasure with me? What have I done against you? Tell me, and I will be ready at all times to make you amends.”

Finally, he spake so gently, so charitably, so lovingly and friendly, that it wrought so in the poor man’s heart, that by and by he fell down upon his knees, and asked him forgiveness. The rich man forgave him, and so took him again to his favour, and they loved as well as ever they did afore.¹


Touching the memorial of Thomas Hitten remaineth nothing in writing, but only his name; save that William Tyndale, in his Apology against More, and also in another book, entitled ‘The Practice of Prelates,’ doth once or twice make mention of him, by way of digression. He was (saith he) a preacher at Maidstone, whom the bishop of Canterbury, William Warham, and Fisher, bishop of Rochester, after they had long kept him in prison, and tormented him with sundry torments, and that he notwithstanding continued constant; at last they burned him at Maidstone, for the constant and manifest testimony of Jesus Christ, and of his free grace and salvation, A.D. 1530.

Thomas Bilney, and Thomas Arthur, who abjured at Norwich.

Persecuted by Cardinal Wolsey; Nixe, bishop of Norwich; friars of Ipswich; Friar Bird; Friar Hodgkins; Doctor Stokes; Sir Thomas More; Friar Brusierd; Friar John Huggen, Provincial of the Dominics; Friar Jeffrey Julles; Friar Jugworth; Master William Jecket, Gentleman; William Nelson; and by Thomas Williams, A.D. 1531.

In the story above passed of Cardinal Wolsey, mention was made of certain whom the said cardinal caused to abjure; as Bilney, Jeffrey Lome, Garret, Barnes, and such other, of whom we have now (the Lord directing us) specially to treat.

¹Now* in the year after the death of the holy martyr Thomas Hytten, it commeth to hand to make mention of the famous and worthy man Thomas Bilney, who with no less constancy put himself forth for the Gospel of Christ. There was never a more innocent and upright man in all England than he was, whom amonges many other martyrs which after him ensued, the university of Cambridge

(1) *Agree with thine enemy while thou art in the way with him.* Matt. v.
(2) Ex concionis Doctr. Hugo. Lutimerti.
(3) See Edition 1563, page 401.—Ed.
first brought forth, and afterward, as it were taking root upon this good man, after long barrenness, did begin to flourish and spring.

This Thomas Bilney was brought up in the university of Cambridge, even from a child, profiting in all kind of liberal science, even unto the profession of both laws. But at the last, having gotten a better schoolmaster, even the Holy Spirit of Christ, who endued his heart by privy inspiration with the knowledge of better and more wholesome things, he came at the last unto this point, that, forsaking the knowledge of man's laws, he converted his study to those things which tended more unto godliness than gainfulness.

Finally, as he himself was greatly inflamed with the love of true religion and godliness, even so again was in his heart an incredible desire to allure many unto the same, desiring nothing more, than that he might stir up and encourage any to the love of Christ and sincere religion. Neither were his labours vain; for he converted many of his fellows unto the knowledge of the gospel, amongst which number were Thomas Arthur and Master Hugh Latimer; which Latimer at that time was cross-keeper at Cambridge, bringing it forth upon procession-days.

This godly man, being a bachelor of law, was but of a little stature and very slender of body; and of a strait and temperate diet; and given to good letters; and very fervent and studious in the Scriptures, as appeared by his sermons, his converting of sinners, his preaching at the lazars, wrapping them in sheets, helping them of that they wanted, if they would convert to Christ; laborious and painful to the desperates; a preacher to the prisoners and comfortless; a great doer in Cambridge, and a great preacher in Suffolk and Norfolk; and at the last in London preached many notable sermons; and before his last preaching at London, he, with Master Arthur, Master Stafford, and Master Thistel of Pembroke-hall, converted Dr. Barnes to the gospel of Jesus Christ our Saviour, with the assistance of Master Fooke, of Benet college, and Master Soud, master of the same college; to whom also were then associate Master Parker and Master Powry. Which Bilney, with Master Arthur, converted one Master Lambert, being a mass priest in Norfolk, and afterward a martyr in London. Which Lambert prospered mightily in the tongues, and specially in the Greek and Latin, and translated many books. After great persecutions in Antwerp, in the time of Warham archbishop of Canterbury, and in the time of Stokesley bishop of London, he was condemned to death and burned in Smithfield. And Dr. Barnes, his other disciple, assisted by him and Master Stafford and the residue, and thereby both coraged by the Scriptures and continual prayers, was moved to preach a sermon for his declaration in Trinity church in Cambridge; whose theme was, "Gaudete in Domino semper, et iterum dico gaudete," much moved as well by Master Stafford as by Master Bilney, because Dr. Barnes was doctor to the said Master Stafford, when he answered for his form in divinity. Therefore this Dr. Barnes, boldened in Christ, preached his sermon, and was accused by two of the King's Hall to be a heretic, as hereafter shall more appear. After that the said Bilney had converted Master Latimer, he, proceeding forward in his journey toward London, preached, among many sermons, one especially at St. Magnus, against the new idolatry.

(1) See Edition 1563, page 477.—En.
(2) "Lazar cotes," houses for the reception of leprous or diseased persons, in Greek-Latin 'museum.'—En.
turous rood newly erected, before it was gilded; and there was apprehended, and carried with Arthur to Tonstal, and so to the coalhouse: and from thence to the Tower, till they abjured and bare faggots at Paul's cross, as we shall anon more fully specify. Concerning his diet which we spake of, it was so strait, that for the space of a year and half commonly he took but one meal a day; so that if he were disposed to sup, he would keep his commons; and like wise his supper, if he were disposed to dine; and would bear it to some prison; where he used commonly to frequent, and to exhort such as were inflamed or imprisoned for evil life. Among whom there was a certain woman, one of the officers' wives, there cast in prison for adultery, whom he there converted with his daily exhortation, and brought to such repentance and also sincerity of faith, that afterward she offered herself ready to die for the same, in detesting of her former life. His scholar, who had daily conversation with him, told us, that, to his thinking, no night he slept above four hours; and yet we speak of more than he reported to us. He could abide no swearing nor singing. Coming from the church where singing was, he would lament to his scholars the curiosity of their dainty singing, which he called rather a mockery with God, than otherwise. And when Dr. Thurlby, Bishop after, then scholar lying in the chamber underneath him, would play upon his recorder (as he would often do), he would resort strait to his prayer.*

It was declared a little above, how that Bilney, forsaking the university, went into many places, teaching and preaching, being associate with Arthur, who accompanied him from the university. The authority of Thomas Wolsey, cardinal of York, of whom ye heard before, at that time was great in England, but his pomp and pride much greater; which did evidently declare unto all wise men the manifest vanity, not only of his life, but also of all the bishops and clergy: whereupon Bilney, with other good men, marvelling at the incredible insolency of the clergy, which they could no longer suffer or abide, began to shake and reprove this excessive pomp of the clergy, and also to pluck at the authority of the bishop of Rome.

Then it was time for the cardinal to awake, and speedily to look about his business; neither lacked he in this point any craft or subtility of a serpent, for he understood well enough, upon how slender a foundation their ambitious dignity was grounded, neither was he ignorant that their Luciferous and proud kingdom could not long continue against the manifest word of God; especially if the light of the gospel should once open the eyes of men. For otherwise he did not greatly fear the power and displeasure of kings and princes. Only this he feared, the voice of Christ in his gospel; lest it should disclose and detect their hypocrisy and deceits, and force them to come into an order of godly discipline; wherefore he thought good speedily, in time, to withstand these beginnings; whereupon he caused the said Bilney and Arthur to be apprehended and cast into prison, as before you have heard.9

After this, on the 27th of November, 1527, the said cardinal, accompanied with a great number of bishops, as the archbishop of Canterbury, Cuthbert of London, John of Rochester, Nicholas of Ely, John of Exeter, John of Lincoln, John of Bath and Wells, Harry of St. Asaph, with many others, both divines and lawyers, came into the chapter-house of Westminster, where the said Master Thomas

---

(1) See Appendix. (2) See p. 608.—Ed. (3) Regist. Tunstall. Lond. fol. 182.—Ed.
Bilney, and Thomas Arthur, were brought before them; and the said cardinal there inquired of Master Bilney, whether he had, privately or publicly, preached or taught to the people the opinions of Luther or any others condemned by the church, contrary to the determination of the church: whereunto Bilney answered, that unwittingly he had not preached or taught any of Luther's opinions, or any others, contrary to the catholic church. Then the cardinal asked him, whether he had not once made an oath before, that he would not preach, rehearse, or defend any of Luther's opinions, but would impugn the same every where? He answered that he had made such an oath; but not judicially. These interrogatories so administered, and answers made, the cardinal caused him to swear, to answer plainly to the articles and errors preached and set forth by him, as well in the city and diocese of London, as in the diocese of Norwich and other places, and that he should do it without any craft, qualifying, or leaving out any part of the truth.

After he was thus sworn and examined, the said cardinal proceeded to the examination of Master Thomas Arthur there present, causing him to take the like oath that Master Bilney did. This done, he asked him whether he had not once told Sir Thomas More, knight, that in the sacrament of the altar there was not the very body of Christ? This interrogatory he denied. Then the cardinal gave him time to deliberate till noon, and to bring in his answer in writing. After noon the same day, what time the examination of the aforesaid Thomas Arthur was ended, the cardinal and bishops, by their authority ex officio, did call in for witnesses before Master Bilney certain men, namely, John Huggen, chief provincial of the friars-preachers throughout all England, Jeffrey Julles, and Richard Jugworth, professors of divinity of the same order. Also William Jcket, gentleman, William Nelson, and Thomas Williams, who were sworn that, all favour, hate, love, or reward set apart, they should, without concealing of any falsehood, or omitting any truth, speak their minds, upon the articles laid against him, or preached by him, as well within the diocese of London, as the diocese of Norwich: and because he was otherwise occupied about the affairs of the realm, he committed the hearing of the matter to the bishop of London, and to other bishops there present, or to three of them, to proceed against all men, as well spiritual as temporal, as also against schedules, writings, and books, set forth and translated by Martin Luther, lately condemned by pope Leo X., and by all manner of probable means to inquire and root out their errors and opinions; and all such as were found culpable, to compel them to abjuration according to the law, or if the matter so required, to deliver them unto the secular power, and to give them full power and authority to determine upon them.

On the 28th of November, in the year aforesaid, the bishop of London, with the bishops of Ely and Rochester, came unto the bishop of Norwich's house, where likewise, ex officio, they did swear certain witnesses against Master Thomas Arthur, in like sort as they had done before against Master Thomas Bilney, and so proceeded to the examination of Master Arthur; which being ended upon certain interrogatories, the bishop of London warned him, by virtue of his oath, that he should not reveal his examinations, nor his answers, nor any part or parcel thereof.

(1) See the Appendix.
On the 2d of December, the bishops assembled again in the same
place, and swore more witnesses against Master Bilney: that
done they called for Master Arthur, unto whose charge they laid these
articles following:

Articles against Thomas Arthur.

I. Imprimis, That he exhorted the people, in his prayers, to pray especially
for those that now be in prison.—This article he denied.

II. That he said, though men be restrained to preach now-a-days (which is
Authority against God's laws), yet I may preach; first, by the authority of my lord cardin-
all; for I have his license: secondly, by the authority of the university: thirdly,
by the pope: fourthly, by the authority of God, where he saith, 'Euntea in
mundum, prædicete evangeliwm omni creature;' by which authority every
man may preach, and there is neither bishop nor ordinary, nor yet the pope,
that may make any law to hinder any man to preach the gospel.—This article
he confessed that he spake.

III. When he spake of laws, he brought a similitude of crosses, set up against
the walls of London, that men should not offend 'there. When there was but
one cross, or a few more, men did reverence them, and offended 'not there; but
when there was in every corner a cross set, then men of necessity were com-
pelled to offend 'upon the crosses. So, in like manner, when there were but a
few holy and devout laws in the church, then men were afraid to offend them.
Afterwards they made many laws for their advantage; and such as were pecu-
niary, those they do observe; and such as are not pecuniary, they call
'pales,' and regard them not: and so now-a-days there are so many laws, that
whether a man do ill or well, he shall be taken in the law.—He confessed that
he spake the very same, or the like words.

IV. He said, 'Good people! if I should suffer persecution for the preaching of
the gospel of God, yet there are seven thousand more that would preach the
gospel of God as I do now. Therefore, good people! good people! (which
words he often rehearsed, as it were lamenting,) think not that if these tyrants and
persecutors put a man to death, the preaching of the gospel therefore is to be
forbidden.'—This article he confessed, that he spake in like words and sense,
saving that he made no mention of tyrants.

V. That every man, yes every layman is a priest.—He confessed that he
spake such words, declaring in his sermon, that every christian man is a priest,
offering up the sacrifice of prayer; and if they did murmur against the order of
priesthood, they did murmur against themselves.

VI. That men should pray to no saints in heaven, but only to God; and they
should use no other mediator for them, but Christ Jesus our Redeemer only.—
This article he denied.

VII. He preached that they should worship no images of saints, which were
nothing but stocks and stones.—This he also denied.

VIII. He did preach upon Whit Sunday last, within the university of Cam-
bridge, these or like words and sentences: that a bachelor of divinity, admitted
of the university, or any other person having or now knowing the gospel of God,
should go forth and preach in every place, and let for no man, of what estate or
degree soever he was: and if any bishop did accuse them for so doing, their
curses should turn to the harm of themselves.—He confessed this.

These answers thus made and acknowledged, the said Master Arthur did
revoke and condemn all the said articles against him ministered, and submitted
himself to the punishment and judgment of the church.

On the 3d of December, the bishop of London with the other bishops as-
ssembling in the place aforesaid, after that Bilney had denied utterly to return
to the church of Rome, the bishop of London, in discharge of his conscience (as
he said), lest he should hide any thing that had come to his hands, did really
exhibit unto the notaries, in the presence of the said Master Bilney, certain
letters, to wit, five letters or epistles, with one schedule in one of the epistles,
containing his articles and answers folded therein, and another epistle folded in
manner of a book, with six leaves; which, all and every one, he commanded to
be written out and registered, and the originals to be delivered to him again.3

(1) "Mingere."—Ed. (2) Ex Regist. Londinensis. (Tunstall, fol. 183.—Ed.)
This was done in the presence of Master Bilney, desiring a copy of them, and he bound the notaries with an oath, for the safe keeping of the copies, and true registering of the same: which articles and answers, with three of the same epistles, with certain depositions deposed by the aforesaid witnesses, here follow truly drawn; partly out of his own hand writing, and partly out of the register.

Interrogatories whereupon Master Thomas Arthur, and Master Bilney, were accused and examined.

I. Whether they did believe, with their hearts, that the assertions of Luther, which are impugned by the bishop of Rochester, were justly and godly condemned; and that Luther, with his adherents, was a wicked and detestable heretic?

II. Whether they did believe that the general councils and ecclesiastical constitutions, once received, and not abrogated again, ought to be observed by all men, even for conscience' sake, and not only for fear?

III. Whether they did believe that the pope’s laws were profitable and necessary to the pretermit of godliness, not repugnant to the holy Scriptures, neither by any means to be abrogated, but to be reverenced by all men?

IV. Whether they did believe that the catholic church may err in the faith or no; and whether they think that catholic church to be a sensible church, which may be demonstrated and pointed out as it were with a finger; or that it is only a spiritual church, intelligible, and known only unto God?

V. Whether they think that the images of saints are Christianly set in the churches, and ought to be worshipped by all true Christians?

VI. Whether a man may believe, without hurt to his faith, or note of heresy, the souls of Peter and Paul, and of our Lady, either to be, or not to be, in heaven; and that there is yet no judgment given upon the souls departed?

VII. Whether a man may believe, without spot of heresy, that our Lady remained not always a virgin?

VIII. Whether holy-days and fasting-days, ordained and received by the church, may be broken by any private man, at his will and pleasure, without sin or obstinacy?

IX. Whether we are bound to be obedient unto prelates, bishops, and kings, by God’s commandment, as we are unto our parents?

X. Whether they believe that the church doth well and godly in praying to the saints?

XI. Whether they think that Christ only should be prayed unto, and that it is no heresy, if any man affirm that saints should not be prayed unto?

XII. Whether they do think all true Christians to be by like right priests, and all those to have received the keys of binding and loosing at the hands of Christ, who have obtained the Spirit of God, and only such, whether they be laymen or priests?

XIII. Whether they believe with their hearts, that faith may be without works and charity?

XIV. Whether they believe that it is more agreeable to the faith, that the people should pray in their own tongue, than in a learned unknown tongue; and whether they commend the prayer in a strange tongue or not?

XV. Whether they would have the masses and gospels openly to be read in churches in the vulgar tongue, rather than in the Latin tongue?

XVI. Whether they commend that children should only be taught the Lord’s Prayer, and not the Salutation of the Virgin, or Creed?

XVII. Whether they do think the wooden beads, which the common people do use, worthy to be denied or not?

XVIII. Whether they do think the whole Scripture ought to be translated into English, or that it should be more profitable for the people, than as it is now read?

XIX. Whether they would have the organs, and all manner of songs, to be put out of the church of God?

XX. Whether they do think that it pertaineth to the bishops to punish any man with bonds or imprisonment, or that they have any temporal power and authority?
XXI. Whether they think that constitution to be godly, that no man should preach in another man’s diocese without letters of commendation and licence obtained of the bishop?

XXII. Whether they think the vows of religious men, and private religion, to be constituted and ordained by the Spirit of God; neither by any means to be repugnant to a free and perfect christian life?

XXIII. Whether they believe that we should pray for the dead, or believe that there is a purgatory; or that we are bound, by necessity of faith, to believe neither of them: but that it is free without sin, either to believe it, or to believe it?

XXIV. Whether they believe that moral philosophy and natural, do prevail any thing for the better understanding of the Scriptures, and for the exposition of the truth?

XXV. Whether they think that the pope’s indulgences and pardons are rather to be rejected than received?

XXVI. Whether it be contrary to the doctrine of Christ and his apostles, that Christians should by any means contend in the law, to seek any manner of restitution?

XXVII. Whether they believe all things pertaining to salvation and damnation to come of necessity, and nothing to be in our own wills?

XXVIII. Whether they believe God to be the author of evil, as well of the fault, as of the punishment?

XXIX. Whether they think Mass only to be profitable to him who saith it, and whether every man may alter or leave out the rise and order of the Mass without hurt of faith?

XXX. Whether they believe that there can be any moral virtues without the grace of Christian living; or that the virtues which Aristotle hath set out, are rather feigned?

XXXI. Whether they think it heresy to teach the people, that it is free to give tithe unto priests, or to any other poor man?

XXXII. Whether they do think it more Christian-like to take away the images out of the churches, or to permit them to adorn them and honour them?

XXXIII. Whether they think it the part of a Christian man, that preachers should exhort men to pilgrimage, or to the worshipping of relics?

XXXIV. Whether that thou, Thomas Bilney, being cited upon heresy to appear before my lord cardinal, and, before the day of thy appearance, not having made thy purgation as to those points that thou wast cited upon, hast preached openly in divers churches of the city and diocese of London, without sufficient license from the bishop, or any other?

Concerning the answers unto these articles, gentle reader! forasmuch as in the most part of them, Bilney with Arthur seemed to consent and agree (although not fully and directly, but by way and manner of qualifying), yet because he did not expressly deny them, it shall not be needful here to recite them all, save only such, wherefrom he seemed to dissent.

Bilney’s Answers to the Interrogatories aforesaid.

To the first and second articles he answered affirmatively. To the third he said, I believe that many of the pope’s laws are profitable and necessary, and do prevail unto godliness, neither in any point are repugnant unto the Scriptures, nor by any means are to be abrogated, but by all men to be observed and reverenced. But touching all those laws, I cannot determine: for as for such as I have not read, I trust notwithstanding they are good also; and as for those that I have read, I did never read them to the end and purpose to reprove them, but, according to my power, to learn and understand them. And as touching the multitude of laws, St. Augustine in his time did much complain; Against the multitude of laws.

and Gerson also, who marvelled, that he could by any means live in safety amongst so many shares of constitutions, when our forefathers, being pure before their fall, could not observe one only precept.

(1) [Regist. Tunstall. London. fol. 133.—Ed.]
Henry VIII.
A.D. 1527.
The true church cannot err in faith.

To the fourth article he said, that the catholic church can by no means err in faith, for it is the whole congregation of the elect, and so known only unto God, who knoweth who are his: otherwise no man should be ascertainment of another man's salvation, or of his own, but only through faith and hope. For it is written, 'No man knoweth whether he be worthy of hatred or love.' It is also sensible, and may be demonstrated so far forth as it is sufficient to establish us in all things that are to be believed and done: for I may truly say of the general council being congregated in the Holy Ghost, 'Behold here the catholic church,' denominating the whole, by the most worthy part.

To the fifth article he answered affirmatively in these words: 'Cum sint libri laicorum, adorare oportet, at non imaginem sed prototypon.'

To the sixth article he answered, that he did not believe that they are in heaven; being so taught by the Scriptures, and holy fathers of the church.

To the seventh article he said, that it is not to be thought contrary.

To the eighth article, whether a man may not observe the feasts and fasts of the church prescribed; he thought that there is no man but he ought to observe them.

To the ninth article he said, that we are likewise bound, as unto parents.

To the fourteenth article he answered thus: 'The fourteenth chapter of St. Paul, in his first Epistle to the Corinthians, moveth me to believe, that it is best that the people should have the Lord's prayer and the apostles' creed in English, so that the devotion might the more be furthered by the understanding thereof; and also that thereby they might be the more prompt and expert in the articles of their faith, of which, it is to be feared, a great number are ignorant. Surely I have heard many say, that they never heard speak of the resurrection of the body: and being certified thereof, they became much more apt and ready unto goodness, and more fearful to do evil.'

To the fifteenth article he said, he would wish that the gospels and epistles should be read in English, 'For I would (saith Paul) rather have five words, &c. that the church might be edified,' &c.; and Chrysostom exhorted his hearers to look upon books, that they might the better commit unto memory those things which they had heard; and St. Bede did translate St. John's gospel into English.

Touching the eighteenth article, for the translation of the Scripture into English, concerning the whole, he did partly doubt; notwithstanding he wished that the gospels and epistles of the day might be read in English, that the people might be made the more apt to hear sermons. But here some will say, there might also be danger for error: whereunto he answered, 'But good and vigilant pastors might easily help that matter, by adding the plain interpretation of the fathers in the margins in English, upon the dark and obscure places, which would put away all doubts. O how great profit of souls should the vigilant pastors get thereby! who, contrariwise, through their slothfulness, bring great ruin and decay.'

To the five and twentieth article, as touching pardons, he said, that as they be used, and have too long been, it were better that they should be restrained, than that they should be any longer used as they have been, to the injury of Christ's passion.

Touching the six and twentieth article, he said, that it is not against the doctrine of Christ and his apostles to contend in the law, so it be done with charity, if St. Augustine and the reverend father Marcus Marulus did not err, who granted that liberty to the weak Christians: albeit the true Christians ought to give ear unto St. Paul's saying, 'Why do ye not rather suffer injury?' and to Christ himself, who saith, 'He that would contend with thee in the law, and take away thy coat, give him thy cloak also.'

Touching the eight and twentieth, he answered, that God is the author of the punishment only, but not of the offence, as Basil the Great teacheth in his sermon upon these words of the prophet, 'Non est malum in civitate quod non fecit Dominus.' And St. Augustine in another place, as I remember, prayeth, 'that he be not led into that temptation, that he should believe God to be the author of sin and wickedness.'

(1) Eccles. ix. (2) 1 Cor. xiv. (3) 1 Cor. vi. (4) Amas iii.
FURTHER ARTICLES AGAINST BILNEY.

Henry VIII.
A. D. 1527.

Here ensueeth a brief Summary or Collection of certain Depositions, deposed by the several Witnesses afore-named, upon certain Interrogatories ministered unto them for the Inquiry of Master Bilney's Doctrine and Preaching.

First it was deposed, that in his sermon in Christ's church, Ipswich', he should preach and say, 'Our Saviour Christ is our Mediator, between us and the Father: what should we need then to seek to any saint for remedy? Wherefore, it is great injury to the blood of Christ, to make such petitions, and it blasphemeth our Saviour.

That man is so imperfect of himself, that he can in no wise merit by his own deeds.

Also, that the coming of Christ was long prophesied before, and desired by the prophets: but John Baptist, being more than a prophet, did not only prophesy, but with his finger showed him, saying, 'Ecce agnus Dei, qui tollit pecata mundi.' Then, if this were the very lamb, which John did demonstrate, which taketh away the sins of the world, what an injury is it to our Saviour Christ, that he be buried in St. Francis' cowl should remit four parts of penance. What is then left to our Saviour Christ, who taketh away the sins of the world? This I will justly to be a great blasphemy to the blood of Christ.

Also, that it was a great folly to go on pilgrimage, and that preachers, in times past, have been Antichrists; and now it hath pleased God somewhat to show forth their falsehood and errors.

Also, that the miracles done at Walsingham, at Canterbury, and there, in Ipswich, were done by the devil, through the suffrance of God, to blind the poor people: and that the pope hath not the keys that Peter had, except he follow Peter in his living.

Moreover, it was deposed against him, that he was notoriously suspected as a heretic, and twice pulled out of the pulpit in the diocese of Norwich.

Also it was deposed against him, that he should, in the parish church of Wildon, exhort the people to put away their gods of silver and gold, and leave their offerings unto them; for that such things as they offered have been known oftentimes to have been afterward given to the vilest of women. Also that Jews and Saracens would have become christian men long ago, had it not been for the idolatry of christian men, in offering of candles, wax, and money, to stocks and stones.

Over and besides these cavilling matters articulated and deposed against him, here follow certain other articles whereupon he was detected, gathered out of his sermon which he preached in the parish church of St. Magnus, in Whitson week, A. D. 1527.

Certain other Articles produced against Master Thomas Bilney.

First he said, ' Pray you only to God, and to no saints,' rehearsing the Litany; and when he came to 'Sancta Maria, ora pro nobis,' he said, 'Stay there.' He said, that christian men ought to worship God only, and no saints.

He said that christian people should set up no lights before the images of saints: for saints in heaven need no light, and the images have no eyes to see.

He said, As Hezekiah destroyed the brazen serpent that Moses made by the commandment of God; even so should kings and princes now-a-days destroy and burn the images of saints set up in churches.

These five hundred years there hath been no good pope, and in all the times past we can find but fifty: for they have neither preached, nor lived well, nor conformably to their dignity; wherefore, till now, they have borne the keys of simony. Against them, good people! we must preach and teach unto you,

(1) May 28th, 1527, Reg. Tunst. Lond. fol. 154. — En. (2) John I. (3) St. Francis's cowl remitted four parts of penance. What remaineth then for Christ to remit?
for we cannot come to them; it is great pity they have sore slandered the blood of Christ.

The people have used foolishly of late pilgrimages, when for them it had been better to have been at home.

Many have made certain vows, which be not possible for them to fulfil, and those nothing meritorious.

The preachers before this have been Antichrists, and now it hath pleased our Saviour Christ to show their false errors, and to teach another way and manner of the holy gospel of Christ, to the comfort of your souls.

I trust that there shall and will come others besides me, who shall show and preach to you the same faith and manner of living that I do show and preach to you, which is the very true gospel of our Saviour Christ, and the mind of the holy fathers, whereby you shall be brought from their errors, wherein you have been long seduced; for before this there have been many that have slandered you, and the gospel of our Saviour Christ, of whom spake our Saviour, "Qui scandalizaverit unum de puellis ipsis qui in me credit," &c.

These and many other such like depositions were deposed against him by the deponents and witnesses before sworn, which wholly to recite would be too long and tedious: wherefore these shall suffice at this time, being the principal matters, and in manner the effect of all the rest. But now, before we return again to the order of his examination, we think it good here to infer a certain dialogue, containing a communication between a friar named John Brusierd, and Master Thomas Bilney, which we have thought meet for this place, because it was done in Ipswich, and also about the time of these examinations: the copy whereof we have, written with the friar's own hand in Latin, the translation whereof in English here ensueth.

A Dialogue between Friar John Brusierd and Master Thomas Bilney, at Ipswich, concerning Worshipping of Images.

Brusierd: 'Although you have blasphemed most perniciously the immaculate flock of Christ with certain blasphemies of yours, yet, being moved partly with your gentle petitions, partly pitying your case and towadly disposition, I am come hither to talk with you secretly, before the rumour be disclosed, upon the consideration of the threefold errors which I see in you. First, for that when you began to shoot the dart of your pestiferous error, more vehemently than you ought, against the breast of the ignorant multitude, you seemed to pour upon the ground the precious blood of Christ, as with a certain vehement violence, out of the miserable vessel of your heart. Whereas you said that none of the saints do make intercession for us, nor obtain for us any thing, you have perilously blasphemed the efficacy of the whole church, consecrated with the precious blood of Christ. This thing you are not able to deny, especially seeing the same so incessantly doth knock at the gates of heaven, through the continual intercession of the saints, according as in the sevenfold Litany manifestly appeareth to be seen.'

Bilney: 'I marvel at you, and doubtless cannot marvel enough, but that the strong and vain custom of superstitious men, thinking themselves not to be heard but in much babbling, doth put an end to my admiration: for our heavenly Father knoweth what we have need of before we ask. Also it is written, There is one mediator of God and men, the man Christ Jesus. If then there be but one mediator of God and men, the man Christ Jesus, where is our blessed Lady? where are then St. Peter and other saints?'

Brusierd: 'I suppose that no man is ignorant but that the divines of the primitive church have all affirmed that there is one mediator between God and man. Neither could any at that time praise or pray to the saints, when as yet they, living in the calamities of this body, and wrestling with the contrary winds of this world, were not yet come to the port of rest whereunto they were travel-

<p>A DIALOGUE BETWEEN BILNEY AND A FRIAR.</p>

Paul, I grant, did rightly afford that there is but one mediator of God and man, what time as yet there was no saint canonized, or put into the calendar.<sup>1</sup> But now, seeing the church doth know, and doth certainly believe, through the undoubted revelations of God, that the blessed Virgin and other saints are placed in the bosom of Abraham, she, therefore, like a good mother, hath taught, and that, most diligently, us her children, to praise the omnipotent Jesus in his saints; and also to offer up by the same saints our petitions unto God. Thereof it is that the Psalmist saith, Praise ye the Lord in his saints. Rightly also do we say and affirm, that saints may pray for us. One man may pray for another; ergo, much more may saints who do enjoy the fruition of his High Majesty. For so it is written, God is my witness, whom I serve in my spirit, in the gospel of his Son, that without ceasing I remember you in my prayer always for you,<sup>2</sup> &c.</p>

Bilney: 'I marvel, doubless, that you, a man learned, are not yet delivered out of the confused dungeon of heresy, through the help of the holy gospel: especially seeing that in the same gospel it is written, Verily, verily, I say unto you, whatsoever you ask the Father in my name, he will give it unto you.' He saith not, whatsoever ye ask the Father in the name of St. Peter, St. Paul, or other saints; but in my name. Let us ask therefore help in the name of him, who is able to obtain for us of his Father whatsoever we ask, lest peradventure hereafter, in the end of the world, at the strait judgment, we shall hear, Hitherto in my name ye have asked nothing.'<sup>3</sup>

Brusied: 'Whereas ye marvel (with what mind, I cannot tell) that I, being a learned man (as you say), am not delivered yet from the confuse dungeon of heresy, through the help of the gospel; much more do you, that are far better learned than I, cause me to marvel at your foolish admiration. Neither can I choose but laugh at you, as one being rapt to the third heaven of such high mysteries, and yet see not those things which be done here, in the lower parts of terrestrial philosophy: for what a ridiculous thing is it, for a man to look so long upon the sun, that he can see nothing else but the sun, nor can tell whither to turn him?' Moreover, what student is there in all Cambridge, be he ever so young, that knoweth not that the argument of authority, brought out negatively, hath no force?<sup>4</sup>

Bilney: 'So as the Pharisees took Christ, you take your words, much otherwise than I meant.'<sup>5</sup>

Brusied: 'Your words, which wander far from the scope of Scripture, I do not like. What is in your meaning, and lieth inwardly in your mind, I cannot tell.'<sup>6</sup>

Bilney: 'Such as invoke the help either of Christ, or of any other saint, for any corporal infirmity, to be delivered from the same, may be well resembled to delicate patients, who, being under the hand of physicians, and having medicines ministered against their diseases, not abiding the pain thereof, rap all asunder: wherefore I say, no man ought to implore the help of God, or of any saint, for corporal infirmity.'<sup>7</sup>

Brusied: 'O most peregrine and perilous heresy of all that ever I heard! Thus you, seeing the smoke, fall into the fire; and, avoiding the danger of Scylla, you run upon Charybdis.'<sup>8</sup> O heart of man, wrapped in palpable darkness! I wish, Master Bilney, that you would but once search and fetch out the first origin of these Rogations days: for so we read in the church story,<sup>9</sup> that they were first ordained by pope Gregory, with fasting, prayers, and holy processions, against the pestilence, by the infection of the air then reigning among the people; at which time, the people then going in the procession, a certain image like to our blessed Lady, painted by the hands of St. Luke the evangelist, did go before them; about which image, in honour of the Virgin, angels did sing this anthem: 'Regina exsul lectae, &c. 'O Queen of heaven, be glad!' to which anthem, the pope also adjointed this, 'Ora pro nobis Dominum,' &c. 'Pray to the Lord for us.' Wherefore, seeing the angels did worship the image of the glorious Virgin Mary, in honour of her; and seeing moreover the holy father,<sup>10</sup>

---

1. The pope's calendar maketh more mediators now, than were in the primitive church!
2. Note this argument: 'We must praise God in his saints.' Rom. I. (3) John xiv.
3. (4) He meaneth absolutely, without condition.
4. Scylla and Charybdis be two dangerous rocks in the sea.
5. By this church story he meaneth belike, 'Legenda aures,' otherwise called, 'The Legend of Lies.'
pope Gregory, with all the clergy, did pray for corporal infirmity, it appeareth manifestly that we ought to worship the saints, and also to give honour in a manner to their images: further also, to pray to Almighty God and all saints for corporal infirmity, that we may be delivered from the same, so that they may say the like for us, which is said in the gospel, 'Send them away, because they cry after us.' And although there be infinite places inexpugnable to be alleged out of the holy Scripture, wherewith we might easily resist this your error, yet standing herewith content, as sufficient at this present, we will proceed now to your second pestiferous error, wherein you, like an ingrate child, go about to tear out the bowels of your mother. For in that you say and affirm blasphemously, that the bishop of Rome is the very Antichrist, and that his privileges have no force against the gates of hell: in so saying, what do you, but like a most unkind and unnatural child, spoil your loving mother of all her treasures, and wound her, being spoiled; and being wounded, pluck out her bowels most miserably upon the earth? But forasmuch as there is nothing so absurd, or so heretical, but shall be received by some itching ears, I would therefore now hear you declare, how he sitteth in the temple of God as God, being exalted and worshiped above all that is named God; or how he sheweth himself as Lord, in power and signs and wonders deceitful.'

Bilney: 'Although incredulity doth not suffer you, notwithstanding your learning, to understand these things, yet I will go about something to help your incredulity herein, through the help of the Lord: beseeching you that, setting all superstition apart, you will understand those things that are above. Do ye know the table of the Ten Commandments?'

Bristerd: 'According as the catholic doctors do expound them, I know them meanly; but how you do expound them I cannot tell.'

Bilney: 'And do you know also the constitutions of men, which are devised only by the dreams of men; whereunto men are so strictly bound, that under pain of death, they are compelled to observe them?'

Bristerd: 'I know certain sanctions of the holy fathers; but such as you speak of, to be devised by men's dreams, I know none.'

Bilney: 'Now then let us set and compare these two together, and so shall you easily understand the bishop of Rome, whom they call the pope, to sit in the temple of God as God, and to be exalted above all that is named God. It is written, 'The temple of the Lord is holy, which is you.' Therefore the conscience of man is the temple of the Holy Ghost; in which temple, I will prove the pope to sit as God, and to be exalted above all that is called God. 3 For whose contemneth the decalogue, or the table of the commandments of God, there is but a small punishment for him; neither is that punishment to death: but men contrariwise, he that shall contemn or violate the constitutions, which you call the sanctions of men, is counted by all men's judgment guilty of death. What is this, but for the high bishop of Rome to sit and reign in the temple of God (that is, in man's conscience), as God?'

Bristerd: 'Although this exposition seemeth unworthy for christian ears, yet I would hear you further, how he sheweth himself in signs and wonders deceitful.'

Bilney: 'These wonders, which they call miracles, be wrought daily in the church, not by the power of God, as many think, but by the illusion of Satan rather, who, as the Scripture witnesseth, hath been loose now abroad five hundred years, according as it is written in the book of the Apocalypse. After a thousand years Satan shall be let loose, 4 &c. Neither are they to be called miracles of true christian men, but illusions rather, whereby to delude men's minds; to make them put their faith in our lady, and in other saints, and not in God alone, to whom be honour and glory for ever.'

Bristerd: 'But that I believe and know that God and all his saints will take everlasting revengement upon thee, I would surely, with these nails of mine, be thy death, for this horrible and enormous injury against the precious blood of Christ. 4 God saith, I will not the death of a sinner, but rather that he con-

---

(1) 1 Cor. iii.
(2) 2 Thess. iii.
(3) Apoc. xx.
(4) We read of a like saying of another friar, Augustine of Antwerp, testified by Erasmus in his Epistles, who, openly in the pulpit at Antwerp, preaching to the people, wished that Luther were there, and what he might do out his throat with his teeth. So doing, he would then have his lady there with the same bloody teeth to rest at the altar, and receive the body of Christ. Erasm. Epist. lib. vi. Ad obtructorem. [Col. 530, Ed. Lug. Bat. 1706.—En.]
The Submission of Master Thomas Bilney.

On the 4th of December, the bishop of London, with the other bishops, and absentees, assembled again in the chapter-house of Westminster; whether also Master Bilney was brought, and was exhorted and admonished to abide and recant, who answered, that he would stand to his conscience. Then the bishop of London, with the other bishops, "ex officio," did publish the depositions of the witnesses, with his articles and answers, commanding that they should be read. That done, the bishop exhorted him again to deliberate with himself, whether he would return to the church, and renounce his opinions, or no; and bade him to depart into a void place, and there to deliberate with himself. This done, the bishop asked him again if he would return? who answered, "Fiat justitia et judicium in nomine Domini." And being divers times admonished to abide, he would make no other answer, but "Fiat justitia," &c. and, "Hec est dies quam fecit Dominus; exultemus, et laetemur in ea." Then the bishop, after deliberation, putting off his cap, said, "In nomine Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti, Amen:" "Exurgat Deus et dissipentur inimici euis." And making a cross on his forehead and his breast, by the counsel of the other bishops he gave sentence against Master Bilney, being there present, in this manner: "I, by the consent and counsel of my brethren here present, do pronounce thee, Thomas Bilney, who hast been accused of divers articles, to be convicted of heresy; and for the rest of the sentence we take deliberation till to-morrow."

On the 5th of December, the bishops assembled there again, before whom Bilney was brought; whom the bishop asked, if he would return to the unity of the church, and revoke his heresies which he had preached. Whereupon Bilney answered, that he would not be a slander to the gospel, trusting that he was not separate from the church; and that if the multitude of witnesses might be credited, he might have thirty men of honest life on his part, against one to the contrary brought in against him. These witnesses, the bishop said, came too late; for after publication they could not be received by the law. Then Bilney alleging the story of Susan and Daniel, the bishop of London still exhorted him to return to the unity of the church, and to abjure his heresies, and permitted him to go into some secret place, there to consult with his friends, till one o'clock in the afternoon of the same day.

In the afternoon, the bishop of London again asked him whether he would return to the church, and acknowledge his heresies. Bilney answered, that he trusted he was not separate from the church; and required time and place to think.
bring in witnesses: which was refused. Then the bishop once again required of him, whether he would return to the catholic church: whereunto he answered, that if they could teach and prove sufficiently that he was convicted, he would yield and submit himself: and he desired again to have time and space to bring in his refused witnesses; and other answer he would give none.

Then the bishop put Master Bilney aside, and took counsel with his fellows; and afterwards calling in Master Bilney, asked him again, whether he would abjure? But he would make no other answer than before. Then the bishop, with the consent of the rest, did decree and determine, that it was not lawful to hear a petition which was against the law: and inquiring again, whether he would abjure, he answered plainly, No; and desired to have time to consult with his friends, in whom his trust was. And being once again asked whether he would return, and instantly desired thereunto, or else the sentence must be read, he required the bishop to give him license to deliberate with himself until the next morrow, whether he might abjure the heresies wherewith he was defamed or no. The bishop granted him that he should have a little time to deliberate with Master Dancaster; but Bilney required space till the next morrow, to consult with Master Farman and Master Dancaster, but the bishop would not grant him his request, for fear lest he should appeal. However at last the bishop, inclining unto him, granted him two nights' respite to deliberate; that is to say, till Saturday at nine o'clock in the forenoon: and then to give a plain determinate answer, what he would do in the premises.

On the 7th of December, in the year and place aforesaid, the bishop of London with the other bishops being assembled, Bilney also personally appeared; whom the bishop of London asked, whether he would now return to the unity of the church, and revoke the errors and heresies whereof he stood accused, detected, and convicted. He answered, that now he was persuaded by Master Dancaster and others his friends, he would submit himself, trusting that they would deal gently with him, both in his abjuration and penance. Then he desired that he might read his abjuration; which the bishop granted. When he had read the same secretly by himself, and was returned, being demanded what he would do in the premises, he answered, that he would abjure and submit himself: and there openly read his abjuration, and subscribed, and delivered it to the bishop, who then did absolve him, and, for his penance, enjoined him, that he should abide in a prison appointed by the cardinal, till he were by him released; and, moreover, the next day he should go before the procession, in the cathedral church of St. Paul, bareheaded, with a faggot on his shoulder; and should stand before the preacher at Paul's cross all the sermon time.1

Here, forasmuch as mention is made before of five letters or epistles, which this good man wrote to Cuthbert Tonstal, bishop of London, and by the said bishop delivered unto the registrars, we thought good to insert certain thereof, such as could come to our hands: the copy of which letters, as they were written by him in Latin, because they are in the former edition2 to be seen and read in the same Latin wherein he wrote them, it shall suffice in this book to express the same only in English. Concerning the first epistle, which containeth the whole story of his conversion, and seemeth more effectual in the Latin, than in the English, we have exhibited it in the second edition,3 and therefore here have only made mention of the same briefly; the copy whereof beginneth as in the note below.4 The same in English is as followeth:

(1) Ex Registr. London. (2) See Edition 1663, pages 466, 469 (printed, 468); pages 466, 467. These letters will be found in the Appendix.—Ex. (3) The Edition of 1670.—Ex. (4) Reverendo in Christo Patre D. Cuth. Tonstallo, Londini Episcopo, T. Blinianus solutam in Christo, cum omnibus subjectis tunc Fruendi debita.

Hoc nomine, Patre in Christo observando, longe beatiorum me prae, quod ad ture Paternitatis examinationem vocare mi contigit. Ex animo eruditione et in vita integritate (quod omnem facientur ut ipsam non possis) aliquel divinarum in te deictum estimator non admodum magisteres quotes tibi succurrer, quanta tibi gratia fecerit Deus, in illius laudes non cronomere, ne descern

(1) Ex Registr. London. (2) See Edition 1663, pages 466, 469 (printed, 468); pages 466, 467. These letters will be found in the Appendix.—Ex. (3) The Edition of 1670.—Ex. (4) Reverendo in Christo Patre D. Cuth. Tonstallo, Londini Episcopo, T. Blinianus solutam in Christo, cum omnibus subjectis tunc Fruendi debita.

Hoc nomine, Patre in Christo observando, longe beatiorum me prae, quod ad ture Paternitatis examinationem vocare mi contigit. Ex animo eruditione et in vita integritate (quod omnem facientur ut ipsam non possis) aliquel divinarum in te deictum estimator non admodum magisteres quotes tibi succurrer, quanta tibi gratia fecerit Deus, in illius laudes non cronomere, ne descern
A Letter of Master Thomas Bilney to Cuthbert Tostal, Bishop of London.

To the reverend father in Christ, Cuthbert, bishop of London, Thomas Bilney wisheth health in Christ, with all submission due unto such a prelate:

In this behalf, most reverend father in Christ, I think myself most happy that it is my chance to be called to examination before your reverence, for that you

corde tacitus exclamare, 'Pecit mihi magna qui potens est, et sanctum nomen ejus' [Luke 1].

In toto nunc me judicem incidisse graavior, ac Deo, qui moderatur omnia, gratiam pro vitii habebo.

Et quoniam (testis est mihi Deus) nullius in omnibus meis consciensibus, erroris mihi consensu sum, nunc hæroes aut factiosos (quod calumniatur quidam, questus est, quam animarum ledatur. Quod sum ab eis aut alio aliud defensor (quod divinitatis divinae (haue duxit) petentium quasi Deus, ut veritatis testimoniwm, ad Tonstali tribunal siteter: qui, et quia alius, optime novit, nuncum defuturos Jannes ac Jambres, qui veritati restituant: nuncum defuturos Elmisae [Acts xiii.], qui concersub vertivere viae dominii rectas; denique nuncum defuturos, Demetrios, Pythonsas [Acts xvi.], Calamos, Arias [Apoc. ii.], Colonos, Isaacae: qui omnes, cum quo sua sunt non quae Jesus Christ, antiquatatem et suerant, qui seri potest ut Christum alacer ac simpliciter annunziare perferant! Nam si popularis semel in Christum pro se passum, solide

Tunc intelliget nen hic aut illae Christum esse, sed regnum Dei in semetipso esse. Tunc intellagent patrem neque in monibvs Samaria, neque Hierosolymam adorandum esse, sed in omni hon. in se ipsius aut ipsius divinitatis universum, quando utrumque impieri illud Eschlelli xxiv. Dispersae sunt oves meae, eo quod non esse pastor et factae sunt in devotissimam omnium bestiarum agri, et dispersae sunt. Erraverunt grises mel in cuneiis mediocriter: ut vos intenderunt, et super omnem faciem terrae, potui esset urbe. Etenim aut erat qui requirit: non erat, Inquav, qui requirerat. Imo, si quia requirere velit, se in casibus Christi, unatam disc. filius, errabatus reducere, mox insurgen nomine Pastores, se reversa lupta, qui non aitut de groce, quam laeav, pellem, quatern; animas cum suas, tum grises permittentes diabol. Insurupto inquam, ac Deo Demetris instar exclamant: Hilo hæreticos ubique suadet avaritique multum turbam, diacens, quod non sunt il quibus posuit: Sicunt sunt, quod pater celore sunt, qui, super praetexta perseguendae hæreticos, ventura in negotii auge, inimici omnium Christi. Qui quidam praetextatum Suorum parum Christis pro pecolet nostris cruciis annulationem. Hic sunt, quibus Christum externam minatur damnationem, cum alt. Vex lobs Scribvs et Pharisaeis, hypocrisie i qui clandestis regnum celorum ante homines: vos enim non intrata, nec introcenss infras infras [Matt. xxiii]. Sic sunt, qui, cum lps aliud saeclorum, alio intrata non sanum. Quod patet, quia et quia posse, inquit Christum, introitare, salvatur, et ingredietur, et aequitatem, et pascua inventit [John x.]: et hi non Inveniunt pascua (nuncquam eam docent) et alios post se traut, ut non per Christum, qui solus est oculus quod ad patrem pervenitur, sed aliae per episcopos, quas obvius, taceo nonnunc Christum, saeclum, proponent, et injustit, ut suum putet quamquam spectant; hoc deteriores, quum illi qui super Christum fundamentum edificant lignum, toman, stipulum [1 Cor. iii.]. Iste fatentur Se Christum scire, sed factae negaret.

Denique hic sunt moditi ilii, in quos mulier illa, annis duodecim sanguinis profunio vexata, omnia sua consumerant, nec adiuncti qui qvocum sequerent, sed detestaret se habebant, donec vix tandem ad Christum venerant: quae simulatim frigis vestimenti ejus in fide tetigerat, sic sanatuer, ut statim in corpore fidei numere [Luke viii]. O mutationem dexteram excellet quum et ego miser peccautor non semel sensus: quum tamen antes quam ad Christum venire potui, omnia mea insumpserant in ignare medicos, indecora confessionem audita, ut parum mihi virum (aliquo natura imbecill) reliquum fuerit, parum quercus, ingrediunt item parum. Inconstans est, quia simulacrum quae sua erant in secreto omnibus (ut unum intelligo) sun potius quareaber, quern sunt animae mee insigni.

Sed tandem de Jese audiebam, nihilum tum, cum novum Testamentum primum ab Erasmo saeculo accept, Lustrate positum, erat in fundamentum primum inquitum, quomodo quidam praebent, omnia currum praebent. Inde multa in manus, semel primum absque igne [1 Tim. i.]. Hec una sententia, Deo laetiss in corde meo (quod tunc fieri ignorabam) docente, sic exhalaripect pascua meum, priscus pecuatoris conscientia saecume ac pene desperandum, ut mox vixie sib mihi, posse quantum intus transtulit esse humilVatem [Psalm 39]. Postque Scripsera orci mihi dulcius esse melie se facio: in qua paulatim dedit omnes meos consatis, omnis fjejunia, omnis vigilia, omnes missae et indulgentiarum redemptiones, quas aliis fiduca in Jesum (qui solus salvum facit populum suam a pecolet suae) ferei; didel, inquam, haeq omnia mihi aliud fulse, quomodo (quod alt Augustinianus) ejusmoder currum extra virum, et nonnunc sibi locum, inquit, latem. Quomodo quicquid fuerit quod exceler est in illam recensionem, quia de Christo legitt. Sint Messae exaltatis serpertem in deserto, ista exaltati opus filium hominum, ut omnia qui credit in illum non perseveret, sed habet vitam aeternam [John iii].

Tamen tandem subliminem lectum, quem nullus docere potest nisi Deus, qui hanc Petri revelavit, ubi pro modulo gratiae Dei mites dat, gustare orci, rovei Dominum ut superget mihi idem, ac tandem nihil magis opusser, ut quod, ut sedecitt mihi legitima salutaris sui, spiritui meo suicuncuense, ut virtutes nonnulla donata ex alio, docere iniquam viae ejus, quae sunt miserier- cordia, profana et seculare, ut omne impliunt, conveniunt illis. In Platonem et Aristotelem pro virili consens apud R. D. Cardinalem, ut suam Paternitatem, blapihematur in me (hanc est unica mihi in his tribulationibus aliusfulus) Christus, quae pro virili doceo, factum nobis a Deo Patris facundiae in redempredexendes denique et eum afferere sanctam. Certe si Christum in quod factus est pro nobis peccatum, id est, hosce pro peccato, ut nos efficeremur justælis Dei per illum [2 Cor. v.]. Quid factus est pro nobis maledictum, ut nos a maledicto legis redmeretur [Gal. iii.]. Et
are of such wisdom and learning, of such integrity of life, which all men do confess to be in you, that even yourself cannot choose (if you do not too lightly esteem God's gifts in you), as often as you shall remember the great things which God hath done unto you, but straightways secretly in your heart, to his high praise say, 'He that is mighty hath done great things unto me, and holy is his name.' I rejoice, that I have now happened upon such a judge, and with all my heart give thanks unto God, who ruleth all things.

And albeit (God is my witness) I know not myself guilty of any error in my sermons, neither of any heresy or sedition, which divers do slander me of, seeking rather their own lucre and advantage, than the health of souls: notwithstanding I do exceedingly rejoice, that it is so foreseen by God's divine providence, that I should be brought before the tribunal seat of Tostal, who knoweth as well as any other, that there will never be wanting a James and a Jambres, 8 who will resist the truth; that there shall never be lacking some Elymas, 9 who will go about to subvert the straight ways of the Lord; and finally, that some Demetriuses, Pithonises, 6 Balaams, Nicolaitans, 7 Cains, and Iahmues, will be always at hand, who will greedily hunt and seek after that which pertained unto themselves, and not that which pertained to Jesus Christ. How can it then be, that they can suffer Christ to be truly and sincerely preached? for if the people in every place once begin wholly to put their confidence in Christ, who was for them crucified, then straitways that which they have hitherto embraced instead of Christ, shall utterly decay in the hearts of the faithful.

Then they shall understand that Christ is not in this place, or in that place, but the kingdom of God is to be in themselves. Then shall they plainly see, that the Father is not to be worshipped, neither in the mount of Samaria, nor at Jerusalem, but in all places, in spirit and truth: which thing if it come once to pass, the beasts of the field will think all their gain and lucre lost. In them the saying of Ezekiel is fulfilled: 'My sheep are dispersed because they had no shepherd, and are devoured of the beast of the field, and strayed abroad: my flock hath erred and wandered in every mountain, and upon every high hill, and is dispersed throughout all the earth; and there is no man which hath sought to gather them together; no, there was no man which once sought after them.' But if any man seeketh to reduce those who were gone astray, into the fold of Christ, that is, the unity of faith, by and by there rise up certain against him, which are named pastors, but indeed are wolves; which seek no other thing of their flock, but the milk, wool, and fell, leaving both their own souls, and the souls of their flock, unto the devil.

These men, I say, rise up like unto Demetrius, crying out, 'This heretic di imaginative and seduceth much people every where, saying, that they are not gods, which are made with hands.' These are they, these I say, most reverend father! are they, who, under the presence of persecuting heretics, follow their own licentious lives; enemies unto the cross of Christ, who can

---
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suffer and bear any thing rather than the sincere preaching of Christ crucified for our sins. These are they unto whom Christ threateneth eternal damnation, where he saith, 'Wo be unto you scribes, Pharisees, and hypocrites! which shut up the kingdom of heaven before men, and you yourselves enter not in, neither suffer those which would enter, to come in.' These are they that have come in another way to the charge of souls, as it appeareth; 'For if any man,' saith Christ, 'come in by me, he shall be saved; and shall come in, and go out, and find pasture.' These men do not find pasture, for they never teach and draw others after them, that they should enter by Christ, who alone is the door whereby we must come unto the Father; but set before the people another way, persuading them to come unto God through good works, oftentimes speaking nothing at all of Christ, thereby seeking rather their own gain and lucre, than the salvation of souls: in this point being worse than those who upon Christ (being the foundation) do build wood, hay and straw. These men confess that they know Christ, but by their deeds they deny him.

These are those physicians upon whom that woman that was twelve years vexed with the bloody flux had consumed all that she had, and felt no help, but was still worse and worse, until such time as she came at last unto Christ; and after she had once touched the hem of his vesture, through faith she was so healed, that by and by she felt the same in her body. O mighty power of the most Highest! which I also, miserable sinner, have often tasted and felt, who, before I could come unto Christ, had even likewise spent all that I had upon those ignorant physicians; that is to say, unlearned hearers of confession; so that there was but small force of strength left in me (who of nature was but weak), small store of money, and very little wit or understanding: for they appointed me fastings, watching, buying of pardons, and masses; in all which things (as I now understand) they sought rather their own gain, than the salvation of my sick and languishing soul.

But at last I heard speak of Jesus, even then when the New Testament was first set forth by Erasmus; which when I understood to be eloquently done by him, being allured rather by the Latin than by the word of God (for at that time I knew not what it meant), I bought it even by the providence of God, as I do now well understand and perceive: and at the first reading (as I well remember) I glanced upon this sentence of St. Paul (O most sweet and comfortable sentence to my soul!) in 1 Tim. i., 'It is a true saying, and worthy of all men to be embraced, that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners; of whom I am the chief and principal.' This one sentence, through God's instruction and inward working, which I did not then perceive, did so exalt my heart, being before wounded with the guilt of my sins, and being almost in despair, that immediately I felt a marvellous comfort and quietness, insomuch that my bruised bones leaped for joy.

After this, the Scripture began to be more pleasant unto me than the honey or the honey-ccomb; wherein I learned, that all my travails, all my fasting and watching, all the redemption of masses and pardons, being done without trust in Christ, who only saveth his people from their sins; these, I say, I learned to be nothing else but even (as St. Augustine saith) a hasty and swift running out of the right way; or else much like to the vesture made of fig leaves, wherewithall Adam and Eve went about in vain to cover themselves, and could never before obtain quietness and rest, until they believed in the promise of God, that Christ, the seed of the woman, should tread upon the serpent's head: neither could I be relieved or eased of the sharp stings and bitings of my sins, before I was taught of God that lesson which Christ speaketh of in John iii.: 'Even as Moses exalted the serpent in the desert, so shall the Son of Man be exalted, that all which believe on him, should not perish, but have life everlasting.'

As soon as (according to the measure of grace given unto me of God) I began to taste and savour of this heavenly lesson, which no man can teach but only God, who revealed the same unto Peter, I desired the Lord to increase my faith; and at last I desired nothing more, than that I, being so comforted by him, might be strengthened by his Holy Spirit and grace from above, that I might teach the wicked his ways, which are mercy and truth; and that the

Another Letter of Master Thomas Bilney, to Cuthbert Tonstal, Bishop of London.

Albeit I do not remember, reverend father in Christ! whether I have either spoken or written that the gospel hath not been sincerely preached now of long time, which your lordship seemeth to have gathered, either by some Moonnus and sinister hearers of my sermons, who (like Malchus having their right ear cut off), only bring their left ear to sermons; or else by some words or writings of mine, which have rashly passed me, rather than upon any evil intent; yet forasmuch as in this behalf your reverence doth command me, and that of a good mind I trust (for how can I think in Tontast any craft or doubleness to dwell), I will briefly declare unto you what I have learned of God, through Christ, in the Scriptures; and how the doctors, even of great name and renown, have not taught the same of late in their sermons; referring, or rather submitting all things unto your fatherly judgment, which is more quick and sharp than that it can by any means be blinded; and so sincere, that it will not in any point seek slander or discord. Therefore I do confess, that I have often been afraid that Christ hath not been purely preached now a long time: for who hath been now, for a long season, offended through him? Who hath now these many years suffered any persecution for the gospel's sake? Where is the

Notes and differences between the true and false church.
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sword which he came to send upon the earth? And finally, where are the rest of the sincere and uncorrupt fruits of the gospel? which, because we have not a long time seen, is it not to be feared that the tree which bringeth forth those fruits, hath now a long time been wanting in our region or country? Much less is it to be believed, that it hath been nourished amongst us. Have we not seen all things quiet and peaceable a long time? But what saith the church? "My grief most bitter is turned to peace," & c. But the malignant church saith, "Peace, peace; and there is no peace," but only that whereas it is written, "When the mighty armed man keepeth his gates, he possesseth all things in quiet; but when he seeth that he shall be vanquished of a stronger than he himself is, he spoileth and destroyeth all things." 4

What now a days beginneth again to be attempted, I dare not say. God grant us grace that we do not refuse and reject (if it be Christ) him that cometh unto us, lest we do feel that terrible judgment against us: "Because, saith he, they have not received the love of truth, that they might be saved; therefore God will send upon them the blindness of error, that they shall give credit unto lies." 6 O terrible sentence (which God knoweth whether a great number have not already incurred), "That all they might be judged which have not given credit unto the truth, but consented unto iniquity." "The time shall come, saith he, when that they will not suffer the true doctrine to be preached.

And what shall we then say of that learning, which hath now so long time reigned and triumphed, so that no man hath once opened his mouth against it? shall we think it sound doctrine? Truly iniquity did never more abound, nor was charity ever so cold. And what should we say to be the cause thereof? Hath the cause been for lack of preaching against the vices of men, and exhorting to charity? That cannot be, for many learned and great clerks sufficiently can witness to the contrary. And yet all these notwithstanding, we see the life and manners of men do greatly degenerate from true Christianity, and seem to cry out indeed, that that is fulfilled in us, which God in times past threatened by his prophet Amos, 7 saying, "Behold the day shall come, saith the Lord, that I will send hunger upon the earth: not hunger of bread, neither thirst of water, but of hearing the word of God. And the people shall be moved from sea to sea, and from the west unto the east; and shall run about seeking for the word of God, but shall not find it. In those days the fair virgins and young men shall perish for thirst," & c.

But now to pass over many things whereby I am moved to fear that the word of God hath not been purely preached, this is not the least argument, that they that come, and are sent, and endeavour themselves to preach Christ truly, are evil spoken of for his name, which is the rock of offence, and stumbling-block unto them that stumble upon his word, and do not believe on him on whom they are built. 8

But you will ask, who are those men, and what is their doctrine? Truly I say, whosoever entereth in by the door, Christ, into the sheepfold: which thing all such shall do, as seek nothing else but the glory of God, and salvation of souls. Of all such it may be truly said, that whom the Lord sendeth, he speaketh the word of God. And why so? Because he representeth the angel of the church of Philadelphia, unto whom St. John writeth, saying, "This saith he which is holy and true; which hath the keys of David; which openeth and no man shutteth; shutteth and no man openeth." 9 "Behold," saith he (speaking in the name of Christ, who is the door and door-keeper), "I have set before thee an open door, that is to say, of the Scriptures, opening thy senses, that thou shouldest understand the Scriptures; and that, because thou hast entered in by me which am the door: 'For whosoever entereth in by me, which am the door, shall be saved; ye shall go in and come out and find pasture: for the door-keeper openeth the door unto him, and the sheep hear his voice." But contrariwise, they who have not entered in by the door, but have climbed in some other way, by ambition, avarice, or desire of rule, they shall even in a moment go down into hell, except they repent. And by them is the saying of Jeremy verified: 'All beauty is gone away from the daughter of Zion,'

because her princes are become like rams, not finding pasture. And why so? because like thieves and robbers they have climbed another way, not being called nor sent.

And what marvel is it if they do not preach, when they are not sent, but run for lucre; seeking their own glory, and not the glory of God, and salvation of souls? And this is the root of all mischief in the church, that they are not sent inwardly of God; for without this inward calling it helpeth nothing, before God, to be a hundred times elect, and consecrate by a thousand bulls, either by pope, king, or emperor. God beheldeth the heart, whose judgments are according to truth, howsoever we deceive the judgment of men for a time; who also at the last shall see their abomination. This, I say, is the original of all mischief in the church, that we thrust in ourselves into the charge of souls, whose salvation and the glory of God (which is, to enter in by the door), we do not thirst nor seek for; but altogether our own lucre and profit.

Hereupon it cometh, that we know not how to preach Christ purely; for how should they preach Christ," saith the apostle, 'except they be sent?' for otherwise many thieves and robbers do preach him, but with their lips only, for their heart is far from him: neither yet do we suffer those who do know how to preach, but persecute them, and go about to oppress the Scriptures now springing, under the pretence of godliness; fearing, as I suppose, lest the Romans should come and take our place. Ah! thou wicked enemy Herod! why art thou afraid that Christ should come? He taketh not away mortal and earthly kingdoms, who giveth heavenly kingdoms. O blindness! O our great blindness! yea, more than that of Egypt; of which if there be any that would admonish the people, by and by saith Pharaoh, 'Moses and Aaron I why do ye stir up the people to cease from their labours?' and truly called their labours. 'Get ye to your burdens. Lay more work upon them, and cause them to do it, that they hearken not unto lies.' Thys the people were dispersed throughout all the land of Egypt, to gather up chaff; I say, to gather up chaff. 'Who shall grant unto us, that God shall say, 'I have looked down, and beholden the affliction of my people which is in Egypt, and have heard their sighs, and am come down to deliver them?' But whither hath this zeal carried me? whether after knowledge or not, I dare not say: it appertaineth to you, reverend father! to judge thereupon.

Now you do look that I should show unto you at large (as you write), how that they ought sincerely to preach, to the better edifying hereafter of your flock. Here, I confess, I was afraid that you had spoken in some derision, until I well perceived that you had written it with your own hand. Then again I began to doubt, for what intent Tonstal should require that of Bilney: an old soldier, of a young beginner; the chief pastor of London, of a poor silly sheep. But for what intent soever you did it, I trust it was of a good mind; and albeit that I am weak of body, yet, through the grace of Christ given unto me, I will attempt this matter, although it do far pass my power: under which burden if I be oppressed, yet I will not deceive you, for that I have promised nothing but a prompt and ready will to do that which you have commanded.

As touching what pertaineth to the preaching of the gospel, I would to God you would give me leave privately to talk with you, that I might speak freely that which I have learned in the holy Scriptures for the consolation of my conscience; which if you will do, I trust you shall not repent you. All things shall be submitted unto your judgment; who (except I be utterly deceived), will not break the reed that is bruised, and put out the flux that is smoking; but rather, if I shall be found in any error (as indeed I am a man), you, as spiritual, shall restore me through the spirit of gentleness, considering yourself, lest that you also be tempted: for every bishop, which is taken from among men, is ordained for men, not violently to assault those which are ignorant, and do err; for he himself is compassed in with infirmity, that he, being not void of evils, should learn to have compassion upon other miserable people.

I desire you that you will remember me to-morrow, that by your aid I may be brought before the tribunal seat of my lord cardinal; before whom I had rather stand, than before any of his deputies.

Yours, Thomas Bilney.

(1) Exod. v. (2) Is. xiii. (3) Heb. v.
OF THOMAS BILNEY, MARTYR.

A Letter of Master Bilney, to Tostal, Bishop of London, fruitful and necessary for all Ministers to read.

Most reverend father! salutations in Christ. You have required me to write unto you at large, wherein men have not preached as they ought, and how they should have preached better. This is a burden too heavy for my strength, under which if I shall faint, it belongeth to you, who have laid this burden upon my shoulders, to ease me thereof. As touching the first part, they have not preached as they ought, who, leaving the word of God, have taught their own traditions; of which sort there are not a few, as it is very evident, in that they do report those who preach the word of God sincerely, to teach new doctrine. This is also no small testimony thereof, that in all England you shall scarce find one or two that are mighty in the Scriptures; and what marvel is it, if all godly things do seem new unto them unto whom the gospel is new and strange, being nursed in men's traditions now a long time? Would to God these things were not true which I utter unto you! but alas they are too true.

They have also preached evil, who either have wrested the Scriptures themselves, or have rashly gathered them out of old rotten papers, being wrested by others: and how should it be but that they should wrest them, or else how should they judge them, being falsely interpreted by others, when they have not once read over the Bible orderly? Of this sort there is truly a very great number, from which number many great rabbins or masters shall hardly excuse themselves; whom the people have hitherto reverenced instead of gods. And these are they that now serve their bellies, seeking their own glory, and not the true glory of God, who might be set forth even by Balaam's ass; much less then ought we to contemn such abjects, who preach the word of God. 'We have,' saith St. Paul, 'this treasure in brindle vessels, that the glory of the power might be of God, and not of us.' 'God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound the wise; and the weak things of God hath chosen to confound the mighty; and vile things of the world, and despised, hath he chosen, and things that are not, to bring to nought things that are, that no flesh should glory in his sight.' But now all men in a manner will be wise, and therefore they are ashamed of the simple gospel; they are ashamed truly to say with Paul, and to perform it indeed, 'I brethren, when I came unto you, did not come with excellency of words, or of wisdom, preaching the testimony of Christ; for I esteemed not myself to know any thing amongst you, but only Jesus Christ, and him crucified.' O voice of a true evangelist! But now we are ashamed of this foolish preaching, by which it hath pleased God to save all those that believe in him; and being puffed up with our own fleshly mind, we choose rather proudly to walk in those things which we have not seen, preaching fables and lies, and not the law of God, which is undefiled, converting souls.

But how should they teach the law of God, which they have not once read in the books, much less learned at the mouth of God? But in a pastor and a bishop this is required: 'Thou son of man!' saith God, 'lay up in thy heart all my words which I do speak unto thee,' &c.; and shortly after he saith, 'Thou, son of man! I have ordained and given thee a watchman unto the house of Israel.' 'I have given thee,' saith he; not coming in by ambition, nor trusting in thyself, nor climbing in another way, but I gave thee when thou lookest not for it, that thou shouldst attend thereupon, and give warning from the top of the watch-tower, if any enemies should approach. I have given thee unto the house of Israel, and not the house of Israel unto thee, that thou shouldst acknowledge thyself to be the servant of the sheep, and not their lord; for I have not given the sheep for the shepherd, but the shepherd for the sheep. He that sitteth down, is greater than he that doth minister and serve unto him: which thing was well known of him who truly said, 'We are your servants for Christ's cause.'

But for what purpose have I given thee unto the house of Israel?—that thou shouldst only minister the sacraments? consecrate wood, stones, and churchyards? (This, I take God to witness, with great sighs and groans I write unto you, pouring out before you the grief of my heart.) No truly. What then? First followeth the office of the bishop, 'Thou shalt hear the word out of my (1) 1 Cor. I. (2) 1 Cor. II. (3) Psalm xix.
mouth.' This is but a short lesson, but such as all the world cannot comprehend, without they be inwardly taught of God.

And what else meaneth this, 'Out of my mouth thou shalt hear the word,' but that thou shalt be taught of God? Therefore as many as are not taught of God, although they be ever so well exercised in the Scriptures by man's help, yet are they not watchmen given by God; and much less they that do not understand and know the Scriptures. And therefore such as these be, lest they should keep silence, and say nothing, are always harping upon the traditions and doctrines of men, that is, lies: for he that speaketh of himself, speaketh lies. Of these it is written, 'They would be doctors of the law, not understanding what they speak, neither of whom they speak.' 1 Such of necessity they must all be, who speak that with their mouth, which they do not believe, because they are not inwardly taught of God, neither are persuaded in their hearts that it is true: and therefore they are to be accounted as sheep, although they boast themselves to be shepherds. But contrariwise, touching the true and learned pastors given by God, it may be truly said, 'We speak that which we know, and that which we have seen (even with the infallible eyes of our faith) we do witness;' and these are neither deceived, neither do deceive. Moreover, the deceivers proceed to worse and worse, erring themselves, and bringing others also to error, and because they are of the world, the world doth willingly hear them. 'They are of the world,' saith St. John, 'and therefore they speak those things which are of the world, and the world giveth ear unto them.'

Behold, reverend father! this is the touchstone of our daily preaching. Hath not the world given ear unto them now a long time with great pleasure and delight? But the flesh could never suffer the preaching of the cross, nor yet the wisdom of the flesh, which is enemy unto God, neither is subject unto his law, nor can be. And why then are they so accused to be heretics and schismatics, who will not seek to please men, but only to their edifying? being mindful of that place of Scripture, 'God hath dispersed the bones of them which please men, saying unto them, Speak unto us pleasant things.'

But now, letting these matters pass, we will come unto the second point, wherein you ask how a man should preach better? Forsooth, if we had heard him of whom the Father spake, saying, 'This is my dearly beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased, hear him;' who also, speaking of himself, said, 'It was meet that Christ should suffer, and rise again the third day from death, and that in his name repentance and remission of sins should be preached unto all people.' What other thing is that, than the same which the other evangelists do write, 'Go ye into the whole world, and preach the gospel unto every creature: he that believeth and is baptized shall be saved?' What can be more pleasant, sweet, or acceptable unto afflicted consciences, being almost in despair, than these most joyful tidings?

But here, whether Christ have been a long time heard, I know not, for that I have not heard all the preachers of England, and if I had heard them, yet all it was within this year or two, I could not sufficiently judge of them. But this I dare be bold to affirm, that as many as I have heard of late preach (I speak even of the most famous), they have preached such repentance, that if I had heard such preachers of repentance in times past, I should utterly have been in despair. And to speak of one of those famous men (not uttering his name), after he had sharply inveighed against vice (wherein he pleased every godly man, forasmuch as it could not be sufficiently cried out upon), he concluded, 'Behold,' said he, 'thou hast lien rotten in thine own lusts, by the space of these sixty years, even as a beast in his own dung, and wilt thou presume in one year to go forward toward heaven, and that in thine age, as much as thou wwest backward from heaven toward hell in sixty years? Is not this, think you, a goodly argument? Is this the preaching of repentance in the name of Jesus? or rather to tread down Christ with Antichrist's doctrine? For what other thing did he speak in effect, than that Christ died in vain for thee? He will not be thy Jesus or Saviour; thou must make satisfaction for thyself, or else thou shalt perish eternally! Then doth St. John lie, who saith, 'Behold the Lamb of God! that taketh away the sins of the world;' and in another place, 'His blood hath cleansed us from all our sins;' and again, 'He is the propitiation for the sins of the whole world:' besides an infinite number of other
places. What other thing is this, than that which was spoken by the Holy
Ghost, by the mouth of Peter, saying, 'There shall be false teachers that shall
deny the Lord Jesus, who hath redeemed them?' And what followeth upon
such doctrine of devils, speaking lies through hypocrisy? A conscience despair-
ing, and without all hope, and so given over unto all wicked lusts, according to
the saying of St. Paul, 'After that they be come to this point, that they sorrow
no more, they give themselves over unto wantonness, to commit all kind of
filthiness, even with a greedy desire.' For seeing that it is impossible for them
to make satisfaction to God, either they murmur against God, or else they do
not believe him to be so cruel, as they do preach and declare him to be.

The want of paper will not suffer me to write any more, and I had rather to speak
it in private talk unto yourself; whereunto if you would admit me, I trust you
shall not repent you thereof: and unto me (Christ I take to my witness), it would
be a great comfort, in whom I wish you, with all your flock, heartily well to fare.

Your prisoner, and humble headman unto God for you,

THOMAS BILNEY.

Thus have you the letters, the abjuration, and the articles of
Thomas Bilney. After this abjuration made, about A.D. 1529 the said
Bilney took such repentance and sorrow, that he was near the point
of utter despair, as by the words of Master Latimer is credibly testi-
fied; whose words, for my better discharge, I thought here to annex,
written in his seventh sermon preached before king Edward, which
be these: "I knew a man myself, Bilney, little Bilney, that blessed
martyr of God, who, what time he had borne his faggot, and was come
again to Cambridge, had such conflicts within himself (beholding this
image of death), that his friends were afraid to let him be alone.
They were fain to be with him day and night, and comfort him as
they could, but no comforts would serve. And as for the comfort-
able places of Scripture, to bring them unto him, it was as though a
man should run him through the heart with a sword. Yet for all
this he was revived, and took his death patiently, and died well
against the tyrannical see of Rome."¹

Again, the said Master Latimer, speaking of Bilney in another of
his sermons preached in Lincolnshire, hath these words following:
"That same Master Bilney, which was burnt here in England for
God's word's sake, was induced and persuaded by his friends to bear a
faggot at the time when the cardinal was aloft, and bare the swinge.
Now when the same Bilney came to Cambridge again a whole year
after, he was in such an anguish and agony, that nothing did him
good, neither eating nor drinking, nor even any other communication
of God's word; for he thought that all the whole Scriptures were
against him, and sounded to his condemnation: so that I many a
time communed with him (for I was familiarly acquainted with him);
but all things whatsoever any man could allege to his comfort, seemed
to him to make against him. Yet for all that afterwards he came
again. God endued him with such strength and perfectness of faith,
that he not only confessed his faith in the gospel of our Saviour Jesu
Christ, but also suffered his body to be burned for that same gospel's
sake, which we now preach in England,"² &c.

Furthermore, in the first sermon of the said Master Latimer before
the duchess of Suffolk,³ he, yet speaking more of Bilney, inferreth as
followeth: "Here I have," said he, "occasion to tell you a story which
happened at Cambridge. Master Bilney, or rather saint Bilney, that

¹ Hare Latim. Ser. 7. [vol. i. p. 100, in Dr. Watkins's edition, 1594. Ed.]
² Hare Ills. Ser. 8. fol. 132. [3 Fol. 3.
³ Fol. 5.
suffered death for God's word's sake, the same Bilney was the instrument whereby God called me to knowledge. For I may thank him, next to God, for that knowledge that I have in the word of God; for I was as obstinate a papist as any was in England, insomuch that when I should be made bachelor of divinity, my whole oration went against Master Philip Melancthon, and against his opinions. Bilney heard me at that time, and perceived that I was zealous without knowledge, and came to me afterwards in my study, and desired me, for God's sake, to hear his confession. I did so, and to say the truth, by his confession I learned more than afores in many years. So from that time forward I began to smell the word of God, and forsake the school-doctors, and such fooleries, and much more he hath of the same matter, which ye may see hereafter in the life of Master Latimer.

By this it appeareth how vehemently this good man was pierced with sorrow and remorse for his abjuration, the space almost of two years, that is, from the year 1529 to the year 1531. It followed then that he, by God's grace and good counsel, came at length to some quiet of conscience, being fully resolved to give over his life for the confession of that truth which before he had renounced. And thus, being fully determined in his mind, and setting his time, he took his leave in Trinity Hall, at ten o'clock at night, of certain of his friends, and said, that he would go to Jerusalem; alluding belike to the words and example of Christ in the gospel, going up to Jerusalem, what time he was appointed to suffer his passion. And so Bilney, meaning to give over his life for the testimony of Christ's gospel, told his friends that he would go up to Jerusalem, and so would see them no more; and immediately departed to Norfolk, and there preached first privily in households, to confirm the brethren and sisters, and also to confirm the anchoress, whom he had converted to Christ. Then preached he openly in the fields, confessing his fact, and preaching publicly the doctrine which he before had abjured to be the very truth, and willed all men to beware by him, and never to trust to their fleshly friends, in causes of religion. And so, setting forward on his journey toward the celestial Jerusalem, he departed from thence to the anchoress in Norwich, and there gave her a New Testament of Tyndale's translation, and the Obedience of a Christian Man; whereupon he was apprehended and carried to prison, there to remain till the blind bishop Nixe sent up for a writ to burn him.

In the mean season, the friars and religious men, with the residue of their doctors civil and canon, resorted to him, busily labouring to persuade him not to die in those opinions, saying, he should be damned body and soul if he so continued; among whom, first, were sent to him of the bishop, Dr. Call, minister (as they call him) or provincial of the Grey Friars; and Dr. Stokes, an Augustine friar, who lay with him in prison in disputatation, till the writ came that he should be burned. Dr. Call, by the word of God, through the means of Bilney's doctrine and good life, whereof he had good experience, was somewhat reclaimed to the gospel's side. Dr. Stokes remained obdurate, and doth yet to this day; whose heart also the Lord (if it be his will) reform, and open the eyes of his age, that he may forsake the former blindness of his youth. Another

(1) Nam facies ejus erat emittis Hierosolymam.
great doer against him was one friar Bird with one eye, provincial of
the White Friars. This Bird was a suffragan in Coventry, and
afterwards bishop of Chester, and was he that brought apples to Bon-
ner, mentioned in the story of Hawkes. Another was a Black friar,
called Hodgkins, who, after being under the archbishop of Canterbury,
made, and afterwards, in queen Mary's time, put away his wife.
These four orders of friars were sent (as is said) to bait Bilney; who,
notwithstanding, as he had planted himself upon the firm rock of
God's word, was at a point; and so continued unto the end.

But here now cometh in sir Thomas More, trumping in our way
with his painted card, and would needs take up this Thomas Bilney
from us, and make him a convert after his sect. Thus these coated
cards, though they could not by plain Scriptures convince him, being
alive; yet now, after his death, by false play they will make him theirs,
whether he will or no. This sir Thomas More, in his railing preface
before his book against Tyndale, doth challenge Bilney to his catholic
church, and saith, that not only at the fire, but many days before, both
in words and writing, he revoked, abhorred, and detested his heresies
before holden. And how is this proved? By three or four mighty
arguments, as big as mill-posts, fetched out of Utopia, from whence
thou must know, reader, can come no fictions, but all fine poetry.

First, he saith, that certain Norwich men, writing to London, and
denying that Bilney did recant, afterwards, being thereupon ex-
amined, were compelled to grant, that he, at his examination, read
a bill; but what it was they could not tell, for they stood not so near
as to hear him. And albeit they stood not so near, yet some of them
perceived certain things there spoken, whereby they thought that he
did revoke. Some again added to those things spoken certain addi-
tions of their own, to excuse him from recantation.

First, to answer hereunto, and to try out this matter somewhat
roundly with Master More, let us see with what conveyance he pro-
ceedeth in this narration. "At his first examination," saith he, "he
waxed stiff in his opinions, but yet God was so good Lord unto him,
that he was fully converted to the true catholic faith," &c. And when
might this goodly conversion begin? "Many days," quoth he, "be-
fore his burning." Here is no certain day assigned, but many days
left at large, that he might have the larger room to walk invisible.
Well then, but how many days these could be, I would fain learn of
Master More, when he was not many days in their hands; no longer
than they could send up to London for a writ to burn him. Belike
then shortly after his apprehension, at the first coming of the friars
unto him, by and by he revolted. A strange matter, that he, who two
years before had lain in such a burning hell of despair for his first
abjuration, and could find no other comfort but only in returning to
the same doctrine again which before he had denied, utterly resigning
himself over to death, and taking his leave of his friends, and setting
his face with Christ purposely to go to Jerusalem, voluntarily there
to fall into the hands of the Scribes and Pharisees for that doctrine's
sake, should now so soon, even at the first brunt, give over to the
contrary doctrine again. It is not likely. "God was so good a Lord
unto him," saith Master More. That God was a good Lord unto him.
very true it is: but that God did so turn him indeed, to be a member of that Romish church, that hath not Master More yet sufficiently proved. To affirm without proof or demonstration in matters of story, it is not sufficient. But what hath been done indeed, that must be proved by good evidence, and special demonstration of witnesses, that we may certainly know it so to be.

It followeth moreover in Master More: "And there lacked not some," saith he, "that were sorry for it." No doubt but that if our Bilney had so relented, some would have been very sorry therefore. But what one man in all this sum, in all Norwich, was sorry; that Master More must specify unto us before we believe him: so well are we acquainted with his poetical fictions. But how else should this narration of Master More seem to run with probability, if it were not watered with such additions? He addeth moreover, and saith, "And some wrote out of Norwich to London, that he had not revoked his heresies at all, but still did abide in them." This soundeth rather to come more near to a truth; and here is a knack of Simon’s art,1 to interlard a tale of untruth with some parcel of truth now and then among it, that some things being found true, may win credit to the rest which are utterly false. And why then be not the letters of these Norwich men believed, for the not recanting of Bilney? "Because," saith he, "afterward, they being called to examination, it was there proved plainly to their faces, that Bilney revoked." By whom was it proved? "By those," saith he, "who at his execution stood by, and heard him read his revocation himself," &c. What men were these? or what were their names? or what was any one man’s name in all the city of Norwich, that heard Bilney recant? There Master More will give us leave to seek them out if we can, for he can name us none. Well, and why could not the other part hear Bilney read his revocation as well as these? "Because," saith More, "he read so softly that they could not hear him."2

Well, all this admitted, that Bilney read his revocation so softly that some could hear, some could not hear him, then this would be known, what was the cause why Bilney read his revocation so softly; which must needs be either for lack of good will to read, or good voice to utter. If good will were absent in reading that revocation, then it appeareth that he recanted against his own mind and conscience: if it were by imbecility of voice and utterance, then how followeth it, Master More! in this your narration, where you say, that the said persons, who could not hear him read the bill, yet notwithstanding could hear him rehearse certain other things spoken by him at the same time at the fire, whereby they could not but perceive well, that he revoked his errors, &c. Ah Master More! for all your powder of experience, do ye think to cast such a mist before men’s eyes, that we cannot see how you juggle with truth, and take you tardy in your own narration? unless peradventure you will excuse yourself, ‘per licentiam poeticae, after the privilege of poets and painters: for you know the old liberty of these two,

1 Pictoribus atque poetis
2 Quidlibet audendi semper fuit aequa potentias.

(1) Read of Simon in the second book of Virgil: who craftily mixeth true things with falce, to betray the city of Troy.
(2) Thomas More here painteth Antics.
Now if this vein of yours, which so extremely raileth and fareth against the poor martyrs and servants of Christ, be so copious, that you dare take in hand any false matter to prove, and to make men believe, that Bilney died a papist, yet the manner of handling hereof would have required some more artificial conveyance: "Mendacem enim (ut scis) memorem esse oportet." That men, although they see the matter to be false, yet might commend the workmanship of the handler, which (to say the truth) neither hanged with itself, nor beareth any semblance of any truth. But because Master More is gone and dead, I will cease any further to insult upon him, lest I may seem to incur the same vice of his, 'in mordendo mortuos.' Yet forasmuch as his books be not yet dead, but remain alive to the hurt of many, having therefore to do, not with him, but with his book-disciples, this would I know, how hangeth his gear together? Bilney was heard, and yet not heard; he spake softly, and yet not softly! Some said he did recant; some said he did not recant. Over and besides, how will this be answered, that forasmuch as the said Bilney (as he saith) revoked many days before his burning, and the same was known to him at London, then how chanced the same could not be as well known to them of Norwich? Who (as his own story affirmeth) knew nothing thereof before the day of his execution; then, seeing a certain bill in his hand, which some said was a bill of his revocation, others heard it not. All this would be made plain, especially in such a matter as this is, which he knew himself peradventure to be false: at least, he knew would be doubted, suspected, and contrariety of a great multitude.

I pass now to his second reason, where he reporteth that the said Bilney, forthwith upon his judgment and degradation, kneeled down in the presence of all the people, and asked of the chancellor absolution from the sentence of excommunication; holding him well content with his death, which he confessed himself to have deserved, &c.

As touching the patient receiving of his death, I do well assent, although I do not think, that he had deserved any such for his doctrine. And as for his kneeling down in the presence of the people, upon his judgment and degradation, as I do not deny that he might so do, so I suppose again the cause of his kneeling not to be unto the chancellor, to ask absolution from his excommunication. And if he were assoiled from his excommunication, yet doth it not thereupon follow that he recanted, no more than before, when he came to Master Latimer in his study, humbly to be confessed and assoiled from his sins, as the blindness of that time then led him. But whether he kneeved down, and was assoiled or no, neither was I there to see him, nor yet Master More himself; and therefore, with the like authority as he affirmeth, I may deny the same, unless he brought better demonstration for his assertion than he doth, having no more for himself, but only his own, αὐτος ἐφη. And yet nevertheless, admit he did so, being a man of a timorous conscience, of a humble spirit, and not fully resolved touching that matter of the church, yet it followeth not thereby (as is said), that he revoked his other articles and doctrine by him before professed.

(1) Mark how these things hang together. (2) That is, 'He so saith.'
The like answer may also be shaped to his third reason, where he saith, that certain days after his judgment, he made great labour that he might receive the blessed body of Christ in form of bread, which the chancellor, after a great sticking awhile, at length did grant, perceiving his devotion thereto, &c. Whereunto I answer as before, that it is not impossible, but that Bilney might both hear mass, and desire to receive the sacrament: for in that matter it may be that he was not resolved otherwise than common custom then led both him and many others. Neither do I find in all the articles objected against Bilney, that ever he was charged with any such opinion, concerning either the mass or the sacrament; which maketh me think that he was yet ignorant, and also devout as others then were.

Also fourthly, be it admitted, as Master More saith, that in receiving of the sacrament, he, holding up his hands, should say the collect, "Domine Jesu Christe:" and coming to these words, "Ecce prescidem et concordiam," he knocked upon his breast, divers times repeating the same words, &c.: all this being granted to Master More; yet it argueth no necessary alteration of his former doctrine, which he preached and taught before. And yet if I listed here to stand dallying with Master More in the "state inficial," and deny what he affirmeth, how will he make good that which he saith? He saith, that Bilney, kneeling before the chancellor, desired absolution: then, coming to mass full devoutly, required to see the body of Christ in form of bread, repeating divers times the words of the collect, "Domine Jesu Christe," &c. By what argument proveth he all this to be so? Master More in his preface before the book against Tyndale saith: ergo it is certain. If Master More had never made fictions in his writings beside, or had never broken the head of verity in so many places of his books as I could show him, then might this argument go for somewhat. But here I ask, Was this Master More present at the judgment of Bilney? No. Or else, what registers had he for his direction? None. Or else, by what witnesses will he avouch this to be certain? Go and seek these witnesses, good reader! where thou canst find them; for Master More nameth none. Only because Master More so saith: that is sufficient! Well, give this to Master More: although he hath cracked his credit so often, and may almost be bankrupt, yet let his word go for payment at this time, and let us imagine all to be oracles that he saith; yet nevertheless here must needs remain a scruple: for what will Master More, or (because he is gone) what will his disciples say to this; that if Bilney was before assoiled upon his judgment (as they pretend), how was he then afterwards degraded? what assoiling is this, to be forgiven first, and then to be punished after? Again, if he were (as they surmise) converted so fully to the catholic faith, and also assoiled, why then did the chancellor stick so greatly for a while, to houseth him with the body of Christ in form of bread? I am sure that if Christ had been here himself in form of his own flesh, he would nothing have stuck to receive him, being so converted at the first. To be short: If Bilney was so graciously reduced to the holy mother the catholic church, repenting his errors, and detesting his heresies, and now being in no purgatory, but being a very saint in heaven,

(1) State inficial, in rhetoric, is when one standeth to the denial of the fact.
as ye say he is: why then did ye burn him whom ye yourselves knew should be a saint? Thus if ye burn both God’s enemies, and God’s saints too, what cruel men are you!

But here you will allege perhaps your law of relapse, by which the first fall is pardonable, but the second fall into heresy is in no case pardonable; for so standeth your law, I grant. But how this law standeth with the true church of Christ, and with his word, now let us reason. For this being a law not of politic or civil government (where such laws be expedient for public necessity), but being only a mere law ecclesiastical, what a cruel mother-church is this, that will not and cannot forgive her children, rising and repenting the second fault or error committed, but needs must burn their bodies, that their souls may be saved from the painful passion of purgatory, whom nevertheless they know forthwith shall be blessed in heaven? If God do save them, why do you burn them? If God do pardon them, why do you condemn them? And if this be the law of your church, according to your doctrine, to burn them at the second time, though they be amended; how then doth this church agree with the word of Christ, and the nature of his true spouse, that only seeketh repentance and amendment of sinners? which once being had, she gladly openeth her bosom, and motherly receiveth them whenever they return. Wherefore, if Bilney did return to your church (as ye say he did), then was your church a cruel mother, and unnatural, which would not open her bosom unto him, but thrust him into the fire, when he had repented.

Furthermore, how will you defend this law by the word of God, which, in express words, teaching all bishops and pastors, by the example of Christ the great bishop of our souls (being compassed about with temptations, that he might have the more compassion for them that be infirm), exhorteth all other spiritual persons by the like example, saying, “For every bishop which is taken from among men, is ordained for men in things pertaining to God, to offer gifts and sacrifice for sins, that he may be merciful to the ignorant, and to such as err; forasmuch as he himself is compassed about with infirmity,” &c. Besides which Scripture, add also, that some doctors of the canon law, if they be well scanned, will not deny, but that they that be fallen in relapse, whether it be ’vere,’ or ’ficta,’ yet if they earnestly return from their errors before the sentence be given, they may be sent to perpetual prison in some monastery, &c. Wherefore, if Bilney did so earnestly retract and detest his former opinions, so many days (as More saith) before his suffering, then needed not he to suffer that death which he did, but might have been sent to perpetual prison.

Thus, although I need not to stand longer upon this matter, being so plain, and having said enough, yet (briefly to repeat that which before hath been said) this I say again: first, if Thomas Bilney was assoiled from excommunication, and after that heard his mass so devoutly, and at the end of the mass was confessed, and consequently after confession was houseled, and lastly, asked mercy for contemning of the church, as Master More doth bear us in hand (to see now how

(1) Extravag. de bamet. *super co.*
(2) Heb. v.
(3) Bilney needed not to be burned by the sentence of the canon-law Ex Tractatu cujudadn Doct. Canonitam.
this tale hangeth together), why then did the chancellor stick so greatly to give him the sacrament of the altar, whom he himself had assailed, and received to the sacrament of penance before; which is plainly against the canon-law? Again, the said Thomas Bilney, if he were now received to the mother-church by the sacraments of penance and of the altar, why then was he afterward degraded, and cut from the church, since the canon permitteth no degradation, but to them only that be incorrigible? Furthermore, if he, the said Bilney, being converted so many days before (as More pretendeth) to the catholic faith, was now no heretic, how then did the sentence pronounce him a heretic? or finally, how could they, or why would they, burn him being a catholic, especially since the canon-law would bear with him, to be judged rather to perpetual prison in some monastery, as is afore touched, if they had pleased?

Wherefore, in three words to answer to Master More: first, All this tale of his may be doubted, because of the matter not hanging together; secondly, It may also well be denied, for the insufficiency of probation and testimony: thirdly, If all this were granted, yet neither hath Master More any great advantage against Bilney, to prove him to have recanted; nor yet Master Cope against me, who, by the authority of Master More, seeketh to bear me down, and disprove my former story. For be it granted that Bilney, at his death, did hold with the mass, with confession, and with the authority of the Romish church, being an humble spirited man, and yet no further brought; yet all this notwithstanding proveth not that he recanted. Forasmuch as he never held nor taught any thing before against the premises, therefore he could not recant that which he never did hold.

For the better demonstration hereof I will recite out of the registers some part of his teaching and preaching, as was objected against him by one Richard Neale, priest, who, amongst other witnesses, deposed against him for preaching in the town of Wilsdon, these words following:

"Put away your golden gods, your silver gods, your stony gods, and leave your offerings, and lift up your hearts to the sacrament of the altar." Also the said Master Bilney said in his sermon, "I know certain things have been offered in such places, which have been afterwards given to abandoned women; and I call them abandoned women, that be naught of their living," &c.

Item, By another witness, named William Cade, it was deposed against him, that he thus preached, "Jews and Saracens would have become christian men long ago, had not idolatry of christian men been, by offering of candles, wax, or money to the stocks and stones of images, set and standing in the churches," &c.

Item, By the said deponent against Bilney: "The priests take away the offerings, and hang them about their women's necks: and after that, they take them again from the women if they please them not, and hang them upon the images; and is not that a great relic, when it is hanged there again?"

Item, By the said deponent it was testified against Bilney, "That going on pilgrimage is naught, and that no man should use it, for it were better not, and rather to tarry at home, and give somewhat in alms, and offer your hearts, wills, and minds, to the sacrament, and leave your idolatry to saints."

Item, By William Nelms of Wilsdon, that Bilney should preach, "That they gild their gods, and bear them about, and men say they do speak; and if they do speak, it is the devil that speaketh in them, and not God," &c.

(1) Ex Regist. London, fol. 134. [Where it appears, that Bilney preached at Wyldeis, diocese of London, in Whitsun Week, 1537: also at Newington, same diocese, same week.—Ed.]
Item, By Thomas Daly of Wilsdon, that Bilney thus preached, 'You come hither on pilgrimage to stocks and stones. You do naught; keep you at home, and worship the sacrament at home,' &c.

Item, By friar John Hugger, that Bilney thus preached at Ipswich: 'The coming of our Saviour Christ was long desired, and by divers and many prophets prophesied, that he should come. But John the Baptist, more than a prophet, did not only prophesy, but with his finger showed, Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sins of the world! Then if this were the very Lamb, which John did demonstrate and show, which taketh away the sins of the world, what injury is this bull of the bishop of Rome to our Saviour Jesus Christ, that to be buried in the cowl of St. Francis should or may remit four parts of the penance? What is left to our Saviour Jesus Christ which taketh away the sins of the world? This will I justify to be a great blasphemy against the blood of Christ,' &c.

Item, By another friar Julles, that Bilney thus preached: 'I trust there shall and will come others besides me, who shall show and preach to you the same faith and manner of living that I do, which is the very true gospel of our Saviour, whereby you shall be brought from your errors, wherein you have been so long seduced: for before this, there have been many that have slandered you and the gospel of our Saviour Christ; of whom speaketh our Saviour Christ, Matt. xviii. Qui scandalizaverint unum de pusillis istis qui credide sunt,' &c.

Add moreover to these the testimony of Richard Seman, that Bilney in Ipswich should preach these words: 'Our Saviour Christ is our Mediator between us and the Father: what then should we need to seek for remedy to any saint inferior to Christ? Wherefore to make such petition to any, but to our Saviour Christ, trusting thereby to have remedy, doth great injury to the blood of Christ, and deformeth our Saviour Christ; like as if a man should take and strike off the head, and set it under the foot, and to set the foot above.

Thus much, being partly touched before, I thought here to insinuate again out of the registers, touching the opinions of Thomas Bilney; whereby may appear the whole sum of his preaching and doctrine to proceed chiefly against idolatry, invocation of saints, vain worship of images, false trust to men's merits, and such other gross points of religion, as seemed prejudicial and derogatory to the blood of our Saviour Jesus Christ. As touching the mass, and sacrament of the altar, as he never varied from himself, so likewise he never differed therein from the most gross catholics. And as concerning his opinion of the church of Rome, how blind it was at that time, may sufficiently appear by his own hand in Latin, which I have to show, as followeth: 'Credo plerasque leges pontificis utiles esse, necessarias, et ad pietatem quoque plurimum promoventes, nec sacris Scripturis repugnantes, imo ab omnibus plurimum observandas, &c. De omnibus non possum pronunciare, utpote quas non legi, et quas legi, nunquam in hoc legi, ut reprehenderem, sed ut discerem intelligere, ac pro virili facere, et docere. De multiplicitate legum questus est suo tempore St. Augustinus, et item Gersonus, qui miratur quominus nunc post lapsum inter tot laquos constitutionum tuti esse possimus, quum primi parentes adhuc puri, et ante lapsum, et unicum preceptum non observavint.' &c. Moreover, concerning the authority of the keys, thus he writeth, answering to his twelfth article, 'Soli sacerdotes, ordinati rite per pontifices, habent claves, quam virtute ligant et solvunt (clave non errante); quod et facere eos non dubito, quamlibet sint pecatores. Nam sacramentorium efficaciam non

(1) See Answer to Art. III. supra, p. 623.—En. (2) At hae clavis serrat perpetub.
By these words of Bilney, written by him in Latin, although it may be thought how ignorant and gross he was after the rudeness of those days, yet by the same notwithstanding it may appear, how falsely he is noted and slandered by Master More, and Cope my friend, to have recanted the articles, which he did never hold or maintain otherwise in all his life. And therefore (as I said) though it be granted to Master More, or in his absence to my friend Cope, that Bilney was assailed, was confessed, and houseled before his burning, yet all this argueth not that he recanted.

Now that I have sufficiently, I trust, put off the reasons of Master More and others, whereby they pretend falsely to face us out, that Bilney the second time again recanted at his death, it remaineth, on the other part, that I likewise do infer my probations, whereby I have to argue and convince, that Bilney did not the second time recant, as he is untruly slandered. And first, I will begin even with the words and testimony of Master More’s own mouth, who, being lord chancellor, when message was sent to him for a writ of discharge to burn Bilney, spake in this wise to the messengers that came, “Go your ways,” saith he, “and burn him first; and then afterwards come to me for a bill of my hand.” These words may give us evidence enough, that Bilney was not thought then to have recanted, for then the lord chancellor would not have been so greedy and hasty, no doubt, to have him dispatched. And how standeth this with Master More’s words now, who beareth us in hand, that he recanted many days before his burning?

The like evidence we may also take by the verdict of the bishop himself that burned him, whose words were these (after he had burned him, and then heard tell of Dr. Shaxton,) “Christ’s Mother!” said he (that was his oath), “I fear I have burnt Abel, and let Cain go,” &c.; as who would say, “I had thought before, that I had punished Cain, and let Abel go; but now I fear I have burnt Abel, and let Cain escape.” Hereby it is plain to understand what was the bishop’s judgment of Bilney, before his burning; that is, that he was a Cain, and the other an Abel: but after the burning of Bilney, the bishop bearing now of Shaxton, turneth his judgment, and correcteth himself, swearing now the contrary; that is, lest he had burned Abel, and let Cain go.

Furthermore, where the bishop feared, in burning Bilney, that he had burned Abel, what doth this fear of the bishop import, but a doubting of his mind uncertain? for who feareth that whereof he is sure? Wherefore the case is plain, that Bilney at his burning did not recant, as More reporteth. For then the bishop, knowing Bilney to die a catholic convert, and a true member of the church, would not have feared, nor doubted, but would have constantly affirmed Bilney to have died a true Abel indeed. And to conclude this matter, if Bilney died an Abel, then the bishop, by his own confession, must needs prove himself to be a Cain, who slew him. What more clear probation could we bring, if there were a thousand, or what need we any other, having this alone?

(1) Ex Regist. London. fol. 137.
Now, for testimony and witness of this matter to be produced, forasmuch as Master More allegeth none to prove that Bilney at his death did recant, I will assay what testimony I have on the contrary side, to avouch and prove that Bilney did not recant.

And forasmuch as Bilney was a Cambridge man, and the first framer of that university in the knowledge of Christ, and was burned at Norwich, being not very far distant from Cambridge; there is no doubt but that amongst so many friends as he had in that university, some went thither to hear and see him. Of these one was Thomas Allen, then fellow of Pembroke-hall, who, returning the same time from Bilney's burning, declared to Dr. Turner, dean of Wells, being yet alive (a man whose authority neither is to be neglected, nor credit to be distrusted), that the said Bilney took his death most patiently, and suffered most constantly, without any recantation, for the doctrine which he before had professed.

In the city of Norwich, Necton and many others be now departed, who were then present at the burning of Bilney: nevertheless some be yet alive, whose witnesses, if need were, I could fetch with a little labour, and will (God willing) as time shall require. In the mean time, at the writing hereof here was one Thomas Russel, a right honest occupier, and a citizen of Norwich, who likewise, being there present on horseback at the execution of this godly man, beholding all things that were done, did neither hear him recant any word, nor yet heard of his recantation.

I could also add hereunto the testimony of another, being brother to the archbishop of Canterbury, named Master Baker, a man yet alive, who, being the same time present at the examination of Bilney, both heard him and saw him, when a certain friar called him heretic; whereunto Bilney replying again made answer, "If I be a heretic," said he, "then are you an Antichrist, who of late have buried a certain gentlewoman with you, in St. Francis's cowl, assuring her to have salvation thereby." Which fact although the friar the same time did deny, yet this cannot be denied but Bilney spake these words, whereby he may easily be judged to be far from the mind of any recantation; according as the said gentleman it is also testified, that after that, he never heard of any recantation that Bilney either meant or made.

If I should recite all that here might be brought, I might sooner lack room in my book to contain them, than names enough to fill up a grand jury. But what need I to spend time about witness, when one Master Latimer may stand for a thousand, one martyr to bear witness to another? And though my friend Cope, pressing me with the authority of Master More, saith, that he will believe him before me; yet I trust he will not refuse to credit this so ancient a seignior, Father Latimer, being both in Bilney's time, and also by Bilney converted, and familiarly with him acquainted; who being the same time at Cambridge, I suppose would inquire as much, and could know more of this matter, than Master More.

Touching the testimonial of Latimer I have noted before, how he, in three sundry places of his sermons, hath testified of "good Bilney," of "that blessed Bilney," of "saint Bilney;" how he died patiently, "against the tyrannical see of Rome," &c. And in another sermon
also, how the said Bilney "suffered his body to be burned for the
gospel's sake," &c. Item, in another place, "how the said Bilney
suffered death for God's word's sake."

I may be thought perhaps of some to have stayed too long about
the discourse of this matter; but the cause that moved, and half
constrained me thereunto, was sir Thomas More, sometime lord
chancellor of England, and now a great arch-piller of all our English
papists; a man otherwise of a pregnant wit, full of pleasant conceits;
also for his learning above the common sort of his estate: esteemed
no less industrious in his studies, than well exercised in his pen;
who, if he had kept himself in his own shop, and applied to the
faculty, being a layman, whereunto he was called, and had not over-
reached himself to prove masteries in such matters wherein he had
little skill, less experience, and which pertained not to his profession,
he had deserved not only much more commendation, but also longer life.

But forasmuch as he, not contented with his own vocation, hath,
with Uzzah, reached out his unmeet hand to meddle with God's ark-
matters, wherein he had little cunning, and while he thinketh to help
religion, destroyeth religion, and is an utter enemy to Christ, and to
his spiritual doctrine, and his poor afflicted church: to the intent
therefore, that he, being taken for a special ringleader and a chief
stay in the pope's church, might the better be known what he is,
and that the ignorant and simple may see what little credit is to be
given unto him, as well in his other false facing out of matters, as
namely in this present history of Bilney's recantation, I have dili-
gently searched out and procured the true certificate of Master
Bilney's burning, with all the circumstances and points thereto be-
longing, testified not by some-says and by hear-says (as Master More
useth), but truly witnessed, and faithfully recorded, by one, who, as
in place and degree he surmounteth the estate of Master More
(though he were lord chancellor), so being also both a spiritual per-
son, and there present the same time, coming for the same purpose
the day before to see his burning, was a present beholder of things
there done, αὐτὸν τῆς καὶ μαρτυρίας of his martyrdom, whose credit I
am sure will counterpoise with the credit of Master More. The
order of this martyrdom was as followeth.

Thomas Bilney, after his examination and condemnation before
Dr. Pelles, doctor of law, and chancellor, first was degraded by
suffragan Underwood, according to the custom of their popish man-
ner, by the assistance of all the friars and doctors of the same suit.
This done, he was immediately committed to the lay power, and to
the two sheriffs of the city, of whom Thomas Necton was one. This
Thomas Necton was Bilney's special good friend, and sorry to accept
him to such execution as followed; but such was the tyranny of that
time, and dread of the chancellor and friars, that he could no other-
wise do, but needs must receive him: who notwithstanding, as he
could not bear in his conscience himself to be present at his death,
so, for the time that he was in his custody, he caused him to be
more friendly looked unto, and more wholesomely kept concerning
his diet, than he was before.

After this, the Friday following at night, which was before the
day of his execution, being St. Magnus' day and on Saturday, the
said Bilney had divers of his friends resorting unto him in the Guildhall, where he was kept. Amongst them, one of the said friends, finding him eating of an ale-brew with such a cheerful heart and quiet mind as he did, said, that he was glad to see him at that time, so shortly before his heavy and painful departure, so heartily to refresh himself. Whereunto he answered, "O," said he, "I follow the example of the husbandmen of the country, who, having a ruinous house to dwell in, yet bestow cost as long as they may, to hold it up. And so do I now with this ruinous house of my body, and with God's creatures, in thanks to him, refresh the same as ye see." Then, sitting with his said friends in godly talk to their edification, some put him in mind, that though the fire, which he should suffer the next day, should be of great heat unto his body, yet the comfort of God's Spirit should cool it to his everlasting refreshing. At this word the said Thomas Bilney, putting his hand toward the flame of the candle burning before them (as also he did divers times besides), and feeling the heat thereof, "O," (said he) "I feel by experience, and have known it long by philosophy, that fire, by God's ordinance, is naturally hot: but yet I am persuaded by God's holy word, and by the experience of some, spoken of in the same, that in the flame they felt no heat, and in the fire they felt no consumption: and I constantly believe, that howsoever the stubble of this my body shall be wasted by it, yet my soul and spirit shall be purged thereby; a pain for the time, whereon notwithstanding followeth joy unspeakable." And here he much treated of this place of Scripture. "Fear not, for I have redeemed thee, and called thee by thy name; thou art mine own. When thou goest through the water I will be with thee, and the strong floods shall not overflow thee. When thou walkest in the fire, it shall not burn thee, and the flame shall not kindle upon thee, for I am the Lord thy God, the holy One of Israel, thy Saviour." Which he did most comfortably entreat of, as well in respect of himself, as applying it to the particular use of his friends there present; of whom some took such sweet fruit therein, that they caused the whole said sentence to be fair written in tables, and some in their books; the comfort whereof, in divers of them, was never taken from them to their dying day.

The Saturday next following, when the officers of execution (as the manner is), with their gloves and halberds were ready to receive him, and to lead him to the place of execution without the city gate, called Bishop's Gate, in a low valley, commonly called The Lollards' Pit, under St. Leonard's hill, environed about with great hills (which place was chosen for the people's quiet, sitting to see the execution), at the coming forth of the said Thomas Bilney out of the prison-door, one

---

(1) In other words; 'As it is reported, by him that was his scholar, he would many times attempt to prove the fire with holding his finger nigh to the candle; but especially the night before he suffered martyrdom, at what time he did hold his finger in the prison at Yeld Hall, after twice proving so long in the same, that he burnt off the first joint; giving those to God for his strength. Then said the doctor that lay with him, 'What do you, Master Bilney?' He answered, 'Nothing, but trying my flesh by God's grace, and burning one joint, when to-morrow God's rods shall burn the whole body in the fire.'—See Edition 1563, p. 460.—En.

(2) 'Noli timere, quia redemisti te, et vocavi te nomine tuo, munus tuum. Cum transieris per aquas, tecum esto, et famina non operintent te. Cum ambulaneris in ignes, non comburaveris, et famina non arderit te, quia ego Dominus Deus tuus, sanctus Israel, salvator tuus.' [The copy of the Holy Scriptures upon which Thomas Bilney, is now in the Library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Many annotations are inscribed upon its pages with his own hand; and it is an interesting fact that this opening of the xili. chapter of Isaiah, which consoled the pious martyr in the hours of his deepest affliction, is particularly distinguished with a pen, in the margin.—En.]
of his friends came to him, and with few words as he durst, spake to him, and prayed him in God's behalf to be constant, and to take his death as patiently as he could. Whereunto the said Bilney answered, with a quiet and mild countenance, "Ye see when the mariner is entered his ship to sail on the troublous sea, how he for a while is tossed in the billows of the same, but yet, in hope that he shall once come to the quiet haven, he beareth in better comfort the perils which he feel eth: so am I now toward this sailing; and whatsoever storms I shall feel, yet shortly after shall my ship be in the haven, as I doubt not thereof, by the grace of God, desiring you to help me with your prayers to the same effect."

And so he, going forth in the streets, giving much alms by the way by the hands of one of his friends, and accompanied by one Dr. Warner, doctor of divinity, and parson of Winterton, whom he did choose as his old acquaintance, to be with him for his ghostly comfort, came at last to the place of execution, and descended down from the hill to the same, apparelled in a layman's gown with his sleeves hanging down, and his arms out; his hair being piteously mangled at his degradation (a little single body in person, but always of a good upright countenance), and drew near to the stake prepared; and somewhat tarrying the preparation of the fire, he desired that he might speak some words to the people, and there standing, thus he said:

"Good people! I am come hither to die, and born I was to live under that condition, naturally to die again; and that ye may testify that I depart out of this present life as a true christian man, in a right belief towards Almighty God, I will rehearse unto you in a fast faith the articles of my creed." And then he began to rehearse them in order, as they be in the common creed, with oft elevating his eyes and hands to Almighty God; and at the article of Christ's incarnation, having a little meditation in himself, and coming to the word "crucifed," he humbly bowed himself, and made great reverence; and then proceeding in the articles, and coming to these words, "I believe the catholic church," there he paused, and spake these words:

"Good people! I must here confess to have offended the church, in preaching once against the prohibition of the same, at a poor cure belonging to Trinity-hall, in Cambridge, where I was fellow; earnestly entreated thereunto by the curate and other good people of the parish, showing that they had no sermon there of long time before: and so in my conscience moved, I did make a poor collation unto them, and thereby ran into the disobedience of certain authority in the church, by whom I was prohibited; howbeit I trust at the general day, charity, that moved me to this act, shall bear me out at the judgment-seat of God:" and so he proceeded on, without any manner of words of recantation, or charging any man for procuring him to his death.1

This once done, he put off his gown, and went to the stake, and kneeling upon a little ledge coming out of the stake, whereon he should afterward stand to be better seen, he made his private prayer with such earnest elevation of his eyes and hands to heaven, and in so good and quiet behaviour, that he seemed not much to consider the terror of his death; and ended at last his private prayers with the Psalm, beginning, "Domine! exaudi orationem meam, auriibus percipe

---

1 Thus Master More is proved a liar by a witness present at Bilney's death. (2) Psalm cxiii.
obsecrationem meam," &c. that is, "Hear my prayer, O Lord! consider my desire." And the next verse, he repeated in deep medita-
tion thrice: "Et ne intres in judicium cum servo tuo, Domine;" that is, "And enter not into judgment with thy servant, for in thy sight shall no man living be justified:" and so finishing that Psalm, he ended his private prayers.

After that, he turned himself to the officers, asking them if they were ready, and they answered, Yea. Whereupon he put off his jacket and doublet, and stood in his hose and shirt, and went unto the stake, standing upon that ledge, and the chain was cast about him; and standing thereon, the said Dr. Warner came to him to bid him farewell, who spake but few words for weeping: upon whom the said Thomas Bilney did most gently smile, and inclined his body to speak to him a few words of thanks; and the last were these, "O Master Doctor! Pase gregem tuum, pase gregem tuum; ut cum venerit Dominus, inveniat te sic facientem." That is, "Feed your flock, feed your flock; that when the Lord cometh, he may find you so doing." And, "Farewell, good Master Doctor! and pray for me;" and so Warner departed without any answer, sobbing and weeping. And while Bilney thus stood upon the ledge at the stake, certain friars, doctors, and priors of their houses, being there present (as they were uncharitably and maliciously present at his examination and degrada-
tion, &c.), came to him and said, "O Master Bilney! the people be persuaded that we be the causers of your death, and that we have procured the same, and thereupon it is likely that they will withdraw their charitable alms from us all, except you declare your charity towards us, and discharge us of the matter:" whereupon the said Thomas Bilney spake with a loud voice to the people and said, "I pray you, good people! be never the worse to these men for my sake, as though they should be the authors of my death; it was not they:" and so he ended.

Then the officers put reeds and faggots about his body, and set fire to the reeds, which made a very great flame, that sparkled and deformed the visor of his face; he holding up his hands, and knocking upon his breast, crying sometimes "Jesus!" sometimes, "Credo!

which flame was blown away from him by the violence of the wind, which was that day, and two or three days before, notably great; in which it was said, that the fields were marvelously plagued by the loss of corn; and so, for a little pause, he stood without flame, the flame departing and recurring thrice ere the wood took strength to be the sharper to consume him; and then he gave up the ghost, and his body, being withered, bowed downward upon the chain. Then one of the officers, with his halberd, smote out the staple in the stake be-
hind him, and suffered his body to fall into the bottom of the fire, laying wood upon it; and so he was consumed.1

Thus have ye, good readers! the true history, and martyrdom of this good man; that is, of blessed saint Bilney (as Master Latimer doth call him), without any recantation, testified and ratified by the

---

1 The story in the first edition, page 407, slightly differs—'And from thence was he carried in the morning to be burned in Lollards' pit in Norwich with great joy and gladness falling down flat upon his face before the stake, there, rising up, kissed it and embraced it, and took the chain and closed in himself, confessing his faith, and animating the people to stand fast in the truth of God's holy word; and so suffered as a true martyr of Jesus Christ.'—Ex.
authority abovesaid: by which authority and party being there present and yet alive, it is furthermore constantly affirmed, that Bilney not only did never recant, but also that he never had any such bill, scrip, or scroll in his hand to read, either softly or noptely, as Master More, 'per licentiam poeticam,' would bear us down. Wherefore, even as ye see Master More deal in this, so ye may trust him in the residue of his other tales, if ye will.

Master Stafford, of Cambridge.

As the death of this godly Bilney did much good in Norfolk, where he was burned; so his diligent travail, in teaching and exhorting others, and example of life correspondent to his doctrine, left no small fruit behind him in Cambridge, being a great means of framing that university, and drawing divers unto Christ. By reason of him, and partly also of another, called Master Stafford, the word of God began there most luckily to spread, and many toward wits to flourish; in the company of whom were Master Latimer, Dr. Barnes, Dr. Thistell of Pembroke-Hall, Master Fooke of Benet-college, and Master Soude of the same college, Dr. Warner above-mentioned, with divers others. This Master Stafford was then the public reader of the divinity lecture in that university; who, as he was an earnest professor of Christ's gospel, so was he as diligent a follower of that which he professed, as by this example here following may appear.

For as the plague was then sore in Cambridge, and amongst others a certain priest, called sir Henry Conjuror, lay sore sick of the said plague, Master Stafford, hearing thereof, and seeing the horrible danger that his soul was in, was so moved in conscience to help the dangerous case of the priest, that he, neglecting his own bodily death, to recover the other from eternal damnation, came unto him, exhorted, and so labourd him, that he would not leave him before he had converted him, and saw his conjuring books burned before his face. This being done, Master Stafford went home, and immediately sickened, and, shortly after, most Christianly deceased. 1

Concerning this Master Stafford, this moreover is to be noted, how that Master Latimer, being yet a fervent and a zealous papist, standing in the schools when Master Stafford read, bade the scholars not to hear him; and also, preaching against him, exhorted the people not to believe him: and yet the said Latimer confessed himself, that he gave thanks to God, that he asked him forgiveness before he departed. And thus much by the way of good Master Stafford, who, for his constant and godly adventure in such a cause, may seem not unworthy to go with blessed Bilney, in the fellowship of holy and blessed martyrs.

The Story of Master Simon Fish,

AUTHOR OF 'THE SUPPLICATION OF BEGGARS.'

Before the time of Master Bilney, and the fall of the cardinal, I should have placed the story of Simon Fish, with the book called The Supplication of Beggars; declaring how, and by what means, it came to the king's hand, and what effect thereof followed after, in the reformation of many things; especially of the clergy. But the

missing of a few years in this matter breaketh no great square in our story, though that be now entered here, which should have come in six years before. The manner and circumstance of the matter is this:

After that the light of the gospel, working mightily in Germany, began to spread its beams here also in England, great stir and alteration followed in the hearts of many; so that coloured hypocrisy, and false doctrine, and painted holiness, began to be espied more and more by the reading of God's word. The authority of the bishop of Rome, and the glory of his cardinals, were not so high, but such as had fresh wits, sparkled with God's grace, began to espy Christ from Antichrist; that is, true sincerity from counterfeit religion: in the number of whom was the said Master Simon Fish, a gentleman of Gray's Inn. It happened the first year that this gentleman came to London to dwell, which was about A.D. 1525, that there was a certain play or interlude made by one Master Roo, of the same inn, gentleman, in which play partly was matter against the cardinal Wolsey;¹ and when none durst take upon them to play that part which touched the said cardinal, this aforesaid Master Fish took upon him to do it. Hereupon great displeasure ensued against him upon the cardinal's part, insomuch that he, being pursued by the said cardinal the same night that this tragedy was played, was compelled by force to void his own house, and so fled over the sea to Tyndale: upon occasion whereof, the next year following, this book was made (being about the year 1527); and so, not long after, in the year, as I suppose, 1528, was sent over to the lady Ann Bullen, who then lay at a place not far from the court. This book her brother seeing in her hand, took and read, and gave it to her again, willing her earnestly to give it to the king, which thing she did. This was (as I gather) about A.n. 1528.

The king, after he had received the book, demanded of her who made it: whereunto she answered and said, a certain subject of his, one Fish, who was fled out of the realm for fear of the cardinal. After the king had kept the book in his bosom three or four days, as is credibly reported, such knowledge was given by the king's servants to the wife of the said Simon Fish, that she might boldly send for her husband without all peril or danger: whereupon she, thereby being encouraged, came first and made suit to the king for the safe return of her husband; who, understanding whose wife she was, showed a marvellous gentle and cheerful countenance towards her, asking where her husband was. She answered "If it like your grace, not far off." "Then," saith he, "fetch him, and he shall come and go safe, without peril, and no man shall do him harm:" saying moreover, that he had much wrong that he was from her so long; who had been absent now the space of two years and a half. In the mean time the cardinal was deposed, as is afore showed, and Master More set in his place of the chancellorship.

Thus Fish's wife, being emboldened by the king's words, went immediately to her husband (being lately come over, and lying privily within a mile of the court), and brought him to the king; which

¹ Ex certa relatione, vivoque testimonio proprio hæsilus confirmatus.
appeareth to be about A.D. 1580. When the king saw him, and understood he was the author of the book, he came and embraced him with loving countenance. After long talk for the space of three or four hours, as they were riding together in hunting, the king at length dismissed him, and bade him take home his wife, for she had taken great pains for him; who answered the king again, and said, he durst not so do, for fear of sir Thomas More, then chancellor, and Stokesley, then bishop of London. This seemeth to be about A.D. 1580.

The king, taking the signet off his finger, willed him to have him recommended to the lord chancellor, charging him not to be so hardy as to work him any harm. Master Fish, receiving the king's signet, went and declared his message to the lord chancellor, who took it as sufficient for his own discharge, but he asked him, if he had any thing for the discharge of his wife? For she, a little before, had by chance displeased the friars, by not suffering them to say their gospels in Latin in her house, as they did in others, unless they would say them in English. Hereupon the lord chancellor, though he had discharged the man, yet not leaving his grudge towards the wife, the next morning sent his man for her to appear before him; who, had it not been for her young daughter, who then lay sick of the plague, had been like to come to much trouble. Of which plague her husband (the said Master Fish) deceasing within half a year, she afterwards married one Master James Bainham, sir Alexander Bainham's son, a worshipful knight of Gloucestershire; which aforesaid Master James Bainham not long after was burned, as incontinently after, in the process of this story, shall appear.

And thus much concerning Simon Fish, the author of the Book of Beggars, who also translated a book, called 'The Sum of the Scripture,' out of the Dutch.

Now cometh another note of one Edmund Moddis the king's footman, touching the same matter.

This Master Moddis, being with the king in talk of religion, and of the new books that were come from beyond the seas, said, if it might please his grace to pardon him, and such as he would bring to his grace, he should see such a book as it was a marvel to hear of The king demanded who they were. He said, "Two of your merchants, George Elyot and George Robinson." The king appointed a time to speak with them. When they came before his presence in a privy closet, he demanded what they had to say, or to show him, One of them said, that there was a book come to their hands, which they had there to show his grace. When he saw it, he demanded if any of them could read it. "Yea," said George Elyot, "if it please your grace to hear it." "I thought so," said the king, "for if need were, thou canst say it without book."

The whole book being read out, the king made a long pause, and then said, "If a man should pull down an old stone wall, and begin at the lower part, the upper part thereof might chance to fall upon his head." And then he took the book, and put it into his desk, and commanded them, upon their allegiance, that they should not tell any man that he had seen the book, &c. The copy of the aforesaid book, entitled, 'Of the Beggars,' here ensueth.
A certain libel or book, entitled, 'The Supplication of Beggars,' thrown and scattered at the Procession in Westminster, on Candlemas day, before king Henry the Eighth, for him to read and peruse. Made and compiled by Master Fish.

To the king our sovereign lord; Most lamentably complaineth of their woeful misery, unto your highness, your poor daily beadmen, the wretched hideous monsters, on whom scarcely for horror any eye dare look; the foul unhappy sort of lepers, and other sore people, needy, impotent, blind, lame, and sick, that live only by alms; how that their number is daily so sore increased, that all the alms of all the well-disposed people of this your realm are not half enough to sustain them, but that for very constraint they die for hunger. And this most pestilent mischief is come upon your said poor beadmen, by the reason that there hath, in the times of your noble predecessors passed, craftily crept into this your realm, another sort, not of impotent, but of strong, puissant, and counterfeit, holy and idle beggars and vagabonds, who, since the time of their first entry, by all the craft and williness of Satan, are now increased under your sight, not only into a great number, but also into a kingdom.

These are not the herds, but the ravenous wolves going in herds' clothing, devouring the flock: bishops, abbots, priors, deacons, archdeacons, suffragans, priests, monks, canons, friars, pardoneurs and summoners. And who is able to number this idle ravenous sort, that (setting all labour aside) have begged so importantly, that they have gotten into their hands more than the third part of all your realm? The goodliest lordships, manors, lands, and territories are theirs. Besides this, they have the tenth part of all the corn, meadow, pasture, grass, wood, colts, calves, lambs, pigs, geese, and chickens. Over and besides, the tenth part of every servant's wages, the tenth part of wool, milk, honey, wax, cheese and butter; yea, and they look so narrowly upon their profits, that the poor wives must be accountable to them for every tenth egg, or else she geteth not her rights at Easter, and shall be taken as a heretic. Hereto have they their four offering-days. What money pull they in by probates of testaments, privy-tithes, and by men's offerings to their pilgrimages, and at their first masses! Every man and child that is buried must pay somewhat for masses and dirges and be sung for him, or else they will accuse their friends and executors of heresy. What money get they by mortuaries, by hearing of confessions (and yet they will keep thereof no counsel), by hallowing of churches, altars, super-altars, chapels and bells, by curing of men, and absolving them again for money! What a multitude of money gather the pardoneurs in a year! How much money get the sumners by extortion in a year, by citing the people to the Commissary's court, and afterwards releasing the apparents for money! Finally, the infinite number of begging friars, what get they in a year!

Hereif it please your grace to mark, you shall see a thing far out of joint. There are within your realm of England 52,000 parish churches. And this standing, that there be but ten households in every parish, yet are there 520,000 households. And of every of these households, hath every of the five orders of friars a penny a quarter for every order; that is, for all the five orders, five-pence a quarter for every house; that is, for all the five orders, twenty-pence a-year of every house. Summa, five hundred and twenty thousand quarters of angels, that is, 260,000 half angels. Summa, 130,000 angels. Summa totalis, £45,333. 6s. 8d. sterling. Whereof, not four hundred years passed, they had not one penny.

(1) Peradventure the common count of the parishes of England, among men, and in maps of the old time so went. And albeit the said parishes do not amount now, to the same rate of 52,000, yet nevertheless the number, no doubt, is great, and therefore the quarterage of the friars cannot be little, but it is to be noted that, throughout the realm, wherewith the scope of this matter is necessary to go to good purpose; for although he hit not perfectly on the just sums, yet it cannot be denied, but that the friars had very much, and much more than they deserved. Again, neither can it be denied, but the more the less redoubled to the impotent needy beggars. Indeed. And what reason is, that such valiant beggars, who may work, and yet will needs be idle, should reap any place of the crop, who bear no burden of the harvest, but willfully do sit idle, and serve to no use necessary in the commonwealth?

(2) Admit the summa totalis came not to so much, yet it came to more than the friars deserved, who could well work, and would not; and would needs beg, and needed not; whereof read before the story of Armachus.
Oh grievous and painful exaction, thus yearly to be paid; from which, the people of your noble predecessors, the kings of the ancient Britons, ever stood free! And this will they have, or else they will procure him that will not give it to them, to be taken as a heretic. What tyrant ever oppressed the people, like this cruel and revengeful generation? What subjects shall be able to help their prince, that be after this fashion yearly polled? What good Christian people can be able to succour us poor lepers, blind, sore, and lame, that be thus yearly oppressed? Is it any marvel that your people so complain of poverty? Is it any marvel that the taxes, fifteenths, and subsidies, which your grace most tenderly, of great compassion, hath taken among your people, to defend them from the threatened ruin of their commonwealth, have been so slothfully, yea painfully levied, seeing almost the uttermost penny, that might have been levied, hath been gathered before yearly by this erroneous, insatiable generation? Neither the Danes nor the Saxons, in the time of the ancient Britons, should ever have been able to have brought their armies from so far hither into your land to have conquered it, if they had had at that time such a sort of idle gluttons to find at home. The noble king Arthur had never been able to have carried his army to the foot of the mountains, to resist the coming down of Lucius the emperor, if such yearly exactions had been taken of his people. The Greeks had never been able to have so long continued at the siege of Troy, if they had had at home such an idle sort of cormorants to find. The ancient Romans had never been able to have put all the whole world under their obedience, if their people had been thus yearly oppressed. The Turk now, in your time, should never have been able to get so much ground of Christendom, if he had in his empire such a sort of locusts to devour his substance. Lay then these sums to the aforesaid third part of the possessions of the realm, that ye may see whether it draw nigh unto the half of the whole substance of the realm or not: so shall ye find that it draweth far above.

Now let us then compare the number of this unkind idle sort, unto the number of the lay-people, and we shall see whether it be indifferently shifted or not, that they should have half. Compare them to the number of men, so are they not the hundredth person. Compare them to men, women, and children, then are they not the four hundredth person in number. One part, therefore, into four hundred parts divided, were too much for them, except they did labour. What an unequal burden is it, that they have half with the multitude, and are not the four hundredth person of their number? What tongue is able to tell, that ever there was any commonwealth so sore oppressed since the world first began?

And what doth all this greedy sort of sturdy, idle, holy thieves, with these yearly exactions that they take of the people? Truly nothing, but exempt themselves from the obedience of your grace! Nothing, but translates all rule, power, lordship, authority, obedience, and dignity, from your grace unto them! Nothing, but that all your subjects should fall into disobedience and rebellion against your grace, and be under them; as they did unto your noble predecessor king John; who, because he would have punished certain traitors that had conspired with the French king to have deposed him from his crown and dignity (among whom a clerk called Stephen, whom afterwards, against the king's will, the pope made bishop of Canterbury, was one), interdicted his land. For this matter your most noble realm wrongfully (alas for shame!) hath stood tributary, not unto any kind of temporal prince, but unto a cruel devilish blood-supper, drunken with the blood of the saints and martyrs of Christ ever since.

Here were a holy sort of prelates, that thus cruelly could punish such a righteous king, all his realm and succession, for doing right. Here were a charitable sort of holy men, that could thus interdict a whole realm, and pluck away the obedience of the people from their natural liege lord and king, for no other cause, but for his righteousness. Here were a blessed sort, not of meek herdsmen, but of blood-suppers, that could set the French king upon such a righteous prince, to cause him to lose his crown and dignity, to make effusion of the blood of his people, unless this good and blessed king, of great compassion, more fearing and lamenting the shedding of the blood of his people, than

(1) 'Oh grievous,' &c. These words, with Master More, the souls themselves did hear even into purgatory. Belike Master More himself stood behind purgatory-door at the same time; or else how could he tell that the souls did hear him?
(2) He meaneth all this only of idle friars.
the loss of his crown and dignity, against all right and conscience, had submitted himself unto them.

Oh case most horrible, that ever so noble a king, realm, and succession, should thus be made to stoop to such a sort of blood-suppers! Where was his sword, power, crown, and dignity become, whereby he might have done justice in this matter? where was their obedience become, that should have been subject under his high power in this matter? yea, where was the obedience of all his subjects, become, that for maintenance of the commonwealth should have holpen him manfully to have resisted these blood-suppers, to the shedding of their blood? Was it not altogether by their policy translated from this good king unto them?

Yes, and what do they more? Truly, nothing but apply themselves, by all the slights they may, to have to do with every man's wife, every man's daughter, and every man's maid, that licentiousness should reign over all among your subjects, that no man should know his own child; that their bastards might inherit the possessions of every man, to put the right-begotten children clear beside their inheritance, in subversion of all estates and godly order. These be they, that by their abstaining from marriage do hinder the increase of the people, whereby all the realm at length, if it should be continued, shall be made desert and uninhabitable.

These be they that have made a hundred thousand idle, dissolute women in your realm, who would have gotten their living honestly, in the sweat of their faces, had not their superfluous riches aliened them to unclean lust and idleness. These be they that corrupt the whole generation of mankind in your realm; that catch a disease of one woman, and bear it unto another, &c. &c. Yea, some one of them shall boast among his fellows, that he hath meddled with a hundred women. These be they, that when they have once drawn men's wives to such incontinency, spend away their husbands' goods; make the women to run away from their husbands; yea, run away themselves both with wife and goods, bringing both man, wife, and children, to idleness, theft, and beggary. Yea, who is able to number the great and broad bottomless ocean sea, full of evils, that this mischievous and sinful generation may lawfully bring upon us unpunished?

Where is your sword, power, crown, and dignity become, that should punish by punishment of death, even as other men are punished, the felonies, rapes, murders, and treasons, committed by this sinful generation? Where is their obedience become, that should be under your high power in this matter? Is it not altogether translated and exempt from your grace unto them? Yea, truly; what an infinite number of people might have been increased to have peopled the realm, if this sort of folk had been married like other men? What breach of matrimony is there brought in by them? such truly as was never since the world began, among the whole multitude of the heathen. Who is she that will set her hands to work, to get three pence a day, and may have at least twenty pence a day for yielding to a friar, a monk, or a priest? What is he that would labour for a great a day, and may have at least twelve pence a day to be at the command of a priest, a monk, or a friar? What a sort are there of them that marry priests' sovereign ladies, but to cloke the priests' incontinency, and that they may have a living of the priests themselves for their labour? How many thousand doth such lubricity bring to beggary, theft, and idleness, who should have kept their good name, and have set themselves to work, had there not been this excessive treasure of the spirituality? What honest man dare take any man or woman into his service, that hath been at such a school with a spiritual man?

Oh the grievous shipwreck of the commonwealth, which in ancient time, before the coming of these ravenous wolves, was so prosperous, that then there were but few thieves; yea, theft at that time was so rare, that Cæsar was not compelled to make penalty of death upon felony, as your grace may well perceive in his Institutes. There were also at that time but few poor people, and

(1) If this be not true in the whole, I would the greatest part were not such.
(2) The realm of England is diminished and decayed by the number of two hundred thousand persons at feast, or else replenished with so many wanton men and women, by restraining all marriage from priests, monks, friars, nuns, college, hospitalls, beaumens, and such like orders, within the realm of England. The increase of which number might be recovered, and the realm more peopled, and also God's commandments better kept, if these vows of bondage were broken, and matrimony permitted free to all men.
yet they did not beg, but there was given them 'enough unasked; for there were at that time none of these ravenous wolves to ask it from them, as it appeareth in the Acts of the Apostles. Is it any marvel though there be now so many beggars, thieves, and idle people? Nay, truly! What remedy?—make laws against them? I am in doubt whether ye be able. Are they not stronger in your own parliament-house than yourself? What a number of bishops, abbots, and priors, are lords of your parliament! Are not all the learned men of your realm in fee with them, to speak in your parliament-house for them, against your crown, dignity, and commonwealth of your realm, a few of your own learned council only excepted? What law can be made against them that may be available? Who is he (though he be aggrieved ever so sore) that for the murder of his ancestor, ravishment of his wife, of his daughter, robbery, trespass, main, debt, or any other offence, dare lay it to their charge by any way of action? And if he do, then is he by and by, by their williness, accused of heresy; yes, they will so handle him ere he pass, that except he will bear a faggot for their pleasure, he shall be excommunicated; and then be all his actions dashed.

So captive are your laws unto them, that no man whom they list to excommunicate, may be admitted to sue any action in any of your courts. If any man in your sessions dare be so hardy to indict a priest of any such crime, he hath, ere the year go out, such a yoke of heresy laid on his neck, that it maketh him wish that he had not done it. Your grace may see what a work there is in London; how the bishop rageth for indicting of certain curates of extortion and continency, the last year in the wardrome quest. Had not Richard Hun commenced an action of preemniture against a priest, he had been yet alive, and no heretic at all, but an honest man. Did not divers of your noble progenitors, seeing their crown and dignity run into ruin, and to be thus craftily translated into the hands of this mischievous generation, make divers statutes for the reformation thereof, among which the statute of mortmain was one, to the intent that after that time they should have no more given unto them; but what availed it? Have they not gotten into their hands more lands since then? any duke in England hath, the statute notwithstanding? yes, have they not, for all that translated into their hands, from your grace, half your kingdom thoroughly, only the name remaining to you for your ancestors' sake? So you have the name, and they the profit. Yes, I fear, if I should weigh all things to the uttermost, they would also take the name unto them, and of one kingdom make twain; the spiritual kingdom, as they call it (for they will be named first), and your temporal kingdom. And which of these two kingdoms, suppose you, is like to overgrow the other, yes, to put the other clean out of memory? Truly the kingdom of the blood-suppers, for to them is given daily out of your kingdom; and what is once given them, never cometh from them again. Such laws have they, that none of them may either give or sell any thing. What law can be made so strong against them, which they, either with money, or else with other policy, will not break or set at nought? What kingdom can endure, that ever giveth thus from it, and receiveth nothing again? Oh how all the substance of your realm (your sword, power, crown, dignity, and obedience of your people) runneth headlong into the insatiable whirlpool of these greedy gulfs, to be swallowed and devoured!

Neither have they any other colour to gather these yearly exactions into their hands, but that they say they pray for us to God, to deliver our souls out of the pains of purgatory; without whose prayer, they say, or at least without the pope's pardon, we could never be delivered thence: which if it be true, then it is good reason that we give them all these things, although it were a hundred times as much. But there be many men of great literature and judgment, who, for the love they have unto the truth and unto the commonwealth, have not feared to put themselves into the greatest infamy that may be, in abjuration of all the world, yes, in peril of death, to declare their opinion in this matter; which is, that there is no purgatory; but that it is a thing invented by the covetousness of the spirituality, only to translate all kingdoms from other princes unto them, and that there is not one word spoken of it in all holy Scripture. They say, also, that if there were a purgatory, and also if the pope with his pardons

(1) The pope's clergy stronger in parliament than princes, as hath appeared by their cruel laws against the poor gospellers.
may for money deliver one soul thence, he may deliver him as well without money: if he may deliver one, he may deliver a thousand: if he may deliver a thousand, he may deliver them all; and so destroy purgatory: and then he is a cruelty rant, without all charity, if he keep them there in prison and in pain, till men will give him money. 1

Likewise say they of all the whole sort of the spirituality, that if they will pray for no man but for them that give them money, they are tyrants, and lack charity, and suffer these souls to be punished and pained uncharitably, for lack of their prayers. This sort of folks they call heretics: these they burn; these they rage against, put to open shame, and make them bear faggots: but whether they be heretics or no, well I wot that this purgatory, and the pope’s pardons are all the cause of the translation of your kingdom so fast into their hands.

Wherefore it is manifest it cannot be of Christ, for he gave more to the temporal kingdom; he himself paid tribute to Cæsar; he took nothing from him, but taught that the high powers should be always obeyed; yea he himself (although he were most free Lord of all, and innocent) was obedient unto the high powers unto death. This is the great scab why they will not let the New Testament go abroad in your mother tongue, lest men should espy that they, by their cloaked hypocrisy, do translate thus fast your kingdom into their hands; that they are not obedient unto your high power; that they are cruel, unclean, unmerciful, and hypocrites; that they seek not the honour of Christ, but their own; that remission of sins is not given by the pope’s pardon, but by Christ, for the sure faith and trust that we have in him.

Here may your grace well perceive, that except you suffer their hypocrisy to be disclosed, all is like to run into their hands; and as long as it is covered, so long shall it seem to every man to be a great impity, not to give them. For this I am sure, your grace thinketh (as the truth is), ‘I am as good a man as my father; why may I not as well give them as much as my father did? ’ 2 And of this mind, I am sure are all the lords, knights, squires, gentlemen, and yeomen in England; yes, and until it be disclosed, all your people will think that your statute of mortmain was never made with any good conscience, seeing that it taketh away the liberty of your people, in that they may not as lawfully buy their souls out of purgatory, by giving to the spirituality, as their predecessors did in times past.

Wherefore, if ye will eschew the ruin of your crown and dignity, let their hypocrisy be uttered, and that shall be more speedfully in this matter, than all the laws that may be made, be they ever so strong; for to make a law to punish any offender, except it were more to give other men an example to beware how they commit such like offences, what should it avail? Did not Dr. Alen 3 most presumptuously, now in your time, against his allegiance, do all that ever he could, to pull from you the knowledge of such pleas as belong unto your high courts, unto another court, in derogation of your crown and dignity? Did not also Dr. Horsey 4 and his complices, most heinously (as all the world knoweth) murder in prison that honest merchant Richard Hun, for that he sued your writ of presumuare against a priest that wrongfully held him in pleas in a spiritual court, for a matter whereas the knowledge belongeth unto your high courts? and what punishment was there done, that any man may take example of, to beware of like offences? Truly none, but that the one paid five hundred pounds (as it is said) to the building of your chamber; and when that payment was once passed, the captains of his kingdom, because he fought so manfully against your crown and dignity, have heaped on him benefice upon benefice, so that he is rewarded ten times 5 as much. The other (as it is said) paid six

(1) If the pope may deliver souls out of purgatory for money, he may then as well deliver them without money, if it pleased him. Again, if he deliver one, he can deliver a thousand; if he can deliver a thousand, he can deliver all; and so make a god-delivery, and a clean deepash of all purgatory, if he would: and if he will not when he may, then is there no charity in him.

(2) Master More here played the caviller, noting the author of this supplication to desire leave to pull on the whole clergy; as though the hypocrisy of the Priors could not otherwise be disclosed without railing on the whole clergy.

(3) Of Dr. Alen, the cardinal’s chancellor, read before.

(4) Of this Dr. Horsey, the bishop of London’s chancellor, read before.

(5) Ten times, that is, ten times as much as he had in benefices before, and not as he paid to the king. And although these murderers of Hun were not recompensed with ten times, or with four times as much (which More denieth), yet can he never be able to deny the substance of the story, that is, that Hun, by these, was brought to his death; and that they, being put to their fines, were afterwards sufficiently recompensed with benefices upon benefices.
hundred pounds for him and his complices; who, because he had likewise fought so manfully against your crown and dignity, was immediately, as he had obtained your most gracious pardon, promoted by the captains of the kingdom, with benefice upon benefice, to the value of four times as much. Who can take example of punishment to beware of such like offence? Who is he of their kingdom that will not rather take courage to commit like offence, seeing the promotions that fell to these men for their so offending? So weak and blunt is your sword to strike at one of the offenders of this crooked and perverse generation!

And this is the reason that the chief instrument of your law, yea the chief of your council, and he that hath your sword in his hand, to whom also all the other instruments are obedient, is always a spiritual man, who hath ever such an inordinate love unto his own kingdom, that he will maintain that, though all the temporal kingdoms and commonwealths of the world should therefore utterly be undone. Here leave we out the greatest master of all, lest that we, declaring such a horrible carriion of evil against the ministers of iniquity, should seem to declare the one only fault, or rather the ignorance of our best beloved minister of righteousness, which is to be hid till he may be learned, by these small enormities that we have spoken of, to know it plainly himself.

But what remedy to relieve us, your poor, sick, lame, and sore beadmen? to make many hospitals for the relief of the poor people? Nay, truly. The more the worse: for ever the fat of the whole foundation hangeth on the priests' beards. Divers of your noble predecessors, kings of this realm, have given lands to monasteries, to give a certain sum of money yearly to the poor people, whereof, for the ancient of the time, they give never one penny. They have likewise given to them, to have a certain of masses said daily for them, whereof they say never a one. If the abbot of Westminster should sing every day as many masses for his founders, as he is bound to do by his foundation, a thousand monks were too few. Wherefore if your grace will build a sure hospital that never shall fail, to relieve us all your poor beadmen, then take from them all these things. Set these sturdy loobies abroad in the world, to get them wives of their own, to get their living with their labour in the sweat of their faces, according to the commandment of God in the first of Genesis; to give other idle people, by their example, occasion to go to labour.

Tie these holy idle thieves to the carts, to be whipped naked about every market-town, till they fall to labour, that they, by their importunate begging, take not away the alms that the good christian people would give unto us, sore, impotent, miserable people, your beadmen. Then shall as well the number of our aforesaid monstrous sort, as of the profigate men and women, thieves, and idle people, decrease: then shall these great yearly exactions cease: then shall not your sword, power, crown, dignity, and obedience of your people, be translated from you: then shall you have full obedience of your people: then shall the idle people be set to work: then shall matrimony be much better kept: then shall the generation of your people be increased: then shall your commons increase in riches: then shall the gospel be preached: then shall none beg our alms from us: then shall we have enough, and more than shall suffice us; which shall be the best hospital that ever was founded for us: then shall we daily pray to God for your most noble estate long to endure.

Against this Book of the Beggars, above prefixed, being written in the time of the cardinal, another contrary book or supplication was devised and written shortly upon the same, by one sir Thomas More, knight, chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, under the name and title of, 'The poor silly souls puling out of Purgatory.' In that book, after the said Master More, the writer thereof, had first divided the whole world into four parts, that is, into heaven, hell, middle earth, and purgatory; then he maketh the dead men's souls, by a rhetorical 'prosopopoeia,' to speak out of purgatory pin-fold, sometimes lamentably complaining of, sometimes pleasantly dallying and scoffing at,
the author of the Beggars’ Book; sometimes scolding and railing at him, calling him fool, witless, frantic, an ass, a goose, a mad dog, a heretic, and all that naught is. And no marvel, if these simple souls of purgatory seem so fumish and testy; for heat (ye know) is testy, and soon inflameth choler. But yet these purgatory souls must take good heed how they call a man a fool and heretic so often; for if the sentence of the gospel doth pronounce them guilty of hell-fire, who say, ‘Pax, Fool!’ it may be doubted, lest those poor, simple, melancholy souls of purgatory, calling this man fool so oft as they have done, do bring themselves thereby out of purgatory-fire to the fire of hell, by that just sentence of the gospel; so that neither the five wounds of St. Francis, nor all the merits of St. Dominic, nor yet of all the friars, can release those poor wretches! But yet, forasmuch as I do not, nor cannot think, that those departed souls either would so far overshoot themselves, if they were in purgatory, or else that there is any such fourth place of purgatory at all (unless it be in Master More’s Utopia), as Master More’s poetical vein doth imagine, I cease therefore to burden the souls departed, and lay all the wit on Master More, the author and contriver of this poetical book, for not keeping ‘decorum personæ,’ as a perfect poet should have done. They that give precepts of art, do note this, in all poetical fictions, as a special observation, to foresee and express what is convenient for every person, according to his degree and condition, to speak and utter. Wherefore if it be true which Master More saith, in the sequel of his book, that grace and charity increase in them that lie in the pains of purgatory, then is it not agreeable that such souls, lying so long in purgatory, should so soon forget their charity, and fall a railing in their supplication so fumishly, both against this man, with such opprobrious and unsuiting terms, and also against John Badby, Richard Hovedon, John Goose, lord Cobham, and other martyrs of the Lord, burned for his word; also against Luther, William Tyndale, Richard Hun, and others besides, falsely belying the doctrine by them taught and defended; which it is not like that such charitable souls of purgatory would ever do, neither were it convenient for them in that case; which indeed, though their doctrine were false, should redound to the more increase of their pain. Again, where the bishop of Rochester defineth the angels to be ministers to purgatory-souls, some will think, peradventure, Master More to have missed some part of his ‘decorum,’ in making the evil spirit of the author and the devil to be messenger, between middle-earth and purgatory, in bringing tidings to the imprisoned souls, both of the book, and of the name of the maker.

Now, as touching the manner how this devil came into purgatory, laughing, grinning, and gnashing his teeth, in sooth it maketh me to laugh, to see the merry antics of Master More. Belike then this was some merry devil, or else had eaten with his teeth some nasturcium before; who, coming into purgatory, to show the name of this man, could not tell his tale without laughing. ‘But this was,’ saith he, ‘an envious and an envious laughing, joined with grinning and

(1) ‘Utopia,’ that is to say, ‘nuquam,’ no place.
(2) A poet, saith Horace, ‘reddere personæ actt convenientia culque.’
(3) ‘The author,’ that is, of the ‘Beggars’ Supplication.’—Ed.
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gnashing of teeth.” And immediately upon the same, was contrived this scoffing and railing supplication of the piling souls of purgatory, as he himself doth term them. So then, here was enmying, envying, laughing, grinning, gnashing of teeth, piling, scoffing, railing and begging; and all together to make a very black sanctus in purgatory. Indeed we read in Scripture, that there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth in hell, where the souls and bodies of men shall be tormented. But who would ever have thought before, that the evil angel of this man that made the Book of Beggars, being a spiritual and no corporal substance, had teeth to gnash, and a mouth to grin? But where then stood Master More, I marvel, all this mean while, to see the devil laugh with his mouth so wide, that the souls of purgatory might see all his teeth? Belike, this was in Utopia, where Master More's purgatory is founded; but because Master More is hence departed, I leave him with his merry antics. And as touching his book of purgatory, which he hath left behind, because John Frith hath learnedly and effectuously overthrown the same, I will therefore refer the reader to him, while I repair again (the Lord willing) to the history.

After the clergy of England, and especially the cardinal, understood these books of The Beggars’ Supplication aforesaid to be strewed abroad in the streets of London, and also before the king, the said cardinal caused not only his servants diligently to attend to gather them up, that they should not come into the king’s hands, but also, when he understood that the king had received one or two of them, he came unto the king’s majesty, saying, “If it shall please your grace, here are divers seditious persons who have scattered abroad books containing manifest errors and heresies;” desiring his grace to beware of them. Whereupon the king, putting his hand in his bosom, took out one of the books, and delivered it unto the cardinal. Then the cardinal, together with his bishops, consulted how they might provide a speedy remedy for this mischief, and thereafter determined to give out a commission to forbid the reading of all English books, and namely this Book of the Beggars, and the New Testament of Tyndale’s translation, which was done out of hand by Cuthbert Tonsal, bishop of London, who sent out his prohibition unto his archdeacons with all speed, for the forbidding of that book and divers others; the tenor of which prohibition here followeth.

A Prohibition sent out by Cuthbert Tonsal, Bishop of London, to the Archdeacons of his Diocese, for the calling in of the New Testaments translated into English, with divers other Books; the Catalogue whereof hereafter ensueth.1

Cuthbert, by the permission of God, bishop of London, unto our well-beloved in Christ, the archdeacon of London, or to his official, health, grace and benediction. By the duty of our pastoral office, we are bound diligently, with all our power, to foresee, provide for, root out, and put away, all those things, which seem to tend to the peril and danger of our subjects, and especially to the destruction of their souls. Wherefore we, having understanding, by the report of divers credible persons, and also by the evident appearance of the matter, that many children of iniquity, maintainers of Luther’s sect, blinded through extreme wickedness, wandering from the way of truth and the catholic

(1) For the Latin of this prohibition see Edition 1563, p. 449.—Ed.
faith, craftily have translated the New Testament into our English tongue, intermeddling therewith many heretical articles, and erroneous opinions, pernicious and offensive, seducing the simple people; attempting, by their wicked and perverse interpretations, to profanate the majesty of the Scripture, which hitherto hath remained undefiled, and craftily to abuse the most holy word of God, and the true sense of the same, of which translation there are many books imprinted, some with glosses, and some without, containing in the English tongue that pestiferous and most pernicious poison dispersed throughout all our diocese of London in great numbers; which truly, without it be speedily foreseen, without doubt will contaminate and infect the flock committed unto us, with most deadly poison and heresy; to the grievous peril and danger of the souls committed to our charge, and the offence of God’s divine majesty. Wherefore, we Cuthbert, the bishop aforesaid, grievously sorrowing for the premises, willing to withstand the craft and subtlety of the ancient enemy and his ministers, who seek the destruction of our flock, and with a diligent care to take heed unto the flock committed to our charge, desiring to provide speedy remedies for the premises, do charge you jointly and severally, and by virtue of your obedience straitly enjoin and command you, that by our authority you warn, or cause to be warned, all and singular, as well exempt as not exempt, dwelling within your archdeaconries, that within thirty days’ space, whereof ten days shall be for the first, ten for the second, and ten for the third and peremptory term, under pain of excommunication, and incurring the suspicion of heresy, they do bring in, and really deliver unto our vicar-general, all and singular such books as contain the translation of the New Testament in the English tongue; and that you do certify us, or our said commissary, within two months after the day of the date of these presents, duly, personally, or by your letters, together with these presents, under your seals, what you have done in the premises, under pain of contempit.

Given under our seal, the four and twentieth of October, in the fifth year of our consecration, anno 1526.

The like commission, in like manner and form, was sent to the other three archdeacons of Middlesex, Essex, and Colchester, for the execution of the same matter, under the bishop’s seal.

The Names of the Books that were forbidden at this time, together with the New Testament.

The Supplication of Beggars; the Revelation of Antichrist, of Luther; the New Testament of Tyndale; the Wicked Mammon; the Obedience of a Christian Man; an Introduction to Paul’s Epistle to the Romans; a Dialogue betwixt the Father and the Son; Oeconomia Christiana; Unio dissidentium; Pia Precationes; Captivitas Babylonica; Johannes Hus in Oseam; Zuilingius in Catastas[tias; De pueris instituenda; Bruntius de administranda Republica; Luther ad Galatas; De libertate Christiana; *De vera obedientia.* Luther’s Exposition upon the Pater Noster.

Besides these books here before-mentioned, within a short time after, there were a great number more of other books in like manner prohibited by the king’s proclamation; but yet by the bishop’s procurement, A.D. 1529: the catalogue whereof, with the names and the authors, is here to be seen.

Libri Sectae sive Factionis Lutherianae importati ad Civitatem London. per fautores ejusdem Sectae, quorum Nomina et Auctores sequuntur.

Johannis Wycliffi viri piissimi Dialogorum libri quatuor, quorum primus divinitatem et ideæ tractat: secundus, rerum universarum creationem complectitur: tertius, de virtutibus vitiosae ipsiæ contrariae copiosisima loquitur:
quartus, Romanae Ecclesiae Sacramenta, ejus pestiferam dationem, Antichristi
Regnum, Fratrum fraudulentam originem atque eorum hypocrisy demonstrat.

De Bonis Operibus doctoris Mart. Lutheri.
Epistola Lutheri ad Leonem X., summum pontificem.
Tessaradeca Consolatoria pro laborantibus et oneratis Mart. Lutheri.
Tractatus Lutheri de Libertate Christiana.
Sermo doctoris Martini Lutheri.
Enarrationes Martini Lutheri in Epistolas D. Petri.
Responsio Martini Lutheri, ad librum magistri Bartholomei Catharini defin-
soris Silvestri pontificis, cum exposita visione Danielis viii., de Ann. Christi.
De Operibus Dei, Martino Cellario autore.
Deuteronomos Mosis, ex Hebraeo castigatus et considere ex annotationibus Mart.
Lutheri.
Lutheri Catechismus Latina donatus civitate, per Johannem Lonicerum.
Jonas prophetae, Martini Lutheri commentariolo explicatus.
In Epistolam Pauli ad Galatas Mart. Lutheri commentarius.
Martini Lutheri Epistolarum farrago pietatis et eruditionis plena, cum Psal-
morum aliquot interpretatione.
Enarrationes seu Postille Martini Lutheri in lectiones quae Evangelicis
Historis, Apostolorum scriptis, alisque sacris Scripturae litteris desumptae per
universum annum, tam diebus dominicis, quam diversis memorias sacris, super
massam faciendum recitantur.
Conclusiones sedecim R. patris Domini Martini Lutheri, de sacre et benedicto.
Ejusdem de Fide et Operibus saluberrima declaratio.
Ceremoniarum eruditionis resolutio, quid sint et quomodo eis usutum.
Conclusiones Quinquaginta ejusdem pro timorati conscienti.
Resolutio Lutheriana super propositionem suam 13, De potestate Papae.
Didini Faventini adversus Thomam Placentinum, pro Martino Luther
theologo oratio.
Enarrationes novae Domini M. Lutheri in Ionam Prophetam.
De Votis Monasticis, Martini Lutheri judicium.
Enchiridion piarum praelectionum Martini Lutheri.
Conciliae quaedam Martini Lutheri in deipare Virginiam, et aliquot festos
Dies nuper et populari lingua Latinae factae.
In Esaiam Prophetam Commentarius Joannis Æcolampadii.
In Daniele Prophetam Joannis Æcolampadii libri duo.
Apologetica Johannis Æcolampadii de dignitate Eucharistiae. Item, Ser-
mones duo ad Theobaldum Bilicanum, quinam in verba Coenae alienum
sensum inferent.
De non habendo pauperum delectu, Johannis Æcolampadii.
In postremos tres Prophetas, nempe Haggeum, Zachariam, et Malachiam,
Commentarius Johannis Æcolampadii.
Quid de Eucharistia veteres tum Graeci, tum Latinii senserint dialogus: in
quo Epistolae Philippo Melanchthonis et Johannis Æcolampadii inserte sunt.
Apologetica Johannis Æcolampadii de dignitate Eucharistiae.
Johannes Æcolampadius de genuina verborum Domini, 'Hoc est corpus
meum,' significatione.
In Epistolam Pauli Apostoli annotationes a Joanne Æcolampadio recognitae.
Acuta exegesis, id est, Expositio Eucharisticis negotiis ad Martinum Luther
rum, Huldrici Zuilinglio autore.
Complanae Esaiæ Prophetæ, secta prima, cum Apologia per Huldricum Zuinglei.
Farrago annotationum in Genesim, ex ore Huldrici Zuinglei. Annotationi
uncule per Leonem Judam, ex ore Zuinglei, in utraque Pauli ad Corinthios
Epistolam.
Ad Philippenses annotationes per Leonem Judam, ex ore Huldrici Zuin
glii exceptae.
Ad illustrissimos Germaniae principes Augustae congregatos de convitii Ecclesii.
*Epistola Huldriche Zuinglei contra venerabile Sacramentum Eucharistiae.*
In Catabaptistarum Sophas Elenchus Huldrici Zuinglei.
De vera et falsa Religione Huldrici Zuinglei Commentarius.
Ad illustrissimum Cattorum principem Philippum Sermones de providentia
Dei, Huldrici Zuinglei autore.
Complanaiones Jeremizae Prophetæ, factura prima, cum Apologia, per Huldricum Zuilingham.


Quo pacto ingeni adolescentes formandi sunt, praecipue pauculae, Huldrico Zuilingii auctore.

Annotationes Johannis Bugenhagii Pomerani in Epistolas Pauli ad Galatas, Ephesios, Philippenses, Colossenses, Thessalonicenses, primam et secundam.

In Regnum duos ultimos libros annotationes Johannis Bugenhagii Pomerani post Sanculum, jam primum emissae.

Johannis Bugenhagii Pomerani annotationes in Deuteronomium, et in Samuelum Prophetæm, id est, duo libros Regum.

De conjugio Episcoporum et Diaconorum, ad venerandum Doctorem Wolfgangum Reissenbusch, monasterii Lichtenbergensis [preceptorem], per Johannem Bugenhagium Pomeranum.


Psalterium Davidis, Conradi Pellicani opera elaboratum: non esse ferendas in templis Christianorum imagines et status coli solita, authoribus Ecclesiasticis Argentarenis.

Epistola Martini Bucerii, Evangelistarum enarrationes nuncupata. De hebdomadis que apud Danielium sunt opusculum, in quo tractatur de sacrificio missae abolendo; incerto auctore.

Novæ Doctrinæ ad veterem collatio per Urbanum Regium, in quo tractat de sacris Ecclesiae.

Collectaneæ Communium Troporum sacrosanctæ Scripturæ, Bartholomæo Westemeranno collectore.

In Epistolam ad Romanos, Andreas Knopken Costerinensis interpretatio, Adiecta est Epistola a Philippo Melanct.

Loci utriusque Testamenti complectentes precipua capita totius Christianismi, cum adjectis scholiis.

Epistola Pauli ad Titum jam recens per Johann. Agricolam scholiis novis illustrata.

*De operibus Dei Martino Cellario auctore.*

In Hoseam Prophetæm quinque sermones Capitonia.

Dispositio orationis in Epistolam Pauli ad Romanos; Phil. Melanct. Auctore.


De autoritate, officio et potestate Pastorum Ecclesiasticorum, ex Phil. Melanct. editione.

Philippi Melanchthonis Annotationes in Johannem.

Annotationes Philippi Melanchthonis in Evangelium Matthei.

Enarrationes perpetuæ in sacra quatuor Evangelia, per Martinum Bucerum.

In Sancti Pauli Epistolam ad Ephesios, Martinus Bucerus.

In Theophaniam, quem Sophoniam vulgo vocant, Epitomographus ad Hebrewam veritatem versus, per Martinum Bucerum.

Job cum Commentariis Johannis Brentii.

Ecclesiastes Solomonis cum Commentariis Johannis Brentii.

In Divi Joannis Evangelium Johannis Brentii exgesaes.

Francisci Lamberti Avinionensis in divi Lucæ Evangelium Commentarii.

Francisci Lamberti Commentarii de Prophetia, Eruditione et Linguis, deque Litera et Spiritu.

In Regulam Minoritarum, et contra universas perditionis Sectas, Francisci Lamberti commentarii.

Ejusdem libelli de differentia stimuli carnis Sthanae nuncii, et usionis.

In Cantica Canticorum Solomonis, libellum quidem sensibus altissimis, in quo sublimia sacri conjungi mysteria, quæ in Christo, et Ecclesiæ sunt, pertractantur, Francisci Lamberti commentarii.

In Amos, Abdiam, et Jonas, Prophetas, Commentarii Francisci Lamberti.

Francisci Lamberti commentarii in IV ultimos Prophetas, nemo Sophoniam, Aggeum, Zachariam et Malachiam.

Wessellus de Sacramento Eucharistiae, et de Audienda Missa. Farrago Wesseli Groning. 'Lux mundi' olim vulgo dicti, in qua tractatur de providentia Dei, de dignitate et pietate Ecclesiasticæ, de sacramento Pœnitentiae, et quæ sunt claves Ecclesiæ, et de Purgatorio.
The New Testament, in the catalogue above recited, began first to be translated by William Tyndale, and so came forth in print about A.D. 1529, wherewith Cuthbert Tunstal, bishop of London, with sir Thomas More, being sore aggrieved, devised how to destroy that false erroneous translation, as he called it. It happened that one Augustine Packington, a mercer, was then at Antwerp, where the bishop was. This man favoured Tyndale, but showed the contrary unto the bishop. The bishop, being desirous to bring his purpose to pass, communed how that he would gladly buy the New Testaments. Packington hearing him say so, said, "My lord! I can do more in this matter, than most merchants that be here, if it be your pleasure; for I know the Dutchmen and strangers that have bought them of Tyndale, and have them here to sell; so that if it be your lordship's pleasure, I must disburse money to pay for them, or else I cannot have them: and so I will assure you to have every book of them that is printed and unsold." The bishop, thinking he had God 'by the toe,' said, "Do your diligence, gentle Master Packington! get them for me, and I will pay whatsoever they cost; for I intend to burn and destroy them all at Paul's Cross." This Augustine Packington went unto William Tyndale, and declared the whole matter, and so, upon compact made between them, the bishop of London had the books, Packington had the thanks, and Tyndale had the money. After this, Tyndale corrected the same New Testaments again, and caused them to be newly imprinted, so that they came thick and threefold over into England. When the bishop perceived that, he sent for Packington, and said to him, "How cometh this, that there are so many New Testaments abroad? you promised me that you would buy them all." Then answered Packington, "Surely, I bought all that were to be had: but I perceive they have printed more since. I see it will never be better so long as they have letters and stamps: wherefore you were best to buy the stamps too, and so you shall be sure:" at which answer the bishop smiled, and so the matter ended.

In short space after, it fortuned that George Constantine was apprehended by sir Thomas More, who was then chancellor of England, suspected of certain heresies during the time that he was in the custody of Master More. After divers communications, amongst

(1) Ex Bagriet, Lond. [Good titles are given of these works in Autographa Lutheri, &c.; Brunsvigae, 1691, tom. II. p. 107. The titles distinguished with asterisks are from the first edition of the Acts and Monuments, pp. 450-452.—En.}
other things, Master More asked of him, saying, "Constantine! I would have thee be plain with me in one thing that I will ask; and I promise thee, I will show thee favour in all other things, whereof thou art accused. There is beyond the sea, Tyndale, Joyce, and a great many of you: I know they cannot live without help. There are some that help and succour them with money; and thou, being one of them, hast thy part thereof, and therefore knowest from whence it came. I pray thee, tell me, who be they that help them thus?" "My lord," quoth Constantine, "I will tell you truly: it is the bishop of London that hath holpen us, for he hath bestowed among us a great deal of money upon New Testaments to burn them; and that hath been, and yet is, our only succour and comfort." "Now by my truth," quoth More, "I think even the same; for so much I told the bishop before he went about it."

Of this George Constantine, moreover, it is reported by sir Thomas More, that he, being taken and in hold, seemed well contented to renounce his former doctrine; and not only to disclose certain other of his fellows, but also studied and devised, how these books, which he himself, and other of his fellows had brought and shipped, might come to the bishop's hands to be burned, and showed to the aforesaid sir Thomas More, chancellor, the ship-man's name that had them, and the marks of the fardels, by which the books afterwards were taken and burned. Besides this, he is reported also to have disclosed divers of his companions, of whom some were abjured after, some had abjured before; as Richard Necton, who was committed to Newgate upon the same, and is thought there to have died in prison, or else he had not escaped their hands, but should have suffered burning, if the report of Master More be to be credited.\(^1\)

Notwithstanding the same Constantine afterwards, by the help of some of his friends, escaped out of prison over the seas, and after that, in the time of king Edward, was one of them that troubled the good bishop of St. David's,\(^2\) who after, in queen Mary's time, was burned. But of Constantine enough.

*Against* the proceedings of these bishops, in forbidding the Scripture in English, instead of an answer to the same, I have thought meet to adjoin a certain old treatise, found in a certain ancient English book; which, as it may serve well for a confutation of the bishops' doings in this behalf, so have I thought not to defraud the reader of the profit thereof.

A Compendious old Treatise, showing how that we ought to have the Scripture in English.

For to make upon Antiochist, I take figure of king Antioche, of whom God's law speaketh in the book of Machabbeus: for right as king Antioche came in the end well nigh of the old law, and burnt the books of God's law, and compelled the people to do mauntery; so now Antiochist, the king of the clergy, that liven worse than beaithen priests, brenneth now nigh the end of the new law the Evangel of Christ (that is nigh the end of the world), to deceive well nigh all the world, and to prove the servants of God. For now God shall know who will stand by his law, for Sathanas, as prophets say, is now unbound, and hath been four hundred years and more, for to inhabit our clergy, as he did the clergy of the old law: but now with much more malice; for as they damned

---

\(^1\) See More, in his Preface against Tyndale.  
\(^2\) A trouble of Ferrar, bishop of St. David's.  
\(^3\) For this passage, and the "Compendious old Treatise," see Edition 1588, pp. 452-453.—Ed.
Christ, so now our bishops damn and bren Goddes law, for because it is drawn into our mother tongue. But it ought to be (and we saved should be), as we shall prove by open evidence, through God's help.

First, we take witness of Boetius, 'De disciplina Scholasticum,' that sayeth that children should be taught in the books of Seneca. And Bede expoundeth this saying and sayeth, that children in virtues should be taught: for the books of Seneca ben morales, and for that they be not taught thus in their youth, they continue still evil-mannered, and be unable to conceive the subtle science of truth, saying 'that a wise man is as a clean mirror new polished.' Wisdom shall not enter into a wicked soul.' And much is hereof the sentence of Bede. And Algasel in his Logic sayeth, 'The soul of man is a clean mirror new polished, in which is seen lightly the image of virtue.' And for that the people have not cunning in youth, they have darke souls and blind with ignorance, so that they profit not in virtue, but in falseness and malice and other vices; and much is thereof the matter.

Sithen heathen philosophers wolden the people to profit in natural science, how much more should christian clerks will the people to profit in science of virtues: for so would God. For when the law was given to Moses in the mount of Sinai, God gave it to his people in their mother-tongue of Hebrew, that all the people should understand it; and commanded Moses to read it to them until they understood it: and so he did, as it is plain. And Esdras also read it in their mother-tongue, from morrow until noon, as it is plain. And he read it aперtly in the street, and the ears of the people were intently given thereto, insomuch that the people fell into great weeping for the mis-keeping of the law.

Also God's law saith, that fathers should make the law known to their sons, and that the sons that should be born of them, should rise and teach these things to their sons. And the holy apostle St. Peter spoke after this manner, saying: 'Whosoever speakes, speak he as the word of God: and every man as he hath taken grace of knowing, so minister he forth to other men.' It is written plainly in the book of Numbers: when the prophet Moses had chosen seventy eldermen, and the Spirit of God rested on them, and they prophesied, two men besides them, Eldad and Medad, prophesied in the tents, and Joshua the minister of Moses said to Moses, 'Forbid thou them.' And Moses said, 'What enviest thou for me? who shall let, that all the people prophesy, if God give them his Spirit?'

Also it is read in the gospel, that St. John Evangelist said unto Christ, 'Lord, we shall casteth out spirits in thy name, which followeth not us?' And Christ said, 'Do not forbid, for whose is not against us, is with us.' And unto the same agreeeth well the prophecy of Joel, which St. Peter, preaching to the Jews, strongly alleged, as Luke reciteth in the Acts of the Apostles, saying after this manner: 'That God now, in the last days, shall shed out his Spirit upon all flesh. For God saith, Your sons and daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall see visions.' And upon Whitsunday God gave knowledge of his law to divers nations, without any exceptions, in their mother tongue, by the understanding of one tongue.

And of this it is notable, sithen the lay people in the old law had their law in their mother tongue, that the lay English people in the new law have it, as all other nations have; since Christ bought us, as he did other, and hath given to us the same grace as to other. For St. Peter was reproved, for he had baptised Cornelius and his fellows that were heathen men; and Peter answered and said, 'If God have given the same grace to them, that he hath to us, who am I, that I may forbid God?' As who sayeth, 'It lieth not in the power of men.

Then, who art thou that forbiddest the people to have God's law in their mother tongue? We say that thou art Antichrist himself. For Paul saith, 'I will every man to speak with tongues, but more, soareth, to prophesy.' Also he saith, 'How shall he say Amen upon thy blessing, who wooteth not what thou sayest?' Upon this saith Dr. Lyre: 'If the people understand the prayer of the priest, it shall the better be led unto God, and the more devoutly answer, Amen.' Also Paul saith, 'I will rather five words to be

spoken to the understanding of men, than ten thousand that they understand not."

And seventy doctors with other more, before the incarnation of Christ, translated the Bible out of Hebrew into Greek; and after the Ascension many translated all the Bible in divers languages, as into Spanish tongue, French tongue, Almain and Italy; and by many years have had it.

It was hard of a worthy man of Almain (that the same time was a Fleming), whose name was James Merland, which translated all the Bible into Flemish, for which deed he was summoned before the pope of great malice, and the book was taken to examination: and truly he approved it. And then it was delivered unto him again, unto confusion of all his enemies.

Worshipful Bede, in his first book, called 'De gestis Anglorum,' telleth that St. Oswold, the king of Northumberland, asked of the Scots an holy bishop Aidan to preach to his people, and the king himself interpreted it in English to the people. Sithen this blessed deed of this king is allowed of all holy church, why not now ought it as well to be allowed a man to read the gospel in English to the people, sithen that St. Paul saith, 'If our gospel he hid, it is hid in them that shall he damned.' And he saith also, 'He that knoweth not, shall not he known of God.' And therefore Venerable Bede, led by the Spirit of God, translated a great part of the Bible into English, whose originals bene in many abbeys of England.

And Cisterciensis saith, that the Evangely of John was drawn into English by the foresaid Bede, which Evangely of John, and other gospels, bene yet in many places of so old English, that skant can any English man read them. For this Bede reigned a.D. 732. Also Cisterciensis saith, that king Alfred ordained open schools of divers arts in Oxford, and he turned the best laws into his mother tongue, and the Psalter also. He reigned a.D. 873.

And St. Thomas saith, 'Super Librum Politicorum,' expounding this word 'barbarous,' that 'harbarous is he that understandeth not that he readeth in his mother tongue. Wherefore the apostle saith, 'If I know not the virtue of the voice to whom I speak, I shall be to him barbarous;' that is to say, he understandeth not what I say, nor I what he sayeth. And so, altho priests that understand not what they readen by their mother tongue be called 'barbarous; and therefore Bede did draw into English liberal arts, lest English men should become barbarous.'—Hec Thomas.

Also Lincoln sayeth, in a Sermon that beginneth 'Scriptum est de Levititis,' 'If any priest say he cannot preach, one remedy is, resign he up his benefice. Another remedy, if he will not thus, record he in the week the naked text of the Sunday gospel, that he have the gross story, and tell it to the people; that is if he understand Latin: and do he this every week in the year, he shall profit much. For thus preached our Lord, saying, 'The words that I speak to you be spirit and life.' If he do not understand Latin, go he to one of his neighbours that understandeth, which will charitably expound it to him; and thus edify he his flock.'

Upon this argueth a great clerk, and sayeth, 'If it be lawful to preach the naked text to the people, it is also leful to write and read it to them.' Also sir William Thorisy, archbishop of York, did do draw a treatise in English by a worshipful clerk, whose name was Gatrix, in the which were contained the Articles of Belief, the Seven Deadly Sins, the Seven Works of Mercy, the Commandments; and sent them in small pages to the common people to learn it, and to know it; of which yet many a copy be in England.

Also Richard, the hermite of Hampole, drew into English the Psalter, with a gloss, and the 'Lessons of Dirige,' and many other treatises, by the which many English men have been greatly edified. 'And they bene cursed of God, that woulden let the people to be lewer than they bene: but many men now be like unto the friends of Job, that whiles they enforced to defend God, they offended him grievously. And though such be slain do miracles, nevertheless they bene stinking martyrs.' This sayeth Richard the hermite, expounding this verse, 'Ne auras de ore meo verbum veritatis usqueaque.' And Christ sayeth, that men should demean they self to do great pleasant service to God in killing of his Becte.
people: 'Arbitretur se obsequium praestare Deo,' &c. Also a man of London, whose name was Wyring, had a Bible in English of Northern speech, which was seen of many men, and it seemed to be two hundred years old.

Also it is known to many men, in the time of king Richard II. that into a parliament there was put a Bible, by the assent of ii archbishops and of the clergy, to adnul the Bible that time translated into English, with other English books of the exposition of the gospel, which when it was heard and seen of lords and of the commons, the duke of Lancaster, John, answered thereto right sharply, saying this sentence, 'We will not be refuse of all other nations: for sithen they have God's law, which is the law of our belief, in their own language, we will have ours in English, whosoever say nay!' And this he affirmed with a great oath.

Also Thomas Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury, said in a sermon at Westminster, at the burying of queen Anne, that it was more joy of her, than of any woman that ever he knew; for she, an alien born, had in English all the iii gospels, with the doctors upon them. And he said, that she had sent them to him to examine, and he said, that they were good and true. And he blamed in that sermon sharply the negligence of the prelates and other men; insomuch that he said that he would leave up the office of chancellor, and forsake worldly business, and give him to fulfil his pastoral office, for that he had seen and read in the books. And after this promise, he became the most cruel enemy that might be against English books. And therefore, as many men saine, God smote him with a cruel death, as he did also Richard Fleming, bishop of Lincoln.

And yet our bishops bene so indurate, and so far strayed from God, that they have no grace one to beware of another, but proudly, against all reasons and evidence of God's laws and doctors' sentences, they bren Goddes word, the which hath brought this realm to undoing for ever, but if God's grace be the more. For this cruel deed is cause of pestilence, hungers, wars, and that also this realm shall be conquered in short time; as St. Edward, the king and confessor, prophesiesth in his book that beginneth thus, 'Sanctus Edwardus rex vidit spiritualibus oculis.' And therefore it were good to the king, and to other lords, to make some remedy against this constitution of Antichrist, that saith it is unlawful to us English men to have in English God's law; and therefore he brenneth and slayeth them that maintain this good deed: and that is for default that the king and lords known not ne will not know their own office, in maintenance of God and his law. For as St. Austen saith, the king with his knights representen the godhead of Christ, and priests the manhood of Christ: 'Rex est vicarius divinitatis, et sacerdos est vicarius Christi humanitatis.' And if the king desire to know perfectly his office, he may find men to show to him books that truly and perfectly shall inform him to do his office to the pleasure of God. But this can he not learn of bishops, for they inform him after Antichrist's law and ordinance; for his laws now reignen. Yet against them that sain the gospel in English would make men to err, wet they well that we find in Latin language more heretics, than of all other languages, for the decree sayeth [xxiv. xxiii.] * Quod autem hereticis, that there be founden sixty Latin heretics. And if men should hate any language for heresy, then must they hate Latin. But God forbid that any language should be hated for heresy, sithen many heretics were of the disciples of the apostles; for St. John sayeth, 'They have gone out from us, but they were not of us;' and Paul sayeth, 'It behoveth heresies to be:' and Antichrist maketh many more heretics than therel should be, for he stoppeth so the knowing of Goddes law, and punisheth so them that he knoweth that have it, that they dare not common thereof openly, to have true information; and this maketh lay men, that desire and loven to know God's law, to go together in privity, and conceiven by their own wits many times heresies; the which heresies in short time should be destroyed, if men might have free commening openly: and but if this may be had, much of the people shall die in heresy. For it lieth never in Antichrist's power to destroy all English books; for as fast as he brenneth, other men shall draw. And thus the cause of heresy, and of the people that dieth in heresy, is the frowardness of bishops, that will not suffer men to have open commening and free in the law

(1) Hanc Augustinum in 'de questionibus veteris et novae legis.' Cap. 91.
(2) Decretal Pars II. causa xxiv. cap. 33: 'xciii.' In the text is a mistake."
of God: and therefore they be countable of as many souls as die in this default; and are traitors to God in stopping of his law, that which was made in salvation of the people. And now they turn his law by their cruel constitutions into damnation of the people, as it shall be proved upon them at the day of doom. For God’s law sayeth, ‘Stabunt justi in magna constancia adversus eos qui se angustiaverunt et qui abstulerunt labores eorum,’ &c. For that the other men labourn, they brennen; and if our clergy would study well this lesson of Sapience to the end, they should now read therein their own damnation, unless they amend this default, with other defaults.

Saith not the holy man Ardemakan in the book of Questions, that the worshipful sacrament of the altar may be made in each common language? For he sayeth, ‘So did the apostles.’ But we covet not this, but that Antichrist give us leave to have the law of our belief in English; also they that have commoned much with the Jews, say that they have in every land that they be born in the Bible in their mother tongue, that is, Ebrew; and they be more practised therein than any men, ye, as well the leude men, as the priests. But it is read in their synagogues amongst the people of their priests, to fulfil their priests’ office, and to the edification of the poverty, that for worldly business and sloth may not study it.

Also the four evangelists wrote the gospel in divers languages, as Matthew in Jury, Mark in Italy, Luke in Achaia, and John in Asie. And all these wrote in the languages of the same countries. Also Toby sayeth, that God dispersed, spread, or scattered abroad the Jews among the heathen people, that they telling unto them the marvels of God, they should know that there were no other God but God of Israel. And God ordained his people to believe his law, written among them in their mother tongue; ut patet in Genesis xvii., and Exodus xiii.: insomuch the book of Judith is written in Chaldee speech, ut patet per Hieronymum in prologo ejusdem. Also the books of Daniel and of Esdras bene written in Chaldee, ut patet per Hieronymum in prologis Eorundem. Also the book of Joel is in Arabic and Syre speech, ut patet per Hieronymum in prologo ejusdem. Also Ezekiel the prophet prophesied in Babylon, and left his prophecy under the mother-tongue of Babylon, ut patet per Hieronymum in prologo ejusdem. Also the prophecy of Isaye is translated into the tongue of Ethiopia, as Hierome concludeth in primo prologo Genes.

Then syneth the dark prophecies were translated amongst the heathen people, that they might have knowledge of God and of the incarnation of Christ, much more it ought to be translated to English people that have received the faith, and bidden themself to keep it upon pain of damnation; syneth Christ commanded his apostles to preach his gospel unto all the world, and excepted no people nor language. Also Origen translated the Bible out of Ebrew into Greek with help of other a.d. 234. Also Aquila translated it in the time of Adrian the emperor, a.d. 124. Also Theodosius translated it in the time of the emperor Commodus, fifty-four years after Aquila. Also Simacus translated it in the time of the emperor Severus, thirty years after Theodosius. Eight years after Simacus it was translated, the author unknown, in the time of Alexander the emperor.

And Jerome translated it into Latin; ut in Chronicis Cestrencen. lib. ii. cap. 32; and after that Jerome had translated it into Latin, he translated for two women much of the Bible. And to the maidens Eustochia and Paula he translated the books of Joshua, of Judges, and Ruth, and Esther, and Ecclesiastes, Jeremy, Isay, and Daniel, and the twelve prophets, and the seven canonick Epistles, ut patet in prologo eorundem. And so all men may see here by Jerome, that it was never his intent to bind the law of God under his translation of Latin; but by his own deed giveth leave to translate it into every speech. For Jerome writeth, in his 78th Epistle, to this man Atleta; that he should inform his daughter in the books of the Old Law and the New. Also in his 75th Epistle he writeth to the virgin Demetrias, that she should, for to increase herself in virtue, to read now upon one book, and now upon another; and he specifyeth unto her, that she also read the Gospel, and the Epistles of the Apostles.

And thus the English men desire to have the law of God in English, syneth it is called ‘the law undefiled, converting souls into cleanness;’ but Antichrist sayeth,

(1) Tobit xiii. (2) ‘Lex Domini immaculata, convertens animas.’
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that it is corrupt with the literal letter that slayeth souls; taking his authority of Paul, that sayeth, 'litera occidit, spiritus autem vivificat.' That is, the letter of the ceremonies of the old law slayeth the Jews, and them that now use them; but the spirit of the new law quickeneth true christen men, sithen Christ sayeth, 'My words bene spirit and life.' Also we take ensample of holy virgins to love to read the gospel as they dyden; as Catherine, Cecyle, Lucy, Agnes, Margaret, which alleged the holy gospel to the infidels, that slew them for the keeping thereof.

Of these forsaid authorities it is proved lawful, that both men and women lawfully may read and write God's law in their mother-tongue, and they that forfend this, they shew themselves heirs and sons of the first tormentors, and worse; for they shewen themselves the very disciples of Antichrist, which hath and shall pass all the malice of tyrants that have been before, in stopping and perverting of God's law; which deed engendereth great vengeance to fall in this realm, but if it be amended. For Paul saith, 'The wrath of God is shewed from heaven upon cruelness and unrighteousness of those men that withhold the truth of God in unrightwiseness.'

Now God of his mercy give unto our king and to our lords grace of true understanding to amend this default principally, and all other; then shall we mowe easily to be amended. For until it be amended, there shall never be rest and peace in this realm.

Who that findeth or readeth this letter, put it forth in examination and suffer it not to be hid or destroyed, but multiplied; for man knoweth what profit may come thereof. For he that compiled it, purposeth, with God's help, to maintain it unto the death, if need be. And therefore, all christen men and women! pray that the word of God may be unbound, and delivered from the power of Antichrist, and runnes among his people. Amen.

Mention has been made, how the bishops had procured of the king a proclamation to be set forth A.D. 1529, for the abolishing of divers books aforesaid, and also for the withstanding of all such as taught or preached any thing against the dignity and ordinances of the church of Rome. Upon this proclamation ensued great persecution and trouble against the poor innocent flock of Christ, as here following you may see, with the said proclamation also prefixed before the same, the tenor whereof is this.

A Proclamation for the resisting and withstanding of most damnable Heresies, sown within this Realm by the Disciples of Luther, and other Heretics, perverters of Christ's Religion.

The king our sovereign lord, of his most virtuous and gracious disposition, considering that this noble realm of England hath of long time continued in the true catholic faith of Christ's religion, and that his noble progenitors, kings of this his said realm, have before this time made and enacted many devout laws, statutes, and ordinances, for the maintenance and defence of the said faith against the malicious and wicked sects of heretics and Lollards, who, by perversion of holy Scripture, do induce erroneous opinions, sow sedition amongst christian people, and finally disturb the peace and tranquillity of christian realms, as lately happened in some parts of Germany, where, by the procurement and sedition of Martin Luther, and other heretics, were slain an infinite number of christian people: considering also, that as well by the corruption and malice of indiscreet preachers, factours of the said erroneous sects, as by certain heretical and blasphemous books lately made, and privately sent into this realm, by the disciples, factours and adherents of the said Martin Luther, and other heretics, the king's subjects are like to be corrupted, unless his highness (as the Defender of the Faith) do put to his most gracious help and authority royal, to the due and speedy reformation thereof: his highness therefore, like a most gracious prince, of his blessed and virtuous disposition, for the incomparable zeal which he hath to Christ's religion and faith, and for the singular

(1) 'Revellatur enim ira Dei super omnem impletatem et injustitiam hominum etorum quae vitatatem Dei in injustitia detinet.' Rom. I.
(2) This proclamation was made throughout all England, A.D. 1530, and the twenty-first year of king Henry VIII.
love and affection that he beareth to all his good subjects of this his realm, and especially to the salvation of their souls, according to his office and duty in that behalf, willeth and intendeth to provide with all convenient expedition, that this his noble realm may be preserved from the said pestiferous, cursed, and sedicious errors. And forasmuch as his highness is credibly informed, that some of the said errors be already sown and spread within this his realm, partly by the corruption of indiscreet preachers, partly by erroneous books, compiled, printed and written, as well in the English tongue, as in Latin and other languages, replete with most venomous heresies, blasphemies, and slanders, intolerable to the clean ears of any good christian man: his highness therefore, like a most gracious and christian prince, only intending the safeguard of this his realm, the preservation of his subjects, and the salvation of their souls, willeth now to put in execution, with all diligence possible, all good laws, statutes and ordnances, concerning the premises before this time provided, made, and ordained by his most noble progenitors, kings of England, for that purpose and intent: which laws and statutes by our sovereign lord and his most honourable council, by long and deliberate advice for the extirpation, suppressing and withstanding of the said heresies, have been seen, examined, and by them in every part thought good and necessary to be put in execution.

Wherefore his highness chargeth and straitly commandeth all and every his lords spiritual and temporal, judges, justices of peace, sheriffs, mayors, bailiffs, constables, and all other his officers, ministers, and all his true and loving subjects, that all favour, affection, and partiality laid apart, they, effectually, with all diligence and study, endeavour themselves substantially for the executing of all and every of the articles hereafter ensuing, without dissimulation, intermission, or excuse, as they will avoid his high indignation and displeasure.

First, that no man within the king's realm, or other his dominions subject to his highness, hereafter presume to preach, teach, or inform any thing openly or privily, or compile and write any book, or hold, exercise, or keep any assemblies or schools, in any manner of wise, contrary to the catholic faith, or determination of holy church; and that no person, within this his said realm and dominions, do presume to preach openly or secretly, without they have first obtained license of the bishop of the diocese where they intend to preach: curates in their parishes, persons privileged, and others, by the law of the church only excepted.

Also that no man wittingly hereafter favour, support, or maintain any person, who preacheth in form aforesaid, or maketh any such or like conventicles and assemblies; holdeth or exerciseth any schools; maketh, writeth, or publisheth any such book; teacheth, informeth, or stirreth the people, or any of them, in any manner of form to the said errors. Moreover, that all and every person and persons, having any books or writings of any such errors, erroneous doctrine and opinion, do deliver or cause to be delivered, effectually and actually, all and every such books and writings, to the bishop of the diocese, or to the ordinary of the place, within fifteen days after this proclamation pronounced. And in case any person or persons, of what estate, condition, or degree soever they be, do or attempt any thing contrary to this act and proclamation, or do not deliver or cause to be delivered such books, within the time aforesaid, that every bishop in his diocese, or ordinary, shall cause that person or persons, and every of them in that behalf defamed or evidently suspected, to be arrested, and shall detain and keep them under safe custody in their prisons, until such time that the said persons, and every of them, either have purged themselves of the said errors, or else do abjure the said erroneous sects, preachings, doctrines, or opinions; as the law of holy church doth require.

Furthermore, if any person by the law of holy church be convicted before the bishop of the diocese, or his commissary, in any case above expressed, that the said bishop may keep in prison the said person or persons so convicted, as it shall seem best to his discretion, after the grievousness or quality of the crime: and further, may set a fine to be paid to the behoof of the king, by the person or persons convicted, as it shall be thought convenient to the said bishop, having respect to the grievousness of the offence of the said person or persons: the said fine to be certified by the bishop into the king's exchequer, there to be levied to the king's use, except in such cases in which, by the laws of holy church, the said persons convicted of heresies ought totally to be left to the secular jurisdiction.
Also if any person within this his realm of England, or other his dominions, be, by sentence judicial, convicted of the said preaching and doctrines prohibited, erroneous opinions, schools, and informations, or any of them, and before the bishop or his commissary do abjure, according to the form of the laws of holy church, the aforesaid erroneous sects, doctrines, schools, or informations; or else be pronounced, by the bishops or their commissaries after their abjuration by them before made, to be relapsed, so that, after the laws of holy church, they ought to be relinquished to the jurisdiction secular (wherein faith is to be given to the bishop or his commissaries in that behalf): then the sheriff of the county, mayor, sheriffs, or mayor and bailiffs of the same city, town, or borough, next unto the said bishop or commissaries, shall be personally present at the sentence-giving, by the said bishop or commissaries thereunto required, and after the said sentence given, shall receive the said persons, and every of them, and put them to further execution, according to the laws of this realm.

Also the chancellor, treasurer of England; the justices of the peace bench and the other; justices of peace, sheriffs, mayors, and bailiffs of cities and towns, and other officers, having governance of the people which now be, or for the time hereafter shall be, shall make oath in taking their charge and ministration, to give their whole power and diligence, to put away, and to make utterly to cease and destroy, all manner of heresies and errors, commonly called Lollardies, within the precincts of their offices and administrations, from time to time, with all their power.

Also they shall assist the bishops and their commissaries, and shall favour and maintain them as oftentimes as so to do, they or any of them shall be required by the said bishops or their commissaries; so that the bishops or their commissaries shall bear and pay the reasonable costs of the said officers and ministers, when, and as often as, they shall travel or ride to arrest heretics and Lollardis, or to assist the said bishops or commissaries, by virtue of the king's laws and statutes.

Moreover, the justices of the king's bench, justices of peace, and justices of assize, shall inquire, at their sessions and sittings, of all those that hold any errors or heresies; and who be their maintainers, receptors, favourers, and supporters, common writers of books; as also of their sermons, schools, conventicles, congregations, and confederacies.

Furthermore, if any person be indicted of any of the points above said, the justices of the peace have power to award against them a 'capias,' and the sheriffs be bound to arrest such persons so indicted, so soon as they may be found by themselves, or by their officers. And forasmuch as cognisance of heresies, errors, and Lollardis, appertaineth to the judge of holy church, and not to the judge secular, the persons so indicted are to be delivered to the bishops of the places, or their commissaries, by indenture between them to be made within ten days after their arrest, or sooner, if it can be done; thereof to be acquitted or convicted by the laws of holy church, in case that those persons be not indicted of other things; whereof the knowledge appeareth to the judges and officers secular: in which case, after they be acquitted and delivered before the justice secular of those things pertaining to the judge secular, that they be conveyed in safeguard to ordinaries or their commissaries, and to them be delivered by indenture (as is above said), there to be acquitted or convicted of the said heresies, errors, and Lollardis, (as is above said), after the laws of holy church; provided that the indictments be not taken in evidence, but for an information afore the judges spiritual, against such indict; but that the ordinaries commence their process against those indict, in the same manner as if no indictment had been, having no regard to such indictments.

Moreover, that no manner of person or persons, of what estate, degree, or condition he or they be, do from henceforth presume to bring into this realm, or do sell, receive, take, or detain, any book or work, printed or written, which is made, or hereafter shall be made against the faith catholic, or against the holy decrees, laws, and ordinances of holy church, or in reproach, rebuke, or slander of the king, his honourable council, or his lords spiritual or temporal. And in case they have any such book or work, they shall, incontinent upon the having of them, bring the said book or work to the bishop of the diocese, without concealment or fraud: or if they know any person having any of the said books, they shall detect them to the said bishop, all favour or affection laid
apart, and that they fail not thus to do, as they will avoid the king's high indignation and displeasure.

The books which in this proclamation generally are restrained and forbidden, be afterwards in the register more especially named by the bishops; whereof the most part were in Latin, as are above recited, and some were in English, as these and others, partly also above expressed.

A Disputation between the Father and the Son; a Book of the old God and new; Godly Prayers; the Christian state of Matrimony; the burying of the Mass; the Sum of the Scripture; Mattens and Even-song, Seven Psalms, and other heavenly Psalms, with the Commendations, in English; an Exposition upon the seventh Chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians; the chapters of Moses called Genesis; the chapters of Moses, called Deuteronomy; the Matrimony of Tyndale; David's Psalter in English; the Practice of Prelates; Hortulus animae, in English; A. B. C. against the Clergy; the Examination of William Thorpe, &c.

Although these books, with all other of the like sort, by virtue of this proclamation were inhibited to all Englishmen to use or to read; yet such license was granted before to sir Thomas More, by Tostall, bishop of London, A. D. 1527, that he, notwithstanding, might have and peruse them; with a letter also sent to him from the said bishop, or rather by the advice of other bishops, desiring him, that he would show his cunning, and play the pretty man, like a Demosthenes, in expugning the doctrine of these books and opinions: who, albeit he was no great divine, yet because he saw some forwardness in him by his book of Utopia, and other fine poetry of his, therefore he thought him a meet man for their purpose, to withstand the proceedings of the gospel, either in making some appearance of reason against it, or at least to outface it, and dash it out of countenance. Wherein there lacked on his part neither good will nor labour to serve the bishop's turn, so far forth as all his rhetoric could reach; filling up with fineness of wit, and scoffing terms, where true knowledge and judgment of Scripture did fail; as by his works and writings against Bilney, Tyndale, Frith, Fish, Barnes, Luther, &c., may soon be discerned, if the reasons, and manner of his handling be well weighed, and rightly examined with the touchstone of the Scriptures. But now to fall into our story again.

Upon this fierce and terrible proclamation aforesaid, thus devised and set out in the king's name, A. D. 1529, the bishops, who were the procurers hereof, had that now which they would have; neither did they lack on their part any study unapplied, any stone unremoved, any corner unsearched, for the diligent execution of the same: whereupon ensued a grievous persecution, and slaughter of the faithful; of whom the first that went to rack was Thomas Bilney, of whom sufficiently afore hath been said; and the next was Richard Bayfield, as in the story shall shortly follow.

* The Copy of a Letter sent by Bishop Nixie, of Norwich, which was taken out of the Letter subscribed with his own Hand.

Master doctor, as I have written to you before in Master Pellis's absence, I give you full power to exercise, in the consistory and elsewhere, all such juris-

1. For this Letter see page 697.—Ed.
diction as I should do if I were myself there. And as touching Master Nicholas Shaxton, there was with me yesternight the prior of Pentecent and the prior of Westacre, and they both showed unto me, that he made a very good sermon at Westacre upon St. Thomas’s day, and that there was no heresy in it. And so I think he did. They two priors have promised me to be at Norwich upon Monday, next coming. The prior of Westacre went home to examine his brother better; and that done, to certify you thereof upon Monday. When they come, you may use them as you think best, and let the prior of Westacre swear upon a book before you, whether he knoweth the man that spake and said, in St. Thomas’s chapel at Westacre, that images were but stocks and not to be worshipped, and whether he hath made any inquisition for him: and also whether Master Shaxton hath taught to any of his brethren any erroneous opinion or not. Ralph Cantrel was lately at Cambridge, whom I commanded not only to inquire of Master Vice-chancellor, but of others, of the demeanour of Master Shaxton; and he is very sore suspected of many men. And upon Ash Wednesday last past he made a sermon, ‘ad clerum,’ wherein Master Vice-chancellor took him in two points. The first was, ‘Quod malum et periculum est, publice asserrare aut predicare purgatorium non esse; credere tamen purgatorium non esse, nullo pacto esse dannabile.’ The second was, ‘Impossibile est hominem continere aut casum absolvere, et si se ipsum Dyinge maccet, orationibus incumbat, et a consilio visus et cogitatione se abstineat et collibit’; ‘et sic Deus det.’ And another saying he had which was not in his sermon, which was this, ‘Quod in quotidiana missa, in celebratione proceps assiduus Deo obtulit, ut celatius a cerio penitus tolleretur, et matrimonio sive conjugium sidem condanaret et permittatur.’ The which points he stood in stedfastly, inasmuch that Master Vice-chancellor, with the assistance of Master Doctor Wilson and Edmonds, had much ado to bring him to forsake them, and that at their persuasions [he did], but with great alteration; and to avoid open abjuration; and upon consideration hereof, Master Vice-chancellor devised and drew an excommunication against him specially, the which not only he, but all other that this year do proceed holy divinity, did openly and solemnly swear, the which oath eneth as followeth in this letter: ‘You shall swear by the holy contents of this book, that thou shalt not keep, hold, maintain, and defend at any time during thy life, any opinion erroneous, or error of Wickliff, Huss, Luther, or any other condemned of heresy; and that ye shall keep, hold, maintain, and defend, generally and specially, all such articles and points as the catholic church of Rome believe, holde, or maintaineth at this time; and that ye shall allow and accept, maintain, and defend, for your power, all traditions, institutions, rites, ceremonies, and laudable customs of the church, as the said church of Rome taketh them, alloweth them, and approveth them; and that you shall namely and especially hold, as the said catholic church holde, in all these articles, wherein lately hath been controversy, disension, and error; as, ‘De fide et operibus, de gratia et liber arbitrio, de peccato in bono operi, de sacrificio Novi Testamenti, de sacerdotio novae legis, de comunione sub utraque specie, de baptismo et libertate Christiana, de sacerdotio et laicitate, de sacerdotio consecrated, de ministris ecclesiasticis, de ordinatione, de consuetudine ecclesiasticis, de righte et legitime electi, de sacerdotio non saeculari, de sacerdotio non saeculari, de sacramentis, de praeventi et postulantibus.’ And likewise of all other articles wherein controversy or disension hath been in the church before this day. If he will not abjure for buying of the books, keeping and conveying of them into my diocese, I shall keep him till I have asked further counsel. And therefore speak to Richard Hill, that he keep him surely, and as a prisoner, for surely he shall abjure, or he depart from me. And thus fare ye well.

At Hoxne, the 16th day of June, 1531.

Richard Bayfield, Martyr.

Following the order of years and of times, as the course of our history requireth, next after the consummation of Thomas Bilney, we have
to treat of the martyrdom of Richard Bayfield, who, in the month of November, the same year, which was A.D. 1581, was burned in Smithfield.

This Richard Bayfield, sometime a monk of Bury, was converted by Dr. Barnes, and two godly men of London, brickmakers, Master Maxwell and Master Stacy, wardens of their company, who were grafted in the doctrine of Jesus Christ, and through their godly conversation of life converted many men and women, both in London and in the country; and once a year, of their own cost, went about to visit the brethren and sisters scattered abroad. Dr. Barnes, at that time, much resorted to the abbey of Bury, where Bayfield was, to one Dr. Ruffam; who had been at Louvaine together students. At that time it happened that this Bayfield the monk was chamberlain of the house, to provide lodging for the strangers, and to see them well entertained; who delighted much in Dr. Barnes' talk, and in the other lay-men's talk, afore rehearsed; and at last, Dr. Barnes gave him a New Testament in Latin, and the other two gave him Tyndale's Testament in English, with a book called 'The Wicked Mammon,' and 'The Obedience of a Christian Man': wherein he prospered so mightily in two years' space, that he was cast into the prison of his house, there sore whipped, with a gag in his mouth, and then stock'd; and so continued in the same torment three quarters of a year before Dr. Barnes could get him out; which he brought to pass by means of Dr. Ruffam aforesaid, and so he was committed to Dr. Barnes, to go to Cambridge with him. By the time he had been there a good while, he tasted so well of good letters, that he never returned home again to his abbey, but went to London, to Maxwell and Stacy, and they kept him secretly a while, and so conveyed him beyond the sea; Dr. Barnes being then in the Fleet for God's word. This Bayfield mightily prospered in the knowledge of God, and was beneficial to Master Tyndale, and Master Frith; for he brought substance with him, and was their own hand, and sold all their works, and the works of the Germans, both in France and in England; and at last, coming to London, to Master Smith's house, in Bucklersbury, there he was betrayed, and dogged from that house to his bookbinder's in Mark-lane, and there taken, and carried to Lollards' tower, and from thence to the coal-house; by reason that one parson Patmore, parson of Much Hadham in Essex, then lying in Lollards' tower, was, in the doctrine and in the kingdom of Christ, there confirmed by him. This parson Patmore, after long trouble, was abjured and condemned by the bishops to perpetual prison, and delivered afterwards by the king's pardon, as more appeareth in the sequel of his story among abjurers, &c. He was taken, because he married his priest in those days. He had always corn in plenty, and when the markets were very dear, he would send plenty of his corn thither, to pluck down the prices thereof.

This Richard Bayfield, being in the coal-house, was worse handled than he was before in the Lollards' tower; for there he was tied both by the neck, middle, and legs, standing upright by the walls, divers times manacled, to accuse others who had bought his books. He accused none, however, but stood to his religion and confession of his faith, unto the very end, and was, in the consistory of Paul's,
thrice put to his trial, whether he would abjure or no? He said he would dispute for his faith, and so did to their great shame; Stokesley then being his judge, with the assistance of Winchester, and other bishops, whereof here followeth now the circumstance in order to be seen.

The articles laid to Richard Bayfield, by the aforesaid bishops, A.D. 1531, Nov. 10, were these.

Articles laid to Richard Bayfield.

I. That he had been many years a monk professed, of the order of St. Benet, of St. Edmund’s Bury, in the diocese of Norwich.

II. That he was a priest, and had ministered, and continued in the same order the space of nine or ten years.

III. That since the feast of Easter last, he, being beyond the sea, brought and procured to have divers and many books and treatises of sundry sorts, as well of Martin Luther’s own works, as of divers other of his damnable sect, and of Æcolamadius the great heretic, and divers other heretics, both in Latin and English; the names of which books were contained in a little bill written with his own hand.

IV. That in the year of our Lord 1528, he was detected and accused to Cuthbert, then bishop of London, for affirming and holding certain articles contrary to the holy church, and especially that all laud and praise should be given to God alone, and not to saints or creatures.

V. That every priest might preach the word of God by the authority of the gospel, and not to run to the pope or cardinals for license; as it appeared (said they) by his confession before the said bishop.

VI. That he judicially absolved the said articles before the said bishop, and did renounce and forswear them, and all other articles contrary to the determination of holy church, promising that from thenceforth he would not fall into any of them, nor any other errors.

VII. That he made a solemn oath upon a book, and the holy evangelists, to fulfil such penance as should be enjoined him by the said bishop.

VIII. After his abjuration it was enjoined to him for penance, that he should go before the cross in procession, in the parish church of St. Botolph’s at Billingsgate, and to bear a faggot of wood upon his shoulder.

IX. It was enjoined him in penance, that he should provide a habit, requisite and meet for his order and profession, as shortly as he might; and that he should come or go no where without such a habit: which he had not fulfilled.

X. That it was likewise enjoined him in penance, that, sometime before the feast of the Ascension then next ensuing his abjuration, he should go home unto the monastery of Bury, and there remain, according to the vow of his profession: which he had not fulfilled.

XI. That he was appointed by the said bishop of London to appear before the said bishop, the 25th of April next after his abjuration, to receive the residue of his penance; and after his abjuration, he fled beyond the sea, and appeared not.

XII. That the 20th day of June next following his abjuration, he did appear before the said bishop Tonstal, in the chapel of the bishop of Norwich’s place, and there it was newly enjoined him in part of penance, that he should provide him a habit convenient for his order and profession, within eight days then next following; which he had not done.

XIII. That it was there again enjoined him, that he should depart from the city, diocese, and jurisdiction of London; and no more come within it, without the special license of the bishop of London, or his successor for the time being: which he had not fulfilled.

The Answer of Richard Bayfield to the Articles prefixed.

To the first article he confessed, that he was professed a monk in the monas-

(1) So in the original editions.—Eo.
Henry VIII.
A.D. 1531.

With his answers to them.

Very aforesaid, A.D. 1514. To the second article he answered, that he was a
priest, and took orders, A.D. 1518. To the third article he confessed the bill
and schedule to be written with his hand, which is annexed thereunto, and that
he brought over the said books and works a year and a half past, and a great
number of every sort.

Being further demanded for what intent he brought them into the realm; he
answered, 'To the intent that the gospel of Christ might be set forward, and
God the more glorified in this realm amongst christian people;' and that he had
sold and dispersed many of those books before named, to sundry persons within
this realm, and to divers of the diocese of London. Being further demanded,
whether Martin Luther was condemned as a heretic by the pope? he answered,
that he heard say, that Martin Luther with all his sect and adherents, were, and
are, condemned as heretics by the pope. And being demanded, whether Zuinglius
was of Luther's sect; he answered, that he never spake with him. Being asked
whether Zuinglius was a Catholic? he answered, that he could not tell. Being
inquired whether the books contained in the schedules did contain any errors
in them? he said, he could not tell, neither could he judge. Also he confessed,
that the common fame hath been within these two or three years, that Ceco-
lampadius and Zuinglius be heretics; also that such as lean to Martin Luther
be heretics. Also he confessed, that being beyond the sea, he heard say, before
he brought into this realm the books contained in the said bills, that the king
had by proclamation prohibited, that no man should bring into this realm any
of Martin Luther's books or of his sect: which confession thus ended, the bishop
appointed him to appear the next day.

Saturday being the 11th of November, Richard Bayfield appeared, and
acknowledged the answers that he had made in the session the day before.
This thing done, the official objected the fourth article unto him: whereunto he
answered, that he could not tell whether there be any heresies in them; for he
had read no heresies in them. And being demanded whether he had read any
of those books? he answered, that he had read the greater part of them here
and there; but not throughout. He was demanded, whether he believed the
abovementioned books to be good, and of the true faith? He answered, that he
judged they were good, and of the true faith. Being inquired, what books he
read in the realm? he said, that he had read the New Testament in Latin, and
other books mentioned in the bills; but he said, that he read none translated:
notwithstanding he did confess that he had read a book called Thorp's, in the
presence and audience of others, and also a book of John Frith's purgatory,
which he had read to himself alone, as he said; and also had read to himself a
book called, 'The practice of Prelates;' and also said, that he had read a book
called, 'The Parable of the wicked Mammon,' but in the presence and hearing
of others whom he knew not. Also he confessed that he had read 'The Ob-
pliance of a Christian Man' and the 'Sum of Scripture' among company, and
also, 'The Dialogue betwixt the Ploughman and the Gentleman,' among com-
pany, as he thought; also he had read a piece of the answer of Tyndale made
to Sir Thomas More; likewise he had read the Dialogue of Frith, to himself: he
had also the prologues of the five books of Moses, contained in the long
schedule, and in company, as he thought.

All these books he had read in manner aforesaid within these two years last
past, and as for the New Testament in English, he read it before he had read
these books specified in the schedule before rehearsed.

To the third article, as touching Zuinglius and others, he supposed that they
held the same doctrine that Luther did; but that he thought them to vary in
some points.

The 16th day of November, Richard Bayfield appeared again before the
bishop; who inquired of him, of what sect Zuinglius was. He said, he thought
that he held with Luther in some points, &c.

Also he confessed, that first he brought books of the sorts abovementioned
into this realm, about Midsummer was a twelvemonth, and landed them at Col-
chester; and afterwards brought part of them to this city; and some he dis-
persed and sold in this city. The second time that he brought books was about
All-Hallowtide was a twelvemonth, and that he landed them at St. Catharine's,
which books the lord chancellor took from him. Also that at Easter last was
the third time that he brought over the books now showed unto him, and
contained in these two bills, and landed with them in Norfolk, and from thence
brought them to the city of London in a mail.

To the fifth, sixth, and seventh articles, he answered and confessed them to
be true.

To the eighth he answered, that it was enjoined him as is contained in the
article; which injunction he fulfilled.

To the ninth he answered, that he did not remember it.

To the tenth he answered, that it was enjoined him that he should go to the
abbey of Bury, and there continue; which, he said, he did three times; but he
did not wear his monk's cowl, as he was enjoined.

The eleventh article he confessed.

For the twelfth article, That he did not wear his monk's habit according to
the abjuration, he referred himself to the acts, whether he were so enjoined or no.

To the thirteenth article he said, that he did not remember the contents
thereof, but referred himself to the acts. Notwithstanding he confessed that he
had no license of the bishop of London to come to the city or diocese of Lon-
don, nor to make any abode there.

Ex Registro Lond.

The Sentence given against Richard Bayfield in a case of Relapse.

In the name of God, Amen. We John, by the sufferance of God, bishop of
London, in a case of inquisition of heresy, and relapse of the same, first begun
before Master Richard Foford, doctor of both laws, our official, now depending
before us undecided, against thee Richard Bayfield, priest and monk, professed
to the order and rule of St. Benedict, in the monastery of St. Edmund's Bury,
in the diocese of Norwich, and by means of the causes within written under our
jurisdiction, and with all favour rightly and lawfully proceeding, with all favour
possible, the merits and circumstances of the cause of this inquisition heard,
weighed, understood, and fully discussed by us the said bishop, reserving unto
ourselves that which by law ought to be reserved; have thought good to proceed
in this manner, to the pronouncing of our definitive sentence.

Forasmuch as by the acts enacted, inquired, propounded, and alleged, and
by thee judicially confessed, we do find that thou hast abjured certain errors
and heresies, and damnable opinions by thee confessed, as well particularly as
generally, before our reverend fellow and brother, then thy ordinary, according
to the form and order of the church: and that one Martin Luther, together
with his adherents and complices, receivers and favourers, whatsoever they be,
was condemned as a heretic by the authority of pope Leo X., of most happy
memory, and by the authority of the apostolic see, and the books and all
writings, schedules, and sermons of the said Master Luther, his adherents and
complices, whether they be found in Latin, or in any other languages imprinted
or translated, for the manifold heresies and errors, and damnable opinions that
are in them, are condemned, reproved, and utterly rejected; and inhibition
made, by the authority of the said see, to all faithful Christians, under the pain
of excommunication, and other punishments in that behalf to be incurred by
the law, that no man by any means presume to read, teach, hear, imprint, or
publish, or by any means do defend, directly or indirectly, secretly or openly, in
their houses, or in any other public or private places, any such manner of
writings, books, errors, or articles, as are contained more at large in the apo-
stolic letters, drawn out in form of a public instrument; whereunto and to the
contents thereof we refer ourselves as far as is expedient, and no otherwise:
And forasmuch as we do perceive that thou didst understand the premises, and
yet these things notwithstanding, after thy abjuration made (as is aforesaid),
thou hast brought in, divers and sundry times, many books of the said Martin
Luther, and his adherents and complices, and of other heretics, the names,
titles and authors of which books here follow, and are these, Martin Luther,
Of the Abrogating of the private Mass; the Declarations of Martin Luther
upon the Epistles of St. Peter; Luther upon the Epistles of St. Paul and St.
Jude; Luther upon Monastical Vowes; Luther's Commentary upon the
Epistle of St. Paul to the Galatians; Johannes Æcolampadius, upon the
exposition of these words, 'Hoc est corpus meum;' the Annotations of Æcolampadius upon the Epistle of St. Paul unto the Romans; Æcolampadius's Commentary upon the three last Prophets, Haggai, Zachariah, and Malachi; the Sermons of Æcolampadius upon the Catholic Epistles of John; a Book of Annotations upon Genesis, gathered by Huldricus Zuinglius; the Commentaries of Pomeron, upon four Chapters of the first Epistle to the Corinthians; Annotations of Pomeron upon Deuteroany and Samuel; Pomeron upon the Psalm; the Commentaries of Francis Lambert of Avignon, upon the Gospel of St. Luke; a Congest of all matters of Divinity, by Francis Lambert; the Commentaries of Francis Lambert upon the Prophet Joel; also the Commentaries of Francis Lambert upon the Prophets Micah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zachariah, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, and Hosea; a new Gloss of Philip Melancthon upon the Proverbs of Solomon; the Commentaries of Philip Melancthon upon the Epistle of St. Paul to the Colossians; the Annotations of Philip Melancthon upon the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans, and upon the Epistle to the Colossians; Solomon's Sentences, translated according to the Hebrew, by Philip Melancthon; Most wholesome Annotations upon the Gospel of St. Mark, by Christopher Hegendorphinus; the Commentaries of John Brentius upon Job; the Commentary of John Brentius upon the Ecclesiastes of Solomon; Homilies of Brentius upon the Gospel of St. John; the Annotations of Andrew Althomarus and Brentius upon the Epistle of St. James; the Commentaries of Bucer upon Zephaniah; Bucer upon the four Evangelists; the Process Consistorial of the Martyrdom of John Huss; a Brief Commendatory of Martin Luther, unto Otho Brunfelsius, as touching the Life, Doctrine, and Martyrdom of John Huss; Felinus upon the Psalter; his Exposition upon Isaiah; his Expositions upon Jeremiah; Capito upon Hosea; Capito upon Habakkuk; Unio disidentium; the Pandect of Otho; the Catalogue of famous Men; an Answer of Tyndale unto Sir Thomas More; a Disputation of Purgatory, made by John Firth in English; a Prologue to the fifth Book of Moses, called Deuteronomy; the first Book of Moses, called Genesis; a Prologue to the third Book of Moses, called Leviticus; a Prologue to the fourth Book of Moses, called Numbers; a Prologue to the second Book of Moses, called Exodus; the Practice of Prelates; the New Testament in English, with an Introduction to the Romans; the Parable of the Wicked Mammon; the Obedience of a Christian Man; A. B. C. of Thorpe's; the Sum of Scripture; the Primer in English; the Psalter in English; a Dialogue betwixt the Gentleman and the Ploughman.

Of all which kind of books, both in Latin and English, translated, set forth, and imprinted, containing not only Lutheran heresies, but also the damnable heresies of other heretics condemned, forasmuch as thou hast brought over from the parties beyond the sea a great number into this realm of England, and especially to our city and diocese of London, and hast procured them to be brought and conveyed over; also hast kept by thee, and studied those books, and hast published and read them unto divers men, and many of those books also hast dispersed and given unto divers persons dwelling within our city and diocese of London, and hast confessed and affirmed before our official, that those books of Martin Luther and other heretics his complices and adherents, and all the contents in them are good and agreeable to the true faith; saying thus, 'That they are good, and of the true faith;' and by this means and pretence hast commended and praised Martin Luther, his adherents and complices, and hast favoured and believed their errors, heresies, and opinions: Therefore we John, the bishop aforesaid, first calling upon the name of Christ, and setting God only before our eyes; 1 by the counsel and consent of the divines and lawyers with whom in this behalf we have conferred, do declare and decree thee, the aforesaid Richard Bayfield, otherwise called Somersam, for the contempt of thy abjuration, as a favourer of the aforesaid Martin Luther, his adherents, complices, favourers, and other condemned heretics, and for commending and studying, reading, having, retaining, publishing, selling, giving and dispersing the books and writings, as well of the said Martin Luther, his adherents and disciples, as of other heretics before named: and also for crediting and maintaining the errors, heresies, and damnable opinions contained in the said books and writings, worthily to be and have been a heretic; and that thou, by the pretence of the premises, art fallen again most

---

(1) If Christ were before your eyes, ye would not condemn this good man for these good books.
THE CONDEMNATION AND DEGRADATION OF BAYFIELD.

Henry VIII.
A. D. 1531.

damnably into heresy; and we pronounce that thou art and hast been a relapsed heretic, and hast incurred, and oughtest to incur, the pain and punishment of a relapse: and we do decree and declare, and also condemn thee thereunto; and that by the pretence of the premises, thou hast even by the law incurred the sentence of the greater excommunion: and thereby we pronounce and declare thee to have been and to be excommunicate, and clearly discharge, exonerate, and degrade thee from all privilege and prerogative of the ecclesiastical orders, and also deprive thee of all ecclesiastical office and benefice: also we pronounce and declare thee, by this our sentence or decree, which we here promulgate and declare in these writings, that thou art actually to be degraded, deposed, and deprived, as followeth:

The Sentence of Degradation against blessed Bayfield, with the proceedings thereon.

'In the name of God, Amen. We John, by the permission of God, bishop of London, rightfully and lawfully proceeding in this behalf, do dismiss thee Richard Bayfield, alias Somersam, being pronounced by us a relapsed heretic, and degraded by us from all ecclesiastical privilege, out of the ecclesiastical court, pronouncing that the secular power here present should receive thee under their jurisdiction; earnestly requiring and desiring, in the bowels of Jesus Christ, that the execution of this worthy punishment, to be done upon thee and against thee, in this behalf, may be so moderated, that there be neither overmuch cruelty, neither too much favourable gentleness; but that it may be to the health and salvation of thy soul, and to the extirpation, fear, terror, and conversion of all other heretics, unto the unity of the catholic faith. This our final decree, by this our sentence definitive, we have caused to be published in form aforesaid.'

A. D. 1531.

On Monday the 20th of November, 1531, in the choir of the cathedral church of St. Paul, before the said John, bishop of London, judicially sitting, being assisted by John, abbot of Westminster; Robert, abbot of Waltham; and Nicholas, prior of Christ's Church, in London; these honourable lords being also present: Henry, earl of Essex; Richard Gray, brother to the marquis of Somerset; John Lambert, mayor of London; Richard Gresham, and Edward Altam, sheriffs (which mayor and sheriffs were required to be there present by the bishop of London's letters hereafter written, and by virtue of a statute of king Henry IV.,1 king of England); also in the presence of divers canons, the chancellor, official, and the archdeacon of London, with the bishops' chaplains, and a great number both of the clergy and laity; Matthew Grafton, the registrar, being also there present: Master Richard Bayfield, alias Somersam, was brought forth by Thomas Turner the apparitor, his keeper, in whose presence the transumption of the apostolic bull of pope Leo X., upon the condemnation of Martin Luther and his adherents, was brought forth and showed, sealed with the seal of Thomas Wolsey, late legate de Latere, and subscribed with the sign and name of Master Robert Tunes, public notary; and also the decree upon the condemnation of certain books brought in by him, sealed with the seals of the archbishop of Canterbury, and subscribed by three notaries.

Then the bishop of London repeated in effect before him his abjuration which he had before made, and other his demerits committed and done, beside his abjuration: and the said Bayfield said, that he was not culpable in the articles that were objected against him; and desired that the heresies contained in the books which he brought over, might be declared in open audience. Then the bishop, after certain talk had with the said Bayfield, as touching the desert of his cause, asked him whether he could show any cause why he should not be delivered over unto the secular power, and be pronounced as a relapse, and suffer punishment as a relapse. The said Bayfield declared or pronounced no cause, but said that he brought over those books for lack of money, and not to sow any heresies. And incontinent the said Bayfield, with a vehement spirit (as it appeared) said unto the bishop of London, 'The life of you of the spirituallity is so evil, that ye be hereticks; and ye do not only live evil, but do maintain evil living, and also do let, that what true living is, may not be known;' and said, that their living is against Christ's gospel, and that their belief was never taken from Christ's church. Then the said bishop, after long

(1) Of this statute read before.
deliberation had, forasmuch as the said Richard Bayfield, he said, could show no cause why he should not be declared a relapse, read the decree and sentence against him; by which, amongst other things, he condemned him as a heretic, and pronounced him to be punished with the punishment due unto such as fall again into heresy; and by his words did degrade him, and also declared that he should be actually degraded, as is more at large contained in the long sentence.

The aforesaid sentence being so read by the bishop of London, he proceeded immediately to the actual and solemn degrading of the said Richard Bayfield, alias Somersam, and there solemnly and actually degraded him before the people; which thing being done, he dismissed him by the sentence aforesaid from the ecclesiastical court: whereupon the secular power, being there present, received him into their jurisdiction, without any writ in that behalf obtained, but only by virtue of the bishop's letters, by the statute of king Henry IV, in that behalf provided and directed unto them under the bishop's seal. The tenor of which letters hereafter follow.

The Letters of Requity, directed to the Mayor and Sheriffs of the City of London, that they should be present that day, when the sentence should be given, to receive the Heretic (as they called him) that was condemned.

John, by the permission of God, bishop of London, unto our dearly beloved in Christ, the right honourable lord mayor of the city of London, and the sheriffs of the same, health, grace, and benediction. Whereas we have already, by our vicar general, proceeded in a certain cause of heresy, and relapse into the same, against one Richard Bayfield, alias Somersam, and intend upon Monday next, being the 20th day of this present month of November, to give a sentence definitive against the said Richard Bayfield, alias Somersam, and to leave and deliver him over unto the secular power: we require you, the lord mayor and sheriffs aforesaid, the king's majesty's viceregent, even in the bowels of Jesus Christ, that according to the form and effect of the statute of our most noble and famous prince in Christ our lord the lord Henry IV, by the grace of God, late king of England, you will be personally present in the choir of the cathedral church of St. Paul, with your favourable aid and assistance in this behalf, the day that the sentence shall be given, and to receive the said Richard Bayfield, alias Somersam, after his sentence so given, to discharge us and our officers; and to do further, according to the tenor and effect of the said statute, as far as shall be required of you, according to the canonical sanctions, and the laudable custom of the famous kingdom of England, in this behalf accustomed. In witness whereof we have set our seal unto this present.

Dated the 19th day of November, anno 1531, and in the first year of our consecration.

On Monday the 20th day of November in the year aforesaid, in the choir of the cathedral church of St. Paul, the bishop of London calling unto him John, abbot of Westminster; Robert, abbot of Waltham; Nicholas, prior of Christ's Church of the city of London; Master John Cox, auditor and vicar general to the archbishop of Canterbury; Peter Lingham, official of the court of Canterbury; Thomas Baghe, chancellor of the church of St. Paul's; William Cliffe, archdeacon of London; John Inceton, canon residuary of the same; William Briton, Robert Birch, and Hugh Aprice, doctors of both laws, in the presence of us Matthew Grefton, registrar; Anthony Huesie, Richard Martine, and Thomas Shadwell, public notaries and scribes appointed in this behalf; briefly rehearsed the answers of the same Bayfield in effect, and his abjuration, and other his demerits by him done besides his abjuration: which religious persons, and other ecclesiastical men aforesaid, thought it good, and agreed, that the said bishop should proceed against him in this case of relapse, and should pronounce, and give forth the sentence against him in case aforesaid.
And so he was delivered to the sheriffs to carry to Newgate, being commanded to bring him again upon Monday following into Paul’s upper choir, there to give attendance upon the bishop of London with the residue, till they had done with him; and by and by the sheriffs were commanded to have him into the vestry, and then to bring him forth again in Antichrist’s apparel, to be degraded before them. When the bishop had degraded him, kneeling upon the highest step of the altar, he took his crozier-staff, and smote him on the breast, that he threw him down backwards, and brake his head, that he swooned; and when he came to himself again, he thanked God that he was delivered from the malignant church of Antichrist, and that he was come into the true sincere church of Jesus Christ, militant here in earth. “And I trust anon,” said he, “to be in heaven with Jesus Christ, and the church triumphant for ever.” And so was he led forth through the choir to Newgate, and there rested about an hour in prayer, and so went to the fire in his apparel manfully and joyfully, and there, for lack of a speedy fire, was two quarters of an hour alive. And when the left arm was on fire and burned, he rubbed it with his right hand, and it fell from his body, and he continued in prayer to the end without moving.

Sir Thomas More, after he had brought this good man to his end, ceased not to rave after his death in his ashes, to pry and spy out what sparks he could find of reproach and contumely, whereby to raise out all good memory of his name and fame. In searching whereof he hath found out two things to lay against him: the one is, that this Bayfield went about to assure himself of two wives at once, one in Brabant, another in England: the second, that after his taking, all the while that he was not in utter despair of his pardon, he was content to forswear his doctrine, and letted not to disclose his brethren. For the answer whereof, although there were no more to be said, yet this were enough to say, that Master More thus said of him; a man so blinded in the zeal of popery, so deadly set against the one side, and so partially affectionate unto the other, that in them whom he favoureth he can see nothing but all fair roses and sweet virtue; in the other which he hateth, there is never a thing can please his fantasy, but all is as black as pitch, vice, abomination, heresy, and folly, whatsoever they do, or intend to do. But as touching the defence of this Bayfield, as also of others, I will defer the defence of them to a several apology by itself, hereafter God willing, to be adjoined.

John Tewkesbury, Leatherseller, of London, Martyr.

John Tewkesbury was converted by the reading of Tyndale’s Testament, and the ‘Wicked Mammon.’ He had the Bible written. In all points of religion he openly did dispute in the bishop’s chapel in his palace. In the doctrine of justification and all other articles

(1) In Strype’s Ecclesiastical Memorials, vol. i. pt. i. p. 118, Oxford, 1822, mention is made of ‘John Tewkesbury, haberdasher, dwelling nigh to St. Martin’s gate.’ The name occurs in an account of a ‘Persecution in the diocese of London for religion.’ It is remarkable as proving this; that however these melancholy histories have accumulated under the hands of Foxe the martyrologer, more lengthened details might have been given out of his own MSS. as appear by the following observation of Strype:—‘Some of which visitation I shall now give, having the original papers thereof [MS. Foxiana] before me; and the rather, because John Foxe, in his Martyrology, hath omitted it, and hath recorded little more than the names of them that were persecuted; and these extant in the first edition only.’ The table of the names of these persons will be found in page 585.—En.
of his faith he was very expert and prompt in his answers, in such sort that Tonsitl, and all his learned men, were ashamed that a leather-seller should so dispute with them, with such power of the Scriptures and heavenly wisdom, that they were not able to resist him.

*This disputation continued a sevennight; and then he was sent from the Lollards' tower to my lord chancellor's, called sir Thomas More, to Chelsea, with all his articles; to see whether he could turn him, and that he might accuse other; and there he lay in the porter's lodge, hand, foot, and head in the stocks, six days without release: then was he carried to Jesu's tree, in his privy garden, where he was whipped, and also twisted in his brows with small ropes, that the blood started out of his eyes; and yet would not accuse no man. Then was he let loose in the house for a day, and his friends thought to have him at liberty the next day. After this, he was sent to be racked in the Tower, till he was almost lame, and there promised to recant at Paul's Cross, and thither was brought with a faggot on his shoulder, and after that let go home to his house, and was bound in recognizance with his sureties for his forthcoming; and he had scarce a month been at home but he bewailed his fact and his abjuration, and was never quiet in mind and conscience, as is hereafter expressed.*

The process of his examinations, articles, and answers, here follow, as they are out of the bishop's register extracted.

The Examination of John Tewkesbury, before Tonsitl, bishop of London.

On Wednesday, the 21st day of April, a.d. 1529, John Tewkesbury was brought into the consistory at London, before Cuthbert, bishop of London, and his assistants, Henry, bishop of St. Asaph, and John, abbot of Westminster; unto whom the bishop of London declared, that he had at divers times exhorted him to recant the errors and heresies which he held and defended, even as he did then again exhort him not to trust too much to his own wit and learning, but unto the doctrine of the holy mother the church: who made answer that in his judgment he did not err from the doctrine of the holy mother the church. And at last, being examined upon errors, which, they said, were in the said book called the 'Wicked Mammon,' he answered thus: 'Take ye the book and read it over, and I think in my conscience, ye shall find no fault in it.' And being asked by the said bishop, whether he did rather give credit to his book, or to the gospel, he answered that the gospel is, and ever hath been, true. And moreover, being particularly examined what he thought of this article, 'That the Jews of good intent and zeal slew Christ,' he answered, 'Look ye the book through, before and after, as it lieth, and ye shall find a better tale in it, than ye make of it;' and further thought, that whosoever translated the New Testament, and made the book, meaning The Wicked Mammon, he did it of good zeal, and by the Spirit of God.

Also being further asked by the said bishop of London, whether he would stand to the contents of his book, he answered, 'Look ye the book before and after, and I will be content to stand unto it.' Then being examined, whether that all good works must be done without respect of any thing, he answered, that a man should do good works for the love of God only, and for no hope of any reward higher or lower in heaven; for if he should, it were presumption. Also being demanded, whether Christ with all his works did not deserve heaven, he answered and said, that it was plain enough. These things being done, the bishop said further to John Tewkesbury thus: 'I tell thee, before God and those who are here present, in examination of my conscience, that the articles

(1) See edition 1583, page 486.—Ed.

(2) See the Appendix.
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above named, and many others contained in the same book, are false, heretical, and condemned by the holy church: how thinkest thou? And further, the said bishop of London said unto him again, 'I tell thee, before God and those who are here present,' &c.; and so asked him again, what he thought of those articles. And after many exhortations, he commanded him to answer determinately under pain of the law, saying further unto him, that if he refused to answer, he must declare him an open and obstinate heretic, according to the order of the law. These things so done, the bishop asked John Tewkesbury again, whether the said book, called The Wicked Mammon, were good?

To this interrogatory he answereth, that he thinketh in his conscience there is nothing in the book but that which is true. And to this article objected, that is, that faith only justifieth without works, he answereth, that it is well said. Whereunto the bishop inferred again, that the articles before objected, with divers others contained in the book called The Wicked Mammon, were false, erroneous, damnable, and heretical, and reproved and condemned by the church: and, before God, and all those that were present, for the discharge of his conscience, he had often, and very gently, exhorted the said John Tewkesbury, that he would revoke and renounce his errors: otherwise if he did intend to persevere in them, he must declare him a heretic; which he would be very sorry to do. These things thus done, the bishop oftentimes offered him, that he should choose what spiritual or temporal man he would, to be his counsellor; and gave him time, as before, to deliberate with himself until the next sitting.

Also in the same month of April, in the year of our Lord aforesaid, the bishop of London, Cuthbert Tostal, sitting in the consistory, with Nicholas of Ely, John of Lincoln, and John of Bath and Wells, &c., this John Tewkesbury was brought before them. After certain articles being repeated unto him, the bishop of London brought before him a certain book, called The Wicked Mammon, asking him whether the book was of the same impression and making as were his books that he had sold to others? who answered and said, it was the same. Whereupon the bishop of London asked him again, whether the book contained the same error or no? who answered again saying, I pray God, that the condemnation of the gospel and translation of the Testament, be not to your shame, and that you be not in peril for it: for the condemnation of it and of the others is all one. Further he said, that he had studied the holy Scripture by the space of these seventeen years, and as he may see the spots of his face through the glass, so in reading the New Testament he knoweth the faults of his soul. Furthermore, he was examined upon certain points and articles, extracted out of the said book of The Wicked Mammon, as followeth:

Articles extracted out of the Book of 'The Wicked Mammon.'

First, That Antichrist is not an outward thing, that is to say, a man that should suddenly appear with wonders, as your forefathers talked of him; but Antichrist is a spiritual thing.—Whereunto he answered and said, that he findeth no fault in it.

Again, it was demanded of him touching the article, whether faith only justifieth a man?—To this he said, that if he should look to deserve heaven by works, he should do wickedly; for works follow faith, and Christ redeemed us all, with the merits of his passion.

That the devil holdeth our hearts so hard, that it is impossible for us to consent unto God's law.—To that he answered, that he findeth no fault in it.

That the law of God suffereth no merits, neither any man to be justified in the sight of God.—To that he answered, that it is plain enough, considering what the law is; and he saith, that he findeth no ill in it.

That the law of God requireth of us things impossible.—To that he answered, that the law of God doth command, that thou shalt love God above all things, and thy neighbour as thyself, which never man could do; and in that he doth find no fault in his conscience.

That as the good tree bringeth forth fruit, so there is no law put to him, that believeth and is justified through faith.—To that he answered and said, he "ndeth no ill in it.
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All good works must be done without respect of any thing, or any profit to be had thereof.'—To that he answered, 'It is truth.'

Christ with all his works did not deserve heaven.'—To that he answered, that the text is true as it lieth, and he findeth no fault in it.

Peter and Paul and saints that be dead are not our friends, but their friends whom they did help when they were alive.'—To that he said, he findeth no ill in it.

Alms deserve no reward of God.'—To that he answered, that the text of the book is true.

The devil is not cast out by merits of fasting or prayer.'—To that he answered, thinking it good enough.

'He cannot love except we see some benefit and kindness. As long as we live under the law of God only, where we see but sin and damnation and the wrath of God upon us, yes where we were damned before we were born, we worketh not in us to love God, and cannot but hate him as a tyrant, unrighteous and unjust; the love and flee from him, as did Cain.'—To that he answered, and thinketh it good of God and plain enough.

'We are damned by nature, as a toad is a toad by nature, and a serpent is a man by serpent by nature.'—To that he answered, that it is true, as it is in the book.

'Same concerning the article of fasting.'—To that he answered and said, damned.

'The book declareth itself.'

'Every one man is a lord of whatsoever another man hath.'—To that he answered; 'What law can be better than that? for it is plainly meant there.'

'Love in Christ putteth no difference betwixt one and another.'—To that he answered and said, 'It is plain enough of itself.'

'As concerning the preaching of the word of God, and washing of dishes, there is no difference as concerning salvation, and as touching the pleasing of God.'—To that he answered, saying, 'It is a plain text, and as for pleasing God, it is all one.'

That the Jews of good intent and zeal put Christ to death.' To that he answered, that it is true, and the text is plain enough.

'The sects of St. Francis, and St. Dominic, and others, be damnable.'—To that he answered and said, 'St. Paul repiglieth against them.'

These articles being so objected, and answer made unto them by John Tewkesbury, the said bishop of London asked him whether he would continue in his heresies and errors above rehearsed, or renounce and forsake them? who answered thus: 'I pray you reform yourself, and if there be any error in the book, let it be reformed; I think the book is good enough.'

Further, the bishop exhorted him to recant his errors. To this the said John Tewkesbury answered as is above written; to wit, 'I pray you reform yourself, and if there be any error in the book, let it be reformed; I think it is good enough.' This thing being done, the bishop appointed him to determine better with himself against the morrow, in the presence of Master John Cox, vicar-general to the archbishop of Canterbury, Master Galfride Warton, Rowland Phillips, William Philow, and Robert Ridley, professors of divinity.

On the 13th day of April, in the year of our Lord aforesaid, in the chapel within the palace of London, before Cuthbert, bishop of London, with his assistants, Nicholas, bishop of Ely, &c., Tewkesbury again appeared, and was examined upon the articles drawn out of the book called 'The Wicked Mammon,' as followeth:

Another Examination of John Tewkesbury, on Articles drawn out of 'The Wicked Mammon.'

First, 'Christ is thine, and all his deeds be thy deeds; Christ is in thee, and thou so knit to him inseparably, that neither canst thou be damned, except Christ be damned with thee; neither canst thou be saved, except Christ be saved with thee.'—To this he answered, that he found no fault in it.

Item, 'We desire one another to pray for us. That done, we must put our

(1) He meaneth, by communication, not by vindication: and yet this point seemeth to be falsely gathered.

(2) For if they had known the Lord of glory, they would not have crucified him.

(3) Lo, here is no Scripture brought to repel these opinions, but only authority to repress them.
neighbour in remembrance of his duty, and that he trust not in his holiness."—
To this he answered, 'Take ye it as ye will; I will take it well enough.'

Item, 'Now seest thou what aims meaneth, and wherefore it serveth. He that
seeketh with his aims more than to be merciful, to be a neighbour to succour
his brother's need, to do his duty to his brother, to give his brother what he
owed him; the same is blind, and seeth not Christ's blood.' Here he answereth,
that he findeth no fault throughout all the book, but that all the book is good,
and it hath given him great comfort and light to his conscience.

Item, 'That ye do nothing to please God, but what he commanded.'—To that
he answereth, and thinketh it good, by his troth.

Item, 'So God is honoured on all sides, in that we count him righteous in
all his laws and ordinances: and to worship him otherwise than so, it is idola-
try.'—To that he answered, that it pleaseth him well.

The examination of these articles being done, the bishop of London
did exhort the said John Tewkesbury to recant his errors abovesaid;
and after some other communication had by the bishop with him, the
said bishop did exhort him again to recant his errors, and appointed
him to determine with himself against the next session what he
would do.

In the next session he submitted himself, and abjured his opinions,
and was enjoined penance, as followeth: which was the eighth of
May.

Imprimis, That he should keep well his abjuration, under pain of relapse.

Secondly, That the next Sunday following, in Paul’s church, in the open
procession, he should carry a faggot, and stand at Paul’s cross with the same.

That the Wednesday following, he should carry the same faggot about New-
gate Market and Cheapside.

That on Friday after, he should take the same faggot again at St. Peter’s
church in Cornhill, and carry it about the market of Leadenhall.

That he should have two signs of faggots embroidered, one on his left sleeve,
and the other on his right sleeve; which he should wear all his lifetime, unless
he were otherwise dispensed withal.

That on Whit Sunday-eve he should enter into the monastery of St. Bartholo-
mew, in Smithfield, and there abide; and not come out unless he were released
by the bishop of London.

That he should not depart out of the city or diocese of London, without the
special license of the bishop or his successors.

This penance he entered into the eighth day of May, A.D. 1529.
And thus much concerning his first examination, which was in the
year 1529, at what time he was enforced through infirmity, as is before
expressed, to retract and abjure his doctrine. Notwithstanding, the
same John Tewkesbury, afterward confirmed by the grace of God,
and moved by the example of Bayfield aforesaid, who was burned in
Smithfield, did return, and constantly abide in the testimony of the
truth, and suffered for the same; who, recovering more grace and
better strength at the hand of the Lord, two years after being appreh-
hended again, was brought before sir Thomas More, and the bishop
of London; where certain articles were objected against him, the chief
whereof we intend briefly to recite; for the matter is prolix.

Additional Articles objected against John Tewkesbury.

Imprimis, That he confessed that he was baptized, and intended to keep the
catholic faith.
SENTENCE AGAINST HIM.

Secondly, That he affirmeth, that the abjuration oath and subscription that he made before Cuthbert, late bishop of London, was done by compulsion.

Thirdly, That he had the books of the Obedience of a Christian Man, and of The Wicked Mammon, in his custody, and hath read them since his abjuration.

Fourthly, That he affirmeth that he suffered the two faggots that were embroidered on his sleeve to be taken from him, for that he deserved not to wear them.

Fifthly, He saith, that faith only justifieth, which lacketh not charity.

Sixthly, He saith, that Christ is a sufficient mediator for us, and therefore no prayer is to be made unto saints. Whereupon they laid unto him this verse of the anthem: 'Salve regina advocata nostrae,' &c.; to which he answered, that he knew none other advocate but Christ alone.

Seventhly, He affirmeth that there is no purgatory after this life, but that Christ our Saviour is a sufficient purgation for us.

Eighthly, He affirmeth, that the souls of the faithful, departing this life, rest with Christ.

Ninthly, He affirmeth, that a priest, by receiving of orders, receiveth more grace, if his faith be increased; or else not.

Tenthly, and last of all, he believeth that the sacrament of the flesh and blood of Christ is not the very body of Christ, in flesh and blood, as it was born of the Virgin Mary.

Hereupon the bishop's chancellor asked the said Tewkesbury, if he could show any cause why he should not be taken for a heretic, falling into his heresy again, and receive the punishment of a heretic. Whereunto he answered that he had wrong before, and if he be condemned now, he reckoneth that he hath wrong again.

Then the chancellor caused the articles to be read openly, with the answers unto the same; which the said Tewkesbury confessed; and thereupon the bishop pronounced sentence against him, and delivered him unto the sheriffs of London for the time being, who were Richard Gresham and Edward Altam, who burned him in Smithfield upon St. Thomas's-eve, being the 20th of December, in the year aforesaid; the tenor of whose sentence, pronounced against him by the bishop, doth here ensue, word for word.

The Sentence against John Tewkesbury.

In the name of God, Amen. The deserving and circumstances of a certain cause of heretical pravity, and falling again thereunto by thee John Tewkesbury, of the parish of St. Michael's in the Quern, of the city of London, and of our jurisdiction, appearing before us sitting in judgment, being heard seen, and understood, and fully discussed by us John, by the sufferance of God bishop of London; because we do find by inquisitions, manifestly enough, that thou didst abjure freely and voluntarily before Cuthbert, late bishop of London, thy ordinary, divers and sundry heresies, errors, and damnable opinions, contrary to the determination of our mother holy church, as well special as general, and that since and beside the aforesaid abjuration thou art again fallen into the same damnable heresies, opinions, and errors (which is greatly to be lamented), and the same dost hold, affirm, and believe: we therefore, John the bishop aforesaid, the name of God first being called upon, and the same only God set before our eyes; and with the counsel of learned men assisting us in this behalf (with whom in this cause we have communicated of our definitive sentence and final decree, in this behalf to be done), do intend to proceed and do proceed in this manner. Because, as it is aforesaid, we do find thee, the aforesaid John Tewkesbury of our jurisdiction, to be a contemner of the first abjuration; and moreover, before and after the aforesaid first errors and other damnable opinions, to have fallen, and to be a heretic fallen, and to have incurred the pain of such fallen heresies: we do pronounce, determine, declare, and condemn thee, of the premises, to have incurred the danger of the great excommunication; and do pronounce thee to be excommunicated; and also do declare thee, the said
Tewkesbury, so damnable again into heresy, to be in the secular power and in their judgment (as the holy canons have decreed): and here we do leave thee to the aforesaid secular power, and to their judgment; beseeching them earnestly, in the bowels of Jesus Christ, that such severe punishment and execution as in this behalf is to be done against thee may be so moderated, that no rigorous rigour be used, but to the health and salvation of thy soul, and to the terror, fear, and rooting out of heretics, and their conversion to the catholic faith and unity, by this our final decree which we declare by these our writings.

This aforesaid sentence definitive against John Tewkesbury was read and pronounced by the bishop of London, the 16th day of the month of December, in the year aforesaid, in the house of sir Thomas More, high chancellor of England, in the parish of Chelsea. After this sentence, the sheriffs received the aforesaid Tewkesbury into their custody, and carried him away with them, and afterwards burned him in Smithfield, as is aforesaid; having no writ of the king for their warrant.

John Randall.

*Now also it cometh unto my remembrance to speak of another, one John Randall my kinsman, who, through the privy malice of divers, had not a far unlike tragical end and death as Richard Hun, before mentioned, had.

This John Randall being a young scholar in Christ's college, in Cambridge, about the year of our Lord 1531, had one Wyer to his tutor, unto whom, for the love of the Scriptures and sincere religion, he began not only to be suspect but also to be hated. And as this was unknown unto any man, so is it also uncertain, whether he were afterward hanged up by him or no; because as yet it is not come to light. But the matter happened in this sort: the young man being studious and scarcely twenty-one years old, was long lacking among his companions; at the last, after four days, through the stench of the corpse, his study door being broken open, he was found hanged with his own girdle within the study, in such sort and manner that he had his face looking upon the Bible, and his finger pointing to a place of Scripture, whereas predestination was intreated of. Surely this matter lacked no singular and exquisite policy and craft of some old naughty and wicked man, whatsoever he was that did the deed, that it should seem the poor young man through fear of predestination to be driven to despair; and that other young men being feared through that example should be kept back from the study of the Scriptures as a thing most perilous. And albeit this brief history do not pertain to these times, yet I thought it by no means to be omitted, both for the profitable memory of the thing, as also for the similitude of the story that it seemeth not to be so fit in another place.*

The Story of the Apprehension of one Edward Freese, a Painter.

Edward Freese was born in York, and was apprentice to a painter in the same city; and by the reason of working for his master in Beersy abbey, or by some such occasion, was known unto the abbot of the

---

(1) In words they pretend moderation, but their doings be clean contrary.
(2) See Edition 1583, page 480.—En.
same house; for he was a boy of a pregnant wit, and the abbot favoured him so much, that he bought his years of his master, and would have made him a monk. And the lad not liking that kind of living, and not knowing how to get out, because he was a novice, ran away after a long space, and came to Colchester, in Essex, and remaining there according to his former vocation was married, and lived like an honest man. After he had been there a good time, he was hired to paint certain cloths for the new inn, in Colchester, which is in the middle of the market-place; and in the upper border of the cloths, he wrote certain sentences of the Scripture; and by that he was plainly known to be one of them that they call heretics.

And on a time, he being at his work in the same inn, they of the town, when they had seen his work, went about to take him; and he, having some inclination thereof, thought to shift for himself, but yet was taken forcibly in the yard of the same inn; and after this he was brought to London, and so to Fulham, to the bishop’s house, where he was cruelly imprisoned, with certain others of Essex, that is to wit, one Johnson and his wife; Wylie, and his wife and son; and father Bate, of Rowsedge. They were fed with fine manchet made of saw-dust, or at least a great part thereof; and were so straitly kept, that their wives and their friends could not come to them. After the painter had been there a long space, by much suit he was removed to Lollard’s Tower. His wife, in the time of the suit, while he was yet at Fulham, being desirous to see her husband, and pressing to come in at the gate, being then great with child, the porter lifted up his foot, and struck her on the body, that at length she died of the same; but the child was destroyed immediately.

After that, they were all stocked for a long time, and then they were let loose into their prisons again. Some had horselocks on their legs, and some had other irons. This painter would ever be writing on the walls with chalk or coal, and in one place he wrote, “Doctor Dodipall would make me believe the moon were made of green-cheese.” And because he would be writing many things, he was manacled by the wrists so long that the flesh of his arms was grown higher than his irons. By means of his manacles he could not comb his head, and he remained so long manacled, that his hair was folded together.

After the death of his wife, his brother sued to the king for him, and after a long suit he was brought out into the consistory at Paul’s, and (as his brother did report) they kept him three days without meat before he came to his answer. Then, what by the long imprisonment and much evil handling, and for lack of sustenance, the man was in that case, that he could say nothing, but look and gaze upon the people like a wild man; and if they asked him a question, he could say nothing but “My Lord is a good man.” And thus, when they had spoiled his body, and destroyed his wits, they sent him back again to Beauly abbey; but he came away from thence, and would not tarry amongst them: albeit he never came to his perfect mind, to his dying day.

His brother, of whom I before spake, whose name was Valentine Freese, and his wife, gave their lives at one stake in York, for the testimony of Jesus Christ.
Also the wife of the said father Bate, while he was at Fulham, made many supplications to the king without redress, and at the last she delivered one into his own hands, and he read it himself, whereupon she was appointed to go to Chancery-lane, to one whose name (as is thought) was Master Selyard: and at last she got a letter of the said Selyard to the bishop; and when she had it, she thought all her suit well bestowed, hoping that some good should come to her husband thereby. And because the wicked officers in those days were crafty, and desirous of his blood, as some others had proved their practice, some of her friends would needs see the contents of her letter, and not suffer her to deliver it to the bishop: and as they thought, so they found indeed; for it was after this manner:—After commendations had, &c., "Look, what you can gather against father Bate, send me word by your trusty friend, sir William Saxie, that I may certify the king’s majesty," &c. Thus the poor woman, when she thought her suit had been done, was in less hope of her husband’s life than before. But within short space it pleased God to deliver him; for he got out in a dark night, and so he was caught no more, but died within a short time after.

In this year also, as we do understand by divers notes of old registers and otherwise, friar Roy was burned in Portugal, but what his examination, or articles, or order of his death was, we can have no understanding: but what his doctrine was, it may be easily judged by the testimonies which he left here in England.

In the beginning of this year which we are now about, through the complaint of the clergy made to the king, the Translation of the New Testament with a great number of other books were forbidden. For the bishops coming into the Star Chamber the 25th day of May, and coming with the king’s counsel, after many pretences and long debating, alleged that the translations of Tyndale and Joyce were not truly translated; and moreover, that in them were prologues and prefaces that smelled of heresy, and railed against the bishops: wherefore all such books were prohibited, and commandment given by the king to the bishops, that they, calling to them the best learned men of the universities, should cause a new translation to be made, so that the people might not be ignorant in the law of God. Notwithstanding this commandment, the bishops did nothing at all to the setting forth of any new translation, which caused the people much to study Tyndale’s translation, by reason whereof many things came to light, as ye shall hereafter hear.

This year also, in the month of May, the bishop of London caused all the New Testaments of Tyndale’s translation, and many other books which he had bought, to be brought unto Paul’s Church-yard, and there openly to be burned.

* Upon this or some such like occasion, as it appeareth, Cuthbert Tonstal, bishop of London, granted license unto sir Thomas More, knight, chancellor of England, to read and retain by him all such books as contained Luther’s heresy (as they called it), the tenor of which license here ensueth.¹

¹ This observation, with the letter of bishop Tonstal, alluded to at page 679, is from the Edition of 1568, pp. 401, 422.—Ed.
THE STORY OF JAMES BAINHAM.

A Letter of Bishop Tostal, sent to Sir Thomas More.

Cuthbert, by the permission of God, bishop of London, unto the noble and singular man sir Thomas More, his dear beloved brother and friend, health in the Lord, and benediction.

Forsomuch as now of late, since the church of God through Germany hath been infected with heretics, there have been found many children of iniquity which have gone about to bring in the old and damnable heresy of Wickliff and Luther, translating them into our English tongue, and causing the books to be imprinted [and] brought in great number into this realm, which they have with all their endeavours gone about to infect with their pestilent doctrine, contrary to the catholic faith; wherefore it is greatly to be feared, lest the catholic truth be wholly brought in danger, except that good and learned men do stoutly withstand the malice of these wicked persons, which can by no other means be more aptly or better brought about than if the truth, being set out in the universal tongue, impugning these wicked doctrines, be also imprinted and put forth; whereby it shall come to pass, that such as are ignorant of the Scriptures, and have read these new heretical books, and now also shall read these catholic books confuting the same, shall either by themselves be able to discern the truth by themselves, or else the better to be admonished or taught by other who have quicker judgment.

And forasmuch as you, dearly beloved brother! can play the Demosthenes both in this our English tongue, and also in the Latin, and have always accustomed to be an earnest defender of the truth in all assaults, you can never bestow your spare hours better (if ye can steal any from your weighty affairs), than to set forth something in our tongue, to declare unto the rude and simple people the crafty malice of the heretics, and to make us the more prompt against these wicked suppliants of the church. You have herein before you a worthy example to follow of our most noble king Henry VIII.; which with all his power hath defended the sacraments of the church against Luther, which went about to subvert the same, and therefore hath eternally deserved the immortal name of the Defender of the Church.

And lest ye should strive and contend after the manner of the Andabate, you cannot tell against what, I send unto you here their fond trifles in our own tongue, and therewith another certain books of Luther out of the which these monstrous opinions have come forth. Which being diligently read over by you, ye shall the easier understand in what starting holes these winding serpents do hide themselves, and through what straits they will seek to slip away, when they are taken. For it is greatly available unto victory to know the counsels of the enemies, and to understand certainly what they mean, or wherewith they tend; for if you shall go about to root out that which these men shall say they never thought, it were but labour lost. Therefore boldly go through, and set upon this holy work, whereby ye shall profit the church of God, and get yourself an immortal name and eternal glory in heaven. Which thing that you will do, and help the church with your defence, we earnestly desire you in the Lord; and to this end we grant you license to have and read the same books.

James Bainham, Lawyer, and Martyr.

James Bainham, gentleman, son to one Master Bainham, a knight of Gloucestershire, being virtuously brought up by his parents in the studies of good letters, had knowledge both of the Latin and the Greek tongue. After that he gave himself to the study of the law, being a man of virtuous disposition, and godly conversation, mightily addicted to prayer, an earnest reader of Scriptures, a great maintainer of the godly, a visitor of the prisoners, liberal to scholars, very merciful to his clients, using equity and justice to the poor, very diligent in giving counsel to all the needy, widows, fatherless and afflicted, without money or reward; briefly, a singular example to all lawyers.

(1) These 'Andabate' are certain men that fought blindfold.
This Master Bainham, as is above noted, married the wife of
Simon Fish aforesaid, for which he was the more suspected, and at
last was accused to Sir Thomas More, chancellor of England, and ar-
rested with a sergeant-at-arms, and carried out of the Middle Temple
to the chancellor's house at Chelsea, where he continued in free prison
awhile, till the time that sir Thomas More saw he could not prevail in
perverting him to his sect. Then he cast him into prison in his own
house, and whipped him at the tree in his garden, called the tree of
Troth, and after sent him to the Tower to be racked: and so he was,
sir Thomas More being present himself, till in a manner he had lamed
him, because he would not accuse the gentlemen of the Temple of his
acquaintance, nor would show where his books lay: and because his
wife denied them to be at his house, she was sent to the Fleet, and their
goods confiscated.

After they had thus practised against him what they could by tor-
tures and torments, then was he brought before John Stokesley, bishop
of London, the 15th day of December, A. D. 1531, in the said town of
Chelsea, and there examined upon these articles and interrogatories
ensuing.

Interrogatories ministered to James Bainham.

I. Whether he believed there were any purgatory of souls hence departed?—
Whereunto he made answer as followeth: 'If we walk in light, even as he is
in light, we have society together with him, and the blood of Jesus Christ his
Son hath cleansed us from all sin. If we say we have no sin, we deceive our-
selves, and the truth is not in us. If we confess our sins, he is faithful and
just, and will forgive us our sins, and will purge us from all our iniquities.'

II. Whether that the saints hence departed are to be honoured and prayed
unto, to pray for us?—To this he answered on this wise: 'My little children, I
write this unto you, that you sin not. If any man do sin, we have an advocate
with the Father, Jesus Christ the just, and he is the propitiation for our sins, and
not only for our sins, but also for the sins of the whole world.' And fur-
ther, upon occasion of these words, 'Let all the saints of God pray for us;'
being demanded what he meant by these words, 'All the saints,' he answered,
that he meant by them, those that were alive, as St. Paul did by the Corin-
thians, and not those that be dead: for he prayed not to them, he said, because
he thought that they which are dead cannot pray for him. Item, when the
whole church is gathered together, they used to pray one for another, or desire
one to pray for another, with one heart; and that the will of the Lord may be
fulfilled, and not ours: and I pray,' said he, 'as our Saviour Christ prayed
at his last hour: Father, take this cup from me if it be possible; yet thy will be
fulfilled.'

III. He was demanded whether he thought that any souls departed were yet
'in heaven or no?—To this he answered and said, that he believed that they be
there as it pleased God to have them, that is to say, in the faith of Abraham;
and that herein he would commit himself to the church.

IV. It was demanded of him, whether he thought it necessary to salvation,
for a man to confess his sins to a priest?—Hereunto his answer was this: that
it was lawful for one to confess and acknowledge his sins to another: as for any
other confession he knew none. And further he said, that if he came to a
sermon, or anywhere else, where the word of God is preached, and there took
repentance for his sin, he believed his sins forthwith to be forgiven of God, and
that he needed not to go to any confession.

V. That he should say and affirm, that the truth of holy Scripture hath been
hid, and appeared not these eight hundred years, neither was known before
now.—To this he said, that he meant no otherwise, but that the truth of holy
Scripture was never, these eight hundred years past, so plainly and expressly
declared unto the people, as it hath been within these six years.

(1) Omnes sancti Dei erate pro nobis.
VI. He was demanded further, for what cause holy Scripture hath been better declared within these six years, than it hath been these eight hundred years before?—Hereunto he answered, To say plainly, he knew no man to have preached the word of God sincerely and purely, and after the vein of Scripture, except Master Crome and Master Latimer. And he said, moreover, that the New Testament now translated into English, doth teach and teach the word of God, and that before that time men did preach but only that folks should believe as the church did believe; and then if the church erred, men should err too. Howbeit the church of Christ, said he, cannot err: and that there were two churches, that is, the church of Christ militant, and the church of Antichrist; and that this church of Antichrist may and doth err; but the church of Christ doth not.

VII. Whether he knew any person that lived in the true faith of Christ, since the apostles' time?—He said he knew Bayfield, and thought that he died in the true faith of Christ.

VIII. He was asked what he thought of purgatory and of vows?—He answered, if any such thing had been moved to St. Paul of purgatory after this life, he thought St. Paul would have condemned it for a heresy. And when he heard Master Crome preach and say, that he thought there a purgatory after this life, he thought in his mind that the said Master Crome lied, and spake against his conscience; and that there were a hundred more who thought the same as he did: saying moreover, that he had seen the confession of Master Crome in print, God wot, a very foolish thing, as he judged.

And as concerning vows, he granted that there were lawful vows, as Ananias vowed, for it was in his own power, whether he would have sold his possession or not, and therefore he did offend. But vows of chastity, and all godliness, is given of God by his abundant grace, which no man of himself can keep, but it must be given him of God. And therefore, a monk, friar, or nun, that hath vowed the vows of religion, if they think after their vows made, that they cannot keep their promises that they made at baptism, they may go forth and marry, so that they keep, after their marriage, the promise that they made at baptism. And finally he concluded, that he thought there were no other vows, but only the vow of baptism.

IX. He was demanded, whether Luther, being a friar, and taking a nun out of religion, and afterwards marrying her, did well or no, and what he thought therein?—He answered, That he thought nothing. And when they asked him, whether it was lechery or no? he made answer he could not say so.

As concerning the sacrament of anointing, being willed to say his mind, he answered and said, 'It was but a ceremony, neither did he wot what a man should be the better, for such anointing and anointing. The best was, that some good prayers, he saw, were said thereat.'

Likewise touching the sacrament of baptism, his words were these: 'That as many as repent, and do on them Christ, shall be saved; that is, as many as die concerning sin, shall live by faith with Christ. Therefore it is not we that live after that, but Christ in us. And so, whether we live or die, we are God's by adoption, and not by the water only, but by water and faith: that is, by keeping the promise made. For ye are kept by grace and faith, saith St. Paul, and that not of yourselves, for it is the gift of God.

He was asked moreover of matrimony, whether it was a sacrament or not, and whether it conferreth grace; being commanded in the old law, and not yet taken away?—His answer was, that matrimony is an order or law, that the church of Christ hath made and ordained, by which men may take to them women, and not sin.

Lastly, for his books of Scripture, and for his judgment of Tyndale, because he was urged to confess the truth, he said, that he had the New Testament translated into the English tongue by Tyndale within this month, and thought he offended not God in using and keeping the same, notwithstanding that he knew the king's proclamation to the contrary, and that it was prohibited in the name of the church, at Paul's Cross; but, for all that, he thought the word of God had not forbid it. Confessing moreover, that he had in his keeping within this month these books; the Wicked Mammon, the Obedience of a Christian Man, the Practice of Prelates, the Answer of Tyndale to Thomas More's Dialogue,

(1) Acts v.
Also to these answers he subscribed his name. This examination, as is said, was the 15th of December. The next day following, namely the 16th of December, the said James Bainham appeared again before the bishop of London, in the aforesaid place of sir Thomas More at Chelsea; where, after the guise and form of their proceedings, first his former articles with his answers were again repeated, and his hand brought forth. This done, they asked him whether he would persist in that which he had said, or else would return to the catholic church, from whence he was fallen, and to which he might be yet received, as they said: adding, moreover, many fair, enticing, and alluring words, that he should reconcile himself, saying, the time was yet that he might be received; the bosom of his mother was open for him: otherwise, if he would continue stubborn, there was no remedy. Now was the time either to save, or else utterly to cast himself away. Which of these ways he would take, the case present now required a present answer, for else the sentence definitive was there ready to be read, &c.

To conclude long matter in few words, Bainham wavering in a doubtful perplexity, between life on the one hand, and death on the other, at length giving over to the adversaries, gave answer unto them, that he was contented to submit himself in those things wherein he had offended, excusing that he was deceived by ignorance.

Then the bishop, requiring him to say his mind plainly of his answers above declared, demanded what he thought thereof, whether they were true or no. 1 To this Bainham said, that it was too high for him to judge. And then being asked of the bishop, whether there was any purgatory, he answered and said, he could not believe that there was any purgatory after this life. Upon other articles being examined and demanded, he granted as followeth:

That he could not judge whether Bayfield died in the true faith of Christ or no: that a man making a vow, cannot break it without deadly sin: that a priest, promising to live chaste, may not marry a wife: that he thinketh the apostles to be in heaven: that Luther did naught, in marrying a nun: that a child is the better for confirmation: that it is an offence to God, if any man keep books prohibited by the church, the pope, the bishop, or the king: and he said, that he pondered those points more now than he did before, &c.

Upon these answers, the bishop, thinking to keep him in safe custody to further trial, committed him to one of the comturers.

Time thus passing on, which bringeth all things to their end, in the month of February next following, A.D. 1532, the aforesaid James Bainham was called for again to the bishop's consistory, before his vicar-general and other his assistants; to whom Foxford, the bishop's chancellor, recited again his articles and answers above mentioned; protesting, that he intended not to receive him to the

(1) Ex Regist. Lond.
unity of the holy mother church, unless he knew the said Bainham to be returned again purely and unfeignedly to the catholic faith, and to submit himself penitently to the judgment of the church. To whom Bainham spake to this effect, saying, that he hath and doth believe the holy church, and holdeth the faith of the holy mother, the catholic church.

Hereunto the chancellor, offering to him a bill of his abjuration, conceived after the form of the pope’s church, required him to read it; who was contented, and read to the clause of the abjuration, containing these words: “I voluntarily, as a true penitent person returned from my heresies, utterly abjure,” &c. And there he stayed and would read no further, saying, that he knew not the articles contained in his abjuration to be heresy, therefore he could not see why he should refuse them. This done, the chancellor proceeded to the reading of the sentence definitive, coming to this place of the sentence, “the doctrine and determination of the church,” &c. and there paused, saying, he would reserve the rest till he saw his time: whom then Bainham desired to be good unto him, affirming that he did acknowledge that there was a purgatory; that the souls of the apostles were in heaven, &c. Then began he again to read the sentence, but Bainham again desired him to be good unto him; whereupon he ceased the sentence, and said that he would accept this his confession for that time, as sufficient.

So Bainham, for that present, was returned to his prison again; who then, the fifth day after, which was the 8th of February, appeared, as before, in the consistory; whom the aforesaid chancellor, repeating again his articles and answers, asked if he would abjure and submit himself. He answered, that he would submit himself, and as a good christian man should. Again, the chancellor the second time asked if he would abjure. “I will,” said he, “forsake all my articles, and will meddle no more with them;” and so being commanded to lay his hands upon the book, he read his abjuration openly. After the reading whereof, he burst out into these words, saying, that because there were many words in the said abjuration, which he thought obscure and dificile, he protested that by his oath he intended not to go from such defence, which he might have had before his oath. This done, the chancellor asked him why he made that protestation. Bainham said, for fear, lest any man of ill will do accuse me hereafter. Then the chancellor, taking the definitive sentence in his hand, disposing himself (as appeared) to read the same, “Well, Master Bainham,” said he, “take your oath, and kiss the book; or else I will do mine office against you;” and so immediately he took the book in his hand and kissed it, and subscribed the same with his hand.

This done, the chancellor, receiving the abjuration at his hand, put him to his fine, first to pay twenty pounds to the king. After that, he enjoined him penance, to go before the cross in procession at Paul’s, and to stand before the preacher during the sermon at Paul’s Cross, with a faggot upon his shoulder, the next Sunday; and so to return with the sumner to the prison again, there to abide the bishop’s determination: and so, the seventeenth day of February, he was released and dismissed home; where he had scarce continued a
month, but he bewailed his fact and abjuration; and was never quiet in mind and conscience until the time he had uttered his fall to all his acquaintance, and asked God and all the world forgiveness, before the congregation in those days, in a warehouse in Bow-lane. And immediately, the next Sunday after, he came to St. Austin's, with the New Testament in his hand in English, and the Obedience of a Christian Man in his bosom, and stood up there before the people in his pew, there declaring openly, with weeping tears, that he had denied God; and prayed all the people to forgive him, and to beware of his weakness, and not to do as he did: "for," said he, "if I should not return again unto the truth (having the New Testament in his hand), this word of God would damn me both body and soul at the day of judgment." And there he prayed every body rather to die by and by, than to do as he did: for he would not feel such a hell again as he did feel, for all the world's good. Besides this, he wrote also certain letters to the bishop, to his brother, and to others; so that shortly after he was apprehended, and so committed to the Tower of London.

THE PROCESS AGAINST JAMES BAINHAM IN CASE OF RELAPSE.1

The 19th day of April, 1582, Master Richard Foxford, vicar-general to the bishop of London, accompanied by certain divines, and Matthew Greston the registrar, sitting judicially, James Bainham was brought before him by the lieutenant of the Tower; before whom the vicar-general rehearsed the articles contained in his abjuration before made, and showed him a bound book, which the said Bainham acknowledged to be his own writing, saying, that it was good. Then he showed him more of a certain letter sent unto the bishop of London, which also he acknowledged to be his; objecting also to the said Bainham, that he had made and read the abjuration which he had before recited: showing him moreover certain letters which he had written unto his brother, which he confessed to be his own writing; saying moreover, that though he wrote it, yet there is one thing in the same that is naught, if it be as my lord chancellor saith. Then the vicar-general asked of Bainham, how he understood this which followeth, which was in his letters: "Yet could they not see nor know him for God, when indeed he was both God and man; yea, he was three persons in one, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost." And Bainham said it was naught. These things thus done, there was further objected unto him these words: that he had as leave pray to Joan his wife, as to our lady. This article Bainham denied. The said Bainham, amongst other talk, as touching the sacrament of the altar, said, "Christ's body is not chewed with teeth, but received by faith." Further it was objected against him, that notwithstanding his abjuration, he had said, that the sacrament of the altar was but a mystical or memorial body. This article Bainham denied. It was further laid unto him, that he should say that St. Thomas of Canterbury was a thief, and a murderer, and a devil in hell: whereunto thus he answered; that St. Thomas of Canterbury was a murderer; and if he did not repent of his murder, he was rather a devil in hell, than a saint in heaven.

(1) Ex Regist. Lond.
The 20th day of April, in the year aforesaid, the said James Bainham was brought before the vicar-general, in the church of All Saints, of Barking, where he ministered these interrogatories unto him.

First, That since the feast of Easter last past, he had said, affirmed, and believed, that the sacrament of the altar was but a mystical body of Christ; and afterwards he said, it was but a memorial. This article Bainham denied. Then the vicar-general declared unto him, that our holy mother the catholic church determineth and teacheth in this manner: that in the sacrament of the altar, after the words of consecration, there remaineth no bread. The official asked Bainham, whether he did so believe or not? To this Bainham answered, saying, that St. Paul calleth it bread, rehearsing these words, 'As oft as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do show forth the Lord's death:': and in that point he saith as St. Paul saith, and believeth as the church believeth. And being demanded twice afterwards, what he thought therein, he would give no other answer.

Item, That since the feast of Easter aforesaid, he had affirmed and believed, that every man that would take upon him to preach the gospel of Christ clearly, had as much power as the pope. To this article he answered thus: 'He that preacheth the word of God purely, whatsoever he be, and liveth thereafter, hath the key that bindeth and looseth both in heaven and earth; which key is the same Scripture that is preached: and the pope hath no other power to bind and to loose, but by the key of the Scripture.

Item, That he affirmed that St. Thomas of Canterbury was a thief and a murderer, and in hell.—To this he answered as before.

Item, That he said, that he had as leave pray to Joan his wife, as to our lady.—This he denied as before.

Item, That he affirmed and believed, that Christ himself was but a man.—This article he also denied.

True preachers have as much power of the keys as the pope.

Articles fully depraved.

Witness against Master John Nayler, vicar of Barking; Master John Rode, bachelor of divinity; William Smith, Richard Grivel, Thomas Wimple, and Richard Gill.

The 26th day of April, in the year aforesaid, before Master John Foxford, vicar-general of the bishop of London, in the presence of Matthew Grefton, registrar; and Nicholas Wilson and William Philley, professors of divinity; John Oliver, William Middleton, and Hugh Aprice, doctors of the law; Master Richard Gresham, sheriff of London, and a great company of others: James Bainham was brought forth by the officers of the Tower, in whose presence the vicar-general rehearsed the merits of the cause of inquisition of heresy against him, and proceeded to the reading of the abjuration. And when the judge read this article following, contained in the abjuration: 'Item, That I have said, that I will not determine whether any souls departed be yet in heaven or no, but I believe that they be there as it pleaseth God to have them; that is to say, in the faith of Abraham; and I wot not whether the souls of the apostles or any others be in heaven or no:' to this James answered, 'That I did abjure, and if that had not been, I would not have abjured at all.'

After all the articles were read contained in the abjuration, and certain talk had as touching the sacrament of baptism, the said James Bainham spake these words: 'If a Turk, a Jew, or a Saracen, do trust in God, and keep his law, he is a good christian man.' Then the official showed unto him the letters which he sent unto his brother, written with his own hand, and asked him what he thought as touching this clause following: 'Yet could they not see and know him for God, when indeed he was both God and man, yea, he was three persons in one, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.' To this Bainham said that it was naught, and that he did it by ignorance, and did not oversee his letters. Then Master Nicholas Wilson among other talk, as touching the sacrament of the altar, declared unto him that the church did believe the very body of Christ

(1) 'Quotiescumque comederitis panem hunc, et de puculo biberitis, mortem Domini annun-
  citatis.'
to be in the sacrament of the altar. Bainham answered, 'The bread is not Jesus Christ, for Christ's body is not chewed with teeth, therefore it is but bread.' Being further demanded whether in the sacrament of the altar is the very body of Christ, God and man in flesh and blood; after divers doubtful answers, Bainham answered thus: 'He is there very God and man, in form of bread.'

This done, the official declared unto him the depositions of the witnesses which were come in against him; and objected unto him, that a little before Easter, he had abjured all heresies, as well particularly as generally. Then the said vicar-general, after he had taken deliberation and advice with the learned his assistants, did proceed to the reading of the definitive sentence against him, and also published the same in writing; whereby, amongst other things, besides his abjuration, he pronounced and condemned him as a relapsed heretic, dammably fallen into sundry heresies, and so to be left unto the secular power; that is to say, to one of the sheriffs being there present. After the pronouncing of this sentence, Master Nicholas Wilson counselled and admonished the said James, that he would conform himself unto the church; to whom he answered that he trusted that he is the very child of God: 'which ye blind asses,' said he, 'do not perceive.' And last of all, departing from his judgment, he spake these words: 'Master Wilson, nor you, my lord chancellor, shall not prove by Scripture, that there is any purgatory.'

Then the sentence of condemnation was given against him, which here to repeat word for word is not necessary, forasmuch as the tenor thereof is all one with that which passed before in the story of Bayfield, alias Somersam. Here also should ensue the letter of the bishop of London, directed unto the mayor and sheriffs of the same city, for the receiving of him into their power, and the putting of him to death, the tenor whereof is also of like effect to that before written in the story of Bayfield. After this sentence given, James Bainham was delivered into the hands of sir Richard Gresham, sheriff, then being present, who caused him by his officers to be carried unto Newgate, and the said James Bainham was burned in Smithfield the last day of April, in the year aforesaid, at three of the clock at afternoon.

This Master Bainham, during his imprisonment, was very cruelly handled; for almost the space of a fortnight, he lay in the bishop's coal-house in the stocks, with irons upon his legs. Then he was carried to the lord chancellor's, and there chained to a post two nights: then he was carried to Fulham, where he was cruelly handled by the space of a week; then to the Tower, where he lay a fortnight, scourged with whips, to make him revoke his opinions. From thence he was carried to Barking; then to Chelsea, and there condemned; and so to Newgate to be burned, when the bishop did send the writ.

And when he came out of the dungeon, the bishop of London had sent one Dr. Simons to pervert him, and to wait upon him to the stake. And after much communication in the upper house of the prison, had between Simons and him, he prayed the sheriffs to deliver him from Satan, for he was content to confirm his faith with the shedding of his blood; and asked Master Sheriff and he were ready, and bade him to set forwards. And then the sheriffs commanded that Dr. Simons should go to the stake before, and tarry his coming. He said he would: but fearing the people, he went his way. Then Master Bainham prayed Rainold West to go with him to the stake, and to be at hand

(1) This passage in asterisks is from the first edition, p. 492.—Ed.
with him till he were dead. And so forward he went to the stake, on May-day at afternoon, and there were many horsemen about the stake. When the said Master Bainham had prayed lying flat upon the ground, then rising up and embracing the stake stood upright on the pitch-barrel, and closed the chain about his middle, the sergeants making it fast behind him, these words he spake:

'I am come hither, good people! accused and condemned for an heretic, sir Thomas More being both my accuser and my judge: and these be the articles that I die for, which be a very truth, and grounded on God's word, and no heresy. Which be these: First, I say it is lawful for every man and woman, to have God's book in their mother tongue. The second, that the bishop of Rome is Antichrist; and that he knoweth none other keys of heaven-gates, but only the preaching of the law and the gospel; and that there is none other purgatory, than the purgatory of Christ's blood, and the purgatory of the cross of Christ, which is all persecutions and afflictions, and no such purgatory as they feign of their own imagination: for their souls immediately go to heaven and rest with Jesus Christ for ever. They lay to my charge, that I should say, that Thomas Becket is no saint but damned in hell; for this I read on him, that he was a wicked man, a traitor to the crown and realm of England, and enemy to all Christ's religion, and a shedder of innocent blood; for even for murdering, and shedding of blood, was he made a saint.'

Then answered Master Pave, "Thou liest, thou heretic! thou deniest the blessed sacrament of the altar." "I do not deny" [said Bainham] "the sacrament of Christ's body and blood, as it was instituted of Christ, and used of the holy apostles; but I deny your transubstantiation, and your idolatry to the bread, and that Christ, God and man, should dwell in a piece of bread; but that he is in heaven, sitting on the right hand of God the Father. But it is an idol, as you use it in your abominable mass, making it a sacrifice propitiatory for the quick and the dead, and robbing the church of one kind." "Thou heretic!" said Pave; "Set fire to him, and burn him."

And as the train of gunpowder came toward him, he lifted up his eyes and hands unto heaven, and said to Pave: "God forgive thee, and show thee more mercy than thou showest to me; the Lord forgive sir Thomas More! and pray for me, all good people;" and so praying, till the fire took his bowels and his head, &c.*

At his burning, here is notoriously to be observed, that as he was at the stake, in the midst of the flaming fire, which fire had half consumed his arms and legs, he spake these words: "O ye papists! behold, ye look for miracles, and here now ye may see a miracle; for in this fire I feel no more pain, than if I were in a bed of down: but it is to me as a bed of roses." These words spake he in the midst of the flaming fire, when his legs and arms, as I said, were half consumed.

* The next year after, Master Pave, the town-clerk of this city, went and bought ropes, and used to pray in his house, in a high garret, where he had a Rood, before whom he bitterly wept; and as his own maid, coming up, found him so doing, he had her take the rusty sword, and go make it clean, and trouble him no more. And immediately he tied up the rope, and hung himself. The maid's heart robbed and she came up, and then he was but newly hanged;

(1) This passage in asterisks is from the first edition 1663, page 403.—En
and she, having no power to help him, ran crying to church to
her mistress to fetch her home. His servants and clerks, he had
sent them out to Finsbury, and to Master Edney, sergeant to my
lord-mayor, dwelling over Bishop's-gate, to tarry him at Finsbury-
court till he came. And thus much for the life and conversation of
James Bainham.*

John Bent, Martyr.

At the writing hereof, came to our hands a certain notice of one
John Bent, who about this present time, or not long before, being a
tailor, and dwelling in a village called Urcevant, was burned in the
town of Devises, in the county of Wiltshire, for denying the sacra-
ment of the altar, as they term it.

One Trapnel, Martyr.

Also much about the same time, was one Trapnel burned in a town
called Bradford, within the same county.

Robert King, Robert Debnam, and Nicholas Marsh, Martyrs.

THE HISTORY OF THREE MEN HANGED FOR THE BURNING OF
THE ROOD OF DOVER-COURT; COLLECTED OUT OF A LETTER
OF ROBERT GARDNER, WHO WAS ONE OF THE DOERS OF
THE SAME.†

In the same year of our Lord 1532, there was an idol named the
Rood of Dover-court, whereunto was much and great resort of people:
for at that time there was great rumour blown abroad amongst the
ignorant sort, that the power of the idol of Dover-court was so great,
that no man had power to shut the church-door where he stood; and
therefore they let the church-door, both night and day, continually
stand open, for the more credit unto their blind rumour. This once
being conceived in the heads of the vulgar sort, seemed a great
marvel unto many men; but to many again, whom God had blessed
with his Spirit, it was greatly suspected, especially unto these, whose
names here follow: as Robert King of Dedham, Robert Debnam of
Eastbergholt, Nicholas Marsh of Dedham, and Robert Gardner of
Dedham, whose consciences were sore burdened to see the honour and
power of the Almighty living God so to be blasphemed by such an
idol. Wherefore they were moved by the Spirit of God to travel out
of Dedham in a wondrous goodly night, both hard frost and fair moon-
shine, although the night before and the night after were exceeding
foul and rainy. It was from the town of Dedham to the place where
the filthy Rood stood ten miles. Notwithstanding, they were so
willing in that their enterprise, that they went these ten miles without
pain, and found the church-door open, according to the blind talk of
the ignorant people: for there durst no unfaithful body shut it.
This happened well for their purpose, for they found the idol, which
had as much power to keep the door shut, as to keep it open; and
for proof thereof, they took the idol from his shrine, and carried him
a quarter of a mile from the place where he stood, without any resis-
tance of the said idol. Whereupon they struck fire with a flint-stone,

† This Letter of Robert Gardner was written to Chapman, a Londoner, who is yet alive.
and suddenly set him on fire, who burned out so brim, that he lighted them homeward one good mile of the ten.

This done, there went a great talk abroad that they should have great riches in that place: but it was very untrue; for it was not their thought or enterprise, as they themselves afterwards confessed, for there was nothing taken away but his coat, his shoes, and the tapers. The tapers did help to burn him, the shoes they had again, and the coat one sir Thomas Rose did burn; but they had neither penny, halfpenny, gold, great, nor jewel.

Notwithstanding, three of them were afterwards indicted of felony, and hanged in chains within half a year after, or thereabout. Robert King was hanged in Dedham at Burchet; Robert Debnam was hanged at Catsby-Cawsey; Nicholas Marsh was hanged at Dover-Court: which three persons, through the Spirit of God at their death, did more edify the people in godly learning, than all the sermons that had been preached there a long time before.

The fourth man of this company, named Robert Gardner, escaped their hands and fled; albeit he was cruelly sought for to have had the like death. But the living Lord preserved him; to whom be all honour and glory, world without end!

The same year, and the year before, there were many images cast down and destroyed in many places: as the image of the crucifix in the highway by Coggeshall, the image of St. Petronil in the church of Great Horkesleigh, the image of St. Christopher by Sudbury, and another image of St. Petronil in a chapel of Ipswich.

Also John Seward of Dedham overthrew a cross in Stoke park, and took two images out of a chapel in the same park, and cast them into the water.¹

(1) Ex testimonio Iperius Garderin.
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Page 3, line 9.—Henry VII. was proclaimed after the battle of Bosworth, August 22d, A.D. 1485, and crowned October 13th. He married Elizabeth, daughter of Edward IV., January 18th, A.D. 1486. (L’Art de Vér. des Dates.) Foxe misdates the marriage, “A.D. 1485.”

Page 3, last line.—Frederic III., emperor, died at Lintz, August 19th, A.D. 1493, 78 years old. (L’Art de Vér. des Dates.) Foxe misdates his death, “A.D. 1494.” Maximilian had been elected king of the Romans, Feb. 16th, A.D. 1486. (Ibid.)

Page 4, line 10.—“A.D. 1477” refers to the marriage, which took place August 20th, 1477. She died at Bruges, March 27th, 1482. (L’Art de Vér. des Dates.) Foxe says erroneously “1481.”

Page 4, line 5 from the bottom.—Veseluus was born at Groningen, about 1419; he was called “Basilius” by the Greeks, in compliment, as he spent much time among them, perfecting himself in Greek. Foxe misdates his death, “A.D. 1490.” (See Melch. Adami “Vitæ Eruditorum.”)

Page 4, line 6 from the bottom.—The ensuing account of Veseluus Groningenus is translated from the “Catalogus Testium” of Illyricus Flacius: see edition 1608, col. 1908. Several corrections and improvements of the text are introduced from the Latin.

Page 5, line 2.—“Ut lux mundi vulgō vocaretur.” Illyricus. Foxe’s text awkwardly renders “vulgō”—“of the people.”

Page 5, line 5.—“Repentance...three parts.”—“Tres actus poenitentis sunt, contrito, confessio, et satisfactio, quae communiter vocantur partes materiales Sacramenti Poenitentiae, per respectum ad partem formalem, quae est abolutio Sacerdotis.” (Dena, tom. vi. p. 13.)

Page 5, line 9.—“The pope’s indulgences.”—See above, vol. iii. p. 738, line 34.

Page 5, line 20.—“So as every true Christian may prevail over another.”—Foxe’s text says “Christian bishop;” but Illyricus’s words are, “Qua ratione et quibus Christianus alter inter se potest.”

Page 5, line 32.—“Witnesseth.”—“Testatur,” Illyricus; “confessest,” Foxe.

Page 5, line 34.—“Thomas de Curseilia.”—The same person as “Thomas de Corseilla,” mentioned before in vol. iii.; he is called by Æneas Sylvius (“De Gestis Concelli Basilensia”) canon of Amiens: see vol. iii. p. 662. His speech here referred to might be the same as that alluded to vol. iii. p. 611.

Page 5, line 40.—“As who should say.”—“Qui hoc nimium dicere voluit.” Illyricus.

Page 6, line 1.—“Redditius Ecclesiae...et ecclesiis.” Illyricus.

Page 6, line 15.—“Pluris faciendam esse sententiam, quin et excommunicationem, hominibus pii ac docti quam papae.” Illyricus.
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Page 6, line 17.]—"Sicut Constantiense concilium magis Johanne in
sonem quæm Johannee xxi.; item olim pii magis Bernardum quæm Eugenium
audiverunt." Illyricus.

John Gerson was chancellor of Paris, and one of the first men of his age in
erudition and knowledge: he was the soul of the council of Constance: he
maintained, in an elaborate discourse, the power of the council to depose the
pope, on which opinion the council acted. St. Bernard wrote several books
"de Consideratione," addressed to Eugenius III., who was pope a.d. 1145—1153.
Eugenius III. was previously Bernard, abbot of St. Anastasius at Rome; and
there is, perhaps, an intended antithesis between the two Bernards, as between
the two Johns. Hua, in his answer before the council, quotes Bernard ad
Eugenium. (Supra, vol. iii. p. 461.)

Page 6, line 21. "Writing, moreover, of two Popes, Pius II. andSixtus IV."—
"Valde periclitaretur vita justi, si penderet ex vita Papae. Summorum enim
Pontificum plerique pestilentem erraverunt, ut novissimis diebus nostris, in
Constantia, celebri concilio claruit, Benedicticus, Bonifacius, et Johannes X X I I .
qui graviter fidelum lacerarunt. Et nostris postremis diebus, Pius secundus, et
Sixtus quartus. Quorum alter patentiibus bullis regna terrarum sibi vindicavit.
Alter turpissimas dispensationes non solum de prestito in causis civili juris-
menti, sed etiam de prestanto, de plebuitudine potestatim plumbatis bullis
emisit, in abusu potestatis Apostolice." (Weselus de potestate ecclesiastica,
fol. xxix. verso.) An amusing account of an interview between Weselus and
Sixtus IV. is given in Milner's Church History, Century XV.

Page 6, line 28. "Being a Frisian born."—This clause comes in awkwardly;
and is unnecessary, because Foxe had already (p. 4) mentioned Weselus's
birth-place; but Noviomagus's narrative, as cited by Illyricus, ran thus,
viz. that "Ostendorpium, adolescens admodum, Weselum Frisium senem addit.
There are very large quotations from the works of this forerunner of Luther in
Seckendorf's Commentarius de Lutheran. lib. 1, § cxxiii.

Page 6, line 36. "Who wrote this story," &c.]—This passage stands thus
in Foxe: "Who wrote the story a.d. 1520, and heard it at the mouth of the
said Weselus a.d. 1490, March 18th;" whereas Weselus died on St. Francis's
day (July 16th), 1489. Noviomagus (as quoted by Illyricus) says, "Id ego a jam
canescente Ostendorpio in templo D. Lewini audivi anno 1520, x Calend. Mart."
Whence the text has been corrected.

Page 6, note (1).—Noviomagus says that Ostendorpium was "canonicis
Daventriæ ad S. Lebuinum." Foxe, or his assistant, erroneously supposed
"Lebuinum" to be a place instead of a saint, and calls Ostendorpium "a
canon of the minister of Lubeck." Foxe himself afterwards gives this matter
correctly at p. 256. Deventer was the capital city of Overysel. The minister
there was dedicated to St. Lewin, formerly martyr and bishop of Ghent, who
converted the Hollanders to the faith. (Moreri.)

Page 7, line 15.—Fabian calls this martyr "mother Yongue:" "In this yere
[9 Hen. VII.] at the end of April was brent in Smithfield an old woman
for heresie, which was called mother Yongue."

Page 7, line 30. "A.D. 1496, and the 17th of January, being Sunday."—
Foxe says "A.D. 1497," which does not agree with the other note of the time;
but by Nicolas's Tables the 17th of January did fall on a Sunday in the
year 1498; which year also suits better with the words "shortly after the
martyrdom of "Joan Boughton. Fabian also states in his Chronicle, at the
end of A.D. 1495-6, 11 Hen. VII., "And this yere many Lollers stoode with
faggotes at Powles Crosse." It is worth remark, however, that January the
7th would fall on a Sunday in the year 1497-8: if, therefore, we read "7th"
for "17th," Foxe's year might stand.

Page 7, line 8 from the bottom. "Furthermore, the next year following,
which was A.D. 1498."—"Next" is not strictly correct, in consequence of
Foxe's "1497" in the last paragraph having been altered into "1496."

Page 7, last line. "In the next year (A.D. 1499.)"—Foxe's text reads, "In
the same year above mentioned, which was the year of our Lord 1499": in the
Edition of 1597 (p. 671) "1499" was changed into "1498," evidently to suit
the "1498" of the preceding paragraph; the concluding words, however, of
this paragraph, "the next year following, which is A.D. 1500," were left unaltered. But in the present edition a preferable alteration is here made: Foxx's original year, "1499," is left to stand, and "same year above mentioned" is altered into "next year;" for the earl of Warwick, in fact, was not beheaded till Nov. 28th, A.D. 1499; and the probability is, that Babram was martyred about May or June, 1500. See the next note.

Page 8, line 4. "In the month of July, as is in Fabian recorded."—In the printed Fabian July is not mentioned; but under the year A.D. 1499—1500, Ann. Regia. xiv. [which regnal year commenced August 22d, A.D. 1499], Fabian mentions, 1st, the arraignment of Perkin, Nov. 15th; 2dly, "Sone after was the Erle of Warwick put to death" [Nov. 28th]; 3dly, "And this yere in Maie the Kyng and the Queene sailed to Calais. And this yere was Braham in Northfolke bren." 4thly, "And in July was an olde heretike bren in Smithfield." It is most probable that Babram was burnt about May or June, 1500, though it may have been so late as July; but the printed Fabian does not state that.

Page 8, line 10. On the date of Savonarola's martyrdom, see the note next following this.

Page 10, line 8.—The martyrdom of Savonarola is dated May 23d in all the editions previous to 1596, and this is the day given by Hoffman and Moreri: but they assign 1498 as the year; and this is the year given by Pantaleon; also by Foxx himself, at p. 131 of this volume.

Page 11, line 2. "Oppressions."—Foxx's text reads here "suppressions;" but as we have "oppressions and exactions" at p. 13, line 27 from the bottom, "oppressions" is put in here.

Page 11, line 14. "The ten principal grievances," &c.—What Foxx says on this subject is derived from a tract published in the "Fasciculus" of Orthuinus Gratius, fol. 166, under the title of "Gravamina Germaniae Nationis cum Remediis et Avisamentis ad Cesaream Majestatem, in duos libellos distinctim divisa, eoque ordine et modo quo prieri impressa fuere." The documents translated in this and the next three pages constitute the chief part of the "libellus primus," which Gratius (fol. 170) states had been printed some years before at Selestat near Strasburg "in Schureriana officina." These documents may be found entire in Illyricus, Cat. Test. Verit. p. 469, edit. 1672; Wolfius, Lact. Mem.; Goldastus, Politi. Imperial. p. xxiii. &c.; in Georgia's "Imperatoris totiusque Nationis Germaniae Gravamina" (Francof. 1725), p. 279; and the proposed Remedy, from which Foxx has quoted, p. 284; also in Freheri Germ. Scripp. tom. ii. p. 674, with an historical account of these "Gravamina," prefixed by Struve. Foxx has also translated the "Libellus Secundus," see afterwards pp. 295—314 of this volume. His translations have been collated with the Latin, and corrected in some places.

Page 12, line 4. "For the archbishop's see of Mentz," &c.—See the note in the Appendix on vol. ii. p. 260, last line.

Page 12, line 14. "At last the sum drew," &c.—The Latin of this sentence is as follows: "Tandum execret summus usque ad viginti septem millia; quæ Archiepiscopus Jacobus cogebatur nuper persolvere, ut retulit Vicarius in spiritualibus Moguntinuis: sicut in vita unius hominis septies viginti quinque millia a solo Archiepiscopatu Moguntinensi, pro confirmatione Archiepiscopi, Romam pervenrunt.

Page 12, line 16. "In one man's lifetime."—Foxx says "in a little time;" but see the Latin in the preceding note. From Diether II. (elected in 1459) to Uriel (elected in 1508) are seven elections in less than fifty years. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 12, line 18.—From the account of the archbishops of Mentz. given in "L'Art de Vér. des Dates," it appears, that Jacque de Liebenstein was elected December 30th, 1504, and crowned July 30th, 1505; attended the diet of Constance, 1507; died September 17th, 1508: he was succeeded by Uriel de Gemmingen, elected September 27th, 1508.

Page 13, line 3. "An advertisement," &c.—In the original this document is headed, "Avisamenta ad Cesareum Majestatem."


Page 15, line 25.―The clause "the fines of sinners" is put in from the original, which reads "pretia pecatorum:" see the note on vol. i. p. 17, note (5). This whole passage is cited by Selestadiensis from the "Reformatio abusuum cleri," attributed to Ludovicus Pius. The following is the original Latin:—"Res ecclesiae (sicut a Patribus traditur et in superioribus capitulis continetur) vota sunt fideliwm, pretia peccatorum, et patrimoniam pauperum. Fideles namque fidei ardores et Christi amore successi ab animarum suarum remedium et ecclesia patriae desiderium suis propriis facultatibus sanctam locupletem fecerunt ecclesiam, ut iis et militibus ecclesiae alentur, ecclesiae exornarentur, pauperes recrearentur, et capivi pro temporum opportunitate redimerentur. Quapropter vigilanti et solerti cura providendum est hic, qui ejus facultates administrant, ne eos in suos solummodo usus convertant; sed magis, juxta possibilitatem rerum Christo famulantim, imo eorum in quibus Christus pascitur et vestitum, curam gerere penitus non negligant."

Page 15, line 33.―This passage will be found in "Prosperi de Vita Contemplativa," lib. ii. cap. 9; which chapter also cites the saying, "Res ecclesiae vota sunt fideliwm, pretia peccatorum, et patrimoniam pauperum."

Page 15, line 35. "But as things commended," &c.―"Sed ut commendat in pauperibus divisernunt:" better translated, "as alms committed to their charge they divided them unto the needy."

Page 16, line 45.―See p. 44 of this volume.

Page 17, line 11. "As he were wood."―i. e. as though he were mad: see p. 450, line 3 from the bottom. "as he were mad."

Page 17, line 33. "Bernardina cardinal de la Croix," &c.―These names are thus given in Foize's text: "Bernardus Crucius, Guilielmus Præestinus, Franciscus Constantinus." The last word is an error for "Consentinus." The individuals meant are, 1. "Bernardin de Caraval, Español, evêque de Cartagène, prêtre-cardinal de St. Marcellin et de St. Pierre, puis de Sainte Croix de Jerusalem, et évêque d'Ostie, et doyen du sacré college." He was made cardinal by Alexander VI. in 1490, and died in 1522. (Moreri v. Cardinal.) 2. William Briconet, bishop of St. Malo, and Nismes, afterwards archbishop of Rheims, and of Narbonne; made cardinal by Alexander VI. in 1495, and bishop of Frascati. He was deprived of the cardinalship and the bishopric of Frascati by Julius, but restored to the former and made bishop of Palestine by Leo X. April 7th, 1512, whence he is called "Præestinus." He is also called cardinal of St. Malo. (Moreri, and Gallia Christiana v. Narbonne.) 3. Franciscus Borgia, archbishop of Cosenza in Calabria, made cardinal of St. Lucie by Alexander VI. in 1500, afterward of St. Nereus and Achilleus, died in 1511. (Moreri.) The names are given in the last edition of Sleidan, lib. xi. p. 97, "Bernardin Carvajal, Guili. Briconet, Francisc de Borgio." Guicciardini states ("Istoria de Italia," vol. ii. p. 405, edit. 1775), that they were deprived of their ecclesiastical rank for having assembled this council. "Ma il pontefice ... convocato con solennità grande il consistorio pubblico, sedendo nell' abito Pontificale nella Sala detta dei Rà, dichiari i Cardinali di Santa Croce, e di San Malo, di Cosenza, e quel di Baioso, esser caduti della dignità del cardinalato, e incorisi in tutte le pene, alle quali sono sottoposti gli eretici, e gli scismatici." See also "Onuphrius de vita Pont.;" Jul. II. in Platina, edit. Colon.1626, p. 345; and the "Seconda parte de la Historia Pontificai" of Illlescas, edit. Madrid, 1652, p. 278.

Page 22, line 14.―Mahomet died June 8th, A.D. 632. Foze now gives a brief review of the Caliphs, his successors. Foze's account has been compared with that in L'Art de Vér. des Dates, and in some instances corrected.

Page 22, line 22. "The third king."―Foze says, "the fourth," which he was, including Mahomet, but not "after Mahomet."
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Page 22, line 23.—Hasan succeeded Hali for six months. (L'Art. de Vér. des Dates.) "Muhavia," or "Muhania" as Foxe reads, is called Moavie I. in L'Art de Vér. des Dates.

Page 22, line 33. "Nephew."—Constans was grandson; but nephew is often so used, from the Latin "nepos." (See note on vol. i. p. 89.)

Page 22, line 35.—At this period Muhavius or Moavie was one of the generals of Caliph Othman.

Page 22, line 40. "New sects."—Constans favoured the Monothelites.

Page 22, line 6 from the bottom. "Sultans."—rather, "Caliphs:" their viceroys, indeed, were called sultans. Kaim-Bamrillah, the forty-fifth Caliph, having been conquered by Togrul Begh, grandson of Seljouk the Mogul A.D. 1058, the Caliphs thenceforth reigned in subordination to the Seljucide, till the death of Mostazem-Billah, the fifty-sixth and last Caliph, Feb. 20th, A.D. 1258.

Page 23, line 10. "Four of the principal families."—The four branches of the Seljucides were those of Kerman, Iran or Persia, Syria, and Iconium.

Page 23, line 18. "Soldiers who have been Christians, and now are turned to Mahomet's religion."—This alludes to the Janissaries, for the institution of which body see p. 36.

Page 23, line 22. "These four families above mentioned," &c.—This is an inaccurate allusion to the victories and ravages of the Tartars in Asia and Europe, about A.D. 1230. See them described at p. 119 of this volume, and at vol. ii. pp. 491, 575. The result of which was, that the dynasty of the Seljucides fell to pieces, and made way for that of the Ottomans, as stated at p. 25. Foxe, infra, p. 120, confesses himself puzzled with these intricacies of these different dynasties.

Page 25, line 7.—The ensuing account of the Ottoman Emperors has been collated with that in L'Art de Vér. des Dates, and corrected in some instances. Ottoman, son of Ortoğrul, was one of the Emirs of Masmud, Sultan of Iconium, on whose death (1294) the Seljucides of Iconium ceased. Ottoman established himself finally by the capture of Prusa or Bursa, the capital of Bithynia, A.D. 1326; in the August of which year he died. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)


Page 27, line 14.—Foxe says "Lazarus Despota, prince of Servia;" and two lines lower "Lazarus Despota;" Moesia also he miscalls "Mysia." See p. 92, note (21).

Page 27, line 33.—Foxe, by a similar mistake to that pointed out in the last note, here talks of "Marcus Despota."

Page 27, line 2 from the bottom.—There seem to have been two battles at Nicopolis in Bulgaria; the first A.D. 1393, and that here described 28th Sept. 1395. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.) See supra, vol. iii. p. 761. The flower of the French nobility were there, commanded by Philip d'Artois, constable of France, and John, earl of Nevers.

Page 28, line 2.—This allusion to the council of Constance is a gross anachronism.

Page 28, line 23.—This battle was fought near Ancyra, June 30th, A.D. 1402 (L'Art de Vér. des Dates); consequently, the date in the next paragraph is incorrect, and should be "A.D. 1402, and the 7th year," &c.

Page 28, line 15 from the bottom.—See supra, vol. i. p. 215.

Page 29, line 2.—The different editions of Foxe vary as to the number of Tamerlane's army, and the number of Turks slain by them. (See last page.) But Sebastian Munster, whom Foxe cites as his authority, says that Tamerlane's army consisted of "duodecies centena millia," i.e. 1,200,000; and that the Turks slain were "bis centena millia," i.e. 200,000. (Lib. iv. p. 957. Basil. 1559.)

Page 29, line 9 from the bottom. "At Columbret, a town in Servia."—Cuspinian (De Turcorum Origine) words it—"rurus cum Turcis congressus
sub castro Galambog in rupe Danubii sito." See p. 93, note (4), and supra, vol. i.ii. p. 761.

Page 31, line 25. "One Johannes Capistriotius:"—A.D. 1423. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 32, line 15. "As Despota or prince, one named George:"—These words are substituted for Foxe's "a certain prince, named Georgius Despota;" and "George" is four times substituted for "Despota" in the next eleven lines. In the margin Foxe has "Johannes Vaivoda;" and near the bottom of this page he reads, "the Bassa, duke of Anatolia." See notes on p. 27, for similar cases.

Page 32, line 23.—"Sinderonia," or more properly Sinderovia, is Semendria, a strong town of Servia, twenty miles below Belgrade, on the Danube. It is called Spendrobia by Chalcondyla: Leunclavius says, that it is termed Semender by the Turks, and Sendrew by the Hungarians, being a corruption of Saint Andrew. (Martinière's Geography.)

Page 33, lines 12, 28, 50, for "Caraman" read "the king of Caramania."

Page 33, line 18.]—Foxe says, "George Despota (which is to say, &c.)" See the note on p. 32, line 15.

Page 33, line 25. "A truce was concluded," &c.]—A.D. 1443 or 1444. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 33, line 30. "Sendeth Julian Casarini."—"Ea pax molestissima fuit Juliano Cardinali cui consequenda victoria videbatur. Et Eugenius Pontifex certior factus, Regis nullum valere fudus, quod se inuolto cum Christianis religionis hostibus percussum esset, rescrispsit." (Cuspinian de Turcorum Origine, fol. 23, edit. 1541; see also Æneas Sylvius, De Europa, cap. 5.)

Page 33, line 5 from the bottom. "Seledinus."—Sageden, ou Segedi, ville de la Haute Hongrie au conté de Czongrad, sur la Teisse, vis-à-vis de l'endroit où cette rivière reçoit celle de Marisch, en latin Segeadianum. (Martinière's Geography.)

Page 34, line 33.]—Bistritz, Bestertze, Nosenstadt, a district in Transylvania, with a capital of the same name. (Busching's Geog. vol. ii. p. 85.)

Page 34, line 5 from the bottom.]—The date of this battle was Nov. 10th, A.D. 1444. See Gibbon, chap. lxvii., and L'Art de Vér. des Dates. Foxe misdates it, 1404.

Page 36, line 10.]—Amurath II. died Feb. 9th, A.D. 1451. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 36, line 9 from the bottom.]—For "Despota, prince of Servia," read "the Despota of Servia."

Page 37, line 30.]—Foxe reads "Despota, prince of Servia." See note on p. 33, line 18.

Page 40, line 21.]—This siege of Belgrade took place A.D. 1456: it has been referred to, vol. iii. p. 764.

Page 41, line 20.]—Huniaiedes died Sept. 10th, A.D. 1556. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 41, line 8 from the bottom.]—Foxe is here mistaken: it is the European country which was called Mæsia. See his own note (21), at p. 92.

Page 42, line 4 from the bottom. "Nicholas Catalusius."—More properly, Lucio Catilusus.

Page 42, line 3 from the bottom. "Capka."—"La ville de Cuffah (l'ancienne Theodosie), capitale de la Tartarie Crimée (l'ancienne Chersonesus Taurique)." (L'Art de Vér. des Dates; also see p. 80.)

Page 43, line 13.]—George Scanderbeg died at Liass, in Dalmatia, Feb. 17th, A.D. 1467. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 43, line 28. "Stephen, king of Bosnia,"—called also "Vaivode of Moldavia;" this happened A.D. 1575. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)
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Page 44, line 13.—Foxe reads "A.D. 1481," and 8 lines lower, "the year above-mentioned, A.D. 1481:" the alterations in the text are made on the authority of L'Art de Vér. des Dates.

Page 44, line 21. "He died in the year following, A.D. 1581." July 2d. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 44, line 4 from the bottom.—Foxe's text here incorrectly reads "Innocent II.,” "Ludovic II.,” but correctly at p. 15, "Innocent VIII.,” and "Charles VIII."

Page 51, line 5 from the bottom. "By Mahomet II."—Foxe's text here reads "Amurath II." It is true that Amurath II. did besiege Belgrade (see p. 32); but the siege here alluded to is evidently that by Mahomet II., related at pp. 40, 41, and vol. iii. p. 764.

Page 53, line 13. "Philippus Villadamus."—His proper name was "Philippe de Villiers de l'Isle-Adam," he was a native of Beauvais, and was grand prior of France, when he was elected grand-master of the knights of Malta, Jan. 22d, A.D. 1521; he died August 22d, A.D. 1534. (See L'Art de Vér. des Dates, art. Des Grands-Maîtres de Malte.) A pompous message addressed to him by Solymann is given at p. 350, note.

Page 53, line 10 from the bottom. "John, Vaivode of Transylvania."—Foxe says, "Johannes Vaivoda;" and again, three or four times in next page; and "Vaivoda," p. 64, and six times in p. 65.

Page 53, line 16 from the bottom.—Rhodes was taken Dec. 22d, A.D. 1522. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 68, line 19. "As is above mentioned."—See pp. 54, 76, where "Quinque Ecclesiæ" is mentioned under its German appellation, "Fünfkirchen."


Page 78, line 9.—See note in this Appendix on p. 53, line 16 from the bottom.


Page 85, line 15.—Foxe says "fifty;" but the author whom he cites says, "Adeo ut sepe quingentes homines concatenatos habeant, vim metuent tamte multitudinia."

Page 86, line 26. "A professor of the Turks' religion."—Foxe's text reads, "a Turkish priest;" but the author says, "id est, Turcarum religione initiatum." (Barth. Georgievitz Peregrinus, De Turcarum Moribus Epitome. Lug. 1567.)

Page 87, line 10. "In principio erat verbum," &c.—See the note in the Appendix on vol. ii. p. 359, respecting the use made of the "In principio" as a charm.

Page 88, note (1).—It may seem strange that Foxe should omit the mention of America as the fourth quarter of the world, 68 years after its first discovery. But in fact, America was considered, for much more than a century after its first discovery, to be a part of Cathay, or of Asia. See Mercedes of Castile.

Page 112, line 12 from the bottom. "Godfrey of Bouillon:" the words "of Bouillon" are put in. See p. 118.

Page 113, line 20. "A certain bishop of Florence."—See vol. ii. 172, iii. 105. All the historical allusions in this page and the next, may be explained by references to the past volumes. See the Index.

Page 113, line 10 from the bottom.—This humiliation of king John took place May 15th, A.D. 1213, in the house of the Templars at Dover. (See supra, vol. ii. p. 332, and L'Art de Vér. des Dates.) Foxe mistakes it "1217."

Page 113, line 8 from the bottom.—The true date of Childeric's deposition and Pepin's accession is A.D. 752 (L'Art de Vér. des Dates), not "747" as Foxe here states. See supra, vol. i. p. 369.
Page 113, line 6 from the bottom.—For Foze's account of the submission of the emperor Henry IV. January 28th, A.D. 1077, see supra, vol. ii. p. 128.

Page 113, line 3 from the bottom.—For Foze's account of Frederic Barbarossa's submission, August 1st, A.D. 1177, see supra, vol. ii. pp. 195, 256.

The truth of this story many modern writers, in Germany particularly, have called in question; one of their main arguments being, the improbability that so great an emperor could have submitted to so great an indignity. Daru, however, whose singular diligence no evidence connected with the object of his search was likely to escape, pronounces strongly in favour of the celebrated interview between Alexander III. and Frederic. Encyclop. Metropol. vol. xi. (History) p. 642. Bishop Burnet mentions in his "Letters" having seen with his own eyes a record of this fact: "Here," says Burnet. "I saw that story of Pope Alexander III. treading on the neck of the emperor Frederic Barbarossa," (p. 117.) And Misson in his "New Voyage to Italy" (vol. i. p. 242) writes: "They made us take notice of a piece of porphyry, encahsed in the pavement, in the middle of the portico of the church over against the great door; it is to mark the place where they say Pope Alexander III. set his foot on the neck of the emperor Frederic Barbarossa:" and at p. 247 he says, "the same story is represented in the church of St. James de Rialto." At p. 651 of the "Annales Mundi" of the Jesuit Bri tiers also (edit. Aug. Vind. 1696) it is recorded: "Quae magnificæ adhuc depicta cernuntur, et Venetis certam rei hauss gestæ facere creduntur fidem, colorato saltem argumento." So that Protestants are not the only recorders of this occurrence or of its memorials.

Blondus relates no more than that the Emperor "in terram cernuus, ac plane prostratus, pontificis pedes exosculatus est; et pontifex illum manu sublevatum ad oris osculum admissit." (Blondi Dec. 11. lib. iii. p. 256, "Historiarum ab inclinatione Romanorum," Basil. 1531.) Hence some writers of modern times have argued that the remaining pictures must be merely symbolical; but even in this light they were so much valued for their moral, that they formed part of the tapestry work in the Vatican, till Urban VIII. had them removed. See Pansa's "Della Libraria Vaticana" (in Roma 1590), p. 174; Gerhardi "Confessio Catholic as," p. 337, edit. Francof. 1679; and p. 136 of "J. B. Mai de Pontif. Rom. elect. edidit Mulhius;" Kilie, 1729.

The picture on the walls of the Vatican was seen with his own eyes about the middle of the 17th century by the writer of the following—a lawyer: "Porro et Rome in palatio Vaticano, in atrio sacelli pontificis ubi ordinarie Cardinalium collegium cum suo Papa congregato vespertine audiri ac celebri solent; in eodem, inquam, non procul a juxu ad scalas versus, etiam similia pictura eundem superbiam Papalis actum reprezentans cernitur hoc modo:—Quam tabulam cum et ipsa inspicerem," &c. "L. Banck de tyrannide Papae Dissccepis (Franeker, 1649), p. 468.

Page 114, line 1.—For Foze's account of Dandolo's humiliation, see supra, vol. ii. p. 645; in confirmation of which may be added the following:—"Francisco Dandulo, ciudadano de Venecia, que se pusó a los pies del Papa, en habito de penitente co una cadena de hierro al cuello, a pedir misericordia para su ciudad." (Segunda parte de la Historia Pontificia y Catolica; por Gonzalo de Illescas (Madrid, 1652), p. 7.

"Anno Domini MCCCCIX. in cena Domini in Avinione Clemens Papa magnum processum fecit contra Venetos, coeque anathematizavit et privavit consortio alliarum civitatum, et personas ac res ipsorum exposuit videntibus et valentibus occupare, omnesque religiosos mandavit exire de Venetiis et de quibuscumque locis aliis eorum ditioni subjectis, quia Veneti Ferrariam civitatem contra Ecclesiam indebite occupabant" (Baluze's "Vite Paparum Avenisionum," tom. i. col. 69): see "Raynald's Annales ad an 1310," § 31, for the terms of submission.

Page 114, line 4. "Henry VI."—Foze here says "Henry the Third," which is the more surprising, as he had just before mentioned Henry IV. See the same fact stated at p. 143 of this volume, and vol. ii. pp. 304, 305. See also Hoveden, an. 1191, Knyghton, and Baronius, an. 1190.

Page 116, line 8 from the bottom.—"Hiltenus," mentioned at p. 255 as "Jolin Hilton, a monk of Thurunia."
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Page 117, line 1.]—This Turkish prophecy with its Latin interpretation is in "Wolfii Lectiones Memorabiles," Francof. 1674, tom. ii. p. 45.

Page 123, line 15 from the bottom.]—"Thomas Home" is no doubt the same person as "Thomas Holmes," mentioned at p. 226: "John Fip," at the end of this list, is spelt "Phip" at pp. 225, 226.

Page 130, note (1).]—De Comines's History of France was abridged and translated into Latin by Sleidan, under the following title: "De rebus gestis Ludovici XI. et Caroli Burgundiae Duci commentarii, ex Gallico facti Latini a Jo. Sleidano," 4to, Argentini, 1545; 8vo, Paris, 1545. Afterwards the work quoted by Foxe was also translated, "De Bello Neapolitano libri V.,” Argentini, 1548; and then the whole, both as relates to France and Naples, were published together, Paris, 1560, and Francofurti, 1578. This we learn from "Bibloth. Historica a J. G. Meuselio," vol. vii. pt. ii. p. 152.

Page 132, line 9 from the bottom.]—Henry VII. died April 21st, A.D. 1509.


Page 137, line 7 from the bottom. "Saturday at noon."]—The "Antient Laws and Customs" at p. 524 says, "ab hora nona."


Page 138, line 16. "Saturday at noon."]—Here, as in the case of Athelstan's laws, the original says, "ab hora nona Sabbati." ("Antient Laws and Customs," p. 534.)


Page 142, line 20. "A.D. 600."]—The earlier editions read "DC." which that of 1583 and the subsequent ones corrupted into "500."

Page 142, line 11 from the bottom. "It followeth then in process of time," &c.]—This paragraph is very incorrect in the original. It stands thus:—"It followeth then in process of time, after the days of Pipinus, Carolus, and Ludovicus (who had indued these bishops of Rome, called now popes, with large possessions), when the kings of France were not so appliable to their beck to aid and maintain them against the princes of Italy, who began then to pinch the said bishops for their wrongfull usurped goods, they practised with the Germans to reduce the empire to Otho first of that name duke of Spain, referring the election thereof to seven princes electors of Germany, which was about A.D. 1002; notwithstanding reserving still in his hands the negative voice, thinking thereby to enjoy that they had in quietness and security, and so did for a good space."

Louis IV. was the last French emperor; on his death, Charles the Simple had not strength to assert his claims to the empire, and Conrad, earl of Franconia, was elected A.D. 911: he was followed by Henry I., Otho I., Otho II., and Otho III.: the last died A.D. 1002, after having (very much at the instigation of pope Gregory V., see Foxe's margin) passed the edict mentioned in the text. Gregory V. was pope A.D. 996—999. See L'Art de Vér. des Dates, and Hénault's Abregé Chronol. de l'Hist. de France.

Page 143, line 29.]—After "beside the cushion," Foxe adds, "The like also fell upon Otho IV. that followed after Philip;" whereas this is the same Otho with that just mentioned. See the facts referred to in this paragraph fully narrated, with the proper dates, at p. 457, &c. of vol. ii. and the notes.

Page 144, line 25. "Philip II."]—This is substituted for Foxe's "Ludovicus." See supra, vol. ii. p. 329. The barons at a subsequent period offered England to his son Prince Louis, who came over, see vol. ii. p. 336; when the pope in
fact cursed Louis and his adherents; nor was his father Philip friendly to his enterprise.

Page 145. "The image of Antichrist."—This curious piece is composed of extracts from the pope's canon law. Each reference has been looked out and corrected where necessary. As the canon law consists of many parts, referred to in the notes, it may be well to state, that the first division of it is the "Decretum" of Gratian, in three parts; the first divided into Distinctiones; the second into Causes, &c.; the third into 4 libri de Consacratone. The second division of the canon law is the "Decretals of Gregory IX." in 5 libri, each liber subdivided into titles.

The following extract, describing the way in which the later portions of the canon law were drawn up, and the sanctions under which they were promulgated, may perhaps be acceptable to the inquiring reader:—


Page 147, note (23).—The right of appeal is limited, in this supposed Epistle of Marcellus, to bishops. See Blondel's "Examen. Epist. Decretal." pp. 394, 397.

Page 147, note (30).—The Roman Correctors observe on this decree:—"Caput hoc, quod citatur in plerisque exemplaribus ex B. Hieronymo, et in aliquot ex B. Augustino, in neutrius libris inventum est: sed in Glossa Ordinaria ad ea verba ipsius Epistolæ ad Galatas (2) 'in faciem ejus restitu' additur unde interlinearis explanatio, 'quod non anderet nisi se non imparem sentire.'"
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Page 148, line 24. "In the general council at Milevis . . . yet my gloss cometh in."—See Decretum Gratiani, Pars II. Causa ii. quest. 6, cap. 35.

Page 148, note (35).—A fabricated Epistle: see Blondel's Prolegomena, p.63; and remarks on the Epistle itself, p. 143.

Page 148, note (44).—This Epistle should be assigned to Pope Vigilius: "restitutum est caput hoc (xii.) Vigilio antiquorum exemplarium auctoritate." (Corr. Rom. in locum.)

Page 148, note (48).—"The Donation of Constantine in the Canon Law is not only noted of sundry foul errors, absurdities, and contrarieties by Dr. Rainoldi, Sutcliff, Hospinian, and others of our side; but by Valla, Erasmus, Cusanus, Dantes, Marsilius Patavinus, Paulus Cathalanus, and Æneas Sylvius, who was afterwards pope Pius, the second of that name." (James's "Corruption of Scripture, Councils, and Fathers," p. 163. Cambri. 1843.)

Page 148, note (55). "P. Bonif. IV."

Page 149, line 34. "And again in Bulla Clementis, do I not command in my bull the angels of paradise."—The Jubilee-bull of 1350 by Clem. VI. asserting his sovereignty over the angels is extant in the collection of Baluze, "Vita Pap. Aven." I. 310, &c., who, in his Notes, 915, &c. has endeavoured to throw discredit upon it. True, it was in his MS. in a Dict. of Albericus a Rosate, in John Wessel, Corn. Agrippa, and a MS. of the Colbert Library. But Albericus did not see it in Rome; Wessel and Agrippa were late witnesses; Antoninus of Florence thought the bull not genuine; and there was a duplicate bull of more decent expression, which is adopted in the Canon Law, Extrae. Comm. Bower was good-natured enough to acquiesce in this almost self-confuted sophistry. But in addition to the above testimonies in favour of his holiness's assumption we have that of Muratori, (Rel. Ital. Script. iii. part ii. p. 585, ed. Milan, 1754.) The bull is given entire and without observation by Euseb. Amort, de Indulg. 69, &c. In the very volume which contains Wessel's statement, is an answer by Antonio de Castro (who seconded the exertions of his deceased friend Hooeck), in which, coming regularly up to the part in Wessel, and without any question of its correctness, he satisfies himself with observing, that a particular exorbitancy of the pope ought not to be construed into a general rule; and that it ought to be charitably (pie) interpreted. The passage is too long for insertion, but very curious. In a document issued a little more than a century later by authority of a kindred pontiff, Sixtus IV., a Summary of Indulgences for the repair of the cathedral of Saintes in Saintogne, and republished at length in "Venal Indulgences and Pardons of the Church of Rome" by the Rev. J. Mendham, 1839 (from which with additions the arguments here produced are generally drawn), the concluding Clausula has precisely the same claim: mandamus angelis paradisi, &c. Henry de Knyghton, in his "De Event. Angilic," lib. v. A.D. 1382, records certain indulgences granted by Urban VI. against the anti-pope Clement VII. to the military bishop of Norwich, which he truly calls miraculis, for they not only absolved a pena et culpa, but some of the commissaries asserted, "quod ad eorum preceptum Angeli de caelo descenderent, et animas in purgatorios locis positas de panis eriperent, et ad caelos abaque mora deducerent." (Twysden, Hist. Ang. Scriptores X. col. 2071.) See also Freytag's "Apparatus Litterarius," Lips. 1753, tom. ii. p. 1097. Nor need these statements be set aside on account of their absurdity. Romish writers have maintained that Angels might possibly come within the jurisdiction of the Roman pontiff; thus: "Immo Romani pontificis excellentia et potestas nundum est circa celestia, terrastia et infernalia, sed etiam super Angelos, quorum ipse major est." (Cit. Anot. 1 ad Decis. 2. part. 3. Rota Romana recent. § 5, num. 24. "Ite ut si forte possible quod Angeli errarent in fide, vel contra Fidem sentirent, per Papam judicari et excommunicari possent." (Ferraris Bibliotheca prompta; in voc. Papa, art. ii. § 14. 15.) Luther, in his "De Captivitate Bab." under the head "Sac. Penitent." asserts, that some of the Roman Church went so far as to command the angels in heaven (mandare), without contradiction by Fisher in a professed answer. Erasmus, in his "Annotations on 1 Tim. l." p. 663, ed. 1539, referring to certain idle questions in his time, places among those on the prerogatives of the pope, "An posit præcipere angelis."
Page 149, note (69).—"Eusebius captivus, sive modus procedendi in curis Romana contra Lutheranos." Basil, 1553, p. 179.

Page 150, line 1. "Wysard"]—commonly called "Guiscard."]

Page 150, line 8.]—For this fact see vol. ii. pp. 128—131.


Page 150, line 37. "Did not I, the said Alexander," &c.]]—See on this sub- ject the note in this Appendix on p. 113, line 3 from the bottom.


Page 151, line 15. "And raised up the Venetians against him."]—See supra vol. ii. p. 480.

Page 151, note (92).—Papal writers affirm, that the account is taken from an heretical source (see Laabe, tom. x. col. 1142); yet Conrad of Ursberg, one of the narrators, is spoken of by Bellarmine (de Translatione Imp. Rom. lib. i. cap. 2, § 15) as "vetustus et diligens auctor, in rebus Germaniae præcipue describendis."

Page 151, note (95).—The authors referred to in Georgi's Gravamina Im- peratt. et nationis Germaniae, p. 115, are better.

Page 151, note (96).—Laabe, tom. xi. pt. i. col. 309.

Page 151, note (108).——Other collectors assign it to Sylvester I. in Conc. Rom. ii. c. 20, a.d. 324.

Page 152, note (113).—The Roman Correctors observe:—"Apud Grego- rium non est inventum, sed apud Isidorum (de summo bono, lib. iii. c. 58)."

Page 152, notes (122), (123)." Pope Symmachus."]—" Vel potius Emenodius Ticiensis in libello pro synodo IV. Romana; a.d. 508." Boehmer. in loc.

Page 154, line 12. "And therefore he had his name given him Cephas, that is, head."]—"That period in Optatus, which Baronius cites with great applause (if it be not added by some ignorant zealot of the Roman side), is a scandal to the learning of that Father, for he derives the Syriac word Cephas from the Greek κεφαλή, and by that ridiculous etymology would draw as contemptible a consequence, viz. that Peter was head of the Apostles; and again he seems wilfully to pervert the precept of St. Paul (Rom. xii. 13) 'distributing to the necessities of the saints,' which in Optatus's reading is, 'communicating with the memories of the saints,' that is (as he applies it) 'with Rome, where there are the memorials of two of the Apostles.' I could wish for Optatus's credit that these weak passages were spurious, or buried in silence, and the learned Baldwin is ashamed of this gross error (Opt. Milev. lib. ii. p. 48. Bald- win, notes, p. 184). But Baronius cites them (Annall. ad an. 321, § 5) in great pomp, and puts them in a whole line to make them look more plausible—'the head of the Apostles, whence he was called Cephas' (so Optatus; but Binius adds) 'deducing the interpretation from the Greek word, for in Syriac it signifies a hard stone;' and then glories extremely, as if Optatus had made communion with Rome the sole note of a Catholic. Whereas in the next page but one, Optatus goes on, 'You cannot prove you have any communion with the seven churches of Asia; and yet if you be out of the communion of those churches, you are to be accounted aliens,' (lib. ii. p. 50.) 'Which passage Baronius fraudulently leaves out, because it shows a true Catholic must be in communion not only with Rome, but also with all other orthodox churches." (Comber's "Roman Forgeries in the Councils, and the Annals of Baronius," part ii. p.158.)
Page 155, note (174).—Decret. Gregorii IX. lib. i. tit. 6. c. 20.


Page 160, line 19. "Authority of the superior."—"Autoritas papae" is the reading in the edition with the gloss of John Andrea, 4to. Venet. 1486.


Page 162. —The references at the bottom of this page may be more fully exhibited thus:

(a) 24. q. 1. a. 12. "Quantum," (b) Extr. de transl. [lib. 1. tit. 7. c. 2.] 'Inter.'
(c) 3. q. 6. c. 7. "Quamvis," (d) 6. q. 5. c. 3. "Denique," (e) 16. q. 1. c. 68. "Fraier.
(f) 2. q. 6. c. 17. "Ideo,"
(g) Extr. de in integrum rest. [lib. 1. tit. 41. c. 2.] "cum veniasenat, 7. q. 1. c. 44. 'temporis.'
(h) 16. q. 1. c. 50. "Pellez.
(i) Extr. de vota. [lib. 3. tit. 34.] 'Ex multa.'
(j) Extr. de statu Monachi [lib. 3. tit. 35. c. 6.] 'Cum ad'.
(k) Extr. de juramento [lib. 2. tit. 24. c. 19.] 'Venientes.'
(l) Extr. de judicio [lib. 2. tit. 1. c. 4.] 'Et si clerici.'
(m) Extr. de Bigamas [lib. 1. tit. 21. c. 47.] 'nuper.'
(n) Extr. de clericis non ord. ministrante [lib. 8. tit. 28. c. 5.]
(o) Extr. de corpore vitiatis [lib. 1. tit. 20. c. 1. 2.] et dl. 65. (r) Dist. 50. 'Mirol.'
(p) Extr. de deponenti exoctum. [lib. 5. tit. 39. c. 33.] "cum illorum." (s) Ibid.
(q) Extr. de fillis Praebyt. [lib. 1. tit. 17. c. 18.] "Nimia."
(r) Extr. de Prebend [lib. 8. tit. 5. c. 7.] 'multi.'
(s) Extr. de elect. [lib. 1. tit. 6. c. 19.] "Cum nobis."
(t) Extr. de estate et qualit. [Clementin. lib. 1. tit. 7. c. 3.] 'generalem.'
(u) Dist. 17. 'Per tot.'
(v) De elect. lib. 1. tit. 6. c. 34.] 'Venerabilium.'
(w) Extr. de officio delegati [lib. 1. tit. 20. c. 28.] 'quenerent.'
(y) Extr. de Tempore ordinand. [lib. 1. tit. 11. c. 12.] 'Cum in distrib.'
(z) Extr. de usu Paulli. [lib. 1. tit. 8. c. 4.] 'ad honorem.'
(aa) Extr. de elect. [lib. 1. tit. 6. c. 64.] 'Dudum.'
(bb) Tractatus de causis. (cc) Extr. de elect. [lib. 1. tit. 6. c. 39.] 'Innocuit.'

N. B. In the foregoing notes, when a reference occurs, such as 24. q. 1, the former numeral denotes the 'Causa' in the Pars II. of the 'Decretum Gratiani;' and 'Extr.' refers to the 'Decretals of Gregory IX.'

Page 162, note (l).—The close of this chapter of the Decretals seems to deny any such liberty of dispensing, even to the supreme pontiff.

Note (o).—There appears from the note on this chapter in Edit. 1687 of the Canon Law—"Ioannes tamen Scotus, lib. 4, dist. 33, quæst. 2, autor est Lucium dispensare,"—to be some doubt about the power of dispensing in this case.

Note (r). "Miror."—This seems an incorrect reference: the previous reference might suit.

Note (bb).—The reference here does not support the text.

Note (dd).—This reference does not sufficiently support the text.

Page 163, note (ecc).—The reference here does not suit the text.

Page 164, line 26. —The words "not long before Basil council" have been expunged after "Jacobus the archbishop:" for the reason, see note in Appendix to vol. ii. p. 260, last line.

Page 170, note (1). "Roberto de Licio."—Robert Carazoli, a Neapolitan, and in such repute for eloquence, that his pronunciation and gestures were quite an object of imitation: "Tanta erat eloquentia et dicendi gravitate propheti, ut omnes in eadem arte et pronuntiationem et gestus ejus imitari conamantur," &c. See "Scriptores ordinis Minorum a Waddingo," Romæ, 1650, p. 306. He became bishop of Lecce, his native place, and wrote "Sermones de Christo, de B. Virgine," Venetiis, 1489 and 1490, &c. "He died in 1495, after he had been preacher for fifty years." (Dupin's Eccles. Hist. vol. xiii. p. 100.) See also "Fabricii Biblioth. mediiæ Latinitat. vol. vi. p. 102, edit. Patavii, 1754; and Saraleae Supplement. ad Wadding (Rome, 1806), pp. 636—638.

Page 171, line 8 from the bottom. "Certain Dominici friari."—It may be well perhaps to give the names from a contemporary pamphlet:

"Cujus temeritatis quattuor heresiarcihe nequissimi fuere operatores: primus conventus Bernensis Prior, Joannes dictus Vetter; secundus Stephanus Bolognse sacriæ theologiae doctor, ejusdem conventus praedicator; tertius Franciscus Ulschiei superior; et quartus Heinricus Steinhecker, procurator Conventus."

Page 173.]—Foxe has given from the register of Archbishop Warham an account also of the persecution at this period in Kent, which will be found infrà, vol. v. p. 647.

Page 181, line 26. "About this fourth year of king Henry VIII."—"October a.d. 1511" (see last page) was in the third year of Henry VIII.; the fourth ranged from 22d April 1512 to 21st April 1513. The same inaccuracy is repeated in the margin of next page; the mention, however, there of the 4 Henry VIII. as the year of Browne's martyrdom, would render it probable that "1517" in the text is only a misprint for "1511."

Page 181. "John Browne, Martyr."—The case of this John Browne occurs no less than three times in some of the editions of Foxe: First, in all four editions 1570, 1576, 1583, 1597, his Articles are given in an extract from archbishop Warham's Register, dated a.d. 1511. (See vol. v. p. 647.) Secondly, at a subsequent place, corresponding to vol. v. p. 694, an account of his Martyrdom is given; he is there spoken of as "before Pasquet." Thirdly, in preparing the edition of 1583 for press, Foxe forgetting that he had given an account of his martyrdom at a later place, inserts here this somewhat abridged copy of the original one, which he had met with in the meantime, dated 1517. The account therefore here given in the text was first printed by Foxe in the edition of 1583, p. 805; the other is the original and more complete of the two, and is as follows:

"John Browne, a Blessed Martyr of Christ Jesus, Burned at Ashford, by
Archbishop Warham, and Doctor Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, About
the Second Year of King Henry VIII. a.d. 1511.

Fisher, Bishop of Rochester.
A chantry Priest.
Walter More, Gentleman.
William More, his brother.
Chilton of Wye, Bailly arrant.
Beare of Wilsborough.
Two servants of William Warham.


"Cause.—The first occasion of the trouble of this J. Browne the blessed servant of God, was by a certain priest: who passing downe to Graves ende, in the common barge (where the said J. Browne was amongst divers other passers mo) and disdaining that he so sumptuously shold sit so nere unto hym in the barge (who belike seemed not much to passe upon the priest) began to swell in stomack against him. At length bursting forth in his priestely vue and disdainful countenance, he asked him in this manner: Doest thou knowe (sayd he) who am? thou sittest to nere me, and sittest on my clothesse. No Sir (sayd the other), I know not what you are. I tell thee (quoth he) I am a Priest. What Sir, are you a person, or vicar, or some ladies chaplayne? No (quoth he agayne): I am a soule priest: I sing for a soule. Do you so, Sir? (quoth the other): that is well done. I pray you Sir (sayd he) where find you the soule when you go to masse? I cannot tell thee (sayd the priest). I pray you, where do you leave it, Sir, when the masse is done? I cannot tel thee, sayd the priest. Neither can you tel where you finde it when you go to masse, nor where you leave it when the masse is done: how can you then save the soule? sayd he. Goe thy wayes, sayd the priest, I perceive thou art an heretike, and I wyll be even with thee.

(1) It is observable that the edition of 1576 (at p. 1255) reads, "where you finde it," but that of 1583 (p. 1202) and those subsequent read "where to finde it."
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"So at the landyng, the priest takyn with hym Walter More and W. More, two Gentlemen and brethren, rode straightwayes to the archbishop, who then was Wil. Warham. Whereupon the sayd John Brown, within three dayes after, was sent for by the archbishop. His bringers up wer Chilten of Wye, baily arraunt, and one Beare of Wilseborough, with two of the bishop's servauntes, who with certeyne other being appointed for the same, came sodenly into hys house uppon hym, the same day when his wife was churched, as he was bringyn in a messe of porrige to the bourn servyng hys gestes: and so laying handes upon hym, set hym upon hys owne horse, and binding his feste under the horses belly, caried hym away to Canterbury, neither he, nor his wyfe, nor any of his friendes knownyng whether he went, nor whether he should, and there continueing the space of xlix dayes, from Lowsonday, til Friday before Whitsunday, through the cruel handling of the sayd archbishop, and the bishop of Rochester, Doctor Fisher, he was so piteously entreated, that hys bare feste were set upon the hote burning coles, to make hym reny his fayth, which notwithstanding he would not do, but paciently abiding the payne, continued in the Lordes quarell unremovable. At length after all this crueltie sustained, his wyfe yet not knownyng where he was become, on Friday before Whitsunday he was sent to Ashford where he dwelt the next day there to be burned.

"In the meane tym, as he was brought to the towne over night, there to be set in the stocks, it happened as God would, that a yong masyd of hys house commynyng by and seynyng his maister, ran home and told her mistres.

"Then she commynyng to him, and findyng him in the stocks appointed to be burned the next morow, sete by hym all the night long. To whom then he declared the whole storie or rather tragedy how he was handled, and bow his feet were burned to the bones, that he could not set them upon the ground, by the two bishops aforesayd (he thanked God therfore) and all to make me (sayd he) to deny my lord, which I wil never do, nor if I should deny him (sayd he) in this world, he would deny me hereafter. And therefore I pray thee (sayd he) good Elizabeth, continue as thou hast begon, and bring up thy children vertuously in the feare of God.

"And so the next day, which was on Whitson even, this godly Martyr was burned, where he standing at the stake sayd this prayer holding up hys handes, as followeth.

"The prayer of Browne at his Death.

"O Lord I yeild me to thy grace, Graunt me mercy for my trespass, Let never the flede my soule chase, Lord I wyll bow and thou shalt beat: Let never my soule come in hell heat.

"Into thy handes I commend my spirite: thou hast redeemed me, O Lorde of truth.

"And so this blessed Martir ended his lyfe in peace, anno 1511.

"This story the sayde Elizabeth Browne his wyfe dyd oft tymes repeat to Alice her daughter, who dwelling yet in the parish of S. Pulchers, testified the narration hereof unto me and certeyne other, upon whose credible information I have recorded the same.

"Furthermore, here is to be noted that the sayde John Browne bare a fagot seven yeares before this in the dayes of King Henry the seventh, whose sonne also named Rich. Browne for the lyke cause of religion, was imprisoned at Canterbury lykewyse in the latter tymes of Quene Mary, and shold have bene burned with two mo besides hymselfe, the nexte day after the death of Quene Mary, but that by the proclaimynge of Quene Elisabeth they escaped." (Foxe, edit. a.d. 1576, p. 1255.)

Page 181, line 7 from the bottom.—The other copy in some Editions reads here "Where to find: and in the next line, "save the soul: see note (1) in last page.

Page 182, line 5. "Low Sunday" was the Sunday next after Easter, and fell in 1511 on April 27th; in 1512 on April 18th; in 1517 on April 19th. (See Nicolas's Tables.)

Page 182, line 8. "A.D. 1517."—It has been already (in the note on p. 181, line 28) suggested as probable, that "1517" is a misprint for "1511;" we may.
add, that this is the more probable, because lower down Foxe ends the account by saying, that J. Browne had borne a faggot seven years before in the time of Henry VII., who died April 21st, 1509.

Page 182, note (2). "St. Puceri."—A very ancient curtailment of "St. Sepulcri" (see vol. ii. p. 47), which is retained to this day among the populace of London, who will generally want an explanation if you talk of "St. Sepulcre's church," but will at once know what you mean by "St. Puceri's."

Page 183, line 7.—St. Mary Mattellon, or de Mattellon, is a very ancient name of Whitechapel, found in the London Registers before Richard II. See Newcourt's "History of the Diocese of London," vol. i. p. 698.

Page 184, line 26.—Hun's disclaimer (supposing that which Foxe here refers to, to be really his) would be in some respects rather creditable to him than otherwise: see Article I., and Appendix to vol. iii. note on p. 22, Art. xviii.

Page 188, line 24. "And his own suffragan Dr. John Young, titular bishop of Callipolis."—This is put in from the Latin; see p. 190, note. This third bishop puzzled all the historians, and they have omitted all mention of him. (See Burnet, Henry, &c.) Among the early archbishops and bishops in Wood's Athenæ Oxon. appears one John Young, educated at Winchester school and New college, Oxford. He left Oxford a.d. 1502 and became known to Wolsey, who made him dean of Winchester. He obtained several pieces of preferment from Warham and Fitz-james. In Bliss's edition of the "Athenæ," vol. ii. p. 727, several extracts are given from the Registers of Richard Fitz-james, bishop of London (to be found also in Bishop Kennett's Collections, Lansdowne MSS. No. 979, Brit. Museum), from which it appears that on July 3d, 1513, he was consecrated by Fitz-james to be his "suffragan" with the title of Gallipoli, and sworn canonical obedience as such to the archbishop of Canterbury (in whose province Gallipoli was) at the chapel of St. Thomas at Acres [Mercer's chapel], London: also that on March 20th, 1514, he was made archdeacon of London in room of Dr. Horsey, resigned. Newcourt, in his "Diocese of London," says that "Joannes Episcop. Callipolensis" was prebend of Holborn in St. Paul's at this time. He is said to have been also judge of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury. He became Warden of New college in 1521, and died March 30th, 1526.

Wood states that there was also a John Yonge, LL.D., at the same period, not to be confounded with the bishop of Gallipoli, who was rector of St. Stephen's Walbrook, made Master of the Rolls in 1508; died April 28th, 1516, and was buried in the Rolls chapel. In Beaton's "Political Index" he appears as Master of the Rolls a.d. 1507—1516. It is a curious fact that this other Dr. Young appears in this affair of Hun (p. 195) as Master of the Rolls, as well as Dr. Young, bishop of Gallipoli.

This is a suitable place for observing, that before the Reformation it was very common for European bishops to appoint suffragans with the titles of foreign, especially Oriental, sees. Strype, in his Life of Cranmer, and Wharton, in his Observations on the same, give sundry specimens of these titular bishops: Sidonensis, or Sidonienis (Strype, edit. 1694, pp. 36, 37, 50), Roannensis, or Reoneis (ib. pp. 36, 37), Negro pont (ib. p. 37), Sirehensis (ib. 37, Appendix, p. 258), Universalis Ecclesie (ib. p. 37), Chalcedonensis (ib. p. 36, and p. 652 of this volume of Foxe, compared with Blomefield's Norwich, 358.), Hipponensis, or Hoplonomenis, or Hippolitensis (Strype, Appendix, p. 256). Wharton says that there were seven of them in England, and that he could furnish a list of them all for two hundred years previous to the Reformation.

Many specimens of these titular bishops occur in Wood's Athenæ among the early archbishops and bishops: Sarepta, Nazareth, Argensia, and Ebrunensis, vol. iii. pp. 454, 427, 607, 608, were foreign titulars; and Nicopolis, p. 363 of this volume.

In the 26 Henry VIII. an act of parliament was passed, appointing by name twenty-six towns in England and Wales to be the titles of such suffragans as might in future be wanted: a specimen of these we have in Richard Thornton, or Thornden, bishop of Dover, and suffragan to Cranmer, infra, vol. vii. p. 397.
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Page 193, line 40. "The rood of northern"
—probably means the rood, or large crucifix, at the north door of St. Paul's. See vol. iii. p. 266, line 43, and vol. v. p. 418, lines 24, 39.

Page 194, line 24. "Gave the said deponent a piece of salmon for his wife;"
—probably we should read "prisoner" and "from." Salmon is mentioned also at the bottom of the last page.

Page 194, line 9 from the bottom.—For "4th" read "3d." See the last witness's evidence and Nicolas's Tables. In the original (Edit. 1563, p. 394) it stands "the ill day of December."

Page 195, line 35. "Serving of Huns's coffin."—This is the reading in the Edition of 1563: the passage was not reprinted till the Edition of 1583, when it was altered into "serving:" but "sering" seems the true reading, i.e. waxing, sere and cere being used indiscriminately in the old writers.

Page 197, line 11 from the bottom. "The tenor of the King's Letter in behalf of Richard Hun."—Among the Records at the Rolls Office, Chancery Lane, Chapter House Papers, 1st series, No. 1439, there is a petition of Margaret Whaplode to the Lord Privy Seal [undoubtedly Cromwell, who held that office 1536—1542], praying for relief; she calls herself "wife of Roger Whaplode," and speaks of her father as "maliciously murdered:" she states that they had then seven young children, and that they were in great distress, owing to the long denial of justice, and therefore prays redress. This petition no doubt occasioned the royal mandate in the text to be issued. There is an allusion to Roger Whaplode infrà, vol. v. p. 27.


Page 199, line 27. "Fretted and faced away."—The folio of 1684 reads "forced:" the expression at p. 190 is "fret and failed away," but in the Edition of 1576 that passage has "fret and failed away," while the first Edition (1563) has "fret and failed away."

Page 214, line 12.—See suprà, p. 123. The Edition of 1571 calls him there "Tylesley;" but the next Edition (1576) alters it into "Tilsworth," or "Tylsworth." Foxe means "originally" by "before."

Page 219, line 4.—William Smith was consecrated bishop of Lincoln A.D. 1495; he died January 2d, A.D. 1514. (Richardson's note on Godwin.)

Page 224, line 46. "Any of these nine."—Only seven things are mentioned: perhaps 7 in the MS. was mistaken for 9.

Page 226, line 34.—John Heron, Horne (p. 229), and Herne, are evidently the same person.

Page 231, line 36. "A weele" is a 'twiggen snare or trap for fish.' (Todd's Johnson.)

Page 232, line 14.—At p. 580 of this volume the vicar of Wycombe appears to have been Rowland, the bishop's chaplain, and a persecutor.


Page 253, line 2. "The science of printing—where was touched the inventing of printing."—In the portion of the preceding volume here referred to, there
are a few misconceptions, which it may be as well perhaps briefly to rectify. The lines of Bishop Campanus proceed on the notion that *Utric Ins was a Gaul*, whereas he appears to have been a native of Engelstal, a citizen of Vienna. It is not quite correct that he was the first who introduced the art of printing into Rome, Swayneheym and Panmarts having that honour now assigned to them, from more careful investigation.

The first line in the verses given in p. 719 differs from every example we can find, the ordinary reading being:

"Anser Tarpeii custos Jovis unde quod alici;"

from which "Jovis unde" has been removed by Foxe or others, and "vigilando" substituted, possibly in order to get rid of the heathen reference in the original: see Scheihrorn's reprint of Cardinal Quirini's "Liber de Scriptorum editt. quse Romae primum prodierunt," Lindauana, 1761, pp. 55, 90; Maltzair's "Annales Typogr." Edit. Amstel. 1783, vol. i. pp. 15, 16; Dibdin's Bibliograph. Decameron, vol. i. p. 382; and Schoeplini "Vindiciae Typographiae," Agent. 1760, pp. 95, 100, 103.

The tract of M. Judex to which Foxe has referred, (vol. iii. p. 718) will be found reprinted in a collection of similar pieces, by Wolfius, "Monumenta Typographica," Hamb. 1740, vol. i. p. 175.

Page 256, line 11. "Saevaroara."


Page 260.]—Foxe states at the bottom of the last page, that he derived the ensuing account of Luther from Melancthon. Foxe's text has been collated with Melancthon's Latin, prefixed to tom. ii. of "Lutheri Opera," Wittemb. 1558; and considerably improved in some instances.

Page 260, line 16.]—"Thy" is emphatic, and therefore printed in italics: "Sed adde ut credas et hoc, quod per ipsum peccata Tiberi donantur." (Melancthon.)

Page 260, line 24.]—"Discourse" is better than Foxe's "purpose." "Et ex hujus sermonibus et sumi mentis consolatione" are the words of the Latin.

Page 260, line 9 from the bottom.]—"Qui exordia academize Witteburgensis adjuverat, studium theologicum in recenti academie excitaret, &c." Page 261, line 1.]—"Tantam esse vim ingenii in hoc viro, ut planè persagire mutaturum esse vulgare doctrinae genus, quod tunc in scholis unicum thesabatur."

Page 261, line 11."Solemn manner of the schools."—"Usitare more." Page 261, line 18.]—"Ut multa precedunt mutationes persagia." Page 261, line 29.]—"Post longam et obscursam noctem."

Page 261, line 15 from the bottom.]—"Quare postea, cum quosdam receptos ritus mutare velit, honesti viri qui eum norunt minus vehementer adversati sunt, eique propter autoritatem, quam et rerum bonarum illustratione et sanctitate morum antepepererat, in iis sententias adserenserunt, quibus magno cum dolore videbant orbem terrarum instriat." Page 261, line 4 from the bottom.]—"De veris consolationibus in cruce." Page 262, line 2.]—"Promissionum Legis, et promissionis Evangelicae." Page 262, line 8.]—"Monstrato jam dulciore genere doctrinae." Page 262, line 12.]—"Ut cognit magnis proprietate et phrasing dexteritas judicare posset." Page 262, line 7 from the bottom.]—"Ilinc haereticum igni perdendum (query, prodendum) esse."

Page 262, line 3 from the bottom.]—"De rebus iisdem et tuendae veritate." Page 263, line 16. "Discovered outwardly."

Page 264, line 14. "Once it was counted heresy," &c.]—"Olim haereticus habebatur, qui dissentiebat ab Evangelis, ab articulis fidei, aut hoc quseum his parem obtinere auctoritatem. Nunc e si quis usquam dissenti at a Thoma, vocatur haereticus: ino si quis a commenticia ratione quan heri sophista
quispiam in scholis commentus est. Quicquid non placet, quicquid non intel-
lgunt, heresias est: Gracæ scire, heresias est: expolitò loqui, heresias est:
quicquid ipsi non sufficiat, heresias est." (Erasm. Opuscula, Lut. Bat. 1703, tom. iii.
cols. 514, 515, 517.) It fared much the same or worse with Hebrew: 
Claude D’Espen ise observes of his younger days, that he was driven to read 
Aristotle and Plato in Latin translations instead of the originals, and then 
adds:—"Nam Graecæ tum nosse, suspectum, Hebraice prope hereticum." In 
With regard to "speaking more finely," Erasmus may allude to the reception 
which his "Colloques" met with from the priesthood in general, or to the 
"Epistolæ obscurorum virorum," of which he had the credit given him. See 

Page 264, line 6 from the bottom. "The symbol,"]—i. e. the Creed.

Page 267, line 7 from the bottom. ]—Melancthon gives us the words of Euri-
pides, πᾶς συντροφος γλυκό.

Page 268.]—The extract from the Edition of 1563 should not have been 
terminated at the words "quake for fear:" the following continuation of the 
passage should have been given, being still a translation of Melancthon:—
"Let us render thankes unto God, the eternall Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who hath pleased by the ministery of this godlye Luther, to purifie 
the evangelical fountaines from papistical infection, and restore sincere doctrine to 
the church; whiche thynge we remembring ought to joyne our lamentable 
peticions, with salons affection beseechinge God to confirme that he hath begun 
in us, for his holy names sake.

"This is thy voyce and promise (O living and just God, eternall Father of 
oure Lorde Jesus Christ, Creator of all things, and of the church), I wil have 
compassion on you, for my names sake: I will it doe it for myself, yea even for 
my selfe, that I be not blasphemed. I beseeche thee with ardent affection, that 
for thy glorye, and the glory of thy Sonne Jesus Christ, thou wilt collect unto 
ythy selfe in the voyce of thy gospel, among us one perpetuell church, and that 
for the dear love of thy Sonne our Lorde Jesus Christ our mediator and inter-
cessor thou wilt governe us by thy Holy Ghost, that we unfainedly maye call 
upon thee, and serve thee justly. Rule also the studies of thy doctrine, governe 
and conserve the policies and disciplin of the same, which be the nurces of thy 
churches and scholes. And sith thou haste created mankinde to acknowledge 
and to invoke thee, and that for this respect thou hast revealed thy selfe by 
many cleare testimonies, permit not this smal number and selected flocke (that 
professe thy sacred woorde) to be defaced and overcome. And the rather, for 
that thy Sonne Jesus Christ, ready to fight against death, hathe prayed in thyss 
manner for us: Father, sanctify them in verity, thy word is verity. Our 
prayers we joyne with the praiser of this our holy priest, making our peticion 
with him, that thy doctrine maye shine among men, and that we mai be 
directed by the same. We heard Luther evemore pray in this wise, and so 
praying, his innocent ghost peaceably was separated from the earthly corps, 
when he had lived almost sixty three yeares.

"Such as succeeded, have divers monuments of his doctrine and godlines. He 
write certain learned workes, wherein he comprised a wholesome and 
necessary doctrine for menne, informing the sincere mindes to repentance and 
to declare the frutes of the same, the use of the Sacraments, the difference 
betwixt the Gospel and Philosophy, the dignity of politike order, finally the 
principal articles of doctrine profitable to the church. He composed certaine 
worke to reprove, wherein he refuteth divers pernicious errors. He also 
devised booke of interpretation, in which he wrote many narrations and 
expositions of the Prophets and Apostles, and in this kinde his very enemies 
confesse, he excelleth all other, whose worke are imprinted and published 
abrode.

"Then all Christians and godly mindes conceive what praise he deserved, but 
certenly hys exposition of the olde and newe Testament, in utilishe and 
laboure, is equivalent to all hys worke. For in the same is so much perspicu-
ity, that it may serve in stead of a commentary, though it be red in the 
Germaine tonge. And yet this is not a naked exposition, but it containeth 
very learned annotacions and arguments of every part. The whiche bothe set
for the summe of heavenly doctrine, and instructeth the reader in the sacred phrase, and manner of speaking in the Scriptures, that the godly minde may receive firm testimonies of the doctrine, out of the very fountaines. His minde was not to keepe us occupied in his woorkes; but to guid our spirites to the verye springes. His wil was, we should heare God speake, and that by his word true faythe and invocation might be kindled in oure myndes, that God might be sincerely honored and adored, and that many might be made inheritors of the everlasting life.

"It behoveth us thankfully to accepte hys good wil and greate laboures, and to imitate the same as our patrone, and by him to learn to adorn the church, according to our power. For we must referre all our life, enterprises, and deliberations, to ii principal ends. First, to illustrate the glory of God. Secondly, to profite the church. As touching the syuert, S. Paul sayeth: Doo all thinges to the glorye of God. And of the second, it is said in the cxxxi psalm, Pray that Jerusalem maye prosper, and there followeth a singular promise added in this versicle: that such as love the churche, shall prosper and have good sucesse. Let these heavenly commandments, and divine instructions, allure all men to learn the true doctrine of the churche, to love the faithfull minysters of the gospell, and the true teachers, and to employe their whole study and diligence to augment the true doctrine, and maintain concord and unity in the true church." (Foxe, Edit. A.D. 1563, p. 407, cols. 1, 2.)

Page 269, line 9 from the bottom.—"Maneant inter nos," i. e. between ourselves.

Page 269, line 2 from the bottom.—"Ascalanus episcopus" Foxe improperly renders "bishop of Ascalon." "Interes Romae ab adversariis procurabatur citatio, qua per fiscalem papae vocabatur in jus Lutherus, designatis sib eam causam judiciis Hieronymo de Genulitis, Episcopo Ascalano, Auditu Cameris, et Sylvester Prierate, Theologo, Mag. Palatii." (Cochleæ Hist. de actis et scriptis M. Lutheri, Colon. 1568, p. 15.)

Page 274, last line.—The reader will find a copy of the Appeal, at vol. v. p. 688.

Page 275, line 19.—The Disputation at Leipsic began June 27th, A.D. 1519. The ensuing account of it is almost entirely a translation of Melanchthon's "Epistola de Lipsica disputatione," given, with ample notes of a literary kind, in the new "Corpus Reformatorum," vol. i. col. 87. Halis Sax. 1834. It is also printed in the "Paralipomena Abbatis Ursbergensis," whence Foxe took it: see p. 277, note.

Page 275, line 4 from the bottom. "Into other by-matters and ambycles."—This word, though previously used by Melanchthon in this letter, has here mistakenly taken the place of "symplegadas," and of course given a wrong turn to the sentence:—"In has Symplegadas coergentum causam, non ista mulm necessarias et plane alienas ab instituto Carolostadii," col. 92.

Page 276, line 8. "Exscripte."—"quæ transcripsesat."

Page 276, line 12. "Luther (as was said)," &c.—From hence to the paragraph ending "ministered the first occasion," strictly speaking should precede the disputation at Leipsic. The titles of some of the publications of Luther and Eckius are given in the notes to Breitschneider's edition of Melanchthon.


Page 279, line 1. "Which was in the month of July, A.D. 1519."—The Annotator of Melanchthon's Letters, in the Edition of Breitschneider, thus carefully states the time that was occupied in this memorable discussion:—


Page 279, line 18.—Both Leo's bull against Luther, and Luther's answer to it, are given infra, vol. v. p. 659.
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Page 280, line 19.—Charles V. was elected at Frankfort, June 28th, A.D. 1519, and crowned at Aix-la-Chapelle, October 23d, A.D. 1520. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 281. "The acts and doings of Martin Luther at Worms."—See Lutheri Opera, Witheb. 1558, tom. ii. p. 163. The account there opens, "Anno Salutis nostrae 1521, post Dominicam Misericordia Domini, feria tertii," i.e. Tuesday after the 2d Sunday after Easter, or April 16th. Easter fell on March 31st. (See Nicolas’s Tables.)

Page 282, line 28.—"Alter die post adventum ejus, feria quartà," i.e. being Wednesday. Foxe calls it erroneously "the fourth day after his repair."

Page 284, line 3.—"SEQUENTI feria quinta." Page 284, line 16 from the bottom.—"Vel quocunque modo in mores gestusque asilico peccaverò," and presently after, "non in aulis sed angulis monasteriorum versatus."

Page 284, note (1).—"Germanicè" is the Latin.

Page 286, line 6.—For "rebound" the Edition of 1563 (p. 411) reads "turn."

Page 287, line 22.—The day is called in the Latin "Feria Sexta, post Dominicam misericordia Domini:" i.e. the next day.

Page 288, line 1.—"Feria secunda post Jubilate." The 3d Sunday after Easter was called "Jubilate," from the introit, "Jubilate omnis terra."

Page 288, line 3. "At nine o’clock."—"Hora sexta ante prandum" are the Latin words. The Edition of 1563 accordingly reads, "sixe of the clock."

Page 288, line 3. "Loco iterum designando."—St. George’s day was April 23d.

Page 288, line 6.—"Hora nuper designata...ad domini diversorium." Foxe blunders this sentence:—"On St. George’s day, a certain chaplain of the archbishop of Treves, about supper-time, came to Luther by the commandment of the bishop, signifying, that at that hour and place prescribed, he must, the morrow after, have access to his master."

Page 289, line 32. "The morrow after."—Foxe says "the Friday after." But this was Thursday, "the next day." (See 3 lines above.) See also Nicolas’s Tables, which make St. Mark’s day (April 25th) fall in 1521 on a Thursday. The Latin expression for the date is correct—"Feria quinta, ipsa die 8. Marti," i.e. Thursday.

Page 291, line 12.—"Affirmavit non magno redempturum, nisi audivisset cum: aliqui enim se statim Cassarem aditum fuisset, dictumque que retulissent doctores."


Page 293, line 10.—"A writ of outlawry," dated May 8th. (Sleidan.)

Page 294, line 3.—Pope Leo X. died December 1st, A.D. 1521. (L’Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 295, line 13. "Pope Adrian the Sixth," &c.—This is one of the Documents in the "Libellus Secundus" of the "Gravamina Germanorum." See the "Fasciculus" of Orthuinus Gratius, fol. 171; and the note in this Appendix on p. 11, line 14.

Page 298. "Instructions...to Cheregatus."—This is another Document in the "Gravamina." See the "Fasciculus," fol. 172. Cheregatus was bishop of Teramo, near Naples.

Page 308. "The grievances of the Germans."—See the note in this Appendix on p. 11, line 14.

Page 314, line 9 from the bottom.—Adrian VI. died September 24th, A.D. 1523, and Clement VII. was crowned November 25th. (L’Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 320, note (1).—"Ex Phil. Melancth. in Orat. funebri."—The Life, to which the Address quoted by Foxe was appended, appeared rather frequently in the 16th and 17th centuries, one of the last reprints being that edited by,
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Chr. A. Heumann, Gottingae, 1746, who mentions seven or eight previous editions.


Page 321, line 10. "Devout prayer."—"Hac precatione" in the original.

Page 321, line 19. "He was called unto God."—The words given in note (1) from the Edition of 1563 represent the original more accurately.

Page 321, line 22. "Etias, the conductor."—This seems to be mistaken, and should be translated, "Alas, the conductor," &c.

Page 321, line 24. "Hath not been comprehended."—should be, "hath not been made known" or "discovered."

Page 321, line 28. "Which shall follow."—better, "which may follow."

Page 322, line 9 from the bottom.—Frederick the Wise died May 5th, A.D. 1525. (L'Art de Vér. des Dates.)

Page 322, line 4 from the bottom.—These ministers were cited January 20th, A.D. 1524. (Sleidan.)

Page 329.—In the margin John Faber is called by Foxe "Stepulensia," but Jacques le Fevre of Etaples was quite a different person from John Faber, the vicar to the bishop of Constance, who was of Suabia. (See Scott's Continuation of Milner, vol. iii. p. 342.) Hence "Suabienisia" is substituted for "Stepulensia."

Page 335, line 6.—John Oxline, or Ochalin, was the minister of Burg, a town in the jurisdiction of Zurich. He was apprehended by Joseph Amberg, bailiff of Thurgau (not "Zurich," as Foxe says), who had the criminal jurisdiction over Burg, Stamhelm, &c. He had once been a favourer of the Reformation, but took this step to gain favour with the papists and secure his re-election as bailiff of Thurgau. (See Scott's Contin. of Milner, vol. ii. p. 496.)

Page 335, line 34.—The manifesto of the Zurichers was published January 4th, 1525, about six months after the apprehension of John Oxline.

Page 344, line 6 from the bottom.—Foxe calls these the "abbot of Capella, and the commendator of Kunascensia." The battle was fought at Cappel, at the foot of mount Albia, about three leagues from Zurich: the abbot of Cappel was Wolfgang Joner, of whom an account is given by Scott (Contin. of Milner, vol. ii. p. 569), as well as of the monastery over which he presided. The commendator or commander of Kunacht was Conrad Fabricius or Schmidt, of whom Scott also gives an account (see Index to the same volume). The title was connected with the Teutonic knights, whose he is called "Teutonici ordinis commendator." (Zuing. Op. ii. p. 228.) Kunacht was situated on the lake of Zurich.

Page 350, note (2).—Foxe no doubt derived the document of which he here gives a translation, from the Paralipomena Abbatis Urspergensis, Argen. 1609, p. 331. The following is the Latin as there given:

"Solymanus Tascus, Dei gratia rex regum, dominus dominantium, Maximus imperator Byzantii et Trapezuntis, &c. Reverendo patri Philippo Vilerio Liladamo, magno magistro Rhodii, equitibus suis et universo populo.

"Commoverunt me affectissime gentis mei commiseratio, et summa injuria vestra. Impero igitur vos pereclevereni insulse et arcis Rhodiae deditionem, piet ulteriorque conceda gratia securre aheundi cum omni pretiosa supellectile, aut si libet manendi sub imperio meo in nullo nec tributo quidem minuta libertate et religione vestra. Si sapitis, presferte amicitiam et pacem bello crudelissimo. Nam victos vi manent acerbissima omnia quae victi a victoribus pati solent, a quibus non defendent vos arma domestica externave auxilia, nec ingentes muri, quae radicibus evertant. Valente bene. Quod tum demum sit, si potius quam vim amicitiam malueritis, quae neque fraudi neque dolo vobis erit. Juro Deum, coeli terraque autorem, juro quatuor Evangelicae historiae chronogra-
phox, vicies quater mille prophetas lapso à coelo, summumque inter hos nostrum Mahumetem, adorandos item manes avi patriseque, tum hoc sacrum Augustumque meum imperiale caput.

"Ex regia nostra Constantinopoli."

There is an account of this same matter in the Universal History, with authorities cited: instead of "quatuor Evangelicae historiae Chronographiae" we there read, "the four Musaphi, which came down from heaven:" in illustration of which the following quotation may be useful: the 27th rule of the Religious Code of the Turks was—"Que les livres célestes sont réellement descendus du ciel, et mis entre les mains des prophètes; qu'ils contiennent les commandements et les défenses de l'Eternel, ses promesses et ses menaces." On this rule it is observed, "Que le plus éminent et le plus excellent de tous est le Cour'an; le Pentateuque, Tetrav, tient le second rang; l'Evangile, Isadil, le troisième; et le Pseautier, Zebbour, le quatrième." (Tableau général de l'Empire Ottoman, par M. D'Ohsan, tom. i. p. 67, Paris, 1787.) Foxe's translation has been revised.

Page 350. "Henry of Zutphen."—Foxe has derived the ensuing account of him from Luther, whom he cites p. 360, note (1). See Luth. Op. vol. vii. fol. 495, Witteb. 1558. The text has been collated with the Latin, and several inaccuracies corrected. The case of this martyr has been fully discussed by Muhlius in his "Dissertationes Historico-theologicae," pp. 359—472, 4to, Kilim, 1715; and his "De Henrici Zutphanienis Propositionibus," 4to, Kilim, 1717, to which is appended a corrected version of Luther's narrative. Muhlius's publications are valuable, inasmuch as he consulted the original Dithmarh records, whence he has furnished more correct names of persons and places. Foxe, after Luther, Crispin, and Panteleon, calls him "of Zutphen:" but Muhlius calls him "Zutphanienis," and Sleidan (an. 1524, vol. i. p. 244, edit. 1785) calls him "Henry Möller of Zutphen."

Page 352, line 5.]—Muhlius names this suffragan of the archbishop "Christopher."

Page 352, last line.—These Articles, as given by Muhlius, were 34 on "Natura," and 33 on "Evangelium, Fides, Charitas;" and they are discussed and defended by Muhlius.

Page 353, line 21. "Necessary that they," &c.]—"Quamobrem relictâ impietate, Verbum Dei non insectandum esse suadebant, sed credendum ut salvi ficerent." (Luther.)

Page 353, line 26. "With their blood."—"Sanguine suo" (Luther) is not noticed by Foxe.

Page 353, line 30. "Ad evangelizandum eis Christum." (Luther.)

Page 353, line 33.]—"In seris D. Katharinae praecidaneis," i.e. the day preceding, or the eve of, St. Katharine's day. (Ducange.) As St. Catharine's day fell on November 25th, these letters of invitation were received by Zutphen on Thursday, November 24th. (Nicola's Tables.)

Page 354, line 1.]—"Se ab illia vocatum esse;" and three lines lower, "In perdiciendo evangelio."

Page 354, line 26. "Having prepared all things toward his setting forth, on the 28th of November," &c.]—Foxe's text reads, "the 22d of October," which is a mistranslation of Luther's "duodevigésimo Octobris," i.e. 18th of October. Other specimens of such mistranslation occur in Foxe. It is clear, however, that this date is erroneous, because it was stated only a little before, that Zutphen received his invitation from Dithmarh November 24th. Muhlius, instead of "October 18th or 22d," assigns the "29th of November" as the day of departure: "proximo post primam adventus die, vigésimo nono Novembris, alacria Bremia Meldorham discedebat" (p. 435). Advent Sunday, however, by Nicola's Tables, in 1524 fell on November 27th; "November 28th" is therefore entered in the text.

Page 354, line 31. "Above all other, one Augustine Tornbock... unto Master John Schnicke."—"Schnick" is here substituted for Foxe's "Swicken," on the authority of Muhlius, and of Luther and Foxe themselves elsewhere; see

Page 354, line 8 from the bottom.]—Heyde is a small town in the north of Dithmarsh. (Martinère's Geography, v. Dithmarsh.)

Page 354, line 3 from the bottom. "Peter Name."

Page 354, reading all through the narrative, and usually Luther's: Foxe reads "Hanne." Gunter is sometimes called "a scribe."

Page 355, line (2). "If they would put this heretic monk to death."—The account given by Muhlius from MSS. rather differs from this: "Injungerunt gravissime, ne Boiis publice docendi sportam ecclesie exitio tameb heresicem ingredi pateretur," p. 436.

Page 355, line 12. "Plainly perceiving," &c.]—"Plane perspiciens quantum sume partes interesset, ut predicaret." Foxe's text has, "diligently watching whether he did preach or not."

Page 355, line 18. "In the hands of the parishioners."

Page 355, line 19. "That every church," &c.]—"Simulque regionis receptam consuetudinem indicat, liberam esse singulis ecclesiis reliquit potestatem Parochii aut predicatoris deponendi ut suscipiendi." Foxe says, "that in every church the parish priest should have free liberty to receive or put out the preacher."

Page 355, line 31. "The next day Henry went up into the pulpit."—Muhlius says (p. 437), that Zuthpen began preaching the second Sunday in Advent [December 4th], on the Gospel for the day and Rom. i. 9.

Page 355, line 37. "A thousand guilders."—"Milleorum aureorum." (Cripin.)

Page 355, line 42.]—"Iracundia commovebantur." Next line, for "every parish" ("uniculique Parochii") Foxe reads, "every parish priest."

Page 355, line 45.]—"Erant enim Prioris audito sernome penitus incensii." Foxe says, "for when they had heard the sermon, they were greatly offended with the prior."

Page 356, line 20. "Master chancellor."—i. e. Gunter. (Luther.)

Page 356, line 37. "End well."—"Cessuram feliciter:" Foxe, "come to pass."

Page 356, line 15 from the bottom.]—St. Nicolas's day was December 6th, which in 1524 fell on a Tuesday. And the Conception of the Virgin Mary, mentioned a few lines later, was December 8th.


Page 357, line 6.]—"Jacobites vel Predicatores," (Luther): Foxe always calls them "Jacobina." See Appendix to vol. iii. note on p. 436. Lunden ("Landana," Luther) is a small town in the north of Dithmarsh, three miles from Meldorf. (Martinère, v. Dithmarsh and Meldorf.)—Next line, "Franciscan or Minor: " and Minors" (Foxe): "ad Monachos Franciscanos Minorum" (Luther).

Page 357, line 35. "The names of the presidents were these, Peter Name," &c.]—This list of names is thus given by Luther: "Petrus Nannus, Petri Suini filius, Henrik Lundanus, Joannes Holmius, Lorentius Hannemanus, Nicolaus Veslingburgus, Ambrosius, Joannes Brenchkhusius, Marquardus Kremnerus Henstedanus, Ludekus Johannes Vesancingus, Petrus Grossos Praefectus Henstindinunus." Muhlius gives them, as he considers, more accurately, ex Dithmarshic chartis" (pp. 441, 442): "Peter Nanne the [of] Lunden | Peter Schwinia Söhne darsülvest [of the same] | Henning the Lunden | John Holm the Nenkarthen | Laurents Henneman the Wennenwisch | Lodewig Henne- man darsülvest | Bastel John Breen im Tiebensee | Claus von Wessing- buhren | Grote Johan the Wackenhuser | Marquart Kramer the Hensted | Ludeke Johan the Wessling | Peter Grote Baget tho Hemmingssted."

Digitized by Google
Page 357, line 41.—"Of counsel to this their pretence."—"Quos habeant consili conscius."

Page 357, line 7 from the bottom.—"Henning, which is half-a-mile from Meldorf."—Luther says, "500 pasibus:" Foxe, "five miles:" Crispin, "Histoire des Martyrs," says, "une demi-lieue près de Meldorf."


Page 358, line 10.—Luther's and Foxe's "Hennegus" is altered into "Henning," on the authority of Muhlius.

Page 358, line 8 from the bottom.—For Luther's and Foxe's "Altenan," Muhlius reads "in Altenoord:" and Muhlius reads "Neuenkirchen" for "the new church."

Page 359, line 23.—"One of the presidents named May."—"A profigato quodam et ad id conducto homine Schötero Maas." (Muhlius, p. 445.) Luther calls him "Maes."

Page 359, line 35.—"One Junger, sister of Peter Nanne."—It is rather fuller in Muhlius (p. 445), "egregia ista femina Wiba, defuncti Nicolai Jungii vidua." He also adds that she was "Joannis Petri Nanni filia, forsan et Petri Nanni soror." He had described her in the opening of his narrative as a distinguished patroness of the Gospel in Dithmarsch, and as having joined with Boyes in persuading Zutphen to come to Meldorf.

Page 360, line 5.—"For two hours," is put in from Luther.

Page 360, line 22.—"A mace."

Page 361, line 2.—"Meaux ... ten leagues distant from Paris."—The Gazetteers make Meaux twenty-five miles N.W. of Paris, which is "about" ten leagues. Foxe here says "miles," literally translating the Latin "milliares," which, however, must be understood with some latitude: see the note infra, on p. 402, line 13. Neither Pantaleon, nor "Histoire des Martyrs," here mentions the distance of Meaux from Paris.

Page 361, line 15.—"Rosoium in Briam profectus est." (Crispiu.)

Page 362, line 2.—"The same year, which was A.D. 1524."—Foxe's text has, "the year next ensuing, which was 1525." Foxe here referred in his own mind to the date of Castellane's martyrdom, which was January 5th, A.D. 1525 (see p. 365, and "Gallia Christiana") but what he immediately narrates occurred at the beginning of 1524.

Page 362, line 10.—"Gorzae captus." (Pantaleon.) Gorza was a famous abbey, four leagues from Metz. (Martinieri's Geography.)

Page 362, line 10.—The cardinal of Lorraine was the bishop of Metz. Jean de Lorraine, son of René II., duke of Lorraine, was at different times archbishop of Rheims, Lyons, and Narbonne; bishop of Metz, Toul, Verdun, Tournon, Albi, Valence, and Lupon; abbot of Gorze, Cluny, Fecamp, Marmoutier, &c.: made in 1501, at four years old, coadjutor to his great uncle, the bishop of Metz; and cardinal of St. Onuphrius in 1518: died in 1550. (Moretti.)

Page 362, line 15.—"The abbot of St. Anthony in Viennois."—Beaunier (Recueil général des Abbayes de France, Par. 1726, vol. ii. p. 960) states that the Frères Hospitaliers were instituted in La Motte, at Viennois, about 1093, to cure the St. Anthony's fire, which was very prevalent: but were erected into a separate society under the Augustine Rule by Boniface VIII. in 1295. The Dauphin Humbert in 1306 gave the abbots of St. Anthony in Viennois the right of presiding in the states of Dauphiny, in the absence of the bishop of Grenoble. Beaunier adds, that the superior of this abbey was alone called "Abbot," while the superiors of the other numerous houses, dependent on it as cells, were called "Commanders." This man, however, is called "Commander" at p. 373.

Page 362, line 17.—"Per jurisdictionem episcoporum Metensis, Tallensis, et Verdunensis." (Pantaleon.)
Page 363, line 6 from the bottom.—"Also" ["praetera"] is omitted by Foxe.

Page 363 note (3).—The suffragan of the bishop of Metz, here mentioned by the title of Nicopolis, is the person mentioned at p. 373 as abbot of Clairlieu. The present bishop of Metz was not of age to take the bishopric when it fell vacant (October 20th, 1505) : he was not consecrated till December 15th, 1519, having been born only April 9th, 1497. (See the note above on p. 362, line 10.) Gallia Christiana mentions that the bishop of Nicopolis held it for him during the interregnum, as his suffragan; also mentions the martyrdom of John Châtelain, January 12th, 1525. See the note in this Appendix on p. 188, line 24.

Page 364, note (2).—"Benet and Colet."—This phrase corresponds to the "acolyteship" in "Histoire des Martyrs" (1564, p. 100): it is similarly used by Lambert, infrà, vol. v. p. 191; and by Foxe in the margin, vol. viii. p. 78. The phrase occurs again at pp. 578, 579 of this volume, where we read, "degrade him of his small orders of Benet and Colet:" in which sense the phrase has been used at vol. iii. p. 634. William de Pykenham, who was chancellor of Norwich and archdeacon of Suffolk, writes to Margaret Paston: "One (cause) is, for your son Walter is not tonsured, in mother tongue called Bennett." (Paston Letters, vol. ii. p. 129, Edit. 1841); and Foxe, at vol. iii. p. 584, uses "benet" for the "first tonsure." "Collet" seems an abbreviation of "Acolyte," and "Benet" of "Benedict," alluding to the Benedicito given to persons on entering holy orders: see Martene "De Antiquis Ecclesiis ritibus," tom. ii. p. 382, edit. Rotomagi, 1700.

Page 369, note (2).—"Sex hors continuis in aere volitavit suspensus, lapide magni ponderis appenso." (Pantaleon, p. 51.)

Page 372, line 6.—This Epistle is given in Pantaleon, dated January 2d, a.d. 1525.

Page 372, line 20. "Prest and most ready."—"Prest" (Prest or Prêt, Fr.) is a favourite word with Foxe, usually in conjunction with its synonyme "ready:" see p. 292, line 14, and vol. i. p. 33, line 18, vol. v. p. 626, line 10 from the bottom.

Page 372, line 11 from the bottom. "Bona venture, provincial."—See the note on p. 463.

Page 373, line 11 from the bottom.]—This "commendator" is the same person as the "abbot" of St. Anthony mentioned at p. 362: see the note there.

Page 373, note (1).—Gallia Christiana, tom. xiii. col. 1375, states that the abbey of St. Mary at Clarus-locus, or Clair-lieu, was in the diocese of Nancy, and gives for the 27th abbot (a.d. 1509-1541) "Cuni Forville de Rosieres suffraganeus Metensis, Antonio duci e consiliis."

Page 377, line 16 from the bottom.—"Decimo sexto die Augusti." (Pantaleon, p. 64.)

Page 378, line 28.—Pantaleon [p. 66] states the martyrdom of these two to have happened in September 1529.

Page 379, line 7 from the bottom. "Mels."—"Qui locus ab Antwerpia duo prope milliaria abstet." (Pantaleon, p. 45.) "Qui est environ une bonne liene d'Anversa." (Histoire des Martyrs.)

Page 380, line 12.—"Vestis flava et auritus pileus (stultorum instar)." (Pantaleon.)

Page 380, line 16.—This martyrdom is dated by Pantaleon (p. 59), "pride Nat. Mariæ, quæ fuit 8 Septembris." Foxe has not translated the Latin "Campidonum." Pantaleon's Latin, and Busching's Geography have furnished some improvements of Foxe's text.

Page 380, line 11 from the bottom. "Right foot over the left."—Pantaleon adds, "et dextram manum super sinistram cruces instar collocavit."

Page 380, line 4 from the bottom.—Pantaleon [p. 66] gives an account of this martyr as Henry Flander: he preached at Courtray in Flanders: his persecutor was "Baltazar à Cordis, officialis episcopi Tornacencia."

Page 382, line 12.—"Persevaldus Cæcus, de Briga natus." (Pantaleon, p. 97.)
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Page 382, line 24.——Foque says, "Dormardus, a Potestate in that country:"

Page 383, note (3).——The Latin in Pantaleon, p. 102, is "Hannonia," i.e. Hainault.

Page 384, line 34.——"In Verle-place."

Page 384, line 41.——Pantaleon says that Buck was "professione sartor," i.e. "a tailor."

Page 385, line 4 from the bottom.——As "Bruley and his company" are mentioned, this martyrdom had better have been placed after the next two, in p. 387.

Page 386, line 5.——"Formed in shape of a pasty."

Page 388, line 4.——"The communication of Ratisbon."

Page 388, line 6.——"About the expedition of Bucer's book there to be printed."

Page 388, line 25.——The death of John Diazius took place on the morning of March 27th, A.D. 1546. (Pantaleon, p. 168.)

Page 388, line 43.——Pantaleon states (p. 172), that Alphonsus Diazius being at Trent to attend the council there, A.D. 1552, was found one day hanged from the neck of his mule.

Page 394, line 21.——"The emperor's placard.

Page 396.——"The French martyrs."

Page 396, line 35.——Couberon is a small village near Meaux. ("Histoire des Martyrs.")

Page 400, line 13 from the bottom.——"Mené à Saincte Liége."

Page 402, line 13.——"Meaux, a city in France, ten miles from Paris."

Page 405, line 27.——"Nine days."

Page 405, line 40.——Pantaleon (p. 185) dates the martyrdom of Audebert, Saturday, September 28th, 1549.
Page 406, line 23. "Peter Castellane, bishop of Macon (a man fit for such inquisitions).”—Peter Castellanus, or Du Chatel, was born at Arc in Burgundy, and became famous for his learning. Having travelled to Rome in his younger days, he conceived a great disgust at the moral degradation of the clergy there, which he never concealed. He was of a very liberal cast of mind, and endeavored to appease the king's wrath against the Waldenses before the destruction of Cabriers and Merindol, and interceded for some alleged heretics who were to be burnt: he also sheltered the learned printer, Robert Stephens (see Rivet. Isagoge ad Scripturam sac. cap. 12, § 11), and carried him through many a persecution raised by the bigots of the Sorbonne. What Foxe means by the expression, "a man fit for such inquisitions," is not quite clear; but the original French here says: "Pierre Castellanus evesque de Macon, apostat de la vérité par luy connue, avant qu'il fut parvenu aux grands honneurs de la Cour:" and the "Histoire des Martyrs," published at Geneva in 1619, says of him: "Auquel la vérité n'estoit inconnue, mais souffoqué dans les grands honneurs de la Cour." In like manner, "remarkable apostat," says the "Histoire Ecclésiastique des Eglises réformées au Royaume de France" (à Anvers, 1580), tom. i. p. 79. He became ultimately bishop of Orleans, and upon his going to preach there a vast crowd assembled, "à cause de la nouvelle de veoir un evesque precher: ainsi qu'il menaçot très asprement ceaus qu'on appelloit hérétiques, il fut frappe d'un mal de colique si grand, et si soudain, qu'estant emporté il finit miserablement ses jours la nuit suivante, pour faire son entrée ailleurs qu'à Orleans." (Ibid. p. 81.) See also Laval's "History of the Reformation in France," book i. § 55. He died February 3d, A.D. 1552.

Page 407, line 39.—Maurice Senenate was martyred at Nîmes in Languedoc, August 16th, 1551: see Pantaleon, p. 215, from whom Foxe's account is taken.

Page 407, line 43.—"Tanto dolore dissimulatus veritatìs affectus est." (Pantaleon). Foxe incorrectly says, "for disassembling with the truth."


Page 409, line 35. "Dr. Coomes, a grey friar."—"Un cordelier, qu'on appelle de combly." ("Hist des Mart."). "Franciscanus, doctor Cumbianus appellatus." (Pantaleon.)

Page 409, line 36. "The Primacial Official."—"The official Metropolitain" was an ecclesiastical officer, who heard appeals against the judgments of the officials of any of the suffrangu bishops of a province: the "Official Primatial," or "de la Primacie," was a person who heard appeals against the judgments of the metropolitan official. (Dict. des Sciences, v. Primatial.) See p. 414.

Page 409, note (1).—This note, as Mr. Maitland has observed, is nonsense. The original Latin of the text runs thus:—"Ventum est ad oleum illud sacrum, salem, aliasaque ejus generis nugas, quas siebam merum esse maniasmum." Hic cum viderem officiæm hesitate in voce "marranismi," declaravi illi quid ea sibi vellet, dicens, istiusmodi unguenta et salaminae prorsus redolere legem marranorum ac superstitionem Judaicam." The Moors in Spain, who were Mahometans, were called Marrani (see p. 593 of this volume): hence the term "Marranism," which may be considered as synonymous with the word "Maometrie," i.e. "Mahometrie," used by Swinderby and Lord Cobham, vol. iii. pp. 119, 327.

Mr. Maitland observes that Nicolas de Lyra is not responsible for the interpretation of Marranism, which Foxe seems in this note to father on him, but that it arose from Foxe's misapprehending the meaning of a passage of Paulus Burgensis.

Page 413, line 22.—Ville-Franche is 16 miles N. by W. of Lyons. (Gazetteer.) Foxe says "six miles," following Pantaleon, as in the case of Meaux, supra, p. 402: "leagues" is put in from "Histoire des Martyrs."
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Page 414, line 41.—Pantaleon talks of “Aurincum” (Avranches) all through this story; but “Hist. des Mart.” says “Evreux,” which is correct; for it appears from the narrative that the place where Neel reproved the dissolute priests was Nonancourt, which is in the diocese of Evreux. The bishop of Evreux A.D. 1532—1574 was Gabriel de Veneur, of whom Gallia Christiana says, “Sub ejus episcopatu haeresis Calvinistica in urbe grassata est;” whereas nothing of that kind is stated respecting Robert Cenalis, bishop of Avranches A.D. 1532—1560, though he certainly was opposed to Luther’s doctrine, and appears as an actor in this persecution at pp. 428—430.

Page 416, lines 15, 22. “Governor of the Marches, or the Marshal.”[—“Le Prevost des Mareschaux.” (“Hist. des Mart.”) “Latrunculator.” (Pantaleon.) See note on p. 419, line 33. “Prévôt des Mareschaux, un officier d’épée établi pour battre la campagne avec d’autres officiers et cavaliers ou archers qui lui sont subordonnés afin de procurer la sûreté publique: il est aussi établi pour faire le procès à tous vagabonds, gens sans aveu et sans domicile. Les Romains avoient des milices destinées, dont les chefs étoient appelés latrunculatores.” (Dict. des Sciences.)

Page 416, line 18.—“Chauffours, bourgade à deux lieues près de Chartres.” (“Hist. des Mart.”)


Page 419, line 11 from the bottom.—“In Grenoble” is put in from Pantaleon and Crispin. The whole of this sentence is corrected from “Histoire des Martyrs.”


Page 419, note (2).—It would be more accurate to say, “Ex locorum communium collectanea a Joh. Manito, plerisque ex lectionibus Ph. Melanchonis excerpta, &c. (8vo. Basileae, 1563), tom. ii. p. 31.”

Page 424, line 24.—“L’Enfumé.” (“Hist. des Mart.”) This was probably a nickname by which he was commonly designated for his pomposity. “Quem Fumosum appellant.” (Pantaleon, p. 296.)

Page 424, line 6 from the bottom. “The lords d’Estenay and of Ciguogna.” —Cassini’s Map of France exhibits “Cigogne” about two miles west of Marchenoir. The other title the “Histoire des Vrais Tesmoins” calls “de Saint Ay’; which makes it probable that “d’Estenay” is a corrupt form, either of “de St. Ay” or of “de Santenay,” which Cassini’s map represents as a large barony on the forest of Blois; either place is some miles indeed from Marchenoir, but the baron might have an estate and residence near Marchenoir.

Page 426, line 7.—“Le Greffier Pontac” (Crispin), i.e. the notary; see note on p. 419. Foxe calls him “the judge.”

Page 427, line 2. “Saintes.”—“Saintes ville capitale du pays” (Crispin); whence Foxe miscalls the place “Saintes Ville.”

Page 429, line 8.—The name “John Caillon” is supplied from a table of Errata to “Histoires des Martyrs,” and from “Histoire des Vrais Tesmoins.”

Page 434, line 25.—“Filleul de feu Albert, marquis de Brandenbourg . . . importuné [le roy] par prières des Alemanas.” (Hist. des Martyrs.) Foxe does not notice “fueu,” and for “des Alemanas” puts in “of the said marquis.” As this happened A.D. 1558, and Albert had died January 8th, A.D. 1557 (Sleidan, ad an.), the importance of the correction of the text will be evident.

Page 434, line 28.—The “Histoire des Martyrs” (p. 881) calls one of these the “Lieutenant-criminal; but in the case of Philippe de Luns, p. 432, the same officer is called the “Lieutenant-civil” in the French. For “Benedictine,” a Jacobite,” Foxe reads, “Benedictus, Jacobin”: but see the next note.

Page 434, line 7 from the bottom.—Here Danville says, “Benedictinus Jacobin et son compagnon un Sorboniste, dit Nostre Maistre:” and he had VOL. IV.
just before said that he was questioned the first time by "Benedictinus Jacopin et un Sorboniste son compagnon;" and the second time by "le compagnon de Benedictinus, et deux autres Sorbonistes."

Page 434, line 5 from the bottom.—The speaker is called by Foxe "The Doctor," and again at the top of next page. But Danville does not represent the first two questions as put by either in particular, but plurally by both together.

Page 435, line 3.—This and the next three questions, according to Danville, were put by Benedictinus: Foxe always says "Doctor."

Page 435, line 25.—Foxe erroneously reads "the ninth of the same month;" "19" is the reading in the French: and instead of "the same doctor with two other Sorbonists," Foxe has "another doctor with two Sorbonists:" the French says here, "devant D. et deux autres Sorbonistes;" but had previously said, that he appeared on the second occasion before "le compagnon de Benedictinus et deux autres Sorbonistes." (see the note next but two before this): it is clear, therefore, that "D" means "le compagnon de Benedictinus."


Page 437, line 28.—The ninth question is, according to the French (p. 883), put by "Le maistre des Docteurs de Sorbonne."

Page 437, line 9 from the bottom. "Then Benedictine," &c.—"Alors Benedictinus, voyant que son maistre docteur ne repondoit a mon dire," &c.

Page 438, line 3. "Another contrary example."—"Un exemple tout a l'opposite du sien:" Foxe says a "heavenly example:" but the opposition lies, not between earthly and heavenly, but between the tendencies of the two examples.

Page 438, lines 8, 10. "The fourteenth chapter."—Foxe reads "twelfth" in both cases: "Sur quoi ils me surprindrent et dirent, Il n'est pas escrit de l'adoration de Saintcs au 14 des Hebr. c'est plustost a l'oncehieme chapitre. Bien soit, dis je, tant y a qu'il est escrit au nouveau Testament. Et toutfois estant de retour d'aveu, je recits leur propos a mes compagnons, et trouvay que c'estoit au 14 des Actes. Voyez si ces gens ont bien leu leur nouveau Testament, de me dire qu'il estoit escrit aux Heb. 11 chap. et non au 14." Foxe inaccurately says for these last words, "well seen in their divinity."

Page 438, line 23. "About that reiteration."—"Nous nous trompons sur cette reiteration."

Page 438, line 32. "To wit, he is," &c.—"A scavoir quil est contenu sous ceste courteine et ceste blancheur que vous voyez."

Page 438, line 35.—"Et de cela je me tien pour resolu."

Page 441, line 10.—See this case of Geffery Varagle referred to in the account of the persecution at Angrogne, p. 513.

Page 441, line 23.—Phustost par crainte de reproche, que de vraie opinion qu'ils eussent, qu'il la meritast." ("Hist. des Mart.")

Page 441, note (1).—The French work referred to is the "Commentaires de l'estat de la religion et la republique sous les rois Henri et Francois II. et Charles IX." (without place), by Pierre de la Place, published in French 1565, and afterwards translated into Latin. This story is accordingly there to be found.

Page 448, line 9 from the bottom.—"Saturday, the 16th of May," does not suit the year 1558 by Nicolas's Tables, as Sunday in that year fell on May 15th; but it would suit the year 1556.

Page 444, note (2).—This reference proves that Foxe used the Edition of "Histoire des Martyrs" of 1564.

Page 446, line 25.—"Mille ecus sol" ("Hist. des Martyrs"): see the note on "crowns of the sun" in Appendix to vol. ii. p. 789: they are also mentioned infrè, vol. v. p. 458.
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Page 447, line 19.]—"Natif de Braine le Château," ("Hist. des Mart.") : Foxe calls the place "Brameauld."

Page 447, line 9 from the bottom. "The Dutch tongue."]—"La langue Allemande." ("Hist. des Mart.")

Page 450, line 3 from the bottom. "As he were mad."]—See before, p. 17, line 11, for a similar expression—"marching as he were wood."

Page 451.]—Foxe evidently continues to make use of Crispin's "Histoire des Martyrs," in his account of the Spanish Inquisition. (Edit. 1564, p. 903.)

Page 453, line 1. "In the year 1559, May 21."]—Foxe, as before, follows the French author in the ensuing account of the Auto-da-fé at Valladolid. An account of this Auto was published very early in Italian, intituled, "Relazione dell' Atto della Fede, che si è celebrato dall' officio della Santa Inquisizione di Valladolid. Nel Giorno della Dominica della Santissima Trinità, à xxi. del mesi di Giugno, della Nativita del nostro Signore Gesù Christo M.D.LIX, &c.; in Bologna per Alessandro Benacio, et Compagni." The authenticity of this rare tract is confirmed by the "Hist. Pontif. Catol." of Illescas, part 2, chap. 30, p. 723, edit. Mad. 1613, and it is also fully supported by the statements of Foxe: see more in Mendham’s "Memoirs of the Council of Trent," p. 334, where the Italian account is reprinted, and the error in the title of June for May is pointed out: Trinity Sunday could in no year fall on June 21st, and did fall on May 21st in 1559 (see Nicolas's Tables). An account of this Auto has likewise been given in Spanish from the original archives by Llorente, late Secretary to the Inquisition, in his History of the Spanish Inquisition, published at Madrid in 1822, and republished in English by Whitaker, London, 1826. The Spanish account corrects some errors both in the French and Italian, which corrections have been introduced into Foxe's text: they chiefly regard the names and titles of persons and places.

Page 453, line 3.]—Valladolid is here correctly called "a town," not "a city," for it did not become a bishopric till 1595. It was now in the diocese of Palencia, and Llorente states this as the reason why the bishop of Palencia, as ordinary, degraded the clerical prisoners (see the note infra, on p. 455, line 26).

Page 453, line 13. "The archbishop of Seville, prince of the synagoge of the inquisitori."]—This was Don Ferdinand Valdés, eighth inquisitor-general of Spain, appointed in January 1547 by the pope, and continued such for twenty years: under his administration it is computed that there were 2,400 burnt alive, 1,200 in effigy, and 12,000 penances. (Llorente, London, 1826, pp. 164, 579.)

Page 453, line 15. "The third scaffold was for the prisoners.""]—These words are put in, as Foxe has omitted to make further allusion to the third stage, though he had mentioned, a few lines above, that there were three. This third stage, according to Crispín, consisted of six tiers of seats, narrowing from the bottom upwards; the bottom row being capable of accommodating ten persons, and the top but one. The prisoners then were arranged on these forms according to the supposed degree of their guilt; the solitary topmost seat being assigned in this instance to Dr. Casalla. The knowledge of these circumstances throws light on the ensuing narrative.

Page 453, line 19. "The count of Buendía."]—It appears from Llorente (London, 1826, p. 435), that this personage was Don Juan de Acuña.

Page 453, line 26. "Sambenito."]—This name for the habit of a penitent is stated by Llorente (p. 26) to be a corruption of sáculo bendito; for before the 13th century it was the custom to bless the cloth (sáculo) used in a public penance.

Page 454, lines 13, 19. "The procurator-fiscal.""]—Foxe says, "The procurator-fiscal, or the pope's great collector." This definition of the meaning of the "procurator-fiscal" is not found in Crispín, nor is it correct: it is a term applied to any officer who acts on behalf of some high judiciary, and he is called fiscal, because, among other things, he looks after the pecuniary rights of his principal. (Dict. des Sciences.) Thus the public accuser on behalf of the Court of the Inquisition was called the "procurator-fiscal," as he assessed and received the fines levied on the prisoners.
Page 454, line 19.]—Crispin mentions in the "Histoire des Martyrs," that the archbishop of Seville, and the bishops of Valencia and Orense, were present with the other grandees at this Auto: whence Foxe probably was led to mention these among the "persecutors" of Dr. Cazalla and the rest. The Italian account adds the bishop of Ciudad Rodrigo to the list. Llorente says the archbishops of Seville and St. Ingo, and the bishops of Palencia and Ciudad Rodrigo were present, but does not mention Orense. *Palencia* is certainly the correct reading, for Valladolid was in the diocese of Palencia; whereas *Valencia* was in a remote part of Spain, and had a distinct Inquisitorial tribunal. Moreover, Llorente states, that in consequence of the immense number of accusations archbishop Valdés, the inquisitor-general, had been compelled, just before this Auto, to delegate his powers to Don Pedro de la Gasca, bishop of *Palencia*, who established himself at *Valladolid*, and to Don Juan González de Munesbríg, bishop of Tarragona, who repaired to Seville. (Llorente, London, 1826, pp. 197, 431.) Foxe talks of *Valencia* several times in the remainder of the narrative, wherein he follows the French; the Italian and Spanish accounts, however, in all those instances read "*Palencia*," which is therefore introduced into Foxe's text.

Page 454, line 24.]—Foxe after Crispin calls Dr. Cazalla "priest of Valladolid;" the title put into the text is from Llorente: the Italian says, "habitatore di Valladolid."

Page 454, line 34.]—The title of Francis de Bivero in the text is from Llorente: Crispin and Foxe call him "priest of Valladolid," and the Italian "habitant di Valladolid."

Page 454, 3d case. "Beatrix de Bivero."—Foxe, after Crispin, calls her "Blanche;" Llorente and the Italian say "Beatrix."

Page 454, 4th case.]—Foxe, after Crispin, omits to mention the confiscation of goods in this case.

Page 455, 5th case.]—Foxe, after Crispin, represents Constance as sentenced to be burned, which is a mistake: see Llorente and the Italian. Foxe himself at p. 457 makes only fourteen burnt.

Page 455, line 18. "Stone—set up in place of the house."—Foxe, in curious contradiction to what precedes, says "set up in the house": Crispin however says, "en la place ou auroit esté ladite maison." Llorente in 1822 says, that he had seen the monument and inscription, but that it was destroyed in 1809.

Page 455, 7th case.]—Foxe, after Crispin, calls Perez "priest of Valencia;" Llorente and the Italian say "l'alpha," After the words "behoof of the superiority," Crispin adds—"Suite du surplus de ceste histoire traduitte de certaines lettres envoyées en Allemagne."

Page 455, line 26.]—"Palencia" is again put in for Crispin's and Foxe's "Valencia," from Llorente: who here says (Ed. Madrid 1822, Vol. iv. p. 193), "Pues estavan presentes los arzobispos de Sevilla y de Santiago, y los obispos de Palencia y de Ciudad Rodrigo, la [degradation] ejecutó el de Palencia, como ordinario diocesano, pues Valladolid no era todavía obispado."

Page 455, line 37.]—"Prest and ready;" see the note in this Appendix on p. 372.

Page 455, 8th case.]—"de Roxas" is put in from Llorente; also the "fert" marquis de Poza, who was "don Juan de Roxas."

Page 456, 10th case.]—Llorente says, that Don Louis de Roxas was eldest son of Sancho de Roxas Sarmento, who was eldest son of the forenamed first marquis of Poza; and adds, that he was nephew of Don Peter, mentioned No. 8.

Page 456, 11th case.]—Llorente calls her, daughter of Alfonso Henríques de Almansa, marquis of Alcainzes, defunct, and of "donna Elvira de Roxas, su viuda, nieta materna de los citados primeros marqueses de Poza." Crispin and Foxe absurdly call her "mother of the aforenamed marquis of Poza." The Italian calls her "nepote al detto marchese di Poza."

Page 456, 12th case.]—Llorente and the Italian call him "de Ocampo;" Crispin and Foxe, "dell Campo."
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Page 456, 14th case.]—Crispin calls Herezuelo "bachelier;" Foxe, "bachelor of divinity;" but Llorente (p. 194) "licenciado . . . abogado de la ciudad de Toro:" the Italian says "Bacillieri:" he had a wife, and could not be "bachelor of divinity," as Foxe calls him.

Page 456, 15th case.]—"La quintieme fut appelée de son siege Katharine Romain;"

Page 456, 16th case.]—Foxe calls this individual "Frances Errem," and speaks of "her" as a female: but Crispín says "François Errem" "un heretique;" the Italian "il licentiatto Francesco di Errera;" and Llorente "Hernand de Herrera," &c.

Page 456, 17th case.]—"Comme la maistresse d'icelle secte." (Crispin.)

Page 456, 18th and 19th cases.]—"Après fut appelée Isabella de Strada, et avec icelle Jeanne Velasques." (Crispin.)

Page 456, 20th case.]—Crispin and Foxe do not name this individual: Llorente (p. 195) calls him "Juan Garcia, platero:" the Italian, "Giovan Garsia, argentiero;"

Page 457, 22d case.]—Crispin and Foxe only call her "Jane de Silva;"

Page 457, 23d case.]—Crispin and Foxe read, corruptly, "Lisuerdo;" Llorente and the Italian "Ciseres;"

Page 457, 24th case.]—Crispin and Foxe say, "Ciser das Sareglio;" the Italian, "Ciseres de Soteglio;"

Page 457, 26th case.]—Foxe, after Crispín, says only "sister to the marquis de Royas." Her full description is from Llorente.

Page 458, line 6.]—Llorente gives a full account of this Second Auto-da-fé at Valladolid, which took place October 8th of the same year, and was more splendid than the former, being attended by the king, Philip II.: 18 persons, with a corpse and an effigy, were burnt; and 16 admitted to reconciliation.

Page 458, line 10.]—Llorente represents that at the former Auto-da-fé, in May, 14 persons, with the remains of a woman, were burnt; and 16 admitted to reconciliation; i.e. 30 living persons in all. He does not, however, mention Case 27; but he mentions as put to penances—Don Juan de Ulloa Pereira, a knight commander of the order of St. John of Jerusalem; Donna Francisca Zuniga de Baexa; Antonio Minguez; and Isabella Minguez.

Page 458, line 7 from the bottom.]—Pantaleon and Crispín remark, that "Dryander is the Greek translation of the Spanish "Encenas," and that both are equivalent to "Du Chesne" in French, Anglicè, "a man of oak."


Page 463, line 4 from the bottom.]—"Bonaventure, General of the Order." Foxe says, simply, "Bonaventure, a General." It appears from p. 465, that he was such in the year 1543: query whether he be the same person who had been Provincial in the year 1525; see p. 372.

Page 465, line 27. "Earl of Belcastro;"]—The original says "Comes Petilianus." Busching's Geography says, "Belcastro, antiently Petilia, a little city and a bishop's see, with the title of a dukedom, which belongs to the house of Caraccioli." Some, however, say, that Strongoli is the antient Petilia.

Page 472, line 34.]—"Gentes illas ego cognovi, ex Valdensium origine, bona doctrinæ, et melioris vitae." (Pantaleon.)

Page 473, lines 6 and 9. "A muffer or bandage, all of gore-blood;"

Page 473, line 17.]—"Cum illa ipsorum maledieta obstinacione." (Pantaleon.)

Page 474, note (1).]—Almost the whole of the ensuing narrative of the persecution in Provence will be found, as Foxe's references shew, in Pantaleon and Crispín, with whose account the text has been collated, and in some instances improved. It is also in De Thou, "Hist. sui Temporis," fol. Lond. 1733, tom. i. pp. 222—228.
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Page 475, line 26.—In the French Crispin, Latesnus is called "Masseon."

Page 475, last line.—"Inter caeteros prodit quidam monachus ex ordine Dominicanorurn, Joannes de Roma appellatus." (Pantaleon, p. 112.) This whole story about John de Roma is omitted by Crispin, who proceeds at once to the cruel decree against Merindol, p. 477.

Page 476, line 1.—"Obtaining a commission," &c.—"Ab episcopo legatoque Avenionensi." (Pantaleon, p. 112).

Page 476, line 10.—"Michelottus Serra Cabrierenensis, Murrus appellatus; et Gulielmus Milius." (Pantaleon.)

Page 476, line 27.—"Any one of his own friends," &c.—"No ipsi sodales Dominici ferre poterant." (Pantaleon.)

Page 476, line 6 from the bottom.—"The bishop of Aix." —"Episcopus Aquensis," in Crispin, Pantaleon, and De Thou: this term would ordinarily mean the bishop of Aegs, a suffragan of the Archbishop of Auch; but in this instance it means Antony Imbert, bishop of Aix, so called, because he was at this time, and had been for some years, bishop-coadjutor to Petrus de Filleul, archbishop of Aix, who shortly after this date died, Jan. 22d, 1541, at the advanced age of 102 years. Imbert was appointed his successor, but not installed till August 28th, 1541. He was a distinguished man in his day; he attended and figured at the Council of Trent in 1545, and published an account of its proceedings. He died in 1550. The above information is derived from Gallia Christiana.

Page 477, line 19.—This decree against Merindol is given by Crispin, dated November 18th, a.d. 1540.

Page 478, line 7.—"Episcopi Sextienii sortorum." (Pant.) Aix is "Aquæ Sextie" in Latin: "Sextiensis" is used properly here, as descriptive of the bishop-coadjutor. "Estimée pailliard de dudit evêque d’Aix." (Crispin.)

Page 479, line 3.—"Mec lux." (Pantaleon.)

Page 480, line 13.—"Amica Aquensis." (Pantaleon.)


Page 481, line 32.—"And divers abbots, priors," &c.—The Latin account in Pantaleon (p. 118) says: "Abbatas nonnulli ac Priors, Præpositus Aquensis cum quibusdam senioribus Canonicis." The Præpositus [dean or provost] of Aix was Johannes de Carnolle, previously a canon of Aix; he was also chancellor of the university, and prothonotary of the apostolic see; he was Præpositus from 1526 to 1552. (Gallia Christiana.)

Page 482, line 3.—"Not forgetting his Spanish subtleties."—The present archbishop of Arles was Johannes Ferrerius, nephew "ex fratre Matthia" of the preceding archbishop, "Johannes Ferrerius, in Hispania Tarraconensi ortus, Herdensis primum ecclesie archidacanon," &c. His nephew was made bishop-coadjutor to his uncle in 1518, and archbishop on his death in 1521; he died himself in 1550. (Gallia Christiana.)

Page 483, line 13.—"Dominicanus." (Pantaleon.) "Un docteur en theologie, de l’ordre des Jacobins, nommé Bassinet." (Crispin.)

Page 485, line 14.—"The president of the canons."—"Præpositus canonorum." (Pantaleon, p. 121.) No doubt the provost of Aix is meant: see note on p. 481, line 32. Otherwise, if the provost of Avignon be meant, it would be Ferrinatus de Revillacce Taurini, "regius consiliarius, Præpositus Avenionensis 1527—1547." (Gallia Christiana.)

Page 485, line 23.—"The house of the bishop of Rieux."—"Episcopus Rievensis." (Pantaleon, p. 121.) The bishop of Rieux, a.d. 1538—1568, was Francis du Bourg. He was made Master of the Requests, Dec. 16th, 1538, and consecrated September 2d, 1542. (Gallia Christiana.) We should rather have
expected to hear, on this occasion, of "Episcopus Rienae or Regensia," i.e. the bishop of Riez (Anthony Lascaris de Tende, bishop of Riez from 1532 to November 14th, 1541), he being a suffragan of Aix; while Riez was of Toulouse."


Page 485, line 15 from the bottom. "Foreign" is put in from Pantaleon and Crispin: "peregrinus bibliopola."

Page 486, line 13. "That he had sold," &c.] — "Imperatoris privilegio Galliæ converso Bibliorum Codices permutos a me distrauctos esse memine: nec imperatoris privilegio solutum, sed et Regis ipsius, Lugdunensiibusque typis excusos." (Pantaleon.) "Qu'il a vendu plusieurs Bibles en Francois avec privilege de l'Empereur; et aussi d'autres imprimées a Lyons, et des Nouveaux Testaments imprimez avec le privilege du Roy." (See Appendix to vol. v., note on p. 213, note (1).)

Page 487, line 7.] — "En urbe comitataque Venetiae tota." (Pantaleon.) "Par toute la ville et conté de Venise." (Crispin.) Foxe calls it "Venice."


Page 487, line 19 from the bottom.] — Francis de Tournon, one of the most eminent men of his day, was archbishop of Embrun, which he vacated for Bourges Nov. Junii, 1525; after which he was translated to Auch June 14th, 1538; and became archbishop of Lyons 13 Cal. August, 1551. He was made cardinal of St. Peter and St. Marcelline in 1530; and abbot of St. Anthony Viennais August 13th, 1542, and dean of the College of Cardinals: he died April 22nd, 1562. (Moreri, Gallia Christiana.)


Page 490, line 23.] — The words "Libera me or." are put in from the original.

Page 490, line 25.] — Foxe says "God a mercy:" but Pantaleon (p. 126) says, "Gratias ei nihilo magis agere:" Crispin, "qu'ils ne disoyent pas grand merci:" hence the old English phrase, "gramercy," is put into the text.

Page 490, line 14 from the bottom. "He was also informed," &c.] — "Deque Senatus consulto, eisque rebus quæ postea consecutæ dicebantur, singulatim quaeque ei relata fuerat." (Pantaleon.)

Page 490, line 3 from the bottom. "He should have good demonstration," &c.] — This passage is founded on Pantaleon: "hujus animus ex informationibus divini verbi, ac utrisque Testamenti locorum inductione, recolligeretur; eoque modo sensim adhibito verbi gladio, vir is in Ecclesiæ Dominí nostri Jesu Christi restitutæ curaretur."

A professed copy of the king's letters is given in French in the "Histoire des Martyrs" (Ed. 1564, p. 199), dated Fontainbleau, February 8th, 1540, i.e. 1541. This does not mention the word of God, but says "voulons plutôt essayer par la voie de douceur et de remonstrances de retirer et radresser les dits desoyer à la voie de salut, que par rigoureuse punitions les faire tomber en desespoir." It appears, however, from the admission of Durand the inquisitor (see p. 496), that the royal letters either did contain such directions as those mentioned in Foxe and Pantaleon, or that they were so understood.

Page 490, last line. "By the sword of the word applied with gentleness."[— This is substituted for Foxe's, "as well by the gentleness as by the rigour of the same." See the Latin quoted in the last note.

Page 491, line 15.] — The confession presented to the parliament of Aix is given by Crispin: it is dated April 6th, 1541, and speaks of their having held the same doctrines since the year 1200.

Page 491, line 17.] — James Sadolet, born at Modena in 1477, was distinguished for his masterly knowledge of Greek and Latin, and his general learning. He became secretary to Leo X. in 1513, and soon after bishop of Carpentries,
near Avignon. He was recalled to Rome by Clement VII. in 1523, and went on condition of returning to his diocese in three years. Paul III. recalled him to Rome in 1534, made him a cardinal in 1536, and employed him in many negotiations. He died in 1547, not without suspicion of poison for his gentleness toward the Protestants: in 1539 he wrote a letter to Geneva, calling the Calvinists "Charissimi in Christo fratres." He was to the last, indeed, a member of the Roman Church, but remarkable for his candour and moderation, and for his affection for learned persons, though they were sometimes engaged in defending religious principles different from his own. He had a very high regard for Sturmia, Bucer, and Melancthon (Seckendorf. Hist. Luther. lib. I. p. 43.) Sadolet's works were collected in 4 vols. 4to, Veronæ, 1737. There is a life of him in Dupin, cent. 16, book iii. (See Biographie Universelle, and Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary.)

Page 491, lines 20, 31.]—"Au conté de Venisse." (Crispin). "Venice." (Foxe.)

Page 492, line 8.]—"The bishop of Cavaillon" was Petrus Ghinucci, cousin to his predecessor Hieronymus Ghinucci, on whose death (July 3, 1541) he was appointed, and died in 1557.

Page 500, line 5. ["He obtained the king's letters patent"]—January 1545, but kept them till Sunday, April 12th, on which day he summoned the parliament of Aix, and presenting the king's letter, made immediate arrangements for the expedition, which set off the very next day, Monday, April 13th. (Crispin.)

Page 500, line 26. ["Cabrietta."]—"Cabriette." (Crispin.)

Page 500, line 27. ["Other places besides."]—Pantaleon adds, "Ulta montem Lebronem."

Page 500, line 8 from the bottom. ["Thereby."]—"Finitius." (Pant.)

Page 501, line 15.]—Crispin gives the exhortations and prayers of four of the Ancients of Merindo.

Page 501, line 15 from the bottom.]—Miniers came to Merindol on Saturday, April 18th. (Crispin.)

Page 502, line 2.]—Miniers attacked Cabriers on Sunday, April 19th, and took it the next day. (Crispin.)

Page 502, line 8.]—"Poulain, baron de la Garde." (De Thou, p. 226.)

Page 504, line 6. ["For fifty times."]—"During fifty days." (De Thou.)

Page 505, line 23.]—See the note (1), at vol. ii. p. 353.

Page 506, line 7 from the bottom.]—"Moreover, concerning the confession," &c.]—In the "Christian Observer" for 1836, p. 330, there is a good deal of complaint about this confession, as represented or misrepresented by copyists, &c. Both Foxe and Sleidan, from whom he quotes, expressly mention that they give merely the tenor; but as this will not suit modern exactness, the following is supplied from Charles Du Moulin, who is famed for accuracy, and whose book was printed the very year the Confession was read in the parliament. See also "Christian Observer," p. 410.

"Alia Confessio brevior ab iisdem (Merindolianis et Caprariensibus), pro innocentissimae defensione, anno 1544 Regis Francisci transmissa, et anno 1551 Parisiis in Parlamentum regio publicè recitasta.

"1. Credimus unum tantum esse Deum, qui spiritus est, rerum cunctarum Conditor, Pater omnium, super et per omnia, in nobis omnibus, adorandus in spiritu et veritate; quem solum expectamus; Datorem vitae, alimentorum, indumentorum, prosperae et laudabilis, infirmitatis, commodorum et incommudororum: Hunc diligimus tanquam omnis bonitatis Authorem, et ess dominum Inspectorum timenam.

"2. Jesum Christum credimus esse Patris Filium et Imaginem, in quo omnis plenitudine Deitatis habitat, per quem cognoscimus Patrem, qui noster est Mediator et Advocatus: nec ullum aliud sub ccelo nomen hominibus datum est, per quod servari nos opporteat. In hujus nominem invocamus Patrem: nec utas preces effundimus coram Deo, praeter eas quae in Scripturâ Sanctâ continentur, aut cum ejusdem sensu planè conveniunt.

"3. Credimus nos habere Consolatorem Spiritum Sanctum, à Patre et Filio
procedentem, cujus inspiratione prematur, et efficacit regeneratur. Is in nobis omnia bona opera efficit, atque per Eum in omnem deducitur veritatem.

"4. Credimus unam sanctam Ecclesiam, omnium electorum Dei à constitutione ad finem mundi congregacionem; cujus Caput est Dominus noster Jesus Christus. Hanc verbum Dei gubernat, Spiritus sanctus ducit. In ea sinceri Christiani omnes versari tenientur: pro omnibus eternim indesinenter orat, gratia Deo ad quem confugit, et extra quam nulla est salus.

"5. Illud apud nos est constitutum, ministros Ecclesiae—episcopos, nemes, et pastores—in moribus et doctrinâ irreprehensibiles esse debere; aliquin deponentes, aliquque substituendos, qui eorum locum et officium impleant. Nemo autem hunc sibi honorem assumat, nisi à Deo vocatus—ut Aaron; gregem Dei pastem, non turpe affectans locum, vel ut Cleris dominans; sed prompto animo exemplum pis prœbens, in sermone, conversatione, charitate, fide, et castitate.


"7. Credimus aquam in Baptismo Sacramento esse signum visibile et externum, nobis represented illud quod virtus Dei intus in nobis operatur, nempe Spiritus renovationem, et in Christo Jesu carnis nostre mortificationem: per quem etiam Christum sancte quod Ecclesiae membra efficimur, in quâ fidei nostrae professione et vitae emendationem demonstramus.

"8. Sanctum mensæ, vel Cena, Domini nostri Jesu Christi sacramentum credimus esse sacram memoriale et gratiarum actionem ob beneficia per Christi mortem nobis collata, in cetu piorum, in fide, charitate, suique ipsiis probatione celebradam: et ita, panem et polum sumendo, Christi carnem et sanguinem communicare, sicuti in Sacris scripturis edocemur.

"9. Conjugium esse bonum, honorabile, sanctum, et à Deo institutum, profitemur; nemini prohibendum, nisi Dei verbum intercedat.


"11. Contra, fatemur cavendum nobis esse à pseudo-prophetis, quorum scopus est populum ab adoratione religioso uni Deo et Domino debita revocare, creaturis adherre et confidere, bona opera in Scripturis mandata relinquere, et hominum signa sequi.

"12. Regulam fidei nostræ Vetus et Novum Testamentum retinemus, Symbolumque Apostolicum sequimur. Quisquis autem dixerit nos aliæ profeteri doctrinam, longè eum fallit et fallere demonstrabilia, si modo per judices ordinarios nobis licet.


Page 507. "The History of the Persecutions...against the Waldois."]—The ensuing narrative is (as Foxe intimates at p. 555) a translation of a work intituled "Histoire des Persecutions et Guerres faites depuis l'an 1555 jusqu'en 1561 contre le peuple appelle Vaudois," 8vo, 1562; and translated into Latin, 8vo, Geneva, 1581. (Le Long Bibliothèque Hist. de la France, 1719, p. 75.) Foxe's text has been collated with the French, and corrected in a few places. Some dates in the narrative are clearly wrong, but are so in the French. De Thou (Opera, tom. ii. p. 85) gives the same account, and supplies the modern names.

Page 508, line 6 from the bottom. "Would sit the minister's nose."]—"Nares abscederet," says De Thou, who also represents John Martin Trombatius as the persecutor's full name.

Page 509, line 19.]—"The president of St. Julian" is named in De Thou "Amatus," or Aimé.

Page 512, line 5 from the bottom.]—Foxe says here, "How that the last year they had presented their Confession, which," &c.: the text is improved
by a slight transposition on the authority of De Thou: "Eorum Confessionem anno superiori oblatam a seasset ad regem missem affirmat," &c.

Page 513, line 10 from the bottom.—The account of Geoffrey Varialla or Varagle is given more fully supra, p. 441.


Page 514, line 15 from the bottom.—Legers (L'histoire Générale des Eglises Evangéliques des Vallées de Piémont ou Vaudoises, folio, Leyde, 1669, p. 30 of 2d part) gives this Supplication of the Vaudois to the duke, and another to his duchess.

Page 514, line 4 from the bottom. "The month of March following."—This takes us over into the year 1560.

Page 514, last line.—De Thou makes only two martyrs at Carignano, "Joan Carignanus Mathurinus, et uxor ejus." Foxe's account, however, is supported by a contemporary letter addressed by one of their ministers, Scipio Lentulus Neapolitan, to a gentleman of Geneva, detailing this persecution of the Lord of Trinity, and printed from the original by Legers (part 2, p. 34): the passage is worth transcribing: "Marcellin, François de Nation, et Jeanne Dratine de Carignan, sa Femme, ayant esté saisis, furent condamnés huit jours après à estre brûlés vifs, mais Dieu fist paroistre en la Femme une admirable exemple de constance, car comme on la conduisit au supplice elle exhortoit son Mary, lui disant, Sus mon Frère, bon courage, nous jouirons aujourd'hui par ensemble de la Beatitude Celeste. Fût de jours après fust aussi appréhendé Jean Cartianian, homme simple et vrayement pieux, lequel au bout de trois jours mourut très-constamment au milieu des flammes." The reader will observe, that the individual who is called by Foxe, and his French authority, "Mathurinus," is called in the foregoing passage "Marcellin": he is also so called by Pierre de la Place (Commentaires de l'État de la Religion et la République," 5vo, 1565, p. 184 verso).

Page 515, line 17.—"De l'Arche" is according to De Thou; Foxe says, "Le Laughi."

Page 515, line 11 from the bottom.—"Jacobite" is put in from the French, and De Thou.


Page 516, line 17. "One named Charles de Comptes, of the valley of Lucerne."—De Thou calls him "Caroulus Lucernensis Comes;" and adds that "some" of the lords of Angrogne wrote likewise.

Page 516, line 30.—The "Histoire des Vaudois," &c., says that there was an earthquake February 8th, two hours before daybreak, and another in the following April. See next page, line 14, &c.

Page 516, line 15 from the bottom.—"Raucraret" is the reading in De Thou; "Rialcraret" in Busching's Geography; "Riclcraret" in the contemporary letter of Scipio Lentulus.

Page 520, line 22. "Cluson."—In De Thou, p. 89, this is called "Chiuson:" but "Cluson" is the reading in the French, the contemporary letter, and Busching's Geography.

Page 520, line 11 from the bottom. "The next day following."—De Thou, p. 89, says, "12 Kal. Octobris," i.e. September 20th.

Page 522, line 4 from the bottom. "The chief of Angrogne were assembled," &c.—If we calculate backwards from the notes of time mentioned in the next page, we shall find that this assembly was held on Wednesday, October 23d, 1560.

Page 523, line 3. "On the 25th of October."—The ensuing context proves that this was a Friday, the last Friday in October, or October 25th, 1560. Foxe, however, calls it the "22d," following his authority, "Histoire des Vaudois," &c.
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Page 523, line 35. "On Friday after, being the 1st of November."[7]—Foxe, following his authority, here says, "On Friday after, being the 2d of November;" but this cannot be correct, by Nicolas’s Tables. De Thou (p. 90), in introducing the actual assault of next day, says, "Demum IIII. Non. Novemberi," i.e. November 2d. Moreover, the contemporary letter of Scipio Lentulus in Leger (p. 35) says: "A cette cause le Prince c’estant achemné dans le Piémont, aux Calendes de Novembre l’an 1560, et s’arrestant à Verceil, envoya une armée de plus de 4000 pistons et de 200 chevaux, sous la conduite de la Trinité (qui pour mieux dire j’appellerai plutost Monseigneur de la Tyrantité, ou de la Tyrannie même), pour détruire par le fèr et par le feu toutes les Vallées. Or le lendemain au matin ils assaillirent secrètement Angrogne," &c. There is little doubt that "Calendes" has been mistaken in some MS. for "Secundo." This correction is also confirmed by the account of Pierre de la Place, who at p. 185 of his "Commentaires," &c. says: "L’armée donoques arrive à Lucerne le dernier d’Octobre, qui fut le Jeudi. Le Samedi après, qui estoit le deuxième de Novembre 1560, le matin, donnerent l’assault à Angrogne, qui est la première frontière." See also Foxe’s own date in p. 525, "Monday being the 4th of November."

Page 525, line 8 from the bottom. "On Monday, being the 4th of November."[7]—This suits a.p. 1560, by Nicolas’s Tables.

Page 527, line 6. "That day’s journey."[7]—The original word is "journée," i.e. battle, or day’s doings.

Page 527, line 10. "On Saturday, being the 9th of November."[7]—This is consistent with the last date, p. 525.

Page 536, line 23. "On Friday the 7th of February."[7]—This suits the year 1561, by Nicolas’s Tables.

Page 538, line 11. "On Saturday the 14th of February."[7]—Saturday would fall on the 15th of February in 1561: but Foxe follows his authority.

Page 541, line 3 from the bottom. "On Monday the 17th of March."[7]—This suits the year 1561 by Nicolas’s Tables.

Page 544, line 11 from the bottom.—Foxe reads "9th of March," following his authority; but without doubt it is a misprint for "19th," as it seems the next day but one to March 17th, mentioned at p. 541.

Page 546, line 31.—Monday would fall on April 7th, in 1561; so that for "17th" we should probably read "7th."

Page 555, line 1.—See the note in this Appendix on p. 507.

Page 557, line 15. "Warden of the Grey Friars."[7]—Foxe says simply "warden:" the rest is supplied from a few lines lower down in the text.

Page 558, line 25.—For a somewhat enlarged account of Hamilton, see M’Crie’s "Miscellaneous Writings," p. 90—100.

Page 558, line 13 from the bottom. "Especially with Francis Lambert."[7]—Francis Lambert was born in the year 1487 in Avignon, a celebrated city in France, situated near the river Rhone, upon the confines of the Alps, which divide France from Italy. His father, who was of Burgundian extraction, was secretary of the pontifical legation and apostolic palace; Avignon having been for some time a residence of the popes. He died when his son was very young. Being desirous to devote himself to religious meditation and practice, he in his 15th year entered a Franciscan monastery of the order of Minorites, called Observants, at Avignon. Afterwards the monks, having found some of Luther’s writings in his possession, seized upon them, and having condemned them as heretical, caused them to be burned in the capital of the province. A short time after this, Lambert left France, and having gone into Germany, he openly renounced the monkish order. Lambert left the convent an. 1522, in the thirty-fifth year of his age, having spent twenty years under the monastic habit. Last his enemies should seize him, or make an attempt upon his life, he was obliged to assume in public the name of John Serran. . . . In 1527 he was made principal of the newly-erected college at Marpburgh." (M’Crie’s "Miscellaneous Writings," pp. 104, 107, 111: see also Schelhorn’s "Amonis- tates Literariae," tom. iv. p. 307, 330, &c.)
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Page 563, line 17 from the bottom.]—"Progeny" is here used of those born before, i.e. ancestry.

Page 573, margin. "Datius, Baroce, Camestres," &c.]—For the use made of these words, in which the vowels alone need to be regarded, see Watts' Logic, part iii. chap. 2, § 3; also Appendix to vol. i. note on p. 8.


Page 580, line 20. "St. John Shorne."—See supra, p. 232, line 18, where the same saint is mentioned: other allusions to him occur infra, vol. v. pp. 406, 468, from which it seems probable that there was a boot of one John, who had been perhaps a priest of Shorne in Kent (see Nares's Glossary, in locum), preserved as a relic, which was supposed to cure theague. His shrine was evidently very famous, and is often alluded to in the old writers.

The Editor of "Latimer's Remains" (Parker Soc. Ed. vol. i. p. 474), states that his head-quarters perhaps were at Shorne and Merston, near Gravesend, though he probably had shrines in other parts of the country, and cites from the Letters relating to the suppression of the Monasteries (218): "At Merston, Mr. Johan Schorn stondeth blessing a bote, whereunto they do say he coveved the devil. He is much sowzt for the agow."

Page 585, line 15.]—Here might be inserted the martyrdom of Stile, which subsequently came to Foxe's hands, and is to be found infra, vol. v. p. 655.

Page 585, line 33. "Lawrence Maxwell, bricklayer of London."—He is mentioned by Strype from the Foxian MSS. as a bricklayer of St. Olave's, Barmestreet: and again by Foxe, infra, vol. v. p. 448, soon after the burning of Barnes, as a bricklayer in Aldermanbury parish, A.D. 1541; soon after which we read (p. 461), that he and all his fellow prisoners were discharged. But that occurred after the divorce of Anne of Cleves: see vol. v. p. 461. There is also mention made, vol. v. p. 29, of "Lawrence Maxwell, taylor, A.D. 1530," certainy the same person, with a mistake as to his trade, "taylor" instead of "tyler." This conjecture is confirmed by the fact that the name preceding Maxwell's in that place is that of "John Stacey, tyler," and it is observable that these two are associated in this very list; and further, it would seem from p. 681 of the present volume, where they are again associated, that they were wardens of their Company. The reason why they are called sometimes "tyler," sometimes "bricklayer," is, that that Company is designated the "Company of Tylers and Bricklayers."

Page 585, note (1).]—Strype remarks that Foxe has taken but little notice of the confessors of the truth under the years 1527, 1528, and therefore supplies the defect from the Foxian MSS.: many of the names, however, in this list will be found noticed by Foxe more fully infra, vol. v. pp. 26—42, 443, &c. The Foxian MSS. just referred to are in the Harleian Collection, No. 421: Bishop Kennett seems also to have gone over the same ground in the Bishop's Register; see his Collections, Lansdown MSS. No. 979, where many of these names occur, with the exact dates of their appearance, and references (not always correct) to the folio in the Register: thus Sebastian Harris, "curatus ecclise. parochialis de Kensingtn, London. dioe.," confessed having Tyndale's Testament and the "Unio Dissidentium," and was absolved February 23d, 1527-8: Richard Foster of London was abjured December 31st, 1527, &c. "Kensingtn," in the third line of this list is corrected by Foxe himself into "Kensington" infra, vol. v. p. 42: but it is called "Kensingtn" in the Tunstall Register, folio 133, verso.

Page 589, line 21. "The next day [July 30] being Sunday."—This fixes these events to the year 1525, by Nicolas's Tables.

Page 589, line 25. "When the Cardinal of York was thus a legate," &c.]—Wolsey carried his legatine authority so far, that he on one occasion declined to send a commission to Cambridge in 1523, to discover who were the factors of heresy there, merely because the suggestion did not emanate from himself: hence, among the articles afterwards, the 40th was, that he had neglected to use the means of putting down heresy.

Page 589, line 14 from the bottom. "Wine with a say taken."—Nares in his Glossary shows, that it was one of the usages of courts for the royal faster to
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give the say, i.e. having made a trial (assay) himself, to declare the goodness of
the wines or viands. "To have the say taken," was therefore an affectation
in Wolsey of royal magnificence. The word is sometimes written full,"say;","as at p. 596, last line but one; and vol. v. p. 364, line 22.

Page 590, line 16 from the bottom.]—These commissions were issued A.D.
1525. (Rapin.)

Page 592, line 14.]—Foque refers to Hall as his authority for the ensuing
account of the sacking of Rome, and it is taken verbatim from Hall: but Foce
likewise refers to the "Paralipomena abbatis Urspergensis" in the notes, and
we are at liberty, therefore, to correct from that author several inaccuracies
of Hall, who apparently had the "Paralipomena" before him.

Page 592, line 15. "The sacking of Rome."]—Clement, after mature deliber-
ation, and with the unanimous advice of his cardinals, published on the 4th of
May indulgences for all who would defend his city against Charles de Bourbon;
and, in case of their falling in the service, promised to unite them to the Angels
in heaven:—"Pleniarum omnium pecatorum suorum indulgentiam et remis-
ionem... concecdimus pariter et indulgesmus; ac illorum, quos in defensione
hujusmodi decedere contigerit, animas sanctorum Angelorum consortio in
costelabilibus aeternae felicitatis gaudii aggregamus. Datum Rome, anno
MDXXVII, quarto nonas Maii." (Bullae diversorum Rom. Pontificum a
Bonifacio VII. ad Paulum III.; Romae, 1559, fol. 67.)

Page 592, line 19. "On the fourth day of May."]—Hall and Foce say "the
sixth," But "quinto nonas Maii" (Paralip. p. 356) the duke sent a summons
to Rome to surrender, and "postridie (quod erat Sabbatum)" they arrived
before the walls, i.e. Saturday, May 4th; which must be correct, as May 5th
fell on a Sunday in 1527, by Nicolaus's Tables.

Page 592, line 25. "Ill-armed and," &c.]—"Inermes et oppugnatoriis ma-
chinis nullis instruci." (Paralipomena.)

Page 592, line 33. "The dromalades struck."]—In all the Editions published
in Foce's lifetime the reading is "blew," instead of "struck;" this last reading
appears first in the Edition of 1596, p. 900, and seems correct. The word
probably means a little drum, like the modern regimental drum, quasi "drom-
set," so that the phrase here is equivalent to "the drums beat." In the Index
to Madden's Privy Purse Expenes of the Princess Mary, v. Dromalades,
is quoted from Rymer's inedited Collections a licence from the king to Barth-
holomew] Roumbaugh, "dromalade player," to export 100 tens of double
beer, 9th October, 1534. And in a letter printed by Mr. Ellis we read, "the
daye afore they cawsayde the trumpettys with dromcelletys to go about the
cyte." In the list of Henry VIII.'s band occur the names of "Barthil and
Hans dromalades," who received a quarterly pension of 33s. 4d. See also the
Index to Sir H. Nicolaus's "Privy-Purse Expenes of Henry VIII."

Page 592, line 41. "Were slain three hundred."]—The "Paralipomena"
says that there were "ducenti," and that scarce 50 of them survived.

Page 592, line 43. "Struck in the thigh with a handgun."]—The "Para-
lipomena" says that "globus senei tormenti, parum causit a suis Emisibus,
crus alterum sub femore perfregit."

Page 592, line 47. "Pope Clement had passe so little, &c."]—The "Parali-
ponema" (p. 356) says:—"Hoe quod noue dicetur nemo credet fortasse, Pontifici
adeo non fuisse cure exercitum istum, ut sub urbis expugnationem ipse in
sedem Divi Petri descendeter spectatus sacrum, et nuntiantes expugnationem
primum ridere, donec hostes in ipsum templum irreurent: nimum certe fretus
Apostolico fulmine, quod nudius tertius in adventientes jaculator fuerat, in cuius
excrptionis diplomate haec lecta sunt verba: Excommunicamus Carolum
dictum Borbonii ducem, et exercitum ejus, partim ex Lutheranis, partim ex
Marranis constantem. Significabuntur autem Lutheranorum nomine Germani,
et Hispani Marranorum." Foce from Hall says: "The same day that these
three assaults were made, Pope Clement passed little on the emperor's army,
for he had assured them on the Saturday before," &c.

Page 593, line 12.]—The five cardinals here intended were, 1. John Picco-
lomini, archbishop of Siena, made priest-cardinal of St. Balbine, A.D. 1517, and afterwards bishop of Ostia and dean of the cardinals: died A.D. 1537.

Page 593, line 20. "There is a bridge."—Foxe from Hall: "This bridge is."

Page 593, line 35.]—Laurence Pucci was made cardinal-priest of the Four Crowned Saints in 1513, and died 1531. (Moreri, v. Cardinal): so that Hall and Foxe are mistaken in saying that he was slain on this occasion. The cardinal Ponsetta died in the September following, of the treatment he had received. (Moreri.)

Page 593, line 12 from the bottom. "Never was Rome so pillaged."—The pope’s own subjects were, confessedly, the most active and savage in this business. Beauceire, bishop of Metz, writes: "Eandem fortunam Cardinales a Minerva et Ponseta subierunt; et per totam inasuper urbem vestibus sacris induti, asuisque aut vilibus muli mula insidentes, per ludibrium deduci sunt: quod et plerisque pontificibus accidit; in quos et in templis et statuis Germani magna ex parte Luthariani rabiem suam efficundebat. At Hispani longe crudeliores, preter vim mulieribus virginibusque multo petulantius illatam, tormentis et suppliciis familiarium arcania excubiabr, et inter tormenta multos necabant, omnemque capitvorum substantiam inusitata feritate rapiebant. Itali vero in suis non minus servi, utpote ex seclae tetterimorum latronum colluvione collecti, Hispanorum, qui strenui milites erant, virtutes non imitabantur, sed victa longe superabat." Vide “Rerum Gallicarum comment. auct. Fr. Belcario Peguli- lione Metensii Episc.” (Lugd. 1625) p. 595, § 29.

Page 593, line 4 from the bottom. "This woodiness."—"Duravit hoc rabels nec modico dies." (Paralip.)

Page 594, line 6. "With one voice would call him Antichrist."—The "Paralipomena" says, "Interim parum plausible Romania sacris Lutheri nomem boatu horrido occinantes, si fors mitratorum aliquis de fenestra profixisset."


Page 594, line 20.]—Foxe from Hall says "July:" but the "Paralipomena" says, "Usque ad octavum Idus Junias," i.e. June 6th. Foxe himself says, a few lines lower, "When the month of July came."

Page 596, line 21. "Defender of the Faith."—This title was first conferred by Leo X., by a bull dated Rome, 5 Id. Octob. pontificatus anno novo, i.e. October 11th, A.D. 1521. (Rymer.) But it was conferred by Clement VII., by a bull dated Rome, 3 Non. Mart. pontificatus anno primo, i.e. March 5, A.D. 1524. (Rymer.) The original Bull of Leo X. conferring this title on Henry VIII. is preserved in the British Museum, and a beautiful fac-simile of it was published by Causton and Co., Birchin-lane, London, in 1843. It is represented as mutilated as the fire at Cotton House in 1731. The original Bull of Clement VII., called The Golden Bull, may be seen at the Rolis House, Cheaney Lane.

Foxe has already described the occasion on which this title was given, at p. 294. To the note at foot of p. 294 we may add the following:—"All that seems known (writes Mr. Bruce) respecting the authorship of this volume [Henry’s Reply to Luther] may be summed up in a few words. It was begun to be written before the 15th April, 1521, and was finished before the 25th of August, in the same year. There can be no doubt that the king received assistance from the learned men about him, and in all probability many arguments and passages were altogether the work of others; but still there seems reason to believe that, in the first instance, at any event, the book proceeded from the king’s own pen, and that throughout it was subject to his superintendence and control. We know that he was consulted upon one suggested alteration, which he refused to allow. By whom he was assisted is unknown.
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Rumour has singled out Lee, Fisher, and Wolsey; amongst whom probability seems to me to suggest Fisher as the most likely to have been active in the work; the others, or at any event Wolsey, contributing, perhaps, occasional suggestions. The dedicatory lines were furnished through Wolsey's means, but by whom they were written does not appear. The table of contents was compiled by Sir Thomas More." (Archaeologia, vol. xxxiii. pp. 75, 76.)

Page 597, line 7.—Wolsey was made cardinal of St. Cecilia, September 7th, 1515. (Richardson's Godwin.)

Page 599, bottom.—This embassy was sent about the close of 1528. (Rapin, Henry, &c.)

Page 608, line 28. "Sitting in his pontificibus in the cathedral church of Paul's." —This paragraph will be found in Holinshead, sub a. 1526, verbatim; except that he adds, that it was "February the 11th, on Sunday," which, by Nicola's Tables, was Shrove-Sunday in the year 1526; which exactly accords with Foxe's narrative respecting Barnes infra, vol. v. pp. 416—418.

Page 608, line 31. "Two merchants of the Stilyard."—It appears from the narrative in vol. v., that five Stilyard men were examined with Barnes. The editor has discovered among the Miscellaneous Exchequer Papers from the Chapter House, now kept at the Rolls House, Chancery-lane, several documents which confirm Foxe's narrative: one (First Series, No. 560) contains a list of Interrogatories to be put to certain examinates, one of which particularly specifies eating meat on prohibited days; and, connected with this, are the examinations of four Stilyard men before the Cardinal at the Chapter-house, Westminster, February 8th [no year given]; viz. Helbertus Belendorp, Hans Rensell, Hans Ellendorpe, and Henry Pryknes: also, on a separate sheet, dated April 6th, 1526, is the Examination and Abjuration of another Stilyard man, named Adrian Delevyn, alias Deryke.

No. 1234, in the same Series, contains a letter from Sigismund, king of Poland, to Henry VIII., dated Dantzic, May 11th, 1526, in favour of Jacobus Egerth, a citizen and merchant of Dantzic, falsely accused of heresy; and another letter from the same to the same, dated Dantzic, May 12th, 1526, in favour of one George Vantelichen, citizen of Dantzic, residing in England, "qui, cum inquisitio iatic fiebat in domo Londini Germanorum, ab aere erat: quamvis autem nulli libri Lutherani in Ejus Camera sint inventi, non aude tamet nisi securitate consecuta a Magistate Vestra istuc redire: " the prayer is for "faculatem redeundi et negotia sua et patrioni sui Ulrici Wise Consuluis Gedanensis [of Dantzic] istic exercendi."

No. 1247 contains the same letter, addressed to the cardinal.

Page 608, line 33. "The Bishop of Rochester made a Sermon in reproof of Martin Luther."—Fisher had already preached at Paul's Cross a Sermon on a similar subject, on the Octaves of the Ascension [May 16th] 1521. See Herbert's Ames. The same bibliographer also mentions the sermon preached on this occasion: it was intituled—"A Sermon had at Pauls by the commandment of the most reverend father in God my lorde legate | and sayd by John the byshop of Rochester | upon quinquagesom sunday | concenyng certayne heretickes | which than were abjured for holdynge the heresies of Martyn Luther that famous hereticke | and for keeping and retaynyng of his bokes agaynst the ordinance of Pope Leo the tenth: cum privilegio a rege indulto: Imprinted in fiestestre | in the house of Thomas Berthelet | nere to the Cundite | at the sign of Lucecre, cum privilegio a rege indulto." (Herbert's Ames, i. 459). The text was Luke xviii. 42: "Receive thy sight; thy faith hath saved thee." It was accompanied with a Preface, which is described by Herbert, and in which Fisher says, "I have put forth this sermon to be read, which, for the great noise within the church of Paul's, might not be heard." Tyndale afterwards severely reproved him for it in his "Obedience of a Christian Man." (See Tyndale's Works by Russel, vol. i. pp. 250—255, and the Tract Society's edition, pp. 104—106.)

Page 608, lines 30, 38. "Friar Barnes . . . Which was about a.d. 1526."—A full account of Barnes's examination and abjuration is given infra, vol. v. p. 416—419. It has been suggested (see Mr. Bagster's Hexapla, Introduction,
p. 67), that Foxe's date is not correct, and that Barnes really abjured in February 1528; and this is argued from Foxe's statements respecting Barnes and Bayfield, at page 681 of this volume. Those statements, however, have been misunderstood, and, as will appear, are in themselves not perfectly accurate. The following positive objections to the later date (February 1528) seem insuperable. Foxe states at vol. vii. p. 452, that Dr. Barnes preached the offensive sermon (which caused his apprehension on the Tuesday before Shrovetide next following) on a Sunday which was Christmas Eve, i.e. December 24th; which suits 1523, not 1527. Besides, Gardiner and Foxe are represented at vol. v. p. 417 as interposing in Barnes's favour on the day of his appearance before Wolsey, Wednesday before Shrovetide: now Shrove Sunday, in 1528, fell on February 23d, and the Wednesday previous was February 19th, when Gardiner and Foxe were on their road to the Pope, and could not have interposed for Barnes in the manner stated, for they left London February 10th, and reached Orvieto March 20th, 1528. (Henry's Hist. of England.) To all which may be added, that John Tybal gave evidence April 28th, 1528 (see Strype's Memorials, book i. chap. 8, and his Appendix of Records, No. XVII.); that "Michaelmas last past was twelve months" (i.e. September 1526), he and Thomas Hilles came to London, and found friar Barnes then living at the Friars Augustine (where he was permitted to be a prisoner at large, after a half-year's imprisonment in the Fleet), and had intercourse with him respecting the Gospel, when he enjoined them caution. His proceedings, however, were discovered, as appears at vol. v. p. 419, which led to his removal to Northampton, whence he escaped to the continent. For further confirmation of Foxe's date see the two notes preceding this.

Page 608, line 11 from the bottom. "After this, the said cardinal likewise a.d. 1528, in the month of November."—This paragraph, placed here by Foxe in connexion with Wolsey's history, appears in the edition of 1563 (p. 477) in connexion with the history of Arthur and Bilton, and it is very important that this connexion should not be lost sight of. See on this subject the note in this Appendix on page 692, line 37, where it is shewn, that Bilton's abjuration before the cardinal here spoken of, is distinct from that before Tunstall December 7th, 1527. The history of Lome and Garret fully confirms the date "November 1528," as will be shewn in the Appendix to vol. v.

Page 608, line 3 from the bottom.—Foxe's statement here is liable to some misapprehension, for though Cardinal Campeius first seriously opened the proceedings on the Divorce at Blackfriars May 31st, 1529, yet he had arrived in England the previous October.

Page 609, line 9. "The day appointed"—was Friday, July 23rd, a.d. 1529. See the note in the Appendix to vol. v. p. 53.

Page 609, line 33. "And further on the 17th of October."—Foxe, following Hall, here says, "November;" which is manifestly an oversight: see the dates at the bottom of this page and of the next.

Page 610, line 32. "That same year," &c.—Foxe's text, taken from Hall, here reads inaccurately: "The next year following, which was a.d. 1530, in the month of November, was summoned a general parliament, to be holden at Westminster." Foxe's text, in the very next page, states the matter correctly: "A parliament was summoned to begin in the month of November... thus the parliament being begun the sixth day of the aforesaid month of November;" and a few lines lower in this page, we have "Sunday the 24th of October," which suits the year 1529 by Nicolas's Tables. The Parliamentary Rolls prove that the parliament met November 6th, 1529.

Page 611, line 16. "In the year aforesaid, a.d. 1529."—A correction for Foxe's "In the year following, a.d. 1530." See the last note.

Page 613, lines 7, 6, 3, from the bottom.—This bill respecting probates is in the Statutes at Large, cap. 5, 21 Henry VIII.; that respecting mortuaries is cap. 6; that on pluralities, &c. cap. 13.

Page 614, line 7 from the bottom. "Which was a.d. 1530"—stands in Foxe's text after "lay at Esher," which renders the statement erroneous. Ash-Wednesday in 1530 fell on March 2d, by Nicolas's Tables.
Page 615, line 6.]—"Thenceforth" is substituted for Foxe's "that year."

Page 615, line 19.]—Foxe says: "where he so continued the space of a year. But after, in the year following, which was 1531, he, being," &c. Hall, whom Foxe copies, all along erroneously supposed Wolsey to have died A.D. 1531, which will account for the erroneous dates which it has been necessary to correct in these few pages. It is melancholy to think that Wolsey died with the language of persecution on his lips. See Cavendish's Life of Wolsey.

—This good man was sent for by Sir Thomas More and put into the Tower May 14th, A.D. 1528; he petitioned the king May 19th. Strype gives the petition (from the Foxian MSS.) vol. i. No. 89 of the Records; and No. 90 is his will, dated Nov. 16th, 1537. He was sheriff of London in 1535.

Page 617, line 31.]—Roy was a Greenwich friar, who joined Tyndale at Hamburgh in 1524, and remained with him till 1525, during which time he acted as Tyndale's amanuensis in printing his English Testament. After which Tyndale found it necessary to disavow him, as he describes in his preface to the "Parable of Wicked Mammom." He was author of the Satire on Wolsey in Rhyme, hereafter noticed, and published a translation of a Latin book called a "Dialogue between the father and the son," with a "Prologue" of his own. In the margin of Bishop Tunstall's Prohibition of Tyndale's Testament (see p. 666 of this volume), Tunstall Register fol. 45, there is the following entry, to which Foxe no doubt alludes at p. 696 of this volume: "Admonito ad tradendum libros novi testamenti in idiomate vulgari translatos per fratrem Augustinensem Lutherum et ejus ministros, viz. Willielum Tyndall, alias Hochyns, et fratrem Willielmum Roy, apostatas Anglos, in mense October anno Domini millesimo et quingentesimo xxxvi."

"Prefatus frater Roy anno Domini millesimo quingentesimo xxxvi erat combatus in Portugalibus ob hæresim ut dicebatur."

Page 617, line 32. "For helping them over the sea to Luther."]—Mr. Anderson, in his "Annals of the English Bible" (vol. i. p. 45, &c.) strongly contends, that there was no connexion at all between Luther and Tyndale; and that the contrary representation was sent abroad by the enemies of the Gospel to damage the reputation of his Translation, "Lutheram" being the by-word for pretended heresy, as "Lollard" had been in a previous age. For more on this subject, see the Appendix to vol. v., note on p. 119, line 30.

Page 618, line 15. "The nunnery of Denny."
—Founded in Cambridgeshire, A.D. 1341, by Mary de St. Paulo, widow of Adomare earl of Pembroke. It contained twenty-five nuns at the time of the dissolution. (Tanner's "Notitia Monastica.")


Page 620, line 15 from the bottom. "At last, in London, he preached many notable sermons."—Five in Whitsun week alone, A.D. 1527; See the notes on pp. 623, 627.

Page 620, line 12 from the bottom.]—Respecting Barnes, see infra, vol. v. p. 415, and the note in this Appendix on p. 608 line 30.

Page 621, line 2. "In Trinity church in Cambridge."]—This is probably a mistake for St. Edward's church, which has belonged to Trinity Hall ever since A.D. 1446. See Foxe's own statement infra, vol. v. p. 415.

Page 621, line 3. "Whose theme was Gaudete," &c.]—Barnes's text, taken from Philippians iv., occurs in the Epistle for the Sunday before Christmas, and in this instance it was the day before Christmas (see infra, vol. v. p. 415, and vol. vii. p. 452), which fixes it (by Nicolas's Tables) to the year 1525.

Page 621, line 30. "Of all the bishops and clergy."
—It is remarkable that the marginal note here accords much better than the text with the Latin edition, which says: "Ingens erat per idem tempus Thomas Vulsæ, cardinalis Eboracensis, in Anglia auctoris, sed fastus, pompe, atque ambitio multo major, quae manifestat vitae vanitatem, non modo ipsius sed et universi ordinis, tum pontificis omnium maxime, apud cordatos quoque declarabat." (Latin Edition, Bas. 1559, p. 124.)

VOL. IV. 3c
Page 621, line 6 from the bottom. "After this, on the 27th of November, 1527."—Foxe here begins to use the Tunstall Register.

Page 621, note (1).—The original text of Foxe says: "Carried with Arthur, as is aforesaid, to Tunstall;" and two lines lower "as we have before specified." This extract from the early Edition is found there at the end of the account of Bilney; being introduced here at the opening of his history, it was necessary to modify the expressions just referred to.

Page 622, line 7. "The cardinal asked him, whether he had not once made an oath before," &c.[—It is clear from this that Bilney had already been before the authorities, but his appearance was probably of a more private nature, which may account for Foxe's not having more distinctly noticed it in his narrative. The reader will be pleased to see the exact language of the original Tunstall Register, folio 130: "Interrogavit eundem M. Thom. Bilney utrum publice vel privatim in concionibus ad populum, disputationibus, populaire sermone opiniones Lutheri aliaeva ab ecclesia reprobatas, ecclesiasticis diffinicionibus contrarias aut dissentientes, docuit vel prædicavit: ad quod quidem Interrogatorium sic objectum pæfratus M. Th. Bilney respondebat, quod se nunc nullas opiniones Lutheri aliaeva opiniones orthodoxae fidei contrarias docuit aut prædicavit. Item, pæfratus reverendus pater interrogavit eundem M. T. Bilney, an olim præstitit juramentum coram eodem quod nullas Lutheri opiniones prædicerat, recitaret, et defenderet, sed easdem ubique impugnaret: respondit, quod præstitit juramentum hujusmodi, non tamen judicialiter," &c.

Page 622, line 30. "All favour," &c.[—The exact words of the Tunstall Register, fol. 131, are these: "Omnibus amicitia, odio, favore, preceve, ant pretio, alisque similibus corruptionis generibus postpositis et semotis, abaque alicius falsitatis intermixione seu veritatis alienacione seu omissione in forma jurandi," &c.

Page 622, line 9 from the bottom. "On the 28th of November."—All the Editions read "the 27th," except that of 1560, which correctly reads "xxvii." The exact words of the Tunstall Register, fol. 131, are as follows, the first words, "Viceisimo octavo," being written very large and conspicuous:

"Viceisimo Octavo die mensis Novembris anno Domini millesimo quingentesimo vicesimo septimo, in capella infra sedes reverendi in Christo patriae et domini, domini Richardi Norvicensis episcopi," &c.

Page 623, line 5. "Articles against Thomas Arthur."—The Tunstall Register, folio 135 verso, gives the first five of these Articles as drawn from a Sermon preached at St. Mary Woolchurch, London, on Trinity Sunday, 1527; and the sixth and seventh as uttered by him "in the Parish Church of Walden and other places thereabout."

Page 623, line 12 from the bottom. "These answers thus made," &c.[—See Tunstall Register, folio 131 verso; and the note infra on p. 632, line 35.

Page 623, line 12 from the bottom.—See the note infra, on p. 632, line 34.

Page 624, line 6. "Interrogatories."—See Tunstall Register, folio 132 verso.

Page 624, Article xxxiv.—This Article stands thus in the Tunstall Register, folio 133 verso: "An tu, Thomas Bilney, citatus in causa heresies ad comprehendum coram Reverendissimo patre, Domino Thome Cardinali Eboracensi, Sedis Apostolicae de latere legato, non dum purgatus de his pro quibus citatus eras, verbum Del populo publice in diversis Ecclesias civitatis et dioecesis London—viz. in Ecclesia Sanctæ Heleneæ, et Sancti Magni Civitatis ejusdem, et in Ecclesias de Wylllesdon, Newynton, Kengynton, et Chelsey, extra urbem, abaque licencia sufficienti Episcopi London aut cujuscumque alterius—prædicaveris." These sermons were preached at Whitsun tide, 1527.

Page 625, line 13 from the bottom.—These answers of Bilney do not appear in the present Tunstall Register.

Page 627.—The Tunstall Register, folio 133 verso, gives five Articles from Bilney’s St. Magnus’ Sermon, preached in the Whitsun week, 1527; containing not above half the quotations which Foxe gives, and adding one which he does not give, viz.—“Item, he sayde, good people, I exhorte you in God, that if priests be of yvy] conversation, or will not applye their learning, that you helpe them not, but rather let them starve than give them any penny:” it is subjoined “Negat, ut ponitur.”

The same Register, folio 134, gives nine Articles from the Wyllesdon Sermon, preached also in Whitsun week, 1527, including what is cited in this page and afterward at p. 648.

The same Register, at folio 134 verso, gives three Articles from the Newington Sermon, preached also in Whitsun week, 1527, and nine from his Ipswich Sermon, preached May 28th 1527, including what Foxe cites in this page and afterward in p. 649.

Page 627, line 23. “Also, that the miracles done at Walsingham.”]—“Norfolk anciently contained many celebrated relics and miraculous images, to some of which pilgrims resorted from the remotest parts of Europe. Among the local saints, we read of St. Blithe of Martham; St. William of the Wood (martyred by the Jews of Norwich in the twelfth century); St. Margaret of Hoveton (whose relics were deposited at St. Bennet’s at Holme); St. Parnell of Stratton; St. Walston of Bawburgh; St. Tebbold of Hobbies. We also read of St. Albert of Cringleford; St. Botalph of Foulsham; our Lady of Reepham, &c. Among other remarkable relics formerly in this county, we read of St. John the Baptist’s head at Trimingham; the holy thorn (a part of our Saviour’s crown) and other relics in the church of Great Yarmouth, and a portion of the true cross at Broomholme Priory. And I must not forget ‘the good sword of Winfarthing,’ before which wise who longed to be widows used to keep a light burning for a whole year! But the milk of Walsingham was by far the most celebrated of the Norfolk relics.” (“The Antiquities of Norfolk,” by the Rev. R. Hart, 1844, pp. 33, 34.)

Page 627, line 12 from the bottom. “Sancta Maria,” &c.]—This petition with others to various saints, follow the petition to the Trinity in the Romish Litanies.

Page 632, line 18.]—Foxe’s text reads “Farmer.” but the Tunstall Register, folio 131, 132, reads “Farman:” no doubt Dr. Forman is meant, the rector of All Saints, Honey Lane, for he is called Farman in some original documents which will be given in the Appendix to vol. v., connected with Garret’s history. See the note in this Appendix on p. 689, line 21.

Page 632, line 21. “Till Saturday... On the 7th of December.”]—From this it would appear that Bilney abjured on Saturday, December 7th, a.m. 1527. (See Nicolas’s Tables.)

Page 632, line 30.]—The following is Bilney’s abjuration, copied from the Tunstall Register, fol. 135:—

“In the name of God, Amen. I, Thomas Bilney, priest, before you, right reverent father in God, Lord Cuthbert, bishop of London, my ordinary and diocesan, and commissary to the most reverent father in God, Lord Thomas, of the title of Saynt Cecyle priest Cardinal, archbishops of Yorke, primate of England, Chancellor of the same, of the See apostolique Legato de latere, togethere with you reverent fathers, Henry byshop of Saynt Asa, John byshop of Lyncoln, and John byshop of Bathe, lykewise commissaries lawfully deputed, confessing and knowingly the trew catholike and apostolique faith of hyllye churche, intend by the grace of God herafter ever to persever and abide in the trew doctrine of hyllye churche, and doo detest and abjure all maner of heresies and articles following, whereupon I am now disaffamed, noted, vehemently suspected, and convicted; that is to say, that men shuld pray onely to God, and to no sayntes. Item, that Christen men ought to wurraype God and no sayntes. Item, that Christen men ought to set upp no lyghtes before images of sayntes. Item, that men doo not well to go on pyglimages. Item, that man in no wise can meritye by his own dedys. Item, that myracles dayly shewyd be wrought by the devyl by the sufferaunce of God. Item, that no pope hath suche power and suctoritie as Peter had, except he be of lyke puritie of lyfe and perfection as Peter was. And in their articles, and all other, I here ex-
pressly consent unto our mother the holye churche of Rome, and the aposto-
lique doctrine of the same, and bothe in mouthe and harte make knowledge,
that whosoever hereafter teche, preche, or affirm, any of theses Articles, or any
other heresies, contrary to the determynation of the holye churche, is worthy
to be excluded from the communion of the same. And in case I hereafter do
techo, preche, hold or affyrme, any of theses articles, or any other heresies, con-
trary to the determynation of holye churche, whiche by the grace of God I
intend never to doo, then I shall submit myself to the correction of my ordi-
ary, according to the holye canons; and for their my trespasses and offencese,
I desyre you of penance, whycle I promise by these holy Evangeleis and
contents of this booke by me bodilie touched, truly to doo, observe, and fulfil.
In witness wherof, to this my present abjuration I have subscrubed my name
with my hand and set to the signe of the crosse."

At the margin of this is added in the Register: "Iste Themas postea die
Sabbato xxvi Augusti, Anno Domini millesimo quingentesimo xxj combustus
fuit Norwici propter heresim et relapsum in eandem"; which puts his death
one week later than Foxe.

This is followed in the Register, fol. 136 verso, by the articles and abjuration
of Arthur; then, fol. 136 verso, the articles of Lome as given infra, vol. v. p. 26,
and his abjuration; then, fol. 137, the articles of T. Garrard, as given infra,
vol. v. p. 427, and his abjuration.

"Henry byshop of Saynt Asse" means Henry Standish, formerly Warden of
the Francisans, now bishop of St. Asaph. This title was often contracted, as
here, into St. Asse; the contraction was not an unsuitable one in this instance;
for Standish was a very ignorant and bigoted man, and is said, on the appear-
ance of Erasmus's Testament in 1516, to have fallen on his knees to the king
and queen, and implored them to go on like their predecessors and put down
Erasmus: Erasmus called him "Episcopus a Sancto Asso." (Wood's Ath.
Bliss, i. p. 94). According to Roy's Satire, it was he who first informed Wolsey
of the arrival of Tyndale's English Testament, and implored him to suppress it.

Page 632, line 35.]—"Quod idem Bylnye maneret in carcere in loco per
Reverendissimum dominum Legatum deputando, donec idem Reverendissimus
dominus Legatus vel alius suus ordinarius pro tempore futurus illam poeniten-
tiam predictam relaxandam duxerit." Register, folio 132.

Page 632, line 37. "And should stand before the Preacher at Paul's Cross, all
the sermon time."—In the edition of 1563, page 477, these words are followed
by a paragraph which, in the subsequent editions, is removed to another place
(see page 608, line 11 from the bottom). The paragraph runs thus in the
Edition of 1563:—"After this, the Cardinal, as legate, called the whole Cleargye
before him at Westminster, and there sayde, that al the abuses of the Church
should be mended, but he did nothinge therein but onlye abjure Arthur, Bilney,
Jeffraye Lome, and Garret, that spake against the Pope's authoritye and his
pompe and pryde. Whose Articles here followe in order, as they were objected
against them." Then follow the Articles against Bilney from his St. Magnus
Sermon (see p. 627). These Articles are found in Bishop Tunstall's Register,
but not the paragraph.

The only material difference between the two versions of the paragraph is,
that at page 608 we have the date put in "A.D. 1528, and in the month of
November." This, however, is an important addition, for it appears only three
lines higher on this page that, though Tunstal absolved Bilney on this occasion,
yet, "for his petulance, he enjoyned him that he should abide in a prison till be
were by him released." (See the note preceding this.) It is plain, therefore,
from a comparison of this sentence on Bilney with the paragraph in p. 608,
that Wolsey detained Bilney in prison 'till November 1528, and that pre-
vious to his release he was re-examined and re-abjured before the cardinal
as "legate;" for Wolsey was exceedingly enamoured of his legatine author-
ity, and fond of displaying it independently of the other bishops (see the
note on page 589, line 25). Thus it appears that Bilney was imprisoned at
least a year and a quarter, that is, from September 13th, 1527 (see vol. v.
p. 43), to November 1528: probably much longer, for it seems from the note
in this Appendix on p. 625 Article xxxiv., that Bilney was under citation from
Wolsey so early as Whitsuntide 1527. Hence we discover the reason why
Bilney was so long in returning to his friends at Cambridge after bearing his
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faggot at St. Paul's, December 8th, 1527—"a whole year" as is stated at p. 641, which carries us over into the year 1529, which is Foxe's date pp. 641, 642.

The sentence on Blinney is immediately followed in the Register by the sentence on Arthur; from which it appears that Arthur was not, like Blinney, remanded to prison, but ordered for thirty days not to say mass in public, but only secretly to himself (if so disposed), and not to preach again without special license from his ordinary: he was, however, to bear his faggot with Blinney at St. Paul's; and it seems probable from p. 608, that Wolsey required him to be forthcoming, with Blinney and others, in the following November.

Page 632, note (2).—The following are the two other Latin letters, as printed in the Edition of 1563:

"Etiam nesciam, pater in Christo coelende, an usquam vel dixerim vel scripserim, quod Evangelium non fuit longo nunc tempore syncere predicatum, quod tua dominatio ex mea, sive concionem sinistris auditoribus (qui Malchum dextera mutilatum aure referunt), sive ex scriptis, sive ex verbis meis, temere forsae potius quam malo animo effusis, collegisse videtur: tamen in hac re quoniam id tua jubet paternitas, idque pio, ut spes est, animo (neque enim apud Tonstallum ullam fucis locum esse crediderim), quid a Deo per Christum in scripturis didicerim, et quod modo doctores magni etiam nominis similis in suis jam dudum concionibus non docuerint, quam potero pauciissimis aperiam, omnia tuo permittens, imo subjiciens, paterno judicio, acquirior quam ut conquire, synergiori quum ut calumniatorem agere, velit aut possit. Ergo, fateor me non raro veritum fuisse, ne non pure jamdud annucentatus sit Christus. Quis enim jamdiu per illum offensus aut scandalizatus fuit? quis propter Evangelium ejus persecutionem aliquot jam annis passus est? Ubi gladius quem venit mittere in terram? ubi denique reliqui Evangelii non adulterati fructus? Quos quia non vidimus an non metuendum est, aborem que tales edere solet fructus in nostro jamdud fundo fuisse desiderarat? tantum absit ut apud nos coaliisse crediderim. An non omnia in pace vidimus? At quid dicit ecclesia? In pace amaritudo mea amarissima. At ecclesia malignum dict, Pax, Pax; et non est pax, nisi ea, de qua scriptum est, Cum fortis armatus custodit atrium suum, in pace sunt omnia quae possident, qui cum se videt a fortiori superandum omnia discerpit ac laniat. Quid nunc denuo fieri incipiat, non aequi affirmare. Det Dominus nobis gratiam ne venientem (si Christus est) rejiciamus, ne forte terrible illud Dei contra nos judicium experiamur: Eo quod charitatem veritatis non receperunt ut salvi fienter, ideo mittet illis Deus operationem erroris ut credent mendatio. O tremendum sentenciam, quam an jamdudum plerique incurrimus Deus novit, ut judicentur omnes qui non crediderunt veritati, sed consenserunt iniquitati. Veniet, iniqui, tempus quando sanam doctrinam non sustinebunt. Quid igitur dicemus de ea que jamdud regnavit ac triumphavit, nemine contra vel mutiente? An sanam fuisse? Certe nunquam magis abundavit iniquitas. Nuncam sequi refnxir charitas. At quamobrem? an quia defuerunt qui vita insectarentur? qui ad charitatem inflammarent? at negant hoc et vere negant multif decti quidem et magni nominis theolog. Sed mores tamen indies magis a christianismo degenerantes re ipsis clamare videntur implatum quod Deus per prophetam suum Amos jam olim comminatus est, dicens: Eccies dies venient, dicit Dominus, et mittam famem in terram, non famem panis neque sitam aquae sed audiendi verbum Domini. Et commune buntur a mari usque ad mare, et ab aquilone orientem circubiunt, querentes verbum Domini, et non inveniunt. In die illa deficient virgines pulchras et adolescentes inesi.

"Sed ut multa prateremer, quibus adduco ut metuam verbum Dei non fuisse pura predicatum, illud est non postrema, quod quiquam purissime student predicare Jesum male audiant proper nomen ejus, qui est Petra scandali, et lapsa offendias, qui his offendunt verbo, nec credunt in quo et positi sunt. Sed qui sunt illi, inquies, et qualia docent? Certe, quicunque intrant per ostium, Christum dico, in ovile ovium (id quod faciunt omnes, qui nihil allud querunt quam gloriari Dei et salutem animarum), de omni hujusmodi recte quadam tenus dica potest illud, Quem misit Deus, verba Dei loquitur: quamobrem? Quia Angelum referit ecclesiae Philadelphiæ, ad quem Johannes scribit diem: Hsec dicit sanctus et verus qui habet clamem David, qui aperit et nemo claudit, claudit et nemo aperit. Ecce dedi (nomine Christi loquitur qui ostium est et ostiarius) coram te ostium, scilicet spectatum, apertum, aperiens tibi
sensus, ut intelligas scripturas, et hoc quia per me ostium iustrasti, nimirum juxta nomen tum fratrum dilectionis non tibi insertiturus. Quisquis enim per me ostium fuerit ingressus salvabitur, ingredietur et agredietur, ac pascua inventet. Huic enim ostiarius aperit et ovae vocem ejus audunt. Contra de ilia qui non ingressi sunt per ostium sed aliunde, ambizioine, avaricia, vel dominandi libidine corrupti, ascendunt (ad inferos in puncto nisi aliquando recipiscant descensuri), illud Hieremiæ vere dictum est: Egressus est a filia Syon omnia decor ejus, quia principes ejus facti sunt velut arietes non invententes pascua. Quamobrem? quia aliunde velut fures et latrones ascendunt, non misae, non vocati. Et quid ergo mirum, si non predicent, cum non emittantur, sed currint ob quiesment, assumentes sibi honorem, sibi inquam, non Deo, non animabus. Et haec est radix omnium malorum in ecclesia, quod quia non mittuntur a Deo intus (nam sine hac interna vocatione centes ad patres, reges, vel imperatorem per mille Bullas electum et consecratum falsae nihil quaeque juvat eoram Deo qui respiciet cor, et cujus iudicium est secundum veritatem, utcunque bonum ad tempus judicio imposamus, qui et ipsi alicuando videbunt turpitudinem hujusmodi), hine inquam omnium malorum in ecclesia origo est, quod ingerimus nos metipos ad curam animarum, quorum salutem aut Dei gloriam (quod est intrare per ostium) non sinitus, non querimus, sed per omnem, nostra. Hinc est quod Christum neque scimus predicare (quomodo enim, inquit, predicabunt, nisi mittantur, scilicet puræ, Christum? Aliquo multi fures et latrones predicant, sed labinis tantum, cor autem eorum procul est ab ipso); neque eos qui sciunt sinimus, sed persequeuram, sed scripturas ipsum jam redivivas comamur sub pretexitu pietatis opprimere, veriti (opus) ne veniant Romani, et tollant locum nostrum.

Hostia Herodes impie, Christum venire quid times? Non eripit mortalis, Qui regna dat caelestia.1

"Heu cecitatem nostram, pater benignissime! heu cecitatem nostram plue quam Egyptiam! heu tenebras plusquam palpabiles! Quaram, si qui sunt, qui populum velint admonere, mos sit Pharao: Quare, Moyse et Aaron, sollicitas populum ab operibus suis, et vere suis? ite ad unam vestra. Illi opprimiantur operibus et expelant ea, ut non acquiscant verbis mendacibus. Sique dispersit populos omnes terram Egypti ad colligendas pales, a colligendis (inqua) pales. Quis det, ut aliquando dicat Dominus: Videam vidi affectionem populi mei, qui est in Egypto, et gemitum eorum audivi et descendi liberare eos. Sed quo me rapuit hic zelaus? an secundum scientiam, non asim pronuntiare; tum esto (pater observare) judicium.

"Illud jamdudum expectas, ut ad longum (ut scribias) tibi depingam, quomodo (quod haecenius dui desideratum esse dixisse pradicor id veritatem esse non infinie) debet synoere predicari ut gregi tuo melius posthac consolatur. Hic fatoce verebar, ne qua subsecet ironia, quod te scripsiue illud propriis artificis testimonio oculato didiscissem. Tum demum fluctuare corp, quod animo Tusnallius hoc a Blyneo flagitaret, emeritus miles a tyrannico, summan Londoniensis pastor ab inima oculuia. Sed quocunque animo, spero optimo, flagiasti. Propediem (neque enim opus est unius diei apud me qui viribus corporis sic destituei) proprio Christo, pro gratia Dei mihi collata, opus ilium quamvis viribus mei majus aggredi. Sub quo si succubueris, non fallam te, utpote cui nihil polliceor, nisi promptam quod injustis peragendi voluntatem. Tuus, Thomas Bilneus.

"Memorinae cras mei, ut ad Reverendissimum tuam ope deducar, ad ejus tribunali visite longe malum, quam cujuquam suorum.

"Quod ad Evangelii predicationem attinet, utinam faceres mihi postestatem privatim tecum coram loquendi, ut libere dicam quod in scripturis sanctis per Dei gratiam didici, pro consolatione conscientiae meae. Quod si feceris, spero, te non penitet. Omnia tuo judicio submittentur, qui (nisi te nolendum in aliqvo novi) arundinem comminutam non confingente, et linen munigam non

(1) In the "Paralipomena Rerum Memorabilium," appended to the "Chronicon Abbatis Urspergenae," p. 416, we read:—

"Anno Domini 1311. Eodem tempore scribit Lutherus de Captivitate Babylonica Ecclesiae praelium, cum ejaculatione hac. Libri Libertas: item carminis lati annexo, "Hostia Herodes impie, sc."
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extingueas, quin potius, etiam si occupatus fuero (ut sum homo) in aliquo errore, &c."—(Foxe, Edit. a.d. 1563, pp. 465, 466.)

"Salve pater, in Christo mihi plurimum observande. Rogasti, ut ad longum tibi scriberem in quibus non est predicatum siquid debuit: et quomodo debuit melius predicari. Omnes videlicet viribus meis longe magius: sub quo igitur si succubuero, tumum fuerit qui hoc oneris meis humeris imposemur, hoc me fasce levare. Quod ad primam attinet, ab ipsis non est predicatum ut debuit, qui relicto verbo Dei sua predicarunt; quales non paucos fuisse, illud abunde magnum argumentum est, quod ipsum nunc verbum sincere afferentes audient, Novitantes annunciant isti. Sed et illud non hujus rei testimonium est, quod vix unum et alterum in Anglia potenter in scripturis habemus. Et quid monstrat, si nova illis omnibus videantur pia, quibus novum est evangelium, humana figmenta aliquot jam annis assuet. Utinam vanus hic esseam, ac non vera, heu nimirum vera, professarum, si tamen professer, que in sinum tumum infundo. Sed et illi pessime predicaverunt, qui, aut ipsi scripturas terorunt, aut ab aliis distortas ex chartis ferme putridis temere coacervaverunt. Et quomodo non torquerent, aut ab aliis tortas quomodo dijudicarent, quando ne semel quidem Biblia seriatim perlegierint? Atque horum magnus valde numerus est, a quo etiam seipsoe agere forsak vendicabunt magnum aliquot Rabini, quos populus haecemus tantum non pro diis admiratibus est. Atque hic nunc ventri suo timent et glorie, gloriam vero Dei Valere sinunt; que vel ab Asino Balsam propagari potest, tantum abest ut abjectos verbum Dei loquentes contemnere debamus. Haebemus (inquit) theaorum hunc in vasculis fictilibus, ut virtutis eminentiae sit ex Deo, et non ex nobis. Quae stulta sunt mundi eleget Deus, ut confundat sapientes, et infirma mundi eleget Deus, ut confundatur fortis, et ignobilis mundi et contemptibilia eleget Deus, et ea que non sunt, ut es que sunt desueter, ut non glorisur omnium caro in conspectu ejus. At nunc omnes fere sapientes esse volunt, ideoque pudet eos simplicis Evangelii, pudet eos vere cum Paulo dicere, ac re ipse prestare, Ego cum venissem ad vos, fratres, veni non in subtilitate sermones aut sapiens annuncians voles testimoniun Christi. Non enim judicavi me scire aliquam inter vos, nisi Jesum Christum et hunc crucifixon. O veri vocem Evangelistae! At nunc pudet nos hujus stultae predicacionis, per quam placuit Deo salvos facere credentes, eligentes potes fastuosi in ipsis quos non vidimus incedere, frustra inflati in sensu carnii nostri, narrantes iniqui fabulaciones, et non legem tuam, Domine, quae immaculata est, convertens animas. Sed quomodo Dei legem docerant, quem non in libris quidem legierint, nedum ex ore Dei didicerint? At hoc in pastore, in episcopo, in speculatori requiratur? Fili (inquit), omnes sermones meas quos ego loquier ad te, assume in cordo tuo, etc. Et paulo post: Fili hominis, speculatorem dedi te (dedi te, non ambientem, non irruptem, non nonnulla ascendentem, sed nihil minus expectantem, dedi te) domui Israel, ut ipsi inservires, ipsi ab altitudine speculcs si quid hostium ingrumer denunciaris; dedi te domui Israel, non domum Israel tibi, ut te servum ovium agnoscas, non dominum. Non enim oves propter pastorem, sed pastorem propter oves. Maior qui recumbat, qui ministrat: Quod agnovit ille, qui vere dixit: Nos servi vestri prouer hominum: Sed ad quid dedi te domui Israel? Ut ministres tantum sacramenta? ut consecres ligna, lapides, et cimenteria? (base, Deum testor, genebundus atque altse suspansa nunc scribo, in sinu tuo animi amartitdem effundens.) Nequaquam, Quid ergo? Seuitur primum episcopi officium, Audies de ore meo verbum. O brevem lectionem, sed quam multitudo mundus, nasi intus docente Deo, non potest capere. Quid est, Audies de ore meo verbum? nasi eris thodidatros. Ergo quotquot non sunt docit a Deo, quamlibet etiam in scripturis humanitas exercitati, non sunt speculatores a Deo dati; ac multo minus, qui non callent scripturas, ideoque (ne nihil dicant) humana semper crepent, hoc est, mendacia. Nam qui a seosa loquuntur, mendacium loquuntur. De eo scriptum est, Valunt esse leges doctores, non intelligentes, quae loquuntur, neque de quibus affirmant: quales non possunt non esse omnes, qui quod ore loquantur non credunt, quis intus a Deo docit non intelligunt verum esse; non habent in corde persuasum; ac proinde ne oves quidem sunt, cum se jactent esse pastores. Contra de veris a Deo datis ac doctis pastoribus dicil aliquosque quidem potest, immo prorus, Quod scimus loquimur, et quod vidimus (nimium certamin oculis fidei) testamus. Et hi neque falluntur, neque fallunt.Porro impostores proficiunt in pejus, errantes
et in errorem mittentes. Hos, quia de mundo sunt, libentius audit mundus: Ipsae (inquit) de mundo sunt, ideo de mundo loquantur, et mundus eam audit. Ecce tibi, pater, lydium predicationis nostrae diuturnae lapidem. An non mundus eos cum summo fere applauos jam diu audivit? At verbum crucis nuncum sustinere potuit caro, neque carnis prudencia, quae inimicitia est adversus Deum, nec legi Dei subditur, immo ne potest quidem. Cur ergo heresecos et pro schismatica traducuntur, qui hominibus placere nolunt nisi ad edificationem, memores illius scripturae, Deus dissipavit omnes eorum qui hominibus placent, dicentibus, loquere nobis placentia? Ceterum ipsis omissecat, ad secundum veniamus. Quomodo, inquis, debuit melius predicari? Certe, si illum audivissemus, de quo dixit Pater, Hic est filius meus dilectus in quo mihi bene complacemus est; ipsum audite. Hic de semetipsae dicit, Oportebat Christum pati et resurgere a mortuis tertia die, et predicari in nomine ejus penitentiam et remissionem peccatorum in omnem gentes. Quod quid aliud est, quam quod alius Evangelista scripserit, Euntes in mundum universum predicata Evangelium omni creature: Qui crediderit et baptizatus fuerit salvis erit. Quid hoc nuncio affectis ac desperabundis conscientiae suis, jucundius, aut gratias esse potest? At hic an Christus fuerit jamdiu auditus nescio, ut qui neque omnes Angles concionatores audivi, neque si audiviesset, judicare satis eos ante unum aut alterum annum potuisse? Hoc autem affirmare, quotquot ego jamjudum audivi (de celeberrimia loquor) sic predicarunt penitentiam, quod si olim tales penitentias precones audiviassent, penitus sine desperavisse. Atque ut unum de celeberrimis tacito nomine proferam, sic, posteaquam vitia accernisse fuisse insectatus (quo nominque nulli non pie docto placuit, neque enim satis potest in scelera declamar), concludebat: Ecce (inquit) tu, libidinos, seksaginta annos veluit jumentum in stercore suo in libidine tum compu-truisisti; et vis tu presumere in uno anno tantum cælum versus proregredi, idque in sequenti, quantum a corde sexaginta annis infernum versus retrocessisse? Egregia videlicet argumentatio. Hoccine fuit predicare penitentiam in nomine Jesu, an: Christum potius cum Antichristo conciliare? Nam quid aliud re ipse dixit ille quæm, Christus frustra pro te mortuus est, non erit tibi Jesus; oportet te pro temetipsae satisfacere, aliqui peribis in eternum: Mentitur Johannes qui dicit, Ecce agnus Dei, ecce qui tollit peccata mundi; item alibi, Sanguis ejus emundat nos ab omni peccato; item, Ipsae est propitiatione pro peccatis totius mundi: et alia infinita mendacia sunt. Quod quid aliud est, quam quod a Spiritu Sancto per os Petri predictum est: Erunt falsi doctores, qui Dominum Jesum, qui ipsos mercatus est, abnegabunt. Et quid sequitur hiujusmodi doctrinæ demonstratur in hypocei locutionem mendaciam? desera-bunda conscientia tradit se desideriæ sui. Juxta illud Pauli: Festeoquem eo pervenerunt, ut dolere desierint, semetipsos dederunt lasciviae ad patrandum omnem immortaliam cum aviditate. Videntes enim impossibile ut satisfaciant, Deo obnurmurant, vel tam crudelum ut ipsi predicant non credunt. Alia dicere vetas angustia charte, et malim coram tecum in aurem instillare. Ad quod si me admiseris, spero non te posnitenbit, et magna esset mihi consolacio, Christum testor, in quo feliciter cum omne grege tuo vive ac vale.

—(Foxe, Edit. A.D. 1563, pp. 466, 467.)

Page 641, line 18. "After this abjuration made, about A.D. 1529 the said Bilney took such repentance and sorrow," &c. —This passage is thus punctuated in all the Editions of Foxe: "After this abjuration made about A.D. 1529, the said Bilney," &c. But Foxe has already correctly placed the abjuration of Bilney to the year 1527. He clearly meant the words "about A.D. 1529" for the date of Bilney's repentance, for he has so dated it next page, line 18; and he has Latimer's authority for so dating it, in a passage which he gives in this very page from one of Latimer's sermons: "Now when the said Bilney came to Cambridge again a whole year after," &c. i.e. after his abjuration; which brings us into the year 1529.

Page 641, line 37. "When the cardinal was aloft, and bare swinges." —This shows that Bilney must have abjured in 1527, not 1529, for at the latter period the cardinal was in disgrace.

Page 641, line 38. "Bilney came to Cambridge again a whole year after." —How he came to be so long absent, is explained in the note on p. 632, line 37, where it is shown that he was imprisoned till November 1528.
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Page 641, notes (1), (2).—It is highly probable that Latimer also alludes to Bilney in his last sermon before king Edward, where he describes the case of a despairing person whom God restored. Tyndale also alludes to Bilney’s case in his letter to Frith infrà, vol. v. p. 132.

Page 642.]—Bilney seems to have been apprehended at London; for he appeared before Tunstall, with Crome and Latimer, March 3d, 1531. (Wilkins, iii. p. 725.)

Page 642, line 26. “He would go up to Jerusalem, and so would see them no more.”]—So thought Paul when taking leave of his Ephesian friends, Acts xx. 25, 36. But as the event proved him to be mistaken, so it was with Bilney; for it seems from the evidence of Lawrence Staples (infra, vol. v. p. 32), that, about six weeks before Bilney’s attachment, he was at Greenwich, and soon after at Cambridge.


Page 643, line 22. “Certain Norwich men writing to London and denying that Bilney did recant, afterwards being thereupon examined, were compelled to grant, that he at his examination (execution?) read a bill, &c.”]—At the Rolls House, Chancery Lane, among the miscellaneous papers of the Treasury of the Receipt of the Exchequer, Second Series, Nos. 1884-90, the Editor has discovered the proceedings taken before the Lord Chancellor, relative to Bilney’s alleged recantation: though running to some length, they are printed at the end of this Appendix, as curious in themselves, and as fully supporting Foxe’s and Bishop Burnet’s view of the case: the copies from which they are here printed have been furnished by W. H. Black, Esq., the deputy keeper of the Records.

Nos. 1889, 1890, are autograph compositions of Bilney’s, written by him while in prison, after he was delivered to the secular power; and show an extraordinary knowledge of Scripture. One cannot conceive how Bilney should have abjured at the stake, after penning these pious effusions of his soul only three days before his execution, wherein he endeavours to confirm his brethren in the profession of the truth, evidently meaning the Gospel principles which he and they had embraced in common; and argues the goodness and wisdom of God in bringing good (that is, true contrition and humility) out of evil, meaning obviously his former abjuration.

No. 1888 is a copy of Nos. 1889, 1890; and is thus noted at the beginning: “This is the very true copye of A boke which Thomas Blynay made and wrytte w’ his owne hande, whiles he was in prison in the gildhall of the Citie of Norwich. After he was delveryed unto the securer power, whiche boke was delveryed atte the daye of his deth | which Copye is sent to my lorde grace the Duke of Norff. Atte his commande ment by the Maier of Norwich.”

No. 1887 is a memorandum made by the Mayor of Norwich, of Bilney’s last words at the stake.

No. 1884 is the Deposition on oath of John Curatt, Alderman of Norwich, before the Lord Chancellor, November 9th, 1531, touching what passed during Bilney’s last hours.

No. 1885 is the Deposition, on oath, November 25th, of Mr. Edward Reed, Mayor of Norwich, on the same subject.

No. 1886 contains fifteen Interrogatories prepared by Dr. Pellis in Latin, and put in by Dr. Pellis, December 5th, against the said Mayor, with the Mayor’s answers.

The best commentary on the foregoing papers will be the following passage from Bishop Burnet:—

“He preached up and down the country, confessing his former sin of denying the faith, and taught the people to beware of idolatry, or trusting to pilgrimages, to the cowl of St. Francis, to the prayers of saints, or to images; but exhorted them to stay at home, to give much alms, to believe in Jesus
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Christ, and to offer up their hearts, wills, and minds to him in the Sacrament. This being noised abroad, he was seized on by the bishop's officers and put in prison at Norwich, and the writ was sent to burn him as a relapse, he being first condemned and degraded from the priesthood; while he was in prison the friars came oft about him to persuade him to recant again, and it was given out that he did read a bill of abjuration.

"In this he was certainly abused, for if he had signed any such paper, it had been put in the Bishop's register, as all things of that nature were; but no such writing was ever shown, only some said they heard him read it, and others who denied there was any such thing, being questioned for it, submitted and confessed their fault. But at such a time it was no strange thing if a lie of that nature was vented with so much authority, that men were afraid to contradict it; and when a man is a close prisoner, those who only have access to him may spread what report of him they please, and when once such a thing is said, they never want officious vouchers to lie and swear for it. But since nothing was ever showed under his hand, it is clear there was no truth in these reports, which were spread about to take away the honour of martyrdom from the new doctrines. It is true he had never inquired into all the other tenets of the church of Rome, and so did not differ from them about the presence of Christ in the Sacrament, and some other things. But when men dare speak freely, there were several persons that witnessed the constancy and sincerity of Bilney in these his last conflicts," &c. (Burnet, Hist. of the Reformation, book ii. ed. 1681, vol. i. p. 163.)

As Bishop Burnet refers to the Bishop's Register, the Editor may state, that he has applied to the Norwich Registrar, and is informed by him that he has searched the Episcopal Registers with care, but can find nothing about Bilney.

After reading the documents, the reader will doubtless be of opinion, that Foxe's and Bishop Burnet's defence of Bilney against the charge of recantation is very fair: Bilney was, after all, but partially enlightened; and most probably, like Wicliff and others who had preceded him, died in external communion with the church of Rome. (See Appendix to vol. iii., note on p. 22, note (1.).) But that he uttered any thing at the stake which could be fairly called a recantation, is quite incredible. That Dr. Pelle's bill was not produced before Sir T. More, nor quoted by Sir Thomas when writing on the subject, looks very suspicious; he, perhaps, learned a little prudence from the amazing absurdity of Knyghton in publishing in his Chronicle the so-called recantation of Wicliff. (See Appendix to vol. iii., note on p. 19, note (1.).) The weight of evidence on the other side, produced by Foxe, is so overwhelming, that we may consider Bilney as having abundantly earned the character of a faithful witness and martyr.

Page 643, line 33. "He was fully converted to the true catholic faith."—It is remarkable, that one Michael Lobley was afterwards troubled for saying the very same thing of Bilney (see vol. v. p. 38); which shows the real opinion entertained at the time even by the Papists of Bilney's dying sentiments.

Page 648, line 33.]—Respecting these citations from Bilney's Sermons, see the note in this Appendix on p. 627.

Page 652, line 10 from the bottom.]—It was peculiarly mortifying for poor Necton that he would go out of office September 29th following, i.e. in a little more than a month. Necton was chosen 1530 (September 8th being the day for electing sheriffs at Norwich), and they came into office on Michaelmas day: see Bloomfield's History of Norwich.

Page 652, last line.]—St. Magnus's day was August 19th, and Hollinshead expressly says Bilney was burnt August 19th: this, on a Saturday, gives a.p. 1531. For the later date assigned in the Register, see the note on p. 632, line 30.

Page 653, line 3.]—An "ale-brew" or "aubry" means bread and beer. (Bloomfield's "History of Norwich," account of Bilney's martyrdom.)

Page 653, line 30.]—The translation of the passage in the text is imperfect, and is completed from the Latin in the note.

Page 654, line 20. "Somewhat tarrying,"—i.e. delaying. See Appendix to vol. iii. note on p. 258, line 22 from the bottom.
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Page 654, line 13 from the bottom. "Collation"—an exposition or short sermon: see vol. v. p. 552, line 11, and p. 554, lines 1, 3, 5.

Page 656, note (1).—Strype, in his "Life of Archbishop Grindal" (book i. chap. 2), says, that Ridley might have told the story in the text about Stafford to his chaplain Grindal, who again reported it to Foxe; and this is most probably the meaning of this reference.

Page 657, line 23. "Upon occasion whereof, the next year following, this book was made (being about the year 1527)."—There is some uncertainty about the time when "the Supplication of Beggars" was written. "Compiled by Simon Fyshe anno MCCCCXXIV" is printed on the title-page of "The Supplication of the Poor Commons, 1546." (Herbert's Ames, iii. p. 1537.) Bishop Tanner says, "Scripta ad regem Henricum VIII. anno MD.XXIV." It is said to have been scattered in the streets before Henry VIII. in the procession on Candlemas day [February 2d] A.D. 1526. If these dates be correct, Fish must have fled at Christmas A.D. 1523, two years before Foxe's date, 1525, and four years before that assigned by Holinshead, 1527. Sir Thomas More in his reply, intituled "The Supplication of the poor Souls in Purgatory," remarks that Fish values the angel at 6s. 8d. (see infra, p. 659) and that "he was not aware of the new valuations: for he ranne awaye before the valuations changed." The noble was raised to the value of 7s. 4d. in August, and 7s. 6d. in November, 1528, which tends to confirm Foxe's date, 1525. (See Annals of the Coinage, by the Rev. Rogers Rading.) Holinshead gives some account of the contents of this play, and says that it was not levelled at the cardinal in particular, only his guilty conscience made him fancy it to be so.

Page 657, line 33. "Fish, who was fled out of the realm for fear of the cardinal."—This flight of Fish cannot be that above related, at Christmas 1525; for at the end of this paragraph he is said to have been absent "two-and-a-half years;" and yet Sir Thomas More was then chancellor, who accepted the seals October 27th, 1629; and Foxe himself supposes it to have been the year 1530. The fact is that Fish returned from his first exile, and was living at White-friars, in Fleet-street, about November 1528, and receiving English Testaments from Mr. Richard Herman, an English merchant at Antwerp, and selling them to others for distribution; and he was likewise in London about Christmas 1527. All this appears from the evidence of Robert Necton, given before the cardinal May 14th, 1528, printed from the Fexian MS. by Strype, lib. i. chap. 8. It is probable that Fish fled again to the Continent, when the search after suspected persons and books began early in 1528; or he may have fled at Christmas 1527 (as Holinshead states) in consequence of having acted in the comedy; and it is likely that then for the first time the "Supplication of Beggars" was printed at some foreign printing-office, and a copy sent (as stated by Foxe) to Anne Bullen: "two-and-a-half years from that period brings us to 1530."

Page 658, line 8.].—Stokesley was enthroned July 19th, 1530. (Godwin.)

Page 658, line 23.].—Sir Thomas More says of Fish: "And thys good zede had ye wote well Symon Fitzhe had when he made the Supplicacio of beggers. But God gave him suche grace afterwarde yt he was sory for that good zele, and repented hymselwe, and came into the church aayne, and forsoke and forswere all the whole bill of those heresyes, out of which the fountain of that good zeal sprang." (Apology, Works, Lond. 1557, p. 891, col. i. c.)

Page 659, last line but one.].—The first three Editions of Foxe read correctly, "xliii. M. pounds, and cccxxviili. li. vi. s. viii. d. sterling," which is corrupted in the Edition of 1583 into "43033 pounds 6s. 8d. sterling." See the note on p. 657, line 23.

Page 660, line 17. "Feud"—maintain. See Appendix to vol. iii. p. 97.

Page 664, line 26. "A certain of massees."—'Certain,' a portion or quantity: frequently so used in the old authors. See Todd's Johnson.

Page 664, line 6 from the bottom.].—Archbishop Usher supposes (Answer to a Jesuit, chap. on Purgatory), that Sir Thomas More wrote his "Supplication of Souls" in imitation of Job. Gerson's "Querela defunctorum in igne purgatorio detentorum ad superstites in terra amicos."

Page 666, line 13 from the bottom. "A prohibition sent out by Cuthbert Tunstall," &c.].—This heading is incorrect, as no books are prohibited by the Docu-
ment itself except the New Testament in English. The document is correctly dated in the Edition of 1563 "the 24th of October," that being the date in the Tonstall Register, fol. 45. "Datum sub sigillo nostro xxijii die mensis Octo-
bris auno Domini millesimo quingentesimo xxvi"e, et nostrae consecrationis anno
quinto." A similar document was shortly after issued by Archbishop Warham, 
dated Lambeth, November 3d, 1526, which is printed in Wilkins, iii. p. 706,
Ex Reg. Exon. Voysey, [vol. ii.] fol. 62 [51]. Voysey's Register corrects cer-
tain errors of the press in Wilkins: for example, p. 706, col. 1, last line but
three, for "in citius" read "ni citius;" and in the 2d col. last line but four, for
"nummerorum," read "incimeratorum." The mandate was received by Bishop
Voysey on 21st November, 1526, and on the 25th November he directed a
commission to the archdeacons of Exeter, Cornwall, Totnes, and Barnstaple,
or their officials, to see the primate's orders carried into execution, and to report
to him by the next feast of St. Thomas, under their respective seals, what they
had done in the premises. The Editor is indebted for the above information to
the kindness of the Registrar of Exeter diocese.

Page 667, line 7. "Some with glosses and some without."—These words
describe the first two Editions of Tyndale's translation of the New Testament
into English, printed in quarto with a Prologue and Glosses, and in octavo
without these additions, and issued from Worms in 1525. So diligent was the
search after these Editions in England, in consequence of this order, that of
the octavo only one perfect and one imperfect copy are known to exist; and of
the quarto only a fragment (containing, however, the Prologue) was discovered
in 1836. (See Mr. Offer's Preface to his Edition of Tyndale's Testament, and
Mr. Anderson's "Annals of the English Bible.")

Page 667, line 34. "The names of the books," &c. —Foxe no doubt had
authority for the ensuing short list. Wilkins prints it after Warham's Mandate,
with the following title: "Nomina librorum hoc tempore prohibitorum, una
cum Novo Testamento:" then follows the short list which Foxe gives: but no
such appendage is found either in the Tunstall or Exeter Register; and certain
it is that two of the books mentioned were not in existence in the year 1526.
"Tyndale himself has furnished us with the dates of the publication of his
"Wicked Mammon," and "Obedience of a Christian Man." In the conclusion
of his "Practice of Prelates," dated "in the year of our Lord MCCCCC and
XXX." we have these words: "And let them remember, that I well toward
three years ago sent forth the true Obedience of a Christian Man," i. e. in
1527; and Ames mentions an edition of it dated December 11th, 1527. The
"Parable of the Wicked Mammon" preceded this, for it was the first publica-
tion to which Tyndale set his name; and he tells us the reason for departing
from his incognito, viz. that he might disavow connexion with Roye's Satire
and Dialogue and Prologue, printed by Roye in 1527: the "Wicked Mam-
mon" therefore was probably published in the summer of 1527; Tanner says,
May 8th, 1527.

Page 667, line 39. "Unio disidentium."—This work is so often mentioned
in Foxe, that it may be acceptable to the reader to be informed of its full title
and contents.

"Unio disidentium, Libellus omnibus unitatis et pacis amatoribus utilissimus,
ex presciptuis ecclesie Christianae doctoribus selectus, per venerabilem patrem
Hermannum Bodium, verbi Divini concionatorem eximium. De lepsae Deae,
et peccato originali. Omnes homines pravorautiores esse per Adam. Quosodo
liberemur à peccato. De Baptismo parvulorum. De Premadestinatione Vocatione,
Justificatione, et Glorificatione. De duplci lege, naturali et positiva. De operibus
legis. De lege judiciali, et gladio seculari. De gratia et merito. De fide et

"Unionis disidentantium altera pars. Libellus ex presciptuis Ecclesiae Catho-
licae fidei Doctoribus selectus, per Hermannum Bodium, verbi Divini concion-
torem. De utilitate verbii Dei. De pomentia et triplexi confessione. De
correctione fratrum. De abstinentia et jejunio. De oratione. De labore
De ordine Ecclesiasticæ constitutione. Quod omnes fideles sint Sacerdotes, Reyes,
et Prophetas sed non omnes Ministri Ecclesiae. De homen ergo Sanctos. De
Anti-Christo. Colon. 1527." (Autographa Luthéri aliorumque celebrium viro-
rum, collected by Rudolph Augustus duke of Brunswick, and described by Von der Hardt, Brunsvigae, 1690, tom. i. p. 242.) The same author (at p. 283) mentions a later Edition of the "Unio," as "jam denuo aucta et locupletata, verum ea diligentia nunc ab innumeris mendis ita repurgata, ut priores editiones, quantumvis accuratas, longe tamam vincat. Nam infima pene loca male citata sunt restituta, corrupta emendata, mutilia suppleta. Quod facile deprehendetur, quisquis banc cum pristinis Editionibus contulerit Colon. 1551."

(Ibidem.) Who Bodius was, we are not aware. Seekendorf, speaking of this latter Edition, Colon. Agrip. 1531, says, "Libellus si quid judicio egregius;" and in reference to the title, "Eum scopum sibi proposuit (autors), ut doctorum illorum veterum sententiae concordantes methodum præberent de articulis controversii convieniendi." (Seekendorf de Lutheranismo ad Indicem 1 supplements). Dr. Turner, in a letter to John Foxe (printed in the Parker Society's Edition of Ridley's Remains), states, that he gave a copy of it to Dr. Taylor, afterwards burnt at Hadley, and that it was one great means of opening his eyes to the truth. It has been mentioned in this Appendix (not on p. 385) as being, at least the first part of it, in the possession of Sebastian Harris, curate of Kensington, February 24th, A.D. 1528; and at vol. v. p. 421, as one of the books circulated by Garret. It is mentioned at p. 685 of this volume among the books imported by Bayfield from the Continent. It is also mentioned vol. v. pp. 449, 620, among the charges brought against George Parker and John Borthwike. John Lambert mentions it with great commendation at vol. v. pp. 189, 216. At p. 587 of vol. v. among a list of prohibited books we find "An Abridgement of Unio dissidentium: translated out of Latin into English." It would seem that a third part was at length added to it, for it is placed in the Indices Expurgat. of Rome A.D. 1559 and 1589 as the "Unio Dissidentium Tripartita."

Page 667, line 9 from the bottom. "The King's Proclamation" is given at p. 676, and will be found in the Tunstall Register, fol. 143. The Proclamation is followed by the long list of Latin books which Foxe presently gives; but in the margin of the Proclamation itself the following list is written: "Libri in Vulgari lingua in partibus ultramarinis impressi, et ad hoc Regnum Anglicum delati per nefandam sectam Lutheranam Editi. The New Testament in English. The wicked Mammon. The Disputation between the Father and the Son. The obedience of a Christen Man. The Supplication of Beggars. The Revelation of Antichrist. An Introduction upon Powles Epistle to the Romans. Liber qui de veteri et novitio Deo insciriuit. Piae preciseiones. Oeconomia Christiana. Item alius liber qui de sepulture missae Rythmico sermone vernaculo compositus est. the sum of Scripture. Mattens and Even-song. VII. Psalms, and other heavenly Psalms, with the Commendations in English. An Exposition upon the 7th chapter of the first Epistle to the Corinthians. The Chapters of Moses called Genesis. The chapters of Moses called Deuteronomy. The Matrimony of Tyndale. David's Psalter in English. The Practice of Prelates. Hortulus animae in English. A B C against the Clergy. The Examination of William Thorpe. The Supper of our Lord, quod est contra sacramentum altaris."

The third of the foregoing list was translated by Roys from the German, and printed with a Prologue of his own in 1526.

The full title of the eighth of the foregoing works is as follows:—"De veteri et novitio Deo, de veteri et nova lege doctrinæque, sive origo idololatriæ, Hartmanni Dulichii." (Von der Hardt's Autographa Lutheri et aliorum, vol. i. p. 101.)

The eleventh of the list was a Satire on Wolsey and the monastic orders, called sometimes "Rede me, and be not wroth," and denounced as "The burying of the Mass:" it was composed by Roys and Jerome, two Greenwich friars, and printed at Strasburg about 1527; Sir T. More, when writing his "Dialogue" in 1528, was well acquainted with it: Wolsey was exceedingly stung by it, and did all in his power to destroy the work. A second edition of it was printed at Wasel in 1546, which transfers to the whole prelacy the charges originally designed only for Wolsey. It is reprinted in the Harleian Miscellany, vol. ix. p. 1.

Page 669, line 13. [De conjugio, &c.]—The Edition of 1563 calls Reissenbusch "monarchus Lichtenbergensis," which last words being manifestly out of
construction with "Wolfgangum Reissenbusch," are dropped in all subsequent Editions. The Register, however, says "Monasterii Lichtenbergensis: " "preeceptorem" is put in from Von der Hardt's "Autographa Lutheri et aliorum," p. 130, where the full title is thus given: "De conjugio episcoporum et diaconorum, ad venerandum doctorem Reissenbusch, monasterii Lichtenbergensis preceptorem, per Johanniinn Bugnahgum Pomeranum, Witteb. 1525." One of Luther's Epistles is addressed to him, stylizing him "Utriusque Juris Doctori, Preceptori in Liechtengberg, ordinis St. Antonii," &c., dated Wittemb. March 17, 1525. (Luth. Op. Witteb. 1558, tom. vii. fol. 505.)


Page 669, line 11 from the bottom.—"Eiusdem libellus de differentia stimuli carnis Satane," &c.—This seems to form a portion of the volume entitled "Commentarii de Prophethia," &c., according to the list of Lambert's Works given in Schelhorn's "Amenitates Literarum," tom. iv. p. 386, and in the "Miscellanea Duisbergensis," edited by Gerdes, Amstelod. 1734, tom. ii. p. 556, and is not a separate volume, as the list in Foxe might seem to make it.

Page 670, line 18. "The New Testament came forth in print about A.D. 1529."—If Foxe intended by this that Tyndale's translation of the New Testament was first printed in 1529, he is much mistaken, as it first issued from the press at Worms in 1525 (See Appendix to vol. v. note on p. 119). But it is probable that he only meant to state the fact of Tyndale having been the first to translate and print the New Testament in English, as introductory to the ensuing anecdote relative to an occurrence in the year 1529; he probably took the anecdote from Hall, who introduces it in much the same way, thus:—
"Here is to be remembered, that at this present time [19 Hen. VIII. 1529] William Tindale had newly translated and imprinted the New Testament in English, and the Bishop of London not pleased with the translation thereof, debated with himself, how he might compass and devise, to destroy that false and erroneous translation (as he said)." (Hall, Lond. 1809, p. 782, 21 Hen. VIII., immediately after the account of the Congress of Cambay.)

Page 670, line 21. "At Antwerp, where the bishop then was."—This determines the period about which the events related in the text took place. Tunstall, More, and Dr. Knight attended the Congress of Cambay, for settling the treaty of Madrid between Henry, the Emperor, and the French king. That Congress broke up August 5th, and Tunstall and More took Antwerp in their way home. It is of importance to observe, that at the same time and place (Cambay) a separate treaty was agreed upon between Henry and the Emperor, Tunstall, More, and Hacket (English Envoy at Antwerp), being the Commissioners for securing the continuation of traffic for merchants between the two countries, and forbidding to print or sell any Lutheran books on either side." (Lord Herbert's Henry VIII. p. 316, cited in Mr. Anderson's "Annals of the English Bible."

Page 671, line 4.—Joyce, alias Gee, alias Clark, a native of Bedfordshire, a Scholar and Fellow of Peterhouse, Cambridge, fled from persecution in 1527, and resided at Strasburg till he came to Barrow, early in 1532. He made and published Latin translations of the Psalter, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. He edited Tyndale's Testament, published at Antwerp in August 1534. He also printed an Exposition of Daniel, from Melancthon and others. He died in England, 1555.

Page 671, line 25.—Richard Necton, probably the same as Robert Necton, who was apprehended and examined about April 1528 (see Strype, book i. chap. 8), the brother of Thomas Necton, sheriff of Norwich when Bilney was burnt; see p. 652.

Page 671, line 12 from the bottom. "A compendious old treatise."—The original of this treatise is contained amongst the MSS. of Archbishop Parker, presented to Corpus Christi College, Cambridge (see Nasmith's "Catalogue..."
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Page 671, note (1). "More, in his Preface against Tindall."—Sir Thomas, in the work alluded to—"The Confutation of Tyndale's Answer, made by Sir T. More, Knyght, Lord Chancellour of England; prented at London, by W. Rastell, 1532,"—when mentioning some who had abjured, names "Richard Necton, which was, by Constantine's detection, taken and committed to Newgate, where, except he hap to die before in prison, he standeth in great peril to be ere it be long, for his falling again to Tindale's heresies, burned. And thus it seemed, by the manner of George Constantine, while he was here in prison, that he so sore did forthink his errors and heresies, and so perceived the pestilent poison of them, that he thought it better that such as were infect therewith, might be, by the means of his detection, amended, and with the loss of his body the soul cured, than both twain cast away," &c. Preface, signature C c. See vol. vii. p. 27, respecting Constantine.

Page 672, line 22. "Morrow,"—i.e. Morning; the original sense of "Morrow."—Todd's Johnson.

Page 673, line 23. "Cisterciensis," or "Cestriensis" (at p. 675) —is probably a corruption of "Cestriensis," referring to Ralph Higden, Monk of Chester, who wrote Polychronicon, and died in 1363.

Page 673, line 9 from the bottom. "Also Richard, the Hermit of Hampole."—"Richard Rolle, an eremite of the order of St. Aure, and lived an hermite about four miles from Doncaster, in Yorkshire, in the reign of Edward III. A.D. 1340."—Lewis, Hist. of English Translations of the Bible, pp. 12, 13.

Page 675, line 22 from the bottom.—On the versions of Aquila and Theodotion, see Bishop Walton's Prologomena, ss. 9, 19; and Horne's Introduction, vol. ii.

Page 675, line 8 from the bottom.—Foxe reads, "to this man Atleta," and "his daughter;" and, two lines lower, "Demetriades: these are so manifestly wrong, that they have been altered on the authority of Jerome; the references, however, do not agree with the printed works of Jerome.

Page 681, line 6. "Maxwell and Stacy."—See the note on page 585, line 33, and supra p. 286 bis.

Page 681, line 12. "One Dr. Ruffam."—In the Wolsey Correspondence, kept in the State Paper Office, vol. vii. No. 123, there is a letter from Longland, Bishop of Lincoln, to Wolsey, dated Holborn, April 1st [1528], which mentions a seditious and Lutheran Sermon having been preached at Oxford by Dr. Rowham, a monk of Bury. This is, doubtless, the Dr. Ruffam mentioned here by Foxe; and it seems probable that Dr. Barnes resorted to Bury for religious conference with his friend; and that Dr. Ruffam came to be of the same mind with Dr. Barnes on the subject of religion.

The following are Bishop Longland's words in the above-mentioned letter:—

"Ther is a moncke of Sinte Edmundesbury called Doctor Rowham whiche preched quarta Dominica Quadragesime att Sinte Peters in Oxon, the mooste seditious sermone that ye have herd of, in rayling ayenste your Grace and Byahopes for this sequesteration of evyll preachers; maynteyning certayn opynyons of Luther, confortyng erronious persone in thir opynyons, sayng Nolite timere eos qui occidunt corpus &c. applying it to bold them in the same; with many other inconvenient and unfitting wordes in this said sermone. Whiche I fear me hath & will doo moche hurte; whose sermone I send nowes unto your Grace: itt is that that is wryten in Englishes. Albeith he didde speake many moo evill things then be ther wryten, as the best of the Universite will prove, and they have bound hym by ooth to drawe his saide sermone as nighe as he can as he speke it, and byrynge it in by a day. Howebyeth I feare he will not abyde the sunswere, but will rather flie his way. Wherefor your Grace shuld doo a meruylous good deade straignt to send for hym to Bury that he may be forth commyng to his sunswere when your Grace shall commaund."

The Editor has procured a sight of this letter through the kindness of the
Parker Society, who are about to publish a valuable volume of documents selected from the State Paper Office.

Page 681, line 17. Dr. Barnes gave him a New Testament in Latin."—This was probably Erasmus's Latin Testament, published in 1516. It was very instrumental to Bilney's conversion (see p. 635). It is curious to contrast with this passage of Foxe the opinion said to have been subsequently expressed by Barnes of the superior value of Tyndale's English Testament, as compared with the Latin. John Tyball stated, April 28th, 1528 (see Strype's Memorials, book i, chap. 8, and Appendix of Records), that about Michaelmas 1526 Barnes sold him a New Testament in English, and at the same time "did liken the New Testament in Latin to a cymbal tinkling and brass sounding." The other two books given to Bayfield by Maxwell and Stacy, were not printed till 1527; but the interposition of Barnes to rescue him out of the monastery prison at Bury, which is presently mentioned, must have preceded Christmas 1525 (see next note but one following this): so that we must consider Foxe as rather premature in mentioning these two books here. Bayfield himself tells us, November 11th, 1531 (see p. 683), that he had read these two books, with others, within the two years previous, i.e. since November 1529, and the English Testament before that.

Page 681, line 23.]—Dr. Barnes's interposition to rescue Bayfield from the monastery prison, must have happened before Christmas 1525; when Barnes preached the sermon at St. Edward's, which caused his apprehension soon after, and there was no subsequent period at which Barnes could have interposed for Bayfield's release in the manner described by Foxe. This throws back the commencement of Bayfield's intercourse with Barnes to the year 1522, or the beginning of 1523.

Page 681, line 29. "And so conveyed him beyond the sea; Dr. Barnes being then in the Fleet."”—Barnes was in the Fleet half a year, from Feb. 11th to August, A.D. 1526.

Page 681, line 32. "And sold all their works, and the works of the Germans, both in France and in England."—Foxe here, in a few lines, describes Bayfield's proceedings during five years, i.e. from 1526 to 1531. It may be useful to the reader to collect the various notices of his movements during that period. It appears from vol. v. p. 43, that he was in London Sept. 13th, 1527; and from the evidence of Robert Necton (Strype's Mem. book i. ch. 8) we learn, that Bayfield was still in London and purchased two English Testaments about Christmas following: we learn from his Articles (p. 682 of this vol.) that he was accused before Tunstall and abjured previous to April 25th, 1528, after which he fled over the sea, and appeared again before the bishop June 20th: it would appear also from his own statements (pp. 683, 684) that he brought over books June 1530, Nov. 1530, and April 1531: after which he was betrayed and apprehended.

Page 681, line 34.]—William Smith was a tailor, and got into trouble for housing Bayfield: see infrad, vol. v. p. 38.

Page 682, line 6.]—For the original information by Edmund Peerson, on which these proceedings were grounded, see infrad. vol. v. p. 43.

Page 683, line 27. "Fourth Article."—the The Editions of 1570, 1576, read "4 Article." One would rather have expected to read "third Article": the Editor has not been able to discover the original record of Bayfield's trouble in the Tunstall Register or the Foxian Papers, and cannot therefore collate: it is probably concealed among the uncatalogued bundles in the office of the bishop of London's Commissary, Doctors' Commons.

Page 686, line 32. "John Lambert, mayor of London."—In a list of the lord mayors of London given in Maitland's Hist. of London occurs Sir Nicholas Lamard a.d. 1531; and the sheriffs of the same year, according to the same authority, were Richard Gresham, and Edward Altam.

Page 687, line 17 from the bottom. "The first year of our consecration."—Cuthbert Tunstall was translated from London to Durham Mar. 25th, 1530. John Stokesley was installed Bishop of London July 19th, 1530: but it is stated in Richardson's note to Godwin, that the license of his consecration was not granted till November 26th.
Page 689, line 21.]—The reader should be apprised that this extract from the Edition of 1563 continues as subjoined: in the subsequent editions of Foxe's work, the substance of the subjoined passage will be found applied to James Bainham (see top of p. 702 of this volume): "Until the time that he had uttered to all his acquaintance, and asked God and all the world forgivenes, before the congregation in those daies, in a ware-house in Bows lane, where the parson of Hony lane, preacher and a doctor of divinity, had preached at his conversion. Immediately the next Sunday after, he commeth to S. Austin's with the New Testament in his hand in English: the obedience of a Christen man in his bosome, and stode up there before the people in his pewe. There he did declare openly with weeping teares that he had denied God, and prayed all the people to forgive him, and to beware of his weaknessesse, and not to doo as he did. For he said, if I should not turne again unto this trueh, having the New Testament in his hand, that this God's word wold dampe him body and soule at the day of judgment; and there he prayed every body rather to die by and by, than to doo as he did. For he would not fele such a hell againe as he did fele not for all the world's good. And immediately was apprehended and caried to the Bishop of London, and lay in the Lollards' tower, until the time he was caried to Newgate, and so into Smithfield to be burned, and died a glorious martyr."

"Nowe that we have briefly discoursed the historye of his life and conversation, here followeth the whole proces," &c.

The parson of Honey-lane alluded to in the above passage was, as appears from Tindale's Works (vol. ii. p. 201, Lond. 1831), "Dr. Robert Forman, or Fermian, or Farman." He is the person intended (says Tindale) in Sir Thomas More's Dyaloge, boke 4, chap. xi. He had "not only taught and wryten and covertly corrupted dyvers lyght and lewed persons, but also had bought grete number of the bokes of Luther and Wyclife, Husse and Zuynghyus, and such other heretiques, and of many one sorte dyvers bokes to be delievered as he could fynd occasyon, unto yonge scoler of the universytys, such as he thought of youth and lightnes most lykely to be sore corrupted." So Sir Thomas, and much more, fol. xxxii. verso.

It appears from Strype (book i. chap. 8), that Robert Forman, S.T.P. Rector of All Saints, Honey-lane, was examined and suspended by Tunstall, for having and keeping Lutheran books in his possession, Thursday, March 19th, 1528. See the note on p. 632, line 18.

Page 694, line 18.]—As this account of Randall in the English edition a little swerves from the Latin, and is obscure in some places, some extracts are given from the Latin. It should be observed, also, that in the Latin edition this account stands immediately after that of Richard Her, which explains some expressions otherwise obscure.

"Jam et historiae hujus affinitas in memoriam me revocat aliterius cujusdam Joan. Randall, affinis mei, in quem occulta quorundam malitias fund dissimilem valde luit tragediam Cantabrigiae, in collegio cui Trinitatis prefectur cognomentum, anno 1526. . . . . Habuit tutorem Vinumerum, pro more setatis ilius . . . . vixidum annum egressum vigesimum . . . . Non pertinens historiolae haec ad temporum horum numerum, sed quum nullo modo pretenderundam ob rei non intuitum memoriam existimarem, tum ob historiae similitudinem nulli loco accommodatissime quadam videbatur." (Latin Edition, Basil, 1559, p. 121.)

Page 694, line 8 from the bottom.]—The extract from the Edition of 1563 should have been continued as follows:

"Nowe to returne to the order of our hystorie, we will prosece those thinges orderly, which we have determined.

"THE STORIE OF A CERTAINE OLDE MAN OF BUCKINGHAM SHYRE.

"I have founde in a certaine place mention to be made of a certaine olde man, which for setyng of Bacon in the Lent (dwelling in the countie of Buckingham) was commendep to the fyre and burned, in this yeare of our Lorde, 1531. As touchinge his name and other circumstances whiche pertaine unto the true setting forth of the histories, we cannot fynde or understande any more. Notwithstandinge I have thought good, not to passe over this matter with silence, for the memoriall of the man hymselfe, albeit I know not his name." (Foxe, Edit. a.d. 1563, p. 490, cols. 1, 2.)
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Page 696, line 20. — See the note in this Appendix on p. 617, line 31.

Page 697, line 1. "A Letter of Bishop Tunstall." — This is given in Wilkins, iii. p. 712, sub anno 1527, dated March 7th; "anno consecrationis nostrae sexto," which fixes it to the year A.D. 1528, for Tunstall was consecrated Oct. 19th, 1522.

Page 697, line 32. "And lest you should strive," &c. — The original Latin runs thus:—"Et ne Antabatarum more cum ejusmodi larvis lucteria, ignorans ipsae quod oppugnes, mitto ad te insanas in nostrate lingua illorum manus, atque una etiam nonnullos Lutheri libros, ex quibus haec opinionum monstra prodierunt." (Regist. Tunstall. London, fol. 138, and Wilkins, iii. p. 712.)


Page 700, line 1. — "Gee" is "Joy" in Edition 1563: see the note on p. 671, line 4.

Page 704, line 8 from the bottom. — The following affecting narrative of an interview between Bainham and Latimer in Newgate is from the Forian Papers, Harleian MSS. No. 422, folio 90:—

"Concerning Mr. Latymer's communicacion with Mr. Baynham in the dangell of Newgate."

"It ys to be noted, after Mr. Baynham was by the Bysshoppe condempned & committted unto the seculor power to be bret, & so immediately after his condempnation lodged upp in the deep dungen in Newgate redie to be sent to the fyer, Edward Isaac of the parish of Well in the Countie of Kente & William Morice of Chipping Ongar in the Countie of Essex Esquires, & Ralph Morice brother unto the said William, being together in one company mett w't Mr. Latymer in London. And for that thei were desyrous to understand the cause of the said Baynham's condempnation, being to many men obscure & unknown, thei entreated Mr. Latymer to goo w't them to Newgate to thintente to understand by hym the verie occasion of his said condemnation & otherwise to comfort hym to take his death quietly & paciently. When Mr. Latymer and thether before named, the nexte daie before he was bret, were come down into the deep dongell where althinges there seemed utterly darke, there they founde Baynham sittynge upon a couche of strawe w't a boke and a wax candell in his hand praying & readyng therupon: and after salutations made Mr. Latymer beganne to commone w't hym in this sorte. Mr. Baynham we heare saide that youe arr condempned for heresie to be bret: and many men are in doubt wherfore ye should suffer: and I for my parte am desyrous to understand the cause of your death, assuryng you that I do not alowe that any man sholde consent to hyss own death onles he hadd a right case to die in. Lett not vayne glorie overcome you in a mather that men deserve not to die [for]; for therin you shall neither please God, do good to your self nor your neighbor; and better w't were for you to submit y'self to the ordynance of men than so rasbelie to fyuyse your lyf without good ground. And therefore we praise you to let us to understand y's Articles that you are condempned for. I am content, quod Baynham, to tell you altogether. The first Article that thei condempne me for ys this; That I reported that Thomas Beckett sometime Archbyshopp of Cant was a Taitour, & was damped in hell yf [he] repented not, for that he was in Armes againste his prince as a rebell, provoking other forren princes to invade the realme, to the utter subvention of the same. Than saied Mr. Latymer, where reddye you this. Quod Mr. Baynham, I redde it in an olde hystory. Well, said Mr. Latymer, this is no cause att all worthie for a man to take his death upon, for it maie be a lie as well as a true tale, and in suche a doubtfull matter w't were mere madness for a man to peril his life. But what else ys laied to your charge. The truth ys, said Baynham, I spake against purgatorie, that there was no such thing, but that yt pyked men's purses, and against satisfactorie masses; which I defendyd by the authoritie of the Scripture. Marie, said Mr. Latymer, in these Articles your conscience may be so stayded, that you maie seme rather to die in the defence theerof than to recant both against your conscience and the Scriptures also. But yet beware of vauneglorie, for the devill wilbe redde nowe to infecte you therwith when you shall come unto the
multitude of the people. And than Mr. Latymer dyd animate hym to take
his death quetlie and pacientlie. Baynham thanked hym hartily therfore.
And I likewise, said Baynham, do exhorte you to stand to the defence of the
trewth, for you that shalbe left behinde hadd neede of comforte also, the waie
being so dangerous as ye is, and so spak many comfortable wourds to Mr.
Latymer. At the longeth Mr. Latymer demaunded of hym whether he
hadd a wif or no? With that question Baynham fell a wepyng. What,
quod Latymer, ys this your constance to godwarde? What mean you thus
to wepe? Oh sir, sayd Baynham to Mr. Latymer, you have nowe towched
me very nygh. I have a wif, as good a woman as ever man was ioynd unto.
And I shall leave her nowe nowe not onelie withoute substance or anything to lyve
by, but also for my sake she shalbe an opprobrie unto the worlde, and be poyned
at of every man on this sorte, yonder goeth heretiques wif, and therfore she
shall be disayued for my sake, which ys no smalle greif unto me. Marie air,
quod Latymer, I perceyve that you arr a veraie weake Champion, that wilbe
overthrown w't suche a vanytie. Where arr become all those comfortable
wourds that so lat you alledged unto us, that shold terrie here behind you? I
merveile what yo meanes. Ys not Almightye hable to be husband to your [wif]
and a father unto your children yf you committ theym to hym with a stronge faith.
I am sore to see [you] in this taking, as though God had no care of his, when he
nombreth the heares of manye hedd: Yf he do not provide for them, the failute
ys in us that mistrusteth hym: It [is] our infideltie that causeth hym to do
nothing for ours. Therfore repent ye Mr. Baynham for this mistrusting of
Almightye Gods goodnes, and be you sure, and I do most firmelie believe, ye
if you do committ your wif w't a stronge faith unto the governance of Almightye
God, and so die therin, that within their yeares peradventure in one yere she
shalbe better provided for as towching the felicite of this world, than you w't
all your polycye colde do for yourself, yf you were presently here: and so w't
suche lies wordes expostulatyng w't hym for his feeble faith he made an ende. Mr.
Baynham calling his spiritus to hymselfe moste heretelie thanked Mr. Latymer for
his good comforte and consuela, saying playnely that he wold not for moche good
but he hadd come therither to hym, for nothing in the world so moche troubled
hym as the care of his wif and famylie. And so they departyd.

The uncertainty which Latimer mentions above as prevailing, respecting the
effectuals Baynham's condemnation, gives a point to the speech which
Foxe in the text represents him as making at the stake.

Page 704, line 5 from the bottom.]—"And," i.e. if—"he were ready."
(Todd's Johnson.)

Page 705, line 2. "And so forward he went to the stake, on May-day, at
afternoon."—The reader will observe a contradiction between this date and
that assigned in the preceding page, which gives "the last day of April" as the
date of Baynham's burning. It is probable, from Foxe's having dropped this
whole passage after 1563, that he found he was inaccurate in saying "May-day,"
as well as in the date of Pavier's death, toward the bottom of this page: see next
note. The original account is not in Tunstall's books, or the Foxian MSS.,
and is probably in the Commissary's office. The error, if error there be, may
have arisen from some person's having mistaken "May-day Even" for the
Evening of May-day. It is observable that in the affecting account just cited
from the Harleian MSS. Latimer's interview is said to have been "the nexte
daye before he was brente."

Page 705, line 7 from the bottom. "The next year after."—Foxe says
here, "the next week after!" but at vol. v. p. 66 he says, "the next year fol-
lowing," which is correct; for the Editor has learned from the office of the
Town Clerk of the City of London, that William Paver was elected 20th June,
1514, and was succeeded by Thomas Ryshton 3d May, 1533; and as a Town
Clerk is indispensable to the progress of the city business, the interval could
not be long between Paver's death and Ryshton's election.

Postscript on page 642, line 36.—Bilney was apprehended and imprisoned
by Sir Thomas More, in the Tower of London, as appears from the following
account of one Mr. John Petit, who, according to Stype's MS. authority,
(Memorials, book i. chap. 28), was "one of the first that, with Mr. Frith, Bilney,
and Tindal, caught the sweetness of God's word. He was twenty years burgess for,
the city of London." Strype goes on to state, that Sir T. More, suspecting him of heresy, one day called unexpectedly at his house at Lion's Key, then called Petit's Key, with the Lieutenant of the Tower, and sent him off to the Tower, where he was very hardly treated, but at length released; soon after which he died of the ill-usage he had received. He lay in the Tower (adds Strype) at the same time that Bilney did, and lodged underneath him. "And so much favour he obtained from the underkeeper, that sometimes by removing a board he allowed them to dine and sup together, and to cheer one another in the Lord, with such simple fare as Papist charity would allow them. And before this, when John Frith was in the Tower, he came to Petit's Key in the night, notwithstanding the strait watch and ward by commandment. At whose first coming Mr. Petit was in doubt, whether it was Mr. Frith or a vision, no less doubting nor otherwise than the disciples were, when Rhoda the maid brought tidings that Peter was out of prison. But Mr. Frith shewed them that it was God that wrought him that liberty in the heart of his keeper, Phillips: who, upon the conscience of his own good word and promise, let him go at liberty in the night to consult with godly men. And this was the same good keeper that granted Petit and Bilney the liberty before said." There is some difficulty about the chronology of the foregoing account, for Frith's imprisonment must have been after that of Bilney.
DOCUMENTS

RELATING TO

THOMAS BILNEY, MARTYR,

&c.

N.B.—Wherever square brackets occur in the following pages, the matter included between them has been written, and afterwards erased from the original.

I.

AMONG the Records in the Public Record Office, Rolls House, and in the custody of the Master of the Rolls, pursuant to Statute 1 & 2 Vict. c. 94, to wit, among the Miscellaneous Papers of the Treasury of the Receipt of the Exchequer, Second Series, No. 1889,¹ it is contained as follows:—

Anno Dni. 1531. Aug. 16th.

Thomas Blyneye nowe deliuered
unto the seculare power, unto
the redarya.

Grace be with yowe & peace from above
From god oure father & chryste of true love.

God, that ye faithfull and true in all hys wur dys, and wholye in all hys wur ky, Blyseyd be the name of hys maieste for evyr, saith by hys chosen vessell, and woole Apostyll nowe that unto them that love hym, and are called of purpose, all thynges are turnyd to good, and wurke for in somoche that there synyss

the best, [yea trulye all thyngs,] are turnyd to the moste avelye gostlyye, [to the chosen chylder of god,] thurgh the great mercey of god, whiche dysoapyth all things swetelye, and wurkith greate things and incomprehensible, [thyngs,] and merveyllys with owt numbyr. He turnyth the very synne of his electe and chosyn (Blyseyd ye that man ye)

oh lorde, whom thau hast chosen & taken to thye mercye, to gostelye profyght and confort of them and other of hysse, While theye when god openeth there eyes

themselys, thurgh suche synnes, are brought to the vertue of mekenesse, and povertye of the spryte, to the knowlظه of god & of them selfe. to moynyn & weylung for there synnys to pytye and compassyon towards there neyghnburs, to mercye, to fastynge to preye and almesse dedys. That thurgh synne almyghty god wurkith in vs his chosen, mekenes,

witnessith the wholye prophete David seyng. Wale ye vs lorde, that thau hast made me lowe & meke, that I mabe lerne theys meynes where bye thu makiste thynye, rightwyse in this sght, howe & by what meynes god makith his childern rightwyse in hys sight teachith bothe pety, pawle, and John in all ther warranty, but speciallye pawle in hys epistle to the Romaynes in this wyse. The rightwyssens of god, where bye he makith vs rightwyse, cumyth by the faith and beleve that we have in Jesu christe, to as manye and uppon as manye as beleve in hym. For all, none excepte, have synnyn, and have nede of the glorye of god, but theye are frelye ixustiyzed and made rightwyse thurgh hys grace, by the redempyon whiche ye in christe Jesu, whom god hath them selvyss, when it pleasith god to open there eyes, are brought

(1) No. 1888 contains a copy of this document.
(2) "So it is drawn and stricken in ye copy ye blyney made wt his own hands & wrythy," (No. 1888, page 5, marginal note.)
(3) In No. 1889 the third page ends here, and the fourth begins with—
(4) this line, which reads in continuation of the first page of the original.
thorough the knowldeche of there synnyss, to mekenes and poverite of the speyte. Nowe vnto the meke ys god euyr redye to geve grace. The wholye Apostel petyr to witnesse where he seith. Se that ye have mekenes of harte farre rodet in yow. For god withstandith ye prowde, and gevith grace to the meke. The moste blyssed vyrgyn & mother Matrye, fylled with the wholye goste berith recorde of the same seynge in that moste swete & hevynly songe Magnificat, God my savoure hast depoysyd and plukkyd downe the myghtye from there seathe and hath so exaltdy the meke. So depoysyd he provde Nabugodonosor kyng of Babylon, the myghtye captayne Holofornes, the prowde & high mynyd Aman. And exaltdy ye humble man Dauid, the meke man Mardochaus, with Myyses, Joseph & manye other. So gracyouse ys almyghty god vnto the meke. And [v] of them that are, thorough knowldeche of them selvyss power in spryte, what seith our sauyor christe? Blyssed are the power in spryte, for therys ys the kyngdom of hevyn. More ovyr thorough knowldeche of our synnyss, god, (thorgh Jesus chryste, by whom he gevith vs all thyngs, & with owte whome we can doo noo thyng, not onys thynke a good thought) bryngith vs to repentanunce, to mornynge & welynge for oure synnyss, to hunger and thurst for rightwysenes. And so where we thurgh oure synnyss were accuserd (For accuserd are all those that kepe not the vttremostey poynyte of goddyss lawe saith sauncet pawle Myyses & Dauid, yea almyghtye god by them) god of hys infynyte merowe, for the tendifr love & favo[r] that he hath euyr had to hys dere sone, and vnto vs for hys sake, hath taken awyee from vs hys curse, and enduyd vs with manyfold hevynly & spawll blyssyng thurgh Jesus Christe, whiche seith Blyssed are thei that mono, for thei shalte comforhtyd, Blyssed are thei that hunger and thurst for rightwysenes, for thei shalte fullyfyltd. Thus turnyth god oure synnyss, thurgh Jesus chryste, whiche gave hymylfe a raumseom for vs & oure synnyss, (O right mervelous merchaundyse, who euyr harde of anye lyk[e]) to oure rightwysenes. In so moche that where was moste abundaunce of synne, there was moche more abundaunce of grace, but not of owre deseruyng, o thu onemyce of grace, and of the croose of christe, whose god ys thyly beltay, not of o deseruyng, what then o blyssed apostel? thurgh Jesus chryste, oure saviour, oure redemeur, and redemption, oure peace, oure rightwysenes oure holynes, oure paschall Lambe oure manns, oure high pryse, o advocate, oure bedeman, oure brother, oure conhynrour, oure light oure life everlastyng god and man blyssed mut he be [for] of all his creautrys in hevyn yerthe and vnder them for euyr Aumen. Thus turnyth god oure father, oure curse, thurgh Jesus chryste, whiche was made accursed (Abhorre not ye wyrdes of god) for our cursyd leyng, to oure blyssyng. Wherefore, lete vs crye owte in owre hurtys, with the blyssed Apostel sauncet pawle, seynge. Blyssed be god the Fa[1] De ephel. jo.

II.

Among the Records, &c. No. 1890, it is contained as follows:—

Grace vnto vs and peace be multiplelyd  
By knowldeche of god and chryste that for vs dyed  
Grace be with vs mercyse and peace  
From god oure father and chryste our harts ease.

Blyssed be god the father of our lorde Jesus Christe, which is the father of mercyes and the lorde of all comforte, whiche comfortyth vs in all our afflictyon and troblly, soo, that we are babylly to conforte them

(1) No. 1888 ends with this word in full, thus "father," and proceeds with a copy of No. 1869. (Pages 5–30 are blank.)
(2) No. 1888 contains a copy of this document.
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that are in anye trobull thurgh the conforte, where with we are con-
fortyd of god. For as the afflictyons of christe (for oure afflictyons are Mathe. 25.
hyse afflictyons, O wunderfull conforte) As the afflictyons of Christe Actum ixo.
doo growe & increase in vs, evyn soo thurgh Christe growth & Malach
increaseth ooure conforte, inwarde ioye and solace Dyd not the Apostelys Actys. xo.
departe from them examynacon with great ioye that theye were thought
wurthy of god, to suffer anye reprove payne or shame for ye swete name
of Jesu, which he hadde sufferd so moche for the sake? Pawle & Sylas Actys. xvy.
caste in to preson, and putte in to stokks at mydde nytte preysed
almygghtye god doyng in dede accordyng to hys owne teachynge & wrytyng.
For vnto the Romaynese thus he wrytyth We reioyse in trobull
knowyng, that trobull brynghit furthe pacynce, and pacynce causeth
provyng or felyng, And felyng causeth hope. Wherefore the holye
Apostell seyncrte Jamys confortyth them that are in trobull seynge. Take Jamys j.
my brotherth for greate and singulary ioye and gladnes, when ye fall in
to dyuerse tentacons knowyng this thynge, that the tryeng of ye faith
bryngeth furtur pacynce. But let pacynce have hyr perfit yeurk
of charyte wyth hyr, which charyte ys pacynente & curtysys pacynent in I Cor. xij
sufferynge mekelyle, gentill and curteysys in doyng good for eyll, in preynge
for hyr enemies. For where as we rede in holye scripture, that the
holye saynctys semyd to be sumtyne owtes of charyte, bothe in sharpe,
sumose, & hastye wurds, and also in cruell dedys, yt was in godys
causeth for godysys honor, whiche ye whole ye saynts when theye sawe
dystechnyd or blasphemyd, anonc theye enslamyd wth the fyre of love, were
in suche an Agonye, that sumtyne theye slewe & kyllyd, with fyre and
swerde, the saynctys of ye olde testamente, wth materiall fyre and swerde,
As Helyas, Moyyss, Samuel. Matathias. [wJ] Phinees, with other, but
all thys was done in godysys quereil, and not wth owt hyus wurds &
commandement, but evyr in there owne [c] wrongs & injuryes [there
moste] theye were moste meke, softe, pacynente & gentill. eyll doyng
good for eyll, preyynge for there enemies. Dede not Moyyss wysshe him
ysylfe to be rasyd owtes of ye booke of lyfe, excepte he myght obteyne Exod. xgo.
mercyse for the people? The saynctys of the newe testamentae in lyke
maner, indwyd with the same grace, in godds causeth & honore were
allweys fervent & whose, redye to kyll & burne, but not with fyre of
fagettys, nor yet wth swerdis of stele, for that belongeth to the secullare Ephe. vjc.
power, but with the swerde of the spryte, which is

III.

Among the Records, &c. No. 1887, it is contained as
follows:—

Theis ben the wordes openyd & declarid by Thomas Bilney at the
place of his execucyon callid the Lollardes pitte without Bishops gate of
the Cite of Worrich to the people gatherid & present to see the same
execucion.—as to the {knowledge of &} remembrance of Edward Rede
of Norwiche.—And as far as he coude here awaye.

Good christen people I here sey that the iiij orders of freres be put in
blame for my deth, and that thei shoold be the occasion thereof and that
(The words in italic are added by another hand, and three words
struck out.)

(1) Both the original folio sheet, No. 1890, and the quarto copy, No. 1884, end abruptly
thus. The latter (which includes both No. 1889 and 1890) is thus noted at the begin-
ning:—

This is the very true copye of A boke
which Thomas Bilney made & wrytte
wt his owne hande whyles he was in prison
In the glidhal of the Cite of Worrich
Aft he was deliurevd into the seculler
power which boke was deliurevd
aye [this] the day of his deth, which
Copye is sent to my lords grace the
Duke of Norff Atte his commandement
by the Maier of Worrich

Digitized by Google
the almes of the people is withdrawn from them for my trouble. I exhort & pray you to be good to them & to extend your charitable almes to them, for it is not the that put me to deth. And where as that the lady Ankeres of the blak freres is put in grete trouble and surmyzed that she shuld be an heretike and that I shuld teche & instruct her with heresyys as well by bookes as otherwise. Good cristien people here I take my deth upon it that I doo knowe her but for a full good & vertuous woman. I beseeche god to preserve her in her goodnes. And I know non heresy in her nor I neuer taught her heresy. I wold god there were many more so good lyving in vertue as she is both men & women. And where as I was sworne not to preche withoute lycens Afterwardys I thought I myght preche without lycens of myn ordinary and in so dosing to comyte non offence before God to preche the worde of God where as amongys the people lacked preching notwithstanding myn othe. And in that I have broken such comansements as the Juges of the lawe hane comanded me to observe. I am penentent & sorry for it and desire you to pray for me And I advertise you to be obedyent unto your superyours juges byeng in auctorite of what estate or Condition soever thei be spirituall or temporall. And where as I haue seid if Pope or Boshop or ther lawes doo curse me by their power & by that I am accured outwardly and not accurred before God. I exhort you to fer the sentence of the Churche & to be obedient. And in that thyng that I haue disobeyd I am sorry & ask God mercy and all Christen people, and I prey you to prey for me. Also good cristien people it hath ben seid that I shuld say I believe not ecclesiam Catholicam. Here I protest before God that I haue euer belevid & doo beleive ecclesiam Catholicam. and in that I haue euer had my most cumfort and hauie at this tyme. Although that at oon tymes sithe I being in trouble & in weknes was promysed to speke withoute inpeachment shuld vndadvisedly sey that I believe not ecclesiam Catholicam. as it is now vse. If I did so sey I seid not well and I was then taken at the worst. for if I myght have ben harde to the eend of my tale. it shuld apperide that my beleive is & hath euer been ecclesiam Catholicam. and therupon I take my deth. And he then exhorted all the people to beleive stedfastly ecclesiam Catholicam Shewyng auctoRITEES of Scripture sondry & many to move the people in the feith of Crist seying with high voice. Credo ecclesiam Catholicam sondry tymes. Also where I have seyd that Crist did neuer forbidde preestes to haue wives I leve & remyte that to Master Doctour my Gostly father & other Doctours to dispute in Vniuersites after my deth notwithstanding that. I haue seid & doo sey that virginite and chastite is grety to be preyed & is accepted of God to be grety meritoryous. the seid Bilney then giving many good exhortacions to provoke cristien people to chastite & shewing vnto the peolpe divers Auctorites of Scripture to fortefy the same & shewid what graces God gaf to them in that lived chast for the love of God. Forder the seid Bilney seid. good cristien people it hath been reportid that I haue spoken ayenst abstinence. I assure you I neuer thought but that abstinence & fasting is grete pleure to God & a very mean to bring a man in the favour of God. I wold (seyd he) that the prelates & men of dignrite & especially thei of the spirituall wold live in abstinence more then thei doo & take example of our Mastir Crist for Crist himself fasted fourty days. and therupon declarid moch mater preyasing abstinence and fasting Resyting the abstinence of many holy persons that ben Sintex in heven. and exhorted all the people to Joy in fastying for the love of God. and shewid many myrales which God did be cau of abstinence and withrewd many punyshments wherewith he shuld bau striken & punyshed the people if fastynge had not ben vse.
Among the Records, &c. No. 1884, it is contained as follows:—

Nono die Novembria A° regis xxiiij°. John Curatt of Norwiche being Swow by the Lord chancelor Sayeth that upon the same dayes that Thomas Bilney shuld suffre his deth, this deponent being desirous to se [speaketh with] the same 'Bilney on the same dayes came in the morning into the Chappell of the Pason (where the same Thomas Bilney was and there hadd hard masse End so this deponent there commonyd and talkyd with the same Bilney. how he was right glad to se hym so penytent.) And so after suche commonycacon had Doctor Pellis came in [v] to the chappell, And there the same Doctor Pellys and one Doctor Warner took the same Bilney into the Aulter and there talkyd secretly with the same Bilney. What they commonyd this deponent can not tel. And this deponent doth rememb shortely after the said commonycacon the same Bilney delayuerd vnto the same Doctor Pellis certeyn books whiche the same Bilney had written than being in Pason. Whiche books one Edward Rede than being Mayer desyred to se [the°] "Page 2.

And so the same Rede had the said books to se, and so whan he had the same books he said how he wold keape them still for somoche as the same Bilney had written them. Syns the tyme that the same Bilney was delayuerd. vnto the Laye power. and Temporaletie. And so the knowledge same Rede to this deponent deteyneth and kepeth the same books still.

And so the same Rede [talkynge] wth dyuers other Aldermen of the Citie talking wth Bilney this deponent went and talkyd with Doctor Pellis. on the other syde of the same chapell. moving and exerting the same Doctor Pellis to exorte & cause the same Bilney to publiishe and declare vnto the common at the place of execucon suche oppinions and errors as he had hild before tyme, sayeng how it shuld be very expedient and profitable vnto the people so to be. With the whiche the said Doctor Pellys said vnto this depts thus. Because ye saye ye shall se what I have don, and with that plukkid out of his bozoom A bill . . wherein was conteigned A Reuocacon of certeyn errors & oppinions whiche the same Bilney had holde. Whiche bill the same Doctor Pellis [did] hadd showen vnto the same Bilney before) as the same Doctor Pellis said vnto this deponent thin A while after and so with A [that] every man departyd.

And after when the same Bilney was brought to the place of execucon the same Rede than being Mayor sent for this deponent & other to go wth hym to theexeucnon of the same Bilney. And so this deponent went wth the same Mayor to the same place. And ther approchid as nere vnto the same Bilney as he cowde. and so stode so nere the same Bilney, that he myght well bere every word that the same Bilney did speake there at that tyme. So that when the same Bilney did declare vnto the people [in] the Reuocacon of his oppinions, speakynge of fasting. Sayeng that he knew hym self that he erryd when he preachyd against fasting, Bringing in & [declaryd] declaring the historie of Judith, and dyuers other histories and Autorities of scripture.

And so when the said Bilney had said his mynde vnto the people, the same Bilney came toward the stakke, where Doctor Pellis being there toke out the same bill [out his bozoom] the which he had shewyd this deponent before in the chappell, Sayeng vnto Bilney. Thomas. here is a bill ye know it well ynowth, ye saye truthe Mr. Doctor quod the same Bilney. And wth that the same Bilney read openly the same bill. Which this
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deponent both hard and sawe, Saving that in the latter ende of reading of the same bill this deponent was constrayned to store to amend his [shoo] shoo and so by thoccasion therof this depot hard not the conclusion & ende of the same bill but the same Billney did rede it all owt. Which bill the same Docto Pelli [hath] hed asey to this deponent knowledg All whiche this deponent knoweth to be true for someche as when the same Billney redd the same bill this deponent stode by the same Billney, neuer departing while the same Billney Lyved. * * * *

And so upon the Sundaye after Michelmas daye last past at after dyner. The same Rede being Mayer commandid this deponent and dyuers other persons suche as he supposed to be at the Burnyng of the same Billney, to come & assemble at the counsaille howse of the Town of Norwich. Where the same Mayer and dyuers other persons being there assembled The same Mayer spake openly in this wise, Brethren so it is. I must shortly goo vp to the parliament, where I am suer I shall be inqurry of concernyng the deth of Billney, Wherfore I wold desire youe all to knowes ye myndes therin. And that I myght have A testimoniall signed wt ye handes & sealyd wt the town Seale so that I myght testifie and vereifie the truthe therof And sayd further how he wold that every man shuld wriget that he knew and breng it in: And sayd further asfor my parte ye shall Se what I haue Written, and wt that drew out a bill of paper out of his boxom conteynynge the circumstaunce of the deth of Billney Which bill touchid the truth of therof in every poyn. saving there was noo mencion made in the said [M] Mayeres bill, that Billney rede any bill of Reuocacion deluyerd vnto hym by Docto Pelli. And [th] so this deponent told the same Mayer that his said bill was not perfectly true, for the cause abouesaid. To the whiche the same Mayer said, [W] speaking vnto this deponent, why woll you saye that Billney redd any suche bill of Reuocacion? To the whiche this deponent said, ye [mat] mary S r or ellos I were to blame, knowing that I knowes for I bothe sawe hym and hard hym reding suche a bill. With the whiche the Mayer being very angry & movid said how this deponent was a false and vntrue [me] man and not worthy* to come amonge any honest company. wt many other high and opprobrious wordds, Saying, that this deponent said vntruly and that no man there wold so saye Sayeng also how a testimonyall shuld be made though this deponent said naye.

And so the same Mayer being movid & displeisid wt this deponent, commandid hym tappere before hym at the same place on Wednesday next after, ther to answere to suche things as shold be than layd against hym. At wiche daye, this depot. said vnto the same Mayer that he there for dyuers causes r

cowd not be A. And upon that the same Mayer swoare [by the ma] that than

he shuld abide in prison untill that daye, and so [co] after at the request and

Mayer

instunce of suche persons as were ther, the same relesaid his said com-

maundemt and assignid this deponent to appeare the saterdaye after. And so this deponent did. And ther nothing layd against him.

[Signed] bi me John Curat

And so neuer syns the same Mayer wold call this deponent, to any maner of counsail of making of any testimonyall of the premises. if any such be maide.

(Indoresed) Concernynng

the examinacion

of Curat of

h

Norwaiches.
Among the Records, &c. No. 1885, it is contained as follows:—

The examination of Mr. Rede of Norwich.

Edward Rede of Norwich swore the xxv day of November in the xxij yere
of the king that now is.

Deposith and saith he touching the booke bylyn wyth him self
in prison to that he saith how he hath the same booke in his Custody
and keeping. And according to the Duke of Norffs command this
deponent sent vpp vnto the same Dukes Grace the very true copie thereof.

As touching the bill of revocation that Doctor Pells had written and
devised. This deponent saith he seing the same bill in Doctors
Pels hands in the [Chapp] Chapel of the Gyld Hall of Norwych
desieryd the same Doctor Pells to see the same byll, and so wt that the
same Doctor pels did Rede that same byll vnto this Deponent as far as
this Deponent dothe remember Wiche byll conte认清s[ib] [the R]
A Revocation of certain opinions and heresies that the same Bilney
had hild as the same Doctor did allege by the same byll.

[But wither the same Bilney did [h] ever hold any such opinions as (Cancelled.)

apperyd to be by the same bill of revocation this Deponent cannot tell.]

And further this deponent saith the how he and durers of his
britherne of the same Citie of Norwych belonging present at the burnyng of
the same Bilney Harde the same Bylney make vnto the people ther then
present a good and a Godly exhortation. And after that done this
deponent sawe the same Doctor [Pils] Pells take a byll vnto the same
Bilney But what bil yt was this deponent cannot tell Nor yet what who
contyned therin. But this deponent saith how the same Bilney did
loke vpon it. and as far as this deponent could perceve and se. The
same Bilney dyd Rede the same byll or els part of it softly to him self.
For this deponent saith how he could not here Bilney rede the same
bill or any parcell of yt. And yet this deponent stode very nere him
being and stonding win a person or twoo of the same Bilney. And
further this deponent saith the how that when Bilney had red softly the
same bill or parcell of yt as it apperyd to this deponent that the same
Bilney so dyd. The same Bilney then declared openly to the people bys
mynd [therin. Touching the same bill]. Wiche matter for so moche
as to this dopenents (parcyeving and understanding did not declare
in all poynets the same bill, whiche this deponent had seen and hard
before of Doctor Pells being in the chappll aforasaid. This deponent
therefore as nere as he cowd bere and conceyse in his remembrance did
afterward put in writing. Whiche doth appere by a bill of the same
drawn by this deponent & deluyer[ scrambled] vnto the clerk of the Counsell.

And after the death of bilney the same Doctor Pells came vnto this
deponent and brought him a byll of Reuocation of certain Articles that
bilney shuld have revokyd at the time of his Deths, and desieryd this
deponent to haue yt exemplified under the town Seale wch bill this
deponent toke of the said Doctor Pells and saied how he wold look
upon yt. And saied yt it did agre w a draughtt that this deponent had
made and draue according to the truste as far as he had borne awaie.
That then he wold be content to helpp him as much as laye in him to
haue yt exemplified under the Townes Seale. And after this deponent
assembled durers of the Aldermen and brithern of the Citie that when then
present at the burnyng of the same Bilney. And ther shewed them
thentent and mynde of the same Doctor Pells and so wt that caused the
same byll that this deponent had Receuyd befor of the same Doctor to
be Redd. And after yt was opingly Rede this deponent w durers of the said
Aldermen and britherne said how they thought that the same byll did not
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in all things word for word agree to ther understanding w'the reporte and declaration that byrley did make at the time of his deth. And therfor diuers of them wold not agree to the exemplifyseng of the same byll. And so therw't this deponent desiered every man ther present to bring in writing the very truthe of the Declaracon of the matt' as far as they had perceuid and borne awai.—To thintent the truthe might appere when so euer it shuld please the Ks counsaille to Send for it.

And apon that diuers of them said vnto this deponent in this maner we vnderstond how ye haue made a remembrance of that matt' wherfor w[h]ie praye you that we maie here yt. And apon that. The remem- brance that this deponent had made and writtin was opinly rede. w't the wych diuers of them was content and saied how yt was accord- ing to the truthe to their knowlege. And saied how to that byll they wold be content to put to their hands.

And afts'th this deponent speake to one Curate one of the Aldermen their mueruellings that he wold '[not] wryghtt nother concerning the same matt' for so much as he was so good a penmanem. To thombe the same Curate answeryd and saied how he wold set no penne to the booke except he myght se that same bill that Doctor Pellis did deliver vnto Bilney at the time of his deth. And w't that this deponent said vnto him. Mary hier is a Copy therof as Doctor Pellis hathe promysed me apon his truthe and honesty, as for that quod Curate I wil belive no man so well as my sel. for I know that same bill amongs a C. Bils. And so this deponent coud not cause the said Curate to make any drawte con- cernyng the same matt' nother according to Doctor[as] Pellis booke. nor yet to none other.

[Signed] per me Edward Rede.

The same Mr. Rede being further examinyd by the Lord chuncel or the first dayes of Decembr. Ao. regis 22.xii.

Sayeth that he thinkith and supposith. that the bill that [the bill] Doctor Pellis did take vnto Billney at the tym of his deth was rather to be the bill of renoucenc that this same M'r Rede had seen & red before of the same Doctor Pellis in the chappell of the yeldhall of Norwiche then otherwise the truthe theroft he can not testifie.

Being further axed be vertu of his othe whither the same bill that Doctor Pelles brought after the deth of Billney to be exemplesed, was the same bill that the said Doctor Pelles did rede to this deponent in the said chappell, He Sayeth to this how he can not suerly tell.

Sayeth: how the bill that he deluyerd vnto the clerc of the counsell was of his owen devise and drawyng. Saving the preface and superscrip- con of the same bill. whiche a nother man drew the same, which he dothe not now remember And sayeth how he had noo mans counsell or advise about the same bill. And that ther is. to his knowledge neuer a copie of the same bill. but only * oone [deluyerd by this deponent].

Which copie this deponent left w't his Deputie at Norwiche at his comyng vpp hither to London. And saith how he deluyerd a nother copie of the[?] same bill unto oone [Willm] Mere. Whiche copie [had ageyna] this depo't had again and so hath in his keping.

Item the same Rede sayeth how these be if other billes made by oone Grue Aldreman & one of them made by the Vndersh trif Mere.

[Page 9.

And as touching the wordes of Curat that this deponent shold saye that he was a false man & not worthy to be amongs any honest men and that A Testimonial shuld be made though he said naye, as apperith by the examinacon of the same Curate.

To this the same Rede saith that he doth not remember that he so said or spake so to the same Curate. But he sayeth that vpon the debating amongs the Aldermen for the bill that Doctor Pellis deluyerd to this deponent to be exemplesed [Th] how he spake to the same Curate as he hath deposid before, And desiryd the same Curate to declare amongs them his remembrance touching the truthe, and upon that Curat said
how that Bilney red openly the bill that Doctor Pellis toke hym. And
after ward the same Curate said that he wold not Sware that
billney declarld the same bill openly to the people that Doctor Pellis
toke [hym] to the same billney althougth the same [billney did not rede
the same] Curate did here the same billney rede the same bill. And
von that this depot askyd the same Curat what he ment therby saing
that his tale appeird ij sundry wyseas. Wherwith the same Curate said,
Take it as ye woll & make what defincion ye lyst, for I woll explayne it
non other wise.

And for that the said Curate was so obstinate and so obscure & wold Page 10.] not be playne, This deponent said vnto the same Curate, how that it be
comyd every Alldremen to be true & playne and sayd to Curate, ye do in
this matter as ye have iiiij or v yeres [pl] past wt certen mony that
Mr. Tery gave for the relief & comfohte of the poore people of the Citie.
To whom ye be executor And the Mayer for the tymes & the Alldremen
have many tymes yerele requyryd the same mony to be ordred according
to the will and testament of the same Tery and ye have allwayes
sweryd sinistrly. And as for any other words this deponent doth not
remember that he hadd but referrith hym self to the Alldremen that
were then present.

And sayeth that notwithstanding that the same Curate [was] hath not
syne be called to counsaile, yet the same Curate myght have comen if
he had list, & maye whan he woll, For he sayeth how the Mayres
officers gyve warneyng to the Alldremen & other to come to counsell
w'out the knowledge of the Mayer.

The first d . . . of December, in the xxiiij yere of the reigne of King Page 11.] Henry the vijth.

Rede sworne and examyned before my Lord Chancelot the day and
yere aboeuswritten saith that the bil that Doctor Pellis toke vnto the
said billney of Reuocacon at the tymes of his dethe. [saithe]rather to be the
[true] byl [of Reuocacon that] the said [Doctor Pellis deliered] red vnto
rede
the said red. that the said Doctor Pellos red to [hym] in the
chapel of yeildhall then otherwise
he hath bene axed by virtue of his oth[e] whether the bil that Doctor
Pelies brought after the dethe of the said bylney. to be exemplified was
the same bil that
the said
he red to Rede [before his burnyng] in the said chapell he saith he
came not surely tel.

to
that was deliered [by] the clerke of the counsaile
that shoulde have bene exemplified

by rede

The bil of exemplificacon was drawn [of] hym self wt ots counsaile
[or not].

Item that there is neuer a copy of the same but oon that he left wt his
deputie. At Norwiche to his knowledge.

there is Grue

Item [he hath] as he supposeth . . . . ther billies made by on [Drue]
Alder . . . . . . the other by the vnderarhvice. the . . . . . . wrote h . .
self.

(Indorsed) The bookes | concernyng
VI.

Among the Records &c. No. 1886, it is contained as follows:

Edwardus

In Primis, interrogetur M [Johes] Reed Maior Ciuitatis Norwici. vtrum praesens erat in Judicio tempore examinacionis Thome Bilney. super declarati pro Ralpeo in Hereim, per Doctorem Pellis Judicem in hac parte competentem.

Item interrogetur vtrum praesens erat tempore dictae examinacionis quando praebatus Thomas Bilney, nullum certum dare voluit Responsum quibusdam Articulis cujus pretestu ejus Responsum Judex admireré noluit.

Edwardus

Item Interrogetur an ille idem [Johes] Reed Maior Antedictus insurgeo publice dixit Judici sedent pro Tribunali bex verba vel in effectu consimilia, via Sur me thynke you do hym wronge, or ellis you do not well wt hym yt you wull not adimitte bys answr as he dothe speke or make vnto you. Cui Judex Respondebat, Maist. Mayer yor wyll nor bys wyll may not Rewle y[oe] wyll of ye lawe. But the wyll of ye lawe must Rewle yor wyll, and his wyll bothe. And the wyll of the lawe is y[oe] he muste make certum Responsum, And not equivocum et ambiguum Et ex hoc Judex fecit plurès libros adducí in Judicio et Revolui et legi publice.

Item Interrogetur an dictus Thomas Bilney, vtue vocis oraculo ibidem in Judicio appellavit ad Sereniissimum dominum Regem dicendo, I appele vnto ye Kyngs grace, And M Mayer I charge you yt you take me away from ye Judge that I may prosecute myn Appele wt all lyberit afor ye Kyngs grace.

Item Interrogetur antedictus Maior. vtrum ipsa publice asservit prælibato Judici sedenti in Judicio. provet sequitur vel in effectu consimilia. Sur me thynke I am now charged wt hym. And me thynke now I muste neds take hym from you.

Item Interrogetur an ex dictis Antedicti Maioris certe lènes personæ tune et ibidem excitabantur dicere domino Maiori, dicendo provet et quæm-admodum dixerunt vis Maist. Mayer you are bownd to take hym away.

Item Interrogetur an Doctor Pellis Recipibat quasdam Scripturas de Thoma Bilney in Capella carceris quas idem maior publice asservit se voluisse habere Ad cujus Importunitatem dictus Thomas Pellis deliberauit eadem Scripturas dicendo M. Mayer it Reather becometh me to have them than you in this mater.

Item Interrogetur vtrum auduit Thomam Bilney publice dicentem in Judicio Antedicto Doctoris Pellis Judici suo dicendo Sur do you yor office I am content, And I wull be more Rewled by you than by all this hole company because you have trewly handlede me.

Item Interrogetur vtrum Doctor Pellis sepulcrum prælibatum Maiori mad denuncianudum et tempus executionis Thome Bilney. ad illum finem. vt admoneret Thomon Bilney ad reducendum Populum. quem offendebat ad viam veritatis. et fidem Catholicam.

Item Interrogetur vtrum idem Maior significavit eodem Doctori de Tempore executionis predicte vel non.

Item Interrogetur an vnaquam videbat vel auduit Renovacionem Thome Bilney conscriptam et conceptam in Capella Carceris.

Item Interrogetur vtrum Doctor Pellis deliberavit hujusmodi Schedule Thome Bilney in loco et tempore executionis.

Item Interrogetur vtrum publice dictus Thomas Bilney. alta voce legebant vel non.

Item Interrogetur vtrum Thomas Bilney post lecturam hujusmodi Renovationis deliberavit eadem schedule antedicto Doctori Pellis.

Item Interrogetur vtrum Thomas Bilney immediate post degradationem coram toto populo alta voce revocavit errores suos.hortando populum
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vt obedirent deo et ministris Ecclesie, et ministris Juris. Et vtrum tunc et ibidem subsidis se determinacioni Ecclesie Catholice, Et vtrum tunc et ibidem genibus flexis coram toto populo petijt beneficium absolutionis a sententia excommunicacionis in ipsum latæ Authoritatis Sanctissimi in Christo patris Pape Moderni, Et a sententia Canonis et A sententia excommunicacionis late in illum Authoritatem Reverendi patris Epi Norwic Et vtrum tunc et ibidem Doctor Pellis publice ipsum absolvavit ab ipsis excommunicacionibus et Restituit Sacramentis Ecclesie.

The answers of Edward Reed merchant Major of Norwiche made vnto certeyne articles put in agaynst him by Doctor Pellis the fyfte day of December anno Domini millesimo quingentesimo. 31. by S. Thomas More Knight Lord Chauncellor of England.

He saith that he was present as often as he was desyred by Doctor Pellis the judge.

To the second article

He saith that upon a certeyne answere made by Thomas Bylney there was betwene the judge & Bylney ye and nay, but how they concluded he can not tell.

Being demanded of the thirde article he desyreth to have respyte to make answer there vnto.

To the fourth

He confesseth this article to be true.

To the fyfte article.

He denieth that he dyd say to the Chauncello as it is conteyned in the article, but he saith that he said thus or words of lyke effecte, Maister Doctor ye knowe that the Kyng hath a new title gyven hym by the clergy and ye were at the grauntyng of it, of what effecte it is I knowe not but ye knowe. And therefore ordre yor selfe so that ye may be my discharge and yor owne to. I am content to take hym yf he ought to be the Kyngs prisoner.

To the syxte

To this article he answereth that he remembret it not.

To the seventh

He agreeeth this article to be true except the word importunitie.

To the eight

He saith that he remembret not this article.

To the ixth

He confesseth that Doctor Pellis dyd desyre hym, but he denieth that Doctor Pellis told hym the cause why.

To the xth

He saith that he gave the shiriffs commandment to gyve hym warnyng but he wotteth not wither they dyd it.

To the xjth

He confesseth this article to be true.

To the xijth

He confesseth that he gave hym a byll but he wotteth not wether he were that same byll or not.

To the xiiij article

He saith that he did not here Bylney rede the byll, but he sawe hym loke upon it, and if Bylney did rede it he redd it softly.

To the xilij

He saith that he can not tell.
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To the xv article

At the repetition of this article he saith that there be divers points in it which he remembreth not, but he can tell that Bylney dyd kneel downe and humbly desyred absolution, And he remembreth that Doctor Pellis gave hym absolution, but he remembreth not that he dyd submitte hym to the determinacion of the chirch, but he thinketh that he dyd.

Also he doth not remembre that Bylney dyd there revoke his errors nor that he dyd exhorte the people to obey god, the ministres of the chirch & the ministres of the lawe.

Also he saith that he thinketh that Bylney dyd at that tyme desyre to be houseted but he remembreth it not perfaytely.

Be me Edward Rede.
PROCESS AGAINST BILNEY AND ARTHUR, A.D. 1527.

(From the Tunstal Register, folio 130 verso.)


IN PRIMIS, vix. missa de Spiritu Sancto ad summum altare dicte ecclesie conventualis Sancti Petri Westmon, per Reverendum patrem Johanne Exon. Episcopum celebrata, verboque dei per Reverendum patrem dominum Johanne Lincoln, Epum. in lingua vulgari publice proposito, dictus Reverendissimus pater dominus Thomas Legatus de Lateris antedictus ad dictam donum capitularem cum magna caterva tam spiritualium quam temporali eum comitante processit. Ac deinde dictus Reverendissimus pater Legatus de lateri antedictus judicialiter et pro tribunal ibidem sedens, assistent. eidem ut prefertur prefatis Reverendissimo ac Reverendis patribus, prefatis magistro Thomam Bilney et Thomam Arthure in judicium coram eisdem produci fecit. Quo facto prefatus Reverendissimus pater Legatus hujusmodi primo et ante omniam publice interrogavit eundem magistrum Thomam Bilney, utrum publice vel privatim in concionibus ad populum disputacionibus familiaris sermo opiniones Lutheri alissae ab ecclesia reprobatas ecclesiasticis diffensionibus contrarias aut dissidentes docuit vel predicavit; ad quod quidem Interrogatorium sic objectum prefatus magister Bilney respondebat quod scienter nullas opiniones Lutheri alissae opinionis orthodoxae sibi contrarias docuit aut predicavit. Item prefatus Reverendissimus pater interrogavit eundem magistrum Thomam Bilney, an olim prestitit juramentum coram eodem quod nullas Lutheri opiniones predicaret recitaret et defendaret sed eadem ubique impugnaret; respondet quo prestitit Juramentum hujusmodi, non tamen judicialiter. Quibus Interrogatorius sic ministratis et responsionibus ut premititur factis, prefatus Reverendissimus pater prefatum magistrum Thomam Bilney de plene et seditiae respondendo articolis sive erroribus per eum tant in Civitate et dioc. London. quam in dioc. Norwicen. alissque locis assertis et predicatis abaque aliquibus falsitatibus intermixtione, veritates omissione aut qualificacione, per venerabilem virum magistram Brianum Higdon, decretorum doctorem decanum ecclesiae Metropolitanae Eborac, tectis per eum sacrosancti dei Evangelii, jurati fecit; quem Sic juratum Idem Reverendissimus pater super articulis et erroribus hujusmodi seriatim publice expositis examinavit; ac deinde examinatione dicti Mag. Bilney facta et completa sepedictus Revmi. pater ad examinationem prefati M. Thome Arthure, tunc in judicium presentis, ac modo et forma quibus supra per prefatum M. Brianum Higdon decanum antedicitum de mandato dicti Revmi. patris ad Sancta dei Evangelia Jurati, de et super articulis et erroribus per eum tam in Civitate et dioc. London. quam alis locis eisdem convicinis, cum assistantia dicti Revmi. patris Cantuariensis Archiepiscopi ac aliorum Reverendorum patrum superius nominatorum, processi.


Tertio die mensis Decembris in loco supradiicto, coram Reverendis patribus dominis Johne Lincoln. et Henrico Assaven. Epis. judicialiter sedentibus, Reverendus pater London Epus. in exonationem conscientiae suo (ut asseruit), postquam dictus Magister Bylnye sepe et instanter requisitis ad ecclesiæ redire noluit, nequid sibi transmissum ab eodem celaret, realiter exhibuit apud nos notarios publicos in presentia Magistri Bylnye quasdam literas sive Epistolam, cum sedula in una Epistola earundem implicita, et alteram epi- stolam in modum libelli plicatam, in sex foliis contenta, quas omnes et singulos.


petitit copiam articulorum sibi decerni, et dominus decrevit copiam articulorum de quibus cupiebat convinci et responsionum eorumdem.


porrexit. Qui Reverendus pater eundem magnum. Bylney a sentencia excommunicationis absolvit, ac eundem, præstito primitus (ut prefertur) juramento corporali de penitendo, juri et sacramentis ecclesiæ et congregacioni fideliium restituit, prout continetur in schedula absolutionis quam idem Reverendus pater tunc publice legebat, ac deinde penitentiam salutarem hic sequentem injunxit, videlicet quod idem Bylney maneret in carcere in loco per Reverendissimum dominum Legatum deputando, donec idem Reverendissimus dominus Legatus vel alius suus ordinarius pro tempore futuros illam partem penitentiae relaxandam duxerit, et quod non celebret publice coram populo missam donec sit in hujusmodi carcere, sed solum sibi secrete, et quod nunquam de cetero publice conscientibus aliquo loco aut ecclesia nisi fuerit sibi specialiter sede apostolica aut per Reverendissimum patrem aut ordinarium suum indultum et licentiatum: praeterea quod crastino die ante processionem in ecclesia cathed. Divi Pauli London fiendum nudo capite cum fasciculo lignorum precedat humiliter et penitenter, ac facta processione ante pulpitum in quo fiat concio in cemeterio Divi pauli aut alibi ibidem cum hujusmodi fasciculo stet, et a principio usque ad finem expectet.

Die Septimo Decembris Anno et loco predictis coram Reverendis patribus Cuthberto London, Johanne Lincolne, Henrico Assaven, et Johanne Batho: et Wellen. Epis. judicialiter pro tribunalibus sedentibus comparuit personaliter Magister Thomas Arthure, quem Reverendus pater London Epus. interrogavit, quid velit respondere de et super articulis sibi objectis, et an velit persisteri in opinionibus suis, an velit redire ad unitatem ecclesiae. Qui sic interrogatus respondebat, quod nuper ultimo die judiciale respondebat ex quaedam mala passione; de quo dololet et penitebat: et iterum interrogatus ab eodem Reverendo patre, an velit redire ad ecclesiam et opiniones revocare; qui respondebat quod velit libenter, et petitii videre et legere abjurationem. Deinde ipsis Magistro Thoma Arthure sufficicier et abunde per dictum Reverendum patrem London Epu. docto et instructo de heresi et erroribus suis per sacrosanctam ecclesiam alias condempnatis, Idem Reverendus pater interrogavit ad aliquid velit dicere contra rationes et auctoritates sacrae scripture et sacramorum canonum, quos ipse Reverendus pater aperte et publice eidem Magistro Thome Arthure tunc ibidem ostendebat allegabat demonstrabat, et aertis libris docuit contra articulos per eundum Arthure assertos et predicatos: Qui tunc Magister Arthure respondebat quod bene et sufficienter sibi esset per dictum Reverendum patrem satisfacut et doctum de suis erroribus et heresiibus, quas dicebat se libenter velle revocare et se judicio et correctioni ecclesiae submitture, ac post multas et varias doctrinas per Ipsum Reverendum patrem adductas et recitatas: et ipse Mag. Arthure publice professus quod dololet et penitebat, quod ultimo die judico sic erroretam et motus esset ac quadam mala animi passione locutus esset: quare petitii veniam, dicens quod libenter velit heresys suas perversos errores et opiniones revocare cognoscere et abjurare et correctioni ecclesiee se submitture. Interrogatus an velit hoc sponte et non mortis metu vel cruciatus corporis facere, ipse Arthure respondit, quod non aliquo metu pensate aut mortis hoc intendebat (ut superius dixit) viz. revocare cognoscere et abjurare; prout tunc ibidem factum revocabat recognoscere et abjurare, ac juratum tacebat per ipsum sacramantis evangelij prout continetur in schedula abjurationis quam tunc et ibidem publice legebant et eandem suo nomine propria manu subscribatur ac signo crucis consignabat, ac deinde eandem dicto Reverendo patri porrexit: deinde idem Reverendus pater London Epus. eum magistrum Thomam Arthure, præstito ut præfertur juramento de penitendo eandem, a sentencia excommunicationis majoris absolvit ac ipsum sacramentis ecclesiis et congregacioni fidelium restituit, prout in schedula absolutionis per ipsum Reverendum patrem lecta continetur. Ac eodem Magistro Arthur sequentem penitenciam injunxit, viz. quod crassina die dominica ante processionem in ecclesia Cath. Divi Pauli London nudo capite cum fasciculo ligneo in humeris precedat, ac deinde ante pulpitum crucis sancti pauli in cemeterio ibidem, vel alibidem in ecclesia ibidem, cum hujusmodi fasciculo stet et expectet a principio conscientiis usque ad finem, et quod in publico coram populo per XXXX dies non celebret missam sed secrete sibi velit, prater crastinum diem in quæ neque secrete neque aperte coram populo celebrabit. Praeterea idem Reverendus pater injunxit, quod nunquam posthac coram populo concionabit publice vel privatim, nisi de expressa licencia sedis apostolicae et ordinarii loci cujuscumque sub quo ipsum degere congeriat.

An ex animo credid juste et pie dampnatas esse Lutheri Assertiones quas Episcopus Roffen. impugnat, et ipsum Lutherum cum suis asseclis impium esse et execrabile hereticum.

An ex animo credid concilia universalia et constituciones ecclesiasticas semel receptas nee cum abrogatas, etiam propter conscientiam non solum ob metum, esse ab omnibus servandas.

An sit crimen heresecs credere liceat, beatam virginem deiparam non perpetuo virginem mansisse.

An credid legis pontificis utiles esse necessarias et ad pietatem provehentes, nec sacris scripturis repugantes, nec quocum pacto abrogandas aut comtroversas, sed ab omnibus potius plurimum Reverendas.

An credid ecclesiam catholicam seu universalem esse posse in fide, et quam censeant illam ecclesiam catholicam, sensibilem scilicet aliquam et digito monstrabilem, an spiritualibus tantum et Intelligibilem soli Deo cognitam.

An putent Imagines sanctorum in templis satis christianae locatas esse, ac adorari oportere a vere christianis.

An sita fidei Jacobum et hereses uiam notam credere possimus, animas Petri Pauli beatam virginis ac aliorum divorum esse aut non esse in celo, nec uium adhuc de animabus defunctorum habitum judicium.

An festa et jejunia ab ecclesia instituta et recepta possit aut debeat privatus aliquis suo arbitrio et sola libidine citra peccatum et contumaciun nou servare.

An prelatis et Epis. et Regibus quemadmodum et parentibus divino precepto teneamur obedire.

An credid ecclesiam recte et pie ad sanctos defunctos precationes aliquas dirigere.

An solum Christum precandum putent, nec crimen esse heresecus, si quis contendat sanctorum neminem nostris precibus pulsandum.

An putent omnes vere christianos egro et eodem jure esse sacrificatores et omnes accepisse a Christo claves ligandi et absolvendi, si spiritum dei assequit se sunt; Et solos tales, sive laici sive sacrificatores sint.

An ex animo credid fidem esse posse abeque operibus et charitate.

An credid magis ex fide esse ut populus orat lingua vernacula, quam literata et ignota; ino an laudent preces in alia lingua.

An mallet missas et evangilia publice in ecclesia legi in vulgari lingua, quam literata et latina.

An laudent pueros solum doceri precationem dominicam, non etiam salutationem aut simulbolum.

An deridendas putent particulas illas lignas, quibus passim utitur, vulgus.

An censeant totam scripturum sacram verti debere in lingua vernacula, idque magis ex utitate populi folie quam ut nunc legitur.

An vellent organa musica et cantus vocales ab ecclesia dei auferri.

An credid pertinere ad pontifices ut quenquam vincis et carceribus cohaerereant, aut ullam habeant potestatem coherecum aut corporalem.

An credid piem esse constitucionem ut nemo in aliena dioceseon concionetur, absque litteris commendantis et potestate ab Epis. impetrata.

An putent vota religiosorum et privatius particulares religiones ex dei spiritu primum constitutas, nec ullo modo pugnare cum vero et libero christianismo.

An credid ordinum esse pro mortuis. An credid purgatorium esse. An potius neutrum credere teneamur ex necessitate fidei, sed liberum sit sic credere aut non credere citra uillum dispensandum.

An credid philosophiam moralem et naturalis aliquid conducere ad melius intelligendum scripturas, aut ad explicandum aut defendendum fidei veritatem.

An credid Indulgentias pontificii potius rejiciendas quam amplexandas.

An sit contra doctrinam Christi et apostolorum, christianos quoque modo contendere in Judicio ut suam sit restituatatur.

An omnia credid ex necessitate futura, et salvacionem et damnacionem; et nichil omnino esse in nostro arbitrio.

An Deum authorem putent malorum, tam culpae quam peine.
An censeant alisquas esse posses virtutes morales sita gratiam christianitatis, An potius figmenta sint quas Aristoteles commentus est virtutes.

Interradisti sunt an missam soli celebranti prodesse putent: An ritum nunc missandi libere quisquam pro suo arbitrio, et sita fidei jacturum, aut omittere aut mutare posset.

An hereticum et sediciosum censeant docere populum, illis esse liberum decimas dare sacerdotibus aut alii quibuslibet pauperibus.

An Christianius esse putent tollere a templi sanctorum Imagines, quam permittiere ut illuc maneant deaurentur et honorentur.

An Christianum esse putent, ut concionatores cohortentur homines ad peregrinaciones et veneracionem Reliquiarum.

An tu Thomas Bylney citoris in heresies ad comparandum coram Reverendissimo patre dno. Thoma Cardinale Eborac. sedis Apostolicis a latere legato, ante diem comparicionis tuae, non dum purgatus de his pro quibus citoris eras, verbum Dei populo publice in diversis ecclesiis Civitatis et dioc.

London viz. in ecclesiis Elene et sancti Magni Civitatis Eysudem, et in ecclesiis de Wyllesdon Newyngton Kengyngton et Chelsey extra urbe, absque licentia sufficienli Epi. London aut cujuscunque alterius predicaveris.

Sequuntur alia interrogatoria in vulgari, non tamen ministrata.

Is it not an heresie to believe, there is no payfull place of purgatory beside heven and hell, for soules departed and not perfectly purged in this worlde?

Is it not heresie to teache or to believe, that pilgrumes go to the tempes and reliques of holy martires and other sayncts is not a worke of the self good and also meritorious, if it be don for the honour of God and good sayncts?

Is it not a laudable and meritorious thynge to worship god and sayncts, and an heresie to dampne obliations made in the honour of God and good sayncts?

Is it not an heresie to teche or to believe, that men may at their pleasure breke the constitucions of holy church and of holy fathers, as fastynge dayes, holy dayes, matens, masse, and suche, without any grudge of conscience or dely synne?

Is it not an heresie to teache or to believe, that a man be saved though he refuse at all tymes to be confessd secretly at any preste hands, but only confess hymselfe to God?

Is it not an heresie to say and believe, that the sacraments of holy church doth bryng no grace to them that tayketh them Acordingly?

Is it not an heresie to believe, that the very flesh and bloode of Crist is not in the sacrament of thaitner, or that the very bred and wyne remayneth after the consecracion?

Is it not an heresie to say and hold, that no reverence owght to be don to the Images of sayncts?

Is it not heresie to say and teche, that men owght to pray to no sayncts in heven nor for no dead men?

Is it not heresie to say, that men deservyth no thanke of God if they observe all the ceremonies of the churche, nor no blame shall have or commytt any synne if he kepe never on of them: quod est diffinitive damnare ceremonias?

Is it not heresie to believe, that ther is no jeperdie nor harme to be dewly acordying to the canones excommunicat by the pope or byshop?

Si neget haec esse heresica, interogetur an hereticum sit non audire ecclesiis; quod si tribuat, necnon pro heretico habebitur qui predicta non esse heresica fatebitur, utpote ecclesiis et concilia recusans audire habebatur: sin ista concedat esse heresica, jubebatur ut illa clare et manifeste exprimat populo. Vide responsa horum viz. Bylney et Arthurum in libro papiri quin in anno dominii hic annotato.

Articuli et errores magistri Thomas Bylney predicati sive asserti in ecclesiis paroch. sancti Magni Civitatis London in hebdomada Pentecostes Anno Domini millesimo quingentesimo xxvii, super quibus omnibus et singularis diebus Thomas Bylney tam infra dictam Civitatem quam alibi apud bonos et graves graviter infamatus existit.

In Prima he sayd, pray you only too God and to no saynts reherring the laytney. And when he came to Sancta Maria ora pro nobis, he sayd Stay there: negat.

Item he sayd, cristen men owght to wurslipe God only, and no saynts: negat.
ITEM he sayd, cristen peple shuld set upp no lighthes before the Images of saynts, for sayntys in heven nod e noo light and the Images have no yes to see: negat.

ITEM he sayd, that lykwyse as Ezechias distroyed the brasen serpent that Moyses made by the commandement of God, even soo shuld kynges and prynces now a dayes dystroy and burne the Images of saynts sett upp in churches and other places: negat ut ponitur.

ITEM he sayd, good peple I exhorte you in God, that if prysts be of yyylle conversation or will not appiye ther lernyng, that yow helpe them not but rather let them starve then gyve them any penny: negat ut ponitur.

ITEM that the sayd Blynley uppon thes premyses and other erores and heresies was before and at that tyme grety diffamyd notyd suspected, both within the cytie and dioc. of London as within the diocese of Norwiche and the universitee of Cantebrige, emongs good and faithfull cristen peple, and thereupon hath ben detectyd before Juges ordinary competent in that behalffe.

ARTICULI et errores Mr. Thomæ Blynley, predicati sive asserti in Follo 124. ecclesia paroch. de Wyllesdon London dioc. in hebdomada Pentecostes Anno dni. millesimo quingentesimo xxvijæ, super quibus omnibus et singulis idem Thomas Blynley in parochia de Wyllesdon et alia vicinis et circumvicinis spud bonos et graves graviter infamatus est.

In Primis he sayd that the Jewes wold have becom chrysten long agoo but for idolatry usyd by cristen men, as offeryngs of candells wax or money to Images of stockes and stones standing in churches or chapellys. Respondit non occurrere memorias an dixerit ut objectur, et petit terminum ad delibe-randum: quod si ad memoriaem reducere non possit, paratus erat stare depositionibus testium et quasi a se dictum agnoscere quod illi testificabant.

ITEM he sayd the prests take away the offrynges to suche Images, and give them to booris and dyd hang them abowght there neckys, and after that tok them fro them and dyd hange them agen uypon the Images.

ITEM he sayd that sum men say that Reliques and Images born abowt sum tymse doo speke: but if any of them doo speke, it is the devylle that spekith in them and not God.

ITEM he sayd that gooying on pilgermagens was nowght, and that no man shold use it, for it were better no: And that rather he shold tary at home and gyffe sumwhat in other.

ITEM he bad the peple, offryng to owre Lady of Wyllesdon whiles he prouched, cum down frome offrynge and doo ther dewyte and leve ther vyne devotyon, sayinge that the fawte was in the curatta that not toche them oderwyse.

ITEM he sayd that if a man were confessyd after a Remembrance of his synnes, one paternoster were as good as gooyng to Rome on pilgermage.

ITEM he sayd that owre Lady of Wyllesdon was a common haude.

ITEM he sayd Mary Magdalen was a steywd boore; howbeit sche turnyd afterward to grace.

ITEM he sayd there that he shold be shent for saying as he had don, but he caryd not for yt.

ARTICULI et errores Mr. Thomæ Blynley, predicati sive asserti in ecclesia paroch. de Newyngton London dioc. in Ebdomada Pentecostes Anno Dni. millesimo quingentesimo xxvij:o, super quibus, &c.

In Primis he preychyd and exhorted the peple that they shold pray only to God, and nether to our Lady saynt Peter saynt John nor any other saynt in heven, for if any man had nede none of them coulde helpe them but only God.

ITEM he sayd there, yow doo not well to goo on pilgermage to our Lady of Walsingham Ipiswiche or Wyllesdon or to any other place and there to offre, for they be nothing ells but stockes and stones. Therfore it were better to tary at home and pray to God there.

ITEM he sayd to the peple there present, take awaye those candellis that yow set before theis Images, ye ar fools, ye make them youre godes and they can doo nothing for you.
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Articuli sive errores predicati per M. Thomam Byllney in ecclesia Christi in villa de Ipiawiche Norwicens. dioc. 28° die mensis Maii anno domini 1527°.

Saying that our Savioure Christ ys our mediator betwene us and the father, what shold we nede to speke to any seynt for Remedye, to Christis inferior. Wherfore to make suche peticon to any but to our Savyoure Christe, trustyng therebye to have remedye, dothe injureye to the blode of Christis and dillymythe theoure Savioure Criste, lyke as if a man shold take and stryke of the hed and sett yt under the fote and the fote to set above.

MAN is so imperfect, that in no wyse he can meryte by his own dedis.

The commyng of our Savyoure Crist was long desired, and by dyverse and many profetis was prophecied that he shold come. But John the baptyste plusquam prophet, whiche did not only prophece but with his finge shewyd Ecce Agnus Dei, Ecce qui tollit peccata mundi. Then if this were the very lambe whych John dyd demonstrate and shewid, qui tollit peccata mundi, what ingeraye is this to oure Soverane Chryste, that this bull to beburyd in the cowle of seynt Francis shold or may remyt iiij parts of penance! What is lefte to oure Savyoure Criste, qui tollit peccata mundi? This I wyll justyfye to be a greate blasphemy aynest the blode of Christe.

Before this tyme the peple hath been begiled by false prechours prechyng for luker of money and not for the helthe of manys soule; to whom good frendes geve yow no more credence, for yow have long been begyllyd and seducyd by them; but gyve good peple credence to me and to suche as I am, whiche comythe for no luker of youre moneye but only to preche the gospel of our Saviour Christe. Loo here ys the new Testament and here ys the olde. These be the Swordys of our Savyoure Chryste; whiche I will teche and shew to yow, and nothynge else. For I doo se that the grace of oure Savyoure Chryste groweth amongst yow, that my prechyng is great pleasure and comfort to yow; whiche greatly rejoyche me, that yow be so glad and diligent. I desire you therfore all of perseverance.

These cecoth yerys there hath ben no good pope nor in all tymes past that we can fynde but L, for they have nether prechyd ne lyved well conformably to thare dignytie. Wherefore tyl now they have borne the keys of symonio to open menys purses and cofers, and used there auctoritie for luker of money. Ayenst whome good perpole we must preche and shew to you, for we cannot come to them: it is grete pitie they have foreslauneder the bodie of oure Savyoure Chryste.

The peple hath used falselie of late pylgremages, whiche for them had been better to byn at home.

Many hath made certayne vowis whiche be not possible for them to fulfill, and they nothing meritoryouse.

The prechers before this hath been Anticristis; and now it hath pleased oure Savyoure Criste to shew there false errors and to gyve aanother waye and maner of prechyng of the holy gospel of Christe, to the comforte of youre soules.

I truste that there shall come and will other besides me, whiche shall shew and preche to you whiche is the very trew gospel of our Savioure Christe and the mynde of holy fathers: whereby ye shall be brought from these errors wherin yow have byn longe seducyd, for before this there hath ben many that hath slanedered yow and the gospel of oure Saviour Criste; of whom spekes oure Savyoure Mathew vij° qui scandalizavit unum de puellis istis qui in me credunt &c.

In the name of God, Amen. I, Thomas Byllney, priest, before you, right reverent father in God, Lord Cuthbert, bishop of London, my ordinary and diocesan, and commissarie to the moste reverent father in God, Lord Thomas, of the title of Saynt Ceycle preist Cardinall, archbishop of Yurke, priam of England, Chancellor of the same, of the See apostolique Legate de latere, etcetera, with you reverent fathers, Henry byshop of Saynt Asse, John byshop of Lyncoln, and John byshop of Bathe, lykewise commissaries lawfully deputed, confessing and knowledging the trew catholike and apostolique faith of holye churche, intend by the grace of God herafter ever to persever and abide in the trew doctrine of holye churche, and doo destet and abjure all maner of heresiies and articles followyng, whereupon I am now disflamed, noted, vehemently.
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suspected, and convicted; that is to say, that men shuld pray onlye to God, and to no sayntes. Item, that Christen men ought to wursheipe God and no sayntes. Item, that Christen men ought to set upp no lyghts before images of sayntes. Item, that men doo not well to go on pylgrimes. Item, that man in no wise can meryte by his owne dedys. Item, that miracles dalyly shewyd be wrought by the devyl by the suffrance of God. Item, that no pope hath suche power and auctoritie as Peter had, except be of lyke puritie of lyfe and perfection as Peter was. And in theis articles, and all other, I here expressly consent unto oure mother the holye churche of Rome, and the apostolique doctrine of the same, and bothe in mouthe and harte make knowledge, that whosoever hereafter teche, preche, or affirm, any of theis Articles, or any other heresies, contrary to the determynation of the holye churche, is worthy to be excluded from the communion of the same. And in case I hereafter do teche, preche, hold or affirme, any of theis articles, or any other heresies, contrary to the determynation of holye churche, whiche by the grace of God I intend never to doo, then I shall submit myself to the correction of my ordynary, according to the holye canons; and for theis my trespasses and offences I desyre you of penance, whiche I promise by these holy Evangelius and contents of this boke by me bodiely touched, truly to doo, observe, and fulfill. In witness wherof, to this my present abjuration I have subscrib'd my name with my hand and set to the signe of the crosse."

Articuli et errores Mr. Thomas Arthure, predicati sive asserti in diversis locis et temporibus inscriptis, Super quibus &c.

In ecclesia beatæ Marie Wolchurch Civitatis London in die sanctæ Trinitatis Anno Dni. millesimo quingentesimo xxvij. In Præmis he exhorted the peole in his prayers, to pray specially for those that now be in pryson for preching the trew gospell of God.

Item he sayd, that thought men be restrained to preche now a days, which is ayenat Godes lawes, yet I may preche—First by thauctoritie of my Lord Cardinall, for he have his license. Secondly by thauctoritye of the Universitie. Thirdly by the pope. Fourthly by thauctoritye of God wher he sayd, Euntes in mundum predicte evangelium omni creaturæ; by the whiche auctoritie every man may preche; And there is nether byshope nor ordynary nor yet the pope that may make a law to lett any man to preche the gospell.

Item when he spake of the lawes, he brought a symlytyude of Crosses set upp ayenat the walles in London that men shold not pisse there. That whether there were on crosse or few moo, men Reverence to them and pissed not there. But when there was in every corner-A crosse set, then men of necessite were compell'd to pisse upon the crossing. Soo lyke maner, when there [were] but a few holy and devote lawes in the church, then men were aferd to offend: then afterward they made many lawes for there Advantedge; and suche as were pecunyall they doo observe them, And those that are not pecunyall they doo call them pales, and regardethe them not. And so now a dayes there ar so many lawes, that whether a man doth yll or well he shall be taken in the lawe.

Item he sayd, good peple, if I shold suffre persequution for the preching of the Gospell of God, yet there ys seven, thousande moo that will preche the gospell of God as I doo now. Therefore, good peple good people (quæ verba sepius quasi lacrimando iteravit), Thynke not yow that if thes tyrannes and persequutors put a man to dethe for preching the gospell of God, That he ys an heretycke therfore, but rather a martir.

Item he sayd, that every man ye every layman is A pryts; and therupon he made a declaration, whiche peraventure dyd not satisfye every man there present.

Item the sayd Thomas Arthure in the pariahe churche of Walden and other placeys ther about did preche to the people, that thes shold pray to no saynts in hewyn but onlye to god almightye; and they shold use no other meditator for them but criste Jhesu our Redeemer onlye.

Item he preched there, that they sholde wurshippe noo Images of sayntes, which were nothingy but stockes and stones.

Item the sayd Thomas Arthure dyd preche uppon Whitsunday last within the Universitie of Cantabrighe suche or lyke wordes and sentencys; That a
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bachelor of dyvinitie admytted of the universitie, or any other person havyng
or knowyng the gospel of god, shold ge goourthe and preche in every place
and let for no man [of] what estate or degree so ever he were. And if any
bishope did accurse them for so dooyng, There currayng shulde turne the harme
of there selfys.

IN THE NAME OF GOD AMEN. I THOMAS ARTHURE, PRIEST, BACHELOR OF
DYVINITIE, OF THE DIOCES AND JURISDICTION OF LONDON, ACCUSED AND DETECTED OF
SUSPICION OF HERESIE, OPENLY KNOWLEDGE AND CONFORSS BERE YOW RIGHT REVERENT
FAHER IN GOD LORD CUTHBERT BYSHOF OF LONDON MY ORINARY AND DIOCESAN, AND
COMMISSARY TO THE MOST REVERENT FATHER IN GOD LORD THOMAS OF THE TITLE OF SAYNT
CEILE, PRIEST CARDINALLE, ARCHBISHOF OF YORK, PRIMATE OF ENGLAND, CHANCELLER
OF THE SAME, OF THE APOSTOLIQUE SEE LEGATE DE LATERE, TO GETHER WITH YOW
REVERENT FATHERS, LORDS ENEY BISHOP OF SAYNT AAS JOHN BISHOP OF LYNCOEL
AND JOHN BISHOP OF BATH AND WELLYS, LIKEWISE COMMISSARIES LAWFULLY DEPUTED.
That I erreoneously and damnable contrary to the determinacion of our
moder the holy churche have sayd and openly prechyd affermyed confessyd
defendyd and mayntened, That a bachelor of dyvinitie admytted of the universitie,
or any other person havyng or knowyng the gospel of god, may goo
forth and preche the gospel in every place, and let for no man. And if any
byshop did accurse them for so dooyng, the currayng shulde turne the harme of
there selfys. And that there ys nother bishop nor ordynary nor yet the pope,
that may make a law to let any man to preche the gospel. Also in lyke maner
I have sayd and openly prechyd confesseyd and mayntayned, That if a man be
put to deeth as an heretyke for prechyn the gospel, he is not therefore an
heretyk but rather a martyr. Also I have slaunderously and seduceryously sayd
and prechyd and confessyd, That there ar so many lawes in oure mother the
holye churche now a dayes, that whether a man doo ylle or well he shalbe
taken in the law. The whiche my erreoneyse saynga prechynge and con-
fessyon as heretycally damnable slaunderous false and sedious, with the
defenses and mayntauns of the same, in special, with all other heresies in
generall, before almighty god and yow my ordynary in this honorable audience
I voluntarly and gladly as a trew penitent person returned from my heresies
unto grace utterly renounce forsake and abjure. Promissying, and I promysse
faithfully, unto almyghtie god our foresayd mother the holye churche and unto
you my foresayd ordynary, and swere by theis holye evangelies and contents of
this book here by me bodylye touched, that from hensforthe I shall never
retnere aynen to the sayd heresyes or any other damnable heresyes and opyn-
yons, and nevermore favor follow defend resehe affermyer or mayntayn them
contrary to the determinatyon of oure moder the holye churche, nor hide con-
cele or keppe close any suche heresyes and damnable opinions nor there auctors
nor factors in tyme to come, nor be conversant or famulier wyttyngyn with any
person or persons suspect of heresey. But assone as I shall know any suche
persons or their factors, I shall truely and faithfully detect them with there
heresyes and there opynyon to there ordynares for the tyme beyng withowght
any delay. Submytting myselfe mekely lowleye and penentiely to oure moder
the holye churche and your correction, beyng contruyte and sorye; and desire
penance for my sayd offences and trespasses in this behalf. Whiche I pro-
myse by the vertue of my othere suerely to doo observe and fulfyll. In wintes
wherof, to this my presents abjuratyon I have subscribyd my name with my
hand and set to the signe of the crose.
LETTER FROM THOMAS BILNEY TO THE VICAR OF DEREHAM IN NORFOLK, EXHORTING HIM TO TAKE CARE OF HIS FLOCK.

(From the Parker MSS. in CCC, Vol. 340, No. 14, p. 281.)

Good master vicar I barly commend me unto you: bertyly also thankynge yow for your kynd token & manyfold benefyes shewed to me in tymes past, for the whych I am not hable to recompense yowe, but he shall for whose sake ye doo such thyngs. Syr my trust ys that yt nedyth not that any man & moch lesse I shuld exhort yowe to yowr dewtye, that ys to preache the word of God unto your flocke; for I trust ye doo yt dyligently of your owne accorde, knowynge that ye are bound so to doo both by the auctoryte of the prophytes of chryste and also hys apostles, as yt aperyth evydently in many places of both testaments wherin many tymes the curates are called pastors, as Essechaelis xxxiiij ca. & in the xxxiiij ca. of the same prophete, where God speketh ad speculatores. Item Hieremie xxxiiij & in many places of Esai. In the neo newe testaments the x chapter of John. Item Johnis ultio. Item Actorum vicesimo, ubi sanctus Paulus alloquitur omnes curatos dicens, Attendite vosbo et universo gregi in quo vos Spiritus sanctus posuit episcopos ad regendam ecclesiam dei quam acquisivit sanguine suo. Item jn Petri quintu. Pascite qui in vosbo est gregem Christi &c. —et cum venerit pastor principes recipiatis imnarcassibilis glorie coronam. Loke the concordance upon the word pastors, and there ye shall see more auctoryte wherbye yt shal svedentlye appere unto yowe in what case the curates of Englonde do leve, qui pascunt semelipsose with the profyts of their benefyces, sed non pascunt gregem verbo dei. Ideo minatur illis deus Essechaelis xxxiiij eternam damacionem, dicens, Vas pastoribus &c. Master vicare, maliora sunt vulnera amici quam fraudulentia oscula inimici. Proverbiorum xxvij. Of a truth these sayungs perteyne specially unto bishoppes, quibus vse est nisi evangelizent js ad Corintheos ix. But yet they also bynd curates that take cure of sowl under the bishoppys, as the forsdyd place of the xx chapter of the Acts doth testyffe, wher saunt Powle calleteth playnyly presbyteros episcopos et superintendens, God of hys goodness hath geven yowe such grace in your lyving & conversacion, quod lucrative lux tua coram hominibus ut vidente operas tua bona et glorificent patrem celestem. Wherfor ye no doubt of myght edfyre more with one sylngle sermon, then another (by whose lyfe the flock are not moved) shuld with many clerkly & curiose sermons. Nam regnum dei non est in sermone sed in virtute. Thys none that doo moore good then theye that esteme themselvyes unabhale: ascendantia haec (inquit) a sapientibus et prudentibus, et revelastia ear parulus et humilibus. Howe symple ys the sermone wherwith Peter converyd so many thousands! Actorum ij. Dyd not Jonas convert y gret cyte of Ninive unto repentance with these fewe wyrds, adhuc quadrarginta dies et Nineve subvertetur? Yt ys not the wurd, but God wych wurketh in hys wurd: Nego que plantat est aliquid (inquit Pau. 1a ad Corinth, ij.ij), quegriat, sed qui incrementum dat deus. Lete the precher be the temple of God & speke the word of God, and no dowbt of that God wyll wurke wyth hys wurd: Verbum meum (inquit Esai 14o) non revertetur ad me vacuum. Non vos estis qui loquimini, sed Spiritus Patris vestri qui loquitur in vobis: Matth. xx. Ego (inquit Exod.14o) ero in ore tuo doceboque te quod loquaris.chryst sheweth wherein the Summe of prechynyng stondeth, Marci primo: penitete (inquit) et credite evangely, et appropinquabit regnum celii. It ys impossible that a good man that levesth after hys techyngh (as I verely counte yowe) shuld speke the wurd of God in vayne, though yt were but every Sundaye one sentence of the gospel: Exempli gratia—Frodiys, our Savyour Chryst sayth in the gospel of luce the xij chapter. Nisi penitenciam egertis, omnes peribitis, Wherfore amend your lyvres yf yowe wyll be sayvd.—And another Sundaye, Sic deus dilexit mundum ut illium suum unigenitum daret, ut omnis qui credit in eum
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non pereat sed habeat vitam eternam. Johnis. iii. — And on the ii. Sondaye
Anima quæ peccaverit, ipsa mortietur. Eschielis xv. — And on the fourth
Sondaye Ego sum resurrectio et vita, qui credit in me, etiam mortuus fuerit
vivet. Johnis xxi. Yf ye shuld saye no mor but evry Sondaye this mosh of
the wurdus of God, & soo continewe, soo dowght that of god wuld wark every
daye in some of his elect; for he hath promysyd and can not be false in his
promys, that hys word never shall be spoken in vayne. Esiae lv. Oves
(inquit) mere vocem meam audient. Johnis xii. Ite inquit et invenietis, solvite
et adducite mihi. Matthei xxv. Item Johnnis ultimo, Mittite in dextram
navigii rhete et invenietis. Miserrunt ergo, & jam non valebant illud trahere
pra multitudine piscium. Our Lord gyf yowe grace to remember that ys
wryttyn Matthe. xxiiij. : Qvis (putas) est fidelis servus et prudens, quem
consuluit dominus suus super familium suam, ut det illis cibum in tempore?
Beat us ille servus quem cum venerit dominus ejus invererit sic facientem.
Amen dico vobis quoniam super omnia bona sua constitue eum.
And on the other syde, reed, good master vicar, that ys wryttyn Matthei xxv. de talentis:
Inutilem (inquit) servum ejicite in tenebras exteriore. Ilic erit fetus et
stridore dentium. O master vycar, yff chryste shall saye in tremendo illo
Judicio, Ite maledicti in ignem eternum &c. because thei fedd hym not in hys
hungrye membres with materyall Brede, what shall he saye unto them wych
of dewtye wer bund to fede the hungrye sowlys with hys word, and let them
sterve for hungre. Vale for the massanger calleth. praye for me I besech
yowe.

By your owne
T. B.

Thomas bilneye to the vicar of dereham in Norfolk.

——

LETTER FROM BILNEY TO HIS FATHER AND MOTHER.

(From the Parker MSS. Vol. 340, No. 22, p. 579.)

Bilneye.

Father and mother accroyng to my dutye I lowly comend me un to yowe,
preyg yowe of your daylye blyssyngs certfyeyng yowe that at the wrytyng of
this byll (thankes be to God) I was as hayle and mery as ever I was in my
lyff. And so I have ben contynually both daye and nyght (laund be Jesus
Chryst) ever syne the begynnynge of my Joyful vexation and mery troble.
In somuch that I never slept so soundlye then I dyd in the mydes of my
busynesse. Thys I sye, father and mother, that ye shold tak no thought for
me, but be merye and glaide in allmyghty God, hertely thankyng hym for hys
grace mercy and goodness toward me porne synne and hys most unworthy
servant, whych of hys tender love toward me [he] hathe alwayes plentifully
shewed unto me, but especcially in thys lytel storme and tempest reysyd agaynst
me in hys mercyful sufference, to trye and prove my lytel fayth and love
toward hym and to porgy my soule more clene from the dreggys of synne : yt
was hys blesseyd wyll that I shold be cast in to the fyer of troble, that the
ryst of my soule shold be the sonar somewhat avoyded and consumyd.
In the whych fyer of troble he hath hetherto so preservyd me only of hys
pure mercy, with owt my deseryng, and so quenchyd this fyer with the dewe
of hys grace, that yt hath not scorkled one one (ær) her of my hede, but hath
rether kyndled such an het in my cold hart that I cannot chose but love God
better then I ever dyd Except I wyll be wondersfully unkynd unto such a
kynd father. We rede in the holy wrytyng of God, good father and mother,
howe that iiij yong men war bowaid hond and fote and put in to a howge grete
fyer, because thei wolde not worship the golden ymag of kyng Nabuchodonosor,
in to the wyche fyer the angel of God entryd with them and so preservyd
them in the myddes of yt, that one hcre of ther hede was not syngyd, but the
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flam of the fyer brast out of the furnace by the the (sic) power of God and mowntyd up xlii cubytes above the furnace and brennt as many of the kynges servantes as war abowght the kyndlyng of the fyer. So trulys suche as be cast in to the fyer of trubulation by kynges prynces or prelates be cause they wyl not be obedient unto ther commandmentes contrary to the commandmentes of God, ar wont to be saffe and Sovnd in the mydes of the fyer. So that the lest here of ther hed doth no perysh, as chryst promysed to hys mel to hys (sic) descyiples, for the grace of God entereth with them into the fyer and preserve (sic) them in the mydes of yt, and thought ther boddyes be brennt to ashes yett ther soul yl all safe and the more acceptable to God. And often tymes this fyer of trubulation brasteth howt of the furnace and burn (sic) hup them in sowle, and after thys lyffe in bodye also in the fyer of hel (ylf theye do not repent wynl thei lyve), that do kyndel thys fyer. Insomuch that the servants of God wych ye be put in to the fyer care for nothyng so muche as for the forgynnes and salvasion of them that dothe cast them or cause them to be castyth in to thys fyer, thoowe they dye ther. So prayd Stephan for them whych stonyd him to deth—ye so prayd our most merciful sayvor Chryst for them that naylyd hym upon the crooss. And so many tymes the rather by meny of suche prayers the kyndles, kepers, and mynystars of the fyer at the last be convertyd and turnyd to mervelus grete grace in god. So saynt poule which sometyme was a grete pursuer and enemy of chrystan peple and of chrystes feyth, consentyng to the deth of saynt Stephan and castyng in to the fyer of troble as many as he cowd fynd belevyng up on Chryst, at the last throwe the help and prayer of saynt Stephan he was convertyd and was made a grete pursuer with the feyt, the most valynt and strong preacher of Chrystes gospe—so myghty a thynge ys the marvellous wurkyng of God by the helpe of devout prayers. But I wold not (good father and mother) that ye shouill thinke that I am put in to this fyer of trybulation with ow deseryng. I have deseryd thyss and much more, for althoue I am not fawty (as I take God and my consencys to recorde) in any heresyse or errore that I have been accusyd of and don penance for, or ever prechyd or favoryd prively or apertly any opinyon contrary unto the determination and techyng of our mother holy chyrche (as I wyl answer at the daye of dome), yet for my neglygent and reklowse yff and espeycaly in my youth when I neytre knew God nor my sylf, I knowledge my sylf to have deserved much more payne and troble then thyss, and am redeye by the grace of God with owt the whych we can do nothyng to suffer much more yff yt be hys pleasur. And ho ys ther that lyvith so perfectely in thyss world, but that deseryvth mocch more payne and troble then he suffereyth? truly I dare seye very fewe or none. The holy apostle Saynt John whych was most derly be loydy to ower savior chryst was not ashamyd to nombre and compt hymself unfeynydly amonge synners, seynes Yff we shall seye that we have no synne we begyle our sylf and make god a lyar. What than shal we seye of our selves whych se grevoalye offend god and owr ney-burghs every daye, and owr inworde thowght and dede? Whereas we be bound under the peyne of Everlastyng damnation to love God above all thynges and owr neyburghs as our sylf, what shal we seye? truly that the best of us all, none except—wer not the gret mercy of God howerly shewed upon hus for Jesus Chrystes sake that dyed for our synnes and never yett cesseth to cal unto hys father for mercy for hus, continuylsh eswyng unto hym the pynyt of the blessed wonde that he sufferyd for owr synnes in hys hondes hart and feet; war not this gret marcy purchasyd for hus,—the best of hus all war nothyng els but a fyer bron of hell. And thys wyl I prove by godys grace by the evident and playne wordes of God. The holy prophet Moyseas and saynt Pawle also, whiche be to sufficient wyynesbes, do saye that every man and woman be accusyd of godys owne mownt that do not observe and kepe continuylly every uttermost pouint of the lawe of God: but ther ye non lyvyng that so dothe allways observe all the commandementes of God: wherfor all, non except, be accusyd of the ryghtwynes of God and worthy to be damnyd. I seye not thys of myn owne heed. Saynt Pawle wyntesayth the same, seynes almyghty godys lawe hathe lokkyd and sparyd hupp all the world under synne, so that all ther mowthes be stopped, soo that thei cannot denye but that the best of them all ys deply in hys det and daunger: the chylde that ys borne thys nyghtt that never thought amisse ys damnyd owt of the lyssae
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of of (sic) heaven, except yt be chrysetneyd, thorowe the one synne of Adam wherby he damnyd hym sylf and all his issue for ever. Inasmuch that nether our lady nor Saynt John baptyst could have cum to heaven, except owre savyour Chryst had opnedyd the gats by his deth, and overcum the strong hold of the dyvell that kept all mankynd in captivytte, and take from hym the holy prophets & patriarches Adam and Eve, Abel, Abraham Isaac and Jacob, Moses and saie, hieremie and John with such other, wher of sum had ben ther presonars many thousand yeres, thynkyng full long for hes comynge. O good lord yff the chyld that ys borne thys nyght not chrysetnyd enjoytehe not the blisse of heaven, yff the blessed patriarches and prophetes could not for all ther holy lyving come thither; wherof sum war so obedyd unto the ywyf of God[that] they war redy to kyll ther owne chyldhe, havyng no more, for the love of God; Som war sawd on sunder for prechyng the word of God; some war beddyd; What shall cum of hus most wrecchyd wretchedy synners whyche have desfyld and spoysted with innumerable prydes, wrathes, inyra, covetyes, giotonyes, slowthes, and lcheres, sљuardyngyes, iyes, sweryng, and ydell wordes, the whyte garment of Innocencie and clemenesse, whyche was dyed in the most prestus water and blud trykelyd out of the syde of Chryst the derly belowyd son of God and put on hus in owr baptyme? what shal cum of hus? trulye noathing els but everlastyng dannatyon with the fends of hel in paynes intollerable with owt end, wher tolyngled fyder and bromston [are] but a part of the paynes that the damnyd persone shal ther suffer both in bodie and sowle with ow cseyng, as long as God shal be in heven. Thes paynes doubltes, father and mother, shal we suffer, as God thretenythe in the Scriptures, except we unfeyndly repent us whyl we have tyme and space, and axe mercy for owre many fowld synes whyce we have done synse the yeres of dyscyrcton agaynst the goodnes of God; that hast made us unto hys owne ymag and lkyynes, and bowght us agayne from the thraldom of the dyvell nyther with gould nor yet with sylver (as Saynt Petyre saythe), but with the precious blod of that most klen and Innocent lambhe hys onyl dreve son Jesus Chryst, owre Savyor; for hese passions sake yff we sake forgynnnesse of owre synnes, be they never so grevous, owre most merciful father in heven wyl not deny yt us; whyche ys alwaye a thousand tymes mo redye to forgivre bus than we be to axe mercy and forgynnnesse, whych of owr Sylf cannott so moche as axe mercy with owt hys grace moveth our hartes and tonges ther on. Let us therfor be sory for owr ewyll synnes; with a full purpose no more to fall un to them, by Goddes grace, and to be playnly confessyed of them as some as we may convenyently; or at the lest at tymes ordeyned by holy churche; and axe forgynnnesse: and no dowe dyd of yt we shal strayt waye obcyne yt, yff we believe stedfastly in the promys of almyghty God; as wytnessyth the holy Scripture of the prophet david, Seyng, I porposed in my hert to be confessyed un to my Lord God of my wretchedy lyving, and a none of hys Infynyt mercy he forgave me the wykydnesse of my synne; so exceedyng ys hys mercy toward them that will akynowledge and confesse ther synnes, and forgennynesse of them for Christes sake, and lyve a newe lyff, forsakyng by Godys grace ther olde; so that they will put ther hole hope & trust in Christes passion; dayly prayng with owr mother holy church the spouse of Chryst in thys maner: O Lord Jesu Chryst the son of the lyving God, put thi passyon crosse and deth be twyst thi jugement and owr sowles nowe and in the houre of our deth, and grant hus blesseyd Savyor whye we be alvyng mercy and grace, and after owr deth forgynnese and rest. Amen. And thowe thes wordes be not wrytten in the Scryptrye, yeeet these wordes must nedes be acceptable unto owr Savyor chryst, for they be the wordes of his spouse unto hem he saythe in holly wrytynge, be thy voyce sound in myn eares, for yt ys very sweet & pleasent unto me. ii Cant. To speke ahyynge of hope, why shulld not the sylfull sowle, lying up on the ded bed, hope and trust to be saved by the passion of chryst? beyng he dyed for synners, as the Scryptrye of God wytnessethy many places of bothe hes testamentes, news and olde, and especially in the newe testament, wherein he hath bequethed unto repentant synners forgynnesse of ther synnes & everlastyng lyfe, be they synnes never so gret & never so many. O father & mother, this ys a gracious testament; and that we shoulde not doubt or be in drede of the payment of thys blesseyd legacies and bequestes, he hath ratyfied and made suer thys testament by hys deth and sealyd yt with hys owne precioso
blod in the mownt of Calvare. And more over for a gate of the same he hasthe left un to us, in forme of brede & wyne, hes owne bodye & blud in the holy sacrament. Wold owr Lord, that yf wold dispose yower self to receyve nowe in yowre age at the leat iiiij tymes in the yere! I knowe sum devote peple in Cambrig & other were, that use to receyve this most holy sacrament at every pryncypall fest; but yf ye be not disposed so to do by cause yowe wold not be have syngular a mong yower neyburghs, I exhorte you (good father and mother) for chrystes sake, when ye here masse on the holy dayes or other dayes, or when ye here them rying to masse, that ye wyl call to yowre remembrance the payson of Chryst, howe gret paynes he suferyd for our synnes; and howe preciouse thynges he hathe bequethed his, remisison of owr synnes and everlastyng lyfe. Howe prove I thys? At the last soper that he made with his apostels & dysciples on mandy thors daye, the nyght before,hes passyon, he toke the brede in to his blyssed hondes, & blyssed yt & brake yt & gave yt un to his dysciples, sayeng; Take yowe this, And eate yt for this ys my very boddy that shall be betrayed for yower sakes. And in lyk maner, after soper he toke the cupp & blyssed yt & gave yt un to them sayeng Drynke of yt all, for ys (sic) the newe testament in my blode whyche shal be shed owt for yower sake and for many in remyssion & forynnes of synnes: wherfor as oft as ye shal do this, do yt in remembrance (sic) of me. Here ye see and here thys blessyd legat & hequest of forynnes of synnes, and howe Chrystes commandeth us to remember hys passion that he suferyd for the forynnesse of owr synes. When soever we here masse, yff ye stedfastly beleve the promyssse of hym that made thys testament ye be doubtlesse the chyler of Almyghty God & heyr of hys testament: and why should we in any wyse waver or doubt of the forynnesse of ower synnes, be thei never so many or grevesse for heynge sayth saynt Powle that the father of heven hathe not sparyd hys owne dere son but hathe gyven hym to dethe for lius all, howe ys yt possyble that he should denye us any thynge? he hathe gyven hus hys owne some, as the holy prophete Esaiye saythe in thi maner: A lytel babe ys borne for ower sakes, and the son of God ys gyven un to hus, and hys lordshypp power and [Caelera desunt].